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PAUL GARRETT; OR, THE SECRET.

* I HAD just acquired the right of placing the

letters M.D. after my name, and was rejoicing
over the bright prospects that were opening before

me, when they were all blighted by the sudden
death of my father, at the early age of fifty-three.

My hopes of establishing a practice in London

VOL. IX. No. 209.
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were dashed to the ground, as he had saved very-

little from his income of a thousand a-year, which
his sitiiation under government yielded him, and
as he died intestate, all his effects were sold, the

proceeds of the sale divided between five of us—
four sisters and myself

—and when his affairs were

wound up, we found ourselves each in possession
of four hundred pounds. My sisters made up their

minds at once to proceed to Australia, where an

aunt of theirs was comfortably settled ; but I pre-
ferred remaining in England, having no taste for

life in the bush.

I was looking out for a situation as assistant to

a country practitioner, when an old friend of my
father's informed me of something that he imagined
would suit me. Sir Clement Trevanion of—well,

we wUl say,
—Monkton Bassett, was desirous of

securing my services, as a painful disorder of

long standing rendered it necessary that he should

be constantly attended by a skilful medical man.
Mr. Forrest (my informant) added :

"His present medical attendant, Mr. Simpson,
whom I have known for years, is about to leave

him, and has written to me to find somebody to

take his place. You will receive five hundred

a-year, have carriages and horses at your service,

and only one patient to attend to. Not a bad be-

ginning, eh ?
"

" It is so far beyond my hopes or expectations,"
I replied,

' ' that I shall only be too thankful to

obtain it, if 1 have the chance."

"You may make .sure oi it, my dear fellow,"

was the reply.
' '

Simpson's recommendation is

all-powerful with the baronet, and viy recommen-
dation is all that Simpson requires. 1 will write

to him by the next, post, and you will hear from

him shortly, no doubt. Now I must be off. Will

you dine with me to morrow? "

" With pleasure," I replied ;
and we parted.

In two days 1 had a letter from Mr. Simpson,

settling everything satisfactorily, and a week
afterwards 1 found myself in the presence of Sir

Clement Trevanion, a tall, dark, unhealthy- look-

ing man of about forty-seven years of age. He
gave me a searching glance with his deeply-set

eyes, and then received me graciously enough.
Mr. Simpson, who had remained at Monkton
Bassett, to initiate me into the method he had

pursued in the treatment of his patient, had a

long conversation with me, and from' him I

found that all was not couleur de rose at Monk-
ton Bassett, as 1 had almost been sure would be
the case.

Imprimis, I was never to range beyond the

grounds without permission.

Secondly, 1 was to exercise a strict surveillance

over my patient's diet—a very disagreeable task.

Thirdly, I was to sleep in a room adjoining Sir

Clement's, that I might alwaj's be within call. The

carriages and horses were to be at my service when
1 rode out with Sir Clement, who could not take

horse-exercise.
"
Apart from those little drawbacks," said Mr.

Simpson, noticing the gradual elongation of my
face, as he gave me tbe above particulars, "my
stay here has been pleasant enough. Besides, it is

not for life, you know. I have now been with Sir

Clement nine years, and with my savings intend

to biiy a practice. Why should you not do the
same ?

"

" Be that as it may," I replied,
" I have

accepted the situation, and mean to perform my
duties conscientiously."
"Ah! that's right," was the reply. "You'll

get on very well with Sir Clement, no doubt."
I could see, however, that he was overjoyed

to be emancipated from his thraldom. But he

gave me many judicious hints respecting Sir Cle-

ment's management, and much sound advice

besides, for which I was, and still am very
grateful.
Thus was I installed at Monkton Bassett.

The very day that Mr. Simpson left, the baronet

gave me a sample of what I might expect. There
was a fine haunch of venison on the table, and I,

who officiated as carver, helped him to a slice of

it. On the plate being placed before him, he said,

sharply,
"Take it away. I cannot eat the lean of

venison."
" The fat is poison to you. Sir Clement," I re-

monstrated, "and I am sure that Mr. Simpson—"

" Take it away," thundered Sir Clement, "I'll

have none !

"

And it was the same with almost every dish

on the table. I began to fear that I should not

"get on" very well with my patient, but while

he was sulking, I began talking (having all the

talk to myself, however), and fortunately hap-

pened to relate an anecdote which tickled his

fancy. His brow relaxed, and after laughing

heartily, he ate some boiled mutton which I re-

commended.
The evening passed pleasantly, Sir Clement

drawing me out as much as possible to speak on
various subjects. The next morning, after break-

fast, I tried to persuade him to refrain from order-

ing for dinner anything injurious to him, but he
cut me short by saying :

"
I like to see a well-appointed table."

"But, Sir Clement," I urged, "surely you can

order an excellent—nay a very sumptuous dinner,
without subjecting yourself to the torments of

Tantalus ! And consider the unpleasant duty /
have to perform, of prohibiting you from tasting
what you would prefer.

"

" Mr. Milbum !

"
said Sir Clement, abruptly,

" I like to see certain dishes on my table, whether

I partake of them, or not. There !

"

Of course no more could be said, and for some
time we had daily squabbles of a similar kind

;

but I discovered afterwards that Sir Clement pur-
sued this course of contradiction, partly because it

afforded him a pleasurable excitement, and partly
to try the temper of his medical man. Mr.

Simpson, it appeared, took refuge in silence, after

a snappish reply or two, but I pursued a different

method.
After a while he became more manageable, and

one day, said :

" I like you very much, Milbum ; much better

than I did Simpson. He was a clever, conscien-

tious man, but he certainly might have made him-

self more pleasant. However, perhaps he could

not, therefore it was his misfortune not his fault,

still, I am very glad that you do not resemble him.
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Time does not hang heavily on my hands now, as

it did while he was here. Are you perfectly satis-

fied with your position ?
"

"Perfectly, Sir Clement," was my reply. "I
am quite comfortable now," laying, perhaps, a

slight stress on the last word.

"Ah," said he, laughing,
" that noio means, I

suppose, since our daily prandial disputes have

ceased. I must confess that you kept your temper

admirably, and have thereby secured my respect.

I hope, Milburn," added he, more gravely,
" that

you will stay with me to the last, for I feel T am
not long for this world." «

I endeavoured to divert him from dwelling on

such gloomy thoughts, and assured him that if he

were careful, he might live many years. He
smiled languidly, and replied :

" After all, though it is but a sorry life I ead,

I ought not to repine, for I have ample means of

alleviating my own sufferings, and relieving the

wants of others. Were I a poor man it would not

be so."

After a while, I succeeded in changing the con-

versation, and left him in pretty good spirits. I

must here remark, that Sir Clement's charity was

unbounded, and he often requested me, as a

favour, to give advice to those of his poorer
tenants who needed it. He was also scrupulously
attentive to his religious duties, and kept the little

church at Monkton Bassett (a tumble-down editice,

built of lath and plaster, which I never entered

without fearing that a sudden gust of wind might
blow it down), in repair at his own expense. I

gathered from words dropped here and there, that

he had been " crossed in love," as the old lodge-

keeper expressed it, and that a great disappoint-
ment had soured his temper and destroyed his

health. But he entirely left off showing temi)er
towards me. He made me his amanuensis, and
I either read or talked to him, as he preferred.
I received cheering news from Australia, three

of my sisters were well married, and the fourth

on the point of following their example, and for

six years I was comparatively happy. At the

end of that time, as I was reading to Sir Clement
one morning, the steward desired to speak to

him. On entering the room, he informed his

master that the Elms, a cottage orn6e, belong-

ing to the estate, was let to a foreign gentleman
—a Mr. Kander.

Sir Clement said :

" Rander does not sound like a foreign name,
Rogers ;

does it, Milburn ?
"
appealing to me.

"
No, indeed," I answered.

" You must have made a mistake, Rogers,"
said the baronet.

"
Well, Sir Clement, that is what ho calls

himself," said Rogers. "But I have his card
somewhere. Ah, here it is."

And he presented Sir Clement with a card, on
which was engraved :

" Don Pablo de Garate y
Aranda," which Sir Clement read aloud, after

which he said :

" Oh ! I see. A Spaniard, T should fancy."

Rogers said he wa? quite, the gentleman. So
liberal in everything ! He did not wish Sir

Clement to lay out a penny, but would do all

that was necessary himself.

"
Quite a phoenix of a tenant;" said Sir

Clement, smiling.
And presently Rogers departed. Sir Clement

called on Senor de Aranda, but he was not at

home. The latter returned the call when Sir

Clement was driving out with me, and there all

communication ceased. An invitation to dine at

Monkton Bassett was declined on the plea of

Madame de Aranda's deUcate health, but Sir

Clement said :

"
I would wager anything that it is pride that

keeps this Spanish hidalgo at a distance. Well !

He must have his own way, I suppose !

"

And he thought no more of the De Arandas.
But one day I was sent for in a great hurry
by Madame de Aranda. Mr. Aranda had been
thrown from his horse, and carried home insen-

sible. I set oflF immediately, and found Madame
de Aranda watching for me. I observed that
she appeared almost beside herself with grief,
and followed her into the room where her hus-
band lay still unconscious. I found that he had
sustained serious but not dangerous injuries on
the head, and had cut his cheek severely. I

said to Madame de Aranda,—
" His whisker and chin must be shaved before I

can dress the wound."
She directed her husband's valet to perform the

operation, while I busied myself in endeavouring
by cold applications to restore animation. As soon
as his cheek was cleared of its hirsute appendage,
I looked at the pale face before me, and the per-

ception gradually dawned on me that I had seen

it before, years ago, and finally I recognised, iix

Don Pablo de &c., &c., &c., my old fellow-student
at Bartholomew's, Paul Garrett !

As I became more certain of his identity, I

wondered what this disguise could mean. I

resolved, however, to respect his secret, and gave
ho sign of ever having seen him before, until

finding him restored to consciousness, I whispered
to his wife to speak to him, as he might not like to

see a stranger.
She approached him and spoke in Spanish.
He looked dreamily at her, and then ap{)eared

to recollect himself. She said something else, and
he stared wildly round him, at the same time

raising his band and passing it over his chin. I

advanced towards him and said,
" My dear sir, if you wish to recover, you must

dismiss ail anxiety from your mind—all groundless
fears. Make yourself quite easy about the conse-

quences of your slight accident, and you will soon

recover. Allow me to feel your pulse. This will

never do ! Have you some vinegar, hartshorn,
or sal volatile at hand ?

"
I asked.

" I will fetch some directly," said Madame de

Aranda, and hurried from the room, while I still

held Paul's hand in mine. He gave me an implor-

ing look, and then with a gasp said, in an unnatural

tone of voice,
" Milburn ! I will trust you ! Keep my secret !"
"

I will," replied I, pressing his hand.

He appeared quite satisfied, and remained quiet.
His wife retiirned with the sal volatile, of which I

administered a few drops in water, and after re-

maining with him some time, left him i)erfectly sen-

sible and collected. I promised to call again in the
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evening, and performed my promise. I noticed a

wonderful improvement in my patient, who on

being left alone with me, said,

"I feel quite at ease now, Milbum ; but I can-

not tell you what I felt when Clara told me
that you were here, and that my hair had been
cut off. Now, however, I am rather glad that you
know me."
"None of that nonsense just now, old fellow,

if you please," I said. "Get well as soon as

you can, and then you may tell me why and
wherefore you are glad that I know you. Drink

this, turn your head from the light and hold your

tongue. I will remain by you for some time." T

sat by him until he fell into a deep sleep, and then
left him, desiring to be sent for instantly if he
should awake before two o'clock. He did not, and
recovered rapidly ;

indeed he must have had an
iron constitution, or he could not have escaped
fever and erysipelas, as he fortunately did.

When he recovered, he owned to me that the

fear of being recognised by me had induced him to

decline Sir Clement's invitation, but as that

fear no longer existed, he would not remain

cooped up at the Elms. Sir Clement, naturally

enough, believed that pride had given way to

gratitude, and was very glad to become better

acquainted with his foreign tenant. As time wore
on I expected that Paul would draw aside the veil

of mystery which enshrouded his proceedings, and
that I should hear how he, Paul Garrett, whom I

had last heard of as an assistant to a Mr. Jones,
at an obscure village in Wales, should have
become transformed into a Spanish grandee. But
he seemed to shrink from touching ou the subject.
He did indeed once casually mention that when
he left Wales he went to South America, and
from thence to Cuba, where he married Clara.

There was no reticence in his allusions to his life

at Cuba, but not a word escaped him concerning
his stay in Wales or in South America.

I pondered deeply on all this, and finally came
to the conclusion that Paul had either forged or

embezzled a sum of money. But whatever he had

done, I knew him well enough to be certain that

he had not easily succumbed to temptation, for a

more honoiirable, self-denying, conscientiousfellow

than was Paul Garrett, when I first knew him,
never existed. For two years he and his wife

frequently visited Sir Clement, and many were
the pleasant days we spent together. At the

expiration of that time, Sir Clement sank under
his malady, and died, bequeathing me a legacy of

five thousand pounds. With that sum and my
savings I coiild now attain the height of my
ambition—a first-rate London practice, and soon
after Sir Clement's death, I bade adieu to Paul,
who with his wife was about to start for the south

of France.

I reached London full of hope, and conjuring up
bright visions of the future. I consulted with the

friends who remained to me, and particularly with
Mr. Forrest, who strongly advised me to marry
before I established myself. I should have had no

objection to follow his advice, had I known any
young lady likely to come up to my ideas of what

a wife ought to be, but my acquaintance among
the fair sex was singularly limited. At this

juncture, I received a letter from my sister

Fanny, who wrote that a young friend of hers,

Miss Alice Powell, had just lost her father, her

only relative in Australia, and would leave for

England by the next ship that sailed after the one
that brought my letter, arriving at Plymouth on
or about the 20th of April. Would I (if possible)

go and meet the young lady, whom I was to escort

safely to London, and deliver into the charge of

her aunt, who was old and infirm, at Gumming
Street, Pentonville ? Fanny added,

' ' I promised
Alice that you luould meet her if you possibly
could. So be sure you go, there's a dear George."

It was fortunate on Fanny's account (or she

might not have been enabled to keep her word) that

I was still a gentleman at large
—had I not been,

it would have been no easy task to leave London
on a piece of knight-errantry. But as it was,

nothing interfered to prevent my following all the

instructions laid down for me. I met the young
lady, escorted her safely to Gumming Street, and
left her in charge of her aunt, a gaunt red-haired an-

gular personage, suffering acutely from rheumatism.

And on returning to my lodgings, I began won-

dering , whether Alice Powell would help me to

follow old Mr. Forrest's advice. Her manners were
so natural, there was such a freshness about her :

in short, Alice Powell would just suit me,—if she

would have me,
I had asked leave to call on her aunt, and

received a churlish afiirmative to my request; but
I persevered, and soon perceived that poor Alice's

position with her relative was any btit a com-

fortable one. The old lady's temper was fearful,

and not even my presence could prevent her
from grumbling at the additional expense Alice's

advent had entailed iipon her. In one respect,

however, she found it an economy. I attended

her gratis, and cixred her of her rheumatism, so

that she was able to trot about as actively as was
her wont before her illness. And then I spoke
out, and offered my hand to Alice, who consented

to be my wife. By a strange perversity her aunt.
Miss Davies, was now quite loth to part with her,

and bewailed the dreariness of her future so

pathetically to Alice, that, on the latter telling

me she was really sorry to leave the poor woman
to her loneliness, I was induced—in an unguarded
moment, I confess—to offer her a home with us.

From that moment Miss Davies was an altered

woman. She seldom gave way to her temper,
tried to make herself agreeable, and I had no
cause to regret her making one of our family.

She became exceedingly fond of Alice, and indeed

was capable of deep and strong attachment.

We married, and I took a house in Craven

Gardens, but waited to begin practice until I

could secure a better position, which I could not

just then, as the International Exhibition was

open, and I had set my mind on a house in Chester

Place, which would be vacant at Michaelmas. I

took three season-tickets, and all of us visited

the Exhibition nearly every day. Sometimes I

appointed to meet Alice and her aunt at a

particular spot, and on one occasion the place of

meeting was to be outside the Eoman Court. On
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my way thither a hand was placed on my shoulder.

I turned round, and saw Paid Garrett with his

wife, bright and blooming, by his side. We were

delighted to meet again, and I asked him to come
and be introduced to my wife. Paul looked

remarkably well : he had not so much beard as

when he first came to Monkton Bassett, but had
thick moustachios.

We walked together until we came to where
Alice and her aunt were seated. I presented my
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Aran da, but was astonished

at the strange effect produced on Aunt Winifred

by the introduction. She started forward, and
after peering curiously at Paul from under her
coarse red eyebrows, seemed to settle down into

her iisual manner. It struck me, too, that Paul
was not unmoved. The pupils of his eyes were
dilated to an unnatural size, and an indescribable

change came over his countenance, but it was

only momentary. Alice and Clara soon became

friendly, Paul joined in their conversation, and I

was left to take care of Aunt Winifred. She

whispered :

•' Where did you become acquainted with that

gentleman ?
"

"I met him while I was at Sir Clement Tre-

vanion's," I replied.
" Oh! " A pause. "You say he is a foreigner?"" He told me he had come from Cuba," was my

evasive reply.
I felt assured that Aunt Winifred held the key

to Paul's secret, whatever it might be, and
determined to be upon my guard. She muttered
to herself :

"
It is astonishing."

I asked her to walk about with me. She con-

sented, but was pre-occupied and absent until we
resumed our seats. I invited Paul and his wife

to a friendly dinner, but he declined the invitation.

It was settled, however, that Clara should accept
a seat in my carriage to convey her to the hotel

where she and Paul were staying, that Alice and
Aunt Winifred should accompany her, while Paul
and I walked home together. After seeing the
ladies in the carriage, we turned our steps home-
wards, and walked along Kensington without Paul

opening bis lips. But wishing him to be fore-

warned, I said :

" My wife's aunt was very particular in her

inquiries about you."
"What!" he exclaimed, "is she, Winifred,

your wife's aunt ?"
" She is, indeed !

"
was my reply ; "and, more-

over, she lives with us."

"Good heavens 1" said he, an expression of

horror flitting across his face
; then, turning to

me, he added,
" For the love of Heaven, Mil-

burn, do not drop a hint to her of your ever

having known me as a medical student, and,
above all, don't mention that I was ever in
Wales."

"I will take care to do neither of those things,"
I replied.

"
I told her I met you at Sir Clement

Trevanion's."
"And what did she say to that?" asked he,

eagerly.
"
Appeared very much puzzled," was my reply.

"Milbuml" said he, impressively, "I am the

most miserable of men ! Not exactly through
my fault—circumstances—false information that

misled me—I may some day, perhaps, tell you
all—it will be a relief to me—but not now—not

now."
I parted from him soon after, and when I

reached my house I was met by Alice, who, in

great perturbation, said :

"
George, do you know that I fear Aunt Wini-

fred is going out of her mind?"
" Why do you fear that, my love !" asked I.

' ' She has been talking so absurdly, that it

would be really laughable, if it were not too

shocking. Only fancy ! She declares that Mr.
de Aranda is an Englishman, and lier husband !

"

" What could possibly have put such an idea

into her head ?" 1 asked.
' ' She says she was married secretly to him

years ago, when he was very young—that he was
her step-father's assistant at Llanvargwn, or some
such name, in Wales. Is it not dreadful ? And
she actually talked of setting a detective to watch

him, and find out all about him, but I persuaded
her to wait until you returned."

" You did quite right, Alice," I said ; "I will

speak to her by-and-by."
We dined, and after dinner Aunt Winifred,

with great solemnity, desired to speak to me. I

was prepared for what was coming, and waited

patiently to hear what she would say. She

began :

"That man you introduced to us to-day, George,
who calls himself a foreigner, is no such thing I

He is an Englishman, his real name is Paul Gar*

rett" (I knew that well enough),
" and I married

him in Wales fifteen years ago."

"But," I objected, "Mr. de Aranda is still «

young man—not above two or three and thirty-—
at that time he must have been but seventeen or

eighteen."
Aunt Winifred evidently winced at this: she

gaveja dry cough, and said,

"He was eighteen, and I was—several years
older. But that is neither here nor there. He
is my husband in spite of those nasty mustachios,
and I'll prove it, too, before 1 have done with
him."

" Now, my good aunt," I remonstrated,
"
pray

do not excite yourself. Be calm, and tell me how

you came to lose sight of this husband of yours
for so many years."
"You shall hear, George. We did not live

happily together. Paul was so wilful and so dis-

inclined to take advice which was all for his good !

At last he went off to South America. From
there he wrote once to say he was going to

Jamaica, but on his way there the ship he was in

was lost, and it was reported that all on board

perished. I have supposed him dead for many
years. But he is alive, I have seen him to-day,
and ho has married again. His wife, indeed 1 Fm
his wife.

"

"Now be calm, pray," I urged. "Are you
quite sure that no fancied resemblance—"

"No, no!" interrupted she, fiercely. "I am
certain of what I say. Besides his is a face that

time does not change much. Fifteen years ago,
he looked much older than he was, and he woidd
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look younger than he is now, if it were not for

that nasty hair about his face."

Aunt Winifred seemed to have taken Paul's

mustachios in especial aversion. She resumed :

'*
Now, George, tell me. What had I better

do ?
"

"It is a very awkward business," said I, sooth-

ingly.
' '

Only suppose that you should be mis-

taken, what then ? If you make any disturbance

about the business, you will bring vexation and

annoyance on worthy people who have never

injured you, and do yourself no good. You say

your marriage was secret. Why was that ? I

presume you were of age."
" I will tell you."
Another dry cough.
"The fact was that my step-father, Mr. Jones,

had plenty of money, and had promised to leave

it to me if 1 behaved well to him (for his own

daughter had married against his will and gone to

Australia), and I was afraid to tell him I had
married his assistant, for fear he should be angry
with me. That was why I kept the marriage
secret."

*'
Well, aunt," I said,

" my advice to you is, do

nothing rashly. I will try and find out, if possible,
the antecedents of Seiior de Aranda, and then we
can make up our minds how to act. I must now
leave you, for I have business of importance to

attend to."

"But," persisted Aunt Winifred, "would it

not be better to have him watched by a detec-

tive ?
"

"To what purpose?" I asked. "Is he not

staying at the ?
"

"
True," replied she. "

Well, I will wait to see

what you find out."

I left her, but as I was quitting the house was

waylaid by Alice, who lamented the delusion

under which her unfortunate aunt laboured. Alice

was firmly persuaded that her aunt could never

have been married, and imagined her story a

fiction from beginning to end. But I knew
better. I felt sure that I had found out Paul's

secret, and my compunction was great, at being
forced to act a lie to my wife, for was I not

aware that Paul Garrett and De Aranda were
one and the same ? Still, when I reflected upon
Clara on the one hand, and Aunt Winifred on
the other, my sympathies were all entirely for

the former, and I wished to hear from Paul
himself how it all happened. I was sure he
had not sinned wilfully, and how could I

be a party to any plan that would consign that

poor, innocent, confiding Clara to shame and dis-

grace ?

I hurried to the hotel. On entering the room
where Paul and his wife were, the latter ex-

claimed :

"
Oh, Dr. Milburn ? I am so glad you are

come ! I wanted Pablo to let me send for you. I

am sure he is ill. He has not been himself all

day."
"
Why, what is the matter ?

" I asked.

He shook his head.

"You are looking pale and fatigued, yourself,

madame," said I to Clara. " I fear you have tired

yourself out to-day. I would suggest your

retiring early, and recommend your husband to

have a cigar afterwards as a sedative.
"

" I will retire now. Dr. Milburn," said Clara,
"and I can leave you, querido Pablo, in Dr. Mil-

burn's charge. I do feel rather tired, and that is

the truth. So good night. Dr. Milburn. "

And at last we were alone, Paul and I.

"You must think I am a great villain," said

Paul.

I hesitated.
"
Appearances are strangely against you, I must

own."
"I will tell you how it all happened," said

Paul ;

" and indeed I have been longing to do so,

ever since we met at Monkton Bassett. I know
Winifred too well not to be certain that she will

not leave a stone unturned to find out the truth,
and she will follow me to the end of the world
rather than loose her hold of me. I have not

wilfully wronged her, as you shall hear.
' ' I was placed at the age of fourteen as appren-

tice to Mr. Jones, Winifred's step-father, to re-

main with him for four years, with the promise,
that after completing my medical studies, I should

become his assistant. I had neither father nor

mother, and for the first three years my position
was as lonely and wretched as could well be ima-

gined. At the end of that time I shot up, and

improved in appearance. Miss Winifred began to

take notice of me. She was not ill-looking,

though she had high cheek-bones and red hair.

I was no longer 'that boy,' but ' Mr, Paul,' and
as I had at that time a weakness for sweetmeats
and dainties, Miss Winifred daily ministered to

my failing with unwearied assiduity. She reigned

supreme in the household, and my situation was
far different to what it had been. She likewise

took charge of my wardrobe, supplying its many
deficiencies with such tender forethought, that I

became quite attached to her— I mean I felt

deeply grateful for her kindness towards me.
" I expected to go to London as soon as I

had completed my eighteenth year, but shortly
before that time arrived, the bank in which the

money had been invested for that especial pur-

pose, broke, and I was left without the means
of qualifying myself to become Mr. Jones's

assistant.

"What was I to do ?

" Winifred and I held several consultations

together on the subject, and the upshot of it all

was, that she promised to find money for me to

go to London, and I agreed to marry her.
" We were secretly married, and for some time

I was not unhappy, though Winifred could

scarely bear me out of her sight, but that I

excused, imputing it to her excessive fondness

for me, But when I mentioned the journey to

London, she raved at the idea of our separation,
and begged me not to think of it. Necessity,

however, is a stern mistress. I pointed out to

her that I must either qualify myself for her

father's assistant, or seek my bread elsewhere,
and to London I went !

"There I met you, Milburn, and you know
whether I spared myself in pursuit of my pro-
fessional studies, or iudulged in any of the gaieties

patronised by my companions. You remember
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how often you reproached me for the solitary-

cheerless life I led. I paid a short annual visit

to Wales, and on those occasions it appeared as

if the sole object of Winifred's life were to

consult my happiness. At last I returned to

Wales for a permanency, and became Mr. Jones's

assistant. I received a small salary, and this

became the bone of contention between my wife

and me. Winifred made many attempts to obtain

the mastery over me in all pecuniary matters,
but 1 stoutly resisted her tyranny, and at last,

on my peremptory refusal to set down every

farthing of my expenditure (in a book ruled and

prepared by herself) we came to an open rupture.
From that time, my hfe was a perpetual torment,
and I really believe I should have put an end to

it and my misery at once, had I not heard of an

appointment in South America ; and, on the

impulse of the moment, applied for and obtained

it. On my telling Winifred what I had done, her

anger exceeded all bounds, but I cared little for

that, the prospect of freedom was before me, and
I listened to her reproaches in silence.

" I pass over some years spent in South America,
and hasten on to the time at which I left for

Jamaica. The ship in which I sailed was wrecked,
but two other men and I, saved our lives by cling-

ing to some portion of the rigging, and we were

picked up by a Spanish vessel bound for Cuba. I

arrived there, and found employment. Shortly
after my arrival, I accidentally saw in an English

newspaper, six months old, the announcement of

the death of Winifred Daviea, of Llanvargwn. I

will not deny that the certainty of being freed

from a hateful tie, was not unpleasing to me,

though I dreamed not at that time of forming a

new and more auspicious one. But some time

after, I met with Clara, an orphan heiress, and

though at first, I dared not raise my eyes to her,

yet, after a nearer acquaintance, I wooed and won
her. Clara was always anxious to visit England ;

and, two years after our marriage, we left Cuba,
and arrived here in safety. At that time, a rela-

tion of Clara's was consul here, and she went to

stay some time with him and his family, while I,

impelled by some fatality, went down into Wales
to make inquiries respecting my first wife. Who
can describe my horror on finding her still alive !

I hurried away from the place, a vulture gnawing
at my heart, but not before I had ascertained that

the Winifred Davies to whom the announcement
which I had seen referred, was a grand-aunt of my
wife's of the same name. I need not tell you,
Milburn, that since then I have not had one
moment's peace. The dread of discovery con-

stantly haunted me. I took Clara to Italy and to

France
; but as she preferred England, I at length

returned here, and settled at Monkton Bassett,
as beiug a secluded, out-of-the-way place. But

you, were there ! Had not Clara been the sweetest

tempered being in the world, she could never have
borne with ray fitful moods at that time, and it

was positively a relief to me when I could dis-

burthen myself of part of ray secret to you.
Now you know all. And I tremble lest Clara

should discover that she is not my wife. But I

have not sinned wilfully."

"No, Paul," I replied, "you have not, audit

is to spare your poor Clara from suddenly gaining
a knowledge of the truth, that I am here. Aunt
Winifred has recognised you, and wished to set a
detective to dog your steps, but Alice believes that

she is deranged ;
and I, heaven forgive me ! have

not discouraged the idea, to gain time. You must
leave England immediately !

"

" What can I say to Clara ?
"

" Tell her you are summoned away upon urgent
business. Say that you will leave her in charge of

Alice and me. If I am not mistaken in her, she

will not question your actions. Start from here

by the first train to-morrow, after sending me a
note in a disguised hand, telling me you have been

obliged to go. If you intend to go to Spain, say
you are going to Germany, and vice versd. And
now I must leave you. Have you money enough
for your present emergencies ? If not I have

brought—"

" Oh ! I have plenty," interrupted he,
" but

would that I were a daily labourer, so I could have

peace."
I rose and prepared to depart, and after he had

wrung my hand warmly, with "God bless you,
Milburn,

"
I left him.

I reached home at a late hour, but found Alice

sitting up for me. I scolded her for so doing, but
she told me that Aunt Winifred had passed the

evening in alternate fits of raving and depression,
and that she (Alice) was quite alarmed about her.

But as she had retired to bed at last, I expressed a

hope to my wife that she would sleep off her strange

notion, and be herself again in the morning. I

then sought my pillow, but obtained no rest that

night.
The next morning a note was brought to me

from Paul. It ran as follows :

Dbar Doctor Milbdrn,—I am suddenly summoned
to Cadiz, on business of the utmost importance. I may
say indeed that it is a matter of life and death. I

therefore write to entreat you and Mrs. Milburn to

take compassion on CUira, a helpless foreigner in a

strange land, and to give her an asylum during my
absence (which will, I hope, not extend beyond a week
or ten days). I have no time to add more, and, with

best regards to Mrs. Milburn, believe me,
Dear Doctor,

Faithfully yours,
DrGarateyAranda.

Taaday morning, 6 o^cloek.

The signature was in one continuous scrawL
Alice proposed to go instantly and fetch poor

Madame de Aranda, and I acceded to the pro-

position. Before noon Clara was installed as our

inmate, and remained more than a month with us.

Aunt Winifred was completely mystified by the

sight of Paul's note, which Alice mentioned having
received, and as she had eagerly requested to see

his handwriting, Alice gave her the note. She

perused it attentively, and then muttered :

" Not in the least like his writing. It's very

strange ! Degratyrander !

" And she fell into

a fit of musing.
Clara bore Paul's absence with resignation. She

knew that some mystery was connected with his

departure, but such was her perfect faith in him,
that she never dreamed of anything to his preju-

dice, and Alice learned to love her as a sister, to
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the great annoyance of Aunt Winifred, wlio had
conceived a violent dislike to her, calling her " a

finical little thing," and also taken great offence

at her wearing a gold cross on her neck. She
returned to her hunt after Paul with renewed

vigour, after a short lull, and went out one morn-

ing to secure the services of a detective from a

Private Inquiry Office. Her manner, however,
was so strange, that the person to whom she

applied doubted her sanity, and sent a man to

the address she had given to inquire into par-
ticulars. By great good fortune Alice saw the i

man, and impressed as she was with the idea of

her aunt's derangement, she had little trouble in

persuading the detective of the fact, but sug-

gested that, to keep her quiet, he should bring
fictitious accounts to her from time to time.

Nothing could have happened more opportunely.
I thereby escaped telling falsehood upon false-

hood, and Aunt Winifred received accounts of

Paid's whereabouts. He was taken from Cadiz

to Baden, from thence to Switzerland, whence he

was conveyed to Paris. She said, exultingly, to

Alice :

" I can lay my finger on him when I choose !

That's a comfort !

"

The detective's services were engaged for a

month, at the end of which time he informed her

that her qitarry had returned to England, and was
now at Brighton, No.—, Oriental Place, under an
assumed name. She told this to Alice in confi-

dence, but Alice did not repeat it to me. At
this time, I could quite conscientiously have
affirmed that Aunt Winifred was not of sound
mind ; by constantly dwelling on one idea her

intellect had been shaken, and I had directed

Alice to keep a strict watch over her. We sup-

posed, afterwards, that an advertisement of an
excursion train to Brighton had caught her eye,
and led to the disastrous consequence that fol-

lowed. One morning, she did not appear at

breakfast, and we heard that she had left the

house at five o'clock, a.m., in a cab, ordering the

man to drive her to the London Bridge terminus.

Alice immediately suspected that she had gone to

Brighton, and made me acquainted with her sus-

picions, but we thought no more of it. Tn the

course of the day, however, I heard that a terrible

accident had happened on the Brighton line, and on

making inquiries found my worst fears confirmed.

Aunt Winifred had been killed by a collision that

had taken place, and I broke the melancholy
tidings to Alice as gently as I could. Alice

lamented loudly that her poor aunt should have
met with her death while labouring under so

great a delusion, and I was obliged to hear her

regrets, knowing all the time that the unfortunate

woman had only told the truth. That was my
hardest task.

Aunt Winifred was buried in Woking Cemetery,
and after her interment I wrote to Paul. He
answered my letter in person, and shocked poor
Clara by teUing her that his absence had been
caused by his having received information that their

marriage had not been properly solemnised ;
that

it was informal, in fact, and that it was necessary
that they should be re-married. Clara submitted
to him without a murmur, and I gave her away at

a church in London. The instant the ceremony
was concluded, a weight appeared to be lifted ofi'

my mind, and I prayed devoutly that I might
never again become the depository of a similar

secret. B\it was I wrong in keeping it ? I think
not. Emma Treherne.

OLD AND NEW TIMES FOR THE
HINDOO.

SiK Charles Trevelyan has sent us a state

paper, which is not only of strong interest in

itself, but which stimulates the minds of readers

to a retrospect which is as good as an epic poem.
Under the prosaic name of a Budget, we are pre-
sented with an invitation to look back through a

hundred generations, and see how the vast popu-
lation of India lived in the days of their country's

greatness, and what is the prospect for those hun-

dreds of millions of people of a better lot than

their ancestors ever enjoyed. I, for one, find the

invitation irresistible
;
and I shall indulge,

—not

in writing about finance for readers who can study
that view in the newspapers of the day,—but in

seeking glimpses of the life of the people of

Hindostan, ages before they knew of the existence

of our country and nation, and in observing
whether, in fact,

' ' the former times were better

than these
"
for the Hindoos, and whether, on the

whole, they owe to England the most adversity or

prosperity.
Our first glimpse of the country is very dim and un-

certain. Of the southern half of the great peninsula
of India in the old days we indeed know nothing,

except that it was despised by the inhabitants of

Hindostan Proper, in comparison with their own

holy land. We first find the people of the plains,

from the Vindhya mountains northwards, looking

up with fear and admiration to the great range of

the Himalayas,—the Abode of Snow, as they
called it,

—where they supposed the gods to re-

side. The proudest part of the inhabitants liked

to talk of their ancestors having come down

through those mountains from a country beyond,
where the common men were heroes and sages :

but there is no knowing how much truth there

was in the boast. However it might be with the

proud, it is pretty clear that the plains were full

of a humbler people from time immemorial ;
—a

people who tUled the soil, and made garments,
and did the rough work of life. Under the

social system, which is the first we know of the

Hindoos, these aborigines were regarded as the

lowest class, under the name of the Sudra caste ;

and they met with much the same treatment that

the aborigines of newly discovered countries

always do meet with from the wiser and stronger
race of men who are able to reduce them to

subjection.
At this stage, we see the inhabitants spread

over the plains, and in the valleys of the hilly

parts, living a more prosperous life than in after

ages, but still, according to our notions, a very
uncomfortable one. Their religion entered into

all their concerns, causing an infinity of trouble

and anxiety, without any sufficient compensation
of comfort and welfare. It introduced order,

certainly ;
but it left no room for progress. For
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some generations it seems to have kept everybody

quiet under the rule of priests and kings : and,

by appointing the hard work of life to be done

by a race of virtual slaves, Hindoo legislators

secured for the higher classes leisure for study, and

for the cultivation of the finer arts of life. This

could not last for ever, while numbers were in-

creasing and multiplying ; and at the best it did

not secure the general welfare.

We can hardly imagine a territory so vast,—as

large as half-a-dozen European kingdoms in one,—
without any such thing as a town, except two or

three capital cities. The people lived rather more

thickly within reach of any good spring of water ;

or where two or three tracks ran near together :

and we know that they met at such points owing
to the prohibitions of the priests and the law about

celibate young men, and any respectable people

enjoying themselves at the doors of bakehouses,
or under any well-known tree, or at the cistern

of the neighbourhood, or at public spectacles. It

is clear that there was sociability elsewhere than

at religious festivals, though there were no towns.

How the buying and selling was managed we can

only conjecture : but there was certainly a good
deal of wealth in the citizens' families,—especially
in gold, jewels, and embroidery. But the bulk of

the peoi)le had no property beyond the cotton

wrapper which they wore, and the bench or mat on
which they sat, and the bowl from which they ate

their rice. The most important feature in the

whole case to us, is the enormous destruction of

human life, at short intervals. The best lot that

lay before all but the higher castes was to live

out life in a bamboo hut, in a wood or among the

tall grass, with rice enough to eat, spiced with

peppers from the jungle, and a new wrapper when
needed, jiicked from the cotton-plant, spun at

home, and woven in the pit under the tree. This
was all that any man had to look forward to for

himself or his children ;
for nobody could, under

any circumstances, rise above the fortune to

which he was born, or make property, or use it if

he got it. On the other hand, no man expected so

good a lot aa even this. Every few years there
came an awful famine, \inder which high and low
died ofif together. Sometimes there was a flood

;

and then the people might be seen driven together
on any rising ground, waiting in hunger till the
waters went down, and knowing that they should
find everything washed away,—huts, and crops,
and everything,—when they returned. Oftener
there was drought : and then the country was
strewn with corpses, and reeking with the stench
of the mortality. In these calamities all classes

suffered ; for the gold and jewels would not buy
rice or grain when none was growing. Such was
life to the multitude dui'ing a thousand years of a
civilisation supposed to have been the foremost in
the world in its day.

In course of time we observe great changes.
There are great men who are lords of ten towns,
or twenty, or a hundred or more

; and the in-

habitants of these settlements are parcelled out

among different occupations, which they and their
children are to ])ursue for ever and ever. The
village watchman's family is to keep the watch of
the village to the end of the world ; and so on.

Here is more organisation, a fuller distribution of

industry, somewhat more variety in daily life, and
further facility for making gains and enjoying
them,—if the inclination were once roused : but
there is no evidence that the stimulus operated :

and the evils of famine remained ; and to these

was in time added war, and great suffering and
death from religious pilgrimages and festivals.

Some sort of trade they must have had, though
we hear nothing of commercial transactions, or of

any money beyond the rudest currency, answering
to the cowry cash of Africa. There was a sale of

Indian products by Arabs and Chinese in foreign
lands ; and these traders carried back woollen

cloth, gold and silver, brass, tin and lead, coral,

glass, antimony, and perfumes, and some wines.

There was a use of these things among the higher

classes, and they were paid for by the fine cotton

fabrics of India, by silk cloth and thread, dyes,

spices, sugar and aromatics, gems, and sometimes

female slaves. There must have been ox-carts

and pack-oxen on the roads, and boats on the

rivers, carrying these commodities between the

interior and the coast : but the traders were

themselves a caste, and no chance was opened to

any order of men by the expansion of any in-

dustry but their own, because no man could

choose or change his own lot. He was locked

into his own niche in the social fabric. There he

might be starved, or killed off by pestilence, or

seized on for the service of a war ;
he might suffer

any amount of evil, but he could obtain no good
for himself or his children after him. He was the

slave of ignorance and of superstition,
—of the

officers set over him and of the priests. Yet there

was worse in store for him. The time came
when he was deprived of the negative good of a

quiet life.

When the Greeks penetrated into Hindostan

they found a country and people externally pros-

perous. The territory contained a multitude of

kingdoms—above a hundred, we are told—and

the kings were warlike. The soldiery were a

caste of themselves, but everybody could suffer

from warfare. Everybody paid taxes,—and heavy

ones,—and all were subject to ravage by invasion.

Kings and chiefs rode on elephants, and glittered

with gems, and spent fortunes in perfumes and
rich garments ;

but the bulk of the population ^^^^
toiling on as of old. One great good was tno

provision of public works,—the cisterns and

aqueducts by which the people and their land

were sujjplied with water ; the good road and

resting-places for travellers ;
the fine approaches

to the chief rivers, and the defences of towns and

villages. On the other hand, we hear of the evil

of usury,
—the curse of Indian industry to this

day. Heavy taxes and the claims of village

potentates must be supposed the causes of the

pressure under which men seem to have been

always borrowing money which they could never

repay. The process makes the modern Hindoo

into a hopeless slave, and the same cause must

have produced the same effect in the ancient

days.
All this time there was, instead of any principle

of nationality like that of the Chinese, a peculiar

religion which comprehended the entire population
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of the vast territory, but admitted of a division

into kingdoms, and of the wars which always
arise out of such a state of things. A new period
arrived when the separate kingdoms were not

only invaded and overrun by enemies, but

required to listen to the preaching of a strange
faith. In the eighth century the Mohammedans
were treating the Brahmins as Brahmins had
never been treated before. The Arabs had for

some time carried on marauding practices on the

western coasts of India,—especially by stealing
beautiful native women from Scinde for slaves.

The impending calamity of a more complete
invasion was far more terrible than the fiercest

feuds among the native potentates, and the

horrors were found in fact to be so dreadful, that

most of the inhabitants let the Moslems have

their way ;
so that they were soon settled in the

country as its masters.

The poor Hindoos thought they had reached the

lowest point of misery when the proud enemy
came clustering about their towns, or sweeping
like a whirlwind over their plains. At first the

great towns resisted : but the fighting men were
all slaughtered, and their families sold for slaves :

and the rest of the people were compelled to

change their religion or pay heavy tribute. Dreary
centuries of confusion followed. Hindoo princes
here and there joined the conquerors against their

neighbours : Hindoo ministers served the new-

comers, and forsook their old masters and their

old faith : insurrections broke out, and sometimes

succeeded for so long a time that the old way of

life seemed to be restored, and the intruders to be

driven out : and then they came back again, full

of wrath and cruelty. The mass of the people
suflfered most, as in all such cases. There was a

show of grandeur and prosperity which fed the

pride of rulers : splendid architecture began to

arise,
—tombs, mosques and palaces, in addition to

the pagodas of the old religion : there were more

jewels and embroideries, and silk and feather

fineries than ever in the courts of princes,

conquered and conquering : the great public
works were sometimes destroyed in war ; and
whether they were restored or left in ruins the

misery to the labourers was great. If the cultivator

or artisan was not ruined by drought, he was made

m slave of at the works. The old evils remained

Tunidst the new ones
;
—no man could rise in life,

except a few political or mercantile adventurers ;

there was no object in life for any man ; and the

famines became more frequent and terrible than

ever when war-blasts swept over the plains, laying
all waste. The great reservoirs were breached, and
the waters flowed away in the hot sands : the clumps
of fruit-trees were cut down, and shade and food

were gone : springing crops were trampled down ;

and the villagers did not venture into their fields to

try what could be done. It is no wonder that

human life has been held cheap in India ; for,

during all recorded time, death has made singular
havoc with the Hindoos, from birth upwards.
Sometimes the peasantry were hunted like wild

beasts, and even slaughtered like game in a
battue. This was when their numbers were

troublesome, or their attachment was suspected,
or their fields were coveted. Any of them who

had spirit enough fled into the jungle or the hills,

and became marauders. From century to century
the history is dreary in the extreme : and any
one who studies it hears with astonishment the
notions of foreign censors of the British occupa-
tion of India. That our possession of India should
be blamed is natural and reasonable enough ;

but

nothing can be wilder than the supposition that

the inhabitants were a peaceful and prosperous
and contented people, living under rulers who
treated them vrell, and made a nation of them.
A study of any one century of Indian wars,
after the Mohammedans gained a footing in the

country, would satisfy anybody that any inter-

vention which should stop the process of the

extermination of the helpless and spiritless by
the desperate and barbarous, miist be a blessing.
To pass rapidly over the period last preceding

our intrusion into India,—those were the days
of the horrors of the predatory tribes, which,
like the Pindarries, made a periodical havoc of

the richest districts they could reach. Hundreds
of horsemen would show themselves in some

neighbourhood, where the crops were ripening,
and would sweep away everything. They took
whatever they could carry, burned the villages,
tortured first and then slew the men, women, and

children, and rode on further to commit the same

ravages. Changing their horses as they went,

they kept up their raid for weeks together, and
rode thousands of miles,—rarely meeting with any
effectual opposition, and always growing more
audacious with success. Besides these, there

were enemies always prowling among the country

populations,
—the Dacoits, who rank as the most

barbarous banditti of any known country ;
and

the Thugs, who practised the murder of travel-

lers as a religious observance.

Under such lack of security to person and pro-

perty, industry and commerce could not prosper;
and both sank so low that the statesmen and
scholars of the foremost kingdoms looked back a

thousand years for the period of the greatness of

their princes and people. Whatever may have
been the abuses perpetrated in the country by
the selfishness, violence, and greed of the English-
men who established a footing in India (and it is

scarcely possible to speak too strongly in the

case), it is manifestly true that a handful of our

countrymen could not have had their own way
among a people so fortunate, innocent, and
favoured as some foreign commentators on the

Mutiny of 1857 have imagined. European
adventurers found a population sunk in an igno-
rance and corruption which no description could

convey to Christian readers. The confusion in-

I

troduced by time and events into their religion
had only subjected them more slavishly to their

priests, and intensified their submission to their

idols. Nothing was improving, and wherever it

was possible things were going back. More

corpses strewed the way after the great pil-

grimages. The famines and plagues spread
further and became more frequent as more dis-

tricts lapsed into waste, and more towns fell into

ruin. Nothing shows more plainly the apathetic
condition into which the people at large were
sunk than the sincere and long-continued belief of
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the India Company's officers of all classes and
orders that the spiritlessness of the Hindoo

temper, and the fixity of Hindoo habits, rendered

it impossible for trade ever to expand. The

Company knew exactly what 150,000,000 of

Hindoos wanted to buy, and what India had to

sell; and the Company would transact all that

sort of business for ever. As it was with the

Hindoo a hundred generations before, so it was
with the Hindoo of the present century. The
mass of the people wanted nothing more than

their two cotton wrappers, their mat to lie on,
their pot to boil rice in, and their bowl to eat it

out of. The upper classes might have more wants,
but they were as fixed in their habits, and their

trade might be calculated as easily from century
to century as from season to season. I remember
now the sensation of reading Bishop Heber's

remark on this, when his Journals came out. He
took leave to doubt on this point which was
considered so completely settled. In the course

of his travels, he thought he perceived signs of

the Hindoos being much like the rest of the world
in the matter of getting hold of what pleases them.

I^e told us that, the sense of security once

established, and the stimulus of hope, desire,
ambition once imparted, Hindoos would show as

strong a liking for the good things of life as other

people. The point has long been proved ; for,

when the trade with India was once thrown open,
an expansion began which has gone on more and
more rapidly ever since. There are still districts

where the white man's face has never been seen :

and there are wide regions where the white man's

goods are not known, even by report ; but,
wherever a regular communication is established,
the demand for European commodities is such as

to have occasioned an expansion of the banking
system and the use of a paper currency. We
have seen that there was once no money, but a

representative of it, as rude as that of Central
Africa. By degrees the process of exchange has

grown and refined till it is now found to be a
rude and troublesome method to carry loads of

gold and silver money, an4 bank notes are eagerly
and confidently adopted.

There are many more interesting signs of the
times than this : and perhaps the shortest and
truest way of looking at the case of the Hindoos
is by glancing at the state in which the recent

Budget finds them. Former annual estimates,
before the Company began to share its action in

India with the rest of the world, suggested little

to tell about the people. The revenue came
chietly from the land

; and except as far as the
seasons and the harvests varied, there was no

change from one i)eriod to another. The culti-

vators never grew richer ; for their creditor, the

money-lender, took care of that
; and they could

not grow poorer ;
for they were always in debt

to the usurer. They could not be taxed in any-
thing but their salt

;
for there was nothing else

that they could be caught buying ; and, during
the heaviest operation of the salt monopoly, tens
of thousands every year of the vegetarian jjopu-
lation of those unhealthy tropical regions died of

sheer want of salt to their rice, grain and vege-
tables. Now there are taxes on foreign commo-

dities, and even on income : and the revenue is

improving so fast and so much that the salt is to

be an open commodity, and the income-tax is to

be soon removed. And how has this improve-
ment come about? Why, everything seems to

be improving ; and the people certainly work
much harder than they ever did before.

And why do they work harder ? Because they
see a prospect now of ridding themselves of debt

first, and then of rising in the world.—How is

that? First, wages are high; and a man can easily
earn double what he ever before asked or thought
of desiring.

—What makes the pay so good ? The

scarcity of hands from the increase of employment.
And then, again, the hope of rising is not only
from the usurer being got rid of, but from
the new chances of buying land

; and for those
who cannot buy there is a prospect of a perma-
nent settlement of the rent, provided they can

bring up the fertility of their land to a certain

point. After that, they may make as much more
out of the soil as they can, and it will be all their

own.
Those who see the energy which these culti-

vators are putting into their work can assure us
that it is not in the {)ower of the native religion
and its priests to keep the people down, if good
government is spt up against it. These people
who are paying rent and taxes, and shaking off

the money-lender, and buying European commo-
dities, and striving to get American cotton seed,
in order to bid for English custom, are the same
Hindoos who have been trampled upon for two
thousand years, by any who chose to come and
tread them under foot. It is common to hear the

strength of the country ascribed to the Moham-
medan element : but the Faithful are now only
one eighth, if so much, of the population. They
were the main strength of the Mutiny, in their

expectation that the Prophet was to overthrow
the Christian rule

; but the Hindoos have strength

enough to grow and prosper, very rapidly, with-
out help from their old conquerors.

I have spoken mainly of the labouring class,

because it constitutes, even more than in Europe,
the mass of the population. But the progress is

no less marked in all classes. At the Council

Boards in all the three Presidencies, native coun-
cillors now sit, in consultation about the making
of laws, and the choice of a policy. In the

capitals, young Hindoo gentlemen are taking
honours at college, and qualifying themselves for

the liberal professions : and merchants who have
made their fortunes are combining to sustain

schools for the education of—not their sons only,
but their daughters. In the country, the fertility

of whole districts is reviving, as the waters are

brought back to their old channels, or made to fill

once more the long empty reservoirs. Wherever
the modem canals are opened famine is banished ;

and wherever the swamp is parted into dry land

and running water, pestilence disappears also.

On the Indus and other great streams, grain, and
the goods which buy grain, are carried by steam

so fast and far that hunger is routed out from
remote places where it never thought to be pur-
sued, llailways not only bring tens of thousands

of gazers, but thousands of travellers ; and it is
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the third-class carriage which pays the best,—
showing how the lowest orders have learned the

benefits of locomotion.

In the estimates for the coming year's expendi-

ture, nine millions and upwards are set down for

outlay on public works (including railway guaran-

tees). These works being reproductive in the

highest degree, they will soon pay for themselves
;

and then there will be less taxation, while the

revenue increases in all its branches :
—in other

words, there will be a new start in the popular for-

tunes, which need receive no check while there is

any part of that vast country unreached and unde-

veloped. Every new work brings out some new ele-

ment of wealth,— as we see now in the new value

of forests, wastes, and soils which nobody thought
of using before. Thus, there really seems to be

wealth enough coming to light and to use to make
the fortunes of not only all Hindoos, but a great

many Englishmen.
There is something better than this, however.

The fearful superstition of these people has been

the dead weight, the discouragement, the despair,
ever since we had to do with them. 1 need not

explain why missionary effort is scarcely any
relief to any rational mind. We probably all see

why missionary effort has really no chance against
such a system as that of the Hindoos. But we

begin to see how the Hindoo system must undergo

change under the operation of so rapid an influx

of civilisation as the priests have now to witness.

Well might the Brahmins hold that consultation a

few years since, which seemed to me at the time

so profoundly significant,
— about how far the

merit of pilgrimages is affected by the intro-

duction of railroads. Every monstrous observance

and requisition of their idolatroiis system will in

due course be overthrown or dislocated by new

knowledge and new arts, as the painful pilgrim-

age in heat, hardship, and hunger, is inoffensively
made absurd by the present fact of a railway and
its trains.

The education of girls is perhaps the most

portentous fact of all. The whole training of

children will be changed, from the next generation

onwards, wherever the bold stej) is adventured.

I might go on for page after page, comparing
the Hindoo life of to-day with that of all former

ages known to us : but 1 may stop here
;
for the

importance of the view is in the strength of the

contrast, and not in the number of the particu-
lars in which it may be traced. The first step
has been taken in the direction of native partici-

pation in the government. If this goes on till

there is some sort of real imion between the two
races who are living under the same crown, the

woes of India are over. There is much to do yet,
before we can confidently anticipate such an
issue : but much has been actually effected, even
towards that great end, by the extinction of the

rivalries and wars of barbaric governments, by the

proposal of equal law and justice for all orders of

the people, and by the complete throwing open of

industry and enterprise to the ability and inclina-

tion of the whole multitude of the inhabitants of

India.

Surely, now, no Hindoo, but some Nana Sahib,

sulking in the frontier forests, or some fanatical

priest looking down from his temple aloft on the

busy world below, will say that for India " the
former days were better than these."

From the Mountain-.

BRETONS AND BEITONS.

Alike in origin, for they share the blood of the
earliest recorded inhabitants of our land

;
alike in

ancient tongue, for the " Vrai Bretagne Bretton-

nante," as Froissart calls it, is allied to our Welsh
and Cornish ; alike in name to the present day,
these distant cousins live upon the same sea, but
almost in another world. Perhaps no Euroi)ean8
are more unlike each other than they. They
differ more widely than plain French and English,
for the Breton exhibits in caricature those habits

and customs which mark the contrast most strongly
between our neighbours and ourselves. He is

far more bigoted, dirty, and ignorant than the

average of his countrymen.

During a recent visit to Brittany I noted down
on a sheet of paper some of those peculiarities
which always strike John Bull most ;

and now,
on looking over my list, I find it so long that I

am tempted to serve it up in such a shape as may
give information to some, and perhaps recall a few

pleasant whiffs of continental recollections to those

who are acquainted with France. Of course, in

using the materials which are before me, some will

be found—indeed, I see already that they are-
common to the whole country. Perhaps not many
are really peculiar to Brittany, but they struck

me as being exaggerated in that province. For

instance, I think that the Breton breakfast-cups
are heavier and have thicker lips than those any-
where else—a sip from one is a mouthful ; their

dinner-plates are colder and congeal the gravy
quicker than others

;
their carriages are dustier

and more tinkered ;
their mixture of meats is

more siirprising to an English stomach than any
in Gaul. The other day we had for breakfast, at

a good inn, these principal viands : tripe, raw

artichokes, and cider—not that there were no
other dishes, the meal was abundant and good,
but these were more distinctly and unhesitatingly

consumed, along with slices from huge coarse

country loaves—no petit pain, or crisp white rolls,

so sweet and common in Paris. Yet we were in

a good hotel, at Dinan, a town which contains

8500 inhabitants, and is much visited in the

summer. It is a striking place, with rain-worn

granite walls and towers which redden in the sun-

set over rows of green young trees ;
dark little gate-

ways which look quite impassable to the lumbering

diligence, with its three straggling white horses

abreast, and luggage like a load of hay ; quaint
old houses which have been peeping round corners

and nodding their heads at one another across the

street any time these last three hundred years ;

houses with projecting first-floors standing on

stone pillars ; streets, narrow, tortuous, inter-

lacing, paved up to the walls with cruel stones, and

each with a trickling black drain in the middle,
where the ducks rummage ; shops which nobody
seems to enter, with small windows of bad glass

—
blue cotton,wood, and tobacco being the commonest
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merchandise
;
old women (and you can have no

idea of the unpleasantness which may be asso-

ciated with one till you visit France), little

creeping mummies, who beg with voices of unal-

terable misery ; dark, shaven priests in shovel-

hats, cassocks, and black bands, who glide about

with thumbed gUt-edged books under their arms ;

gorgeous gendarmes, with quantities of white rig-

ging about their coats, who saunter down the

middle of the street, in perpetual contrast with

the squalor around them
;

little bevies of nuns,
with their hands folded, baskets on their arms,
and a low gust of small-talk as they patter by ;

bullet-headed children, with tight nightcaps tied

under their chins
;
men in straw hats and blue

blouses lounging at the cafe doors ; and some
small-faced soldiers in red trousers, sitting on a

low wall under the shade.

Not that we saw many soldiers in Brittany.
There were next to none at Dinan. But there

was, what struck me often, a great scarcity of

youths ;
the male j)opulation consisted of old or

middle:aged mea and boys. Three or four lads of

eighteen or nineteen years of age, whom I noticed

as excej)tions, were lame, badly cross-eyed, or

crippled in some way. The youth of the place
was with the army. This gap in the ages of the

populace became more evident as I observed and
retiectcd. There is hardly an able-bodied man in

France who is not, at one time or another, con-

nected with the camp.
I have said that almost every street in Dinan

has its central drain. This made the ordinary
stenches numerous and powerfuL But one day,
when i walkeddown to the riverbank, and happened
to puss the spot where their imited contributions

flowed into the stream, I met with an odour which,
for pungent liveliness and original piquancy of

flavour, excelled any I ever smelt, and yet there

was a woman with a beautifully clean white cap
OD, sitting alive and ruddy on a door-step in the

very thick of the stench.

By the way, these Breton caps are considered
curious. Thewomen generallywear«aio<« (orwooden
shoes) not over clean, but their head-dresses are

scruijulously spotless. As to shape, they are so

varied that they really seem to have no idea in

common. Perhaps, though, I can convey a better
notion of these tinials by comparing them to
dinner napkins, starched, and folded on the head

according to the wearer's fancy, but always with

great ilaps or wings ; these last being sometimes
turned up or back, sometimes cast loose and left to
float on either side, like the banks of oars depicted
in ancient galleys.

There are no street lamps in Dinan. Strange
as it may seem, the town is not lit with gas or
oil. There is no pretence made of lighting it.

If you want to see your way you must take a
lantern or wait for the moon—nay, better still,

for the sun. Other towns in these parts have, it

is true, some lamps hung in the middle of the
streets with cord at rare intervals, but Dinan is

left at night as dark as an old coal-mine, or
London in the time of the Saxons. There are a

good many beggars in the place ; they look
wretched enough, and have not the professional

power of their class in London. Indeed, the

beggars here are frequently very destitute, and a
few sous may be charitably bestowed upon them.
There is no poor-law in France. A lone and
needy man, past his work, must beg or die. It is

true that he is most generally provided for by the
"brethren" or the "sisters"— some religious
orders being devoted to the support of the aged
and helpless. But when he receives their help he
is a recipient of charity. There is no parish to

which he can apply as a right. There is no law
for him but (thank God for that !) the codeless

law of love. He is utterly dependent on the
charitable. Thus there is much more excuse to

be made for beggars here
; and I confess that an

old crippled body past its work generally gets one
of my coppers. "Bad thing !" 1 hear Mr. Square-
toes say.

" Bad advice !" But, sir, I don't give
to children, at least, only to those in their second
childhood

; and, shoiild you ever come to that,
and want a pennj', if you would not ask for it

from your fellow Christians, for the love of God,
you woiUd show a worse opinion of your brethren
in the faith than you give yourself credit for now.

Ah, me ! there must be some genuine beggars,
I suppose, and their state here is not such an
enviable one that we should be very angry at

it, as if they were getting all the good things
to themselves. Look at these foreign pau-
pers, at their faces, their clothes. Don't you
think they would gladly earn money if they
could ? Don't you sui)pose it possible that

many of them are so stupid, so ignorant, so

awkward, that they never could master a handi-

craft, and have como to what they are after

spending the i)rime of their lives in the lowest
brute-like toil ?

LondoD beggars, and the like, as I have hinted,
are generally bad. You must have noticed that

they are very seldom old or thin, but lusty tramps,
no doubt with a capital pulse in their veins, and a
kettle of rich stew on the hob at home. These rob

the poor more than the rich, and I am sure that the

habitual copper-giver, who buys selfish blessings
from their profane lips, does thereby far more
harm than good to his race.

The Bretons have the character of being very

impulsive, though they are rather a stolid looking
race, for French. But they swear horribly,

using oaths which are as curious as they are inces-

sant. They also drink to excess. Cider is the

beverage of the country, but brandy is abundant
and strong. Wine they seldom touch. The cider

is drunk out of very large teacups, like common
blue slop-basons with handles. Passing the

common caffis or public-houses you may often

see three or four rough men in sabots sitting

round a table and clicking these basons together
before their draught, in good fellowship, xis if

they were carousing in coffee or tea.

The Breton works hard, and, I should fancy,

produces the least possible result with the greatest
amount of labour. He tries to get antagonistic

crops out of the soil at the same time, planting

I

his wheat-land thick with apple-trees, and there-

fore injuring both. The fields are very small, and
the holdings also, I have seen two people tiUing
their land together, like Adam and Eve, or getting

1 up their harvest with one rickety cart drawn by
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a donkey, the farmer and his wife "loading and

leading." Then, too, Darby and Joan often

thresh their crop themselves on the bare earth

outside the door, winnowing the result by pouring
it out of a basin in the wind. As they stand

opposite one another, flail in hand, and lay ou

thick, the efi"ect, a little way off, is that of a

"matrimonial difference"— you hear the blows

distinctly.
What they do with the grit and dirt the corn

picks up, I don't know : grind their teeth down, I

suppose. Of course these poor peopls employ no
labour and lay no capital out on the land. They
do their own work and get food enough to

carry life on, at a snail's pace, throughout the
monotonous years.
The face of Brittany is seamed and wrinkled

with a thousand narrow lanes which waste the

soil and bewilder the traveller. The country has
been compared to a "rabbit warren" with the

turf flayed off, and all the burrows laid bare.

The highways are excellent, and skirted by
an electric telegraph. They are as unlike the

ordinary roads of the country as the Great
Northern is to a cow-path ;

but will, I suppose,
in time be superseded by the rail.

You never see what we understand by a gen-
tleman's carriage anywhere in IJiese parts. There
are vehicles which cost more than the others,
and are driven by their owners in good clothes,

or coachmen in laced hats
;
but there is a var-

nished second-hand look about the best of them,
which spoils the eff'ect they are evidently intended

to produce.
Inns are tolerably good, and the fare is sufficient.

The two meals of the day are a table-d'h6te

breakfast at ten, and dinner at six. Great decan-

ters of cider are placed on the board at both,
the French generally taking neither coff"ee nor
tea then. Many have a cup at six or seven,
and breakfast after a few hours, heavily.
One speciality of the country is its cattle. The

horses are mostly grey, and hard as nails. The
cows are becoming familiar to us in England, being

just now the fashion for gentlemen's parks. They
are very small. There was a cow-market at Dinan
while 1 was there, and I found that very many
of the animals were no higher than the bottom cf

my waistcoat. Women came in from the country

dragging full-grown cows no bigger than our

calves. There were about 200 horses for sale at

the same time,—strong serviceable beasts, with

great heads and long tails. A good animal fetched

about 30Z. I looked in vain among the farmers

and drovers who attended the market for

men of a superior class. They were ap-

parently all dirty, close-fisted, and profane.

Sacr-r-r-r-r-ing away at one another, at them-

selves, and at nothing, all the day.
The patois of the Bretons is horrible. In some

districts they have, I am told, still a peculiar lan-

guage, preserving their Celtic tongue, and being,

intelligible to genuine Welshmen.
Those who visit this country for scenery ought

to be fond of apple-trees, for they fill a great part
of the land. Some views, such as that from
Avranches over the bay of St. Michel, are very

striking ; most, however, are praised, not because

they are good, but because the others are bad. A
squinting hillock is a mountain among flats.

The charm of the province is its number of

qiiaint towns and occasional coast scenery. The
former are very picturesque and offensive. But if

you have been living in the bustle of the nine-

teenth century, and fussing yourself with schemes
of progress or the like, you cannot get a greater

change than by putting the clock of your obser-

vation back some hundred years or so among
the lesser towns of the Bretons. You will return

not only refreshed by the bodily recreation, but

ready to appreciate still better the state of

civilisation which Britons have reached.

Harry Jones.

"TBMPOEA MUTANTUR."
" First waltz ? let me see

;
with much pleasure !

"

She handed her fan to her aunt ;

How we whirl'd to the deux-temps' swift measure,
I fain would describe ; but I can't.

An oarsman would say that we ' '

spurted ;"

A sportsman, we " went like a bird ;"

/ shall merely remark that we flirted

In a manner extremely absurd.

And when all my twirling was over,
And I and my pipe were alone.

My heart, 1 began to discover,
Had ceased to be wholly my own.

As Paddy would say,
" More by token,"

Our hearts must be made of tough clay,

For mine's been a hundred times broken,
And here it is beating to-day !

And now I sit here in my attic,

Alone, with a cold in my head.
And think, although somewhat rheumatic,
Of dancing in days that are dead.

A waltz, and but one ! 'twas but little

To live in my mem'ry so long ;

But, at twenty, one's heart is as brittle

As one's love of sensation is strong.

I pick'd up a flow'ret which, drooping,
Had fall'n from the wreath it had graced ;

At present, just fancy me stooping
—

I'm over four feet round the waist !

The programme -which held her sweet surname,
I gazed on with tenderest looks

;

Just now, I am certain that her name
Would move me far less than my cook's.

It comes to us all, that sad season,

When a man has his waistcoats made wide,
And his wife ceases strumming the keys on,

And can-ies her keys by her side
;

When we will go to sleep after dinner,

And perhaps at odd times in the day ;

When the hair on our head's getting thinner.

And our beard and our whiskers get grey ;

When we cant hold our horse with a snaffle
;

When our waltzing's no longer our forte ;

These sad recollections I'll baffle

With a bumper of crusted old Port. M. B.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOE OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XXXI. A POWERFUL ALLY.
I
veyed another letter, addressed to the Signora,

Richard Thornton was not slow to respond to
'

urging her to abandon her pupils, for a time at

Eleanor's summons. The same post which carried I least, and to come at once to ToUdale.

Mrs. Monckton's letter to the young man, con- i Eleanor had not forgotten the faithful friends
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who had succoured her in the day of her desola-

tion, but the Signcra's habits of independence
were not to be conquered, and Mrs. Monckton

;

found there was very little that Eliza PicirUlo

would consent to accept from her.

She had insisted upon removing the miisic- '

mistress from the eccentric regions of the Pilasters

to a comfortable first-floor in Dudley Street. She

had furnished this new shelter with easy chairs,

and Brussels carpets, an Erard's piano, and proof

impressions of the Signora's favourite pictuies ;

and in doing this she had very nearly exhausted

her first year's income, much to the satisfaction of

Gilbert Monckton, who implored her to call upon
him freely for any money she might want for her

friends.

It pleased him to see her do these things. It

was a delight to him to see her thus tenderly

grateful to the friends of her adversity.
"A mei-cenary woman would have cast oflf these

humble associations," he^thought :
" this girl must

be the noble creature I believed her to be, when I

flung down my happiness for the second time at a

woman's feet."

But although Eleanor would have gladly
lavisiied every shilling she possessed upon Eliza

Picirillo and her nephew, she could not persuade
either the music-mistress or the scene-painter to

work less hard than it had been their wont to do

for many wearisome years. The Signora still went
from house to house in attendance upon her out-

of-door puinls, and still received young ladies bent

on wearing the laurel crown of the lyric drama.

Richard still painted snow-clad mountain tops,

and impossible Alpine passes, impracticably pros-

perous villages, and wide-spreading farm-lands of

yellow corn, bounded by rustic white palings, and
inhabited by husbandmen in linen gaiters and
chintz waistcoats. It was in vain, therefore,

that Mrs. Monckton had hitherto implored her

friends to come to ToUdale, and it was only in

consequence of a very serious misunderstanding
with Messrs. Spavin and Cromshaw, which for a

time threw the scene-painter out of employment,
that Richard Thornton was able to respond to

Eleanor's earnest appeal.
A January that had been bleaker and colder

than even January is expected to be, was drawing
to a close, when Signora Picirillo and her nephew
arrived at the Priory. The woods round Toll-

dale were shrouded with snow, the broad lawns
before Woodlands were as white as Richard's

Alpine passes, and Maiirice de Crespigny had been
for many weeks a prisoner to the house, Laura's

wedding-day was appointed for the fifteenth of

March, and that young lady was, when unoccu-

pied by her lover's society, entirely absorbed in

the millinery and mantua-making necessary for

the preparation of her bridal outfit.

Richard Thornton had considerably modified

the eccentric fashion of his beard, and had bought
a new suit of clothes in honour of his fair young
hostess. The scene-painter had not seen Eleanor

since the morning on which he had fled away
from the Pilasters to hide his sorrows amongst
the swamps of Battersea. The meeting, there-

fore, was a painful one to him ; all the more

painful, perhaps, because Mrs. Monckton received

him with the frankly afi"ectionate welcome which
she would have bestowed upon a brother.

"You must help me, Dick," she said,
" for the

sake of others, if not for my sake ; you cannot
now refuse to fathom this mystery. If Launcelot
Darrell is the man I believe him to be, he is no fit

husband for an affectionate and trusting girl. He
has no right to inherit Maurice de (Jrespigny's
fortune ! The marriage between Laura and this

man is to take place upon the fifteenth of March.
Maurice de Crespigny may die to-morrow. We
have very little time before us, Richard."

So Mr. Thornton was fain to obej"^ the imperious
young lady, who had been in the habit of ordering
him about ever since those old days in which he
had kept rabbits and silkworms for her gratifica-
tion. He set himself to his task very faithfully,

and did his best to become acquainted with Laun-
celot Darrell's character.

The well-born young artist, who meant to do

something very great in the Academy, at his

earliest convenience, treated the scene-painter
with a supercilious good-nature that was by no
means agreeable to Mr. Thornton.

Dick had resolved not to be prejudiced against
Eleanor's fancied enemy, lest that young lady's

vehement impulses should have led her into rather

an awkward mistake ;
but there was something in

the insolent assurance of Launcelot Darrell that

aroused Richard's indignation, and it was not with-

out an effort that he contrived to be commonly
civil to poor Laura's afiianced husband.

Launcelot dined at Tolldale upon the evening
of the arrival of Eleanor's guests, and it was at

the dinner-table that Richard first had an oppor-

tunity of observing the man he had been entreated

to watch. Mr. Monckton, sitting at the bottom

of the table, and looking at his wife athwart a

glittering array of glass and silver, became aware

of a change in Eleanor's manner. A change that

mystified and bewildered him, but which was not

altogether unpleasant to him.

The lawyer's jealousy had been chiefly aroused

by the perpetual uneasiness of Eleanor's manner
when Launcelot Darrell was present ; by the fur-

tive, yet vmguarded watch which she kept upon
the young man's movements. To-night, for the

first time, her manner had changed. It was no

longer Launcelot Darrell, but Richard Thornton

whom she watched.

Following every varying expression of her face,

Gilbert Monckton saw that she looked at the

scene-painter with an earnest, questioning, appeal-

ing glance, that seemed to demand something of

him, or virge him on to the jjerformance of

something that she wanted done. Looking from

his wife to Richard, the lawyer saw that Laun-

celot DarreU was still watched, but this time

the eyes that observed him were those of the

Signora's nephew.
Mr. Monckton felt very much like a spec-

tator, who looks on at a drama which is being
acted in a language that is unknown to him.

The dramatis 2^s^'Sonai come in, they are earnest

or vehement, joyous or sorrowful, as the case

may be, but not having any clue to the plot,

the wretched looker-on can scarcely feel intense

delight in the performance.
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Eleanor contrived to question lier ally in the

course of the evening.

"Well, Richard," she said, "is Launcelot

Darrell the man who cheated my father ?
"

"I don't know about that, Mrs. Monckton,
but—"
"But you think— ?"
" I think he is by no means the most delightful

or the best of men. He snubs me because I paint

scenery for the Phoenix
;
and he accepts that silly

little girl's homage with the air of a sultan.
"

" Then you don't like him, Dick !

"

Mr. Thornton drew a long breath, as if by some

powerful edort of his will he repressed a vehe-

ment and unseemly expression of feeling.
" I think he's—you know what a great tragedian

used to call people when they rang down the act-

drop three minutes before Lear had finished using
bad language to his eldest daughter, or came up
in the witches' cauldron with their backs to the

audience—and nervous people have been known
to do that, Eleanor :

—it isn't pleasant to stand on
a rickety ladder and talk to a quick-tempered
tragedian out of a canvas saucepan, with the smell

of burning rosin in your nostrils, and another
nervous apparition wanting to get you off the

ladder l^efore you've finished your speech. I think
Launcelot Darrell is—a beast, Mrs. Monckton ;

and I have no doubt ho would cheat at cards, if

he had the chance of doing it with perfect safety
and convenience."

" You think that ?" cried Eleanor, seizing upon
this latter part of llichard's speech; "you think
that he would cheat a helpless old man. Prove

that, Richard, prove it, and I will be as merciless to

Launcelot Darrell as ho was to my father—his

uncle's friend, too; he knew that."
" P]Ieanor Monckton," Richard said, earnestly,

" I have never been serious before upon this

matter
;
I have hoped that you would outlive your

girlish resolution ; I hoped above all that when
you married—"

his voice trembled a little here,
but he went bravely on—" new duties would make
you forget that old promise ; and I did my beat.
Heaven knows, to wean you from the infatuation.

But now that I have seen this man, Launcelot

Darrell, it seems to me as if there may have been

something of inspiration in your sudden recognition
of him. I have already seen enough of him to
know at least that he is no lit husband for that

poor little romantic girl with the primrose-coloured
ringlets ; and I will do my best to rind out where
he was, and what he was doing, during those years
in which he is supposed to have been in India."
"You will do this, Richard?"
"
Yes, Mrs. Monckton :" the young man ad-

dressed his old companion by this name, using the
unfamiliar appellation as a species of rod by which
he kept in order and subdued certain rebellious

emotions that would arise as he remembered how
utterly the beautiful girl, whose presence had
made sunshine in the shabbiest, if not the shadiest
of places, was now lost to him. "

Yes, Mrs.

Monckton, I will try and fathom the mystery.
This Launcelot Darrell must be very clever if he
can have contrived to do away with every vestige
of the years in which he was or was not in India.

However softly Time may tread, he leaves his

footmarks behind him, and it will be strange if

we can't find some tell-tale impression whereby
Mr. Darrell's secret may be discovered. By-the-

bye, Mrs. Monckton, you have had a good deal

of time for observation. What have you done
towards investigating the young man's antece-

dents?"
Eleanor blushed, and hesitated a little before

she answered this very direct question
" I have watched him very closely," she said,

"and I've listened to every word he has ever

said—"

" To be sure. In the expectation, no doubt,
that he would betray himself by frowns and

scowls, and other facial contortions, after the

manner of a stage villain ; or that he would say,
' At such a time I was in Paris ;' or,

' At such a
time t cheated at cards.

' You go cleverly to work,
Mrs. Monckton, for an amateur detective !

"

"What ought I to have done, then?" Eleanor
asked despondently.

' ' You should have endeavoured to trace up the

history of the past by those evidences which the

progress of life can scarcely fail to leave behind it.

Watch the man's habits and associations, rather

than the man himself. Have you had access to

the rooms in which he lives ?"
" Yes

;
I have been with Laura to Hazlewood

often since I came here. I have been in Launcelot
Darrell's rooms."

"And have you seen nothing there ? no book,
no letter, no scrap of evidence that might make
one link in the story of this man's life ?"

"
Nothing—nothing particular. He has some

French novels on a shelf in one comer of his

sitting room."
" Yes ; but the possession of a few French noyels

scarcely proves that he was in Paris in the year '53.

Did you look at the titles of the books?"
" No. What could I have gained by seeing

them?"
"
Something, perhaps. The French are a vola-

tile people. The fashion of one year is not the

fashion of another. If you had found some work
that made a Jitrore in that particular year, you
might have argued that Launcelot Darrell was a

fldneur in the Galerie d'Orleans or on the Boule-

vard where the book was newly exhibited in the

shop-windows. If the novels were new ones, and
not Michel Levey's eternal reprints of Sand and

Soulie, Balzac and Bernard, you might have learnt

something from them. The science of detection,
Mrs. Monckton, lies in the observation of insigni-
ficant things. It is a species of mental geology.
A geologist looks into a gravel pit, and tells you
the history of the creation ; a clever detective

looks over a man's carpet-bag, and convicts that

man of a murder or a forgery."
"I know I have been very stupid," Eleanor

murmured almost piteously.
" Heaven forbid that you should ever be very

clever in such a line as this. There must be

detective otficers
; they are the polished blood-

hounds of our civilised age, and very noble and
estimable animals when they do their duty con-

scientiously ; but fair-haired young ladies should

be Jtept out of this <jcdere. Think no more of this

business, then, Eleanor. If Launcelot Darrell was
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the man who played 6cart6 with your father on
the 11th of August, '53, I'll find a proof of his

guilt. Trust me to do that."
" I will trust you, Richard."

Mrs. Monckton held out her hand with a cer-

tain queenhness of gesture, as if she would thereby
have ratified a bond between herself and her old

friend ; and as the flower of bygone chivalry were
wont to vow the accomplishment of great deeds
on the jewelled hilt of a cross-handled sword, so

Eichard Thornton, bending his honest head, swore

allegiance upon the hand of Gilbert Monckton's

young wife.

"One word more, Mrs. Monckton," said the

Bcene-painter, "and then we had better leave off

talking, or people will begin to wonder why we
are so coutidential and mysterious. This Mr.
Darrell is an artist, I understand. Does he paint
much ?

"

' ' Oh yes, a great deal
; that is to say, he begins

a great many things."
• '

Precisely ;
he does a good many rough sketches,

scraps of pencil and crayon, eh ?"

"Yes."
" And he fills portfolios with such scraps, and

litters his studio with them ?
"

" Yes."
"Then I must have a look at his studio, Mrs.

Monckton. An artist—yes, even the poorest artist,

the furthest away from the sublimity of genius, is

sure to be fond of his art. He makes a confidant

of it ; he betrays a hundred secrets, that he keeps
locked from every living creature, in the freedom
of his studio. His pencil is the oiiter expression
of his mind, and whatever falsehoods he may
impose upon his fellow-men, his sketch-book will

tell the truth. It will betray him when he is

false, and reveal him when he is triie. I mvist

have a look at Launcelot Darrell's studio, Mrs.
Monckton. Let me see the man's pictures, and
I may be able to tell you more about the man
himself."

CHAPTER XXXII. THE TESTIMONY OF THE SKETCH-
BOOK.

It is only natural that one painter should take
an interest in the work of another. Mr. Darrell

testified no surprise, therefore, when Richard
Thornton appeared at Hazlewood the morning
after his arrival at ToUdale, under convoy of Mrs.
Monckton and Laura.

"I've come to say how sorry I was at your not

coming to dinner last night, dear Mrs. Darrell,"
Laura said to the lady who was so soon to be her
mother-in-law

; "and I want to ask you whether
I ought to have the sprigged muslin morning
dresses trimmed with pink or blue, or whether I

ought to have three of them pink and three blue,
for Launcelot might get tired of seeing me in the
same colours, you know, and I might have two of

them trimmed with peach, if it came to that ;

and Eleanor has come with me; and Mr. Thornton—Mr. Thornton, Mrs. Darrell
;
Mrs. Darrell, Mr.

Thornton—has come too, because he is an artist,

and wants to see Launcelot's pictures
—

especially
the beautiful picture that's going into the Aca-

demy, and that the committee is sure to hang
on the line; and I'm sure Launcelot will let

Mr. Thornton see his studio,
—won't you, dear

Launcelot ?
"

Miss Mason pursed up her rosy lips, and put her
head on one side, like an insinuating canary, as she
addressed her affianced husband. She looked very
pretty in her winter costume, with a good deal of

rich brown fur about her, and a dash of scarlet

here and there. She looked like a fashionably-
dressed Red Ridinghood, simple enough to be de-

luded by the weakest-minded of wolves. She was so

pretty that her lover glanced down at her with a

gratified smile, deriving considerable pleasure from
the idea that she belonged to him, and that she

was, on the whole, something to be rather proud
of

; something that added to the young sultan's

dignity, and bore testimony to his supreme merits.

Eleanor looked at the lovers with a contemptuous
curve lifting her firm upper lip. She despised
Launcelot Darrell so utterly, that she was almost
cruel enough to despise Laura for loving him.

"Yes," she thought, "Mr. Monckton is right.

Shallow, selfish and frivolous ! He is all these, and
he is false as well. Heaven help you, Laura, if I

cannot save you from a marriage with this man."
Mr. Darrell was very well pleased to do the

honours of his studio to Richard Thornton. It

would be quite a new sort of thing to this scene-

painting fellow, the embryo Academician thought :

the poor devil would pick up fresh ideas, and get
a glimpse at the higher regions of art for the first

time in his life perhaps.
Launcelot Darrell led the way to that pleasant,

prettily-furnished room which he called his studio.

The "Rosalind and Celia
"

still occupied the post
of honour on the easel. Mr. Darrell worked very
hard, but in that spasmodic fashion which is anta-

gonistic to anything like progress. The enthusiasm
which upon one occasion kept him at his picture

long after the fading light had given him notice

to leave it, entirely deserted him upon another,
and was perhaps followed by a fit of disgust with
himself and with his ait, which kept him idle for

weeks together.
He made a merit of this fitfulness, depreciating

a power of steady and persistent labour as the

faculty of a tradesman, rather than an artist.

He took credit to himself for the long pauses of

idleness in which he waited for what he called

inspiration, and imposed upon his mother by his

grand talk about earnestness, conscientiousness,
reverence for the sublimity of art, and a great

many more fine phrases by which he contrived to

excuse the simple fact of his laziness. So Eleanor

Vane, as sorrowful Rosalind, still smiled sadly

ui:>on a simpering Celia:—it had been quite im-

possible to prevent Miss Mason's assuming the

conventional simper of the weak-minded sitter,

who can't forget that his portrait is being taken,
and that he is in a manner in the very act of

handing down his smile to posterity, or to the

furniture brokers— out of an unfinished back-

ground, and clad in robes of unfinished satin and
velvet. Mr. Thornton wondered as he looked

at the young man's work, and remembered how
many miles of canvas it had been his own fate to

cover since first he had handled his brushes, and

splashed in sky borders and cloud pieces for the

chief scene-painter at the Phoenix.
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Launcelot Darrell, with his maUstick in his

hand, smiled with sublime patronage upon
Eleanor's humble friend.

" This sort of thing is rather diflferent to what

you've been used to, I suppose?" he said; "rather

another kind of work than your pantomime scenes,

your grots of everlasting bliss, and caves of con-

stant content, where the water-falls are spangles
sewn upon white tape, and the cloudless skies are

blue gauze and silver foil ?
"

" But we're not always painting transforma-

tions, you know," Mr. Thornton answered, in no-

wise offended by the artist's graceful insolence ;

"scene-painting isn't all done with Dutch metal

and the glue-pot : we're obliged to know a little

about perspective, and to have a slight knowledge
of colour. Some of my brotherhood have turned

out tolerable landscape-painters, Mr. Darrell. By-
the-bye, you don't do anything in the way of

landscape, do you ?
"

"Yes," Launcelot Darrell answered, indif-

ferently,
"

I used to try my hand at landscape ;

but human interest, human interest, Mr. Thornton,
is the strong i)oint of a picture. To my mind a

picture should be a story, a drama, a tragedy, a

poem—something that explains itself without any
help from a catalogue."

"Precisely. An epic upon a Bishop's half-

length," Hichard Thornton answered, rather

absently. He saw Eleanor's watchful eyes fixed

upon him, and knew that with every moment
she was losing faith in him. Looking round the

room he saw, too, that there were a couple of

bloated portfolios leaning against the wall, and

running over with sheets of dirty Bristol board
and crumpled drawing paper.

"Yes," Launcelot Darrell repeated, "I have
tried my hand at landscape. There are a few in

one of those portfolios
— the upper one, I think—

not the purple one
;
I keep private memoranda and

scraps in that. The green portfolio, Mr. Thornton ;

you may find some things there that will interest

you—that might be useful to you, perhaps."
The artist threw down his mahlstick, and

strolled across the room to talk to Laura Mason
and his mother, who were sitting near the fire.

In doing this he left Eleanor and Richard side by
side, near the easel and the corner in which the

portfolios leaned against the wall.

There was a large old-fashioned window in this

corner of the room, the casement against which
Eleanor had stood when Launcelot Darrell asked
her to be his wife. The window was in a deep
recess, shaded by thick crimson curtains, and in

the recess there was a table. Any one sitting at
this table was almost concealed from the other
inmates of the room.

Richard Thornton lifted both the portfolios, and
placed them on this table. Eleanor stood beside

him, breathless and expectant." The purple portfolio contains private memo-
randa," whispered the young man ;

"
it is in that

portfolio we must look, Mrs. Monckton. There is

no such thing as honour in the road we have
chosen for ourselves."

The scene-painter untied the strings of the
loaded scrap-book, and flung it open. A chaotic
mass of drawings lay before him. Crayon

sketches
; pencil scraps ;

unfinished and finished

water-coloured drawings; rough caricatures in pen-
and-ink, and in water-colours ;

faint indications of

half-obliterated subjects ; heads, profiles, chins,
and noses

; lithographed costumes, prints, etch-

ings, illustrations torn out of books and news-

papers ;
all flung together in bewildering con-

fusion.

Mr. Thornton, seated at the table with his head
bent over the papers before him, and with Eleanor

standing at his shoulder, began steadily and deU-

berately to examine the contents of this purple

portfolio.

He carefully scrutinised each drawing, however

slight, however roughly done, however unpreten-
tious. He looked also at the back of each draw-

ing, sometimes finding a blank, sometimes finding
a faint pencil indication of a rubbed-out sketch, or

a rough outline in pen-and-ink.
For a long time he found nothing in which the

utmost ingenuity could discover any relation to

that period of Launcelot Darrell's existence which
Eleanor believed to have been spent in Paris.

' ' Belisarius. Girl with basket of strawberries.

Marie Antoinette. Headsman. Flower-girL OUver
Cromwell refusing the crown. Oliver Cromwell

denouncing Sir Harry Vane. Oliver Cromwell
and his daughters. Fairfax,"^muttered Richard,
as he looked over the sketches. " Didn't I tell

you, Eleanor, that a man's sketch-book contains

the record of his life ? These Cromwell drawings
are all dated in the same year. Nearly ten years

ago ; that is to say, when Mr. Darrell had very
little knowledge of anatomy and a tremendous

passion for republicanism. Further on we come
to a pastoral strata, you see. The Water-mill :

Rosa. There is a perpetual recurrence of Rosa and
the Water-mill : Rosa in a bridal dress ; the mill by
moonlight ;

Rosa in simple russet cloak; the mill

in a thunder-storm
;
Rosa sad

;
the mill at sunset :

and the series bears date two years later, when
the artist was desperately in love with a rustic

beauty in this neighbourhood. Now we lose sight
of Rosa, and come upon a Roman period : the artist

goes in for the grand and classic. The Roman period
lasts a very short time. Now we are in London ;

yes, we are up to our eyes in student life in the

metropolis. Here are sketches of artist existence

in Ciipstone Street and the purlieus of Fitzroy

Square. Here is the Haymarket by night. An
opera-box. Lady Clara Vere de Vere. Lady
Clara at the flower show—in Hyde Park—at a
concert—aha ! the artist is in love again, and this

time the beauty is high-born and unapproachable.
Here are pen-and-ink hints at contemplated
suicide ; a young man lying on a pallet bed, an

empty bottle on the floor labelled Prussic Acid
;

another young man leaning over the parapet of

Waterloo Bridge on a moonlit night, with St.

Paul's iu the background. Yes, there have been

wasted love and despair, and a wild yearning for

death, and that generally morbid and unpleasant
state of mind which is the common result of

idleness and strong liquors. Stay !

"
cried Richard

Thornton suddenly, "we're all wrong here."
" What do you mean ?

" asked Eleanor. She
had watched the young man's examination of the

drawings with eager interest, with ever-increas-
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^ng impatience, in her desire to come to some-

thing that should be evidence against Launcelot
Darrell.

" What do you mean ?
" she said, and then she

added impatiently :
' How slow yo\i are, Dick !

What do I want to know of this man except the
one proof that will identify him with that man
upon the Boulevard ?

"

' ' I'm afraid we've been making a mistake all this

time," Richard said, in rather a despondent tone.
" I'm afraid these sketches must have been done

by some companion of Mr. Darrell's. I'm afraid

they're none of them his."
" Not his ? But why—why not ?

"

"Because the first lot, the Cromwells and
the Eosas, are all signed with a flourishing

autograph— ' Launcelot Darrell, pinxt.,' in full,

as if the young man were rather proud of his

name."
"
Yes, yes ; but what then ?

"

"The London life sketches, the Lady Claras

and the suicides, which are much better than the
first lot, though I should have thought they had
been by the same man, are all signed with a mono-

gram."
"A monogram ?"
"
Yes, of two initials. I've been trying to

make them out for ever so long, and I've only
just succeeded. The two letters are E. L."

Richard Thornton felt Eleanor's hand, which
had been resting lightly upon the back of his chair,

tighten suddenly upon the rosewood scrollwork,
he heard her breath grow quicker, and when he
turned his head he saw that she was deadly
pale.

"It is coming home to him, Richard," she

said. "The man who cheated my father called

himself 'Robert Lan—' Part of the name was
torn away in my father's letter, but the initials of

that false name are R. L. Go on, Dick
; go on

quickly, for pity's sake ; we shall find something
more presently."

Eleanor Monckton had spoken in a whisper, but
at this moment the scene-painter laid his hand

upon her wrist and reminded her by a gesture of

the need of caution. But Mr. Darrell, and the two
ladies at the other end of the roomy studio, were
in no manner observant of anything that might
be going on in the curtained recess of the window.
Laura was talking, and her lover was laughing at

her, half pleased, half amused, by her childish

frivolity.
Richard Thornton turned over a heap of sketches

without speaking.
But presently he came upon a water-colour

drawing of a long lamplit street, crowded with

figures in grotesque costumes, and with masks

upon their faces.
' 'We have crossed the Channel, Eleanor," hesaid.

" Here is Paris in Carnival time, and here is the

assumed name, too, infuU,—'Robert Lance, March
2nd, '53.' Be quiet, Eleanor, becalm, for Heaven's
sake. The man is guilty ; I believe that now, as

fuUy as you do
;
but we have to bring his guilt

home to him."

"Keep that sketch, Richard," whispered the

girl,
' '

keep it. It is the proof of his false name.
It is the proof that he was in Paris when he was

believed to be in India. It is the proof that he
was in Paris a few months before my father's

death."

The scene-painter folded the tumbled sheet of

drawing-paper and thrust it into the breast pocket
of his loose coat.

" Go on, Richard
; go on," said Eleanor ;

" there

may be something more than this.
"

The young man obeyed his eager companion ;

one by one he looked at the pen-and-ink sketches,
the crayon drawings, the unfinished scraps in

Indian ink or water colour.

They all bore evidence of a life in Paris and its

neighbourhood. Now a debardeur hanging on the

arm of a student ; now a grisette drinking limonade

gasetise with an artisan beyond the barrier
;

a

funeral train entering the gates of Pfere la Chaise ;

a showman on the Boulevard
;
a group of Zouaves

;

a bit of landscape in the forest of Saint Germain,
with equestrian figures beneath an arch of foliage ;

a scene in the Champs Elysees.
And at last, a rough pencil sketch of a group in

a small chamber at a cafe ;
an old man seated at

a lamplit table playing 6carte with a man whose
face was hidden

;
an aristocratic-looking, shabby,

genteel old man, whose nervous fingers seemed to

clutch restlessly at a little pile of napoleons on the

table before him.
There was a third figure : the figure of a smartly

dressed Frenchman standing behind the old man's

chair
;
and in this watcher of the game Eleanor

recognised the man who had persuaded her father

to leave her on the Boulevard, the companion -pf

the sulky Englishman.
The sketch was dated August 12, 1853 ;

the

very day on which Richard Thornton had recog-
nised the dead man in the ghastly chamber of the

Morgue. On the back of the drawing were written

these words, "Sketch for finished picture to be

called ' The last of the Napoleons
' — Robert

Lance. "

The likeness of the principal figure to George
Vane was unmistakable. The man who had been

heartless enough to cheat his kinsman's friend,

had made this record of the scene of his cruelty,

but had not been so callous as to carry out his de-

sign after the suicide of his victim.

{To he continued.)

SUNNY THOUGHTS ON LAWNS.

Notwithstanding their love of travel, English-
men are, of all nations, most fond of home. The
feverish hotel-life of America finds no favour in

their eyes ; and the continental mode of passing
the evening outside a caft, beside tubs of shady
oleanders, is very well once in a way, but soon

sends them home more enamoured than ever of

their own institutions. The fireside forms the

centre of an Englishman's idea of home during

winter, and in summer his garden, and undoubt-

edly the largest share of his affections is there

given to his lawn. The hotbeds belong to the

gardener, the flowers to his wife, but his special

delight is to survey the smooth-shaven expanse of

turf from his window, and saunter over its soft

surface lord of all he surveys.
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A well-kept lawn is a peculiar feature of our

domestic life. In no other country can a few

yards of turf be kept green and soft so beautifully
as in England, where the humid climate, equable
summer and short winter, combine to produce
constant verdure and steady increase of elasticity.

To go no further from home than the Tuileries,

how melancholy is it to see the gardeners there

daily directing their hose over the sun-dried

plots ! What poor results follow, although il est

defendu to tread them. Terraces and orange-

groves, boulevards and lime alleys, are poor sub-

stitutes for the emerald freshness of our own
dewy lawns.

What can surpass the peacefulness of the lawn

surrounding a country-house, when you draw up
the blinds early on the first morning after your
arrival ? From the proud parading of the chaf-

finches over it, to the distant clang of the gardener

sharpening his scythe, all is home-like. It seems

to span the whole of life in an instant. Memory
flies back to the days when, as a child, you
sported on such a lawn, and looks on to the time

when, seated old and feeble by its edge, some one
who may be slumbering all unconscious as yet in

the neighbouring wing, shall catch your lightest
fancies and forestall your every wish. And, last

scene of all, the level turf before you is inseparably
connected with final rest. The mind halts by
the

Two graves, grass-green, beside a gray church-tower,
Wash'd with still rains, and daisy- blossomed.

None of the ancients seem to have appreciated
the luxury of a lawn. Homer praises the fabulous

gardens of Alcinous, but they were more what we
should call orchards. The Grecian idea of a garden
was a sacred grove planted with flowers to supply
garlands for the deities, while the Romans thought
less of lawns than of fountains and rows of stately
trees shading terraced walks. It was only in the

Elizabethan era with ourselves that grass began
to be considered a component part of a garden.
The tilt-yard passing insensibly into the bowling-
green, as the days of chivalry died out, left us the
lawn

;
the word as well as the thing being thus

comparatively modern.
Even Milton knows "lawns or level downs"

only as sheep commons :

Russet lawns and fallows gray,
Where the nibbling flocks do stray.

And Lord Bacon, when laying out his "
prince-

like
"
garden, out of thirty acres, assigns four to

the "
green in the entrance."

There are several kinds of lawns, each of them
suitable to the rank and appearance of the building
to which they belong. There is the palatial lawn,
edging such a place as Belvoir Castle for instance;
very large and magnificent, and withal little used
save by the peacocks. It is generally fringed with
rows of vases, shut in by noble avenues of spread-
ing sycamores, and dotted with cedars or mul-
berry-trees of unknown antiquity. Sunshine and
brilliant flowers seem part of its very nature; the
massive octagonal sun-dial in one corner, echoing
its key-note in the motto running round it

"
'Tis

only sunny hours I note." It seems a desecration

to tread on its springy verdure, and you feel, if

you were called upon to mow its dignified pre-

cincts, that you ought solemnly to enclose the

first crop in an ivory box, as Nero did his beard
on shaving for the first time.

France has a good type of this lawn at Ver-

sailles, and the aged carp in the pond there are

adjuncts exactly suited to the locality. We
pitched a few fragments of gravel at them once
to quicken their lazy movements, and were imme-

diately attacked by a sentinel with fixed bayonet,

just as we should deserve were we barbarians

enough to plant unholy feet on such a lawn as

we have described, sacred to coronets and straw-

berry leaves, and summer dances of the ]uiute

noblesse.

Another kind of lawn is that surrounding, some

ivy-covered mansion (once perchance a religious

house), shaded by lofty elms, and falling gently
to a sluggish river. If the former is the type
of magnificence, this signifies repose. You shall

seldom see merry groups of children playing on
it. No Edwin woos his Angelina by these time-

honoured precincts. Quaint treasures of the

topiarian art guard its ancestral sanctity. The
turf is softer than a Turkey carpet, and (broadly

contrasting with the palatial lawn) yields till the

foot is ankle-deep in moss. A runlet, overgrown
with hart's-tongues and the feathery huly-fern,

generally splashes into the boundary stream, and
the chargers dear to the proprietor's youth,
" donati jam rude," graze calmly on the further

side. "The family are often away," the cus-

todian tells you, himself most likely a canny
Scotchman, like Andrew Fairservice, who is

passing a green old age round the lawn. The

deep oriels opening on to it are closed, no wheel-
marks line the gravel ; a general air of melancholy
pervades the place. The very birds do not care

to sing there ; the trout are too sullen to rise at

the May-flies between the water-lilies. It will

probably soon be sold by the young Sijuire, for

no modem bride could endure such a dismal
domain. Still it is a fine lawn in its way, and
one not unseldom seen in retired corners of Old

England.

Again, there is the college lawn, edged maybe
by patriarchal horse-chestnuts, the pride of a

University, as at St. John's, Oxford. Read "The
Princess

"
if you would realise its learned delights,

roses and conic sections, nightingales and the

Ethics, its very gravel walks reminding you of

Ditferential Calculus. Defend us from the villa

lawn, which is best described by the word
" trim !

"
Its half-grown shrubs, and painfully

new seats flanked by the staring red bricks and
stone facings of Belle Vue or Prospect Place, may
be seen on all sides as the railway dashes through
the suburbs of London or any large town. What
sense of home associations do the peo^tle possess
who live in such places ? They naturally skirt

the railroad, for that is best suited to their con-

stant bustle. Could you read " the Tempest" or

"the Faery Queene." in that pretentious bow-
window? "Bradshaw" and the "Times" are

the literature for it. As for lying on that

sickly lawn, full of knobs, like a couch inno-

[
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cent of feathers, and enjoying Milton or Shake-

speare, it is an impossibility ! As soon lie

down imder a street lamp and fancy oneself

Endymion I

Most love we the parsonage lawn, emblem as

it is of all that is most sacred in English domestic

life. It may not always be as closely shaven as

might be
;
for John has much to do, and its turn

only comes with planting cabbages, ringing passing

bells, and "
sarving the pigs." Daisies may fleck

it here and there, but we forgive them, because

they recall sundry scraps of Burns and Words-
worth. It is probably even trampled down in an

unseemly manner at one corner, but "
boys will

be boys," and sometimes cattle find the gate care-

lessly left open. At all events it is a thoroughly
useful lawn, and thoroughlj^ enjoyable at all times

and seasons ;
whether in June, when the parson

meditates on the bench under the limes, and the

children play croquet, mingling their merriment

with the cawing of sage jackdaws from the tower

behind the shrubbery ;
or in January, when he

walks on its sunny side, and catches the windy
clamour of the rooks returning to their nesting
trees ;

in grey dawn, when each blade of grass

glitters with dew|; in moonlight, when a hedge-

hog gloomily perambulates it, or rabbits skip
across it to the pinks. The more it is studied, too,

fresh delights reveal themselves. Are you in a

serious mood ?—pass over it to the rustic gate

opening on the churchyard. There even the moss-

grown sun-dial, with its homely motto,
"
pereunt

et imputantur," is in harmony with your thoughts.
Are you glad ?—skirt those cunningly-arranged
tree stumps to the laburnums and lilacs, the roses

and honeysuckles, of the inner garden ; there the

humming-bird hawk-moth poises itself over the

blossoms like its tropical namesake, the pipit flits

about from tree to tree, and all is life and anima-

tion. Would you moralise on the lawn's green

expanse with the great modern interpreter of

nature ?—learn, then, the secret of humility from

the grass before you. Its very end is to be

trodden under foot, and yet it rises stronger after

it. Mow or roll it as much as you will, and it

only sends up thicker shoots. Even in winter

it is always green, always cheerful ; type of per-

petual youth and perpetual freshness, its very

uniformity like a reflection of the unclouded sky
above. Truly they were wise men, those old

monks, who loved so much a spacious courtyard
of grass !

A naturalist may spend many pleasant mo-
ments on his lawn. If an entomologist, he may
find larvoe amongst the grass, or capture numerous
moths and butterflies attracted thither by the

neighbouring flowers. Thoroughly to enjoy a

lawn, we should have bee-hives by it, for the

sake of the perpetual murmur.
Much may be learnt from observing the habits of

the earthworms which inhabit it, their seasons of

appearing, &c. If vexed at the unsightly casts they
leave on the turf, we can reflect how useful they
are in dragging dead leaves underneath which
would otherwise litter the grass. As if to com-

pensate for the havoc they make with tender

plants, they are admirable fertilisers of a lawn,

constantly withdrawing the surface-earth and

piercing the soil in all directions, so much
so as in a few years entirely to change its

surface.

Without worms in our lawns we should have
no blackbirds or thrushes haunting them, and to

most people birds are peculiarly associated with
lawns. Watching their strange ways is an un-

tiring source of quiet pleasure. You may some-
times observe in the West of England the green

woodpecker fly flapping to your lawn (as the par-
rots fly in other lands), and watch its awkward
movements on the unusual surface amongst its

queer-looking brood, which have just lighted on
the earth, for the first time, from the hole in the

aged elm. Alarm them, and they are up the

nearest tree in a trice, chattering with the

squirrels.
It is on the lawn we welcome the redbreast

in winter, and it is a favourite resort of many
summer birds. A pair of chimney-swallows
initiated their tender nestlings into the mysteries
of fly-catching over our lawn, last summer. They
took literally short " swallow-flights of song

"

over its surface, and then alighted altogether on

the grass to rest a moment, and prevent the

tyros feeling weary. It was a beautiful sight to

see the old birds proudly puffing out their chest-

nut-coloured throats in the sunshine, and flirting

their tails admiringly round their young hopefuls,

evidently too scared on their part to enjoy it,

much like small boys just emerging from a first

swimming lesson, who shiver afterwards on the

brink. At this moment we have a pet blackbird

with white-barred tail-feathers hopping over it.

Last winter a pair of magpies haunted it. Our

Skye came trotting up it one morning with a large

bone in his mouth, and (though he did not see us)

with that downcast eye and hanging tail which

unmistakably showed that he had stolen it from

some housewife while salting her pig at the

village. He was evidently not hungry, but (like

every prudent dog) had an eye to next day :

so, looking all round very cautiously, he slunk off'

to the edge and concealed it at a tree-root,

scratching soil all over it, and then departed at

his usual jaunty pace. But Nemesis was at hand.

One of the magpies sat overhead, cunningly

marking all his proceedings, and, directly he had

turned the corner, summoned his mate. The two

then descended, exhumed the dainty morsel, and

picked it clean, while we sat in our study-chair

thinking,
" set a thief to catch a thief." No one

but Sir E. Landseer could do justice to the dog's

look on returning, and awaking to the foul

treachery that had been done in his absence !

But here we must stop, and, to propitiate the

reader, will end with a moral, which is that the

common-place objects of daily life are just those

which often sweeten it most. Homely enough,

perhaps, but anything which attaches people

more to home in these restless days is so much
additional happiness. It is on the lawn in summer

that

Wisdom doth live with children round her knees,

Books, leisure, perfect freedom, and the talk

Man holds with week-day man in the hourly walk

Of the world's business.

Gr.
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THE LOYBS OF AK ECCENTRIC
AUTHOR.

Few persons will associate with the author of
" Sandford and Merton" the romantic, disap-

pointed feelings of an ardent, rejected lover, who

sought, in an Utopian scheme, for consolation in

a " real vexation." Yet such was Thomas Day,
to whom English boys owe that work which, next

to "Robinson Crusoe," is the best book for them
in our language. "Robinson Crusoe" leads on
the young to enterprise ;

it inculcates fortitude

and ingenuity ;

* ' Sandford and Merton "
impresses

honour, unworldly views, proper estimates of life,

and manly habits. And the author of this un-

equalled book was as honourable, as generous, as

brave as his own hero. Seldom is so much to be

said of any author. Witness his first action on

coming of age. His mother had married again ;

her husband, a certain Mr. Phillips, had persecuted

Day from his very infancy ; yet Day, on obtaining
his majority, and believing his mother when she

said that she was pinched and wretched on her

jointure of three hundred a year, augmented her

income a hundred a year, and settled it on her

husband, in order that that one pet misery might
no longer be a grievance, as his stepfather was an
inconvenience to his mother.

Whilst an unformed youth, Day fell in love.

Laura was then the fashionable name of the

adored ; and to Laura, Day wrote verses such as

tbis :

Thee, Laura, thee, by fount, on mazy stream,
Or thicket rude, impress'd by human feet,

I sigh, unheeded, to the moon's pale beam ;

Thee, Laura, thee, the echoing hills repeat.

But Laura, whilst accepting his addresses, loved
him not. She receded—if not at the church doors,
not far from it, raetaphoricaUy—and Day was left

wounded
;
and the wound was long unhealed.

He began to rail at women, and to trace the
root of all the frivolity and heartlessness with
which he invested them, to their education. It

was an age of transition, and Day was one of
those who strove to found on the downright John
Bull nature a fabric of Roman heroism. To begin,
he adopted an old deistical philosophy, and en-

grafted on it a large philanthropy. For the suffer-

ings of refinement he was to allow no compassion.
The poor found a ready sympathy in him ; but
the sensitive, and those who had not actually to
sustain cold and hunger, were totally disregarded ;

and our hero, partly from conceit, and partly from
the tone of the times, avowed a contempt for all

polished society. He thought it, however, a duty
to the world that he should marry ; but, to have
such a wife as he pictured, he must, he confessed,
have one made on purpose for him.

Independent, and, indeed, for those days, rich,
on a clear twelve hundred a year, Mr. Day re-

solved to take his future bride from the lowest class
;

destitution was to be one of her credentials
; a

total reliance on him absolutely indispensable.

Scarcely of age, with a powerful form, a thought-
ful and somewhat melancholy face, good features,

though seamed with the small-pox, he might have
attracted many a young belle, or, at any rate, her

mother, to view hia merits in a fair light. He

chose, however, to carry out an experiment, and
these were its details, these its localities.

Behold him, first, consulting with a Mr. Bick-

nell, a barrister in London, and his intimate
friend

; like himself, too, a man of taintless

morals. Next we see the friends travelling down
to Shrewsbury, and passing through the wards of

the Foundling Hospital in that town. Two little

girls, each twelve years old, are selected ; one is

fair—an Anglo-Saxon beauty—with flaxen hair

and blue eyes. The little creature is christened
" Lucretia." The other has dark auburn or,

rather, chestnut tresses, a clear dark complexion,
a blooming cheek. She is forthwith styled
"Sabrina."

Certain written conditions satisfied the hospital
committee ; they were these :—Within a twelve-
month one of the children should be given into the

protection of some respectable tradeswoman, bound

apprentice, with a fee of one hundred pounds ;

on her marriage, if she behaved well, four hundred

pounds were to be added to this modest dot.

The girl who should be retained, was to be care-

fully educated, and, if Mr. Day should not marry
her himself, she was to have five hundred pounds
as her marriage portion. Having arranged this,

Mr. Day carried off his little wards to France.

They were to receive no ideas except from him ;

no servant, French or English, was to approach
them.

Of course they nearly drove him mad. They
had the small-pox, and they cried and screamed

incessantly ; they quarrelled ; they kept him for

nights sitting by their bedside ;
our philosopher

began to feel and to perceive the realities of life ;

especially when crossing the Rhine on a stormy
day—the boat was upset. He rescued his wards by
his expertness as a swimmer ; but, perhaps, had

they gone to the bottom, much tTOuble to all

parties would have been avoided.

We next see him at Lichfield ;
it was spring.

Those flat, dewy meadows, in which the city

stands, were all besprent with flowers ; the Trent
meandered through fringes of the bog ranunculus

;

the purple hue of the trees which precedes their

bursting forth into one universal green, was dis-

appearing. There are some delicious spots near

this cathedral town, and one of these is Stowe
Vale ; in this spot Mr. Day took up his residence.

But to his mind, disdainful even of the luxuries

which Nature herself proffers to us, it was not

Stowe's vernal loveliness, nor holy thoughts cen-

tering around Lichfield's Gothic spires, nor reve-

rence for Samuel Johnson, who still visited his

native place, nor a wish to court the country
families clustering around : it was the communion
of minds like his own which tempted him to Stowe
Vale.

Like his own ! Yes ; there was Richard Lovell

Edgeworth—a young, gay-hearted man, yet im-

bued with the philosophy which Day esteemed

al)ove all others : the philosophy of Hume and
Adam Smith. Day sternly carried out his prin-

ciples ; Edgeworth dashed into them the Epicurean
tincture which accorded with his worldly, pleasant
nature. There was Darwin, who, when his son

was found immersed in the Derwent—dead—a

suicide—had nothing more passionate on his lips
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than these terrible words,
" Poor insane coward !"

—Darwin, who, shortly before his death, when his

wife, trembling at his coming doom, wept at the

thought of their approaching separation, had

nothing better to console her with than to bid her

to remember " that she was the wife of a philo-

sopher,
" And there were canons, and prebends,

and rectors, and choral vicars ; some of the jovial,

careless crew ;
others just merely touched with the

putrescent philosophy of Day and Darwin, as

Lovell Edgeworth was
; others cherishing it.

Some were holy ;
most were indifferent. There

vs^s also another light which scattered its beams
even on the old panelled chambers of the epis-

copal palace itself. There, tending an aged father,
sat Anna Seward, and there, by her side, growing
up to loveliness and intelligence, Honora Sneyd
was planted.

For successive generations the Sneyds of Staf-

fordshire have been remarkable for personal beauty.
The classic features, the fair hair, the matchless

complexion, were seen in the person of a collateral

descendant of this family stock in Paris, when
all the Txiileries was in a blaze as one of the

loveliest -of faces was observed amid a crowd of

less fair physiognomies in the Salle des Mare-
chaux. The sudden em2:>ressement of a personage

highly placed ; the envy of surrounding mothers ;

the quick Spanish jealousy of one less fair, yet
more interesting, than la belle ; the tale of

fruitless admiration
; the erasure of that one

name from the court list—are they not written,
if not in the chronicles, in the memory of

all who passed the winter of 1S53 in Paris?
Honora Sneyd, the beloved of the ill-fated Andr6,
had been placed by her father, a widower,
with Miss Seward, not only for education, but
to be introduced to society. She possessed, that

loving preceptress has recorded,
" all the graces."

Happily she was not too strong-minded. She was

intellectual, sincere in character, and fascinating
in conversation. Parental authority had dissolved

an early engagement between her and Major
Andrg. He was fighting, with her image in his

heart, in America, when Mr. Day arrived at Stowe

Vale, and became one of the coterie around Anna
Seward.

Mr. Day soon yielded to the charms which seem
to have captivated all who approached Honora.
He offered her his hand. She refused it,

—but the

refusal was softened by her assuring him that she

wished she could love him. She even owned she

had tried to do so, but she could not school her

heart to the stern effort. Day then turned his

attention towards Elizabeth, the pretty, artless,

lively younger sister of Honora. ' ' Countless

degrees," Miss Seward tells us,
" inferior to the

endowed and adorned Honora," Elizabeth's

answer was more propitious than that of her

sister. Had Mr. Day's manner and address been
less singular she could, she believed^ have even
loved him. But he was so unlike all the world ;

he was so eccentric, so austere, so uncompromising !

Day laid the lesson to his heart, and then set

off to Paris to be modelled into a gentleman.
He gave himself vip to dancing and fencing
masters. He stood for an hour or two a day in

frames and back-boards ;
he screwed back his

shoulders, though not inflicted with a Colonel

Bentinck, to enforce the agony. He learned to

point his toes, he assumed the military gait, he

practised the fashionable bow, and came out in

minuets and cotillons. He then hastened back to

Lichfield and Elizabeth Sneyd, telling her that he
was no longer Thomas Day, "blackguard," but
Thomas Day,

" fine gentleman."
But alas ! the philosopher was spoiled, and the

fine gentleman was a mere caricature, and
Elizabeth, even Elizabeth, shrank back at his ad-

dresses. Three years afterwards, Honora married
the young widower, Mr. Edgeworth, and, at her

death, Elizabeth became her sister's successor, and
the third wife of that clever, desultory, garrulous
man. So there closed Day's hopes, as far as the

lovely Sneyds were concerned. Meantime, Mr.

Day had been carrying on his experiments on the

hapless little Sabrina. She was to be formed on
the model of Arria, or of Portia, or Cornelia

;
she

was never to shrink from pain. On this principle
her benefactor dropped scalding sealing-wax on
her arms, and was scandalised to see her weep.
He fired pistols at her petticoats, and she screamed.
When he told her of invented danger to himself,
and made her understand that his confidence was
of the utmost moment, he foxmd that she coidd

not keep the secret, but let out these fictitious con-

spiracies to her playfellows. Then Day was in

despair, but still more so when it became obvious

that Sabrina could never, would never, endure

study, nor attain that intellectual prowess that

would become the mother of the Gracchi. And,
meantime, all the faults of this benighted capacity
were daily and hourly contrasted with the ready
apprehension, the progressing mind, the sensi-

bility, the companionableness of the beautiful

Honora and the engaging Elizabeth Sneyd. Has
not Madame Charles Reybaud, in her "Deitcc

Marguerites," consciously or unconsciously drawn
the portraiture of Thomas Day, and illustrated by
that beautiful story the error of his life ? Be this,

however, as it may, she has painted admirably the

impossibility of raising an uneducated and common
mind to the standard of one improved by training,
and gifted by nature. At all events the process
must begin early, almost in infancy, besides which
there is something in race.

Miss Edgeworth has depicted, it is allowed,

Day's opinions and manners in her "Forester,"
but she has touched her portrait with a too re-

straining hand. Either Day's nature was hardened

by his principles, or his nature assimilated too

readily with his unnatural and impracticable con-

victions. There is a want of social chivalry in his

conduct to Sabrina, and we peruse the unrefuted

statements of Miss Seward with regret.

After firing at her petticoats and dropping

sealing-wax on her arms for a year, our philosopher
found that his experiments were failures. Sabrina

began to fear him exceedingly. Did the poor

helpless foimdling sometimes conjecture why she

was thus adopted, flurried, maintained, and perse-
cuted by her self-appointed guardian? Did her

girlish heart yearn in wistful fancy to the dim

image of her lost, her unknown parents, with a

yearning for something less philosophical and more
tender than the training process of Thomas Day ?
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Did it ever occur to her that the peasant's hovel,

where, on the very threshold, the affections

blossom, might be more congenial to her than all

the beauties and comforts of Stowe Vale ? How-

she came there she knew not ;
and she did not

love her protector svifficiently to conform to his

strange veto from afifection for one so dreaded.

Humbled, rather than convinced, Mr. Day
abandoned his attempt : and lo ! Stowe Vale is

deserted. The clear pond before it (now, we learn,

filled up) no longer reflects Sabrina's girlish

image. No longer is she seen fleeing for her life

into yon wood from the pistol's aim. No longer

vainly trying to compass a Latin declension, or to

solve the pepperbox in Euclid. She is away to

school—a common-place school in a common-place
town, Sutton Coldfield, in "Warwickshire—and is

en train to become a useful, sensible, and even

elegant young woman, ui>on the old-world prin-

ciples of education. After remaining three years
at school, she resided in various families, paying
a board, for Day then allowed her fifty pounds
a year. He corresponded with her,

•'
paternally,"

as Miss Seward expresses it, and resigned her

when she had attained the age of twenty-five to a

better protection than his own.

Mr. Bicknell, the barrister who, with Mr. Day,
had become a surety to the governors of the

Foundling Hospital at Shrewsbury for the young
Sabrina, offered her his hand. She accepted it,

without love. Though she did not exactly adopt
Mrs. Malapert's advice—"to begin with a little

aversion
"—she performed her part well. Mr.

Day gave her a dot of five hundred pounds, with

these ungracious words :—
* '

1 do not refuse my consent to your marrying
Mr. Bicknell ; but remember, you have not asked

ny advice."

She married, and was happy. After six years,

lowever, Mr. Bicknell was carried off by a para-

ytic stroke, leaving Sabrina destitute, with two
ions. Mr. Day then said he would allow her

ihirty pounds a year, to assist her in the efforts

ihe would, he expected, make for her own main-
enance. To this was added the sum of eight
lundred pounds, raised among the profession to

vhicli Mr. Bicknell had belonged. Having done

his, Mr. Day dismissed the child whom he had

•rought out of obscurity from his remembrance—
;
ust as a chemist throws away the dross of any

I ubstance in which he has made a fruitless ex-

]
eriment.

Sabrina, however, rose above fortune. She
1 ecame the housekeeper, assistant, and friend of

J )r. Charles Burney, whose large school at Green-
1 'ich formed so many youths for an honourable
< ireer. Her kindliness, her fresh though matronly
1 eauty, her sympathy of character, endeared her
1 ) the boys, who loved her all the better that she
> as not at all Spartan. Her name did not appear
i I Mr. Day's will, but she continued during her
> hole life to receive from his widow the annuity
1 e had so sparingly allowed her.

The philosopher eventually married an infatuated

, (Jung lady, named Mills. Young, elegant, hand-

ane, rich, and well-born, Esther Mills accepted

foposals to which were affixed the following con-

• ^ons :
— All that the world calls pleasure,

luxury, ostentation, were to be given up once and
for ever

;
even society was to be limited to a chosen

few, and after the absolute wants of existence were

satisfied, the rest of their ample fortunes was to

be devoted to the poor.
'

Esther gladly, we are

told, complied, and Thomas Day found at last a
wife shaped on his own plan. They retired into

the country. Self-sacrifice began at the church
door : no carriage, no lady's-maid, no luxury, were
allowed. The harpsichord—which Esther played
excellently well—was to be silent : it was trivial

to love music. Constant experiments were made
on Esther's temper. Her attachment was put to a
severe test—she wept, but murmured not. Yet,
as her fortune was wholly settled on herself, she
had the power, as her husband reminded her, of

withdrawing and living alone.

Ten years did this childless union subsist. It

was dissolved, not in the Consistorial Court, as

one might have expected, but by one of Mr.

Day's unfruitful experiments. Though hard upon
women and children, he was indulgent to animals.

He thought highly, for instance, of the native

qualities of horses, and believed that, when they
were absent, ill usage was the cause. He reared,
he fed, he tamed a favourite foaL He attempted
to accustom it to the bit himself ; he rejected the
aid of a horse-breaker, and attempted to break it

himself. The animal, less patient than Sabrina,
less devoted than Esther, threw him, and kicked
him in the head. Death instantly ensued.

Peculiar, and mistaken, and hard as he was,
Thomas Day had one heart at all events devoted
to him. His friends, it is said, at once loved, and
somewhat disapproved of, him. His wife refused

after his death to see the light of day ; during those

hours when the sun gladdens our fair earth she
remained in bed, no gleam allowed to penetrate

through her curtains. At night she arose, and
wandered through her gardens in the gloom in

spectral sorrow. At length these unnatural and
unwholesome regrets ended, as might be expected,
in her death. She survived her husband only two

years.

GLEANINGS FROM SPAIN.
PART lU.

The journey to Madrid is accomplished by the

very line of rail which " Ford" ridicules so un-

mercifully, speaking with contempt of the gulli-

bility of the "Cit" which could believe in such

a project. Part of the way lies through rich

valleys, shut in by high-peaked mountains. The

villages are bright and gay, and the whole aspect
of the country is pleasant to the eye. But nearer

Madrid are barren stony plains, parched and

arid, broken occasionally by a patch of stunted

stone pines, while here and there rises abruptly
a conical hill, crowned with crumbling ruins,

with a brown mud-built village at its base.

Madrid has no pretension to architectural

beauty ;
save the glistening white palace, it has

scarce a building worth inspection. It has an

untidy, unfinished appearance, rendered all the

worse by the fact, that half of every street is

undergoing the process of demolition or recon-

struction. The houses are stuccoed and painted
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in the vilest taste, and the roofs of large coarse

brown tiles give them a rustic appearance.
In front of the palace is a large shady square,

in the centre part of. which, surrounding the

equestrian statue of Philip IV. , is a small enclosed

garden. To this the nurses and children who
haimt the place have no admission, but gaze

wistfully at the flowery oasis. The children

solace themselves for their exclusion by endless

gyrations round and round in little carts, drawn

by stupid merino sheep, while, as usual, soldiers

in plenty are sauntering about, ever ready to

amuse the nurses, the most picturesque of the

female population of Madrid. Round their heads

are tied gay handkerchiefs, knotted at the back
with a butterfly bow, another of a different colour

adorns their shoulders, and their bright petticoats
are striped with black velvet. Their aprons,
which have long ends tied behind, bordered with

lace, look particularly well when worn with a

black dress. Only a few of the wide streets have

the glory of trees, for trees in such a dry country
involve much care and attention. Round their roots

is a carefully-bricked little well, about a foot deep,
intended to retain the water, with which they
are daily supplied ;

when full, a little channel con-

ducts the precious fluid to the next tree, and so

on till the whole avenue is refreshed. The Prado
is the most disappointing place in Madrid. Part
of it is a kind of Sahara, with mere saplings on
either side. It is inferior to the public promenade
of every other great capital city. Here may be

seen all the beau vionde, differing but little from

the same species in every other capital in Europe,
save, perhaps, that the ladies' costumes are more

gaudy than a negress's on a Sunday, and that

small by degrees and beautifully less, are the

dandies who saunter beside them. Hardly a

mantilla is to be seen
; all-omnipotent Fashion has

decreed that Paris bonnets are the viode. The
children strut about in outrS French fashions,

the little mannikins of two or three supremely
ridiculous in manly attire. Comfortable-looking
matrons prefer remaining in their carriages, and, if

they do get out for a stroll, their small feet (or

excessive corpulence) cause them to waddle like

ducks. Of beauty there is not much to be seen.

The Spanish ladies have lost immensely by giving

up the black dresses and mantillas, which won
them the rapturous admiration of Englishmen in

the days of the Peninsular War. Compared
with the hideous dresses then worn in the rest

of Europe, the Spanish costume must have been

charming. The gauzy setting of the mantilla

lends beauty even to the homeliest features, and
causes the Parisian bonnet even of "Varennes,"
or "

Laure," to ai)pear a grotesque monstrosity;
how much more striking, then, must have been

the contrast in the days our grandmothers wore
hats the siz3 of a millstone, with towering plumes,

scanty petticoats, and waists close up under their

arms I Save for a few carriages drawn by sleek,

shaven mules, the tout eiisemble is much the same
as Hyde Park or the Champs Elys6es. Let us

leave the fashionable world and turn into the

Museum, which is close at hand.

Polite little officials, with cocked hats on, re-

ceive your canes and parasols, and lend you a

copy of the catalogue, which is out of print and
can no longer be bought. As you stand in the

rotunda, filled with daubs, both old and new,
you see on either side doors, with the inscription," Escuela Espanol ;" you go in, and introduce

yourself to the shades of Velasqiiez and Murillo.

Diligently all morning, and for many pre-
vious days, you have studied Murray's

' ' Hand-
book," Stirling's "Spanish Painters," and Viardot's
' ' Musses d' Espagne.

" You are prepared to go into

fits of enthusiasm, and rave about the great Ve-

lasquez. Why, is this a Velasquez? this drowsy,
sulky Virgin ? these dauby equestrian portraits ?—
where the original faulty drawing, unpainted out,

gives each horse at least six legs.
" Mon Dieu, Adolphe," says a spruce little

French artist beside me, mounted on a ladder, for

the purpose of investigating more closely the
beauties of the picture ;

' '
c'est I'art de badi-

geonner."
Oh ! heretic, how dare you disbelieve all the

great authorities ! Viardot tells you he is the

greatest master in the world : you unbelieving
infidel, out upon you !

Look at those faithful believers. With eyes fixed

on a well-known red book, they wander arm-in-

arm through the gallery, stopping where Ford
desires them, in his imperative way ; they shock
no one by rash opinions, but devoutly adhere to

conventional belief.

Though at first a disappointment, Velasquez'

pictures gain upon one. The most part are really
mere sketches, which the great artist, rendered

lazy by court favour and success, never gave him-

self the trouble to finish. Surrounded by empty-
headed fops, who followed the cue given by
royalty, and praised indiscriminately, no wonder
that he succumbed to the paralysing intluenco of

court life. Most of his ])ictures require to be seen

from a great distance. When you stand close to

them, they sadly resemble scene-painting. In two
or three, one sees what Velasquez could accomplish
when he chose to exert himself. The well-known
"
Borrachos," or "Drinkers," is an example of

this. It represents a dozen peasants jollifying after

the completion of the vintage ;
the Bacchic king,

half naked, is seated on a barrel, and is crowning
with vine-leaves the most jocular of his boon com-

panions, who kneels to receive this honourable

distinction. Another of the crew, with a broad

grin on his countenance, holds a bowl of new
wine, which seems literally to tremble in his

shaky hands, and as you gaze, you momentarily

expect to see it flow over the kneelei-. It is, after

all, only a Teniers the size of life ; and it is

amusing to hear the critics, who despise the low

realities of the Flemish school, wax eloquent over

this and a tribe of pictures of grinning beggars,
because they are the work of a Spanish hidalgo.

The poor Flemings have got a bad name
; they

are ever branded as coarse and boorish, and
unideal ; even in the descriptions of the great

chef-d'ceuvre of Velasquez, "The Surrender of

Breda," they come in for a slap in the face,

and we are told to admire the grave, dignified

Spaniards, in contradistinction to the heavy, dull

Dutch boors. I beg to differ : the Dutch seem to

me to have far the best of it ; they have honest,
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good, frank faces; and in the high, narrow fore-

heads and close-set eyes of the Spaniards, I read

cruelty, deceit, and intolerance. Rubens, who
is so generally cited as a type of the unideal

Fleming, had certainly more imagination, and

idealised more, than Velasquez. His "Virgin

learning to read," in the Antwerp gallery, and
his "

Holy Family with the Parrot," in the same

]>lace, have more grace and delicacy
— coarse

Fleming though he be—than the Spanish hidalgo's

portraiture of a rough peasant and his wife,

whose ugly waddling baby is playing with a cur, is

dignified with the title of Holy Family. Distance

must certainly have lent enchantment to the

view, and the great authorities who have praised

Velasquez to the seventh heaven, must have

relied on the Pyrenees being too insurmountable a

barrier for their assertions to be put to the test

by idle tourists. The court dwarfs were favourite

subjects with Velasquez, and he seems to revel in

giving a true impression of their hideosities and

imperfections. Poor little creatures, as one looks

at their stunted forms and misshapen features,
Luther's notion of beings with only half a soul,

recurs to the mind.

Velasquez must have wearied with the endless

painting of royalty, such royalty as it was. The

special clay out of which kings are made, did not
turn out particularly beautiful at Madrid. Those

heavy features, flabby cheeks, pendulous lips, and
small eyes, savour much of cretinism. In every
variety of dress and position you see the royal

forms, even kneeling at prayers, the posture and

clasped hands alone indicating the occupation.

Velasquez has been compared to Rembrandt for

the force and vigour of his portraits, but to the

nysterious efiFects and delicacy of colouring of the

(reat master of "
impasto" he never attained.

Close to the life-like picture of the young
nfanta, surrounded by her maids, known as

'Las Meninas," called by Luca Giordano the

iospel of Painting, hangs a picture misnamed
'Artemisia," by Rembrandt, and, thus placed
a juxta- position, the respective merits of these

;reat artists can be studied at leisure. The
vonderful handling of Rembrandt in this, one of

lis least-known pictures, certainly eclipses the

amous " Meninas." The magical effect of light
nd shade, the marvellous opal-like draperies, and
he soft round flesh and floating golden locks of

he fair dame, who it is supposed is just going to

fnquet on her husband's ashes (presented by a

title maiden in a vase worthy of Cellini), render

(jubly apparent the dashing, careless style of

)uez. Many of his pictures, too, have a

mealy, smeared appearance, as if blotting-paper
had been pressed on the wet paint ;

and the paint

itself, though thinly put on, after the manner of

Titian, leaves much to be desired in way of finish.

Inexhaustible gallery, never-failing source of

interest, months might be spent in roaming from

one masterpiece to the other. Divine Virgins by
Murillo seem to float in a heavenly atmosphere,
and the perfect innocence and fascinating grace of

the Infant Saviour and little St. John, must be

seen to be understood. What Murillo's pictures

must have been before they were scraped and re-

painted, it is diflScult to imagine, as even after all

they have gone through they are unutterably

beautiful. One rises from contemplation of those

transported, ecstatic figures, those faces full of awe

and heavenly meditation, with a feeling similar to

what one experiences when, in some old cathedral,

the organ peals forth its melody carrying the mind
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far away from the cares of mortality, and lifting

the soul to heaven.

There is an excellent portrait of Murillo, by
Tobar, his piipil; a kind thoughtful face it is, with

a broader, more benevolent forehead, than that of

Velasquez, and full, dreamy eyes. Tobar in part
followed the style of 'his master. After the man-
ner of the E-oman Church, which attributes all

that is endearing to the Virgin, he has represented
her as feeding the lambs of the flock, and seated

under a tree, with her hand on the head of a

lambkin, while she holds out roses to the rest.

The Virgins of the MurUlo school are certainly
more celestial beings, and less conventional, than

those of Kaphael. Had that great artist only lived

longer, he would assuredly have departed from the

stiff monotony of his grouping, which has rendered

it so easy to imitate him that doubts have arisen

lately as to whether the much-prized "Perla" is

truly an original. The art of imitation is indeed

carried to extraordinary perfection, as the follow-

ing authentic anecdote will show. The superin-
tendent of one of the royal galleries, in a part of

Europe I need not mention, bought a few years
since a Raphael. He traced its history with the

most satisfactory results, and siimmoned a conclave

of the wise and learned in such matters to rejoice

with him over the treasure he had found. With
one accord they all pronounced it a perfect trea-

sure
; true, it was a "replica," but that nowise

diminished its value, and was a further proof of

its authenticity. It was framed with reference to

its great merits, and duly entered into the Royal

Catalogue, other pictures being turned out to give
it its due proportion of light, and every considera-

tion paid to its claims to distinction. Hardly had

it been a month installed with all these honours,
when one morning the superintendent was dis-

turbed at his breakfast by the servant announcing
that an artist wished to speak to him.

*' Let him come in."

He came, and modestly asked for employment,
and the good word of so well-known a connois-

seur.
"
Why, my good fellow, I can do but little

for myself. I buy no pictures, and for the Mus6e,

nothing that is modern is admitted."
" But I thought monsieur woidd give me some

commission, as I painted the Raphael."
" The Raphael," said the dignified official

waxing wroth; "how dare you presume to tell

such lies? The Raphael is beyond doubt authentic:

it had the imaniraous approval of the most cele-

brated ' virtuosi
'

in Europe."
"
Kevertheless, if monsieur will honour me so

far as to accompany me to my studio, I will show
him another copy, which my mother will certify

has been done by me."
The enraged and mortified critic was with

shame compelled to eat up his own words, and to

dispossess his treasure from its eminence ;
and I

fear that, like poor Chatterton, the artist gained
but little by his fraud.

The possession of forty pictures by Titian would

of itself be sufficient to establish the reputation
of the Madrid Museum. "The Presentation of

Charles V. and his family to the Heavenly Father

by the Virgin" shows how strangely ceremony

mingled even with the Emperor's religion. There
are many pictures by the Bassanos. "The going
into the Ark "

is a delightful homely scene, where
the sturdy wives of Shem, Ham, and Japhet are

de])icted on household cares intent, and bending
under the weight of featherbeds fastened on to

their backs. Juan de Joanes has a "Lord's

Supper,
" considered '

by many to be equal to

Leonardo da Vinci's. In the golden halo sur-

rounding each disciple's head, the name is

inscribed—a needless precaution as regards the

loving features of St. John, and the griping,
avaricious expression of Judas. One wearies of

the endless studies of Ribera from emaciated
skeletons writhing in anguish, and looking more
like St. Simeon Stylites than Christian saints and

martyrs. In damp and gloomy chambers are

stowed away a perfect wealth of works of minor
Dutch painters, all doomed to certain destruction

from want of air and light.
After leaving the museum, it is a relief to the

weary eyes and brain to wander among the shady
acacia groves of the Buen Retiro gardens ;

in any
other counti-y they would not be highly esteemed,
but here verdure of any kind is grateful. The

long formal alleys are adorned with statues,

arranged regardless of era, and you find the Cid
and Madame du Barry side by side. Behind a

high railing is a reserved garden, where royalty
walks apart from the crowd. Just as we arrive,
one of the royal Infantas, who has been there

promenading, prepares to depart. The train

of carriages, the dignity, the etiquette which
surrounds the little creature, recalls the time of

the state-loving Philips. A guard of mounted
soldiers keep off the crowd, which, however,
evinces no curiosity, and hardly a hat is raised

to the Royal Highness, who is seated in a peram-
bulator, propelled by bedizened lacqueys towards
the state carriage drawn by four black horses.

At the door of the carriage, on one side, stands

an old gentleman in court dress, covered with

orders, bowing, cocked hat in hand
;

on the

other curtseys a fine old lady, arrayed in gor-

geous brocade. The lacqueys lift in the pale

baby, after it enter two smart nurses, arrayed
in costumes of rose-coloured satin and black

velvet ; away drives the carriage, the tiny infant

looking out of the window, and kissing its white
hand to the passers-by. The pompous old lady
and gentleman follow in another carriage drawn

by four mules, behind them rolls an empty state

carriage drawn by four bays, in case of any
accident occurring to the equipage which has the

honour of containing the royal infant. The

perambulator is solemnly lifted into afourgon, the

guards close round it, and off they all set to the

palace. Is it the nineteenth century, or do I

dream ? I rub my eyes and remember it is Spain,

and, pitying the poor little baby so hedged in from

infancy by ceremonial and conventionality, I wend

my way to the monkeys, who jump and frisk no
less blythely for me than for any crowned head.

Poor little royal babies, how can they guess what
human nature is like ? What wonder they grow
up proud and cold when from babyhood they have

seen nothing but court ladies and chamberlains

bowing to the dust before them !
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THE STRONG HEART,

•^-•

In a great factory, almost grand from its vast-

ness and the might of its machinery, though
without architectural elegance or sesthetical design,
a long file of girls were working at their noisy
looms. Most of them presented the common
type of the factory girl, the independence, the

self-assertion, the love of snatches of finery in the

shape of necklaces and earrings, in the middle of

the dusty clothes, with their bursts of gossip and

merriment at every pause in their routine. One girl

was an exception. She worked in a comer, told

off by a necessary angle of the building from the

stands of her companions. She preferred that

situation, and had selected it without opposition.

She was not better dressed than her neighbours ;

she had the ordinary calico gown, and the cap with

which the wise ones protected their heads from

the fluff flying through the room. If there was

VOL. IX. No. 210
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any difference, her dress was more scrupulously
6lean and more precisely, and primly fitted, and

pinned more smooth and neat, than the dresses of

the other girls. But she was clearly a woman of

a higher cast ; you saw it in her turn of features,

her expression, her intercourse with her fellow-

workers and the manager. Although she was

quite a young woman, and not unusually skilled

in her trade, there was a tacit respect paid to

her, that unconscious demonstration which often

marks the difference between inevitable "
just

supremacy" and unwarrantable usurpation. No
one in the Mile-end MiU accused Letty Brown
of airs or resented her dignity : and mill ' ' hands "

are notoriously shrewd observers. They did not

take to her much
; they did not like her over

much ; she was a woman to be trusted and treated

with indifference at that stage, by the many as

beyond their comprehension and their instincts,

and to be loved engrossingly by the few.

In the same way there are characters whicn

by natural impulse, as flowers turn to the sun,
turn to whatever of higher intelligence and refine-

ment comes within their reach. It is not respect
of persons, it is at the antipodes from sycophancy
and snobbishness,—it is simply the like drawing
to the like, the magnetism between whatever is

brighter and higher in our humanity. So Letty's
friends were often distinguished in one way or

another, not by any means always in rank, for

she numbered them in the workhouse and the

hospital, but they were more or less geniuses in

their several orders. One was a poor politiciau,
one a runner after tiny emerald mosses with their

brown fairy cups. Letty was taken notice of by
no less a person than a clever, managing house-

keeper in the family of a wealthy cotton lord ;

nay, Letty was engaged in marriage to a young man
with education enough to be a clerk in the factory
where she worked, and not only with such chance

advantages in book-keeping, but with that intense

love of the beautiful in all its shapes which belongs
to some of the tenderest and most dependent of

our race. Yet Letty was only the orphan daughter
of a mechanic, who had been rather remarkable
for his incapacity than for anything else. She
must have gone back to some more distant ancestor

for her faculties, because Letty was born a rising

young woman.
I would like to show you Letty in the physique

before she leaves the factory this night, as it

happens, never to return. She is not a little sprite
of a woman, as it is the fashion of the day to

find embodiments of latent power. I suspect the

size of the lantern has really nothing to do with
the strength of the flame within. Letty was fair

and pale
—so fair and pale that there would have

been something insipid about her person, had it

not been thrown into a grand mould. She was a

big woman, rendered only slightly ungainly by
her compressed drapery. Her face was one of

those statuesque faces which are apt to be heavy
in repose, but it was an open, noble face, notwith-

standing ; and when heated and animated it lit up
into a positive splendour of beauty, but a beauty
more of form and tone than of the clear, cool

colour which subdued it, as a painter subdues his

brilliance by deep shades and grave backgrounds.

It was what some woiild have called a solemn,
cathedral face : yet believe me, when it was blithe,

it was with an exuberance and abandonment of

gladness, like Rome at the Carnival, and as your
stern, good persons laugh, on rare occasions, with
a pure sweet passion of laughter.
Above Letty Brown's loom was the instance of

a pleasant fashion, which belongs more to country
than to town mills—a bunch of hawthorn, such as

those with which old country wives used to fill

their grates, was still pearly and almond scented

in the dim, loaded air which no ventilators and
no open windows could entirely clear. Spring,

summer, autumn, winter, Letty's loom showed
such traces. Though she lived in a great town,
she was never without her supplies of holly,

daffodils, roses, wallflowers. He could not live

without such fresheners of his existence, and he
lavished them on Letty, who, in her native state-

liness and peacefulness, loved them better than
she would have done jewels. That night, at the

ringing of the factory bell, Letty sorted her loom
as she was wont, in her orderly fashion, and went
out slowly and singly, lingering behind the riotous

troops of her companions, in order to be joined

by George Ashe. There he was, by her side, a

slight lad, more youthful-looking than Letty,

though he was her senior, with that ineffable air

of refinement which some people confusedly call a

genteel address, and with one of those bright and

spiritual faces, set in soft, dark, curly hair, which
we are driven to look on in a man with dim doubts

and forebodings.

Letty no more dreamt that she would not return

to the mill on the morrow than that she would
wed George Ashe—an orphan like herself—offhand,
without money laid by, taking on their furniture,
and launching him at once on a muddy sea of

debt. A common measure which Letty, with her

abundant sense, held in horror—the more extreme
that George did not contemplate it so severely or

take steps against it so decisively. He had honest

principles but extravagant habits for his station,

though they were lovely, lovable habits at the

same time, and the two struggled together witliin

the man in equal entanglement and in a kind of

drawn hostility.
That very evening

—one of the memorable ones

in Letty's life—she went by appointment to see

her friend, Mrs. Peaston, whose scullion she had
comforted in her visits to the hospital, and whose
clothes she had helped to carry from the washer-

woman's when the laundress and the other servants

of the great house were busy, and for whom she

had procured a sovereign recipe from an amateur

chemist for taking iron stains out of linen. At
the great house in the suburbs Letty heard that

the family were in sharp and sudden distress.

One of the sons had been seized with violent

illness, and was under active treatment from the

doctors, while his relatives and the household

generally were struggling more or less with grief
and fear. It was not from pure regard to the

sufferer—he had been an ill-conditioned lad as

ever existed, and cost his kindred sorrow and
shame—but they would fain save him from

perishing in those pangs of body and mind which
were exciting the whole house, and casting down
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all the ordinary barriers of wealth and station,

pride and reserve. Letty Brown would have gone

away again immediately, seeing her visit had
been paid at an unpropitious moment, but it

went sorely against the grain with the girl to

quit a scene of suflfering : something might be

needed from her—there might be something for

her to do.

Letty lingered, full of stiUness and sympathy,
and something was needed from her ere long. An
excitable maid-servant employed to convey hot

water to the patient's room, and compelled to

witness his agony, fell down in a swoon on the

kitchen floor, and while her fellow-servants

crowded round her to recover her, Letty carried

up the next supply of water in the general confu-

sion. A medical man was endeavouring to restrain

the convulsions of the young man, and while he
did so he caught Letty's eye—that rational, full,

deep, well-set eye
—as she stood on the threshold,

and, with an imperative sign, he summoned her

to his assistance. He kept Letty hours by the

bed, until even her strength was deserting her.

Just before he dismissed her he inquired curiously,
*' Have you ever seen a case of this kind

before ?"

"No, sir, never," answered Letty, thankfully.
" Invaluable young woman that," he observed,

energetically, the moment she had left the room ;

" firm nerves, quick observation, a kind heart,
takes a hint, develops a resource. Probably lost

where she is," he continued, grudgingly.
" Should

like to tempt her to take service in my ward."
The words pierced the ears dulled and afflicted

by poor Fred's frightful attack. " Who is she ?

How did a stranger come here at such a time ? A
prot6gee of Peaston's ? Very indiscreet of Peaston.

Providential, did you say? Peaston could not know
that," spoke the woman's sentiment brokenly
first ; and the man's reason replied resolutely,
" Never mind, my dear, you heard what the doc-

tor remarked ; engage her as a nurse for poor Fred
if he is spared. Offer her any wages."
And Letty remained at the post which had pre-

sented itself to her. She would have done so

without fee, had none been forthcoming. She
could please herself, and she was pleased and

proud, with a womanly breadth of satisfaction and
benevolence, that she co<ild relieve the unhappy
young man, though he was only a poor, stupid,
vicious, wrecked sot of a gentleman, under the

ghastly thunder-cloud of delirium tremens.
In a month from that date Letty Brown went

abroad with the Bridgewaters, who, in ordinary,

accommodating phrase, had taken a fancy to the

superior mill girl, not as nurse to Mr. Fred, who
was again partially restored to sense and action,
and on his own hands, to the great loss to himself
and the smaller injury to society, and who was
left behind the travelling party, judiciously, as far

as the comfort of the other members was con-

cerned. Letty went as aide to Mrs. Peaston, to

Mrs. Bridgewater's maid, to the head nurse of the

young Bridgewater's. She got higher wages as an

ami)hibious domestic than she could win working
in the factory. She would see the world and im-

prove herself, as the quiet young woman had an
irdent desire to do, and her George was reconciled

to the separation because he could trust her, and
he was as proud that she shoidd command these

advantages as he was mortified that they should
be got without his instrumentality and not in his

company.

The next time that we see Letty Brown is with
other surroundings, and under a different aspect.
The Bridgewaters' tour had been protracted from
months to years, and Letty had tasted a little of

the bitterness of hope deferred ; but that honour-
able purse of hers was always growing heavier,
and that mind and heart of hers better instructed,
and though George Ashe was too true not to want
her back to him, he was compelled to submit to

circumstances. If you were a light observer, you
would scarcely know Letty Brown again

—Miss
Brown now—in her plain, tasteful, lady-like dress,

acknowledged maid to the young ladies, and fac-

totum to the housekeeper. In learning to dress

her young mistresses' hair, Letty had learnt to

dress her own—that pale brown hair without any
of the red of the chestnut, a little too fair and

cold, but which formed, for all you might know
no better, so fitting a setting to the large, finely fea-

tured, tranquil, sweet face—Juno, without Juno's

jealousies ; Minerva, without the divine maid's

pretensions ; Deborah, who lived with her husband
and judged Israel under the fig-tree ; Lydia, who
heard Paul lovingly and entertained him nobly. In

continual association with harmony and elegance,
the former intelligent, reverent factory girl had

inevitably imbibed and appropriated a portion of

these qualities, until, to her own surprise and

annoyance, she began to be mistaken for one of

the daughters of the family she served. In daily
and hourly conversation with educated people,
and even in acquiring those soft Italian words,

Letty had got rid of the worst part of her provin-
cial dialect, her illiterate sentences and obsolete

expressions. In the thin woollen or cambric gown,
with the little collar, the light jacket, the shady
hat—a necessity of equipment in the sunny south ;

able to give a wonderfully artistic opinion of the

amateurs' sketches, until she was persuaded to try

sketching herself, and was fascinated by her own
share of success ; betraying naively considerable

natural talents for music and painting, until her

masters and mistresses discovered a fresh charm in

carrying her with them to churches and galleries,—what would George Ashe think of his sweetheart

when she was restored to him " finished
"
by tho

only possible effectual education for a poor girl ?

It was likely he would be as much abashed as

captivated ; foolishly over-valuing her acquired
information and polish ; foolishly under-valuing
hia own original rough, uncut gifts. But it was
certain what Letty would do in the relation that

bound them, one of those wonderful, winning
relations between the sexes, where George Ashe

was half Letty Brown's sovereign, half her darling,
half her husband, half her son ;

in the hour of

reunion Letty would clasp George's hand and look

into his face, and if there were nobody by to see,

put her arm round his neck and kiss him, to show
him that, though she had crossed the Channel and
wandered over hills and plains, she had seen
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nobody to her mind like George Ashe, Letty
was not the woman to forget her old friends

from adventitious circumstances. She was ster-

ling metal. You might as soon expect the deep
stream to show an empty bed, or the day to

return without its faithful, cheerful handmaid,
the dawn.

Letty Brown was in Italy when the next event

in her history occurred. The Bridgewaters were

posting between Leghorn and Rome. They had

just courteously added to their company a sensitive

invalided Lieutenant-Colonel, with whom they had
some little acquaintance, a poor man who was

travelling for his health and excruciating himself

with the discomforts and loneliness of his life.

They were in all the exigencies of the road, when
their courier was suddenly taken from them by an
official mandate in order to deliver evidence on an
unusual act of violence which he had seen perpe-
trated when he was travelling with the illustrious

Inglese who had been his last employer. The judge
concerned had cleverly caught the witness when
he was passing through the town again, and would
on no account let him go till he had told his story

formally, in spite of the threats and complaints
and shamefaced donations of the other illustrious

Inglese who must proceed ; the latter would be

driven into a fit of the spleen if he did not go
forward, and yet it was certain he could not move
without the hired escort and patronage of his

ubiquitous, all important Joachim.

The affair was not very formidable. The little

posting town, with its grey gateway and gaudy
shrine, where the arrest took place, afforded at least

decent accommodation for a halt. There was not

the most distant suspicion or apprehension of

collusion, fraud, or pillage.
" Per Bacco !

"
as

Joachim swore passionately, an English subject was
safe in his own castle anywhere. It was only a

temporary delay with its temporary discomforts,

stUl it put these good Bridgewaters to their wits'

end. They were good—so well bred that they
had little assumption, so upright as to have few

suspicions ;
but I never said they were perfect, and

one phase of refinement and amiability is almost

as bad as a lie which has no legs—it cannot stand

alone.

How Letty ran tip and down, how she spun
out her stock of Italian, how she unroped boxes
and unclasped cases, found this clothes-brush and
that spirit lamp, and soothed the disconsolate

family and their more disconsolate satellites, who
of course, as a rule, copied their principals, is a
matter which fairly baffles all description.
The Colonel was an admirer of despatch and

ingenuity ; he had learned their benefit in his

military shifts. He pulled his grizzled moustache
in admiration of this young woman. She was more
valuable than Joachim, if anybody could be more
than all important ;

and whereas Joachim was

ugly as a baboon and like a galvanised figure
tucked into a skin of brown leather, this young
woman was handsome, was neat-handed—which
was the Colonel's definition of graceful,

—she had

spirit, she had ability, she was fit to be a

general. When Joachim was free, and the

travellers had gone their way, reached their desti-

nation, and were settled in different quarters of

the Eternal City, the first time the Colonel had an
attack of chronic ague, he sent his landlady, who
on holidays displayed the richest mass of black
hair and the heaviest gold earrings in the locality,
with his respects and apologies, and an earnest

solicitation that Mrs. Bridgewater would spare him
Miss Brown to preside over bis soup and chocolate

to see that he was not poisoned, to read his Times
to him, and prevent him going distracted with the

half-foreign gibberish of the puppy who had under-

taken the task.

The poor Colonel's unsophisticated petition
afforded no little amusement even to these com-

plaisant hearts, but Mrs. Bridgewater did not
hesitate to comply with its prayer. The Colonel

was an honourable old man, and there was no

etiquette for a girl in Brown's rank.

As for Letty, she would as soon live on the one
side of the giant dome as on the other, and she

rightly judged the invitation a great compliment :

so Letty went to the old Colonel's establishment

above an artist's studio, and took care of the

Colonel and cheered him back to comparative health

like an attentive, deferential daughter.
It was as much to Letty Brown's amazement as

to the Bridgewaters' consternation, that the night
before that on which she was to return to her real

employers, the Colonel called her to his side, and, in

brief but perfectly respectful terms, asked her to

become his wife. Letty had no wish to consider

her answer, but the Colonel insisted that she

should take time to think over his proposal, and

gave her liberty to submit it to her mistress, and I

need not say the Colonel was accustomed to be

obeyed.
The Bridgewaters had a true regard for Letty,

but the communication put them dreadfully about
—it was worse than Joachim's compulsory deser-

tion. Travelling, like poverty, might induce them to

fraternise with their inferiors ; but to marry them—where the one party was a Lieutenant-Colonel of

good family, and in possession of an ample fortune

besides his pay, and, not till now reckoned more
than crabbed, on the high road to craziness, and
the other was a waiting-maid, born a factory girl—

well, this was an extension of the suffrage with

a vengeance ! Had the Bridgewaters lent a hand
to entangle the wilful old Colonel in the net he had

woven for himself, would not all his friends, from the

nearest to the most distant, come upon the Bridge-
waters in their righteous indignation, and demand

unimaginable compensation ?

My readers must feel that these affable Bridge -

waters were in a disagreeable predicament.
Mrs. Bridgewater was never more relieved in her

life thanwhen Letty, blushing very much, but quite

determinedly, declared her intention of declining,

with her service and her thanks, the proposal which

would have turned the heads of half the girls in^

Letty's line. Mrs. Bridgewater could have kissed:

and hugged her favourite on the spot. Such a

perception of propriety, so much moderation and

consideration ! Letty was a fine creature ; moreover,
she had proved herself a philosopher.
While rejoicing in the result, Mrs. Bridgewater,

in the middle of her lady-liko gentleness and soft-

ness, was very inquisitive to penetrate the origin

of such philosophy. Then Letty confessed, with
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charming confusion in so wise and clever a woman,
that there was a clerk lad at home, an old ac-

quaintance, and that indeed she had not concealed

the engagement between them from any deceit,

Letty was troubled lest she should give that impres-

sion, but her friend Mrs. Peaston had known it

all along, and for any one else Letty did not know
how to speak of such things. That was Letty's

explanation of the fact that, with her, love was as

sacred and deeply rooted as religion, and one of

Letty's young ladies, who was unavoidably privy
to the incident, cried out with refreshing satisfac-

tion that she had guessed the solution of Letty's
riddle.

Mrs. Bridgewater, affectionate though she was,
had very little pity to spare to the Colonel's dis-

appointment—an absurd old man to be impetuous
and heedless at his years—and he took his re-

fusal coolly, after all ; she saw him having his

customary airing, aud he sent and borrowed Mr.

Bridgewater's "Galignani," exactly as if nothing
had hajipeued.

Naturally Letty experienced deeper gratitude
and more tender pity, the more clearly defined

and unmixed because the Colonel, once satisfied of

her calm, deliberate decision, did not attempt to

shake it. Though Letty was true as steel to

George Ashe—and it was not a distinguished half-

martial, half -superannuated Colonel who could

have moved her from her allegiance
— her

heart smote her when the old man's voice faltered

as he bade her a courteous good-bye, and she

turned back again to give more emphatic in-

structions to the good-humoured cook how her

Colonel liked his lamb and salad, and to implore
the gallant Italian, for her friendship, to serve

with clockwork punctuality the meals of this

generalissimo.

Afterwards, the episode faded from Letty's pre-

occupied heart and active life, and left only a

shadowy incident—half-mirthful, half-melancholy—behind.

Letty Brown's travels were over, and her

single life with them. She was Letty Brown no
more, but Letty Ashe, one of the million ; the

l>oor clerk's wife, •\\^ith
her narrow household

I cares, and toilsome household drudgery. Never

mind, Letty never looked handsomer or happier
than when she arranged the scanty furniture, and
made the markets in the circumscribed flat in the

ugly, crowded manufacturing town. Letty was
such a young wife, so stately, and so sweet, so

civil to her neighbours, so genuinely frank and
kind to old friends, aud above all, such a com-

panion, friend, mistress, lady to George Ashe,

though she had worked as a factory girl once, and
he was never likely to be more than a poor clerk

to the end of the chapter, that it was good to see

her.

Letty had been cooking her husband's dinner,
and was skilfully and pleasantly beautifying his

dwelling ; she was dusting the cage with her
turtle—a remembrance from the land of turtles—
and she was setting out her flowers, cheap prim-
roses and periwinkles, as she used to deck her old

Mile-end factory loom, and with new, graceful

ideas, brought from the fragrant myrtles and
oleanders on the altars in old classic Eoman
lands, when the postman's knock resounded,
and she received a letter—a London letter—not for

Mrs. George Ashe, but for Lettice Brown.

Letty was a little puzzled as she read the
address in an unfamiliar hand ; she had no friend

that she knew of in London but the Bridgewaters,
and they not only were apprised of her marriage,
but had loaded her with wedding-presents, useful

and ornamental—the polished chiffonnier, the
embroidered table-cover, the fauciful cake-basket

(Letty would surely eat cake sometimes) were all

I

from the Bridgewaters.
! Letty did not open the letter instantly, and
reach the bottom of the mystery. She was not

j excitable, this young woman, in her sound saga-

city : she was rather slow at adopting a fancy,

though swift at making an observation. She was

engrossed with what she was about—she had no

pressing interests apart from her own home. She

put down the letter, half-determining not to open
it till George came home ; then she took it up
again, and burst the envelope, and read, first a

lawyer's exceedingly civil preamble, second a

copy of the substance of the will of the late Hugh
William Annesley, Lieutenant-Colonel in one of

Her Majesty's dragoon regiments, devising and be-

queathing to Lettice Brown, formerly of Moorfield

(be had incidentally, as it were, asked her the

name of her native place the very morning she

took leave of him), the bulk of his fortune,
and his house at Bayswater, with its plate and
furniture. The testator stated that all Lis relations

were distant in degree, and in aOluent circum-

stances, and that he made this disposition of his

proi>erty, he being in sound mind, as a proof of

his respect and esteem for the said Lettice

Brown, in further testimony of which he left the

legacy without limitation or reservation, beyond
the necessary legacy duty, which the lawyer took

the opi)ortunity to apprise her it was her business

to pay.

Letty read the communication three times

before she admitted the importance of its contents,
and laid them to heart

;
and the Hrst thing she did

after she knew that she was an heiress—a great
heiress for Letty's antecedents—and that George
Ashe was rich and able to lead a life of leisure,

and indulge his tastes, was to sit down with the

tears rolling down her cheeks, making them wan
in their paleness—and Letty seldom cried—and
to ]>ray God that He would enable her and her

husband to bear their unexpected and unexampled
])rosperity. It was not that Letty was narrow-

minded, or superstitious, or childish, and so in-

capable of comprehending riches, but because

she fathomed not only their advantages and

benefits, but their temptations aud trials, both

with judgment and sensibility ;
and the first

abrupt contemplation overcame her, sitting there

crj'ing and shaking, half with pleasure, half with

pain, trying to recall her stiff, eccentric bene-

factor, trying to think of telling George, and of

what he would feel and say. Letty was roused by
her turtle, accustomed to leave his cage and fly to

her shoulder, coming softly to his resting-place,
and pressing his silver-grey and cinnamon-brown
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plumage against her wet cheek, and a touch of

a common natural object is a great boon some-

times.

The exultation, the triumph, the delirium of

pride and joy were aU for George Ashe, when he
arrived at last, and was gravely, almost diffidently,

informed of the Aladdin's lamp that had been

handed in at his door. It was not that George
was mercenary, but he had all the vehement im-

pulses which were calm in Letty. There was no
end to his brilliant dreams. The poor Colonel's

bank-notes and bonds might have had the lustre of

Aladdin's charmed stones, the hard, glittering
fruit of his unnatural, artificial trees

; Bayswater

might have been Paradise, considering how the

simple fellow, with his poetic imagination, brought
to bear on his prosaic luck, plans regarding them.

It took all the influence of Letty 's controlling

power to restrain him. She was not without fear

at his fever, though it was not in her nature to

show her fear. She was a woman who could be

modestly silent alike in trepidation and mortifica-

tion, in pain of body and anguish of mind.

"If I were you, George, I would go to the

factory as us\ial," proposed Letty, earnestly.
"
People will not believe at first in our fortune ;

I

can scarcely believe in it myself. There may be

some obstacle yet of which we are not aware,

though the lawyer speaks fair. It is silly to care

too much for our neighbours' opinions, but I should

not like them to say that we were lifted clean off

our feet before we were sure of a higher perch,

too,
" added Letty, with a faint smile, stroking her

turtle.

This young woman had a wholesome regard for

public opinion, and a tolerable aversion to ridi-

cide. George Ashe had sufficient discretion to

enable him to see the merit of Letty's counsel. He
compelled himself to attend the factory and keep
accounts, while he was exchanging momentous
letters with the London lawyer, until Letty her-

self observed that the effort was so painful, and the

oversights and blunders he committed so flagrant
and absurd, that she herself freed him from the

obligation before he was dismissed in disgust by
his employers. Then he wandered about aimlessly,
could not resist taking all sorts of people into bis

confidence, until the rumour spread to circles

which had never heard of this humble young
couple ; then he built castles in the air and pulled
them down again, overturned all their old domestic

arrangements, and neglected their household rules,

until Letty learnt by experience that the early

days of moneyed consequence are desultory and dis-

agreeable.
But the correspondence with the lawyer was

very plain sailing.

Colonel Annesley's will was undoubtedly formal

and legal
—not a question but the old soldier

had died in his sound mind, and no opposition

wouldbemadebyhis cousins, whatevertheir private

feelings. Mr. and Mrs. Ashe, whose most obedient

servant the lawyer was, literally and figuratively
had only to go up to London and take posses-
sion.

Letty drew a long breath ;
her husband was not

ruined by a false expectation ; now she might
honestly accept the congratulations poxired upon

her by a crowd of strangers, suddenly and not in-

sincerely grown friendly. Their hearts were
warmed by the liberality of fortune to the Ashes :

who knew but his and her turn might come next ?

Now Letty might make use of that letter of

credit at the banker's, the responsibility of whose

possession had impressed her so seriously; and

Letty went out and was as foolish as any other
dear woman, committed the enormity of buying a

ten-pound shawl for herself and a flowing dressing-

gown for George Ashe, Letty had a fancy for

expensive shawls, and an innocent, ancient ambi-
tion to see George in a flowing dressing-gown ;

she
had dreamt many a quaint dream of him in her

working days, attired in the slippered ease and
old-fashioned majestic gown and student's cap in

the portraits of the poets, whose works he picked
up at book-stalls, before she had the least ac-

quaintance with these great men and their worries

and troubles.

That shawl and that dressing-gown happened to

be nearly the sole luxuries of her fortune on which

Letty put her hands.
The zealous lawyer pressed on Mr. and Mrs.

Ashe to come up to town and satisfy themselves
with regard to their legacy ; he even hinted at

their immediately occupying the house at Bays-
water, and seeing something of the season. Letty
recoiled in horror from this extravagance, consider-

ing their late position ;
but when she urged fresh

delay and consideration, woman-like, exaggerating
her caution till it verged on cowardice, George
Ashe proposed to go up to town alone, and receive

and invest their funds. Letty objected hastily
and strongly to this solitary expedition, and
instanced that, with a very little more time and
trouble, she could accompany him. It would not
do. George was affronted, restive, unmanageable,
and he was quite ready to throw out hints that

Letty was looking upon herself as an heiress, was

wishing to act upon her heiress-ship, to establish

her independence of him, or at least to imply his

subordination to her.

Letty was really wounded. It was the first

unjust, ungenerous treatment she had experienced
from George Ashe. The fact was, he was rapidly

getting captious and overbearing. It was as if

the golden mist of his imagination was converted

into clouds of dim smoke, blinding and confoimd-

ing him. He was a fine fellow, but he could not

stand his sudden rise in the world ; his temper
and principles were tottering under it.

Letty settled with herself that it was better

George Ashe should go up to London alone.

There was delicacy in this, and there was a little

stubbornness. Any way it was the first parting
between those who had been made one flesh; and
it had not been without previous roots of bitter-

ness and seeds of disunion. You may feel for

poor Letty, with her womanly sentiments all the

more swelling in her throat and tightening her

breast, because it was a strong heart which gave
them birth.

. Letty knew what loneliness was after she had
succeeded to her fortune, and was left alone in

the manufacturing town. Her husband was up
in that London, whose vastness and unebbing tide

of humanity oppressed her even to think of. The
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fortune he claimed appeared a drop in the bucket
of its millions, and yet that drop so lured him
that it divided him effectually from her, from
what looked now the peaceful, happy days of

their past, and from all they had so cheerfully

anticipated in the hopeful struggles of their

future. Surely human nature should have been
above such fluctuations, such oblivion !

Letty knew what it was to grow haggard in

her matronly beauty, and heart-weary as one of

the chosen few, the favourites of Fortune, to

whom the envy of the world was mockery in the

canker at the root of the prosperity, while they
covered over the sore with decent reticence.

There were gossiping, suspicious eyes upon her

too ; but Letty had not even required to hear in

her travels the story of the lioness without the

tongue. Yet the poor Colonel had meant to crown
her with his favour, and Letty would no more

reproach his ghost with framing for her a crown
of thorns, than she would fling away her turtle

because its meek, tenderly prolonged cooings con-

trasted broadly with those proud, brief letters

from London.
You have heard of a man going straight to

destruction. George Ashe went far to it, without

turning to look behind him. He fell from his

naturally lofty principles and high standard in an

incredibly, mournfully, humiliatingly short space
of time. I suppose it was in the mystery of evil.

The young man was green
—

green in his rare rise

in life, and there were grey beards who thought it

no shame to rob and to fool him. There are

thieves for men to fall among in other localities

than that between Jerusalem and Jericho. There
are men of business to excuse themselves for

making their own of their client, though it

should be by subduing and deteriorating those

notorious geese, natural geniuses. There are men
of wit who reckon "spoons" fair game in society,
however the "spoons" may be battered in the

process. In this case there were no friends to

interfere, to render the conquest less complete.
Letty heard of George Ashe's wild purchases
and injurious excesses, and wrung her hands and

rejjroached herself that she had not gone with
him or followed him to that London, which, she
said to herself, in an agony of defence of the

culprit, was drunk with its own snares and sins.

Why had she been so selfish, so mad, in her

pride ? and now it was too late, when he only
regarded her entreaties to laugh at them and

desi^ise them, and to forbid her joining him. Poor

great-hearted, devoted Letty, as if a woman's
husband could ever, except in an extraordinary
case, be treated with profit as her baby.
Months had passed, and Letty sat alone one

night, comfortless, in her little sitting-room,
which looked mean even in her own eyes

now-adays, pondering on her cares. A ring
<same to the bell—and surely Letty should know
that ring— but alas I she had undergone so

many false starts, that she dared not trust her
heart. She went to the door, trembling, opened
it, recognised her husband, and fell upon his

breast. She had him again, and she clung to

him, without another thought. She brought him
into the parlour, still clasping his arm, though

he returned her caress mechanically, and only
spoke to her by a muttered greeting. It was
autumn and stormy weather, and he looked

miserably cold and knocked up. She lit a fire

for him, kneeling down and puffing at the match
in the laid wood with all her might, drew his

chair before it, and brought him her own tea and

toast, till something better could be prepared for

him. She did not ask him why he had come
without announcing his arrival ; why he had
travelled in a summer coat, and without wrap or

luggage, like an adventurer, or a man flying from
his enemies. She put away every thought but
that of his presence, and buUt herself up in it till

her eyes shone like stars, and her cheeks bloomed
like blush-roses. He saw it, and rose up with a
bitter cry :

"
Letty, I have brought you back

nothing. I have wasted it all. I have only
brought back my miserable self."

" You have brought back yourself, George,"
repeated Letty, in her quiet accents of deep,

strong fidelity, in which there was full forgive-

ness, and under which there throbbed and thrilled

such hidden piilses of fondness as only beat in

such strong and faithful beings. "You have

brought back yourself, and what could you bring
to me like yourself ? We will be as we were

before, George. How gladly we will forget what
has come between, except as a warning of evils to

be avoided for ever."

I am glad that Letty was not repaid by signal

ingratitude and a recurrence of the offence. George
Ashe was not such an ingrate. He was filled with

the forbidden fruit of his folly, and found his teeth

too much set on edge for him to crave to bite the

apple of knowledge again. He had no relapse,

though he could not escape a rebound. The sweet-

natured, enthusiastic man had taken leaven into his

composition which leavened the whole lump. He
had been to a school where he was not only
instructed but inoculated in coldness, scepticism,
and sarcasm.

George Ashe had spent an incredible amount of

worldly substance, but he was not so penniless as,

in his despair, be had represented himself. From
the fragments of Letty's legacy enough was saved

to buy a small farm to maintain the couple. Letty
and George went to that little farm with its

pretty northern name of the Hollens, and there

practised, with economy, being yeomen, pastoral

poets and patriarchs. Well, what would you have ?

it would have been a great independence to them
once on a day, and at least one of them knew
both how to be abased and how to abound, and
the hardest feat of all, how to curb high-vaulting

imaginations within their old narrow bounds.

There the Ashes were cordially visited by the

Bridgewaters and other friends, and there they
lived to secure the regard of their world though
not in the same degree. He was a wonderful

fellow no doubt, well educated at last, even accom-

plished, liberal, friendly; but he was uncertain, a

little morbid, self-conscious, crotchety. And Letty
was such a noble-hearted woman, he was so well off

with her, as he was thoroughly aware in every

respect ;
she was so tranquil in her comparative

exaltation, so serene under her losses, so unpre,

tendingly exact and honourable in all her duties-
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SO genial in her quiet way, with such a lovable

inclination to plants and animals and other people's
children besides her own. People said she was a

born lady, that mistress of the HoUens. That was
small praise

—say rather hers was a strong, pure
heart early anchored in still, profound faith in

goodness and God. H. K.

SMALLPOX IN LONDON.

An epidemic of smallpox in London in the year
1863 ;

—people packing and running into the coun-

try ;
—letters in the ' ' Times "

giving
' ' certain

"
cures

for this loathsome disease ; other letters detailing
the best means of preventing "pitting;"—persons
blotched with scarcely-dried pustules meeting you
in every street ! Shade of Jenner, is the merci-

ful shield which thy genius has held over us for

more than half a century pierced and broken at

last ? And are we to mourn the reappearance of

a once conquered plague, and to bewail afresh

its ravages upon youthful beauty? There is

scarcely warranty for all these fears, but there is

quite enough warning given, to show us that

jdthough the shield is as impervious as ever, we
are neglecting from time to time to use it. The

Registrar-General's returns for these last eight or

nine months prove that smallpox is gradually

gaining upon us, and that for months past the

deaths from this disease have averaged some-

thing higher than sixty weekly.
The cause of all this is the diflSculty of getting

the public to take even the smallest trouble for

the sake of warding off a merely prospective evil
;

or perhaps we may rather ascribe it to that im-

mobility of the human mind which is such a

bar to progress of every kind.

Without going into a detailed history of the

proceedings of Jenner, we may say that the tardy

discovery of vaccination itself affords one of the

best examples of the length of time the seed of an
idea calculated to save an enormous amount of

human suffering to all posterity, will sometimes
lie in the mind before it bears fruit. Let us

take inoculation as an instance.

At a time when smallpox was as destructive

as the plague itself, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
happening to be at Adrianople, was struck with the

fact that the Turks were in the habit of making
terms with the disease, by receiving it into their

system by way of the skin, instead of by the lungs,
as in the natural mode of infection. Possibly the

lively nature of the lady's letters had more to do
with the sensation this new practice created in Eng-
land than the magnitude of the truth she made
known, and to this day we believe that the public
have some idea that it was a discovery made by her

ladyship, and which she had the boldness to put in

practice upon her own son. Yet no fact is more
certain than that throughout Asia the practice of

inoculation had obtained for ages ; and that the

Chinese—the inevitable nation to which we have

always to go back for the birth of any great dis-

covery—systematically employed inoculation as

early as the sixth century. Yet strange to say,
in Asia this precious knowledge came to a dead
stand-still ; and had it not been for the lively

English lady, inoculation might not have been in-

troduced into England for another half century,
and possibly vaccination would even now be in the

womb of time.

That inoculation was a grand step towards the

practice of vaccination there can be little doubt,

although science did not at the time appreciate the

fact. It taught us that the disease received into

the circulation by the skin was infinitely less

dangerous than the disease "caught" by inha-

lation through the lungs, a circumstance which
medicine cannot explain to this day. The deaths

from smallj^ox during some of the severe epidemics
of the last century were not less than a third

of those attacked, but the improved practice of

inoculation reduced these deaths to one in two
hundred !

This in itself, no doubt, was a grand result,

but unfortunately it told only for those who were

inoculated, for inasmuch as it was the practice
of physicians to send their patients into the open
air, and as inoculated smallpox was as contagious
as the disease pure and simple, those persons in

their turn became centres of contagion. If it had
been possible to have insulated every inoculated

person until he had passed the stage of infection,

it is just possible that vaccination might not yet
have been discovered, inasmuch as half measures
often keep off for a long time sweeping reforms ;

but as this was not possible, inoculation only
made matters worse.

This fact was clearly proved by the London
Bills of Mortality, which showed that during the

first thirty years of the eighteenth century (before

inoculation), out of 1000 deaths, those from small-

pox were seventy-four, whilst during an equal
number of years at the end of the century, after

inoculation, they amounted to ninety-five
—thus

proving that the practice had increased the deaths

in a proportion of five to four. This result, how-

ever, came from putting the practice in force in a
crowded city ; no doubt the result would have
been widely different in country places and among
thinly-populated districts, otherwise it would not

have been handed down for centuries over vast

continents.

But the extreme difficulty with which the idea

of vaccination germinated was stiU more re-

markable than the slow progress made by ino-

culation. It must not be supposed that Jenner

was the first to discover that the inoculation of

the matter from pustules in the cow's teat afforded

a protection to the milkers against smallpox. So

far from this being the case, the fact was noticed

in a Gottingen paper as early as 1769 ; and at Keil,

in Germany, and also in Holstein, the protective
influence of the cowpox irruption was recognised

nearly as early. Strange to say, in Asia also, in

I the province of Lus, the milkers have a disease long
!
known as Photo-Shooter, contracted from milking
the camel in the same way as cow^pox is con-

tracted from milking the cow, and it is found to

be equally protective against the smallpox. It was
Jenner's glory that, having become acquainted with

the fact from the Gloucestershire dairymaids, by
a pure process of induction he proved the value

of the protective agent, by first inoculating
the boy Phipps with the cowpox, and after the
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lapse of some little time, testing its protective

power by inoculating smallpox, the failure of

which to produce the dread disease affording the

final proof of the value of vaccination. From the

lymph taken from this boy's arm, he drew and

put in circulation the new life-protecting agent.
All the early vaccinations were made from him,
and indeed there can be no doubt that a large

quantity of the vaccine matter at present in ex-

istence took its rise from the ferment promoted
in the boy's blood by the original operation per-
formed in 1796. In justice, a bas-relief of this

bold youth should have been placed on- the base-

ment of the statue to Jenner, as a reward for

allowing so doubtful an experiment to have been

tried upon his own person for the good of man-
kind.

Although he suspected the fact, it was not

certainly known to Jenner, that smallpox and cow-

pox were the same thing ; or rather, that the latter

is only a modified form of the former, its venom

having been destroyed by passing through the body
of the cow.

In the year 1801, Dr. Gassner, of Gunzburg,
after many trials, managed to inoculate smallpox
into a cow, and from the lymph thereby produced,
he vaccinated four children successfully ;

and forty

years afterwards Dr. Thiele, of Kasan, not only

repeated this experiment, but carried it a step
further by placing the vaccinated children in the

same bed with smallpox patients, and even had
them vaccinated with small^wx matter, with per-
fect impunity. Since that time, Mr. Badcock, of

Brighton, has put this discovery to a highly prac-
tical use, inasmuch as by inoculating cows with

smallpox he has from time to time been enabled
to put large quantities of vaccine lymph into cir-

culation,— a very important matter, as there can be
little doubt that the old stock has become dete-

riorated, and has ceased to be so protective in its

influence as heretofore.

Dr. Jenner, we know, put upon record "his
full and perfect confidence that it (the pro-
tective influence of vaccine lymjjh) might be con-
tinued in perpetuity by inoculating from one
human being to another in the same way as

smallpox," and this opinion the Vaccine Board
has very lately endorsed. Theoretically this is

perhaps true
; nevertheless, there is good reason to

doubt the fact practically, as operators sometimes
take their lymph from imperfectly formed or over-

ripe vesicles, a known cause of enfeeblement of its

action. It is well known, at all events, that fresh

lymph from the cow " takes better," gives signs
of i)roducing more constitutional disturbance, and
forms a truer Jennerian vesicle, the great proof of

successful vaccination, than is produced by lymph
which has passed through a long descent from the
cow. As this is a statement which especially
refers to the comparatively deficient quality of the

general current lymph of the country, it is highly
important, and, as Mr. Simon very justly says,
it points

" to the necessity for a periodical renewed
of lymph."

It is pretty generally allowed, however, that
even when vaccination is performed on children
in the most perfect manner with the purest lymph,
there is a necessity for a re-vaccination about

the age of puberty ; hence the rush we see for a
re-assurance against infection during the existing

epidemic.

j

We have no longer, it is true, the absurd

charges against vaccination so strongly urged at

the commencement of the present century. Boys
are no longer instanced who, in consequence of the

influence of the "beastly vaccine matter" intro-

duced into their bl6od, have been "heard to

beUow ;" we hear no more of patches of hair

resembling cow's hair ; horns have ceased to grow
from children's foreheads

; but the cry is not alto-

gether dead, and we hear from time to time of

eruptions over the head and body following the
lancet's puncture.

These are mild charges, faults which the great

discovery can afiford to have placed to its debit,
even when untruly made ; but in France a far

graver offence has been of late imputed to vac-

cination, and one which has attracted the attention

of all the scientific professors of medicine. It was
asserted that vaccination was chargeable with

inoculating a loathsome disease into the blood.

The evidence given was pretty conclusive, and for

a time Jenner's discovery seemed to be placed
once more upon its trial. The discussion which
ensued did not reach the public ear, but it was
fierce enough to shake the faith for a moment of

good men and true. At last, however, to the

intense relief of medicine, it was ascertained that

although the disease had undoubtedly been trans-

mitted ivith the vaccine lymph, yet it had not
been transmitted in it,

—an unskilful vaccinator

having removed some of the blood as well as

the lymph of an infected child, the consequence
was that the next child vaccinated received a
double infection. This was no charge against
vaccination, but only against the manner in which
the act had been performed. As there is but one
blood disease that can possibly be thus inoculated,
and that but under the rarest jiossible combina-
tion of circumstances which may never recur

again, all fear under this head may be said to

have gone by.
Thus the last chance has passed away of justify-

ing the extraordinary epitaph erected in the church
of Hood-lane, City, by the sister of Mr. Birch, one
of the surgeons of St. Thomas's Hospital, which
commemorates that "the practice of cow-poxing,
which first became general in his day, undaunted

by the overwhelming influence of power and pre-

judice, and the voice of nations, he uniformly and
until death (IS15) perseveringly opposed." Man-
kind are fond enough of proclaiming themselves

true prophets after the event, but 2>erhaps this is

the first instance on record in which a man's
friends have been so proud of his having been a

false prophet as to proclaim the fact in enduring
stone.

But, it will be asked, how was it, vaccination

having been so thoroughly proved an absolute pro-
tection against smallpox, that we meet persons in

crowded places with the eruption still full upon
them, and that more people died in the months of

March and April last, from a disease we had fondly

imagined banished, than in any two previous

years? Nay, so severe has it become, especially

among children, that there has been a regular
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panic in town respecting it, and there were, at one

time, fears among the West-end tradesmen that it

would cause the "session" to come to an un-

timely end.

Let us admit it at once. This result is only
one example of the price we pay for our deter-

mined opposition to centralisation. We put the

liberty of the individual above every other con-

sideration, and we see that public danger is the

result.

In comparison with most of the great Eu-

ropean nations, England, the very source of

vaccination, is by far the worst protected against

smallpox of them all. Sweden, Denmark, Prussia,
and Austria stand particularly high in this respect,
for the simple reason that children are vaccinated

in those countries with the same certainty that

they are registered at birth in this.

Some ten or twelve years ago, chiefly at

the instance of the medical profession, a com-

pulsory Act was passed, directing that all children

should be vaccinated within four months from
birth. The sages, however, who passed this law

forgot to enact machinery by which it could be
worked. There were penalties, it is true, for

non-compliance with the Act, but no reasonable

means of putting them in force. When the Act
first passed, the public for a time were frightened
into a steady compliance with its requirements ;

but they soon found out that the law if it barked
could not bite, and by degrees parents, espe-

cially among the poorer classes, began to neglect
an act which, for the preservation of their children's

lives, was just as essential as their clothing and
food.

Moreover, the duty of vaccination was, by
some unaccountable blunder, placed under the

direction of the Poor-law Board, which contracted

with medical men for the vaccination of their

respective districts. In some cases there is at

present such competition for these contracts, that

there are two vaccinators for one child, conse-

quently poor parents imagine that they are con-

ferring a favour upon the vaccinator in allowing
the child to be protected against death ; and they
will attempt to make a bargain with the doctor,

saying,
" You shall vaccinate baby if you will

give so and so a bottle of physic," or if you will

"give lis a pot of beer." The most rooted anti-

pathy to allow children to be vaccinated—we are

again told by the Inspector of Vaccination—is

removed by twopence, or the presentation of a

toy. Can anything be more absurd than this ? If

there are faults upon the part of parents, there

are also faults in the kind of vaccination which is

ofTered or rather thrust upon them. Upon the

efficient manner in which the act of vaccination

is performed depends the success of the operation.
It is a delicate, if not a difficult, act to per-
form

;
but will it be believed that a duty which

is necessary to shield the population from a

terrible disease is not taught in one of our public

hospitals ?

The student passes from these great places of

study as ignorant of vaccination as the savage in

the woods. When he gets into practice he manages
to pick up his information as best he can. Con-

sequently, the method of transferring the vaccine

lymph from arm to arm, or from the vaccine point
to the arm, differs as widely as the ideas of men
can differ who have to act without any previous

knowledge on a given subject. Some merely
scratch the skin, others make a deep puncture,
in some cases only two incisions are made, but
the perfect vaccinator will always make three in-

cisions on each arm. In many cases through
ignorance the lymph is taken from the arm when
it is over-ripe, and the consequence is not only a

source of failure in its power of protection, but a fear

that it may cause many of those imsightly erup-
tions which are known to follow the act of vacci-

nation from impure lymph.
We have said enough, and more than enough,

to show that in the present state of the law we
can never be certain either that the population is

well vaccinated, or that the lower stratum of it is

vaccinated at all. When an epidemic arises people
rush to the vaccination stations to protect their

little ones against the arrows of death which they
see flying around them and striking here and
there to the death ; but the epidemic passes, and
their fears with it—a new crop of xmvaccinated

children springs up, and a new epidemic, to be

repeated every four or five years, sweeps off these

neglected children, and spreads terror and contagion

among adults.

The Government have yet to realize the fact,

that we must create a standing army of well-

trained medical men, well officered, and ready to

meet this enemy day by day, and beat him in

detail, and not to allow him to overwhelm us by
sudden onslaughts. To give this protective force

due efficacy, it should have a medical organisation,
and not be frittered away amtng poor-law boards,
vaccine boards, or the many conflicting authori-

ties which now create such friction, and make
the working of the Vaccination Act a perfect

nullity. We have an officer of health ; why
should not the working of the machinery of

vaccination be entrusted wholly to him ? and if,

having given him the proper instruments and
subordinates for the due carrying out of Jenner's

discovery, he fails (which he would scarcely do),

we should dismiss him, and appoint another, as

oiir Yankee friends are now doing with those com-

manders in-chief who have failed against the public

enemy in the field. A, W.

CONCEENING FLAT-riSH.

The varieties of the peculiar "genre" of fish

comprised under the above denomination are so

many, that to treat of them individually under

separate heads would occupy too much space, and

perhaps be not altogether acceptable to the bulk

of miscellaneous readers.

In some of my previous papers I have had
occasion to remark on the inexhaustibility of the

subject of "fish," and indeed the flat-fish of our

seas are as a tribe so numerous and interesting,

as to be well worthy of a paper to themselves. I

shall attempt to deal with only a few of them, and

accordingly commence with that prime favourite

the Sole.

Soles are well known and numerous in nearly
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all the salt waters of the globe, and it is but fair

to add are everywhere appreciated. They are

caught in "
trawl-nets," a species of fishing which

I have before explained ia detail, and so great is

the demand for them by all classes of society that

with the single exception of herrings (and of course

sprats), soles stand at the head of the list of fish

furnished to the metropolis.

Notwithstanding the apparent smallness of

mouth of the sole, it manages to swallow shell-

fish, several of which I have taken from a very

large fish, measuring two feet two inches and a

quarter in length, and caught near Dover. They
were small shell-tish of the cockle variety, and

about the size of horse-beans, or a little larger.

This sole also contained some small particles of a

very delicate and fibrous sea-weed.

Calais and Dunkirk are famous for their fine

soles, which however I do not think are so

favourite an article of food with the French

as with our own working classes.

The sole is to be found on a sandy or muddy
bottom, the reason of which is obvious.

For sweetness and flavour the small soles or

"slips "are superior to the larger ones, but a dish

of hot fillets cut from a large thick sole and fried

in fine crumbs of bread with an egg, is one of

which the equal is hardly to be found, especially
when your anchovy sauce is good, and your

shrimp ditto well fiavoured. A boiled sole, though
often seen at table, is, I think, a "mistake," as

would be a boiled smelt or sprat.
Besides Calais and Dunkirk, which places I

have before alluded to as furnishing fine soles,

Rouen and Dieppe are always found well supplied
with this fish, and most of our own Channel ports,

Dover, Folkestone, &c., produce them abundantly.
The HoUihut grows often to an enormous size,

and I am told has been known to exceed eighty

pounds in weight when taken in the North Sea.

The fish is in appearance a kind of compromise
between the flounder and the turbot, though
greatly exceeding both in size, indeed the flounder

bears about the same proportion to the hollibut as

the chaffinch does to the pheasant. Considerable

quantities of hollibut are taken off the Orkney
and Shetland Isles, on the lines employed for

cod-fishing. Great numbers of skate, tusk, ling,

coal-fish, and others are also thus caught. The
baits are pieces of fresh herring or mackerel, and
shell-fish such as clams or whelks. The hollibut

taken are usually cut in pieces and dried and
smoked at peat fires. Hollibut may often be seen

exposed for sale on the fishmongers' slabs in the

metropolis, but the greater portion of those taken
are consumed either by the fishermen themselves,
or by the country people of the surrounding
districts.

The Turhot is taken with the hook and net,

those caught with the hook being the best fish.

Turbot are taken in large numbers off Holland
and our Yorkshire coast. They are also taken

occasionally off all the Channel ports. When the

fishery is carried on with hooks, it is pursued in

boats called cobles, at least generally so, and the

lines employed for taking the fish are similar to

those \ised in the cod-fishery, the hooks being
smaller and not so stout. The bait for turbot

is the one so attractive to all sorts of salt-water

fish, viz., a piece of fresh herring or mackerel.

Immense quantities of whiting are taken on the

turbot lines, and I have seen them run as heavy
as two, three, and four pounds in weight, such as

a Londoner has never or rarely seen. I mean real

whiting, for it is a, fact, that codling are sold in

great quantities for whiting to the uninitiated ;

and let me add, that the flesh of the codling so

resembles that of the whiting, that it must be a

good judge who coidd detect the imposture ; of

course, while the skin of the codling remains on, it

would betray the fish, but they are skinned and

prepared for cooking with the tail curled round

through the eyes, whiting-fashion, and so " made

up" they are sent to market and sold in thousands

as fine "hook-whiting." Turbot lines have from
150U to 30U0 hooks on them on the average. That
is not eadi line, but the entire set or "fleet

"
put

together. A " fleet
"

of lines consists of many
single lines put together, and kept in their place
beneath the strong run of the current in the same

n?3nner as are cod lines. Turbot run sometimes

to a great size, and iiauaUy lie in deep water with

a smooth bottom.

Fine turbot are caught at Torbay, and the

coasts of Cornwall and Yorkshire send many to

the metropolitan markets. It is only in large

cities that there is a ready sale for this fish, as it

is by no means a cheap article of food. For

my own part, I think turbot overrated fish ;

but, it is reasonable to suppose, that their noble

appearance has done something for their repu-
tation. It is rarely that this fish has any fair

chance of being duly appreciated, as it is mostly
served up at large dinner-parties, where twenty
or thirty people have to be helped, and where

only two or three can get their fish hot. All fish

are apt to spoil, and get sodden and insipid as they
cool.

Although much sought after for dinners of

ceremony, yet the turbot, strictly speaking, can-

not be termed a "popular" fish, as its comparative

scarcity, and consequent high price, confine it ex-

clusively to the tables of the "well-to-do." The

largest turbot that I over saw weighed about

eighteen pounds, but they occasionally run higher.
This fish was taken in the Channel, and I saw it

alive in the well of a cod-smack, it having been

taken on the cod-lines. It was brought to Billings-

gate, and died, of course, when the boat got into

fresh water. I did not hear the price given for

this fish.

The Brill is mostly caught in the "
trawl-nets,"

and is by some preferred to the turbot. Brill are

used as a dinner-dish when they are of good size,

and they sometimes fetch a high price. Shrimp
sauce is eaten with them, which is, in fact, the

proper sauce for all sea- fish, except mackerel,

salmon, and turbot. The brill is a very delicate

fish, and dies very soon after being taken out of

the water. I was once at sea in a "trawling-

boat," when a great glut of brill was taken, and

we had more than fifty that fetched from four to

six shillings a-piece, besides a great quantity of

soles, and one of the finest turbots that I ever

saw.

The brill likes deep water with a sandy bottom,
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and it does not so much affect the companionship
of its relations, as do the sole, dab, and. plaice.

On the contrary, it is somewhat an " exclusive."

With the Spaniards and Italians, I have observed,

brill to be much esteemed; and as both are Catholic

nations, and, consequently, fish-eaters to a great

extent, 1 do not think that to be a bad test of its

popularity.
The brill is a handsome fish, closely resembling

the turbot, but marked on the back with small
**
pepper and salt

"
spots, in a beautiful "mottled "

fashion. Fine brill are taken in the Channel, and

Newhaven, Scarborough, and Filey produce the

best I have seen. The brill is not so thick or

heavy as the turbot, and the white of the belly
has a more transparent appearance than that of

the latter, the belly of which is literally like

snow ; whereas that of the brill, if I may use a

curious simile, more nearly resembles "tissue-

paper."
I cannot, however, spare more space for notes

on this fish, and will speak of a member, of the

tribe, which in its importance as a cheap article

of food for the poor, is only second to the herring.
I allude to the Plaice.

Like all other flat-fish, plaice are chiefly caught
in the net ; but I have taken them very often with
a hand-line. The great, noble Dutch plaice is a

magnificent and handsome fellow—far handsomer
than any others of the family—and plaice, either

boiled or fried, are by no means so insipid as some

assert, that is, if they are in proper season. The

very large ones, cut in strips, or fillets, fried in fine

breadcrumbs, and served with fennel, or shrimp
sauce, are white, delicate, and excellent. Always
use a little Harvey sauce with your melted

butter, and if you do not like plaice so cooked,

you are not of my opinion. The finest plaice
come from the coasts of Yorkshire, Kent, and
Holland. The North Sea plaice are superb. As
do his cousins, the plaice likes a smooth muddy
bed, but he will frequent rocky inlets where

prawns abound, of which " Crustacea" he is very
fond.

Flat-fish, when they are on the feed (which

operation they perform side-ways, on account of

the peculiar formation of their mouths), are most

extraordinary objects ; but T will not ridicule the

plaice, which, from his interesting and sagacious

habits, has always been a favourite fish with me.
Plaice have broader fins than most flat-fish, and a

large plaice, just out of the sea, grandly flapping
his fan-like fringe, is really a noble fish. They
are adorned on the back with bright orange spots,
about the size of split peas, and their eyes are

more prominent than those of the other class of

this genus, the eyes of the sole being the least so

of all. The plaice is gregarious, and I have taken
from four to six score with a hand-line, on the

same spot, in a few hours, catching them two and
two (hand-lines have always two hooks), as fast

as I could i)ull them in and re-bait. The bait I

used was a "log-worm," which is dug out of

muddy bays at low water, and bears a curious

resemblance to a hairy caterpillar. It is a very
killing bait, as no salt-water fish will refuse it.

The price of these worms is about a shilling per
hundred.

Plaice should be eaten within a few hours of

being caught. They are not as good if kept
longer. Londoners have no idea whatever of what
a plaice should be.

Plaice, when they are on a good feeding-ground,
run to considerable size, and attain great thick-

ness. In choosing them for the table take short,
thick fish in preference to the larger ones, and note
that this rule holds good with all fish but soles. A
thin, or, to use a more expressive word, a

"lanky" plaice is poor at best, and a "lanky"
cod is positively detestable. The fishermen term

such, "razors" and "hospital fish," the latter

epithet being, in my judgment, very apt and

expressive.
I leave the plaice reluctantly, but I am warned

by considerations of space to pass on to the Dab,
which is an entirely distinct fish, though often sold

for the plaice to ignorant persons. The dab is of

the same shape, but smaller than the plaice, and
has no orange spots on its back, that portion of its

body being of a dirty brown, and presenting none
of the beautiful mottled attractions of the jJaice.

Further, the back-skin of the plaice is soft and

fine, whilst that of the dab is coarse and z'ough,

and, passing the hand backwards down it, feels to

the touch precisely like a nutmeg- grater. (Let the

reader, if opportunity present, try this curious

experiment.) Dabs are caught in the same way as

plaice. The dab is a favourite fish with the

fishermen, and is usually dried by them in the

sun, and eaten after a few days' interval. I know
of many worse morsels for a breakfast relish than

a hot grilled dab with coffee and muffins, whether
the fish be fresh or smoked. Such a breakfast

has often been my choice, and I hope will be so

again.

Dismissing the dab with this well-deserved

commendation, let me give a "letter-of-credit
"

to that pretty but very common little fish the

flounder.

Flounders possess the convenient capability of

living either in fresh or salt water, and they strike

a compromise by preferring those places where the

water is neither one thing nor the other, that is to

say, at the mouth of great rivers. The flounder,

like the eel, literally revels in mvid, and he is a

very lively, engaging little fellow.

Somehow or other, though the "take" of

flounders is very large, we rarely see that fish on our

tables, except in the form of water-souchet, once a

year, at Greenwich or Blackwall. I am quite
unable to explain this phenomenon. The flounder

is an artful little gentleman, and I once saw one

fairly beat a dangero^is enemy in a most amusing
fashion. It was in this wise :

—Standing one day
whilst the tide was going out, on the pier of a

pretty watering-place in the Isle of Thanet

(Broadstairs), I saw a water-rat—^they abound in

old piers
—dive into about three feet of water after

a mud-flounder, which positively dodged him more
than a minute, and ultimately inserted itself into

a crack or crevice of the old woodwork of the pier

where it lay as on a ledge, and the rat could not

introduce so much as a paw. After watching the

curious spectacle some ten minutes (the rat all the

while watching both myself and the flounder),

I was so pleased with the sagacity shown by
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the prisoner, that I pelted the great whiskered

robber away, and rescuing the little fish from

its forced retreat, took it out to deep water and

security. It is not often one has the good fortune

to witness a striking piece of sagacity on the part
of a Jlsli.

Flounders often come a long way up our rivers,

and I have seen them taken in miU-ponds. Some

years ago I saw some taken at Reading in the eel-

pots, and I once caught two with a red worm
when fishing for gudgeon (for live-bait to be used

in jack-fishing) at Henley-on-Thames.
Holland, a remarkably good country for most

sorts of fish, abounds in the small mud-flounder,
which is a pretty little fish, rather more oval in

shape than the dab or plaice, and with a clear

white belly and a dark mottled back.

It is curious how easily both flounders and
eels will accommodate themselves to either salt or

fresh water, and still more so that the flounder,

like the salmon, will find his way to the sea,

and after a while return to the same river from

which he came. Instances of this are so well

authenticated as to be beyond dispute. Fish

mostly seem to affect particular localities, and I

have known river perch (where two or three

rivers joined) taken from some favourite haunt,
still persist when restored to the water in re-

turning to the especial river in which they were
bred. This was proved by cutting a small piece
off the tail, or one fin, and after some time

netting the ground from which the fish had

originally been taken, when twelve out of seven-

teen so marked were found to have come back

to their old haunts, and this notwithstanding the

perch is by nature a roving fish. These perch
were of course much grown, but there wa» the

mark.
Flounders are often brought many miles over-

land to market without any manifest annoyance
or injury to them, and I have known them to

remain in dry natural ponds in the rocks until

the returning tide once more brought them a

supply of salt water. With the exception of

the eel, the most tenacious of life of all fish,

the plaice, flounder, carp, and perch live longest
out of their native element, whilst the whiting,
mackerel, herring, and dace die soonest, the

mackerel and herring expiring immediately they
quit the water.

Although not able, under the heading of *'
flat-

fish," to find space to enter in detail into the

varied peculiarities of the Skcite family, I can

hardly pass them over altogether. The best

known variety of this species is the great black

skate of our sea-coasts, a hideous fish sometimes

growing to a great size. This skate is caught
both in trawl-nets and on long lines, and is a

favourite dish with some people "crimped" and
boiled. The black skate, though stupid-looking,
is a crafty, spiteful fish, and great caution is

necessary in handling it, as it is capable, with a

single
"
nip

"
of its sharp teeth, of biting a man's

finger to the bone. I have known amputation of

the finger imperative, owing to a woimd caused

by a skate of this species.
The second variety of the skate is of much less

size, and is spotted and marbled on the back in

rather a handsome way. This variety is known
as the "roker," and is caught freqtiently on cod-

lines as well as in the sole net. I have myself
taken many skates on the "long line" with a

herring bait.

There are other varieties, such as the " thorn-

back," "maid," sand-ray, &c., but I have only

space to mention a monstrous variety called the

sting-ray, which grows to a great size, and is of no

use whatever either for sport or food. I have

sometimes caught them on the hand-line, and once

hooked one of a size so enormous, that I own I

was afraid to handle it, and cut it adrift from the

line—but I have said enough of a variety of fiat-

fish not particularly interesting.
I must not close this paper without alluding to

a bastard kind of sole known as the "
Mary-sole,"

or sole-dab, which partakes of the nature of both

dab and sole, but rather resembles the latter than

the former. It is considered exceedingly choice

eating ;
but I know little of its history or habits,

as it is a shy fish and comparatively scarce. I

will conclude with a hope that this paper may be

found to possess some interest for both the

ichthyologist and the general reader.

ASTLEY H. BaLDWIK.

THE YIKING'S SERF.

" SiNQ me a song that will make me young,'
Cried the Dane to the captive boy,

" A song that will stir my blood like wine."

So he sang of peace, and homely joy,

But every Dane, with a frown of scorn,

Clash'd ou his target and blew his horn.

Then, to soothe those hard and wolfish hearts,

He s.ang them a lullaby,

A rocking tune that mothers sing

To the children upon their knee ;

Still they would not listen, the thievish horde.

But beat their knives on the oaken board.

•'
Sing us a song of youth and love."

Then he struck his harp with might,

And sang of the eyes that had shot their fire

Into his breast that night.

Then the old king kias'd the ring he wore,

And cried, "My kiugJoui for me once more.'

They said,
"
Sing now of the Saxon shore."

So he sang of those long white walls,

Where the broad surf seethes and the breakers leap,

And the galley rises and falls.

Then they roar'd, "Launch out," and their axes rose

And beat together the wild tune's close.

" Give us a seaman's song !" cried they.

So he sang of the steady gale.

That fills with a full and constant breath

The straining galley's sail,

And drives, come daylight or come dark,

To the Saxon shore, the Danish bark.
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And he sang of the green surge under the cliffs,

And the white wave spitting foam

O'er the jagged snout of the "shark-tooth"

reef,

Not a mile from his Cornish home.

Then every Viking cried,
" To sea !

"

Hearing that song of pride and glee.

Sing ns a battle-song !

"
they said.

And he blew them a trumpet blast,

Like the shrill night shriek from a burning town,

That makes the wolf aghast.

Then they cried, "To sea !

" and the galleys sprang

To the waves' embrace, as the captive sang.

Walter THORNBriiY.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OP "AUROKA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XXXm.—MAURICE DE CRESPIGNY S WILL.

Richard Thornton folded the pencil sketch
and put it in his pocket with the water coloured

drawing.
" I told you that Launcelot Darrell would make

a confidant of his pencil," he said in a low voice.
*' We may as well tie up the portfolio, Mrs.
Monckton

;
there will be nothing more in it that

can help us. The memory of your father would

scarcely be pleasant to this young man after the

12th of August. When he made this sketch he
had yet to learn the consequences of what he had
done."

Eleanor stood behind the scene-painter's chair,
silent and motionless. Her face was pale, and her
mouth compressed and rigid with the effort by
which she controlled her agitation. But a Hame
of fire burned in her luminous grey eyes, and her
delicate nostrils quivered with a convulsive move-
ment. Mr. Thornton carefully replaced the sketches
in the purple portfolio, tied the strings, and laid the
book in its old place against the wall. Then, un-

fastening the green portfolio, he went rapidly

through the landscape scraps which it contained.
" The hand is weak here," Richard said

;
"Mr.

Launcelot Darrell has no Bym{)athy with nature.

He might be a clever figure- painter if he had as

much perseverance as he has talent. His pictures
are like himself; shallow, artiticial, and meretri-

cious ; but they are clever."

The scene-painter said this with a purpose He
knew that Eleanor stood behind him, offcct and
statuesque, with her hand grasping the back of

his chair, a pale Nemesis bent qu revenge and-*

destruction. He wanted, if ^wssible, to let lier

down to commonplace feeling, by his commoni)lace
talk, before Launcelot Darrell saw her face. But,
looking round at that pale young face, Richard
saw how terrible was the struggle in the girl's

breast, and how likely she was at any moment to

betray herself.

"Eleanor," he whispered, "if you want to

carry this business to the end, you must keep your
secret. Launcelot Darrell is coming this way.
Remember that an artist is quick to observe.
There is the plot of a tragedy in your face at this

moment."
Mrs. Monckton tried to smile ; but the attempt

was very feeble ; the smile wan and sickly. Laun-
celot Darrell came to the curtained recess, but he
was not alone : Laura Mason came with him, talking
very fast, and asking innumerable questions, now
iurning to her lover, now appealing to Eleanor or
Richard Thornton.
"What a time you've been looking over the

iketches," she said, "and how do you like them.
Old which do you like best ? Do you like the sea-

ide bits, or the forest sketches ? There's a picture
•f ToUdale with the cupola and the dinner-bell,
'Heanor ; I like the sketches in the other portfolio

best ; Launcelot lets me look at them, though he

won't allow any one else to see them. But 1 don t

like Rosa. I'm terribly jealous of Rosa—yes, I

am, Launcelot ;
and it's not a bit of use telling me

you were never in love with her, and you only ad-

mired her because she was a pretty rustic model.

Nobody in the world could believe that, could

they, Mr. Thornton ? Could they, Eleanor ? When
an artist paints the same face again and again, and

again and again, he must be in love with the origi-

nal ; mustn't he now ?
"

Nobody answered the yonng lady's eager quea-
tions. Launcelot Darrell smiled and twisted hia

dark moustache between his slender, womanish

fingers. Laura's unrestrained admiration of him
was very agreeable ; and he was beginning to be in

love with her, after his own fashion, which was a

very easy one.

Eleanor looked at her husband's ward with a

strange expression in her face—a stern unpitying

gaze that promised little good to the young heiress.

"What is this foolish girl's fancy to me, that

it should weigh against my father's death ?" she

thought.
" What is it to me that she may have to

suffer ? Let me remember the bitterness of his

sufferings ; let me remember that long night upon
which 1 watched for him,—that miserable night in

which he despaired and died. Surely the remem-
brance of this will shut every thought of pity from

my heart."

Perhaps Eleanor Monckton had need to reason

with herself thus. It might be difhcult to be true

to her scheme of vengeance, when, in the path she

had to tread, this girl's heart must be trampled

upon ; this innocent, childish, coutiding little

creature who had clung to her, and trusted in her,

and loved her, from the hour of their first meeting.
" Should I be pitiful, or merciful, or just to her,

if I suffered her to marry a bad man ?
" Mrs. Monck-

ton asked herself. "No; for her sake as much
as for the memory of my father, it is my duty to

denounce Launcelot Darrell."

Throughout the drive back to Tolldale, Mrs.

Monckton silently brooded upon the morning's
work. Richard Thornton had indeed proved a

powerful al'y. How often she had been in that

studio, and not once had the idea of looking amongst
the artist's sketches for the evidence of his life

occurred to her.
" I told you that you could help ine, Richard,"

she said, when she found herself alone with the scene-

painter.
" You have given me the proof which I

have waited for so long. I will go to Woodlands

to-night."
"What for?"
"To show those two sketches to Mr. de Ores*

pigny.
"But will that proof be strong enough to convince

a man whose powers of perception must be weak-

ened by age ? What if Mr. de Crespigny should
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fail to understand the evidence of those sketches ?

What if he should refuse to believe your accusation

of his nephew ?
"

" I -will show him my father's letter."

"You forget that your father's letter accuses

Robert Lance, and not Launeelot Darrell."
" But the sketches are signed

' Robert Lance.'"

•'And Mr. Darrell may deny his identity with
the man who signed himself by that name. You
cannot ask Maurice de Crespigny to believe in his

nephew's gixilt on the testimony of a pencil drawing
which that nephew may boldly repudiate. No,
Eleanor, the work of to-day is only one step upon
the road we have to tread. We must be patient,
and wait for more conclusive proof than that which
we hold in these two sketches."

Eleanor sighed wearily.
" And in the meantime the 15th of March may

come, or Mr. de Crespigny may die," she said.
"
Oh, let me go to him at once ; let me tell him

"who I am, and show him my father's letter ; let

me teU him the cruel story of his old friend's

death ! He knows nothing but that which he
learned from a brief notice in a newspaper. He
cannot refuse to believe me."

Richard Thornton shook his head.
" You have asked me to help you, Eleanor," he

said, gravely ;

*'
if I am to do so, you must have

some faith in my counsel. Wait until we have
fuller power to prove our case, before you reveal

yourself to Mr. de Crespigny."
Mrs. Monckton could not verj' well refuse to

submit herself to the scene-painter's guidance.
He had already most decisively demonstrated the

superiority of his deliberate policy, as compared
with the impulsive and unconsidered course of

action recklessly followed by a headstrong girl.

"I must obey you, Dick," Eleanor said,
" because you are so good to me, and have done
so much to i)rove that you are a great deal wiser

than I am. But if Mr. de Crespigny should die

while we are waiting for further proof, I—"

** You'll blame me for his death, I suppose,
Mrs. Monckton," interrupted Richard, with a quiet

smile,
" after the manner of your sex ?"

Eleanor had no little difficulty in obeying her

coimsellor, for when Gilbert Monckton met his

wife at dinner, he told her that he had been at

Woodlands that morning, and that her friend

Maurice de Crespigny was daily growing weaker,
and was not expected to live throiigh the early

spring months.
"The old man is fading slowly away," the

lawyer said. "His quiet and temperate habits

have enabled him to hold out much longer than
the doctors expected. It is like the gradual

going out of a candle, they say. The ilame

sinks little by little in the socket. You must

go and see the poor old man, Eleanor, before he
dies."

"Before he dies!" repeated Mrs. Monckton,
" before he dies ! Do you think he will die very
soon, then, or suddenly ?"

"
Yes, I think he may go off suddenly at last.

The medical men say as much, I understand."
Eleanor looked at Richard Thornton.
"I must see him, and must see him before

he dies," she said. " Is his mind unimpaired.

Gilbert ? Is his intellect still as clear as it was a
week ago ?

"

"Yes," answered Mr. Monckton, "I have

every reason to believe so
;
for while I was talking

to the two ladies in the breakfast-parloxir, Henry
Lawford, the Windsor attorney, came in, and
asked me to go up to Mr. de Crespigny's room.
What do you think I was wanted for, Eleanor?"

"I have no idea."

"I was wanted to act as witness to the old

man's will, in conjunction with Lawford's clerk.

I need scarcely tell you I was not a little astouished

to find that Maurice de Crespigny had only now
made up his mind as to the disposal of his money.
I suppose he has made half a dozen wills, aud

destroyed one after another according to his

humour. I only hoi^e the maiden sisters may get
a decent reward for their long years of patience
and expectation."

Eleanor's trembling fingers trifled nervously
with the ornaments at her watch chain. It was
with difficulty that she could control her agitation,

" But to whom is the fortune left ?
"
she asked,

breathlessly.
" Did you hear that, Gilbert ?"

"No, my dear, it isn't ixsual to make the

witness to a will acquainted with the body of

the deed. I saw poor Maurice de Crespigny
execute his feeble autograph, and I put my own

muscular-looking signature in the place indicated

to me, and 1 asked no questions. It was enoxigh
for me to know that / had no interest in the

document. "

"But did Mr. de Crespigny say nothing-
nothing that coidd lead you to guess who—"

"Mr. de Crespigny said nothing whatever
calculated to throw any light upon his intentions.

He seemed relieved by the idea that his will was
made and the business settled. Lawford wanted
to carry off the document, but the old man
insisted on keeping it in his possession. He
wished to look over it, he said. He wanted to

see if his intentions had been fully carried out, in

the spirit as well as in the letter. He put the

parchment under his pillow, and then laid down
with an air of satisfaction. I dare say he has

gone through the same little comedy again and

again before to-day."

"Perhaps he wiU destroy this will?" Eleanor

said, thoughtfully.
There was a double danger of Launcclot

Darrell's getting the fortune. He would get it

if it was bequeathed to him. He would take it

as heir-at-law if his great-uncle died without a

will.

"Yes," Mr. Monckton answered, indifferently,

"the old man may change his mind again, if he

lives long enough to repent of this new will. But
I doubt his surviving so long as to do that."

" And have you no idea, Gilbert,—have you no
idea as to whom the fortune is left ?

"

Mr. Monckton smiled.
" This is a question that concerns you, Laura,"

he said,
" a great deal more nearly than it does

us."

"What question?" asked Miss Mason, looking

up from an elaborate piece of embroidery which

she had been showing to Signora Picirillo.

" We are talking of Mr. de Crespigny's fortune,
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my dear
; you are interested in the disposal of that,

are yon not ?
"

" Oh yes, of course," answered the young lady,
" I ought to be interested for Launcelot's sake, T

know
;
and I know that he ought to have the

fortune, and that nobody has any right to deprive
him of it, especially those nasty old maids who
had him sent to India against his wiU, and I daje

say he will have horrid pains in his liver from the

climate when he's older. Of course he ought to

have the fortune, and yet sometimes I think it

would he nicer for him to be poor. He may never
be a great artist if he's rich, perhaps ;

and I'd

rather go to Rome with him and sit by his easel

while he works, and pay the hotel bills, and the

travelling expenses, and all that sort of thing, out

of my own money, than have him a country
gentleman. I shouldn't like him to be a country
gentleman ;

he'd have to hunt, and wear top-
boots and nasty leather gaiters, like a common
ploughman, when he went out shooting. I hate

country gentlemen. Byron hasn't one country
gentleman in all his poems, and that horrid hus-

band in Locksley Hall will show you what an

opinion Tennyson has of them."
Miss Mason went back to the signora and the

embroidery, satisfied with having settled the
business in her own manner.

" He couldn't look like the Corsair if he had
Woodlands," she murmured, despondently ; "he'd
have to shave off his moustache if they made him
a magistrate. What would be the good of his talking

seriously to poachei-s if he wore turned-down
collars and loose handkerchiefs round his neck ?

People would never respect him unless he was a

Guy ; with creaky boots, and big seals hanging to

his watch-chain."

Eleanor pushed the question still further.
" You think that Mr. de Crespiguy has left his

fortune to Launcelot Darrell, don't you, Gilbert ?
"

she asked.

Her husband, prompted by the evil spirit that
was his occasional companion, looked at her, rather

suspiciously ; but her eyes met his own with an un-

faltering gaze.
•' Why are you so interested in this fortune, and

in Launcelot Darrell ?
" he said.

" I will tell you by-and-by. But tell me now,
f you think the estate is left to Mr. Darrell ?

"

" I think it scarcely unlikely that it is so. The
'act of Maurice de Orespigny making a fresh will

within six months of the young man's return
ooks rather as if he had been led to relent of

lome previous determination by the presence of
lis niece's son."

"But Mr. de Crespigny has seen very little of
jauncelot Darrell."
"
Perhaps not," answered Mr, Monckton,

coldly.
"

I may be quite wrong in my conjecture,
^ou ask for my opinion, and I give it you freely.

*ray let us change the subject. I hate the idea

I all this speculation as to who shall stand in a
toad man's shoes. As far as Launcelot Darrell's

aterests are concerned, I really think there is an
aidercurrent of common sense in Laura's romantic
ilk. He may be all the better for being a poor
um. He may be all the better for having to go
J Italy and work at his art for a few years.

"

Mr. Monckton looked sharply at his young wife
as he said this. I rather think that the demon
familiar had prompted this speech, and that the

lawyer watched Eleanor's face in the desire to dis-

cover whether there was anything unpleasant to

her in the idea of Launcelot Darrell's long absence
from his native country.

But, clever as Gilbert Monckton was, the mystery
of his wife's face was as yet beyond his power to

read. He watched her in vain. The pale and

thoughtful countenance told nothing to the man
who wanted the master key by which alone its

expression could be read.

CHAPTER XXXIV. RICHARD's DISCOVKRY.

An almost ungovernable impulse prompted
Eleanor Monckton to make her way at once into

Maurice de Crespigny's sick-chamber, and say to

him,
" Launcelot Darrell is the wretch who caused

your old friend's cruel death. I call upon you,

by the memory of the past, to avenge that old

friend's bitter wrongs !

"

The struggle was a terrible one, but discretion

in the end triumphed, and Eleanor submitted her-

self to the guidance of her devoted slave and ally.

She knew now that Launcelot Darrell was guilty ;

but she had known that from the moment in which
she had seen him lounging in the Windsor Street.

The task that lay before her was to procure such

proof as must be convincing to the old man. In

spite of her impetuous desire for immediate

action, Eleanor was compelled to acknowledge
that the testimony of the sketch-book was
not strong enough in itself to condemn Launcelot
Darrell.

The young man's answer to any accusation

brought against him on such evidence would be

simple enough.

Nothing would bo e&sier than for him to say,
" My name is not Bobert Lance. The drawing
abstracted by unfair means from my portfolio ii

not mine. I am not responsible for the actions of

the man who made that sketch."

And against this simple declaration there would
be nothing but Eleanor's unsupported assertion of

the identity between the two men.
There was nothing to be done, then, except to

follow Bichard Thornton's advice, and wait.

This waiting was very weary work. Estranged
from her husband by the secret of her life,

—un-

happy in the society of Laura Mason, against
whose happiness she felt that she was, in a

manner, plotting ;
restrained and ill at ease even

in the familiar companionship of Eliza Picirillo,

—Eleanor Moncktou wandered about the great

rambling mansion which had become her home,
restless and imhappy, yearning with a terrible

impatience for the coming of the end, however
dark that end might be. Every day, and often

more than once in the course of the day, she

locked herself in her room, and opened the desk

in which she kept Launbelot Darrell's sketches

and her dead father's last letter. She looked at

these things almost as if she feared that by some
diabolical influence they might be taken from her

before they had served as the instruments of her

revenge. So the weary days wore themselves

out. The first week of Eichard's visit ; the second
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•week of Eicliard's visit passed by ; the middle of

February came, and nothing more had been done.

Eleanor's health began to suffer from the per-

petual mental fever of anxiety and impatience.
Her husband saw her day by day growing thinner

and paler ;
a hectic flush crimsoned her cheek

now at every trifling agitation, with every

surprise, however insignificant ; but, except for

these transient blushes, her face was as colourless

as marble.

Her husband saw this, and made himself

miserable because of the change in his young
•wife. He made himself still more wretched by
reason of those unworthy doubts and suspicions
that were for ever torturing him. ' ' Why was
Eleanor ill ? Why was she unhappy ?

" He asked

himself this latter question a thousand times a

day, and always answered it more or less after

the same fashion.

She was unhappy because of the swiftly

approaching marriage between Laura Mason and
Launcelot DarreU. She had opposed that mar-

riage with all the power she possessed. She had
over-estimated her own fortitude when she sacri-

ficed her love for the young artist to her desire to

•win a brilliant position.
" Why shoidd she be different from other

women ?
"
the lawyer thought.

" She has married

me for my money, and she is sorry for what she

has done, and perhaps \ipon the eve of poor Laura's

wedding day, there will be a rejietition of the

scene that took place at liausanne eighteen years

ago." This was the manner of meditation to

which Mr. Monckton abandoned himself when the

black mood was upon him.

All this time Launcelot Darrell came backwards
and forwards between Hazlewood and Tolldale,

after the free-and-easy manner of an accepted
lover, who feels that, whatever advantages he may
obtain by the matrimonial treaty which he is

about to form, his own transcendent merits are

BO far above every meaner consideration as to

render the lady the gainer by the bargain.
He came, therefore, whenever it jdeased him to

come. Now dawdling away a morning over the

piano with Laura Mason ; now playing billiards

with Eichard Thornton, who associated with him
as it were under protest, hating him most cordially
all the time.

"The detectives must have a hard time of it,"

reflected Mr. Thornton, after one of these morn-

ings. "Imagine having to hob-and-nob with a

William Palmer, on the chance of his dropping
out a word or two that might help to bring him
to the gallows. The profession is extremely
honourable, no doubt, but I don't think it can be

a very pleasant one. 1 fancy, upon the whole, a

muddy crossing and a good broom must be more

agreeable to a man's feelings.
"

The 15th of February came, dark, cold, and

dreary, and Eleanor reminded the scene-painter
that only one month now remained before the

day appointed for Laura's marriage. That young
lady, absorbed amongst a chaos of ribbons and

laces, silks and velvets, had ceased to feel any
jealousy of her guardian's wife. Her lover's easy

acceptance of her devotion was sufficient for her

happiness. What should the Corsair do but twist

his black moustachios and permit Medora to

\ worship him ?

i

It was on this very 15th of February that, for

the first time since the visit to Launcelot Darrell's

i
studio, Mr. Richard Thornton made a discovery.

j

It was not a very important one, perhaps, nor
did it bear directly upon the secret of the artist's

life, but it was something.
The scene-painter left Tolldale soon after break-

I
fast upon this bleak February day, in a light dog-
cart which Mr. Monckton placed at the disposal
of such of his guests who might wish to explore

I the neighbouring country. He did not return

j

until dusk, and broke in upon Eleanor's solitude

as the shadows were gathering outside the window

j

of the room in which she sat. He found his old

companion alone in a little morning-room, next

her husband's study. She was sitting on a low
stool by the hearth, her head resting on her

hands, and the red firelight on her face ;
lier

attitude altogether expressive of care and despon-

dency.
The door of communication between Gilbert

Monckton's study and the room in which Eleanor

sat was closed.

The girl started and looked up as Richard

Thornton opened the door. The day had been

wet as well as cold ; drops of rain and sleet hung
about the young man's rough great-coat, and he

brought a damp and chilly atmosphere into the

room. Eleanor took very little notice of his

return.
" Is it you, Richard ?

" she said, absently.
"
Yes, Mrs. Monckton, I have been out all

day ;
I have been to Windsor. "

" Indeed !

"

"Yes, I met Launcelot Darrell there."

"You met Launcelot Darrell," repeated Eleanor.
"
Richard," she cried, suddenly, rising as she

spoke, and going to where the young man stood,

'you have found out something more."
' ' I have not found what we want, Eleanor. I

have not found the proof that you must lay before

Mr. de Crespigny, when you ask him to disinherit

his nephew. But I think I have made a dis-

covery."
"What discovery?" asked Mrs. Monckton,

with suppressed eagerness ;
"do not speak loudly,

Dick," she added, in a hurried whisper, "my
husband is in the next room. I sit with him
sometimes when he is at work there with his law

papers, but I can't help fancying that my presence

annoys him. He is not the same to me that he

used to be. Oh, Richard, Richard, I feel as if I

was divided from every creature in the world, ex-

cept you : I can trust you, for you know my secret.

When will this end ?
"

"
Very soon, my dear, I hope," Mr. Thornton

answered, gravely.
" There was a time when I

urged you to abandon your purpose, Eleanor,

but I do so no longer. Launcelot Darrell is a bad

man, and the poor little girl with the blue eyes
and flaxen ringlets must not be suffered to fall

into his power,"
"No, no, not for the world. But you have

made some discovery to-day, Richard ?
"

" I think so. You remember what Mr.

Monckton told us the other day. You remember
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his telling us that Mr. de Crespigny had only that

day made his will ?
"

"
Yes, I remember it perfectly."

" Laura Mason was present when her guardian
told us this. It is only natural she should tell

Launcelot Darrell what had happened."
" She tells him everything; she would be sure

to tell him that."
•'

Precisely, and Mr. Darrell has not been slow

to act upon the hint."
" What do you mean ?

"

'* I mean that Launcelot Darrell has been

guilty of the baseness of bribing Mr. Lawford's

clerk, in order to find out the secret of the con-

tents of that will."
" How do you know this ?

"

" I discovered it by the merest chance. You
owe me no praises, Eleanor. I begin to think that

the science of detection is, after all, very weak and

imperfect ; and that the detective ofiScer owes

many of his greatest triumphs to patience, and a

series of happy accidents. Yes, Eleanor, Mr.

Darrell's eagerness, or avarice, whichever you
will, would not suffer him to wait until his great-
uncle's death. He was determined to know the

contents of that will
; and, whatever the know-

ledge has cost him, I fancy he is scarcely satisfied

with his bargain."

"Why?"
"Because I believe that he is disinherited."

There was a noise as of the movement of a

heavy chair in the next room.

"Hush," Eleanor whispered; "my husband is

going to dress for dinner."

A bell rang while she was speaking, and
Eichard heard the door of the next room o])ened
and shut.

(To be eoniinued.)

LYNCH LAW IN MISSOURI.

I AM by profession a civil engineer and sur-

veyor, and about the year 18.32 I was employed
by the authorities at Washington to make a

survey of a large tract of land known as the

"Indian Reserve," lying within the boundaries of

the State of Missouri.

The policy of the United States government
has always been, so soon as a State became pretty
well settled by the white man, to remove—either

by persuasion or force—those Indians who still

remained within its limits, to the great North-west

Territory. For it is a well-established fact that
the contiguity of the two races is advantageous
to neither, and is especially injurious to the red

man, whose love of "fire-water," and disposition to

confound the rights of me.um and tuuvi, constantly
bring him into collision with the settler.

The tribe which had hitherto occupied the tract

of country referred to above, had just been jier-

suaded, after considerable negotiation, to sell their

lands and migrate further west, and already a
cloud of squatters had descended upon the

"Reserve," their object being to secure the pre-

emption I'iyht, as it is termed, to the soil. This is

a privilege
—accorded by the Federal Government

to the actual occupant and cultivator of any piece
of ground constituting part of the national terri-

tory
—of priority of purchase, at a certain fixed

price, whenever the lands of which it forms a part
shall be surveyed and offered for sale. In this

way it may sometimes happen that a man will

occupy several hundred acres of government land
for years, without its having cost him in the first

instance a single dollar
; and when, finally, it is

brought into the market, he enjoys the alterna-

tive of purchasing it at a merely nominal price, or,

should he decline to do so, of obliging whosoever
else may buy it, to pay him a fair and reasonable

compensation for the buildings he has erected, and
the labour he has bestowed upon the land he has

brought under cultivation.

In this case, however, certain wealthy indi-

viduals in Missouri were so thoroughly alive to the

value of the "Reserve," that urgent representa-
tions were made by them at Washington, of the

advisibility of having it immediately surveyed and
throwm open to purchasers. Ostensibly, indeed,
this request was preferred for the purpose of

enabling the poor man, who should desire to raise

money on mortgage to improve his farm, to do so,

by showing a clear title ; but, in reality, to secure

for themselves so profitable an investment as the

purchase of that portion of the land not already

occupied by squatters would necessarily be.

Having succeeded in interesting an influential

member of the government in behalf of the

scheme, they bad but little difficulty in obtaining
the concession they solicited, and I was ordered

to set out immediately for the scene of my future

labours. Having always entertained an almost

unconquerable aversion to the sea, I preferred the

fatigues, and even dangers, incidental at that

time to the overland journey, to making the

voyage to New Orleans in a sailing-vessel, and
then ascending the Mississippi in a steamboat,
which was the route then generally adopted to

reach Missouri.

I set out quite alone on my expedition, for

instructions had been furnished me by the govem-
ment'to engage a competent staff of assistants

from among the members of my profession I

should find in St. Louis. At that period, rail-

roads there were none in any of the Western
States. On the larger rivers there were a few

steamboats, by which, at irregular intervals, com-
munication was maintained between the principal
cities on their banks ; but on the smaller streams—which are now thronged with craft of every

description
—an almost unbroken silence reigned,

only occasionally disturbed by the paddle of the

canoe or dugout of the solitary settler. The

stage-coach has never been a favourite style of

travelling in the West, and, in fact, the roads

throughout that section of the United States were

at that time, with few exceptions, but ill adapted
for any vehicle of more delicate construction than

an ox -cart.

On reaching Louisville, therefore, I was obliged
to accommodate myself to the custom of the country,
and continue my journey from thence on horse-

back. I was accompanied by my coloured servant,

Ned, whoso services 1 had hired from his owner in

that city, and who, mounted on a steady old

mare, carried the box containing my theodolite—
the tripod supporting which was composed of rods
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ingeniously jointed, so as to fold up when not in

use—and other surveying instruments, witli that

ludicrous assumptionjjOf dignity and sense of the

importance of his trust, so characteristic of the

negro race.

"In the desert," saith the proverb, "no man
meets with a frieud." And the same assertion

might have been made with considerable truth of

any of the Border States thirty or forty years ago.
I had, therefore, taken the precaution of being
well armed. The revolver of Colt had not then

been invented, and the knife to which Colonel

Bowie gave a name, and which was destined to

prove so formidable a weapon a few years after-

wards in the struggle between Texas and Mexico,
was not yet known to fame. But I carried a

short rifle slung frontier fashion across my
shoulders ; a pair of English double-barrelled

pistols graced my holsters ;
and a long heavy two-

edged knife, of that kind called by the Mexican a

machite, hung suspended, in a leather sheath,
from a belt round my waist. Altogether, I pre-
sented a rather formidable appearance, and, in-

deed, when I first assumed these warlike accoutre-

ments, I was unable to repress a smile at the

thought of the queer object I should be considered

were I to be seen thus arrayed in my native New
England, in any part of which for a man to be

obliged to carry arms for his personal security
was a practice totally unknown.

I had reached and crossed the boundaries of

Missouri without any particular incident having
characterised my journey, and was within a few

days' travel of St. Louis, when one afternoon, as

my follower and myself were riding slowly along
one of those wi-etched "

courderoy
" roads then so

common throughout the State, we heard the

sound of human voices, and on turning an angle
of the road which had hitherto concealed them
from view, we found ourselves- in sight of a group
of about twenty men, all well armed, some of

whom were stretched upon the ground, whilst

others lounged carelessly against the trees. The
road at this point diverged in two different

directions, and I was abqut to follow the path
which I was aware it was necessary to pursue in

order to reach the tavern where 1 proposed passing
the night, when half-a-dozen rifles were raised and
directed towards myself and Ned, and a rough
intimation given us that we must stop and render

an account of ourselves.

I at once perceived that we had fallen in the

hands of a l3and of "Eegulators," as they are

called. This is a term frequently applied through-
out the South and West to bodies of men who
constitute themselves into a tribunal for the pur-

pose of exercising a species of vicarious jurisdiction
over those offences to which the ordinary courts

of justice administer neither so swift nor so severe

a punishment as they conceive them to merit. In
other words, they are usually a set of scoundrels,

who, having no legitimate occupation, have formed
themselves into a peripatetic court, presided over

by Judge Lynch ;
and are at once a terror and a

scourge to the locality they infest. For it may
be said with truth, that, as a general rule, of all

those who fall into their hands, at least two
innocent persons suffer for one that is guilty.

To have attempted resistance against such odda
would have been madness

; besides, I flattered

myself that—however disposed may be such tri-

bunals generally to assume as a foregone conclusion

the guilt of those brought before them—as I

carried with me the means of proving most satis-

factorily the legitimate nature of my occupation
and journey, 1 should suffer, at worst, but a

temporary detention.

"Oh Lord, massa I dem's de Reg'lars, sure!"
said Ned, in an undertone, his face presenting that

peculiar livid appearance which fear produces in

the negro countenance. " I wish we was safe out

o' dis."

I made no other reply than to direct him to be
silent

; then, riding quietly forward into the

midst of the group, I addressed myself to a man
of about fifty years of age, who appeared to be
the leader of the band, and requested him cour-

teously to inform me why I and my servant had
been stopped. While I was speaking, 1 observed a

man, with his feet fastened together and his hands
tied behind him, who was bound to a tree a few

yards off. He was evidently the prisoner for

whose trial the "
Kegulators

" were assembled,
and although ignorant of the nature of his offence,

I could not help feeling some compassion for the

poor wretch who had been so unfortunate as to

fall into the hands of the ruffianly assemblage
around me.

"Why, see here, Strainger!" replied the indi-

vidual to whom I had spoken, "there's many of

the folks round about as has lost their cattle, and
some their niggers, and every man as travels

through this here part of the country has got to

show his papers. How did you come by that

boss ?" casting, as he spoke, an envious glance at

the handsome animal I bestrode,
' ' and that

nigger ?"

1 should explain here, with regard to this last

imputation, that stealing slaves (with their own
consent, of course), and selling them again, the

negro receiving for his participation in the trans-

action a small proportion of the purchase-money,
has frequently been engaged in as a lucrative

business by a certain class of men throughout the

South and West. It is not, however, without its

drawbacks, as, if detected, suspension by the

neck from the nearest tree is pretty sure to prove
the fate of the confederates. Besides this, at the

period of which I am writing, the abolition societies

of New England had already begun to spread their

emissaries over the Slave States ;
and although

the arrangements of the "
imderground railroad

"

were not then as perfect as they subsequently

became, many fugitive slaves managed by their

assistance to reach the North. Thus, to be sus-

pected of being an abolitionist was to find oneself

in quite as dangerous a position as if accused of

slave-stealing for gain.
I was galled by the insolence of the fellow's

manner, but I knew how necessary it was for me,
under the circumstances, to keep my temper. I

therefore, without a word, drew from my pocket
and handed to my interlocutor my commission
from the United States Government, bearing the

signature of the Secretary for Indian Affairs.

This document—handsomely engrossed on parch-
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ment, with a large spread-eagle at the top and the

broad Seal of State at the bottom—presented, to

the unaccustomed eyes of the spectators, rather

an imposing appearance, and, 1 could see, made
considerable impression upon them, for the subse-

quent portion of my examination was conducted
in a somewhat more civil manner. Having with
some little difficulty read my commission aloud

for the information of his companions, the indi-

vidual who conducted the interrogatory returned

it to me, saying :

"
Wall, it 'pears to me it's 'bout all right.

I've only one more question to ask you. Mister

Scudder,—that's your name, eh ?—Whar did you
git that arr nigger ?

"

"
Yes," said one of the group, scowling at me

from under his bent eyebrows ; "that's the talk,

judge. How do we know, although he is on
Uncle Sam's business, that he ain't one of them
dam'd Yankee abolitionists that go round, running
off our niggers when they git a chance ?"

" Hold on, Jim Brown !

"
exclaimed another of

the men, quickly; "you must take that back. I

hate an abolitionist like pison, but I won't hear
our Eastern folks spoken of that way, no how.
I'm from the old Bay State * myself.

"

The person thus addressed grumbled out a sort

of apology, and peace was restored. I had re-

mained silent during this little episode, and now,
as the best reply to the questions which had been
addressed to me, I handed to the judge

—as his

companions called him—my contract with the
owner of Ned, in which, in addition to stating the

terms on which I had hired him, a paragraph was
inserted to the effect that full security had been

given for his value.

"It am all right, massa," interposed my ser-

vant to the judge, while that individual was

perusing the paper, "I'm Colonel Jackson's boy ;

Massa Scudder, he hire me in Loo'ville—here my
pass, massa," handing him, as he spoke, the docu-
ment the non-possession of which subjects any
slave, away from home, to the risk of being
arrested and detained on suspicion of l)eing a

fugitive, by the first white man he meets.
Our papers having been read and returned to

their respective owners, I was informed that I

was at liberty to continue my journey. I was
about to avail myself of the permission thus

accorded, when a mingled feeling of curiosity
and compassion prompted mo to inquire of what
offence their unfortunate prisoner—who had re-

garded the whole of the i)revious proceedings
with an air of stolid indifference—was accused.

" Hoss stealing," sternly replied the judge," and there ain't a bit o' doubt he's guilty, for
when he was stopped he was on the critter's

back, and the man as owns him is here. How-
ever, he shall have a fair triaL"

" A fair trial," when the certainty of the guilt
of the accused was thus assumed by his judges
beforehand ! On any other occasion I might
have smiled at the obvious contradiction involved
in the language I had just heard, but the life of a
fellow-creature was at stake, and I shuddered at
the thought of the fate that in all probability
awaited him—for well [ knew that the penalty of

* Massachusetts.

his offence by Judge Lynch 's code was death. It

was but barely possible, I was aware, that any
arguments or intercession of mine woiild be
listened to

; nevertheless, I resolved to make
some effort in behalf of the imlucky prisoner,
should an opportunity for my doing so present
itself ; and, with this object, I solicited and
obtained permission to remain and be a spectator
of the trial.

As is usually the case on these occasions, a rude

attempt was made to imitate in some respects the

ordinary form of procedure in a court of justice ;

although, as will subsequently be seen, not the

slightest regard was paid to that legal principle

which, in the American as well as the English

system of jurisprudence, prohibits any endeavour

to obtain from the prisoner himself admissions

which may be used as evidence against him.

A jury was chosen, a judge appointed—the

individual who had been addressed by his com-

panions by that title assuming the duties of the

office—and one of the group undertook to act as

counsel for prosecution. No one, however, seemed

disposed to volunteer his services for the defence.

The prisoner looked round him slowly, to see if

in any one face he could discover traces of either

pity or sympathy. As he did so, his eye rested

for an instant ni>on me. I oould not resist its

mute appeal, and on the impulse of the moment
I offered myself as his counsel. I was accepted,
and the trial immediately commenced.
The case against the accused was a very strong

one.

The farmer, who had lost his horse two days
before, swore positively that the animal on which
the prisoner was riding when arrested, was the

one of which he had been robbed, and this asser-

tion was corroborated by two of his neighbours,
who were present. I elicited from them, however,
on cross-examination, an acknowledgment that the

appearance of the horse in the possession of the

accused did not exactly corres{)ond with that of

the stolen one—the tail and mane were differently

trimmed, and there were certain spots on the one,

which the other had not. Nevertherless, I did not

succeed in shaking their testimony in the least ;

on the contrary, I almost immediately discovered

that I was very decidedly damaging my client's

cause by pressing the point, for one of the

witnesses quietly went up to the horse, which was
tied to a tree a few paces off, and rubbing his

hand on one of the spots in question, proved most

conclusively its artificial nature, drily observing
as he did so, that

"Paint war cheap, and a hoss war easy

clipped.
"

The evidence, in fact, on the point of identity
was so positive and convincing, that I perceived it

would bo useless for me to pursue this branch of

the defence. The explanation offered by the

prisoner of the manner in which he became pos-

sessed of the horse, was a very lame one, and
afforded me scarcely a better foundation upon
which to sustain the theory of his innocence, tlian

the line of argument I had just been obliged to

abandon. He had purchased the animal, he said,

of a stranger whom he had met on the road the
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previous day ; but his description of this person
was confused and contradictory, and he could
show neither bill nor receipt as evidence of the
transaction. Neither could he give any satisfac-

tory explanation of whence he came, nor of the
nature of his business in that part of the country.
His answers, indeed, were given with a dogged
suUenness which seemed to imply that he re-

garded his fate as already sealed, and his trial as a

mere form.

When his examination was concluded, I

addressed the jury on his behalf, and endeavoured
to convince them that as there was a possibility of

his tale being true, it was their duty to give him
the benefit of the doubt by acquitting him. I

touched upon the danger of convicting on purely
circumstantial evidence

;
I urged upon them the

well-known legal maxim, that it is better that a
hundred guilty persons should escape a merited

punishment, than that one innocent individual

should suffer, &c., &c. In fact, I brought forward
that series of arguments which, time out of

mind, has formed in capital cases the staple of

the speeches for the defence when the case was

desperate against the prisoner. And, on the

whole, considering that it was the effort of an

amateur, I think that my oration was a very
creditable one.

When I concluded my address, I believed, for

one moment, from the expression of their faces,

that I had made some impression on the rugged
natures of my hearers, and had the offence of

the culprit been almost any other than it was,
it is possible that they might have been disposed
to take a more lenient view of the case. But
slave and horse-stealing are the unjiardonable sins

throughout the South-west, and it is no exaggera-
tion to assert that a homicide, or even a murderer,
would stand a better chance before a jury in that

section of the country than a man charged with
either of the above offences.

After a few minutes' deliberation the jury
rendered their verdict. It was guilty—and the

punishment—dkath.
The prisoner received the announcement with

the same air of apparent indifference he had dis-

played throughout. Indeed, so far as the external

manifestation of emotion was concerned, I ap-

peared the more agitated of the two. After a

brief pause I collected myself, and made a very
urgent appeal to his judges to inflict a less cruel

penalty than death—a punishment the severity of

which, I reminded them, found no warrant in the
laws of any one* of the States. When I found that
a deaf ear was turned to my petition, and that my
solicitations irritated rather than softened those to

whom they were addressed, I desisted from any
further attempt to intercede for the life of the

criminal. But I begged them, at least, not to

hurry the unfortunate wretch into eternity with-
out affording him some brief space in which to

make his peace with Heaven, and prepare himself
for the awful fate that awaited him.

"We'll gie him time enough. Mister, never

fear, to say all the prayers he's a mind to,"
retorted one of the band, with a sneer.

I was at a loss to comprehend the latent mean-

ing which evidently lay concealed in his words.

but the proceedings of those around me soon

enlightened me.
In the mean time I approached the doomed

man, and endeavoured to utter such words of

sympathy and consolation as were appropriate
to his condition. But he interrupted me, saying :

" You've dun yer best for me, Strainger, and
I'm thankful ;

but 'twarn't no use, no how. I

knew it was all up with me when they cotched me
on the hoss, for, between you an' me, I did take the

critter. The fact is I war dead broke
;

I lost my
pile comin' down the river—hadn't a red cent—
and was bound to make a raise somehow. But I'll

die like a man : it sha'n't ever be said that a fellar

raised in old Kentuck was afeard to face death in

any shape."
And as he spoke he raised himself as erect as

the nature of his bonds would permit, and
looked boldly around him with that air of indomi-

table resolution so characteristic of his people.
For the inhabitants of the "dark and bloody

ground," as at one time Kentucky was called,

from the terrible wars between the Indians and
settlers by which it was desolated, have always
maintained i)reeminent throughout the West
their reputation for personal courage and daring.
As it was evident that I could be of no further

service to the unhappy man, I should now have
resumed my journey, had it not been that there

was a species of peculiar and terrible fascination

about the preparations which were being made for

his execution that rivetted me, againstmy inclina-

tions, to the spot.
One of the party ascended a tree, and attached

a rope firmly to a projecting branch
;
the stolen

horse was then brought forward and placed
beneath it. The prisoner was partially released

from his bonds, his feet were set at liberty, and
he walked firmly to the place of execution. His

arms having been strongly pinioned behind him,
he was lifted on to the back of the animal for

which he had paid so dearly, and the rope ad-

justed roimd his neck. The whole of these pro-

ceedings were conducted in almost perfect silence,

even the rude natures of the men around me
being to a certain degree awed by the terrible

solemnity of the act they were performing. The
"

Regulators
" then shouldered their rifles,

mounted their horses, and were prepared to

leave the spot, when the judge thus addressed the

condemned man :

"Now, Tom Meyers, we're a goin' to leave.

The hoss has had a good feed, and he'll stand

quiet enough for the next half hour, I calkilate.

If you want to pray a bit you kin do so, and you
kin start the critter when you're ready."

It was to my intense surprise and disgust that I

now discovered it was the intention of his judges
to make the poor wretch his own executioner, as it

were.
" Good God !

"
I exclaimed,

"
you cannot mean

to aggravate the sufferings of this unhappy man
by delaying his death in this manner ?

"

"See here, Mister," said one of the party,

savagely,
" we've had too much jaw 'bout this

bis'ness already. You had best shut up, or some
on us will git riled, and no mistake."

"Come, Mr. Scudder," added the individual
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who had proclaimed himself a native of New
England, and who spoke with a somewhat more

cultivated accent than the others, "you mean

well, no doubt, but you must see that any
further interference on your part would be as

useless to the prisoner as dangerous to your-

self."

In the angry faces of those around me I read a

confirmation of his words, and with a heavy
heart I became silent. As we rode out of the

wood I observed that the "
Regulators

" took the

same road that I did, and, disagreeable as was to

me their companionship, no opportunity presented
itself immediately of separating myself from

them without doing so in such a manner as to

manifest, more palpably than was prudent, my
distaste for their society. In about a quarter of

an hour, however, we reached another fork in the

road, and having directed Ned, in an imdertone,

to keep close to me, I dropped rather behind the

rest of the party, determined that whichever

path my companions took, I would follow the

other. But the possibility of my desiring to part

company with them had, I soon found, been anti-

cipated, and, for certain reasons, provided against

by the "
Regulators."

" Mister Scudder," said the judge, who had
been engaged for the last few minutes in a

whispered colloquy with three or four of the party,

"straingers who travel out West must abide by
Western law. We've dun what wo consider

justice on yonder critter, and we won't allow no

man to hinder it. You needn't git mad," he

added, as he perceived the colour rise in my face

at this brusque language,
'* but you've got to go

'long with us for an hour or two, so that we may
be certain that you don't take the back track and
set the feller free."

I had no alternative but to yield obedience to

this decision, and we continued our route in

silence. We had not ridden many miles when
the rapid gallojiping of a horse was heard behind

us, and in a few moments the animal which had
been the unconscious instrument of punishing the

wrong done its owner, dashed into our midst,
covered with foam, and evidently much terrified.

Whether his rider had himself precipitated the

catastrophe, or whether the horse, tired of stand-

ing still, had started off of his own accord, can

never, of course, be known ; but to those who
are acquainted with the natural timidity of the

animal, and the readiness with which he is startled

by anything not within the ordinary range of his

experience, it will not appear surprising that he
should have been thoroughly frightened at finding
himself relieved of his burthen in so sudden and
80 unnsiial a manner.

It was to me an almost inexpressible relief to

know that all was over, that whatever the sufifer-

ings of the \inhappy wretch had been, they were
now ended. And it was with a much lighter
heart that, so soon as the slight confusion incident

to stopping and securing the horse had subsided,
I resumed my journey.

"
I guess, Mr. Scudder," said the judge to me

with a grim smile,
*' we needn't trouble you now

bo go 'long with us any further than you've a
mind to. You've seen how we treat them as steal

our bosses, and you kin tell your folks when you
git back East, that we sarve nigger-stealers the

same way."
While this stem warning was yet ringing in

my ears, the whole party struck into a gallop and
were soon out of sight. Such was my first,

but by no means my last, experience of Lynch law
in the West. W. C. M.

" SILYERTOWN."

The boy's most popular notion connected with
india-rubber is, that it is good to make " bladder

pop ;

" and in order to make this material, it has

to go through a process of manufacture which
comes to boys by a kind of instinct. We
all remember during "map days," how the

india-rubber, too often called into requisition,

grew hot and crumbled, and as the pieces broke

off, how they found their way into the mouth
to undergo the process of mastication, and how,
when chewed to a proper consistency, it became

ductile, non-elastic, and sticky,
—

qualities requi-
site to make it imprison the air, which, on pres-

sure, forced its way through the yielding substance

in the shape of bladders, that burst with a pop,
the sole reward of the school-boy for hours of

very tiring jaw-work. How little we imagined,
when employed in this manner, and enjoying by
anticipation the simple pleasures of the final

pop, that we were going through a process which
science has since indicated as the best method
of manipijlating india-rubber for the purposes of

the domestic arts. In the powerful machinery
employed by the manufacturers of caoutchouc,
we see but an elaboration of the masticating

powers of the boy's jaw, which, with the heat

of the mouth, works up the sixpenny square of

india-rubber into the substance we are all so

well acquainted with.

We paid a visit, the other day, to " Silver-

town," the little manufacturing village at North

Woolwich, belonging to the Messrs. Silver, in which
the many substances into which india-rubber can
be transformed are produced by the powerful and
curious machinery there at work ; and it was
whilst watching the different processes, that we
came to the conclusion, that the boy is father to

the man, even in a manufacturing capacity, as we
have already hinted.

How little we are able to forecast the uses to

which a new material may ultimately be applied,
is perhaps as much evidenced by this substance.

Caoutchouc, as by any other in existence. As
far back as the year 1770, Dr. Priestley, in the in-

troduction to his book on Perspective, says, "Since

this work was printed ofiF, I have seen a substance

excellently adapted to the purpose of wiping from

paper the marks of a black-lead pencil. It must
therefore be of singular use to those who practise

drawing. It is sold by Mr. Maine, mathematical

instrument maker, opposite the Royal Exchange.
He sells a cubical piece of about half an-inch

for three shillings, and he says it will last for

several years."
How little this philosopher imagined that a

substance thus incidentally mentioned in a

drawing-book, was destined to become one of
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the most useful substances in the arts and
sciences—nay, to be an absolute necessity of

civilisation.

It is, at the same time, very remarkable that,

for iipwards of sixty years, india-rubber never

advanced beyond the hands of the drawing-master,
and that, during that long period, all its virtues

were supposed to consist in its power of correcting

school-girls' drawings. How many substances are

there still before the world in a like condition of

embryo ?—what is to be the splendid future of

gutta-percha, aluminum, and the other scores of

new substances that are beginning to "
crop

"
up

around us ?

It would seem as though it were destined for

the rubber plant to play a great part in the

world, as it is found in great abundance in all

parts of the globe, within tropical latitudes ; and,
like the palm, it is probably destined to do the

missionary work of civilisation far more effec-

tually than any of our societies constituted for

that purpose, as the pursuit of these two valuable

products will lead organised bauds of European
traders deeper and deeper into the recesses of the

tropical wilderness—where the solitary missionary
could not hope to make any permanent lodge-
ment. The best kinds of caoutchouc are the

Para and the bottle india-rubber, the latter is

familiar enough to the reader : but perhaps it is

not so well known that what is termed caoutchouc

is the milk sap of trees, and that this juice is to be

found in many other trees besides the rubber tree
;

indeed, there seems to be little doubt that we may
draw upon a large portion of the tropical vege-
table world for this valuable material. The
india-rubber as imported takes the form of

bottles, and there is a kind known as negro-

head, possibly because when cut open it presents
an appearance somewhat like that of a human
brain, with its numerous convolutions. The first

process we witnessed at the Messrs. Silver's was the

softening of these bottles and "
negro brains," if

we may use the term, in a large tank, filled with

warm water. The rubber is macerated here for

some hours, for the purpose of softening and

cleansing it—the process it undergoes in the

school-boy's mouth. When it has been long

enough in the water, it is taken to the masticating
machine, which is a kind of calendering appa-

ratus, heated by steam, and operating upon the

lumps of rubber as the boy's grinders do. You
see the big lumps drawn in between the smooth

cylinders, apparently the most obstinate, indi-

gestible, unmanageable stuff in the world, and
after a while it issues from the other side in the

form of so many "brown bread towels," or those

coarse-looking, oatmeal coloured rubbing cloths

that are a necessary appendage to every sponging-
bath. The transformation from the dirty-looking

lumps of mbber to these little towels, about eight
inches wide and three feet long, is the oddest

thing possible. A"s they emerge, they are folded

up and placed on shelves, just as we see them in

baths and wash-houses. Twenty-four hours' ex-

posure to the air changes their oatmeal colour to

a very dark brown. This is the first stage through
which all the different preparations of india-rubber

go— its cleansing process. The reader will pos-

sibly remember that india-rubber presents itself

under different aspects, either as pure india-

rubber, such as tobacco-pouches, &c., are made
of, or as whitish-looking india-rubber, which we
are familiar with in the form of macintosh cloaks.

The vulcanised india-rubber has a somewhat
similar aspect

—a clay-like colour, as far removed
as possible from the rubber as we see it in the

bottle. Pure india-rubber is manufactured in a

very simple manner. A number of the brown
bread towels are taken to the masticator, a
machine composed of two powerful steel rollers,

revolving with imequal velocities, and heated by
steam. The " towels" disappear in this powerful

mangle, and the act of masticating begins. As
towel after towel disappears, the rubber is worked
into a huge bolster, which is masticated over and
over again, until it assumes the form of sticky

pulp—" bladder pop," in fact, on a large scale.

The bolster is now taken from the machine, and

placed in an hydraulic press, one foot wide, nine

inches deep, and six feet long. Here it remains
for two days, under a pressure of fifty tons, and
comes out a solid block of homogeneous india-

rubber, big enough for a Titanic drawing-master.
It has now to be cut into sheets. This is done by
placing it in a machine fitted with a cutter, which
cuts with a quick lateral or saw-like motion. The
block is pushed forward against this cutter,

and the thickness of the sheet can be regulated
to the hundred and twentieth of an inch

; indeed,
sheets of that tenuity are sometimes made. It

is a pretty sight to watch the thin film of rubber

being detached in this way, with an unerring

accuracy.
The most important application of india-rubber

in this form, is its use as an insulator for tele-

graphic purposes. Hitherto, gutta-percha has

been almost universally employed—for deep-sea
cables especially

—but there can be little doubt
that india-rubber is a far more durable material,
and it is slowly coming into use, notwithstanding
the opposition of the manufacturers who have
embarked large capital in the collection and work-

ing of gutta-percha. It is one of tbe most interest-

ing sights in the manufactory to see the machinery
envelope the telegraphic wires with its non-con-

ducting rubber sheathing. This is done by wiud-

I ing round them spirally thin bands of rubber,
' by machinery driven by steam-power. Thirty or

forty spindles for this purpose are seen revolving

I

in a large room, and hundreds of miles of wire

i
are thus covered in the course of the week. The

' covered wire is subjected afterwards to heat,

i which fuses the laps of the covering riband of

rubber together, and thus makes it impermeable
to the entrance of water, and effectually prevents
the escape of electricity.

The process of manufacturing soft india-rubber

is more elaborate. What is termed Spread sheet

india-rubber, or that kind of which waterproof

garments are manufactured, is made by masticat-

ing, and mixing sulphur in the proportion of two
ounces to a pound of the rubber, and then

dissolving it to the consistency of dough by the

admixture of naphtha. When in this soft state it

is passed through finely-adjusted rollers and spread
i out into thin sheets ; these as they emerge from the
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rollers or rolling-pins,
—for the rubber is spread out

like so much dough,
—are passed over a steam

chest, •which drives oflF the naphtha and dries, to a

certain extent, the material. In some cases the

film is rolled on to a cotton fabric and adheres to

it, film after film being added until it is bmlt up
to the required substance : the object of this

building up being to prevent the possibility of air-

holes occuring, which would be fatal to a water-

proof or air-proof material. When it is not

necessary for the india-rubber to be lined with

cloth, the roller of that material on to which it is

wound, is sized, consequently no adhesion takes

place between the two materials, and the rubber

is easily peeled off. The process of Vulcanisation

that gives such extraordinary resiliency to the

material, which we are so familiar with in the form

of india-rubber bands, springs, &c., is accomplLsbed

by the application of heat. The sulphur having

already been worked into the material and

thoroughly incorporated with it, the articles made
of this hard compoimd are carefully packed in

sand so as not to touch one another, and then are

run into steam chests, where they remain from two
to six hours, according to thickness, at a heat

varying from 200 to 300 degrees. This applica-
tion of heat turns the soft doughy substance into

the famous elastic material which, under the name
of vulcanised india-rubber, is even invading the

province of steel in the manufacture of springs.
What is the nature of the chemical change which
takes place when this final increment of beat ia

applied, is entirely unknown, and the discovery
itself was one of those fortunate accidents which
have so often produced noble fruit. The pecu-

liarity of the elasticity produced by vulcanisation

is, that its power never seems to be worn out. The
bow must be unbent, if its force is to be hus-

banded, but an india-rubber band may be kept
stretched to its utmost limit for years, and it will

still retain its wonderful resiliency.
But we have yet to describe another process—

that of manufacturing Hard india-rubber. To

Goodyear, the American, the merit of this great

discovery is due, for great we must call it, inas-

much as it has introduced into the arts and
sciences a material somewhat similar to horn, but
which possesses qualities far surpassing that natural

product, and which can be made in any quantities
and in any sizes.

In this new material a very large amount of

sulphur is used ; to produce mere vulcanisation

two ounces to the pound of rubber is sufficient,

but to make hard india-rubber or ebonite, as the

Messrs. Silver term their preparation of it, as

much as two of sulphur to one of rubber is used.

The ajiplication of great heat, say 300 degrees,
transforms the india-rubber thus treated into a

material more resembling to the eye ebony than

anything else—a dense black substance, which
takes a high polish, is very light, and to some

slight extent elastic. The uses to which hard india-

rubber is put can scarcely be enumerated. In many
articles it is entirely displacing horn and tortoise-

shell. Hundreds of tons, for instance, are sold to

the comb makers ; for paper knives, handles of all

kinds, bracelets most closely imitating jet
—but

with this advantage over that material, that it

will not break by falling on the floor—cups and

troughs of all kinds, and especially those for the
use of photographers, as neither 'acids nor metals
have action upon it; in short, we scarcely know to

what this beautiful hard substance is inapplicable,
so multifarious are the uses to which it has already
been applied. It is greatly used as an insulator in

telegraphy, in consequence of its non-conducting
I quality ; and moulded into forms before being

j

baked, it takes the place of many articles formerly
made of gutta-percha, to which material it is infi-

nitely preferable, as it is neither affected by heat
nor cold.

The little community of Silvertown is, as it

were, self-contained. Situated, as it is, far away
from the town, on the Essex shore of the Thames,
the proprietors had, as it were, to found a little

colony. When the factory was built, there were
no houses near, and no market, consequently the

Messrs. Silver had to provide for the wants of

their work-people, and they certainly have done
so with a care worthy of all praise. The rows of

cottages in which many of their work-people are

housed contrast very favourably with the squalid
habitations one passes on the railway in going to

the factory. Then there is a store in which bacon,

flour, and manyjother necessaries'of life, arc obtain-

able at cost price, and a public-house in which the
beer is pure. The Messrs. Silver found it was
incumbent upon them to build a public-house,
otherwise it would have been done for them by
independent parties, and the consequence would
have been that, a very eflicient means of adminis-

tering to the comfort of the work-people, and at

the same time of controlling excess, would have

passed out of their hands.

The great charge brought against the mamtfac-

turers, as a class, used to be that they were utterly
careless with respect to their "hands," and that

they looked upon them merely as machines—or
rather less than machines—for when their day's
task was done, they washed their hands of them,
and cared not what became of them ; a state of

things which placed the free Englishman, as

regards physicid comfort, in a less favourable posi-
tion than the negroes, whose bodily wants their

masters have always had the good jralicy to attend

to. In thus making themselves responsible to a
certain extent for the domestic comfort of their

work-people, the employers are doing service to

the community at large, for it is to the exertions

of individual manufacturers that society must
look for the accomplishment of that all-important

task, the elevation of the social status of the work-

man. The example of little communities such as

Silvertown is beginning to tell upon that mass of

squalor which once seemed to be so hopeless in its

immensity. It is becoming a habit of large manu-

facturing companies, we are happy to see, to look

upon their workmen as human beings, to be cared

for, as well as machines, to be used up ; and the

formation of the two little colonies of engineers at

Wolverton and Swindon has been followed on a

smaller scale by thousands of private employers

throughout the country, who have found out that

their own interests are concerned in concerning
themselves with the happiness of those in their

employ. The Messrs. Silver may justly pride them-
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selves in belonging to the noble brotherhood of

scientific men which is doing such good service to

the commonwealth. A. W.

A TUSCAN VILLA.

Every one who catches the first view of Florence

from the Bologna or Roman road, or from the

Leghorn railroad, must be struck with the num-
berless villas which dot the smiling plain of the

Arno, or which cluster together on the heights
that look down upon Florence.

The Tuscans, in olden times, were rarely
travellers from pleasure, and usually limited their

journeys to a drive of a few hours outside the

walls, if they were compelled to change the air
;

but, from the highest to the lowest, their dearest

ambition was, and still is, to possess a few acres

of land with a house, in the neighbourhood of

the city. The nobles had their strong fortress-

looking towers ;
the church, its monasteries and

convents ; the humbler classes, their little white

villas, with the olive-trees and vines growing in

the cornfields about the house, and up to its

very walls ; but all within sight, if possible, of

their beloved Duomo and Campanile. It is not

exaggeration to say that it would be difficult to

find a respectable lawyer, physician, or tradesman

in Florence who does not possess, outside one or

other of the gates, a tiny domain, the produce of

which he shares with the contadini who cultivate

it, and a few rooms into which he can crowd his

family during September and October.

The true Florentine rarely visits his country-
house during the summer. He leaves that folly,

he will tell you, to foreigners. W hat is the use of

going into the country during those months, when
from ten till five, the green shutters must be

closed, and the view shut out, and when all but

dogs and Englishmen willingly remain in the cool

darkness of a sheltered room ? The time to enjoy
oneself in the coimtry in Tuscany is during the

autiimn. The sun is not too hot to prevent one

sitting out or walking out all day ; there is the

vintage to occupy you, and you can judge of the

olive crop, and combine pleasure and business in

a very agreeable manner. This arrangement is

satisfactory to all parties ;
for if, during the rest

of the year, any benighted foreigner likes to pay
rent for the deserted villa, he is quite welcome
to do so, and the property thus becomes doubly
profitable.
From the division of property caused by the

laws of inheritance, the large villas have often

changed hands, and some of those most celebrated

in history have become the property of foreigners.

Careggi, Alessandri, Mozzi, Albizzi, have been

purchased by strangers ; and a great many others,
such as Capponi, Nicolini, Montauto, &c., are hired

yearly by foreign families, who live in Florence

during the winter.

It is now quite a speculation for a Florentine

to buy'a villa, at some fabulously cheap price, and,
after furnishing the house in some faint degree
to suit the love of comfort which is peculiar to the

Anglo-Saxon race, to let it for a year, or term of

years, to one of them.
To a person who is a good walker, or has the

means of hiring a carriage, it seems to me that it

is far pleasanter to live outside than inside the

walls. From the peculiar position of Florence,
almost surrounded as it is by heights, half an
hour's ascent up any of the excellent roads which
radiate from the city, gives one the advantage of

purer air, and a view almost imparalleled from
its beauty and interesting associations. From
every side, Fiesole, San Miniato, Montuy, Bellos-

guardo, from each and all, one can look down

upon that fair city of which Charles V. said :
" It

is too pleasant for week-day life
; it must be re-

served for holydays and festivals."

My villa is on the declivity of the hill of Bel-

losguardo. Outside the Porta Eomana are four

roads. The one to the left, close under the walls,

leads in the direction of Sau Miniato, and branches

off in steep footpaths to a cluster of villas, under
and beside Fort Belvedere. Near this road is the

entrance to that noble avenue of cypresses and
ilexes called the Poggio Imperiale. The avenue,

by a long and gradual ascent, conducts you to a

royal palace. This palace is now almost deserted.

The offices have been converted into barracks.

Its chief interest to the casual passer-by, besides

the exquisite view which it commands, is, that it

possesses duplicates of Lely's pictures at Hamjiton
i Court. The bare snowy bosoms and profuse fair

I ringlets of those famous court ladies are displayed
in these noble rooms, and under this Italian sky,
in fine contrast to the dark-browed, olive cheeked

Florentines who come to gaze upon them. On
each side of this stately avenue are paths to sunny
little villas dropped like nests amid the cornfields.

Beyond the palace is the ascent to the Piano di

Giullari, and from thence to Arcetri, St. Mar-

garita, &c.

Both these roads are to the left of the gate ;

just opposite to it is the old high road to Siena

and Rome. The Strada Regia, however, is no

longer the great outlet for travellers bound to

Rome. The railroad to Siena has changed the

character and purpose of the old royal road. It is

now only used by the owners of the neighbouring
villas, and by the peasants and farmers going to

the Florence market to sell and buy. On each side

are houses, shops, warehouses, and quite a crowded
suburb seems to be stretching out of Florence on

that side : but as the great thoroughfare to the

south, its day is over.

If you skirt the wall to the right of the"' Porta

Romana, you will come to the foot of the winding
ascent which leads you up to the hiU of Bellos-

guardo.

Bellosguardo has been celebrated by Foscolo

and by Landor. Galileo lived for a short time

in the old tower which crowns the highest spur
of the hill. It is well worthy of having been

celebrated by the Italian and by the Englishman,
and of having been for a brief period the residence

of him "of the starry fame."

The road winds upwards by a very gradual
ascent. At first there are poor-looking houses

on each side. Some are detached; between these

you obtain glimpses of Florence, starting uj) with

its spires and domes, above the walls. At about

a third of the height is a chapel dedicated to

San Francesco. A statue of the saint, with an
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iron glory round his head, and his fingers spread
out in the act of blessing, stands before it. There

is a road here, at a right angle with the one

we have taken, which leads to the gate of San

Frediano, facing the old Leghorn road to the west

of Florence. Behind the chapel is the office of

the municipality, and opposite this office, bent in

two as sharply as a card, a villa, which forms the

angle of the two roads.

Higher up is a shrine, with its Madonna placed
outside a small iron gate. This gate belongs to

the Villa Nicolini, an unpretending, and some-

what dilajiidated-looking building, but which has

the most wonderful of panoramas, day and night,
before its windows. Its quaint garden supported
on arches, its two balconies, and its noble hall,

make it the most picturesque, both within and

without, of all theviilas of the neighboxirhood of

Florence.

At the next curve the road divides. Tn one

direction is the chapel of San Vito, and then

a raised road, which is almost a bridge, brings

yoii to a neighbouring but lower height, Monte

Oliveto, and its cypresses and monastery. Turn-

ing back from this to the Bellosguardo road,

you have Villa Nuti on your right hand, and
Florence below you on the left. Villa Nuti is

supposed to be haunted
; but, except the fact that

Pope Leo X. slept there for a few nights, there

is nothing to account for such a tradition. It

is a strong-looking building, with barred lower

windows and a green court. On the first story is

one of those picturesque-looking open rooms, sup-

ported by pillars, which have such an eminently
Italian apjjearance. A few yards higher up you
come to the projecting slab which, from the

wonderful beauty of the prospect seen from it,

has given the whole height the name of Bellos-

guardo ! It is just below the Michelom tower.

Mowhere does Florence look more lovely than
rom this platform. As it lies to the north east

)f the spectator, all the architectural beauty
)f the city lies before him in clear outline of

ight and shade. From Fiesole the view is more

xteusive, but the city itself is seen at a greater
< listance. In the morning a mist often veils it ;

; nd at noon it glitters vaguely under the S|iark-
] ing sunshine, in which it lies as in a golden cup.
;, 'rom Bellosguardo the effect is more distinct,
I ml, at the same time, more picturesque. Monte
] lorello, Fiesole, the Bologna Apennines, the
"*

'allombrosan hills to the right, as you look
t )ward8 Florence, the Carrara and Lucca hills to

t le left, are fitting backgrounds to the picture,
n heir forms and undulations are cut clear and firm

a 1 with a knife on the blue sky, while the ever-

c langing light is perpetually varying their hues,
s tnetimes bathed in a rosy bhish as if new-born,
8 imetimes displaying the weird character of ages,
i the deep indentations and fissures which mark
t eir surface. The distant mountains form the

ter circle of the amphitheatre before us ; the
n arer ones run into the plains, either lapsing
d wn in gentle slopes, or more boldly, shoulder over
bI oulder, breaking into vast knolls, which stand
01 t green against the grey of the renroter chain.

The Val d'Arno to our left looks like an enor-

m >U3 bay which has spread by some convulsion of

nature into a vast inland sea, but instead of the
masts of ships riding at anchor, in that broad

expanse are the spires and towers of countless

villages.
But we must leave this vision and, turning our

backs upon it, descend and take the road which,
from the height of Bellosguardo, leads towards the

different villas which have been built upon it.

Some are modern ; some, such as the Michelozzi,
the Albizzi, the Montauto, are many hundred

years old. Montauto, with its old tower, should
be interesting to the English and Americans as

having been the residence of Nathaniel Hawthonie
for three months, during the summer of the year
1858.

The road divides itself in two just below Villa

Albizzi, as it passes a quaint-looking public well

in the centre of a grassplot. One prong of the
fork runs to Villa Montauto, and then drops by a

very steep descent and sharp curve till it comes
down to the west of Bellosguardo, and', connects

itself with the old Leghorn road, which lies like a

winding ribbon on the plain we have been sur-

veying. The other prong is longer, and descends,
with villas on each side of it, till by another

subdivision it breaks into three more roads, and
two of these join the Roman road to the south

of Bellosguardo. One is a very steep cut rather

than a road, and can scarcely be used by carriages,
but it takes a pedestrian in ten minutes to the gate.

My villa makes the angle of this steep path and
the broader, easier road which comes further down,
and also joins the Strado Kegia.

If you enter by the gate that is at this angle, you
have a low two-storied building to the right of yon,
with a wide flagged pavement in front of it, then
a broad space of gravel spotted over by huge
flowerpots and lemon plants in uncouth green
tubs ; and beyond are the orchards and fields

belonging to my landlord. He is a lawyer, who
spends his days at Florence in his office, or at a oaf6,

and returns to dine and sleep here. The rambling,

irregular building is divided into three sets of

apartments with separate entrances. The part
nearest the gate is occupied by my landlord and
his family. He has a wife and two sons. In true

patriarchal fashion, the eldest, though married and
a father, lives under the paternal roof. The other

is a student at Pisa. The second apartment is a

very small one, and is usually let for shori^ periods
to any Florentine requiring a breath of fresh air

during those months in which Florentines affect a

I

change. The third part of the building is mine,

I

and is almost entirely detached from the rest. It

is the part which is devoted to "
forestieri," and

is well furnished, according to Italian ideas.

A large door opens into a hall divided into

two parts, the larger one raised above the other

by a fiight of four broad shallow steps ;
an arched

window looks into a triangular paved court, where

a great fig-tree grows with a sturdy and persistent
luxuriance.

My little garden, which might be a very bower
of sweets in this shady spot, has been utterly

neglected ;
but with patience and care I trust

that the wilderness will soon be made to blossom

again. My rooms (eleven, besides a kitchen), are

hired, furnished, for much less than the price
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of two rooms in a moderately good situation in

London. All the necessities of life are here, and

beyond and above them is a perpetual feast to

the eye.
In ten minutes on foot, and in half an hour by

the longest road in a carriage, one reaches Florence,

and is thus within easy reach of the galleries,

theatres, and of any social gaieties one may covet.

Letters, newspapers, &c., are brought every morn-

ing by the man who goes early into Florence to

buy the provisions for the day. Figs, grapes,

apples and pears grow beneath your window, and
milk and vegetables are brought by the contadino

belonging to the land. The air is pure and fresh,

and perfectly dry. Space, a beautiful view, and
no contemptible amount of conveniences and com-

forts, make it possible to construct a very pleasant
home in these villas. One gets very near to the

life of the middle-class Italians by living thus

under the same roof, though not absolutely with
them.

My "padrone" is a thorough gentleman in

manner and appearance. He understands French
and English, and is educated up to the mark
which was considered becoming in Italy thirty

years ago. A small independence, the meagre
proceeds of his profession, and the dower of his wife

invested in this villa, compose his whole fortune.

Few Italians are absolutely destitute, though
still fewer are what we should call rich. The

paternal fortune is divided between the children,
and the sons always add to their share by marry-
ing a girl with some fortune. Early marriages are

the fashion, and, without any forcing of inclination

on either side, a prudent match is the general rule.

My landlady is inferior to her husband in

manners and appearance. She must have married

very young, in fact the moment she was out of her

convent, and her mind on aU subjects of ordinary
information is infantine. But she is sharp as a
needle as to all matters of profit or gain. It is

curious to see a woman whose status is certainly
that of a lady, haggling for a few shillings, and

striving to take advantage of her tenants in the

most infinitesimal affairs, and, more curious stiU, to

see how perfectly good-humoured she is when she

finds herself baffled. It is she who undertakes
all the disagreeable offices which apjiertain to

letting a house. Her husband monopolises all the

agreeable part. He takes the money and does all

the smiles and civility. Keeping back crockery,
which is marked in a voluminous inventory, as

given ; doling it out at last cracked, and expecting
to receive it whole when her tenants leave; a

stringent refusal of carpets, and an endeavour to

make an increased rent the condition of yielding
them,—such are all tasks which devolve on her.

Sometimes she gains her point, sometimes she does

not ; but, on the whole, I think she is more civil

when beaten. She rather respects you for not

being taken in.

There is nothing surprising in this, as regards
the usual principles of an ordinary lodging-house

keeper ;
but this is a lady of good family and

position, and the wife of a man who might enter

any society as an equal, so distinguished are his

manners, so gentlemanly is his appearance. But
this phase of her character is shown only to those

whom she considers her legitimate prey, i.e., her
tenants. At home she is kind, good-humoured,
patient. Her servants are treated justly, in some

things indulgently. Their wages are of the lowest,
but their freedom of manner and paucity of work
are, in their opinion, full compensation. Several

dependants are hanging about the villa, whom she
feeds and tries to serve. She is capable of any
benevolence which does not require her to put
her hand, then and there, into her piirse. In-

direct expense she does not care for
; but the fact

of parting with a franc, or losing an opportunity
of saving one, is gall and wormwood to her.

The simplicity of this woman's manners, her life

spent among her peasants and her servants, working
as one of them, and dressing iisually miich as they
dress, would astonish a barrister's wife in England,
inferior to her probably, both in birthjand fortune.

With the Signora there is not the slightest effort

at making an appearance. It is only on those days
when she goes to mass in Florence, or when she

dines with some of her own family, that there is

a perceptible effort to appear well dressed. Then
her toUette is sa7is reproche. She goes in her own
carriage, and represents her position very fairly.

But this occurs but seldom, save only on high days
and festivals.

Her husband reads the newspaper to her, but,

except a general confused hatred of "
tedeschi,"

she knows nothing about politics ; though if any
positive fact is placed before her and her judgment
is required on it, she is shrewd enough. Her
husband is very polite to her, but it strikes me as

the politeness of one who consults rather his own
dignity in being polite to another, than the claims

of that other. But they are perfectly good friends,

and not a trace exists in this entirely domestic

family of that light regard of the conjugal tie

which we are taught in England to consider to be
the fashion in Italy.

Extreme parsimony in the exigencies of every-

day life, a total absence of ostentation, and a

primitive simplicity, are the home characteristics

of Tuscans of the middle class. Their quaint
humour, their aptness for satire, and the quick-
ness of their perceptions, have prevented in their

case the degeneracy which bad government pro-
duces elsewhere. Besides these qualities, they
have never lost their commercial spirit. Money
and material prosperity have always been highly
valued by them, and in this disposition there is a

strong salt which keeps alive a nation's spirit.

Side by side with their splendid achievements this

spirit was manifest, and it has long outlived them.
As I sit at my window, I look down on the city

which played such a distinguished part in the

middle ages,
—the city which possessed Dante,

Galileo, Machiavelli, as citizens, and which com-

prises within its walls, miracles of art which have
never been surpassed, and scarcely equalled. Those

glories are past, yet there is no air of ruin or effete

grandeur about it. That smoke which issues from
its very centre, evoked by the shrill whistle which
announces to me at short intervals the arrival

of the train, is a proof that a healthy activity is

going on there, and that, glorious as has been the

past, there is a busy, prosperous, and as glorious a

future awaiting Florence. I. Blagden.
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NOT A RIPPLE ON THE SEA.

Wherk Normandy bares its weather-beaten

brow to meet the north-west winds lies the village
of Orbec. A merry brook hurrying from the

inland hills marks the middle of a ravine between
the tall tawny cliffs ; and the little hamlet nestles

jnst where the clear fresh water soaks into the

smooth sea sand, or meets the highest sweep of

moimting tide. To the right and to the left rise

wide undulating downs. Behind, dull straight

roads and hedgeless fields stretch far away in

VOL. IX. No. 211.
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gradual ascent to the forest that fringes the horizon.

In front is the sea. At high water the waves
rise to the very threshold of the three or four

cottages which occupy the narrow extremity of

the ravine. The last bound of the brook from
the rough pebbly causeway that has been built

for it through the village into the rude sea eager
to absorb it, is lost and hidden in the dancing
spray. Orbec should always be seen at low tide.

Then the sand and rock lie open to the sky for

many score of yards. At eve the sun casts

deep violet shadows on the yellow cliffs, and
wakes in every lingering pool among the rocks a

hundred glowing colours. The sand shines smooth
and clear, catching the sloping rays with its

myriad tiny particles, dotted here and there with
stones and bright green moss,—more rarely with
the opal and sapphire mass of some torn jelly-
fish. From the southern side of the village
stretches out a long rock rampart, rising over

sand and sea for nearly half a mile, and crowned,

just where it seems to be sinking under the surface,

by a huge battered fort, riven by the strokes of a

hundred storms
; glorious to be seen when great

gales toss the spray high above its grey old height,
and liken it to the head of some mighty Viking
sinking into the sea, his white hair beaten back-

wards and forwards by the wind. From the beach
little of Orbec can be seen, for the cliflFs nearly
meet at the rivulet's mouth. But three or four

cottages, and the roofs of twenty more, are enough
to give signs of life to the scene

;
or rather woiild

give signs of life if life itself were absent. Only
on the Jour des Marts is nobody to be seen.

Then all Orbec is at church. On other days half-

a-dozen sturdy boys and girls, with close-cropped

yellow hair and bright brown limbs, are sure to be

dabbling on the shore ; and it is more than pro-
bable that several of their mothers and their

sisters will be at the same time cleansing and

destroying the linen of their respective families

in the running brook. Round ruddy nets

will be grouped some bigger boys an'd men. Nor
is there wanting at Orbec the symbol of death as

well as the personifications of strong healthy life.

The symbol of death is there ; speaking, however,
not only of the death that will crumble away
those lusty forms and stUl those cheery voices,
but also of a better life. High over the house-

tops, and within sight of the homeward or out-

ward bound fishermen for many a mile, is reared

a tall rude crucifix of wood.
Round the higher course of the running stream

is clustered a bewildering maze of narrow lanes, all

passing between rows of fishermen's cottages
—cot-

tages bright with stucco of yellow and pink and

pale blue and white
;
each stamped with the glit-

tering badge of some insurance company, and
each veiled by a thick drapery of nets hung out
to dry.
Some years ago T trudged into Orbec in the

course of a long walk. 1 was passing part of the

winter with friends who inhabited a quaint old

Norman chateau, distant some ten or a dozen miles
from the coast. It chanced to be the second of

November, the " Commemoration des Morts" of

the Roman Calendar. The narrow streets were

empty. Save here and there a young child at a

window, not a soul was to be seen. I made my
way to the church crowning the high ground at

the back of the village. Terrible to a heart full

of taste for the Puginesque is that church at Orbec ;

for nowhere does a more hideous example of the

most hideous eighteenth century style insult the

ground it occupies. But the interior is richly
characteristic. On that Jour des Morts it was all

hung with black. The solemn drone of the priest
at the altar sounded sadly through clouds of in-

cense. But it was not the chant, or the candles,
or the smoke, or the rude paintings, or the little

ship models himg to the roof—votive offerings
for the safety of those that travel by water—that

most moved the heart. It was the dense mass of

kneeling worshippers. There was all Orbec—
men, women, and children—save the helpless old

and the helpless young—all kneeling on their

knees. The crowd reached to the door, and T

could scarcely find a square foot of tile unoccupied.
We less impulsive islanders may moralise as we
will about popery and superstition, but it is a

very solemn service—that Commemoration of the

Dead. Think of all the love, and all the sorrow,
and aU the hope welling out of the souls of those

simple Orbec fishermen ! How many memories in

that church were helping to bind the Communion
of Saints 1

This old woman at my side, I thought, of how
many dead must not she be pondering ! She
looks as if she had been living here since the

duchy was our kings' ! She must be the original
Vieille Femme de Normandie, miraculously kept
alive since the days when the print was struck !

What a store of legends must be hidden under
that speckless cap ! I waited long ;

till the old

dame left the church. She was bent low with

years, but with her stout stick she walked

bravely. High over her head rose a great wall of

fluted linen, starched to the consistency of steel.

From her ears two huge gold drops—heirlooms of

her clan—fell on cheeks as yellow and wrinkled as

the skin of an apple forgotten in a store-room. She

plodded on through the village, and entered one
of the five cottages at the mouth of the brook.

An irresistible impulse drove me to make the

acquaintance of this ancient dame. I longed to

fathom her depths of folklore.

I forget precisely how my object was achieved.

The Norman peasantry are not afiiicted with
British spleen ;

and I have no doubt that my
overtures were not deemed impertinent. By
whatever pretext, I was soon installed in the

cottage of the old lady, free to contemplate her

big walnut press, her clock in the corner, her

paper flowers on the chimney, her bed drapery
of gaudy chintz, and, best of all, her grandjeval
self.

" It is in truth a charming place."
"Monsieur has reason. We love well our vil-

lage, we. 'I

"Madame has inhabited it since very long
time ?

"

' '

Ah, Monsieur, do not ask. it of me ! They
call me the Old Mother of Orbec. I have—I do
not know how many years. Hein, Monsieur !

But I am strong yet ! Thanks to Saint Anthony
and the good God !

"
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And at the thanksgiving she crossed herself,

and at the boast she struck her stick with a sharp
crack upon the floor.

" Madame has probably many kinsfolk in Orbec ?

It is all that there is of happiest to see one's

children grow and prosper,"
" Ah ! Ah ! But Monsieur does not know ;

does not know. They are here no more, they
are here no more. I pray for them up there. I

go soon to join them. Pardon, Monsieur, if I

weary you. Monsieur is without doubt tired. I

beg you to seat yourself."
At my mention of children she drew a sudden

gasping breath, and gazed out at the sea, whitened

merrily under wind and sun. As she spoke of

prayer for them she pointed in the direction of

the church. Then, with more than the delicacy
of Saint German's Faubourg, she apologised for

obtruding her memories on me.
Of course I longed to hear the tale thus hinted

at. I hope I did not requite the old lady's delicacy
with unwarrantable curiosity in inducing her to

tell it.

I will not repeat it in her words, for the idiom
would be tedious. I sat in the cottage doorway
as I listened, looking out on the sparkling sand,
the merry urchins rambling down to the breakers,
the crumbling fort, and the far sea.

Somewhere about the year of our Lord 1785,
Marie Giguet was the brightest, prettiest, most
loveable lass in all Orbec. All the youths of Orbec
looked longingly on that dainty figure, always
freshly clad, poised so tndy on those little sun-

browned feet. All the youths of Orbec wor-

shipped that yellow hair and those dark brown

eyes. Of course, with one exception all the

youths of Orbec were doomed to disappointment
and (temporary) despair. That one was Charles

Barjac, sprung of a family which had come to

Orbec from the South. Charles Barjac (the old

dame's eyes kindled as she spoke in passing of his

sturdy frame and crisp black hair) won the prize,
was married at the church behind the village, and
became a loving husband. In some four or five

years three stout boys came into the world to per-

petuate the Barjac name. Never was wife or

mother happier than Marie. Her only trouble

was that her lord's seafaring life led him for long
intervals away from home ; and that she knew
her boys must one day in their turn go down to
the sea in ships.

It was to be gathered from the narrative that
Monsieur Barjac 's voyages were not mere paltry

fishing excursions
;
that he visited various parts

of the coasts of Albion
;
that he at least could

with no good face cast at Albion the common
charge of perfidy, for that he himself kept little

faith with the customs regulations of King George
III.; that whatever perfidy stained the subjects
of that virtuous monarch was rather to their

sovereign than to their neighbours ; aad was,
moreover, a source of much gain to himself.

Kighteously or unrighteously, Barjac the skipper
made many voyages and much profit. Charles,

Antoine, and Jules, the three lads aforementioned,

grew up stout-hearted, straight-limbed, and strong;
and as each reached the age of ten, each sailed

for the first time with his sire. When the time

came for Charles to go, Antoine and little Jules

were still left with their mother. Antoine went :

but Jules stayed behind. When the time came
for Jides to go too, the mother's heart was sore

and sad ; but her heart was brave though it

sorrowed. Her lads must not be milksops. She

wept in secret, and parted from her Benjamin
with a cheery smile.

It was a voyage of no ordinary importance, thia.

The days when the eighteenth century lay a-dying
and the days when the nineteenth was in its

babyhood were not days of great order in France.

Every man did that which was right in his own
eyes. And when the new century was not yet three

years old, there was a lull in the fight between the
Jack and the Tricolor, and Commerce took advan-

tage of the slumber of War. So Monsieur Barjac
made a great venture ; not only with his three

boys, but also with such commodities as used to

acquire a richer flavour with freedom from duty.
And when the Belle Marie sailed from the Harbour
of Grace, she carried with her a freight which was
destined to make the skipper quite a wealthy man.
The mother left at home in Orbec thought little of

the freight, and much of her goodman and her

boys. There was Charles, nearly as tall as hia

father, and already beginning to smile meaningly
on the successors to the realm of beauty once

reigned over by Marie Giguet. There was Antoine,

hardy and strong. And little Jules was the

merriest fellow who ever prisoned his lusty little

limbs in big stiff bags of breeches, or ever covered
his cropped curls with a long red bag of a cap.
Nor were Madame Barjac's the only eyes which

were with her "heart, and that was far away
there, where "

the Belle Marie sailed over the

sea. Other Orbec folk had kinsmen on board the

jaunty little craft. There was old Widow Nodier,
whose only son Jacques was Captain Barjac's right
hand ; and there was Thcriise Fanjeaux, who had

promised to become Th6r^8e Nodier when the ship
came back. Thibaud le Roy was the oldest sailor

on the Belle Marie
; such an ancient Triton that

he looked more like a piece of seaweed than a

man, but whose experience, Madame Barjac re-

joiced to know, was invaluable to the ski|>per—
and his old wife Manon used to trudge every day
to the Barjac house and ask,

" Is it that Madame
has news of our husbands ?

" There were several

more, but I forget them. It is enough to say that

the Belle Marie was freighted with the hopes and
the fears of many of the people of Orbec.

Time went on. The friends of the sailors began
to say

"
It is time for the Belle Marie to be start-

ing home again." The names of the places
whither she was bound their lips could hardly

shape. It may be presumed, from mention made by
old Madame Barjac of Scarrebourre, Vitebi, and

York6chire, that her destination was the north-

east coast of England.
And now, said the old dame, I was about to

hear a marvellous tale. She did not expect that

I should believe it. But she would tell what waa
indeed the truth.

Often in the night she lay long awake, thinking
on her husband and their boys. On one special

night she felt more anxious than at other times.

It was very late before she retired to her bed.
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The sight of the sea had a strange fascination for

her, and she could not tear herself away. It was
autumn. The day had been sultry and oppressive.
The crimson sun had sunk into the sea without a

cloud to veil his retreat. Not a breath of wind

had cooled the parched air. The sea was smooth

and oily. It rose and fell in long unbroken

heavings in the offing. In-shore it was still and

calm, without a ripple on its surface.

The mother watched the rising of the moon,
watched it light up the silent scene with a ghastly

radiance, and at last shut herself in her room.

She had lain long awake, and had at last sunk

into an uneasy slumber, when she was roused by
hearing cries as of a vessel in distress. She
fancied she was dreaming. There could be no

wreck on a night so calm. She turned her head
to sleep. Again the cries broke on her ear. She

started up to assure herself of her delusion.

Hastily flinging on some scanty clothing, she ran

to the door, and looked out from the very spot on

which I stood.

The moon was still shining coldly and clearly
on the sea. The scene was still unruffled. But the

sea had gone down. She ran towards the brink of

the water, and soon saw that she was not alone

upon the sand. Old Manon le Roy was gazing

eagerly seaward. Widow Nodier was imploring a

group of three or four sailors to haul down a boat

and pull out behind the rocks where now the fort

was standing. Therfese Fanjeaux was hurrying
her brother down to the sea. Altogether some
score of people were gathered on the beach. It

was not only Madame Barjac who heard the cries.

It was evident that they were no figment of her

brain. No, in truth, they were only too real ;

for hark ! once more came that sad sound,
*'
nearer, clearer, deadlier than before," the sound

of men shouting shrilly in extremity of peril.
The cries seemed to come from close in-shore.

Every eye on the sands was gazing intently to

seaward, but gazing in vain. Down from the dark
slate-coloured heaven of a clear night the moon
poured a flood of light which was scarcely broken
as it fell upon the sea, so calm was the unrippled
surface. Far out to sea a broken spar would not
have floated by unseen on such a night. But no

floating thing could be descried. The sea was a

desert.

Then again the shout of distress rang through
the air. And so near was it that diS'erent voices

could be clearly distinguished. They sounded

through a dismal accompaniment, the loud clap of

rent canvas, the crash of shivered woodwork, and
the noise of angry breakers. Through all the din

of wreck and wretchedness one voice was easily

recognised. Commanding in no tremulous tones,

exhorting to eff'ort and endurance, at times
even cheerful in the midst of peril, Madame
Barjac knew her husband's voice. The sounds
came yet nearer. The band on the beach stood
rooted to the place, gazing in wondering horror at

the blank unruffled sea, listening in rapt attention
to the ghostly din. Louder roared the shreds of

sailcloth; louder crashed the wreck upon the rocks.

And in every cadence of prayer and of despair
the listeners heard the voices of their friends. A
moment of yet louder noise, and the deep tones of

the captain were silent. Then the tragedy seemed
so near at hand, that Madame Barjac could dis-

tinguish even words. She heard old Thibaud le

Boy's rough tones commanding in the stead of the

deeper voice that was still. Then came the
loudest crash of all. Madame Barjac heard dis-

tinctly a childish voice caU " Mother ! mother !

"

She knew the cry of her last-born and her dearest

boy, and swooned away.
"Ah, Monsieur! I have lost them all; but I

shall find them again. For so many years I have

thought of them on this day up there," and she

pointed towards the church. " Soon the Holy
Virgin and the good God will make me to rejoin
them. You do not believe me, Monsieur ? You
think that I recount to you a dream ! Was it a

dream ? Unhappily a dream which came true.

But that was no dream. Monsieur can ask of the

Widow Nodier ;
or of old Manon le Boy ; or go

to Thgrfese Nodier, who lives in the third house

from the—ah ! what say I ? They are dead—they
are all dead. I alone—I stay yet.

" Monsieur will not perhaps believe. But all the

world knew the history. Now it is I only who
live to tell it. Monsieur will guess the rest ?

"

Then she told me how she was carried to her

home again : how, when she was once more con-

scious, she talked of all that had happened with
those who had seen as well as herself : how the

time that elapsed between her rushing to the

shore and her fainting fit could not have been
more than five minutes ;

how of the neighbours
some laughed, some wondered, and all doubted ;

how all those whom the mystic cries had summoned
to the sand doubted nothing, but waited hopelessly
for the confirmation of what they already knew.

It was long before the confirmation came.

Many weeks went by, and nothing was heard of

the fate of the Belle Marie, till one day all Orbec
was roused by the arrival of Jacques Nodier. He
(the sole survivor) told the tale of the Belle Marie's

ill-starred voyage. Her journey had been very

profitable. The skipper's coS'ers were well filled

^vith English gold. They were sailing merrily
homeward, when a strong north-east wind began
to blow, and drove them on the lee-shore. The
little vessel went to pieces on the rocks of " Scarre-

bourre." Much was done by the good English

folk, but nothing that was of avail to save the

ship or the crew. The captain was washed off

the deck before the craft broke. Le Roy tried to

get a rope to the shore, but the rocks were too

steep, and the waves were too high. Little Jules

was clinging to the wreck to the last, Jacques
himself was tossed on a shelving rock, bruised

and bloody, but alive. And aU this happened on
the north-east coast of England, on the very night
on which the Orbec people had been awakened by
the cries at sea.

Such was the story I heard from Madame
Barjac.

• It differed from ordinary ghost stories

in this. Most ghosts are seen by only one person.
This was a vision seen—no ; thei j was nothing
seen

; nothing but the calm sea. This was an

illusion represented as having been carried through
their sense of hearing to some score of persons.

But these were all dead, with the exception of old

Marie Barjac.
" Is there not one of your com-
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panions on that eventful night still living?" I

asked.

"Not one, Monsieur. ThgrSse Nodier died

four years ago, and she was the last. She married

Jacques, the survivor ; but their son is living in

Orbec. Monsieur can question him. He will tell

Monsieur what he heard from his mother."

It was now late in the afternoon. I had no
time to make further inquiries. I bade farewell

to La Vieille Femme de Normandie, and marched

hastily inland. My host had heard the story,
but had thought little of it. He had no idea that

any of the actors in the tale survived. All the

party to whom I repeated what I had heard were

deeply interested ;
and several impulsive ladies,

influenced as well by my description of the charms
of the Orbec beach as by my incredible narration,

determined to make a pilgrimage to the little port
as soon as possible. For some cause or other it

was a week before I was in Orbec again. We
made a great commotion as we drove in to the

little square by the church. We asked first for

Jacques Nodier, found him, and I began to ques-
tion him on the subject of the wreck.

"But let us go to the old woman first," said

one of the party, in English.
" What's her name ?

Barjac ? Where is it ? Come down to the sea."
" Is it Widow Barjac that madame wishes to

find ? Ah ! Madame is too late. The Widow
Barjac was interred yesterday, madame. They
did not know what age to put on her grave,
Monsieur. She was very old. They called her

the Old Mother of Orbec. She was the last of the

hearers of the noise of the distant wreck. Mon-
sieur can see her grave."

So we went to the rude black and white wooden

heading which covered the old woman's corpse.

I*
Ici reposent les depouilles mortelles de

Marie Barjac,
Veuve de Charles Barjac,

n.i.y.

Sainte Vierge Priez pour nous.

The pious hands of Jacques Nodier had hung a
wreath on the tomb.

I added another
; nor do I think I shall ever

forget Orbec, or Widow Barjac, or her strange
story.

MAKGARET WOFFINGTON.

During the years 1726 and 1727, Matlame Vio-

lante, an Italian rope-dancer, famed for her grace
and agility, had been entertaining London with

frequent repetitions of her marvellous feats. In
1728 she moved to Dublin, opening a booth there.

For some time she was successful, and her exhibi-

tions were resorted to by people of the best
fashion. But gradually the receipts dwindled—
the tight-rope had ceased either to amaze or to

amuse. Madame Violante found it necessary, in
order to retain the favour of her patrons, to pro-
vide a novel entertainment. So she introduced
the "

Beggar's Opera" to a Dublin audience, and
attracted the town to an extraordinary degree.

She procured fitting scenery, dresses, and deco-

'

rations
;
but as her theatre was unsanctioned by

the authorities, she did not venture to engage a

regular troop of comedians. She formed a com-

pany of children, however, little more than ten

years of age, and drilled and instructed them
carefully in the parts they were to play. Probably
the success of a similar entertainment recently

given by children in London stimulated her exer-

tions if it did not originate them. The "Lillipu-
tian actors

"
played with remarkable ability ; the

performance was agreed on all hands to be vastly
new, pretty, curious, altogether admirable ; the
children attracted crowded houses night after night.
Several of the little performers adhered to the pro-
fession of the stage and achieved further distinction

in their maturer efforts. Miss Betty Barnes, the

Mac/ieath, was afterwards, as Mrs. Martin and (by
a second marriage) Mrs. Workman, known as a

good actress. The representative of Peachum, Isaac

j

Sparks, was subsequently an excellent low come-

I

dian and a favourite clown in pantomime. Master
f Barrington, who played FilcJi, made at a later

date a considerable figure in Irishmen and low

comedy. Miss Ruth Jenks, was Lucy. Miss

Mackey was Mrs. Peachum; and the little girl,

aged ten, whose mother kept a huckster's shop
on Ormond Quay, and who made her first appear-
ance on any stage in the character of Polly
Peachum, was famous afterwards all the world
over as Mistbrss Margaret Woffington.

After a few years Madame Violante let her

booth, and an attempt was made to present there

dramatic performances by a regular company.
The success of these excited the jealousy and
alarm of the managers of the old-established

theatre in Smock Alley ; they applied to the

Lord Mayor, who interposed his authority, and
forbade the representations in the booth. A new
theatre was therefore built in Rainsford Street,
which was out of the jurisdiction of the mayor ;

and another new theatre was shortly afterwards
constructed in Aungier Street. No time was lost

in completing it, the opening performance being
presented within ten months of the foundation-

stone having been laid. Mrs. WoflBngton was a
member of the company ;

but for some time her
exertions were limited to the execution of dances
between the acts. The public, however, had

already begun to look upon her with favour. On
the 12th February, 1737, she made her first

appearance in a speaking character. She played
Ophelia at the Aungier Street Theatre to a loudly

applauding audience.
" She now," says a critic,

"
began to unveil

those beauties, and display those graces and accom-

plishments which for so many years afterwards

charmed mankind."
Her next triumph was as Lucy, in Mr. Field-

ing's farce of the "Virgin Unmasked." On the

occasion of her benefit, she first undertook one of

those characters of which the assumption of male
attire is the most prominent and popular charm.

She appeared in the farce of the " Female Officer,"

by H. Brooke, after having acted Phillis in Sir

Richard Steele's comedy of the " Conscious

Lovers." In her second season she was recognised
as an established favourite. The severe winter of

1739, and the suffering and distress it entailed
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upon the poorer classes of the city, hindered all

public amusements and inflicted severe loss upon
the theatres : for nearly three months they were

entirely closed. In the following spring,
" at the

desire of several persons of quality," she first

stepped on the boards in her celebrated character

of Sir Harry Wildair, in Farquhar's comedy of

the " Constant Couple." The audience were

delighted with her performance, and Rich, the

manager of Covent Garden Theatre, moved by her

extraordinary success, at once secured her services

for his ensuing season.

She made her first appearance before a London
audience on the 6th November, 1740. The part
selected for her delUt was that of Sylvia in the

"Kecruiting Officer." As Farquhar, for various

reasons, is but little read in these days, it may be

necessary to state that in the third act of the

comedy Sylvia the heroine enters * ' in man's

apparel."
'* Your name ?

" demands Brazen.

"Wilfxil, Jack Wilful, at your service," she

replies.

"What, the Kentish Wilfuls, or those of Staf-

fordshire ?
"

"Both, air," askjs Sylvia. "I'm related to all

the Wilfuls in Europe, and I'm head of the family
at present." And afterwards she continues :

" Had I but a commission in my pocket, I fancy

my breeches would become me as well as any rant-

ing fellow of them all : for I take a bold step, a

rakish toss, a smart cock, and an impudent air,

to be the principal ingredients in the composition
of a captain. What's here ? Rose, my nurse's

daughter ! I'll go and practise. Come, child, kiss

me at once !

"

Her success was beyond all question. She

subsequently played Lady Sadlife, in Cibber's
" Double Gallant," Aura, in Charles Johnson's

comedy of "Country Lasses," and, on the 21st

November, "by particular desire," she appeared
as Sir Harry Wildair, repeating the character

twenty times during her first season.

For seven years since the death of Wilks, the

original representative of Sir Harry, the comedy
of the "Constant Couple" had been in a great
measure lain aside. Farquhar himself had asserted

that when Wilks died there would be no longer a

Sir Harry. When Garrick undertook the part in

1742, Wilkinson describes his performance as a

failure, and the two biographers of the Eoscius

pass it over without comment. Yet the best

critics hastened to pronounce in favour of Mrs.

Woffington's representation of the character. The
town was delighted with her : the theatre was
crowded to excess. It was not, as Tate Wilkinson

points out, merely the whim of a winter ; nor

did the excitement arise solely from curiosity to

see a woman sustain a man's character. She
evinced a peculiar fitness for the part,

" she ap-

peared with the true spirit of a well-bred rake of

quality." "She remained the unrivalled Wildair

during her life." "The ease, manner of address,

vivacity, and figure of a young man of fashion

were never more happily exhibited." " The best

proof of this matter," Wilkinson goes on to say,
" is the well-known success and profit she brought
to the dififerent theatres in England and Ireland

wherever her name was published for Sir Harry
Wildair. The managers had recourse to the lady
for this character whenever they had fears of the
want of an audience

; and indeed for some years
before she died, as she never by her articles was
to play it, but with her own consent, she always
conferred a favour on the manager whenever she

changed her sex and fiUed the house."
Davies describes her as "the most beautiful

woman that ever adorned a theatre." She was
tall and well made, though slight in figure. She
had a peculiargrace and freedom in her movements ;

there was a thoroughly well-bred and elegant air

about her action ;
her face was singularly expres-

sive
;
her features delicate, yet well defined, her

eyes being superb, while over these were inces-

santly playing, giving point, and force, and
brilliance to her every word and look, a pair of

strongly marked mobile eyebrows. She was

particularly careful in her dress, and always
thoroughly prepared with the words of her part.
Her voice, we learn, was inclined to be sharp in

tone, a disadvantage in her performance of tragedy.
When Foote gave his entertainment called "The
Diversion of a Morning," at the Haymarket, in

1746, he professed to find occupations for the
actors who had declared they should be ruined by
his persistence in his illegal performances, while
he gave imitations of them in the new professions
he selected for them. Mr. Quin, from his sono-

rous voice and weighty manner, he appointed a

watchman, with a cry of " Past twelve o'clock, and
a cloudy morning." Mr. Delane, who was alleged
to have but one eye, a heggar-man in St. Paul's

Churchyard. Mr. Ryan, whose voice was odd
and shrill, a razor grinder ; and Mrs, Wofiington,
because of her harsh tones, an orange-woman to the

playhouse. And then he went on to give a ludi-

crous travestie of Garrick's dying scenes, in which
the great actor was apt to hesitate and protract his

words
; as in Lothario : "Adorns my fall and che-

che-che-che-che-cheers my heart in dy-dy-dying."
But it may be noted that a certain harshness of

voice is rather an advantage to an actress in her

assumptions of male character. Admirers of

Dejazet will recollect that her discordant tones,
while they struck unpleasantly on the ear when
she appeared as a heroine, ceased to be remarked,
even if they did not assist the illusion, when she
trod the boards the hero of the night.

During her first season, Mrs. Wofiington
played also Elvira in Dryden's "Spanish Friar ;

"

Violante in Theobald's " Double Falsehood,"
Amanda in Cibber's " Love's Last Shift;" Lcetitia

in Congreve's
" Old Bachelor," and a few other

characters. She was but twenty-two, and had

already become the greatest public favourite in

the theatre. Her rivals at Drury Lane were Mrs.

Pritchard, and Mrs. Clive, formerly Miss Raftor.

One night, during her performance of Sir

Harry, when finishing a scene amidst a hurricane
of applause, she rushed into the green room and
cried, elated with joy :

"Mr. Quin, Mr. Quin, I have played this part
so often that half the town beUeve me to be a
real man."

Quin only growled out a repartee more free than
refined. She was the subject of all sorts of con-
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gratulatory and laudatory verses. Instance the

following :
" Lines addressed to Mrs. WoflBngton

appearing in the part of Sylvia in the * Recruit-

ing Officer.'

When first in petticoats you trod the stage,

Our sex with love you fired—your own with rage.
In breeches, next, so well you played the cheat,
The pretty fellow and the rake complete,
Each sex was then with dififerent passions moved,
The men grew envious and the women loved."

In the season of 1741-42, Mrs. Woffington was

engaged at Drury Lane. Among other characters

she appeared as Rosalind in "As You Like It,
" Ne-

rissa in " Merchant of Venice," Lady Brute in the

"Provoked Wife," and Mrs. Sullen in the "Beaux

Stratagem." On her benefit, she played Clarissa

in the "Confederacy," by Sir John Vanbrugh.
But public attention was this year averted. On
the 19bh October, 1741, at the theatre in Good-
man's Fields had been performed,

' ' A Concert of

Vocal and Instrumental Music, divided into Two
Parts. Tickets three, two, and one shilling. N.B.
Between the Two Parts of the Concert will be

presented an Historical Play, called the ' Life and
Death of King Richard the Third,' the part of

King Eicliard by a gentleman, who never appeared
on any stage." This gentleman was David
Garrick, who had, however, sustained several

characters at Ipswich during the preceding
summer. The concert was charged for and not
the play, which was presumed to be performed
gratis, in order to evade the terms of the Licensing
Act. The fame of the new actor was of course

noised abroad
; the public crowded to the eastern

part of the town, hitherto neglected.
" From the

polite ends of Westminster the most elegant

company flocked to Goodman's Fields, insomuch
that from Temple Bar the whole way was covered
with a string of coaches." In the following season

Garrick was playing at Drury Lane both in tragedy
and comedy. Mrs. Woffington played Mrs. Sullen

to his Arclier in the "Beaux Stratagem," CliarloUe

to his Millamour in Mr. Fielding's unsuccessful

comedy of the "
Wedding Day," and Lady Anne

to his Richard tlie Third. On the occasion of her

benefit, she resigned to him her part of Sir Harry
Wildair, and assumed that of Lady Lurewell in

the same comedy. Of her performance of Sir

Harry, Garrick would say : "It was a great
attempt for a woman, but still it was not Sir

Harry Wildair." The public, however, did not

agree with him, or at all events, they preferred her

interpretation of the part to his. On Mrs. Wof-

fington's benefit, in 1745, the part of C/ierry in

the " Beaux Stratagem," was played by Miss M.

Woffington,
"
being her first appearance on any

stage.
" She was probably the younger sister of

Mrs. Woffington, afterwards married to the Hon.
and Rev. George Cholmondeley, of whom mention
is made in " Boswell's Life of Johnson."

During the summer of 1742, Garrick and Mrs.

Woffington had visited Dublin, where an extraor-

dinary reception awaited them. We read that

"Garrick's success exceeded all imagination, he
was caressed by all ranks of people ;

at the same

time, it must be acknowledged that Mrs. Woffing-
ton was nearly as great a favourite." However,

the crowds attracted to the theatre during the

hottest months of the year, brought about very
serious consequences. An epidemic distemper,
which was called the " Garrick Fever," prevailed

greatly; and proved fatal to many.
Returning from Dublin, Mrs. Woffington took

lodgings in the same house with Macklin the

actor. Garrick, as the friend of both, was a fre-

quent visitor, and always warmly welcomed. But
in 1743, a division arose between Garrick and
Macklin. With other performers they had re-

volted against the misrule of Fleetwood, the

manager of Drury Lane
;
but Garrick, finding the

Lord Chamberlain opposed to the mutineers, and
the struggle for reform quite hopeless, had made a

separate peace for himself. But he was never

again on terms of friendship with Macklin. Mrs.

Woffington was now keeping house with Garrick,

bearing, by agreement, the monthly expenses

alternately. Garrick was accused of being parsi-

monious. " With his domestic saving we have

nothing to do," said Dr. Johnson : "I remember

drinking tea with him long ago, when Peg Wof-

fington made it, and he grumbled at her for

making it too strong." When the Doctor told the

same story to Reynolds, he mentioned an addi-

tional circumstance :
" Why," said Garrick, "it's

as red as blood I

"

The lady was certainly in love with Garrick.

The fact is not so much to be marvelled at. He
was handsome, sprightly, courtly, and witty ; his

genius had not merely brought him wealth, it had

placed him absolutely at the head of his pro-
fession ;

and it is probable that for some time he

encouraged her in the idea that he would ulti-

mately propose marriage to her. She indeed

informed Murphy that she was so near being
married to Garrick, that he had tried the

wedding-ring on her finger. But at last he came
to the conclusion that such a union would be

unadvisable. He professed that the idea of the

marriage haunted his dreams, and disturbed his

sleep. At last he took an opportunity of inti<

mating to her as gently as he could, that it was
out of his power to offer her matrimony. She
was very angry : all attempts to soothe her were in

vain. "Go, sir," she said; "henceforward I

separate myself from you for ever. From this

hour 1 decline to see you or to speak with you
except in the course of professional business or in

the presence of a third person." And she kept
her word.
Some time before he had addressed her in a

song which had been much talked of at the time,

called "
Lovely Peggy," beginning with the lines.

Once more I'll tune my vocal shell,

To hills and dales my passion tell—
A flame which time can never quell.

Which burns for thee, my Peggy.

But this was all over now. She packed up all

the presents he had ever given her and returned

them to him with a farewell letter. Soon their

quarrel became town talk. Many absurd ex-

aggerations of it were current, and caricatures no

way flattering to the gentleman appeared in the

print shops and amused the public. He returned

her presents to him : although he is alleged to
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have retained the most valuable, a pair of diamond

shoe-buckles, which had cost her a considerable

sum. She waited a month, and then addressed

Tiim a note, delicately reminding him that the

buckles had not been found amongst the other

articles he had sent back. He replied, "that

they were the only little memorials he had of the

many pleasant hours he had passed in her society,

and he trusted she would permit him to keep
them for her sake." "She saw through this,"

says our authority,
" but she had too much spirit

to reply, and Garrick retained the buckles to the

last hour of his life." She never forgave him,

though she acted with him in various plays, for

they were both servants of the same manager. But

when, in 1747, he became joint patentee with Lacy
of Drury Lane Theatre, the fact of her being a

member of his company presented embarrassments

to both. For a season escape was impossible. Her

remaining in the theatre was additionally dis-

agreeable to her, from the incessant struggle for

parts which ensued ; Mrs. Gibber, Mrs. Pritchard,
and Mrs. Clive being also actresses of the

company, and all having claims for pre-eminence
that could not be disregarded.

" No two women of

high rank," says Davies, "ever hated one another

more unreservedly than these great dames of the

theatre, Mrs. Clive and Mrs. Woffington,"' and
their frequent conflicts in the green-room occa-

sioned many grotesque scenes diverting enough to

the other actors. Mrs. Clive was violent and

impetuous; Mrs. Woffington "was well-bred, seem-

ingly very calm, and at all times mistress of

herself. She blunted the sharp speeches of Mrs.
Clive by her apparently civil but keen and
sarcastic replies, thus she often threw Clive off

her guard, by an arch severity which the warmth
of the other could not easily parry."
At the commencement of the following season,

Mrs. Woffington withdrew from Garrick's theatre,
and accepted an engagement at Covent Garden,
where she remained three years. She had now full

scope for her talents, and while she proved herself

unequalled in elegant and humorous comedy, she

achieved no inconsiderable fame from her efforts

in the higher walks of tragedy. She was especially
commended for her performance of Lady Jane

Grey in Rowe's tragedy of that name, while her

Andromache and Hermione were greatly admired
for their classical beauty. But it is manifest that

her voice was not well adapted for displays of

feeling and passion : it became harsh and strained

in the effort to be declamatory. She had studied

under Gibber, who had instructed her in a pompous
system of elocution. He was of the old school of

actors who delighted in a system of intoning the
lines entrusted them to deliver, and who, in their

desire to be musical, effectually excluded nature
and pathos from their eloquence. Mrs. Woffington,
however, had toiled indefatigably to attain excel-

lence in this branch of her profession. She had
indeed visited Paris to study the performances of

the French actress Mademoiselle Dumesnil, who
had acquired extraordinary repute for the classical

grace of her action, and the natural beauty of her
elocution. An anecdote is told of this lady which
bears witness to the truthfulness of her perform-
ance. She was playing Cleopatra, and in the

course of the fifth act of the tragedy had to

declaim several Adolent and imprecatory lines with
the excess of passion, amongst others, "je maudrais
les Dieux, s'ils me rendroient le jour." "For
shame of you, you vile hussy, be off !

" exclaimed

an old officer in the stage box, pushing her away
from him. The indignation of the audience inter-

rupted the performance, but the actress turned,
and loudly expressed her thanks to the old gentle-
man for the most flattering marks of applause she

had ever received.

Mrs. Woffington's performance of Veturia, in

Thomson's play of " Coriolanus
" was greatly

admired. From the epilogue it appears that in

order to represent the character as thoroughly as

possible, she had painted her beautiful face with
wrinkles. " What other actress would do this ?

"

asks a critic. In Thomson's play, Veturia is the

mother and Volumnia the wife of Coriolanus. On
one occasion when Mrs. Cibber had been suddenly
taken ill, Mrs. Woffington undertook at a very
short notice to supply her place as Constance in

"King John." The audience, to whom the

change in the distribution of the characters

was announced, were at first, we are told,

lost in surprise, and for some minutes, main-

tained absolute silence. Presently, however, by
loud plaudits again and again renewed, they
strove to make amends for their inattention to

the accomplished lady, who had spared them the

disappointment of a change in the play announced
for performance that evening.
But at the close of the theatre in 1751, Mrs.

Woffington did not renew her engagement. She
considered herself slighted by Rich, the manager.
It seems that Barry and Mrs. Cibber had been
often too ill to appear ; when the tragedies in.

which they sustained characters were postponed,
and Mrs. Woffington's comedies were substituted.

To this she had no objection ; but she complained
that the bills announcing her performances were
half taken up with a notification of the future

night on which the tragedies would be given, the

names of the tragedians, Quin, Barry, and Cibber,

appearing in letters of an extraordinary size. She
declared that the next time this slight was put
upon her performance, she should plead illness

and decline to play. Shortly afterwards "Jane
Shore " had been announced, and was put off ; the

"Constant Couple" was advertised to be given
instead, the objectionable names appearing at the

bottom of the notice. At five o'clock she sent a

message that she was ill and could not appear.
The management had to fall back upon the best

play they could substitute under the circum-

stances : Mr. Fielding's
"
Miser," the part of

Lovegold by Mr. Macklin.

But the public began to murmur at the frequent

changes in the promised performances, and deter-

mined to resent the disappointments. When
Mrs. Woffington next appeared in "Lady Jane

Grey," she was received with a storm of disap-

probation. She always persisted in attributing
the attack upon her to a conspiracy of the

manager's friends. "Whoever," Wilkinson writes

in his memoirs, "is living and saw her that night,
will own they never beheld any figure half so

beautiful since. Her anger gave a glow to her
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complexion, and even added lustre to her charm-

ing eyes. They treated her very rudely, bade

her ask pardon, and threw orange-peel. She
behaved with great resolution, and treated their

rudeness with glorious contempt. She left the

stage, was called for, and with infinite persuasion
was prevailed upon to return. However, she did,

walked forward, and told them she was then

ready and willing to perform her character if they
chose to permit her

; that the decision was theirs,

ore or o£, just as they pleased, it was a matter of

indifference to her. The ons had it, and all went

smoothly afterwards."

The two patent theatres in London being
closed against her by her quarrels with Garrick

and Rich, Mrs. Woffington went over to her old

friends in Ireland, who warmly welcomed her.

Sheridan, the manager, had been at first unwilling
to engage her, deeming Gibber's praises of her the

extravagances of a lover of seventy. Finally, how-

ever, he agreed with her for one season at 400i. ; a

fortunate arrangement for him, as by four of her

characters. Lady Townley, Maria, in the "Non-
Juror," Sir Harry Wildair, and Hermione, in the
*' Distressed Mother," each performed ten times,
his treasury was benefited to the extent of 4000^

Victor, the author of the ' '

History of the Theatres,
"

wrote to the Gountess of Orrery in 1751 :—"Mrs.

Woffington is the only theme either in or out of

the theatre, her performances are in general
admirable. She appeared in Lady Townley, and
since Mrs. Oldfield, I have not seen a complete
L ady Townley till that night. In. Andromache, her

grief was dignified, and her deportment elegant.
In Jane S/iore, nothing appeared remarkable but
her superior figure, but in Jfennione, she discovered

such talents as have not been displayed since Mrs.

Foster." Next season her salary was doubled.
" Mrs. Woffington is much improved," writes

Mrs, Delany, "and did the part of Lady Townley
last Saturday better than I have seen it done
since Mrs. Oldfield's time

;

" and then she adds a

thoroughly feminine criticism :
" She is a fine

figure, but she spoils Iter appearance by the im-
vioderate size of her hoops."

In 1753, Sheridan instituted the Beef Steak
Club. It was maintained at his sole expense,
and the chief persons invited were members of

Parliament. Mrs. Woffington, the only woman
admitted to its meetings, was placed in a great
chair at the head of the table, and elected

president. She had frankly avowed that she

preferred the company of men to that of women,
the latter, she said, talked of nothing but silks

and scandal. "She was delighted with the novelty
of her situation, and had wit and spirit to support
it." But it was a time of great political excite-

ment. Dublin was swayed to and fro by party
feeling. As it was not the custom to drain a glass
without first naming a toast or proposing a>senti-

ment, it became unavoidable that political discus-

sion should be introduced into the club. Mrs.

Woffington's friends were chiefly of the court

party ;
the conversation and toasts of the club

became the common talk of the town, and a fac-

tious interpretation was at last put upon proceed-
ings which were instituted solely for theatrical

and social purposes. Sheridan was loudly censured :

party spirit manifested itself on all sides.

Victor writes,
" The theatre and all public diver-

sions have greatly suffered by these commotions.
Even Mrs. Woffington has lost her influence, and
has the misfortune to exhibit to empty boxes."
At length popular indignation broke out into open
riot. A poor tragedy,

"
Mahomet," a translation

from the French of Voltaire, was produced. The
audience chose to think certain passages in it

peculiarly apposite to the political affairs of the

day ; were loud in their applause and in the de-

mand for an encore of the particular speech in

which the lines occurred. Sheridan laid aside
for a month the representation of the tragedy;
but on its next performance the audience became
as excited as on the first occasion. Sheridan de-
clined to permit the repetition of a speech accepted
as offensive to the court party in Dublin, and
further, he refused to obey the call which soon
became universal from all parts of the house for

"the Manager! Sheridan! the Manager!" Pos-
sessed with the idea that a personal assault upon him
was in contemplation, he got into a chair and went
home, leaving the theatre in an extraordinary up-
roar. Mrs. Woffington was induced to appear, "to

try what influence a fine woman coidd have upon
an enraged multitude ;" but this had little effect,
if it did not indeed increase the tumult, for the

lady's political sentiments and connections w ere

well known. Then the rioters proceeded to demo-
lish the theatre

; the audience portion was rapidly
defaced and broken up ; a party leaped upon the

stage, and with their swords cut and slashed the

handsomely painted curtain, and all the scenery
and properties they could reach, and finally they
piled the doors torn from the boxes on a heap of

burning coals in hopes that the theatre might be
fired and destroyed. Sheridan relinquished his

management with a determination never again to
set foot in the theatre, and he took leave of the

public in a well-written address published shortly
afterwards. The theatre was temporarily repaired
and opened about a fortnight after the riot, by
the command of the Duke of Dorset, the Lord-

Lieutenant, for the benefit of Mrs. Woffington,
when " All for Love " was played to a crowded
house : after which Mrs. Woffington quitted Dublin
for London. She reappeared at Covent Garden
on the 22nd September, 1754, after an absence of

three years. She played Maria in the "Non-
Juror

;

"
she " drew a great house—was welcomed

with great applause, and jilayed the part as well
as it could be played." Shortly afterwards she

performed Lady Macbeth to Sheridan's Macbeth,
and was extremely well received.

Tate Wilkinson, in his memoirs, makes frequent
mention of Mrs. Woffington. He relates parti-

cularly how on one occasion he had unwittingly

given her great offence. He was quite a lad at

the time, hanging about the stage-door of the

theatre, begging for an engagement in any inferior

capacity, and he had acquired some small fame
for his skill in mimicry after the manner of Foote.

Mrs. Woffington had been made very indignant

by the information that the boy was in the habit

of taking her off—could imitate her voice to the

life, and so on. Probably she was quite aware
that her voice was liable to criticism : but she was
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not on that account the better pleased with yowng
Wilkinson's travesty of her. The play was the

"Confederacy," in which she appeared as Clarissa.

Wilkinson had been treated to the theatre by an

old friend, Captain Forbes, after a liberal dinner.

They occupied seats in the front of His Majesty's
box. The actors were indignant that an inferior

member of their own profession should appear in

a position so distinguished. Presently, it seems, a

woman in the balcony over the royal box caused

some amusement by repeating in a shrill tone some

words of Mrs. Woffington's character. The actress

at once attributed the interruption to Tate Wil-

kinson, and grew very angry. She came close to

the stage box, finishing one of her speeches with

so sarcastic a sneer at him, that it made him draw
back. She roused the indignation of the green-
room by her relation of tbe affront that had been

put upon her. She met the lad afterwards at Mr.
Rich's levee, which he had attended soliciting an

engagement.
'* She advanced with queen-like

steps, viewing him contemptuously, and said, 'Mr.

Wilkinson, I have made a visit this morning to

Mr. Eich to command and insist on his not giving

you any engagement whatever. No, not of the

most menial kind. Merit you have none ; charity

you deserve not, for if you did, my purse should

give you a dinner. Your impudence to me last

night where you had with such assurance placed

yourself, is one proof of your ignorance, added to

that I heard you echo my voice when I was acting,
and I sincerely hope in whatever barn you are

Buffered as an unworthy stroller, that you will fully

experience the same contempt you dared last night
to offer me.'" Without permitting a reply she

darted into her sedan chair, and left him to learn

from Mr. Rich that he could not on any account

be received into the theatre.

According to his own account, Tate Wilkinson
could imitate Mrs. Wofiington with great exact-

ness. He says that Mrs. Garrick, listening behind
a screen while he mimicked Mrs. Wofiington for

Garrick's amusement, betrayed herself by her

laughter. "It was not in his power to restrain the

pleasure and great satisfaction she experienced.

Perhaps," he judiciously adds,
" female prejudice

might operate in my favour." Mrs. Garrick had

probably heard the song of "Lovely Peggy."
Afterwards he played Dollabella, in the burlesque
of ' ' Tom Thumb," in imitation of Mrs. Wofiington,
amidst much applause.

' ' Take me off, a puppy !

"

cried Mrs. Wofiington, with some violence, "and
in Dublin, too ! If he dare attempt it there, he
will be stoned to death." She was mistaken,
however. By his own account, the imitation was
received with roars of laughter.

Certainly the lady had a temper. She was on

very bad terms, we are told, with a Mrs. Bellamy,
an actress at Covent Garden, who played Statira

to Mrs. Woffington's JRoxana, in Lee's tragedy of
" The Rival Queens, or the Death of Alexander
the Great." Mrs. Bellamy was a blond beauty,
with golden hair and blue eyes, a rather affected

but an accomplished actress. According to her

story, tbe elegance of the costume she had received
from Paris, and worn on the occasion, roused Mrs.

Wofiington's animosity to the last degree. Roxana
fairly drove Statira off the stage, and stabbed her

almost behind the scenes : the audience saw her

violence, and testified their displeasure at it.

The affair excited some attention : in the summer
Foote produced a burlesque, called " The Green
Room Squabble ;

or a Battle Royal between the

Queen of Babylon and the Daughter of Darius."

The same tragedy had been made a battle-ground
on a former occasion by two rival actresses. Mrs.

Barry had stabbed her Statira, Mrs. Boutell, with
such violence, that the dagger, though the point
was blunted, "made its way through Mrs. Boutell's

stays, and entered about a quarter of an inch into

the fiesh."

On the 24th of March, 1857, Mrs. Woffington,
on her benefit, undertook the part of Lot/iario in
" The Fair Penitent." This appears to have been

rather a mistake : an actress can hardly expect to

succeed as the hero of a tragedy. On the 3rd of

May following she appeared upon the stage for the

last time. The play was " As You Like It," in

which she sustained the role of Rosalind. She had
been ailing from the beginning of the season, but she

had striven hard to save the public from any dis-

appointment. Yet there were symptoms of failure

now in her health and spirits
—even in her beauty.

"I was standing in the wings," says Wilkinson,
" as Mrs. Woffington in Rosalind, and Mrs.

Vincent in Celia, were going on the stage in the

first act. Mrs. Woffington ironically said she was

glad to have that opportunity of congratulating
me on my stage success, and did not doubt but

such merit would ensure me an engagement the

following winter. I bowed, but made her no
answer. I knew her dislike to me, and was
humiliated sufiiciently, and needed not any slight
to sink me lower. For then, and not till then,

adversity had taiight me to know myself. She
went through Rosalind for four acts without my
perceiving that she was in the least disordered ;

but in the fifth act she complained of great

indisposition. I offered her my arm, the which
she graciously accepted. I thought she looked

softened in her behaviour, and had less of the

hauteur. When she came off at the quick change
of dress, she again complained of being ill, but

got accoutred, and returned to finish the part,
and pronounced the epilogue speech, 'If it be
true that good wine needs no bush,' &c. But
when arrived at,

' If I were a woman, I would kiss

as many of you as had beards,' &c., her voice

broke—she faltered—endeavoured to go on, but
could not proceed ; then, in a voice of tremor,

exclaimed,
' God ! God !

' and tottered to the

stage-door, speechless, where she was caught. The
audience of course applauded till she was out of

sight, and then sunk into awful looks of astonish-

ment, both young and old, before and behind the

curtain, to see one of the most handsome women
of the age, a favourite principal actress, and who
had -for several seasons given high entertainment,
struck so suddenly by the hand of death, in such a
situation as to time and place, and in her prime of

life." At the time it was imagined that she could

not possibly survive many hours, but she lingered
until the 28th of March in the following year, in

a state of acute suffering, a mere skeleton, the

veriest shadow of her former self.

One of its brightest ornaments was refb from
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tbe stage ; the public had lost a most hard-work-

ing and conscientious servant, to whom they had

given a place in their hearts, promoting her to the

rank of dear friend and favourite. The stage
fills but a very small part now in the economy of

our social enjoyment, but it was different with

past generations. It was real pain to them to lose

their darling actress—to contemplate no more the

ceaseless grace of that supple, elegant figure
—to

watch no more the lovely face that seemed to

sparkle with wit and humour and archness, as a

diamond emits light
—to dwell no longer upon the

witching beauty of her smile—to listen no more
to the joyous music of her laugh. She had been

always ready at the call of her audience. She had
never failed in her duty to the public as a performer.
"Six nights in the week," we learn, "have been
often her appointed lot for playing, without mur-

muring. And though in the possession of all

the lirst-line of characters, yet she never thought
it improper or a degradation of her consequence
to constantly play the ^uee?i in 'Hamlet,' Lady
Anne in ' Richard the Third,' and Lady Percy
in '

Henry the Fourth :' parts which are men-
tioned as insults in the country if offered to a

lady of consequence. She also cheerfully acted

Hermione or Andromache, Lady Pliant or Lady
Toucliwood, Lady Sadli/e or Lady Dainty, An-

gelina or Mrs. Trail, and several others, alter-

nately, as best suited the interest of her manager."
Victor writes of her at Dublin :

" She never dis-

appointed one audience in three winters, either by
real or affected illness ; and yet I have often seen
her on the stage when she ought to have been
in her bed." While another witness testifies in her
favour : "to her honour be it ever remembered,
that while in the zenith of her glory, courted and
caressed by all ranks and degrees, she made no
alteration in her behaviour

; she remained the

same gay, affable, obliging, good-natured Woifing-
ton to every one around her," "Not the lowest

performer in the theatre did she refuse playing
for ; out of twenty-six benefits, she acted in

twenty-four. Such traits of character must endear
the memory of Mrs. WoflBngton to every lover of

the drama." ,

She had originally held the faith of the Latin

Church, but while at Dublin, in 1752, she had
I

been conveyed by the manager, Mr. Sheridan, to
|

his seat at Quilca, in the county of Cavan, about ,

fifty miles from Dublin, and in the presence of a ',

Protestant clergyman she had then renounced the
|

religion of Home in favour of Protestantism. It i

was alleged that an estate of the value of 200/.
j

a-year had been left to her conditionally upon her
,

recantation : but it is not clear that this was the
j

case. Murphy, in his "Gray's Inn Journal,";
attributes a humorous motive to the conduct of

the lady: "the most probable opinion is, that
some eminent lawyer advised her to this step, in

j

order to qualify her to wear a sword in Sir Harry
Wilduir and Lothario, which she could not safely

attempt as a Papist, it being highly penal in this
:

kingdom for any of the Komish communion to

carry swords."
It had been rumoured at one time that Mrs.

Woffington had been secretly married to a Colonel
Caesar of the Guards : but this was not a true

story. There had been an agreement between
them, however, that the one who should first die

should bequeath all his or her property to the

survivor, and each had made a will containing
such a provision. The gaUant officer was said

for some time previous to her death to have
been unremitting in his attentions to the invalid,

especially with a view to prevent any change
being made in her will. However, it was con-

trived that his vigilance should be eluded, and
Mrs. WoflSngton made a new disposition of her

property in favour of her sister, the Honourable
Mrs. Cholmondeley, who on the death of the
actress became possessed of some five thousand

pounds of her savings, with all her stage jewels
and paraphernalia. These had been left in trust

with Mrs. Barrington, a performer of tragedy, and
were very rich and elegant of their kind. The
lady resigned them into the hands of Mrs. Woffing-
ton's executrix with an extreme reluctance.

O'Keeffe says that Mrs. Woffington maintained
her mother during her life, and that she built

and endowed several almshouses at Paddington.
Hoole, the translator of Tasso, in a Monody on
the Death of the Actress, has testified to the

genuine goodness of her nature. After recording
the excellence of her professional life, he proceeds :

Nor was thy worth to public scenes confined,
Thou knew'st the noblest feelings of the mind

;

Thy ears were ever open to distress,

Thy ready hand was ever stretched to bless,

Thy breast Iiuiuane for each unhappy felt.

Thy heart for others' sorrows prone to melt, &c.

But a nobler literary tribute to the player and
the woman has been raised in our own day ;

and
to this we will conclude by now referring the

reader—supposing, indeed, that he is not already

acquainted with it (which, by tbe way, is sup-

posing a good deal)—we allude to Mr. Charles

Keade's charming novel of "
Peg Woflington."

DcTTON Cook.

CITY DWELLINGS AND CITY
GARDENS.

I HAVE before me a map of old London drawn
about the middle of the seventeenth century. It

gives an excellent bird's-eye survey of the metropo-
lis, which comparatively speaking forms a prolonged
cluster of houses without any great depth, isolated

warehouses lining the banks of the Thames a

little below London Bridge, but scarcely extend-

ing beyond the Tower : trees, fields, and marsh
stretch out towards the confines of Bow and

Epping Forest. Windmills and farmhouses stud

the country behind the Exchange and the Guild-

hall, whilst noblemen's and merchants' mansions

peer above the trees which cover the slopes
of Islington, Highgate, and Hampstead. The
churches of St. Sepulchre's, St. Andrew's in

Holborn, and St. Dunstan's, stand, as it were, on
the verge of the City, whilst the Convent Garden,
the New Exchange, Salisbury House, York House,
Suffolk House, and Whitehall may be said to have

been entirely out in green fields. Bayard's Castle,

a veritable fortress, with its own stairs leading
down to the water-side, dips its stone feet in the

very mud of the Thames. The spot now known as
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Bridge Street, Black friars, is covered by a cluster

of semi- detached, pent-roof, wooden-framed build-

ings such as we now see in remote villages in

Hampshire. The Temple was one huge, compact
sombre mass of dark red brickwork, lying back

from the river, with a large lawn-like pleasure-

ground intervening. Essex House, Arundel House,
Somerset House, the Savoy, Salisbury House,
Durham House, York House, Suffolk House,
are veritable palaces, the gardens of which extend,
Tvith slight interruption, along the north shore

to Charing Cross. On the 0[)posite side of the

river, which was then spanned by a single bridge,
and that bridge crowded with tall, stately struc-

tures, lay Winchester House, with its spacious

fruit-gardens and lawns— fit paradise for a pre-
late

;
and a little to the left, Shakspeare's Thea-

tre, the ' ' Globe "—a classic and ever-memorable

spot ;
behind which rose another circular build-

ing where "
beare-bayting

"
took place. A few

humble tenements scattered along the bank of the

stream further on form the last vestige of build-

ings southward, and then aU becomes country
again.

Though within tlie walls the streets were nar-

row and the houses overhanging, though shade and
moisture eternally enveloped the lower stories,

and fevers and pestilences brooded in these me-

phitic enclosures, still, to the gates of the City it

was but a bow-shot, and outside these barriers the

winds of Heaven blew fresh and invigorating

upon the pale face of the over-worked—was he
over-worked in those days?— citizen. If fa-

tigued after his daily labour, or desirous of a
little healthy recreation, he could easily acquire a

capful of pure air, and thus renew the vital ener-

gies of his mind and body with an evening stroll,

or a dash of rural sport.
I have also before me the Post Office Map of

London for 1863. Well may we say,
" look upon

this picture and upon that !

" The small cloud of

houses which in 1647 stretched from Temple Bar
to the Tower, and from the Thames to London
Wall, has expanded itself, until an area embracing
more square miles than then it did acres, is a
continuous mass of brick and mortar. Who can
measure its extent, or predict the limits of its

expansion ? Will Mother Shipton's prophecy be

verified, and will Primrose Hill eventually become
the centre of London ? Primrose Hill ! Why,
in 1647 Primrose Hill lay far away in the out-
skirts of London, beyond Tottenham House, and
no one besides that toothless, crazy old witch
could have dreamed such a dream ! Yet see how
house has been joined to house, and suburb to

suburb, until Highgate and Hampstead on the

north, and Peckham and Clapham on the south,
threaten soon to become part of this gigantic
Babylon of buildings. London now encloses in its

vast circumference Fulham and Hammersmith on
the west, and Bow, Stepney, and Kingsland on the
east. In vain should we look for fields in Isling-
ton or Pentonville— even the White Conduit
Gardens, in which the mighty

" Elevens "
of

the days of the Kegency played their cricket

matches, have disappeared. Shepherdesses' Walks
and Maiden Lanes have lost their pristine features,
and form regular lines of streets interlaced with

water and gas pipes, and electric wires. Your
Paradise Eows and Pleasant Places are for the

most part moral as well as material deformities.

If anything green grows in them it is artificial,

and the very air comes to their denizens choked
with a dense floating concrete of dust and smoke.
The fields lying between the Tonbridge Chapel
and old Saint Pancras Church, across which, even
so recently as the end of the last century, pas-

sengers used to go after dark in bands of seven or

eight, armed with staves and bearing lanterns, for

fear of highwaymen—what has become of them ?

Skinner Street and Somers Town have sprung up,

producing an ill-conditioned, poverty-stricken crop
of tenements. Paddington and Netting Hill have
likewise fallen victims to this mania of house- rear-

ing. Why ! when I was a boy it was a delight to

tramp north-westward of a summer's evening and
drink a glass of ale in the gardens of the ' ' York-
shire Stingo !

" Now it is necessary to take rail,

if one would escape from the soot and dirt of

London, plant foot upon the soft sward, view a

waving corn-field, or inhale a mouthful of fresh

air. It is in vain we look for anything redolent

or bright within an easy walking-distance of the

heart of London. We are hemmed in on every
side by brick and mortar suburbs. No gardens,
no parks, no meadows, no verdure,— all is defaced

and denaturalised by street iipon street.

The fact is, London—or shall we rather say its

millions ?—is suffering from a plethora of houses
which threatens its inhabitants with a veritable

congestion of the lungs. All work and no play is

a sad thing indeed, mentally, morally, and physi-

cally; but how are the poor—and the poor are the

masses of our metropolis—to find recreation in

their foetid alleys, their brow-beaten, shame-faced-

looking courts ? Take Drury Lane and its neigh-

boiirhood, for instance, and ask how is it possible
for those born in such slums of poverty and filth

ever to see a green field, or to behold the bright
face of unadulterated sky, or gasp with ecstasy on

imbibing a gulp of the precious country air ? One

poor girl, when I spoke to her about trees and

tiowers, naively asked what was a tree ? She had
seen flowers in Covent Garden in the shop-
windows—nay, some of her own neighbours culti-

vated a pot of geraniums, or may be a fuchsia
; but

when I described to her something that grew taller

than the houses themselves, expanded their

branches covered with leaves, and sheltered U8
from the winds and the rains, and the heats of

heaven, it was beyond her ken. Although
twelve years of age, she had never been above
half-a-mile away from the court in which she was
born. I may safely say that she is but a type of

hundreds—nay, of thousands, who first see the

light in these miserable alleys, whose infancy
is spent, ragged and neglected, in our crowded

thoroughfares, and who are liable to be trodden on

by men, or trampled under foot by horses, or run
over by the wheels of carts and carriages.
What we have related of this girl from Clare

Market, who lived comparatively so near St.

James's Park, will apply with tenfold force to the

inhabitants of Poplar or Whitechapel, and it will

also enable us to estimate the intense pleasure
which those summer-trips organised by the friends
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of our Sunday and Ragged Schools afford to the

young poor of our metropolis. A blade of grass
to them is a rarity, and, in their eyes, more pre-
cious than emeralds to a duchess. They have been

accustomed to see leaves and flowers isolated in

window-siUs, faded and dwarfed themselves by the

want of pure air and natural sunlight
—but fields

and hedgerows and woods, uplands studded with

trees, and valleys down which rippled a stream of

living waters—such a picture had never entered

their imagination. Their little minds were

squared and hardened by the begrimed bricks and

gritty flags of their own sombre courts.

This is unquestionably a shocking state of

things. From whatever point of view we regard
it, it is equally deplorable. The result is that

London produces an artificial human being weak
in body and deformed in mind. The little

Bedouin of our streets is born in a densely-
crowded court, and bred in the seething haunts

of depravity ;
all his faculties are stunted

and perverted, and he has no healthy apprecia-
tion—no healthy enjoyment of life. The sounds
with which his ear is most familiar are those of

railing and cursing ;
the sights which meet his

eye are repulsive and demoralising— shadow,
shadow everywhere—and in the thick gloom of

this fearful social darkness, like cryj)togamic

plants, he vegetates rather than lives. The only

vigour which he manifests is that of a precocious
and preternatural shrewdness, which enables him
to graduate early in the science of wickedness and
vice. From infancy to manhood he is taught to

war against his S[)ecie3, and prides himself in the

ignoble triumph of "
doing" his fellows. Nor is

this to be wondered at. Uncared for, an outcast

from all that is good, a Pariah from the better

influences of society, an Ishmaelite, indeed, in

this hand-to-mouth course of existence, this deadly

struggle to obtain a livelihood—he cannot but
contract the meanest habits and dcvelope the
least worthy qualities of his human nature.

Is there no means of counteracting this grow-
ing and perilous mass of living, active evil ?

Is it ever to be in our midst the prolific seed

of corruption ? Is this gangrene for ever to eat

into the vitals of our metropolitan population ?

la there no remedy against its extension ? Are we
powerless before this monster of mischief ?

Let us investigate the causes. They may be
reduced under two heads, viz., the densely-crowded
state of those districts in which the poor live, and
the want of light, air, and redeeming scenes.

The densely-crowded districts ! It is impossible
for any one who has not seen and examined a

Spitalfields or Houndsditch for themselves, to con-

ceive a hundredth part of the wretchedness which
is produced by this overpopulation. A few years
since the evils resulting from this system had
risen to such a height that Parliament interfered,
and a remedy was applied in the shape of a

Lodging House Act. For a short while the abo-

mination was mitigated, but only to burst forth

again with fresh horrors. The crowded state of

London thoroughfares, the vast and expanding pro-

portions of London trade and commerce, required
new streets to be laid down, new docks to be con-

structed, new railways to be pushed almost into

the heart of the metropolis. As a matter of

economy the streets, the docks, and the railway*
were constructed in the poorest localities, where
the value of property was proportionately low. One

thing, however, was overlooked. In the calcula-

tions which surveyors and contractors made, the

convenience of the poor had no place. Houses
were demolished without one thought as to where
the humble, helpless occupant could go. In the

construction of the new streets in St. Giles's, of

Cannon Street, of Victoria Street, Westminster,
of the Blackwall railway and the Victoria Docks,
a city of tenements was annihilated, and those

who lived there were ruthlessly turned adrift,

without shelter, or the prospect of shelter. Some
idea of the enormity of this cruel thoughtlessness

may be derived from a single fact : in one district

alone sixteen hundred houses were demolished,
whilst only four hundred were built up to replace
them. The occupants of sixteen hundred houses

had therefore to be crowded into the four hundred,
or seek a habitation in some remote district. Of
course what was bad before became exaggeratedly
worse afterwards. It is not enough to say that

the evil has become fourfold, it may be said to

be a hundredfold—for vice, crime, and disease

multiply in a geometrical ratio.

It has been urged that when the Legislature
concedes a railway which proposes to pass through
a densely-populated neighbourhood, the Company
should be compelled to make good the damage
which they inflict upon the poor, by filling up the

void which they create, and that for every tene-

ment they destroy they should reconstruct a new
one. Creditable, however, as these philanthropic
desires may be to the heart, they will not suffer

investigation. The principle is opposed to sound

political economy, and therefore must be dis-

missed. What we would point out is, that a

good work can yet be accomplished, that the

poor can yet be rescued from the sickening

depravity in which they wallow—are forced to

wallow. By the erection of Model Lodging Houses
the gross evil of which we complain can be reme*

died—and profitably remedied, by those, too, who,
not actuated by purely philanthropic motives,
would like to turn even a Samaritan action to

"their own advantage." It has been found by
experience that Model Lodging Houses will pay—
that they return a very fair dividend to the in-

vester, whilst they are really productive of incal-

culable benefits to the poor. In St. Pancras, in

St. Giles's, in Gray's Inn Lane, the experiment
has been tried, and with good results. No better

example need be sought than that of Gray's Inn

Lane. It is erected in a swarming locality,

where nothing but courts and alleys, crowded

with the lowest class of Irish, abound. It rises

in the midst of a dreary cluster, like an oasis in

a desert, and order and cleanliness, comparatively

speaking, reign within its walls. Not long since,

too, another Model Lodging House was opened,
with no small degree of iclat, at the East End,
under the auspices of Mr. Waterlow, and it has

been suggested that a portion of the magnifi-
cent donation of Mr. Peabody, the American

merchant, could not be better laid out than in

rearing these habitations in various parts of Lon-
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don for the use of the labouring classes. Why
not, even independent of this fund, extend them ?

We would willingly see Committees formed for the

purpose of carrying out this idea—the good work
has already been inaugurated by the Mansion
House Committee, with Lord Stanley at its head.

There may be difficulties and obstacles in the way
of effecting much good in the old broken-down

malaria-breeding spots of the metropolis ; but

when new streets are being constructed, when new

railways are uprooting these desperate neighbour-
hoods, these committees might be ready to con-

struct by the side of them, on the ground thus

cleared, fresh tenements especially for the poor.

By this means we might hope to see that misery
which now exists so rampantly in those parts of

the metropolis, if not entirely dissipated, at least

immeasurably mitigated. It is a work rather for

the philanthropist than the speculator to carry
out ; but we can promise those who desire to do

good, that they would be no losers—financially
—

by investing in an enterprise of this kind, if

properly conducted.

Nor are we disposed to leave the matter here.

"One touch of nature makes the whole world
kin." To look upon the common objects of the

earth, the trees, the fields, the grass, the shrubs,
the flowers, the stones, the rocks, the streams,
the sky and clouds, influences the lowest as well

as the highest with kindred feelings. They enjoy
in common, they appreciate in common, those

gifts of Heaven, for the heart is invariably
softened and ameliorated by communion with the

direct creations of the hand of God—a tree, a

blade of grass, a flower evokes sentiments of

a far different kind and order to those produced
by the sight of the most elegant mansion or the

most stately building. In the one we see the im-

perfect conception, and the still more imperfect
execution of man, in the other we trace the mind
and witness the presence of that Omnipotence
which orders the course of the planets and regu-
lates the machinery of the universe. That Power
is at work whether a sun is to be created, a comet
launched upon its eccentric journey, a shrub to be

reared, or a violet to be tinted. But how can
those who are perpetually surrounded by dusty,

begrimed, repulsive, darkened houses, to whom
the sun only appears through a vapour of fog,
who rarely see a patch of blue sky, and to whom
the greenery of nature is familiar only by report

—
how can such rise above the grovelling accessories

in which they dwell ? How can they rise to the

conception of things purer, nobler, holier ? The

imagination has nothing on which to fasten, and
the consequence is that the mind sinks lower and
lower iintil it is lost in hopeless depravity.
What we would advise, and what we feel is a

debt Society owes to these poor outcasts who have
not the opportunities or the means of studying
nature in the open country, is, that the number of

gardens and ornamental grounds in the metropolis
should be multiplied, and that every available

plot in the centre of ita densely-populated districts

should at once be converted into places of recrea-

tion, and laid out in a tasty manner for the benefit

of the poorer classes. It is true we have some
noble parks : Hyde Park, Eegent's Park, St.

James's and Victoria Parks, constitute the lungs
of London, and a boon to hundreds of thousands

have they proved. There is, moreover, a strong
desire manifested to create a new park somewhere
in Finsbury, to meet the requirements of the

people in the northern quarter. There are, again,
our squares and crescents which boast of an area of

verdure, but these are private inclosures ;
the feet

of the poor know them not. What we would par-

ticularly see is more open places in the neighbour-
hood of Gray's Inn Lane, in St. Giles's, in the low

parts of Clerkenwell, in Shoreditch, in Stepney and
Bethnal Green, to say nothing of the Borough and
Lambeth. Take, for example, the neighbourhood
to which we have before alluded—that of Gray's
Inn. Why should not its debasing tenements

be swept away, and spacious, lofty, comfortable

houses erected in their stead, surrounded by
green courts ? By constructing them of a propor-
tionate height a less ground area would be re-

quired, and the space thus gained might be

planted with trees, like the boulevards of Paris.

This would embellish London in the right direc-

tion. We know that even after all this has been

accomplished there are moral difficulties to be

overcome, and that it is no light matter to change
the habits of that class which has been accustomed

to inhabit the lowest slums. But we contend,

nevertheless, that it is—and experience confirms

our views—possible to effect a great change, and
to improve the denizens of our courts and alleys

by showing that we take an interest in their

welfare, and by giving them houses of which they

may justly be proud. The spirit of man is

moulded by his surroundings, and if we want to

elevate him we must encourage in him a taste for

order, cleanliness, and sobriety. When we have
effected this we shall have laid the foundations of

better hopes in him. He will not be content to

rest here. His aspirations will be after something
better, higher, and nobler. Having housed him

well, and placed within his reach the tasteful

objects of nature, having created for him gardens
and taught him to appreciate the handiwork of

Creation—of a leaf or plant
—we may be sure that

we have improved his nature, and prepared the

soil for a higher degree of culture.

London is daily increasing. This is, then, a

grave consideration—so grave, indeed, as to lend

weight to the suggestions we have thrown out.

The Registrar-General, in his report latelj'^ pub-
lished, made some sensible observations on this

enormous overgrowth. "Whether London," he

remarks, "is equal to the task of providing, by
new and improved arrangements, for this constant

accumulation of human beings within its limits,

remains to be determined by experience. When
a family increases in its narrow lodging, in circum-

stances of dirt and squalor, that increase which
should be its blessing becomes its bane, and at

last fever destroys what slow disease may have

spared; and in a state or city the growth of a

population is not a strength to be trusted, but a

weakness to be feared, if improvement in its

physical and moral condition is not commensurate
with its extension." How in some measure this

difficulty may be overcome we have attempted to

point out above. 0. T. Browke,
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA. FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAJTER XXXV. WHAT HAPPKNBl) AT WINDSOR, ^^at ifc cuts him oflf without even the meagre con-
"

Yk,s," repeated Richard Thornton,
" I have solation of that solitary shilling which is usually

reason to believe that the will witnessed by your inherited by unhappy elder sons."

husband is a very unpleasant piece of literature in I

•' But tell me why you think this, Richard.'

the estimation of Launcelot Darrell, for I fancy |

" I wiU, my dear Mrs. Monckton. The story
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is rather a long one, but I think I can tell it in a

quarter of an hour. Can you dress for dinner in

the other quarter ?
"

"
Oh, yes, yes !"

"What a nuisance civilisation is, Nelly. We
never dressed for dinner in the Pilasters

; indeed,

the fashion amongst the leading families in that

locality leans rather the other way. The gentle-

men in the cab and chimney line generally take

ofi' their coats when the mid-day meal is announced

in order to dine in their shirt-sleeves."
"
Richard, Eichard !

"
cried Eleanor, impatiently.

*'
Well, well, Mrs. Monckton, seriously, you

shall have my Windsor adventures. I hate this

man Launcelot Darrell, for I believe he is a

shallow, selfish, cold-hearted coxcomb, or else I

don't think I could have brought myself to do

what I've done to-day. I've been playing the

spy, Eleanor, for a couple of hours at least. The
Duke of Otranto used to find plenty of people for

this kind of work,—artists, actors, actresses,

priests, women, every creature whom you would
least suspect of baseness. But they manage these

things better in France. We don't take to the

business so readily upon this side of the water."

"Eichard!"
The girl's impatience was almost uncontrollable.

She watched the hands of a little clock upon the

chimney-piece : the firelight flashed every now and
then upon the dial, and then faded out, leaving it

dark.

"I'm coming to the story, Nell, if you'll only
be patient," remonstrated Mr. Thornton. He
was getting over that secret sorrow which he had
nursed for such a long time in the lowest depths
of a most true and faithful breast. He was

growing reconciled to the Inevitable
;

as we all

must, sooner or later ;
and he had reassumed that

comfortable brotherly familiarity which had been

so long habitual to him in his intercourse with

Eleanor. "
Only be patient, my dear, and let me

tell my story my own way," he pleaded.
"

I left

here early this morning in yoiir husband's dog-

cart, intending to drive over to Windsor and
amuse myself by exploring the town, and the

castle, if possible, to see if there was anything in

I

my way to be picked up—donjon keeps, turret

staircases, secret corridors, and so on, you know.
You know what sort of a morning it was, bleak

and dismal enough, but until twelve o'clock no
rain. It was within a quarter of an hour of

twelve when I got into Windsor, and the rain

was just beginning, spiteful drops of rain and

particles of sleet, that came down obliquely and
cut into your face like so many needle-points. I

stopped at an inn in a perpendicular street below
the castle, which looks as if it means to topple
down and annihilate this part of the town some of

these days. I put up the dog-cart, and asked a

few questions about the possibility of getting
admission to the royal dwelling-place. Of course

I was informed that such admission was to-day

utterly impracticable. I could have seen the

state apartments yesterday. I could see them,
most likely, by the end of next week, but I

couldn't see them when I wanted to see them. 1

hinted that my chief desire was to see secret

passages, donjon keeps, moats, and sliding panels;

but neither the landlord nor the waiter seemed to

understand me, and I sat down rather despond-
ently by the window of the tavern parlour to wait
till the rain was over, and I could go out and

prowl upon the castle terrace to study wintry
effects in the park."

" But Launcelot Darrell, Eichard—where did

you meet Launcelot Darrell ?"
"

I am coming to him presently. The perpen-
dicular street wasn't particularly lively upon this

wretched February day ; so, as there weren't any
passers-by to look at, I amused myself by looking
at the houses facing the inn. Immediately oppo-
site to me there was a house very superior to the

others in style
—a red- brick house of the Georgian

era, modernised by plate-glass windows and green
blinds—not a large house, but eminently respect-
able. A dazzling brass plate adorned the door,
and upon this brass plate, which winked and
twinkled in the very face of the rain, I read the

name of Mr. Henry Lawford, solicitor."

"The lawyer who made Mr. de Crespigny's
will ?

"

"Precisely. Upon one side of the door there

was a bell-handle inscribed Visitors, on the other

a duplicate handle inscribed Office. I hadn't

been looking at the house above five minutes,
when a young man, with a slender silk umbrella,

struggling against the wind, rang the ofiice-bell."

"The young man was Launcelot Darrell?"

Eleanor cried, quickly.
" He was. The door was opened by a boy, of

whom Mr. Darrell asked several questions.
Whatever the answers were, he walked away,
and the door was shut. But from his manner of

strolling slowly along the street, I was convinced

that he was not going far, and that he meant to

come back. People don't ustially stroll in a sharp
rain that comes down obliquely and seems to drift

in your face from every point of the compass. He'll

come back presently, 1 thought j so I ordered a
bottle of pale ale and I waited."

" And be came back ?"

"Yes; he came back in about half an hour;
but, ten minutes or so before he returned, I saw a

shabby-genteel, elderly man let himself in with a

latch-key at a small green side door with ' Clerk's

Office
'

painted in white letters on the panel.
1 knew by the look of this man that he must
be a clerk. There's a look about an attorney's
clerk that you can't mistake, even when he
doesn't cany a blue bag ; and this man did carry
one. Ten minutes afterwards Launcelot Darrell

returned. This time he knocked with the handle
of his umbrella at the green door, which was

opened by the boy, who went to fetch the elderly
clerk. This elderly clerk and Mr. Darrell stood

on the door-step talking confidentially for about
five minutes, and then our friend the artist went

away ; but this time again strolled slowly through
the rain

;
as if he had a certain interval to dispose

of, and scarcely knew what to do with himself.
' ' I suppose the amateur detective business fills

a man's mind with all manner of suspicious fancies,

Eleanor. However that may be, I could not help

thinking that there was something queer in these

two visits of Launcelot Darrell to the red brick

house opposite me. What did he want with a
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lawyer, in the first place ? and if he did want a

lawyer, why didn't he go straight to Mr. Lawford,
who was at home—for I could see his head across

the top of the wire blind in one of the plate
-

glass windows as he bent over his desk—instead

of tampering with small boys and clerks ? There

was something mysterious in the manner of his

hanging about the place ; and as I had been

watching him wearily for a long time without

being able to find out anything mysterious in his

conduct, I determined to make the most of my
chances and watch him to some purpose to-day.

"'He'll come back,' I thought, 'unless I'm

very much mistaken.'

"I was very much mistaken, for Launcelot
Darrell did not come back

;
but a few minutes

after the clock struck one, the green door opened,
and the elderly clerk came out, without the blue

bag this time, and walked nimbly up the street

in the direction that Launcelot Darrell had taken.

"'He's going to his dinner,' I thought, 'or

he's going to meet Launcelot Darrell.'
"

1 put on my hat, and went out of the house.

The clerk was toiling up the i)erpendicular street

a good way ahead of me, but I managed to keep
him in sight and to be close upon his heels when
he turned the corner into the street below the
towers of the castle. He walked a little way along
this street, and then went into one of the prin-

cipal hotels.

"'Ah, my friend!' I said, to myself, 'you
don't ordinarily take your dinner at that house,
I imagine. It's a cut above your requirements, I

should think.'
" I went into the hotel, and made my way to

the coffee-room. Mr. Launcelot Darrell and the

shabby genteel clerk were sitting at a table

drinking sherry and soda-water. The artist M'as

talking to his companion in a low voice, and very
earnestly. It was not difficult to see that he was

trying to persuade the seedy clerk to something
which the clerk's sense of caution revolted from.
Both men looked up as I went into the room,
which they had had all to themselves until that
moment ; and Launcelot Darrell Hushed scarlet as

he recognised me. It was evident, therefore, that
he did not care to be seen in the company of Mr.
Lawford's clerk.

'"Good morning, Mr. Darrell,' I said; 'I've

come over to have a look at the castle, but I find

strangers are not admitted to-day, so I'm obliged
to content myself with walking about in the wet
for an hour or two.

'

"Launcelot Darrell answered me in that

patronising manner which renders him so de-

lightful to the people he considers inferior to him-
self. He had quite recovered from the confusion

my sudden appearance had caused, and muttered

something about Mr. Lawford, the attorney, and
'
business.' Then he sat biting his nails in an un-

comfortable and restless manner, while I drank
another bottle of pale ale. That's another objec-
tion to the detective business ; it involves such a
lot of drinking.

" I left the hotel, and left Mr. Darrell and the
clerk together ;

but I didn't go very far. I con-

trived somehow or other to be especially interested

in that part of the exterior of the castle visible from

the street in which the hotel is situated, and in

a manner, kept one eye upon the stately towers

of the royal residence, and the other upon the

doorway out of which Launcelot Darrell and Mr.
Lawford's clerk must by-and-by emerge. In about

half an hour I had the satisfaction of seeing them

appear, and contrived, most innocently of course,

to throw myself exactly in their way at the comer
of the perpendicular street.

" I was amply rewarded for any trouble that

I had taken ;
for I never saw a face that so

plainly expressed rage, mortification, disappoint-

ment, almost despair, as did the face of Launcelot

Darrell, when I came against him at the street

comer. He was as white as a sheet, and he
scowled at me savagely as he passed me by. Not
as if he recognised me ; the fixed look in his face

showed that his mind was too much absorbed in one

thought for any consciousness of exterior things ;

but as if in his suppressed fury he was ready to go

blindly against anybody or anything that came in

his way.
' ' But why, Richard, why was he so angry ?

"

cried Eleanor, with her hands clenched and her

nostrils quivering with the passage of her rapid
breath. " What does it all mean ?"

" Unless I'm vfery much mistaken, Mrs. Monck-

ton, it means that Launcelot Darrell has been

tampering with the clerk of the lawyer who drew

up Mr. de Crespigny's last will, and that he now
knows the worst—"

" And that is—?"
" The i)lain fact, that unless that will is altered

the brilliant Mr. Darrell will not inherit a penny
of his kinsman's fortune."

The second dinner bell rang while Richard was

speaking, and Eleanor rushed from the room to

make some hurried change in her toilette, and to

appear in the drawing-room, agitated and ill at

ease, ten minutes after Mr. Monckton's punctUioua
butler had made bis formal announcement of the

principal meal of the day.

CHAPTER XXXVI. ANOTHER RECOGNITION,

Launcelot Darrell came to ToUdale Priory

upon the day after Richard's visit to Windsor,
and it was easy for Eleanor, assisted by her know-

ledge of what had transpired, to see the change in

his manner. She spent an hour in the drawing-
room that morning for the pur^iose of seeing this

change, and thereby finding confirmation of that

which Ricbard Thornton had told her. But the

alteration in the young man's manner must have
been very obvious, for even Laura, who was not

particularly observant of any shades of feeling that

did not make themselves manifest by the outward

expression of word or gesture, perceived that

there was something amiss with her lover, and
drove Launcelot Darrell well-nigh mad with her

childish qiiestionings and lamentations.

Why was he so quiet ? Why was he so much

paler than usual ? Why did he sigh sometimes ?

Why did he laugh in that strange way ? Oh, no,

not in his usual way. It was no use saying that

it was so. Had he a headache ? Had he been

sitting up late at night ? Had he been drink-

ing horrid wine that had disagreed with him ?

Had he been a naughty, naughty, cruel, false,
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treacherous boy, and had he been to some party
]

that he hadn't told his poor Laura about, drink-
I

ing champagne, and flirting with girls, and

dancing, and all that ? Or had he been working
too much at his Kosalind and Celia ?

With such questions as these did the young
lady harass and" torment her lover throughout
that uncomfortable February morning ; until at

last Mr, Darrell turned upon her in a rage, de-

claring that his head was nearly split asunder,

and plainly telling her to hold her tongue.

Indeed, Mr. Launcelot Darrell made very little

effort to disguise his feelings, but sat over the

fire in a low easy chair, with his elbows resting
on his knees and his handsome dark eyes bent

moodily upon the blaze. He roused himself now
and then from a fit of gloomy thought to snatch

up the polished-steel poker, and plunge it savagely

amongst the coals, as if it was some relief to him
to punish even them. Another man might have
feared the inferences which spectators might draw
from his conduct, but the principle upon which
Launcelot Darrell's life had been based involved

an utter contempt for almost every living creature

except himself, and he apprehended no danger
from the watchfulness of the inferior beings about

him.
Laiu'a Mason, sitting on a low ottoman at his

feet, and employed in working a pair of embroi-

dered slippers
—the third pair she had begun for

the use of her future lord and master—thought
him more like the Corsair to-day than ever ; but

thought at the same time that some periods of

Medora's existence must have been rather dreary.
No doubt it was Conrad's habit to sit and stare at

the coals, and to poke the lire savagely when

things went amiss with him ; when his favourite

barque was scuttled by a mutinous crew, or his

cargo confiscated by the minions of the law.

Launcelot Darrell was engaged to dine at the

Priory upon this 16th of February. Mr. Monckton
had invited him, in order that some matters con-

nected with Laura's fortune might be discussed.

"It is time we should fully understand each

other, Darrell," the lawyer said; "so I shall

expect you to give me a couple of hours in my
study this evening after dinner, if you've no

objection."
Of course Mr. Darrell had no objection, but he

had an almost spiteful manner that day in his

intercourse with poor Laura, who was bewildered

by the change in him.
" You think it's strange that I should dislike

aU this ceremony about settlements and allow-

ance. Yes, Laura, that's a pleasant word, isn't

it ? Your guardian honoured me by telling me
he should make us a handsome allowance for the
first few years of our married life. You think I

ought to take kindly to this sort of thing, I dare

say, and drop quietly into my position of genteel
pauperism, dependent upon my pencil, or my
wife, for the dinner I eat and the coat I wear.

No, Laiira,'^ cried the yoimg man, passionately," I don't take kindly to it
;
I can't stand it. The

thought of my position enrages me against myself,
against you, against everybody and everything in

the world."

Launcelot Darrell talked thus to his betrothed

while Hichard and Eleanor were both in the

room ; the scene-painter sitting in a window

making furtive sketches with a fat little stump
of lead pencil upon the backs of divers letters ;

Mrs. Monckton standing at another window

looking out at the leafless trees, the black flower-

less garden beds, the rain-drops hanging on the

dingy firs and evergreens.
Mr. Darrell knew that he was overheard ; but

he had no wish that it should be otherwise. He
did not care to keep his grievances a secret. The

egotism of his nature exhibited itself in this.

He gave himself the airs of a victim, and made a

show of despising the benefits he was about to

accept from his confiding betrothed. He in a

manner proclaimed himself injured by the exist-

ence of his future wife's fortune ; and he forced

her to apologise to him for the prosperity wbich
she was about to bestow upon him.

"As if it was being a pauper to take my
money," cried Miss Mason, with great tender-

ness, albeit in rather obscure English ;

" as if

I grudged you the horrid money, Launcelot,

Why, I don't even know how much I'm to have.

It may be fifty pounds a-year
—that's what I've

had to buy my dresses and things since I was
fifteen—or it may be fifty thousand. I don't

want to know how much it is. If it is fifty

thousand a-year, you're welcome to it, Launcelot,

darling.
"

"Launcelot darling" shrugged his shoulders

with a peevish gesture which exhibited him as

rather a discontented darling.
" You talk like a baby, Laura," he said, con-

temptuously ;
"I suppose the 'handsome allow-

ance ' Mr. Monckton promises will be about two
or three hundred a-year, or so ; something that

I'm to eke out by my industry. Heaven knows
he has j)reached to me enough about the necessity
of being industrious. One would think that an

artist was a bricklayer or a stonemason, to hear

him talk."

Eleanor turned away from the window as

Launcelot DarreU said this ; she could not sufier

her husband to be undefended while she was by.
" I have no doubt whatever Gilbert said was

right, Mr. Darrell, "she exclaimed, lifting her head

proudly, as if in defiance of any voice that should

gainsay her husband's merits.

"No doubt, Mrs. Monckton; but there's a

certain sledge-hammer-like way of propounding
that which is right that isn't always pleasant. 1

don't want to be reminded that an artist's calling

is a trade, and that when the Graces bless me with

a happy thought, I must work like a slave until

I've hammered it out upon canvas and sent it

into the market for sale."
" Some people think the Graces are propitiated

by hard labour," Richard Thornton said, quietly,

without raising his eyes from his rapid pencil,
" and that the happiest thoughts are apt to come

when a man has his brush in his hand, rather than

when he's lying on a sofa reading French novels ;

and I've known artists who preferred that

method of waiting for inspiration. For my own

part, I believe in the inspiration that grows out of

patient labour."

"Yes," Mr. Darrell answered, with an air of
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lazy indifference—an air which plainly expressed
that he disdained to discuss art-topics with a

scene-painter, "I dare say you find it answer—in

your line. You must splash over a good deal of

canvas before you can produce a transformation -

scene, 1 suppose ?
"

" Peter Paul Rubens got over a good deal of

canvas," said Richard, "and Raff'aelle Sanzio

d'Urbino did something in that way, if we may
judge by the cartoons and a few other trifles."

' *

Oh, of course, there were giants in those days.
I don't aspire to rival any such Patagouians. I

don't see why people should be compelled to walk

through a picture gallery a mile long before they
can pronounce an opinion upon a painter's merits.

I should be very well contented if my chance with

posterity rested upon half-a-dozen pictures no bigger
than MUlais's 'Huguenot ;' and as good."

" And I'm sure you could do dozens and dozens

as good as that," cried Laura. "
Why, it's only a

lady tying a scarf round her lover's arm, and a lot

of green leaves. Of course it's very pretty, you
know, and one feels very much for her, poor thing,
and one's afraid that he'll let those cruel Catholics

kill him, and that she'll die broken-hearted. But

you coiild paint lots of pictures like that, Launce-

lot, if you chose."

The young man did not condescend to notice hia

affianced wife's art-criticism. He relapsed into

gloomy silence, and once more betook himself to

that savage kind of consolation afforded by a

Bturdy exercise of the poker.
"But, Launcelot," pleaded Miss Mason, pre-

sently,
" I'm sure you needn't be unhappy about

my having money, and you're being poor. There's

Mr. de Crespigny's fortune, you know ; he can't

be shameful and wicked enough to leave it to any
one but you. My guardian said, only the other

day, that he thought it would be left to you."
"
Oh, ah, to be sure," muttered Mr. Darrell,

moodily ;
"there's tluxt chance, of course."

" He couldn't leave Woodlands to those two
old maids, you know, Launcelot, could he ?

"

To the surprise of the two listeners, Richard
Thornton and Eleanor, the young man burst into

a harsh disdainful laugh." My respected maiden aunts !

" he exclaimed ;

"poor devils, they've had a nice time of it."

Until this moment Richard and Eleanor had
most firmly believed that the will which disin-

herited Launcelot Darrell bequeathed the Wood-
lands fortune to the two maiden sisters, Lavinia
and Sarah de Crespiguy ; but the young man's
disdainful laugh, and the contemptuous, yet half

pitying tone in which he spoke of the two sisters,

plainly revealed that if he knew the secret of the

disposal of Maurice de Crespigny's fortune, and
knew that it was not left to himself, he knew
also that equal disapx>ointment and mortification

awaited his aunts.

He had been in the habit of speaking of them
with a savage though suppressed animosity. To-

day his tone was utterly changed. He had a
malicious pleasure, no doubt, in thinking of the

disappointment in store for them
;'
and he could

afford now to feel a kind of disdainful compassion
for all their wasted labours, their useless patience.
But to whom, then, could the fortune be left ?

Eleanor and Richard looked at each other in

amazement. It might have been supposed that the

old man had left his wealth to Eleanor herself,

influenced by the caprice that had induced him to

attach himself to her, because of her likeness to

his dead friend. But this could not be, for the

invalid had distinctly declared that he should

leave nothing but George Vane's miniature to his

new favourite, and Maurice de Crespigny was not
a man to say one thing and mean another. He had

spoken of a duty to be fulfilled, a duty which he
was determined to perform.

Yet, to whom could he possibly owe any duty,

except to his kindred ? Had he any other rela-

tions except his three nieces and Laimcelot
Darrell ? He might have other claims upon him.
He might have some poor and modest kindred who
had kept aloof from him and refrained from paying
court to him, and whose forbearance he might
choose to reward in an unlooked-for, unthought-of
manner.
And again, he might have bequeathed his money

to some charitable institution, or in trust for

some new scheme of philanthropy. Such a course

would scarcely be strange in a lonely old man,
who in his nearest relations might only recognise

eager, expectant harpies keeping anxious watch for

the welcome hour of his death.

Eleanor Monckton did not trouble herself much
about this question. She believed from Launcelot

Darrell's manner, that Richard Thornton had
drawn the right inference from the meeting of the

young man and the lawyer's clerk.

She believed implicitly that Launcelot Darrell

was disinherited by his great-uncle's last will, and
that he knew it.

This belief inspired her with a new feeling. She
could afford to be patient now. If Maurice de

Crespigny should die suddenly, he would not die

leaving his wealth to enrich the traitor who had
cheated a helpless old man. Her only thought
now must be to prevent Laura's marriage ; and for

this she must look to her husband, Gilbert

Monckton.

I

"He will never let the girl whose destiny has

I

been confided to him, marry a bad man," she

thought ;

"
I have only to tell him the story of my

father's death, and to prove to him Launcelot

Darrell's guilt."
The dinner went off very quietly. Mr. Monck-

ton was reserved and silent, as it had lately
become his habit to be. Launcelot Darrell had
still the gloomy, discontented air that had made
him a very unpleasant companion throughout that

day. The young man was not a hypocrite, and
had no power of concealing his feelings. He could

tell any number of lies that might be necessary
for his own convenience or safety, but he was not

a hypocrite. Hypocrisy involves a great deal of

trouble on the part of those who practise it ;
and is,

moreover, the vice of a man who sets no little value

upon the opinion of his fellow- creatures. Mr.

Darrell was of a listless and easy temperament,
and nourished an utter abhorrence of all work,
either physical or mental. On the other hand, he

had so good an opinion of himself as to be tolerably
indifferent to the opinions of others.

If he had been accused of a crime, he would have
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denied having committed it for his own sake. But
he never troubled himself to consider what other

people might think of him, so long as their opinion
had no power to affect his personal comfort or

safety.
The cloth had been removed, for old fashions held

their ground at ToUdale Priory, where a dinner

a la Busse, would have been looked upon as an
absurd institution, more like children playing at a

feast, than sensible people bent upon enjoying a

substantial meal. The cloth had been removed, and
that dreary ceremonial, a good old English dessert

was in progress, when a servant brought Launcelot

Darrell a card upon a salver, and presented it to

him solemnly amid the silence of the company.
The young man was sitting next Eleanor Monck-

ton, and she saw that the card was of a highly

glazed and slippery nature, and of an abnormal size,

between the ordinary sizes of a gentleman's and a

lady's card.

The blood rushed to Launcelot Darrell's forehead

as he read the name upon the card, and Eleanor

saw his under lip contract witha suddenmovement,
expressive of intense vexation.

" How did this—this gentleman come here ?
" he

asked, turning to the servant.
" The gentleman has driven over from Hazle-

wood, sir. Hearing you were dining here, he came
on to see you, he says ; is he to be shown into the

drawing-room.
' '

"Yes—no; I'll come out and see him. Will you
excuse me, Mr. Monckton : this is an old acquaint-
ance of mine ? Rather a pertinacious acquaintance,
as you may perceive by his manner of following
me up to-night."

Mr. Darrell rose, pushed aside his chair, and
went out of the dining-room, followed by the

servant.

The hall was brilliantly lighted, and in the few
moments during which the servant slowly fol-

lowed Launcelot Darrell, Eleanor had an oppor-

tunity of seeing the stranger who had come to

the Priory.
He was standing under the light of the large

gas-lamp, shaking the i*ain-drops from his hat,
and with his face turned towards the dining-room
door.

He was short and stout, smartly dressed, and

foppish-looking even in his travelling costume ;

and he was no other than the talkative Frenchman
who had persuaded George Vane to leave his

daughter alone upon the Boulevard on the night
of August nth, 1853.

(To be contvnMtd.)

WHAT NEXT FOE CHEISTENDOM ?

In the "
Saturday Review" of May 30th there

is an interesting article on Gibbon's great work ;

and, of many striking passages in the article,

none is more impressive than a suggestion, dwelt

upon once and again, that the civilised world is

now in circumstances and in a temper strongly

resembling those of human society in the ages
which witnessed the rise of Christianity and

Mohammedanism, amidst the decline and fall of

the Roman empire. Gibbon's work, says the

"Saturday Reviewer " "
is a comprehensive view

of one great stage in the history of the world ;

and those who stand at the beginning of another

stage, probably still more momentous, must con-

template the prospect which his work opens with
endless interest and sympathy.

" As the question
then was, why Christianity, and Mohammedanism
in its early and progressive stage, did not prevent
the fall of the Roman empire, so the question is

now, why the disclosure and development of new
natural and social science are not preventing the

lapse of the civilised world into barbaric disturb-

ance, which had been supposed to be left behind
for ever, within the bounds of Christendom. As
the two great monotheistic faiths proved to have
a relation to a period beyond that of the Roman
civilisation, so, we may suppose, the new natural

and political philosopliy of our time may be in

affinity with the new condition of human society,
on the verge of which we are now standing.
The condition of Christendom at this hour is,

in fact, so remarkable,— so unlike what was anti-

cipated by our fathers when the last development
of physical, political, and economical science be-

came recognised by all—that it is to the last

degree interesting to ascertain where the mistakes
of anticipation lay, and what will be the destiny
of the coming generations.

Ours has been the generation for a great de-

velopment—we might say the invention—of the

philosophy of History. Its leading principles

may be regarded as established, and the key to

the interpretation of human experience in social

affairs as found and proved : but it was inevitable

that some anticipations based on so new au

arrangement of facts should turn out to be
erroneous. One instance of this concerns us

here. The successive phases of human society
have been correctly described and distinguished,

up to the close of the Military Period. To this

has succeeded, by natural laws, the Commercial
Period. It has been too hastily concluded that

the combative tendencies of mankind would

steadily decline when the interests and occupa-
tions of all ranks of society related to objects of a

pacific and uniting quality. It is true that philo-

sophers have always insisted that there is no

sharp line of division between one social period
and another, but that, on the contrary, the

temper and practices of one period must extend
far forward into the next succeeding stage. Thus,
for instance, it was not to be expected that the

warlike spirit and habit of life should at once

disappear when commerce and the other arts of

peace should prevail ; but we were told that such
wars as should occur would be for commercial

objects, in some way or other.

The first great contradiction which awaited this

expectation was the career of the first Bonaparte :

and great has been the lamentation over the un-

toward appearance of a great military genius,
which has turned back for a time the course of

civilisation, and plunged Europe once more into

turmoils which have deprived at least one genera-
tion of those blessings of progression to which they
had a natural right. This was the interpretation
of a quarter of a century ago. But now, still

another generation is rising iip to witness and
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suffer a yet more perplexing and painful lapse into

barbarism. Looking round the whole circuit of

Christendom, "we perceive, not only symptoms of

disturbance and imminent peril of a general war
in Europe, but a character of barbarism in both

the warfare itself, and in the political facts which

occasion it, which make tis ask whether we are

really living in the nineteenth century, and in the

Commercial Period of civilisation.

What ought we, on philosophical grounds, to be

seeing ? And what are we actually seeing ?

We ought to be seeing the foremost nations of

the world out of danger from despotic rule :

growing comfortable, through all their social ranks,

by progressive industry and arts, wrangling, no

doubt, and sometimes fighting with one another,
but for new kinds of quarrel, and in a spirit very
different from that of the Middle Ages. Such

quarrels as there are should be for the possession
of the few remaining mouths of rivers (if any
in fact now remain) for the establishment of

colonies ; or from jealousies about the exploration
of new countries or wild tribes ;

or from encroach-

ments on the saf^ty of the seas, or on treaty-

rights for commercial objects. There might be

rivalries about discovering geographical myste-
ries, or about cutting through isthmuses ; there

might be difficulties about slave traffic, or about
tolls on straits, or about the freedom of great
rivers, or about rights of fishery. There might
be plenty of strife, we were told, and armies and
navies would be honourable institutions for a

generation or two to come : but we should see no
more wars of sheer tyranny,—no more territorial

wars,—no more fighting for fighting's sake, on

any pretence or none.

Now, what is it that we do see ?

We see warfare for the old reasons, in an age
when such reasons require disguise to pass the

ordeal of public opinion at all, or are too flagrant
to permit any appeal to opinion at all. We see

warfare assuming a character of ferocity and
barbarism which was pronounced a disgrace four

centuries ago. It is true, we see men and nations

less hasty in plunging into war
; but, once in for

it, their temper is of a lower quality than it was

during the Military Period, when a state of peace
was rather the exception than the rule with the

Eurojjean nations, as with the less-advanced races

of men.
We see, first, the great Military Power of all-

Russia— apparently going to pieces, and be-

coming ferocious in proj)ortion to her weakness.
This may be fairly called a confirmation of the

theory of philosophers, because Russia can neither

conquer iu arms, nor prosper in peace—from

poverty and exhaustion, from want of a commer-
cial middle class, and of capital, and trade, and

manufacturing interests, and agricultural improve-
ment, and the popular education which attends on
these pursuits. It is because Russia is a military

])()wer in a non-military age, that she is sink-

ing into ruin. But then there is the fact of the

unparalleled ferocity of her mode of warfare,—and of her mode of governing,— a barbarity
wliich makes us throw down our newspapers from

inability to bear the mere reading of what she is

daily doing and inflicting. Then there is France,—

a Military Power also, but something else as well.

We see there a people actually longing for peace,
but unable to get it. We see there a people de-

plorably backward in agriculture, and poverty-
stricken accordingly in its peasant class ;

a people

advancing rajjidly in manufacturing industry, and

leading the whole world in certain arts of orna-

mentation ;
a people weary of debt and taxation,

i —weeping at home over the conscription, and

shuddering at the bloodshed, and trembling at the

j

arrival of news from any quarter ; yet a people

j

whose armies are fighting on all the continents,

j

and threatening to fight for any of the islands of

I

the globe. We see them rushing to the war in

; Italy, and, instead of finishing it off, keeping up
the strife between Rome and the Italian nation,

sustaining a brigandage as horrible as any known
1 five centuries ago. We see them preventing any
part of Europe from settling down in the repose of

peace, and for ever menacing some neighbour with

assault or interference. We see them pouring out

blood and treasure in an incomprehensible war in

Asia, as they have already done iu Africa, in the

unseasonable attempt to found a colony on a mill*

tary basis
; and, as if Algiers and Cochin China

were not costly and destructive enough, we see

them perpetrating the most inexcusable of in-

vasions in America, — bearing down with the

whole weight of their military power on Mexico,
with no more pretence of right than any warrior

tribe of the Middle Ages.
To pass rapidly over the rest :

—^we have seen

Spain show herself retrograde in her invasion of

the Moora, and in her support of the slave-trade,

and in her insensibility to commercial honour,
both in retaining the money which was paid her

for abolishing that trade, and in so failing to pay
the interest of her debts as to be excluded from

the exchanges of all Europe. We see the ruler of

Prussia appealing to arms as the foundation and

support of his throne, and sustaining Russia in

her tyranny, and picking a quarrel with Denmark
in order to obtain a field for warfare. We see a
strife growing to such a deadly strength between

the Christian races and the Turks in the east of

Europe that nobody doubts that one of the foro-

cious old religious wars will come up again, to dis-

gust and terrify humanity. We see the Head of

Christendom claiming powers and immunities

which the age cannot permit, and living and work-

ing in a spirit of vindictiveness, pride, and com-

plicity with cruelty which make the world aak

what the Papacy now has to do with Christianity.—On the other Christian continent, we see the

fiercest civil war raging that has occurred in

human history. No war ever has been, or ever

coidd be, more msilignant in its spirit,
—and none

more wantonly and unpardonably entered ujion
than the revolt of the Slave States against the

Free States of the American Union : and in de-

structiveness it is unequalled in history.

Such is the aspect of the combative part of

Christendom in the nineteenth century of its date.

If it was before, an eager question why the rise of

the Christian religion, with its morality, did not

arrest the decline and prevent the fall of the

Roman empire, it may well be the most interest-

ing of questions now, how Christendom itself—the
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seat of the religion of peace and love—can be the

scene of strife and murder, of revenge and hellish

cruelty,
—of national vanity and imperial ambition,

and hard unscrupulousness,
—which we see it in

our day. If the passions of the Greek and Roman
churches are as bad as any strife of Moslems and

Christians, and if the Protestant nations can be,
as Prussia is, as retrograde as Rome itself j and if

they can fly at one another's throats as the
Americans are doing,

—if this is the temper and
behaviour of Christians in this age of a religion
which has had eighteen centuries to operate in,

and in the present stage of philosophy and the

arts, what are we to think and to expect ?

Before casting about for the answer to this, let

me say that I am not overlooking the more
favourable features of the time. If the case were
one of comparison between the whole good and
evil of the old and the present days, I should have
to dwell on such pleasant topics as the uprising of

United Italy ; the abolition of slavery, as far as it

has gone ; the freedom of trade, and other free-

doms ; the extension of popular rights in some

countries, and the advance of education in more
;

and (the most striking thing just now) the cha-

racter and conduct of the negro race in America,
as brought out by the war, through which a
million of slaves have become free in the course of

six months, without giving a single occasion for

complaint of any sort of outrage, while yet so

spirited and brave as to compose the best part of

the army to which they belong,
—

thirty thousand
of them being now trained soldiers, working out
the emancipation of their race by their own ser-

vices and qualities. These are pleasant sights, and
full of promise : but they do not touch upon the

problem— what to say, do, and expect, while
Christendom is so unlike the spirit of its faith, and
so unworthy of the philosophy of its age.

In a Protestant country like ours there is no
need to enlarge on the point that such mischief
must always happen where religion is treated as

a kingdom of this world, and where it is made an

object of action, instead of the temper of the life.

Through such a misapprehension of the entire

intent and spirit of the Gospel we see Papal
government the infamous abuse that it is : we see

the shocking annual wrangle at Jerusalem, when
a Turkish magistrate has to separate the Christians
of the Greek and Latin churches who are clutch-

ing each other by the throat : we see the Czar

worshipped as a god by a peasantry who have been
sunk below humanity in the name and by the in-

fluence of the religion of the country : we see the

Queen of Spain and her ministers ruining by im-

prisonment and banishment the quiet and loyal
citizens who have done nothing worse than reading
the Bible

; and we see the whole east of Europe
agitated by a religious quarrel which may burst into

a flame of war at any moment. Truly, when we see

the monkish old Pope playing the sovereign over

quick-witted and clear-sighted Italians, and forcing
on a schism in his church

;
and the Russians

practising an idolatry scarcely less monstrous than
Hindooism

;
and the misery of Poland prolonged

by the theological strife
;
and the graves in the

Crimea, which are the fruit of the question of the

Holy Places
; we could almost suppose that the

Bible is a lost book, leaving no faithful tradi-

tions. How can a religion of iinworldliness,

humility, spirituality, gentleness, harmlessness,
and generosity, be represented by the political
rule of the Pope, the high-priestship of the Czar,
the religious wars of Eastern Europe, invasions of

Asiatic and American countries, and, in Protestant

empires, by mxiltiplying schisms in the churches,
and by strifes such as render Ireland the op-

probrium of our own empire ?

It is clearly by religion being applied to a

purpose for which it was never intended. It

might have prevented the decline and fall of the

Roman empire if it could have pursued its proper
work on individual character, and, through that

channel, on the fortunes of society, instead of

becoming implicated with the state and its rulers ;

and in our time it has failed to land the nations

in a region of peace and progress, because its

character and function are still misunderstood

and abused ; so that the most absolute unlikeness

to Christ and his religion is found in the persons
and transactions which make the most ostentatious

profession of his name and authority. Christendom

is as little like a kingdom of Christ as can well be

imagined ; and it can never grow more like till

theology is altogether separated from worldly

government and political relations.

We were all glad to hear, the other day, that no

report of any daughter of our Queen marrying the

King of Greece can be true, now or at any time,

because no English prince or princess will ever

become a member of the Greek church, or any

grandchildren of our Queen be consigned to that

church as a condition of royalty in Greece. The
abuse of religion for state objects will not be kept

up by England beyond the operation of her own
state religion, which produces, by its political cha-

racter, particular troubles within its own realm.

The most special and distinctive troubles of our

time, however, may be ascribed to a more special

cause. In all ages of the world, men have suffered

from the religious abuse : but in our own age there

is a kind of trouble never known before in the

same style or degree, from the break-down in the

relations of the three elements which make up
the organised society of Christendom.

The three elements are the Sovereign, the Aris-

tocracy, and the People : and they may make, and

have made, a variety of junctions : and according
to the success or failure of these alliances is the

welfare or the unprosperousness of the respective

nations. Where the king and the people unite,

as against the aristocracy, there cannot be any

permanent establishment of popular freedom ;
and

after the aristocracy has perished out of sight and

action—as it is sure to do—either the sovereign or

the people gets the upper hand, and liberty is lost

under the reign of either despotism or democracy.
This is how France has failed in her political

career
; and this is why Russia cannot get her

politica career begun. The old aristocracy of

France is politically extinct ;
and the fortunes of

the nation vibrate between the ascendency of

despotism and revolution. In Russia, the aris-

tocracy has only lately been exempted from the

knout, as a punishment at the pleasure of the

Czar ; and it is only as a bureaucracy that the
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nobles have any political power. The Czar is

thus in the closest connection, called paternal,
with his people ;

but they are not the better for

it
;
and the actual state of things is, that the nation

consists of a peasantry of mere servile habits, above

whom there is no naiddle class ; of a nominal

nobility who have no function in the state, but
who live by functionarism ; and of an autocrat,

who is supposed to do what he likes, but who
lives under the illicit control of a body of public

servants, the most corrupt in Europe. Such ia

the present fate of countries where, during the

settling of the three elements of society, the

aristocratic element has been sacrificed.

For the other extreme, the alliance of the sove-

reign and aristocracy against the people, we look,

not only to ecclesiastical states, like Eome, but to

Germany, and, in a certain sense, to Sweden. In

Sweden, the national character and condition

suffer much from the excessive number of the

aristocracy, who extend downwards among the

shopkeepers, and even lower ; one consequence of

which is the difficulty of getting rid of several per-
nicious old feudal practices, and of making pro-

gress in freedom, religious and civil. What the

German aristocracy are, all of us who have
travelled in Germany have some idea

; and it is

quite unnecessary to describe the manners which
are a proverb throughout Europe for insolence and

egotism. The meek helplessness of the people is

equally well known
; and Prussia now affords as

good an illustration as could be given of the state

of a society in which the royal and aristocratic

elements have effected a too close alliance, offen-

sive and defensive, against the third element.

The remarkable case of a dominant aristocracy,
which practically exercises the kingly and lordly
functions in one, may now be best seen in the

Southern Confederacy of the American States.

There, again, as in Russia, there is no middle
class

; and the labourers are slaves : there is no

popular freedom ; and the entire power is in the

hands of the aristocracy, restrained only by the

fear of insurrection. This is no example for any
European state ; but rather a specimen of the
crude social organisation of the Europe of a thou-
sand years ago, revived in our time by peculiar
influences which do not concern us here.

There remains the other combination — the

alliance of the aristocracy and the people for the
control of royalty. I need not point out that our
own England is the one stable and illustrious

example of this happiest combination. As the

alliance grew up naturally, during the ages when
sovereignty was a quite sufficiently weighty ele-

ment, it was the securest process that any nation

could go through. We have had our troubles,
like every other people : those troubles have
arisen from attempts in some quarter to alter the

natural relations of the three parts of the social

organisation ; and all such disturbances have

proved the national attachment to both monarchy
and aristocracy, and have simply restored mat-
ters to their natural course. An ancient aristo-

cracy, with real functions, political and social, and
sustained and replenished by the people, forms
with us a true link between the throne and the

people at large. To this organisation we find our-

selves now owing the dignity and security of our

sovereign, in days when scarcely any other
monarch in Christendom knows what security is.

To this we owe that quality of mind in our nobles
which enables them to learn, and to work, and to

modify their desires and aims, to a degree never

perhaps seen before, in any such body ; and to

this we owe the practical freedom of the citizen,—
the true "liberty of the subject," which in all

civilised countries is a phrase borrowed from Eng-
lish history. Whatever may be the great and be-

neficent principles and arrangements which are to

appear in the organic state of society which is to

succeed the present critical one, the best scheme,
up to this date, is unquestionably that which ren-

ders us now the tranquil, progressive, and hopeful
nation that we are, at a time when despotisms and
democracies are tottering or falling, in preparation
for the next great new period. We have no
desire to be alone in our privileges. It has been
the highest political treat of our time to see Italy

taking a path parallel with ours ; and if Prussia

tries to recover the right track, out of which her
Court and aristocracy are forcing her, nobody will

rejoice more heartily than England.
Thus we see how it is that the troubles which

disturb and darken the world's day of progress are

mainly retributions for old mistakes, and the work-

ing of the dregs of old abuses. We see how it is that

growing enlightenment and fresh discoveries are

not yet making society so tranqi^il and happy aa

might have been supposed. What, then, is to be

hoped ? Nothing, certainly, from going back.

Aristocracies, especially, cannot be made to order
or at need : and the throne is but a shaky seat,
unless it has grown up out of the soil. The lesson

to be derived from the past is not to restore the

external appearance of old institutions, but rather

to learn how to prepare for and undergo change.
When philosophers show us how the democratic
element of society is growing, and must grow
stronger, we are asked what will be the good, by-

and-by, of our moderate throne and aristocracy,
which we now contemplate so thankfully ? The
answer is, that the best thing about both is, their

ability to live and learn. For as long as we can

see, they will no doubt live and learn, as at

present : and we expect from them that just and
natural influence which will keep the democratic

element moderate in its strength and safe in its

growth, instead of being like what democracy is

where a despot humours, flatters, and betrays it,

or a stupid aristocracy defies it, and gets destroyed
in consequence.

There is a great deal to be got over before an

organic period can set in
;
—before new wisdom

can issue in a tranquil and orderly, though
vigorous and active, condition of society. There
is much to be witnessed,—much to be endured,—
much to be done, to make Christians,—to make

men, indeed,—of the creatures who are doing
what is doing now in the woods of Poland, and
the mountains of Southern Italy, and on the

banks of the Mississippi ;
and wherever freedom

is persecuted or repressed. There is much to do :

but it will be done.

One happy circumstance is the timely destina-

tion of so many young princes and princesses to
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thrones in Europe. Our four eldest royal children

will all be rulers or wives of rulers : and the

Denmark family has precisely the same prospect.
If Popes and Kings will drive the world to count

their years and watch their health, they must not

mind hearing the fact that they are old and sickly.

If the Czar is seldom sober, he must expect all

Europe to see and say how hopeless, with that

aggravation, is the prospect for himself and his

people,
—and for his victims, the Poles. On the

other hand, the young candidates for thrones

must understand how imperative is the call upon
them for diligent study and thoughtfid contem-

plation, in proportion to the capacity of each for

moral and political wisdom.

No one of them, however, is so likely as persons
of a different order to feel the impressiveness of a

lot cast as ours is,
—on the verge of the disclosure

of a new period of society, and a new age of

human life. If we long to know how men felt

and behaved when Christianity was expelling

paganism, or when the representative principle was

discrediting feudal modes of living, we ought to

be awake to the fact that we also are witness-

ing the preparation for a new social age in the

existence of ideas, of knowledge, of desires and

anticipations, which we do not know how to use

and apply. It is a serious position : our times

are very solemn : we believe, on the whole, that

society is advancing; yet we witness turmoils

and barbarities that shake our very soids within

us. Let us watch ;
let us account for what we

can, and hope for what we may,—steady and

confident in hopefulness from the certainty that

there can be no extensive lapse into barbarism

while knowledge and philosophy are advancing.
The brutes and ruffians, high and low, are always
a handfid in comparison with the kindly quiet

people who pass through life in a spirit of love and

peace : and from these broad seedfields of good,

great harvests will be growing when the fetid

political swamps of all autocracies, spurious or cor-

rupted, and all despotisms disguised as republics,
are drained away into the black sea of the past.
The "Saturday Reviewer" has led us very far.

It was Gibbon, however, who made the road : and
we can hardly have wasted our time in trying to

get some views from it.

From the Mountain.

AEE THE PLANETS INHABITED ?

Few questions can be started more curious or

more interesting than that which relates to the

existence or non-existence of life on the other

planets of our solar system. Arguments on
both sides have been urged with more or less

ability ; the negative being chiefly based on the

assumption that they are imfitted, for physical

reasons, to be the home of beings organised as we
are. Though there is in reality no reason why
living beings dififerently organised to ourselves

should not inhabit those worlds, we propose to

show that an inhabitant of the planet we occupy,
might, if transported hence to one of them, be

capable of continued existence there with just that

slight modification which wovdd grow out of a

change of condition. As their adaptability for

habitation must depend to a great extent on the
matter of which they are composed, it is worth
while stating the hypothesis which we conceive to

be the most plausible as to the mode in which

they were formed—an hypothesis, be it here re-

marked, which agrees, on the whole, with the

opinions maintained by Sir D. Brewster and other

high authorities.

The idea that the sun is an incandescent mass,
seems to be confirmed by the recent experiments
of Kirchoff, Bunsen, and others ; and very wonder-
ful indeed are the inferences which flow from
their discoveries. We know that the sun revolves

on its axis in a certain period, and appearances
indicate that the same results follow from this in

his case, as regards the regular set of currents of

air, as on the earth. The larger and brighter
masses of cloud are heaped together more thickly
on either side of a band running across the sun's

disc than elsewhere, owing, as is supposed, to

currents analogous to our trade winds. They
are also observed to collect round the huge dark

spots so frequently visible on the sun's disc. The
cause of these spots cannot be explained, but

when numerous they do certainly affect the amount
of light transmitted to us, as the experiments of

Secchi show the light emitted from a spot near
the centre of the sun does not exceed in quantity
that which flows from the edge of the disc, where
the luminosity is least, and from whence it goes
on increasing towards the centre. But these

masses of cloud are far from being of the innocent

nature of those which float in our atmosphere.
Instead of being particles of water, they are, there

is good reason to believe, formed of metallic

vapours, which, if they descend at all, pour down
on the body of the sun in a fiery shower with
a force, compared with which our tropical rains

are light as falling dew. The mass of which
the sun is composed is so enormous that the

mind cannot form the faintest conception of the

period which must elapse before its fires are

extinguished and it disappears from the firmament,
as other luminaries have done before it. Nor
would it be possible, even if its combustion were
more rapid than it is, to perceive any diminution

in its dimensions, though the most careful obser-

vations were continued through successive gene-
rations. But that which generations could not

perceive may well have taken place for all that,

and it is easy to imagine that there was a time

when in a nebulous state it filled the whole space
included within the orbit of Neptune. Its revolu-

tion on its axis would cause the denser particles of

which it was composed to fly outwards, and a ring
would be formed which, by the dissipation of heat

in space would probably contract and fracture, and
the fractured portions may then have coalesced and
assumed the form of a globe, retained in its orbit

by the attraction of the mass of matter from which
it had separated, and rotating on its axis in

the same way as its constituent particles had done

when it formed part of the parent body, or it may
be that this continuous rotation may be due, as

has been asserted, to the effects of electricity ; a

theory which was promulgated some years since

in this country, though it has recently been
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revived in France, and spoken of as something
quite novel.

Assuming the above theory to be true, the same

process would be repeated as the sun continued to

revolve and scatter its heat through space, and the

planet Uranus would be formed, A repetition of it

would produce Saturn, next Jupiter, then the huge
planet, or the bodies that may once have been one,

the Asteroids ; then Mars, the Earth, Venus, and

Mercury in succession, and, possibly, another

planet within the orbit of Mercury, which from
its proximity to that luminary is invisible to us.

Assuming that we have now positive evidence that

all the metals with whichwe are acquainted exist in

a state of combustion in the sun's atmosphere, and

having regard to the physical appearances dis-

cernible on the planets belonging to oxir system,
it may fairly be inferred upon this principle that

they are all composed of similar substances. The

question of their adaptability to the residence of

organised beings, not differing essentially from

ourselves, therefore would rest on their bulk, on
the amount of light and heat they receive from
the central orb, and on the presence of an atmo-

sphere.

First, as regards their bulk. The weight of an

object on the Earth is in proportion to the density
of the globe and the distance of the object from
its centre. The same holds good with respect to

Jupiter, which is thirteen hundred and thirty times

larger ; and supposing the densities of both to be

alike, the consequence would be that any object
whatever, whether a man, a tree, or one of the

pyramids, transported hence to that planet would
crumble to pieces under the force of the attraction.

But the densities of the planets are not equal.

Tivking first the exterior planet, Neptune, it is

found that, bulk for bulk, its weight as compared
with the Earth is as one to six, or nearly that of

water, which is five and a half times lighter than
tlie solid matter contained in our globe. Thus,
though the bulk of Neptune is 107 times that
of the Earth, its relative lightness, combined with
the fact that an object on its surface is nearly five

times more distant from its centre, would cause
bodies to weigh nearly the same there as here. We
will make this matter a little clearer to those who
have not considered the subject.

If the density of Neptune were the same as the

earth, bodies placed at the same distance from its

centre would weigh 107 times heavier than here.

But as the weight of a body, or the force with
which it is drawn towards the centre of the globe*
on which it rests, is diminished in proportion as it

is more distant from the centre of attraction, a
deduction would have to be made on this account,
so that a man who weighed 150 lbs. on the Earth
would actually weigh only 700 lbs. on the surface

of Neptune. This is calculated on the supposition
that the density of Neptune is the same as that of

the planet we inhabit. The fact, however, is, as

• It seems only justice to J. von Gumpach to mention
liere, that ho has published a thick volume, in which he
asserts tliat the opinion generally held that the form of the
earth is similar to that of an orange is eiToneous, and that
the real shape more resembles that of a lemon, and he
argues that many of the wrecks wliioh occur from a mis-
calculation of the position of the vessel arises from this
erroneous belief.

we have already said, that in consequence of the

lightness of Neptune as compared with the Earth,
a man going hence to that globe would be able to

move with the same facility. As regards Uraniis,

though its dimensions are eighty-two times that of

the earth, its weight, as compared with it, bulk for

bulk, is not greater than that of Neptune, that is to

say, as one to six, or a little less than water.
The same powers of locomotion would therefore
suffice if a man were transported to Uranus.
Saturn is comparatively much lighter than either

of the planets previously mentioned
; they are of

nearly the same weight as a globe of water would
be, whereas Saturn is lighter in the proportion of

one to one-and-ahalf. But as its volume is 857
times that of the Earth, the actual weight of a man
on its surface would be somewhat greater than on
this globe, but not in a degree capable of impeding
his movements to any serious extent.

The enormous dimensions of Jupiter, notwith-

standing its lightness as compared bulk for bulk
with the Earth, would render a residence on it

irksome, though not impossible, without an
increase of muscular power. On Mars half the

strength we possess would be sufficient to enable
us to move about and supply our wants with

i facility. The same may be said of Mercury : and
as regards the only other planet of our system
not yet mentioned, Venus, we should there be un-
conscious of having changed our habitation, as far

as bodily strength is concerned.

We do not see, in the lightness of the majoiity
of the planets as compared with our own globe,

any ground for the inference that they are thereby
unfit for human habitation, since lightness
is quite com[>atible with solidity. The other

objections that might be urged are, that there
would be an insufficient supply of light and
heat to support life on planets revolving at such
an enormous distance from the central orb
whence that light and heat emanates. At the
first glance it would seem that if we have not a

superabundance of either it must follow that

Jupiter, which is five times more distant, must be
deficient in both ; and that this deficiency must

go on increasing in an eminent degree as we re-

cede to Saturn, which is nine times, to Uranus,
which is eighteen times, and to Neptune, which is

twenty-eight times more distant than the Earth.
But a little consideration will show that, though
regarded with our organs of vision, the sun, seen
from Neptune, woiild appear of about the same
diameter as a bright star, an enlargement of the

pupils would cause objects on its surface to appear
as brilliantly illuminated as on the Earth ;

the
same result would be produced if the retina were
rendered more sensible, either of which modifica-

tions might be produced without any alteration in

the structural organisation of the eye.
But the most important question of all is :

Have the other planets an atmosj)here resembling
ours ? If they have not, it is clear that, however

closely they may resemble the Earth in other

respects, they cannot be inhabited by beings like

us. If we were deprived of our atmosphere we
know that there could be no clouds, no gradual
passage from light to darkness

; objects would bo

I strongly lighted or in deep shadow, the sun would
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be a brilliant object, but the firmament would ap-

pear black, and dotted with stars
; there would be

neither life nor sound, and the Earth would circle

round the Sun, a frozen ball, devoid of everything
which would render life on it agreeable, even if it

were possible.
Observations that have been made, establish

conclusively the fact that other planets are en-

veloped in atmospheres. The two planets most

favourably situated with respect to us for tele-

scopic examinations, are Venus, Jupiter, and
Mars. Surrounding Venus, we perceive what

many astronomers consider to be a thick atmo-

sphere,
—so dense indeed that the twilight has been

perfectly distinguished there
;
and this, together

with its position, and the masses of cloud which
float in it, denoting the presence of water, render

the discovery of anything relative to the configura-
tion of its surface highly improbable, beyond the

fact that it has its chains of mountains, resembhng
those on the Earth. In the case of Mars; we are

able to go beyond this. With a telescope pos-

sessing the requisite power, we can trace the

boundaries of oceans and continents, and even
the snow which lies at its polar circles, and the

extent to which it is dissolved by the summer
sun. By means of the lights and shadows on its

surface, the fact that it rotates on its axis in as

nearly as possible the same time as the Earth,
has been proved ; the same may also be said of

the other planets, the differences in the time

occupied in their respective revolutions being so

trifling that it is not necessary to specify them.
Thus the existence of atmospheres round the

other planets of our system being so highly pro-

bable, we have good grounds for believing that they
are suited for the habitation of beings like ourselves.

Objections on the ground of insufficient warmth
are overruled at once : the degree of heat will be

regulated by the density of the atmosphere. We
know that we have only to ascend a mountain till

we attain an altitude of 14,000 feet above the

level of the sea, to find snow at the same time
that the country at its foot is parched with heat,
which is accounted for by the fact that the

atmosphere is much more dense at the surface of

the earth than at an elevation of three miles

above it. If, then, our own experience enables

us to prove that so slight a change of position in

our atmosphere makes all the di3"erence between
life and death, surely no sane person will continue

to iirge the want of warmth in the more distant

planets, as a reason for their being vininhabitable,
when by a slight increase of density in their

atmospheres their temperature would be raised to

an equality with ours ; moreover, we do not yet
know that the heat we enjoy emanates entirely
from the sun, or from the combined action of the

sun's rays and terrestrial agencies.

Having iirged the preceding facts by way
of proof that there is no essential difference

between the physical condition of the Earth and
that of the other planets of the system, it can be

hardly necessary to pursue the argument of the

extreme probability of their beiug inhabited by
beings organised as we are.

The proofs that the globe we inhabit was ex-

pressly designed as a dwelling for us abound so

thickly, that for any person to maintain that it

was formed by a fortuitous concourse of atoms,
is preposterous ; and the evidences of design are

not stronger in the case of the Earth than as

regards other planets. We all remember how a

distinguished German philosopher, who had been

reflecting on this subject in his study, on entering
his dining-room and perceiving a salad, suddenly
exclaimed, "So, then, if lettuce, chervil, beetroot,
and the other vegetables I see there, had been

flying about in space with eggs, oil, and vinegar,

they might at last have formed a salad !

"
"Yes,"

answered his wife, "but not a salad like that
before you." The lady was undoubtedly right.

Simple as such a result might have appeared, the

probabilities against the substances mixing them-
selves together in the proportions to form a good
salad would puzzle a Quetelet to calculate.

If Chance had had anything to do with the
formation of the Earth, there would be no reason

why it should rotate on its axis in twenty-four
hours, and yet a comparatively slight increase of

that period might have rendered it uninhabitable.
A very slight deviation from the actual inclination

of its axis would have had a similar eff'ect.

Without an atmosphere we could not, of course,
exist at all ; but a very slight addition to one of

the gases of which it is composed would destroy

every living thing on the Earth's surface, and its

abstraction would reduce the globe to a mass of

ashes. Everything, then, being so nicely adapted
to the maintenance of life, and such an apparently

trifling modification being capable of extinguishing
it altogether, it is impossible to reflect on these

matters without being driven to the conclu-

sion that the Earth was formed expressly as

a dwelling for us. And can we then, doubt
that the same Creator who formed this globe
created the others for a like purpose ? That
their inhabitants resemble us physically is only
a reasonable supposition, considering the close

resemblance of the difi'erent orbs : how far they
may difi"er from us morally can only be imagined.

George Leigh.

MY CONFESSION.

Wife ! long true to me,

Through good and ill :

Hear my confesKion,

And love me stiU !

I -n-as not false, dear,

When, years ago.

Thinking I loved you,
I told you so.

Yet, my gift to you
I lived to see

Was not fair payment
For yours to me.

You did not know it ;

You guessed not how
I was your debtor,

—
As I am now,

I dare not own it,

This later day,
Were I not able

Some part to pay.
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"Watching together

Here, by this bed,

Where, softly pillowed,
Lies one bright headj

Smiling together
On other face.

Pressed to your bosom—
Its rightful place.

Thus, dear, I venture

To whisper this,
—

Now that I give you
A whole-heart kiss.

Now that—God helping-
I am to you

Husband more worthy,
Lover more true. G. R. T,

A DOOMED TOWN.

There is nothing more characteristic of the

rapid development of our national industry and

prosperity during the last few years, than the

enormously increasing extent of our principal

manufacturing towns. In every direction the
daisied meadows, shady lanes, and rural walks,
are being displaced by rows of semi-detached

villas, tall prison-like factories, or acres of little

box- shaped cottages. Villages and hamlets find

themselves annexed in the most summary fashion

by the once insignificant towns, and converted
into suburbs, the farmhouse giving way to the

factory, while the railway goods station takes the

place of the picturesque dairy. The utilitarian

I ftnquers the poetical and sentimental. Yet there
are one or two exceptions to the rule. The sun
}ias its spots, and the brightest sky its tiny clouds.

So with the prosperity of our manufacturing
towns. While the majority are speeding on the

l^oaceful ])ath of progress, one or two are sadly
ilting, and threatening to fall into the rear, if

L to remain behind entirely. Of these, Maccles-
tield is one. As we pass over the Ohernet Valley
line, it is impossible not to remark the dull and

melancholy appearance of the place. The houses
look as if they had not been repaired for years,
the chimneys are in a state of ruin, the walls and
windows are black with dust and soot, the wood-
work has long been a stranger to the painter's
luush, and the dismal and woebegone aspect of

tlio whole scene conveys a vivid idea of industrial

ilcsolation. Yet Macclesfield was not always thus.

I'here was a period when the tide of prosperity
filled its factories with the hum of the human
bees, as they industriously toiled, with willing
hands and hopeful hearts, through the bright
sunny days of summer, unconscious of the coming
season of adversity. Step by step the employers
and employed advanced in their career of success,
until at one time it seemed as if Macclesfield was
destined to become the principal manufacturing
town of Cheshire

; but the fatality which sooner
or later overtakes all localities where silk is the

staple manufacture, crushed the rising energies of

the town, and inflicted upon it a blow from the
jffects of which it may never wholly recover.

Much of the recent industrial importance of

Macclesfield arose from the extensive development
)f the broad silk trade, a generation or two since,

by the founder of the Brocklehurst family, who
yet retain the vast silk-throwing factories which

overshadow, like huge spectres, the cottages of

the operatives. But the sudden fluctuations to

which the silk-manufacture is so liable, has proved
too much for the prosperity of the town, especially
as it possessed no other industrial resources. It

is useless to attempt to prove that the French

treaty is answerable for the state of things at

present existing here, because the decline of its

manufactures can be traced back for several years,
to a date when the French commercial treaty was
as yet a thing to be dreamed of. It has been
the same at Coventry. The system of protection
so long adopted as the ruling pi-inciple in all

questions relating to the industry of this country,
tended to destroy the very objects which it was
intended to maintain. Freed from foreign rivalry,
and possessing an artificial status in the market,
the Macclesfield silk manufacture exhibited very
little improvement during the later years pre-

ceding its reverses. It trusted more to the spirit
of monopoly than to any attempt at excellence for

the purpose of maintaining its position, and when
the protective duties were repealed, it at once

went to the wall. The French treaty merely
accelerated the fate which mnst have arrived

sooner or later, and in so doing it has rendered a

mercy to the operatives by diminishing the length
of their sufi'erings. They no longer hope against

hope. So long as the faintest chance remained of

the resumption of the silk manufacture on its

former extensive scale, they would have dragged
on their miserable existence without making an
efTort to better their condition. Now, however,

they are allowing themselves to become absorbed
in other trades, and although the stniggle may be

severe, it must be light compared with what

might have been. Still the fate of the operatives
is a sad one, and cannot but be regarded with

sympathy.
Reared to the trade when children, they find

themselves in their manhood unable to enter on

any other with the smallest chance of obtaining a
livelihood

; at least, this is the case with the

greater number ;
and so hundreds of them linger

on in a state of semi-starvation. Nothing reveals

more truthfully the condition of the Macclesfield

weavers than the present depreciated value of

cottage property. During the last twenty years,
there have not been twenty houses built that

would rent at 40^. per annum ; on the contrary,

many are going to ruin, while the bulk of the

dwellings, which are of the cottage class, do not

yield any rents at all. In fact, there are about

2,200 uninhabited houses in the town, and these,

with their closed shutters, grimy windows, and

neglected exteriors, impart a cheerless look to

the silent thoroughfares. There is nothing more

provocative of melancholy than a visit to the

deserted homes of the weavers, to stand amongst
the rotting remains of the looms, and to mark
the numerous evidences which still remain to

testify to their general ability and taste. Here
was a board on which flower-pots were placed,
there a bookshelf, yonder a cupboard for botanical

specimens, while the walls around were decorated

with cheap maps and prints. But all is over now.
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The Macclesfield silk-weaver is rapidly becoming
a thing of the past. Every artisan who can
master a few shillings and a little energy,
endeavours to take leave of the blighted town.

They are wise. Many have reached the colonies,
where their once soft and delicate hands have
become hard and horny with handling the axe
and spade ; others have drifted to other towns
in the kingdom, but very few have ever returned
to die in the place of their birth. A curse seems
to lie on it. Well situated for a manufacturing
seat, possessing ample communication, both by
rail and canal, with other towns, and owning an
abundance of cheap labour, together with many
other advantages, somehow or another Maccles-
field fails to attract capital. A site amid the
bleak and mountainous regions of Yorkshire or

Lancashire seems preferable to a town which is

apparently doomed to industrial ruin. Is not
this a problem worth the studying? Like

Coventry, Macclesfield aifords a terrible proof
of the folly of fostering a manufacture which
can only exist by the maintenance of an arti-

ficial monopoly, and which perishes the moment
that the legislative props are removed. Yet a

gleam of hope shines through the murky dark-

ness. It is said that when things get to the

worst, they mend ; and it may be that, when
happier days shall come, when our cotton supply
shall resume its former magnitude, Macclesfield

may regain, as a cotton manufacturing town, the

reputation which it has lost as the seat of the

broad-sUk manufacture. John Plummeb.

AN ANCIENT EUSSIAN LEGEND.

[Taken down from the lips of a Siberian Cossack, by a
Bussian gentlemati, in 1S40. It is probably a fragment of a
Tery ancient Saga, preserved by oral tradition. It is entitled
"How tije Race of the Vitiazes (heroes) died out of Bright
Bussia."]

" Our brawny shoulders are not tireJ, nor do our

strong arms ache
;

Our stalwart horses need no draught their battle

thirst to slake;
Our steel swords are not blunted yet," one of the

heroes cried—
Alosha Popovitsch the young, that champion lion-

eyed,
" Send us a host with strength divine, send us both

foot and horse.
And we, the Vitiazes bold, will tame that heavenly

force."

Just as he spoke those unwise words, so full of sound
and flame.

Slowly towards those boasting men two mounted
warriors came.

Mantled and arm'd as simple folk : and lo, they
call'd aloud,

" Well ! Vitiazes, let us strike, since ye'ie so hot and

proud.
We are but two, and you are seven; yet Heaven

gives us might ;

The odds are great ;
more fame for us,-

—come,

heroes, let us fight."
Alosha Popovitsch his wrath could scarcely bridle

then.

He curb'd his horse, and threw himself upon those

scornful men
;

With all his brawny shoulders' might, he cut those

horsemen through,—

One drawing stroke, one gashing blow, and they
were hewn in two.

But lo ! the stricken men rose up unhurt, and
changed to four.

All were alive, and all were arm'd, and fiercer than
of yore.

But Dobreena, the stalwart brave, could not restrain
him then

;

He rein'd his horse, and threw himself upon those

magic men.
With a strong shoulder blow he hew'd those sturdy

horsemen through,—
One drawing stroke, one slashing cut, he clove them

all in two.

But swift the stricken men rose up ; the four were

changed to eight !

Stern, hot, and eager for the fray
—

proud, fierce,

bold and elate.

Then Eeilgaof Moorsoom his wrath could not restrain

him then.

He curbed his horse, and threw himself upon those

scornful men.

One mighty blow, one angry stroke, he slashed the

horsemen through :

Deep-piercing brain and heart and lungs ;
he clove

them all in two.

But swift the stricken men arose, ahd lo! the eight
men slain

Were sixteen waiTiors, arm'd and fierce, and on their

steeds again !*

Then all the Vitiazes rode fierce spurring at the

band :

With rage at heart, they hew'd and cut, and smote
off head and hand

;

They struck them down with spear and sword : and

still, for all they quelled,
Their horses trampled under foot more than the

heroes felled.

But yet the horsemen grew and grew with an

increasing might,
And still they gave and took the blows, in that

heroic fight.

The Vitiazes fought three days, three hours, three

moments strove,

Until their mighty shoulders tired, though still they
struck and clove.

Their chargers brave were waste and woi-n, their

bridles white with froth
;

Their steel swords blunted with the heat and

vengeance of their wrath.

But still that army grew and grew with an in-

creasing might.
And still they gave and took the blows, in that

heroic fight.

'Twas then the Vitiazes fled before that magic force.

And threw their arms away, and spurr'd each one

his bleeding horse.

They fled unto the mountain-pass—unto the dark

stone caves—
Where the great rocks were heaved and toss'd in

changeless frozen waves.

As soon as the first Vitiaz approach'd, he turn'd to

marble stone ;

Ere the next horseman had come up, he to a rock,

had grown ;

And as the rest rode fiercely on, they too were

changed straightway,
And so the race of heroes pass'd from our bright

land away. Walter Thoknbury.

* The reader must here kindly imagine the blows of the

four otiier Vitiazes. who, in turn, iu spite of the severe

"punishment" they inflict, find the magic horsemen mul-

tiply horribly beneath their swords.
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LAYING A GHOST,

I AM not superstitious. I may have a soft

place in my head like the greater part of man and
woman kind, but I am not so weak as to believe

in witchcraft, or in omens, or warnings. I never
did believe in them, nor in dreams (generally

speaking), though as to these latter phenomena I

will not speak positively, for reasons which I

could give, though I shall not just now. Nor do

I believe in apparitions, most of which may be

easily accoimted for by the state of the seer's

health, or of his nerves, or by the state of the

atmosphere, or a hundred other circumstances.

But 1 will say, without fear of contradiction from

any reasonable person, that some things are quite

unaccountable, though they cannot either be

denied or explniued away.

VOL. IX. No. 212.
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For example, noises ! Dreadfully unaccountable

are the noises that a person, sitting up late at

night, and alone, "and when a' the weary world

to rest are gone," may hear in some houses. I

say alone, because it is not to be supposed that

when several persons are together, some talking
and laughing, some moving about, some occupied
one way and some another, that they should pay

any attention to the mysterious noises of which I

am speaking. I am not nervous, but really I

could not live in a house that was so afflicted—
no, not if I might have it rent free, and, moreover,
be paid a rent for living in it.

And, again, there are still worse things than

mere noises that make some houses very unde-

sirable habitations for the living ; such things, for

instance, as shadowy figures to be seen flitting by,
when there is apparently no substance to cause

them ;
or a trembling to be felt in the air which

makes the bellwires vibrate, or even the bells to

ring at unseasonable hours. I cannot say that I

ever actually saw these things myself, but I con-

fess that once, just at midnight,—no, I will not

say what it was now. I do not wish to make

my friends either nervous or uncomfortable ; still

more unwilling am I to give them any cause for

distrusting my veracity, so I will pass over that

strange affair for the present at least, and merely

give a true and faithful account of what happened
in a house that I was well acquainted with, and
then they must judge for themselves whether or

not that house was .

The house in question is a large and substan-

tially-built mansion, standing in a beautiful, shel-

tered spot, although scarcely more than a furlong
from the sea, and on the eastern coast of England.
I know no other such spot on the whole line of

coast from Berwick-on-Tweed to Dover. You

already imagine that it is a stately edifice with

gables, and turrets, partly clad with ivy, with

deep-set, narrow-pointed windows, and winding-
stairs complete ? No such thing—neither is it a

great staring modern house, standing stark naked

with neither an evergreen shrub outside, nor a

superstitious legend inside, to enliven it. On the

contrary, the garden can boast of fig-trees of a

magnitude seldom attained in our island except

iipon the southern coast, and the myrtle, which,
farther inland, can only be kept alive through the

winter months in a green-house, covers the walls

with its shining dark-green leaves and fragrant

silvery blossoms, to a height far above the draw-

ing-room windows. The house may be a hundred

years old—it may be more, or it may be less,

though I should not think it. Who lives there

now is no matter ;
our business is with the

"good old Squire," as he was commonly called

in the neighbourhood, who lived there five-and-

twenty years ago. I knew him well, and a hearty,

hospitable old trump he was, too. He was a

widower, and had no family ; but as his means
were ample, his house large and well appointed,
and, moreover, his disposition somewhat jovial, it

seldom happened that he was without visitors.

Of all the places I ever knew, it was the most

pleasant to stay in : there was no trying to be

cheerful or gay, it all came naturally ;
it seemed

to be in the very air of the place. There was

plenty of shooting in the autumn ; in the winter,

himting with two or three packs of harriers that

were kept in the neighbourhood ;
in the summer

an endless variety of amusements on sea or land,
and for wet days there was a billiard-table and a

good library for those who were inclined to be

studious, or quiet, or lazy—everybody did as he
liked—Liberty Hall it was.

And yet
—I had heard, certainly, for I remem-

bered it afterwards, though I paid very little

attention to the matter at the time—I had heard
that the house once had the reputation for being—for not being quite pleasant in all respects ;

but
such things are said of so many country houses,
that I looked upon this as mere idle gossip.

Besides, the house had no appearance of the

kind to warrant such reports. If such things
had been said of Cranberry Hall, which was only
two miles distant, inland, I should not so much
wonder; its gloomy battlements, its windows
divided by heavy stone mullions, its stacks of

twisted and fretted chimneys, and, above all, that

great dismal pine wood at the back, whose spiry

tops by moonlight always looked to me like an
enormous army of giants with their javelins

piercing the sky—these might justify such a

popular belief, but I never heard that there was
even any suspicion of the kind attached to that

melancholy-looking place. This, however, is an
idle digression.

It was the last week in September, the weather
was remarkably fine, we were a large party at

the Squire's, and he was in the best possible

spirits, for he expected a visit from an old school-

fellow whom he had not seen for many years, but

who had just written to say that he would come
and give the pheasants a benefit on the first of

October, as he had done some twenty years before.

The Major, as I now learned from my host, was
born and had spent his early youth in this neigh-
bourhood

;
the t\^o boys had gone to Eton

together, and had always kept up a friendly

correspondence, though their way in life had been
so different that they had not met for twenty
yeai-s.

On the last day of the month, just as we were

sitting down to breakfast, the Squire evidently a

little disappointed at not finding a letter in the

post-bag from the Major, to our great surprise, in

the old soldier walked. He had come down from

London the day before, slept at the inn of the

little market-town of Sandiland, where the coach

stopped in the evening, had risen betimes, and
now walked over to his old friend's house.

After the first hearty salutations had passed
between the two friends, and sundry rough school-

boyish jokes on the alteration that time had

wrought in their personal appearance had been

exchanged, it was decided that when breakfast

was over, the rest of this day should be spent in

reconnoitring certain favourite old haunts of their

youth, and in paying visits to some half-dozen

aged labourers and fishermen, whom the Major's
kind heart had not suffered him to forget. The
next day was to be dedicated to the slaughter of

partridges and pheasants. Well, there is no need

to dwell upon the unimportant events of the day.
We dispersed in small parties, according to our
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different tastes and inclinations, and assembled

again when dinner-time approached. The evening
came, and the time had passed away very quickly,
we all thought, when some prudent person, the

old grey-headed clergyman, I believe it was, re-

minded the company that it was drawing close

upon midnight. Knowing our host's dislike to

late hours, we arose to take our candles and

depart.
"And where am I to perch?" demanded the

Major, as we were shaking hands and bidding
each other good night.

"
Oh, you are to go into your otvn room ; you

recollect it, don't you, Charles? I fancied you
would like it best."

" To be sure 1 do—recollect it, indeed ! I'm

not likely to forget your almost blowing me up
with gunpowder, one New Year's night, in that

room—singed half the hair off my head ! 'Tis a

wonder that I recovered my beaxity as 1 did. Yes,
I remember it ; the third door on the right hand

side, opposite
—ah, by the by, who sleeps there 1

The old housekeeper, in your good father's time,

used to try to frighten iis boys about that room :

she declared that nobody—"

' ' Foolish old woman !

"
interrupted our host

rather hastily ;
"he was obliged to threaten her

with instant dismissal if she spread such absurd

reports ; why, you would hardly believe it, but I

assure you, at one time, my father could scarcely

get a servant to live in the house—you know how

superstitious most of our rural population is
;

however, the thing is forgotten now."
I was struck with the hurried manner in which

these words were uttered, and still more with the

uneasiness which the Squire betrayed when several'

of the younger part of the company, whose

curiosity had naturally been roused by the fore-

going conversation, began eagerly asking questions
as to what the housekeeper had related. It was
in vain that he tried to put an end to the conver-

sation, or to turn it to some other subject ; our

curiosity was excited, and we were not satisfied

till we heard all that the Major could tell us about

the matter. It was not much, certainly.
" Mrs. Lofty—that was her name—used to tell

us that nobody could sleep in that room
;
there

was something so very dreadful to be seen, or to

be heard, or both perhaps ;
for the old dame never

would tell us all that she knew, or pretended to

know
;

she declared, too, that no one had ever

dared to pass a second night in it—was not that

the story. Squire ? We boys used to laugh at her

superstition, but, to confess the truth, 1 believe

at that time neither of us would have been very

willing to spend a night in that room by himself."

We took up our several candlesticks, and pro-
ceeded upstairs to bed.

" Let us take a look at this mysterious apart-

ment," said I, as we were about to pass the door,
which was closed, but not locked;

"
let us see

what is to be seen," and several of us walked in.

It was a large, comfortable-looking room. The
windows looked towards the east, catching a

glimpse of the restless ocean at the end of the fine

old avenue which led up to that side of the house.

It was a still night ;
the moon, which was near the

full, had but just risen, throwing a bright path of

light across the rippling water, and causing the

massy foliage of the elms to look black against the

sky. For a night view, I thought I had never
seen anything more lovely.
The furniture in the room was heavy-looking

and old-fashioned, unlike that in the other apart-

ments, which had all been handsomely furnished

when the Squire took possession of the place ;
this

remained just as it was in his father's time.

Between the windows was a large oval mirror of

the fashion of the last century ;
the frame, which

was white and gold, seemed intended to represent
a confusion of deer's horns, dripping foliage, and
icicles intermixed, the effect of which, though the

connection between these objects is not very
obvious, was undoubtedly pleasing. On each side

of the fireplace was a large, high-backed, well-

stuffed arm-chair
; there were also other chairs of

probably the same antiquity, if I may judge from
their ample size, the elaborate carvings on the dark

mahogany, and the faded worsted work which
covered the seats. Besides these there was a

table, a large oak chest with brass clasps, such as

our great-grandmothers used to keep their linen or

their blankets in, and a bedstead, on which, how-

ever, there were neither hangings nor bedding of

any sort. The walls were of painted wainscot, the

floor was well carpeted, and the room had merely
the appearance of being disused, not the least of

dirt or neglect.
The Major seated himself in one of the large

easy chairs, and made a scrutinizing survey of the

room.
" So this room is given up to the—"

"Come, come," interrupted the Squire ; "there's

the clock striking twelve, and—"

"Updn my honour, Jack, I believe you know a

good deal more about the housekeeper's story
than you choose to tell us—what is it now ? Nay,
don't look so grim. I've a great mind to take up
my quarters here for the night. I wish I may
never have a worse berth to slee]) in than this

great downy chair ; it fits me exactly." And the

old boy stretched out his legs, threw his head back

into the soft cushions, and yawned as if he had

finally settled himself for the night.

"Major, you'll oblige me by going into your
own room," urged our host.

"
Squire, you'll oblige me by letting me have

my own way," retorted his friend ;

" and with

your leave," continued he, rising,
"

I'll just look

into that big chest, too. Oh ! empty ; then I

will keep it so," and locking it, he put the key
into his pocket.

Amongst the guests was an old clergyman, who

many years ago had been rector of the parish,
which he quitted on being presented to a better

living in a distant part of England ;
he was now

on a visit to the Squire, with whom, and with hia

father before him, he had lived on terms of con-

siderable intimacy. Whilst the Major was making
his observations, Mr. Bradley was carefully ex-

amining the wainscot, now and then tapping it,

as if to ascertain whether it were hollow in any
place.

" Is there any closet in this room ?
" asked Mr.

Bradley.
" No—and no other door than the one we came
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in at. By the by, there once was a plate-closet,

just behind the chair next the fireplace, but it

was closed up ages ago, when my father had one

made for the plate in his own bedroom. The
closet now opens into the room at the back of

this—my man-servant's.
"

' ' And formerly the housekeeper's room
; you

remember, perhaps, that I came to see her, by her

own request, a few days before she died ?
"

The Major fixed his eyes on Mr. Bradley as he

was speaking, as if he were trying to read his

thoughts, but it was in vain ;
if he had any secret,

his mild countenance did not betray it.

" What do you say, Mr. Bradley, for I fancy

you know something more than we do : tell me
now, would you have any objection to sleeping
here ?

"

'• None whatever, except that I prefer a bed to

a chair to sleep in."

The Squire said,
" The truth is that many years

ago the room got a bad name, and it has not been

slept in since
;
in fact, the house is so large that it

has not been wanted. As to myself, I never did

sleep in it, for I prefer my own room, which has a

south aspect."

"Perhaps," suggested one of the party, "the
rats may have found their way over the ceiling,

or a cowl on some chimney top makes a noise—
when people go to bed with nonsense of this sort

in their heads, the hooting of an owl, or the roar-

ing of the sea, or even the wind in the trees be-

comes something supernatural in their imagina-
tion."

At length, much to the satisfaction of us young
people, who scorned the idea of rats, cowls, or

wind, and who had a strong inclination to believe

in the supernatural, some of the Major's traps, as

he called them, were removed from the opposite

room, as he declared that here, and nowhere else,

would he spend the night. Some of the younkers

proposed that he should be provided with pistols,

but he shook his head, and said that he should be

siifBciently armed against all comers with a good
stout walking-stick.

—"And you had better not

attempt to play any tricks, my lads, unless you
have a mind to get a broken head,

" added he,

laughing.
After some arrangements for the Major's com-

fort, which, by the by, he protested against as

being quite superfluous, the party dispersed for

the night.
The first of October was as fine a morning as

any sportsman could wish for. At a little after

eight we were all in the breakfast-parlour, except
the Squire and Mr. Bradley, who were slowly

walking up and down the grass plot before the

windows, apparently in earnest conversation.

The Major had already been besieged by a
number of questions, which he answered in a

joking manner, saying that the morning was not

the time for such subjects, that we must keep our

nerves steady, and think no more about hob-

goblins, or the pheasants would escape us. But
when the Squire and Mr. Bradley joined us, and
the latter pointedly asked him how he had passed
the night, he replied :

" I really am sorry to disappoint you, but I

must confess that I slept very well, and I saw

nothing worse than myself (after these young
chaps left the room, I mean)—what I heard is

another affair !

"

" What—what did you hear, sir ?
" from half a

dozen of us at once.
" I heard—don't let me alarm you—I heard the

fellow in the room at the back of mine snoring
like a pig."

"
Nothing else ?

"

"
No, upon my honour, nothing else ; my story

is a very short one !

"

"It is very satisfactory," said the old clergy-
man. " In the evening the Squire and I shall

have our stories to tell, but not till then, as there

are some matters connected with my story which
are not quite clear. While you are out shooting,
I am in hopes of finding the missing links in a

chain of evidence which will be satisfactory to all

parties."
When breakfast was over, all those amongst us

who were sportsmen took their guns, and went out

for a day's shooting. I have seen yoixnger men
than the Major knocked up after walking for five

or six hours through turnip-fields and ixnderwood,
with a double-barrelled gwa. on their shoulders;
but he seemed as fuU of mirth and jollity as he
was the day before, and assured us, when we sat

down to dinner, that he felt as fresh after his day's

work, as he should have done twenty years ago.
In tLo evening we reminded Mr. Bradley of the

promise h'^ had made us.

"I had not forgotten it," he replied ; "but it

will be best that the Squire should tell his part of

the story first."

The Squire said, "If it had not been for the

^what shall I call it ?—obstinacy ? resolution ?

firmness ? of my old friend, here, who would per-
sist in sleeping in that unlucky room last nigbt,
and the fortunate circumstance of Mr. Bradley's

being here, you certainly would never have heard,
from me at least, any account of the mystery
which has so long perplexed me. I must begin by
telling you, that to the best of my knowledge tliat

room was never slept in but twice since I was

born, and I am more than forty years old. You
heard what the Major said respecting our old

housekeeper. She and her husband lived here in

my grandfather's time, they grew old in service,

and died within a few weeks of one another. On
the day that the old woman was buried, as I was

returning from the funeral, I overheard something
which, it appeared to me, was spoken purposely
for me to hear, though it was addressed by one

old village gossip to another. I do not recollect

the precise words, but the puqjort was, that the

Squire would have no more evil spirits in his house

now. This brought to my mind the strange
stories which I used to hear when I was a boy,
and without having the slightest idea that my
father attached any importance to the matter, for

I never in my life had heard him allude to it, I

unwittingly asked him what could have induced

the housekeeper to tell such terrible stories about

one room in his house. You may imagine how
much I was astonished at his reply, when he told

me that what the housekeeper had said was but

too true !

"'For some time past,' he added, 'I have
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intended to speak to you about this painful

matter, but having hitherto always endeavoured to

drive the subject from my mind, I have not had

sufficient resolution to do so.'

' ' I begged my father to explain himself, and to

conceal nothing from me
; for, to confess the

truth, the more reluctant he appeared to be, the

more urgently I pressed him.
" He then told me that, not long aftermy grand-

father's death, he had ordered this room to be pre-

pared for a friend who was coming to spend a few

days with him ; that his servant had made diffi-

culties and objections, and had proposed some
other room for his guest, but that he did not

choose to give way to her whims, and accordingly
his friend slept in the room as he desired, but on

the following morning he told my father that ho

must leave him that day, and when pressed to

give his reasons for so sudden a determination, he

protested that nothing could induce him to stay
another night in a house in which his rest had
been disturbed by such frightful visions. He
refused to tell my father what it was he had seen

—he refused to sleep in any other room, and he

tried hard to persuade my father never either to

sleep in tluit room himself, or to allow any other

person to do so. Fully persuaded, however, that

his friend was labouring under some mental

delusion, my father, who had no fears whatever

about the matter himself, was so far from being
deterred from sleeping there, that he immediately
resolved to do so that very night, and accordingly,
in spite of the evident reluctance of his house-

keeper, he did so, thinking, as he told me, that

this would be the most effectual means of putting
an end to the foolish rumours which had been

spread by ignorant and superstitious servants.

"Taking the precaution to lock the door in

order to prevent any intrusion in the night, he left

-a lamp burning on the dressing-table and went to

bed
; and, undisturbed by any apprehensions, soon

fell asleep. My father was always a sound sleeper,
and not easily disturbed by noise in the night, and
it was not by any noise that he was now awakened,
but by feeling the bed-clothes gently moving, as if

some one were pulling them towards the foot of

the bed. The bed, I should observe, stood just as

you saw it last night, facing the fireplace, on each

side of which stand those high-backed chairs, and
with the left side towards the door. As it was a

cold night, my father had drawn the side curtains

of his bed, but there were no window-curtains, nor
even blinds, and though the moon shone brightly
into his room at the time he woke, and the lamp
was still burning, he could see nothing but the fur-

niture standing in the usual places. He lay quite

still, and hearing no noise, nor perceiving any
motion in the bed-clothes, he began to think that he
had been dreaming, in consequence of the conver-

sation he had had with his guest in the morning.
But hardly had he composed himself to sleep

again, when he felt the bed-curtains on both sides

of his bed first gently, and then violently shake.

Still he saw nothing, and, notwithstanding a

certain degree of trepidation which he confessed

that he felt, he made a sudden jdunge at the

curtain with open arms, but whatever was there

it eluded his grasp, and again for a minute all

was quiet. He now determined to rise, but the

moment he began to stir, he beheld two figures

slowly and noiselessly gliding from the sides of hia

bed towards the foot—they stopped for an instant,
then moved in the direction of the windows, which
were opposite the door, and between which was
the table on which the lamp stood. Without

again attempting to rise, my father turned to look

whether the door was open. No, it was shut, and
the key remained in the lock as he had left it.

During the few seconds which passed while he
was looking at the door, he perceived that the

lamp had gone out, or had been extinguished, for

instead of the yellow light of the lamp there was
now only the pale blue light of the moon, shining

through the windows. The two figures were still

there, now standing motionless, then slowly re-

treating backwards in the direction of the fire-

place. My father became nervous and extremely
uncomfortable, yet he retained sufficient presence
of mind to enable him to examine his nocturnal

visitors.
•'
Except that they were of a diflferent height, in

all other respects they presented precisely the same
horrible aspect, which my father described as that

of a death's head, partially concealed by a sort of

cowl or veil, which fell over the shoulders, while the

body was loosely wrapped in long white drapery,

which, descending to the feet, concealed the whole
of the figure except one bony wrist and hand.

The idea of being locked in with these two

frightful unearthly beings became intolerable, and

my father resolved at all hazards to rush out of bed
and make his escape. He rose, keeping his eyes
fixed on the spectres who were now nodding their

ghastly heads, and beckoning him with their

skeleton fingers, but making no attempt to ap-

proach nearer the bed, or to intercept his retreat

towards the door. Though in a state of con-

siderable agitation, my father never for an instant

lost his presence of mind, and though, as he told

me, his hand shook violently as he unlocked the

door, he did not neglect to take out the key and
lock it again on the other side as soon as he found
himself safely in the passage. This done, he

passed on quickly to his own bedroom, and

hurrying on his dressing-gown, went without a

minute's delay to call up his man-servant. Now
I must explain, for the benefit of those here who
are not so well acquainted with the geography of

the house as Mr. Bradley and the Major, that in

order to reach the butler's room it was necessary
first to go down the front stairs, then through the

servants' ball, and up the back stairs which lead

to the servants' rooms. With all the haste, there-

fore, that my father could make, several minutes

must have elapsed between the time of his leaving
the room in which he had slept, and his reaching
that of his servants.

" He knocked sharply at the door, but receiving
no answer he went in, and, aa he expected, found

the butler and his wife both fast asleep. His first

idea was to wake them, and ask if they had heard

or seen anything unusual ; but, after a few
moments' reflection, he decided that it would be

much more discreet to leave them to their repose,
which he felt assured had not been disturbed that

night.
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"Without betraying his secret to any person in

the house, he next morning made a careful exami-

nation of the room. The door he foimd locked as

he had left it ; the windows were both of them
barred. That old-fashioned linen-chest which you
saw last night, I should tell you, was not then

kept in the room, and if it had been it could

never have contained two, or even one being of

the size of those whom my father had seen gliding

about in the moonlight. It was impossible that

they should have been secreted under the bed-

stead, which was too low to admit of such a sup-

position. The chimney was much too narrow,

and, had it been otherwise, the white garments
of the apparitions would have afforded sufficient

proof that they did not enter by that means. The

sliding panel in the wainscot was immoveable,

having been made fast at the time that my father

had the plate-closet removed to his own chamber.

The thing was inexplicable : the more my father

pondered on the matter, the more was he per-

plexed, and at length, finding no clue to the

mystery, he resolved, whether wisely or not I

cannot say, to keep it to himself, and comply with

his friend's entreaty never to allow any person to

occupy the room again.
' ' Such was my father's strange story, which he

concluded by begging me, whenever I should take

his place as master of the house, to prevent any
one's sleeping in that chamber,—and no one ever

has done so till last night, when, you all are aware
how much against my wish, the Major persisted
in passing the night in a room which for such

extraordinary reasons has been disused for so

many years. I have nothing more to add, but
Mr. Bradley will now tell you, not only what
came to his knowledge several years ago, but of

the discoveries he made this morning whilst we
were out with our guns ; and when you have
heard his story I think you will agree with me in

believing that he has thrown such a strong light
on the spectres that they will never again venture

to show themselves in this neighbourhood."

Addressing himself to the Squire, Mr. Bradley
said :

"Although I have been in orders almost forty

years I never till to-day was called upon to lay
a ghost ! In former times, I believe, it was con-

sidered to be one part of the priest's duty, and

probably a very profitable part, for who would
not pay a pretty round sum of money to get rid of

such unwelcome visitors as those that you have

just described moping and mowing, nodding their

brainless skulls, and shaking their skeleton fingers
to the terror of all good Christians who would
fain sleep in peace ; entering his room, too, in

spite of locked doors and well-barred windows,
and vanishing in the like miraculous manner !

'Tis horrible to think of ! What incantations

those long-headed old priests used to overcome
the powers of darkness I am deplorably ignorant
of. Perhaps, like me, they sometimes got a little

peep behind the scenes, which is a vast help in

these matters, and without which advantage, I

confess, I should have been quite unable to

fathom this mysterious affair.
" I must tell you, then, that about sixteen years

ago, whilst I was stiU a resident in this parish, I

was sent for one day to see Mrs. Lofty, the old

housekeeper here, who was dying. I had buried

her husband only a few weeks before. The old

couple had for a great many years been considered

as most trustworthy and conscientious servants of

the old Squire, your father (for you were called the

young Squire then), but it seems in one particular

they had not deserved the confidence which was

reposed in them. The woman, it seems, was

greatly afraid of her husband, for whilst he was
alive she had never had sufficient courage to con-

fess the guilty part she had taken in deceiving her

master. After his death, and feeling that her

own end was ai)proaching, she determined to

relieve her conscience by making a full confession

of the deception they had so successfully prac-
tised. She told me that in his youth her hiisband,
like a great many men of his class on this coast,

had often been actively engaged in smuggling

spirits, and that long after he had discontinvied

going out to sea, and had to all appearance become
a steady man, he had kept up a connection with

smugglers, and aided them in various ways, bixt so

cunningly that he never had been suspected by
his master. You observed," continued Mr. Brad-

ley, addressing himself to me,
" the beautiful

view of the sea from the windows of the ' haunted

room,' as it has been called for many years?
Now there arje only two bedrooms in the house

which command this particular view, looking
down the great avenue—the one just mentioned
and the adjoining One, occupied by the man-
servant. It was well known that a very favourite

place for running a cargo of spirits on shore was

just that spot opposite the end of the avenue,
where it was easy to conceal the kegs amongst the

black rocks at low water, and where the proximity
of so many trees afforded concealment to the

boat's crew. In order to prevent, if possible, the

room from being used at night, they gave it a

bad name, and affected to believe that it was

haunted, and so long as this scheme answered
their purpose they took no other means ; but if,

in spite of the dark hints that the housekeeper
threw out, any person should persist in sleeping

there, they were prepared with some frightful

disguises with which to terrify him sufficiently to

prevent a second attempt at such an indiscretion.

Still," continued Mr. Bradley, again addressing
the Squire, "this does not account for the most

perplexing part of the business. I have no doubt
that it was the belief that there was no other

means of entering the room except by the door

or windows, which were known to be securely

fastened, which caused the terror that was felt

both by your late father and by his friend. But
there was, and there still is, if I have not been

misinformed, a perfectly easy means of access

from one of these rooms to the other, which, with

your permission, sir, we will now go and examine.

I expect that we shall find other proofs of roguery
which will leave no doubt as to the character

of the monstrous apparitions you have just
described.

"

We went upstairs into the man-servant's room.

Mr. Bradley opened the door of a closet by the

side of the fireplace, at the back of which were

five or six brass hooks, on which hung the man's
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great coat, a waterproof cape, and some other

garments.
" I think if we remove these things," said Mr.

Bradley,
" we shall discover the entrance into the

other room,"
The coats were instantly taken down, but still

we could see no signs of any communication with
the "haunted room."

' ' This closet, you observe, is not eighteen inches

in depth, and as there is no recess by the side of

the chimney in the other room, there must be

plenty of space for another closet of similar

dimensions at the back of this—the question is,

how is it to be got at ?
"

"My carpenter can show us that," said the

Squire, "he fitted up the i)late closet, and made
this for the servants at the same time."

"And you were absent from home at the time,
so I think Mrs. Lofty told me ?

"

"Yes, she cunningly suggested that the job
had better be done when I was out of the way,
on account of the dust and other disturbances it

would make. I see her reasons now, the old

hypocrite !

"

"You need not send for the carpenter: 'a

sliding door, like the one her master had ordered
to be fastened up,' that is what she said, and

though she was much confused, and at times quite
incoherent, repeating these words frequently with-

out any obvious sense, I believe 1 now understand
what she meant. Those pegs, you see, are placed
above the panel, and are immoveable, but the

panel itself, which in fact forms the partition
between the twb rooms, I have no doubt is the

one she attempted to describe."

It was probably a great many years since the

door had been moved, so that it did not give way
immediately when we endeavoured to push it

aside. However, after some little impatience,
and a good deal of humouring, we at length got
it to slide in the groove which had been made
for it.

If there were any doubt remaining in onr minds
as to the nature of the apparitions which had
caused so much dismay in the family in gone by
times, what we now beheld would have dissipated
it, for on the back of the panel which opened into

the "haunted room," hung two pastebotyd masks,
made closely to represent two death's heads, and
on the floor lay a heap of dusty, yellow-looking
linen, which had once been white. On removing
these ghostly habiliments, we found two skeleton

hands, or the imitations of them, for I cannot say
that I examined them sufficiently to know what
materials they were made of. Such were the
abominable disguises that had been used by the

butler and the housekeeper his wife !

There now remained only to remove the par-
tition between the closet and the "haunted room."
This was done without any difficulty, after a small

iron hook, or catch, had been raised. The passage
between the two rooms was thus easily made, yet
quite imperceptible when it was closed.

Some of the company present proposed that the

masks and other trumpery should be publicly
shown in the village, but the old clergyman
suggested that it would be far better they should
be burnt, and as the Squire was of the same

opinion, we immediately made an auto da fi of

all the rubbish.
" There is one thing I don't quite understand,"

said the Sqiure, speaking to Mr. Bradley, "how
was it that you never till now told me of the

rascally trick that had been played by Lofty and
his wife ?

"

"You recollect that T left Sandiland just at

the time of the old woman's death. If I had
remained here, most likely the subject would
have been mentioned, and the discovery which
we have just now made, would have been made
sixteen years ago. But the fact is I had not any
notion that the audacious plan of using frightful

disguises had ever been carried into execution, or

that your father himself had ever been so insulted

by his servants. What was meant about the

sliding door I never suspected till last night,
when you told us of the secret closet that had

formerly been used for plate. I think, sir, that

the ghost is now for ever laid, and that this room

may very safely be used in future ; perhaps it

would be the best way of silencing foolish tongues
if it were slept in occasionally. Some of these

young men—"

Four or five candidates oflfered themselves im-

mediately.
Before the party at Sandiland broke up, I was

obliged to return to my studies. Many years
have rolled on since those happy days, bringing
their stores of good and of evil, bringing new friends

and dearer relations, sweeping away old friends,
none more dear to me than my kind-hearted old

friend the Squire. The Major, too, is gone, and
the fine old house where we met has passed into

verj' different hands, and is no longer .... what
it was !

FOOD AND PHYSIO IN ANCIENT
DENMARK. .

Ik early times—so ancient authors tell us—the

Danish nation, like every other primeval commu-

nity, lived the hardy life of hunters. Scarcely
had an infant uttered its first feeble wail, than it

was plunged into a stream of ice-cold water, or

rolled in a heap of snow. "No art, no nurse,"

says the Danish author, Schoening, "taught the

little Dane to walk
;

" he acquired the accom-

plishment himself, scrambling naked upon the

earth among the scattered branches of trees, upon
which he laid hold to raise himself from the

ground. As soon as he could run with ease, he
was set to explore the recesses of the forest, to

laxmch his tiny arrow at the abundant game, or

to paddle his little skiff over the smooth waters of

the numerous lakes and creeks in search of fish.

His nourishment was strong and coarse, but suited

to the Danish climate, which is cold and humid,

although pure and sufficiently healthy. A very
common dish among the early Danes was fjammel-
mad. This was a kind of salted meat ; and the

name of the dish, signifying in English stalefood,

originated in the custom of cooking it a week
beforehand. An ancient writer on physiology

praises the salubrity of this national diet
; which

was only varied by the occasional introduction of

fish in various forms ; or of the different soups
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then called by the generic name of sheemad (spoon

meat). These still linger among the Danish pea-

santry, and are now denominated soehemad.

Torfaeiis speaks of the gruels and milk soups ;

and it appears, according to Saxo, that oatmeal

gruel, well-thickened, was used by the poorer class

of people as a substitute for bread. A little later,

cabbages were much cultivated. Salt was made

by throwing water on the ashes of seaweed. The
inhabitants of the small isle of Lessee were cele-

brated among the Danes for their expertness in

fabricating this species of salt.

Later still, bees were extensively kept, and care-

fully tended ; their honey being used in the place
of sugar. Vinegar came from fruits or beer. This

beer was not made from hops, but from the berries

of the Myrica gale of Linnseus. Cider, mead, and

strong beer (gamineltcdel) were reserved for fStes.

If the early Danes sometimes drank gammeltcelel
to intoxication, the nature of the climate must be
their excuse ; besides, strong beer, as they made
it, was far less hurtful than the corn-brandy
which they substituted in later times.

Gymnastic exercises were much patronised.
Thorlacius has given an excellent description of

these games. Saxo relates that the celebrated

Danish bishop, Absalon, would often go unat-

tended into the forests to chop wood by way of

exercise. Nor were the early Danes inattentive to

cleanliness. Their beautifully clear and rosy
skins were continually washed and bathed ; their

flowing light hair was neatly dressed and frequently
combed. Towels had been in use from the begin-

ning, and were first made from plaited fibres, or

thin bark. Snorro says that King Suend Estridsen,

flying to the isle of Hueen, incurred the anger of

his hostess ; who, not recognising him as her

sovereign, scolded him heartily for drj'ing his

hands too high up on the towel that she had lent

him. The ancient meetings called gildeskraar,
and at which .fines were levied from ofienders

against cleanliness and propriety, are further evi-

dence of the sanitary observances of the early
Danes.

Doctors were as yet in small repute. During
one of the wars prosecuted by the Danish King
Suend Tveskieg against England, dysentery ap-

peared in his army. No physician was present
to arrest the ravages of the disease

; it rapidly

spread among the ranks of warriors, and several

thousand men perished. The mortality would
have been still greater, but for the medical know-

ledge of an English ecclesiastic whom they had

recently brought a prisoner into their camp. In
the pompous expedition made by Canute the

Great to Rome, when every minister of luxury
was included in the royal suite, physicians and

apothecaries were alone wanting ; and the monarch
and his attendants were greatly indebted to the

hospitable cares of the Comte de Namur, who
welcomed the royal train, and healed the sick and

ailing among them.
In those strong, hearty times, the people lived

an active and stirring life ; and when, by reason of

illness or the access of extreme old age, their

throbbing pidses waxed feebler and feebler, they
boldly faced the shadowy future, and quietly

resigned themselves to approaching death. ' ' The

hour is come," was the submissive cry when the

sick gave tokens of impending dissolution. After

this, in place of striving to arrest the rapidly-

nearing crisis, they rather sought to accelerate it.

They cited Odin's example as one worthy of imita-

tion. According to Snorro, this hero no sooner

felt his end approaching, than he decided between
life and death by falling on the point of his sword.

Traces of this feeling are still to be met with.

Even yet, in the remoter nooks and corners of

the Danish peninsula and its more distant islets,

the peasantry neglect to invoke the offices of the

physician, and die without his aid. When the

tokens manifest themselves which are infallible

signs of death, there still exist places in Jutland

where the relatives will put on mourning before

the patient is dead. The injurious custom of

withdrawing the pillow from beneath the head of

the dying, even now occasionally practised among
the lower classes of the populace, is a disagreeable
remnant of former ignorance. About a century
and a half ago, it was regarded as a work of true

friendship among the nobility and higher citizens

to deprive a dying friend of the support for his

head. This act of friendly sympathy could not

fail to hasten the death of many persons who
otherwise might have lived several hours or even

days longer.
As may be supposed, from the frequent wars and

turmoils, surgery was much more in request than

medicine. Kings themselves were experienced

surgeons ;
and every warrior learned the

.
art of

healing wounds. Nor were the women deficient

in this respect ; they often thronged in crowds to

the field of battle to tend the wounded heroes.

The use of knives and probes was well under-

stood ; gashes were sewed up, limbs amputated,
and even replaced by wooden imitations. A
species of sedan-chair was invented for the

conveyance of the wounded. King Suend was
carried in one of these. It is said that gashes
made by arrows and other ancient arms, were
much more difficult to heal than those inflicted

by modem weapons. Female surgeons made

great use of a kind of soup cooked in stone

jars, and seasoned with onions and other herbs,
which they administered to their patients be-

fore dressing their wounds. The sick having
swallowed the decoction, their nurses pretended
to judge by their breath whether the hurts were

dangerous or not. Probably this soup contained

a species of anodyne, which assuaged the suf-

ferings of the wounded, and thxis aiforded more

facility for the examination and dressing of his

wounds.
The use of herbs as medicinal applications, was

thoroughly understood by the women of those

ancient times. In this branch of the art of healing
the fair sex were wholly unrivalled. Idun, the

wife of Braga, succeeded in many cures by means
of a certain species of apple, of which she alone

understood the properties, and which has since

been supposed to be neither more nor less than

a large pill made up of pounded herbs. In the

funeral orations pronounced over the graves of

noble ladies, their knowledge of the properties of

herbs was frequently the subject of distinct

eulogium.
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It rather undermines our theories of health, to

find that, notwithstanding the simple and hardy
habits of the early countrymen of our princess,

acute illnesses of all kinds were tolerably prevalent.
The two prevailing diseases were scurvy and
fever ; although other sicknesses are incidentally

mentioned, as jaundice, dropsy, consumption,

smallpox, and so forth. Canute the Great died of

the jaundice.
The more violent maladies, as madness, convul-

sions, epilepsy, were regarded as effects of the

malice of the devil and of evil spirits (Onde

Aander).

Leprosy, which is but a scorbutic afifection of

extreme and loathsome virulence, was fearfully
common. The first hospitals erected by the

Danish nation, owed their origin to this disgusting

malady ; as is amply proved by the first name of

these abodes of sickness and contagion being

simply "leprosy-houses." Since those remote

centuries, the extension of agriculture, a moderated

consumption of fish, and a better regulated dietary

altogether, have expelled the leprosy from Den-
mark.
Even BO ekriy as the sixteenth century, this

disease had so much diminished in the country,
that the emptied hospitals were ap2)lied to other

purposes.

During the tenth century, the plague made its

appearance several times, and was confidently
looked for every ten years. That form of it

which prevailed there and all over Europe in

1349-50, was known to the Danes by the name of

Sorte Daed (the Black Death). Gebhardi and
other historians afiirm that two-thirds of the inha-

tants of Denmark perished by this fearful pest. It

was introduced into Jutland by an English
vessel, and spared neither men nor animals. The
sufferers never lingered more than two days, and
died vomiting blood.

The mistletoe berry (Seidou mistel) was a

remedy long in vogue for various diseases, and
much relied on by the ancient Danes. Snorro
attributes its discovery to Odin. It grew on
several species of trees besides the oak

;
and was

applied externally as well as internally. Juniper
berries, mustard, and wormwood, cured all kinds
of pains and colics. Cows' milk, and the bark of

the oak, were very useful in dysentery. The roes

of fish were recommended in many maladies. The
blood of ferocious animals, such as the bear and
the wolf, was imbibed by way of a tonic. Biarke,
an ancient hero, caused his ailing friend, Hialt6,
to suck the blood of a recently-killed bear.

Drowned people were recovered, much as in these

days, by means of friction and the application of

heat.

Warming-pans were known
; and bleeding was

a common remedy in diseases of repletion. It was

usually resorted to in the spring and fall of the

year ;
and certain days were regarded as fortunate

or unfortunate for the purpose.
Water ranked among the simple remedies.

Baths were established in all the towns of Den-
mark. That these were usually warm is proved

by their name, Badstner, the word had signify-

ing
"

to heat," But, being gradually used for

other and wrong purposes, these establishments

were submitted to severe inspection, and their

numbers gradually diminished.

Certain springs enjoyed the reputation of being
medicinal. One in the cemetery of Skandrup, in

Jutland, cured diseases of the eye in men and
animals. Another at Tyrsback, in Jutland, healed
burns and scalds. Qualities that would prevent
the plague were attributed to a spring at Broens-

hoeli, in Zeeland. King Waldemar Christofersen

used the water from a spring near Vorddringborg
to cure his gout. Every province had its principal

spring, to which crowds of the peasantry resorted

on the eve of St. John. These spots are still

occasionally visited.

There formerly existed in Denmark a famous

compilation of medical recipes, called " The
Eleven Books," several volumes of which have
survived the ravages of time and neglect, and are

to be met with in the cabinets of the curious in

such matters. These books used to be distributed

over the covmtry, and were handed down as precious

bequests to the third and fourth generation. The
first court-physician whose name has descended to

\is was the Abb6 Johannes. This learned man
attempted the cure of King Waldemar the First,

ill of a mortal disease. He prepared for that

monarch a peculiar tisane, and enveloped him in

linen coverings by way of producing a profuse

perspiration, but egregiously failed. Another
eminent medical man of those later times was
Henri Harpestraeng, who wrote a treatise on the

art of healing. This book is still extant, and,

being written in the Danish tongue, affords much
insight into the early history of that language.
Henri Harpestraeng died in 1244. When the

Kings of the House of Oldenburg ascended the

throne of Denmark, civilisation made a few steps
in advance. In 1480 the University of Copen-
hagen was founded, and medicine represented
there

;
but only moderately cultivated until the

Reformation in 1536. Since then the healing art

has been sedulously studied in Denmark ; and
that kingdom abounds with able surgeons and

physicians, who will stand a comparison with the

medical practitioners of any other educated state.

TO THE ALPS.

Sternal Alps, in your sublime abode

The soul goes forth untrammelled, and, apart
From little self, expands and learns of God.

There, it forgets awhile the busy mart
Where strength, heart, life, are coined with cunning art

To common currency ; forgets the strife

For gold, place, power, and fame ; the bitter smart

Of disappointment, pain, and sorrow rife.

Where poor humanity walks in the paths of life.

Ye are unsullied by the serpent's trail

Of sin and death, with all their weary woes ;

And ye do minister within the veil

Of an eternity that never knows
The changes of decay. Time overthrows

Man's proudest glory, but his hand has striven

In vain to mar your beauty ; as ye rose.

When form and light to the young earth were given,

Ye stand, with your white brows, by the closed gates

of heaven.

Sabah T. Bolton.
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FOGLANDEES IN CIGOGNE.
>

Everybody knows that on the Crapaudian side

of the salt-water ditch (called in that language the

Sleeve), which divides the two mighty empires of

Fogland and Crapaudy, stands the famous little

town called Cigogne.
A famous town in every respect. Without

going further into antiquity, it was here that

Cossikin the First, that puissant little conqueror,

posted his army of observation, and day after

day mounted the heights, telescope in hand, to

scan the white clififs of the opposite coast. The

phlegmatic Foglanders did not appear greatly
troubled at his threats of invasion, but proceeded

quietly with their sea-bathing as if nothing were

goiug to happen. And nothing did happen to

them ; but as for poor little Cossikin, he came to

grief, and passed his latter days on a rocky island,

assiduously guarded by a gentleman whom he
found an extremely disagreeable specimen of

Fogland breeding. All this is matter of history,
and nothing to my present purpose. Let me
return to Cigogne.
To describe the town of Cigogne would be

deemed an intolerable impertinence. Cigogne is

as well known to the Foglanders as their own

gigantic smoke-begrimed metropolis of Troynovant.
It is their principal port of entry when they wish
to escape from the forest of factory chimneys with
which their native country is known to be covered,
or when they desire to see the blue sky, and
behold that luminary which warms and lights the

world, but seldom discloses his glorious face to

their gaze. This is what the Crapaudians say.

Moreover, a good many Foglanders remain perma-
nently in Cigogne. Formerly hosts of disreputable

persons from that island made this town their

abode, and amused themselves (so it is tradi-

tionally rumoured) by watching the bailiffs through
exceedingly powerful telescopes, as they stood

waving their writs in agonies of despair on the

chalk cliffs opposite. This is no longer the case.

Owing to a barbarous international arrangement,
Fogland debtors can be arrested even in free and

happy Crapaudy. Consequently they stay at home,
or fly across the western waves to the shores of

what was the Lincolnian Republic.
The Foglanders who at present inhabit Cigogne

are, as a rule, a harmless, respectable race, who pay
their bills weekly, and are not ashamed to look

any man in the face. They go there to economise,

though their economy is doubtful ; for it is a

singular fact, that wherever a Foglander sets his

foot the market-price of all commodities imme-

diately rises. Still Foglanders are fond of Cigogne.
It is one of the few places out of Fogland where a

man can live comfortably without being bothered
to acquire the lingo. By this epithet contemptuous
Foglanders are apt to style all other tongues
but their own. Numbers of elderly persons dwell

there for years without learning a dozen sentences

of the Crapaudian language. They live on beef

and mutton cooked in the Fogland style, keep
Fogland servants, receive the "Daily Jupiter"
(the great Troynovant newspaper) by the post, and

interchange visits with none but natives of their

own land. Indeed, the more aristocratic Cigognards
still look rather shyly on natives of Fogland.

They have not forgotten the seedy, swaggering
generation of billiard-playing, debt- contracting,

bailiff-shunning islanders, which used to patronise
their town.

I have said that Foglanders freqiiently wiU
not take the trouble to acquire the Crapaudian
language. Here is a siaecimen. Look at Joe

Batters, who keeps the Cherry Tree, a little

public-house near the beach. He is eighty years
old, and has lived thirty years in Cigogne. His
house is chiefly frequented by Fogland sailors.

Well, regard old Batters as he sits by his stove,
with a glass of Hollands in his hand, looking, in

that curious skeleton suit of velveteen, which it is

his fancy to wear, like an immensely exaggerated
and ancient charity boy.

' ' I've been thirty year
in the country," he says, "and I don't know a

word of the language." Just then a cow saunters

leisurely in front of the house, and gazes contem-

platively in at the door, probably to see what Joe
Batters is like. These cows are the pest of Joe's

existence. They are the thorns in his sleek flesh.

He rushes to the door. "Alley," he Toars,
"
why

"

(here understand a number of Fogland adjectives
and substantives of an emphatic character)

" don't

yoTi alley."
So Joe Batters was wrong after all, and he does

know one word of the language. But he is

mightily proud of his stupendous ignorance, far

prouder than Cardinal Mezzofanti was, or Elihu
Burritt is, of their respective linguistic acquire-
ments. These Foglanders are certainly a curious

race. At another port in Crapaudy (not Cigogne)
I once saw a poor woman paddling her boat-load

of fruit and vegetables under the stern of a

Fogland steamer. She addressed the mate, who
was leaning over the taffrail, in the Crapaudian
tongue. He retorted,

" Where's the use of talking
that gibberish ; speak plain Foglandic, can't yer?"
The woman with some difficulty obeyed the in-

jiinction. I could not help admiring the "cheek"
of the honest seaman, who, being in Crapaudy,
styled Crapaudian gibberish.
Then there is another Foglander who keeps a

tavern of somewhat higher pretensions than old

Batters's, namely, Mr. Winskip. Mr. Winskip
has seen better days, and talks with affectionate

regret of Mayswater, and a "
trap

"
in Avhich he

used to drive a famous trotting mare along the

Ducksbridge Road. At present he appears to be
a gentleman of strong theatrical tendencies, and

regales a select company of Foglanders, who
assemble in the parlour every evening from eight
till eleven, with songs, sentiments, and recita-

tions. The choruses make a good deal of noise,
and the Crapaudian police authorities have a

constitutional objection to noise. Noise, they
argue, leads to contention ; contention blossoms
into riot, riot ripens into revolt, revolt becomes
revolution. So they come to Mr. Winskip's door,
and send in messages of a threatening character.

It is reported that they may be occasionally ren-

dered amiable by the exhibition of abaintlie. One
can conceive the administration of a judicious

glass of ale to a Troynovant Peeler, with his

citizen-like hat and long overcoat ; but to offer
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liquor, for the purpose of bribery and corruption,

to a fierce-looking gentleman in a tremendous

cocked-hat, with a sword by his side and a for-

midable moustache under his nose, appears un-

dignified and absurd. This rumour, therefore, is

probably mere scandal. I know that Mr. Win-

skip is in constant fear of losing his licence.

After eleven o'clock, all houses of public entertain-

ment are sternly closed, and Mr. Winskip is in

mortal terror when some gentleman, who has

imbibed liquor enough to make him noisy, insists,

after the legal hour of shutting up, on favouring
the company with *' The Flag that's braved a

thousand years," "I'm a Foglander," or some
other anti-Crapaudian ditty of an uproarious cha-

racter. Sometimes a compromise is effected, and
the singer goes through the performance in a

hoarse whisper, while Mr. Winskip keeps glancing

nervously through the window.
Mr. Winskip attributes this excessive activity

on the part of the police to his Fogland origin,

and hints gloomily that they would not be down

\ipon him so, but that the entente cordiale between
Cossikin the Third and Her Foglandic Majesty is

in a shaky condition. Indeed, it seems to be the

fashion in Winskip's parlour to abuse Crapaudy.
There is not often a Crapaudian present; but when
there is, he is apt to get terribly roasted. Covert

allusions are made to Waterblue, and other famous
victories gained by the Foglanders over his coun-

trymen, and the Crapaudian is naturally inclined

to get angry.
Mrs. Winskip is a dolorous personage, afflicted

with ])erennial neuralgia, who is ])erpetually re-

gretting the days when she lived in the Sledge-
ware Road, and abusing the people and institu-

tions of Crapaudy. As for the Cigognards, she

asserts that they are, one and all, a set of thieves.

I have certainly heard that some of the trades-

peo])le have an ugly knack of misdating bills, and

sending them in a second time after payment has

been made ; but are not such things done at all

watering-places ? Are the people of Snargate,

Wethersgate, Grover, Shinington, and Skirthing
immaculate in this respect ? I humbly think not.

But I should be sorry if all the inhabitants of

Fogland resident in Cigogne were like those I

have described. I have only picked out a few

peculiar specimens. They are not to be taken as

samples of the bulk. There are plenty of Fog-
landers who, while retaining their prejudices for

what is good in their own country, can allow that

some things are managed better in Crapaudy.
For instance, it is not necessary in Lutetia, the

gay metropolis of Crapaudy, if you are going to an

evening party and mean to walk home, to wear a

wash-leather collar with spikes outside round your
neck, to carry a Spanish knife up your coat-

sleeve, a revolver in your breast-pocket, and a

loaded » '

neddy
"

in your hand. I read in the

columns of the "Daily Jupiter" that it is con-

sidered advisable to do so in Troynovant. Again,
in Cigogne you seldom see drunken people stag-

gering about the quays at night. If you do, the

bemuddled individual is probably a Foglander. I

do not say the Cigognards never get tipsy, but they
contrive to do it quietly at home. Then an intel-

ligent Foglander sometimes regrets, while gazing

at the snow-white caps, short petticoats, and stout

shoes of the women of the working order, that

the corresponding class in his own country pos-
sesses no characteristic costume. In Fogland
even the street-beggar presents in her dress a

shabby, battered resemblance to a duchess.

Talking of the women, they are in Crapaudy
what a citizen of Lincolnia would term ' '

a|great
institution.

"
They appear to manage everything.

Go out early in the morning, up those steep streets

(compared with which Cockburn Hill is a mere

joke) where the fishing-nets hang festooned across

from the upper stories, and you will meet women
in streams, doing their marketing. Except an

occasional costermonger with a donkey (and
oftener than not, as Paddy would say, he is a

woman), there is not a man to be seen. The

qiiestion naturally arises. Where are the husbands ?

llesident Foglanders tell us they are scrubbing
the floors, sweeping out the dirt and placing it in

a little heap in front of the doors
; nay, it is even

whispered, they are washing and dressing the

children. Go through the street formerly named
Crown Street, but lately re-christened Cossikin

Street, after the great little man before mentioned,
and glance into any of the shops between the

hours of eight and ten p.si. This is the street

where most of the establishments patronised by
the Foglanders are situated. WeU, what do you
see ? In every shop—women. Women attending
on the customers, women seated in the little recess

at the back, making up their books. Again the

question recurs. Where are the men ? It is sup-

posed that, having done the daily task which is

suited to their infantine capacities, they are per-

mitted, like good boys, to go and relax their small

minds over a game at dominoes or billiards in the

caf6s. The superior intellect remains at home to

balance the accounts, and estimate the net profits

of the day.
Men of Fogland ! be warned in time. 1 lately

read in one of your papers, that a lady was about

to be admitted to practise as a surgeon. This is

what alarmists would call
" the small end of the

wedge." Kecollect, you have already got women

acting as telegraph clerks. A step further, and

your independence will be sacrificed for ever.

You will be forced to surrender the purse, the

symbol of sovereignty, into the hands of your wife

or your sister, and be kindly permitted, in ex-

change, to lounge away half your day while the

ladies do the work.

To speak seriously, in this matter I cannot

praise the customs of Crapaudy. When I see the

gaunt, sunburnt, weird-looking women doing

spade-work, or carrying heavy burdens in the

field, I think of Fogland, where the same persons
would be busy getting the husband's dinner

ready, or nursing baby at the cottage-door. In

Crapaudy I have seen a great, lumbering barge

pidled by a woman, while half-a-dozen hulk-

ing fellows sat idly smoking their pipes in the

stern-sheets. Women of Fogland ! if you know
when you are well off, stay as you are. Take care

of the house and of the children, and let us men
battle with the outer world. Do not listen to the

specious advantages oflfered by increased employ-
ment and comparative independence. Your mis-
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sion is to be dependent. It is tlius we love you
best. When we return at night from our labours,

weary with the dust and turmoil of the city, we
do not want to meet you haggard and toilworn like

ourselves. No
;
we want—but, bless me ! I am

talking as eloquently as if I were a Foglander.
Kather let me ask to what the paramount influ-

ence of women in Crapaiidy is chiefly due. Prin-

cipally to the enormous standing army which
drains away the youth and energy of the country.
Oh ! Cossikin Tertius, why do not you begin to

lessen the size of this overgrown monster ? Some

day, it may turn again, and rend you.
Whenever the Crapaudians see a person doing

what appears to them an eccentric thing, they

shrug their shoulders, and say :

" Cest un Brouillardeur." (It is a Foglander.)
"

Certainly they are mad, this people," observed

a Cigognard to me. '* I am told that they pursue
their national pastime of criquette under the burn-

ing sun of India, while it is well known that they

played hockey on the ice at Melville Island with
the thermometer at fifty degrees below the zero of

Keaumur. Observe those two men now. They
are practising in that heavy skiff (their racing-
boat is laid up in Monsieur Aviron's covered yard),
tbis bitter November day, for the regatta next
summer. For pleasure, too, my faith ! When
they might sit by a fire, and play dominoes the

whole afternoon !

"

In spite, however, of my friend's sarcastic

remarks, I am happy to say that, in this pursuit,

Crapaudians are laudably striving to emulate the

Foglanders. Gentlemen (not professional boat-

men) are beginning to pull in good earnest, and
also to train for pulling. There are men among
them who are worthy of taking an oar at Chutney
and Whew. Still the great mass of Crapaudians
believe that, for strengthening the muscles, there

is nothing like gymnastics. In feats of this nature

they beat Foglaud hollow.
I have hinted that I was at Cigogne during the

month of November, and have not therefore men-
tioned the word ' '

sea-bathing
" which is otherwise

as closely associated with one's conception of this

town as horse-racing with Longcaster. But at this

season of the year the mere sound of the trisyllable
makes you shiver, and your teeth chatter at the

sight of the long line of idle machines drawn up on
the sandy beach. Even in August the Foglander,
accustomed at home to bathe boldly in his native

buff, shudders as he emerges from the water in

those dreadful clammy garments which Crapaudian
propriety compels him to wear : the bare thought
of them now is too horrible to be borne. Let us
dismiss the subject, and rather take a brisk walk
up Cossikin Street, observing Fogland men and
manners as we go.

That short, red-faced man with greyish hair,
who stands smoking a cigar at the door of his

office, IS Mr. Euncingham, the commission-agent,
who does a good and increasing business, now that
trade is so brisk, between the two great cities of

Troynovant and Lutetia. Mr. Euncingham does
not admire Cigogne or the Cigognards.

"It's very aggravating, sir," he says, "to be
within four hours of your native metropolis, and
have a foreign flag a-flying over your head." Here

he pauses and looks viciously at a harmless fishing-

net which dangles in the wind a few doors up the

next street. "As for the people," he continues,

"they've no enterprise. They've a two-penny-

halfpenny-way of doing business that I can't

stand."
" Good sporting country, though, Mr. Runcing-

ham," say I, maliciously aware that I am touch-

ing on a sore subject.
" Ah !

" he exclaims, with a sort of hiss in his

throat. ' ' Good for them that can find the game.
/ couldn't. Why, look at my case this last season.

I had a pinter
"
(Mr. R. is somewhat old-fashioned

in his pronunciation) "fetched over from Grover,

paid a pound for a licence to carry arms, as they
call it here, paid a tax on my dorg, paid ten pound
for right of shooting, and I was continually in 'ot

water and squabbles. You see, sir, property's so

split up and divided here, that you're always get-

ting on somebody else's land without knowing it.

Up comes the proprietor, some poor miserable fellow

that scarcely knows the taste of butcher's meat.

Very polite, of course ; they all are here. ' His

honour is not aware that he is trespassing. We
shall be happy to drink his honour's health.'

That means five or ten shillings. Well, I paid
it at first ; but, after a few days, I began to get

savage, and told some of these chaps to go to

blazes. They went to the mayor, and what with

summonses, and citations, and verbal processes,
I'm fairly sick of sporting in Crapaudy. I shot a

few rabbits and a hare or two, and then gave it

up in disgust."
A little further up the street I pass the esta-

blishment of Mr. Cri{)ps, who proclaims himself

in prominent characters as the only Fogland
chemist in Cigogne. Two or three other persons
make a similar announcement, Mr. Cripps. You
must settle amongst yourselves at whose door the

falsehood lies. Mr. Cripps is quite a dashing-look-

ing gentleman, wearing the long, drooping whiskers

of his native land. He is so good-looking, that I

wonder he does not pick up an heiress, if such

"golden lasses" ever disport themselves in the

waters of Cigogne. I know that in the summer-
time Cripps does what vulgar persons call a roar-

ing trade, and his shop is filled with Fogland ladies,

who may easily be distinguished from the natives

by their flower-and-feather-ornamented hats, their

general tendency to bright colours, and, what is

more agreeable, by their freshness of comijlexion
and innocent freedom of manner. Foglanders
not only read their own newspapers, patronise
their own cooking, and drink their own beverages,

they must, if poorly, take their own pills. And
Fogland is celebrated all over the world for its

patent medicines. The Bashkirs and Kalmucks
of Tartary, who never heard of the famous vic-

tories of Waterblue and Tredegar, know and

appreciate Swalloway's Ointment. But I trust

you won't think the above mentioned ladies go to

Cripps's shop for physic, and such-like nasty stuff.

Oh, no ! perfumery is their vanity, and Mr.

Cripps's especial /orte. He has as neat a way of

insinuating a pair of magnetic hair-brushes, or a

gold-topped smelling-bottle, into a lady's pos-
session as any of his brethren in Coxford Street

or New Pond Street.
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Before tliis portal I stop with an emotion of

respectful awe. It ia here that the "
Cigogne

Observer" is published. I know, but shall not

divulge, the name of the editor. His paper is

published in Foglandic, fer the benefit of the

Foglanders resident in Cigogne. These worthy-

folks, besides reading the "Daily Jupiter," like

to hear a little innocent gossip concerning their

fellow-townsmen and brother exiles. This they

get in the "Observer." I cannot say that the

"Observer" is great in leading articles. Fog-
laud politics are sufficiently discussed in the

"Jupiter;" Crapaudian politics are tabooed. If

the " Observer" were to talk as freely about
Cossikin Tertius as people do over in free-spoken

Fogland, he would speedily find his office closed,

and himself on board the Hoaxstone steamer.

Observe upon this highly-polished brass plate
the legend, "Monsieur Pipon, teacher of the Cra-

paudian language." I pause upon the threshold,
for the purpose of informing you that this man is

a trait(jr to his native land. All other Foglanders
glory in their origin, and would on no account be
mistaken for Crapaudians. But Monsieur Pipon
confessed to me, after imbibing several glasses of

a liqueur called "Water of Life," that he was a

disguised Foglander, that his real name was

Pippin, and that his youthful days were passed in

Chisliugtou.
" I changed my name, sir," he said,

"because my countrymen won't believe that a

Foglander can teach Crapaudian." It is only duo
to Monsieur Pipon to state that he is one of the
most skilful teachers in the town, for he knows
precisely all the jntfalls and stumbling-blocks
which beset a Fogland learner. The natives, who
suck in Crapaudian with their infantine pap, are

useless in this respect.
On half-holiday Thursdays you will meet num-

bers of young ladies' schools promenading in the
usual duality-fashion, and looking, in the autumnal

season, somewhat pinched and blue as they face

the keen north-easterly wind round the citadel.

Let us suppose that it is two days later, or Satur-

day, and, if j'ou will accept my guidance, you
shall see some of the Fogland youth and beauty to

greater advantage.
We knock at the door of Monsieur Trenise, and,

passing up a covered passage through a garden
that must look very i)retty in the summer time,
are ushered into the presence of the professor
himself. He is a nice, fresh-looking, elderly gentle-
man, who glides about with the utmost grace.

Arming himself with the insignia of his ijro-

fession—the liddle and the bow—he bids us enter
a 8i)acious saloon, wherein, besides a number of

sympathising and admiring parents, brothers, and
sisters, ranged on seats along the walls, I count

fifty-nine young ladies, all arrayed in fresh, pretty
morning dresses,

"
doing their steps." They vary

in age from womanly eighteen, blushing at the

possibility of a resi>ectful admirer on the side

benches, to romping little dots of four, who look

upon the whole affair as a piece of capital fun.

Presently the exercises are concluded ; the baud,

consisting of a violin and a pianoforte, take their

seats, and partners are selected for a quadrille.
While they are taking their places, I wish to call

your attention to the j'urest specimen of moral

courage it has ever been my lot to encounter.

Besides the fifty -nine young ladies, there is a

sixtieth person standing up to dance. That person
is of the male sex, a Foglander, and stands about
five feet ten in his shoes. I am happy to see that
he has got a partner, a young lady of eleven

years ; but don't you pity that tall young gentle-
man when he comes to do the cavalier seul in the

presence of that vast feminine assemblage ? I

regard him with respect and wonder. He is the
Nelson of the baU-room.
The dancing now begins, and Monsieur Trenise

glides about like a well-bred spectre. He soon

grows enthusiastic, pats this young lady ap-

provingly on the back, seizes that young lady
sternly by the shoulders. Then we have the

Polka, the Cellarius, the Imperial Quadrilles, the

latter a graceful and admirable cross between the

plain Quadrille and the Lancers. A fellow who
has arrived at that age when late hours and cabs

choked with crinoline have become a bore finds

this a delightful entertainment. I sit and gossip
with my friends on the benches, making sarcastic

and complimentary observations regarding the

dancers, and shall, at six o'clock, go home to our

pleasant old-fashioned tea. I confess the sight of

these thirty couples gyrating in the polka stirred

my blood, and 1 proposed to my fair neighbour
that we should stand up and dance. She declined,
on the grounds that Monsieur Trenise's wrath at

such a violation of fundamental principles would
be too awful to witness.

The band plays a grand march, and the academy
disperses. It is time to go home. I pass the

Cherry Tree on my way, and behold in the

thickening shades of evening the portly form of

Joe Batters, armed with the fire-shovel in the act

of pursuing a cow. The hoarse sound of his
" Why don't you alley?" mingles with the ripple
of the incoming tide on the beach. I believe those

cows tend to prolong Joe's life. Were he to sit

continuously at his stove, imbibing Hollands and

water, he would infallibly go off in an apoplexy.
These cows act as a wholesome antiphlogistic.

Night comes on apace. As I climb the heights
the brilliant light on Greynose Promontory, the

point of Crapaudian soil nearest to Fogland,
bursts into view. Foglanders and Crapaudians,
I wish you good-bye, and long may the entente

cordiale exist between you !

" FAINT HEART NEVER WON FAIR
LADYE."

" What ! stay'st thou now to prate and toy
When rebels fill the gate ?

Now, by my faith ! no bride am I

For such an '

haggard
' mate !

*

" And by Saint Geor^'e ! since on thy cheek

A coward blush I spy
I'll dress thee in my maiden's robes,

And to the field will I !

*' No lov3 have I, thou craven knight.
For such as tbou to spare.

For thou art false, and thus I pluck

Thy troth-gift from mine hair 1

* A term ia ialcoury siguifying a worlhldss bird.
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" And in its stead the -waving plume
Shall crest my woman's brow,

The armour gall my woman's limbs;—
What ! art thou recreant now ?

"

" Oh ! be not wroth, sweet ladye mine,
For by my sword I swear,

It needs not I should courage learn

From any ladye fair."

Now say'st thou well, and forth shalt
tliou

At once mine own true knight ;

Myself will buckle on thy spurs
As thine own valour bright !"

Forth, forth he went, and round his arms
On that all-glorious day

His prowess wreathed a coronet

No Time shall pluck away.

And still his children's children tell

Their valiant grandsire's fame
;

And stili his children's children bless
\

The Ladye Edith's name.

Who, zealous for the "English Rose,"
Herself arrayed her lord.

And gave to Valour's deeds of might
Young Beauty's best reward.

AsTLKT H. Baldwin.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OP "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XXXVir. LAUNCELOT S TROUBLES.

Eleanor Monckton sat looking at the door
which had closed upon the scene in the lamp-lit

hall, almost as if the intensity of her gaze could

have pierced the solid oaken panel and revealed to

her that which was taking place outside the

dining-room.
Richard Thornton and her husband, both watch-

ing her face, wondered at the sudden change in

its expression,—the look of rapt wonder and
amazement that had come over it from the moment
in which Launcelot Darrell had gone out into the

hall. Richard guessed that something strange
and unexpected had occurred, but Gilbert Monck-
ton, who was quite in the dark as to his wife's

feelings, could only stare blankly at her face, and

mutely wonder at the mystery which tortured

him. Laura Mason, who had been throughout the

day alarmed by her lover's manner, was too

anxious about Launcelot Darrell to observe the
face of her friend.

*' I'm sure there's something wrong," she said
;

" I'm sure there is, Mr. Mouckton. You don't

know how Launcelot's been going on all day, fright-

ening me out of my wits. Hasn't he now, Eleanor ?

Hasn't he, Mr. Thornton ? Saying he won't be a

pauper, dependent upon his wife, and that you've
wounded his feelings by talking about Art as if

you were a bricklayer ; or as if he was a brick-

layer, I forget which, I had a presentiment all

day that somethidg was going to happen ; and
Launcelot did go on so, staring at the fire, and

hammering the coals, and sighing as if he had

something awful on his mind—as if he'd com-
mitted a crime, you know, and was brooding
over it," added the young lady, with an evident
relish of the last idea.

Mr. Monckton looked contemptuously at his

ward. The girl's frivolous babble was in horrible

discord with his own anxiety—a kind of parody
of his own alarm.

" What do you mean by committing crimes,
Laura?" he said. " I'm afraid you'll never learn

to talk like a reasonable being. Is there anything
so very miraculous in the fact that some old

acquaintance of Mr. Darrell's has come down to

Berkshire to see him, and that, having taken so

much trouble, he scarcely cares to go back loitliout

seeing him?"
Laura Mason breathed a sigh ofrelief.
" You don't think, then, that Laimcelot has

done something dreadful, and that this man has
come to arrest him !

' she asked. " It seems so

odd his coming here on a dark winter's night ; and
Launcelot looked angry when he saw the card the

servant gave him. I'm sure it's something dread-
ful. Let's go into the drawing-room, Eleanor. We
shall have to pass through the hall, and if there's

anything wrong we can find out all about it."

Eleanor started as Laura addressed her, and

rose suddenly, aroused by the necessity of having
to attend to something that had been said to her,

but scarcely knowing what that something was.

"Eleanor!" exclaimed her husband, "how
pale you are, and how strangely you look at that

door. One would think that you were influenced

by Laura's absurd fears."
"
Oh, no ! I'm not frightened of anything ; only

I—"
She paused, hesitating, and looking down in

painful embarrassment.

"Only what?"
" I happened to see the person who has come to

speak to Mr. Darrell, and—and—his face reminded
me of a man I saw a long time ago."

Richard looked up quickly.
" But was there anything so very startling in

the mere coincidence of a likeness?"
"
Oh, no, nothing startling."

"
Upon my word, Eleanor," exclaimed Gilbert

Monckton, impatiently,
" we seem to live in an

atmo8i>here of mystery, which, to say the least of

it, is far from agreeable to those who are only
honoured with the post of lookers-on. There,

there, go to the drawing-room with Laura. Mr.
Thornton and I will follow you almost immediately.
We shall have very little pleasure in sitting over

our wine, with a consciousness that a kind of Gun-

powder Plot is going on in the haU outside."

The lawyer filled his glass with claret, and

pushed the crystal jug towards Richard ; but

he left the wine untasted before him, and he

sat silently brooding over his suspicions with a

bent brow and rigidly-compressed lips.

It was no use to struggle against his destiny,
he thought. Life was to be always a dreary
French novel, in which he was to play the husband
and the victim. He hatl loved and trusted this

girl. He had seen innocence and candour beaming
iu her face, and he had dared to believe in her ;

and from the very hour of her marriage a horrible

transformation had taken place in this frank and
fearless creature. A hundred changes of expression,
all equally mysterious to him, had converted the

face he loved into a wearisome and incompre-
hensible enigma, which it was the torment of

his life to endeavour vainly and hopelessly to guess.

Richard Thornton opened the door, and Eleanor

gladly made her escape from the dining-room,

holding Laura's hand in hers, and with the Signora

following close behind her. The three women
entered the hall in a grouj), and stood for a moment

looJiing at Launcelot Darrell and the stranger.

Mr. Darrell stood near the open hall-door with

his hands in his pockets, and his head bent in that

sulky attitude which Eleanor had good reason to

remember. The stranger, smoothing the wet nap
of his hat with a careful hand, seemed to be talk-

ing in a tone of remonstrance, and, as it were,

urging something ui)on his companion. This waa
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only to be guessed by the expression of his face, as

the voice in which he spoke was scarcely above a

whisper.
The three ladies crossed the hall and went into

the drawing-room. Eleanor had no need to con-

firm her sudden recognition of the Frenchman by
any second scrutiny of his face. She sat down
near the broad hearth, and began to think how
this man's unlooked-for coming might aftect the
fulfilment of her purpose. Would he be likely to

thwart her ? or could he not, perhaj)s, be induced
to help her ?

"I must talk to Richard," she thought.
" He

knows the world better than 1 do. I am almost
as much a child as Laura.

"

While Mrs. Monckton sat looking absently at

the fire, and trying to imagine how the advent of

the Frenchman might be made subservient to the
scheme of her life, Miss Mason burst into a torrent

of panegyric upon the stranger's appearance.
"He's such a good-natured-looking dear," she

exclaimed, "with curly hair and a mustache just
like the Emperor's ;

and the idea of my frightening
myself so about him, and thinking he was a

dreadful creature in a slouched hat, and with his

coat collar turned up to hide his face, come to

arrest Launcelot for some awful crime. I'm not
a bit frightened now, and I hope Launcelot will

bring him in to tea. The idea of his being a

foreigner, too. I think foreigners are so interesting.
Don't you, Nelly?"

Eleanor Monckton looked up at the sound of

her name. She had not heard a word that Laura
had said.

"What, dear?" she asked, listlessly.
"Don't you think foreigners interesting, Nelly ?

"

repeated the young lady.
' '

Interesting ? No. "

" What ; not Frenchmen ?
"

Mis. Monckton gave a faint shiver.

"Frenchmen!" she said. "No, I don't like

them, I— How do I know, Laura ? baseness and

treachery belong to no peculiar people, I suppose."
Mr. Monckton and the scene-painter came into

the drawing-room at this moment, followed pretty
closely by Launcelot Darrell.

"What have you done with your friend, Dar-
rell?" Gilbert Monckton asked, with a look of

surprise.
' '

Oh, he's gone,
"
the young man answered in-

differently.
" You've let him go, without asking him to

rest, or take some refreshment ?
"

"Yes, I contrived to get rid of him."
" We don't usually

' contrive to get rid
'

of

people when they come here on a wet winter

night," said Mr. Monckton. "You'll give Toll-

dale Priory a name for inhospitality, I fear. Why
didn't you ask your friend to stop ?

"

"Because T didn't care to introduce him to you,"
Launcelot Darrell answered coolly ;

"
I never said

he was a friend of mine. He's only an acquaint-
ance, and a very intrusive acquaintance. He had
no right to ferret out my whereabouts, and to

come down here after me. A man doesn't want
past associations forced upon him, however

agreeable they may have been."
" And stiU less when those associations are

disagreeable. I understand. But who is this

man ?
"

" He's a Frenchman, a commis voyageur, or some-

thing of that kind ; by no means a distinguished

acquaintance. He's a good fellow, in his own par-
ticular fashion, and would go out of his way to do
me a service, I dare say ; but he's rather too fond
of absinthe, or brandy, or any other spirit he can

get hold of."
" You mean that he is a drunkard," said Mr.

Monckton.
"I don't say that. But I know that the poor devil

has had more than one attack of delirium tremens
in the course of his life. He's over here in the

interests of a patent mustard, I believe, lately in-

vented by some great Parisian gastronomer."
"Indeed; and where did you make his ac-

quaintance ?
"

The same crimson hue that had mounted to

Mr. Darrell's forehead when the Frenchman's card

was handed to him, dyed his face now, and he
hesitated for a few moments before rej^lying to

Gilbert Monckton's straight question. But he

recovered himself pretty quickly, and answered
with his accustomed carelessnes of manner :

" Where did I know him ? Ob, in London, of

course. He was an inhabitant of that refuge for

the destitute of all nations, some years ago, while

I was sowing my wild oats there."

"Before you went to India ?
"

"
Yes, of course before I went to India."

Mr. Monckton looked sharjily at the young
man's face. There were moments when the law-

yer's prudence, when the conscientious scruples of

an honest man got the better of the husband's

selfish fears
;
and in those moments Gilbert Monck-

ton doubted whether he was doing his duty to-

wards his ward in suffering her to marry Laun-

celot Darrell.

Was the young man worthy of the trust that

was to be confided to him ? Was he a fitting

husband for an inexperienced and frivolous

girl ?

Mr. Monckton could only answer this question
in one way. He could only satisfy his conscience

by taking a cynical view of the matter.
" Launcelot Darrell is as good as other young

men,I dare say," he argued.
" He's good-looking,

and conceited, and shallow, and idle
;
but the poor

little girl has chosen to fall in love with him, and

if I come between them, and forbid this marriage,
and make the silly child unhappy by forcing my
choice upon her, I may be quite as much mistaken

as she, and after all marry her to a bad man. I

may just as well let her draw her own number in

the great lottery, and trust to Providence for its

being a lucky one."

But to-night there was something in Launcelot

Darrell's manner which aroused a vague suspicion

in the breast of the lawyer.
"Then your friend, the commis voyageur, has

gone back to Windsor, I suppose ?
" he said.

"No
;

I couldn't very well avoid giving him a

shelter, as he chose to come, though he came un-

invited. I sent him back to Hazlewood with a

few lines addressed to my mother, who will do

her best to make him comfortable, I dare say.

1

Poor soul, she would scarcely refuse to shelter a
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stray dog, if the wandering cur were in any way
attached to me."

"
Yes, Mr. Darrell, you have reason to value

your mothers
'

affection,
" answered the lawyer,

gravely.
" But we must not forget that we've a

good deal of business to transact to-night. Will

you come with me into my study, as soon as

you've finished that cup of tea ?
"

Launcelot Darrell bowed, and set down his tea-

cup on the nearest table. Eleanor and Kichard
had both watched him closely since his coming
into the drawing-room. It was easy to see that

he had by no means recovered from the unplea-
sant surprise caused him by the Frenchman's
visit. His careless manner was only assumed,
and it was with evident difficulty that he re-

sponded to each new demand made upon his

attention.

He followed Gilbert Monckton slowly and

silently from the room, without having lingered
to speak so much as a word to Laura, without

having even made her happy by so much as a
look.

"He might have spoken to me," the young lady
murmured, disconsolately, as she watched her

lover's retreating figure.
Two hours elapsed before the gentlemen returned

to the drawing-room ; two dreary hours for Laura,
who sat yawning over aTjook, or playing with one

of her dogs, which, by virtue of their high-breed-

ing and good conduct, were constant occupants of

the drawing-room at Tolldale. Richard Thornton
and Mrs. Monckton played a game of chess, the

strangest game, perhaps, that ever was played,
for the moving backwards and forwards of the

ivory pieces was a mere pretence, by means of

which Eleanor contrived to take counsel with her

faithful ally.
" Do you think this man's coming will help us,

Dick ?" she asked, when she had told the story of

her recognition of the Frenchman.
lUchard shook his head, not negatively, but

retlcctively.
' ' How can I tell ?

" he said ;

" the man may or

may not be inclined to betray his friend. In any
case it will be very difficult for us to get at him.
"Not for you, Michard," murmured Eleanor,

persuasively.
" Not for me," echoed the young man. "Syren,

mermaiden, witch of the sea, avaunt ! It was

you and the blue bonnet that settled for the ship-
broker and his clerks. Have you the blue bonnet

still, Nell ;
or have you any other influence in the

millinery line that you can bring to bear upon
this traveller in mustard ?

"

" But if he should remember me?"
" That's scarcely likely. His face was impressed

upon your mind by the awful circumstance that

followed your meeting with him. You have

changed very much since you were fifteen years
of age, Mrs. Monckton. You were a feminine

hobbledehoy then. Now you are—never mind
what. A superb Nemesis in crinoline, bent on
deeds of darkness and horror. No, I do not see

any reason to fear this man's recognition of you."
The expression of Launcelot Darrell's face had

Bubsided into a settled gloom when he reappeared
in the drawing-room with Mr. Monckton.

The lawyer seated Iiimself at a reading-table,
and began to open the evening papers which were
sent from Windsor to Tolldale. Launcelot strolled

over to Laura Mason, and, sitting down beside

her, amused himself by pulling the silky ears of

the Skye terrier.

"Do tell me everything, Launcelot," said Miss

Mason. " You don't know how much I've suf-

fered all this evening. I hope the interview was
a pleasant one ?

"

"
Oh, yes, remarkably pleasant," answered the

young man, with a sneer. "I shall not be ex-

posed to the reproach of having made a mercenary
marriage, Laura, at any rate."

" What do you mean, Launcelot?" cried the

young lady, staring aghast at her lover. " You
don't mean that my guardian's been deceiving me
all this time, and that I'm a poor penniless
creature after all, and that I ought to have been a

companion, or a nursery governess, or something
of that kind, as Eleanor was before her marriage.
You don't mean that, Launcelot ?

"

" Not precisely," answered Mr. Darrell ;

" but

I mean that the noble allowance of which your

guardian has talked so much is to be two hundred

a-year ; which, as we are so unfortunate as to

possess the habits of a gentleman and a lady, will

not go very far."

"But ain't I rich,
—ain't I an heiress ?

"
cried

Miss Mason. " Haven't I what-you-may-call-'ems—expectations ?
"

"
Oh, yes. I believe there is some vague pro-

mise of future wealth held out as a compensation
for all present deprivations. But really, although

your guardian took great pains to explain the dry
business details to me, I was almost too tired to

listen to him
;
and certainly too stupid to under-

stand very clearly what he meant. I believe

there is some money which you are to have by-

and-by, upon the death of somelxnly. But as it

seems that the somebody is a person in the prime
of life, who has the power of altering his will at

any moment that he may take it into his head to

do so, I look upon that expectation as rather a

remote contingency. No, Laura, we must look

our position straight in the face. A life of hard

work lies before me ;
a life of poverty before you."

Miss Mason made a wry face. Her mind had
little power to realise anything but extremes.

Her idea of poverty was something very horrible.

An existence of beggary, with the chance of being
called upon to do plain needlework for her daily

bread, and with the workhouse at the end of the

prospect.
" But I shall love you all the same, Launcelot,"

she whispered,
" however poor we may be, and

I'll wear dresses without any trimming, and imita-

tion lace. I suppose you wouldn't know imitation

lace from real Valenciennes, Launcelot, and it's

so cheap. And I'll try and make pies and

puddings, and I'll learn to be economical, and

I've lots of jewellery that my guardian has given

me, and we can sell that if you like. I'll work
as hard as that poor woman in the poem, Launce-

lot, for your sake. '

Stitch, stitch, stitch, band

and gusset, and seam.' I don't mind the seams,
dear

; they'd be easy if one didn't prick one's

fingers and make knots in one's thread ; but I'm
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afraid I shall never be able to manage tbe gussets.

Only promise me that you'll love me still, Launce-

lot. TeU me that you don't hate me because I'm

poor."
The young man took the soft little hand that

was laid with an imploring gesture on his wrist,
and pressed it tendeily.
"I should be a brute if I wasn't grateful for

your love, Laura," he said. "I didn't wish you
to be a rich woman. I'm not the sort of fellow

who could contentedly accept a degraded position,
and sponge upon a wife's fortune. I only wanted—I only wanted my own," he muttered with a

savage accent
;

*' I'm set upon and hemmed in on

every side, and I've a hundred mortifications and
miseries to bear for want of money. But I'll try
and make you a good husband, my dear."

"You will, Launcelot," cried the girl, melted

by some touch of real earnestness in her- lover's

tone that was new and welcome to her. " How
good it is of you to say that. But how should

you be otherwise than good ;
and you will be a

great painter, and all the world wiU admire you
and talk about you, and we shall be so hapi>y,
—shan't we, Launcelot ?—wandering through Italy

together.
"

The 3'oung man answered her with a bitter

laugh.
"Yes, Laura," he said, "the sooner we get to

Italy the better. Heaven knows, I've no parti-
cular interest that need keep me in England,
now."

CHAPTER XXXVIII. MR. MONCKTON BRINGS GLOOMY
TIDINGS FROM WOODLANDS.

For some few days after the Frenchman's

arrival, Launcelot Darrell stopped away from the

Priory, much to the regret of his betrothed,
whose delight in her trousseau was not sufficient

to fill the blank made by her lovely's absence.

Miss Mason roamed diconsolately about the house,

looking out at the" bare trees, and the desolate

garden walks, and quoted Tennyson until she
became obnoxious to her fellow- creatures by reason
of her regret that he did not come, and her

anxiety that the day should be done, and other
lamentations to the same effect.

She ran out of doors sometimes under the bleak

February sky, with a cambric handkerchief over
her head, as a sensible protection from the bitter

atmosphere, and her light ringlets flying in the

wind, to stand at a little doorway in the high
garden wall, and watch for her lover's coming by
a narrow pathway through the wood, which it

was his wont to make a short cut for himself in

dry weather.

She was standing in this narrow doorway
upon the afternoon of the 22nd of February—only
twenty-one days before that eventful morning
which was to make her Launcelot Darrell's wife—
with Eleanor Monckton by her side. The short

winter's day was closing in, there at least in the
low woodland, whatever light might linger on the

hill-tops above ToUdale. The two women were
silent : Eleanor was in very low spirits, for on
this day she had lost her friend and counsellor,
Richard Thornton, who had had no alternative but
to leave Tolldale, or to forfeit a very remunerative

and advantageous engagement at one of the Edin-

burgh theatres, whither he had been summoned to

paintthe scenery for a grand Easter burlesque, about
tobe producedwith unusual splendour, by a specula-
tive Scottish manager ; and who had, therefore, de.

parted, taking his aunt with him. George Vane's

daughter felt terribly helpless in the absence of this

faithful ally. Richard had promised to attend to her

summons, and to return to Tolldale at any hour,
if she should have need of his services, but he was

separated from her by a long distance, and how
could she tell when the moment of that need

might come. She was alone, amongst people who
had no sympathy with the purpose of her life,

and she bitterly felt the desolation of her position.
It was no very great wonder, then, if she was

thoughtful and silent, and by no means the

joyous, light-hearted companion whom Laura
Mason had loved and clung to at Hazlewood,
before the coming of Launcelot Darrell. This

young lady watched her now, furtively, almost

fearfully, wondering at the change in her, and

speculating as to the cause of it.

" She must have been in love with Launcelot,"
Laura thought ;'" how could she help being in

love with him ? And she married my guardian
because he's rich, and now she's sorry for having
done so. And she's unha2:)py because I'm going
to be married to Launcelot. And, oh ! suppose
Launcelot should still be in love with her

;
like

the hero of a dreadful French novel !

"

The dusky shadows were gathering thickly in

the wood, when two figures emerged from the
nai-row pathway. A tall, slenderly-built young
man, who switched the low brushwood and the

fern with his light cane as he walked along, and
a puffy little individual with a curly brimmed hat,
who trotted briskly by his side.

Laura was not slow to recognise her lover even
in that dusky light, and Eleanor knew that the

young man's companion was the French commer-
cial traveller.

Mr. Darrell introduced his friend to the two
ladies.

"Monsieur Victor Bourdon, Mrs. Monckton,
Miss Mason," he muttered hastily; "I daresay

you have thought me very neglectful, Laura," he
added ;

' ' but I have been driving Monsieur
Bourdon about the neighbourhood for the last

day or two. He's a stranger in this part of the

country, though he's almost as much an English-
man as I am."

Monsieur Bourdon laughed as he acknowledged
the compliment with an air that was evidently
intended to be fascinating.

"
Y-a-a-se," he said,

" we have been to Vindsor.

It is very naice."

LauiTcelot Darrell frowned, and looked angrily
at his companion.

"
Yes, Bourdon wanted to have a look at the

state apartments," he said ; "he wanted to com-

pare them with those interminable galleries at

Versailles, I suppose, to the disparagement of our

national glory."
" But the apartments are closed," said Eleanor.

"Oh! of course," answered Mr. DarreU, look-

ing at her rather suspiciovisly, "they always are

closed when you happen to want to see them.
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Just like everything else in this world of anoma-
lies and paradoxes."

" He has taken his friend to Windsor," Eleanor

thought ;

" had this visit any relation to his last

visit ? Did he go there to see Mr. Lawford's
clerk ?

"

She was helpless without Hichard, and could

not answer this question.
"

I'll write to him to-night," she thought, "and
ask him to come back to me directly."
But in the next moment she was ashamed of

herself for her selfishness. She might sacrifice her
own life to her scheme of vengeance. The voice

of her father crying to her from his unsanctified

grave, seemed for ever urging her to do that ; but
she had no right to call upon others to make the

same sacrifice.
"
No," she thought,

" wherever the road I have
chosen may lead me, however diflBoult the path
may be to follow, I will henceforward tread it

alone. Poor Dick ! 1 have tormented him long
enough with my sorrows and my helijlessness.

"

" You've come to dine, of course, Launcelot,"
Miss Mason said, while Eleanor stood motionless
and silent in the doorway, absorbed in these

thoughts, and looking like some pale statue in

the dusk
;

" and you've brought your friend.
Monsieur—Monsieur Bourdon to dine—"

"Ah, but no, mademoiselle," exclaimed the

Frenchman, in a transport of humility,
"

I am not
one of yours. Monsieur Darrell is so good as to

call me his friend, but—"

The Frenchman murmured something of a

deprecatory nature, to the efTect that he was only
a humble commercial traveller in the* interests of

a patent article that was very much appreciated
by all the crowned heads of Europe, and one
which would doubtless, by the aid of his exertions
and those of his compatriots, become, before long,
a cosmopolitan necessity, and the source of a
colossal fortune.

Eleanor shuddered and shrank away from the
man with a gesture almost expressive of disgust,
as he turned to her in his voluble depreciation of

himself and glorification of the merchandise which
it was his duty to praise.

She remembered that it was this man, this

loquacious vulgarian, who ha<l been Launcelot
Darrell 's tool on the night of her father's death.
This was the wretch who had stood behind George
Vane's chair, and watched the old man's play, and
telegraphed to his accomplice.

If she could have forgotten Launcelot Darrell's

treachery, this jjresence would have been enough
to remiud her of that pitiless baseness, to inspire
her with a tenfold disgust for that hideous cruelty.
It seemed as if the Frenchman's coming had been

designed by Providence to urge her to new energy,
new determination.

" The man who could make this creature his

accomplice in a plot against my father shall never
inherit Maurice de Crespigny's fortune," she

thought ; "he shall never marry my husband's
ward. "

She linked her arm in Laura's as she thought
this ; as if by that simple and involuntary action
she would have shielded her from Launcelot
Darrell.

In the next moment a footstep
—the firm tread

of a man—sounded on the crisp gravel of the

garden walk behind the two girls, and presently
Gilbert Monckton laid his hand lightly upon hui

wife's shoulder.

She was startled by his unexpected coming,
and turning suddenly round, looked at him with a
scared face

; which was a new evidence against her
in his troubled mind, a new testimony that she
was keeping some secret from him.
He bad left Tolldale Priory early that morning

to give a day's attention to that business of which
he had been lately so neglectful, and had returned
a couple of hours befere his usual time for coming
home.

" What brings you out into the garden this

bitter afternoon, Eleanor?" he said, sternly;"
you'll catch cold in that thin shawl; and you,

too, Laura
;

I should have thought a seat by the

drawing-room fire far more comfortable than this

dreary garden. Good evening, gentlemen ; you
had better bring your friend into the house, Mr.
Darrell."

The young man muttered something of an apo-

logetic nature, and Monsieur Victor Bourdon

acknowledged the lawyer's cold salutation with an
infinite number of bows and smirks.

" You have come home by an earlier train than

usual, Gilbert," Mrs. Monckton said, by way of

saying something that might break the silence

which had followed her husband's coming ;

" we
did not expect you until seven."

* '
I came to Windsor by the three o'clock

express," answered Mr. Monckton. "1 have not
come straight home. I stopped at Woodlands to

inquire after the invalid."

Eleanor looked up with a new and eager ex-

pression in her face.

"And Mr. de Crespigny—he is better, I hope."
"No, Eleanor, I fear that you will never see

him again. The doctors scarcely hope that he
will last out the week."
The girl set her lips (irmly, and raised her head

with a resolute gesture
—a mute expression of

determination and defiance.
" I taill see him again," she thought ;

" I will

not trust my hope of vengeance to a chance. He
may have altered his will, perhaps. He may have

destroyed it. Come what may, I will stand

beside his sick bed. I will tell him who I am, and
call upon him, in my dead father's name, to do an
itct of justice."

Launcelot Darrell stood with his head bent and
his eyes fixed upon the ground.
As it was the habit of Eleanor to lift her fore-

head with something of the air of a young war-

•horse who scents the breath of the battle-field afar,

so it was this young man's manner to look moodily
earthward under the influence of any violent

agitation.

"So," he said, slowly,
" the old man is

dying?"
"
Yes," answered Mr. Monckton ;

"
your great-

uncle is dying. You may l>e master of Woodlands,
Launcelot, before many days are past."
The young man drew a long breath.
"
Yes," he muttered ;

" I may : / may."
(To be eontiimed.)
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MY KNIFE.

Pekhaps I am wrong in calling it a knife ; it is

one of those small buck's-horn tool-chests weighing
nearly a jiound. On one side of it there are

six blades of various sizes, a file, and a saw ;
on

the other, lying snugly beneath a long hook

designed to pull stones out of your horse's hoofs,

but useful for unlacing boots, there are a gimblet,
a corkscrew, a bradawl, a button hook, and a

pair of compasses. At one end there is a screw-

driver
;
at the other a sort of nail-brush. Sheathed

in the handle are a tooth-pick, a packing-needle,
a pair of tweezers, and a foot-ride, jointed ;

and
affixed to the handle is a square piece of steel,

which serves the purpose of a hammer. For the

possession of this invaluable instrument, I am in-

debted to phrenology. In my younger days, my
father, M'ho was a believer in that and most other

new 'ologies, took me to a travelling professor, who,
after running his fingers through my hair, made
out a "chart," for which he charged the incon-

siderable sum of one shilling.

My father asked him for what occupation he

thought me fitted.
"
That, my good sir," said the professor, smiling

blandly and writhing apologetically,
" comes under

the denomination of advice, for which we charge
five shillings."
A transfer of coin took place.

Dropping the money into his pocket, and the

elbow of his right arm into the palm of his left

hand, the professor placed the forefinger of his

right hand upon his forehead, and closing both

eyes, compressed his face iilto the smallest possible

compass, and seemed lost in thought for some
moments. Arousing himself at length, he gave
uttei-ance to the following judgment :

'* Construc-

tiveness, very large
—should be encouraged. The

boy is, by his developments, fitted to become a

great engineer, a great mechanic, or a great
architect. He may become neither of these, but
if the constructive faculty be properly cultivated,
he should become either one or all of them."
The knife was purchased on our way home—•

not as a "mere plaything," as my father some-
what unnecessarily explained to my mother, who
looked with horror upon the instrument, but as
" a cultivator of the organ of constructiveness."

" Cultivator of the organ of fiddlesticks!" re-

plied my mother, somewhat irreverently,
"

it will

tear his pockets to pieces, and I shall not have a
decent piece of furniture in the house by the time
his holidays are over."

My mother's prophetic instinct proved a more
correct exponent of the future than the deduction*
of the philosopher. The only organ the knife

cultivated was the organ of destructiveness.

Before those ill-fated holidays were over, there

was not a cork in the house that was not drawn,
nor a door through which the gimlet had not

passed. Minute slices were shaved off the angles
of the tables and sideboards ; crosses were filed in

all the door-knobs and bell-pulls. The chair-

backs were for the most part ornamented with

geometrical tracery, the work, it is needless to

say, of the compasses ; and my initials, in carving

bold and deep, disfigured every wooden surface

I

both in the house and in its immediate vicinity.

;

An attempt to operate with the tweezers upon
' a stray hair on my father's face while he was

asleep, one afternoon, brought my home-labours
I
in the cause of constructiveness to a close. The

;

knife was impounded, and not returned until
t the morning on which I again started for school.

From that day to this it has never been out of my
possession. It has been the companion of my
travels half the world over, and though its weight
and bulk were rather inconvenient at first, I have
found it one of the most useful travelling com-

panions I could possibly possess. But good as it

was, it was not perfect. It required repairing
now and then, and happening to be in Sheffield

on one of these occasions, not long ago, I took it

into a shop to have a few blades put in and a few
of the tools put in order.

"
Whoy, that's a knoif it oi had a hand i' the

makking ov twenty year sin,
"
said the old man

into whose hand I put it.

" Is it indeed ?
"
I replied. It had never struck

me before that the knife Jmd been made. That
the buck's-horn handle once adorned the most

graceful of creatures— that the blades had lain

deep down in the strata—that the foot-rule had
erst grown in the Brazils, and the brush bristled

on the back of a wild boar, were thoughts that

never entered my mind. Nor had I ever consi-

dered what advances must have been made in

science and its applications, and how many work-
men must have been employed, before these

materials could be brought to their present condi-

tion. To *me the knife had uever presented
itself in any other shape than that it now bore.

That was the shape in which I had received it ;

that, too, was the shape in which it had always
been useful to me. But now there was a new
light thrown upon the matter, and as I am
naturally of a curious turn of mind, 'began asking
the old man some questions, which he answered

by giving me a note of admittance to one of the

largest cutlery manufactories in the town.
I had not time to inspect that manufactory

then, but I have now, and if the reader feels

inclined to take a run down to Sheffield, or up to

Sheffield, or over to Sheffield, as the case may be,
I am at his service, and so is my note of admis-
sion ; it says on the face of it—"admit So-and-so
and friends.

" So away we go ; it may be down
the Great Northern, it may be up the Sheffield,

Manchester, and Lincolnshire, and it may be along
the Midland ; but from whatever point we ap-

proach Sheffield, we shall be horrified at the first

glimpse we catch of it. I said "
first glimpse,"

because, by a curious combination of circum-

stances, all the railways converge upon the dirtiest

part of the town. But passing along
"

t' Wicker,"
up

"
t'Waingate," by

" t'Taan's HaU," and into
"
t'High Street," we find that Sheffield is not so

black as it has been painted. Its street archi-

tecture, it is true, is not very imposing, but its

streets are well paved and well drained, and there

is an air of dingy cleanliness about the town that

speaks volumes for the efforts of its inhabitants to

subdue the necessary dirt by which they are sur-

rounded. But without pausing to look at the
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town generally, for our time is short, we will, if

you please, press forward to our manufactory.

Passing through the entrance and down a flight

of steps, we find ourselves in a courtyard, sur-

rounded by some thirty or forty smithies, roaring
and ringing in chorus, and peopled with workmen,

stripped and grimy. We enter one. Its occu-

pants are a " maker " and a "striker," the former

being the skilled artisan who fashions the work,
the latter being the labourer who submits brute

strength to the better guidance of his companion.
A long strip of steel passed over a chisel, stuck

end up in the anvil, is smitten at a given signal by
the striker, who wields a huge hammer, and at

every blow, a piece of steel the length of a

pocket-knife blade falls into a bowl placed for its

reception. And then the bellows are blown, and
the sparks and the dust hiss up, and the pieces of

steel are thrust into the fire ; and, while the

striker blows, the maker with his pincers turns the

pieces over and over, thrusts them further in,

draws them nearer out, and dredges them with

sand to intensify the heat, until at length they are

ready for forging. That point reached, the striker

leaves the bellows, and the maker brings one of

the pieces to the anvil; and while the latter turns

it over and over, and deals it skilful little blows

with a small hammer, the former, armed again
with his great "sledge," comes down upon it with

dull, heavy blows, that smash out sparks in all

directions. In an incredibly short time the piece
of steel assumes a shape somewhat resembling a

knife-blade, and being now too cold to yield longer
to the hammer, it is again thrust iu^o the fire.

One by one the remaining pieces are similarly

treated, and that done, they are all drawn out

again, to be jammed by a blow from the striker

into a mould which completely shapes the whole

blade. And so the work goes on—a continual

round of heating and re-heating, and turning over

and over, and tapping and striking, until the back
of the blade is thick, the edge thin, the nick for

the thumbnail cut, and the trade-mark stamped.
That done, the blade, which has now become soft

as iron, is hardened by being thrust red hot into

water as often as necessary, and is then ready for

the grinder.

Passing on through the ranges of smithies to

the grinding shop, and peeping through the 0(>en
windows on our way, we find one pair of smiths

forging scissors, another razors, another files,

another forks, and others other articles of cutlery ;

but as the processes are similar to the one we have

witnessed, we need not linger to inspect them.
So on we go, over the great boilers, through
the engine house, up this pair of stairs and down
that, until we come to an aristocratic looking

smithy, where there is quite a little colony of com-

paratively clean workmen. Stopping for a few
moments here, wo find it is the file-cutting shop.
What a marvellous educator practice is ! There
stand these men, each with an embryo file

before him, and each with a chisel in one hand
and a hammer in the other ;

and from morning
till night they keep up a ceaseless bewildering

"tap, tap, tap," cutting the "teeth" of their files

with a rapidity and precision that know neither

pause nor error. There are the lines, every one

parallel to the rest, and all of the same width and

depth, and yet they were cut at the rate of a hun-

dred and sixty a minute, the workmau's hand
and eye being his only guides to accuracy. Look
at the file in my knife, cut on both sides and on
both edges. There is a man cutting one like it.

He began a minute since ; he will finish a minute
hence.

But we must pass on, for there is a great
deal to see yet and time runs short. Hurrying
through shop after shop—one filled with workmen,
another with workwomen, all resounding with the

busy hum of labour, we at length descend into

another courtyard surrounded by ranges of shop-

ping whose windows and walls are bespattered
with yellow mud flung off the grinding stones that

are whirling madly round inside, amidst a steam-

driven labyrinth of bands and a grating, grinding,

hissing whiz that fairly sets one's teeth on edge.

Entering, we find grindstones and polishing wheels

of all sorts and sizes, and behind each a workman

bending closely over his work. Some are engaged
in " wet-grinding," and some in "dry-grinding."
The grindstones of the former dip as they revolve,
in shallow troughs of water, and bespatter the

grinder with yellow mud ; the grindstones of the

latter, dipping in no water, fling off a cloud of

mingled steel and stone dust, which being drawn
off into a large tube, passes away into the courtyard
without. It was not always thus. Not many
yean ago the dry-grinder, whose services are

mostly required in the grinding of forks, received

that dust into his lungs, and there it settled and

grew in bulk until it surely brought about his

early death. Even now, I am sorry to say, the

evil has not wholly been overcome, but what with

air tubes and respirators, the dry-grinder's life has

been much prolonged. Let us hope that in course

of time a perfect remedy may be devised, for

human life is a heavy price to pay for forks. But
the " Grinder's Asthma "

is not the only danger to

which these men subject themselves in the earning
of their daily bread. It not unfrequently happena
that one of the great stones is whirled asunder,
and its huge fragments flung in all directions. In

the roof of the very building in which we now stand,

there is a great hole, rent, as we are told, by the

passage of a grinding stone so broken
;
and while

three persons lie at the Infirmary with broken

limbs in consequence, the body of a fourth lies in

the adjoining shed awaiting the coroner's inquest.
But with that strange disregard of evil contigeucies

characterising all engaged in dangerous occupations,
the survivors work on as calmly as if nothing had

happened. One here is grinding his knives,

another there his forks ; a third is busy upon his

razors, and a fourth upon his scissors. But what
is going on amidst all that cloud of white dust at

the far end of the room yonder ? Passing into the

midst of it, we find a saw-mill in miniature, and

half-a dozen miller-like workmen reducing, by its

agency, great horns, and bones, and pearl-shells to

knife-handles in the rough, which, being passed
on to the grinders, are ground into shape, and

afterwards polished on the leather-bound wooden

polishing wheels. It is astonishing to see what is

effected by this gradation of wheels. The article

to be ground and polished is passed over wheel
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after wheel, from the coarsest stone to the

closest grained leather, until, if it be a blade,

it becomes keen and dazzling, or, if it be a

handle, it becomes smooth and glossy as glass.

And now having seen the blades and handles

separately prepared, let us pass on to see them

put together.
" But your knife," says the reader,

" has

more than blades and handle ; it has a file

and a button-hook, a gimlet, a corkscrew, a

saw, and I don't know how many more useful

tools."

Well, we have seen how the file was made.
The saw was forged and ground, and its teeth

were produced by filing. But I am sure you
would not like to go within hearing distance even
of the shop where saw-teeth are filed—that dread-

ful "
screech, scrych, skri-ik

"
of the files is ex-

cruciating. How the workmen endure it all their

lives I cannot understand. Then, as to the cork-

screw—that was simply a piece of tapered steel

wire wound two or three times round a small

cylinder, and then pulled out lengthwise. The

gimblet was a thicker piece of steel wire, grooved
at the end, and twisted to a point while hot. The
other implements were either too simple in con-

struction to need description, or were not made at

such works as these. The putting together of the

several parts to form one whole knife is, as may be
well imagined, the simjilest process of all. One
man drills holes through the various materials,
another rivets the bone, or horn, or pearl to a thin

plate of steel or brass ; and a third rivets the

handles and blades, and such other accessories as

may be necessary, together. The knife is then

passed on to the final polishers and burnishers—

generally women—and is
tjjen ready for the

market.
A Sheffield pocket-knife, therefore, passes

through many hands before it is complete ; there
is a division of labour in its manufacture that has
its advantages and its disadvantages. The ad-

vantages are, that each man, spending a lifetime

in one branch of the trade only, is a better
workman in that particular branch than another
who has divided his attention amongst three or
four branches. And thus it comes to pass that
Sheffield cutlers are famous, above all others who
do not make a similar division of labour, for the

excellency of their manufactures. But out of

this same division of labour there arises a grievous
evil. Every class of workman is necessary to the

making of a knife. If the drillers cease to drill,

the knife cannot be made
;

if the strikers cease
to strike, the same result follows. And thus it

comes to pass that the trade of Sheffield is crippled
by a trades-union tyranny. The workmen, know-
ing their strength, have trades-unions for each
branch of the trade. If the makers at a particular
manufactory feel aggrieved they

' '

strike,
" and the

works are stopped till the master comes to terms,
the men on strike being supported meanwhile by
their brother makers at other manufactories. If a
few unhappy makers chancing not to belong to
the union remain at work, another branch of the
trade "strikes," and it not unfrequently happens
that the non-unionists find their houses half blown

up at night by some "infernsB. machine "
dropped

down their cellars. The punishment devised for

dry-grinders being non-iinionists or "
knobsticks,"

as they are called, is guni>owder, which, being

placed under their grindstones at night, explodes
with the first spark of labour in the morning, and
blinds or maims the workman. Such outrages are

very dreadful, but they are the price Sheffield

pays for her superiority in the manufacture of

edge-tools; and until education shall teach her

workmen better, there is little hope that her social

life will be worthy her commercial greatness.
J. L.

A BLOOD-STAINED FEUIT.
THE MULBERRY.

When every other tree in garden, wood, or

wold, has donned the green vesture of spring, one

still remains in " naked majesty, ".an Adam of the

Eden. The cold night winds, nipping so manj^
tender buds which had been too easily lured

forth by transitory noontide sunshine, beat

harmlessly upon the mulberry's sapless bark ;
and

not till the last spring frost is over, and cold has

finally yielded to the mild persuasions of approach-

ing summer, does it abandon its bare-branched

security, and suffer its young leaves to venture

forth, gladdening the watchful gardener with an

unerring token that his hitherto sheltered fioral

nurslings may now be safely trusted in the open

parterre. Nor has this tree's extreme wariness

escaped the poet's observant eye, for Cowley
describes at length how

•

Cautiously the mulberry did move.
And first the temper of the skies -would prove
What sign ihe sua was in, and if she might
Give credit yet to winter's seeming flight.

She dares not venture on his first retreat,

Nor trust her fruit and leaves to doubtful heat
;

Her ready sap within her bark confines

Till she of settled warmth has certain signs ;

Then making rich amends for tlie delay,

With sudden haste she dons her green array.

But though the foliage displays such singular
reticence as regards making its first appearance,
it might offer the same kind of apology which was
tendered by Charles Lamb, when, on being remon-

strated with for coming to business so late in the

morning, he replied, "But then remember how
early 1 go away in the afternoon ;" for though
mulberry leaves are the last to put forth in spring,

they are the very first to leave in autumn, the

least frost bringing them all to the ground.
Its peculiar cautiousness earning for it from the

ancients the title of the wisest of trees, the mul-

berry was dedicated by the Greeks to Minerva ;

while, to account for the fact of there being both

a white and a black-fruited species, they wove the

fanciful legend of Pyramus and Thisbe—more

familiar, perhaps, to many from the burlesque of

Bottom, than from the pathetic original of Ovid,

who, in sad seriousness, celebrates how, when the

lover deemed his lady slain, he threw himself

upon his own sword, when she, returning only to

find him dying, slew herself also ;
and this Romeo

and Juliet of the ancient world thus expired

together at the foot of the mulberry tree where
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they had been accustomed to meet, crimsoniog its

roots with a sanguine stream, till

The berries, stained with bioo . 'ogan to show
A dark complexion, and forgot their snow ;

While, fattened with a flowing gore, the root

Was doomed for ever to a purple fruit.
' The prayer which dying Tliisbe had preferred

Both gods and parents with compassion heard,
The mulberry found its former whiteness fled.

And, ripening, saddened in a dusky red.

A native of China, of Syria—where, in very early
times, we find David '*

smiting the Philistines

tinder the mulberry trees"—and of Persia, this tree

is supposed to have been brought from the latter

country to Greece and Rome, where it was more
esteemed than almost any other fruit, even in the
Romans' most luxurious times. Spreading thence
to other parts of Europe, it is believed to have
been brought to England by the monks, arriving
in 1548, and is said to have been first planted in

the gardens of Sion House (now the seat of the
Duke of Northumberland), where, very recently,
the original trees were still living, and no barren
or unfruitful life, the branches having continued
to bear luxuriant leaves and fruit long after the
trunks had become so decayed as to crumble at a
touch. A great impetus was'given to the culture
of the mulberry in England at the beginning of

the seventeenth century, in consequence of James I.

having conceived the idea that we might be-
come a silk-growing nation, and, in consequence,
doing all in his power to encourage the planting of
this tree, not only expending his learned eloquence
in exhorting his subjects to give their attention to

it, but even offering packets of the seed to any
who might choose to apply for them. This seems,
however, to have been but a temporary crotchet of

ithe
royal brain, which, though exciting much

enthusiasm during 1G05, was, in the course of a
few years, quite forgotten ; but while it lasted,
it had the effect of establishing mulberry trees in
the gardens of most of the gentry of that period,
many of which still survive, having, probably, in

part owed their preservation to the fact of their

regal patron not having apparently been suffi-

ciently well versed in botanical distinctions to
discriminate between the white mulberry—which
is best fitted to feed silk-worms, but is good for
little else—and the black mulberry, which, though
less welcome to the caterpillar, yet furnishes fruit

acceptable to man ; whence it happened that most
of the trees which he had caused to be planted
with a special view to insect nurture, turned out
to be of the latter species, and were, therefore,
still valued, even when the practice of silk-worm

rearing had ceased to be a fashionable pursuit.*
This mistake respecting the two species may, how-
ever, have helped to render James's scheme

I

abortive ; but that the failure of his plan was not

entirely due to it, is evident from its having been
proved in later days that, however even the white

mulberry may seem to thrive in this country, its

leaves will not in our climate acquire that juicy

*
Shftkspcaro's fiimous mulbcrry-troc, which wm planted

in 1609, belonged to tlio black or common species. A slipfrom It was planted by Garrick in the garden of his villa,

'"'.'.','" .,^^*"'1'^*'° Court, aud becamo a tree, which probably
till flouri«he».

tenderness which, in warmer lands, so eminently
fits them for the spinners' nutriment

; for, in the

language of the "Journal d'Agriculture des Pays
Bas," "the mulberry, to produce the best silk,

requires the same soil and exposure as the vine
does to produce the best wine." The dreams,
therefore, of minor enthusiasts, who, since King
James's period, have, from time to time, taken up
his idea of introducing silk-growing as a branch of
our national industry, have always resulted in

equal disappointment.

Though devoured with such avidity by silk-

worms, the leaves of the mulberry are eaten by no
other kind of insect (although the fruit is pecu-
liarly liable to the attacks of a very voracious

worm), and its unmolested ample foliage of large,
heart-shaped, serrated leaves, sometimes more or
less lobed, yields, therefore, during the hot
months, a very grateful shade, on which account
it is commonly grown in France in the comers of

courtyards, where accumulations of rubbish fur-
nish it with a congenial soil

; and as it never

requires any pruning, beyond disembarrassment
of the dead wood, when it becomes aged, a process
which mostly quite rejuvenates the tree, it gives
no trouble to its owner, and supplies during some
months a continual feast to his jwultry, even if

he himself be quite indifferent to the charms of
its fruit. Its leaves, too, are readily eaten by
cattle, but the wood, which is very light in weight,
is fit for little else than fuel, though the bitter
root is sometimes used medicinally as a ver-

mifuge. The blossoms, which appear in June, are
not very ornamental ; the male tlowers, closely
set together in a drooping catkin, an inch or two
long, consisting only of a four-sepaled calyx sur-

rounding four stamens ; while the female ones,

comprising forty or fifty tiny (lowers arranged in
the form of an upright spike, present also no gay
corolla, but only a similar calyx encircling an
ovary with two styles. It is this mass of

cohering calices and ovaries which, gradually
becoming fleshy and juicy, form eventually the

fruit, each ovary maturing, in its two-celled

interior, a single seed, and as it thus consists of
" seeds embedded in pulp," the appearance of the
whole fully answers to the popular description of
a "berry," and has therefore earned for it the
title of Mulberry. A modem botanist, however,
would no more let this suffice to give it a place
among berries, than he would consider that a

butterfly must be classed among birds, because
both have wings ; and though, at a first casual

glance, it may seem to bear a great resemblance to
some of the berry fruits, especially to the similarly
complexioned blackberry, a moment's examination
will show the great difference there is between
them, the latter being the outgrowth of a single
flower, the numerous ovaries of which form each a
distinct and separable little berry, the whole num-
ber of these little berries adhering round a com-
mon receptacle, forming together a single fruit ;

whereas, in the mul berry, numerous flowers cohere
to make one fruit ; yet, instead of its divisions

being more distinct, as might have been supposed,
their union, on the contrary, is so complete, that

though dividing markings appear upon the surface,

they do not extend much deeper, and the parts,
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therefore, are not separable like the grains of a

blackberry The real class-mate of 1;he mulberry-

is the pine-apple,
which is formed in a similar way

by numerous succulent calices cohermg mto a

single fleshy mass ;
and different as are these two

fruits as regards size, colour, and mode of vegeta-

tion, traces of their one great point of affinity, in

bein<r both what are called
"
aggregate fruits,

may°soon be detected on comparing their external

surfaces—marked, as each is, with such well

defined, but non-separating divisions.

The mulberry when first formed is green, it

then becomes red, and finally black, whence the

generic name Morus* (from mauros, dark) is de-

rived—a fact rather opposed to the romantic

Ovidian theory, of all mulberries having been

white until after the death of Pyramus and

Thisbe ;
and involving, too, a little absurdity in

the surnames by which the species are distin-

guished—that of nigra, affixed to the black-fruited

kind, being but a pleonasm, as meaning the same

thing; while alba, or white, the special title of the

silk-worm-feeding sort, though justified by its

snowy fruit, is as evidently a complete paradox.

When fully ripe, so readily does the inky juice of

the black mulberry burst through its tender skin,

that it can scarcely be touched without leaving a

sable stain upon the fingers, a circumstance which,

it appears, is sometimes rather prejudicial to its

position in society, a French writer remarking

concerning the fruit, that "though many people

are very fond of them, they are more often con-

sumed in the country than at city repasts, where

elegance ought to exclude them, since if not eaten

with great care they stain the clothes." When

they are partaken of in France, they are served at

the beginning of the meal, instead of forming part

of the dessert.

Like the strawberry, the mulberry does not un-

dergo the acetous fermentation in the stomach,

and may therefore be safely eaten by the most

delicate. Among the Romans it had, further, a

great medicinal reputation, especially with regard

to diseases of the throat and windpipe, and its

syrup is still thought to be good for sore throats.

It affords an excellent preserve, though not put to

this use so often as it might be ;
is capable of

being made into wine, which however is never

found to keep very long ;
and brandy, but of a

very weak sort, has also sometimes been distilled

from it. As it falls from the tree (chiefly during

September) as soon as it is ripe, it is usual to have

a grass plat beneath, in order to furnish a carpet

on which the fruit may descend without soil or

injury ;
but as bare earth, offering a dark surface,

causes a greater radiation of heat, and thus pro-

motes the ripening process, a superior plan is, to

sow cress seed thickly under the tree two or three

weeks before its produce is matured, and thus pro-

vide a temporary covering for the ground just at

the time when it is needed ; or, better still, a net

may ba suspended among the branches to catch

the luscious shower as it drops. With no other

fruit, perhaps, except the fig, is the question of

* It is believed that this word has itself furuished an ety-

mology, the peninsula of the Jlorea being, it is said, so

called on account of its shape resembling that of a mulberry
leaf.

quality so dependent upon its being secured at

exactly the right moment. "
Every berry," says

Glennie, "has its day of perfection, before or after

which it is bad. Before it is ready, it is acid and

almost nauseous ;
and the day after, it is flat." The

harvest, however, is usually so abundant that one

tree will generally suffice to supply the wants of a

large family, and an instance has been known of

as many as eighty quarts a week having been

gathered during the season from a single tree—a

very old and famous one in a garden at Greenwich,

which covered a circumference of 150 feet, and,

in spite of Elder plants springing up within the

decayed trunk, and Ivy clinging with stifling em-

brace to its exterior, continued to bear large quan-

tities of the finest fruit of the sort in England.

It is indeed the ordinary characteristic of this

plant to become more prolific as it increases in age,

while the fruit also improves in quality, in com-

pensation, as it would seem, for its barrenness in

youth ;
for (unless grafted) it does not usually

bear at all until it has attained a rather advanced

age ; since, like most plants which bring forth dis-

tinct male and female flowers, only the former are

produced at first, and it is not until Nature's

•"prentice hand" has been "tried" for some years

upon these, that she proceeds to fashion her vege-

table Eves. Recent experiments, however, have

shown that by due management it is possible to

make the mulberry tree bear fruit when only three

years old. Its propagation is by no means difficult,

for a branch torn off and thrust at once into the

ground, readily takes root, and becomes ere long a

tree; while so tenacious is it of life, that roots have

been known to send up shoots to the surface after

having lain dormant in the earth for twenty-four

years. It rarely reaches a height of thirty feet,

and though of a much-branched spreading cha-

racter, does not usually attain a very large size.

The bark is always rough and thick, but the leaves

are subject to so much diversity of size and shape
as to have given rise, at one time, to the idea of

there being several varieties distinct from the

common sort
; only one, however, being now

reckoned, and that differing so little in essentials,

that it need scarcely have been separated ;
so that

the remark is still applicable which was made cen-

turies ago by Pliny, respecting the mulberry, viz. ,

that " It is in this tree that human ingenuity has

effected the least improvement of all ;
there are

no varieties here, no modifications effected by

grafting, nor, in fact, any other improvement,

except that the size of the fruit by careful manage-
ment has been increased." In America the mulberry
will scarcely grow further north than New York,
and it is in no part much cultivated, since even

when apparently fine fruit is abundantly produced,
it is not found equal in flavour to what is grown
in England. A native variety, the Morus rubra,

very common in both North and South America,

and which has larger leaves than M. nigra, bears

red fruit, tolerably palatable, but far inferior to

our black.

In common with its near relative the fig, which

it also resembles in the circumstance of its aggre-

gate fruit being formed by the union of numerous

flowers, the mulberry contains in every part of the

tree a milky juice, which will coagulate into a
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coarse sort of india-rubber, and as this specially

abounds in the white species, it has been surmised

that the tenacity of the filament spun by the silk-

worm may be due to this element of its food. It

is rarely that the white mulberry, originally a

native of Syria, is seen in England, its very inferior

fruit being only fit to feed poultry ;
but it may be

readily distinguished, even in winter, from its

negro brother by its slender, upright shape, and

more numerous white-barked shoots. In general
it grows faster than M. nigra, its leaves are less

rough, as well as more juicy, and its bark, mace-

rated and prepared like flax, may be spun into a

very fine fabric. Having become naturalised in

many parts of Asia and Europe, numerous varieties

have originated, some of which bear very tolerable

fruit, but none perhaps are equal to the black in

this respect. Astkbisk.

ITALIAN SKETCHES.
NO. I. THE BLUE GBOTTO.

Intendixo to spend some time in seeing all

that was best worth visiting in the neighbourhood
of Naples, we were advised to make Sorrento our

head quarters in the first place : though only a

village, it can boast of excellent accommodation
for travellers. The inn, known by the name of

La Bella Sinena, is equal to any hotel that I have
visited : it was a gentleman's country-house, and
sold by him to its present master, who spares no

pains to make it an agreeable resting-place to the

numerous visitors of that lovely spot.
As the road winds along the shore from Castella-

mare to Sorrento, elevated as it is above it, the

most enchanting views of the sea succeed each

other, while the whole coast to the right seemed
like a succession of the most luxuriant gardens.
The great afllucnco of beauty, so to speak, almost

overpowers one. Would that the whole world
could see these glorious scenes ! No storm from
the north or cast brings coldness or winter to

these blooming gardens ;
the breezes are all from

the balmy south,—the warm-scented air from the

regions of palms, oranges, and myrtles,—across

that beautiful sea. At each fresh turn of the
road new and striking points of view disclosed

themselves ; seen, perhaps, to greater advantage
in the soft mellow light of declining day, than in

the more glaring light of the gorgeous sunshine,
j

Long before we arrived at Sorrento, those fairy-
like creatures, the fire-flies, were darting quickly

j

by, flashing in the air like brilliant sparks en-

dowed with the power of motion. Beautiful,
most beautiful Sorrento ! What words can do I

justice to such exquisite loveliness !
|

On arriving, we at once sauntered into the

balcony of the inn, which was built of stone and
looked out over the garden. What a scene was
liefore us, richer far in beauty than any of fancy's
numerous creations ! Below \is was a wood of

orange, lemon, and citron trees, which were over-

laden with golden fruit and scented flowers :

cypresses, gigantically tall, formed the boundary
of the garden, and seemed doubly dark against
the clear heaven-blue sea, which stretched itself

away behind them, while boats, with white sails,

floated past. I gave myself up to the full enjoy-

ment of the scene, and could not resist going
below under the tall orange trees, that I might
gather the tempting fruit and lovely flowers for

myself.
The following morning we were awake at five

o'clock, as we were anxious to start at six, having
a long day's work before us. How glorious the

morning was—the sun shining in the cloudless

blue sky, the nightingales' making the very air

resound with their joyous song, and that wondrous
sea causing even the very heavens to look pale in

the comparison ! We were to proceed on donkeys,
as it was only a narrow mountain path that we
were about to follow. At that early hour the
warmth was delightful, and the elasticity of the
air was most exhilarating : earth, sea, and air alike

seemed to rejoice.

At such a moment one felt what it was to

enjoy life with that degree of intensity that

makes mere existence so joyous to the dwellers
in southern climes. The greater part of our way
lay through orange and lemon groves. The broad-

leaved aloe bordered the road, in some places

rising to the height of eight feet, and making a
most impervious fence.

Many picturesque groups met and passed us.

Women, with red cloaks turned over their heads,
one or two babies slung in baskets in front of

them, while their husbands led the donkeys on
which they were seated ; then there were peasant
girls in the ])icturesque dress of the Sorrentines,
their baskets piled up with a luxuriant mass of

fruit and flowers, arranged with a degree of

natural taste that made each basket a pictitre.
Our path led across very steep hills, the ascent

occasionally so abrupt that stone steps were cut
out of the rock ; and it was curious to see how
well our donkeys managed to climb up them,
though I cannot say the proceeding was a pleasant
one to the rider. In about two hours we came in

sight of the little town of Massa. As we wound
down the last hill we saw our boat lying at the

little landing, and very shortly we were making
our way to the far-famed cave. The beautiful

sea extended before us, stretching away to beau-

tiful Sicily and to the far continent of Africa,
while we were leaving behind us the rocky coast

of Italy, with its singular caves, hollowed out, as

many think, by the unceasing action of that tide-

less sea. One effect produced by these caves is

very curious ; it can only be perceived by any
one moving close along the shore (as I have

frequently done), and then, on a still day, yon
bear a sort of harmonious sound somewhat re-

semblmg an Eolian harp, but a fuller sound, and
not so deeply melancholy : it is for ever rising
into fidlness and distinctness, and then again

dying away. I could listen to these sounds by
the hour together, so indescribably attractive

are they. The boatmen, who are full of imagi-
native ideas, attribute them to the spirits of

the departed, condemned to abide in these caves

as a penance for faults committed while in this

world.

The boatmen told us we were most fortunate in

our day ;
for if there is the slightest roughness on

the sea, or even a swell, the entrance to the grotto
is very difficult; in some cases adventurous travel-
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lers liave led themselves and their guides into no

inconsiderable danger by persisting in making the

attempt. One party who succeeded in getting in

were unable to return, and were kept prisoners

there till the want of provisions and all other

accommodation led to most serious privations ;

fortunately a change in the weather allowed them
to make their exit before a worse result than mere
inconvenience befell them.

On the daywhen we visited the Blue Grotto, there

was not even a ripple on the water, it lay glitter-

ing in the golden light. The deep blue of the sea,

as we looked close down upon it, surpassed any-

thing I could have imagined, in spite of all I had

already seen of its lovely colour. Our hands when

plunged in the water appeared as if carved in blue

marble, the shadow which the boat threw upon
it was of the purest, darkest blue, the reflec-

tion of the oars formed moving streaks of every
shade of blue.

The view of the shore we were leaving was very

striking : the clearness of the atmosphere in that

country brings everything so near to one that the

hills covered with luxurious fruit trees, the pic-

turesque vines falling in the most graceful festoons,

the magnificent ilex and olive trees contrasting so

well with the brighter greens, the white houses

of the town, the terrace gardens a gorgeous mass
of colour, the trellised walls covered with a profu-
sion of pink and red china roses, the pretty

fishing-boats,
—all together formed a beauteous

panorama apparently close to us, and, by some

strange illusion, it even seemed to move with us.

The island of Capri, on which the cave is

situated is approachable only on one side
;
around

it ascend steep walls of cliff, which, towards

Naples, stretch out, amphitheatre-like, with vine-

yards and orange-groves covering their sides. Upon
the shore stand several fishermen's huts ; higher

up, amid the green gardens, is the little city of

Anna Capri, into which a very small drawbridge
and gates give admittance. Towards the south of

the island are lofty portals of rock, which rear

themselves, in solitary grandeur, out of the sea.

After rowing along the shores sufficiently to see

the general aspect of the island, we approached
that side where is situated the entrance to the far-

famed grotto or cave, called by the country-people
the Witches' Cave. Before entering, it may be well

to say something respecting its discovery, as for

many centuries it was entirely unknown, at least

to travellers, though strange traditions respecting
it existed amongst the inhabitants from a very
remote date.

In the year 1831, two young Germans, named
Pries and Kopisch, travelling in Italy, spent some

days in the island of Capri, and heard rumours of

the Witches' Cave, of which they, after great diffi-

culty, discovered the entrance and persisted in

visiting it, in spite of the strong prejudices of the

boatmen, who firmly believed that, whoever
entered it, would be swallowed up in a flaming
caldron. Nothing could induce the men to go one

step further than the entrance
; but the two

adventurous youths thoroughly explored the

grotto, and conquered the superstitious dread of

the people by the fact of their return alive and

uninjured ; and ever since that period it has

been the resort of every traveller to these beautiful

regions.

Kopisch was born at Breslau, and is the author

of a beautiful novel, called "The Bald Rocks of

Capri," and of many poems published in 1837.

Ernst Pries was a landscape painter of extraor-

dinary promise, tbe son of M. Pries, the well-

known banker of Heidelberg. He spent many
years in Italy, and his finest pieces are scenes

from that beautiful country. He died suddenly,
while yet quite young, at Carlsruhe, and lies

buried under a beautiful monument at Heidel-

berg.

Only when we were close to the island did we
remark the extraordinary purity and clearness of

the water
;

it was so wonderfully transparent, T

had never seen anything like it. As we glided

along, every little stone, the smallest sub-

stances, were visible. The depth of the water close

in shore was very great ;
it made one dizzy to look

down from the edge of our boat into the profound

depth over which we were passing. We began to

look about for the entrance to the cave, and pre-

sently one of our boatmen, called out,
"

Eccola,

signora !

"
I looked and looked in vain ; nothing

could I see but the dark face of the rock and the

deep waters rippling against it
; still his finger

remained pointed in the same direction, and again
I looked more steadfastly than before, when at

length I espied, close to the very edge of the

water, a small oblong opening ; a slit would give a

juster idea of its appearance. I own that, at first,

I did not believe the man was serious, it seemed
to me so fearfully out of the question, for not

merely human beings, but a boat to enter by such an

aperture ; but, in spite of my incredulity, the

information was quite correct. As soon as we were

quite close to the rocks, we saw a tiny, almost

flat, boat moored quite close to the rocks, and
into it myself and one other of the party were
desired to get ; no easy matter stepping from the

larger boat into this very fragile, unsteady one ;

but at last it was achieved, and then we were
told to lie flat down, not even raising our heads

in the slightest degree, for fear of a blow from
the overhanging rocks. The next step was, that

one of the boatmen got into the water, only his

head and shoulders appearing ;
then he seized

fast hold of our boat, watched his opportunity
(after the other men had shoved it almost within

the opening), and drew the boat into the cave,
aided by the slight swell of the sea. So urgent
was the necessity for perfect stillness, that the .

boatmen kept saying, "Lie still, lie still; don't

move hand or foot," until our boat was fairly

through the arch
;

and then he cautiously helped
us out, and we were able to look around.

Many of my readers may never even have heard
of the Blue Grotto

; and even those who have
heard it spoken of, may still not have the very
least idea what it is really like

;
and very difficult

it is to give a really good description of it—in-

deed so difficult that I shall partly adopt the

poetic language of a gifted writer, who was a

frequent visitor to this enchanting spot. Thus he
writes :

' ' Far below me, above me, and around me,
was the blue ether

;
electric sparks, millions of

falling stars, glittered around me. It was as
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though the infinitely Hue heaven vaulted itself

above me ; singular ball shaped clouds, bine as it-

self, floated in the air. My very clothing seemed

intensely blue ;
I extended my hand down into

the strangely shining air below me
;

it was water

into which I thrust it, silvery, blue, cold as the

sea. Close beside me stood a column, tall, and of

a sparkling blue
;
after some moments I ventured

to touch it . it was as hard as stone and as cold

also, and, similar to all else in this fairy-like place,

intensely blue. I stretched out my hands into

the half-dark space behind me, and felt only hard,

rocky wall, but dark blue as the bright heavens.

"Where was I ? Was that below me, whicli I had
taken for air, a shining blue sea, which seemed to

burn of a sulphurous hue? Was the illumined

space around me, light- diffusing walls of rock, and

arches high above me ? Every object was illumined
in every shade of blue. I myself seemed enveloped
in thesame exquisitely-transparent blue light. Close
beside me was a vast flight of steps which seemed
to be made of vast sapphires, every step being a
block of this beautiful stone. I ascended them,
but a wall of rock forbade further advance.
Where were the boatmen ? I was alone, or seemed
to be so. The glorious beauty which I beheld was,
like myself, actual and physical. Close to the
surface of the water, and not far from where I

stood, T saw a clear blue star, which cast a single

ray of light, pure as ether, over the mirror of the

water, and while I yet looked I saw it darken
itself like the moon eclipsed ; a blacker object
showed itself, and a little boat glided onward
over the silvery blue water !"

Capri.

"It was the opening to the outward air that
lad more the fancied resemblance of a star.

Hhers of the party now advanced to take their

hare in this exquisite and most unrivalled
; pectacle, and my solitary dream was at an
• nd."

I can add but little to this beautiful description;
nd I will only say that, however fanciful it

: Jiinds, it is strictly correct in every detail. The
I pot is in itself so unlike reality, that, short of

1 jeing it, a more perfect impression could scarcely
i e given of it than these eloquent words I lay
1 efore the reader. The silvery water is one of the

I
reat curiosities of the cave : a man in a suitable

< ress plunges into it, and you seem to see a
1 lOving silver statue. The silvery flooring is formed
< ;' the most beautiful silvery-looking white sand,
( oite unlike anything I have ever seen, as indeed

everything in the cave is. The bright blue light,
reflected on your own dress and on everything
within the cave, is most accurately described.

One feels when in this grotto as if it was but the

creation of some fairy's hand, that would disap-

pear and leave you to sober reality. None have
ever been able to account for it, though it has

been examined by numerous scientihc men.
Whether it is the strong power of reflection

(through the singular-shaped aperture) of the

blue sea and the still bluer sky, or whether it is

any inherent property in the grotto itself, yet
remains to be discovered. The same enchantingly
clear atmosphere pervades it that renders all these

southern regions so delightful.
The boatmen entertained us with many a

curious legend respecting the enchanted cave.

Some of the older inhabitants of the island still
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believe in the evil influence that a visit to the

cave exercises over the ill-fated person who is so

rash as to penetrate into the vp-itches' domain.

There is a very curious fish to be found in the

beautiful silvery vrater, very small, and with an

odd, square-shaped head ; and there is one odd

thing to be remarked in these fish, viz. , that they
are all blind ; what makes this fact the more sin-

gular is, that in the water that runs through
the wonderful caves of Adelsberg, in South Ger-

many (which I may some day describe to my
readers), there is also to be found a curioxis fish,

and these fish are blind as well as those in the

Blue Grotto, though the fish in shape, size, and
almost every other particular are perfectly dif-

ferent. The superstitious Italians look upon these

fish as the evU genii of the place, and if by any
unhappy chance they should happen to kill one
of them, it is looked upon as a grave calamity,
and threatening every sort of misfortune to the

unlucky individual. They catch them in a small

net, and when visitors have satisfied their curio-

sity, they are carefully restored to their silvery
home. A very pretty species of coral is found in

the silver sand, only it is not really coral, though
it resembles it ; it is also of a bright orange colour,
instead of the pinky red of coral.

But we have lingered long enough at this beau-

tiful spot, and dejjart, however loth to leave so

much loveliness. We made our exit in the same

way in which we had entered ; and as another

proof of the wonderful brilliancy of colouring in

the grotto, when we were again in the larger boat

we could scarcely believe that we were on the

same blue sea we had so recently left, though the
sun was shining as gloriously, and the heavens
were as cloudless. To our eyes the sea seemed to

have lost every tinge of blue. I never saw so ex-

traordinary a difference—caused, no doubt, by the
vivid depth of colour our eyes had become accus-

tomed to, so that every other shade of colour

looked pale in the comparison.
Of our journey back to Sorrento it is needless

to speak ; we returned along the coast instead of

going by land.

Wishing, I suppose, to crowd as much beauty
into our day as was possible, we took an evening
stroll to explore some of the beauties of Sorrento.

This walk shows all the finest points of view, and
it does not occupy more than two hours—at least,

a good walker would do it in that time
;
but the

ascent is very steep, and lasts for at least half the

way. But who has time to think of fatigue or

difficulty when every step brings out some fresh

beauty. The path winds round the face of the

high hill or cliff", on part of which Sorrento is

placed. The most luxuriant myrtles in full flower

embalm the air with their fragrant smell. The

coronella, which with us is a green-house plant,
mixes its bright golden flowers with the dark

green of the myrtles. The varieties of the cistus

tribe are innumerable
; especially I noticed a rare

wild one, with a very beautiful large lilac flower.

The arbutus, the most ornamental of all that class

of flowering shrubs, grows in profusion all along
the coast. The jiale silvery green of the olive

shows well when mixed with the richer tints of

other foliage ; and everywhere the eye rests on a

profusion of luxuriant vegetation that language
would wholly fail to do justice to. It is indeed
a land richly endowed by Nature

; for the smallest

possible amount of cultivation causes the teeming
earth to put forth her abundance.
As we returned home the moon was rising, as

it can rise in Italy,
—

looking like a solid globe of

silver, so clear is the air
; and the light, though soft,

was most brilliant, spreading over all the beau-
teous scene her refulgent light. We lingered, and

yet we lingered, so loth were we to turn away
from a scene that one might perhaps see equalled,
but assuredly never surpassed.

DOUBTS AND HOPES.

Golden daylight, calm and noble,

Failing in the purple west,
Like the first and mightiest Cresar

Dying in his Tyrian vest !

Golden daylight, now descending
Whither none of us can see

;

But we know 'tis not thine ending,
For beyond there lies the sea ;

And beyond the sea are rivers,
Plains and mountains, lakes and lands,

And the Placid Ocean severs

These from India's torrid sands :

Next on classic lands of morning
Wilt thou shine before our morn ;

Then our moirow make, adorning
With new beams our sphere forlorn.

Golden daylight, rich in blessing.
Shall our life be like thine own ?

Shall it dawn anew, possessing
What is now but half its own ?

Are they dreams, tliose legends olden,
Of an age of godlilce men ?

Youth's imaginations golden,
Shall they e'er be truths again ?

Shall the wisdom Time produces
Still be ours, to live once more,

Turning to a myriad uses

Tears we wasted and deplore ?

But, to sight, our days are numbered ;

We must go, and others come
;

Children like us, sorely cumbered,

Thi'ough a cavern passing home.

Happy trees, your leaf renewing.

Gaining grace while growing old
;

Calm Perfection's plan pursuing.
Silent through the moons of cold.

Summer's growth gives ampler beauty.
Winter's sleep anneals your strength ;

Nature's Law is one with Duty,
And the crown is gained at length.

Daylight sleeps, yet sleeps to waken
;

Leaves are changed, yet never cease ;

Must we envy, God-forsaken,

Dayspiing and the new-born trees ?

G. C. SWATKE.
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TOO LATE.

" The caravan will start to-day, English sir."

I was the English sir alluded to, and the

caravan was a motley collection of vehicles, beasts

of burden, and men of various ranks and nationali-

ties, who had been detained for several days at

the foot of the St. Gothard pass.
It was early spring; the snow was softening

under the effects of the snn, but on dark days the
cold was yet severe, and heavy snow had fallen

and blocked the difficult mountain road. The

pretty village of Airolo, nestling among its chesnut

groves, just underneath the precii)ice3 of granite
and schist glimmering with mica that llaahed

golden where the white snow-crust had thawed
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away, \vas full of travellers. There were no dis-

engaged rooms in either of the inns, and several

persons had been obliged to seek accommodation

as best they might, among the cottages of the

borgo.
*•

"Well, Beppo, I wish them a pleasant journey,
that's all," was my half- careless reply, as I went
on grinding and mixing my colours.

" The signor will not want his bill, then ?" said

the waiter, opening his eyes in surprise ;

" the

patron made so sure milordo would accompany
the rest, that he has drawn the account all ready,
and bade me ask if Giorgio should harness the

sledge.
"

"In short," said T, laughing, "you seem de-

termined to turn me out, whether I will or no. I

have no more intention of crossing the mountain

to-day than I have of taking a header into the

Ticino yonder, and shall stop here another week,
unless the j^atron absolutely ejects me."

Of course Beppo bowed and shrugged, assuring
me in his best Italian that the Hotel de Poste was

only too mtlch honoured by my presence, that the

landlord and landlady would be overjoyed to hear
of my prolonged stay, and that he would hurry
off to bespeak my dinner,—no useless precaution
at that season.

I had been six days at Airolo, and was in no
haste to leave it. Much of my winter's work at

Rome consisted of mere sketches and crude com-

positions, outlines that needed study and care as

to filiing-in the details. And my old studio in

the Via San Barbara had been too full of cheery
friends, perpetually dropping in to communicate
the pleasant babble of Roman news, to be a good
arena for steady toil. Airolo was a capital place
for work

; my room had a good north window,
and there was nothing to distract a painter's
attention from his canvas and colours. Besides,
in my rambles among the spurs and offsets of the

Alps, I came to many glorious bits of savage
wintry scenerj% and saw nature under a new
aspect. Such glimpses of stainless snow and
rifted ice are valuable to an artist, and my port-
folio and my memory grew richer every day.
On this account, I was in no hurry to cross the

mountains. A week or two more or less was

nothing to me, and I should be in London quite

early enough as it was. But man is a gregarious

anin^al, and presently, as I stood smoking my
cigar in the porch and watching the bustle and
stir of the departure, I could not help feeling a
half wish that I were one of the wayfarers.
A blithe and active scene it was. There were

about forty mules and pack-horses, all as heavily
laden as was consistent with a rapid progress on a

steep road, and guided by a knot of hardy fellows,
Italians and German Swiss, whose sun-browned
faces spoke of long familiarity with the highway.
Besides these, there were three or four sledges,
whose occupants were burghers of Lucerne, going
home with spring purchases made at Milan, two
monks returning to a convent in one of the Forest

Cantons, and a cantatrice bound for some theatre

in France or Germany, where she had an engage-
ment. The pedestrians were a couple of Swiss
soldiers—Papal guardsmen—on furlough, a few
Modenese or Tuscan modellers in plaster of Paris,

straw-plaiters, and the like, and three pilgrims.
The latter were dull, robustly-built peasants from
Rhenish Germany, who had been, in pursuance of

a vow, to pray at Loretto, and whose luiimpas-

sioned, brick-red faces, contrasted curiously with
the scallop-shells in their hats and the large

tawdry crosses pinned in front of their blouses.

The " caravan" was made up by a dark-green

travelling carriage,
—a heavy, roomy, rumbling

affair, such as Florentine coachmakers build for a

l^rice that in Long Acre would scarcely purchase
a gig, and which, though ugly enough, stands

rough usage well. This carriage belonged to an

English family who had arrived two days before,
and who, finding no room at the Poste, had been

obliged to put up at the Silver Pelican, the other

inn of the village. Of these, my countrymen, I

had seen nothing, save one glimpse of the skirt of

a lady's dress vanishing into the doorway of the

Pelican, and a nearer view of a stout elderly

Englishman, who spoke no foreign language, and
whom I once had the pleasure of directing to the

Post Office, as he stood with an unpaid letter in

his hand, gazing perplexedly about him in the
little market-place of Airolo.

Under ordinary circumstances, people of such
various castes and occupations would have journeyed
independently of one another, but winter in the
Swiss Alps makes travelling precarious ;

and the

spring season is even more dangerous than that of

winter, the masses of snow being never so formida-
ble as when they have been partly thawed by the
sun and rain, so that fellowship and })rompt human
help in the hour of need are not to be despised

high on Splugen or St. Gothard, even by the

haughtiest and most confident. On this account
it was that all these persons were to start to-

gether on their slow way over the mountains. Not
that any particular danger was to be feared to-day.
Far from it. The street was thronged with gazers,
whose voices were loud in cheerful j^rediction.

"Ah, holy San Carlo, what a day ! The sun
comes like a blessing on the young vine-shoots ;

ay, and on all my rheumatic bones, neighbour
Brigitta," said one old man of the \xpper class of

burghers.
"
Body of Bacch\is ! the almanack has slipped a

month or two, and June must be upon us before
we are ready for him, eh, amid .?" asked one of the

village wags, while men and women, boys and

girls, agreed in wishing a "bon viaggio," in their

hybrid patois, to the departing guests, whose hope-
ful looks showed that they, too, looked forward to

an easy and agreeable passage of the Alpine road.

The sun shone out hot and bright ; the blue

torrent, roaring low as it sped by from one rocky
ledge to another, glittered like a broad riband of

burnished steel in the rays ; the tender young vine

leaves seemed to open to the welcome warmth, and
the whole valley assumed a gay and jocund look at

this precocious smile of the coming summer.

Merrily jangled the bells on the head-stalls of

the pack-mules, and the post-horses, waiting for

the English party, shook out sharp impatient
music from their greldts as they pawed the paving-
stones of the hilly street. Even brutes were ex-

hilarated by the air and by the day, and were

eager to set off.
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At last all was ready ; all but the English

family ;
and then they came, attended to their

carriage-door by host and hostess, man and maid,
all the grinning, good-humoured stafiF of the Silver

Pelican.
" Paterfamilias !

"
said I to myself, recognising

the fellow-countryman I had shown where to post
his letter,

" no mistaking him anywhere, and he

might have sat to Leech for his portrait, so true is

the resemblance. Mrs. P. next, portly, pleasant-

looking woman ; then a pale daughter, looks like

an invalid, poor thing, and, by Jove, what a pretty

girl is the other !

"

I caught but a brief glimpse of the beautiful

dark face and glossy braids of raven hair, and
then the door closed, and the post-boys, having
finished fumbling with the harness, swung them-

aelves into their saddles. Four grey horses,

squealing and capering, two pair of greasy jack-

boots, two blue jackets, gay with crimson worsted,
and a dark green carriage, went surging past.

Then, amid cracking of whips and clangour of

bells, laughter, and cries of farewell, half ironical,

half kindly, went off the whole procession, foot

and horse, mule and man, up the steep windings
of the road.

For the first three-quarters of a mile, or there-

abouts, there was no snow left, for the southern

face of the mountain had been for several days
exposed to the hot sunbeams ; with what effect the

swollen torrent could show. But at length the

caravan reached the white drifts, and its compo-
nent i)arts looked dark and clearly picked out

against the gleaming background, as it slowly

disappeared among the windings of the cork-

screw road. The street was full of merry
grou)>s, laughing and gossipping in the ligbt-
hearte<l Southern way. Not one of them but

seemed to predict the safest and most agreeable

journey for the recently-departed strangers. The
snow, some of them said, might be a little

heavy and soft, until the crest was reached,
but from the Hospice down to Hospenthal and

Andermatt, and thence by way of the grand
valley of the lleuss to the head of the lake,

the footing would be superb. Crisp, thin snow,
hard as a pavement, and smooth as Maggiore in

summer.
But one tall, grim old man, whose long hair of

grizzled red hung down from under his broad-

brimmed hat. and whom 1 guessed to be a cow-
herd from Uri, come down from the hills on

some bucolic business, eyed the diHapi)earing

voyagers in a very different manner. He stood a

little apart from the red-sashed villagers, leaning

against a tree, and shading his eyes with his

gaunt brown hand as he peered at the cavalcade,
then looked sharply at the sky, and lastly, growled
out in his harsh German dialect :

"Ah! ah '. a good journey, forsooth ! Soon said!

soon said ! Every stupidhead can say that. We
shall see, by and by."
Moved partly by curiosity, partly by a sort of

vague fear—for I had heard much of the remark-
able keenness of observation, where changes of

weather were concerned, of the Alpine herdsmen
—I sauntered closer to the old man.

" A fine day !

"
said I

;

" but you don't seem

as confident of its lasting as these worthy folks of

the Valtellina ?
"

I spoke in German, for I remembered the old

contempt of the Teutonic foresters for the softer

and livelier race on the sunnier side of the Alps,
over whom they had long ruled with stern sway,
and I felt by no means sure of a civil answer if I

addressed the rough old fellow in Italian. Indif-

ferent as my German was, he understood it, and

slightly touched his felt hat as he replied, with a

friendly growl like that of an affable bear :

"Any dolt or child can see when the sun

shines, Herr Englander. We mountain farmers
are used to distrust outward sigus. I sniff a

storm, somehow."
• ' Not now, surely ? Not for the present, at any

rate ?
"
said I incredulously, as I swept the horizon

with my eyes, and saw nothing but blue sky,

dazzling light, and a fleecy fiake or two of white
cloud above the sharp and clear-cut peaks of the

vividly defined mountains.

The old man muttered something, ichat I could

not catch, but the tone was a scornful one, and

shrugged up his shoulders as he turned away.
I should have asked if he really suspected any

sudden change of weather to be imminent,

although the smiling face of nature seemed to

refute any sinister prophecy, but for two circum-

stances. The first of these was the arrival of the

diligence from Bellinzona, rattling and clashing

up to the Poste, and well stored with passengers.
The second, was the fact that a good looking stal-

wart young peasant—the old man's son. no doubt
—came hurrying up with some samples of seed

corn in a sieve, and called his father to join a knot
of buyers, sellers, and speculators, whose garrulous
Corn Exchange was being held beside the public
fountain.

The arrival of the diligence caused fresh excite-

ment in the place. For some days, owing to the

inaccessibility of the high plateau above the pass,
none had passed ; and this vehicle was, as usual,

to be put on sledge-runners to enable it to cross

the deeper drifts without sticking fast. In the

middle of the turmoil without which nothing can

be done in Continental Europe, I found myself

suddenly accosted with,
" Why, Bolton ! George, old fellow, who oa

earth would have dreamed of finding you here ?
"

I turned sharply round, and saw the handsome,

friendly face of Maurice Tindal, an artist, like my-
self, but one who, young as he was, already ranked

high in his profession, and bade fair to be, with

thought and study, one of the props of British art.

1 had a sincere liking for Tindal, and a thorough
admiration for his talents ; indeed, almost every
one liked the youngster, though it is sometimes

provoking to be outstripped by a junior. 1 knew
that he had spent the winter somewhere in Italy,

but not at Rome, for we had not met since our

last sojourn in London.
In very few words, Maurice told me that he was

fresh from Florence, where he had been working
and studying throughout the winter, and that he

was now bound for England. So far all was clear

and commonplace, but I was puzzled at first by
the nervous anxiety which Maurice manifested as

to whether some friends who had started from
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Florence a few days before him, and whom he was
j

desirous to overtake, were still in the village. |

"An English family
—the Traffords. I've asked

j

already at the Poste, but the landlady, who was
,

busy ladling oub aovip to the new arrivals by the

diligence, had hardly leisure to attend to me, and

said she knew nothing of any jorestieri of that

name. "

"There is another inn," said I, "the Silver

Pelican, just round the corner, by the quaint old

church. But English travellers are as rare in

Airolo just now, as they will be plenty when the

heats of early summer shall have given the foreign

residents notice to quit. I've seen nothing of your
friends. Stop—perhaps they were the folks who
left this morning with a sort of caravan of motley

people, forced into temporary comradeship by fear

of being smothered in a drift."

"A green carriage ?
"

"Just so."

"Father, mother, and two daughters, one of

them pretty, a lady's maid in the rumble, and a

heap of luggage ?
"

Maurice changed colour, and saying that he

would make sure as to the truth, hurried off to the

inn. He returned almost instantly, to say that

the family that had just left had really been the

Traffords. His having missed them was, he said,

a most provoking circumstance, but the diligence

would soon start, and he should catch them some-

where on this side of B3,le.
" But for that wearisome Prince Potocki, who

kept me for three days hard at work altering
—

and, in my fancy, spoiling
—the picture I had done

for his Eussian dilettanteship, I should have

started along with the Traffords. As it is—"

"As it is, Maurice, you must be desperately
smitten to hunt a family coach as the Furies did

that classical party, Orestes. The black eyes are

of course the magnet which—"

Maiirice cut me short with a stamp and an

impatient exclamation, and then reddened and

begged my pardon for his burst of anger.
" Excuse me, George, old boy, but you know a

man in love is apt to be thin-skinned when any-

one, even an old friend, seems to ridicule the girl

he is engaged to ; and as I am in hopes of being
married some time this summer, and we are old

chums—why, I don't see any reason for keeping

you in the dark."

Then it aU came out. At Florence, Maurice,
who had the entrSe of many good houses, had
made the acquaintance of the Traffords, a well-

to-do English family spending the winter there,

and a mutual attachment had sprung up between
the young artist and the eldest daughter. Lucy
Trafford was one of the handsomest girls in

Florence that winter, and, if Maurice's enthu-

siastic praises were to be believed, as clever and

good as she was beautiful. That Maurice should

have fallen in love with her was not wonderful, nor

was it very strange that this love should have been

returned ; but the most surprising feature in the

case was, that old Trafford should have given his

consent. The suitor had little or no property

beyond his abilities and skill with brush and

pencil, while the daughters would be co-heiresses

of a fair property. As far as I could tell from

Tindal's hasty sketch of past proceedings, there

had been a good deal of demur and paternal oppo-

sition, but this had somehow been smoothed

away, and the engagement had received the

fullest sanction of the parents.
' ' But am I not a lucky fellow, lucky beyond

my deserts I feel and know ! and have I not some
excuse for being in a hurry to catch up the

fugitives after a whole week, an age of separation
from—"
"The diligence won't start to-day, Monsieur. I

woiild advise Monsieur to be prompt in securing a

bed at the hotel, rooms being few I

"

"The diligence not start to-day! You must

surely be joking, conducteur !
"

No. The man was perfectly serious. There

were signs, he said, of a change of weather, signs
not to be disregarded by one in his position,

responsible for the safety of carriage and passen-

gers. These signs had been first remarlied by an
old farmer from Uri, famous for his skill in

detecting the tokens of an approaching storm, a

skill as necessary among the mountains as in a

seafaring life, and the most experienced of the

Airolo men had confirmed the statement.

"And see. Monsieur, the change that has come
over the sky. Even a city-bred man can make
out a warning in that," said the conducteur, as he
turned away to superintend the placing of the

diligence under shelter in the remise. Maurice
and I looked up, and beheld a semitransiiarent
veil of white film thickening and darkening over

the pure sky, and growing like the fatal web of

the Destinies. The sun grew dimmer every
minute, and the frightened chirp of the birds

came shrill and often from among the budding
fruit-trees. It was easy to guess that a storm
was brewing.

Suddenly Maurice struck his forehead, and
uttered what was almost a cry of despair.
' '

Lucy, Lucy, my own Liicy ! On the pitiless

Alpine heights, far from shelter or succour, with
a storm coming on ; and I stand here, safe and

idle, like a coward, while she perishes in the

snowdrifts." And but for me, the young artist,

whose distress of mind had overpowered his

reason, would have started at a run up the wind-

ing road. I caught his arm aud held it, though
in spite of my superior strength I could hardly
keep him back.

' ' Let me go, Bolton ! let me go !

" he angrily
exclaimed, and for a moment I thought he would
have struck me in the blindness of his frenzy.

" Listen only one moment ;
be reasonable, for

Miss Trafford 's sake, if not for your own," cried I,

panting. "You woiild only lose your life on the

hillside, and in no way assist her. If anything in

the way of rescue is to be done, it must be done

by coolness and concert. If we can get a guide,
I will go with you, and between us we may hope
to be of real service, unless, indeed, the caravan
has gained shelter. Cheer up, man. Perhaps
they are all snugly under cover at the Hospice or

elsewhere.
"

Maurice fairly sobbed as he wrung my hand,
and thanked me for my goodwill. But nothing
would serve him but that we should start at once.

He could not be reassured, even by my strongest
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arguments as to the chance of the whole party

having reached the shelter of stone walls before

the danger grew imminent. And it was manifest

now, even to the most careless or unpractised

eye. The white web had turned grey, then leaden-

coloured, then inky black. A cold and fierce

wind came in short puflfs, like the gasping respi-

rations of a dying giant, down the gullies of the

mountain. In the distance was heard a hollow,

indescribable sound, something between the boom
of the far-olf sea and the notes of an Moiiaa

harp.
" The Slurm-stimme. ! the storm-voice itself. A

sure sign !

"
growled the old peasant from Uri,

who now stood at my elbow, with his son at his

side, both men leaning on their spiked mountain
staves. I glanced keenly at the old man. He
looked rather self-satisfied, as if proud of the

sagacity he had shown ;
but over this vanity was

visible a sort of grim solemnity, as if the matter

were too serious for vulgar lioasting. The sun-

burned face of the younger man was pale, and his

bold blue eyes roved to and fro, scanning moun-

tain, sky, and valley, with the scrutiny of one well

Tised to temj)est and peril.

I nudged Maurice with my elbow, and hurriedly

whispered that if a guide were wanted, we had
the very man before us. At first, when wo pro-

posed to the young peasant to accompany \\% in

our jierilous quest among the crags, the old farmer
scouted the idea with absolute rudeness. But

money will do anything with these hard-fisted

dwellers among the high Alps, and money ulti-

mately prevailed. The bribe was high, but Mau-
rice was wild with passionate eagerness to depart,

and, but for me, would have offered his last

louia-d'or for a guide. The bargain was struck.

"You've a first-rate cragsman in my son, Eng-
lishman," observed the aged farmer, half sadly,
half vauntingly, as we rettimed to the inn to pro-
vide some few necessaries, spirit-flasks, ropes,

mo\intain poles, and so forth, for the enterprise ;

"a first-rate cragsman. Not a lad in this canton
can match my Fritz. Didn't he bring home the
lost sheep, through a tourmente, from Urseren, the

night neighbour Hans was smothered in the drift ?

A chamois hunter, too, and of the best, and he
took the eggs of the great lammergeier from a
rock seven hundred feet high, and slippery as

glass, when—"

" Hush ! father ! better keep your breath to

pray for our coming back with a whole skin. It's

not the gold would tempt me, but for the thought
of the poor creatures yonder," said the young
mountaineer, as he hastily accoutred himself for

the start.

By this time the sky was dark, flecked here and
there by pale clouds hurrying by, and the shrieks
of the wind were piercing, but no snow or rain

had yet fallen.

The excitable people of Airolo were all out in

tlie streets, talking in low anxious tones, and many
of the women were weeping. There was now no
doubt that a storm^ doubly dangerous in that season
of avalanclies, was at hand ; and when the church
bells began to toll, a confusion of cries, murmurs,
and groans swelled up from the crowd. The cur6
of the village appeared at the church door in his

vestments, as for some ofiice of religion ;
and at

the words,
' '

Pray, my children, pray for the
souls of those who are about to die !

"
the people

fell on their knees, and it w^ impossible to hear
the sobs and see the outstretched hands of the

simple beings around us without feeling deep
emotion,

"i must start. If I stop, I shall go mad,"
cried Maurice, fiercely.
The young guide added " Amen !

" and

"Ay, go, go !

"
cried the old farmer, who had

probably heard more of the gossiji of the crowd
than I had ;

"
five minutes more, and they will

be holding you back by force. Go. An Uri man
has but his word

; the money is paid, and the
work must be done ; but, Fritz, child, remember

thy old mother at home, and do not let me go back
alone to the hills.

"

A minute more, and we were straining every
muscle and nerve in the swift ascent of the St.

Gothard.
For a considerable distance we pursued the

spiral twists of the noble road, but presently,

by Fritz's directions, we struck into a footpath
known to him, and which would, he assured us,

prove a short cut. The work was severe. The

ground was rough, the hills steep, and the ob-

stacles continual. But on we went, struggling

through bushes, scrambling over slipi)ery stones,
and often plunging waist deep into treacherous
banks of snow. Fritz proved a good guide,

daring, kindly, and prudent, and but for his

strong arm and accurate knowledge of the way,
we must have succumbed within the first league.
As it was, bruised, panting, wet, with clothes

torn by the brambles and cut by the loose pieces
of shale and mica that rattled under our tread, on
we pressed. Again and again did Maurice eagerly
reiterate the question, was there a chance that

the caravan had reached shelter ere the signs of

a storm were plainly perceptible ? Fritz shook
his head. It was, he said, a bad job. They
would be past the Hospice long before the sky
darkened, and yet there had been no time to gain
the village of Hospenthal, much less Andermatt.
No doubt there was great danger, but with the

blessing of the saints an experienced mountaineer

might yet do some good by counsel and aid. Then
on we pushed again.
The fatigue as wc crossed the lofty summits

of the St. Gothard was such as I had never
dreamed of, and such as nothing but excitement
such as ours could have supported. We were
often obliged to stop and gasp for breath, and by
the guide's advice we uncorked our brandy-flasks
and drank enough to counteract the numbing
eftects of cold and lassitude. The cold was
intense now in those high regions, and the wind
was as sharp as a knife. A few lazy flakes of

snow came whirling down. Suddenly we came
out upon the broad carriage-road. The marks of

sleigh-runners, of horses' hoofs and men's feet,

were stamped into the white crust. Fritz fell on
his knees, and examined the prints like a Red
Indian on the war trail.

'*
They passed an hour ago ; weary, btit not

frightened, for see how steadily they have kept
the order of their column. We shall catch them,
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and, if no toumiente begins, may show them a way
to safety.

"

So saying, the guide again quitted the road.

Maurice, whose usually pale face was now flushed

and hectic, made some peevish remonstrance.

But Fritz assured us that we should save miles

by striking off across the rugged table-land,

where no horse could pass. A few minutes after

this a low sullen roar, faint, but hollow and deep,
like the noise of a distant cataract, reached our

ears. Fritz paused, with a gesture of discourage-
ment.
"An avalanche, far off, but to windward. I

fear the worst !

"
said he.

We strode on in silence over the rough ground,

always knee-deep in the frozen drift. At last

Fritz spoke again :

" Father is a just man, but he is too fond of the

silver florins. I ought to have thought of Mar-

garet before I made this bargain. Poor Miidchen

Margaret, how sorry she will be when the cur6

gives out Fritz Horst in the prayers for the dead !"

The young peasant spoke in a quiet, sad tone,

with no reproach in it, but somehow it touched

me.
•' Will you leave us, and turn back ?" I asked.

"AUriman sticks to his parola, Meinherr!"
answered the chamois hunter, with native pride ;

"besides, to turn back now is as dangerous as to

proceed. Let us trust in Our Lady of Snows,
and press on."

The protracted exertion was something terribly
severe. Even the hardy guide showed signs of

distress, and Maurice, by far the weakest of the

three, was faint and trembling in every limb.

Yet his eye was bright with a feverish brilliancy,
and he pushed unsparingly forward, nerved by
his strong wish to arrive in time. We were all

travel-stained and breathless, and every fresh

drift seemed deeper than the last.

On a sudden Maurice, who had struggled the

first up a ridge of granite, uttered a loud cry :

" There they are ! There, yonder !"

And in a moment we stood beside him, and
could see the dark dots that represented men and

horses, and the larger bulk of the travelling car-

riage, against the dazzling background of snow.

They had apparently halted, or, at any rate, their

progress was very slow.

"Holy Himmel!" muttered Fritz, "'tis the

caravan ; but how came they there ? They mxist

have missed the road, blotted out as it is with
driven snow, and they have wandered off to the

Odinthor, never knowing how dangerous—not one
mountaineer among them ! This way—quick !

quick ! If the wind rises, all are lost !

"

And with redoubled speed the guide dashed on.

We could hardly keep near him, but T heard him
utter mingled j)rayers and imprecations on the

folly of the postilions as he ran.

1 had fairly to drag Maurice, now dead beat, up
the last heap of bare bouMers, around which the

blue ice of a small glacier had closed. Beneath us—perhaps a himdred and fifty feet lower down—
were crowded mules and horses, men and bales,

the whole caravan having come to a confused and
terrified halt on the edge of a deep and yawning
precipice, at the bottom of which a sullen torrent.

bursting from out of a tunnelled arch of ice,

roared and chafed at an awful depth. It was
evident that the bewildered wretches had missed
the true road.

Close to the carriage, in the midst of the

frightened group, was the beautiful dark-haired

English girl, Lucy Trafford. She seemed to be

tenderly supporting her invalid younger sister,

who had fainted, and whose pale head rested on
her shoulder. Maurice sprang forward, calling out
her name :

"
Lucy ! Lucy !

"

She looked up, recognised her affianced hus-

band, and gave a cry of delight,
—a cry that haunts

me still.

" Maurice !
—

see, papa, here is help ! Saved !

saved !

"

At that instant it seemed to grow dark
;

a

gust of wind howled by, and the snow began to

fall.

" Down, for your lives, down !

" shouted Fritz,

grasping Maurice and myself, and actually drag-

ging us to the earth. Not a moment too soon.

Something white, like the thick foam of a mighty
wave, seemed to pass hissing and boiling over us as

we lay among the rocks, and flew past like a mill-

race. The chill of the air increased, and I could

hardly find breath to speak.
"What is it?"
" The tounnente ! lie still ; we are safer here."

For some instants I could see nothing but the

blinding rush of thick flakes driven by the wild
wind. In vain I tried to rise. The gale beat me
down in a moment. By crouching under a rock I

was able to escape being deeply buried in the loose

snow, but it was not till the fury of the gust was

spent that I could drag myself on hands and knees
to the brow of the hill, whence the caravan was
visible.

"They are not aZZ^here;" whispered Fritz,

hoarsely, pointing with his finger ; and I shuddered
as I saw that many of the animals and some of the
men had disappeared, swept over the cliff. Nor
was this all. Following the guide's jiointing

finger, my eyes rested on a sight that curdled my
blood. The glacier below the rocky ridge on which
we lay had parted from its hold, and was slipping
and gliding, slowly but surely, towards the sloping
brink of the cliff, urged by the weight of the fresh

heaps of snow which the tourmente had piled u|)on
it in irregular masses. Gradually and steadily
down it slid, that long reef of blue ice, loaded
with snow and rifted with chasms, forcing, like

a moving wall, the unhappy crowd below nearer
and nearer to destruction. We saw it press upon
the carriage, on the mule-train, on the snorting,

struggling horses that reared and pawed, and
lashed with their iron-bound feet in the vain
effort to fly. We saw the agonised gestures of

those below ; saw Lucy Trafford, her dark hair

loosened, her arms outstretched, yet still support-

ing the poor frightened younger sister, who clung
to her as for protection. And I thought Lucy
called on Maurice by name ; but cannot be sure,
for the yells and groans of those around were

deafening. It was like a vision of the Judgment.
I groaned and closed my eyes as the carriage, the

striving horses, the English group of travellers.
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urged aa by a mighty grasp, were drawn to the

verge. There was a shrill piercing cry, and
then silence, and next a dull sound from far

below.

Then Maurice, who had been hitherto held back

from risking his life uselessly by the joint

strength of Fritz and myself, relaxed his efforts,

and gave a loud, harsh laugh that jarred on my
ear. 1 looked forth. The cliff-side was empty
of living forms. Maurice stood near, chuckling

feebly, and then his wild mad laugh rang out

again. Poor fellow ! from that hour his reason

was gone, and for ever.

OUR LEGACY FROM MARY ANN
WALKLEY.

It seems rather surprising that the fate of Mary
Ann Walkley should have excited the sensation in

London that the newspapers and a hundred
rumours tell us country people it has. There

is nothing new in the story of the death of a

dressmaker from long hours of work, bad air, and
the breach of other conditions of health. We have

known, for many years, that London dressmaking

brings on consumption in some, nervous disorders

and insanity in others, apoplexy in many, and
blindness in many more. In Onck a Wkkk some
of the incidents of such establishments were exhi-

bited years ago,
—the porter and strong green tea,

the full and frequent meals which are made a sub-

stitute for sleep, and so on. I will not therefore

take up that part of the subject. My readers can

hardly be unaware of this order of facts. There
was a re{)ort on the condition of Dressmakers

twenty years ago,
—the evidence in which so

astonished and perplexed the Queen and her hus-

band : there ^as a Select Committee of the Lords,
which took evidence on the condition of Needle-

women in 1855 : and the evidence made such an

impression that tlicrc were public meetings on
behalf of the class, associations to protect them,
appeals to fine ladies, and a certain stir among
them. After all this, the life of the Dressmaker can

hardly need any further description : yet, io this

Loudon season of 1863, we have had the old sen-

sation over again, from the publicity of the death
of a victim. The same course may be followed

again, if we do not, one and all, help to prevent it.
j

As before, we may hope that society is so shocked
j

that it will mend its ways : and that tine ladies in
j

particular must have endured this summer what
will make them reasonable and humane : and if i

we repose on this notion, there may be another

conspicuous tragedy in 1883 (following upon hun-
dreds of obscure fatalities) which will once more
startle the fashionable world as if some new horror
had arisen in the world.

As a possible help towards getting something
done, I have gathered together some suggestions
of other people's, and some observations of my
own about the causes and the course of the fate

of such victims as Mary Ann Walkley. Among
them there may be something which will set

somebody to work on one or another practical

point.
It does not appear that there is any change

for the better in the trading system on which
,

the great West End millinery establishments

rest. The plan of long credits has often been

reprobated as abominable : but there are not

many people who have any clear notion of the

working of it. They have never imagined that it

involved the life, health and eyesight of hundreds
of milliner girls. I am glad to see that " A
Collector

"
for a West End firm has publicly

pointed attention to this evil, and courageously
told who are to blame for it.

It is well known in the commercial world that

the periodical or occasional failure of certain

classes of West End houses involve no disgrace,
and leaves no such consequences as are inevitable

in simple-minded country places. These great
houses suspend payment as the only means of

getting in the money due to them from fine people.

My lords and my ladies, and their emvdators in the

gay world, leave London, year after year, without

paying their bills : they take no notice of accounts

sent in ; and further pressure would only make
them withdraw their custom. When their trades-

people have exhausted their own credit, they
must, of course, come to a stop : but experience
has suggested to them that it is a ]>ity to wait for

this ; and they fail, in order to put upon their

creditors the task of collecting the payments duo
from their fine customers. The " Collector

"
de-

clares that a man of bis function goes round among
customers whose bills, unpaid for three or more

years, amount to ten thousand pounds, and comes
back without having obtained tenpence from them
all together. Milliners and dressmakers thus kept
out of their money cannot be expected to conduct
their business as if they obtained it regularly.

They are compelled to charge very high, to make

up for the increased risk of bad debts, and for the

loss of the use of their own money : they must
save where they can ; and, in the present state of

social affairs, the thing which it is easiest to cheapen
is female labour. Uence the long hours of the

workwomen, the crowding, the severity of the

rules, and the abominable practice of atfording no
food on Sundays but breakfast.

With what countenance can ladies remonstrate

with their milliner on her exactions from her work-
women when they owe her money—the money
which would leave her some option about the terms

she imposes ? The " Collector
"
says—what is no

secret in London society
—that some of these

fashionable debtors are the very same philanthropic

l)er8on8 who take the lead in benevolent enter-

prises, hold stalls in charity bazaars, and make
themselves busy in anything but " the duty which
lies nearest."

Here, then, is a practical point. By the end of

the season which has been overclouded by the

inquest on Mary Ann Walkley, every shilling due

from fine ladies to their trades^ieoplo ought to be

paid. The husbands and fathers of these ladies

must look to it. If they have married wives, or

brought up daughters, who have not head or heart

enough to be careful to pay for what they buy,

they— the guardians of the silly creatures—must
save them from doing mischief. Let no fine lady
be free to enjoy park or pleasure ground, foreign
tour or home seaside, till she has satisfied her

husband or father that she will leave no debts
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behind her. While money is owing for dress, the

debtors -may be pathetic on climbing boys, or

wounded Poles, or Lancashire spinners, or Idiots,

or Incurables, or spiritual destitution
; but they

cannot say a word on behalf of overworked dress-

makers : and if their husbands do, the world asks

whether it is in delusion or hypocrisy. When they
ask the commonest question of aU—" What can

be done ?
"—the answer is plain :

" One and all of

you,
—

i^ay your tradesmen's bills."

It appears that the money can be found when
credit is not in the case. The " Collector" speaks
of "foreign hawkers" who sell ladies

'

finery for

cash, and without a licence. We country people
know of no such traders, except the old-fashioned

pedlars who may still be found in very remote
mountain districts, and who certainly have a

icence. Those whom it concerns, however, will

know what is meant by complaints of these inter-

lopers in London, and how it is that they can get

paid for their wares when long-established houses

are obliged to stop payment to get in their debts.

Next, we may turn to a published letter of a

member of an Association formed for the protec-
tion of working milliners and dressmakers, imder
one of our occasional attacks of pain of mind on
their behalf. It is impossible to toiich on the

matters of fact in this letter without exposing its

weaknesses ; but T will sayjas little of these as I

an. By Lady Ellesmere's account, the object of

he Association was to prevail with the heads of

millinery establishments to shorten the hours of

work, to ventilate their rooms, to desist altogether
from Sunday work, and, generally, to treat their

workwomen well. There were subsidiary objects ;

but the grand point was to shorten the periods of

toil. After ten years of effort or waiting, little or

nothing was done, or likely to be done,—unless

the diminution of Sunday work may be ascribed

to the influence of these ladies. Their society has
died out, for the most piteous set of reasons that

the most unbusinesslike collection of women could

venture to exhibit. I need not criticise them. It

is enough to say that, as the event proves, these
ladies had no comprehension of the depth and
extent of the mischief. When they suggested
palliatives and devices, the employers might well

feel (though they dared not say) that they under-
stood their own business better than their aristo-

cratic customers could do j that the evils would
not exist if they could be so easily precluded as

their admonishers supposed ;
and that it was for

no object of their own that they ran such risks

with their workwomen,—the system in which

they were involved leaving them, in fact, no
choice.

Finding that hired helpers were said to spoil what

they took in hand ; that dresses were made all at

once, in excessive hurry, lest the delicate material

should spoil, and that ladies could not usually

give timely orders,
" as they could not always be

certain of the number of dresses they might need,"
these champions of the dressmaker have with-

drawn, commending their task to " the Legis-
lature." Of course ! Whatever is difficult or

troublesome "the legislature" is called upon to

do, whether the object be within the scope of

parliamentary action or not.

Here I may refer to the minor consideration of

what parliament might undertake in this case.

Lord Shaftesbury has reminded the House of

Lords of what was done on a former occasion ;

and the reply of Ministers was that the thi-ee

gentlemen who constituted the former Commis-
sion had been requested now to take up the

question of what could be done towards redressing
or ameliorating the system iinder which young
workwomen suffer as at present.

It is easy to see what is the • utmost that can

come of this. These dressmakers are not children,

liable to be ground down under a manufacturing
system ;

nor women subject to irresistible pres-
sure in a factory district. They are voluntary

applicants for one employment among many that

are open to them, and are so presumably able to

take care of themselves, as to have no claim on

parliament to afford them special protection against

being overworked. In this direction they can

look for no help from law.

The one thing in which they may be aided is

about the external vital conditions of their exist-

ence, in regard to which their own ignorance
and that of their employers exposes them to

fatal injury. When we consider how absurd it

would be to call in the law to insure the women
having enough food to eat, we shall see how
merely temporary and provisional must be any
interference on behalf of the ventilation of the

rooms in which the women live. Any employer
who should try to half-starve the workers would
soon have empty rooms. Nobody would come
and work there in hunger and faintness. The
case will be the same about supply of air when

employers and employed understand its necessity
as well as they know the necessity of sufficient

food. At present, however, both parties are

shockingly ignorant of the consequences of a^

defective air-supply ; and it is a question whether
the matter may not be looked to by the Officers of

Health. While the persons most concerned do
not know how much fresh air they need in the

room in which they pass their days, and those in

which they pass their nights ;
while they are

imaware how much more is wanted where gas is

burning; and while nobody thinks of setting up
an air-test, as we put Up a thermometer when it is

of consequence to regulate the warmth of the

room or house
;

it may be justifiable to invite the

law to overstep its proper limits, and interfere

with private arrangements which people shoxild be

able to manage much better for themselves.

The letter of Marj;^ Ann Walkley's employer to

the "
Times," shows how little notion such per-

sons have of the needs of their workwomen in

regard to air. While he is proud of 300 cubic

feet, or a little over, he has no idea that the allow-

ance of 600 cubic feet per hour for each individual

in a group, once supposed sufficient for health, has

grown to 1,000, and is advancing towards 1,500.

What do young workwomen know of such condi-

tions, beyond feeling ill when the air is
"

close,"

and ready to die when it becomes poisonous ?

While this heli)less ignorance lasts, it may be well

that authorised inspectors should keep watch over

milliners' work-rooms and lodging-rooms ;
but

I
there are always disappointments and drawbacks
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under such interferences with the private arrange-
ments of trades and employments ;

and it will

require much more extensive resources to bring

up the condition of the young dressmaker to any-

thing like what we should desire.

Instead of begging and beseeching of employers
and their fine-lady customers to spare and favour

the workwomen, the way to proceed is to take

the case out of their decision altogether. Wistful

dependents on the self-denial and generosity of two
such classes as those of tradeswomen and their

customers will never be very healthy or cheerful.

They must get their case into their own hands, if

they are to prosper. There are two ways in which

this may come to pass,
—two directions in which

it may be aimed at.

There must be a sufficient limitation of numbers
to enable the workers to make terms. One of the

recent newspaper correspondents calls upon us to

see and admit that the girls may blame themselves

for their miserable fate, as they choose to go dress-

making, instead of doing something else which

they consider less genteel. They might be healthy
and prosperous as cooks or housemaids

;
there are

others, some may add, who as pupil-teachers have
been actually trained for a higher order of occu-

pation : but the temptations of the dress-making
are irresistible. The servant girls long to be

called "
Miss," and leave oil caps ; and tlie pupil-

teachers to dress fine, and enjoy the gossip of the

workroom rather than the hum of the school.

This may be very true
; but these are not the

material out of which the most sufTering class of

dressmakers is formed. They are the daughters
of struggling tradesmen or poor gentry ;

or of

widowed mothers
;

or orphans thrown on their

own resources. They are of this order, in addition

to the class of apprentices, regularly brought up to

the work. #
How to bring down the supply below the de-

mand is the question ; and the answer is that the

best, and the only sure way of effecting this is by
qualifying women for a greater number of occupa-
tions ; and yet more, for fulfilling well those which
are already open to them. I am not going to

enter here on this wide subject. All 1 need do is

to point to the obvious truth that while girls
remain unfitted for occupations which require

higher qualifications than needlework demands,
there will always be an over proportion of needle-

women ; and dressmakers, as well as slop-workers,
will have to accept any terms from their em-

ployers, and will have no power to propose any
>of their own.

It has been found a curious speculation during
the lifetime of a whole generation, what would be
the upshot of the social difficulty connected with
the needle. On the one hand, there has been
the revolution in the popular habits of dress,
caused chiefly by the uprising of the cotton manu-
facture ; and, ou the other hand, there has been
an apparent over-supply of needlewomen, instead
of the scarcity which might have been expected.
In old times, when the working-classes wore
woollen garments, as stoutly put together as our
shoes are now, and seldom or never washed ; and
when the gentry wore costly stout linens within,
and woollen or stiff silk fabrics as upper dresses,

the sewing was very elaborate and precise, but it

was to last for years or for life. Each person had
so few garments, and they were so seldom re-

newed, that the amount of sewing in a household

was no more than could be easily managed at

home,—however exquisite and time-consuming

might be the stitching, and marking, and button-

holeing, and all the rest of it. The case has been

rapidly altering ever since cotton fabrics became
common and cheap. We have been expressing
our thankfulness, for half-a-century past, that

labouring men and their wives and daughters have
clothes that will wash. The frequent clean shirt

and gown are a priceless blessing to the class

whose forefathers and mothers wore one under-gar-
ment for years together, enduring stench, vermin,
and skin diseases, such as are found now only in

the darkest corners of our civilisation. But this

cheap cotton clothing does not last very long. If

a suit of it is six times as cheap as the old, it may
last only a third of the time. This more than

doubles the needlework to be done,—or would do

so, if the needlework were as good as formerly.
Besides this, there are so many more to work for !

With three or four times as many people living on
our island, wanting three times as many garments
made as formerly, there would seem to be an

overwhelming quantity of needlework to be done.

M. Michel Chevalier has pointed to this fact as «
sure prophecy of the introduction of machinery ;

and others have been frightened to think what

society would have to pay for the making of its

dress, from the prodigious demand which must
be growing up for needlework. This last expecta-

tion, however, has never yet been fulfilled. The

pressure of quantity of work to be done has long
been so great that the ({uality has become exceed-

ingly bad. There is hardly a good needlewoman
to be had on any terms ; and the shirts, gowns,
frocks, and waistcoats of the people generally are

put together in a way which our grandjiarents, of

any rank or degree, would not have allowed

within their doors ; but yet the numbers of work-

women have always been out of all proportion to

the wages fund existing for their support. Ap-
parently, there has been the singular co existence

of too much work to allow of good work, and too

many workwomen to allow of their getting their

bread. The deficiency was in the wages fund,

evidently. Dress was cheapened ;
the popular

habits were formed on this cheajiening of dress ;

and while the material cost so little, the stress

would be laid anywhere before the cheap clothing
would be allowed to become dear by the making.
But for the over-supply of workers, either the

wearers of dress must have paid dear for the

making, or machinery would, according to its

wont, have come in to meet the difficulty. As it

was, the helplessness of a multitude of starving

women, who could do nothing but sew, kept
down the price of sewing, and put off the intro-

duction of machinery.
In the days when poor needlewomen swarmed

most fearfully, and were most at the mercy of the

general customer, through the slopseller and the

middleman, there were some of us who steadily
foretold the advent of the sewing-machine. I,

for one, did so, many years ago ; and not only
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for the reason assigned by M. Chevalier. The
unhealthiness of an industrial operation which is

of a mechanical character is as sure a promise of

its su})pression by machinery as the quantity of

work to be done : and the act of sewing, when
carried on for hours together, is more hurtful to

health than is at all imagined by men (except
some few doctors) or by women who have never

tried the experiment. The incessant repetition of

the act of drawing the needle, while the rest of

the frame is un\ised, occasions a singular distress,

muscular and nervous ; and when the hours of

labour grew inordinately long, so that the aching
shoulders and head, and the attacks of "

fidgets,"
became a serious evil, it was tolerably certain that

machinery would soon come in to relieve the

distress. So it was said, by others besides my-
self, twenty years ago and more. We have the

Sewing-machine accordingly.
The usual opposition to new labour-saving

machinery was expected in this case : and we
have seen something of it : but it has been miich
less than was at all anticipated. We were
threatened with our homes and property being
stormed by multitudes of desperate women,
demanding of Government the banishment of the

sewing-machine, and needlework and pay enough
for every woman who needed it. Instead of this,

there have been a few strikes in the shoe trade,—
short and manageable ;

and many alarms and
tears among the helpless women, who could do

nothing but cry about their bread being taken
out of their mouths. It was clear to all persons
whose humanity was worth anything that nothing
could be done for this wretched class in the way
of their occupation ; and that nothing must be

attempted which could postpone the advantage
derivable by others from the sewing-machine.
Even if the poor needlewomen had to go en manse
to the workhouse, this was a less evil than trying
to keep them out of it as bad needle-workers in

conflict with a good one, which was sure of

victory from the beginning. It was certain that,

according to all precedent, the machine would,
sooner or later, employ more workers than it had
at first superseded ; and, in the interval, the
women who were driven out must be helped to

other occupationa, or enabled to emigrate, or

otherwise kept from starvation.

The merest mention of the money- saving to any
country by the sewing-machine suffices to show
the absurdity of any resistance to its use. In the
United States, five years since, the annual money-
value of the necessary sewing which could be done

by the machine was estimated at 58,000,000i. On
the clothing of men and boys the saving at that
time made in the city of New York alone was a

million and a half (not dollars, but pounds
sterling) annually ; and Massachusetts saved as

much on her great manufacture of shoes and boots.

Besides creating new branches of manufacture,
the machine had revolutionised forty already

existing. This is not an invention which can be

opposed or neglected.
One of the industrial branches which it is clearly

destined to revolutionise is that of making ladies'

dresses ; and it seems to me that Mary Ann
Walkley's dying bequest to society, and to every

one of us in it, is the duty of seeing the condition

of the dressmaker ameliorated by the dtie applica-
tion of this most effectual means.

I know the objections well enough : but they go
for little with those who will look into them. The

sewing-machine is in use. It is all very well in

the tailor's or shoe-maker's work-room ; but it is

not the thing for ladies' gauzes, and trimmings,
and niceties of all sorts. It is objectionable in the
same way as extra hands are—the new hand spoils

everything she attempts to do for a fortnight at

least. It will only do seams, hems and the like ;

and it is too costly an apparatus for doing what is

mere apprentices' work. The oil may spot the fine

materials of dress ; and so forth.

The answers are, that the machine is not by any
means in common use, as the first objection says.
One may be seen here and there in a dressmaker's

room ; but much too seldom ; and its use is not
half developed. There is no reason why it should
not act ujion gauze as well as upon cloth or leather.

I have myself seen the finest cambric beautifully
stitched by it

;
and if any difficulty is found, it

is by want of skill in the worker. The same
is the answer about the oil-spots. Such soil

would be a disgrace to the worker, that is all : and
this reminds me of the complaint, now so frequent,
and to my mind so pathetic, for which the machine
is the obvious remedy,—that the delicate colours

and textures of fine dresses are apt to be injured

by the hot hands of the needlewomen. Not the

cause of the hot hands to the workwomen, but the

effect of them to the customer or the employer, is

the subject of solicitude. The steel plate of the
machine is cool enough ;

and if it and the needle
are oily, the disgrace is the same as dirty hands
would be to the human instrument.
As for the waste caused by novices, it surely

cannot compare for a moment wjj^ the saving of

their time even during the first few weeks after

they have become qualified workers. I have
watched the process of learning the use of the

j

machine, from printed instructions only ; and my
I testimony is that the chief mischief is from the

;
breaking of the needles, the cost of which any

j

reasonable employer would be ashamed to com-
! plain of on an occasion which will not recur. The
i
use of old or valueless material for practice is so

I

evidently proper, that there is no iise in talking
of waste in that direction. The damage by a new
hand is, in fact, the loss of about a fortnight's

sewing, and the spoiling of ten or a dozen needles

j

at the most ; and this is the price for saving a
hundredfold afterwards in time and money. It

t is not true now, however it may have been till

lately, that the machine will achieve nothing
; higher than joins and hems. It will also em-

broider, and it will flounce ; it will quilt and it

will quill ; it will turn out gathers, and ruches,

;

and plenty of other things that my lady readers
can explain to curious inquirers. Instead of doing
mere apprentices' work, the machine deserves the
character of mingled power and refinement. It

emulates the elephant's trunk. Where that tears

up a tree or picks up a pin, this can undertake

any task, from George Fox's leathern suit to a

royal infant's christening robe.

1
This machine is apparently to be the saviour of
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the dressmakers and milliners. Already there is

seen, where it is in actual and adequate use, a

diminution of the crowding, and therefore of

heat and suffocation. It affords a comparatively
grateful exercise to the muscles, and saves a vast

tension on the nerves. It is not exactly true, as

a romantic advocate has said, that the work is

done by a graceful laying of the hands on the plate ;

for the foot must woiK the treadle : and there ia

something for the eye to do also
;
but the stoop-

ing is saved, and the not less pernicious repetition
of the act of drawing the needle. In short, the
whole mechanical part of the process is done for,

instead of by, the worker—with the exception of

the treadle action, which is in no way hurtful.

I do not suppose that much can be done by
express recommendation of the machine by cus-

tomers to the great dressmakers, auy more than
has been done yet by such efforts as Lady Elles-

mere describes as unavailing. The comfort lies in

the hoi)e that the employers must soon find it to

be their interest to set up machines which will not
wear out, or subject their mistresses to the annoy-
ance of coroners' inquests, and reprobation through
the newspapers.
What may be done, without vexatious and

questionable interference, is easily told. Every
lady who causes a young dressmaker to be duly
instructed in the use of the machine at once gives
her testimony in aid of that remedy, and qualities
a workwoman to command some sort of terms, if

not instantly, as soon as the use of the implement
becomes indi8i)ensable. In the first rate esta-

blishments of our largest provincial towns, young
women take higher ground than in London, be-

cause they are not so many as to leave all the

power in the employer's hands. They can guard
against the long hours which are so fearful an
evil

; and, intact, will not go to work before

nine, nor stay after eight,
—except ou occasions

of mourning, or something unusual ; and they
require from one to two hours for dinner when,
as they often prefer, they go home for dinner, as
well as to sleep. A well-qualitied dressmaker by
machinery,—turning out four times as much work
per hour as she could as a mere needlewoman,—
might, doubtless, make her own bargain in much
the same way in London. I am sure 1 hope some
will be enabled to try. Further, Lady Elleameres
difficulty about the crowding of the work at last

may be obviated by the customer not only giving
the commission for her dress, but ordering it home
also in ample time. It seems too like trifling
on a serious subject even to say this much.

There should be others than customers to look
into the case of the workers. Are there no rela-

tives or friends who will ascertain whether the
air is fit to be breathed, and who will forbid over-

long hours ? Hitherto such a question would
have been a dismal mockery. Let us hope that
the time is at hand when it will not be

;
—when

there will be some sort of appeal open against
abuses, and when the injured party may have
spirit and ability to regard that appeal as a prac-
tical matter. It would be an excellent thing if

the great fund of time saved by the sewing-
machine were to be drawn upon first for enabling
the workwomen to live with their families, or in

some other home than the establishment itself,—

thereby securing a certain amount of exercise and

change of air and objects every day,—besides

redeeming the Sundays from the dreariness, peril,

and desecration described by inmates who are

turned out after breakfast, and allowed nothing
to eat in the establishment till next morning.

Once more I must say that the employer must
be considered also, and not expected to make
sacrifices for the health and comfort of her depen-
dents, while she herself is in such cruel dependence
on her ciutomers as really leaves her no choice

but to get what she can out of her workwomen at

the smallest cost. Great people must not lock up
her capital first, and then lecture her as if she

had the use of it. It is a dreadful system, from
end to end : and Mary Ann Walkley has brought
the fact home to us, thereby leaving us a legacy
which we cannot decline without gross hypocrisy ;—namely, the work of retrieving the condition of

the London dressmaker, not by further trial of

sentimental api)eals, but by guiding and further-

ing, as good sense and good feeling may usually

do, those reforms which economical causes alone

would sooner or later effect.

From thk Mouxtain.

THE HOMEWARD BOUND AND THE
OUTWARD BOUND.

Thk awful lull before the outburst of the

thunder-storm is nothing compared to the terrible

silence prevailing in Shepherd's hotel at Cairo

this first Friday in October, 18— . The lull is

not merely the result of the great heat. No !

it is the unnatural calm preceding the arrival

of the Overland Mail from India.

This huge stone barracks, once a military col-

lege, now an hotel, no longer the home of the
"
shepherd kings

"
of Egypt, but the domain of

one Zech, an Hungarian, is the celebrated half-

way house, as all old Indians know, and it

is here those going out to, and those return-

ing from the said country, meet and exchange
news and pleasant greetings. This very night,

forty or fifty of our rosy cadets fresh from Eng-
land, will meet forty or fifty old yellow veterans

from Calcutta, Delhi, Benares, and the hills. We,
the outward bound, are longing for the hour
that will bring the homeward bound to Egypt,
and the hour is now all but come.

We are already tired of Cairo, and want to

push on to our torrid destination. We feel quite
at home by this time at Shepherd's. We call the

waiters George and Tom, and Ali and Hassan.

We know all the ways of the place, and all the

odd English and knavish tricks of the dragomans.
The fleas in the floor-mats and the mosquitoes
inside the bed- curtains have long ago whispered
to each other,

" Come along, let us tap this new

Englishman ; I have tasted him, and can highly
recommend him."

Every morning before breakfast, the flock of

donkey-boys have yelled at our approach, and

fought for us. We have seen the moon rise four

times above the trees of the Usbeekeyeh garden,
as we sat smoking our gurgling water-pipes on
the stone platform outside the hotel-door. To-
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gether we have seen . Coptic brides carried in

torchlight procession, and together have watched
the snake-chai-mer twine tiae hissing snakes round

his bare arms ; together we have seen the der-

vishes howl and sway, and now together we sit in

divan, smoking and waiting for news of the arrival

of the mail.

The ink is yet scarcely dry (and it doesn't take

long drying in Cario, I can tell yon), on the

notice stuck up over the letter-box in the hall,

"The homeward-bouud passengers arrived at

Suez last night. They will sleep to-night in

Cairo, and go on to-morrow evening to Alex-

andria. ^The outward-bound passengers must there-

fore be ready to start to-morrow morning by the

7 A.M. train to Suez —A. Zech."
The silence of Cairo at four o'clock in the day

is intense ;
it may be busy in the bazaars where

the ebb and liow is always as if for life and

death, but here the stillness is death-like. The
waiters sleep about on benches. The dragomans
are all up the Nile, I suppose, fleecing and worry-
ing travellers. There is nothing doing at the bar.

No one ascends or descends the great stone stair-

case. The papers in the reading-room are not

being read, and every sofa has an outward-bound

dreaming and snoring of home upon it. The

donkey-boys rest imder the sycamore trees in

gipsy-like groups, sleeping or gambling. Our own
special boys are gone, I suppose, to their caf6s to

spend their earnings. Only now and then a poor
Arab woman, clad in her lauk dark-blue garment,
passes, carrying a flapping bundle of long damp
sugar-canes upon her head, or a sturdy Nubian

groom, arrayed in robes white as sea-froth, struts

by on his way to some pacha's stables. Suddenly
a long intense steam-whistle sounds faintly from
the direction of the railway-station. Instantly the

donkey-boys leap on their donkeys and disappear
in a whirl of dust. Then four or five waiters,

looking like indigent and rather disreputable

curates, regardless of expense, rush into open
carriages and tear off also to the station.

Tlie mail has arrived. At once the hotel wakes
to life ; it swarms suddenly with dragomen—
dragomen in shining sable shoes, dazzling scarves

and gay turbans
; dragomen with turquoise rings

for sale on their chapped dirty lingers ; dragomen
with heavy pocket-books, of greasy testimonials

and brass-headed staves ; dragomen bowing, chat-

tering, smirking, hopeful, shy and abject.

Presently a cloud of dust flies up the road, and

scattering a throng of Arabs, out burst our Indian

chivalry. Six homeward-bound appear on gallop-

ping donkeys, the donkey-boys shouting and

running for their lives, and calling out :

" This very good donkey, master ; this Billy

Bailow, master, very good. A-oorah, English
donkey !

"

And after them tear three open carriages, full

of nankeen-coloured, and rather lack-lustre ladies,

and after them more donkeys, and more open
carriages, and pyramids of luggage, and more

dragomen, and then ayahs and children, and
Hindoo servants, in a rabble host.

All Hindostan is let loose upon xis. English-
men, Indianised as timber is kyanised, come

pouring in with wives, and daughters, and chil-

dren, all tawny yellow, burnt, pale, dry, lean, or

shrivelled. They have all an invalid, exhausted

look, and are languid in their movements, and thin

as to their voice. They wear wonderful expedients
to guard their heads from the sun, and always the

smaller the man, the bigger is the hat. There are

washing bowls, and firemen's helmets, and other

hideous devices, some of which have tubes like

the tubes of a cigar-case, or some horrible musical

instrument inside the brim and all round the head,
and heavy quilted capes. Other men have brown

scarfs, called *'
puckerees," or some such name,

wound round their wideawakes, and the ends

dangling down their backs. They all wear loose

paletots of nankeen-coloured, thin, gauzy stuff,

and generally of a neutral, summery, aud gossamer
character. Surely those yellow men, with the

sickly smile and low voices, taking a languid
interest in the new place as being a relief after

shipboard, and, at all events, one step nearer

England, cannot be kinsmen of us outward-bound '

men, with the strong limbs, pleasant red and
white faces, and roaring laugh—men who could

actually pinch a Bengalee to death between their

arms and their sides.

Yes, they are brothers, and sons, and nephews,
and officers of the same regiment— only these are

bound to India and those to England.
Observe the three distinct classes among the

outward and homeward—the yellow men, who
are all in a state of languid pleasure, for though
very ill, they are all going ho cue for a holiday, a

long furlough.
The glum, yellow men : these are men whose

holiday is over, and who are returning to their

different i)residencies, and fancy themselves ill

again, aud smell the hot air of the Red Sea

already with morbid anticipation.

Thirdly the rosy bluff men, geuer^ly young and

noisy. These are cadets, going out for the first

time ;
that colour on their young cheeks is called

by some couleur cle rose—a colour generally found
to be a fugitive one, and one thatVill not stand
much washing, not being a fast colour. They
derive no moral from those yellow shadows, but

go on their roadway, drinking their four-and-

twenty glasses of brandy-and-water daily, and

getting into scrapes at mosques, and pulling off

the turbans of old Mohammedans, and generally

affecting that grand conquering manner that makes
this sort of Englishman so popular all over the

world ; another month and these youths will be
scattered never to meet again, some on the hills,

some round the Persian Gulf, some in the Punjab,
and some among the furthest fortresses towards
the Affghan.

By this time the confusion of the new arrival is

at its height. The open carriages come dashing in

from the station more like war chariots than decent
hack A^ehicles. The bowing and grinning drago-
men, who take you in a corner and show you
letters drawn from greasy pocket-books, form quite
an oriental regiment in the corridors and in the
hall of Shepherds. The seedy clerical waiters

run and cry
*'
coming

" and do not come, and

"yes, sir," when they mean "no, sir," aud are

greeted by old friends, who are glad to see even a

waiter who reminds them of England. There is
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much work, too, with curious bamboo boxes, and

light abnormal luggage, which the ladies convey

upstairs, and much languid laughter, which is

but as the echo of English laughter. But the

bulk of the passengers, with that true English

energy that no solar heat can ever dry up, have

already leaped into carriages, and torn off to see

the old Eastern city. Indeed, if you haj^pen to

be in the bazaars the day the Suez mail arrives,

you soon become acquainted with the fact. You
are perhaps cheapening an old sword-blade, or

buying some striped bornouse, or a leopard's
skin fresh from Nubia, or some rare perfume, or

some gold embroidery, when the English appear.
The crowd is tremendous imder the awning-
roof of the narrow bazaar, there is one vast

tossing sea of particoloured turbans. The grave
dealer is imperturbably fraudulent. Every moment
you are in danger ; now the horns of a bidlock

threaten you, now the wheels of a dray, or the
heels of a soldier's horse. Suddenly there comes
a shout of " (Juarde-a-a-a-u'ih!" a shout, no a

yell, then a smart Nubian in snowy robe, well girt

up, and with bare, muscular legs, races by, shout-

ing that insolent and reckless warning. The
crowd divides, there is a lane quickly made, and

through that dashes an open carriage full of

Englishmen, all in sun-helmets, all lean, dry, and

yellow, and in the thinnest of nankeen-coloured

envelopes. They see us and greet us with a

smile, a nod, or a shout, according to their age,

vivacity, or heartiness. There is no moving with-
out meeting them between the time of their

arrival and dusk. They have literally taken pos-
session of the city. They are on the citadel hill

looking down on the distant stone tents of the

pyramids, and on the Pasha's encampment of

dromedaries. They are peeping into mosques,
looking at the pendent ostrich eggs and the chains
of lamps. They are riding between the sugar-
canes on the old Cairo road : they are looking at
the green and red Nile boats at Boulak. They are

threading the drug bazaar and the Jews' quarter :

they are rushing about on donkeys on the shady
road to the Shoobra gardens. They are buying
hatsful of scented, loose -skinned, Mandarin
oranges, or sticking crimson pomegranate flowers
in their hats. Gay, reckless, careless of Arab
public opinion, they are like boys fresh from
school, or sailors ashore after a long cruise.

The talk of the outward bound to the homeward
bound is of everything cockney, conservative,
local, and English ; how the subterranean railway
gets on

;
how Olmar walks head downwards

;
how

London windows are bristling with knives, daggers,
whistles, and knuckle dusters. The talk of the
homeward bound is of the surf at Madras, the
beat at Peshawur, the pleasant life at the Hills, of
Colonel this, and Captain the other, and ''our

Presidency," of the 50th, and the 70th, and the

140th, and the 150th
; and this unexpected mar-

riage, and that expected death. And on they talk
of their mutual hopes, fears, regrets, and anticipa-
tions. The poor wife, whoso husband died last

year at DumDum, looks with interest and sym-
pathy at the young wife, who, bright and hopefid,
is going out, for the first time, and knows nothing
of the dangers and bereavements she has to en-

counter. Side by side ride aud walk the young
cadets, with the peach bloom still on their cheeks,
and the old veterans who are about to retire on

half-pay, and thankful enough to do it.

And now the dusty carriages come dropping in

one by one
; and one by one the tired riders dis-

mount painfully from their untameable donkeys.
Then comes the refreshing wash, and the pleasant
chat with old comrades before dinner. How glad
the Englishman is to throw off the officer ! 1 see

no epaulettes, no sword, no orders, no medals ; yet
every second man is a soldier and a hero.

If there is one thing at Shepherd's that delights
the homeward-bound and the outward-bound, it

is the old-fashioned bar. Yes, in that great

palace hall, far down on the left-hand side, there

is actually a counter where bottled beer, lemonade,
soda water, and cognac are sold, and where a real

barmaid presides
—a real, chatty, coquettish bar-

maid. After years of turbans, and punkah pullers,
and helpless creatures in white robes, it is as good
as seeing England to see a real barmaid ; and this

accounts, I suppose, for the enormous quantity of

bitter beer drunk on these occasions to wash down
the dust of the Suez desert and the recollections of

the lurid heat of that horrible Red Sea. Everyone
is, in fact, so thirsty that I begin almost to believe

the horrible falsehood that Herodotus tells us

about the army of Xerxes drinking a river dry
on their way to Greece. Poor outward-bound !

the Red Sea and India is before them, and who
knows when they may taste again bitter beer the

least cool. Yes, that vibrating roar is the dinner

gong sounding solemn, and warning lis of a sacri-

fice to Juggernaut. The doors are flying open,
all down the barrack -like corridors of Shepherd's.
O wonderful art of woman ! A short hour has
removed all traces of the sea voyage, fatigue, and
desert heat. The ladies reappear floating on mus-
lin clouds, beautiful as day-break in the tropics.

Rosy or yellow they blend, and join beautifully

by contrast. They are all smiles and pretty
babble about "punkawallahs," and all that sort of
" Indian shop-talk," as an irreverent naval surgeon
near me calls it. How the dear creatures enjoy
the quiet retirement of the huge hotel after Red
Sea aud shipboard. The)' have revived as the rose

of Jericho does when it is dipped in water. The

thought of dear England has restored them at once

to youth. The long home-sickness at the lonely
station is forgotten. The whirlwind of the mutiny
seems now they are among old friends, and looking
towards England, but as a dream when one

awakens. Even old rivals on board ship greet
each other with good nature. Young ladies going
out to India to marry, look with approval on the

young married lady returning with her prize to

England. Old majors, with leather faces, are pre-

posterously gallant. Blooming striplings blush

more even than they were wont to blush ;
but as

for the old residents of the hotel (Rev. Mr.

Blaireau, for instance, from Aden), they alone,

jostled and disregarded, look forlora, fallen, and

glum ; they don't like this inroad of barbarians

into the "caravanserai," as they rudely call the

hotel that has so long been their pleasant retreat.

This day they know they will not be waited on

well, nor will they get too much to eat if they do
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not take special care
;
observe how cnielly they

regard the indifferent waiters, and how they scowl

ou the gallant Major Timiison, who perhaps does

savour a little of the pantaloon, which is what we
must all come to even if we are statesmen, provided
we live long enough. Dreadful are the observations

of Blaireau on the Indian wife-market, and scorching
his glances at that burly bagsman in the Fez cap
aud dirty shirt cuffs, who drags all the dishes to

him, talks loud, eats with his knife, and roars for

a distant joint like a starving giant.
About an hundred and fifty people are dining in

one room ; there are three long tables full of Eng-
lish people either going to India or returning with
livers injured or to be injured ; with rupees or

without rupees ; browned and to be browned
;

roasted and to be roasted, until further orders.

The dragomen in the gay turbans stand behind
their masters' chairs, securing the food by dexter-

ous dashes at dishes, and subtle swift conveyings,
to the infinite wrath of Blaireau, and the other

servantless. The champagne corks fiy about like

bullets, and the pop-pop from left to right of sub-

divisions is a perfect compliment to the army, and
is grateful to the old soldiers' ears, to judge by the

brightening of their old eyes ;
shouts of congratu-

lations and ship-board jokes pass freely round to

the indignation of Blaireau, M'ho is peeling an

orange as spitefully as if he was Haj'ing the now
rather garrulous Major.
The noise of clattering plates and falling spoons

is deafening. All at once "twang-twang" goes a

harp;
"
zopn-zoon

"
goes a bass violin. It is a

Oerman band from an Alexandria cafg—three
women and two men—come on purpose to cheer
and welcome the Overland Mail, for Indians

returning to England are notoriously generous even
to lavishness. They play that pretty regretful" Che faro senza Euridice," then a Bohemian dance,
and a Varsoviana

; then a polka. The "punka-
wallah," and "Indian shop talk," blends with
the music, together with all sorts of utterances
that reach one by fits,

—as "Major Timpson,
your health." "My dear boy, I never felt

better in my life."
" How were the Neversages

when you last heard?" "The tide at Madras,
sir, rises fourteen ." "The climate up the

country is charming."
" Is the Dromedary a fast

boat." "
Captain Plunger has got his step."

' ' Rum hole this,
" and so on. "

Waiter, more cham-
pagne ; and, waiter, a pomegranate," &c. &c.

Finally the soup, flabby Nile fish, meat, gazeUe,
turkey, grapes, pomegranates, &c., disappear, and
" God save the Queen

"
is played, as the prettiest of

the band comes round with a bottle stand, artfully
sprinkled with silver bait, and smiling, shakes it

before you. But at that tune, so suggestive of old
times and the old country, Major Timpson rises,
all rise and cheer the pompous good old time

; and
the cadets, exhilarated with champagne, go on

cheering till Blaireau goes nearly mad, and the

proprietor has to come in and stop them.
Then the ladies sweep off with conquering

Parthian smiles, and more champagne is drunk
;

and lastly in cluster, the homeward-bound and
outward-bound retire to the platform outside the

hotel, and though it is October, sit out and smoke
in the white moonlight, or stroll up and down across

the silver striped shadows of the trees, discussing
the past or guessing at the future.

It will be near midnight, and the moon half

across the square, before the last tired waiter will

take in the last chair, and water-i)ipe and charcoal-

stand, and sleepily bar the great doors of Shepherd's
Hotel. But long before those doors are shiit, and

long after when they are, will steal in with the

thin moonbeams, through every window, spite of

curtains, shutters, and mosquito nets, dreams of

dear old English places, beloved by those home-
ward-bound and outward-bound sleepers

—dreams
of quiet close shaven lawns, and ivied terraces, and
little cottages, smiling through roses and coverts of

dwarf oak, alive with restless dogs, and sloping
downs where the greyhounds sweep and twist, and
solemn old churches and rustic bridges, and cho-

colate coloured fallows smelling sweetly of fresh

turned earth, and summer meadows rank with

flowers, and everywhere round and among these

scenes some loved face will move in the dark

shadow of fear, or in the happy sunshine of hope.
To-morrow the relentless gong sounds soon

after daybreak, and the great caravanserai wiU

again return to life. The happy will awake to the

reality of their happiness. The unhappy to the

gloom of renewed misery. There will be a wailing
of children, hurried dressing, hurried packing,—
and much of that small anxiety about stray hat-

boxes and runaway dressing-cases that tends to

lessen the sorrow of a traveller's parting. The
breakfast is swiftly eaten. The carriages and

horses are at the door. The homeward-bound and
outward-bound part with good wishes and hand-

shaking and touching of hats.

In half an hour more the train plunges into the

desert, and Cairo's minarets and palm-tree domes

grow smaller and smaller till they disappear from

the eyes of the outward-bound. Soon all will be

desert on either side, and nothing living but an

Indian file of gazelles seen till they reach the first

station. That night they will be borne across the

Bed Sea in a steamer that is as hot as if it was a

floating furnace—and so they go to India.

In the meanwhile a reserve train will bear off the

hai>pier homeward-bound in fire and vapour of

smoke towards Alexandria, through cotton-fields

downy-white, and roods of Indian corn, and

bunchy sesame, and past myriads of mud huts,

and i)lumed palm-trees.
There is a scamper to Pompey's pillar ;

mxich

falling off donkeys, then a hurried dinner, and a

scuffling embarkation. The oars dip and drip,

and feather and splash. The great steamer looms

out larger and larger, and slowly grows to a stu-

pendous reality. Hearty English faces smile over

the bulwarks, and from the pendent steps and the

grated platform on to which the'homeward-bound,

tawny and of a curry powder colour, will con-

trive to leap, with again something of the old

vigour. Now the sailors stamp round and get up
the anchor. The fife plays "The Roast Beef

of Old England." The busy Captain touches

his hat, and welcomes them. The great ship

moves, it begins to breathe hard and fierce. The

glaring sand-hills on shore recede. The lighthouse
is now but a white bodkin. Hurrah ! we're out of

the harbour and on our way to dear old England.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

^.'AlH

CHAITKR XXXIX. LAUNCKLOT's COUNSELLOR.

Mr. Darrell, and his friend the commercial

traveller, did not linger long at the garden gate.
There was nothing very cordial or conciliatory in

Gilbert Monckton's manner, and he had evidently
no wish to cultivate any intimate relations with
Monsieur Victor Bourdon.
Nor was Launcelot Darrell by any means
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anxious that his companion should be invited to

stop at Tolldale. He had brought the Frenchman

to the Priory, but he had only done so because

Monsieur Bourdon was one of those pertinacious

gentlemen not easily to be shaken off by the

victims who are so unfortunate as to have fallen

into their power.
"
Well," said the artist, as the two men walked

away from the Priory in the murky dusk, "what
do you think of her ?

"

"Of which het-? La belle future, or the

otha-i-r ?
"

"What do yon think of Mrs. Monckton? I

don't want your opinion of my future wife, thank

you."
Monsieur Bourdon looked at his companion with

a smile that was half a sneer.
" He is so proud, this dear Monsieur Lan—

Darrell," he said.
" You ask of me what I think

of Mrs. Monck-a-tonne," he continued in English;
" shall I tell you what I think without reserve."

"
Yes, of course."

"I think then that she is a woman of a thou-

sand—in all that there is of resolute—in all that

there is of impulsive—in all that there is of daring—a woman unapproachable, unsurpassable ;
beau-

tiful to damn the angels ! If in the little business

that we came to talk about lately, this woman
is to be in the way ;

I say to you, my friend,

beware ! If there is to be any contest between

you and her, beware !

"

"Pray don't go into heroics, Bourdon," an-

swered Launcelot Darrell, with evident displeasure.

Vanity was one of the artist's strongest vices ; and
he writhed at the notion of being considered infe-

rior to any one, above all, to a woman. " I knew
Mrs. Monckton, and I knew that she was a clever,

high-spirited girl, before to-day. I don't want you
to tell me that. As to any contest between her

and me, there's no chance of that arising. She

doesn't stand in my way."
" And you refuse to tell your devoted friend the

name of the person who does stand in your way?
"

murmured Monsieur Bourdon, in his most insinu-

ating tones.

"Because that information cannot be of the

least consequence to my devoted friend," answered
Launcelot Uarrell, coolly.

' '
If my devoted friend

has helped me, he will expect to be paid for his

help, T dare say."
"
But, certainly !

"
cried the Frenchman, with

an air of candour
;

"
you will recompense me for

my services if we are successful
; and above all for

the suggestion which first put into your head the

idea—"

"The suggestion which prompted me to the

commission of a—"

"
Hush, my friend, even the trees in this wood

may have ears."
"
Yes, Bourdon," continued Launcelot, bitterly,

" I have good reason to thank you, and to reward

you. From the hour in which we first met until

now, you have contrived to do me some noble

services."

Monsieur Bourdon laughed a dry, mocking
laugh, which had something of the diabolically

grotesque in its sound.
"
Ah, what a noble creation of the poet's mind

is Faust !

" he exclaimed ;

' ' that excellent, that

amiable hero ; who would never, of his own will,

do any harm ; but who is always led into the com-
mission of all manner of wickedness by Mephisto-

pheles. And then, when this noble but unhappy
man is steeped to the very lips in sin, he can turn

upon that wicked counsellor and say, 'Demon, it

is for your pleasure these crimes Lave been com-
mitted !

' Of course he forgets, this impulsive
Faust, that it was he, and not Mephistopheles,
who was in love with poor Gretchen !

"

" Don't be a fool. Bourdon," muttered tbe

artist, impatiently. "You know what I mean.
When I started in life I was too proud to commit
a dishonoxirable action. It is you, and such as

you, who have made me what I am. "

"Bah!" exclaimed the Frenchman, snapping
his fingers with a gesture of unutterable contempt.
" You asked me just now to spare you my heroics

;

I say the same thing now to you. Do not let us

talk to each other like the personages of a drama
at the Ambigu. It is your necessities that have

made you what you are, and that will lieep you
what you are so long as they exist and are strong

enough to push you to disagreeable courses. Who
says it is pleasant to go out of the straight line ?

Not I, Monsieur Lance ! Believe me, it is more

pleasant, as well as more proper, to be virtuous

than to be wicked. Give me an annuity of a few
thousand francs, and 1 will be the most honour-

able of men. You are afraid of the work that

lies before you, because it is difficult, because it

is dangerous ;
but not because it is dishonourable.

Let us speak frankly, and call things by their

right names. You want to inherit this old man's
fortune."

"Yes," answered Launcelot Darrell. " I have
been taught from my babyhood to expect it. I

have a right to exj)ect it."
"
Precisely ;

and you don't want this other per-

son, whose name you won't tell me, to get it."

"No."

"Very well, then. Do not let us haA'e any
further dispute about the matter. Do not abuse

poor Mephistopheles because he has shown the

desire to help you to gain your own ends ;
and

has already by decision and promptitude of action

achieved that which you would never have efi"ected

by yourself alone. Tell Mephistopheles to go
about his business, and he will go. But he will

not stay to be made a—what you call—an animal

which is turn out into the wilderness with

other people's sins upon his shoulders ?—a scape-

goat, or a paws-cat, which pull hot chestniits from

the fire, and burn her fingers in the interests of

her friend. The chestnuts, in this case, here, are

very hot, my friend; but I risk to burn my
fingers with the shells in the hope of sharing the

inside of the nut."
' ' I never meant to make a scapegoat of you,

nor a cat's-paw," said Launcelot Darrell, with

some alarm in his tone. " I didn't mean to

off"end you. Bourdon. You're a very good fellow

in your way, I know ; and, if your notions are a

little loose upon some subjects, why, as you say,

a man's necessities are apt to get the upper hand
of his principles. If Maurice de Crespigny has

chosen to make an iniquitous will, to the ruin of
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his rightful heir, and for the mere gratification of

an old madman's whim, the consequences of his

injustice must rest on his heatl, not on mine."
" Most assuredly," cried the Frenchman, "that

ai'gumeut is not to be answered. Be happy, my
friend, we will bring about a posthumous adjust-
ment of the old man's errors. The wrong done

by this deluded testator shall be repaired before

his ashes are carried to their resting-place. Have
no fear, my friend

;
all is prepared, as you know,

and, let the time come when it may, we are ready
to act."

Launcelot Darrell gave a long sigh, a fretful,

discontented insj)iratiou, that was expressive of

utter weariness. This young man had in the

course of his life committed many questionable
md dishonourable actions

;
but he had always

lone such wrong as it were under protest, and
with the air of a victim, who is innocently dis-

)08(;d, but too easily persuaded, and who re-

uctantly sufTers himself to be led away by the

counsels of evil-minded wretches.

So now he had the air of yielding to the subtle

.irgumeuts of his friend, the agent for patent
; Qustard.

The two men walked on in silence for some
] ittle time. They had left the wood long ago, and
'vere in a broad lane that led towards Hazlewood.
. iauncelot Darrell strolled silently along with his

lead bent and his black eyebrows contracted. His
( ompanion's manner had its usual dapper airiness;
1 ut every now and then the Frenchman's sharp
i reeuish blue eyes glanced from the pathway before

} im to the gloomy face of the artist.
" There is one thing that I forgot, in speaking

<f Mrs. Mouckton," Monsieur Bourdon said pre-
( 3ntly ;

" and that is that I fancy I have seen her
< :>me where before."

"Oh, I can account for that," Launcelot Dar-
r jU answered carelessly. "I was inclined to think
t le same thing myself when I first saw her. She
i like George Vane's daughter."

"George Vane's daughter ?
"

"
Yes, the girl we saw on the Boulevard upon

t le night—"

The young man stopped abruptly, and gave
a jother of those fretful sighs by which he made
a kind of sulky atonement for the errors of his

li e.
I"I do not remember the daughter of George !

"\ ane," murmured the Frenchman, rcHectively.
'

'• I know that there was a young girl with that
•w aarisome old Englishman—a sort of overgrown \

c ild, with bright yellow hair and big eyes ; an
o ergrown child who was not easily to be shaken
o !"

;
but

^I remember no more. Yet 1 think I

b ve seen this Mrs. Monckton before today."
|

"Because I tell you Eleanor Monckton is like
i

tl at girl. I saw the likeness when 1 lirst came
h me, though I only caught one glimpse of the
ft ;c of George Vane's daughter on the Boulevard
tl ^t night. And, if I had not had reason for

tl inking otherwise, I should have been almost
ii ilincd to believe that the old schemer's daughter
h. d come to Hazlewood to plot against my inte- i

re its." I

" I do not understand."
I

" You remember George Vane's talk about his
;

friend's promise, and the fortune that he was to

inherit?"
"
Yes, perfectly. We used to laugh at the poor

hopeful old man."
" You used to wonder why I took such an in-

terest in the poor old fellow's talk. Heaven knows
I never wished him ill, much less meant him any
harm—"

"Except so far as getting hold of his money,"
murmured Monsieur Bourdon, in an undertone.

The young man turned impatiently upon his

companion.
" Why do you delight in raking up unpleasant

memories?" he said in a half-savage, half-peevish
tone. "

George Vane was only one amongst many
others."

" Most certainly ! Amongst a great many others."
" And if I happened to play dcarte better than

most of the men we knew—"

"To say nothing of that pretty little trick

with an extra king in the lining of your coat

sleeve, which I taught you, my friend.—But
about George Vane, about the friend of George
Vane, about the promise—"

"
George V^ane's friend is my great-uncle,

Maurice de Crespigny ;
and the promise was made

when the two were young men at Oxford."
" And the promise was—"

"A romantic, bo3ri8h business, worthy of the

Minerva I'ress. If cither of the two friends died

unmarried, he was to leave all his possessions to

the other."

"Supi>osing the other to survive him. But
Monsieur de Grespiguy cannot leave his money to

the dead. George Vane is dead. You need no

longer fear him."
"
No, 1 have no reason to fear him !

"

" But of whom then have you fear ?
"

Launcelot Darrell shook his head.

"Never you mind that. Bourdon," he said.

"You're a very clever fellow, and a very good-
natured fellow, wheu you please. But it's some-

times safest to keep one's own secrets. You know
what we talked about yesterday. Unless I take

your advice I'm a ruined man."
"But you will take it? Having gone so far,

and taken so much trouble, and confided so much
in strangers, you will surely not recetle?" said

Monsieur Bourdon, in his most insinuating tones.

"If my great-uncle is dying, the crisis has

come, and 1 must decide, one way or the other,"

answered Launcelot Darrell, slowly, in a thick

voice that was strange to him. " 1—I—can't

face ruiu. Bourdon. I think I must take your
advice."

"I kii€W that you would take it, my friend,"

the commercial traveller returned, quietly.

The two men turned out of the lane and climbed

a rough stile leading into a meadow that lay

between them and Hazlewood. The lights burned

brightly in the lower windows of Mra. Darrell's

house, and the clock of the village church slowly
struck six as Launcelot and his companion crossed

the meadow.
A dark figure -was dimly visible, standing at a

low wicketgate that opened from the meadow
into the Hazlewood shrubbery.

"There's my mother," muttered Launcelot,
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"
watching for me at tlie gate. She's heard the

|

news, perhaps. Poor soul, if I didn't care about

the fortune for my own sake, I should for hers.

I think a disappointment would almost kill her."

Again a coward's argument,
—another loophole

by means of which Launcelot Darrell tried to

creep out of the responsibility of his own act, and

to make another, in a manner, accountable for

his sin.

CHAPTER XL. RESOLVED.

Eleanor Mo>;ckton walked slowly back to the

house, by the side of her husband, whose eyes
never left his wife's face during that short walk
between the garden-gate and the long French win-

dow by which the two girls had left the drawing-
room. Even in the dusk, Gilbert Monckton could

see that his wife's face was unusually pale.

She spoke to him as they entered the drawing-
room, laying her hand upon his arm as she ad-

dressed him, and looking earnestly at him in the

red firelight.
" Is Mr. de Crespigny really dying, Gilbert?"

she asked.
•' I fear that, from what the medical men say,

there is very little doubt about it. The old man
is going fast."

Eleanor paused for a few moments, with her

head bent and her face hidden from her husband.

Then, suddenly looking up, she spoke to him

again ; this time with iutense earnestness.
"
Gilbert, I want to see Mr. de Crespigny before

he dies
;
I want to see him alone—I must see

him !

"

The lawyer stared at his wife in utter bewil-

derment. What in Heaven's name was the

meaning of this sxidden energy, this intense

eagerness, which blanched the colour in her

cheeks, and held her breathless ? Her friendly

feeling for the invalid, her womanly pity for an
old man's infirmities, could never have been

powerful enough to cause such emotion.
" You want to see Maurice de Crespigny,

Eleanor ?" repeated Mr. Monckton, in a tone of

undisguised wonder. "But why do you want to

see him ?
"

'• I have something to tell him—something that

he must know before he dies."

The lawyer started. A sudden light broke in

upon his bewildered mind,—a light that showed
him the woman he loved in very odious colours.

" You want to tell him who you are ?"
" To tell Lim who I am ? yes !

" Eleanor an-

swered absently.
" But for what reason ?

"

Mrs. Monckton was silent for a moment, looking
thoughtfully at her husband.

" My reason is a secret, Gilbert," she said ;

*' I

cannot even tell it to you—yet. But I hope to

do so very, very soon. Perhaps to-night."
The lawyer bit his under lip, and walked away

from his wife with a frown iipon his face. He
left Eleanor standing before the fireplace, and
took two or three turns up and down the room,
pacing backwards and forwards in moody silence.

Then, suddenly returning to her, he said, with
an air of angry resolution that chilled her timid
confidence in him, and cast her back u^Kin herself.

"
Eleanor, there is something in all this that

wounds me to the very quick. There is a mystery
between us ; a mystery that has lasted too long.

Why did yoii stipulate that your maiden name
should be kept a secret from Maurice de Crespigny ?

Why have you paid him court ever since your

coming to this place ? And why, now that you
hear of his approaching death, do you want to

force yourself into his presence ? Eleanor,

Eleanor, there can be but one reason for all this,

and that the most sordid, the most miserable and

mercenary of reasons."

George Vane's daughter looked at her husband
with a stare of blank dismay, as if she was trying,
but trying in vain, to attach some meaning to his

words.
*' A sordid reason—a mercenary reason," she

repeated slowly, in a half whisper.
"Yes, Eleanor," answered Gilbert Monckton,

passionately, "Why should you be different from

the rest of the world ? It has been my error, my
mad delusion to think you so

;
as I once thought

another woman who deceived me as God forbid

you should ever deceive me. It has been my
folly to trust and believe in you, forgetful of the

past, false to the teaching of most bitter expe-
rience. I have been mistaken—once more—all

the more egregiously, perhaps, because this time

I thought I Avas so deliberate, so cautious. You
are 7iot different to the rest of the world. If

other women are mercenary, you too are merce-

nary. You were not content with having sacri-

ficed your inclination for the sake of making what
the world calls an advantageous marriage. You
were not satisfied with having won a wealthy
husband, and you sought to inherit Maurice de

Crespigny's fortune."

Eleanor Monckton passed both her hands across

her forehead, pushing back the loose masses of

her hair, as if she would by that movement have
cleared away some of the clouds that over-

shadowed her brain.
" / seek to inherit Mr. de Crespigny's fortune,"

she murmured.
" Yes I Your father no doubt educated you in

that idea. I have heard how obstinately he built

iipon the inheritance of his friend's wealth. He
taught you to share his hopes : he bequeathed
them to you as the only legacy he had to give

—"

' ' No !

"
cried Eleanor, suddenly ;

' ' the inheri-

tance I received at my father's death was no
inheritance of hope. Do not say any more to me,
Mr. Monckton. It seems as if my brain had no

power to bear all this to-night. If you can think

these base things of me, 1 must be content to

endure your bad opinion. I know that I have

been very forgetful of you, very neglectful of you,
since I have been your wife, and you have reason

to think badl}' of me. But my mind has been so

full of other things ;
so full, that it has seemed to

me as if all else in life—except those thoiights, that

one hope—slipped by me like the events of a

dream."
Gilbert Monckton looked half-fearfully at his

wife as she spoke. There was something in her

manner that he had never seen before. He had
seen her only when" her feelings had been held in

check by her utmost power of repression. That
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power was beginning to wear out now. The
strain upon Eleanor's intellect had been too

great, and her nerves were losing their power of

tension.
" Do not say anything more to me," she cried,

imploringly ; "do not say anything more. It

will soon be over now."
" What will soon be over, Eleanor ?"

But Eleanor did not answer. She clasped her

hands before her face ; a half-stifled sob broke
from her lips, and she rushed from the room
before her husband could repeat his question.

Mr. Monckton looked after her with an expres-
sion of unmingled anguish on his face.

"How can I doubt the truth?" he thought;
"her indignant repudiation of any design on
Maurice de Crespigay's fortune exonerates her at

least from that charge. But her agitation, her tears,

her confusion, all betray the truth. Her heart

has never been mine. 8he married me with the

determination to do her duty to me, and to be

true to me. I believe that. Yes, in spite of all,

I will believe that. But her love is Launcelot
Darrell's. Her love, the one blessing I sought to

win,—the blessing which in my mad folly I was
weak enough to hope for,—is given to Laura's

betrothed husband. What could be plainer than
the meaning of those last broken words she s|>oke

just now :

*
It will soon bo over ; it will soon be

over '

? What should she mean except that

Launcelot Darrell's marriage and departure will

put an end to the struggle of her life.
"

Mingled with the bitterness of his grief, some

feeling akin to pity had a place in Gilbert

Monckton's heart.

He pitied her—yes, he pitied this girl whoso
life it had been his fate to overshadow. He had
come between this bright young creature and the
affection of her innocent girlhood, and, ]>resouting
himself before her in the hour of her desolation,
had betrayed her into one of those mistakes
which a life-time of honest devotion is not always
able to repair.

" She consented to marry me on the impulse of

the moment, clinging to me in her loneliness and

helplessness, and blinded to the future by the
sorrow of the present. It was an instinct of con-
fidence and not love that drew her towards me

;

and now, now that there is no retreat—no draw-

ing back—nothing but a long vista of dreary
years to be spent with a man she does not love,
this poor unhappy girl sutTers an agony which can
no longer be concealed, even from me."

Mr. Monckton paced up and down his spacious
drawing-room, thinking of these things. Once
he looked with a sad, bitter smile at the evidences
of wealth that were so lavishly scattered about
the handsome chamber. On every side those
evidences met his eyes. The Guido, upon which
the lirelight gleamed, kindling the face of a

martyr into supernatural glory, was worth a sum
that would have been a fortune to a poor man.

Every here and there, half hidden amongst the

larger modern pictures, lurked some tiny gem of

Italian art, a few square inches of painted canvas
worth full a hundred times its weight of imoUoyed
gold.

" If my wife were as frivolous as Laura,"

thought Mr. Monckton, "I could make her happy,
perhaps. Fine dresses, and jewels, and pictures,
and furniture, would be enough to make happiness
for an empty-headed woman. If Eleanor had
been influenced by mercenary feelings when she
married me she would have surely made more
use of my wealth

;
she would have paraded the

jewellery I have given her, and made herself a

lay figure for the display of milliner's work ;

at least while the novelty of her position lasted.

But she has dressed as plainly as a village trades-

man's wife, and the only money she has spent
is that which she has given to her friend the
music-mistress."

The second dinner-bell rang while Gilbert

Monckton was pacing the empty drawing-room, and
he went straight to the dining-room in his frock-

coat, and with no very great appetite for the
dishes that were to be set before him.

Eleanor took her place at the to]) of the table.

She wore a brown silk dress, a few shades darker
than her auburn hair, and her white shoulders

gleamed like ivory against bronze. She had
bathed her head and face with cold water, and her

rippling hair was still wet. She was very pale,

very grave ; but all traces of violent emotion had

passed away, and there was a look of quiet de-

termination about her mouth.
Laura Mason came rustling and fluttering

into the room, as Mr. and Mrs. Monckton took
their places at the dinner- table.

"It's my Pink," said the young la<ly, alluding
to a very elaborate toilette of blush- rose coloured

silk, bedizened with innumerable yards of laoe

and ribbon.
"

I thought you would like to see my pink, and
I want to know how it looks. It's the new pink.
Launcelot says the new pink is like strawberry-
ices, but 1 like it. It's one of the dinner dresses

in my trousseau, you know," she murmured, apo-

logetically, to Mr. Monckton ; "and I wanted to

try the effect of it, though of course it's only to

be worn at a party. The trimmings on the cross

sit beautifiUly ; don't they, Eleanor ?"

It was fortunate, perhaps, on this occasion at

least, that Miss Mason possessed the faculty of

keeping up a kind of conversational monologue,
for otherwise there must have been a very dreary
silence at the dinner-table upon this |>articular

evening.
Gilbert Monckton never spoke except when

the business of the meal compelled him to do so.

But there was a certain tenderness of tone in the

very few words he had occasion to address to his

wife which was utterly different to his manner
before dinner. It was never Mr. Monckton's
habit to sit long over the dismal expanse of a
deesert-table

; but to-night, when the cloth had
been removed and the two women left the room,
ho followed them without any delay whatever.

Eleanor seated herself in a low chair by the fire-

place. She had looked at her watch twice during
dinner, and now her eyes wandered almost invo-

luntarily to the dial of the clock upon the

chimney-piece.
Her husband crossed the room and leant for a

few moments over her chair.

"1 am sorry for what I said this afternoon,
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Eleanor," be murmured in a low voice ;
" can you

forgive me ?
"

His wife lifted her eyes to his face. Those

luminous grey eyes had a look of mournful sweet-

ness in them.
"
Forgive you !

" exclaimed Eleanor,
"

it is you
who have so much to forgive. But I wiU atone—
I will atone—after to-night."

She said these last words almost in a whisper,
rather as if she had been speaking to herself than

to her husband ;
but Gilbert Monckton heard

those whispered syllables, and drew his own con-

clusions from them. Unhappily every word
that Mrs. Monckton uttered tended to confirm her

husband's doubts and to increase his wretchedness.

He seated himself in a reading-chair upon the

opposite side of the hearth, and, drawing a lamp
close to his elbow, buried himself, or appeared to

bury himself, in his newspapers.
But every now and then the upper margin of

the "Times," or the "Post," or the "Athenaeum,"
or the "

Saturday," or whatever journal the lawyer

happened to be perusing
—and he took iip one

after the other with a fretful restlessness that

betokened a mind ill at ease—dropped a little

lower than the level of the reader's eyes, and

Mr. Monckton looked across the edge of the paper
at his wife.

Almost every time he did so he found that

Eleanor's eyes were fixed upon the clock.

The discovery of this fact speedily became a

torture to him. He followed his wife's eyes to the

slowly moving hands upon the enameled dial. He
watched the minute-hand as it glided from one

figure to another, markiug intervals of five

minutes that seemed like five hours. Even when
he tried to read, the loud ticking of the wretched

time-piece came between him and the sense of the

page upon which his eyes were fixed, and the

monotonous sound seemed to deafen and bewilder

him.

Eleanor sat quite still in her low easy-chair.

Scraps of fancy-work and open books lay upon the

table beside her, but she made no effort to beguile
the evening by any feminine occupation. Laura

Mason, restless for want of employment and com-

panionship, fluttered about the room like some dis-

contented butterfly, stopping every now and then
before a looking-glass, to contemplate some newly
discovered effect in the elegant costume which she
called her "

pink ;

" but Eleanor took no notice
whatever of her murmured exclamations and

appeals for sympathy.
" I don't know what's come to you, Kelly, since

your marriage," the young lady cried at last; after

vainly trying to draw Mrs. Monckton's attention
to the mauifold beauties of gauze puffings and

floatiug streamers of ribbon;
"
you don't seem to

take any interest in life. You're quite a different

girl to what you Avere at Hazlewood— before
Launcelot came home."

Mr. Monckton threw down the "
Athenasum,"

and took up "Punch," at this juncture. He
stared with a stony face at one of Mr. Leech's
most genial cartoons, and glanced almost venge-
fully at the familiar double columns of jokes.
Eleanor looked away from the clock to answer her

companion's peevish compliment.

"I am thinking of Mr. de Crespigny," she

said; "he maybe dying while we are sitting

here."

Mr. Monckton dropped
" Punch," and looked,

openly this time, at his wife's face.

Could it be, after all, that her abstraction of

manner really arose from no deeper cause than her

regret for the loss of this old man, who was her

dead father's friend, and who had displayed an

especial affection for her ?

Could it be so ? No ! Her words that night
had revealed more than a common sorrow such as

this. They had betrayed the secret of a hidden

struggle
—a woman's grief

—not easily to be re-

pressed or overcome. There is no knowing how

long the lawyer might have sat brooding over

his troubles under cover of the newspapers, but

presently he remembered some papers which

he had brought from London that afternoon,

and which it was his imperative duty—in the

interests of a very important client—to read that

night.
He pushed away the lamp, rose from his low

chair, and went to the door of the drawing-
room.

"I am going to my study, Eleanor," he said;
" I

shall most likely spend the rest of the evening

there, and I may be obliged to be very late. You
won't sit lip for me ?

"

"
Oh, no

;
not unless you wish it."

"On no account. Good-night. Good-night,

Laura."

Even while his wife wished him good-night, her

eyes wandered uneasily back to the clock. A
quarter to ten.

"And he hasn't once looked at my pink!"
murmured Miss Mason, as her guardian left the

drawing-room.
Scarcely had the door closed when Eleanor

Monckton rose from her chair.

Her flushed cheeks flamed with crimson bright-
ness

;
her eyes were lighted up as if a fire had

burned in their dilated pupils.
" I am going to bed, Laura," she said abruptly;

" I am very tired. Good-night !

"

She took a candle from a table near the door,

lit it, and hurried from the room before Laura

could question her or remonstrate with her.

"She doesn't look tired," thought Miss Mason;
"she looks as if she were going to a ball

;
or going

to have the scarlatina. I think I looked like that

when I was going to have the scarlatina ;
and

when Launcelot proposed to me."

Five minutes after the stable-clock struck ten,

the great door of ToUdale Priory was opened by a

cautious hand, and Mrs. Monckton stole out of her

house with a woollen cloak wrapped about her, and

her head almost buried in the hood belonging to

the thick winter garment. She closed the door

softly, and then, without stopping to look behind

her, hurried down the broad stone steps, across the

courtyard, along the gravelled garden pathway,
out at the narrow wooden door in the wall, and

away into the dreary darkness of the wood that

lay between the Priory grounds and the dwelling-

place of Maurice de Crespigny.

{To he continued.)
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MOCK DIPLOMACY.

One of the anxieties of sincere and practical
friends of the peoj)le is the ignorance of the law,

and of the additions annually made to it, which pre-

vails all over the country. The citizens are subjected
to the law on the supposition that they all know
whatever concerns them of the provisions of the

law ; and ignorance is never admitted as an excuse

for any offence under the law. In consequence of

the Lord Chancellor's proposal that the statute law
shall be taken in hand, in order that whatever is

obsolete, or by any cause rendered useless, shall be

thrown out, and the useful remainder then

classified and consolidated, we have beard more
than iiHUol of late about the impossibility of any
Englishman becoming acquainted, in the longest

life-time, with the requirements of the law he is

bound to obey. If the Lord Chancellor's scheme
were already accomplished (and no living man will

sec that event) few but professional lawyers and
well-read gentlemen would know much more than

they do now of the legal conditions under which

they are living : and the hopelessness of this de-

partment of citizen education has led some of my
friends (and I should hope many others), to con-

sult and consider whether somethingcannot be dune,
in a homely and practical way, to keep the public

up with the changes in the law which take place
in every session of Parliament.

There are too many educated persons
—men of

leisure, even,—who satisfy themselves with list-

lessly glancing over the " Keview of the Session,"
which the leading newspai>ers present a day or
two after its close. A few more may look

over the " Abstracts of the Acts of the Spswon,"
which appear in the "Annual liegister," and
other chronicles of the time. But such reading
takes little hold on the mind, unless some particular
interest is connected with it. The question is,

whether such an interest can )>e connected with it

in the case of the occupie<l classes, who can only
just spare time for picking up the news of the day
as the session proceeds, and can have no clear idea
at the end what Parliament has done or left undone.
I have been asked whether it might not be a good
experiment, growing into an established practice, ,

for intelligent citizens, qualified for such an oHice,
to collect their neighbours to a sort of lecture, or
set of lectures, in the autumn, in which should
bo explained, iu the fullest and clearest manner,
all material alterations in the laws, or additions to

them, since the year before. There must be

gentlemen in every town well able to do this : and
in the country the parson, the lawyer, the sfjuire,
the banker, and the head shojjkeeper could surely
manage it among them. They could tell the city

gentry who are less acquainted with the popular
mind, how eagerly every man listens to any
account of the law which particularly concerns
himself—how any new Ciame Act has such an
interest in any si>orting district that one may pick
out the poachers in a crowded lecture-room by the
keenness of their attention to any remarks U{K>n
it. In the same way a Drainage bill. Highway
Act, I'ublic-house Act, repeal of duties, or law
for the^ regidation of labour, will bring an eager

audience to hear about it in a neighbourhood in

which it is applicable. It will not be denied that

the order and comfort of society, and the social

character of multitudes of the citizens would be

prodigiously improved if, all over the kingdom,
some cheerful and pleasant voice coidd, one day in

the year, tell all listeners \vhat vexations have
been removed from laws which galled them, and
what new rules have been made for their guidance
and protection in their business, and their affairs

of every kind. I leave this suggestion tothose whom
it may interest, only adding that if I were twenty
years younger, there would be few things that I

should like better than to assemble the villagers—all the men, and as many of their wives as could

come,—under the great oak in yonder field, or in

the school-room, or in the church, and to inform

them, with the sanction of the la\%'yer, of what
the legislature baa done, during the j>ast session,
for them and their fellow-citizens.

It will be alleged that this supposes too adranced
a state of political knowledge in the {leople : and
the only answer to this is that hearers otherwise

very ignorant can yet understand and feel aa
interest in regulations affecting themselves. The
fact, however, indicates the further duty of giving
the commonest political information wherever, and

by whatever means it may be conveyed. There is

little fear of overrating the prevalent ignorance,
while sectarian divisions prevent the teaching of

the very elements of political history in our schools,
so that the stories of the Spanish Armada, and the

Gunpowder Plot, and the Commonwealth, and the

devolution of 1 088 are slurred over, or treated in

mere chronicle style ;
and while many ladies, and

a few gentlemen, complacently declare that they
**know nothing about |K>litics,"

—"take no interest

iu politics." i remember the sort of shock that

was felt when, not long after the Queen's accession,
a letter of inquiry apjieared in a newspai)er, and
was copied into others as a curiosity,

—whether
the Queen was of the Whig or Tory party,

—bets

de|>ending on it ! It was a \iseful illustration of

popular ])olitical ignorance. So was another letter

of the same character, wherein the question was
asked why women did not give their votes for

members of parliament at the poll as men do, and
when and where they do it. This was no joke, as

might be supposed. There were evidences of its

being sheer ignorance. I fear there are many such,

daily thrown into the editors' waste baskets in

every newspaiier office, in town and country. One
of the most astounding instances of this sort of

ignorance that I have met with was when the

Prince of Wales a few years since came into my
neighbourhood. Of course, he was made much of;
and for some days everybody was running hither

and thither, and looking abroad for " our future

king." Every touch of his whip, every buttoning
of his coat, every turn of his heiul, was noted ; and

every step he took was followed, l>odily or by
the telescope. We heard of nothing all along the

road, but " our future king ;

" and yet, when he
was gone, a neighbour of mine, a leader at the

Methodist prayer-meetings, a member of the Odd
Fellows, and of the Temperance Society, in speaking
of "our future king," asked me whose son he was!
Such an incident thro'ws one out of all one's calca-
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lations, and sets one adrift in a sea of perplexity.
It is no great comfort that the same phenomenon
is to be found under all forms of government. In

France the peasantry voted, on the first occasion of

universal suffrage, on suppositions of inconceivable

absurdity, as—for the old Emperor : when told

he was dead, then for the son ;
and when told

that he -was dead,—"then for the Holy Ghost."

Some of the Germans in the United States have cut

as strange figures as this at many an election.

But there is no consolation in this when we con-

sider what a critical political period we are living

in, and how tremendous is the danger from

popular political ignorance in an age of increasing

popiUar power.
The last few years, and even the last few weeks,

have afforded striking illustrations of this ignor-
ance in one particular direction.

There is no free country in which the middle

class, on the whole intelligent and educated, and
in possession of the franchise, should not under-
stand enough of the origin of any political institution

to appreciate its purpose and its function, even if

unable to recite the story of its operations. Thus,
every middle-class Englishman, every middle-class,
Frenchman (in virtue of jmst representative insti-

tutions), and every American of any voting class,
should be aware that kings had lost some of their

power when they committed military affairs to

generals, and how and why standing armies grew
up, both as effect and cause of society ceasing to
be military. The nature of Parliamentary Repre-
sentation is, we may hope, fairly and generally
understood in these countries

; but what are we to

say about the Diplomatic function, after what has

recently ])assed before our eyes ?

Citizens who have learned anything of their

public duty ought to know very well how there
came to be ambassadors at the courts of all

countries. They cannot but know that the Pope
once managed all the politics of Christendom, and
that the first ambassadors, in the modern sense of
the term, were great churchmen from Rome,
who negotiated between the Pope's quarrelsome
children, the sovereigns of the civilised world.
When the supremacy of Rome was over, the

\

monarchs necessarily chose for the business of

diplomacy men who were not only able, but so .

placed as to be free from the prejudices of lower
men, and qualified by their largeness of view
and of knowledge to consult on international
affairs with foreign statesmen, and make binding
arrangements with the differing rulers of various
nations. Thus, while there have been diplomatists
of many degrees of merit, the class holds a very
high place in the ranks of civilised intelligence,
and is characterised by high honour, discretion,
and moderation of views and temper. |

Further : any one who has considered more or
less what these men and their business are, must
be aware that the one conspicuous fact about them
is, that they are the channel of communication :

between nations and their governments on matters
of public policy. They exist for the express pur- !

pose of communicating with foreign rulers ; and, i

however it may be with despot-ridden peoples, no
I

Others have any sort of right to address a foreign
Power through any other channel than their own ;

accredited minister at the court of that Power.
One can hardly imagine such an excess of ignorant
conceit as would lead individuals to press their

private views on a foreign sovereign, or to

pretend to speak for the nation to which they
belong. One can hardly conceive of Englishmen
or Americans neglecting to speak to their own
sovereign through their own representatives in

Parliament, and hiding from their own ambassa-
dor at a foreign court, to earn the contempt of

that court by their pushing impertinence, or to

mislead its counsels by the very audacity of that

impertinence. Yet, as I write, some half-dozen

instances within ten years occur to me, in most of

which incalculable mischief has been, or may be,
'

the inevitable consequence. It seems as if the

instances Avere growing more frequent and more
mischievous ; and I shall therefore use no reserve

in speaking of them as the disgrace to our time
and its political training which^ all duly qualified
citizens feel them to be.

I At Easter, 1853, public sentiment in England
(and everywhere else) was still throbbing painfully

! with the anguish caused by the usurpation of

: sixteen months before, and the cruel extinction of

political liberty in France. It answered the ])ur-

pose of certain jntriguers to assume and proclaim

[

that the indignation and disgust of the English
' about the usurpation, were hostility to the French
: people, with whom, on the contrary, they were

heartily sympathising. The attempts at agitation
on this ground were alarming to some members of

the timid commercial class
;
and a considerable

number of them in London went to work to de-

clare our friendship towards our neighbours,
—

I choosing for that purpose a method so objec-
tionable as to rouse a wholesome general indigna-
tion. The errand was not properly to the French
niler

;
for the very ground of our sympathy with

our neighbours was that he and they were not one.

If our merchants had anything to say to the

French government, they should have done it

through our own government and its representa-
tive at Paris ;

and if their affair was with the

people of France, they had no business in the
I Emperor's presence. Yet they went to him,

audaciously answering for the opinions and

feelings of the people of England ;
and the Em-

peror was delighted, of course, with the oppor-

tunity of identifying himself with the subjects he

had outraged, and appropriating the friendliness

of sentiment which the people of England certainly

never dreamed of entertaining towards himself.

Most of us will remember the surprise and dis-

gust excited by this move, and the vigorous denun-

ciation of it in the House of Lords, and in

newspapers of the time ;
the mockery at the

court dinners accepted by the deputation, and
the shame expressed that any gentlemen of our

nation should put it in the power of the cynical

usurper to smile at the lowness of political know-

ledge and constitutional spirit which may exist

in England. But the immediate discredit was not

the only mischief, nor the worst.

It was on Easter Monday, 1853, that these

sapient and patriotic merchants of London made
their obeisance at the Tuileries. Next February,
the same movement was tried at another Court,
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creating less disgust perhaps at home, but much

greater mischief abroad.

Any foreign sovereign, bom and bred to the

throne, is not only excusable for supposing any

English applicants for an audience on affairs of

national ])olicy to be authorised by some great
national ])arty or opinion, but must inevitably

proceed on such a supposition. It is only as

national representatives that he can have any

political communication with them. When, there-

fore, the three Quaker gentleman who waited on

the Czar Nicholas on the 10th of February, 1854,

listened to the Emperor's prepared rej)ly to their

address, they ought not to have l)een surprised
lliat it was altogether of a political character ; nor

houhl they have expected that he would receive

and understand their explanations that they came

only as moralists, though their theme was political.

Those three men, and those who sent them, did

an act which was not only ignorant in its conoep-

tioii, impertinent in its spirit, and audaciously

unpatriotic in its carrying out, but fatal in its

consequences beyond all estimate in all time to

come. A sovereign, and esi)ecially an ignorant,
narrow minded, and egotistical sovereign like

Nicholas, could imderstand the visit of these

<,>iiakers only in one way. Ho 8U]>posed them to

be the representatives of the great body of English
sentiment against the war

;
and the whole affair

was from this point one great and disastrous

bungle. He listened to them, imagining he wai

ceiving an engagement from England not to go
war with him. They listened to him,—puzzled

hi the |>olitical character of his reply, but hoping
at last that thoy had made him understand that

they were not jwliticians. When he had intro-

duced thorn to the Emitress M good friends of

Russia, they were charmed with admission to the

domestic privacy of the man so much dreaded ;

and he, on his part, ma<le himself easy when
their backs were turned, in the supposed assurance

he had received that he need fear no war with

England. Before the mistake into which these

ignorant meddlers had led him was cleared up to

his mind, the mischief was done. He was at war
with England ; there had never been any reason

why he should not be, if he chose to ])rovoke it :

his heart was broken ; and sectarian zealots had a

lesson, if they could but receive it, that private
convictions and individual good intentions are no
warrant for interfering in affairs of general policy
on false ])retcnces :

—and it in a false pretence
when any apjilicant api)ear8 before a foreign

potentate as if the national diplomatic represen-
tative was not adequate to the business.

The practice of i)ushing and meddling in inter-

national affairs, and snatching at a gratification of

vanity or of a partisan sjtirit, by coming between
the Foreign Office and its work, had now become
so mischievous that it was strongly denounced on
this occasion : but it takes a long time to put down
an abuse in which vanity and self-opinion are

involved. All the world now pities the three

Quaker gentlemen who went to St. Petersburg ;

but for a time there was a disposition among
persons of little sense and bad tiiste to imitate

them. I need not go fully into the story of the

four (so-called) Liverpool merchants, who thought

fit to address the Emperor of the French in a spirit

highly offensive to their own countrymen. They
undertook to comfort him about the harmless-

ness of our Volunteer movement. They got an
answer from the Emperor, through his private

secretary ; and they got something else,—a

repudiation by the merchants of Liverpool, and a

lecture from the whole newspaper press of the

country, one effect of which was to show the Em-

j>eror that he had spent his time in writing to

persons too insignificant to deserve such notice.

Another recent incident has some amusing
asi>ccts ; but it is on the whole highly vexatious,

irritating, and injurious. I need not repeat here

the story of Mr. Roebuck and Mr. Lindsay going
to Paris, and on to Fontainebleau, to do our

ambassador's work for him, without leave, in

I
the most important point of national policy

' now nnder discussion. It is not necessary to

explain Mr. Roeback's weaknesses. We all know
Mr. Roebuck's ungovernable craving for notoriety,

' and bis womanish inclination for scenfn, — so

j
repugnant to the taste of Englishmen, and espe-

\ cially to the English House of Commons. We
:

have seen him work his way into the presence of
' an emi)eror before ; and we are but too familiar

with his sensation scenes in the House. The
serious part of the case is that these things may

' not be known out of England,—and especially at

I
Washington and at Richmond. It will soon be

I

made clear to both that Mr. Roebuck is not much
accustomed to success in his political projects,
and that causes taken up by him, and left in his

I

hands, are usually considered doomed. All that

needs to be known about him will soon be known
I by all whom it concerns ; and I need here only
I
record my protest, as every fellow-citizen of these

amateur diplomatists has a right to do, against

any trick of intrigue, or meddling, or mere vanity,

by which the ottico of our ambassador at any
foreign court is encroached upon,—by which any
party at home is misrepresented, and any foreign

sovereign misled, or subjected to impertinent in-

trusion and inquisitive speculation. Every citizen

has a right to protest against an}' meddling of •

foreign sovereign with the English parliament,
and any intrusion on a foreign sovereign in the

name of the English parliament. As for the act

of intrusion being ventured upon by a man who
has used such language as Mr. Roebuck has, re-

peatedly and publicly, of the Emperor of the

French,—that may be called his own affair : and
it is so

; but it affects the estimate of the act

generally, in the judgment of all honourable men.
Whether the Emperor admitted him to his presence
in ignornnco or indifference about Mr. Roebuck's

former revilings, every honest Englishman thinks

the request for an audience an act of meanness
which he would not be supposed to countenance.

The practical question is,
—what is to be done

to put a stop to this practice of mock diplomacy ?

We have surely had warnings enough within ten

years to induce us to consider and consult about

a remedy. On the one hand, foreign courts may
be advised of the true character of self- constituted

diplomatists : and on the other, we may—not

deter such pretenders by any appeal to a sense or

a modesty which they do not possess,
—but so
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foster the growthand spread of Apolitical knowledge
and principle in onr own country as to create a

contempt and reprobation of mock-diplomacy
which no one, however presumptuous, will have

the hardihood to defy.

THE PRESS-GANG.
FROM THE CHINESE OP THOU-FOTT, A POPULAR POET

OP THE EIGHTH CENTURY.

The summer sun was sinking low-

As I went up and down,
To find a place where I might rest

Within Chekiio's town.

The Royal Press-gang, at that hour,
Came up the self-same way.

Who in the time of darkness make
The sons of men their prey.

An old man saw, and fled in haste,

Vaulting the village gate ;

From the same house an aged crone

Marched out to meet them straight.

Their leader shouted in his wrath,—
How savage were his tones !

The woman poured her sorrow forth

With shrill and hitter moans:—
Quoth she—"Mark well the words of her
Who Cometh at your call :

Three sons I had, the Emperor's camp
Has now devoured them all.

" From the last left a letter came,
To say his brothers twain

On the same battle-field were laid,

Among the heaps of slain.

•** Not long can Ae elude Death's grasp,
Who liveth yet in gloom ;

And for the two, their lot is fixed

Unchanging in the tomb.

*' In our sad house no male is left

For war to claim and kill.

Except my little grandson, whom
His mother suckles still.

^'That mother would have fled long since,
Fled to return no more,—

But that she has not fitting clothes
To pass beyond the door.

**
I have grown very old, my limbs

Are wasted now and weak
;

Still I can follow in your track,
And join the camp ye seek.

"Among the troops I shall not be
Idle or useless there

;

For I can cook them rice, and well
The morning meal prepare."

^Vl^^l*^^ ?,^g^*-^oth shouts and screams
Died oil to silence deep ;

Still, ever and anon, I heard
Choked sobbings round me creep.

But when the morning dawned, and I

My journey thence began,
Nought living did I leave behind
But that forlorn old man. F. H. DoTtK.

A DAY AT SAN GIMIGNANO.

It was still the early dawn of an autumn day in

September, 1860, as our party drove out on the
Florentine road away from Siena towards San

Gimignano. A moist coldness was in the air, and
the heights about Siena were only just visible

through the dense veil of vapour which filled the

valleys. The broad smooth road rejoiced the

hearts of the horses, who trotted along with great
animation, and the jingle of their bells accompa-
nied our conversation like music. As we advanced
the country gradually assumed a less prosperous

aspect. It was well irrigated and diligently culti-

vated, but was barer and more deserted. The
road became a kind of raised causeway, and on
each side the fields were sunk far below it. After
a drive of five or six miles we passed Monte

JElighini, a village fortress, crowning a sloping ele-

vation to our right. The battlemented walls only
were visible over the brow of the hill, but these

were of majestic proportions. On the other side,

invisible to us, for the hill dropped down abruptly,
was (as our guide book told us) a piazza, with its

duomo, a cafe, and ofiices of different kinds, but
all now tenantless and falling into ruin. Through
the arched gateway we could detect the

moss-grown roofs of some time-worn crumbling
buildings, while over them the ever-fi-esh, ever-

young sky, set in its stone frame, glowed like a

sapphire. We quitted Eighini with reluctance,
and proceeded on our road along the branch road
which leads to Colle.

Few towns are more picturesquely situated than
Colle. There are, in fact, two towns. As you
cross the bridge over the river which flows at the
foot of the lofty rock along which it is situated, it

is strange to see how the exigencies of daily life

and the influences of peace have called down from
their air-built eyrie the dwellers of the rock
above. There are two churches, of such equal
importance that the bishop, who comes to perform
mass on high days and holidays, officiates at both;
and this is sufficient to prove the equal im-

portance of the lower and upper town. We
crossed the bridge, and drove on through the

busy suburb, with its paper mills and dyeing vats
and wool-carders, and then ascended to the upper
town. Here the houses looked dark, and aristo-

cratic, and dull. After passing through tlie gates,
we issued upon a narrow, steep highroad, at the

edge of a ravine which fell straight down beside

it, wooded to the very bottom, where flowed the
turbulent and tawny-coloured stream. The tops
of the old trees which clung to its side waved
just beyond the reach of our hands, as we slowly
drove on. The lofty rock rose on the other side

of us, with its curtain of mosses and ferns veil-

ing its bareness, and crowned with bastion and

parai)et and terrace, built out from the stately-

looking houses placed there. One small circular-

shaped terrace supiiorted a close range of large
flower pots, and standing between them, with a
tall oleander behind her, looking down on us as

we drove past, was one of those supremely beauti-

ful women whom one rarely finds out of Italy.

Beauty in the North is spread among a whole
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population, and there is a general sense of it,

from the beautiful white and pink complexions
and blue eyes which perpetually attract us ; but
in Italy there is, as it were, a concentration of

beauty in one favoured individual. Out of a mass
of swarthy skins, dull hair, and dead black eyes,
one human being steps forward with all the dark

transformed into light, with features clearly cut

as a statue's, and with an amber glory shining

through the bronze cheek which transfigures that

kind of skin into the rarest and most attractive

beauty. So she stood, with her braided hair

shining in the sun, as her noble head was bent to

look down on us !

We did not stop at Colle, but went on, casting

many a lingering look back at its beauty, as it

uplifted itself so loftily, with its modest tributary
at its feet, and the green sweep of its trees droop-

ing downwards to the water below.

About noon we arrived at San Gimignano.
The country is much wilder, after Colle, and the

ascent is continuous. Long before we reached it,

we could see its strange-looking towers far off in

the sunshine, with a billowy sea of plains and

valleys around them.
At last wo rattled in under the gateway, and

had no difficulty in finding the hotel (there is but

one), but had some difficulty in entering it. The

porch was filled with sacks of grain, heaps of

pine cones and yellow maize were piled in dark

corners, and the refuse of numerous vegetable
carts covered the ground. A way was cleared for

us at last, and we ascended a flight of broad,

steep, broken stairs, i)assed a kitchen, ascended
still liigher, and at last came to an ante-room with
different doors, one of which opened into a gaunt-
looking dining-room. In this room were two
tables, with coarse but clean table-cloths on them,
a few glasses and plates. We ordered luncheon,
and went out to fidfil our sightseeing duties.

Few towns have a stranger ap|>oarance than
this of San Gimignano. Tlio humble, mediocre,
mediaeval appearance of tlie houses, and the bare,

rude, yet lofty towers that rise from them, look
30 incongruous as to be almost ludicrous. But
the men of Gimignano wcrojvery proud of their

town lying so high above the sunny plains of

Tuscany, and looking down on so many cities,

»nd they were pleased, in their simplicity, to give
it this Cybele crown. There are thirteen towers
itill standing ; in the sixteenth century there
were twenty- five. They are all built of brick,
,vith an internal winding stair, and were never
illowed to exceed a certain height. The little

)iazza, with its duomo and sala, on the left-hand
)f the hotel, seemed to us very dreary ; but this

8 the description given by a San Gimignanese of

lis native town, and it is but fair to quote it:
' Both Nature and Art combined in the hapj)y
lays of San Gimignano (happy days which were
he reward of the industry and magnanimity (?)

f its inhabitants) to render it a very jewel, as

/iaccheri, in his chronicle, calls it ; while its

•eautiful climate, fertile soil, and picturesque
•osition entitled it to the name it also bore,
Castello* Horido,' the Village of Flowers."

• Tlio word •'
Ciistello " ia ulwayg applied to a walled

llago.

The contrast of that past with this present is

very melancholy. The shops were all closed, for

it was the Feast of St. Michael. On the bench in

front of the cafe two soldiers and a few men
were lounging, smoking, and spelling the Xnzioiie.

They were discussing loudly the merits of '* Gali-

bardi," as the people call him. There was a

greengrocer's stall opposite, and we saw our
hostess purchasing provisions for our future meal,
and touching and selecting most suspicious-look-

ing vegetables. In the distance a burly man was

striding on, followed by a small boy carrying an

easel, towards the most picturesque tower
;
but

besides these, no one else was to be seen in the
deserted and forlorn jjiazza.

We entered the church : it was very old, and
its adornments were very rude. It is built in the
form of the Latin Cross, and the walls and arches

are covered with dilapidated frescoes. The names
of the painters arc said to be Taddeo Bartolo

and Benozzo Gozzoli. On each side of the nave
the subjects of these frescoes are from the Old
and New Testament. But they are almost effaced,
and could never have been very good. One

panel, however, struck me. It was the raising of

Lazarus. Our Saviour is seen standing iu »
majestic attitude

;
He has just spoken the words

"
Lazarus, come forth," and His hand is raised

with a commanding gesture. His disciples are
crowded behind Him in attitudes which express
awe and fear. The door of the septdchre is o;[>en.

and the upright figure of Lazarus, though still

swathed by his grave-clothes, is standing within,
as if evoked at once by the will of God. Rudely
designed, and worse coloured, there is yet great

power and vigour in the figure of our Lord.

While the mass was being performed, we went
into the sacristy and saw the "Annunciation," at-

tributed by some to Ghirlandajo. If really his, it

is not worthy of him. After mass we were shown
the chapel, which contains his two frescoes. These
are beautiful. " Santa Fina favoured while on her
death-bed with a vision of St. Gregory, who
announces to her the moment of her dissolution,"
is the subject of the first.

" Santa Fina borne
in triumph after death through the streets of San

Gimignano," is the subject of the secomL
Santa Fina looks a girl of about fifteen ; her

fair hair is parted, and hangs down on each
side of her face. She is lying on a narrow plank
of wood, cross-shaped, on the ground, and two
women are sitting beside her. Her soft rapt eyes

gaze upwards, and she is evidently lost to all

but the vision vouchsafed to her. The room is

barely furnished. On the table is a cruet with

oil, and a pomegranate cut in half on a plate,

mystic and yet natural accessories. The women
are in tlie dress of the period. There is nothing
in these figures but the most ordinary i>ortraiture
of real life, and yet what a touching, beautiful

picture it is. The dying girl is so young, has

such a saint-like patience impressed on her child-

like brow and comjiosed mouth, that the tenderest

pity is mingled with our admiration.

In the other fresco there is the same girlish

sweetness, but hushed to solemn peace ; the bright

eyes are closed, the gentle hands clasped, aud
"umile iu tauta gloria" she lies unheeding all the
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pomps of the funeral show, deaf to the grief and

affection lavished on the frail body she has left,

received, sheltered, safe with God !

Fina de' Ciardi belonged to a noble but im-

poverished family. She lost her father while she

was an infant, and lived in the most abject and

laborious indigence with her mother, and on the

death of her mother, which took place while she

was yet a child, she was left entirely destitute.

From the age of ten until she died, a period of

five or six years, she was deprived of the use of

her limbs, partly from disease, partly from the

ascetic privations to which the poor little girl in

her blind gropings after the only perfection she

had ever heard of, condemned herself. On the

charity of a lady named Bonaventura, and on the

tender care of her nurse Beldia, she depended
for bare existence, yet she was always })atient,

resigned, and grateful. Here there is nothing of

outward splendour or romantic interest to attract

the imagination. Disease, dependence, poverty,
would seem unpromising conditions to win the

world's favour, yet from these was woven the

palm which the fair young saint upholds before

our eyes. Disease taught patience ; dependence,

humility ; poverty, self-denial.

Without a word as to the supernatural adjuncts
of the legend, it must be allowed that there is

something touching in the consecration of this

youthful goodness : a young girl's memory float-

ing down the tide of time, till we in the nineteenth

century, strangers and wayfarers, come to render

our heartfelt homage to the art which has im-

mortalised her, and to be affected by the history
of her innocent, suffering, and pious life. That
brief epitaph on a slab in the cloisters of West-
minster Abbey, "Deare childe," is more power-
fully suggestive in some ways,—for who can x>ass it

without a tightening of the heart, as one thinks of

the treasure of love which must be there enclosed ?

but it is more limited. The " deare childe
" was

beloved, but we know no more. Here the memory
is of one loving and suffering, as well as loved. The
beatification of Santa Fina was a protest, even in

that dark age, in favour of those heroic victories

(though rarely thus acknowledged) of the invisible

over the visible, and of the divineness of that

power often manifested by the feeblest and gentlest
of the earth,

' ' to suffer and be strong !

"

The exquisite simplicity with which it is painted
is worthy of the subject and of our reverence.

Afterwards we went to the adjoining Sala

Pubblica, where there are the remains of a most
majestic fresco, by some supposed to be by Simone
Memmi, by others (and this is borne out by the

inscription beneath) by Lippo ; by others, an
earlier Byzantine origin is attributed to it. A
pulpit, from which Dante spoke on an occasion
when he was sent on an embassy from Florence to

San'Gimignano, was the most interesting relic to us,
with this inscription on a tablet above. AVhat
solemn and triumphal music there is in it !

Dante Alighieri, Ambasciatore per la Repubblica Fio-

rentina, II giomo VIII. di Maggie MCCXCIX. In questa
sala Al comizio Sangiraignanese ParI6, Per la Lega
Guelfa, E Trionfo. AH' solenne avvenimento Mancava
la meraore scritta Cui posero Nel MDCCCXLVII. Fes-

teggiando i nipoti.

From thence we strolled to the church of Sant'

Agostino, adorned with the frescoes of Benozzo

Gozzoli, delineating the life of the saint. The same

bright colours and thoughtful heads which give so

much beauty to the chapel in the Riccardi palace,
are here. We then visited several other churches,
but without much to reward us. After stepping
in for a moment into a little chapel supposed to have

belonged to the Knights Templars, at present white-

washed and bare, we walked on to one standing
on a small platform just beyond one of the gates.
It is supposed to be built on the site of the first

Christian church in San Giniignano, but our guide
became so confused in his dates that it was difiicult

to ascertain who worshipped or was worshipped
here. He said it had been built and dedicated to

Gesu a thousand years before the year one ! I

think the unknown God to whom it was dedicated
was Nature, for the view is a panorama of wonder-
ful beauty, and is in itself a worship and a prayer.
It is a strange pleasant feeling to halt for a moment
in such a spot, and take in the wide range of

loveliness spread as a banquet before us,—prepared
as it would seem during centuries to fill our eyes
and hearts, gazed on for a moment and then left

for ever, but adding one to the imperishable
pictures in our gallery of memory.
We then went over the schools and other public

buildings, and we noticed one fact, that the man
to whom San Gimignano was most indebted for

its civic decorations and prosperity was one of

her own people, Onofrio, the "operaio." Traces
of his good works are to be found everywhere,
and the whole town may be said to be a monu-
ment to his memory. We then fulfilled in the

most exemplary way the rest of our sight-seeing

duties, but without much to reward us, except
that we also obtained a few glimpses of national

character and customs in the course of our ex-

plorings.
I had noticed once or twice, as we passed and

re-passed the same streets, a strange figure in a
costume something between a priest's and a groom's,
and had noticed that in spite of the extreme coarse-

ness of his dress, and the weather-tanned colour of

his face, there was an indescribable look of

good birth about him, a certain confidence and
ease in his air and decision in his bearing which
did not suit his dress : and when we were taken to

see a fresco in a house belonging to the Pratellesi

family, I met with him again.
The hoxise was in a wretched street, and in no

ways distinguished from the other poor dwellings
near it, except from its large and heavy door. We
knocked and were admitted. A narrow passage

,
widened into a large kitchen, where a very dirty
woman was cooking, and a middle-aged man was

talking to her. By his side was the jockey
priest, and from the likeness I saw they must be
brothers. The kitchen led into a yard where

. stood some barrels of fresh-made wine, and little

[

dark red streams oozing from them in every direc-

tion. We were conducted across this yard through
a mess of cats, fowls, dogs, and vegetable refuse, up
some broad steps to a little square plot of ground,
half-kitchen, half-court, into a veritable abomina-
tion of desolation, half-stable and half-granary.

I
Some sacks were removed, a broken shutter was
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set wide, and there on the opposite wall was the
|

fresco, by Tamagni.
The dirty servant told us that this part of the

house had been inhabited by a religious order, and

that this had been the refectory. The air was how-
ever too close, and the effluvia too nauseating, for

us to remain, and we picked our way out again,
not surprised to hear that the community had been

established by Sta, Caterina. The saint's abhor-

rence of cleanliness had evidently clung to the

place. Such filth I never saw in the habitation of

any human being. The woman talked grandilo- j

quently of the grandeur of the family whom she
|

served, but hinted at the decadence of their

fortunes. On repassing the kitchen we met the
.

priest going out, with his unclerical quadruped
at his heels. He touched his hat as we passed
him. There was something in his face which

interested me. Spirit and coiirage were in every
line of it, but blent with these was a kind

of melancholy disdain. The stern exigencies of

family pride had evidently forced him into the

priesthood. As the younger brother, he had been

resolutely set apart for it. What other profession
was open to the cadet of a poor, proud family at San

Gimiguano ? Had he been "
vilain, trSs vilain,"

IS Beranger says, he could have chosen for himself.

That man's face, with its look of thwarted purpose
ind passion, made a greater impression on me than

}he fresco. He was no priest at heart, and evi-

lently rebelled even at the poor necessity of the

jostume, from the way he wore it.

We then returned to the inn, found the gate-

way empty and clean, and our carriage drawn up
inder it. Even the stairs had been feebly swept
md garnished, and the whole place had been

irranged to do us honour. After luncheon two
»f the party went to see the Oliveto, a convent
ihree quarters of a mile from the town, which
iontains a beautiful fresco by Piuturicchio, and
ve remained to rest in the inn till it was time to

ecommence our journey.
We had only guide-books, and amused our-

elves with them, and with looking at the towers
ve could see from the window, and wondering
vhat life was like at San Gimignano. Our reflec-

ions were interrupted by our host. He and his

rife and one servant formed the whole establiah-

leut, which was of the poorest and most primitive
iiul. Ho entered immediately into conversation

k^itli us. With the ready politeness of an Italian,
e felt it was his duty to endeavour to entertain the

wo guests under his roof. His manner was
ourteous, and, if I may so term it, deferentially

: iFiible. He began praising the beauty of his native

)\vn
; its unique adornments, its treasures of

. rt, and the excessive purity and salubrity of its

< liraate. With the last assertion I entirely agreed.
\ Ic confided to me that he sometimes went to

lorence to deposit money in the bank,
"
Yes, as

1 inch as 800 scudi at a time
;

" but he confessed

] e wondered how people could breathe down in

I ich a well. He had a podere five miles from
; an Gimignano. He had just come home when

e arrived. The grain we had seen in the en-

jmce was from his own land.

S" I walked there at five this morning, worked
iere till ten, and then I walked home."

' ' How old are you ?
"

"
Seventy-six."

He certainly did credit to the air, for he was a

hale, wiry-looking old man, with abundance of

health and work still left in him. He told me
that his wife and himself were both very strong,
but he did not know how it was, his children

were not like their parents, they had all died but
one. His daughter had died two months ago of

consumption in lluit room (he opened the door of

the bedroom which led from the one we were in).

"You need not be afraid," he said; "the
room has been whitewashed, and everything that

belonged to her, or that she used during her

illness, has been burnt. Will you go in ?
"

I did so. He jKtinted out that a new bed had
been placed in the room, but the two long low
trestles which belonged to the former bed were

still there. He assured me, however, that no

infection could possibly be feared from these.

There was something ghastly in the reiteration of

this assertion, and it certainly spoke more for the

prudence of the innkeeper than for the feelings of

the father. There is an absolute mania in Italy
as to the infectious nature of consumption.

There was no trace left of his child in the

room in which she had lived and died, and he

gloried in it. There were, however, two relics

which had escaped the general sacrifice : the first

was a pocket edition of •' Tasso." The other

relic was on the wall. A s[)iritcd sketch of

a very handsome head, with a (•erman name
lieneath it. The whole framed in carved wood.
"That was also hers," the father said. "It
was given to her by one of the artists who come
here to sketch the beautifid scenery and copy
our famous pictures. He stayed three months

here, two years ago. He lodged here, and dined

here, and seemed like one of the family. She
often watched him ])ainting, and ho taught her

to draw a little. She was so clever—all my
children are clever and hanlsome . . but they die."

This was said as if it was a moral fault in them,
which he parentally but justly deplored, and in a

tone of deprecation.
"
She, Nanina," he continued,

" was like a

Madonna. You should have seen her as she lay
on that bed opposite this sketch ; she would look

at it for hours together. With her beautiful

colour, and her long dark hair hanging down, she

looked like a picture herself. When she was

dead, her face seemed as innocent as a child's.

The doctor said the air was .too
' fine

'

for her ;

yet she was born here. She was quite well all

the summer. She and my son Michael used to

go out with the German gentleman when he was

sketching, and walk for miles. It was not till the

winter that she began to complain. I thought at

first she was dull, for we were alone, and it had

been more merry when Signer Reinhof was here.

Then my son Carlo came to us, ill, from Florence,

and she then seemed to get a little .better. She

would have returned to Florence with him, but he

died here, and I could not go with her, or send

her alone. She never held up her head afterwards,

and died this summer."
'• Did the (Jerman artist ever return ?

"

"
Ob, no, we never heard of him after he left.
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He went to France, I think. My poor l^anina !

She was decidedly
* tisica.' It would not have

cured her to go to Florence."

/ thought I could trace some other malady than

consumption in her case : the slow heartbreak

which follows a delusive dream. Life itself given

by her in exchange for Ms summer holiday.
" My second son died two years ago. He was a

priest and a clever lad, but the flower of my
family was Carlo. He was a genius. I was told

that he would have been one of the most famous

men in Tuscany. He gained every prize at school,

and I was advised to send him to study medicine.

I could afford it," said he, with modest dignity,
"and I sent him. The testimonials he rfeceived I

will show you." He went away and returned in

an incredibly short space of time, from a journey
to the very top of the house. "

Herethey are," and
he slipped into my hands a quantity of written

and printed testimonials, two diplomas, and last

of all a portrait I A hideous daub of his beloved

Carlo. It was out of all drawing, coloured like a

caricature, the nose at variance with the eyes and
the eyes with each other. " You see," he said,

" he

looks like a perfect gentleman ; he went into

j

the best society. They say he would have been the

j

best physician in Florence, and in Florence are the

! greatest physicians of the world. He had studied

I

too much, and was sent home for change of air

I

and repose ; it was just after his sister began to be
ill

; they were insej^arable, but he died two months
after he returned. His funeral was the hand-
somest that has been seen for years in San Gimig-
nano, and we are famous here for our splendid
funerals. He was so impatient to get well and
continue his studies that he was imprudent, and

got worse every day. Poor Carlo !

" There was

something touching yet ludicrous in the mingled
regrets and vanity of the old man. His voice

quite changed as he pointed to his only living

child, a man dressed like an ostler, whom we saw
in the piazza below, smoking and talking with our
coachman. "That is Michael

; he is strong and
well, but has no brains. He is not like the others,
but he is his mother's favourite. He works for me
in the stables," and the old man nodded his head

significantly, "he is good for that ; but his mother
loves him better than all the others put together.
She says he is satisfied with San Gimignano, and
with his poor old mother

; the others she could not

understand,—they were like Signori.
' Cosa vuole ;

'

she thinks there is no place like this, for she has
seen no other

;
I know better, for I have seen

Siena, Livorno, and Firenze, but I must remain
here, for I have property here. After all I have
seen, I can tell you I prefer this house to
Ricasoli's. It is a corner house, and from it you
can see both the piazze. There is no house better
situated anywhere."

" Content is richer than a king," says the old

song, and it was well for the old man he was so
satisfied

;
but when he had taken me all over,

lip and down, his large, many-storied, dirty, cold,

ugly house, I could not be surprised at the anxiety
of his poor son to leave it. Widely severed from
all his native associations by the force of education
and habits, he must have found himself as oiit of

place here as would the graceful marble Campanile

of Florence, if it were to be suddenly transported
by the side of the brick Torre de Ardinghelli.
The carriage was now announced, and we took a

friendly farewell of our communicative host and
drove out to meet our friends.

While we waited for them on the road we were
surrounded by beggars, who were of course de-

lighted to levy contributions on chance "forestieri."

One of these beggars was a yoimg woman with an
infant asleep in her arms. I asked its name.

"It is a girl," she said,
" and we could not,

therefore, call it Victor Emanuel, or Cavour, or

Garibaldi, so we have called it
'
Italia.'

"

The word sounded like music, and I stooped
down to kiss the little sleeping babe, and blessed

the name-bearer and the name.
It was now about half-past four, and we chose

the Pocgibuosi road for our return. On referring
to our guide-books we found that in the old chro-

nicles it was thus affectionately described. " Once
one of the fairest and strongest forts in Italy, with
fine walls and towers, beautiful churches, rich

abbeys and glebes, and lovely marble fountains ;

populous and full of pleasant dwellings, like a

good city (una buona citta), now deserted and
ruined.

" The last i)hrase is no longer true. The
railroad to Siena from Florence has a station here,
and in the progressive march which all Italy is

now making, I doubt not that in a few more

years this rapidly rising and improving town will

merit its ancient name of
" una buona citta."

We were all a little tired, and content to lean

back in silence and try to individualise the im-

pressions we had received, and so stereotyi)e them
on our memory. On comparing notes, we found
we were all agreed on one point. In all we had
seen and in all we had read (we had taken with
us the elaborate and minutely-descriptive work
of Canone Pecori), through the details of wars and

divisions, and heresies and revolts, the only two
names which lived, life-like in our recollections,

were those of Sta. Fina, the poor little crippled

girl, and of Onofrio, the "operaio," to whose

judicious guardianship the embellishment of his

native town was entrusted. Foster says that the

names of Sesostris, Semiramis, &c., are distin-

guished through the dying glimmer of ancient

history from the ocean of blood which surrounds

them
; here, on the contrary, Guelphs and Ghibe-

lines, abbots and abbesses, warlike achievements

and change of dynasties, have been confused toge-
ther by time, biit the halo of the saint and the

work of the craftsman remain. And it is possible
that as no legend invests it with miraculous pro-

perties Onofrio's, is the dearest to us.

The road where it turned off from the one we
had travelled in the morning was far flatter and
less varied. There were long stretches of green
fields with lines of tremulous poplars, and cattle

lazily pasturing among them. We passed through

Poggibuosi, and left Certaldo behind us, with its

castellated monastery just visible. The quiet was
unbroken

;
a few labourers were in the fields

stripping the last grapes from the vines ; but in

the road we met no one. The shades of evening
had now drawn in, and at ten o'clock at night I

was driving alone, along the lovely circuitous lane

which led to my own villa. I. B.
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AN ADVENTURE IN RHODES.

BY XS OLD WAKDEREB.

A GOOD many years ago it was my lot to visit

Rhodes. It seems odd to me now, it seemed very
odd then, that I of all people should come to be

so circumstanced. It is over an interval of some

fifty years that I am taking my retrospect. As
matters stand at this present moment I should

scarcely be surprised at having to visit any part of

the habitable globe. I am quite aware that for all

that has come and gone, I may turn up some fine

day as ambassador at the court of Dahomey. But
as all the world knows, things were not so ordered

fifty years ago, when travelling, pur et simpU,
was the luxury of the few, and, so far as commer-
cial purposes were concerned, the demand for indi-

viduals as agents abroad was very limited.

My start in life was as a clerk in the great
mercantile firm of Kobson and Dick, of Crutched

Friars. Robson, the senior partner, was some sort

of Scotch cousin to my aunt Priscilla. It was a

very far-fetched relationship, and did not autho-

rise anything like familiarity between my employers
and myself ; but it was worth something, for it

j>rocured me my situation in the house, which was
the first step in that very tolerably prosperous
career which has evi^ntually conducted me to this

my pretty villa at Ball's Pond, and the comforts

generally of my retirement. I remember, as if it

were yesterday, all about my coming to town.

There was the letter from my Aunt Priscy ; there

was the anxiety of feeling that we were at the

moment which was to decide whether or not her

grand relation would notice her petition ; and then

came my mother's tears and my father's hearty

congratulations. I saw the question was settled

in my favour, before I heard a word of the letter

itself ;
and I never shall forget the exultation of

the moment. With many a warning from my
parents as to my conduct, I started for London.
It was particularly enjoined on me that I miut
avoid anything like forwardness or familiarity
with Mr. Bobson, and I was made to get by rote

the precise formula in which my thanks were to

be returned. My poor parents gave themselves a
deal of unnecessary trouble. They knew little of

the economy of one of our large houses. There
was little fear of my troubling the senior member
of the firm, for this good reason, that I never had
the opportunity. I will not say that ho was other-

wise than cognisant of the fact of my occujiying a

stool in his counting-house ; but he certainly gave
no outward token of having observed me, at

least not for many months, and then it seemed
to come about quite in the way of business.

We had large dealings with the Levant, and at

certain seasons were in the habit of making direct

shipments there, to various foreign iwrts, chiefly
South American, round the Horn. We had a duly
accredited local agent, who resided principally in

one of the towns on the Dardanelles. It was his

business to collect produce from the surrounding

district, and to have it brought in from the

various islands and jwints of the coxist. This service

was {)erformed in country boats, so that at times

he would have a veritable fleet under his orders.

Of course these proceedings necessitated an enor-

mous amount of correspondence, which corre-

spondence was apt to be of a most polyglot cha-

racter. Signor Litti (so was our agcut named)
was an Italian who had dwelt so long in the E^ast,

that he was able to deal with all likely require-
ments of this kincL He could converse and write

in Turkish, Greek, Spanish, or Dutch. But he
did not understand a word of Elnglish. This may
seem strange in a conunercial agent for an English
house, but so it was. His communications with
us were carried on in French, and it was but

rarely that we had to call into requisition any
other language. Sometimes complications on the

spot would arise, rendering it necessary to transmit

to us vouchers or applications from the native mer-

chants. We had no one in our establishment

capable of dealiug with the documents, and,

therefore, on such rare occasions, were obliged to

have recourse to the services of an old Armenian,
whom we called John, though, of course, that was
not bis real name. He was a bill-broker iu the

City, and a very honest man, and for many years
his assistance had been found most valuable.

In preparing mo for commerce, my parents had
had the forethought to make me pay particular
attention to the French language while at school,
and this qualification of mine had been quoted
by my Aunt Priscy in her letter of application.
She was not likely, good old soul, to lose any
opportunity of singing my praises. I only wish

(if it's worth wLile wishing about such old by-

gones) that she would have learned to s^Mire my
blushes, on occasions when I was a present
auditor. PerhajM, however, this once her praises

may have been of real sterling value, and turned

the scale in my favour at the critical moment.
I was yet raw in the office when I became

acquainted with Signor Litti's caligraphy. I re-

member the dismid sense of incompetence that

came over me when brought to this test. It was
a most detestable scrawl, quite illegible at first

sight. Which was the top and which the bottom I

could not have confidently asserted, save for the

broken line which marked the beginning. Truly,

they had taught us at school to read French, but

not to decipher the scrawl in which foreigners are

apt to express their intentions. 1 think it would
be a good thing if commercial schoolmasters would
be at the pains to provide themselves with auto-

graph specimens for their pupils, as preliminary
exercises of their ingenuity. As this had not been

done in my cose, I was at first and for a long time

all abroad in the exercise of my speciality. But

perseverance overcomes most difiicultics ; and so,

at lost, after infinite trouble, I proved uiysuif
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equal to the demand on my faculties, and pretty-

nearly the entire foreign correspondence of the

house passed through my hands. I thus came, in

due course of things, to be thoroughly trusted,

and was recognised as a confidential person on

probation for advancement. So matters pursued
their even tenor ; I, the while, mounting up in the

world, and thinking of taking a house, perhaps a

wife—of anything, indeed, rather than of travelling

among Greeks and Mahometans.
One fine summer's day—it rises before me now

as though it were yesterday !
—I had scarcely

arrived at the office before I was summoned into

Mr. Robson's room. I felt sure that something
uncommon must be in the wind to have brought
our senior partner to the City so early. I knew
indeed that things had not been going smoothly in

the Levant. We had had of late an unusual in-

flux of those vernacular documents of which 1

have already spoken, and our interpreter, John,
had been in constant request. From him I re-

ceived only occasional and partial intimations of

what was going on within his field of observation,
and felt that I had no right to make particular

inquiries. My business was with Litti's letters,

and they appeared to me to be satisfactory. So,

while I could take a wide guess at the where-

about of a likely hitch, I was all in the dark as

to its precise nature.

I will spare the details of this, to me, most

interesting interview. It will be enough to say
that the House had been rendered uneasy by
apparent discrepancies in Litti's accounts, which
had not been explained away on further inquiry.
The imbroglio had been thickened by the papers
which had been sent home, professedly for eluci-

dation's sake
;
and at the then present speaking

there had cropped up to the surface disputes about

insurance dues, customs, and, in one case, even
about an entire cargo of valonea, which might,
could, should, and certainly ought, to have found
its way from Adaliah on the Karamanian coast to

Vourlah, there to be transshipped for exportation.
With our customs and dock system, such mys-
tification could not take place, nor could there

be room for such counter-statements. I know
there was room for any amount of confusion

under the old Turkish rigime, and only hope
that all I now hear of their amended ways may
be true. I dare say, if the truth were known,
they go on much in their old style. Well, our

people felt themselves in a fix. Many a time
had they accommodated themselves to circum-

stances, and taken for granted what they could
not understand. But this was a question seri-

ously affecting the trustworthiness of their agents.
The matter must be looked to. Correspondence
seemed only to render confusion more confounded.

Somebody must intervene personally ; and on the

spot, bring individuals face to face, and make
authoritative inquisition. That somebody was to

be your humble servant.
" You are young," said Mr. Robson,

" but you
possess our confidence. You are fully acquainted
with Litti's representations, and, with the help of

a dragoman on the spot, will be able to communi-
cate with all parties concerned. We shall send

you with full powers to act on our behalf, and

have every confidence that it is for our best in-

terest so to do."

This was all satisfactory. I was of course de-

lighted to receive so convincing a proof of the

esteem in which I was held by my superiors. But
it was rather overwhelming, too. A fine barque,
chartered by the firm, was about to sail for Smyrna
in some ten days or a fortnight, and in her I was
to have a berth. This gave me plenty of time to

get ready all my traps. T wrote an affectionate

farewell to my parents, said good-bye to my laud-

lady, and at the appointed hour took a hackney
coach down to the London Docks, and so I set off

on my travels.

I pass by everything connected with the voyage,

(though it was interesting enough to me at the

time), and also with the mercantile part of the

business. It will be enough for my purpose to

have it imderstood that I conducted the required

investigations satisfactorily, and that Signer Litti

came out of the inquisition blameless in the main,
and chargeable only with a slight lack of discretion.

Moreover, I am proud to say, little or no loss

accrued to the firm.

But it is quite necessary that I should explaiji
that it became my duty in the course of these

proceedings to visit Mitylene, and one or two other

islands, and then go to a certain point of the Kf^ra-
manian coast, much frequented as an entrepdt.
This could only be done for the most part in

country boats at a great cost of discomfort. I

therefore congratulated myself on my good luck
when I found that an opportunity was open to me
of getting a passage as far as Rhodes in a com-
fortable and well-appointed schooner, commanded
by a well-known skipper—known to myself, I

mean, and that in a favourable light. He hap-
pened to have friends living out in my direction,
so that my slight city knowledge of him had
served as the introduction to something very like

friendship between us, and I was truly glad to

find that the passage was to be under his guardian-
ship. The skippers in those days (perhaps it may
be the same in these days) were rather an iin-

polished-set, and many a queer story have I heard
of their pranks when afloat. But Captain
Quillet (we always scrupulously gave them their

brevet titles) was a man of reason and modera-

tion, who was never tempted by circumstances to

forget himself. He behaved as well on board the

Mary Jane as he did in Cornhill.

Indeed, circumstances were of a character,

during that particular cruise, to keep him in

check, had he been disposed to misbehave himself.

I was not the only passenger on the occasion. I

had not been on board ten minutes before I

observed evidence of the presence amongst us of

the great civilising element of society. Certainly
I had been quite unaware that any such advantage
had been included in my bargain. But iinder an

awning on deck I espied a chair, and on that chair

was a pretty little blue parasol, which might have
come spick and span out of Regent Street, so-

neat did it look. Kow Quillet was not likely to

have been making purchases just there and then,
so T guessed that the owner of the parasol must
have brought it aboard herself, and be aboard

;

and I was delighted accordingly.
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Presently out came the explanation. Quillet's

sister-in-law had a little daughter, whose health

had been causing anxiety to her parents, and who
had been recommended to try change of air. Of
all things in the world it was thought that a sea-

voyage would be likely to do her good. But in

those days there were difficulties in the way
of sending invalids to sea which have now dis-

appeared. Quillet thought the best plan would
be for her to go with him. With a little extra

care and management it was possible, he thought,
to prevent her wanting necessary supplies for a

single day. At all events, he could depend on

himself, and they all could depend on him for

taking the tenderest care of his pet niece. The
idea was voted excellent, and adopted with this

amendment—that the mother shoiUd be of the

paity. They all had had reason to be satisfied

with their determination, and up to that present

speaking the plan had worked in all respects well.

The little girl had visibly improved in health, and
the voyage had been one of much enjoyment,
without drawback.

" So I hope," said Quillet, when he had finished

giving me this account,
" that you will enjoy

yourself. We've been jolly so far, and if things
don't end as they've begun, why I shall call you
the Jonah that has spoilt our luck."

1 remember the words well, because they had
on me a disagreeable effect. I hoped there was

nothing of the Jonah about me, and was quite
sure that I brought with me only good wishes. At
the same time I would rather that he had kept his

observation to himself.

In due time I was presented to Mrs. Quillet—
the sister-in-law, be it remembered, not «'»/<;, of

the skipper. A lady-like, agreeable ]>er8on she

was, as one would desire to meet among hata and

feathers, let alone coasting schooners. Along with
her was her little girl, Bessie, a sweet little angel
of about six years old.

And so was our little society constituted on
board the Mary Jane—an awful name, but it was

registered that of our schooner. 1 went to them
some days before sailing, as it happened to be the

most convenient plan with respect to my own
movements. We thus became acquainted before

putting to sea. During the day the skipper was

naturally occupied pretty closely, and the respon-

sibility of taking care of Mrs. Quillet and the little

one fell mainly to me. While he was off to the

stevedore's, or settling some row with the crew of

a Trabaccolo, I was reading to my new friends, or

sketching for them (a great card of mine by-the-

by), or strolling with them on shore. I drew for

my little friend the boats, and the schooner herself,

and the queer figures of the boatmen that were

constantly communicating with us. ^Vll this

amused her vastly, and made us grow better and
better friends continually. I suppose, too, I was

helped on in the ways of intimacy in that I had
no very embarrassing number of comi)etitoi-8.

The little creature took to me wonderfully, I

should certainly have loved her anywhere and

everywhere : under actual circumstances she soon

became the very joy and charm of my existence.

Well, in due time we found our way to Rhodes.

We anchored off the town, and as my business

was not of a nature to press for a day or two, I

determined to stop with my friends some four-and-

twenty hours and make a prehminary investiga-
tion of the island, hoping that on my return I

might yet find them [stationary. So resolved, so

carried out. I arranged for transit to the main-
land on the morning of the next day but one, and
determined meanwhile to enjoy myself with all

possible assiduity.

They who have visited Rhodes—a more nume-
rous company now than in the days of which I

write—will imderstand how perfectly delighted we
all were with the spot. The very climate affords

a pleasing contrast with that of every other place
in the neighbourhood. A perpetual breeze fans

the air, and keeps down the temperature to a
bearable point ; at least, such a breeze we had

perpetually during my stay. Windmills stuck

thickly over the long spit of coast that stretches

into the Mediterranean, demonstrate the aptness
of the Rhodians to utilise the resources of nature.

They would seem to be the Millers-general of the

Levant. The Port itself is very pretty, and
affected by only a slight nuance of Frankdom.
And beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the

town there stretches a most smiling country.
We were to make our excursion into this bean*

tiful interior in the usual fashion, on donkeys.
Quite a cavalcade we formed, and full of fun we
were. Little Bessie had been accustomed to ride

a donkey at home. Mrs. Quillet was not the
woman to be afraid of a few bumps ; and as for

the skipper and myself, we were of course war-
ranted to ride anything. Our route lay in a great
measure along the sea-shore, so that there were no

great difficulties of ro.ad to try us.

The first thing we did was to call on the repre-
sentatives of the Powers that bo. Our own con-

sul (remember this was years ago, so that it will

be of no use trying to identify the name from any-

present list) took us—the men of course I mean-
to wait on the Pacha. Then we went, ladies and

all, to the houses of some of the other consuls.

We found them very kind. Such youthful tra-

vellers as little Bessie were rare, and they lavished

endearments on her. One lady in particular
—we

will call her Madame Richard—seemed wonderfully
taken with the child. The house was ransacked

for everything that might be likely to amuse, and
sweetmeats were produced in quantities sufficient

to make sick a dozen nurseries. 1 thought the

playthings rather antiquated and out of working
order. This was explained to me aside by a
female servant, who told me that for many years
Madame Richard had been childless, and that her

little ones, taken in early childhood, reposed in

the quiet plantation used as the Frank burying

ground.
Madame Richard could not reconcile herself to

our departure. She earnestly j)leaded first that

we would all stop, and then that the little one

might be allowed to stay somewhat longer. We
could not hoi)e to make the excursion in company
unless we continued our progress at the moment,
and we could not afford to dispense with our little

darling on the occasion. Her mother naturally

enough wished the child's future recollections of

this beautiful scene to be associated with recoUec-
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tions of herself. So the matter was compromised.
Bessie would go on with iis ; but on the next day
she was to be allowed to visit Madame Eichard,

who was then to entertain the mother and

daughter for the few days of their stay in the

Port. Of course it will be understood that in such

a spot as this, so secluded from the great world,

and of such scanty Frank population, every indi-

vidual was well known, so that there was nothing
rash in committing themselves to the hospitality of

a stranger. So was it settled, and we incontinently

pursued our ride, our party being increased by the

adhesion of an old gentleman well versed in the

ways of the islanders, and the topography.
Much did we see that was beautiful and worthy

of mention, but which for the moment I pass by
unmentioned. Perhaps I may some day reciir to

the description. But one feature of that remi-

niscence stands out far otherwise than beautiful.

It is hideous, dark, loathsome, and, I hope,

unique. Its presence casts a shadow on what
would otherwise be accepted as the most beautiful

shore of that lovely region.
I am speaking of the leper village. Now else-

where you may find lazar-houses—houses whither

afflicted individuals are sent for treatment. These

are isolated by a sanitary cordon, and, inasmuch
as these establishments are tenanted by incurables,

they may be said, in a certain sense, to be the

abodes of despair. Still the patients are men and
women who have had their portion, more or less,

of interest in the doings of the great family of

man. They have had their season of health, and
must be able to find some consolation in the recol-

lection of how it has been with them once upon a

time. Moreover, they are every one marked out

for seclusion by disease, actually incapacitated
for active life before they are withdrawn from it.

Their case is, therefore, so far not essentially
different from that of certain other incurables.

But the leper village of Rhodes is not a thera-

peutic establishment. It is not a friendly asylum
opening its gates to receive those whom all other
mortals shun, save the devoted members of reli-

gious orders especially dedicated to this service.

It is rather a horrible conservatory of the disease,
a storehouse wherein are garnered the seeds of

infection. Into it are received, not men and
women who actually are lepers, but such as, with-
out actual disease, have the taint upon them. Its

population, dreadful to say, is maintained by
births within the precincts. Thus, with few ex-

ceptions, it is tenanted by those who have had no
intercourse with the human family, and who know
of the outer world nothing more than they can

gather by exercise of their senses, as from their
walls they gaze on passers by.

It was a dreadful story to hear from our com-
panion—too dreadful almost to be true. He told
it quite in a matter-of-fact tone, as one who had
long been used to the idea, and had ceased to

regard it as remarkable.

It was enough to stop our appetite for sight-

seeing, and I do not think that any of us cared
much about anything after that.

Mrs. Quillet was so overcome that she wept.
Little Bessie did not understand the state of the

case, but she looked very grave, and I coiUd feel

my face decidedly assuming an unwonted ex-

pression.
Our conversation had been carried on in

French, so that Bessie could not understand what
it was that made her mamma cry.

"What's the matter, mamma? Why do you
cry ?

" she asked.
"
Oh, Bessie ! I have been listening to a dread-

ful story—too sad almost to think about."
* ' Mamma, dear mamma, are you afraid ? Is

anybody going to hurt you ? Is anything going
to happen to us ?"

"No, darling, no; it is all about the poor
people who live in that place iip there. They are

all miserable, and many of them very sick. They
must never go out to see anybody. They are

shut up all day and all night, and all their life

long, and there must stay till they die."

"Poor people!" said Bessie; "how glad they
must be to die, and go to heaven !

"

I thought so too
; but, on second thoughts, I

must confess that I doubt whether such would be
the predisposing inflixence of the circumstances at

work in their instance. One would fear their

liability to faU into a state of desperation and uni-

versal hatred.

"What have they done," asked little Bessie,
" to be treated so cruelly ?"

I put the question on my own account. "What,
in good sooth, was the justification of such an
incarceration ? What was the degree of affinity to

the infected in which one must stand in order to

come under this deadly penalty ? What was the

danger to the community contingent on the per-

mitting persons of hereditary taint to mingle with

society, until at least the tokens of actual disease

should have been developed in them?"
Mr. — shrugged his shoulders, and took my

last question first. Not being a medical man, he
could not speak authoritatively ; but he was in-

clined to believe that there would be no danger
whatever in such permission, if the due limits of

the permission were observed—if the patient were

actually to be surrendered on the first indication

of disease. But such conscientious action was not
to be expected from mortal infirmity. Relations

would never make the denimciation while conceal-

ment remained possible. Then hope was a great
deceiver. Symptoms must be something more
than threatening before the persons concerned

would make up their minds as to the stern reality.

Perhaps this defect of sanitary police might act

to the detriment of the community, by keejjing a

certain number of diseased persons in only jjartial

seclusion. But if so, the evil appeared to be

unavoidable. He could only say that when the

leprosy became indisputably apparent, the patient
was handed over to the authorities, and that

under severe penalties.

"But," I said, "this does not touch the ques-
tion of suspected consanguinity. What degree of

consanguinity is held to justify forcible incarcera-

tion ?
"

"
Only that of child to parent," replied Mr.

,

' ' at least, so I believe. But you must
understand that regulations of this sort would

scarcely be of practical application, since all the

known lei)er8 are shut up, and of course, with
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scarcely an exception, their children are bom
within the infected precincts."

"
Whence," I observed, "it is to be concluded

the disease generally shows itself early in life,"

"Just so. Where the taint is hereditary, the

development is seldom deferred beyond the

eighteenth year. Some capricious and sporadic
cases there are, not conformable to this rule;

but on examination they turn out to be such as

tend to show that there has been no hereditary

taint, but that the infection has been, so to speak,
accidental.

"

" And that supports the idea of the danger of

contact with the diseased."
" Yes : though for my part T must say that

I utterly discredit the notion. If the liability to

infection, or contagion, were anything like so

great as it is assumed to be, the evil would pre-
vail far more extensively than it does. With
all precaution, ther^ will always remain a cer-

tain number of non-isolated cases ; and I have
never been able to make out that peculiar penal-
ties have fallen on the households where they
have been secreted. Besides, in some parts of

this very empire, lepers may be seen as road-

side beggars, guarded from contact with passers-

by only by the natural horror which their con-

dition inspires."
This conversation had taken some time, and

caused a halt on the road. It had to be ex-

I)lained, bit by bit, to little Bessie. We all

were deeply affected at the account. It is bad

enough to read of such things ; but it was ter-

rible to hear them told vivd voce, with the prac-
tical illustration of the place itself before onr

eyes. We could not lose ourselves in generali-
ties. It was not only that " such things were,"
but there we had them before our eyes. It was

only to go up that little hillock, and you might
then look down on the main street of the town.
We had not even to do so much. Our halt

had attracted their notice, and one after another

they came crowding to the wall, for they have
a regular wall of enclosure. Ten, a dozen, twenty
heads were soon to be counted. There they were
in the blank, dismal reality of their aiiiiction.

Pale and wan faces, bundles of rags, painfid
crawling bodies hoisted by the aid of those below.

Dismally they looked forth upon us, and I re-

member that one prevailing sentiment within me
at the moment was wonder that, under their

circumstances, they should retain sufficient interest

in human affairs to give themselves the trouble
to climb or to look.

But not all there were sickly and sad. Among
the hideous spectres on that wall were faces, more
than one, rosy vnth. apparent health. Alas !

alas ! how sick did I turn as I clearly made out
the features of a pretty girl of some seventeen or

eighteen years of age. More terrible still, imder
the circumstances, there came clearly ringing on
the ear from out of that dark misery, the joyous
cliirrup of childhood. We looked, and there was
the girl holding up a beautiful child of perhaps
foiir years of age. Others we heard whose little

voices were loud, probably in supplication to be
lifted up also, that they might see the passers-by.

It seems indeed that the active symptoms of

this disease do not always interfere with the per-
sonal appearance. Sometimes the morbid mani-
festations are for years under cover of the clothes ;

so that you may have the Siren's head joined on
to the body of death. Frequently cases will occur
in which health is enjoyed up to the age of

eighteen or twenty. In the instance of young
women, I am told that they frequently are of

attractive appearance up to that time of life. I
had no opportunity of judging from exi)erience.
Who would not have been touched with the

sight of the little children ! In their Uving tomb
they enjoyed the happy immunity of ignorance,
and proved that abstractedly from all adventi-
tious aid, joy is the portion of childhood.

I think I have said that, after having seen the
lazar village, we did not feel much disposed to ap-
preciate the other sights of the locality. There
was a great deal else in Rhodes worthy of notice ;

indeed, I should think there can scarcely be in

the world an island more aboimding in objects
of interest. Were I not constitutionally lazy, I

might, no doubt, have written some account of

these matters at large. But this must do for the pre-
sent, and this it is which furnishes the main recol-

lection of that otherwise happy day, spent with

my new friends.

Our exi>edition occupied pretty nearly the whole

day, and in the evening we were reunited in the

snug cabin of the Mary Jane. These lodgings we
much preferred to anything in the shape of hotel
or other accommodation that the town could offer.

Bessie was sent early to bed, and the rest of us
sat up, in somewhat saddened mood, talking over
our plans. It appeared that, in the course of the

day. Quillet had made arrangements for my well-

being during my trip to the mainland. A country
boat had been engaged for me, and a sharp fellow

bespoken to accompany me as dragoman. The
offer of his services was valuable, but attended
with one drawback—he was limited to time. My
need was not likely to extend over a day or two,
so that we should agree well enough. It came
out in the course of explanation that the

reason of his being thus restricted was that he was
a Jew, and anxious to be back at Hhodes in time
to celebrate their festival of the Passover. So wo
made our bargain ; I only too glad to get an assist-

ant recommended as being thoroughly honest, and

he, no doubt, well content to have the opportunity
of turning a penny.

Here, perhaps, I ought to pause, and put in a
line or two of asterisks, or give some other objec-
tive intimation of a wide gtilf, as set between the

parts of my narrative before and after this point.
At all events let it be understood that here is the
line of demarcation. I performed my expedition,
transacted my business, and, in due time, with

every reason to bo satislied with my extem-

lioriseil prime minister, was returning to Pkhodes

and nearing the schooner.

The evening was beautiful, the sky lovely, the

sea pure ultramarine. Nature looked her best,

and gave no note of aught extraordinary. We
both (at least I will answer for myself) were with-

out i)re8entiment, and prepared to take up the

thretid of experience where we had left it. But
not so was it to be. We were perhaps half-a-inile
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from the anchorage when a small boat was to be

seen making its way towards us. A single man

occupied it, rowing with might and main. I had

acquired sufficient power of discrimination to

recognise by his dress and appearance that he was

a co-religionist of my new companion. As he came

nearer it was evident that terror and perturbation

were stamped on his features. Like Priam's or

Lady Percy's messenger he forestalled utterance.

Presently he sent forth a cry on the waters,

shouting as sailors are wont to shout, and in a

style totally unintelligible to me.

What could have been the words ? They were

few and brief, but had produced a manifest effect

on my companion. He seemed to be stricken with

sudden fear, and, at the same time, with astonish-

ment and perplexity. Our one boatman pricked

up his ears and began to look excited, though not

frightened. From neither of them could I obtain

any explanation : one could not speak any Frank

tongue, and the other appeared for the moment to

be dumb.
At the same time unusual symptoms were mani-

fested on the Molo. I saw that it swarmed with

people, many of whom were gesticulating fiercely,

and all in great commotion. They seemed to be

shaking their fists and performing a regular war-

dance.

"Daniel, my good friend," said I, "what on
earth is the matter ?

"

"
Ah, your excellence

"—
(it was a disagreeable

feature of conversation with these fellows that

they would be giving one titles)
—" dreadful

news !

"

Much more communication had passed between
the friends all this time, and the boatman had
fired up to the most vivid interest.

It was, however, an interest of no very pleas-

ing character, for I heard him muttering words
which were amoug the few I had learned to

know by sound, and which were words of impre-
cation :

"Dogs! and the sons of dogs!" was about
the equivalent of what he ground between his

teeth.

And now I began to obtain some light on
the matter. It was only, however, after con-

siderable explanation by Daniel, that I came to

have a distinct notion of what was in progress.
A great calamity was threatening the Jewish

popiilation of Ehodes. One of those violent out-

breaks of superstitious hatred to which they are

exposed in semi-civilised countries, was at that
moment culminating. The event is historical, so

that some who read may remember the fact, or
remember to have heard the tradition. Alas !

such is human nature, that since that time there

may have been other similar scenes enacted.
There will always, I fear, be the liability to them
80 long as the antagonistic characteristics of

Greek Christians and Jews are brought into con-

taict under oriental rule.

T mentioned that it was just at the time of the

Passover. There seems to be a fatality about this

particular festival, for the poor children of Abra-
ham. Whether it be that at this season there is

an especial qixickening of zeal among the orthodox,
which zeal is supposed to find its legitimate expres-

sion in persecuting the Jews, I cannot say—but
it is likely enough. They who have witnessed the

working of the feuds at Easter betwen Latins and

Orthodox, may conceive what would be the likely

virulence, on any decent pretext, against such a

defenceless set of religious foes as the Jews.

Christians in the East are generally ready to

charge crimes on the Jews. Murder and kidnap-

ping are not imcommon counts in their indictments.

But they do not stop at mere murder. They
charge them with positive cannibalism—canniba-

lism as a direct consequence of their religion, and
as an act of high obedience to their Doctors. The

allegation is that at Passover time they will always,
if possible, kidnap a Christian child, and sacrificing

him, mingle his blood with their Passover cakes.

It is in vain that one may urge the manifest

folly of such an accusation, since the Jews are

not permitted to eat the blood of any animal

whatsoever. It is in vain that you challenge them
to cite the passage in the Law of Moses enjoining
this practice. They cover themselves from all

attacks by asserting, that the injunction does not

come from Moses, but from the supplementary
writings of the Rabbis,—that it is in the Talmud.
As very few of us have ever seen the Talmud, or

know anything of the Eabbinical writings, they
are but few who can establish the negative on their

positive knowledge. It would be but of little use

if they could ;
for the refuted of to-day, would

to-morrow take their theory elsewhere
;
and before

fresh auditors produce it as incontrovertible.

I had heard something of all this before, and
remembered reading in the public papers about dis-

turbances in Syria on this very account. This was
however some years since, and one hoped the world

was growing wiser. A child had disappeared, and
the whole population. Christian and Mahometan,
had conspired to accuse the Jews of kidnapping
and murder. The unfortunate people were kept
in their quarter, in a state of obsession, and the

most serious results would no doubt have followed

on this popular exasperation, had not the missing
child turned up in the very nick of time.

Now the same madness had fallen on the people
of Ehodes. How it was, and who it was that was

missing, Daniel's friend could not tell. All he

knew was that the entire population was in

uproar, and giving vent to words and acts which

might well be the prelude of a massacre. The
account he gave of himself was that, being unable

to reach the Jews' quarter before retreat was cut

off, and knowing also that Daniel was likely to be

returning about that time, he had watched for the

boat, and managed to steal offto warn him against
the danger of attemi)ting to land on the ilole

under present circumstances.

I could judge myself what this danger would be.

The Greek boatman looked as if he would fain

have pitched the pair of them into the sea,
—

this,

though it was one against two, with myself ])re-

sumed to be neutral. At Daniel's entreaty I had
ordered the boat's head to be put off from shore.

It would have been conniving at miirder to allow

them to venture among the madmen we there saw.

I therefore determined to venture to claim Quillet's

hospitality for the two Israelites, till better times

haply should arrive. We neared the vessel, and
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my intention was, after having committed the two
Jews to safe guardianship, to go myself among the

people -and see whether 1 could be of any use. As
1 was tolerably cool, and everybody else appeared
to be taken frantic, it seemed likely that 1 might
be able to do some good. At least I should be able

to get some trustworthy information.

The two Jews, poor fellows, were most thankful for

my offer. The ungracious Gentile seemed to grudge
them their refuge ; but I reminded him that I was
the patron of the boat for the time being, and that

I must direct her course, if I was eventually to

pay. So he sulkily lent himself to my behest, and

brought us alongside of the Mary Jane. I believe

that nothing could have given him a worse opinion
of my religious standing, than the apparent fact

that 1 sympathised with these persecuted victims.

Certainly the zeal of the Eastern Christians is of

the demonstrative kind.

As we drew near I perceived that the commo-
tion of the moment was not confined to the good
folks on shore. Allowing for difference of tem-

l^erament, 1 do not know that the state of our
own people did not show even more excitement
than did that of the others. There was no gesti-

dilating, no dancing about the deck, no audible

cursing. But all hands were gathered together in

earnest conclave, and in disregard of conventional
distinctions of rank and standing. The cook, and
the carpenter, and the mate, and the captain were

there, with long faces. Quillet looked as 1 had
never known him look before. Bitter anguish was
in his expression, and dogged, fierce determination.
He had pistols in his belt, and really altogether
looked more like a theatrical jiirate, than a

respectable skipper. His boat was alongside, so

that evidently he was preparing for the shore, and
that, judging by his costume, in no amicable

spirit. Everyl)ody was there save the two
females. The mother and daughter, I took it for

granted, were down in the cabin, to be out of the
row.

One seaman was haranguing the company. He
appeared to have somehow acquired a private
stock of information, and to be serving it out pro
bono publico, 1 could not catch many words, nor
much of the sense, but made out plainly enough
that he was expatiating on some tremendous mis-

deed, and inviting all and everybody to a purpose
of vengeance.

1 must confess that I was beginning myself to
feel somewhat off the equilibrium. The manifesta-
tion on board the vessel seemed to bring matters

painfiUly near to oneself. I hope that 1 am not
deficient in philanthropy. Still I cannot pretend
to say that I felt stirred to the same depth by the
view of danger threatening strangers, as by that
of danger threatening ourselves. It was being
brought near to us in my apprehension, little as 1

could understand how this was to be. I had an
instinctive and uncomfortable misgiving that

nothing short of personal interest could have bo
stirred the people.

They were too busy to see me at first, and it

was not till I hailed that some one threw me a

rope (a painter, by the bye, they call it in nautical

language, an etymology that 1 never could trace

out). The commotion seemed to receive a decided

access when they made out who it was. When
Daniel loomed full on their vision, two or three of

the number greeted him in terms far other than

polite. One fellow made a demonstration of jump-
ing into the boat with hostile purpose, and from
the whole body on deck arose a shout, warning
him not to venture among them unless he wished
to get his deserts. I felt that if the poor fellow

only coidd be sure of this, of getting no more
than the harm that he deserved from us, he would
be well enough off

;
for he was an honest, good

fellow, and particularly well-disposed towards

Englishmen. But there was little chance of fair

dealing at the moment. Evidently he had fallen

under suspicion of complicity with the evil-doing
of his fellows, and, among these impulsive sailors,

was in danger of coming to grief.
It was a moment for energetic action, and my

friends told me afterwards I came out well under
the circumstances.

I first stopped my friend who wanted to invade
the boat. By a judicious application of force, and

by placing myself in such a position that he could

not get in amongst us without first pushing me
overboard, I retarded his progress. The moment's

delay was enough. I stepped out, and in the act

of doing 80 gave the boat a shove otf, and left it

to their sagacitv to maintain the advantage of

position.

"Now, then, my men," I said, "what's the
matter?"

They positively scowled at me. They, the beat

tempered set of the best tempered class of men,
scowled at me as though something of their over-

flowing wrath had been directed in my direction.
" The matter is,

"
growled one of them, "that

we mean to break that Jew fellow's neck to begin
with."

" We don't like them as stick up for murderers
and kidnappers," said another.

" And blessed if we don't break his neck," said

a third. " We ain't going to be gammoned by any
swells of passengers."

All this time Quillet hung back, and said

nothing, which struck me asthe most serious symp-
tom of all. I knew that a trifle would set the

sailors in a ferment, but Quillet was a sober-minded

person. I began to feel queer. The vessel was in

a state of anarchy—mutiny it was scarcely to be

called, since the captain seemed to be going with
the tide of opinion. But it was a dangerous and

instantly threatening anarchy.

"Captain Quillet," I said, assuming as firm a

countenance as I could, though I heartily confess

that I was in a fright. "Captain Quillet, 1 appeal to

you for protection for the men in that boat who are

in my service. 1 f any of them is hurt, 1 will take

care that you answer for it before the proper
tribunaU"

"Young man," was the captain's rejoinder,
"
you are committing yourself to more than you

bargain for. That man Daniel is a black-hearted

rascaL He deserves to be hung at the yard-arm."
What madness could have seized them ! How

could Daniel have done anything to deserve these

maledictions, when he had been absent with me ?

" Be it so," 1 said,
"

still for the moment you
owe him protection and safe custody. The whole
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thing is a mystery to me, and I cannot conceive

how the man who has the most undeniable alibi

pleadable, can be accused of participation in any-

thing that has been going on here."

Then I said how disappointed I was at the

excitement prevailing among them. How it had

come to pass that news of the row on shore had

been brought off to us, and that I had in a manner

pledged the honour and faith of Englishmen to these

Jews. It was almost certain that their lives would
have been sacrificed, had they ventured to the

ordinary landing-place ; and I felt bound in com-

mon humanity (to say nothing of the obligation of

our temporary fellowship, ) to do what I could to

help them.
*' You know, my good fellows, that, in this place

and aU hereabouts, they are not too particular
about getting hold of the right man to hang. Tf

Daniel had fallen into their hands now, he would
soon have been done for, and it woiild have been

no use crying over him when we had all found out

our mistake, as find it out I am positive we shall."

"Now, then," I went on, after a rather spas-
modic harangue, "will you give this fellow fair

plaj' ? Hang him, by all means, if he deserves it ;

only, as you cannot undo such work as that, make
sure of your game before you begin. All I ask is

that you mil keep him safe to answer for himself.

Captain Quillet, I appeal to ydu to protect him
from all dangers, and refuse him to all challengers,
till facts have been examined."

This, and a good deal more to the same tune, if

it was not eloquence, at least was sufficiently like

it to produce much of the effect due to the real

article. The men began to be ashamed of their

violence, and gradually were brought to the point
for which I was contending. Both Jews were to

be received on board, and kept in hard and fast

security, that they might be forthcoming on the
demand of responsible prosecutors. Poor fellows !

this was for them no little boon. It has been the
fate and remains the danger of their race, to suffer

from popular paroxysms. To be reserved for

deliberate judgment is for them, in avast majority
of cases, to be saved.

"And now," said I, "will someone be good
enough to tell me what all the row is about ?

"

A chorus of voices burst forth in reply, but I

could make nothing out of them. Quillet moved
his hand for silence.

" I will tell you in two words," said he.
" Look around, and see who it is that is missing."

I have already said that the mother and daugh-
ter were absent. This had seemed natural enough,
but now that attention was particularly challenged
to the fact, in a moment it became connected with
the idea of calamity*

I turned sick, and was hot and cold at once.
Nonsense. I would shake off the thought. But
QuUlet's look would not allow me so to do. His

eye fixed mine, and by that wonderful process of

mental telegraphy by which, without spoken
word, ideas are flashed from one mind into

another, made me feel that he had divined my
apprehension, and that it was well founded.

"Yes," he said,
"

all stand here but two, and

they the best and dearest. Little Bessie has
fallen into the hands of fiends, and her mother

has to be kept by main force from rushing to

destruction on her traces."

I cannot pretend, at this distance of time, to

recollect miniitely the passages of that dismal

history, nor should I like to dwell on them

lingeringly. I can, however, remember that,

stunned as I was by the intelligence that our

little darling was missing under alarming circum-

stances, I did not give in to the popular delusion,
nor release the stringency of my protectorate over

Daniel and his friend. I knew that so far as

they were concerned, there could be no complicity.

Perhaps it was my certain conviction on this point
which made me sceptical as to the evil intentions

of any of the accused.

The story at full (though I was long getting at

it) amounted to this. Little Bessie had, according
to arrangements, been sent for her promised visit

to Madame R. It seems that some cabin repairs
were required on board the vessel, and Mrs.

QuUlet had been induced to remain at Madame
R.'s longer than had been intended, in order that

she might be out of the confusion. This same
cause had led her to return alone in the first

instance, that she might re-establish order in their

little domain before her little one's coming.
Thus the dear chUd had been left by herself, left

with her perfect consent, and at the most earnest

entreaty of their kind entertainer. She was not

a shy child, and seldom made a difficulty of taking.
to new friends. With Madame B, she seemed

perfectly happy.
The first mixing up of the Jewish element in

the story was this. Daniel had some subordinate

connection with Madame II . I believe he
was what we should call a bailiff, or manager of a

certain ])roperty belonging to her. This brought
him, and sundry of those belonging to him, a good
deal into her neighbourhood, and even into her

house. Strong as was the religious prejudice

against the Jews, and apt though it undoubtedly
was to be fanned, on occasion, into flame, it did

not seem to involve social antipathy, in the nor-

mal state of things. Daniel, as I have said, was
much about the house and place, and he was in,

the habit of bringing with him two or three

children at a time. These children had naturally

enough wanted to see the little stranger, and had
for the time being been her especial favourites.

Children do nob take long to contract friendships,

and experience proves that with them even the

want of a common language is no insuperable

stumbling-block. They had together ransacked

their stores of toys, and had been allowed, under

inspection, to play on the beach. Where there

are no tides, this permission is not attended with

the same danger as with ixs.

Time had passed on much to the satisfaction

of everybody concerned with the doings of the

household, till the evening that was to be the

lasifc of the visit. There had been the usual fun

I

and play during the day, and no cloud threat-

j

ened calamity, when all of a sudden it was dis-

covered that the little visitor was missing. Of

i course, no alarm was felt at the first, nor till

I

after she had been searched and shouted for

inside and outside of the house. But then they
i did get frightened, and seem to have given free
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course to their speculations. Who was the original

propounder of the particular suggestion that had
driven them mad, waa not very clear : but hit on
the notion they somehow did.

' * Who had seen her last ? Who had been her

companions ?
" were questions inevitable. Her little

playfellows were called for, but they did not

answer the summons. They too had disappeared.

Aspasia, the waiting-maid, had seen them all

sallying forth together in the direction of Daniel's

habitation. When catechised, the children had
asserted that after accompanying them about half-

way—and that waa nothing in respect of actual dis-

tance—Bessie had left them to return to Madame
R 's. This was all that could be elicited by
the most careful cross-examination.

Unfortunately the older members of Daniel's

family had evinced tokens of mental disturbance,
and exhibited a suspicious eagerness to acquit
themselves of all blame in the matter. This

would not perhaps have been wonderfid in the

eyes of their interlocutors had they considered

that the burnt child dreads the lire—that the me-

mory of past violences is necessarily connected
with the thought of future possibilities. The
women of Daniel's household knew only too well

what terrible consequences to themselves and their

people might be involved in just this sort of acci-

dent. So as I have said they were too eager to

vow and i)rote8t that they knew nothing about the

little Frank damsel.

Some imlucky individual at last gave utterance

to the foul suspicion that it was (another ?) case of

kidnapping for superstitious purposes, and in a

moment the idea blazed from one end of the island

to the other. The particulars of a plot were
furnished off-hand, and it must be confessed that

circumstances seemed to adapt themselves wonder-

fully to the charge. This charge in its matured
state amounted to this : that the Jews having
been long deprived of the necessary means of

celebrating their Passover orgies, had been

anxiously watching opportunities. Any attempt
on the well-known and settled inhabitants would
have been fraught with danger, as well they knew
to their cost. Here in the nick of time— i. e.,

just as the festival was approaching, had arrived

a little (christian child, without kith or kin on the

spot. No one bound by ties of consanguinity to

take upon himself the oflSce of her avenger would
be found in the island in a few days. It was not

likely that anybody else would care much for, or

long remember, a little stranger. So the victim
had been fixed upon. Daniel had contrived to get
me out of the way, whom they supposed to be one
natural protector, and the children had been set

on to act as decoys. Eventually in the mother's
absence the prey had been secured. To this bore
witness the fact, that when last seen the poor
child had been in company with her new play-
mates, making away from Madame R 's. house.

This all seems perfect nonsense now
; but I am

persuaded that very few people in Khodes did not
believe it. They had before their mind's eye a

picture of little Bessie, either already murdered,
or shut up in some dismal hole awaiting the unholy
sacrifice.

I need scarcely say, that the moment I came to

I
understand the posture of affairs, I determined to

proceed to the scene of action. A cool head was

evidently wanted among them. Quillet had
calmed down so far, after a little while, as to forego
the purpose of personal vengeance for the present.
But I saw that he still maintained his suspicions in

force, and that if he was content to keep Daniel in

safety, it was as the gaoler guards his captive. As
for the ship's crew and the mob on shore, they
were simply mad.

"
Quillet," I said, "give me a couple of hands

in the dingy, and set me ashore as near as possible
to Madame R 's house. I will do my best to

bring yoii off intelligence, and I feel as if I should

succeed."

He shook his head. He evidently retained little

hope. I fear it was an impulse of vengeance that

animated him.

'•Take the boat," he said, "and good luck be
with you—but your trouble will bo thrown away.
However, we have the chief rascal hard and fast,

that's one comfort."

"And mind," I added, "that you keep him.

He would not have a long lease of life, if some here

had their way."
I made him feel that it would be a burning

shame if anything contrary to law and right should

happen to anyone under his charge. To guard
against contingencies I prevailed on him to remain
on board, where he would in this respect be of

great use, whereas in his then state he could do no

good on shore.

I proclaimed my absolute conviction that the

charge against the Jews was an absurd lie—a thing
in itself incredible and impossible—the bare sug-

gesting of which involved an insult to a man's
common sense.

There was enough of solid ground for fear,

without falling on fancies. That little Bessie

might have fallen into some serious peril was only
too possible, but if mortal hands coiUd rescue her,
there were we to rescue.

Hurried as I was, I went below for a moment
to bid good bye to Daniel and his friend—and to

assure them of protection. They were much cast

down. It was impossible to say whether or not

the child would be found, and in what condition.

As I talked with them a woman came up. She
was a Greek, the wife of the boatman who came off

every day to look after the wants of the men. I

had more than once noticed her, as a mild, kind,

motherly person. I thought she must be coming
to console.

I was mistaken. She walked straight up to

Daniel, and without preface spit in his face.
"
Dog ! sorcerer ! murderer ! Jew !

" she

screamed, and then poured ou£ a torrent of impre-
cation into which I could not follow here. Her

gesture, however, was savagely expressive of a
desire to cut his throat. The poor fellows both of

them crouched before her wrath.

"Halloh I mistress !

"
I cried, "get out of this.

These men are prisoners, and you must not inter-

fere with them."
She seemed to understand me, for she had a

certain amount of broken English at command.

Perhaps she was pretty nearly as accessible to one

language as another just then.
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T got her out, and reporting the occurrence

to Quillet, begged him to provide against the pos-

sibility of such visitations for the future. But
the incident was not lost on me. It served to

show how bitter was the animosity which could

stir up even women to such demonstrations.

And then I departed on my errand, and a most

extraordinary scene it was on which I entered.

Never was a mob more unanimous than that raging
on the Marina. They had thoroughly made up
their minds touching the charge against the Jewish

community, and seemed astonished at my reap-

pearance. Whether or not my murder entered into

the popular programme, I cannot say. But at all

events, and most evidently, they were disconcerted

at seeing me there in person. This was the first

check in their career of mad assumptions. Then
came my explanation, which 1 hope had some

weight. I assured them that my absence was in

pursuance of plans laid before my coming to

Ehodes, before Daniel could have seen or heard of

me, so that there could have been no plotting
here.

Then T proposed that two selected individuals

should accompany me in a perquisition from house
to bouse in the Jews' quarter. These unfortunates

had, of course, resisted a visitation en masse, and
were prepared to do so, if necessary, by force. But

they would be only too happy to avail themselves
of any non-perilous means of rebutting the charges

against them.

Well, two respectable Greeks were chosen, and
we set to work immediately. Every house, every
cupboard, every cellar was open to us—not, by-
the-by, that their houses do contain many cellars—but I mean that Ave were invited to search

every possible lurking-place. Of course we found

nothing ; and with tears in their eyes the poor
women assured us (as interpreted to me), that they
would give their own blood to find traces of the
little one. Alas ! they knew that their blood was
likely to pay the penalty of a failure.

Our search being over, my associates departed
to report progress. I remamed behind, and asked
to see the children who had been the laat with
Bessie. There was a long demur, but eventually,
and on my repeated assurance that my intentions
were the very opposite of hostile, two little girls
were produced as being the children in question.
Nice-looking things they were, though in a state
of abject terror. I set myself (always through an
interpreter) to get at the full particulars of the
story. They told where they had been, and what
they had done, and where they lost sight of
Bessie. It was at a point near home, but she
had not set about walking in a homeward direc-
tion. She had turned towards the beach. They
thought nothing of it at the time, but remem-
bering it subsequently, wondered that they had
not followed after her. That was all they knew
about it.

I determined to follow up the track. Perfectly
convinced as I was that she was not secreted any-
where in the town, the only supposition I could
hit upon was that she had wandered, poor little

thing, somewhere into the country. I started
alone. The two children would have come with

me, had it been safe for them to venture j but I

had to be content with descriptive indications of

the line of departure.
1 soon arrived at the described point, and verified

the course laid down for me. The hubbub in the

town continued to rage, as the failure of all the

searches was ascribed to the cunning of the

accused. No one noticed me ; no one seemed to

think that I had the slightest chance of success.

They were too entirely pre-occupied with their one
idea. Besides they had already searched in this

very track. They could scarcely have been so

stupid as to omit such an obvious probability.

But, for all this, I proceeded not the less confi-

dently. Perhaps it was because I felt that, with
minds ready made up, they would not be likely to

search as I should. There was no heart in their

work
;
there was in mine. So on I went.

Searching every nook, looking behind every

crag and rock, I passed on farther than it was

likely a child of tender years could have wan-
dered. No hat, no shoe, no ribbon was found. I

began to fear that she might have been carried

off by some piratical visitant from the sea-

ward. .

Much discouraged I turned homeward. Night
was coming on, and continued effort seemed likely
to be at random. Slightly altering my route I

came to the very ground over which our happy
cavalcade had passed joyously but a few days
since. There was the ilex we had admired—there

the fantastic rock. And there, in its grim desola-

tion, was the leper village.
I stopped at the very spot where we had

halted before, and recalled the former thoughts.
The encircling wall was bare of heads. Poor

things, no doubt they went to bed early. Still I

thought there was one person standing at the post
of observation. Yes, I made him out plainly.

In the fading light it was not easy to make
sure of objects, but it really seemed as if the poor
fellow was watching me as intently as I was

watching him. Yes, there was no mistake about

it. He was gesticulating, and that in a manner

evidently intended to invite my approach.
I had a moment's hesitation. Repugnance and

fear held me back, but divine charity urged me
forward. Should I refuse to listen to the afflicted?

That much I might do without pains and jjenalties,—certainly without actual risk.

So I advanced cautiously within ear-shot. What
was it that the pale, miiffled-up spectre shouted

out ? The language was known to my ear ;
but the

idea was of the utterly impossible.
"
Monsieur, la void voire pelite !

"

A horrible dread came over me. I gasped for

breath,—was sick and trembled.

That living grave, and poor Bessie ! The asso-

ciation was too dreadful.

I tottered towards the speaker, and, in the

excitement of the moment, might have seriously

compromised myself, had not his voice arrested

me.
" Halle Id, monsieur, il me faut pas depasser les

limiles."

I must not go beyond, and yet poor Bessie was

there, within the devoted inclosure.

I stopped as ordered, and in a few words begged
to be informed as to the state of the case, and
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how I was to get back the poor child. Alas ! I

knew that if the fact of her whereabout should

be ascertained, she would be doomed to lifelong
detention.

By combining what I was then told with what I

subsequently learned from the poor little thing

herself, I am enabled to give this reading of the

riddle. Bessie had been deeply moved by seeing
the lepers, and hearing what had been told her of

their condition. On the intended last evening of

her visit, she had been strongly impelled to go
and have one more look at the place. Though
generally most frank and open, she had, on this

occasion, acted with a caution beyond her years.
So it will sometimes be with children. It may be

presumed that she had a general notion of being
about to do something wrong— something at least

which would be forbidden were its purpose de-

tected. She had not let even the children know
what she was about. On leaving them she liad

made her way directly to tLo viliige. What her

purpose was she could not lierseif say. I can

imagine that it was just that undefined impulse uf

benevolence which so often leads kindly hearts, in

the first instance, into the midst of Buffering.

They yo because the impulse is in that direction.

They act as occasion offers itself. My informant

happened to be the particular i)erson who first dis-

covered her presence. In the stillness of the

evening lie perceived her approaohing. No time
for warning was given, for she was well within

the doomed precincts when he first saw her. He
said that at first he had taken her for a little

angel, but that in a moment he recognised her as

the Frank child who had passed by a day or two
before.

The full peril of her position flashed before his

mind, but ho determined at once to do his best to

restore her to her friends. There were the legal

perils to bo guarded against, as well as the real

dangers to herself from the juxtaposition into

which she had fallen. Her wandering must be

kept from the knowledge of the people outside,
and she must be scrupulously guarded from all

contact with the infected community.
So they had agreed among themselves not to

touch her, nor anything that she was to handle,
and to keep all children out of her presence.

They would no doubt have sent her away at once,
had it been possible for any one to accompany her.

But this could not be, and it was out of the

question to let her go alone. The only thing to

be done was to keep her till some opportunity
should occur of letting her friends know where
she was, that they might quietly remove her.

An \inoccupied outhouse, on the very line of

enclosure, afforded the means of separate enter-

tainment. It was near the place where contribu-

tions in kind were wont to be laid by the friends

of those under detention. These were fetched

away by the sick day by day. To this little

Bessie was pointed, and from it bidden to fetch

what she wanted.
She told me afterwards that they had been so

good to her. The women, especially, stood around
and watched her with smiles. She would have
kissed them if they would have let her

;
but they

religiously kept their distance. One man was

found with sufficient broken English at command
to make her understand that she must keep quiet,
and no harm would happen to her, and that by-
and-by her friends would come and fetch her.

All through the dreary night she was preserved
from fear by the consciousness that kindly souls

were watching her.

And here, at last, I was come. Bessie caught
the sound of my voice, and M-as at my side. Her
exit was no more impeded than had been her

entrance. Whether at any time the communica-
tions were guarded by sentries, 1 do not know.

Perhaps the lepers were kept within their limits

by the certainty of being shot if found straying.
I fancy that subsequently to this period a system
of improved caution was instituted, in consequence,

probably, of some inkling of this, our adventure,

having got abroad. But nothing then was in the

way to stop her. Freely she had passed, and

freely she came fo^h, and I had nothing to do but
to make off with ber to a place of safety.
How could I thank those generous preservers,

who, being themselves in the vortex of calamity,
had yet put forth their strength and ingenuity to

thrust out a volunteering, though unwitting
recruit ? Two or three were gathered together to

watch, and to hasten our departing. It was evi-

dent in the manifestations of their experience
that the luxury of benevolence never loses its

virtue. It must bring happiness imder all human
circumstances. Joy beamed forth from the eyes
of all present. But time pressed. There was no
real safety for us anywhere on shore, and our
vessel must therefore be regained at once.

They urged me to depart, and to guard my
secret, the divulging of which would be attended
with penalties to themselves as well as to us.

They sent us off with motions of tenderest fare-

well Bessie would have kissed them, but I held

her back. They were too well drilled to require

any caution.

So we sped, expressing our thankfulness as well

as we could. I hurried her dowii to the beach,
where I knew that Quillet's gig would be waiting
for me. It was necessary to repress the joyous
exclamations of the men, who would have roused

the populace with three cheers. But we got on
board first, and then let our news be known.

I sim])ly announced that I had found her in the

course of my search along the beach, and that all

the mischief had arisen from the accident of her

having gone astray in her ramble. Madame R.

and two or three leading inhabitants soon came off

to see her, and they were followed by a sufficient

number of witnesses to authenticate the fact of

her re-api>earance, and to release the unfortunate

Israelites from persecution. In twenty-four hours

we sailed on our homeward voyage.
Whether since that time there have been any

similar outbreaks at Rhodes, I do not know. I

think, however, it is reasonable to ho]>e that

the lesson of this occasion has not been lost on
them.

Bessie is now a grandmother—a bright, hale,

useful, energetic old lady. She retains only a

very dim recollection of her early adventure, and
has never been able fairly to explain what was the

nature of the impulse that led her into danger. She
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dimly recollects—I never—never can forget how

nearly she who has been the delight of three gene-

rations, as child, wife, and mother, was brought
to desolation ;

how nearly consigned to hopeless

captivity among the lepers of Rhodes.

GEDDINGTOX CEOSS.

There are few readers who have not some

knowledge, however slight, of the romantic inci-

dents connected with the history of Queen
Eleanor, the loving wife of Edward I., and which,
but for the corroborative testimonies of contem-

porary writers, would read like so many pages
from the novels of Scott or Bulwer, rather than
as dry leaves from the annals of history. A
touching air of sadness pervades the traditionary
accounts of the varioiis circumstances connected
with the death of Eleanor at Hardby, in Lincoln-
shire ; and of the uncontrollable grief displayed
by the royal widower, as he knelt by the lifeless'

body of his beloved queen, and refused to be con-
soled. The records of our monarchial history are
so crowded with details of the many ambitious

struggles and devastating wars of our early rulers,
that the simple and impretending character of

Edward's queen shines forth with a strange and
unwonted lustre from amongst the dark scenes of

strife and bloodshed which tainted the epoch in

which she lived : and it would be a cruel blow to

our dreams of the pure and beautiful, should it

ever occur that some learned and prosaic pedant
stumbles over some awkward facts, tending to

destroy our faith in the pathetic legend for ever

indelibly associated with the name of Eleanor.

But such a catastrophe would be difficult to arrive

at so long as the crosses at Waltham, Northampton,
and Geddington remain to testify to the affection

borne by an English monarch to the memory of

his deceased queen.

Though archogologists admit the existence of

these three crosses only, yet the inhabitants of

Dunstable claim the possession of a fourth ; but,

while admitting that one of the Eleanor crosses

was erected in that town, there exists nothing to

show that the fragments alleged to belong to the

memorial - structure are not, in reality, the re-

mains of the ancient market-cross.

A cross seems to have been erected in every place
where the royal bier rested for the night during
the slow progress made by the funeral cortege in its

journey from Lincohi to London. After Eleanor's

decease at Hardby, the body was embalmed, and,

in his recent address before the members of the

British Archaeological Association, during their

flying visit to Northampton, the Hev. C. H.
Hartshorne stated that he could remember read-

ding in the queen's wardrobe account, recently
sold in London, the entries relating to this pro-

cess, the cost of the myrrh and frankincense ; and,
what struck him as more remarkable, a charge
for barley for stuffing the body! The viscera

were deposited in the ancient cathedral at Lincoln,

while the heart was conveyed, in compliance
with the dying request of Eleanor, to the Church

of the Blackfriars, in London, for the purpose
of interment within the precincts of the sacred

edifice.

The body itself was carried with great pomp
and solemnity from Lincoln to Westminster, the

inhabitants of the towns and villages on the

route displaying every possible sign of sorrow and

respect, as the sombre procession passed through
their quaint and ancient streets. At each place

where the cavalcade halted for the night, the bier

was taken to the church and guarded by the

priests and regal attendants until the following

morning, when, previous to its departure, it was

deposited in the market-place until the king's

chancellor, and other officials then present, had

marked out a suitable site where a memorial-cross

might afterwards be erected. The number of

crosses thus built has been variously estimated,

but the most reliable accounts only mention those

at Lincoln, Geddington, Northampton, Stony Strat-

ford, Woburn, Dunstable, St. Alban's, Waltham,

Cheap, and Westminster; those at Leighton Buzzard

and elsewhere being merely ordinary market-crosses.

Mr. Hartshorne, who has devoted much time and

study to the investigation of the question respect-

ing these monumental remains, furnishes many
curious and exceedingly interesting details con-

nected with the erection of these chaste and

beautiful structures, of which only those at

Geddington, Northampton, and Waltham are

now remaining. A certain John de Bello was

the builder, if not the architect, of the crosses at

Northampton, Stony Stratford, Woburn, Dun-

stable, and St. Alban's; that at Lincoln being
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erected by Richard de Stowe ; Waltham, by
Koger de Crundale and Dymenge de Leger ;

while Cheap was commenced by Michael de

Canterbury, and completed by Roger de Crun-

dale. The ornamental portions of the various

structures appear to have been principally finished

in Loudon ; the graceful effigies of the queen, or

at least a portion of them, which ornamented the i

crosses being the work of William de Ireland.

The crosses at Waltham and Northampton have
j

at times been repaired, and a fierce controversy \

has taken j)lace between Mr. Roberts, of the '

British Archaeological Association, and several
'

local archtuologians and architects of eminence,
with respect to an assertion made by the former i

gentleman, to the effect that the Northampton
cross had been restored in a manner at variance

j

with its original appearance ; but, whatever may
be the merits or demerits of the issue thus raised,

there can be no question as to the fact that the

cross at Geddington displays to this day, except-

ing the discoloratious effected by the hand of

time, the same appearance presented by it during
the lifetime of Edward. The top is supposed to

have been surmounted with a cross, or by a statue

of the Virgin and Child. These are gone, but

every other detail remains in a perfect state of

preservation. The steps surrounding the base

have been renewed at various jieriods ;
and the

last time at the cost of the Duke of Buccleuch.

The structure itself is very simple in design, being
of triangular shape, with figures at the angles
instead of the sides. This arrangement certainly
mars the beauty of the cross when beheld from
certain points of view, and hides much of the

graceful and classical a])pearanoe of the statues
;

but, at the same time, it has undoubtedly con-

duced to preserve them from the mutilations and

disfigurements which became the fate of many of

their contemporaries. Those who have seen the

effigy of the queen in Westminster Abbey, and

compared it with those belonging to the North-

ampton and Cieddington crosses, can scarcely have
failed to observe the similarity of features which

pervades them all. It is stated that Flaxraan was
of opiuiou that the statue of Eleanor in West-
minster Abbey partook of the characteristics

which distinguished the school of Pisano
; and

Mr. Hartshome considers it not at all unlikely
that the various statues at Northampton and

Geddington are the work of several of Pisano's

numerous scholars. He states that "The Execu-
torial Rolls, printed by Mr. Botfield bear out
this conjecture, as they state that the designer
of the effigies at Westminster and Lincoln was
William Torel, a goldsmith." The queen's statue

was modelled in wa.-v, and there is an entry for

bringing 7 '20 lb. from the house of Torel. This

may serve to account for the resemblance existing
in the countenances of the statues yet preserved.

It may seem strange that a little country village
like Geddington should have been selected as a

locality for the erection of one of these tastefid

and elegant stntctures, in an age when the study
of architecture was followed more from an innate

love of the art itself, than from the desire of reap-

ing pecuniary profit ; but Geddington formerly
contained a royal palace, to which the early

English monarchs were wont to resort, and where

they often pursued the deer in the neighbouring
chase. No vestiges of the regal building are now
discoverable : everything has disappeared except
the church, and the silent memorial of an English
monarch's affection for one of the worthiest queens
that ever graced an English throne.

John Plummer.

CLTTE. ,

Out the sea-shore at Cyprus stood

A little shelter'd rustic altar,

Where those whom Venus loved could come
And pious prayers and praises falter.

'Twas bumble, yet the Golden Age
Ere tyrants were, had kept it guarded,

And centuries long that little faue

A sheltering plane had greeuly warded.

Up to its marble steps the waves
Came creeping, courtier-like, iu whispers

The Zephyrs spoke amoug the boughs,
Like lorers, or like iufant-lispem ;

Dark violets purpled all the turf

Beneath that plane-tree's soft green shadow,
'

Nowhere the amaranth grew so fair

As just within that sea-side meadow.

FhsedoD, a sculptor, Lemnian boru,
Ilad tuil'd for years to deck that altar

With his best art ;
no lust lor gold

Or bad men's scoru could make him falter ;

So ho had carved his dead love's face

As Clytti— praying still iu anguish
That for one hour she might return

From those dark shades where sad souls hngaish,

*"Tis done 1" one eve the sculptor cried,

And knelt in prayer to Aphroditd.
nis dream stood petrified at last.

That marble nymph—his gentle Clytc.
The goddess heard him as he kuel%
And smiled from rosy clouds, cousenting ;

The maid was ferried liack to earth,
Pluto for one short hour relenting.

That swelling breast—the lover's pillow
—

Was now of Parian crystal whiteness ;

Those Juno arms, that Jove might fold,

Were of a smooth and radiaut lightuess ;

Her hair in rippling wave on wave
Crown'd a fair hea<l so sweetly moui'nful,

The eyes were full of teuder grief,

The full-lipp'd mouth was witching scornful.

The room was dark where Phtudoa knelt,
But as he prayed the moonbeams entei'ed,

And, like a crown of glory pure,

Upon the brow of Clyte centred ;

Theu down her face they gcutly stole,

With silver all her raiment sheathing,
nis prayer was answered ;

Pha^dou cried,

"She lives ! she lives ! 1 hear her breathing I"

Like one who, rousing from a trance.

Reluctant wakes, and half in sorrow,

Clytc stepp'd from that pedestal
—

Deatli had been vanquish'd till the morrow.

She kiss'd her lovers burning brow,

Her soft white anus around him lacing j

Venus had sent her from the dead

To soutbe him with her sweet embracing.
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But when day dawn'd and he awoke,
That rainbow-dream had pass'd for ever-

The nymph had turn'd to stone again,
To wake to life and beauty

—never.

With a deep sigh he kiss'd the lips
Of that sweet nymph, once more re-

posing ;

Then seized his shaping-steel and clay
To toil till life's long day was closing.

He wept not, but, in patience strong,

Thought of the blissful re-uniting,

As soldiers do of rest and sleep

After a long day's toilsome fighting ;

And in his art content he toil'd

To deck that fane of Aphrodite,

And by him, as he laboured, stood

Ilis statue of the gentle Clyte.

Walter Thoknburt.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OP "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XLl. A TEKRXBLB SUBPKISK.

With the chill winds of February blowing in her

face, Eleanor Monckton entered the wood between
ToUdale and Mr. de Crespigny's estate.

There were no stars in the blank grey sky above
that lonely place ; black masses of pine and fir

shut in the narrow path upon either side
; mys-

terious noises, caused by the capricious moaning
of the winter wind, sounded far away in the dark
recesses of the wood, awfully distinct amid the

stillness of the night.
It was very long since Eleanor had been out

alone after dark, and she had never before been
alone in the darkness of such a place as this. She
had the courage of a young lioness, but she had
also a highly nervous and sensitive nature, an

imaginative temperament ; and the solemn lone-

liness of this wood, resonant every now and then
with the dismal cries of the night-wind, was very
terrible to her. But above and beyond every
natural womanly feeling M'as this girl's devotion
to her dead father ; and she walked on with
her thick shawl gathered closely round her, and
with both her hands pressed against her beating
heart.

She walked on through the solitude and the

darkness, not indifferently, but devotedly ;
in sub-

lime self-abnegation ; in the heroic grandeur of a
soul that is elevated by love

; as she would have
walked through fire and water, if by the endurance
of such au ordeal she could have given fresh proof
of her atl'ection for that hapless suicide of the Fau-

bourg Saint Antoine.

"My dear father," she murmured once, in a
low voice, "I have been slow to act, but I have
never forgotten. I have never forgotten you lying
far away from me in that cruel foreign grave. I

have waited, but I will wait no longer. I will

sjieak to-night."
I think she believed that George Vane, divided

from her by the awful chasm which yawns, mys-
terious and unfathomable, betwixt life and death,
was yet near enough akin to her, in his changed
state of being, to witness her actions and hear her
words. She spoke to him, as she would have
written to him had he been very far away from
her, in the belief that her words would reach him,
sooner or later.

The walk, which in the daytime seemed only a

pleasant ramble, was a weary jnlgrimage under the
starless winter sky. Eleanor stopped once or
twice to look back at the lighted windows of Toll-

dale lying low in the hollow behind her ; and then
hurried on with a quicker step.

"If Gilbert should miss me," she thought,
"what will he do? what will he think?"
She quickened her pace even more at the thought

of her husband. What unlooked-for difficulties

might she not have to combat if Mr. Monckton
ahoidd discover her absence and send or go him-

self in search of her ? But she speedily reassured

herself upon this point.
" If he should come to Woodland^ after me,"

she thought,
' ' I will tell him that I wanted to see

Mr. de Crespigny once more. I can easily tell

him that, for it is the truth."

Eleauor Monckton had reached the outskirts of

the wood by this time, and the low gate in the

iron fence— the gateway through which she had

passed ujion the day when, for the first time, she

saw her father's old friend, Maurice de Crespigny.
This gate was very rarely locked or bolted, but

to-night, to her surprise, she found it wide open.
She did not stop to wonder at this circumstance,

but hurried on. She had grown very familiar

with every pathway in the grounds in her walks

beside Mr. de Crespigny's invalid chair, and she

knew the nearest way to the house.

This nearest way was across a broad expanse of

turf, and through a shrubbery into the garden at

the back of the rooms occupied by the old man,
who had for many years been unable to go up and
down stairs, and who had, for that length of time,

inhabited a suite of rooms on the ground-Hoor,

opening with French windows on to a tiny lawn,
shut in and sheltered by a thick belt of pine
and evergreens. It was in this shrubbery that

Eleanor paused for a few moments to recover her

breath after hurrying up the hiU, and to reassure

herself as to the safety of the papers which she

carried in the bosom of her dress—Launcelot

Darrell's water-colour sketch, and her father's

letter. The picture and the letter were safe. She

reassured herself of this, and was about to hurry

on, when she was arrested by a sound near her.

The laurel branches close beside her had rustled

as if parted by a man's strong hand.

Many times, in her journey through the wood,

Eleanor had been territied by a rustling amongst
the long grass about the trunks of the trees ; but

each time the sight of a pheasant flying across her

pathway, or a frightened hare scudding away into

the darkness, had reassured her. But this time

there could be no mistake as to what she had

heard. There was no game in Mr. de Crespigny's

garden. She was not alone, therefore. There

was a man lurking somewhere under the shadow

of the evergreens.
She stopped ;

clutched the documents that she

carried in her breast, and then emerged from the

shrubbery on to the lawn, ashamed of her fears.

The man whose presence had alarmed her was,

no doubt, one of the servants—the gardener, most

likely
—and he would admit her to the house and

save her any encounter with the maiden sisters.

She looked about the garden, but could see no

one. Then, in a low voice, she called to the man

by name ;
but there was no answer.

Lights were burned in Mr. de Crespigny's bed-

room, but the windows of the room which the old
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man called his study, and the windows of his

dressing-room, a little apartment between the bed-

chamber and the study, were dark.

Eleanor waited a few minutes in the garden,

expecting to hear or see one of the servants emerge
from the shrubbery ; but all was quiet, and she had
no alternative except to go round to the principal
door of the house, and take her chance of being
admitted,

"I am certain that there was some one close

to me,
"
she thought.

' ' It must have been Brooks,
the gardener ;

but how odd that he didn't hear me
when I called to him."
The principal entrance to Mr. de Crespigny's

house was by a pair of half-glass doors, approached

by a double flight of stone steps, either from the

right or the left, as might suit the visitor's con-

venience. It was a handsome entrance ;
and

the plate glass v^hich formed the upper halves of

the doors appeared a very slight barrier between
the visitor waitiug on the broad stone platform
without, and the interior of the house. But, for all

this, no portcullis of the Middle Ages, no sturdy

postern gate of massive oak studded by ponderous
iron nails, was ever more impregnable to the

besieger than these transparent doors had been
under the despotic sway of the rich bachelor's

maiden nieces. Despairing poor relations, stand-

ing hopeless and desperate without those fatal

doors, had been weU-nigh tempted to smash the

plate-glass, and thus make their way into the
citadel. But, as this would have scarcely been a

likely method by which to ingratiate themselves
into the favour of a testy old man, the glass
remained undamaged ; and the hapless kinsfolk of

Maurice de Crespigny were fain to keep at a dis-

tance, and hope—almost against hope—that he
would get tired of his maiden watchers, and re-

venge himself upon their officiousness by leaving
his money away from them.

It was outside these glass doors that Eleanor
Monckton stood to-night, with very different

feelings in her breast to those which were wont
to animate the visitors who came to Woodlands.

She pulled the brass handle of the beU, which
was stiff from little usage, and which, after

resisting her efforts for a long time, gave way at
last with an angry spring that shook the distant

clapper with a noisy peal which seemed as if it

would have never ceased ringing sharply through
the stillness.

But, loud as this peal had been, it was not
answered immediately, and Eleanor had time to

contemplate the prim furniture of the dimly-
lighted hall, the umbrella-stand and barometer,
and some marine views of a warlike nature on
the walls ; pictures in which a De Crespigny of
Nelson's time distinguished himself unpleasantly
by the blowing up of some very ugly ships which
exploded in blazes of yellow ochre and vermilion,
and the bombardment of some equally ugly for-
tresses in burnt sienna,

A butler, or factotum,—for there was only one
male servant in the house, and he was old and
unpleasant, and had been cherished by the Misses
De Crespigny because of those very qualifications,
which were likely to stand in the way of his

getting any important legacy,
—emerged at last

from one of the passages at the back of the hall,

and advanced, with indignation and astonishment

depicted on his grim features, to the doors before

which Eleanor waited, Heaven only knows how
impatiently.

'• Launoelot Darrell may have come here before

me," she thought ;

" he may be with his uncle

now, and may induce him to alter his will. He
must be desperate enough to do anything, if he

really knows that he is disinherited,"

The biitler opened one of the hall doors, a very
little way, and suspiciously. He took care to

plant himself in the aperture in such a manner as

would have compelled Eleanor to walk through
his body before she could enter the hall

; and as

the butler was the very reverse of Mr. Pepper's

ghost in consistency, Mrs. Monckton could only

parley with him in the faint hope of tJiking the

citadel by capitiUation. She did not know that

the citadel was already taken, and that an awful

guest, to whom neither closely guarded doors nor
oaken posterns lined with stoutest iron formed
obstacle or hindrance, had entered that quiet
mansion before her ; she did not know this, nor

that the butler only kept her at bay out of the

sheer force of habit, and perhaps with a spiteful
sense of pleasure in doing battle with would-be

legatees.
"I want to see Mr. de Crespigny," Eleanor

cried, eagerly ;

" I want to see him very particu-

larly, if you please. I know that he will see me
if you will be so good as to teU him that I am
here."

The butler opened his mouth to speak, but

before he could do so a door opened, and Miss

Laviuia de Crespigny appeared. She was very

pale, and carried a handkerchief in her hand,
which she put to her eyes every now and then ;

but the eyes were quite dry, and she had not

been weeping.
"Who is that?" she exclaimed, sharply.

" What is the matter, Parker ? Why can't you
tell the person that we can see nobody to-night ?"

"I was just a-goin' to tell her so," the butler

answered ;

" but it's Mrs. Monckton, and she

says she wants to see poor master."

He moved away from the door, as if his respon-

sibility had ceased on the appearance of his mis-

tress, and Eleanor entered the hall.
"
Oh, dear Miss Lavinia," she cried, almost

breathless in her eagerness,
' ' do let me see your

uncle. I know he will not refuse to see me. I

am a favourite with him, you know. Please let

me see him."
Miss Lavinia de Crespigny applied her hand-

kerchief to her dry eyes before she answered

Eleanor's eager entreaty. Then she said very

slowly,
—

" My beloved uncle departed this life an hour

ago. He breathed his last in my arms."

"And in mine," murmured Miss Sarah, who
had followed her sister into the hall,

"And I was a-standing by the bedside," ob-

served the biitler, with respectful firmness ;

" and

the last words as my blessed master said before

you come into the room. Miss Lavinia, was these :

' You've been a good servant, Parker, and you'll

find you're not forgotten.' Yes, Miss, 'You'll
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find you're not forgotten, Parker,' were his last

words."
The two ladies looked very sharply and rather

suspiciously at Mr, Parker, as if they were medi-

tating the possibility of that gentleman having
fabricated a will constituting himself sole legatee.

" / did not hear my dear uncle mention you,

Parker," Miss Sarah said, stiffly ;

" but we shall

not forget any one he wished to have remembered ;

you may be sure of that."

Eleanor Monckton stood, silent and aghast,

staring straight before her, paralysed, dumb<

founded, by the tidings she had just heard.
" Dead !

" she murmured at last.
" Dead !

dead !
—before I could see him, before I could tell

him—"
She paused, looking round her with a bewil-

dered expression in her face.
" I do not know why you should be so eager to

see my uncle," said Miss Lavinia, forgetting her

assumption of grief, and becoming very genuine in

her spiteful feeling towards Eleanor, as a possible

rival,
" nor do I know wfiat you can have had to

say to him. But I do know that you have not

exhibited very good taste in intruding upon us at

inch an hour as this, and, above all, in remaining,
now that you hear the sad affliction"—the hand-
kerchief went to the eyes again here—" which
has befallen us. If you come here," added Miss

Lavinia, suddenly becoming spiteful again,
•• in

the hope of ascertaining how my imcle's money
lias been left—and it would be only like gome

people to do so—I can give you no information

upon the subject. The gardener has been sent to

Windsor to summon Mr. Lawford's clerk. Mr. Law-
ford himself started some days ago for New York on
business. It's very imlucky that he should be away
at such a time, for we put every contidence in him.

However, I suppose the clerk will do as well.

He will put seals on my uncle's effects, I believe,

and nothing will be known about the will tmtil

the (lay of the funeral. But I do not think you
need trouble yourself upon the subject, my dear
Mrs. Monckton, as I perfectly rememljer my
beloved relative telling you very distinctly that
he bad no idea of leaving you anything except a

picture, or something of that kind. We shall be

very hapi)y to see that you get the picture," con-

cluded the lady, with frigid politeness.
Eleanor Monckton stood with one hand pushing

the glossy ripples of auburn hair away from her

forehead, and with a look upon her face which the
I^Iisses de Crespigny—whose minds had run in

one very narrow groove for the last twenty years
^-coiUd only construe into some disappointment
upon the subject of the will. Eleanor recovered
her self-command with an effort, as Miss Lavinia
finished speaking, and said, very quietly :

" Believe me, I do not want to inherit any
of Mr. de Crespigny's property. I am very, very
Borry that he is dead, for there was something
that I wanted to tell him before he died

; some-

thing that I ought to have told him long ago. I

have been foolish—cowardly—to wait so long."
She said the last words not to the two ladies,

but to herself ; and then, after a pause, she added,

slowly,
" I hope your uncle has left his fortune to yon

and your sister, "htiias Lavinia. Heaven grant that

he may have left it so !

"

Unfortimately the Misses de Crespigny were in

the humour to take offence at anything. The
terrible torture of suspense which was gnawing
at the heart of each of the dead man's nieces

disposed them to be snappish to any one who
came in their way. To them, to-night, it seemed
as if the earth was jjeopled by expectant legatees,
all eager to dispute for the heritage which by
right was theirs.

*' We are extremely obliged to you for your

good wishes, Mrs. Monckton," Miss Sarah said,

with vinegary politeness,
" and we can jierfectly

appreciate their sincerity. Good evening."
On this hint, the butler opened the door with a

solemn flourish, and the two ladies bowed Eleanor

out of the house. The door closed behind her,

and she went slowly down the steps, lingering
without purpose, entirely bewildered by the turn

that events had taken.
" Dead !

"
she exclaimed, in a half-whisper,

" dead ! I never thought that he would die so

soon. I waited, and waited, thinking that, when-
ever the time came for me to speak, he would be

alive to hear me
;
and now ho is dead, and I hav«

lost my chance
;

I have lost my one chance of

avenging my father's death. "The law cannot

touch l^uncelot Darrell; but this old man had
the power to punish him, and would have used

that power, if he had known the story of hii

friend's death. I cannot doubt that. I cannot

doubt that Maurice de Crespigny dearly loved my
father."

Eleanor Monckton stopped for a few minutes at

the bottom of the steps, trying to collect her

senses—trying to think if there was anything
more for her to do.

No, there was nothing. The one chance which

fortune, by a series of events, not one of which

had been of her own contriving, had thrown into

her way, was lost. She cotdd do nothing but go

quietly home, and wait for the reading of the

will, which might, or might not, make Launcelot

Darrell the owner of a noble estate.

But then she remembered Richard Thornton'i

visit to Windsor, and the inferences he had drawn
from the meeting between Launcelot and the

lawyer's clerk. Richard had most firmly believed

that the property was left away from the young
man ; and Launcelot Darrell's conduct since that

day had gone far towards confirming the scene-

painter's assertion. There was very little doubt,

then, that the will which had been drawn up
by ilr, Lawford and witnessed by Gilbert Monck-

ton, was a will that left Maurice de Crespigny's
fortune away from Launcelot Darrell. The old

man had spoken of a duty which he meant to

perform. Surely he must have alluded to his two
nieces' devotion, and the recompense which they
had earned by their patient attendance upon him.

Such untiring watchers generally succeed in reap-

ing the reward of their labours ;
and why should

it be otherwise in this case ?

But then, on the other hand, the old man was
fretful and capricious. His nerves had been shat-

tered by a long illness. How often, in the watches

of the night, he might have Iain awake, pondering
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upon the disposal of his wealth, and doubtful what
to do with it, in his desire to act for the best !

It "was known that he had made other wills, and
had burned them when the humour seized him.

He had had am^tle opportunity for changing his

mind. lie had very likely destroyed the will

witnessed by Gilbert Monckton, in order to make
a new one in Launcelot's favour.

Eleanor stood at the bottom of the broad flight

of steps with her hand upon the iron railing,

thinking of all this. Then, with a regretful sigh,
she walked away from the front of the house.

CHAPTER XLII. IN THE PRESENCE OF THE DEAD.

The rooms that had been occupied by Maurice

de Crespigny were at the back of the house, and

Eleanor, returning by the way that she had come,
had occasion to pass once more through the garden
and shrubbery upon which the windows of these

rooms looked.

Mrs. Monckton paused amongst the evergreens
that grew near the house, sheltering and darken-

ing the windows with their thick luxuriance. The
Venetian shutters outside the windows of the

room in which the dead man lay were closed, and
the light within shone brightly between the slant-

ing laths.

"Poor old man," Eleanor murmured, as she

looked mournfully towards this death-chamber,
"he was very good to me ; I ought to be sorry for

his death."

The evergreens which grew in groups on either

side of the windows made a thick screen, behind

which half-a-dozen people might have safely
hidden themselves upon this moonless and starless

February night. Eleanor lingered for a few mo
ments amongst these clustering laurels before she

emerged upon the patch of smooth turf which was

scarcely large enough to be dignified with the title

of a lawn.

As she lingered, partly because of a regretful
tienderness towards the dead man, partly because

of that irresolution and uncertainty that had taken

possession of her mind from the moment in which
she had heard of his death, she was startled once
more by the rustling of the branches near her.

This time she was not left long in doubt : the

rustling of the branches was followed by a hissing

whisper, very cautious and subdued, but at the

same time very distinct in the stillness ;
and

Eleanor Monckton was not slow to recognise the

accent of the French commercial traveller, Mon-
sieur Victor Bourdon.
"The shutters are not fastened," this man

whispered ; "there is a chance yet, vion ami."
The speaker was within two paces of Eleanor,

but she was hidden from him by the shrubs. The

companion to whom he had spoken was of course

Launcelot Darrell ; there could be no doubt of

that. But why were these men here ? Had
the artist come in ignorance of his kinsman's

death, and in the hope of introducing himself

secretly into the old man's apartments, and thus

out-manceuvring the maiden nieces ?

As the two men moved nearer one of the
windows of the bedchamber, moving very cau-

tiously, but stUl disturbing the branches as they
went, Eleanor drew back, and stood, motionless,

almost breathless, close against the blank wall

between the long French windows.

In another moment Launcelot Darrell and his

companion were standing so close to her, that she

could hear their hurried breathing as distinctly as

she heard her own. The Frenchman softly drew
back one of the Venetian shutters a few inches,

and peeped very cautiously through the narrow

aperture into the room.
" There is only an old woman there," he whis-

pered,
" an old woman, very grey, veiy re-

spectable ;
she is asleep, I think ; look and see who

she is."

Monsieur Bourdon drew back as he spoke,

making way for Launcelot Darrell. The young
man obeyed his companion, but in a half- sulky,

half-unwilling fashion, which was very much like

his manner on the Parisian Boulevard.

"Who is it?" whispered the Frenchman, as

Launcelot leant forward and peered into the

lighted room.

"Mrs. Jepcott, my uncle's house-keeper."
" Is she a friend of yours, or an enemy ?

"

" A friend, I think. I know that she hates my
aunts. She would rather serve me than serve

them."
"Good. We are not going to trust Mrs. Jep-

cott
;
but it's as well to know that she is friendly

towards us. Now, listen to me, my friend, we
must have the key."
"I suppose we must," muttered Launcelot

Darrell, very sulkily.
" You suppose we must ! Bah !

"
whispered the

Frenchman, with intense scornfulness of manner.

"It is likely we should drawback, after having

gone so far as we have gone, and made such

promises as we have made. It is like you English-

men, to turn cowards at the very last, in any
difficult business like this. You are very brave

and very grand so long as you can make a great
noise about your honour, and your courage, and

your loyalty ;
so long as the drums are beating

and the flags flying, and all the world looking on

to admire you. But the moment there is any-

thing of difficult—anything of a little hazardous,
or anything of criminal, perhaps,

—you draw back,

you have fear. Bah ! I have no patience with you.
You are a great nation, but you have never pro-
duced a great impostor. Your Perkin Warbecks,

your Stuart Pretenders, they are all the same.

They ride up hUls with forty thousand men, and,"
—here Monsieur Bourdon hissed out a very big
French oath, to give strength to his assertion,—
"when they get to the top they can do nothing
better than ride down again."

It is not to be supposed that, in so critical a

situation as that in which the two men had placed

themselves, the Frenchman would have said all

this without a purpose. He knew Launcelot

Darrell, and he knew that ridicule was the best

spur with which to urge him on when he was
inclined to come to a stand-stiU. The young
man's pride took fire at his companion's scornful

banter.
" What do you want me to do ?

" he asked.
" I want you to go into that room and look for

your uncle's keys. I would do it, and perhaps do

it better than you, but if that woman woke and
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foand me there, she would rouse the house ; if

she wakes up and sees you, any sentimental story
of your desire to look for the last time iipon your
kinsman and benefactor will satisfy her and stop
her mouth. You must search for the keys. Mon-
sieur liohert Lance, pardon !

—Monsieur Launcelot

Darrell."

The young man made no immediate answer to

this speech. He stood close to the window, with
the half-open shutter in his hand, and Eleaner

could see, by the motion of this shutter, that he
was trembling.

*'
I can't do it, Bourdon," he gasped, after a

long pause ;

" I can't do it. To go up to that dead
man's bed-side and steal his keys. It seems like

an act of sacrilege
—I—I—can't do it."

The commercial traveller shrugged his shoulders

so high that it almost seemed he never meant to

bring them down again.
"Good!" he said,

*^ Cent fini! Live and die

a pauper, Monsieur Darrell, but never again
ask me to help you in a great scheme. Good
night."

The Frenchman made a show of walking off,

but went slowly, and gave Launcelot plenty of

time to stop him.

"Stay, Bourdon," the young man mattered;
" don't be a fool. If you mean to stand by me in

this business, you must have a little patience.
I'll do what must be done, of course, however

unpleasant it may be. I've no reason to fesl any
great compunction about the old man. He hasn't

shown so much love for me that I need have any
very sentimental affection for him. I'll go in and
look for the keys."
He had opened the shutter to its widest extent,

and he ])ut his hand upon the window as he 8})oke,
but the Frenchman checked him.

" What are you going to do ?
" asked Monsieur

Bourdon.
"I'm going to look for the keys."" Not that way. If you open that window the

cold air will blow into the room and awaken the
old woman—what you call her—Madame Jepcott
No, you must take off your boots, and go in

through one of the windows of the other rooms.
We saw just now that those rooms are empty.
Come with me."
The two men moved away towards the windows

of the sitting-room. Eleanor crept to the Venetian
shutters which Launcelot had closed, and, drawing
one of them a little way open, looked into the
room in which the dead man lay. The house-

keeper, Mrs. Jepcott, sat in a roomy easy-chair,
close to the fire, which burned brightly, and had
evidently been very lately replenished. The old
woman's head had fallen back upon the cushion of

her chair, and the monotonous regularity of her
snores gave sufficient evidence of the soundness of

her slumbers. Voluminous curtains of dark green
damask were drawn closely round the massive

four-post bed
; a thick wax candle, in an old-

fashioned silver candlestick, burned upon the table

by the bedside, and a pair of commoner candles,
in brass candlesticks, brought, no doubt, from the

housekeeper's room, stood upon a larger table near
the fireplace.

Nothing had been disturbed since the old man's

death. The maiden ladies had made a merit of

this.
" We shall disturb nothing," Miss Laviuia, who

was the more loquacious of the two, had said ;

" we shall not pry about or tamper with any of

our beloved relative's effects. You will take care

of everything in your master's room, Jepcott ; we
place everything under your charge, and you will

see that nothing is touched ; you will take care

that not so much as a pocket-handkerchief shall

be disturbed until Mr. Lawford's clerk comes
from Windsor."

In accordance with these directions, everything
had remained exactly as it had been left at the

moment of Maurice de Crespigny's death. The

practised sick-nurse had retired, after doing her

dismal duty ; the stiffening limbs had beeu com-

posed in the last calm sleep ; the old man's eyelids
had been closed u])on the sightless eyeballs ; the

curtains had been drawn ; and that was all.

The medicine bottles, the open Bible, the

crumpled handkerchiefs, the purse, and paper-
knife, and spectacles, and keys, lying in disorder

u]>on the table by the bed, had not beeu touched.

Eiager as the dead man's nieces were to know
the contents of his will, the thought of obtaining
that knowledge by any surreptitious means had
never for one moment entered into the head of

either. They were conscientious ladies, who at-

tended church three times u^ran a Sunday, and
who would have recoiled aghast from before the

mere thought of any infraction of the law.

Eleanor, with the Venetian shutter a very little

way 0|)en, and with her face close against the

window, stood looking into the lighted room, and

waiting for Launcelot Darrell to appear.
The great four-post bedstead stood opposite the

>nndowB, the door was on Eleanor's right hand.

About five minutes elapsed before there was any
sign of the intruder's coming. Then the door

was opened, very slow-ly, and Launcelot Darrell

crept into the room.

His face was almost livid, and he trembled

violently. At first he looked helplessly about

him, as if paralysed by fear. Then he took a

handkerchief from his pocket, and wiped the cold

perspiration from his forehead, still looking help*

lessly right and left.

But presently the Frenchman's head appeared
round the edge of the door, which Launcelot

Darrell had left a little way open, a fat little

hand pointed to the table by the bed, and Monsieur
Bourdon's hissing whisper vibrated in the room.

"
Via,—the table—the table—straight before

you."

Following this indication, the young man began
with trembling hands to search amongst the dis-

order of the littered table. He had not occasion

to seek very long for what he wanted. The
dead man's keys lay under one of the handker-

chiefs. They jingled a little as Launcelot took

them up, and Mrs. Jepcott stirred in her sleep,

but she did not open her eyes.
" Come away, come !" whispered the Frenchman,

as Launcelot stood with the keys in his hand, as if

too much bewildered even to know that his pur-

pose was accomplished. He obeyed Monsieur

Bourdon, and hurried from the room. He had
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taken off Iiis boots at bis companion's instigation,
'

and his stockinged feet made no sound upon the

thick carpet. 1

"What is he going to do with those keys?"
[

Eleanor thought. "If he knows the contents of

the will, as Richard believed, what good can the
|

keys be to him ?
"

I

She still looked into the lighted bed-chamber, |

wondering what could happen next. Where had
Launcelot Darrell gone, and what was he going to

do with the keys ? She crept along by the side of

the house, past the window of the dressing-room,
which was still dark, and stopped when she

came to the window of the old man's study. All

the windows upon this floor were in the same

style
— long French windows, opening to the

ground, and they were all sheltered by Venetian
shutters. The shutters of the sitting-room were

closed, but the window was open, and through
the bars of the shutters Eleanor saw a faint

glimmer of light.
She drew the shutter nearest her a little way

open, and looked into the room. The light that

she had seen came from a very small bull's-eye

lantern, Avhich the Frenchman held in his hand.

He was standing over Launcelot Darrell, who was
on his knees before the lower half of an old-

fashioned secretaire, at which Mr. de Crespigny
had been in the habit of writing, and in which he
had kept papers.
The lower half of this secretaire contained a

great many little drawers, which were closed in

by a pair of inlaid ebony doors. The doors were

open now, and Launcelot Darrell was busy ex-

amining the contents of the drawers one by one.

His hands still trembled, and he went to work

slowly and awkwardly. The Frenchman, whose
nerves appeared in no way shaken, contrived to

throw the light of the bull's-eye always upon the

papers in the young man's hand.
" Have you found what you want ?

" he asked.
' '

No, there's nothing yet ; nothing but leases,

receipts, letters, bills."
" Be quick ! Kemember we have to put the

keys back, and to get away. Have you the other

ready ?
"

" Yes."

They spoke in whispers, but their whispers were

perhaps more distinct than their ordinary tones
would have been. Eleanor could hear every word
they said.

There was a long pause, during which Launcelot
Darrell opened and shut several drawers, taking a
hurried survey of their contents. Presently he
uttered a half-smothered cry.

*' You've got it ?
"

exclaimed the Frenchman.
"Yes."
"Put in the substitute then, and lock the

cabinet."

Launcelot Darrell threw the document which
he had taken from the drawer upon a chair near

him, and took another paper from his pocket.
He put this second paper in the place from which
he had taken the first, and then shut the drawer,
and closed and locked the doors of the cabinet.

He did all this in nervous haste, and neither he
nor his companion perceived that a third paper,
very much like the first in shape and size, had

fallen out of one of the drawers and lay upon the

carpet before the cabinet.

Now, for the first time, Eleanor Monckton began
to comprehend the nature of the conspiracy which
she had witnessed. Launcelot Darrell and his

aecom2ilice had substituted a fictitious paper for

the real will signed by Maurice de Crespigny and
witnessed by Gilbert Monckton and the lawyer's
clerk. The genuine document was that which
Launcelot Darrell had flung upon the chair by the

side of the secretaire.

{To be eorUinxud.)

THE GRASS OF THE FIELD.

In the early summer, our woods and meadows
are feathered by numerous flowering grasses, which
form objects of great interest to the botanist and
the artist. Yet comparatively few avail them-
selves of the great pleasure which these elegant

plants offer. Flowers are eagerly culled for the

tasteful bouquet, but seldom does a group of

flowers present so light and graceful a contour as

a group of grasses. Ferns and sea-weeds are

patiently studied, and grasses are neglected,

though these latter are much more easy ol classi-

fication, more beautiful as dried specimens, and as

valuable in cultivation and in our drawing-room
vase. These graceful plants, however, are gra-

dually receiving more attention from the fancy

gardener ; bunches of Pampas grass wave their

pennons on our lawns, and lift high their panicles
of glossy florets

;
and the Hare's tail, Panick, and

Quaking-grasses alternate with flowers in the gay
borders. In Germany and Switzerland we find

grass bouquets in every drawing-room, and dried

ones for the winter, retaining their own soft colour-

ing, not disfigured by gaudy tints, as we see in the

dyed bunches sold in our bazaars.

Hoping to tempt the lovers of nature to turn

their attention to this much-neglected tribe of

plants, I venture to offer them some remarks on
their history. A grass is the simplest form of a

perfect plant. From a fibrous root a slender stem

shoots up, clothed with alternate leaves, which are

long and narrow, and have the veins running side

by side from one end to the other. In the true

grasses the stems are round and hollow, and the

sheaths of the leaves open at one side ;
but in

their cousins the sedges, the stems are solid and

angular, and the leaf-sheaths form perfect cylin-

ders. The highest leaf on the stem of the grass
acts as a cradle for the buds until they are sufl&-

ciently formed to emerge to the open day. In

the sedges the male and female parts of the

flower, that is, the stamens and pistils, are on

sej)arate spikes, or, at any rate, in separate florets.

Both sedges and grasses have three stamens, and
most of them two pistils. The sedges have no

calyx or corolla ;
the male flowers are accompanied

by a tiny leaf or bract, and the female by a few
bristles.

The graceful forms adorning our woods and
river margins,

—bending and drooping in every

variety of easy curve under the weight of pendu-
lous catkins, or rising into stronger independence
where the seed-spikes are erect, and their increasing
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size requires support—belong to this sedge family,
as d© also the lordly bullrushes, lifting their proud
heads from the river's depths, and the dark-tinted
catkins called by the poets "Long Purples."
Their past history is more important than their

present one ; they supplied the paper of the

Egyptians, the ark of jVIoses, and the boats of

Abyssinia ; now their qualties are chiefly celebrated

by the Waterhen and Sedge Warbler, excepting
when a tasteful hand groups them with flowers and

grasses for the decoration of a sitting-room.
The Wood- sedge, with its delicate green leaves

and loose pendulous catkins ; the larger and still

more drooping pond-haunter, the Cypems-sedge,
and the erect common sedge, are familiar examples
of this widely- extended family ;

in all of these the
female flowers

occupy the
lower catkins,
and the male
ones are placed
on that at the

summit.
The well-

known family
of the Cotton-

grasses belong
to this sedge
order. Here
the bracts wrap
over one ano-

ther, })rotecting
the iiorets, in

which both the

stamens and
jiistils are con-

tained ; in this

family there is

but one pistil
to a floret. But
it is not in its

flowering time
that the Cotton-

grass attracts

our attention,—
the little yellow
stamens shed
their pollen un-

heeded, — it is

when the seed

is formed, ac-

companied by its long tufts of white silky hairs,

that it becomes an emblem for poet's fancy, and
all human fairness is supposed to gain in charm

by being likened to the "
Oaua-grass of the Moor."

The downy tufts of the single-headed species

(Erisi)horum vaginatum) are highly ornamental,
dotted among the purple Ling ; but still more
attractive is the clustering beauty of the narrow-
leaved cotton-grass (E. angustifolium), scarcely
less fre(iaent than the other where the ground
is swampy. There are several smaller and rarer

species, but these are the most important.
In the true grasses the flower consists of

glumes and paleo, answering to the calyx and
corolla of other plants ; both may be described as

duilfy scales. The stameifs are always three, with
one exception, and form a prominent feature of

1. Common Sedge.
?. CyperuH Sedge.
3. Meadow Fox-toil.

4. Canary Qrass.

5. MUletQrass.

the flower, giving the spike or panicle an appear-
ance of extraordinary beauty during their brief

continuance. The pistils are generally two. One
other appendage accompanies the flowers of grass,

a bristle or awn. The one exception to the three

stamens is in the case of the sweet vernal grass.
Here there are two stamens and two pistils. The
florets are longer than their awns, the stamens

longer still, bearing purjile anthers ;
and the spike

gives out sweet fragrance in drying.
The Mat-grass (Nardus stricta) forms the one

exception to the two pistils ; it has narrow leaves

growing in a thick mat, and narrow spikes con-

taining one row of florets, which throw out a

fringe of purple anthers. It frequents moors and
hill pastures.

All the other

grasses have
three stamens
and two pistils,

and we must
look for their

distinguishing
marks in the

g hi vies and
jHileo.

First wo hare
a large group
where the two
or three glumes
enclose a single
floret only. To
this belong the

rounded spikes
of the Fox-
tail grasses
(Alope curus),
raised proudly,
all covered with

orange anthers,
and lording it

over meadow
or cornfield or

sludgy marsh ;

the similarly-
formed Cat's-

tails (Phleum)
of lower growth
and ])urple an-

thers, tenants of

the meadow, the

I pasture, and the sea- shore ; the Canary grasses

(Phalaris), the one with its rounded head and

broad, overlapping, beautifully
-
striped glumes;

I

the other with its panicles of soft florets waving
by the river-aide among the sedges, its relatives ;

the green Beard-grasses (Polypogon) of the sea-

shore and salt marsh
; the feathery Millet-grass

(Milium), raising spreading panicles in such

abundance as to form a green cloud over

the brushwood ; the Bent-grass (Agrostis), with

its silky panicles adorning the field-path and
hill-side and woodland ; the Finger-grass (Di-

gitaria), with its many spikes and purple

glumes : and the Dog's-tooth-grass (Cynodon),
of similar habit, shyly frequenting our southern

shores.

Next comes a group with two or three florets to

6. Meadow Orau.

7. Cock s-fi>ot GraM.

8. Meadow Fescue Gnus.

0. Quaking Groaa.

10. Rough Bromo Gruaa. .
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each pair of glumes. Here we have the elegant

Hair-grasses (Aira), with such fine stems and airy

panicles, that pencil can hardly imitate their

lightness ; these have members of great beauty in

the woods, the fields, and on the river-bank : the

Melic grass (Melica), one of our earliest grasses,
remarkable for its broad, delicately-tinted foliage
and purple fly-like florets

;
the Soft-grass (Holcus),

with a crowded panicle of pink-tinged downy
florets, and soft, hairy leaves

;
the green Panick-

grasses (Panicum), with elaborate and compact
Ijanicles, often cultivated in gardens for their

verdant appearance ; the early flowering blue

Sesleria, the tenant of chalky hills
; the familiar

Quaking-grass (Briza) ; the no less familiar Mea-

dow-grass (Poa), common as a weed in our

gardens, and, in many species, an important con-

tributor to the richness of the meadow
;

the

nearly allied Sweet-grass (Glyceria), its many
florets headed by the two glumes, and forming
little spikelets on the panicle,

—these frequent
chiefly watery places, though there are species
which prefer the hill- side, or dry wall

;
the Cock's-

foot-grass (Dactylus), with its coarse herbage and

distantly-branched panicle, the stem resembling
the claws of a cock's foot

; the Fescue-grass
(Festuca), with its gracefid panicles adorning
meadow, pasture, wood, and waste ground ;

the

Dog's-tail-grass (Cynosurus), with its one-sided

spike; the Brome grass (Bromus), its solid spikes
in erect or most gracefully drooping panicles, often

attaining great height, and vying with the Cyperus-
sedge in elegance of curve

; the Oat-grass (Avena),

represented by the true oat, and, with members
of various size, tenants of the meadow, the corn-

field and the woodland
;
and the Reeds (Arundo),

the graceful ornaments of our ponds and river-

banks, with their large panicles of glossy florets,

the paleo surrounded by long, soft hairs, which

give a woolly appearance to the clusters when
in seed, almost vying with those of the Cotton-

grass.

Lastly, we have a group where the florets are
fixed on a jointed common stalk, one pair of

glumes containing many florets. To this group
belong the Darnel-grass (Solium), with its long
spike beset by little spikelets on either side the
stem

;
the Hand-grass, with its spike taper-

ing, and its stem twisted into angular elbows,
an inhabitant of sea-side pastures ; the Wheat-
grass (Triticum) raising its rounded spikes in the
meadow or corn-field, or on the sea-shore

; the

Barley (Hordeum), of bearded respectability, its

meadow and waste-ground species claiming rela-

tionship with the dignified occupant of the culti-
vated field

; and the Lyme-grass (Elymus), whose
lordly spikes adorn the sand-banks, while its roots
form them into sea-barriers.

Among these numerous genera, each with their

group of species bearing a family likeness, while

possessed of individual beauties, we have many
members of interest and utility. The rounded head
of the Canary-grass affords food for the domestic
birds so (sometimes over) liberal with their song,
while a striped variety of its brother, the Keed-
canary-grass, is a familiar and welcome garden-
plant, affording us beautiful flags of "ribbon-grass

"

for our nosegays.

The Dog's-tooth-grass, though only interesting
here as a rare plant, is of high value in India,

being held sacred as "Doob-grass" by the Brah-

mins ; it is the only grass there at all calculated

for lawns, and the European settlers employ the

natives to collect the plants from the plains for this

purpose.
The Panick -grasses, found rarely in our fields,

but cultivated in our gardens, are charming for

bouquets, making a perfect contrast with the more
diffuse and pink-tinted panicles of the soft grass ;

but their great interest consists iu their near rela-

tionship to the Millets of India, important there

as our corn is here
;
and the Panick-grasses of

Brazil and Jamaica are valuable as pasturage.
Of the wide-spread uses of the Cereal grasses

we hardly need to speak. From the time of the

Exodus, wheat has furnished the staff of life to

man, and received frequent mention in the history
of all temperate climates, affording to the inhabit-

ants of such countries the most reliable article of

food. Even its "good-for-nothing brother," the

Couch-grass, though generally execrated as a trou-

blesome weed, has so nutritious a root that it

afforded nourishment to our forefathers in time

of famine, and when boiled will always form good
food for pigs.

Barley was much more universally used in

ancient times than it is now. It is valuable as

being able to bear great extremes of tempera-
ture. In hot countries two crops are grown in

one year. On the Continent it is still much used
for bread, but we prefer it as malt.

The oat is the grain easiest of cultivation ; a

cold climate suits it best, and we get our best

oatmeal from Scotland and Frieslaud. It is

much used in these countries for porridge and oat-

cake.

Kye is chiefly grown as a green crop here, but

a portion of the meal mixed in brown bread is

a great advantage ; it is subject to the fungus-

disease, called ergot, terrible maladies, and even

death, residtiug from eating ergotted rye. The

fungus swells the grain to twice its natural

length, causing it to assume the form of a black

horn.

The common rice (Oryza sativa), belongs to the

grass family, and holds as important a place in

the economy of nature in the tropics, as wheat
does in temjierate regions. It produces a very

large crop, one acre affording from thirty to

sixty bushels, liice flourishes best on low lands

where the moisture is abundant.

Noble as is the stature of the Pampas and
Tussac grasses, they are out-done by the lord of

grasses, the Sugar-cane,
—handsome plants at-

taining a height of sometimes twenty feet. The
stem is divided by the joints with which we are

familiar, and from each of which sprouts a long
narrow leaf. The florets are feathery, like those

of our reeds.

Many species of cane are of great utility, their

sap yielding sugar, their stems forming furniture,

thatch, aud, in the smaller species, pens. The
cane is propagated by cuttings ; these, planted
about March, are fit to be cut in September or

October. The plants only need to be renewed once

in four or five years.
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Thus we find grasses most important to man and

beast, and, though humble in name, distinguished

in beauty and grace, varying but slightly in ge-

neral characteristics, and therefore easy to study,

changing little by time, and so easy to preserve.

Dear public, deign to look upon modest worth ; take

a little pains and trouble, and let our Grasses have

a fair share of attention.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ADVERTISING.

If I were the proprietor of a prosperous news-

paper, T could never look upon my own publication
without a sense that I was an impostor and a

humbug. I could read the leaders and the foreign

intelligence without blushing. Supposing there

were errors—and in any well-regidated pa{»er there

always will be errors—I don't know that I should

feel much troubled. If my grave {wlitical con-

tributor did state that Timbiictoo was an island

in the South Pacific, and my smart slashing
litterateur happened to ascribe "To be, or not to

be ?
"
to Macbeth instead of to the Prince of Den-

mark, I should bear the discovery with philo-

sophical equanimity. Very few ]>er8on8 would
ever observe the mistake ; and of the few who did,

fewer still would trouble themselves about it. Of

course, some ill-natured critic, who had plenty of

time and l>ile to spare, would write to express his

astonishment at the astounding ignorance of a

Eaper

which professed to represent public opinion ;

ut experience would have made me callous to this

class of censure, and I should throw the commu-
nication into the waste-paper basket without atten-

tion. And even, if subsequent reflection led me
to believe that I had, through my paper, sup-

ported the wrong men, or the wrong measures,
I could still find comfort in the thought that

perhaps, after all, things would have gone on very
much the same, even if the series of crushing
articles which so electrified the public mind had
never appeared in print. All this I could recall

with eciuanimity, but I am certain I could not

look iinblushingly at the advertisements. In the

small hours of the night, when people wake up
and begin at once to speculate unpleasantly on
their sins, I should think of those columns upon
columns, and feel weighed, as it were, to the

ground with a nightmare of letter-press.

For, if I must make the confession, I should

know that I had been taking money under false

pretences. If ever you talk, concerning his pur-
suits, to a sporting prophet, he will tell you forth-

with about the fortunes he has made for others ;

you will hear how—thanks to his information—
Lord Handicap has redeemed the mortgages off

the Winnington estates
;
how Captain Steeple-

field has purchased his commission ; and how
Shortodds, the butcher, now drives his mail

phaeton like a gentleman ;
but you never hear a

word of the thousands who have lost their money,
and, in the expressive Yankee phrase, "goneunder."
So in the same way, supposing 1 represented a great

advertising medium, I should talk glibly of the

men who had made fortunes by advertisements.
I should point proudly to the mansion of the

famous chiropodist, whose world-known motto of

'•
Crop your corns early

"
you must all remember.

I should dilate fondly on the entertainments of

the illustrious vendor of the anti-sudiferous shirt-

front. I should glory in the triumphs of the

spirited proprietor of the Patagoniau pills, and
1 should say with self-conscious satisfaction, I am
the maker of these men's fortunes. But to my-
self I should have to own with shame, that, for

one I had made, I had ruined ten. The real,

plain, unvarnished truth is, that advertising is a

lottery, and that for one who draws a prize, there

are scores and hundreds who draw blanks. Just
let anybody who doubts the truth of my asser-

tion, cast his eyes over the advertising pages of

the "Times," or the •
Daily Telegraph," or any

great provincial paper, and ask himself how many
of the advertisers can possibly get anything in

return for their money ?

The intelligent observer will soon perceive that

advertisements come under two heads. The first

class informs, the second suggests. To the
former belongs the genuine old-fashioned adver-

tisement. If you have a horse to sell, or a house
to let, there is no way of calling the attention of

purchasers or hirers to your article more legiti-

mate than that of advertising. In fact, there is

no other way by which the vendor and the buyer
can be so well or so cheaply brought together.
This was the class of announcements which filled

the scanty columns of the press in the days of oar
fathers. But now, a very small portion of modem
advertisements can be classed under this section.

The advertisement pure and simple has been
driven out of the field by the puff genus. This
class has before it a far higher ideal than that

of supplying wants : it aims to create wants, to

call consumers into being. The French have

baptised it with the name of the "
rdclame,"

and Balzac describes its birth, growth, and de-

velopment in the history of "Gaudissart," the
illustrious. To any one whose mind is too inge-
nuous to gras|) at once the character of this con-

ception, it will be explained by the following re-

mark which I once heard made to a young author

by a very successful publisher :
• • My dear sir,

nobody ever wants to buy books. We have to

seduce them, by advertising, into fancying they
want to do so."

And in this profound remark the whole philo-

sophy of the modem art is contained. You fish for

purchasers as you do for trout. You bait your hook
so as to suit their fancy, and the most successful

advertiser is he who baits his hook most cunningly.
The fish can find plenty of food in the waters, but
the artificial fiy tickles their fancy, and they are

seduced into biting. So it is with the human
prey who is angled for, fished for, and advertised

at. Happily, by the law of compensation, adver-

tisers lose their money, just as anglers lose their

time. The process of puffing does not create new
consumers, or supply them with any additional

cash to spend. It simply offers them a bait more

tempting than those already at their disposal.
One vendor succeeds by driving another out of

public favour. Advertising always reminds me of

a roulette-table. I stake my money on the odd

numbers, and my neighbour on the even. If I

win he loses, if I lose he wins ; but, in either
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case, the bank—whicli, in tlie present instance, is

represented by the press
—gains its commission.

And, indeed, there are other resemblances between

the game of advertising and that of the green
baize tables. If you must gamble, the first rule

is—Go in heavily, and play high. In that event,

you may win a great "coup "; but if you go on

with peddling stakes and a cautious system, you
are absolutely certain to lose. So, if you must

resort to pufF advertising
—advertise, everj'where

and anywhere, to the utmost of your means, or

your credit, and you will end in the House of

Lords or—in the Gazette. But if you trifle with

advertising, you will lose your money without a

doubt. As the majority of mankind have not the

courage to play a bold game in any pursuit, it is

certain that, as a rule, advertisers make small

ventures, and waste their substance foolishly.

However, it is no use preaching against the

system. As long as sudden fortimes are made by
successful advertisers, thousands will try their

luck, just as they wovdd put into lotteries if they
were allowed to do so. The true philosopher
will find food for curious speculation in ob-

serving the arts by which advertisers seek

to secure custom, just as he would in any
other exhibition of men's weakness. Nobody,
I am aware, can fathom the mysteries of the human
heart, but that heart is even more unintelli-

gible to me than I believed, if it is influenced by
some of the devices laid out to attract it. For

instance, some weeks ago I happened to be passing

along the Strand, at a very early hour. At that

season it was broad daylight by three o'clock, and
the street was almost deserted. On my Avay 1

came across a man engaged in painting on every
sixth stone an advertisement, addressed to persons
in want of an iron safe. This process, as far as I

could observe, he was repeating from Charing Cross

to the foot of Ludgate Hill. Now, what conceiv-

able motive could have induced the vendor of these

safes to resort to such an unprofitable outlay ? The
class of persons, male and female, who frequent the

Strand in the small hours of the night, are not

likely to feel a keen anxiety on the subject of safes.

Fastyoungmen, newspaper compositors, andobscure

"incognitas" have not much money to lose, and

certainly none to keep. Before morning came,
and wealthy men began to drive citywards, the

scraping of the hundreds of thousand feet that

pass along the great central thoroughfare of

London, was certain to have rubbed off the

announcement of the fire-and-robber-proof safe.

Supposing, by any remote chance, that any be-

lated banker, or a merchant driving to catch an

early train, did catch sight of the short-lived

announcement, is it conceivable that his mind
was influenced by it ? To own a safe you
must be a man of wealth, gravity, and respec-

tability ; and if I were such, I should as soon

think of buying a depositary of my treasures

because I had seen the maker's name dabbled on
the stone pavement, as I should think of open-

ing an account at a particular bank or taking
a pew in church from similar motives. If—which
ik most improbable—I gave two thoughts to

the matter, I should make a mental note

not to buy my safe of a manufacturer who so

little appreciated the gravity of his important
functions.

Then there used, last year, to be another adver-

tisement which filled my unlearned mind with
wonder. We must all remember the remarkable
assertion that for months appeared 'on every
blank wall in London :

—" I have seen the Peep
o' Day, and want to see it again." Now, what
could have been the mental process by which
this advertisement drew crowds to the Lyceum
Theatre ? Is it possible that there are persons
to whom any formula is welcome, and who are

glad to act in accordance with any advice that

anybody is kind enough to give them ? The
bucolic intellect is not of a rapid order

; but
still even the most ponderous of agricultiiral
visitors to the metropolis would hardly have been .

induced to go and see the "
Peep o' Day" on

account of this solicitation.

Then there is another form of advertisement
which is also a wonder to me, and that is the

Insurance class. It is—at least so I should think—rather a serious matter, insuring your life. The
act of doing so implies a certain amount of pru-
dence, self-denial, and forethought. And yet

people are supposed to be stimulated to such a

proceeding by finding inserted between the leaves

of a shilling novel a glowing pictorial prospectus
of the Utopia and Arcadia Fire and Life Insurance

Company, where half the premiums are returned

with interest, in the shape of profits.

I am sorry, too, to see that this puffing system
is gradually coming into vogue with regard to

literary advertisements. I am prejudiced enough
not to like sensation advertising, as applied to

books. For instance, every now and then I take

up my daily paper, and see that the proprietors of

a semi-religious publication have filled a whole

page with a string of selections from their own
])eriodical. I feel inclined to reverse the old

dictum about keeping silence from bad words,
and wish that " Good Words" would keep silence

themselves. I—speaking, 1 believe, purely as one

of the reading public
—am not a bit more inclined

to buy a copy of this publication, because I see

its proprietors have gone to the expense of pur-

chasing a whole page of the " Times "
for their ad-

vertisements. On the contrary, my feeling is that

a periodical which courts such pushing is not lilfely

to have great merits of its own. Knowing abso-

lutely nothing of the publication in question, I may
very possibly be wrong in my judgment, but I only
state that this is the impression left on my mind,

and, I should have thought, on the minds of ninety-
nine persons out of every hundred who caught

sight of this monster advertisement.

It is curious to observe how the advertisers of

different nations avail themselves of the ijress. In

France, where the " reclame " had its bii-th, the

sensation system is still kept within bounds. The
backs of the meagre four-page Parisian papers
are constantly taken up with an advertisement in

gigantic black letters of the Baths of Teufels-Bad,
or the Pillules dor6es of M. le docteur Pothomago.
But still, even in these advertisements, there is a

sort of projiriety. The rows of letters are arranged
in parallel lines, and there is nothing absolutely
monstrous about their arrangement. In America,
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on the other hand, the sensation advertisement

runs to absolute riot. Every contortion and com-

bination that type is capable of is resorted to in

order to attract attention. The advertisements

are placed at every angle to the letter-press, and

disfigure the look of even the first papers in the

country to a most marvellous degree. One disco-

very that Transatlantic puffers appeared to have

made is, that iteration of the most objectionable
order ha.s a peculiar charm for the native mind. The
same paragraph is repeated line after line and

column after column without the slightest change
or variation, till the classical formula,

"
Buy the

Plantation Bitters," literally dances before the

weary eyes of the reader. I have a presentiment
that this fashion will come into grace in England.
We shall live to see the day when the "constant

reader" will take up his "Times" and see with

horror an advertisement, after this form and

fashion, sprawling across the page :

B P YBUYBUYBUYBUYBUY

BUYBUYBUYBUYBUYBUY
and so on, ad infinitum. I can conceive and sym-
pathise with his horror, but I know we must come
to that. The rapacity of advertisers respects

nothing, and the virtue of newspaper proprietors
will not be proof against the assaults waged upon
it. Already spasmodic typography is appearing in

country pa|)ers. The most respectable provincial

journals will allow engravings of tea-caddies. Mid

ploughs, and Worcester sauce bottles,to be inserted

in prominent positions in the very midst of the

regular old-fashioned advertisements. It is very
sad, and I would recommend any old compositor,
who has saved a little money, to retire from his

profession. A good workman who is proud of

his work would, I am certain, feel it a bitter hu-
miliation to have to head his page with sensation

type headings.
Indeed, I consider that the whole system of

advertising is still in its infancy. It is a science

which has yet to be studied. At present our

knowledge of its rules are purely empirical. Men
who have had great practical experience of the

subject have assured me that if you have a good
article to sell, and if you advertise largely enough,
you must make a fortune. It may be so, but my
informants have always been the owners or agents
of advertising mediums. The traders who have
been most fortunate as advertisers, cannot tell

themselves to what their success is due. All they
know is, that if they leave off thrusting their

goods under the eyes, and up to the raoutlis, and
into the pockets of the public, their sales fall off at

once. But whether one form of advertisement
attracts more than another, they cannot discover.

In fact, this branch of the piscatory art is still

little advanced. Wo don't know what baits to

use, or what fish to angle for. All we can do is

to spread our nets, and fill them with all manner of

flies and worms, and when we draw them up
wo arc sure to find some fish at the bottom ; but
how many ia as yet the result rather of luck than i

I

skill. Meanwhile it is also an open question
whether the profit on puff advertising is commen-

' surate with the trouble and outlay, even in the

]

cases of the most successfid followers of the art. I

I

have heard from the vendor of an article on which
. the sale was almost all profit, and which he adver-

I
tised formally through the length and breadth of

I

England, that he had to spend 25,000i. a year in

advertisements, to get a net profit of 5000/., and

^

for the first few years he actually lost money.

I

Then, if you begin the system, you must go on with

I

it. If the public are once accustomed to see your
1 name thrust before them on every occasion, they
think you have died, or retired, or become bank-

rupt, as soon as you cease obtruding yourself on
their notice. I doubt whether a permanent busi-

ness is often made by advertising ; or, at least, I

cannot recall any great house of business which
owes its position to a name acquired by puffing,
and which is now able to dispense with the ladder

by which it rose to fortune. This much, at any
rate, I am convinced of, that if it were possible
to strike a balance between the sums expended
annually on puffing, and the profits made by the

puffers, it would be found very much the wrong
way. However, it is an ill wind which blows

nobody any good. The advertisers, not the sub-

scribers, support the press ; and if every trader

were a prudent man, the public would not have

newspapers of the present quality at the present

price. So everything, perhaps, is for the best in

the best possible of worlds.

ITALIAN SKETCHES.
No. II.

PASS or THS TORRE DEL CHIUKSE, AMALFI,

SALERNO.

We had been advised by a friend, who was well

acquainted with all the beautiful country in the

neighbourhood of Naples, to go over a mountain

pass leading from what is called the Campagna
Felice to Amalfi, instead of pursuing the usual

coast road. He assured us that we should meet
with no difficulties worth naming ; while, on the

other hand, the scenes through which this pass
woidd lead us were most varied and striking. We
went part of the way by railroad, having engaged
our donkeys with their attendants to meet us at

the station where we left the train ; and accord-

ingly there we found them in readiness ; and, in

the midst of a degree of noise and uproar that

none but Italians of the lower orders can make, we
were soon mounted, and on our way. The first

mile led us through the hot dusty street of the

little town of Nocera ; we then passed through a

rude gate which led us into a meadow in which the

peasants were already cutting a very luxuriant

crop of grass (the second week in May) ;
from this

meadow the ascent of the mountain begins at

once, very steep even at first ;
the path was

nothing but a green turf road, very narrow in some

places, with a deep precipice going sheer down on

one side ; and as one turned and twisted round

the sharp angles of the mountain, the donkey's

feet, seeming to touch the extreme verge, it

required no small degree of coolness to feel
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perfectly at one's ease ;
but these moments were

never of long duration, and the guides were

always at hand to cheer and encourage one

with the oft-repeated, "Va bene, signora, benis-

simo. "

At length we found ourselves at the highest

point of the ascent, where stood a half-ruined

tower which gives its name to the pass (Torre del

Chiunse "). In the lower room lives a peasant with

his wife ;
most picturesque-looking people ; the

woman's dress (a snowy bodice, bright red petti-

coat, and blue jacket) was most becoming and

pretty ;
and I found her very ready to converse in

her soft Italian patois, and very jiroud of my
notice of her little brown baby, with bright black

eyes, which, according to the fashion of the coun-

try, was so tightly swathed up that it resembled

nothing but an odd-shaped bundle, leaving only
the bright eyes to testify to its natural liveliness.

They brought out some deliciously cool wine, which
was most welcome after the intense heat, and
while we were resting she gave me some ac-

count of their winter-life in this lonely spot.

They have to descend to Nocera, or more fre-

quently to Majori, the village on the other side

of the mountain, for all the small commodities

they require ; and, in winter, the path is almost

impassable, owing to the frequent torrents which,

rushing down from the heights, wholly obliterate

every trace of j>athway.
I asked her if she did not find it very duU. She

looked surprised at the question, and had evidently
not a wish for a change in her lot. She was a very
pretty young woman in the first freshness of that

very short-lived charm— Italian bloom. With
women of that country it is gone while they are

still in early youth, and they turn all at once

into old women, and finally into something so

hideous and repulsive that they resemble nothing
but witches. I suppose it is partly owing to

climate, and partly to the fact that they do all

the out-door work which usually falls to the share

of men.

My pretty friend, Caterina, told me that she

cultivated their patch of ground ; got in the crop
of Indian corn

;
took care of the goats, and of

the beautiful poultry we saw pecking about round
the tower

;
dressed the vines, and so on ; while

her husband spent the greater part of his time
at Majori, where he had a boat, which, in

summer, was a source of profit to him, being

constantly used by artists frequenting the neigh-
bourhood for the sake of the beautiful scenery
with which it aboimds.

After a two hours' rest, we remounted our don-

keys and began the descent of the mountain
; the

heat was really intense, and it was with feelings
of great satisfaction that we caiight glimpses of

the blue sea, and found ourselves entering the

beautiful chestnut woods which cover this side of

the mountain. The shade was most delightful :

beautiful plants nodded hero and there, as if

dreaming under the deep shadows ; huge fig trees,

of the most picturesque forms, sometimes bent

right across our path, plainly proving how little

it was frequented ;
the ground was carpeted with

beautiful mosses, studded with the deep crimson
flowers of the cyclamen, with their white-veined

leaves
; pink and white rose trees climbed from

branch to branch of the large trees ; the ferns

were rare and beautiful, convolvuli of every shade
of pink and purple lent their aid to brighten the

brilliant scenes, while the distant view increased

in loveliness at every step.
At length a sudden turn brought us within

view of Majori, nestled in a deep ravine between
two wooded hills, the sea forming a very deep bay,
while on the shore the peasants and boatmen were

assembled, watching an English cutter which had

just glided into the bay. I was the first to arrive,

and, quickly dismounting, I turned back to gaze at

the scene ; the wooded heights we had descended

forming the background, their summits seeming
lost in the soft summer haze (the mountain we
had just crossed was of considerable height), a

silvery stream falling from one of the high rocks,

glittered and sparkled in the sunshine, the long
cavalcade of donkeys winding down the hill, with
all their picturesque accompaniments, the ravine

studded with cottages, the bright golden Indian

wheat hung all over the front, as is the custom in

all this country ; and what could be wanting to

make the picture perfect ?

The boatmen assembled on the landing chanted

in low tones the Ave Maria, or evening hymn,—
a universal practice. A good-sized boat was in

readiness, in which we embarked for Amalfi. Most

delightfid was the change from the uneasy motion
of the donkeys, and the oppressive heat, to the

repose of sitting in the boat, gliding along, re-

freshed by the cool evening breezes, and with

every sense gratified ! The moon rising over the

wooded cliffs, fire flies flitting about everywhere,
and the phosphoric lights shining on the water
with a bright unearthly splendour.
When we arrived just opposite Amalfi the boat-

men told us that we could not get close in shore

owing to the rocks under the water, and they pro-

posed to carry us the short distance, which they
did with great dexterity, and no discomfort even
to the ladies of the party.
As we were to remain two nights at Amalfi, we

deferred all sight-seeing till the next day, when
we were out at a very early hour, as we wished

to see the sun rise. When we left the inn the

whole scene still lay buried in as much of dark-

ness as ever visits these favoured regions at any
part of the night ; but just as we arrived at the

entrance of Le Val des Montins, the first faint

tinge of rosy light appeared in the east, and gra-

dually as we advanced it deepened and spread till

the whole sky was one mass of rose-coloured

clouds. The valley in all its loveliness lay around

us, bright with the beautiful light, the sound of

rushing waters falling on the ear : every leaf and

tiny blade of grass glittering with the abundant
dew that is so grateful to the thirsty vegetation in

these hot countries, acacia trees filling the whole
air with their perfume, while now and then a

glimpse of the sea completed the matchless chai-m

of the scene ! Such colouring as can only be seen

in southern skies was now displayed ;
no painter

would dare to imitate it, even were it possible to

catch the delicate tints
; the singular half- rosy,

half-golden clouds looked like floating islands

from the Garden of Paradise, while the soft masses
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of rosy vapour just caught the golden light here

and there; then again the rosy clouds turned to the

most vivid crimson, and glowed like jewels set in

a golden ground, purple, gold, crimson, and softest

blue, all blended together in one gorgeous mass.

What a sight it was ! The Tower of Amalfi is

built on so steep a rock that the houses seem

piled one on the other ; the streets are narrow

passages between tall houses ; lanes with high
walls of rock on either side intersect the streets ;

steps up, steps down, wonderful labyrinths of

curious passages : such is the interior of the town.

In most places lamps were burning; had it not been

so, it would have been quite dark in the interior I

parts of the town.

We ascended to a small picturesque tower, from i

whence is to be seen the lovely bays of Majori and
Minori ; from the tower a narrow little path winds
between aloes and myrtles : following it we were
soon overshadowed by luxuriant vines trained over

an arched walk, near which were some perfectly-
beautiful remains of ancient sculpture let into the
stone wall, as is frequently the case in these old

towers ; there were wreaths of leaves carved in

marble, most finished and beautiful, and a clasped
hand, with part of the arm, the fingers holding a

delicate spray of that lovely fern called Maiden-

hair, that was as perfect in the design and execu-

tion as any sculpture I have ever seen. There
were other exquisite morsels also let into the

wall, surrounding a small burial-ground.
On our return through the Val des Montins we

sjwessix >*>.«*&? -i- ib^ v.—>a..ai^'; ;wHifeg^'

i

stopped to see one of the largest macaroni manu-
factures that is to be found in Italy. Let no one

fancy the exquisite scenery I have described

marred by the unsightly buildings, the discordant

sounds of a manufactory, such as we see it in

ICngland, as there is nothing of the kind to be
foimd here, only a very extensive group of rather

picturesque low buildings, where this much
sought-after article of food is prepared. I was
too much pressed for time to make any lengthened

stay in the manufactory. The process seemed a

very simple one
; to a certain extent it is carried

on in all southern Italian villages. It is made of

the beautiful flour that comes from the Indian

corn, and when first run off in the liquid state

into the grooved trays where it assumes its pipe-
like form, it is of the most beautiful golden primrose

colour ; this fades by degrees as it goes through one

process after another till it becomes the colour we
see it as it arrives in England. In all the Neapolitan

villages one sees wooden frames standing outside

the doors, on which the macaroni is hung in all

its different stages for the benefit of drying in the

sun ; some of the strips are two, three, and even

four yards long
— not only the macaroni, but

vermicelli—so fine as to render the threads scarcely
visible—is placed on these frames ;

and I was told

by those conversant with the subject that it is the

want of this drying process which has caused the

failure of all attempts to produce macaroni in

England. It is after it comes from the manufac-

tory that it goes through this baking process
under that burning sun. Even before the corn is

ground it goes through this drying process. All
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the cottages Lave frames against the walls where

the golden heads of corn are placed ; and the

effect is strikingly ornamental, as they cover the

whole front of the dwelling with this glowing

fa§ade.
Towards eleven o'clock on the second morning

we were again on our way ; and, entering our

boat, we rowed along the coast, hoping to reach

Salerno by twelve o'clock. Pcestum we had

already seen, and I propose to give an account of

it elsewhere. We coiild not have seen the en-

chanting scenery of the coast to greater advantage;
and the pleasure of the excursion was greatly
enhanced by the harmonious singing, or rather

chanting, of our six boatmen, who gave us a suc-

cession of beautiful old Roman Catholic chants and

hymns, and, being accustomed to sing together,
the harmony was perfect.

Onwards we glided softly over the deep blue

sea ; the very sky above us looked pale, as though
that glittering sea had robbed it of its bright-
ness. How beautiful Salerno looked as we ap-

proached it ! The whole coast to the right was
one mass of brilliant colouring—a beautiful con-

fusion of objects, as it were—while the vast open
lanes lay like colonnades down in the sea, within

which played the heavy billows. Upon the

projecting point of rock stood a castle with
turreted walls, on whose summit floated a small

cloud.

We left our boat, and made our way through
the usual crowd of boatmen, lazzaroni, peasants,

men, and boys,
—indeed, a greater crowd than

usual, for the flower feast of the season was to be
held that very day. The entire long, gently-ascend-

ing street of the town was covered over with

flowers, the ground colour blue, and over these lay,
in long sti'ips, green leaves, alternated with the
most gorgeous crimson and rose-coloured blossoms ;

at some distance, again, another similar strip,
and between these a layer of dark purple flowers,
so as to form, as it were, a broad border to the
whole flower carpet. The middle was a mass
of yellow, round, star-like flowers. The whole
was a living flower mosaic floor, richer in

gorgeous colouring than the most luxuriant fancy
can dream of. The sun shone intensely hot
over our heads, the bells rang, while the pro-
cessions of the different flower-girls in their pic-

turesque dresses moved along this exquisite flower

carpet.
The people of Salerno certainly had every ad-

vantage in their command of flowers, which filled

the air with a luscious perfume ; and let it be
borne in mind that all this brilliant display was
seen on the 4th of May. And yet the natives

called it a very backward season. The railway, to

which we now returned, passes through the Cam-
pagna Felice ; and, though I had seen it before, its

wondroiis fertility seemed to strike me anew. Not
a spot of ground was wasted

; the whole earth
seemed to teem with produce.
The sun was slowly sinking beneath the horizon

as we drove up to the H6tel de Rome, and again
found ourselves in our comfortable quarters there.

But I had scarcely retired to my room half-an-

hour, thinking with pleasure of a good rest after

all our fatigues, when there came a vigorous

knock at my door, and then a voice calling to me
to come at once to the top of the house, as the
Mountain (it is never spoken of in any other

terms at Naples) was in a state of great activity.
So they describe a coming eruption.

I was not long in obeying the summons, and
soon found myself, with the rest of our party, on
the flat-terraced roof of the hotel, and immediately
facing the mysterious mountain.
A sudden change had occurred in the weather,

and the whole sky was dark with heavy gathering
clouds. Distant thunder was already heard, and

against the dark background of the gloomy sky
the bright flames pouring forth from the mountain
shot up clear and bright into the heavens like a

magnificent column of fire, flashing and glowing—
now golden, now red—in the midst of the inky
darkness.

We gazed in awe-struck admiration, the flames

at times giving place to showers of red-hot stones

and cinders, the red torrent making its way down
the sides of the mountain. All Naples seemed in

a commotion, and we saw from our elevated

position crowds hurrying along in the direction of

Vesuvius. It was a glorious sight, and nowhere
could we have seen it to greater advantage than
where we were. At times the whole mountain
seemed enveloped in flames, then volumes of

murky smoke and vapour burst forth, and the

flames died away for a time, while the angry
torrents only glowed the more fiercely from the

surrounding gloom. And then, again, while we
watched intently, such a mass of flame burst forth

from the crater that one closed one's eyes, fairly

dazzled for a time by the overpowering bright-
ness. For four hours the eruption continued with

unabated fierceness
; then, as if this had only

heralded the coming storm, it burst forth with a

degree of violence startling even to those used to

these southern storms. The wild tornado of wind
seemed as though it would sweep everything from

the face of the earth in its furious gusts ; the
'

lightning came not at intervals, but in one blind-

i ing, continued sheet of blue and livid light ; the

thunder roared and cracked all round, and all

nature was in a state of the wildest tumult. We
could see the white crests of the waves as they
heaved themselves against the rocks ;

and one

could scarcely believe that raging, stormy sea was
the transparent blue water we had so lately seen

j

in all its calm loveliness. At length, to the relief

i of all those who were watching this conflict of the
' elements, the rain began to fall—not in drops or

showers, but in literal sheets of water, extin-

guishing the fiery torrents rolling down the moun-

tain, and telling all the experienced witnesses of

'• the scene that the danger of the eruption was

j

over for the present.

j

Awful as it was to witness, there was something

j inexpressibly grand in this magnificent sight. It

j

had not been wholly unexpected, for the knowing
i observers of the mountain had told us that the

1 entire absence of all smoke or flame from the

i crater for many weeks past portended some out-
'

break of the fierce elements sooner or later ; and
'

so it came to pass.

And thus ended our visit to Naples and its

:
beautiful environs.
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THE STATION-MASTER AT LONGLEY.

I AM not an old man, you say? Well, you are

right there : one is not usually considered old at

the age of forty-live. Why am I so bald, then ?

Ah, friend, you may well ask. Men do not

usually lose their hair so early in life ; and my
scalp was polished, in this shining fashion, some
fifteen years ago. It took only one grim night's
work to do it all.

A story ? Yes, comrade, there is a story anent

this same poor bald jiate of mine ; and, if you
wish to hear it, I will tell it you. It is an old

story now, and over familiar to our friends about

here, for I fear I have gabbled it somewhat too

often when the bottle has been going round ; but,
as you never heard it before, you will find it as

good aa new. The up-train is not due for a full

VOL, IX. No. 215.
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hour yet ;
and perhaps my story may help as well

as anything else to kill time. Fill your glass,

then, and draw nearer to the fire ; for that drift-

ing snow outside does not make this winter night
too warm.
You say you knew at once, when first you saw

me, that I had served. Well, no doubt the

soldier who has been in active service always
bears the stamp of his profession about him. I

have smelt powder on more than one field. I was
nine years in the —th Fusiliers. I served in

Canada ; and, after reaching the grade of sergeant,
I was dangerously wounded in a rencontre with
the Kaffirs at the Cape, and was sent home with a

pension. The restoration of health brought back

my constitutional antipathy to idleness
; and, after

knocking about in sore discontent for some time,
I at last succeeded in procuring occupation as

ticket-clerk at the Longley station on this line.

You don't know the country about Longley ?

No. You lose nothing thereby ;
for a more

miserable district of bleak hills and wild barren

moor is not to be found from this to John o'

Groats ; and the population, rude and churlish,
are as little attractive as the country they dwell in.

Amongst the few acquaintances T made during
the one year 1 spent there, was a young fellow

named Carston, the son of a wealthy sheep-

farmer, who lived some six miles from the station.

A clever fellow he was— the real manager of the

farm—and on market-days, and such like, he was
a frequent traveller on our Hne. Young Carston

and I had come to be great friends, and more than
one pleasant holiday I spent with him (for even
we railway officials have holidays now and again)

up amongst the hills, bleak and barren as they
were. I dwell upon all this (rather tediously, per-

haps) because it is to Frank Carston I owe this

bald crown.

It was a cold, cheerless winter evening, as

I stood upon the platform waiting for tbe mail

train frohi the north, which was a little behind its

time. There was no passenger from Longley : the

train would not wait two minutes, and my work
would be over when it had passed on. I was

pleasantly anticipating a quiet night by my own
tire-side, with a hot cup of tea and the London

morning paper, when the train came dashing in

and pulled up with a shriek, and a head was thrust
ou€ from one of the carriages, whilst the famiUar
voice of my friend Carston hailed me.

"Ned, old fallow," he said, as I hurried up
to him,

' ' I want you to do me a great favour.

You see this bag : it contains two hundred

sovereigns. To-morrow is rent-day, and I got this

cash for the old man this morning. You know
the craze he has for paying in gold. I am going
through to London on urgent business, and what
I want you to do for me is to take charge of the

money and this letter, and carry them out to our

place. Get any sort of conveyance and drive out :

don't mind the expense—I'll settle all that. I

know that, as a friend, you'll do this carefully for

me. Tell father I'll be home to-morrow night, if

possible."
Off went the train, and, before I could utter a

word, T was left alone on the platform with the

heavy bag of gold in my hand. The commission

with which I had been so unexpectedly en-

trusted was a very disagreeable one that bleak
winter night ; but it would be churlish to disap-

point a friend. I went to my lodgings, got some
tea, loaded a small double-barrelled i)iStol (an un-
usual precaution suggested by the thought of the

gold), put it in my pocket, and wrapped my great-
coat roimd me. It was no easy thing to get

carriage, fly, or gig, in a little place like Long-
ley at that hour; and what was a walk of four

miles to me, when I was sure of a stiff glass of

something warm and a good bed, that night,
and a pleasant canter on a sure-footed nag back
to the station in the morning ?

The night, though cold, was dry, and the moon
was up. To be sure, some ominous clouds were

gathering round her, and she was, not rising,
but steadily sinking, and would soon be hidden
behind the hills. No matter: I should be far

on my way before her light was gone, and those

clouds, I thought, were not likely to change into

what they promised—a snow-shower—till I was

safely ensconced by old Carston's hospitable fire-

side. All went well enough for the first half-hour ;

and as the brisk walkmade the blood coiirse warmly
through my veins, I thought how much ])leasanter
this was than to be jolted and bruised in some
such crazy lumbering old vehicle as the Longley
Inn was capable of supplying, over that rough,
wild, mountain road. But my anticipation of the

weather proved sorely deceptive. Before the half-

hour had well gone by, the snow-storm came
down fierce and fast, and the moon was no longer
visible. There was no help now, however, but
all the more need to get to my journey's eud as

soon as possible ; so I clutched my stick with a
firmer grasp, and quickened my pace. But the

thick, steady fall of snow so darkened the air

that I could not see twice my arm's length before

me
;
and I had not been walking many minutes

when the apprehension stole upon me that I was
fast losing my way. It was a dangerous locality
I was in just then, in the midst of that snow-
storm ;

for the road wound over hill and moor,
without wall or fence ; and, where the snow was

rapidly covering heath and path alike, to trace

my route with accuracy became impossible.
Human life had been sacrificed more than once,
amid the snow-drift, on that wild moor-land,
and sheep innumerable had been lost. To make
my danger greater, the place was full of pits and
hollows, where mining speculators had tried to

sink shafts in former years. Should I wander off

the beaten track, the chances were I might meet
a broken neck in one of those confounded holes.

I stumbled on at random. I had lost my bear-

ings utterly ; and in a few minutes I knew as

little where I was as if I had been suddenly
set down bound and blind-folded in the middle of

the moor. I was making way, surely, as best I

could, through the snow-drift; but, for all I knew,
I might be going in any direction but the right
one. Was I on the beaten road, or was T on
the heath ? Another moment cruelly settled my
doubts. One step more—my foot found no rest ;

and I fell headlong into a broad, deep pit. Stunned

by the fall, I lay there I know not how long.
Bruised and giddy, I tried at last to regain my
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feet, when a pang of exquisite pain shot through

my left arm : the bone was broken. A s with my
right hand I now tried to steady myself and grope

my way out of the hole, the agony I suffered was
indescribable ; yet my first thought was to feel for

the bag of gold, which was still safely suspended
from my neck. I crawled out of the pit, and

pushed forward on chance : more slowly this time,

though, and cautiously, for the terror of those

vile holes was strong upon me now. But I grew
weaker every moment, and a vague and sickly

alarm seized me. Suppose I should swoon upon
that moor—my head was giddy and my limbs un-

steady already : what but a dreadful death under

the fast-falling snow awaited me ? At this horrible

thought, a cold sweat suffused my whole body,
and my parched tongue clove to my palate : to

my last hour I shall not forget the horror of that

picture of death which rose before my mind's

eye that night. The pain of my arm grew more
excessive every moment ;

it hung by my side like

a leaden weight. But, strange to say, even with

the grim terror of death before me, a wild desire

began to creep over me to lie down upon the snow
and rest. Had I done so, no doubt, my last

sleep would have followed. But luckily just
then a faint glimmer of light caught my eye, and
with the eagerness of awakened hope I hurried

towards it. In* a few minutes I found myself at

the open door of a wretched cabin, on the hearth

of which a wood fire was burning.
" HaUo !

" was the greeting I received from a

rough voice,
" who the are you, and what

d'ye want here such a night as this ?
"

The -wood which burned on the hearth was
fresh and damp, and filled the cabin with smoke
as well as with a pungent odour. It took some
little time to discover in the far corner from which
the voice proceeded, the figure of a man, large,

gaunt, and broad-shouldered, raggedly clad, with

dark scowling face, and bullet-head covered with

coarse, black, matted hair. I hurriedly explained
to this person my misadventure. He rose and

pushed towards me the stool on which he had
been seated.

"Sit you down, man," he said, somewhat leas

roughly, ''you look weak, and a broken arm is

no trifle. Though what we can do for you, hang
me if I know. But what errand took you out

upon the moor such a night as this ?
"

" I was going from Longley, on important busi-

ness, to Farmer Carston's."
" From Longley to old Carston's !

" he ex-

claimed. *' Whew I Why, man, you chose a very
round-about way to get to your journey's end."

"Round-about? What do you mean?" I

asked.
" I mean that Carston's is nearly in the oppo-

site direction," was his answer. "And you have
been steadily walking away from it for the last

half-hour at least,"
" And how far am I from it now ?

"

" Some four good miles at least."

Here was a discovery ; but what was to be done ?

I asked the man to guide me to Carston's, and
offered to pay him well,

"Not for all the money they say old Carston

has in the bank," he answered, "would I attempt

to go over the moor to-night. Why, man, the
snow is falling so thick you couldn't see a yard
before you. It would be xis much as our lives

are worth. Men have met their doom upon
that moor outside, before now, on such a night as

this."

All this time the pain of my arm was grow-
ing intolerable, and help of any kind was impos-
sible there. What was I to do ? Stay in this

wretched place till morning, and endure my agony
till daylight should bring the chance of aid ? There
was no alternative,

"All you can do," said the man, "is to keep
where you are to-night ; and be thankful that you
have the shelter of even these miserable walls on
such a night as this is. It will be well even, if

this infernal snow-storm does not bury the cabin

itself before morning. If you want anything to

eat, you can have a crust of bread—that's all we
have—and in that room inside you may lie down
on the straw till morning comes. But you do look

horribly beaten \ip ; here, Sally, up with you, lass,

and get us the black one,"

I turned to the other comer, beside the fire, to

which these words were addressed, and now be-

held, for the first time, a young woman sitting
beside a child that lay asleep upon the ground. I

turned and found her eyes fixed iipon me with a

strange eager glare. She was miserably clad, and
looked sickly and thin, yet her face showed the
traces of much personal beauty. She was deli-

cately fair : every feature was beautifully moulded;
and her long dishevelled hair, of a golden tinge,

actually glistened in the blaze of the fire. But
what struck me most about her was the hungry,
wolfish glare of her eyes, so unnaturally large :

fastened as it was upon me, that wild, eager look

made my heart sick with a vague feeling of dread
and dislike. The woman did not speak ;

but she

went to a large chest at the other end of the room
(almost the only article of furniture in the place,

except a rickety deal table and a couple%f stools),

and took from it a large black bottle and a broken

cup,
"
Come," said the man, taking the cup and the

bottle, and pouring some of the contents of the

one into the other,
"
you did not expect, perhaps,

to see anything like this in a she[)herd's hut on
the moor. No matter

;
it came to us some way.

Try it
;
the brandy is good, and you could not take

better physic to-night."
Most gratefully did I seize the cup and drink off

its contents
;
and never was cordial more welcome.

The blood came coursing warmly through my
shivering frame again, and for awhile I even forgot
the excessive pain of my broken arm. Declining
the bread which the man offered me, 1 drew nearer

to the fire, I took the pistol from my breast-

pocket and laid it on the ground beside me ; and
as I stooped to do this, the bag of gold struck

against the stool with a musical clink of the coins

within. The next moment, when I raised my
head, I found the terrible eyes of the woman
fastened upon me with a glare more hungry and
wolfish than before. I was startled and (almost

mechanically) thrust the bag into my breast.

She turned away, muttering something about my
bed, and went into the other room of the cabin.
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In tlie meantime, the man sat down at the other

side of the fire, where the child was sleeping, and

(he had taken some of the brandy and was less

rough and more communicative now) began to

talk about the snow-storm, the probable loss of

sheep it would cause, and the similar visitations of

former years. In about a quarter of an hour, the

woman came to the door of the other room and
called him to her. He went ; and, for several

minutes after, I heard them conversing in low,

eager tones. Their words I could not catch ;
but

the -woman seemed to be vehemently urging some-

thing upon her companion, whilst his answers

were brief and hesitating. Gradually, the voices

grew confused—a drowsy feeling crept over me—
and I remembered no more. Whether one minute

or an hour had passed I knew not, when a lieavy
hand was laid on my shoulder, and a hoarse voice

sounded in my ear :

" Come, friend, you're tired, I see ; you had
better throw yourself on the bed inside, and sleep
till morning."

I started up, and was soon recalled to perfect
consciousness by the sharp pain of my broken arm.

The man was standing beside me.
" My wife has shaken out the straw," he said,

"as softly as possible ;
and I mistake if, after to-

night's tramp, you don't find it as pleasant as a

bed of down. But take this by way of a night-

cap before you go."
I drank the brandy, and, muttering a few

words of thanks, was turning away, when he

Btopped me.
"
See," he said,

**
you are forgetting your pistol.

You had better take it with you."
I did so, and, bidding them good night, went into

the other room. My bed was a heap of straw

covered with a piece of coarse sacking ; but, had
it been of choicest feathers, it could not have been

more welcome then. I stretched myself upon it,

and was soon fast asleep. But sleej) brought with

it confuseft and distressing dreams, with which the

glare of those wild, hungry eyes was strangely

mingled : I awoke with a sense of pain intolerable,

and found that 1 had turned over on my left side,

pressing my wounded arm under me. How long
T had been sleeping, of course, I could not tell

;

but the first sound that fell upon my ear was the

confused murmur of voices from the other room.

Immediately the voices grew more distinct, and
some words reached me that speedily brought me
to a terrible consciousness of my position. One of

those words was "gold" ; and, at the sound, my
hand searched for the bag: it was there safe.

With a grim terror at my heart, I rose and crept
toward the door. Through a chink between the

shrunken boards I could see the man and woman
seated at the fire. The latter, whose face was
almost completely turned towards me, sat with her

elbows on her knees—and her chin resting on her

palms. Those eyes of hers were fixed upon the

man, and they glowed with a hellish fire. I

sickened at the look of that face, so handsome, so

delicate, so fiend-like. The man was speaking
at the moment

;
and as the sound of his voice drew

my eyestowards him, I beheld beside him an object
that made my blood run cold—a large, shining
hatchet or cleaver.

"I can't help it, lass," he was saying ; "I don't

like the job ; and I wish the thing could be done
some other way. About taking the gold I'm not

particular to a hair, and in a downright tussle I

shouldn't much mind knocking a fellow on the

head. But to murder a man in his sleep
—dang

me, but it goes against my kidney."
"But those beautiful golden coins. Bill dear,"

the tempting fiend rejoined; "the lovely gold
that would take us out of this hell at once. What
is one niiserable life compared to that ? And who
will know about it? The snow-storm is most

l^^cky. W e can put him deep down beneath the

piled^up snow in one of those holes outside, and
we shall be many a hundred miles from this,—ay,
across the Atlantic itself—before any trace of him
is found."

i?ow my blood curdled and my hair grew stiff

with horror, as I listened to the words of this

female devil, and watched the gorgon-like glance
of her eye, and the hideous smile that curled her

lips. I have been in deadly peril of life and limb
in more than one fierce fight, as these medals show.
I remember once when the knife of a gigantic
Kaifir was at my throat, and I thought all was over

with me, till a comrade's rifle brought that savage
down. But never, in deadliest hour of danger,
did I feel anything like the sickly terror and loath-

ing which crept round my heart as I listened

that night to the murderous words that woman
uttered.

" It's all the same," replied her companion—
"'tisn't the danger of discovery I'm afraid of.

'Tis the job itself I don't like : the murder of a

sleeping man in cold blood—iph !

"

With fury flashing from her eyes she sprang to

her feet and seized the hatchet.
" Coward and fool !

" she hissed,
" do you call

yourself a man? You see yoitr wife and child

starving before your eyes, and you have not the
manhood to do the deed which will save them from
the death of dogs. I will do it, myself."

"
Easy, lass," he said, catching her by the wrist,

and drawing her back to her seat again.
" You're

a plucky girl, Sal, but d'ye think I'd let a woman
do what 1 had not the courage to attempt myself ?

I told you I did not like the job : I had rather get
at the money any other way ; but I didn't tell

you that I wouldn't do it. Sit you down, and let's

talk it over. The chap is fast asleep now—the

fatigue and the brandy have done for him, and

yoii can hear him moaning as he sleeps. This ugly
bit of steel may be useless, after all. A cloth upon
his mouth and my hand upon his windpipe may be

enough. There will be no signs of blood ; and
when they do find him after the snow melts, they
will say he perished in the storm."

"Now, Bill," said the woman, with a horrid

show of admiration,
"
you talk like a man, and

a wise one. I begin to know yoii again."
"Well, lass," he said, "consider the thing as

done. Just give me the bottle.
"

He took it, raised it to his lips, and drank a

deep draught. With trembling hand I felt up the

door for bolt or lock. There was a wooden bolt

only. Gently and silently I pushed it home, then

crept back to my bed and searched for my pistol,

resolved to sell my life dearly. I got the pistol.
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drew back the hammers—and felt the nipples : the

caps were gone ! I tried the barrels : they were
drenched with water. I saw it all : the pistol had
been dealt with whilst I slept at the fire ; and I

was now utterly at the mercy of those fiends. But
I had little time to waste in thought, for the next

moment the door was shaken by a heavy hand. I

lay back and moaned and snored like one in a

troubled sleep.
" The door is bolted on the inside," I heard the

man whispering';
" the fellow fastened it before he

went to sleep."
*' Then burst it open," said the woman.

"No," was the rejoinder, "that would waken
him up, and he might show fight. We must adopt
some quieter course."

"There's the window," she said;" can you not

get in through that?"
"

Quite right, lass : I had forgotten."
I looked to the window : it was an aperture some

two feet square or more, with a crazy sash of four

panes, every one of which was broken. I crawled

towards it and felt the sash : the hand of a child

might have pulled it out. What was T to do?
What chance of a struggle had I now ? Faint and

weary, with that broken arm, what resistance

could I offer to this man of gigantic strength ?

Crushed by the prospect of my inevitable doom, I

staggered back from the window and fell against
a projection of the gable-wall. I thrust out

my right hand to save me from sinking to

the ground : it did not touch the projection, but
stretched far into some hollow space. A pang of

hope shot through my heart : here was a large

open chimney like that at the other end of the

cabin
;
and I felt the snow, which had fallen

down through it, crackling under my feet. Could
I escape through this ? Was there still a chance of

life ? I stooped under and thrust up my head.

The aperture was wide and deep, and the large
stones of the rude masonry projected on every
side. These were steps by which it was easy

enough to climb. To think of all this, and to act

upon my thought, occupied less time than I have
taken to tell it. In spite of the helplessness of

my left arm, and the excruciating pain I felt from

it, I was up through the chimney and out on the
roof before I heard the frail sash below forced in.

To slide to the ground was easy enough; and,

blessing God for my deliverance, I crawled round
to the other end of the cabin, and from this

starting-point T hurried away across the moor as

fast as my feeble limbs could bear me. Looking
back, I saw the glare of light from the open door
of the cabin, and heard the shout of a fierce,

angry voice. The snow-drift had almost ceased to

fall, and the whitened ground gave out some faint

light through the winter darkness. What I

longed for now was some pit or hollow to

creep into and burrow there till immediate danger
was over. I was not long in finding one. I slid

down into it, and with my right hand gathered
the snow around me. Not ten minutes had 1 lain

there when I heard a heavy footstep crunching the

snow above. It was my pursuer, the intending
assassin

; and I could hear his muttered curses as

he passed on. In a few moments more I heard
him coming back again, and then all was silent

and still as death. At length I crept out from

my hiding-place, with cramped and aching limbs.

I knew no more in what direction to turn now than
I had known before I had entered that accursed

cabin ; but I struck right ahead, knowing that

there must be a human habitation somewhere
before me, should I only have strength enough to

reach it.

I was fearfully exhausted, and I dragged my
feeble limbs along as if they were weighted with
lead. For a time the consciousness of danger,
and the excitement of the fearful scene I had gone
through, sustained me ; but, by-and-by, strength
and reason alike seemed to desert me, and I

staggered along like one in the delirium of fever.

How long this continued I cannot tell, for I made
no count of time that terrible night ; but I re-

member how, at last, in utter exhaustion, I fell

prostrate on the snow.
As I lay there, unable to rise, and unable to

move a limb, a long piercing shriek, the horrible

import of which I knew too well, rang in my ears.

I looked up : that eye of fire was right before me.
How can I tell you the horror of my situation ?—a
life's agony compressed into the compass of one
awful minute. The goods train, which always passes

Longley about three o'clock in the morning, was

coming, and I was lying helpless on the rails !

With a cry of agony I tried to rise, but I fell

back in utter exhaustion. Even the terror of ap-

proaching death did not give me energy enough to

crawl from where I lay. But my mind was active

enough for the one thought : to stretch myself
out with my head towards the engine,

—my only
chance of safety. Commending my soul to God,
I lay prostrate and closed my eyes. The next
instant the shriek of the engine, loud and terrific,

blended with the rattle of the carriages and the

grinding sound of the wheels upon the snow that

covered the rails, and then—and then I looked up
to heaven, with a feeble laugh of speechless grati-
tude ; and all danger was over. The train had

passed along the other line of rails, not over those

between which I lay : the snow had prevented me
from distinguishing the one from the other ; but
had I had strength enough to crawl in the direc-

tion I had intended, the engine and carriages
wovdd have inevitably passed ever me, and left me
there a mangled corpse. It was my utter weak-
ness which saved my life. The joy of my de-

livery from a horrible death was followed by a

natural reaction. I sank back in a swoon ; and,
when consciousness came back to me again, I

found myself, weak and wasted, in my own bed-

room, and in my own bed, where (they told

me) I had lain for eleven days in raging fever. It

seems that, iu the morning, one of the railway

porters found me lying insensible in the snow ;

and thus I was, a third time within a dozen hours,
saved from death. But this bald pate was the

price I paid.
" But the bag of gold ? "—
Was found suspended from my neck, and, with

the letter found in my pocket, was delivered in

the proper quarter.
" And the intending assassins ?

"

I know nothing of them. They did not belong
to that part of the country. They had disappeared
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from the cabin on the moor several days before I

recovered from my fever, and, therefore, before

suspicion could have fallen upon them ; and they

were never heard of after.

««The Carstons, I hope, were grateful ?
"

Do you see where that light is burning faintly,

in that window across the line there ? Frank

Carston's sister is sleeping (peacefully, I should

hope), in that room. She is mother of three

of the finest young Britous in this big shire,

and I am their father. But here comes the mail

train, and it makes no long stay here : you had

better look after your luggage. H.

THE HBAD-GARDENEE.

At the first glimpse, we should feel inclined to

pronounce the post of head-gardener at a noble-

man's or other great country mansion, where the

gardens were extensive and well-cared for, to be

as delightful and healthful a situation as could fall

to the lot of any man who has to work for his

livelihood. In the first place, his temporal wants

would be sufficiently provided for
;
for he would

live rent free in a comfortable house, and he would

have an annual income varying from two hundred

to a thousand pounds. Then he would have under

him a large staff of assistants who would do all

the manual labour ; he would purchase with his

employer's money everything that was needed for

the gardens and greenhouses ;
and all that he

would have to do would be to walk about and give

orders, and pass his time amid the loveliest flowers

and most luscious fruits. On the first glimpse,

therefore, such an occupation (more especially

during the pleasant days of summer) woiild seem

to ofi'er unalloyed happiness and all that the heart

could desire.

For, certainly, no more innocent recreation could

be found than occupation in a garden, where we
can look through Nature up to Nature's God, and

in the bright flowers see His glorious revelation

written over the whole world.
«' My God, my garden, and my grave is now all

that I have to live for !

" was once said by a pious

Churchman who had spent a toilsome life and was

ready to depart, with Simeon's prayer upon his

lips. In the quiet of his garden there was much
to attune his heart to the great change through
which he must soon pass ;

there was much to re-

mind him of that which was written two hundred

years ago by Milton's friend, Andrew Marvell,

when he thus addressed his garden.

Fair Quiet, have I found thee here.

And Innocence, thy sister dear ?

Mistaken long, I sought you then

In busy companies of men.

Your sacred plants, if here below,

Only among the plants will grow.

Society is all but rude

To this delicious solitude.

In his garden he would be surrounded by
"

floral

apostles" (as Horace Smith called them) who could

sUently preach to him many lessons of truest

wisdom ; for, in the words of Allan Cunningham,

There is a lesson in each flower,

A story in each stream and bower ;

In every herb on which you tread,

Are written words, which, rightly read,

Will lead you from earth's fragrant sod,

To hope, and holiness, and God.

Indeed, the occupation that is to be found in a

garden brings not only health to the body but to

the mind also ;
and where, from the nature of the

case, it is impossible to have even the smallest

garden space close to one's own doors, we should

encourage the establishment of allotment grounds
those sworn foes to the public-house and gin-

shop—where the working-man can profitably and

healthfully employ his spare time, benefit himself

and family, and be the head-gardener of the house-

hold. So salutary is the efifect that a garden may
produce on the morals, that, in the Eastern su-

burbs of London, a professional horticulturist has

long since adopted the benevolent and praise-

worthy scheme of giving employment in his gar-

dens to those young thieves who wish to leave off

their sinful course of life and take to honest

labour—labour which no one feels disposed to give

them, and the lack of which, therefore, throws

them back into their old evil ways. This humane

person comes to the rescue of these outcasts, and

sets them to work in his gardens, where there is

no sedentary occupation in a close and stifling

atmosphere to repel them at the outset of their

undertaking, but where there is plenty of fresh

air, labour enough to procure an appetite for

meals, suflftcient society to be pleasant without

being pernicious (for, there are wise rules on this

point, to prevent the boys from herding and plot-

ting together and keeping up the contaminations

from which they have been rescued) and sufficient

freedom to make them feel otherwise than prisoners.

After a time of probation satisfactorily passed,

they are entrusted upon errands, and sent to pay
and receive bills

;
and there is scarcely an instance

in which the trust reposed in them has been

found to be misplaced ; but, in the majority of

cases, the judicious treatment and the gentle

delights of the garden have completely humanised

the little outcasts, and have fully reclaimed them

from those "guilt gardens" in which their early

years were passed. And who would not applaud
their head-gardener for his truly valuable and

Christian work !

But such a head-gardener as this is one of a

thousand; although, certainly, every gardener
has to deal with little thieves, and two-legged
ones too ;

but they come chiefly in a feathered

shape, and claim toll of fruit rather than flowers.

With such thieves as these does the head-gardener

wage war, coming out to battle, even as the

Chinese do, with hideous "mawkins," and other

devices, -wherewith to terrify and scare them from

his enclosures ; and, if these plans do not avail, he

is compelled to deal with his enemies in a more

summary manner. But, I began by speaking of

the situation of a head-gardener at some mansion,

hall, or castle, where there are what are com-

monly called "show gardens."

Now, suppose yourself to be in the company of

such a head- gardener, who is showing you over

the spacious grounds entrusted to his care.

Throughout the country there are many such

gardens belonging to the nobility and lauded
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gentry, to which, on certain days, people are

allowed free access, and where many thousands of

those whose lot is cast amid the toil and turmoil of

great towns have thus the privilege of refreshing
their eyes and senses with the floral and other trea-

sures on which so much cost and care have been

expended. The grounds over which the bead-

gardener is taking you are very extensive ; and
nature has given such a romantic diversity to the

situation, and varied it with such beautiful slopes,

soft lawns, deep valleys and bold hills, that it

must have been a pleasing task to introduce art

to give the crowning grace to Nature's work.

This task fell to the care of the head-gardener.
His was the brain to plan ;

his was the experience
to carry out the plans ;

his was the fostering care

that crowned those plans with such complete
success ; and the satisfactory effect of the gardens
must, in a great measure, be attributed to his cul-

tivated taste and artistic eye for pleasing combi-

nations of forms and judicious distribution of

colours. Woods, lakes, pools, fountains, clumps
•of trees, single trees, masses of shrubs, all have
to be duly arranged for, and, as it were, made to

fall into their respective positions in the land-

scape ; and no slight experience or imperfect

knowledge of the harmonies of colours could lay
out an ujJand undulating lawn of fifty or a hun-
dred acres, so that the wood and water should be

made to assume their most picturesque forms,
and a million bright blossoms of every hue be

gathered into their proper places. The head-gar-
dener has to look to this, and to take full advan-

tage of the capabilities of the ground ; and the

result of his labours is a triumph of landscape

gardening, creditable alike to his fine taste and

practical skill. And, thanks to the kindness of

heart and uncommon liberality of the noble owners
of such gardens, their beauties are freely shown to

thousands of the industrious classes, whose long
days of toil amid brick and smoke and steam make
a visit to the fresh loveliness of the country a

healthy medicine to mind and body.
As we stroll through such gardens as these, and

gaze xipon the many flower-beds, each, for the most

part filled with but one particular kind of flower,
but all one blaze of beauty ; and, as we admire the

undulating ribbon-borders, as they are called, com-

posed of thin lines of flowers, crimson, orange,
blue, white, purple, and scarlet, all lying closely
one behind the other, and, with their parti-
coloured stripes, winding waving lines of floral

loveliness between the level spaces of smooth turf

and the dark masses of shrubs,—as we feast our

eyes upon these glowing colours and rich masses,
the head-gardener gives us some little idea of the

quantity of bedding- plants that he has used to

make this show. They are no less (he says) than
one hundred and fifty thousand, and their very
lowest cost would be seven thousand j)ounds ; but

they have nearly all been raised in the gardens.
He also points out to the visitor valuable specimens
of the Pine tribe, small plants of which have cost

thirty pounds ;
and also of the Pinus macrocarpa,

from the Rocky Mountains, and of the P. nohilis,

in his quest for which Mr. Douglas, the collector,

met with a more horrible deaththan could, perhaps,
be conceived by the brain of a "sensation" novelist

for the destruction of the villain of his romance—
the falling into a pit in which wild oxen had been

entrapped, who, savage by nature, and maddened

by captivity and hunger, fell upon the unfortunate

martyr of science and gored him to death.

Who loves a garden, loves a green-house too,

says the poet Cowper ; and it is in the green-
houses and conservatories that a chief portion of

the head-gardener's labours can receive their due
meed of appreciation. Indeed his labour and skill

are by no means at an end when the flowers have
been raised and brought into bloom

;
for their

effect may be marred by an injudicious arrange-
ment. The "gratefid mixtures of well-matched
and sorted hues," is indispensable ; and such a
labour " asks the touch of taste." But, when the
visitor views the perfected work, he can scarcely

help thinking how delightful must be the office of

that man whose daily duties are discharged amid
all that is so bright and beautiful. And, certainly
to one, who on a lovely summer's day, looks upon
the flower-knots, each filled with its own peculiar

colour, and scattered like rainbow drops over the

wide expanse of velvet lawn—to one who obser-

vantly rambles through such gardens, drinking in

deep draughts of delight at every step, as the va-

ried beauties of the spot pass before him—its pools
and lakes and fountains, its rockeries and statuary,
its clumps of giant timber, its stately chestnuts and

swarthy copper-beeches, its thickets of rhododen-
drons and azaleas, its undulating ribbon-borders,
its great conservatory crammed with bloom, with

climbing plants wreathed around its pillars and

girders, and swinging their festoons on high ; the

orange-house with; its living bridal bouquets and

golden globes ; the green-houses, with their roses

and heaths and begonias, and gloxinias, and

camellias, and a thousand and one floral attrac-

tions ; the vineries, and pineries, and peacheries,
and orchard houses rich with luscious fruit ; and
the stoves, hot and damp, and overjioweringly

fragrant with the odour of Cape jessamine and
delicate exotics, with fairy-like ferns and rare

lycopodiums, with water lilies and other aquaria

floating in their hot tanks, with dwarf trees and
tussack grasses, and prickly cactuses, and strange
orchids with their curious blossoms like winged
birds, butterflies and insects—to one who gazes
with pleased surprise on all these beautiful objects,
and sees how

All rare blossoms, from every clime.
Grow in that garden in perfect prime,

and finds everything so successful and complete, so

neat and trim and orderly, no dead leaves or

parasites, or

Killing insects and gnawing worms.
And things of obscene and unlovely forms,

(such as the lady of Tlie Sewtitive Plant would have
removed in her basket of Indian woof, )

to mar the

perfectbeauty of the plants
—to one who sees this on

a lovely summer's day, the view of a head-gardener's
situation is tinged with a roseate hue. The idea

harmonises with the odorous beauties around. To
be daily among such an accumulated wealth of

loveliness must be a privilege, and the proud pos-
sessor of that privilege is a man to be envied.
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And, indeed, snch an idea is in the main cor-

rect
; but, a few minutes' thought will reveal to our

minds the various toilsome steps that must be sur-

mounted beforethe pinnacle of success can be gained.
What method, tact and skill must be req\iired
to drill so large a number of subordinates, and

assign to each their several duties about the fruits

and flowers ! What care and thought must be be-

stowed ere those fruits and ilowers can come to per-
fection ! How many sleepless toilsome nights must
be passed during the wintry frosts and snows,
when an hour's relaxation of vigilance, a single
disobedience of orders, or a slight variation in the

height of the thermometer, may undo the daily
toil of many months. All these, and many other

circumstances, combine to render the post of

head-gardener at a large establishment, although in

many respects an enviable and delightful situation,

yet one that is fraught with much care and

anxiety, and with great responsibilities. Well did
the poet Gowper advise the wealthy to "

grudge
not the cost

"
of their gardens ; for, said he,

Ye little know the care,
The vigilance, the labour, and the skill

That day and night are exercised, and hang
Upon the ticklish balance of suspense.
Ten thousand dangers lie in wait to thwart
The process. Heat and cold, and wind, and steam,
Moisture and drought, mice, worms, and swarming

flies.

Minute as dust, and numberless, oft work
Dire disappointment, that admits no cure,
And which no care can obviate.

In short, the post of a head-gardener is much the
same as any other oflBce where work and skill and

responsibility are required ; and there are thorns

thickly set about the roses of his life, no less than
about those that make his gardens so gay. Yet
his lot has much in it that begets healthy content-

ment and innocent thoughts ; and his daily

occupations amid the lovely creations of God's
hand may aptly suggest to him the reflection

contained in that verse of Montgomery,
If God has made this world so fair,

Where sin and death abound,
How beautiful beyond compare

Will Paradise be found !

CUTHBEET BeDE.

A SHOET VISIT TO AN INDIAN
RESERVATION.

On Saturday, the 8th of June, 1861, in the
course of a year's tour through the States, I
found myself at St. Paul, the capital of Minne-
sota, and at the head of regidar steamboat navi-

gation on the Mississippi. I had not been there

long before my attention was drawn to the follow-

ing advertisement in a St. Paul paper :

GRAND
PLEASUKE EXCURSION to the SIOUX

AGENCY.
The Two Steamers, Frank Stekle, Capt. Hatcher,

Favourite, Capt. Eell, of Davidson's Line, will make
an Excursion Trip to the

LOWER SIOUX AGENCY,
On Monday, the 17th Day of June.

Leaving St. Paul at 4 p.m., and arriving at the Agency
in time to WITNESS THE PAYMENTS, which will

come off on the 19th and 20th.

This will afford a good opportunity to persons wish"

ing to visit this Splendid Region of Country, and of

witnessing the ceremonies of the payment of nearly
FIVE HUNDRED INDIANS.

State Rooms can be secured of Temple & Beaupre,
Agents, on the Levee.

As the excursion would be to me a novel one,
I decided on joining it. On the Monday following
I was fortunate enough to meet with a fellow-

countryman, whom I will call Brown, who, like

myself, was travelling through the country for

pleasure, and with whom I had previously made
acquaintance in the South. He agreed to go with

me, and accordingly, after securing a state-room,
and spending the intervening week very plea-

santly in fishing-expeditions to some of the neigh-

bouring lakes, we went on board the Frank
Steele, the larger of the two boats advertised, about
four o'clock in the afternoon of the 17th.

The Frank Steele, though rather small of its

kind, was a type of that peculiar build of steamers
which navigates the Mississippi and its tributaries

•^a. sort of house-boat in stories—for everything
was above deck. There was the deck itself, or

ground- floor, for instance, not more than some
three feet above the water, on which the machinery
was placed, and on this also was stowed away fuel

(which was used in large quantities, and renewed,
from time to time on the voyage), as well as freight,
which forms at least as important a branch of the

ordinary business of the river-steamers as the

passenger-traffic. Above this the first floor was

mainly occupied by the saloon, reaching nearly
from stem to stern, painted white, and lined on
each side with a row of state-rooms. Each room
was fitted with two berths and opened by one of

two doors into the saloon, and by the other into

the "guard," a passage which stretched round the
saloon and formed a promenade. The after-end of

the saloon was appropriated to the ladies, and
could be shut off from the rest by folding-doors, at

pleasure. Over this lay the officers' quarters,
which covered a much smaller area, leaving around
them abundant space from which to enjoy a good
look-out on the scenery. The whole was crowned
with a sort of square box, in which the helms-

man, or "wheelsman," as he is termed, sat at the
wheel. The draught of water of a boat of this

kind is so light as to enable her to run with safety
to within a few feet of the bank, and so to obviate
the necessity of anything in the shape of a pier at

the landings ; when the vessel is lightly laden, it is

often not more than twenty-six inches. Americans
are apt to speak of these vessels as '*

floating

palaces," but with the exception of some in the

South, in which higher fares are charged and pro-

portionably better treatment given, thej' are

nothing of the kind. You are provided in them,
it is true, with three meat meals a day, but the
food is greasy and badly cooked, and you are in-

variably placed in the dilemma of being obliged to

bolt your dinner (with the rest) in a quarter of an

hour, or leave the table with an appetite. Another
drawback exists in the fact that the state-rooms

are extremely small, and are unprovided with any
washing-apparatus whatever. The passenger is

dependent for his morning's ablutions on waiting
his turn for a damp rub at one of three basins in
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the barber's shop. Even clean sheets are to be

regarded as a luxury not always met with. On
one occasion 1 had the misfortune to join a boat at

an intermediate landing, and was assigned the

second berth in a state-room in which one was

already appropriated. Finding, in spite of a care-

ful comparison, some difficulty in deciding which
of the two was the unoccupied one, the first time

I met my room-fellow (an average Western man),
1 appealed to him, asking him to be kind enough
to point out his own. He said he "

guessed it

didn't matter much—he'd slept in both." But

against all these disadvantages must be set off the

low rate of fare, which rarely exceeds two cents a

mile, and in long distances often falls materially
short of that sum. This includes board and every-

thing but boot-cleaning, a luxury dispensed with

by most of the passengers, but, if indulged in, is

charged by the porter at the modest rate of 10

cents (5d.) for every pair of boots. The fare on
the present occasion was 10 dollars (2/.) for a

distance of some COO miles and a week's board.

But to the excursion itself. It was of coui'se

crowded, as excursions are the world over. Two
boats had been advertised, at least two boat loads

of passengers were anxious to go, but they were
all economically stowed away into the unhappy
Frank Steele. My friend and myself had good
reason to congratulate ourselves on having secured

berths. At night the saloon was strewn with

passengers who had come too late for state-rooms.

Many even had to sleep outside in the "
guard."

To get a seat at the first set of tables at each meal
was a study with those who attempted it, and the

requisite hanging about in the neighbourhood to

achieve a place even at the second set (beyond
which we soon ceased to aspire), was no trifling
tax on patience. But such discomforts were not
without mitigation. Wc had the good luck to

suffer in common with three fellow-countrymen,
two of whom—Black and White—were travelling

together, while the third. Blue (be had a weakness
for looking at the blue side of things), was for the

time being travelling alone, and we managed
together to make time pass pleasantly enough,
rubbing much of it away in whist. For the scenery,

though pretty, was monotonous—a low line of

green sloping bluffs at a little distance from the

river on one side, the other bank Hat and tolerably
wooded—and compared poorly with the glorious

variety of the Upper Mississippi. But in iiddition

to our English party of five, I may mention another

gentleman on board, from five-and-thirty to forty

years of age, whose English dress, combined with
a dragoon's moustache and a fashionable drawl,
induced us to regard as an Englishman, in spite of

one or two points that ]iuzzled us rather. The

passengers generally were evidently of our opinion.
A report soon reached our ears that there was an

"English lord
" on board, and before long took a

more definite shape, an apoplectic coloured barber

remarking to one of us on the second day out (in

allusion to the passenger in question), that he was
"
surprised to find Lord Palmerston so young a

man." So he became known amongst us as " Pam."
We afterwards made acquaintance with him and
found we had been mistaken. He proved to be
an American, who had, however, spent twelve

years of his life in Europe. He was subsequently
kind enough to make himself of much use to us at

the Agency.
And so we went on, steaming semicircles up the

winding course of the stream, now and then touch-

ing at some settlement by the way, the whole

population of which, attracted by the thrilling
strains of the band we carried on board, would
come forth to a man, woman, and child to stare

us a greeting. But it seemed our fate to be

always taking in passengers and never putting any
off, and we became more crowded at every landing.
Now and then, as we got higher up the river, we
varied the monotony of our life by running
aground, and so sticking for an hour or so, for the

water was falling rapidly ; and there was even
some question as to whether it would remain deep
enough to allow us to reach the Agency. But by
the evening of Wednesday (19th), we found»our-
selves at Fort Ridgeley, a frontier post about

thirty miles from our destination, one which has

since gained a sad renown as the scene of the

recent massacres. Here, though we were glad to

rid ourselves of a painfully dirty detachment of

volunteers, brought up to relieve the regular

garrison, whose services were wanted elsewhere for

the war, our troubles came to a climax. The
river above this point being narrow and not free

from obstructions, we lay off the Fort till daylight
So, in the first place, the mosquitoes, hitherto

kept off by the motion of the boat, make a dead
set at us, dri% ing some from their berths on to

deck, and deterring others from seeking theirs.

By about two in the morning, feeling drowsy
enough to defy the troublesome insects, we are

fairly under way for the land of dreams. But by
this time the band is drunk, and will play the

liveliest tunes overhead to the confusion of slum-

ber, till, seized by a sudden desire to refresh them-
selves by a walk in the night air, and rejoin the

boat some miles a-head, they tramp off, and the

noise of their instruments dies gratefully away in

the distance.

To sleep at last—-only to be awoke by the pat-

tering rain of a thunderstorm, which comes down
in such force as to make a way for itself into the

next state-room to Brown's and mine, washing
White out of it, and leaving Black to extract

what comfort he can within for the rest of the

night out of the floor and an umbrella. How-
ever, by daylight on Thursday morning we were
off again, and by ten had safely reached our

stopping place, the Lower Sioux Agency. We
had had warning of our near approach to it for

the last mile or so of the way, from a number of

swarthy young vagabonds in ragged blankets, who
from time to time as they sighted the steamer would

give chase for a few yards along the bank, and we
were now scarcely well up to the landing before

we were boarded by numerous members of the

tribe, who at once began to examine everything
with the greatest curiosity, and were soon engaged
in driving bargains with the passengers.
We had learnt, soon after leaving St. Paul, that

the captain had no intention of fulfilling the

implied terms of the advertisement by remaining
at the Agency a couple of days, but that he would

stay a few hours only, and indeed that the date of
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the payment was very uncertain, depending on the
|

agent's ability to get everything in readiness. We
now heard for certain that the payment would not

take place for some days at least, and the captain

gave notice that he should return in the evening.
So we landed with the intention of procuring
what accommodation we could at the Agency for

a few days, and of getting back to St. Paul in the

best way we could. The Agency is situated on
the right bank of the Minnesota, at a height of

perhaps two hundred feet above the landing, over-

looking on one side the beautiful valley of the

river, and on the other three one vast green field

of roUing prairie stretching away to the horizon.

What few houses there are are of the simplest

kind, and belong chiefly to the Indian traders,

who buy skins and furs of the Indians, and sell

them flour, blankets, or anything they require,

frequently taking, in default of money, from those

who are hard up, even pipes and personal orna-

ments, which they make a profit of, either by
reselling to their former owners when flush of

cash, or to any stray traveller curious in such

matters, who, like ourselves, might chance to

visit the Reservation. These traders' stores are

served by half-breeds who speak both languages.
Scattered thinly about the neighbourhood are the
bark huts of those Indians who, though absent
for a great portion of the year, yet regard the

place as central quarters, and return to it at

Bowiug and harvesting seasons, while here and
there are a few clapboard cottages, built by the

government for those who can be induced to

settle and farm a grant of land. There were

comparatively few tents to be seen at this time,

though the Indians about the place were in greater
numbers than usual, owing to the near approach
of the payment. They consist of two classes—the

"civilised," or farmer Indians, and the "blanket,"
or wild Indians. The so-called "civilised" are

those who have consented to discard their wild
dress in favour of that of the whites, and have
thus made themselves eligible to receive a govern-
ment grant of land, to which ai-e generally added
a cottage, the fencing of the soil, a yoke of oxen,
and a few agricultural implements. The exchange
of blankets and leggings for coat and trowsers is

insisted on as the one essential qualification for

the receipt of this bounty ; but it was decided in

one of the Minnesota courts about this time, that,
to render himself capable of voting in the elections,
the Indian must go a step farther and be conver-
sant with one of the languages of civilisation.

The " civilised" class are greatly in the minority,
and, indeed, it must require no slight moral

courage in the Indian to enter it, for those who
do so are regarded with some contempt by the
remainder as playing false to their tribe, and with
not a little jealousy into the bargain, as, owing to

a considerable portion of the annual payment
being set aside as an agricultural fund to meet
the wants of those who farm, they have a larger
proportionate share of the money expended on
them ; and, in case of any discontent arising

amongst the wild class on the subject of the pay-
ment, trouble is sure first to show itself in a series

of depredations on the property of the "white
Indians," as the farmers are nicknamed by the

rest. The Indian, accustomed to wear no kind of

head-covering himself, considers the hat the most
distinctive feature of the white man's dress, and

several, who had made up their minds to become
"

civilised," were at this time waiting only till

some hats could be procured, there being none at

that time to be got in the place. Nothing would
induce them to adopt pro tern, the remainder of

the dress without the hat. On the other hand,

they will not part with their moccasins, the easy
freedom of which they are naturally loath to ex-

change for the confinement of a boot. In this point
the exchange is the other way, for moccasins are

worn generally by the whites. The Indians,

whether wild or civilised, associate mostly with

members of their own class, and a civilised Indian

is obliged to ^ive up whatever authority he may
have held in his band. But the line which
divides the two classes is, in reality, a very
narrow one— a mere burlesque on civilisation.

The interior of the civilised Indian's cottage is

fuUy as wild as that of his wild neighbour's hut or

tent, the more so in appearance from being out of

keeping with the more pretentious outside. The
women appear to be regarded as civilised ipso

facto by the civilisation of their lords and masters,
and without the form of a change of dress.

The Indian agent is appointed by the President

on his taking ofiice, for the term of his presidency,
and quits office withthe President at the end of that

time, like every other government officer, down to

a country postmaster with a salary of 20L a-year,
to make way for an adherent of the party in power.
He has a house at the Agency to which he is ap-

pointed, and out of a salary of but 1500 dols. (300^.)

a-year, contrives in nine cases out of ten to solve

the problem of retiring with a fortune at the end
of his four years' term. Though the salary is

small, the "stealings" are large, and are carried

on at the expense of the unfortunate Indian, and
the "stealings" are alone thought to render the

appointment worth the having by such men as

possess influence enough to get it.

" Is it likely," an American on the Reservation

put it to me,
" that what d'ye call him," (naming

the agent recently appointed by Lincoln),
" would

throw up a good lawyer's business at St. Paul,

that brought him an income of five thousand dol-

lars, a year, for the sake of a four years' salary of

fifteen hundred dollars, unless he expected to

make something more out of it ?
"

The agent exercises a sort of arbitrary power on

the Reservation under his charge. Strictly speak-

ing no stranger is allowed to set foot on it without

his permit, but the rule is not enforced without

special cause. If an Indian commits any off'ence

demanding notice, the agent summarily sentences

him to imprisonment with ball and chain at the

nearest fort. Nor is there usually any difficulty

in enforcing the sentence. The Indians appreciate
their own interests too well to throw any obstacle

in the way. I saw, myself, one who had been

caught shooting his neighbour's ox with an arrow,

driven ofi' to Fort Ridgeley without the slightest

I

disturbance. And the agent, being authorised by
: government to do everything in his power to keep
the Indians on the Reservation, and induce them

I to farm, is able to stop the payment of any who
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leave it on war, if not on hunting parties, a policy, if

report speaks truly, very frequently adopted, as

tending to combine moral welfare (on the part of

the Indian), with pecuniary profit (on the part of

the agent.

Beyond the agent for each tribe there is a higher
official termed a superintendent, whose duty is to

exercise a general supervision over, perhaps, three

or four agencies, and to be present at each annual

payment, and who outranks the agent when the

two are together. He, too, like the agent, is

appointed for the four years' term of the presi-

dency, and is popularly supposed to be attracted

to the ofiice by the same motives.

I have as yet said nothing of the source from which

the requisite funds are derived for the payments,
but it must not on that account be supposed that

the United States government annually indulges
a generous impulse, by distributing gratuities

amongst the wild tribes on its borders. As emi-

gration sets further westwards, the government,

recognising for form's sake, the title of the Indians

to the land they occupy, makes treaties from time

to time with those tribes on whose property the

settlers are encroaching, and buys up their land at

the rate of about ten cents, (fivepence) an acre, at

the same time reserving out of the purchase a

certain district for their use, which hence receives

the name of Ileservation. But the capital of the

purchase-money, instead of being paid over at once,

is invested, and the interest divided amongst the

members of the tribes in^ question once every
year, some in cash, some in provisions, some in

dry goods or clothing, while part also is set aside

as I have mentioned, as an agricidtural fund, and
of this, in addition to their regular share of the

remainder, the civilised class reaps the benefit.

Having succeeded, I tnut, in explaining to a

certain extent the system which the United States

])ursue in their dealings with the Indians, let me
return to the day we came to the Agency, and the

way in which we aiyeut it.

Our first thoughts were directed towards making
sure of some sort of accommodation in the place
for a day or two. And this appeared a matter of

no small difficulty. There was indeed a farmhouse,
that did duty as a sort of inn, or "

boarding-
house," in which the whites of the place were in

the habit of taking their meals, but this was full.

Every bed in the place, we were told on all hands,
was occupied. But thanks to '•

Pam," who was
kind enough to introduce us to the superintendent,
we found that the difficulty was not insuperable,
and so agreed to stay, the superintendent making
himself responsible for our getting a roof to sleep
under. Having settled this point, we had time to

turn our attention to the Indians and the day's

programme. The weather was glorious, and the

day was a sort of holiday with the tribe. Indians
came Hocking in from every quarter, attracted by
the report of the arrival of a steamer, a rare sight
to most, and to some a novel one, for though,
during those few months in the year which follow

the break up of the ice, when the water is high

enough, a weekly steamer makes its way to the

Agency, it must be remembered that but few of

the tribe are resident there throughout the year,
and that the great majority of those present at

this time had been drawn thither by the payment.
In they came, a mixed crowd of men, women, and

children, lit gaily up by the bright colours—blue,

green, and red—of the blankets which many of

them wore, bustling about in a state of restless

curiosity at the sight of so many strangers.
But after awhile, the attention of all, white and

red, was turned to a council, in which the tribe

proposed to lay its grievances before the new agent
for redress. The agent presided in a chair, while

the men who took part in the council sat facing
him on the ground in three or four semi-circular

'

rows, one behind the other. The orator, an

appointed officer, who speaks for the tribe on such

occasions, from the centre of the open space in

front of;the semicircle, addressed the agent in the

Sioux or Dacota language, with all due emphasis
and gesticulation, squatting down on his haunches

at intervals to allow the interpreter (a white) to

explain what he had just been saying. Outside

the council stood squaws and whites, watching the

proceedings. The men in council were for the

most part smoking, passing their pipes from one to

the other according to the custom amongst them,
and every now and then would express approval of

the orator's words by a " Ho !

" an equivalent to
•• Hear ! hear !

" with ourselves.

The council over, we adjourned to the " board-

ing-house," where, after waiting till one set of

hungry people had made way for us, we squeezed
ourselves down to dinner at a crowded table. It

were hard to say whether the dinner or our fellow-

guests were the dirtier. But the slovenly meal is

more especially impressed on my memory by the

fact that some of us were inadvertently leaving,

without settling the score, when we were arrested

by the voice of the landlord shouting to us from

the other end of the room: "Guess you fellers

may as well pay for your dinners." And yet this

style of address was by no means new to me. I

had learnt long ere this that in the West the

rougher the man the more generally recognised
were his claims to the name of a gentleman, and

that to be spoken of as •' this man," or addressed

as "you feller," should be regarded in the light of

an unconscious tribute to re8(>ectability. In the

afternoon there was an ox (which had been given
to the Indians, it was said, by the governor of the

State, who had been our fellow passenger from St.

Paul) to be cut up and distributed, after which an

Indian dance was to come olf in honour of the

gift So we sauntered forth to see what was going
on. The beast had been slaughtered, and was

being cut up. The Indians sat near in groups,

chatting and smoking, and watching the operation
with a degree of lazy interest ;

those who pos-

sessed such articles of luxury sheltered imder

umbrellas, while others would screen themselves

from the sun under the shade of some leafy boughs,
fixed close to them in the ground. Many of the

visitors took the opportunity of driving bargains

with them for their pipes and other curiosities,

and a great deal of business was done in that way,
but the usual result of a heavy demand was

apparent in the extravagant prices asked. We,

having made up our minds to remain, waited for a

cheaper market on the morrow. The Indians

themselves would not unfrequently make a bid for
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an umbrella, an article of which they seemed to

have the highest appreciation.
The distribution of the ox was followed, in due

course, by the dance, which at once became the

centre of attraction, and it was truly a most
curious performance. It was confined to a body
of men, who had divested themselves of their

blankets, and were got up entirely for the occasion

in the most fantastic style. A short printed
cotton shirt (deriving what extra embellishment it

could from daubs of paint smeared across the

pattern), with a cloth round the loins, and a cap
of some fanciful shape, were the features of dress

common to most of them, while some added to

these a pair of leathern leggings, reaching perhaps
halfway above the knee, and looped up to the

waist ; others appeared with bare legs profusely

painted, as were the faces of all. A few, dressed

after the same fashion, and armed with various

rude musical instruments, squatted down on the

ground as an orchestra, and sent forth a low,

moaning, but not inharmonious noise, to the time
of which the dancers moved round and round
them in a circle, yelling, howling, and throwing
up their arms, with gestures and grimaces that

defy description. The dance itself was, clearly,

genuine enough ; the motive of it not so much so,

as it proved. We had not been watching the
scene long, before (to our chagrin) somebody came
round for subscriptions towards the expense of the

ox which had purchased the dance. So, after all,

the affair had been "got up" for the amusement
of the visitors. But it made little diflference. The
performers certainly gave us our money's worth,
and we had already, before the conclusion of the

dance, begun to weary of its monotony, when we
learnt that the steamer, whose captain had decided
some hours ago to prolong his stay till the dance
was over, was going to start. Accordingly Black
and I were on our way down hill to remove what
little luggage we had on board, when the others

came shouting after us to say that they were satis-

fied with what they had seen, and were for going
back in the boat. Black and I were still for

staying, so we all came to a friendly agreement, by
which we two were to remain, while the rest

should return to St. Paul and wait for us to rejoin
them there, or in the neighbourhood, within a few

days. So we bade them good-bye, saw them off,

and remounted the hill with our traps.
Our first object was to make sure of our night's

lodging. Through the superintendent, who was
good enough to use his influence on our behalf
with the landlord of the boarding-house, we were
shown at bed-time into a double-bedded room.
One bed was already occupied, while the agent was
lounging in his clothes on a neighbouring sofa,
and the other bed was pointed out as the
one assigned for our joint accommodation. Not
holding by the American doctrine that for two to

sleep in one bed is one of the essential charac-
teristics of disinterested friendship, we ventured
to suggest that it would be more agreeable that
one of us should shake himself down with a
blanket and piUow on the floor. Our host, how-
ever, pardoning the whim, was kind enough to
turn the agent over to share the other bed with its

present occupant, and gave us the sofa as well,

and so we passed the night in comparative
comfort.

The next morning, as before, Indians came

flocking in from all sides to the Agency, which

they seemed to regard for the present as a general
rendezvous, and being undisturbed by any special
cause of excitement, squatted down in groups
under the shelter of their boughs and umbrellas,
and fell at once to their own amusements. We
thus had an opportunity of making acquaintance
with them at leisure, as we sat ourselves down

amongst them.
The men were a fine athletic set of fellows, and

all, men and women, were endowed with a more
or less pleasant cast of features, which, in the

case of some of the women, almost merited the

name of good looks. I cannot, however, call to

mind that, either then or afterwards, I once saw a

pure-blooded Indian woman who could be called

either pretty or handsome, though fine-looking
women were not unfrequently to be met with.

But their beauty, such as it is, is, apparently,
admired by the whites of the neighbourhood,

many of whom take them to wife. The half-

breed class, which springs from the union, occu-

pies a most useful position between the two races,

and some of the half-breed women have consider-

able claims to beauty.
The squaws (poor creatures !) are compelled to

do all the hard work and drudgery of life, and

you may frequently see a poor woman trudging

slowly home, half bent beneath the weight of some

heavy load, while her jovial lord trots cheerily by
oa his nag ;

or thrashing out a heap of Indian

corn, while he lounges lazily near with a pipe to

his mouth.

Though the Indians are so often spoken of as

Bed men, their skin is rather bronze in tone than

red, and the term is a misnomer.
Not only are their features pleasant, but their

manners are frank and good-natured. They
always received us sociably, seeming to regard as

a matter of course that we should come and look

at them, and would examine us with as much
curiosity as we expended on them. They appre-
ciate a shake of the hand as a "white" custom
which means friendship, and pass their pipes by
way of offering a welcome of their own. Here
and there a group was busily engaged with a

well-thumbed pack of playing-cards, in the popular
American game of "poker," gambling with all

the earnestness and calculation of old hands. So
well known is their love of play, that the majority
of those who crowded our boarding-house were

card-sharpers, who had come to speculate on it,

and to swindle them out of their money. They
can hold their own against fair play. Now and

then we drove a bargain for a pi])e, or bow, or

some such thing, and found, as we had expected,
a much cheaper market than on the previous day.
On the next day (Saturday, 22ud), after spend-

ing the morning in much the same fashion, we
hired a " team "

(which, in the States, is another

name for a pair of horses), and a long, light,

shallow sort of van without springs (which repre-

sents the popular form of conveyance in the

West), and making ourselves as comfortable as

circumstances would permit, jogged across the
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prairie to a place some ten miles further up the

country, called Eedwood, and lying on the direct

road to the Upper Agency, to which we intended
to continue our journey on the morrow. It was
a settlement of but a single "frame" cottage,

occupied by a man and his wife, who had come
there as schoolmaster and mistress to teach, so

far as they could, the children of the Indians who
lived around them. It was a little after sunset

when we reached the house, and as night was fast

gathering, we at once strolled forth to a knoll,
but a few yards off, on the opposite side of the

road, to examine what we had just passed, a
Sioux buryiug-place. Four rude stems, about

eight feet each in height and forked at the top,
are planted in the ground, so as to form the

comers of a small square, while a couple of

wooden cross-bars laid in the forks of two oppo-
site sides, form a rest, on which is placed the

rude coffin that contains the dead, wrapped with
a piece of red cloth or a blanket. Here it re-

mains exposed for, perhaps, a couple of years,
at the end of which time it is taken down, and
buried.

On returning to the cottage, we made acquaint-
ance with our landlord and landlady. The land-

lord was a heavily-built man of middle height,
and about fifty years old. Black eyes, deeply
set, and half-hidden beneath a pair of shaggy
black brows, and a chin that had not for some
days come in contact with a razor, combined with
the mass of long, black, uncombed hair that
thatched his head, to give him an appearance
that was not, to say the least, ]>reposseasing.

Notwithistanding, and with the assistance of his

wife (a tall, thin, middle-aged Yankee woman of

sharp features, but withal a pleasant expression),
he did what he could to make us comfortable, so
far as the limited resources of the establishment
would permit, but they were limited. On being
shown to the room in which we were to sleep, we
found ourselves in a good-sized garret, with much
the appearance of a loft, one end of which was
crowded with lumber, while on each side of the
room at the other end was a double bed made up
on the floor. Our host pointed out one of these
as ours, the other, he added, was for himself and
his man. With a sheet and a pillow I made a

separate bed for myself, milch to the surijrise of

the schoolmaster, and should have slept comfort-

ably enough, if Ave had not, unfortunately, for

the sake of cooling with a breath of fresh air the

sultry atmosphere of the room, left the window
open. So, of course, we awoke simultaneously,
all four of us, in the middle of the night, each to
find the other three using strong language to-

wards the mosquitoes, which were persecuting us

unmercifully.
After breakfast next morning, we accepted the

services of a good-humoured, middle-aged Indian,
which were willingly given for half a dollar, and,
under his guidance, made our way to some falls a
few miles off, in the woods. •'Sholto,"our guide,
was a sort of i)en8ioner on the hospitality of the

schoolmaster, and was in the habit of making
frequent visits to the cottage for the sake of what
he might pick up in the way of a meal. He was,

technically speaking, civilised, but apparently

thought it permissible, in the seclusion of hia

country life, to lay aside for the while the pomps
and vanities of civilisation, and to adopt a dress

severe in its simplicity
—a printed calico shirt and

the dirtiest of blankets. He appeared even to

disregard what might be deemed the decencies

of savage life, in discarding the use of leggings
and moccasins, and his legs and feet suffered

not a little in our walk from the nettles in conse-

quence. His blanket he threw off after a while,
and carried on his arm. The falls to which he
led us, tliough small, were A^nld and beautiful,
and a couple of Indians chopj^ing wood on
the bank of the stream added to the picturesque
character of the spot. We refreshed ourselves

with a swim in a cool deep pool above the falls,

and then returned.

After a dinner of salt pork, which was almost

the only kind of meat we fell in with in these

parts, we resumed our journey to Yellow Medi-

cine, where the Upper Agency is situated,

twenty-five miles away. I should rather say "The
Agency," without qualification, for what is called

the Lower Agency, though containing a somewhat

larger white j>opulation, is, strictly speaking, but
a branch of the Ujjper. It is at the Upper
Agency that the agent's house is placed. The

place takes its name of "Yellow Medicine"
from some medicinal root or herb which the

Indians tind there.

The Agency itself is on high ground, while a

few traders' huts and some other dwellings lie in a

snug little valley below. We managed to get a

rough accommodation in a small house in the

valley, our lodging being of much the same cha-

racter as that of the previous night, except that

we had our loft to ourselves.

Next morning we walked out to the Indians'

quarters, some three miles away on the prairie.

Huta of any kind there were few to be seen,
but encamped here was a population of perhaps a

thousand, and tents were numerous—one here,

two there, a dozen groujied yonder—^the plains
were spotted with them. The people assembled

under them, though all Sioux, were of various

tribes, for the Sioux Indians are rather a race than

a tribe, comprising divisions whose only bond is (i

common language, and which own no nearer con-

nection with each other than, for example, we
ourselves do with the Americans. Nor does even

the whole of each tribe yield allegiance to a

common chief. A tri))e consists of separate

bands, each of which is governed by its own
head, and the man who wields most influence in

a tribe is simply the ablest chief of a powerful
band.
We entered many of the tents, and made ac-

quaintance with their inmates. We found them

altogether a wilder set of people than their

brethren at the other Agency, not a family in the

whole encami)ment having any permanent resi-

dence in the place, but they received us with the

same frank good humour. Sometimes, as we
were passing a tent, a shout from w^ithin would
invite us to enter, but, invited or not, we were

always made welcome. The tents consist of a

covering, sometimes of buffalo hide, but more often

of canvass, thrown round a conical framework of
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poles, a corner at the top being turned back, to

allow an exit to the smoke of the wood fire which

is always kept burning below. Within, one would

often find the head of the family stretched lazily

on the ground, and half asleep, with nothing to

cover his nakedness but a cloth round the loins,

while the female members of the household were

busily employed in cooking, or other domestic

duties. But the squaws were always fully clothed.

Themen, when in an industrious frame of mind, were

generally engaged in the manufacture of a bow, or

arrows, or in cutting out a redstone pipe, in the

carving and ornamenting of which the Sioux

shows much ingenuity.
But in all the tents which we entered, we

squatted down, without challenge, as members
for the time being of the family circle, and were

soon at home with the rest, chatting and bar-

gaining, so far as the few words of Sioux we had

picked up would allow us, with the help of signs.
There is no portion of an Indian's property that

has not its price, and you have only to bid high

enough to biiy everything he has, from a bead

necklace to a squaw. The offer of a squaw we
had on more than one occasion politely to de-

cline.

It seems strange that these people, in whose
tents we spent in this friendly way some six or

seven hours, without a suspicion of harm on our

part, or, apparently a thought of harm on theirs,

should have since been guilty of those fearful mas-
sacres which have almost exterminated the whites

of the neighbourhood. And yet their victims,

though the attack may have taken them unex-

pectedly at the moment, had little ground for

surprise that an attack should come. The exten-

sive plundering of the Indians, which had been

carried on for years under the cloak of authority,

by each successive agent, was well known to have

created great discontent amongst them. This

feeling was kept in abeyance by promises held out

from time to time that a change of agent would

bring with it a redress of grievances, and in some
measure also, doubtless, by a wholesome fear of

the regular garrison of Fort Kidgeley. But agents
were changed, and still there was no redress forth-

coming, while their fears had now been in great

part removed by the substitution of volunteers for

regulars at the fort, for volunteers were held by
them in no great consideration. The whites at

the Upper Agency regarded the approaching pay-
ment there (which was to follow that at the

Lower) with considerable apprehension, and ex-

pressed great anxiety that there should be a

detachment of troops on the spot to prevent a dis-

turbance.

On the next day (which was Tuesday, the 25th),
we returned to the Lower Agency. The Indians

there had considerably increased their numbers dur-

ing our absence, the payment being expected to

come off the next morning.
" Sholto

" we met, but

scarcely recognised our old friend in the "reach-

me-down " check suit with which he now pa-
raded his civilisation, the metamorphosis was so

complete.W e made two out of a party of six in our old bed-

room that night. When morning came there were
still further preparations necessary, which would

postpone the payment till the middle of the day,
or perhaps the afternoon, and having waited till

nearly two without seeing it commence, we drove
off on ourway back to St. Paul, being now in a hurry
to rejoin our friends, the more so as we under-
stood that there was little interest in the ceremony
itself.

So we moved forward across the prairie in a van
of the same kind as that which had carried us to

Yellow Medicine, and after a drive of thirty miles

came to a halt for the night at a German settle-

ment, called New Ulra. A further stage of thirty
miles brought us by about the middle of the next

day to Mankato, a larger settlement, mostly Ger-

man, and the scene of the execution of the thirty-

eight leading criminals in the massacres. Here we
were unfortunate enough to miss a steamer, and
were induced, by the misrepresentations of our

landlord, to wait two days in the vain expecta-
tion of another. The river was getting low, and few
boats now ascended so far.

So, on Saturday the 29th, we drove on to St.

Peter, a small place lower down the river, joined
a boat, slept on board that night, started on Sun-

day morning, reached St. Paul sometime on

Sunday night in a state of sleep, and, on waking,
rejoined our friends in the early morning of ^Ion-

day the 1st of July. And so ended our rougli,

tliough pleasant, excursion.

"ONE IN A THOUSAND."

EosEs, roses, oh ! brilliant and bright
In the gorgeous month of June,

Raising your blushing queenly heads

In the glare of summer noon.

There are roses crimson, roses red,

Roses of amber hue.

Gazing with upturned loveliness

On heaven's deep azure blue.

Stately in presence, dazzling in tint,

Shaming the setting sun.
From the rounded cup of the open flow'r

To the bud but scarce begun.

Too bright are ye in your conscious pride,
And j'our wealth of summer hue

;

No bond, no tie, could ever unite

This weary heart and you.

There's a little rose, by a little Louse,
On a little plot of ground,

Whose every root, and every branch,
Around my heart is wound.

'Tis a fair small thing of tender pink
—

With no flaunting crimson dye
—•

And a world of sunny sweetness looks

From out its modest eye.

Unseen, maybe, by many who pass,

And known, perhaps, by few—
Oh ! little rose, thou know'st full well

The tie betwixt me and you.

Oh ! roses brilliant, and roses bright,

All lovely though ye be.

That little rose by the little house

Is the only rose for me !

T. D.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XLIII. A BKIKF TRIUMPH.

Eleanor Monckton's first impulse was to rush

into the room and denounce Lanncelot Darrell in

the presence of those who would be sure to come
in answer to her call. He would be scarcely

likely to find much mercy at the hands of his

aunts : he would stand before them a detected

wretch, capable of any crime, of any treachery,
for the furtherance of his own interest.

But a second impulse, as rapid as the first,
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restrained the impetuous girl. She wanted to

know the end, she wanted to see what these two

plotters would do next. Under the influence of

her desire to rush into the room, she had moved
forward a few paces, rustling the leaves about

her as she stirred. The Frenchman's acute hearing
had detected that rustling sound.

"
Quick, quick," he whispered ;

" take the keys
back, there is some one in the garden."

Launcelot Darrell had risen from his knees.

The door between the study and the dressing-
room had been left ajar ;

the young man pushed
it open, and hurried away with the keys in his

hand. Victor Bourdon closed his lantern, and
came to the window. He thrust aside the Vene-

tian shutters, aud stepped out into the garden.
Eleanor crouched down with her back flat against
the wall, completely sheltered by the laurels.

The Frenchman commenced his search amongst
the bushes on the right of the window, Eleanor's

hiding-place -was on the left. This gave her a

moment's breathing time.

"The will !

"
she thought in that one moment,

"
they have left the genuine will npon the chair

by the cabinet. Ifl could get that !

"

The thought had flashed like lightning through
her brain. Reckless in her excitement, she rose

from her crouching position, and slid rapidly and

noiselessly across the threshold of the open
window into the study, before Victor Bourdon
had finished his examination of the shrubs on the

right.
Her excitement seemed to intensify every

sense. The only light in the room was a faint

ray which came across the small intermediate
chamber from the open door of Maurice de

Crespigny's bedroom. This light was very little,

but the open door was opposite the cabinet, and
what light there was fell upon the very spot
towards which Eleanor's dilated eyes looked.

She could see the outline of the paper on the
chair ;

she could see the other paper on the floor,

faint and grey in the dim glimmer from the
distant candles.

She snatched the will from the chair, and
thrust it into the pocket of her dress ;

she picked
up the other paper from the floor, and placed it

on the chair. Then, with her face and figure
obscured in the loose cloak that shrouded her, she
went back into the garden.
As she drew back into the shelter of the laurels

she felt a man's garments brushing against her

own, and a man's hot breath upon her cheek.
The Frenchman had passed her so closely that it

was almost impossible he could have failed to

perceive her jiresence : and yet he had seemed

utterly unconscious of it.

Launcelot Darrell came back to the study
almost the moment after Eleanor had left it. He
was breathing quickly, and stopped to wipe his

forehead once more with his handkerchief.
" Bourdon !

" he exclaimed, in a loud whisper,"
Bourdon, where are you ?"

The Frenchman crossed the threshold of the
window as the young man called to him.

•* I have been on the look-out for spies," he
said.

' Have you seen any one ?
"

" No
;
I fancy it was a false alarm."

"Come, then," said Launcelot Darrell, "we
have been luckier than I thought we should be."

" Hadn't you better unlock that door before

we leave ?" asked Monsieur Bourdon, pointing to

the door which communicated with the other jmrt
of the house. Launcelot had locked it on first

entering the study, and had thus secured himself

from any surprise in that direction. The two
men were going away when Monsieur Bourdon

stopped suddenly.
"You've forgotten something, my friend," he

whispered, laying his hand on Launcelot's shoiilder.

"What?"
"The will, the genuine will," answered the

Frenchman, pointing to the chair. " It would be
a clever thing to leave that behind, eh !

"

Launcelot started, and jiut his hand to his

forehead.
"

I must be mad," he muttered; "this busi-

ness is too much for my brain. Why did you
lead me into it. Bourdon ? Are you the Devil,
that you must always promjit me to some new
mischief ?

"

" You shall ask me that next week, my friend,
when yoii are the master of this house. Get that

paper there, and come away : unless you want to

stop till yo\ir maiden aiintsmake their appearance.
"

Launcelot Darrell snatched up the paper which
Eleanor had put upon the chair by the cabinet.

He was going to thrust it into his breast-pocket,
when the Frenchman took it away from him.

"You don't particularly want to keep that

document ; or to drop it anywhere about the

garden ;
do you ? We'll burn it, if it's all the

same to you, and save them all trouble at—what

you call your law court,—Common doctors,
Proctor's Commons, eh ?"

Monsieur Bourdon had put his bull's-eye lantern

in his coat-pocket, after looking for spies amongst
the evergreens. He now produced a box of fusees,
and setting one

'

of them alight, watched it

fizz and sparkle for a moment, and then held it

beneath the corner of the document in his left

hand.
The paper was slow to catch fire, and Monsieur

Bourdon had occasion to light another fusee before

he succeeded in doing more than scorching it.

But it blazed up by-and-by, and by the light of

the blaze Eleanor Monckton saw the eager faces

of the two men. Launcelot Darrell's livid coun-
tenance was almost like that of a man who looks

on at an assassination. The commercial traveller

Avatched the slow burning of the document with a

smile upon his face—a smile of triumph, as it

seemed to Eleanor Monckton.
" Via !

" he exclaimed, as the paper dropped, a
frail sheet of tinder, from his hand, and fluttered

slowly to the ground.
" V'li !

" he cried, stamping
upon the feathery gray ashes ; "so much for that ;

and now our little scheme of to-night is safe, I

fancy, my friend."

Launcelot Darrell drew a long breath.

"Thank God it's over," he muttered. "I
wouldn't go through this business again for

twenty fortunes."

Eleanor, still crouching upon the damp grass
close against the wall, waited for the two men to
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go away. She waited, with her hands clasped upon
her heart; thinking of her triumph.
The vengeance had come at last. That which

she had said to Richard Thornton was about to

be fulfilled. The law of the land had no power
to punish Launcelot Darrell for the cowardly
and treacherous act that had led to an old man's

most miserable death : but the traitor had by a

new crime placed himself at the mercy of the

law.
" The will he has placed in the cabinet is a

forgery," she thought;
" and I have the real will

in my pocket. He cannot escape me now,—he
cannot escape me now ! His fate is in my hands."
The two men had walked past the laurels out

on to the grass-plat. Eleanor rose from her

crouching position, rustling the branches as she

did so. At the same moment she heard voices

in the distance, and saw a light gleaming through
the leaves.

One of the voices that she had heard was her

husband's.
" So much the better," she thought.

" I will

tell him what Launcelot Darrell is. I will tell

him to-night."
The voices and the lights came nearer, and she

heard Gilbert Monckton say :

**
Impossible, Miss Sarah. Why should my

wife stop here ? She must have gone back to

Tolklale ; and I have been unlucky enough to miss
her on the way."
The lawyer had scarcely spoken when, by

the light of the lantern which he held, he saw
Launcelot Darrell making off into the shrubbery
that surrounded the glass-plat. The young man
had not succeeded in escaping from the open space
into this friendly shelter before Gilbert Monckton
perceived him. Monsieur Bourdon, perhaps better

accustomed to take to his heels, had been more
fortunate, and had plunged in amongst the ever-

greens at the first sound of the lawyer's voice.

"Darrell!" cried Mr. Monckton, "what in

Heaven's name brings you here ?
"

The young man stood for a few moments, irre-

solute, and sullen-looking." I've as good a right to be here as any one else,
I suppose," he said. "I heard of my uncle's death
^and—and—I came to ascertain if there was any
truth in the report."
"You heard of my beloved uncle's death!"

cried Miss Sarah de Crespigny, peering sharply at

her nephew from under the shadow of a penthouse-
like garden-hood, in which she had invested her-
self before venturing into the night-air. "How
could you have heard of the sad event. My sister

and I gave special orders that no report should go
abroad until to-morrow morning."

Mr. Darrell did not care to say that one of the
Woodlands servants was in his pay ; and that the
same servant, being no other than Brooks the gar-
dener, had galloped over to Hazlewood, to com-
municate the tidmgs of his master's death, before

starting for Windsor.
" I did hear of it," Launcelot said,

" and that's

enough. I came to ascertain if it was true."
" But you were going away from the house

when I saw you 1

"
said l^Ir. Monckton, rather sus-

piciously.

"I was not going away from the house, for I

had not been to the house," Launcelot answered
in the same tone as before.

He spake in a sulky grudging manner, because
he knew that he was telling a deliberate lie. He
was a man who always did wrong acts under pro-

test, as being forced to do them by the injustice
of the world ; and he held society responsible for all

his errors.
" Have you seen my wife ?

"
Gilbert asked, still

suspiciously.
" No. I have only this moment come. I have

not seen anybody."
" I muAt have missed her," muttered the lawyer,

with an anxious air. "I must have missed her
between this and ToUdale. Nobody saw her leave

the house. She went out without leaving any
message, and 1 guessed at once that she had come

up here. It's very odd."

"It is very odd !

" Miss Sarah repeated, with

spiteful emphasis.
" 1 must confess that for my

own part I do not see what motive Mrs. Monckton
could have had for rushing up here in the dead of

the night."
The time which Miss Sarah de Crespigny spoke

of as the dead of the night had been something
between ten and eleven o'clock. It was now past
eleven.

The lawyer and Miss de Crespigny walked

slowly along the gravelled pathway that led from
the grass-plat and shrubbery to the other side of

the house. Launcelot Darrell went with them,

lounging by his aimt's side, with his head down,
aud his hands in his pockets, stopping now and
then to kick the pebbles from his pathway.

It was impossible to imagine anything more de-

spicable than this young man's aspect. Hating
himself for what he had done ; hating the man who
had prompted him to do it ; angry against the very

workings of Providence—since by bis reason-

ing it was Providence, or his Destiny, or some

power or other against which he had ample ground
for rebellion, that had caused all the mischief and
dishonour of his life—he went unwillingly to act

out the part which he had taken upon himself,
and to do his best to throw Gilbert Monckton off

the scent.

His mind was too much disturbed for him
to bo able clearly to realise the danger of his

position. To have been seen there was ruin-

perhaps ! If by-andby any doubts should arise

as to the validity of the will that would be found

in Maurice de Crespigny's secretaire, would it not

bo remembered that he, Launcelot Darrell, had
been seen lurking about the house on the night of

the old man's death, aud had been only able to

give a very lame explanation of his motives for

being there. He thought of this as he walked by
his aunt's side. He thought of this, and began to

wonder if it might not be possible to undo what
had been done ? No, it was impossible. The
crime had been committed. A step had been

taken which could never be retraced, for Victor

Bourdon had burned the real will.

"Curse his officiousness," thought the young
man. "I could have undone it all but for

that."

As the lawyer and his two companions reached
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the angle of the house on their way to the front

entrance, whence Mr. Monckton and Miss de Cres-

pigny had come into the garden, a dark figure
shrouded in a loose cloak emerged from amidst the

shrubs by the windows of the dead man's apart-

ments, and approached them.

"Who is that?" cried the lawyer suddenly.
His heart began to beat violently as he asked the

question. It was quite a supererogatory question ;

for he knew well enough that it was his wife who
stood before him,

" It is I, Gilbert," Eleanor said quietly.
" You here, Mrs. Monckton !

" exclaimed her

husband, in a harsh voice, that seemed to ring

through the air like the vibration of metal that has
been struck,—"

you here, hiding in this shrub-

bery."
"
Yes, I came here—how long ago, Miss Sarah ?

It seems half a century to me."
" You came here exactly twenty minutes ago,

Mrs. Monckton," Miss de Crespigny answered

icily.

"And by a really remarkable coincidence,"
cried Gilbert Monckton, in the same imnatural
voice in which he had spoken before, "Mr.
Darrell happens to be here too : only I must do yo\i
the justice to say, Mrs. Monckton, that you
appear less discomposed than the gentleman.
Ladies always have the advantage of us

; they can

carry off these things so easily ; deception seems to

come natural to them."
"
Deception !

"
repeated Eleanor.

What did he mean ? Why was he angry with
her ? She wondered at his manner as she walked
with him to the house. No suspicion of the real

nature of her husband's feelings entered her
mind. The absorbing idea of her life wa3 the
desire to punish her father's destroyer ; and how
could she imagine that her husband was tor-

tured by jealous suspicions of this man : of this

man, who of all the living creatures ujjou the
earth was most hateful to her ? How could she,

—knowing her own feelings, and taking it for

granted that these feelings were more or less

obvious to other people,
—how could she imagine

the state of Gilbert Mouckton's mind.
Shewent into the hall with her husband, followed

by Miss Sarah de Crespigny and Launcelot DarreU,
and from the hall into the sitting-room usually occu-

pied by thetwo ladies. A lamp burned brightly upon
the centre table, and Miss Lavinia de Crespigny sat

near it ; with some devotional book in her hand.
I think she tried her best to be devout, and to em-

ploy herself with serious reflections upon the dread
event that had so lately happened ;

but the fata]

power of the old man's wealth was stronger than

any holier influence, and I fear that Miss Lavinia's

thoughts very often wandered away from the page
on which her eyes were fixed, into sundry intri-

cate calculations of the cumulative interest upon
Exchequer bills, India five per cents, and Great
Western Railway shares.

" I must have an explanation of this business,"
Mr. Monckton said :

"
it is time that we should

all understand each other. There has been too
much mystification, and I am most heartily tired
of it."

He walked to the fire-place and leaned his

elbow upon the marble chimney-piece. From this

position he commanded a view of every one in the

room. Launcelot Darrell flung himself into a

chair by the table, nearly opposite his aunt

Lavinia. He did not trouble himself to notice

this lady, nor did he bow to Eleanor ; he sat with

his elbow resting upon the arm of his chair, his

chin in the palm of his hand, and he employed
himself by biting his nails and beating his heel

upon the carpet. He was still thinking as he had

thought in the garden, "If I could only undo
what I have done. If I could only undo the work
of the last quarter of an hour, and stand right
with the world again."

Butin this intense desire that hadtaken possession
of Launcelot Darrell's mind there was mingled no

regretful horror of the wickedness of what he had
done ; no remorseful sense of the great injustice
which he had plotted ;

no wish to atone or to

restore. It was selfishness alone that influenced

his every thought. He wanted to put kimseJf

right. He hated this new position, which for the

last few minutes he had pccupied for the fiist time

in his life
;
the position of a deliberate criminal,

amenable to the laws by which the commonest
felons are tried, likely to suffer as the commonest
felons suffer.

It seemed to him as if his brain had been para-

lysed until now ; it seemed to him as if he had
acted in a stupor or a dream ; and that he now for

the first time comprehended the nature of the

deed which he had done, and was able to foresee

the possi ble consequences of his own. act.
" I have committed forgery," he thought.

" If

my crime is discovered I shall be sent to Bermuda
to work amongst gangs of murderous ruffians till

I droj) down dead . If my crime is discovered !

How shall I ever be safe from discovery, when I

am at the mercy of the wretches who helped me."
Eleanor threw off her cloak, but she refused to

sit down in the chair which Miss Sarah offered

her. She stood divided by the width of half the

room from her husband, with her face fronting

his, in the full glare of the lamplight. Her large

gray eyes were bright with excitement, her cheeks

were flushed, her hair fell loosely about her face,

and, brown in the shadow, glittered like ruddy
gold in the light.

In all the beauty of her girlhood, from the

hour in which Gilbert Monckton had first seen

her until to night, she had never looked so

beautiful as she looked now. The sense that

she had triumphed, the thought that she held the

power to avenge her father's death, lent an un-

natural brilliancy to her loveliness. She was no

longer an ordinary woman, only gifted with the

earthly charms of lovely womanhood : she was a

si)lendid Nemesis radiant with a supernatural

beauty.

CHAPTER XLIV. LOST.

"You asked me why I came here to-night," she

said, looking at her husband. "
I will tell you,

Gilbert : but I must tell you a long story first,

almost all the story of my life."

Her voice, resonant and musical, roused Launce-

lot Darrell from his gloomy abstraction. He looked

up at Eleanor, and for the first time began to
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wonder how and why she had come there. They
had met her in the garden. Why had she been

there ? What had she been doing there ? Could
it be possible that she had played the spy upon him ?

No ! Surely there could be no fear of that ?

What reason should she have for suspecting or

watching him ? That terror was too cowardly,
too absurd, he thought ;

but such foolish and un-

necessary fears would be the perpetual torment of

his life henceforward.

"You remember, Gilbert,
" Eleanor continued,

" that when I promised to be your wife, I told you
my real name, and asked you to keep that name
a secret from the people in this house ;

and from

Launcelot Darrell.
"

"Yes," answered Mr. Monckton, "I remem-
ber."

Even in the midst of the tortures which arose out

of his jealousy and suspicion, and which to-night
had reached their climax, and had taken entire

possession of the lawyer's mind, there was some
half-doubtful feeling of wonder at Eleanor's calm

and self-assured manner.
And yet she was deceiving him. He knew

that. He had long ago determined that this

second hazard of his life was to result in igno-
minious failure, like the first. He had been
deceived before ; gulled, hoodwinked, fooled, jilted :

and the traitress had smiled in his face, with the

innocent smile of a guileless child. Eleanor was

perhaps even more skilled in treachery than that

first traitress
;
but that was all.

"
I will not be deluded by her again," he

thought, as he looked gloomily at the beautiful

face opposite to him: ^'noUiing she can say shall

make me her dupe again.
"

" Shall I tell you why I asked you to keep that

secret for me, Gilbert ?
" continued Eleanor ;

" I did

so because I had a motive for coming back to the

neighbourhood of this place. A motive that was

stronger than my love for you—though I did love

you, Gilbert, better than 1 thought ;
if I thought

at all of anything except that other motive which
was the one purpose of my life."

Mr. Monckton's upper lip curled scornfully.
Love him ! That was too poor a fancy. What
had he ever been but a dupe and a cat's-paw for a
false woman ; fooled and cheated many years ago
in his early manhood

; fooled and cheated to-day
in his prime of life. He smiled contemptuously
at the thought of his own folly.

"Launcelot Darrell," cried Eleanor, suddenly,
in an altered voice,'

" shall I tell you why I was I

so eager to come back to this neighbourhood ?

Shall I tell you why I wanted the secret of my ;

name kept from you and from your kindred ?
"

!

The young man lifted his head and looked at
j

Eleanor. Wonder and terror were both expressed i

in his countenance. He wondered why Gilbert

Monckton's wife addressed him with such earnest- i

uess. He was afraid without knowing what he
feared.

"
I don't know what you mean, Mrs. Monck-

ton," he faltered. "What could I have to do with

your false name,^-or your coming back to this '.

place ?
"

" EvKKYTiiiNO !

"
cried Eleanor: "

it was to be
j

near you that I came back here."
|

"1 thought as much," muttered the lawyer,
Tinder his breath.

" It was to be near you that I came back,"
Eleanor repeated, "it was to be near you, Launcelot

Darrell, that I was so eager to come back : so eager,
that I would have stooped to any stratagem, en-

countered any risk, if by so doing I could have
hastened my return. It was for this that I took

the most solemn step a woman can take, without

stopping to think of its solemnity. It was to de-

ceive you that I kept my name a secret. It was
to denounce you as the wretch who cheated a

helpless old man out of the money that was
not his own, and thus drove him to a shameful

and a sinful death, that I came here. I have

watched and waited long for this moment. It

has come at last. Thank Heaven, it has come at

last !

"

Launcelot Darrell roee suddenly from his chair.

His white face was still turned towards Eleanor ;

his eyes were fixed in a stare of horror. At first,

perhaps, he contemplated rushing out of the room,
and getting away from this woman, who had re-

called the sin of the past, at a moment when hia

brain was maddened by the crime of the present.
But he stopped, fascinated by some irresistible

power in the beautiful face before him. Eleanor

stood between the coward and the door. He could

not^pass her.
" You know who I am now, Launcelot -Darrell,

and you know how much mercy you can expect
from me," this girl continued, in the clear, ringing
voice in which she had first addressed her enemy.
" You remember the eleventh of August. You
remember the night upon which you met my |

father upon the Boulevard. I stood by his side

upon that night. I was hanguig upon his arm,
when you and your vile associate tempted him

away from me. Heaven knows how dearly I

loved him ; Heaven knows how happily I looked

forward to a life in which I might be with him
and work for him. Heaven only knows how
happily that bright dream might have been
realised—but for you—but for you. May an old

man's sin rest upon your head. May a daughter's

blighted hope rest upon your head. You can

guess now why I am here to-night, and what I

have been doing ; and you can guess, perhaps, what

mercy you have to expect from George Vane's

daughter."
"
George Vane's daughter !

"

Sarah and Lavinia de Crespigny lifted up their

hands and eyes in mute dismay. Was this woman,
this viper, who had gained access to the very heart

of the citadel which they had guarded so jealously,
the very creature who of all others they would
have kept remote from the dead man ?

No ! it was impossible. Neither of Maurice de

Crespigny's nieces had ever heard of the birth of

George Vane's youngest child. The old man had
received tidings of the little girl's advent in a

letter sent by stealth, and had kept the intel-

ligence a secret.
"

It is too absurd !

" Miss Lavinia exclaimed ;

"George Vane's youngest daughter is Hortensia

Bannister, and she must be at least five-and-thirty

years of age."
Launcelot Darrell knew better than this. He
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could recall a dismal scene that had occurred in

the pale gray light of an August morning. He
could remember a white-haired old man, sitting

amidst the sordid splendour of a second-rate

coffee-house, crying about his youngest daughter,
and bewailing the loss of the money that was to

have paid for his darling's education ; a wretched,
broken-hearted old man, who had held his trem-

bling hands aloft, and cursed the wretch who had
cheated him.

He could see the figure now, with the shaking
hands lifted high. He could see the wrinkled

face, very old and worn in that gray, morning
light, and tears streaming from the faded blue

eyes. He had lived under the shadow of that

curse ever since, and it seemed as if it was coming
home to him to-night.

" I am Eleanor Vane," Gilbert Monckton's wife

said, ill answer to Miss Lavinia. " I am Hortensia

Bannister's half-sister. It was because of her

foolish pride that I came to Hazlewood under a

false name. It was in order to be revenged upon
Launcelot Darrell that I have since kept my real

name a secret."

Eleanor Vane ! Eleanor Vane I Could it be true?

Of all whom Launcelot Darrell had reason to fear,

this Eleanor Vane was the most to be dreaded. If

he had never wronged her father, even if he had
not been indirectly the cause of the old man's

death, he would still have had reason to fear

Eleanor Vane. He knew what that reason was,
and he dropped back into his chair, livid aud

trembling, as he had trembled when he stole the

keys from his dead uncle's bedside.
" Maurice de Crespigny and my father were

bosom friends," continued Eleanor. Her voice

changed as she spoke of her father, and the light
in her face faded as a tender shadow stole over her

countenance. She could not mention her father's

name without tenderness, speak of him when or

where she might.
' '

They were bosom friends, every-

body here knows that
;
and my poor dear father

had a foolish fancy that if Mr. de Crespigny died

before him, he would inherit this house and estate,

and that he would be rich once more, and that we
should be very happy together. / never thought
that."

Launcelot Darrell looked up with a strange,

eager glance, but said nothing. The sisters, how-

ever, could not suffer Eleanor's words to pass
without remark.

" You never thought that ; oh, dear no, I dare

say not," Miss Lavinia observed.
*' Of course you never entered this house with

any mercenary ideas upon the subject of my dear

uncle's will," Miss Sarah exclaimed, with biting

irony.
" I never built any hope upon my dear

father's fancy," resumed Eleanor, so indifferent

to the remarks of the two ladies that it

seemed as if they had been unheard by her
;

"but I humoured it as I would have humoured

any fancy of his, however foolish. But after his

death I remembered that Mr. de Crespigny had
been his friend, and I only waited to convince

myself of that man's guUt
"—she pointed to

Launcelot Darrell as she spoke—" before I de-

nounced him to his great-uncle. I thought that

my father's old friend would listen to me, and

knowing what had been done, would never let a

traitor inherit his wealth. I thought that by this

means I should be revenged upon the man who
caused my father's death. I heard to-daj' that

Mr. de Crespigny had not long to live ; and when
I came here to-night I came with the intention of

telling him the real character of the man who
was perhaps to inherit his fortune."

The maiden ladies looked at each other. It

would not have been a bad thing, perhaps, after all,

if Eleanor had arrived in time to see the dying
man. It was a i)ity that Maurice de Crespigny
should have died in ignorance of his nephew's
character, when there was just a chance that he

might have left a will in that nei)hew's favour.

But on the other hand, George Vane's daughter
was even a more formidable person than Launcelot.

Who could tell how she might have contrived to

tamper with the old man ?

"
I have no doubt you wished to denounce Mr.

Darrell
;
and to denounce us, too, for the matter

of that, I dare say," observed Miss Sarah, "in
order that you yourself might profit by my uncle's

wUl."
"/ profit!" cried Eleanor; "what should I

want with the poor old man's money?"
" My wife is rich enough to be above any suspi-

cion of that kind. Miss de Crespigny," Gilbert

Monckton said, proudly.
" I came too late," Eleanor said ;

"I came too

late to see my father's friend, but not too late for

what I have so long prayed for—revenge upon my
father's destroyer. Look at your sister's son,

Miss de Crespigny. Look at him. Miss Lavinia ;

you have good reason to be proud of him. He
has been a liar and a traitor from first to last ;

and to-night he has advanced from treachery to

crime. The law could not punish him for the

cruelty that killed a helpess old man : the law
can punish him for that which he has done to-

night, for he has committed a crime."
" A crime !"
" Yes. He has crept like a thief into the hoiise

in which his uncle lies dead, and has introduced

some document—a will of his own fabrication, no
doubt—in the place of the genuine will left in Mr.
de Crespigny 's private secretaire."

"How do you know this, Eleanor?" cried

Gilbert Monckton.
"I know it because I was outside the window

of the study when he changed the papers in the

cabinet, and because I have the real will in my
possession."

"It is a lie!" shouted Launcelot Darrell,

starting to his feet, "a damnable lie, the real

will—"
" Was burnt, as you think, Mr. Darrell ; but

you are mistaken . The document which your friend

Monsieur Victor Bourdon burnt was a paper which

you dropped out of the secretaire while you were

searching for the will."
" And where is the genuine document,

Eleanor?" Gilbert asked.
"
Here," answered his wife, triumphantly.

She put her hand into her pocket. It was

empty. The will was gone.

(To he continued.)
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OPENING OF A CONTINENTAL
PAKLIAMENT.

A SKETCH.

Bavabia has enjoyed for many years a consti-

tutional form of government ; and it cannot be
denied that the present system has developed
itself more freely, and been carried out more

efficiently, there than in any other German state.

The Lower Chamber has taken more than once in

late years, a very decided stand on its guaranteed
rights, and refused to allow the executive that

independent action which ministers adopt when-
ever they can. The attitude maintained was firm

but respectful ;
and the consequence was a cession

of the unwarrantable authority iisurped by the
advisers of the Crown.

It would be an injustice not to own that in

Bavaria the sovereign in no way interferes uncon-

stitutionally with the business of government or

the progress of affairs. But monarohs yield most

imwillingly to certain necessities which a new
rif/ime imposes. Though outwardly they cede
with a good grace, the forms they have to go
through are at heart repugnant to them

; and

they doubtless inwardly vow that, at the first

opportunity all such matters shall be changed.
They chng to the reminiscence of their absolute
dominion ; and dwell fondly upon that time

by no means as upon a Utopian state that
once existed, but has now passed away. Al-

though the concessions are made which con-

stitutional government requires, still, if possible,

any form, no matter how insignificant, that may
seem even to convey an idea of supremacy, is

clung to with tenacity ; and no opportunity is

lost of making it understood that there is yet
a sovereign power aJMve the sovereign people.
Thus in Berlin the King, like Napoleon III.,
calls his "

faithful Commons "
to himself : he

does not go to them on the oi>ening of the

Chambers, but summons them to his residence,
that they may hear in his palace what he has
to say.

iSo in Bavaria. Although the former sovereign
did occasionally open the Chamber in the Senate
House, the present King has never done so. He
has either been represented there by a deputy, or
has assembled the members of the two Houses
around him in the throne-room of his palace.*

It may be thought that acts like these are un-

important. In themselves they may be so, but at
all events they are significant. They are proofs
that the s])irit of that form of government which
the ruler has been forced to adopt has not been
fully comprehended, or that the change from ab-
solutism was but the resiUt of a compulsion that
could no longer bo evaded.
At eleven o'clock on the 23rd June the King

seated alone in a state carriage drawn by eight
horses, and preceded by three coaches and six

containing different officers of the household, pro-

* As a reason for this, it ia said :
" There is not room

enough lu the Chamber." This is true. If the sovereign comes
tberti eBCorted by an army of military officers and court
attundantH. but all those are unuucossary ; and, in reality,
have no bunineas there on such au occasion as the oiiening of
the Uhaubor.

ceeded to church, attended by half a squadron
of the militia. The streets through which the

procession passed were not more peopled than

ordinarily ; and all the parade and gilding seemed

slightly ridiculous when there wa.s scarcely any-

body save the passers-by to take notice of it.

At the church was assembled all that there was
of royalty in the town to receive the sovereign,
as well as the ministers, the officers of the garrison,
even to the second lieutenants, and all the civil

officers employed in the government offices, secre-

taries and all, or, as we should call them, clerks

and under clerks. Every employ^ in Bavaria,

however, has a iiniform of some sort ; there-

fore the more there are present, the more show is

made.
At one o'clock the grand throne-room in the

palace—a noble work called into existence by
King Lewis—was opened to receive all persons
authorised to be present at the ceremony. Any
one in unifonn or in official dress might dispense
with a card and enter without ceremony. A large
number of military officers, whose duty it was to

be present, came dropping in and took their places
round l/ie Uurone. Civil officers, university pro-

fessors, &o., also made their appearance ;
the latter

in uniforms not unlike those of our naval ser-

vice. Then the members of the Lower Chamber,
headed by their president and preceiled by two
ushers, walked into the body of the hall, where
seats were arranged for them. Soon afterwards
the few members of the Upper Chamber advanced

up the centre of the room and took their places
before the throne. Considerable as was the num-
ber of persons already assembled, the hall had
still a great deal of empty space, so vast are its

proportions. The whole of the interior is in white
and gold. Between the columns which supi>ort
a gallery on either side stand, in life-size on marble

pedestals, bronze statues, gilded with pure gold,

representing the most famous ancestors of the

House of Wittelsbach. To these figures King
Lewis, at the opening of the Chambers, once
made an allusion which rather took his audience

by surprise. He began his speech by saying
how proud and pleased he was to see himself

surrounded—every one of course expected him
to add "by his faithful Peers and Commons," but
instead of this he continued—"

by his illustrious

ancestors." A side door now opens, and there

streams in a perfect torrent of new-comers, nearly
all in military uniform, and each with at least one
order : some of them have a dozen. To see the

broad ribbons of the Grands Cordons, the stars,

and other decorations, you would fancy that on
this particular occasion all the wit and intellect

and genius of, at least, the whole of Germany
was assembled there and then within those four

walls. One wears the ribbon of a grand cross, and
has his breast literally covered with decorations, for

having satisfactorily held the office of manager of

the household, and especially for having with

touching fidelity dined for years regularly at the

royal table. Another officer, who, young still as

he is, has positively no room on his general's
uniform for another decoration, has been thus

rewarded for his constant attendance on majesty
when taking a walk or drive, when travelling, or
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when out deer or pheasant shooting. These gen-
tlemen belong to what is called the cortege, and

take their places immediately behind the throne

and close to it on either side. After them come
the King and the royal princes, his brothers and
cousins. His Majesty enters uncovered, but, after

mounting the raised dais and bowing to the as-

sembly, he looks round him with a royal air,

puts on his cocked hat, and, taking it off again,

seats himself on the throne with his relations be-

side him, at the same time commanding the mem-
bers of both Chambers to be seated.

The King, still seated, then proceeded to read

his speech, when at the same moment all the

members rose, though they had just before been

told to be seated. In reality they ought not to

have risen ; but deference to royalty is so part and

parcel of a German's nature that, although not

required or expected to get up, they unanimously
stood while the sovereign read his address. At
its conclusion there was a pause ;

when the Presi-

dent of the first Chamber proposed that they
should all give three cheers for his Majesty
the King of Bavaria

;
and three cheers were ac-

cordingly given, the President directing the opera-
tion.

It was a cold affair, and, in spite of uniforms
and stars and decorations, not at all imposing.
There was nothing whatever to remind you of the

council-chamber of a nation where important dis-

cussions are carried on, and issues determined that

decide the weal or woe of thousands. The room
itself was indeed a magnificent reception-room.
It was a cheerful festal place, calling up visions of

levees and fetes and fair women. In no way
was it connected in your mind with earnest poli-
tical endeavours

; there was not that associa-

tion of ideas which alone invests a spot with serious

interest.

It is, after all, a strange notion to have an in-

augurating ceremony otherwhere than at the place
connected with such ceremony. It would have
been rather absurd, for example, if the oi)ening of

the Great Exhibition had taken place at Windsor
Castle instead of at Brompton. And to an Eng-
lishman it would be an incomprehensible act if the

Queen were to summon the council of the nation

to Buckingham Palace, there to read her speech
and announce to them that Parliament was now
opened. Such a thing would be so foreign to

English feeling, that we doubt very much if the

Queen herself would consent to do it.

The fact tJiat the Sovereign goes doivn to the

House has doubtless its meaning ; and it is just
this very meaning which continental potentates
are desirous to ignore.

In our judgment on such questions, however,
we must take into account the different feeling of

the different people on these and similar matters.
To the forms in which the Englishman would see

the representation of a right jealously to be guarded
and carefully maintained, the Bavarian perhaps
would be indifferent. Indeed in most cases the
German is ready to bow to any act of those in

authority. As an instance of this indifference we
may add that, on remarking to several Munich
citizens on the anomaly of opening the Chambers
elsewhere than in the Chamber itself, the answer

invariably was :
"
Yes, it is true : but then, if the

throne-room were not made tise of for that pur-

pose and for prorogations, the King would never

be able to make use of it at all.
" And that con-

sideration satisfied every one. That the ceremony

proved an occasion for throwing open the hall was

ample reason for the Chamber to dispense with a

privilege, which definitively stamped the character

of the popular assembly, and marked the position
in which it stood to the crown.

But rulers act otherwise. For them no acqui-

sition, real or only apparent, is too insignificant
to be retained. Like the present King of Prussia,

who, at the coronation, took the crown "from the

table of the Lord," and crowned himself, they all

well know the value of a " mere form." They
are aware of its influence, and know that it may
possibly, at a well-chosen moment, serve as a point
of departure for new conquests ;

and that thus

eventually, by slow degrees, the lost autocratic

power may be recovered.

A "FIRST-CLASS" STORY; OR, THE
PERILS OF TRAVELLING ALONE.

CHAPTER I. IN WHICH THE TRAVELLER CONSULTS

HER FRIENDS.

The table d'hdle at the "Ilalhe Ifond" (Half

Moon) Hotel in the little town of Eisenach, which,

though no bigger than Hampstead, is one of the

principal
" Besidenz" cities belonging to the Grand

Duke of Saxe-Weimar, and famous for the neigh-

bouring Castle of the Wartburg, where Martin

Luther wrote his translation of the Bible, while

secreted within its walls imder the disguise of
" Younker George,"—the table cl'hdte, we say,

at the best hotel of this tiny Saxon capital is an

agreeable scene at all times of the year. It is

agreeable enough in the season when visitors

swarm thither like swallows from other climes ;

some to gape at the frescoes on the walls of the

"Singers' Hall" at the Wartburg, while others

make a special trip to the town on purpose to

feast their eyes with the sight of the quaint
little "Luther chamber" in the old cottage -like
"
Knight's-hoxise

"
adjoining the castle. Others,

again, are there, not to see merely the artificial

"lions" of the place, but to enjoy the natural

beauty of the exquisite mountain and forest

scenery in the neighbourhood. Indeed all manner
of tourist folk are here to be met with in the

tour-making season, and a more motley cosmo-

politan group can hardly be seen even at the great
fair of Leipzig. There are Jews and Gentiles,

Poles, Kussians, dark Italians, and fair-haired

Swedes, dandy Frenchmen and burly Nether-

landers, long-haired artists on a sketching tour,

and bright-coloured "mufSn-capped" students

making a walking "partie" through the Thuringian

forest, sedate untidy-looking professors, and ex-

pensively "got-up" Berlin tailors ; be-ringed, be-

chained, and be-studded commercial travellers, who
have left their little square parcel of samples in

the lobby ;
and stolid, untalkative Englishmen, cos-

tumed for the tour in suits of raspberry-cream-
coloured tweed, and who saunter into the dining-
hall with their opera-glass slung in a patent
leather pouch at their side.
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Such is the curious ethnological assembly at the
" Halbe Mond" dinner, at the primitive hour of

one, in the holiday season of the year ; and,

though, in the winter time, when the villages in

the neighbourhood of the town are many of them
snowed up, so that the provisions of the pea-

santry have to be hoisted in at the dormer-win-
dows in the roofs, and when the starved and frozen-

out deer come down to the cities to be fed, and
the market-carts are all taken off their wheels, and
the vegetables, butter, and cheese have to be

brought to the ' ' Stadt
"
upon sledges

—though, at

such a time, but few travellers can naturally be

expected to dine there, nevertheless there is

always a goodly muster of townsfolk who make a

practice of taking their "
midday meal "

at the

hotel ;
for when the cost of regaling oneself with

some dozen courses and a dessert is but eightpence
a head to regular subscribers (for it is the custom
with residents to take a given number of "

billets,"

as if one was contracting for so many dips at the

sea-side, instead of so many tickets for soup,

poultry, meat, fish, pastry, or d^muvres, entremetn,

dessert, and heaven knows how many other
dishes besides), and when we add that the

cooking moreover is by no means unpalatable,
the London epicure upon a moderate income
will readily understand that the attractions are

Buflicient to draw "good houses," the enter-

tainment being generally excellent, the perform-
ers mostly respectable, and the prices extremely
moderate.

True, the lover of English fare will be occa-

sioually offended with the sight of such dishes
as boiled beef and cherries, roast ]X)rk and

preserved oranges, stewed mutton and pickled"
sticklebacks," carp and horse-radish sauce,

iieldfares and juniper-berries, and raw herrings
served with cream, raw onions, capers, and
sliced apples. True, again, the meat, owing to
its having been all boiled for soup before being
baked to do duty as a roast joint, has no more
liavour left in it than in a mouthfid of papermaker's
piUp, 80 that one really has to inquire whether it

be stag or roebuck, or goose, pork, beef, or veal
that wc are eating ; nevertheless, the sauces with
which they are smothered are sufficiently savoury
to make them toothsome, so that for a mouth
or two the mere novelty of the fare is enough
to give it a zest to the hungry and smoke-dried
traveller.

At this hotel, in the winter time, the company,
if not numerous, is, at least, select. At the head
of the table is invariably to be seen the little

round figure of Professor M., the teacher of

pauiting at the principal public school of the town,
who has eaten his twelve courses there day after

day for seven and thirty years, and whose bulky
little body and fat round cheeks are glowiug
results at once of the excellence and nutritive

qualities of the food,—for, good cheery little soul,
his face is as pleasant and as ruddy as the sun in

the winter time,—and who, though numbering
nearly sixty years, is as full of hope as a young
poet, for it was only last year that he was busy
covering an acre of canvas that he had to mount a
ladder to paint, for his 999th grand tableau of

"Christ and his Apostles." Then there is the young

and shaqj-witted Professor H. , whose features re-

mind one somewhat of Louis Napoleon, and who,
like the French Emperor, has been the architect
of his own fortunes, for, though not a man of the

schools, he has taught himself to make what he

delights to call the finest microscopes in Europe,
and is famed all over Germany for his splendid
illustrations of the polarisation of light by means
of the oxyhydrogen apparatus. Besides these
is a group of Saxon officers, good-humoured jolly
fellows, who every year believe that there is a
chance of war breaking out with France, and are

longing for another brush with the imperial army,
or else as anxiously awaiting the festivities of the
next ball at the Klemda, or arranging the details
of their next grand sledging party with the band
of music to Kuhla. Moreover, here may be found
the polite silver-headed old courtier, the baron
von H., who is the head forester of the Duchy,
and is ever pleased to point out to strangers
where the choicest beauties of the forest scenery
lie. Again, the lively and kindly-natured com-
mandant of the Wartburg, the Major von A,
occiisionally forms one of the party : and then
how merrily the time passes, and how the glasses
are sure to clink! For he is "the best of all

good company," and has always a good tale to

tell, either of the ghosts he has himself seen up at
the Wartburg, or else some pretty Thuringian
legend to narrate, or one of his last clever little

sketches to show
; for the Major paints as tastily

as he sings, and his old Thuringian songs, when
accompanied by himself on the "zitter," the na-
tional instrument of the country, are things quite
unique, as well for the gracefulness of the execu-
tion as for the quaintness of the simple ditties.

Nor are ladies, at such a time, entirely absent from
the company; for here dines daily the Fraulein

K., who was formerly the head governess to the

young princesses of Saxe Weimar, but who is now
the principal teacher at what is termed the "

higher
daughters' school" in the town, and who still

delights in all the manners of the Court, and sits

at home apparelled in black velvet, waiting to
receive her friends on the nights of her receptions.
How fluently she ]>asses from one language to
another 1 Now she is speaking French, and excel-
lent French, too, with the accomplished Com-
mandant ; now she is talking English with the two
worthy Scotch ladies next her, and now she con-
verses in German with the Baron von H. con-

cerning the studies and quickness of his little

grandchildren. There is also a slight sprinkhng
of English ladies at the table, for, though the
British inhabitants in the town hardly exceed half
a dozen, the greater part of these meet regularly
at the tal)le d'hdte. It would be unfair, however,
to speak more particularly of them in a paper in-

tended for English eyes ; suffice it, the two
Scotch ladies, above alluded to, were a couple of

the best and most graceful-minded women it has
ever been the writer's lot to meet with—the
one as wise as she was pleasant, and as pleasant
as she was kindly ; and the other, clever in all

things, clever in painting, clever in music, aye,
and we have a shrewd suspicion, clever at writing
too.

Of the other EnglanderinnB (as the Germans call
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our countrywomen), as they are to constitute the

principal characters in the narrative which is to

follow, we shall leave the ladies to speak for them-

selves. They were two cotisins, originally of Irish

extraction, and the one many years older than the

other. The elder lady had been married to a

Bremen merchant, who had died young and left

her with a small independence, which she had
come to eke out by a residence in the town of

Eisenach, where, owing to the cheapness of provi-
sions and rent, her income was sufficient to keep
her in the state of comfort to which she had
been accustomed. She could hardly be called a

young widow, though on the other hand she was

many years below the middle age of life, and
there was a kind of statuesque character about

her features which, though it had grown into

somewhat of a masculine style as she had ad-

vanced in years, was still sufficient to assure the

beholder that she must have possessed no slight

beauty when the face was rounder and the cheeks

plumper and rosier with the charms of youth.
You had but to meet her and converse with her

occasionally to find out ere long that the peculiar
characteristic of her mind was worldly prudence ;

and one could soon see that she was distinguished

by all that scrupulous care of young women which

is so marked an attribute of the Irish character,

and which makes the chastity of the females of

that nation famous over all the world. The

younger cousin was so unlike the elder one, that

it was difficult to imagine any tie of kindred to

exist between them. Her features, indeed, were

far from regular, and her face more square than

oval. But though she was neither handsome nor

pretty, she was what was more striking, perhaps :

she was interesting. It was impossible to look at

her once and then turn away with absolute indif-

ference. The reason of this was that the girl had

a pair of most remarkable full black eyes
—too

lustrous and large indeed for anything like regular

beauty, but still so full of fii-e and so penetrating,
that they were as fascinating as those of the

rattle-snake are said to be ; so that a stranger,
however well-bred, could hardly help staring at

her. Moreover, there was a fawn-like tenderness

in their expression that told the quick-sighted that

though the girl was a person of violent emotions,
she was at the same time a creature of such high
nervous susceptibility, that it was impossible to

say whether in the hour of danger she would dis-

play the highest heroism or be overcome, even to

stupor, by the fright.
The elder lady we shall call Madame Steindorf

(for as the circumstances we are about to relate

are founded in truth, it is superfluous to say that

the name must necessarily be a fictitious one),

and the younger one Miss Boyne. At the time

of the opening of our story, Madame Steindorf

had succeeded in obtaining for her cousin a situa-

tion as companion to the wife of a rich Hamburg
merchant

;
for owing to her crippled means since

the death of her husband, she was unable to keep
the yo\nig lady with her any longer, and the main

object of her visit to the Halhe Mond that day
was to consult the gentlemen whose acquaintance
she had made at the table cVhdte, as to the most

prudent and safe mode of getting a young lady,

unprotected as she was, to her destination, espe-

cially as she herself could not afford the expense
of accompanying her.

When the almonds and raisins, the "sand-cake,"
the meringues, had been handed round, and the
other ladies had taken their bonnets and cloaks
from the hat-stand and had slipped on their felt

over-shoes to guard against falling in the snow,
previous to making their bow before leaving the

company at the table, Madame Steindorf drew
her chair towards the gentlemen at the upper end
of the room, and said, in German, as the waiter de-

posited the silver spirit-lamp on the table for the
smokers to light their cigars.

" I beg, gentlemen, that you will not let our

presence interfere with your enjoyment, for I wish,

to consult you upon a point that you, as natives

of the country, must be better acquainted with
than I possibly can."

"Was the Fraulein out skating to-day on the
Orleans pond ?

"
said one of the officers to Miss

Boyne, as he leant behind Madame Steindorf's chair

to address the black-eyed young lady, who merely
shook her head and whispered

" Nein" in reply.

"Now, do I beg, light your cigars, gentlemen,"
continued Madame S , as the waiter made his

appearance with the cups of " black coffee
"
that

had already been ordered for the German post-

prandial entertainment.

HereujMjn Lieutenant Von T rose from his

chair, and raising his hand to his ear by way of

military salute, bowed slightly as he said :

" If you ladies will be good enough to give us

your permission,"—to which Madame Steindorf

answered jocularly,
" We will not only give you our permission, but

a light also," and so saying she drew the sponge
from the centre of the stand, and applying it to the
flame below handed it burning blue to the officer.

"Oh, I beg—I beg, Madame," cried some half-

dozen simultaneously.
The ice of foreign ceremony being thus plea-

santly broken, the elder lady immediately re-

turned to the subject she had just touched upon.
"I want to learn from you gentlemen which

class you consider the safest for a young lady to

travel by in Germany when journeying alone by
rail. Some tell me," she added, "that in the
third class a young lady is less liable to meet
with insult, because the carriages there are undi-

vided into compartments, and some one is certain

to be present to protect her."
" For myself," said Professor H ,

" I travel

some thousands of miles by rail regularly every
year, and I never knew an instance of any female

having been rudely treated, but then I always
take a second-class ticket

;
and you know, Madame

Steindorf, our second-class carriages are as good
as your first, and the company one meets in them

quite as respectable."

"Oh, yes!" chimed in the officers, "we all

travel second-class."

"Besides," added the Baron von H
,
"I

believe I may say without offence to so clever a

lady of the world as j'^ourself, Madame Steindorf,

that our people are more polite than yours," and
the couple bowed to one another with extreme

defez-ence.
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" I don't know that," cried Professor M ,

from the top of the table, as he looked up from
the large china bowl in which he was busily en-

gaged in brewing "May drink"; now emptying
bottle after bottle of "Forster Traminer" into

the vessel, then throwing in handsful of sugar,
and lastly sprig after sprig of dried "

woodruff,"
with a tiny green orange or two to give it an
extra flavour. " I don't know that," he repeated.
*' The English people are not so ceremonious as

ours, but when I went over to the Manchester
Exhibition of Art, I found them quite as civil to

me. Besides, look at their public gardens ; there

the people are requested not to pluck the flowers,
and here we say it is Jorhiddeii by fine to do so.

Which is the politer of the two ?
"

"Ah ! but you artists, Herr Professor," urged one

of the scientiric teachers at the principal Eisenach

school, "always delight in foreign works, but I

have a theory that owing to the great prevalence
of fogs in England—and I have seen a statement

by Professor Faraday in our papers, that there are

no less than 250 odd fogs in London every year,"—
and the learned gentleman looked round to mark
the astonishment produced upon those present :

" I

have a theory, I repeat, that such a climate, where
a bit of blue sky is almost as great a rarity as a

water-spout here, the people cannot possibly be
as vivacious and affable as ours. You see the

sulphurous acid present in the London atmosphere
prevents the oxygen or vital gas,"

—and the Profes-

sor crossed the tips of his two fore-flngers as he
was al)out to enter into the chemico-physio-
logical details of the subject, when fortunately
for the company, the courteous Baron von H
interj)osed by saying,

"
But, Herr Professor, we are forgetting the

ladies, and they didn't come here to listen to one
of your extremely clever scientifi<J lectures, but to

have a simple answer to a Bim])le question—
at least, so it strikes me, though I may be mis-

taken, Herr Professor," and the Baron bowed his

white head to the learned gentleman across the
table.

"But who travel in the first-class carriages?"
enquired Madame Steindorf, after a slight pause." We have a saying here," said the good-tem])ered
maker of the best microscoi>e3 in Europe,

" that
our first-class is kept only for Englishmen and
madmen," and he laughed as he said the words,
but immediately added, "though you know,
Madame, we all look upon you here as a German
lady.

"
Badinage apart, however, Herr Professor, do

you really mean to say that you never saw any
but English in them ?

" asked the elder lady.
"Well, I travel more than most people," re-

turned the gentleman, and I generally find them
filled with gentlemen with whiskers as long as a
fox brush, and each witli the invariable red book
in their hands. Once to be sure I did see a Ger-

man, but he had the gout, and he had gone there
to prevent the possibility of any person entering
the carriage and treading on his toes."

" And I," said the Lieutenant von T ,

" once
knew a real German who always travelled by rail

that way/'
" It cannot be !

"
cried the others, laughing.

"Was he a hermiit or a hyphocondriac ?
" asked

one of the party in a bantering tone.

"Neither," answered the officer,
" but I found

out at last that he was one of the principal tragic
actors at the Dresden Theatre, and always chose
that class when travelling, so as to be able to
rehearse his part in private on the way."

"
Very good," cried the others,

"
if he had gone

into the woods he coiddn't have had greater
sohtude."
The information was enough for Madame Stein*

dorf, so thanking the gentlemen for what she had
learnt from them, the ladies rose from table, where-

upon all the gentlemen present stood up and bowed
to them as they curtseyed before leaving the room ;

while the young lieutenant flew to the door, and

throwing it open, held it back as he said,
" A pleasant journey to you, Fraulein. Adieu,

ladies, I bow to you."
As soon as the couple had reached the gate-way

of the hotel, Madame Steindorf said to her cousin,
"

I have made up my mind, Helen, you shall travel

first-class, and then no harm can befall you."

TIMBROMANIE.

"Have you a blue Sardinian?" "I'll give

you a black Prussian for a Russian.
" "

I want
a yellow Saxon." Such is the incomprehensible

jargon that frequently puzzles grave fathers of

families at their own break fast-tables, or startles

the propriety of decorous matrons and maiden
aunts in their after-dinner retirement with a circle

of precocious youngsters. What, in the name of

this present year of grace, does it all mean ?

A magazine* on our writing-table endeavours to

inform us. The numbers date from the commence-
ment of the current year ; they are very neatly

printed, and ornamented by a frontispiece repre-

senting animated groups of all nations reading and

writing letters and despatching tales, and other-

wise encouraging good-fellowship and constant

inter-communication. These journals are issued

monthly, and the price is four shillings per annum.
Each number of the periodical presents its sub-

scribers with ' * an uuobliterated foreign or colonial

postage-stamp."
So—the murder is out. The key to the whole

is contained in this single announcement. These

magazines are merely the representatives of a

widely-spread mania for stamp-collecting ; which,

running through all classes of tte community, even

as did the lottery-fever or trank-mauia of old times,

has succeeded in elevating itself to the rank of a

remunerative and respectable business
; capable of

being conducted alike by tradesmen in their shops
and warehouses, or by private parties, who,

wishing to increase their little means, can bargain
with their customers through th& medium of

advertisements or letters.

The traflUc in used and unused postage stamps
of various colours and countries, for the purpose
of forming collections and stocking albums, first

commenced in Belgium, among the girls and boys
at the numerous schools or 2^en8io)is in that

country. Their elders, amused at the outset by
their earnestness and enthusiasm in so apparently

* The "
Stamp-Collector's Magazine."
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trivial a fancy, ended by imbibing the infection ;

which rapidly spread throughout France and

Germany. Soon there was a kind of regiilar

exchange held on the Boulevard Sebastopol, in

Paris, for the buying and selling of postage-

stamps. This was speedily suppressed by the

local authorities ;
but even at the present moment,

in defiance or evasion of a law which prohibits all

traffic in the gardens of the Tuileries, amateurs

assemble there every Sunday and Thursday, and

manage to carry on this new species of traffic

"under the rose."

When the mania reached London, its victims

established a temporary exchange in Birchin Lane,
in the City, and in several of the alleys leading
therefrom. This was in the spring of 1862, when,

during the pleasant twilight of the short evenings,
a most animated scene was presented for the

amusement of the philosophical observer. From

fifty to a hundred individuals, old men, youths,
and mere boys, middle-aged persons of unim-

peachable respectability, ladies of modest and
decorous presence, even more than one personage
of exalted rank, bargaining and contending in this

singular traffic with the utmost eagerness and

vivacity,
—such was the tableau vivant which

stayed the steps of the least interested passer-by.
The value of stamps in this exchange, being

wholly supposititious, was subject to considerable

fluctuations ; single stamps being rated on one

and the same night at a penny or twopence to

sixpence or a shilling in value ; or a small collec-

tion would pass from hand to hand, increasing in

price in the course of an hour or two from two

shillings to four, eight, or even ten shillings. The
Birchin Lane exchange, like its prototype in Paris,

was eventually put down by the police ;
and any

later dealings there have necessarily been sur-

reptitious.
Dr. Gray, of the British Museum, and other

writers on the subject—which has already an esta-

blished literature of its own—enumerate various

advantages, mental and moral, to be derived from
the hearty prosecution of this whimsical species of

commerce. According to these eminent amateurs
of the science, the sedulous collecting and classifi-

cation of postage-stamps teaches geography, his-

tory, the statistics and political position of distant

countries ;
inculcates business habits, commercial

confidence, order, honour, and punctuality ;
and

affords room for the display of much artistic taste

and skill in the arrangement of the many-tinted
and often beautifully-engraved stamps in the

albums specially contrived for that purpose.

Admitting the British colonies into our calcu-

lation, there are more than forty modifications

of Queen Victoria's portrait, in several different

shades of colour. The postage-stamp of the lowest

money value at its ordinary rate is the centime of

France, worth a fraction less than two-fifths of

an English farthing ;
the highest being the four-

dollar California Pony Express, representing the
sum of sixteen shillings and fourpence. For

beauty of form and hue, the postage-stamps of

France and Greece, and among our own depen-
dencies, those of Nova Scotia, bear away the

palm ; while the English penny postage-stamp
and the postage-stamps of Belgium are about on

a par, as far as ugliness is concerned. Siberian

stamps are of the largest size issued
;
and those of

Mecklenburgh-Schwerin take rank as the smallest.

For scarcity and daily increasing value, the old

issues of the Isle of Bourbon and New Caledonia,
and those of Spain, Portugal, British Guiana, and
Van Diemen's Land, may be especially particu-
larised. So may the stamps of the Sandwich

Islands, Nicaragua, and the Philippines, which
are extremely rare

;
as are also those of the

Italian Duchies. Such of our readers as may
wish to turn "an honest" future "penny,"
should hasten forthwith to make a large invest-

ment in Roman Pontifical stamps ; which are

with good reason expected, at no very distant

date, to attain an almost fabulous value.

Temporary issues are always rare and valuable.

Some time ago, the supply of postage-stamps failed

in the British colony at the Cape of Good Hope.
There was a delay in procuring "the needful"
from the mother-country ;

and pending its arrival

native artists produced some poor imitations of

the requisite stamps. These spurious stamps are

now almost impossible to be procured, especially
the threepenny and fourpenny ones. Local stamps
employed within narrow limits invariably fetch

high prices. Those of the Confederate States are

much in demand.

Among the various modes of disposing of

postage stamps, they are sometimes made the ob-

ject of a raffle. A number of individuals will

subscribe, say a shilling each, for the chance of

obtaining possession of a collection of stamps of

two or more hundreds in extent. Stamp merchants

keep their depCts all over' the country ; many of

them entirely subsisting by this novel traffic. In
London alone there exist at least a dozen regular
dealers in stamps ; while our seaports, and espe-

cially the important town of Liverpool, abound
with them. Some dealers confine themselves to
" maculate " or " immaculate "

stamps,— the

fashionable terms for "obliterated" and "un-
used

;

"
others deal exclusively in scarce or obso-

lete varieties. Some are willing to sell or exchange ;

others again, combining with this abnormal com-
merce more ordinary trades, present their customers
with stamps according to their amount of patronage.

Stamps are purchased
" on commission ;" agents

are advertised for ; lists of prices are distributed

to parties concerned. Collections of stamps are

frequently advertised for sale by private indi-

viduals, varying in extent from two or three

hundred to a thousand or more, and offered at

prices averaging from ten to forty pounds. Albums
to contain these are got uj) in every style ; from

plain cloth, at one shilling, to "best morocco

relief, with clasps," at one pound five. Stamps
are likewise received by benevolent individuals to

sell for charitable purposes ;
and given away as

prizes to the solvers of riddles in struggling

periodicals. Lastly, there are numbers of private

persons, many of them being youths of fourteen or

even younger, who contrive to make a remunera-

tive speculation of their dealings in stamps.
But let amateurs beware of forgeries. These

are so frequent, and the differences that exist

between a real and a forged stamp are so exceed-

ingly minute and difficult of detection, that the
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constant employment of a magnifying-glass ia

strenuously recommended by the initiated. The
Swiss are noted forgers, and have circulated with

impunity several kinds of spurious early Zurichs.

There are likewise in circulation good imitations

of the Danish stamps. Some issues are wholly
fictitious. Of this class are the " Verein Ham-

burgers,
"
designed and issued by no higher autho-

rity than an unscrupulous and enterprising en-

graver.
The stamp mania, or timbromanie, is not always

viewed in a purely business or scientific aspect ; it

has its absurd and amusing relations with life.

Of such was the ridiculous display lately made at

a Parisian bal masque, by a gentleman who might
have found a better employment for his money.
This reckless individual attracted universal atten-

tion by presenting himself in a costume entirely
covered with postage-stamps, about a third of

which were "immaculate." The original texture

of his hat was concealed by a quantity of French
ten and fifteen centimes d jiercevoir : a stamp an-

swering'to our double postage, levied on unpaid or

underpaid letters.

A new galop may be soon in the windows of any
music-shop in London, the title-page of which is

ornamented with fac-similes of foreign postage-

stamps, in all their various colours. The galop
itself is entitled " Arthur O'Leary's Stamp-
Galop." Down in the City an enterprising trades-

man displays behind his glittering plate-glass panes
an assortment of curious breast-pins, consisting of

imitations of foreign stamps, enamelled in their

several delicate hues, and set in gold.
Some postage - stamp collectors, especially in

private life, devote their energies to storing up
vast numbers of stamps of a particular issue,

trusting to the good ofiices of time to render them

exceedingly scarce, and consequently valuable.

We cannot accord our entire approbation to a few
individuals among these far-seeing si^eculators,
who are engaged in collecting and hoarding com-
mon English penny stamps ; acting with a greedy
eye to future profit in what every truly loyal

subject of our beloved Queen trusts is still a
remote period,

—that when the present feminine

portraiture on our current stamps will necessitate

a new issue, bearing the likeness of our then
Gracious Sovereign and Defender of the Faith,

King Edward the Seventh.

INNISMURRAY.

Not the least interesting among the many re-

tired comers of Great Britain is the island of

Innismurray. It is situated in Donegal Bay, f

about five miles from the main land of Sligo on
the North-west coast of Ireland, where the

\

Atlantic breaks with extreme violence on some of
|

the finest rock-scenery of that country. Though I

not in itself picturesque, the peculiar supersti- I

tions and half savage customs of the natives
'

render it remarkable. These are little known even
in the immediate neighbourhood, ^'^i8itors at the

rising sea-side village of Bundoran, on the main-
^

land, hear of them with astonishment, and it

seems to us that a short account of the island i

would interest a large circle of readers. It will

serve, at all events, to show a point at which
the spheres of primitive and civilised life touch
each other, where ancient institutions and modern
manners coalesce at no great distance from all the
boasted marvels of science.

Innismurray forms one of that fringe of islands

skirting the west coast of Ireland, which is

evidently a continuation of the Hebrides. It is a
mere speck of a mile long and half a mile in

breadth, round which the wild waters of the
Atlantic are continually chafing themselves into

foam. The rocky shores fall back upon patches of

cultivation, which, when manured with kelp ob-

tained from burning the sea-weed, produce oats,

barley, and, needless to say, jx>tatoes. Lobsters
are found in great abundance round the coast.

The |K>pulation used to be large, some sixteen

families ; but half of them sailed for America in

1847, and the ship was lost with all on board.

The remaining eight families are governed by a
local sovereign. Lord Palmerston is nominally
owner of the island, but his rental is not much
increased by the revenues of this distant part of

his property, as the inhabitants claim complete
immunity from all rents and taxes. In common
with all the Keltic tribes of Great Britain, they
have likewise lax views on the subject of custom-
house duties, and a great hatred of "gangers."
The name of the last king was Herity. His

widow, the present sovereign of the island, actually
made a journey to London in the lifetime of her
husband to ask Lord Palmerston to obtain pardon
for him, that monarch being then in prison (by no
means for the first time) for having infringed
Queen Victoria's laws relating to illicit distilling.
His subjects follow his example still, and, spite of

all laws and gangers, annually make large quantities
of "potheen."
The religion of the island is supposed to be

Roman Catholic, but as in temporal so in spiritual

matters, this eccentric community takes the

liberty of diflfering from orthodox views. They
have two grave-yards, one for men, the other for

women, in the former, which is of course the
more honourable situation, is a small ruinous

chapel of very old masonry, and in a cell ofT this

chapel is enshrined a half-length figure of a monk,
the dress and features unmistakcably Spanish.
The natives treat this image with almost divine

adoration, deeming it a likeness of ono " Father

Malash," an old priest who once lived on the

island, was very good to the people, and, after his

death, sent them this image to take care of them.
He sent it by sea, and it landed several hundred

years ago at a certain point which is still shown.
This figure is considered to have been the figure-
head of one of the vessels of the Spanish Armada,
several of which were wrecked on the north-west

coast of Ireland. The following anecdote seems a

confirmation of this : A few years ago, a gentle-

man, who had been cruising off the island in his

yacht, wished to play the natives a trick, and

perhaps break them of their idolatrous habits. He
landed a body of sailors, who carried off the

image, and when the yacht was well out to sea it

was thrown overboard. Curiously enough, the

Kcv. Father was once more washed ashore at his
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former landing-place, of course much strengthen-

ing thereby the faith of his devotees.

Outside the chapel there is a heap of round

stones, which when turned in some particxtlar

manner by the queen (Mrs. Herity), have the

power of bringing misfortune on any one with

whom she is displeased. It is said to be impos-
sible to count these ; and, in fact, from their simi-

larity of appearance and irregular disposition, it is

almost impossible to arrive twice at the same
result. The same matter-of-fact gentleman who
carried off "Father Malash " overcame this difiB-

culty by placing a pea on each stone as he enume-
rated it.

A friend from whom we have derived the fore-

going particulars, visited Innismurray in 1850 and

inspected its curiosities, but gave dire offence to

the natives by refusing to take a cask of potheen
back to the mainland. It woiild have been dan-

gerous to the eqiiilibrium of the rowers to have
done so, and impleasant for all parties had the

revenue officers detected it. As it was, the islanders

gnunbled and cursed, and finally an old crone

rushed off to turn the stones on such profitless
visitors. Despite the dangers of tide and currents,
which run there very swiftly, the party reached

home safely. Sad to say, the natives found their

charm equally inoperative in another case. Owing
to their acquaintance with the sea round their

coasts, their smuggling operations used to give the

custom-house officers much troiible, until they
procured a small steamer. The stones were
turned a dozen times then, and a very large
amount of cursing done, but all to no purpose.

Camden, who had evidently a fellow-feeling with
them in this matter of whisky, tells us apologe-

tically that mead used to be the favo^irite Irish

beverage, but that bees do not abound now. The

"usquebaugh," however, which they now make,
he affirms to be "

excellent, much less heating and
more drying than ours." Perhaps St. Patrick

drove out bees along with toads as vermin, and

thereby unluckily introduced spirits in their place,
which have had in their turn to be exorcised by
Father Mathew. May all the success attend his

efforts which befell those of St. Guthlac, who
effectually banished all the frightful "fen-devils"

which used to haunt Croyland I

Some have fancied they could discover a temple
of Mithras or Mindhr, the ancient Persian fire-god,
in the ruins of Innismurray, and have supposed
that it was from him that the island was called

in old days Innis Mindhr. There are plenty of

mythical stories however for us to cite, if we are

inclined to look into antiquity for the origin of the

Innismurray ruins. In Strabo's time there were

legends of the wild Irish eating grass, and esteem-

ing it a point of honour to devour their deceased

fathers. He says "they were even more savage
than the Britons ;

" and their orgies may have
been celebrated here. We may go back further

yet to a few ages after the Israelites' departure out
of Egypt, when Hiberus and Hermione, sons of

Milesius, King of Spain, led some colonies to

Ireland ; perhaps about the same chronological

epoch as that in which Brute landed the Trojans
at Totness in Devonshire. Those Irish giants,
with whom Bartholanus, a Scythian, is said to

have waged war three himdred years after the

flood, may have made their last stand here, and
when conquered, have adopted their victorious

adversaries' customs
; for it is generally allowed

that the heathenish custom of eating human flesh,

of which we spoke above, came from Scythia.

Nay, we might pierce the primaeval mist which

hung around the fabled Ogygia, by which some
have fancied Plutarch meant Ireland, in order to

find the origin of the ruined greatness of Innis-

murray. But it is not really needful to go further

back than the days of early Christianity, when
Ireland was known far and wide as ' ' the country
of saints," and St. Patrick with his zealous fol-

lowers had planted centres of civilisation on most
of the western isles of Scotia, which then compre-
hended both Ireland and Scotland.

It is thus Camden gives lis the clue to the

marvels of the island. "There was early an

abbey here," he says,
" whose ruins are very rude

and massive, with underground cells lighted only

by holes at the top or side. There are also two

chapels and a cell dedicated to St. Molas, with a

stone roof and rude wooden image of the saint.

An altar hard by is called the cursing altar, and

north of it is that of the Trinity. The walls of

the inclosure are from five to ten feet thick, built

without mortar, of large stones. One of the

chapels is dedicated to St. Columbkill, and in

common with the other and the cell above men-
tioned is evidently of later date than the rest of

the buildings, as lime is used in its construction."

Such are some particulars of this curious island.

Travellers to more distant lands see Nature's

features on a larger scale, and bring back prover-
bial tales of wonder to their less fortunate home-

keeping brethren ; yet localities close at hand, and
but slightly remote from our experience, always
contain much interest and amusement if diligently
examined. We have attempted to illustrate this

in the case of Innismurray. To the archaeologist,
the artist, and the naturalist our western isles are

replete with instruction. He who only travels for

the sake of changing his usual horizon need not

necessarily seek the Continent. However rich the

nation may become, it will always be beyond the

power of the multitude to penetrate into foreign
lands ; yet, so universal is the taste for travelling,
it is well to be assured that the man "with

eyes
"

(to adapt the good old story) may find

much more at home than the one " with no eyes
"

will discern abroad.

In conclusion it may be remarked how singularly
Ireland has been left high and dry, for the most

part, by that flood of civilisation and improvement
which has so long been streaming from the East

over us to the New World. May such relics of

superstition as we have been gathering together
be soon, like the original Father Malash, things of

the past ! That the country of Brian Born and
the U'Neiles, which, like ourselves, struggled in

vain against tbe inroad of Norman civilisation,

may abound in every expression of civil freedom,
social fellowship, and individual self-respect,

momentary impulses passing into settled convic-

tions, and all national ill customs vanishing before

an enlarged sense of responsibility, is the earnest

prayer of all who love Ireland. G.
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A "FIRST-CLASS" STORY;

OE, THE PERILS OF TRAVELLING ALONE.

CHAPTER II. IN WHICH THE TRAVELLER MEETS A
STRANGE GENTLEMAN.

A LMOST as soon as it was light the next morning
the two cousins were wending their way along the

snowy streets of Eisenach towards the railway

station, with their German maidservant in advance

of them, carrying the young lady's heavy trunk

on the chiffonnier-like basket that was strapped to

her back. The bells at the doors of the chandlers'

shops kept tinkling with the demand for

"
schnapps

"
by the men on their way to work

as the couple passed along. The dusty-looking
bakers were busy arranging their sausage-shaped
little rolls of bread on the small wooden ledges in

front of their parlour windows ;
and the little

gocart-like milk waggons laden with their big tin

jugs, not unlike in shape to large Etruscan vases,

stood at the gateways, with the donkey half dozing
in the shafts ;

and the maidservants were grouped
about the wells that were not yet frozen up, wait-

ing for their turn to get water at the spring, while

on the stones round about were ranged the tall,

queer-looking wooden "
butten," not unlike enor-

mous quivers, in which they were to carry,

strapped to their backs, the cold, wet load home to

their houses. The rude old Roman tower which

forms the only remaining gateway of the once

ramparted town was soon passed, and then it was
but two or three minutes' walk to the railway
itself.

The starting-place had so few points of differ-

ence from an English station, that there is no

necessity for particularising it ; enough to say that

the oiiicials were all clad in suits of sky-blue, aud

every one had some hirsute appendage to either

his lips or chin, and the " restoration-room " was
heated to the temperature of a baker's oven, and
reeked with the not very fragrant odour of red-hot

iron stoves and stale tobacco-smoke. Here were

gentlemen done up in fur coats, and fur boots, and
fur gloves, until they looked more like E^iquimaux
than the inhabitants of the temperate zone, waiting
the departure of a train, and all smoking and

drinking steaming cups of coffee, till the atmos-

phere was as misty as that of a wash house.

Presently the huge bell hanging outside the re-

freshment-room door was tolled rapidly by one of

the sky-blue officials, and then, the glass doors

that opened on to the platform being thrown back,
there was a general rush from within to without.

'* Now, my dear Helen, I'll go and see that your

luggage is safely stowed away, while you take your
seat, and .arrange your rugs in this carriage," said

Madame Steindorf, as she approached the door of

one of the first-class carriages, and then signalled
to the porter to come and unlock it for them, and

by the time the young lady had drawn on her felt

shoes, and exchanged her bonnet for a quilted

hood, and taken the books she had brought with
her from her bag, her cousin was back again at

the carriage door, inquiring if she were sure that

she had brought this, and hadn't forgotten that,
and then telling her that she need be under no
alarm whatever, that the guard had told her that
tirst-class carriages were almost always empty at

that season of the year, and she had written, as
she knew, overnight to make arrangements for

some one to meet her when she arrived at Harburg
who would conduct her across the river to her
destination at Hamburg. The conversation was
here abruptly stopped by one of the officials

closing the door of the carriage, and then Madame
Steindorf had only time to shake her cousin by the

hand, and bid her mind and be sure she wrote

immediately she got to the end of her journey,
before the big bell clattered again, and the chimes

began to play telegraphically all along the line in

the little belfries ranged on top of the loilges
of the signal men, warning them that the Frank-
furt train was then starting, immediately after

which the engine-whistle rent the air with a

piercing scream, the locomotive began to snort,

heavily at first, and then to pant quicker and

quicker, while the carriages, oue after the other,

began first to glide along the platform, and then
to be whisked rapidly from the sight.
As yet Helen Boyne had kept up heroically

against the struggle of parting
—she had promised

her cousin that there should be no " scene
"

before strangers at the railway station, aud she

was too proud-spirited to allow herself to forfeit

her word ; but when she saw the last flutter of her
cousin's handkerchief, and felt that she was now,
for the first time, adrift in the world, and bound to

a strange {ilace, where she was to see only strange
faces, the tender-hearted girl burst into tears, and
sobbed as if her very heart would break. Her
father had been assassinated in Ireland when she

was but a mere child, aud her mother, who had
never recovered the shock of her husband's death,
died but a year or two afterwards, so that she had
been left an orphan long before her school-days
were over. Her mother's sister had then received

her \inder her roof, and had the girl educated for

a governess, in which capacity her own daughter
—before her marriage to Herr Steindorf—was
then acting in an English family resident abroad.

The subsequent marriage, however, of Helen's

cousin to a merchant at Bremen led to the young
lady being received into that merchant's family,
in order that she might perfect herself in

German, but she had not been here six months
before the American panic came, and merchant

houses that were considered solid as tlie Bank of

England proved to be no more secure than card-

board ones—the oldest firms crashed on every
side like rotten timber, and Herr Steindorf, from

being one of the largest and most wealthy ship-

owners, found himself comparatively a beggar in

a few weeks, for bill after bill was returned to

him dishonoured, aud the losses came so heavy
and fast that the merchant's intellect gave way
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under it, and ultimately sinking into a state of

childish imbecility, he ended his days in a private

asylum. The little property left was then in-

vested so as to secure a small annuity to his

widow, and upon this the two cousins had been

living in Eisenach until a situation could be ob-

tained for the younger one.

Tt was a long time after parting from Madame
Steindorf, as her only friend on that side of the

Channel, before Helen Boyne could manage to

divert her thoughts by reading ;
for directly she

tried to do so the tears which she fancied she had

stayed would flood her eyes once more, and fall in

heavy drops, like summer rain upon the leaves.

Nor did she know whether they went through
tunnels or crossed rivers

;
all outward things were

an utter blank to her, for she heard nothing but

the murmurings of her own heart, and saw

nothing but her own sad fate before her.

She was hardly conscious even that the train

had stopped at the little village of Gerstungen on
the banks of the Werra, and was suddenly aroused

from her dream by a strange gentleman jumping
into the carriage in which she was seated, just as

the train was in the act of starting.
The entrance was so abrupt and so utterly

unforeseen that the girl gav^e a faint scream as

she saw the man standing before her. Besides,
the appearance of the gentleman was not of

the most prepossessing kind. He was mufHed
to the nose in a comforter, and wore a fur-cap
drawn low over the forehead, and with the lap-

pets covering the ears, so that there was hardly

any more of the face to be seen than if the man's

head had been seen through a vizor.

"Thank heaven!" gasped out the man, "I

caught the train." And the next minute he was

jolted back into the seat with the motion of the

carriages. Then having flung his carpet bag on to

the vacant cushion next to him he began to un-

wind the comforter from his neck and to remove
the fur-covering from his head, so that he might
wipe the perspiration from his brow. After which

he commenced stamping violently to divest his

boots of the heavy clots of snow that still clung to

the soles of them. "
I thought 1 should have

missed it after all," he said quickly, and half to

himself, and then turning shar|)Iy round to the

lady, he added in the same disjointed manner,
" You are not a German, are you ?"

The brusqueness of the question so startled the

affrighted girl that she knew not whether to

answer the man or not. On second thoughts,
however, she fancied it would be better to be
civil to the person, lest he should take offence and
be rude to her in return : so, without turning her

head, she replied .-

"
No, sir ;

I am English."
' ' Soh !

"
cried the other, as he mused over the

information. The next minute he began to unlock
his carpet-bag, and after rummaging over the con-

tents, ultimately drew forth a small hand mirror,
which he held up in front of his face while he
examined his beard and the long lank locks

that hung like a lion's mane about his head.

While he was so engaged Helen Boyne could

not help casting a furtive glance at her companion,
and, as she did so, she felt assured she had seen

him somewhere before ;
—that horrible grisly red

beard, and those straight yellow locks, reaching to

his shoulders and tucked behind the large project-

ing ears, were too deeply impressed in her mind to

forget them, and then she fell to wondering where
it was she could have met him

;
it could not have

been at the " Klemda," for he seemed to be hardly
well-bred enough to be admitted there ; and while

she was thus musing she noticed that the man was
about to draw a pair of scissors from the dressing-
case he had removed from the bag, but the sudden

appearance of the guard at the window of the

carriage made him thrust them hurriedly back

again.
"Your ticket, if you please," said the man.

"Where are you going to?" he inquired, as he

took the bit of pasteboard in order to make the

customary hole through it.

"You can see if you can read," snappishly
answered the new comer. And as he took the

ticket back from the official, he held it in front of

his face, as he cried,
" Can't you see Gerstungen to

Cassel ;
it's printed large enough. I go from there

to Frankfurt this afternoon, can't I ?
"

"
Yes," was the laconic reply.

The manner of the stranger was so peculiar, and
there was such a restlessness about his eyes that

the guard could not help saying before pulling the

window up a^ain,
" Is this geutlem^ annoying

you, madame ?
"

Helen Boyne could not answer the question in

the affirmative. Tt is true she objected to the

man's company ; then she was too polite-minded a

girl to ask for his removal from the carriage on

that account, for she felt it would be casting a

stigma iipon him that he in no way deserved. So

she stammered out :

" Oh no, thank you, not at all."

The words were no sooner Tittered than the

window was closed again, and the guard was off

walking along the narrow ledge outside the

carriages to collect the tickets from the new
comers while the train was in motion.

"Soh, now we are all right till we get to

Cassel," cried the stranger, chafing his palms
together, but whether for the sake of warmth or

exultation it was difficult to say.
The words, "from Gerstungen to Cassel," rang

like the drone of a cathedral bell for many a

minute in the mind of the young girl. That man
was to be her companion alone in the carriage for

many an hour of her long journey. She would get
out at Cassel and ask the guard to place her in

another carriage. It was curious why he should

have chosen to travel first-class, for it was evident

by his manner and appearance that he was ill-able

to afford the extra expense. Then she thought of

what she had heard the day before at the hotel in

Eisenach, that none but English people and mad
folk ever resorted to those carriages ;

and as the

recollection flashed through her mind she shud-

dered with alarm as she asked herself whether her

companion could possibly be a person of deranged
mind.
The rapid disjointed utterances he gave vent to,

the incoherence of his actions, his restlessness and

irritability, all tended to convince her that she was
locked in that carriage alone with a lunatic.
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Gracious heaven ! what would become of her ? If

she had only pondered over the matter a few

minutes before, she could have sought protection of

the guard while he was at the window. What
should she do now? She would put down the

window that very minute and shout for help, and
then even while her hand was on the frame ready
to put the first thought into execution, a second

crossed her mind. Where was the good of that ?

Who could hear amid all the clatter of the moving
wheels and the gasping of the engine. If there

was only some one in the next carriage she would
knock at the partition and beg of them to help

her; but—no, she could hear no one speaking, and
knew that she was alone in her terror. Well, she

would do all she could to calm and soothe, rather

than vex, the man ; then, perhaps, by humouring
Lim she might be able to ward off any great

danger until they reached the next halting-

place.
Absorbed with such musings as the above, the

girl for a moment turned her head from the

stranger and was busy looking through the win-

dow sideways now towards this end of the train

and then in the direction of the other, in the

hope of catching sight of the guard' before he
returned to his seat on the top ;

and when she

found the official was nowhere to be seen, she

turned round again and discovered her red-bearded

companion in the act of trying to cut the hairy

appendage from his face, as he held a pair of scissors

in one hand and the little mirror up before him
with the other.

If Helen Boyne had had any doubts of the

man's sanity before, she was now fully convinced
that her fellow traveller was nothing less than a

confirmed maniac—no decent person of sound un-

derstanding would be guilty of such impropriety
in the i)resence of an unprotected young lady.

The attempt of the fellow, however, at extem-

poraneous hair-cutting was utterly idle under such

circumstances, for the motion of the carriage as

well as the reversed movements of his own hand
as seen reflected in the glass, rendered it extremely
difficult for him to divest his chin even of a lock

or two ; and as the girl saw him nearly run the

sharp points of the scissors into his throat, she
started and half-shrieked in her alarm.

The cry made the man turn sharply round and
look wildly at her, and then he gave a faint

titter, and rising from his seat went and placed
himself directly opposite to the girl.

"Merciful Heaven!" she breathed to herself,
as her heart sank like a heavy stone within her ;

"What will he do, and what shall I do now? If

I move away he will follow me and bo angry,
too."

But there was little time for vague surmise, for

the man soon said :

"May I ask, Mees "
(the German rendering of

Miss)
" to do me a favour ?

" and as he uttered the

words he smiled grimly at the terrified girl and
half bowed towards her.

Helen Boyne paused for a minute as she almost
foresaw the ugly boon the fellow was about to seek
of her, and then stammered out :

"
f shall be happy to do anything I can to oblige

a fellow-traveller ; but I must beg of you to

remember that I am a young lady and unfortu-

nately an unprotected one also, and therefore I

entreat of you, as a gentleman, not to request me
to do anything which I cannot consent to do with

propriety.
"

"
Oh, don't be alarmed, Fraulein," blurted out

the other,
' '

I am harmless enough if you take
me the right way. All I want of you is to cut

my beard and whiskers clean off."

It was as she had expected, and the poor girl in

her modesty put her hands before her eyes as she

sobbed out from behind them,—
"
Oh, sir, I'm a stranger to you, and I blush to

hear you ask me to do such a thing.""
Come, come !

"
said the man, holding her

hands down, "what shoiUd you blush about?
I'm not going to ill-use you, and for the little

matter of hair-cutting, you needn't put on these

romantic flights, for in many parts of Europe the

barbers are women, and no one looks upon them as

indelicate people."

"But, sir, they are used to such an occupation,
and I am not," wept on the girl, "therefore I im-

plore you wait till you get to your destinati >n,

and have it done by such as make a calling of it,

for indeed, indeed, I cannot do it."
" Oh ! oh ! you can't, can't you ? Too fine a

lady, no doubt," said the man, with a surly Bcoff,
" to play the barber; but we'll see."

" What would you do?" gasped Helen Boyne.
" You would notforce me to touch you ?

" and the

girl shuddered with horror from head to foot.
" No force, only a little strong persuasion,"

was the cool determined reply, as he drew his

carpet-bag towards him and then dragged from
the bottom of it a small revolver pistol which he

placed on the cushion beside him.
" Heaven ! You would not murder me, man?"

cried the girl, as she started up from her scat.
" Oh no, no !

"
laughed the fellow derisively.

" Not if you don't particularly wish it, Miss.

But the sight of that little mild persuader there

may bring you to your senses ;" and then rose to

put his carpet-bag up in the netting over his head.

As he did so his back was turned towards the girl
but for an instant, and in that instant Helen Boyne
darted forward, and snatching at the pistol that lay
on the cushion, rushed with it in her hand to the

opposite corner of the carriage, and there sho

stood with her back against the door, with her

arm outstretched and the muzzle of the revolver

directed point blank at her adversary ; nor did

the weapon tremble the least in her hand.
' ' It does bring me to my senses, coward that

you are, for it teaches me that though but a mere
child in strength, I have now the mastery over you ;

and though I never pulled a trigger before, I tell

you I will shoot you down if you move but one

step to lay a hand upon me. "

"
Haugh ! haugh !

" bellowed her companion ;

and then turning round looked the girl steadfastly
in the face and said sarcastically,

" You never

pulled a trigger before, didu't my little one?"
and began to stalk towards her.

" Auother step and I fire," cried the girl.
" Bah !

" returned the other, and then stretch-

ing out his hand he made a snatch at the muzzin
of the pistol that the girl still held steadily directed
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towards him. "Simpleton," he shouted, as he

wrenched the weapon from her clutch. "It's

very plain you never did fire a pistol before, or

you wouldji't try to pull the trigger with the

hammer down."
Helen Boyne tossed her head with dismay when

she saw how easily she had been defeated, and
her flesh crept as the man seized her by the arm,
and dragged her back to the seat which she had
left but a few minutes before. When he had
resumed his place opposite to her, he said calmly,
as he scanned the revolver that he held in his

hand,
"You see. Miss, this is what you should have

done
; you should have drawn the trigger back

thus, making it click twice, do you hear ? And
then having satisfied yoiirself that the percussion cap
on the nipple was all right, if you had held it out

towards me as I do to you now
"
(and he brought

the muzzle within a few inches of her face as he

said so), "why then the least pressure of the

finger would be sufficient to lay a person's body
lifeless in an instant at the feet. Do you see,

simple one ?
" and the girl cowered her head as far

back as she could, while the fellow patted her
under the chin as he said :

"
Come, Miss Hasty,

will you trim my locks for me, now ?
"

CHAPTER III. A STRANGE ADVENTURE.

Helen Boyne was, as we have before said, a

strange, contradictory instance of the combination
of the two opposite qualities : an utter want of

nerve on certain occasions, and a marvellous

strength of nerve upon others ;
for silly little

coward as she was at one time, she could still

play the heroine even to the extravagance of

melodramatic action at another. What wonder
then that the damsel with eyes as full of fire as

those of a blood-horse, should at one moment be

levelling a pistol at a ruffian's head, and threaten-

ing to shoot him down if he moved a step towards
her—as though she were some Amazonic young
lady in a penny romance of thrilling interest—and
the next minute be crouching with the acutest

fear, like a well-beaten spaniel at the feet of its

master. Even the strongest minded of men can

hardly bear to look steadily down the barrel of a

loaded gun presented at their forehead
; so it was

but natural that poor Helen should have averted
her head, and shrunk away as far as she could
from the ring of ugly black holes that formed the

end of the revolver held within a few inches of

her face.

"Now, girl," cried the fellow, "take the

scissors and clip away. It's no use shivering
there like an Italian greyhound. Do the work
quickly, and you have nothing to fear ; but

hesitate, or attempt to raise the least alarm, and
I can tell you T am too desperate a man to make
any bones about taking your life. There, lay
hold of the scissors, I say, and get the job over
as quickly as possible ;

" and so saying, he thrust
the scissors into her hand.

"Oh, sir!" faltered out the girl, '.'why not
wait till we get to Cassel, and then t will willingly

pay the money out of my own pocket to have it

done. I should only wound you in the terrible

tremble that I am in now."

"Bah! I shall have no time to spare there.

Besides, it is my whim that you, and you alone,

shall be my hair-dresser," returned her opposite

neighbour wildly. "Directly I looked at myself
in the glass, I made up my mind to have it all off;

and when I saw your black eyes staring at me
from the corner, like a rat peeping out of its dark

hole, I was determined you should have the

shearing of the sheep ; so come, to your work,
for there is no time to lose. Do it quickly, I

say again, and you are safe against injury from
me."
The girl felt that she was in the power of a

sturdy maniac, and knew that it was as much as

her life was worth to refuse to carry out his mad
whim ; so she merely ejaculated, with a deep,

hysterical sigh, "But pray take that ugly pistol

away, sir, and then I will try what I can do."

And when the man had lowered the hand in which
he held the weapon, and thrust his grisly chin for-

ward towards her, the girl shuddered from head to

foot when she laid hold of the end of the ugly red
beard. As she raised the scissors in her hand,
her first thought was, "What if I stab the wretch
in the throat with them?" But she paused for a

moment in the frenzy of the thought, and the

cunning ruffian, half guessing what was passing

through the girl's mind, raised the hateful pistol
once more,—a movement so significant, that it

quickly caused her to cast aside all ideas of

vengeance. The next minute the locks began to

fall thick and fast into her lap, and as they
did so she shook them from her dress with her

knees, as if they were a knot of adders clinging
to her.

"Good! good!" shouted the fellow. "Cut
it close off—down to the roots, girl

—whiskers,

moustachios, and all. Make me as bare as a

clipped poodle."
"There!" cried the girl, after a time, "thank

Heaven it's over now—and I haven't wounded
you either."

"Ay, you have done it well enough so far as it

goes ; but come, your task isn't half finished yet,"
said her ruffianly companion."

Augh !

"
groaned Helen. " What else am I

to be forced to do ?
"

"
Here, all these locks must away as well," and

with the words, the man lifted up a large bunch
of the yellow mop of hair that dangled about his

shoulders
; so putting his head down nearly into

her lap, he waited for her to continue the opera-
tion.

The girl had now so far overcome the loathing
which she had felt at the commencement of her
arduous task, and was so far satisfied that if

she complied with his lunatic freak he would
remain quiet, that she began to i)ly the scissors

again as rapidly as she could, so as to have done
with the filthy work as fast as possible ; and it

was not very long before she had shorn the

wretch's head as close as a convict's.
"
Ah, that's capital !

" he ejaculated hurriedly,
as he rubbed his hand over his bare round skull

that was now not imlike a huge skittle-ball, and
then drawing once more the little mirror from the

carpet bag in the netting above, he began to gaze
at himself again in the looking-glass.

' ' Thunder
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weather !
" he burst out with a hoarse chuckle,

as he gave vent to the customary oath of the

Germans, "I shouldn't know myself if I were to

see my face now. Come look at me, girl," he

added, seizing her by the wrists and dragging her

round towards him. " Would you believe it was
the same person who stepped into the carriage
some hour ago ?

"

"No, sir," she faltered out, and then averted

her head again as quickly as she could, for

hideous as the fellow had appeared to her before,

he looked now even more repulsive than ever, the

colour of his hair being so light that his head
seemed to be absolutely bald all over, and had
more the semblance of a skeleton skull than the

cranium of a living being, while the broken black

stum^JS of teeth that had been previously hidden

by the terrier-like fringe of hair on the upper

lip, were now visible with hateful distinctness

every time he grinned.
"What strange mania was on the man?" she

asked of herself, as she took up her book and pre-
tended to read, so that she might fix her eyes

iipon some other object than the hateful one before

her. "Why should he be bent on removing
every bit of hair from his head and face, and that

at a time when the snow lay deep ujxjn the ground,
and the frost glistened, like ground-glass, upon
every window-pane ? Why, too, should he have
forced her to cut the locks from him, when in a
short while he could have had it done in Cassel by
a proper person ? Oh, yes, there was no other so-

lution to the riddle but insanity
—some wild sudden

caprice that the miserable deranged creature had
no power to resist." But the maiden's reverie was
soon put an end to by the man asking her, as he
let down the window to toss to the wind the

lumps of hair that lay heaped at the bottom of

the carriage, saying, the while,
" What on earth

do you take me for, Fraulein ?
"

Helen Boyne was so startled with the apparent
sagacity of the tone in which the question was

asked, that she started, as if she fancied some
other person had put the question to her, and then

replied, without taking her eyes from the book,
" You Germans, sir, have a saying that only Eng-
lish people and madmen travel in first-class car-

riages in this country."
" Soh !

"
replied the man, closing the window ;

"you are the English person, and I—," but he
broke off suddenly, adding, "You are mistaken,
Fraulein

;
I am no lunatic, but have a purpose to

serve, and for the carrying out of my object it is

necessary, before reaching Cassel, that 1 beg
another little favour at your hands."

" Merciful Heaven !

"
thought the girl ;

" what
fresh indignity is now to be put on me ?"

"Come, there is no reason for any further fear,
for what I am about to ask," said the man,

"
is

merely a jiromiso from you."
The girl, though somewhat relieved, still sat in

terrible suspense, awaiting the issue. Nor was
this in any way lessened when she beheld him
once more grasp the revolver that still lay on the
cushion at his side.

"
Now, listen to me, Fraulein ; you must swear

to me," he continued,
"
by all your hopes of hap-

piness in this life, and of salvation hereafter, that
,

you will not breathe a word of what has occurred

to-day in this carriage, until a month has passed,
and then you have my permission—ay," he
added, with a snap of the fingers, "even to pub-
lish it in the newspapers, if you will. Come, now
swear to me."

Helen Boyne hesitated, for she had made up her

mind, directly she reached Cassel, to report the

whole of the circumstances to the gixard, and to

demand that he should see her protected for the

rest of her journey.
' 'You hesitate to take the oath, doyou ?

"
criedthe

fellow savagely.
" Now hear me out, yoxmg lady ;

this pistol is loaded in every barrel, and if you do
not take the oath I have enjoined, one of the

bidlets puts an end to you, and another to myself.
So give me your solemn oath that you will not
breathe a word nor give so much as a hint to the

ofiicials at Cassel as to the description of your
fellow-traveller, or whither he was going, or what
he had compelled you to do."

Helen saw by the, determined manner of her

companion that there was no ho{)e for her but to

give the solemn promise he demanded of her, so

she murmured, as distinctly as she could, owing to

the fright that still {XMsessed her, for she saw
the man's finger was once more on the trigger of

the revolver which he held in his band,
" You

have nothing to fear from me, sir."

"Ay, but swear it," he cried. "Have you
nothing sacred about you by which to enforce the

oath?" and then rudely throwing her cloak open,
he discovered a little golden cross hanging from
her neck. "Swear upon this token, by all your

hopes of redemption, that you will keep silent,

and I have done."

"I do," answered the girl; and as the man
forced the little cross to her lips, she kissed it as a

pledge of the sacredness of her vow. Then, to her

great delight, she beheld the man begin to repaok
his travelling-bag, and to atow away the terrible

pistol once more, as well as the mirror and the

scissors, into the side-pocket from which he had

originally drawn them ; and when she heard the

lock snap she felt as if some heavy incubus ha<l

been removed from her bosom, and she were

waking up from an awful nightmare dream.

The next minute the man was busy costuming
himself as when he had entered the carriage ;

the

fur cap that fitted as cloHe as a helmet, when the

ear-lappets were tied under the chin, was once

more resumed, and the long woollen comforter

wound round and round the neck, and drawn close

up to the nose, until it looked like a clumsy red

resjtirator covering the lower part of the face.
" In a moment we shall be at Cassel, Fraulein,

and then, be assured, if you break your oath," he

went on, while he scowled with a terrible menace

at the girl, "there will be no hoi)e of your

escaping my vengeance wherever you may be,"

and before the train had fully stopped, he sprang
on to the broad stone platform, and hurried into

the refreshment room.

Helen Boyne was too weak to be able to move
from the carriage, for she felt that if she attempted
to rise from it she must stagger like one after a

long fever ; nor could she even give heed to the

crowd that kept shufiling along in their high fur-
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boots and clumsy felt over-shoes, that made them
seem like so many gouty old gentlemen. Neither

did she hear the boy cry
"
sausage-breads ! ham-

breads ! beer, schnapps," as he came and stood at

the open carriage-door with the tin tray of refresh-

ments slung before him, and with the tall glasses
full of Lager-bier, arranged in a kind of big black

cruet-stand, dangling from his hand; the girl

had her face buried in her hands, and was sob-

bing away, half with joy at her deliverance, and
half from the depression of the fright that had
overcome her like a palsy.

" Ts the Fraulein ill ?
"
asked the boy ;

but as the

question was unheeded the lad jerked his head, as

if beckoning to some one hard by, and the minute

after, the guard was at the carriage door with his

face, swarthy as a gipsy's with the smoke of the

engine, and the high black sheepskin collar of

his gaberdine-like over coat standing up about
his ears and neck

;
for the seats of the railway

officials accompanying the trains in Germany con-

sist of mere low-backed arm-ohairs perched on top
of the carriages, and so exposed to the wind and
the smoke of the engine, that the guards after

a journey have the same Creole complexion as the

stokers.

"The train stops here a quarter of an hour,

Fraiilein," said the guard, as he entered the

carriage, and touched the girl gently on the

shoulder. "Would Fraulein like some refresh-

ment ? A cup of hot coffee might do her good :

shall the boy here bring it you ?
"

But as the girl merely shook her head without

looking up or taking her hands from her face, the

official added in a softer tone :

"What ails the Fraulein? Has that fox-

bearded fellow I saw in the carriage been rude to

the young lady?"
"I have no complaint to make against him,"

she merely faltered out in a low voice.

"H—m ! Fraulein has left her friends, maybe,"
went on the man, with all the civility of unfeigned
compassion.

" Can I do anything for the lady
before I leave, for I don't go any farther than this

station with the train ?
"

"Nothing, thank you," said Helen; "all I

want is to be left alone."

"Then," said the man jestingly, as he quitted
the vehicle, "the Fraulein couldn't have come to

a better place than a first- class railway carriage
at this time of the year."
The flood of grief had now somewhat subsided,

and Helen Boyne began to feel as if she had

strength to look for the reticule which contained
the bottle of smelling-salts that she had so longed
for, but wanted power to search for previously.
She had upon entering the carriage placed it

upon the cushion before her, and as she leant

forward to reach it, she recognised the familiar

little Eisenach newspaper (no bigger than a sheet

of ordinary letter-paper). In an instant she

knew it must have fallen from the man's

carpet-bag, and with a strange fascination of

fright she could neither keep her eyes nor her

fingers from it, and the curiosity that was on
her restored her, for a minute or two, to her
senses. She scanned it all over as hurriedly as

a person reads a long-expected letter, her eyes

flying from paragraph to paragraph, with all the

restlessness of mental distraction till she came to

the official announcements near the end, and there

she found that a clerk in one of the Government
offices of the town had absconded with a large sum
of money, and that he stood charged with having
falsified entries, and forged signatures to receipts,

and when she had read the description of the

delinquent that was appended, she saw in a minute
the clue to the mystery of the adventure she had
been forced to talie part in.

The girl was busily engaged in pondering over

the printed description of her late companion, and

saying to herself that the desperation and rest-

lessness of the man were now fully explained, wheu
the guard appeared again suddenly at the carriage-

door, and said :

"I beg your pardon, Fraulein ; but didn't you
hear the man who was in the carriage with you
say he was going on to Frankfurt by this after-

noon's train ?
"

The young lady remained silent.

"You remember, Fraulein, when I asked him
for his ticket ?

" added the guard quickly.
Still there was no answer.

"He didn't tell you anything about himself, or

where he was going to—in the course of conversa-

tion, you know, Fraulein— as sometimes happens,

you know, among strangers travelling together ?
"

chattered on the giiard inquisitively, as he waited

eagerly for the answer.
"
No," was the reply, "he told me nothing."

" Did the Fraulein see which way he went when
he got out of the carriage ?

"
inquired the official.

The damsel, again, shook her head.

"Tut! tilt! tut!" said the man; "if I had

only gone to the office directly, the fellow couldn't

have slipped through my fingers, nor the reward
either. But I know how he is dressed, and could

pick his foxy beard and long yellow hair out of

any mob. So he can't well escape me yet."
Some quarter of an hour after the above col-

loq\iy.
—Helen Boyne had sat speculating a hun-

dred and one odd things during the brief interval

as to her fellow traveller's wretched career and fate,—the doors of the carriages were heard to slam one
after the other, all along the line, preparatory to

the train starting once more, and just as the

scream of the whistle rattled against the wall of

the long station, the door of Helen's carriage was
once more suddenly opened, and a man in a soft

felt Tyrol-shaped hat dashed into the seat next to

it, and with the high fur collar of his coat turned

up over his ears, immediately nestled up into the

corner, as if he were arranging himself to sleep

through the journey.
' ' Another intruder !

"
sighed the damsel to

herself. " Had I thought there was a chance of

such a thing, I would have asked the guard to

shift me into a second-class carriage." Whereupon,
she inwardly made a resolution to do so on reach-

ing the next station.

The next moment the train was off, and in a

few minutes afterwards another guard made his

appearance at the window to inspect the tickets of

the passengers, and as he did so, the stranger in

the " Garibaldi hat " and huge fur cloak, handed

up his ticket to be perforated, saying the while :
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*' From Cassel to Hamburgh."
" Gracioiis Heavens !

"
ejaculated Helen to her-

self ; "it is he again. I could recognise that

voice anywhere, now," and as the idea flashed

across her mind, the man turned his head and
looked towards her, out of the corners of his eyes,
with the same threatening glance as when he left

her.

As soon as the window was closed, and the

guard had retired along the little external ledge to

the second-class carriages, the man threw the cloak

back, and slightly raising his hat to the young
lady, inquired with a bow,

" whether she had

expected to see him back so soon again."

CHAPTER IV. BLIND FOLDED.

"You didn't think to meet me so soon again,
did you, Fraulein ?

"
repeated the new comer.

The trembling girl could only stammer out "I.

imagined you had fled—I mean gone to Frank-
furt."

"
Ay, and so the railway officials will fancy too.

There's nothing like throwing the hounds on the

wrong scent," returned the fellow with a tri-

umpant chuckle. ' ' But why should the Fraulein

have made use of the word^ec^ when speaking of

my movements ?
"

"Why ]—I—I—" Miss Boyne hesitated, for

«he hardly knew what excuse to give for so signi-
ficant a slip of the tongue.

"
There, it's no use palavering, girl," was the

surly rebuke of the man, "I see it all. The
"Kreis-Blatt" there, he added, referring to the
Eisenach journal, that I forgot to put back into

my bag, has told you all. No one with half an eye
could mistake the description ; but it would re-

quire a pretty good judge of character to recognise
me now. Well I don't mind about you knowing
my secret, for I shall be far away before you can
harm me. Do you know where I am bound to

now ?
"

he inquired significantly, as he again com-
menced unlocking the little carpet bag.
"You said you were going to Hamburgh," the

girl shuddered out, as the question revived the
idea of her having such a companion all the way." So I told the guard ; but that's not my road,

depend upon it, or I should not be fool enough to

mention it," was the knowing answer of the runa-

way. "Men in my desperate condition stick at

nothing, and I can tell you that in the mood that's

on me I'm ready to sacrifice everything—truth,

honesty—ay, and even human life if necessary, to

get clear away. You are sure you said never a word
to the guard at Cassel, girl ?

" and he looked her
so full and savagely in the face while he went
towards her and seized her by the wrists, "for if

you had, he has told it to the men on duty by this

train, and then I shall have hard work to dodge
them yet. Are you sure you have kept faith with

me, girl ?
" and he wrenched her wrist round in

the fury of his doubts, that Helen shrieked out
with pain.

" My God, if I thought you had sold

me, 1 would have your blood on the spot, young
as you are," and the next minute he held her face

tightly in his hands, and looked straight into her

eyes to see if he could detect the least look of

treachery in her gaze.
The stare of the man was like that of a furious

wild beast, and so terrified the girl, that in a min-
ute or two the eyes began to swim, and the blush

to fade rapidly from her cheeks. On the fellow

releasing his hold, her head fell back as powerless
as if her soul had withered under his glance.

"Fainted, or shamming," said the man, callously,
and he flung himself do\«ii in the seat before her,

and began to unlock his bag for the second time,
and to draw from it the revolver as before. ' '

Come,
come, Fraidein," he then cried, as he proceeded to

shake the comatose girl violently by the shoulders,
" I've no time to put up with this fine-lady
nonsense. Open your eyes, girl, 1 have something
else that you must do for me."

I

Half insensible as the damsel was, still the

{ 8tui>or was not sufficient to render her deaf to such

words. The speech was too terrible for her to

admit of her quickly fainting at such a time.

Accordingly she started up wildly, and rubbing her

eyes as if roused by some sudden commotion out

of a deep sleep, and staring wildly about her, asked

almost frantically,
" What woiUd you have me do

now?"
" Give me your handkerchief," was the answer ;

and Helen watched him anxiously as he spread it

out upon his knee, and then proceeded to fold it

up into a broad bandage, nor did she fail to notice

that the revolver lay on the cushion at his side.
"
Oh, Heaven," she cried aloud piteously, while

she raised her clasped hands and fell upon her

knees before the fellow,
" what would you do with

me?"
" Blindfold you, girl," bluffly rejoined the other.
"
Oh, mercy ! mercy ! you are never going to

take my life ?
"

The ruffian, however, made no answer, but

merely forced her head down, while he placed the

bandage over her eyes and tied it securely at the

nape of her neck. What pen shall tell the agony
that poor maiden suffered in her darkness : for she

made sure that the fellow had seen her speak-

ing with the guard while the train waited at

Cassel, and that fancying she had betrayed him, he
had returned solely to execute the vengeance he

had threatened her with. She expected each

moment to be her last. How she listened for the

clicking of the pistol that was to warn her of her

doom. But though her senses were rendered ten-

fold more acute by the horrible suspeuse in which
she was kept, she could hear only the man
tumbling the articles out of his carpet-bag.

"
Oh,"

she cried in her anguish,
"

tell me what you are

going to do with me—any fate is better than this.

My heart will break. My head will burst if you
keep me here much longer. But let me know how
I am to die, and I will try and bear it patiently.

Oh, cousin ! cousin ! if you only knew what has

befallen me."
For some five minutes the bewildered girl was

left to suffer in this manner, and then to her utter

surprise the bandage was suddenly withdrawn,
and to all appearances an utter stranger sat before

her.

Had she really gone mad ? she asked herself.

That man there—he with the short black ringlets
and long raven whiskers and moustache—could

he possibly be the same person as the red-bearded

and yellow-haired creature that had entered the
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carriage tbat morning, and that dull black

"Gibus" hat that he wore now, how different

it made him look from when he wore the soft

Garibaldi hat but a few minutes before.

Nor was Helen's astonishment in any way
diminished when the fellow raised the "Gibus"
from his head, and making her a polite bow, said,

in French, with an excellent accent, "Est-ceque
Mademoiselle, me connait a present ?

" and then,
with a shrug of the shoulders, and indulging in

the mincing gestures of a Frenchman, he went on
to inform her that she was in future to regard
him as a true Parisian, and as a proof of his

having been naturalised, he begged to present
her with his passport, which he bade her read

and see whether the description agreed with the

kind of person before her. But before placing the

document in her hands he took the precaution to

double back the part of the side where the per-
sonal traits were noted down, so that she might
peruse only that part, and still be ignorant of the

name and character in which he was about to

travel.

Sure enough it was a veritable French pass,
and as the girl read half aloud,

" black curly hair,

long black whiskers and moustachios, low forehead,
broad nose, defective teeth, &c., she glanced in

wonder from the written particulars to the real

characteristics of the person before her, marvelling
not alone at how closely they tallied, but also as

to how he could have become possessed of such a
document.

" Would Mademoiselle believe I was of French
extraction if she had never seen me before ?" asked
the man, with a true French politeness, for his

manner was now as much changed as his personal

appearance.
" A girl who has never been in France can be

easily deceived," was the formal reply.
"But I ought to be able to blind more sharp-

sighted folk than you, in such a disguise, since

my mother was French, and all my cousins on her
side are French too," he continued, half talking to

himself, and then, as he stood up, he divested

himself of a large fur cloak, in which he had
entered the carriage at Cassel, and revealed a long
black Capuchin over-coat, with a tasseled hood

hanging down the back, such as Frenchmen are

known to delight in, and which, on his first entry
into the carriage at Gerstungen, he had kept care-

fully concealed under the plaid shawl that he wore
over his shoulders, after the fashion of the uni-

versity folk of Germany.
" Vun ozer favor, Meess, you shall make, and

zen I am done," he now said, in broken English,

affecting to speak the language as a Frenchman.
" Another ?

"
trembled out the girl, as the

terrible recollection of the ordeal she had passed

through on the last occasion darted across her
mind.

" Zees fur redingote I You shall be so good
as to give him to zee conducteur of zee train,
when he is arrived at Harburg, and you shall say
to him that a shentleman did take him avay viz

him by error from zee vaiting saloon at Cassel.

Have you zee goodness to say so," he jabbered on,
still affecting the ways of a Frenchman,
The girl nodded assent, for she was still too

prostrate from fright to speak overmuch now that

her astonishment was at an end.

Then, resuming his former air, the man added,
in his native language, and with the same terrible

menace in his looks,
' ' Remember ! One word of

what has passed in this carriage before a month
has elapsed, and you shall feel the vengeance of a

man driven to desperation by his crimes. Swear

secresy again," he raved on,
" ere I leave you, for

my time is just up. Swear it with your right
hand on your bosom, as is the custom with

women in Germany. Thus, girl," and with the

words he forced her palm rudely on her breast.

"I do, I do," murmured Helen Boyne, ready
to comply with any request to be quit of the

fellow.

The next minute the train was entering the

Hannover station, where the stranger sprang once

more from the carriage, and was soon lost iu the

crowd.

As usual, the guard made his appearance in a few

minutes, to tell the young lady that the train stops
for a considerable time at this station, and imme-

diately Helen saw the welcome form of the official

she said, in a faint voice, "I have a ticket for

Harburg, can I stay here the night, for indeed I

am too ill to go on ?
"

"If the Fraulein will walk with me to the

office, I wiU arrange it for her," replied the

guard.
" Indeed I cannot ; I am too weak and ill. Oh,

pray take me to some hotel," she cried,
" and do

not let me travel here alone any longer," and the

poor thing trembled from head to foot as though
she had been seized with a tertian ague.

" Yonder is the Flausknecht, from the Hotel

de Hannovre," said the official; "I will go and
bid him get a drosky to carry the Fraulein,
for we are some little distance from the town
here."

And by the time the young lady was brought
to the door of the hotel she was so faint that she

had to be lifted from the vehicle and carried

straight to her room, and she had only the strength
to dictate the address of her cousin in Eisenach,
and to beg that the mistress of the hotel would
w^rite a letter to her by that night's post, and
entreat her to come to her there immediately, as

she felt as if she would never rise from her bed

again.
Nor was it until two days had passed that

Madame Steindorf was able to join the girl, and
then she learnt from the medical gentleman who
had been called in that the young lady was

suffering from some violent shock to her system,
but how it had been caused it was impossible for

him to learn from her. For the first night he had
been afraid she would sink into a state of col-

lapse, so utterly prostrate was the entire consti-

tution. She must have suffered, in his opinion,

some terrible fright ;
had there been an accident

on the line that would have accounted for her

symptoms, for he had seen such cases even when
not the least bodily injury had been sustained.

But though the guard of the train had been ques-

tioned, he could give no account of the girl

having been frightened in any way ;
all he knew

was that she had travelled with a gentleman in a
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first-class carriage, and that the young lady made
no comi)laint to the officials whatever on arriving
at the station.

"There is some fearful mystery in all this,"

thought Madame 8teindorf,
" and I must have it

cleared up somehow."
The first point to be attended to, however, was

the restoration of the poor girl herself, for the

doctor added,
" that he was afraid of fever setting

in now that some slight symptoms of reaction

began to manifest themselves ; the pulse had been

getting quicker and stronger all day, and if he

were not much mistaken, the girl would be in a

state of delirium that night
—and then it would be

impossible to say which way the case might go."
The physician was right. Some hour or two

before midnight Helen Boyne was raving, and

describing ugly apparitions : now of some man
with a red beard, M'ho was pointing a revolver at

her head, and now of another with black ringlets,
who was blindfolding her eyes. At one time she

was begging of the man to spare her life, and the

next minute swearing a solemn oath never to

divulge his secret.

Madame Steindorf sat patiently by Helen's

bedside, bathing her burning and throbbing

temples, and giving her cool drinks whenever she

could get her to take them ; but never for a

moment venturing to divert the current of her

dreams, for she knew that by letting her rave on,

and afterwards putting together the disjointed
sentences uttered in her w^auderings, she would
be Boon able to make out the puzzle, if not to

bring the ruffian within reach of justice.
And so it happened. In the course of that

long night Madame Steindorf had, with the

doctor's assistauce, obtained sufficient clue to

give information to the police as to the disguise
of the runaway government defaulter, and with
their aid telegraphic despatches were forwarded to

each of the German ports trading with America,
and before many days had passed news was
received that the culprit had been arrested at

Bremen while in the act of boarding a vessel that

had already hoisted sail for New York.
It was long after that before Helen Boyne was

well enough to resume her journey to Hamburg,
and when she did she travelled thither in company
with her cousin—and not in a first-class carriage,

assuredly.
'•For the future, my dear," said Madame

Steindorf, as they paid for their tickets at the

Hannover Station,
" we will leave the first-class

for '

Englishmen and madmen.' "

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE'S LATEST
CHARITY.

TiiK story of the appointment of a Sanitary
Commission, to inquire into the facts of the health
of our army in India has been told so often, within
a few weeks, in parliament and through the press,
that I need not repeat it here. Suffice it that till

now there has been a sacrifice of life and health in

India which nobody seems to have thought of

controlling by any system of management, founded
on cle^r principles, and conducted by qualified

persons. The inquiring Commissioners have now

satisfied themselves, and everybody who reads the

evidence they have presented, that the great mor-

tality which has been supposed to belong to India

is no more necessary in India than anywhere
else

;
and that people would die off anywhere in

the world as they die off in India, if they were

exposed to the same dangers. It is now settled

beyond dispute that it is not the heat of India

which makes our soldiers, and their wives and

children, and the civilians from this country, and
the natives themselves, sicken and die. It is now
proved that the heat, of itself, offers no obstacle

to man or woman of any race living to a good old

age, and dying easily and quietly at last, in the

very hottest part of the interior of India. It is

only when combined with other influences that

heat is perilous and fatal ;
and the two other con-

ditions which, in conjunction with heat, create the

tremendous mortality of India, are actually within

our own power. The peculiar mortality, then, ia

needless : the health of our troops, and of our

fellow-citizens there, English and native, is in our

own power ; and we from this moment become
answerable for all destruction of life and health in

India which may be prevented by means clearly

pointed out to us.

The two incidents which, together with heat,
create the diseases which sweep away the majority
of victims are—moisture, and decaying vegetation.
The heat we cannot help. The other two mischiefs

we can control : but it must be done in a com-

prehensive and systematic way. A bit of drainage
here, and a bit of sweeping there, in such stations

as happen to be blessed with a wise commanding-
officer, will not extinguish the four great diseases,

—the fevers, the dysentery, the liver complaints,
and the cholera.—which among them make up
the far-famed mortality of India. The Commis-
sioners therefore recommend that a new Depart-
ment of Government shall be set up, charged with

the care of the health of the community, military
and civil, native and European. We have now—
thanks te Sidney Herbert—such a department
organised for the preservation of our army at home
and in the colonies. The proposal now is that two
members of the Indian Council in England shall

join the Home Commission, in order te learn all

that is known, and see what can be done for the

preservation of health ou a large scale : and that

each of the three Indian Presidencies shall have a

Commission, consisting of members duly (jualitied

te sec to the drainage of the soil, the supply of

pure water, the healthiness of the military sta-

tions, and of the construction of barracks and

camps, the cleansing and paving of the towns,
the institution of proper hospitals, and the pro-
vision of such occupations and amusements for

the soldiers as may promote vigour of body and

mind.
After getting together all the evidence they

could think of or desire, the investigating Com-
missioners put it into the hands of Miss Nightin-

gale, to whom the institution of the whole inquiry
is in great measure due— requesting her to com-

ment on it for their guidance. They wisely and for-

tunately chose to print her commentary with their

Report. It is to be hoped that it will also be

published separately, that it may convey some very
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important knowledge to thousands of persons who
never dream of sitting down to the stndyof an enor-

mous Blue-book like the one before me. Meantime
I am strongly tempted to place before the readers of

Once a Week some of the features of life in India

which Miss Nightingale presents with singular
vividness. Feeble as her health is unhajipily
known to be, her views have lost none of their

distinctness—her pen none of its power. In this

commentary we find in perfection the consummate

good-sense, the keen irony, indicating subdued

sensibility, the wide range of understanding, and
the all-pervading generosity and courage which,
to my mind, make her writings one of the strong
interests of our time. From the few pages of this

commentary we learn more of the interior of life

in India than a dozen books on India from the

circulating library could convey ; and we see in a

wholly new light, as clear as the day, how much
may be done for the life of everybody there by
such means as are perfectly at our command.

During the mutiny, the common practice of

thrusting our soldiers' wives and children into

barracks, without much consideration of their

numbers, was followed at Dumdum (in Bengal,
not very far from Calcutta). There were 554

women, and 770 children. There they were to

live and take care of themselves, while their

husbands and fathers were fighting the rebels.

They were uncomfortable ; they had nothing to

do ; they were in a strange land, among strange
customs, which perplexed their notions of right
and wrong. The weak went astray in drink and
other indulgences ; they lived in dirt, dullness,
and depression. Presently 64 of the wives and
166 of the children were dead ot dysentery : and
the mortality in those barracks was six times

greater than that of Bengal generally, unhealthy
as Bengal is reputed to be. Far west, at the

same time, there was another assemblage of

soldiers' wives and children,—those of native

soldiers under the rule of Sir John Lawrence. It

was at the time of the siege of Delhi : and the
native officers looked to see whether their wives
and children were cared for. Sir J. Lawrence has
views on this subject ;

and now the value of them
has been proved. He thinks that a married officer

should remain to take care of the women and
children who are left behind,—to help them to

communicate with their hiisbands, to see that they
get their remittances,—to be, in short, a friend
to them. This sort of care was taken of the
wives of the Delhi soldiers

;
and they prospered.

The story of how the widows of brave men were
cared for spread among the natives. " The men
all heard of it," says Sir John Lawrence,

" and felt

it very much." Miss Nightingale remarks that more
of our own people died in the Dumdum way than

by other sorts of " massacre "; and that while our
soldiers were pursuing the murderers of English
women and children, their own wives and children
were being killed off by means for which no native
was answerable.

But the wives who go to India are far fewer
than those who are left behind. This opens a

chapter of horrors upon which I will not enter.
The perils and troubles of the forsaken wives are

shocking enough : but our business here is with

those who are in India. The husbands consider

it a divorce, and are among the worst men in

the regiment, as those who are allowed to take

their wives are usually the best. The wives are

in the greatest danger,—through bad arrange-
ments. They are a mere sprinkling of women in

a crowd of men
; and, when one is left a widow,

she must marry within six months, or be turned
adrift. Sir J. Lawrence says this causes the utter

ruin of many "a decent body" who "must
marry the first that offers, or do worse. " Such

management accounts for much of the intem-

perance and dissipation which produce liver-com-

plaints in the soldiers, and break down their

health and their self-respect together.
The contrast presented to lis is remarkabb. At

some stations, the married soldiers are living in

bamboo huts, airy and quiet. They have home
interests ;

and during their leisure hours, they
are incited to employ themselves. They not only
take their little children on their knees, but

provide many a good thing for them by handi-

work. Meantime, the divorced men are drinking,
or gaming, or asleep, or in hospital ;

and in any
case preparing their constitutions to give way
under the first attack of disease.

Here is a view of the soldier's day in ordinary
Indian barracks or camp ;

—the soldier, that is,

who has no wife and children, and therefore no
claim for domestic privacy, and no trade to pur-

sue, no occupation, no amusement provided for

his use.

A barrack-room may contain from 100 to 600men,
who usually have to pass twenty out of the twenty-
four hours there. All they can do, excej)t when
at drill, is to eat and drink and sleep. They do
not even cook their own meals, but doze on their

beds while native servants are doing it. They
rise at daybreak, and are at drill for an hour.

Then they have breakfast, and lie down on their

beds. The rest of the day is, "dinner, bed:
tea, bed : drink, and bed for the night.

" Amidst
all this idleness and all this heat they eat meat
three times a day, in all seasons. They get

nothing before they go forth into the early morning
fogs ; and then have three heavy meals in the
hot hours of the day. They have no fortifying

cup of hot coffee before morning drill
;
but they

have two drams of spirits and one of porter when
they wake up to eat their heavy meals. " Alcohol
and unrefreshing day-sleeps

"
are pronounced fatal

to bodily and mental vigour ;
and there is

markedly better health among the men when on

long, hot, laborious marches, or when engaged in

the toils of a campaign, than in the ordinary
course of life in barracks. Miss Nightingale
comments thus on the system :

"Suppose any one wanted to try the effect of full diet,

tippling, and want of exercise, in a hot climate, on the

health of men iu the prime of life, the Indian army
method would be the process to adopt, in the certain

expectation that every man exposed to it will be

damaged iu health.
" While all this scientific 'turkey stuffing' is prac-

tised, the men are carefully kept in barracks, and not

allowed to exercise themselves. And everybody seems

to believe that the way of making diseased livers in

geese for Strasburg pies is the best way of keeping
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men's livers sound, and cf making efficient, healthy
soldiers for India. Wherever the regime is otherwise,
as ia the case of cavalry and artillery, who have some

exercise, or where an enlightened officer allows his men
to go shooting, there is, of course, improved health,

j

But nobody learns the lesson.
i

"
People seem to consider that health is a natural pro- \

duction of India, instead of being the result of nitional <

management. At the same time everybody says that
[

India is
'
so unhealthy.'

"
I

la contrast with this dreary picture, again, t

there may be seen one at Sealkote, another at

Rangoon, and a few more here and there which
to read of is like meeting with a spring in

the desert. There the soldiers find themselves

safer and happier under the hottest sunshine in

the open air than snoozing in a crowded room, in

the intervals between drams. But for the hottest

hours there is a shaded reading-room, with sixteen

newspapers, books, chess-boards and other games.
As soon as the sun declines, however, the men
sally forth to something they care for more. Some

go to work at their respective shops,
—the tailors,

the armourers, the shoemakers, the saddlers, and
the watchmakers. Others repair to their garden,
where they are raising vegetables for sale, or for

prizes. Tools, seed, and land are provided ; and,
where there are hours cool enough for cricket,

there are some which admit of gardening. One

regiment there has 8000Z. in its Savings Bank ;

and at that station nobody seems to find it

too hot ; and we liear no complaints about
health. What we do hear is that more work-

shops for other trades are desired, and also a

gymnasium.
In this department of health,—this creation or

preclusion of liver-complaints, the errors are of ^a

kind which only a central authority can get rid of ;

and the advantages are such as only a central

authority can diffuse throughout India. The
issue of spirits must be stopped altogether as a

daily custom, and pure water, coffee, beer, and any
innocent drinks substituted, and made obtainable

at the canteens. The canteen system must be
reformed ;

and if the poison of native s[>irits cannot
be wholly put out of reach, every inducement
should tend, not as now, to encourage tippling, but
to occupy the men's thoughts, and gratify their

taste with something better.

Again, in the erection or improvement of all

Stations, provision must be made by adequate
authority for industrial pursuits and harmless
amusements being always open to the men. A
sharp line of demarcation might easily be drawn
between the men whose minds are interested, and
fortunes improved by profitable labour when off

duty, and the wretches who sink under the curse

of tnnui, and the temptations it brings with it. At
one station there were thirty-six cases of delirinin

tremens in one year (1859), while at another there

were more than thirty-six good fellows, well and

cheerful, laying by earnings in the Savings Bank.
From one regiment there may be deserters by the

dozen,—miserable men who find their days intole-

rable, and " see no prospect," after having known
formerly what it was to earn money at a trade :

and, in contrast with these, there are elsewhere

men entering into competitive examination within

their own regiment, of whom twenty are declared

qualified
" for the administrative service of the

Government in the civil and military depart-
ments."
On the one hand we see desertion, corruption,

suicide, or a slower death in hospital or by in-

validing. On the other we see men striving to

become good soldiers first, in order to get leave

to follow their trades, or enter into compe-
titions afterwards, under every inducement to

preserve their respectability, and thereby under
the best conditions in regard to health.

The general conditions of health are altogether
unattainable except through such a central au-

thority as it is now sought to estabhsh. " Moisture
is everywhere," as the evidence tells us. Where
it does not appear on the surface, it has merely
sunk into the subsoil, to, reek up into the dwellings
and the outer air, mixed with vegetable refuse,
and thus, in combination with heat, completing
the apparatus for the generation of fever, dysen-

tery, and cholera. Every kind of liquid is thrown
out upon the ground,—the emptyings of kitchens,
and chambers, and baths, and washtubs

;
and it

must evaporate either there or from the subsoil.

It makes noisome fogs in the early mornings, in

which the soldiers awake gasping and choking,—
it being the practice in too many barracks to

make the ground-Hoor rooms the dormitories. At
mid-day, the stench reeks up under the sun ;

and at sunset the mists gather again round the

sickening soldiery, who dread the sufferings of the

night, if openings to the outer air exist, the

men close them, to stop out the smell ;
and by

morning they are sick with the foulness of their

close rooms. When they can, they spread their

beds in verandahs,—the only effect of which is

to expose them to the foul damps, while to those

within the air comes laden with the breath and
moisture from the bodies of the outer rows of

sleepers. Nothing effectual can be done for our

troops in India till a thorough drainage has been

established for a considerable distance round their

stations ; and this can be done only by a well-

qualified central authority. The wisest command-

ing officers can only employ native scavengers to

remove whatever can be carried away ;
and some

admirable illustrations in Miss Nightingale's docu-

ment show how this is done. Two men carry an

open tub on a pole between them ;
or a woman

marches from the barracks to the river, or the

nearest tank, with a vase on her head, containing
as much as she can carry. Under such circum-

stances, it is only the lowest refuse that is removed ;

and the water from wash-basins and tubs is

poured out on the ground under the windows. If

there are drains anywhere near, they are sure to

be choked ; and if there is a tank, it is used as a

sink. When water is wanted during the day,
the native servants go for it to the tank,—skim-

ming away the weeds or the floating oil from

the surface, and dipping for the water which

is to clean the floors, or boil the vegetables for

dinner.

This brings us to the topic of Water Supply,
Water must be got from one of three sources;—

the tank, or a well, or a river. The tank can

seldom or never be guarded from native access ;
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and -wlieii it is so guarded, the water corrupts
from being stagnant. What happens when open
to the natives, I really cannot describe. While

the subsoil remains undrained, the wells must be

foul from what dribbles into them, even when, as

rarely happens, no dead creatures are thrown

in from above. The river is considered the best

resource of the three ;
and in remote coimtry

places, where it runs imobstructed, and well

guarded from pollution, the water may be good :

but such cases are rare. In popxilous places, we
know how the Hindoos use their streams

;
and we

cannot wonder if the soldiers themselves cannot

resist the temptation to bathe.

Such water as there may be at any station is

supplied by water carriers. Nothing in Miss

Nightingale's commentary is more striking than

the cut which represents "Water Supply" for a

country inhabited by 150,000,000 of our fellow-

subjects, besides our own soldiery, civilians, and
settlers. Water supply and cleansing are repre-
sented by two personages, the bheestie and the

melder. The former carries a skin of water over

Lis shoulder ;
and the other bears a little broom

in his hand, and a basket under his arm, while

two vases stand at his feet.

Where such is the supply, the soldiers cannot

or do not take care of their skins. If there is

some little provision of baths, it is seldom that

water can be spared for them. At some stations

the lavatory is a room—generally the darkest and

dampest—where iron basins are ranged on a stone

shelf, where the men are tempted to be satisfied

with washing face and hands till they can get a

chance for a bathe. Yet there is plenty of pure
water to be had if the means of getting it were

provided. The Himalayas bear snows enough ;

the other mountain ranges send down streams

enough ;
the rocks afford springs enough, to

quench the thirst and cleanse the abodes of all

India. But how can the wisest commanding
officer give his men the benefit of it ? He can

only filter and ice the water that happens to be
within his reach

;
and filtering and iceing do not

get rid of the worst impurities of foul water. It

requires the authority and the means of a Presi-

dential Department to create channels for the pure
water, and to guard them from pollution ; and,
till this is done, our soldiers will be more or less

dirty in their persons and their barracks. Till

drinking-fountains are pz-ovided at all stations

they will be intemperate. Till this is done, in

short, on a complete scale, till there is no longer
unwholesome moisture in the soil, and plenty of

the pure fluid in proper channels, our soldiers,
who have cost the country 100/. each when they
arrive in India, will be swept off by cholera, fever,
and dysentery, in the vigour of their years. When
this indispensable work is done, the next genera-
tion will scarcely believe that their fathers went
on, year after j'ear, raising fresh recruits by thou-

sands, and burying most of them before they had
well learned their business, so that the veteran

soldiers in India of ten years' standing amounted
to less than a fourth of the force stationed there.

It requires a Council of Health officers, Military
officers, and Engineers, to determine the proper
situation for new stations, barracks, or camp, A

seaside station sounds well ; but Sir C. Trevelyan
found an astounding mortality in one which was
boasted of for its site. The sea-breeze was shut

out, and the air within kept stagnant by a high
wall without a break. He had the wall lowered

six feet, and pierced with windows and a door,
and the extra disease and death disappeared.

Military authority may point to an upland high
above the sea level, and ask what better site could

be proposed ;
and the Health officer will reply that

he must examine the spot before he can reply.
He finds that the barracks are to be built in a

slight hollow in the table-land, just depressed

enough to i-eceive the downflow of the neighbour-

hood, as in a basin. The case is not so bad as

it was, the worst barracks being
" burnt in the

mutiny," and some regard being paid to the

advantage of high ground in the jilanning of new
ones

; but the thing can never be done wisely and
well by military officers who select the ground for

military reasons ;
or by civilian officials ignorant

of sanitary science, any more than by sanitary
officers ignorant of military requirements, and
unaided by engineering advice. It needs a Com-
mission in each Presidency, combining these

elements, to place our troops where they may
have a fair chance for their lives.

The same considerations apply to the case of

Hospitals, which are at present "mere makeshifts."

It is heartbreaking to read of hospitals where
men go, not to revive and recover, but to suffer

and die, for want of precisely what a hospital
should supply. "Means of washing—two earthen-

ware jHe-dishes," or "one basin to 100 men," on a
form in a stinking room, "very chilly in damp
weather

;

" "
surgeons' and nurses' quarters a mile

off» so that they spend their whole day in going
backwards and forwards on the road." Here a

wall all round, so high that the place is stifling ;

and there the walls so damp that charcoal has to

be burnt in the wards. Salt is bvirnt also, in

corners whence an intolerable stench otiierwise

issues. Patients, whether they can or cannot sit

up, have their meals served on their knees for a

table, or go without. Convalescents from dysen-

tery can only lie on their beds in a ward full of

sick or dying patients in the same disease, till

they are reported able to go out
;

and Miss

Nightingale remarks on the vast proportion
who are not convalescents, and never can be,
under such circumstances. I might fill columns
with such painful details ; but in charity to my
readers I will turn from the subject. It is plain
that no Hospital System, worthy of the name, can
exist under any authority short of one which is

competent to institute a proper training fora body
of nurses (regimental, or civil, or female nurses,

according to the character of the hospital), and to

erect buildings, and to organise the staff of manage-
ment and attendance

;
and to provide for conva-

lescents during their stage of recovery. The
mere provision of food requires such an authority ;

for, as Miss Nightingale observes, the office of

purveyor (which requires training) is necessary even

at home.
"In England, where the grass-meat is so much

better than in India, it is found necessary to put
the purveying of meat for hospitals under the
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charge of the Purveyor, for the sake of always
obtaining the best quality.

" In India, all is nnder
the Commissariat ; and while that continues to

be the case, it is best not to inquire about "diets"
as an article of hospital provision, or to look too

closely into what is offered to the feeble appetite
of the sick. '* In India," says Miss Nightingale,
'* the chief quality in native cooks appears to be
' the pursuit of cooking under difficulties ;

'

their

ingenuity in bringing about an appurenthj good
result, in a rude and often bad way, is frequently
admired by the reporters, as if the end of cooking
were 'to make a pair of old boots look like a
beef-steak.'

"

The commonest question, perhaps, that is asked
in connection with this great new proposal of ex-

tinguishing the extra mortality of India,—of

saving four fifths of the lives now sacrificed in our

army there by mismanagement, or want of man-

agement—is—"How are we to draw the line in

this respect between our army and all the other

inhabitants ?
"

The answer is that no such line will be at-

tempted to be drawn, for the simple reason that

no division of the kind can be made. Why should

it be made ? When taking in hand the broad
conditions of public health,

—the soil, the water,
the air,

—why not perfect them for the benefit oif

the whole community, aa well as for any class ?

The personal matters of the soldier,
—his food

and drink, his barracks or his tent, his clothing,
his occupation and amusement, his training, and
the care of his domestic interests, form a part of

the objects of the new system ; but not the whole,
and not an attainable part, unless the larger con-

ditions are fulfilled, from which the civilians and
natives cannot be excluded. On the other hand,

nothing effectual can be done for the soldiery till

the towns and bazaars, the tanks and rivers and
wells, and the festering soil, are purified, and put
imder guardianship. The natives die off unne-

cessarily, at present, as our soldiers do. Though
born to "the heat of India," they die faster than
our soldiers when living under worse influences,
and live longer if iinder better than they. The
deaths of our men from wounds and the special

fatigues of war, form at worst a very small propor-
tion of the mortality of any year ;

and their liabilities

are essentially those of the natives, besides being

largely dependent on the customs and manners of

native life. Both must, therefore, be provided for

together ;
and the Presidential Commissioners will

undertake the charge of the whole society within

their area, as the Health officers, under the Home-
office, do in England.
The case is fully set forth ; the facta are made

clear beyond dispute : and if Miss Nightingale's
Observations were within reach of the English

public, there would be no doubt of the immediate
institution of a Health Department. The danger
is the common one in such cases,

—of obstruction in

high places, arising from the repugnance of old-

fashioned officials to changes of plan, and to any
virtual confession that things have not hitherto

gone so well as they might have done. The facts

must prevail in the long run. It is impossible to

dispute them to any purpose,
—beyond that of

securing delay. It is for English opinion and

English will to decide between life and death for
tens of thousands of our fellow-subjects : and the
national will ought to be quickened and strength-
ened by the consideration that every month of

delay is a death sentence upon whole battalions of

men who have pledged their lives in the defence of

ours, and of our common country.
FkOM the MotJNTAIK.

'NO CHANGE!"

I'm standing by the little school,
Where I stood five long years ago—
Five years

—
ay, more ! for then the snow

Lay gleaming in the light of yule.
The grey old church across t!ie way
Had sunset- fires upon its panes—

The Parsonige, so bare to-day,
Was garlanded with holly-chains.

Ah ! let rae see, in this old room
That night there was a "

fancy-fair"—
Gay lights had eaten up the gloom

That lived in cobwebb'd corners there ;

Gay stalls were planted on each side,

Loaded with many curious things.
And Charity, the gentle-eyed.
Of coarse looked on with outspread wings I

I know that many a goddess seemed,
That night, behind the atalls to stand

;

I know that while I looked I dreamed
It was the old, old fairyland I

Though certainly it did seem strange,
That goddesses should come to earth,
To sell small caps fur twice their worth,

And, when you paid them, give no change !

I think the object of the thing
Was the extension of a wall,

Or building on the school a wing,
To shelter and to form the small.

I know, whate'er it was, 'twas good.
And when a sweet young curate came,

And led me on to where there stood

A lady whom
"

I dare not name,"

And tempted me, young curate-wise.
To buy a dress—a little one :

I turned and only saw her eyes—
She gave no "change"— I wanted none !

Oh ! curate with the sunny hair.

And looks so wickedly demure.
You could not guess what form should wear

That little garmeut, I am sure.

Was it her palm's electric tauch

That thrilled me as I gave the gold—
So soft and velvety

—as such

Young palms are ever ? Was I bold

To glide behind the little stall.

And help to sell her dainty wares ?

" Without reserve
" we sold them all ;

The "
sacrifice," of course, in shares.
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VII.

And -when they brought a cup of tea,

'Twas htr refreshment, and 'twas mint—
I took the cup, the saucer she :

'Twas Congou (bad), it seemeJ like wine.

Oh ! dream of other days (ah ! when
Shall we not dream ?)

—there stands a

crowd

Of babbling imps where she stood then,
* And cobwebs half the window shroud.

I've said the " cause
"

I cannot tell

For which those pretty things were made,
For which white fingers worked so well,

In mysteries of beads and braid.

I know it did not fail
—the tall

Young curate said so. I, for one,

Gained, at that dear old corner stall.

Love without change
—I wanted none !

A. B.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XLV. AT SKA.

The will was gone. Eleanor tried to think
how or where she could have lost it. It might
have dropped from her pocket, perhaps. That
was the only solution of the mystery that pre-
sented itself to her mind. The open pocket of

her dress might have been caught by one of the

laurel boughs as she crouched upon the ground,
and when she rose the paper had dropped out.

There was no other way in which she could have
lost it. She had been so absorbed in the watch
she had kept on Launcelot Darrell, as to forget
the value of the document which she had thrust

carelessly into her pocket. Her father's letter

and Launcelot Darrell's sketch were still safe in

the bosom of her dress ; but the will, the genuine
will, in place of which the young man had intro-

duced some fabrication of his own, was gone.
" Let me see this will, Eleanor," Gilbert

Monckton said, advancing to his wife. Although
she had been the most skilful actress, the most

accomplished deceiver amongst all womankind,
her conduct to-night could not be all acting, it

could not be all deception. She did not love
him : she had confessed that, very plainly. She
did not love him

; and she had only married him
in order to serve a i)urpo8e of her own. But
then, on the other hand, if her passionate words
were to be ])elieve<l in, she did not love Launcelot
Darrell. There was some comfort in that. " Let
me see the will, Eleanor," he repeated, as his wife
stared at him blankly, in the first shock of her

discovery,
"I can't find it," she said, hopelessly. "It's

gone ;
it's lost. Oh, for pity's sake, go out into

the garden and look for it. I must have dropped
it amongst the evergreens outside Mr. de Cres-

pigny's rooms. Pray go and look for it."

"I will," the lawyer said, taking up his bat
and walking towards the door of the room.
But Miss Lavinia de Orespigny stopped him.

"No, Mr. Monckton," she said; "pray don't

go out into the night air. Parker is the proper
person to look for this document."

She rang the bell, which was answered by the
old butler.

" Has Brooks come back from Windsor?" she
asked.

"
No, Miss, not yet."" A paper has been dropped in the garden,

Parker, somewhere amongst the evergreens,
outside my uncle's rooms. Will you take a

lantern, and go and look for it ?"
"
Dear, dear 1

" exclaimed Miss Sarah,
" Brooks

has been a very long time going from here to

Windsor and back again. I wish Mr. Lawford's
clerk were come. The place would be taken care

of, then, and we should have no further anxiety."
The lady looked suspiciously from her nephew

to Elleanor, and from Eleanor to Gilbert Monck-

j

ton. She did not know whom to trust, or whom
I
most to fear. Launcelot Darrell sat before her,

biting savagely at his nails, and with his head
bent upon his breast. Eleanor had sunk into the

chair nearest her, utterly dumbfounded by the

loss of the will.
" You need not fear that we shall long intrude

upon you, Miss de Crespigny," Gilbert Monckton
said. "My wife has made an accusation against
a person in this room. It is only right, in your
interest, and for the justification of her truth and

honour, that this business should be investigated—and immediately."
" The will miLst be found," Eleanor cried ;

"
it 7nust have fallen from my pocket in the

shrubbery."
Launcelot Darrell said nothing. He waited

the issue of the search that was being made. If

the will was found, he was prepared to repudiate
it ; for there was no other course left to him.

He hated this woman, who had suddenly arisen

before him as an enemy and denouncer, who had
recalled to him the bitter memory of his first

great dishonour, and who had detected him in the

commission of his first crime. He hated Eleanor,
and was ready to sacrifice her to his own safety.
He lifted his head, ])resently, and looked about

him with a scornful laugh.
" Is this a farce, or a conspiracy, Mrs. Monck-

ton T" he asked. " Do you expect to invalidate

my great-uncle's genuine will—wherever that

will may happen to be found—by the production
of some document dropped by you in the garden,
and which has, very likely, never been inside

this house, much less in my uncle's possession.
You surely don't expect any one to believe your
pretty, romantic story, of a suicide in Paris, and
a midnight scene at Woodlands ? it would be an

excellent paragraph for a hard-up penny-a-liner,

but, really, for any other purpose—"

"Take care, Mr. Darrell," Gilbert Monckton
said quietly,

"
you will gain nothing by insolence.

If I do not resent your impertinence to my wife,

it is because I begin to believe that you are so

despicable a scoundrel as to be unworthy of an

honest man's anger. You had much better hold

your tongue."
There was no particular eloquence in these last

few words, but there was something in the lawyer's
tone that efl'ectually silenced Launcelot Darrell.

Mr. Monckton's cane lay upon a chair by the fire-

place, and while speaking he had set down his hat,

and taken up the cane ; unconsciously, perhaps ; but

the movement had not escaped the giiilty man's

furtive glance. He kept silence ;
and with his face

darkened by a gloomy scowl, still sat biting his

nails. The will would be found. The genuine
document would be compared with the fabrication

he had placed amongst his great uncle's papers,
and perpetual shame, punishment, and misery
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would be his lot. What he suffered to-night,

sitting amongst these people, not one of whom he

could count as a friend, was only a foretaste of

what he wovdd have to suffer by-and-by in a

criminal dock.

For some time there was silence in the room.

The two sisters, anxious and perplexed, looked

almost despairingly at each other, fearful that at

the end of all this business they would be the suf-

ferers ; cheated, in their helplessness, either by
George Vane's daughter or by Launcelot Darrell.

Eleanor, exhausted by her own excitement, sat

with her eyes fixed upon the door, waiting for the

coming of the old butler.

More than a quarter of an hour passed in this

way. Then the door opened, and Mr. Parker
made his appearance.

'* You have found it !

"
cried Eleanor, stax'ting

to her feet.
"
No, ma'am. No, Miss Lavinia," added the

butler. "I have searched every inch of the

garding, and there is nothink in the shape of a

paper to be found. The housemaid was with

me, and she searched likewise."
" It must be in the garden," exclaimed Eleanor,

* '
it must be there—unless it has been blown away.

"

" There's not wind enough for that, ma'am. The
s'rubberies are 'igh, and it would take a deal of

wind to blow a paper across the tops of the trees.
"

"And you've searched the ground under the

trees ?
"
asked Mr. Monckton.

"
Yes, sir. We've searched everywhere ; me

and the 'ousemaid."

Launcelot Darrell burst into a loud laugh, an

insolent, strident laugh.

"Why, I thought as much," he cried; "the
whole story is a farce. I beg your pardon, Mr.

Monckton, for calling it a conspiracy. It is merely
a slight hallucination of your wife's ; and I dare

say she is as much George Vane's daughter as I am
the fabricator of a forged will."

Mr. Darrell's triumph had made him foolhardy.
In the next moment Gilbert Monckton's hand
was on the collar of his coat, and the cane uplifted
above his shoulders.

" Oh my goodness me !

"
shrieked Sarah de

Crespigny, with a dismal wail, "there'll be murder
done presently. Oh, this is too dreadful ; in the
dead of the night, too."

But before any harm could happen to Launcelot

Darrell, Eleanor clung about her husband's up-
raised arm.

" What you said just now was the truth,

Gilbert," she cried, "he is not worthy of it ; he is

not, indeed. He is beneath an honest man's

anger. Let him alone
;
for my sake let him alone.

Retribution must come upon him sooner or later.

I thought it had come to-night, but there has
been witchcraft in all this business. I can't under-
stand it."

"Stay, Eleanor, "said Gilbert Monckton, putting
down his cane, and turning away from Launcelot
Darrell as he might have turned from a mongrel
cur that he had been dissuaded from punishing :

"This last will—what was the wording of it—to
whom did it leave the fortune ?

"

Launcelot Darrell looked up, eagerly, breath-

lessly, waiting for Eleanor's answer.

"I don't know," she said.
" What, have you forgotten ?

"

"No, I never knew anything about the con-

tents of the will. I had no opportunity of looking
at it. I took it from the chair on which Launcelot

Darrell threw it, and put it in my pocket, from
that moment to this I have never seen it.

"

" How do you know, then, that it was a will ?
"

asked Gilbert Monckton.
"Because I he^d Launcelot Darrell and his

companion speak of it as the genuine will."

The young man seemed infinitely relieved by the

knowledge of Eleanor's ignorance.
"
Come, Mr. Monckton," he said, with an air of

injured innocence, "you have been very anxious

to investigate the grounds of your wife's accusa-

tion, and have been very ready to believe in a

most absurd story. You have even gone so far as

to wish to execute summary vengeance upon me
with a walking-stick. I think it's my turn now
to ask a few questions."

" You can ask as many as you please," answered

the lawyer.
His mind was bewildered by what had hap-

pened. Eleanor's earnestness, which had seemed
so real, had all ended in nothing. How if it was

all acting ; how if some darker mystery lurked

beneath all this tumult of accusation and denial ?

The canker of suspicion, engendered by one

woman's treachery, had taken deep root in Gilbert

Monckton's breast. He had lost one of the purest
and highest gifts of a noble nature : the power to

trust.

"Very well, then," said Launcelot Darrell,

turning to Eleanor :
"
Perhaps you will tell me

how I contrived to open this cabinet, out of which

you say I stole one document, and into w hich you
declare I introduced another."

" You took the keys from Mr. de Crespigny's
room. "

* ' Indeed ! But is there no one keeping watch
in that room ?

"

"Yes," cried Miss Sarah, "Jepcott is there.

Jepcott has been there ever since my beloved uncle

expired. Nothing has been disturbed, and Jepcott
has had the care of the room. We could trust

Jepcott with untold gold."
"
Yes," said Miss Lavinia,

" with untold gold."
"But she was asleep!" cried Eleanor, "the

woman was asleep when that man went into the

room."
"
Asleep !

" exclaimed Miss Sarah ;

"
Oh, surely

not. SurelyJepcott would not deceive us ;
I can't

think that of her. The very last words I said to

her were,
'

Jepcott, do you feel at all sleepy ? If

you feel in the least degree sleepy, have the house-

maid to sit with you— make assurance doubly

sure, and have the housemaid!' 'No, Miss,'

Jepcott said, 'I never felt more wakeful iu my
life, and as to the girl, she's a poor, frightened

silly, and I don't think you could induce her to go
into master's room, though you were to offer her a

five-pound note for doing it.' And if Jepcott

went to sleep after this, knowing that everything
was left about just as it was when my uncle died,

it was really too bad of her."
" Send for Mrs. Jepcott," said Launcelot

Darrell; "let us hear what she has to say about
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this very probable story of my stealing my great-
uncle's keys."

Miss Lavinia de Crespigny rang the bell, which
was answered by Mr. Parker, who, though usually
slow to respond to any siimmons, was wonderfully

prompt in his attendance this evening.
"Tell Mrs. Jepcott to come here," said Miss

Lavinia, "I want to speak to her."

The Ijutler departed upon this errand, and again
there was a silent pause, whic*h seemed a very
long one, but which only extended over live

minutes. At the end of that time Mrs. Jepcott

appeared. She was a respectable-looking woman,
prim, and rather grim in appearance. She had
been in the dead man's service for five-and thirty

years, and was about fifteen years older than the

Misses de Crespigny, whom she always spoke of

as " the young ladies,"

"Jepcott," said Miss Sarah,
" I want to know

whether anybody whatever, except yourself, has
entered Mr. de Crespigny's room since you have
been i)laced in charge of it ?

"

"Oh, dear, no, miss," answered the house-

keeper, promptly,
"

certainly not."

"Are you sure of that, Jepcott ?
"

"
Quite sure, miss, as sure as I am that I am

standing here this moment."
" You speak very confidently, Jepcott, but this

is really a most serious business. 1 am told that

you have been asleep."
"
Asleep, Miss de Crespigny ! Oh, dear, who

could say anything of the kind ? Who could be
80 wicked as to tell such a story ?

"

" You are certain that you have not been

asleep ?
"

"
Yes, miss, quite certain. I closed my eye

sometimes, for my sight is weak, as you know,
miss, and the light dazzled me, and made my
eyes ache. I close my eyes generally when I sit

down of an evening, for my sight doesn't allow
me to do needlework by candlelight, neither to

read a newspaper ; and I may have closed my
eyes to-night, but I didn't go to sleep, miss, oh
dear no ; 1 was too nervous and anxious for that,
a great deal ; besides, 1 am not a good sleeper at

any time, and so I should have heard if a mouse
had stirred in the room."

" You didn't hear me come into the room, did

you, Mrs. Jepcott ?
"
asked Launcelot Darrell.

"
You, Mr. Darrell? Oh, dear, no; neither

you nor anybody else, sir."

"And you don't think that I could have come
into the room without your knowing it ? You don't
think 1 could have come in while you were

asleep ?
"

" But I wasn't asleej), Mr. Darrell
; and as for

you or anybody comin' in without my hearin' 'em

—why, I heard every leaf that stirred outside the
windows."

"
I fear that at least this part of your charge

must drop to the ground, Mrs. Monckton,"
Lauucelot Darrell said, scornfully.

"
Jepcott," said Miss Lavinia de Crespigny, "go

back and see if my uncle's keys are safe."
'*
Yes, do, Mrs. Jepcott," explained Launcelot

Darrell ;

" and be sure you take notice whether

they have been disturbed since your master
died."

The housekeeper left the room, and returned
after about three minutes' absence.

" The keys are quite safe. Miss Lavinia," she
said.

' ' And they have not been disturbed ?
" asked

Launcelot.

"No, Mr. Darrell, they haven't been moved a

quarter of an inch. They're lyin' just where they
lay when my poor master died, half hid under a

pocket-handkerchief."
Launcelot Darrell drew a long breath. How

wonderfully these foolish women had played into

his hands, and helped him to escape.
" That will do, Jepcott," said Miss Sarah,

"
you

may go now. Remember that you are responsible
for everything in my uncle's room until the arrival

of Mr. Lawford's clerk. It would have beeu a

very batl business for you if Mr. de Crespigny's

keys had been tampered with."

Mrs. Jepcott looked rather alarmed at this re-

mark, and retired without delay. Suppose she
had been asleep, after all, for five minutes or so,

and some mischief had arisen out of it, what might
not her punishment be. She had a very vague
idea of the power of the law, and did not know
what penalties she might have incurred by five

minutes' unconscious dose. This honest woman
had been in the habit of spending the evening in

a series of intermittent naps for the last ten years,
and had no idea that while closing her eyes to

shade them from the glare of the light, she often

slumbered soundly for an hour at a stretch.

"Well, Mrs. Monckton," Launcelot Darrell

said, when the housekeeper had left the room,
"I 8U])po8e now you are convinced that all this

mid-winter night's dream is a mere hallucination

of your own ?
"

Eleanor looked at him with a contemptuous
smile whose open scorn was not tho least painful
torture he had been obliged to bear that night.
"Do not speak to me," she said; "remember

who I am; and let that memory keep you silent."

The door-bell rang loudly as Eleanor iinished

speaking.
"Thank heaven!" exclaimed Miss de Cres-

pigny,
" Mr. Lawford's clerk has come at last. He

will take charge of everything, and (/' anybody
has tampered with my uncle's papers," she added,

looking first at Launcelot and then at P^leanor,
" 1 have no doubt that he will find out all about
it. We are poor unprotected women, but I dare

say we shall find those who will be able to defend
our rights.

"

' ' I don't think we have any occasion to stop
here," said Mr. Monckton; "are you ready to

come home, Eleanor?"
"
Quite ready," his wife answered.

" You have nothing more to say ?"

"Nothing."
" Put on your cloak, then, and come. Good-

night, Miss de Crespigny. Good-night, Miss

Lavinia."

Mr. Lamb, the Windsor solicitor's clerk, came in

while Gilbert Monckton and his wife were leaving
the room. He was the same old man whom
Kichard Thornton had seen at Windsor, Eleanor

perceived that this man was surprised to see

Launcelot Darrell. He started, and looked at
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the artist with a half-frightened, half-inquiring

glance ; but the young raan did not return the

look.

CHAPTER XLVI. LAUKA's TKOXJBLES.

Gilbert Moi^^ckton offered Eleanor his arm as

they went out of the hall and down the steps
before the front entrance.

" I would have got a conveyance for you if it

had been possible, Eleanor," he said; "but of

course at this time of night that is utterly out of

the question. Do you think that you can manage
the walk home?"

"
Oh, yes ; very well indeed."

She sighed as she spoke. She felt completely
baffled by what had occurred, terribly prostrated

by the defeat which had befallen her. There was
no hope, then. This base and treacherous man
was always to triumph : however wicked, however
criminal.

•' Is it very late ?" she asked, presently.

•'Yes, very late—past one o'clock."

The husband and wife walked homewards in

silence. The road seemed even drearier than

before to Eleanor, though this time she had a

companion in her dismal journey. But this time

despair was gnawing at her breast ; she had been

supported before by excitement, buoyed up by
hope.

They reached Tolldale at last. The butler ad-

mitted them. He had sent all the other servants

to bed, and had sat up alone to receive his master.

Even upon this night of bewilderment Gilbert

Monckton endeavoured to keep up appearances.
"We have been to Woodlands," he said to the

old servant. " Mr. de Crespigny is dead."

He had no doubt that his own and his wife's

absence had given rise to wonderment in the quiet

household, and he thought by this means to set

all curiosity at rest. But the drawing-room door

opened while he was speaking, and Laura rushed

into the hall.

"Oh, my goodness gracious," she exclaimed,
"here you are at last. What I have suffered

this evening ! Oh ! what agonies I have suffered

this evening, wondering what had happened, and

thinking of all sorts of horrid things.
"

"But, my dear Laura, why didn't you go to

bed?" asked Mr. Monckton.
" Go to bed!

" screamed the young lady.
" Go

to bed with my poor brain bursting with suspense.
I'm sure if people's brains do burst, it's a wonder
mine hasn't to-night, and I thought ever so many
times it was going to do it. First Eleanor goes
out without leaving word where she's gone ;

and
then you go out without leaving word where yoii're

gone ; and then you both stay away for hours,
and hours, and hours. And there I sit all the

time watching the clock, with nobody but the

Skye to keep my company, until I get so nervous,
that I daren't look behind me, and I almost

begin to feel as if the Skye was a demon dog !

And, oh, do tell me what in goodness' name has

happened."
"Come into the drawing-room, Laura; and

pray don't talk so fast. 1 will tell you pre-

sently."
Mr. Monckton walked into the drawing-room

followed by Laura and his wife. He closed t^®

door carefully, and then sat himself down by the

fire.

"I've had coals put on five times," exclaimed
Miss Mason,

" but all the coals in the world
wouldn't keep me from shivering and feeling as if

somebody was coming in throiigh the door and

looking over my shoulder. If it hadn't been for

the Skye I should have gone mad. What Ims

happened ?
"

"Something has happened at Woodlands—"

Mr. Monckton began gravely, but Laura inter-

rupted him with a little shriek.

"Oh, don't," she cried, "don't, jjlease ; I'd

rather you didn't, I know what you're going to

say. You must come and sleep with me to-

night, Eleanor, if you don't want to find me
raving mad in the morning. No wonder I felt as

if the room was peopled with ghosts."
" Don't be foolish, Laura," Mr. Monckton said,

impatiently.
" You asked me what has happened,

and I tell you. To speak plain, Mr. de Crespigny
is dead."

"
Yes, I guessed that, of course, directly you

began to speak in that solemn way. It's very
dreadful—not that he should be dead, you know,
because I scarcely ever saw him, and when I did

see him, he always seemed to be deaf or grumpy—but it seems dreadful that people should die at

all, and I always fancy they'll come walking into

the room at night when I'm taking my hair down
before the glass, and look over my shoulder, as

they do in German stories."
" Laura !

"

"Oh, please don't look contemptuously at me,"
cried Miss Mason, piteously ; "of course, if you
haven't got nerves it's very easy to despise these

things ; and I wish Pd been born a man or a lawyer,
or something of that sort, so that I might never be
nervous. Not that I believe in ghosts, you know ;

I'm not so childish as that. I don't believe in them,
and I'm not afraid of them, hut I don't like them !

"

Mr, Monckton's contemptuous expression

changed to a look of pity. This was the foolish

girl whom he had been about to entrust to the man
he now knew to be a villain. He now knew :—
bah, he had paltered with his own conscience. He
had known it from the first : and this poor child

loved Launcelot Darrell. Her hopes, like his own,
were shipwrecked ;

and even in the egotism of his

misery the strong man felt some compassion for

this helpless girl."
So, Mr, de Crespigny is dead," Laui'a said after

a pause ;

" does Launcelot know it yet ?"
" He does."
" Was he there to-night

—up at Woodlands, in

spite of his nasty old aunts ?
"

"Yes, he was there."

Eleanor looked anxiously, almost piteously at

Laura. The great disappointment, the death-blow

of every hope, was coming down upon her, and

Eleanor, who could see the hand uplifted to strike,

and the cruel knife bared ready to inflict the fatal

stab, shivered as she thought of the misery the

thoughtless girl must have to suffer.
" But what can her misery be against my

father's," she thought, "and how am / ac-

countable for her sorrow. It is all Launcelot
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Darrell'a work, it ia his wicked work from first to

last."
* ' And do you think he will have the fortune ?

"

Laura asked.

*'I don't know, my dear," her guardian answered

gravely,
" but I think it matters very little either

to you or me whether he may get the fortune or

not."
" What do you mean ?

"
cried the girl,

" how

strangely you speak ; how cruelly and coldly you
speak of Launcelot, jnst as if you didn't care

whether he was rich or poor. Oh, good heavens,"
she shrieked, suddenly growing wild with terror,

"why do you both look at me like that ? Why
do you both look so anxious ? I know that

something dreadful has happened ; something has

hai)pened to Launcelot ! It's not Mr. de Ores-

piguy, it's Launcelot that's dead !

"

' '

No, no, Laura, he is not dead. It would be
better perhaps if he were. He is not a good man,
Laura, and he can never be your husband."

"Oh, I don't care a bit about his not being good,
as long as he isn't dead," exclaimed Laura. " I

never said he was good, and never wanted him to

be good. I'm not good ;
for I don't like going to

chur«h three times every Sunday. The idea of

your saying my poor dear Launcelot musn't marry
mo because he isn't good. I like him to be a little

wicked, like the Giaour, or Manfred—though good-
ness gracious only knows what lie'd done that he
should go on as he did— I never asked him to be good.
Goodness wouldn't go well with his style of looks.

It's fair people, with wishy-washy blue eyes and

straight hair, and no eyebrows or eyelashes in

particular, that are generally good. I hate good
people, and if you don't let me marry Launcelot
Darrell now, I shall marry him when I'm of age,
and that'll be in three years' time."

Miss Mason said all this with great vehemence
and indignation, and then walked towards the
door of the room

; but Eleanor stopped her, and

caught the slender little figure in her arms.
"Ah! Laura, Laura," she cried, "you must

listen to us, you must hear us, my poor darling.
I know it seems very cruel to speak against the
man you love, but it would be fifty times more
cruel to let you marry him, and leave you to

discover afterwards, when your life was linked to

his, and never, never could be a happy life again
if parted from him, that he was unworthy of your
love. It is terrible to be told this now, Laura,
it would be a thousand times more terrible to

hear it then. Come with me to your room,
Laura, I will stay with you all tonight. 1 will

tell you all I know about Launcelot Darrell. I

ought to have told you before, perhaps, but I

waited
;

I waited for what I begin to think will

never come."
"I won't believe anything against him," cried

Laura, passionately, disengaging herself from
Eleanor's embrace ;

"I won't listen to you. I

won't hear a word. / know why you don't want
me to marry him : you were in love with him your-
self, you know you were, and you're jealous of me,
and you want to prevent my being happy with
him."

Of all the unlucky speeches that could have
been made in the presence of Gilbert Monckton,

this was perhaps the most unlucky. He started

as if he had been stung, and rising from his seat

near the fire, took a lighted caudle from a side

table, and walked to the door.

"I really can't endure all this," he said.

"Eleanor, I'll leave you M'ith Laura. Say what

you have to say about Launcelot Darrell, and for

pity's sake let me never hear his name again.
Good night."
The two girls were left alone together. Laura

had thrown herself upon a sofa, and was sobbing

violently. Eleanor stood a few paces from her,

looking at her with the same tender and com-

passionate expression with which she had regarded
her from the first.

"When I see your troubles, Laura," she said,
" I almost forget my own. My poor dear child,
God knows how truly 1 pity you."
"But I don't want your pity," cried Laura.

" I shall hate you if you say anything against
Launcelot. Why should anybody pity me? I

am engaged to the man I love, the only man I

ever loved,—you know that, Eleanor ; you know
how I fell in love with him directly he came to

Hazlewood,—and I will marry him in spite of all

the world. I shall be of age in three years, and
then no horrid guardians can prevent my doing
what I like !

"

" But you would not marry him, Laura, if you
knew him to be a bad man ?

"

" 1 would never believe that he is a bad man !

"

"But, my darling, you will listen to me. I

must tell you the truth. I have kept it from you
too long. I have been very guilty in keeping it

from you. I ought to have told you when I first

came back to ToUdale."
" Wliat ought you to have told me ?

"

"The story of my life, Laura. But I thought

yon would come between me and the victory I

wanted to achieve."
" What victory ?

"

" A victory over the man who caused my
father's death."

Then, little by little, interrupted by a hundred
exclamations and protestations from the sobbmg
girl whose head lay on her shoulder, and whose
waist was encircled by her arm, Eleanor Monckton
told the story of her return to Paris, the meeting
on the Boulevard, and George Vane's suicide.

Little by little she contrived to explain to the

wretched girl, who clung about her, and who
declared again and again that she would not

believe anything against Launcelot, that she

could not think him cruel or treacherous,—how
the artist and his vile associate, Victor Bourdon,
had cheated the old man out of the money which

represented his own honour and the future welfare

of his child.

"You think me hard and merciless, Laura,"
she cried, "and I sometimes wonder at my own

feelings ; but remember, only remember what my
father suffered. He was cheated out of the money
that had been entrusted to him. He was afraid to

face his own child. Oh, my poor dear, how could

you wrong me so cruelly," she exclaimed, "how
could you think that 1 should have spoken one

word of reproach, or loved you any the less, if you
had lost a dozen fortunes of mine ? No, Laura, I
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cannot forget what my father suffered, I cannot he

merciful to this man. "

Eleanor's task was a very hard one. Laura
would not believe, or she would not acknowledge
that she believed ; though she had none of the calm

assurance which a perfect and entire faith in her

lover should have given her. It was useless to

reason with her. All Eleanor's logic was power-
less against the passionate force of this girl's

perpetual cry, the gist of which was " I will

believe no harm of him ! I love him, and I will

not cease to love him ' "

She woiild not argue, or listen to Eleanor's calm

reasoning ;
for Mrs. Monckton was very calm in

the- knowledge of her own defeat, almost despair-

ingly resigned, in the idea that all struggle against
Launcelot Darrell was hopeless. Laura would not

listen, would not be convinced. The man whom
Eleanor had seen in Paris was not Launcelot. He
was in India at that very time. He had written

letters from India, and posted them thence, with

foreign postage stamps. The shipbroker's books

were all wrong ; what was more likely than that

stupid shipbrokers' clerks should make wrong
entries in their horrid books ? In short, according
to poor Laura's reasoning, Launcelot Darrell was
the victim of a series of coincidences. There had

happened to be a person who resembled him in

Paris at the time of George Vane's death. There

had happened to be a mistake in the shipbroker's
books. The figure in the water-coloured sketch

that Eleanor had stolen happened to be like the

old man. Miss Mason rejected circumstantial

evidence in toto. As for the story of the forgery,
she delared that it was all a fabrication of lileanor's,

invented in order that the marriage should be

postponed.
" You're very cruel, Eleanor," she cried, "and

you've acted very treacherously, and I shoiddn't

have thought it of you. First you fall in love

with Launcelot Darrell ;
and then you go and

marry my guardian ;
and then, when you find that

you don't like my guardian, you begrudge me my
happiness ;

and you now want to set me against
Launcelot

;
but I will not be set against him.

There !

"

This last decisive monosyllable was uttered

amidst a torrent of sobs, and then, for a long

time, the two girls sat in silence upon the sofa

before the expiring fire. By and by, Laura
nestled her head a little closer upon Eleanor's

shoulder
; then a little hand, very cold, by reason

of its owner's agitation, stole into the open palm
lying idle upon Mrs. Monckton's lap ;

and at last,

in a low voice, almost stifled by tears, she mur-
mured :

"Do you tbink that he is wicked? Oh!
Eleanor, do you really think that it was he who
cheated your poor old father ?"

" I know that it was he, Laura."
" And do yovi believe that he has made a false

will, for the sake of that dreadful money ? Oh,
how could he care for the money, when we might
have been so happy together poor ! Do you really
believe that he has committed—forgery ?"

She dropped her voice to a whisper as she

spoke the word that was so awful to her when
uttered in relation to Launcelot Darrell.

"I believe it, and I know it, Laura," Eleanor

answered, gravely.
" But what will they do to him ? What will

become of him ? They won't hang him—will

they, Eleanor ? They don't hang people for forgery
now. Oh, Eleanor, what will become of him ?

I love him so dearly, I don't care what he is, or

what he has done. I love him still, and would
die to save him."

" You need not be afraid, Laura," Mrs.
Monckton answered, rather bitterly.

' ' Launcelot
Darrell will escape all evil consequences of what
he has done. You may be sure of that. He wiU
hold his head higher than he ever held it yet,
Laura. He will be master of Woodlands before

next week is over."
" But his conscience, Eleanor, his conscience ?

He will be so unhappy—he will be so miserable."

Laura disengaged herself from the loving
arm that had supported her, and started to her

feet.
" Eleanor !

" she cried,
" where is he ? Let

me go to him ! It is not too late to undo all

this, perhaps. He can put back the real will,

can't he?"
"
No, the real will is lost."

" He can destroy the false one, then."
"

I don't think he will have the chance of

doing that, Laura. If his heart is not hardened

against remorse, he will have plenty of time for

repentance between this and the time when the

will is read. If he wishes to undo what he has

done, he may make a confession to his aunts, and
throw himself upon their mercy. They are the

only persons likely to be injured by what he has

done. The money was left to them in the original

will, no doubt."
" He sluxll confess, Eleanor !

"
cried Laura.

" I will throw mj-self upon my knees at his feet,

and I won't leave him till he promises me to

undo what he has done. His aunts will keep the

secret, for their own sakes. They wouldn't like

the world to know that their nephew could do
such a wicked thing. He shall confess to them,
and let them have the fortune, and then we can
be married, and then we shall be as happy to-

gether as if he had never done wrong. Let me
go to him."

" Not to-night, Laura. Look at the clock."

Eleanor pointed to the dial of the timepiece

opposite them. It was half-past two o'clock.
" I will see him to-morrow morning, then,

Eleanor. I will see him."
" You shall, my dear; if you think it wise or

right to do so."

But Laura Mason did not see her lover the

next morning ;
for when the morning came, she

was in a burning fever, brought on by the agita-
tion and excitement of the previous night. A
medical man was summoned from Windsor to

attend upon her, and Eleanor sat by her bed-side,

watching her as tenderly as a mother watches

her sick child.

Gilbert Monckton too was very anxious about

his ward, and came up to the door of Laura's

room to make inquiries many times in the course

of that day.

{To be continued.)
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AMERICA SEVENTY YEARS AGO.
AN IMAGINARY TOUR.

It ia 179— ,
and we have just arrived from

England. We may have long had a desire to see

foreign countries. We may have incautiously

toasted the French Revolution, and pointed out

tlie errors of th« British Constitution, at some

meeting in celebration of the Burning of the

Bastille, under the presidency of Doctors Priestley

or Kippis, and have thereby incurred the odium

of the powers that be. No,—we are simply
inflamed by an insane hope of retrieving our

damaged fortunes in the land of liberty on the

other side of the Atlantic. Having turned our

available property into cash, we invested it in

American six per cents, and shares in the National

Bank. We were assured that we should net

something handsome. Alas ! there comes a time

when we realise at a loss of fifteen per cent. !

We paid the captain of an American two-master,
called at that time a "senam," or "

snow," no less

than thirty guineas, with a promise of further

remuneration in case of a long voyage, for our

I)a8sage. And such a passage ! Six weeks of

knocking about in a lumber-ship, ill suited for

passengers, of whom there were four besides our-

selves. Our curmudgeon of a captain proved
himself so bad a purveyor that, at the end of the

first week, we were reduced to "ship's allowance,"
salt beef, pork, and biscuit.

One morning there is a cry of " A sail astern !

"

and, sure enough, a vessel under press of canvas is

in chase of us. A gun is fired—we take no notice;
a second drops a shot close in our wake—we hoist

American colours. Our pursuer displays the

British ensign, but we have seen through our

telescope a greasy cap of liberty at the mast-

head. Presently the English flag is lowered, and

replaced by the French tricolor. She is a French
satis-culoite privateer ; and, as she comes within

hailing distance, we see that the crew are literally
sans-culoUes ! Four of these worthies come off to

overhaul us, headed by a squat, tawny, and savage-

looking Frenchman, about four feet and a half

high. A blue coat, with red facings and enor-

mous "
liberty-and-equality

"
buttons, covers his

back. A coarse and dirty red cloth Uilt envelopes
his aldermanic paunch, descending scarcely to his

knees. In his belt are a pair of melo-dramatic-

lookiug pistols, &t his waist dangles a gigantic

sabre, fit only for a horse trooper, and on his

hydrocephalic-looking head is a portentous cocked

hat, with a plume of feathers enough for three or

four. We would fain laugh, but it is no laughing
matter. Everybody's luggage is ransacked ; and
in ours is found the counterpart of the lease of our

ancestral mansion to a wealthy parvenu (between

ourselves, he is quite as good as we are, only he
has more of this world's goods). "In the

thirtieth year of the reign of Our Sovereign Lord

George the Third," reads the French captain ;

" Diable ! it is a commission from old George."
We explain to the best of our ability ;

and after

numerous apologies and fraternal hugs, the sans-

cxdotten let us go harmless ; nay, they actually man
their yards, and give us three cheers !

Adverse winds, heavy seas, Newfoundland fogs,

and loss of reckoning, varied by the amusement
of forcing our skipper to disgorge five pounds of

passage-money to each, have filled up the rest of

our time until we tread terra finna once more.

Such is the train of events which enables us to say
" We have just anived from England."
A crowd is gathered on the wharf to see us

land. A mingled mass of wealth and poverty.

They cry in chorus,
*' What news from England?"

So eagerly curious are they, and so evidently

ready to swallow anything, that we cannot resist a

mild- joke at their expense. "More than fifty thou-

sand men," say we,
" rose in London the morning

before we sailed I

" Ha ! ha ! Three cheers ! The

Republic of Great Britain is inaugurated at last !

Any misfortune to Old England was joyfully

greeted then, as now, by our loving American
cousins. "What then? What did they do

then ?" is shouted from a score of throats. "That

night they went to bed again !

" A very mild

joke ; yet it might have caused us to be roughly
handled. Fortunately, if a Yankee is fool enough
to let himself be taken in, he will bear it with at

least the appearance of good humour ; merely

making a mental note of the fact for his future

guidance, either to play the trick off on some-

body else, or to avoid it himself.

Questions assail us on all sides
;
for unbounded

curiosity about other people's business has ever

been a national trait in the American character.

We have not been many days in New England,
—

for it was to Boston that chance and the " snow "

took ns, and we are now making the best of our

way to New York—when we fancy a pretty little

cottage which we are told is to let, on the Con-

necticut river. We knock at the door : it is

ojjened by a woman.
"
Pray what is the rent of this house ?

" we

inquire, with our politest manner.
" And where be you from ?

"
is the rejjly.

' '

Pray, madam, is this house to be let ?
"

" Be you from New York or Boston ?
"

The house is half way between those two

towns. We become impatient.
" Will you be kind enough, madam, to say what

is the price demanded for this little i)lace ?
"

Still no answer ; only a question :
"
Pray what

may you be ?
" We turn away in disgust.*

The next day is Sunday ;
and in Connecticut

the Sabbath is most rigidly kept. We have un-

fortunately arrived at a miserable tavern on

Saturday evening, and there, until Monday morn-

ing, are we obliged to remain. The stage is not

allowed to run on the Lord's day. There is little

use in pushing along on horseback, even if the

requisite animal could bo obtained. You would

be stopped as you passed the first meeting-house
where service was going on, and, being forcibly

dismounted, would be compelled to listen to what-

ever doctrine might chance to be in process of ex-

pounding.
Let us take a walk by the river side. A con-

course of people attracts our attention. We join

the crowd, and find that the process of baptism by
immersion is going on. It is freezing hard ! The ice

has been cleared away for some twenty yards in

every direction, but a fatigue party of believers has

been told off to keep the hallowed water from
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freezing Tvitli poles and staves. A few moments
would suffice to coat it with ice again. To test

the faith of proselytes, the coldest days are chosen
for these ceremonies, and the services are inten-

tionally prolonged. Intense faith is supposed to

make the day mild and the water of summer

temperature. The minister at last finishes his

exhortation, and the penitents are led forth.

This is the order of procession :
—Members of

the meeting already baptised lead the way, two
and two ; then the priest, singing loudly in honour
of St. John the Baptist ;

then twelve novices

of both sexes, hand in hand, clad in long gowns.
As they approach the stream the already im-
mersed members file off to right and left along the

margin, and the minister, without slackening his

pace, walks steadily nearly breast-high into the

freezing stream. His singing dies away in short

short gasps as the water rises above his hips.
His fanatical disciples, with a resolution worthy
of a better cause, follow him. When the pastor
recovers his breath, he devotes a few minutes to a
solemn exhortation on baptism ; then, seizing the
nearest devotee, he entirely immerses him or her,
as the case may be, with the dexterity of a prac-
tised bathing-man. Another short prayer is fol-

lowed by another immersion, until all are gasping,
coughing, and wiping the water out of their eyes.

They have spent about ten minutes in the icy
stream !

We listen to the remarks of the bystanders,
who, although evidently not of the Baptist per-
suasion, do not treat the performance with the
ridicule we expected. We are told that these

fanatics, notwithstanding the severity of the

season, will not take cold. We should have

anticipated that these duckings would have been

frequently attended with fatal results. A dry
humourist at our elbow calculates they are, some-
times. There is a merry twinkle in his eye as he
relates the following story of a public baptism by
immersion :—

" It was Just such a day as this, now a many
years ago, that Parson Dearborn lost one of his

lambs in this here stream, only a few miles lower
down. They'd broke the ice, and Dearborn was
up to his waist in the middle of the hole. The
stream was so sti-ong he'd much ado to keep on
his legs. The first as come to be ducked was old
Mar'm Bigelow, but when the parson had let her
down into the water he lost his bold, and away
she went under the ice. Now, Parson Dearborn
was not a man to be put out, so, says he, quite
calm,

• The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken

away, blessed be the name of the Lord : come
another of you, my children.' But no more
would come. I reckon they all lost their faith,

—
anyhow they made tracks."

•'And what became of Mrs. Bigelow?" we
inquire, with horror.

*'
Wal, I calculate nothing was seen of Mar'm

Bigelow for a fortnight, when a fishing-boat
picked her up in Long Island Sound."

Poor Mrs. Bigelow ! it was a consolation to
hear that she was picked up, and did not go to
feed the lobsters for which the Sound is famous.

Apropos of lobsters, our humorous friend has
another story to tell us. It is to be feared that

our power of swallow must have appeared very
large. We ought to see the lobsters caught in

the Bay of Fundy, ought we ? Yes, it was not
uncommon to take them fifty or sixty pounds in

weight, so that a dozen hungry men could easily

sup off a single lobster, and leave enough frag-
ments to satisfy somebody else ! A sense of green-
ness pervades iis : how otherwise should any one

attempt so to impose ?

This will never do. We want facts—our own
experience, and not that of others. For instance,
we know that we pay fourpence per mile currency
(threepence sterling of our money) for our seat in

the New York mail-coach, and that we are only
allowed fourteen pounds of luggage. We also

know that there are no turnpikes, and that we are

not expected to give any fees to drivers. Ha !

this is better. These dry facts restore us.

Travellers see quite enough strange thiugs with
their own eyes witho\it borrowing from friends or

chance acquaintances.
The women in the country towns do not wear

caps, and many of them have their hair plaited at

full length down their backs like a queue, giving
them a Swiss appearance not at all becoming in

our eyes. Here is an American officer,
—the first

we have seen. His dress consists of a blue coat of

superfine cloth, with scarlet facings and cuffs, and
a buff cashmere waistcoat and breeches. A fine,

handsome fellow, whose dress suits him right well.

At Hartford a very reverend-looking old gentle-
man gets in, who more than fills the only vacant
seat of our eight-inside. He had on a tremendous
full-bottomed wig of the last century (the seven-

teenth, not the eighteenth, bear in mind), and fills

us with mingled feelings of reverence and the
ridiculous. We learn that he is Deacon Bishop,
an elder of the Presbyterian church at Newhaven.
A reserved and silent man, yet, when he does

speak, he displays an amiability and intelligence
not at all in accordance with his primitive dress

and appearance.
The universal topic of conversation in this

country is politics. Since we have set foot in the
United States we find newspapers in every village.
Our chance acquaintances are mostly people of

uncouth manners, and without the least education

beyond instruction in reading and writing, but
their opinions are generally just and sensible.

The majority speak well of General Washington,
but all show an utter indifference on the subject
of his resignation.

" He is old, and men cannot
last for ever

;

" such is the general remark. Less

importance is attached to the choice of his sucessor

than we should have expected. "John Adams,"
said a tavern-keeping colonel named Beverley,
"is a good man ; Jefferson is also a good man ;

we cannot fail to find good men in America."
When we stop at an inn, it appears somewhat

strange to European eyes to see the coachman eat

at the same table as the passengers ; but it would

appear equally strange to the Americans to see

the coachman eating by himself. Generally speak-

ing, he is the best informed as to general news on
the coach

;
he is always a great politician, and

frequently names his horses after the President

and Vice-President, and if he has a horse that

wants the whip he will name him after some man
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that lie dislikes, so as to have the pleasure of

flogging him in fancy. By-the-bye, our coachman

for the last stage is a colonel I On our arrival at

Newhaven the coach stops at a very good tavern,

where we dine sumptuously for half a dollar, or

two- and -threepence sterling. The servants who
wait are seated, as is customary, except while

they are serving us, and the landlord attends with

his hat on his head.

Newhaven to New York by water. Distance

ninety-four miles. Packets three times a week.

We pay two dollars and a half for our berth, and

sail at four p.m., arriving at New York in twelve

hours. We have the Chief Justice of the United

States among the passengers. An unpretending

gentleman, whom some young men treat with

marked disrespect, although, considering he can

sit in judgment on the President, he may be

regarded as the first person in the States. In

our note-book we find the following sentence,

apropos of this :
" Americans always aflfect, if

they do not really feel, contempt for their seniors

and all persons in office."

When we hear the captain call out that we are

passing Hell Gates, we start out of bed, and go
on deck to see this famous eddy. It is nothing to

those who know the passage of these dangerous
rocks ;

and we think it very like shooting London

Bridge. But stay : it is all very well to under-

rate the dangers of Hell Gates, when you pass
them in a vessel of light draught and under favour-

able conditions. Lord Howe settled an annuity
of fifty pounds a-year on a negro pilot who

brought the Experiment, a frigate of fifty guns,

successfully through this passage, thereby rein-

forcing his little fleet most seasonably. One of

our fellow-passengers told us that when the Expe-
riiueut was in the most critical part of the boil-

ing channel, Sir James Wallace, the captain, gave
some orders on the quarter-deck ; which, in the

negro pilot's opinion, interfered with the duties of

his oflice. He touched Sir James gently on the

shoulder, and said :

"
Massa, you no peak here."

Sir James felt the force of Sambo'a remon-

strance, and interfered no more.
Travellers who visit England are not satisfied

until they have been to London
; those who go to

France, hurry to Paris without delay ; so we,

having touched American soil, permit no rest to

the soles of our feet until we have visited Phila-

delphia. We care not for Boston or New York ;

the former is the Bristol, the latter the Liverpool,
of the newly United States. Philadelphia is the

London, the seat of government, the metropolis
where you may meet President Washington any
day in the streets, and see Jefferson tie the bridle

of his horse to the railings of the State House.

Business, however, compels us to stay at New
York a few days. And who do we meet? What
sights do we see ? Genet, the late ambassador
from sansculotte France, is staying at the same

lodgings, near the battery, and so is young Mr.
Mr. Joseph Priestley, waiting the arrival of his

father, the well-known Dr. Priestley. M. Genet
is on the eve of marrying the daughter of

General Clinton, Governor of the State of New
York

; and, being a Girondist, he dare not

return to France, but talks of becoming a
naturalised citizen of the States. One day at

dinner, a Mr. Priam told us that, in the neigh-
bourhood of Worcester, Connecticut, when their

apple-trees grow old and decayed, it was cus-

tomary to strip off the bark from them, and then
a new bark, smooth and healthy, would be pro-

duced, and they would bear with fresh vigour.
This diverted M. Genet extremely : he was too

polite to say that he doubted Mr. Priam's state-

ment ; but, laughing merrily, he declared that,
now the long-lost method of restoring youth had
been again happily discovered, he would adapt it

to man, and when he was old he would himself

undergo the operation, and publish the recipe for

the benefit of mankind.
Breakfast with General Gates, the hero of Sara-

toga, and a call from Chancellor Livingston, are

two of the noteworthy incidents of our short

stay in New York. Bythe-bye, there was one

sight that we shall not easily forget. We were

getting up in the morning ; a noise of drums and
fifes attracted us to the window, and, behold !

on the other side of the Governor's house, a large

body of people, with flags flying, and marching
two and two towards the water-side. What can
this be ? Not another case of baptism by immer-

sion, surely ? We are in a country which has no

standing army ;
no sound of drum has invaded

our ears since we quitted England : what meani
this military music ? Hurrying down stairs, the

mystery is soon explained. It is a procession of

young tradesmen going in boats to Governor's

Island, to give the State a day's work at the forti-

fications for strengthening the entrance to New
York Harbour. This day, it was the whole trade

of carpenters and joiners ; the masons went on
another day ;

a third day was appropriated to the

"grocers, coopers, schoolmasters, and barbers,"—
a strange medley ! The day before we left New
York, the attorneys and all people connected with

the law started with mattock and shovel on this

patriotic duty. Young Mr. Priestley had joined
in one of these working parties, and said it was
one of the most cheerful days he ever spent.

Onwards at last to the metropolis ! We pay
five dollars at the office in Btx)adway for our place
in the waggon. It is cheaper to go to Philadel-

phia by way of Amboy, but we want to see " the

Jerseys." The next morning finds us ready with

our luggage at the office at nine o'clock.
" I say, stranger, you don't suppose the stage

starts from here, do you ?"

We had supposed so, but are soon undeceived.

With sardonic smile the hard-featured Yankee
informs us that we must cross the Hudson to

Paulu's Hook, in the State of New Jersey, where
we should find the stage waiting. Indignation is

a word that but feebly expresses our feelings on

the occasion. To our jaundiced eye the Hudson

appears a couple of leagues in breadth, but it is

only two miles and a half across. No matter, we
are an hour and a half in passing, owing to the

heavy rain which has swollen the stream, and we
have to pay our own ferryage.
A miserable place is Paulu's Hook,—the Jersey

city of the future,—supported by travellers, all

the New York stages and horses for going South
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being kept there. That clximsy and uncomfortable

machine, the American stage waggon, cannot be

passed over without some attempt at a description.

We have already allowed one opportunity to go

by : we must not let another. If one of them,

horses, harness, and driver, could be brought to

London, it would prove a lucrative exhibition.

The one into which we have just scrambled,
" The Industry

"
by name, is calculated to hold

twelve persons, who all sit on cross benches with

their faces towards the horses. The front seat

holds three, one of whom is the driver. Door
there is none, so the passengers get in over the

front wheels, and sprawl across the driver's seat.

The hind places are most in request, since they
allow you to rest your shaken frame against the

back of the waggon. Women are generally in-

dulged with it, and if they happen to be late, it is

a strange sight to see them scramble over the inter-

mediate men. The waggon is open at the sides,

but has a roof supported by props, and is pro-

vided with curtains which can be buttoned down
or rolled iip, as the weather is wet or dry. The
inside of the vehicle is crowded with trunks and

parcels, which not onlj' cramp but bruise our legs.

We are very sorry for a gentlemanly Frenchman,
whose politeness is severely tested by the incon-

veniences he suffers. The driver tells us that he

is a poor French duke, who has been ruined by
the Kevolution.

One of our travelling companions is a West of

England clothier, a dry and precise man some-

times, but seldom given to exaggeration. We
are discussing musquitoes, which trouble us not a

little during the first niue miles to Newark, for

the country is very marshy. The clothier, with

much gravity, refers to his notes, which are to

be published on his return to England, and tells

us how certain musquitoes continued sucking his

blood on one occasion till they swelled to four

times their ordinary size, when they absolutely
fell oflF and hurst from their fulness !

The distance to Trenton, sixty-six miles, will

not be accomplished before night, and all that

time the driver will continue to curse and swear

as he is doing now. Terrible thought ! Nay, he

gets worse as the day wears on, and reaches his

climax during the last half dozen miles, when
the road is at its worst, and the obstructive stumps
of trees most numerous. By this time another of

oiir fellow-travellers had joined our conversation.

This is an agreeable young Irishman, whose name,
he tells us, is Weld. Alarmed at the disturbed

state of his native island, he has come to look at

America with the view of making it his permanent
abode. Like the clothier, he is collecting notes

for a book when he returns to Europe. He is

communicative, and, after a sense of rolls and

jolts such as no vehicle in the Old World could

possibly have survived, he tells us we should try
the roads in Maryland, which are incomparably
the worst in the Union. "So bad are they,"

says he, "that while going from Elkton to the

Susquehannah ferry, the driver frequently had to

call to the passengers in the stage to lean out of

the carriage, first at one side, and then at the

other, to prevent being overturned in the ruts.

'Now, gentlemen, to the right !' and outwent the

passengers' bodies halfway on that side. • Now,
gentlemen, to the left !

' and the other side of the

waggon was duly ballasted."

Stopping at Trenton all night, we start at six

the next morning, and are not deposited safely at

the Franklin's Head, in North-Second-street, Phila-

delphia, until 2 P.M., albeit the distance is only
thirty miles. Little do we imagine that, half a

century later, railroad cars will be running almost

along the same route, and that our successors of

the nineteenth century will be able to make, with
ease and comfort in three hours, a journey that has
cost us the best part of two days.
An embassy from the Cherokee and Creek

Indians had arrived a few days before us. Two of

these worthies, rejoicing, as we are told, in the
names of Flamingo and Double-head, paraded the

streets with great dignity, followed by a crowd of

little boys. Our weak-minded clothier acquaint-
ance introduced himself to these savages, telling
them that he was a subject of the great King
George, on the other side of the great waters, and
that he wished to smoke a calumet with them, and
to beg a belt of wampum. After a few preliminary

grunts, that noble savage Flamingo, tall and stout

withal, replied, rising to a climax of yells, and

flourishing his tomahawk. The interpreter ex-

plained, to the clothier's horror and dismay, that

the pale-face was to understand, among other

trifling and irrelevant matters, that he. Flamingo,
had, in his lifetime, shed enough blood to swim in !

No more talk of calumets or wampum belts ; our
mild friend had ceased to have any other feelings
towards the noble savages save those of terror and

disgust.
Let us take up a newspaper, for there is no lack

of them. What is this ?—" Died in Salem, Mass.,
Master James Verry, aged twelve, a promising
youth, whose early death is supjiosed to have
been brought on by excessive synohing of segars."
Gracious goodness !

—what juvenile depravity !

Here is an opportunity for some dignified but

cutting criticism of a republican state of society :

*' One of the greatest evils of a republican form of

government is"—but there are so many evils, and
of such magnitude, that we are not quite prepared
yet to single out any particular one. The edge has

gone from the sharpness of our disgust, by the time
we have had that chat with Taylor the segar-
maker at Alexandria, near Washington. While

conversing with the father, we observe the son, an
infant not four years old, smoking a large segar
made of the strongest tobacco ! The father

exultingly tells us that the child contracted the

habit a year ago, and that he now smokes three

or four daily, which he cries for if not kejit

regularly supplied ! Yet is the child fat and

healthy.
Here is a book, lately published (1789),

" The
American Geography," by Jedediah Morse, D.D.
We open it casually at "North Carolina," and
i-ead as follows:—"The delicate and entertaining

diversion, with propriety called gouging, is thus

performed. When two boxers are worried

(wearied ?) with fighting and bruising each other,

they come, as it is called, to close quarters, and
each endeavours to twist his forefingers in the

ear-locks of his antagonist. When these are
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fast clinched, the thumbs are extended each way
to the nose, and the eyes g'^nthj turned out of

their sockets. The victor, for his expertness,
receives shouts of applause from the si)ortive

throng, while his poor eyeless antagonist is

laughed at for his misfortune." The italics

are not ours, but are used by that "sportive"
Doctor of Divinity, Jedediah Morse, to add zest to

his description. We do not believe Morse : we
think he is exaggerating ; yet there comes a time

when, passing with other travellers through the

State of Georgia, we find two combatants, as

Morse describes, fast clinched by the hair, and

their thumbs endeavouring to force a passage into

each other's eyes, while several of the bystanders
are betting upon the first eye to be turned out of

its socket. For some time the combatants avoid

the thumb-stroke with dexterity. At length they
fall to the ground, and in an instant the uppermost

springs up with his antagonist's eye in his hand !

The exulting crowd applaud, while we, sick with

horror, gallop away with aU speed from the infernal

scene.

Let us turn to more agreeable incidents. We
must not forget that we are still at Philadelphia,
where we find that the great heat of the city
but ill suits our enfeebled frame. The poor
French duke, whose acquaintance we had made in

the stage, advises us to try country air for a few

weeks. We will do as he suggests. This same
duke is a thorough gentleman, and completely dis-

arms all our preconceived British prejudices against
Frenchmen. He has been reduced from princely
aifiuence to a condition which, by comparison, is

almost poverty. But he rarely makes any allusion

to former days. On one occasion he described to

us a singular rencontre he had with an alderman
of Newhaven. The duke had, some years before,

been made a citizen of that city, and when he

passed through, as we have, on his way to New
York, he did not neglect to call and thank the

mayor and municipality for the honour they had
done him. Among the aldermen he recognised
one who had last seen him at the head of his table

in his French chateau, when he had kindly
accorded permission to the worthy alderman and
his party to view his house and grounds. We
learned from a mutual friend that, when the

Kevolution drove this duke, who inherited an
historical name, from France, he fied to Kngland,
and resided for some time at Bury St. Edmunds.
While there, an old maiden lady died and left him
a moderate fortune, which would have been of

great service to him in his very straitened cir-

cumstances, but he found out her relations, and
restored the money to them, reserving to himself

one shillinfj as a souvenir !

In the course of our excursion into the country
we have to cross a ferry,

—no very uncommon
occurrence in the States. We have bought a

carriage, and are travelling, by easy stages,

along a route but little used. This ferry belongs
to General Washington. Being unprovided with
smaller coin, we are compelled to offer the ferry-
man a gold moidore in payment of this imforeseen

charge. Ho refuses to take it, and, on our

inquiring his reason, he replies :
" I've no weights

to weigh it with, and when I take it to the

general, he'll weigh it, and if it shouldn't be

weight, he'll not only make me lose the difference,
but he'll be angry with me." After much per-

suasion, and on our offering to lose threepence on
its value, the ferryman consents to take it. A few

days later we return by the same route, when, to

our astonishment, the ferryman presents xis with
three halfpence wrapped up in a piece of paper.
It seemed that he had taken it to the general, who,
on weighing it, found it was not weight to the
value of three halfpence ; so the great man him-
self had put the balance of our threepence in

paper, with strict injunctions to the ferr^'man to

return it to us, if we returned that way, as he felt

almost certain we must.
This quaint example of the general's exact and

methodical habits amuse us greatly, and we
mentioned it to the keeper of the tavern where we
lodge the same evening.

"
Wal, yes, I calculate

our Gin'ral Washington is about as reg'larinhis
habits as any man you ever heerd on. He weighs
or counts everything as is bought at Mount Ver-

non. Ho is quite as partic'lar about payiu' as

receivin'. He and his man breakfasted here one

mornin', and I charged three-and-ninepence for the

gin'ral, and only three shillings for the man ; but
the gin'ral, ho says to me,

' I make no doubt my
man has eaten as much as I have, and I shall

thank you to charge us both the same.'" We
have been told before that it was the general's

custom, when he travelled, to pay as much for his

servants' meals as for his own.
Wo have not yet seen President Washington,

but on our return to Philadelphia we have the

honour not only of an interview with him, but,
on presenting our letters of introduction, of an
invitation to breakfast. He is tall and thin,

but erect ; rather of an engaging than a dignilied

presence. A mild, friendly man, very thoughtful
and slow in speech, which makes some to think

him reserved. His temperate life makes him bear

his years well, though he is past sixty. We mark
a certain anxiety in his countenance, the natural

result of his many cares. His behaviour to us is

so kind and courteous that we shall ever revere

his name.
Mrs. Washington herself makes tea and coffee

for us. On the table are two small plates of sliced

tongue, dry toast, bread and butter, &c., but no
broiled fish, as is the general custom. Next to

Mrs. Washington sits her grand-daughter. Miss

Custiss, a very pleasing young lady of about six-

teen, and her brother, George Washington Custis,

about two years older. There is but little appear-
ance of form, one negro servant only attending,
and he has no livery : a silver urn for hot water

is the only article of expense on the table. Mrs.

Washington appears somewhat older than the Pre-

sident, though we understand they were both born

in the same year. She is short in stature, rather

stout, and very simply clad, wearing a very plain

cap, with her grey hair closely turned up under it.

Mrs. Washington holds levees every Wednesdayand

Saturday at Philadelphia, during the sitting of Con-

gress. On these occasions the ladies are seated in

great form round the apartment, and have tea

and coffee served to them. The President has a

reception once a week, between the hours of three
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and four in the afternoon. If we attend one of

these receptions, which we undoubtedly shall do,

we shall find him in court dress, as well as the

foreign ministers, always excepting the envoy from
the French Republic, who makes a point of going
in what, to say the best of it, is an absolute

dishabille!

As we leave the General's we meet our friend

the clothier at the corner of Second Street. He
tells us he has been, the previous evening, to the

New Theatre, where he has seen Mrs. Inchbald's

play, "Every One has his Fault," with the

farce of " No Song, no Supper." "Mrs. Whitlock,
sister to Mrs. Siddons, is the chief actress,

"
says

he,
' ' and the theatre is as elegant, convenient, and

large as Covent Garden. I could have fancied

myself in England again, the dress and appear-
ance of the company, the actors, and the scenery
were so English. The ladies wore the same small

bonnets, some of chequered straw, and others had
their hair full-dressed, without caps, just as in

England. The gentlemen, too, had round hats,

high collars to their coats, quite in the ' mode '

;

yes, some of them even wore coats of silk striped !

"

The tailor-like enthusiasm of our friend is very
funny, but we remember his trade, and excuse him.
His brilliant description, however, determines us

to see for ourselves what an American theatre is

like. Circumstances compel us to defer our visit

for a week or two, when we see the Philadelphia

company in the Baltimore theatre. Perhaps we
are unfortunate, for great is our disappointment.
It may be that one person sees with a democratic

eye, while the optic of another is tinged with

aristocracy.
We are early in our places in the pit, the back

row of which is taken up by a number of very
well-dressed boys. These urchins set iip a violent

clamoiir, beating with sticks, stamping with their

feet, and shrieking loudly for " Yankee Doodle "

and "Jefferson's March," just as if they had been
in the gallery. This juvenile spirit of liberty
seems to please the occupiers of the boxes. The
stench of tobacco smoke, the fumes of variotis

intoxicating drinks, and the shouts Of these youths
would be sufficient, but, as if to complete our dis-

gust, a critical-minded buffoon, noisy and coarse-

tongued, makes comments, close behind us, in a

voice louder than that of the performers. Often
do we entreat him to be silent, but in vain

; v/e

are reminded that we are in the land of liberty !

A London audience would have turned him out.

Should we attempt to do so, the whole pit would
interfere in his behalf. The play is

' ' Coriolanus ;

"

and, after loading with abuse the "supers "who
swell the processions, enact the part of "

plebs,"
and crowd generally about the stage, whenCon'o-
lanus falls a sacrifice to the swords of Tullus Au-
fidius and the Yolsdan CJiief.^, our buffoon roars

out with many oaths,—"That's not fair ; three to

one is two much
;

let him get up again and have
a fair chance

;
one at a time, I say !

"

Such are a few of the actual experiences to be
met with in the newly United States during the
last five years of the eighteenth century.

Wm. Haedman.

ASCHAFrENBURG ON THE MAIN.

As the Rhine and the Moselle have their dis-

tinctive characters, so has the Main. It is through
the whole of its course a peculiarly smiling, happy,
devil-may-care river.

As the Rhine is strong, the Moselle beautiful, so

is the Main genial. Its nature is fitly imaged in

the pages of its peculiar poet, who however seems
rather to have drawn insp irationthan to have drunk
water from its bed ; the poet who was actually too

full of the spirit of song to suffer the fetters of

verse : Jean Paul Friedrich Richter, who died in

his house at Bayreuth as genially as he had lived,

in his easy-chair, with his pet canaries hopping
abovit his head. Well may the Germans call him
the "only one !

"

The Germans are proud of the Main, as they are

proud of Richter, for his freedom from foreign
shackles. If they cannot boast of their river as

the Spartans did of their women, that he has

never seen the smoke of an enemy's camp, they
can boast that an enemy has never permanently
possessed a foot of his banks. But this is in great

part owing to his central situation. Certain it is

that the same race of Franks, freemen or nobles

par excellence, who came into the country at the

great migration, and went forth, a part of them,
to subdue Gaul and make it France, still are domi-

nant in their old haunts, and their women bind
their heads in the traditional red kerchief of a

thousand years ago. So Schiller testifies of this

river—
Mine are but ruinous castles, in sooth, but still I

console me.

Seeing the self-same race flourishing there as of yore.

The derivation of the word Main is a puzzle.
Some say it denotes a stream with two arms, and
was originally Man, comparing it to that " forked
radish with head fantastically carved" which is

Carlyle's definition of the species to whicli he

belongs. Some again derive it from Man or Mon,
the moon-god, as having, like the crescent moon,
two horns. This Man is pronounced in middle

Franconia, Moyn or Moen, hence the Mocnis of

Pomponius Mela, and the Mojnus of Tacitus. Others
think its name only denotes the main affluent of

the Rhine, the Big River, as the ocean, from its

size, is called the main.

In old times the Menapii dwelt on its banks,
and derived their name from their habitation.

The Main has the honour of having something in

common with the Nile. As the Egyptian river

is formed by the junction of the Blue and White

Niles, so is the Frank river formed by the junction
of the White and Red Mains, which, after it be-

comes a single stream, fertilises banks that bear

wine, both white and red. The colours attril)uted

to the streams are most probably derived from the

colour their respective waters take from their

bottoms. The Picd Main springs from the Roth-

mansbrunnen in the Semmelsbuch, a lonely hamlet

near Schwartz, flows through Creuser, St. Johann
and Georg near Bayreuth, and meanders on across

fat Franconian plains to Steinhaus, where it is

joined by the White Main after a run of twenty-
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five English miles. The White Main rises in the

Fichtelgebirge, close to the Ochsenkopf mountain.

Markgrave George William in 1717 surrounded its

source with masonry, since which time it has been

known as the Furstenbrunnen, or Prince's WelL

But, as several sources contribute to the stream, it

is as hard as in most other cases to fix on the

authentic one. The Main is mostly a wide, shal-

low, superficial, and easy-going stream, and seems to

have a general objection to the performance of tours

de force, as it makes a wide bow to the north to

avoid the Franconian table-land, turning south again
to receive an accession of strength from the Kegnitz
at Bamberg, then north to avoid some more hills

to Schweinfurt, then south again to take a degree
at WUrzburg, then north again to Lohr, then
south again to round the soft sandstone mountains
of the Spessart, instead of cxitting them in two
as the Rhine would have done and as the railway
does (which looji constitutes the most beautiful

part of its course), then, from Aschafi'enburg flow-

ing lazily on through the level past Frankfort,
into the Rhine at Mainz.

Aschaffenburg may derive its name from the
brook AschafF (Ascaffa), meaning water that flows

through tilled lands. The Romans called it

Ascapha. It appears to have been, in a.d. 69,
one of their most important stations, and was

^a"^;.x-,

Castle of Johanaiaburg.

doubtless strongly fortified, as lying close to a very
assailable point in the Limes Transr/wnanus. A
votive stone, now lost, was discovered in the last

century, which recorded that an ofTering was
made here by the eleventh British legion and the

twenty-third to Jupiter Optimus Maximus, to the

gods of Britain generally, and those of Mancunium
or Manchester in particular. The eleventh and
fourteenth legions, which went to Britain under
Claudius in the year 43, were ordered by Vespasian
to Cermauy and Dalmatia, and a considerable

number of native troops had been enrolled with

them. It does not appear that in those days Man-
chester was the metropolis of the Peace Society.

The Alemans drove the Romans away from the

Main, and were themselves driven southward by
the Franks in 496. In the eighth century, under

C'harlemagne, the Benedictine convent of Honau,
in Alsace, planted here a missionary colony, which
was changed by Duke Otto of Bavaria, a grand-
son of Charlemagne, into a collegiate foundation.

In 1122, Archbishop Adalbert of Mainz took

refuge here from the Etnperor Henry V., and
surrounded the town with walls, and built a strong
castle. The town remained subject to the

Electors of Mainz till 18013, when it became the

capital of a principality. The conditions under
which the Confederacy of the Rhine was formed
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made its territory a graud duchy, which lasted

until the fall of Napoleon, when it was ceded to

Bavaria, which retains it now. On arriving at

the station from Frankfort, the first object of

note is the so-called Pompeianum, erected by King
Ludwig on an eminence upon the bank of the river.

It is a square building, with a terrace and upper
story smaller than the lower, built after the

model of the house of Castor and Pollux at

Pompeii. Its site, aspects, and environments are

quasi-Italian, and the contiguous gardens produce
a rich golden wine which smacks of the sunny
South. The house is by no means imposing ex-

ternally, but the frescoes and mosaics with which
the interior is decorated represent faithfully those

found in Pompeii. The great object of the

Komans in their dwellings seems to have been to

exclude glare and heat, and secure in every
direction a thorough draught of air. They appear
to have had a peculiar horror of that stuffiness of

living by which the peojile of the middle ages
ruined their constitutions, and of the prejudices

engendered by which civilisation has hardly yet
rid itself, especially on the Contineut. Those

imperial men whose frames were kept at the acmfe

of strength and beauty by the bath, and the

gymnasium, and the wrestler's oil, would have
stood aghast at closed windows and curtained

beds, and would very soon have kicked on the

floor, as Englishmen generally do now, those

abominable eider-down over-beds, under which
the Teutonic race smothers itself nightly, even in

the dog-days. I have heard of an instance of a

fat German gentleman, whose wife tied down the

over-bed on her husband every night, to prevent
the accident of its rolling off. It is remarkable

what glowing health beams from the faces and

figures of gods, heroes, goddesses, and heroines, in

those Pompeian paintings, which must have been

copied from the women and men of those days.
Luxurioiis and sensual they doubtless were, but

robust and healthy, and of superlative personal
cleanliness. It remained for the sui)erstition3 of a

later day to connect sanctity with filth and squalor.
From the terrace of the Pompeiamtm there is a

fine view of the Main with its medieval bridge,
and the parade-ground of the sky-blue Bavarian

troops, with the way leading to the Schone Busch,
a royal shrubbery and jjleasure garden. To the

left are seen the softly broken hills of the Spessart ;

altogether a charming landscape.
The town ditch has now been changed into a

pleasant garden, with lofty trees, and cool shady
walks. One gate, named the Herstall-thor, is of

great beauty. Two little towers stand at the other

end of the causeway which leads into it over the

ditch, and add greatly to the picturesqueness of

its effect.

The castle of Johannisburg was completed in

1614 ; it was founded by Johann Schweikard, one
of the Electors of Mainz. It contains a moderate

library and a famoiis collection of engravings.
The buildings form a square, with a great tower
at each of the angles 180 feet high, with five

stories. There is one more window than there

are days in the year. The length of each facade
is 295 feet. The area of the central court is more
than 30,000 square feet. The whole is built of a

pinkish sandstone. King Ludwig of Bavaria has

occasionally occupied this palace ; but from the

air of out at-elbows majesty and splendid dis-

comfort that reigns in its halls, one is not surprised
that it is by no means the favourite seat of that

artistic monarch. The saloons contain a vast

number of pictures, mostly very old, very small,
and very indifferent. Rubens, however, is repre-
sented by a Silenus, very well painted, and there

are some good Kerabrandts, and one or two

striking Holbeins. The pictures are mostly
pseudo-Pre-Raphaelite performances of the Dutch
and German schools. Taken altogether the

building, as viewed from every side, stands well

upon its legs, and has a sumptuous, palatial air,

as most buildings of the Renaissance period have.

In the gateway are several branching antlers, the

spoils of stags slain in the chase, some of King
Ludwig's killing ; and there is a still more ancient

boar's head, with a broken spear sticking in it,

with which the steady and sturdy hand of some

sporting archbishop pierced the skull of the brute

in the act of lunging at his reverence.

The Collegiate Church of the town was built in

the Byzantine style, in honour of Saints Peter

and Alexander, and dates from 970 to 980 a.d.

It stands on a hill, and is apjiroached by a double

staircase. The prevalent fonn is that of the

Latin cross. Formerly it had two towers, now it

has only one, and that in the Pointed Gothic

style, showing it to be later than the bulk of the

building. The interior is populous with armoured
monumental effigies, amongst which one of the

most striking is that of Duke Otto of Bavan'a,

Saxony, and Suabia, erected in 1574. He it was,
a nephew of the Emperor Otto IF., who is supposed
to have endowed the foundation in 969. The
hill on which the church stands is called the

Badberg, or Bath-mountain, and its steep slope is

clad with vineyards on the other side. The bridge
of Aschaffenburg spans the Main with 10 arches.

In its present form it dates from 1430, Archbishop
Willegis having found on the spot the foundations

of a Roman bridge, and on them erected one of

wood, which was doubtless swept away by the

weight of those masses of loose ice which the

stream carries with it after every thaw, and the

grinding of which is even said to loosen the present
stone buttresses. G. C. Swayne.

A THOUGHT ON MAN.
In the long past, what time fair Science smiled

A new-born thing in helpless infant state,

One sang of all inventive* Man—how great

His skill of art
;
how he could render mild

The rough-mancd horse, and bison of the wild,

O'erpass the surging deep, could subjugate

Earth, sea, and air, all things
—save only Fate;

How language he had learnt, and laws compiled.
Yet scarce the Poet's prophet-soul divined

All that the coming years should bring to light,

When matter had been taught to yield to mind.
And Science gained the acme of her might.

But what though all else yield him victory?

Man's victor still is Hades—and shall be.

J. B. S,

Sophocles (Antig., 348.)
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THE FISHERMAN OF LAKE SUNAPEE.

Some years ago I had occasion to leave Cin-

cinnati, which had been my temporary residence

during some months, in order to meet a friend at

Stenbenville, a busy thriving town on the eastern
side of the State of Ohio, and standing on the

river from which the State takes its name. Appa-
rently the distance between these two places
would not be much more than two hundred miles,

but the tortuous course of the river makes it

at least three hundred, when the journey i»
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performed by water, as indeed it of necessity
must be.

1 bad no business whatever of my own at Steu-

benville, but in compliance with my friend's

request that I should accompany him in a visit to

some of the salt-works in the neighbourhood, in

which he was largely concerned, I had agreed to

meet him on a certain day, at a certain hotel in

this town.

I reached Steubenville aboiit noon, and pro-
ceeded at once to the hotel where I expected to

find my friend. He was not there, but, in his

stead, I foimd a letter from him, in which he told

me that he had met with an accident which would
render his leaving home impossible for another

week. This was rather annoying. I deliberated

for a few minutes, imcertain whether to take the

next Cincinnati boat and return immediately, or to

wait patiently a whole week in a place in which I

had no acquaintances and no occupation. I wanted

recreation, the hotel seemed comfortable, and I soon
decided to make it my head-quarters till my
friend's arrival, and to spend my leisure time in

rambling about the neighbouring country.
Whoever has travelled in Ohio has seen one

of the most exuberantly fertile regions of the

great American continent
;

there indeed does
the earth bring forth abundantly, not only corn

and fruits, but it is rich in some of the most useful

minerals, iron and coal.

There are no mountains in Ohio, but much
high table land, rising to about a thousand feet

above the level of the sea, and even these hills

are covered with a fertile soil to their summits.
The whole country is watered by navigable
rivers of great beauty, which bear on their gentle
currents the products of this highly- cultivated

region.
But I am not about to give either a geographical

or a statistical account of this State, though much
might be told of it that is marvellous, when we
consider that it was no longer ago than in 1788 that

its first white settlers were a little party of emi-

grants from New England, and that, forty years
after their arrival, towns and villages had sprung
up amongst the smiling valleys and rich plains,
while the growth of the population, now consider-

ably more than a million and a-half, is such as has
never been paralleled.

I was always fond of fishing, and after having
spent two or three days on horseback, leaving the
choice of road very much to my horse's discretion,
as the coimtry was all new to me, and apparently
equally beautiful whichever way I roamed, I

borrowed a rod and line from my host, and set out
towards a little stream, from which I had observed
a man catching fish at a great rate the day before.

My way lay through the edge of a forest—one of

those magnificent forests of gigantic trees that
stretch back from the river for miles, and which
are now and then broken by a fertile prairie, or,
as we should call it, a natural meadow.

I soon found the place T was in quest of— a
narrow opening in the forest, through which ran
a clear, rippling stream, not more than thirty or

forty feet in breadth. Almost at the same spot
in which I had seen him the preceding day,
stood the same figure, with his rod in hand.

and the rest of his tackle lying by his side on
the short smooth turf. I also noticed that a

book, which from its appearance I felt almost

sure was the Bible, lay on a blue cotton hand-
kerchief by the side of his fishing-basket. He
looked up, and took a scrutinising survey of me
from head to foot, as I approached, and was

making my mental observations on him ; his

countenance was grave and even melancholy, but

not forbidding, or in any degree unpleasant, so I

ventured to address him, and, English fashion,

made some common-place remark upon the state of

the weather.
*' You are from the old country, I guess," said

my new acquaintance.
" You guess right. But what makes you think

so?"
"Because you told me it was a fine day. We

Americans are so used to fine weather that we
don't think much of it. I guess you don't get
much of it in your country."

Of course I defended our country from such

an injurious imputation, while I generously ad-

mitted thatwe had not, either in summer or winter,

anything like the bright clear atmosphere of

America.
I had seen enough of New England and the New

Englanders to enable me to recognise a Yankee as

soon as I heard him speak, and I was well aware
that this man was from one of the Eastern States ;

probably, thought I, he is a settler, who has mi-

grated from some bleak rocky district, in hopes
of bettering his fortunes in this land flowing with
milk and honey.

There is nothing like a community of tastes for

furnishing subjects of conversation, even between

strangers ; so, in five minutes from the time of our

first meeting, we were deep in the mysteries of

fly-fishing. My companion, who was evidently
an experienced angler, caught at least two fish to

my one, for he had greatly the advantage over

me, inasmuch as he was thoroughly acquainted
with the peculiarities of fish, of which I did not

even know the names—for they, like the birds, the

plants, and many other things pertaining to natural

history, are different from those of England.
Though very grave, I did not find my companion

either taciturn or reserved
;

on the contrary, he
seemed ready to converse on any subject that was
started. Once or twice, indeed, he answered me
in a strange, abrupt manner, and instantly turned

the conversation, as if what I said had offended

him, or in some way given him pain, though I

could not imagine how that could be.

After enjoying several hours' good sport, I

thought it time to return to my inn, but my com-

panion would not hear of it.

"You must not go back to-night," said he.

"You must come home with me ; the old woman
will find you a bed, and I will show you my
little farm, out in the bush, yonder. I guess

you could not match it for beauty in yoiir

country."
I felt no inclination to throw doubts on this

point. Why shoidd I ? I like to see a man

prefer his own country, as he would his own
wife and his own children, to any other in the

world; so I thanked him, and after making
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some apologies for the trouble an unexpected

guest might give his wife, I accepted his friendly

invitation. I had been in America long enough
to understand what was meant by

" the old

woman,
"
having as frequently heard the epithet

applied to young wives as to those who were

really aged.
We packed up our traps, and I saw the Bible

carefully wrapped in the blue handkerchief, and

deposited in one of my friend's capacious pockets.
He then conducted me through a little opening on

the outskirt of the forest—hush he always called it,

which led to his humble dwelling. It was a log
house of the best description, built entirely by
himself, he told me, and certainly not without

considerable regard to taste, both as to situation,

and as to external appearance. It stood in the

midst, not of a clearance, but of a natural opening
of about fifty acres in extent, which was sur-

rounded by the most beautiful shrubs and forest

trees. Kalmias and Rhododendrons, of dimen-

sions such as are never seen in England, grew
amongst the clean straight stems of the oaks,

hickory, sugar-maples, and I know not what

besides, whilst in many places the wild grape-
vines hung in graceful festoons from the branches

of the forest trees which formed their support.
On two sides of the house ran, what in England

would be called a verandah, but what in New
England, as well as in New York State, in which

they were doubtless first introduced by the Dutch

settlers, are known by no other name than the

Stoup. In these pleasant wide stoups, the floors

of which are generally very nicely boarded and

painted, the women of the family sit to sew or

knit in warm weather, the children play in them
when the sun is too hot, or the weather too wet
for them to go out of doors ; and the men not

nnfrequently solace themselves with a pipe. At
the back of the house, the stoup serves for larder,

store-room, laundry, garden-house, and a vast

many other purposes. I have seen joints of

frozen meat hanging in the ' ' back stoup
"

for

weeks together, along with frozen fowls, dry salt-

fish, and venison. At other seasons, strings of

apple chips, or peach chips, are hanging to dry, or

the household linen, which would be injured by
the great heat of the sun in summer, or covered

with snow in the winter, if exposed without
shelter. In short, the stoup is the most orna-

mental, agreeable, and useful addition to a country
house.

We went through the stoup into a good-sized
comfortable looking room : no one was in it, but
the "women's litters," as my companion called

the various signs of industry that lay about,
showed that it had been occupied very recently.
"I guess my wife is busy at the back," said

the master, as he stepped out again, and shouted

Esther ! Esther ! in a voice that might have been
heard half a mile off.

I took the opportunity which his absence gave
me of looking round the room. The furniture

was such as I had seen in numbers of New
England farmhouses ; the same tiaringly painted

time-piece ; the same light bass-wood chairs, so

different to the heavy oaken ones of an English
farmhouse

;
and the same thrifty, home-made rag

carpet. A gaudy tea-tray, and some common
looking china graced a set of comer shelves, and
the inevitable rocking-chair stood by the side of

the stove. A few old-fashioned looking books,

ranged on a single shelf between the windows,
attracted my attention, as I have often observed,
that from the character of the books we see in a

house, we may form some idea of the tastes, if

not of the character, of its inhabitants. The
collection was small but rather curious.

"New England's Memorial, a brief relation of

the providence of God manifested to planters,
I
1669." " The Day-breaking of the Gospel in New

I England."
" Good news from England, . . . con-

i cerning the painful labourers in that vineyard of

I the Lord, and who be the preachers to them,
I

1647." All very edifying works no doubt,—added
to these were Bunyan's

"
Pilgrim's Progress," his

I "Holy War," and some other books of which I

\

do not recollect the names.

I

Two coloured engravings adorned the wall

i opposite the windows, both were from Scripture
i subjects, one representing

" The raising of Jairus'

Daughter," the other,
" Our Saviour stilling the

Tempest." One glance at these works of art was
sufficient, but my eye rested with much curiosity

upon the object which hung between them.
Under a glass, smoothed out, and tacked at t^'O

comers with four or five very small, neatly cue

wooden pegs, to a cedar shingle of about eight
inches wide, and six deep, was a torn, irregularly-

shaped piece of common-looking calico print, and
around this picture, as I must call it, for want of a
more appropriate name, was a deep frame, made
of some kind of pine cones, sawn in halve.", and

arranged in a manner that showed considerable

taste as well as ingenuity. The inscription under
the piece of print nowise assisted me in foiming
any conjecture as to what this strange looking
affair could be, for it was only the word

"FAITHFUL"

printed in capital letters, and apparently by some

unpractised band.
The sound of footsteps reminded me that I had

not yet been introduced to the mistress of the

house, who now entered the room with her
husband. She was a tall, spare, but very good-

looking woman, of about forty-five years of age,—not so much, perhaps, for American women look

quite as old at thirty, as English women do at

forty. The mode of introduction was more prac-
tical than ceremonious. This was it:—"Here,
Esther, here's the gentleman from the old country
that I've been telling you about,—I don't know
his name."

" My name ia George Laurence," said I, bowing
to the lady.
"And my name is Heuben Baldwin, from New

Hampshire. Do yon know New Hampshire, sir?"
"

I have travelled through some parts of it ;

I have been through the Notch in the White
Mountains

;
we have nothing like tluit in Eng-

land," said I, thinking to propitiate Mr. Baldwin

by the generous admission, for I had again seen

the strange gloomy look which I had noticed while

we were fishing in the morning.
"No, sir, you've nothing like it in England,
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and I've read that there's nothing like it in the

whole world."

"It is very grand
—

^very wonderful," said T:
" noble scenery amongst the White Mountains,
and capital fishing in your New England lakes,

as no doubt you know."
If I had doubled my fist and given Reuben

Baldwin a knock-down blow with it, he could

hardly have looked more amazed than when I

uttered these apparently inoffensive words.
" Lake !

" he exclaimed, in an excited tone,

"what lake? you don't mean to say that you
have been fishing ... in that lake, ..."

" I never fished in any lake, or in any stream

in New England," replied I. "I was frequently
told that fish were very plentiful in those beautiful

lakes, that's all I know about the matter."

Whilst this short dialogue had been going on,
Esther had cleared away the "

litters," put every-

thing in its place, and was now setting the table

in that quick, silent manner I have so often

remarked amongst her countrywomen. Without

appearing to notice our conversation, she now
turned towards her husband, and in a low voice

asked him if he could find a few hen's eggs for

her, as she had none in the house.
"
Yes, yes ; there's some in the wood-house, I

saw tbem there this morning. I'll bring them to

you in a minute ; and now, Esther, fly round and

get us something to eat as quick as you can."

As soon as her husband left the room, Mrs.

Baldwin came towards me, and in a grave, earnest

manner, said,
" 'Twas not that I so much wanted

the eggs, but—don't say anything about fishing
in them New Hampshire lakes to my husband, it

sets him off so ; and, for the laud's sake ! don't

ask nothing about that kind o' picture," continiied

she, indicating the mysterious-looking, cone-

framed print rag, which I have already described,

by a slight nod ;

"
it would send him wild—and

yet—perhaps he'll tell you all about it himself, if

you don't notice it, for he seems to have taken a

fancy to yoii."
There is a cool imperturbability about a genuine

Yankee woman which makes me believe that she

could never be taken by surprise, never be thrown
off her guard ; her complete self-possession and
command of countenance, under all circumstances,
are admirable

;
and yet, perhaps, there are cases

in which an English woman's embarrassment
would be more interesting ; but, however, this

was not one of them.
Mrs. Baldwin had hardly finished speaking

when her husband returned with the eggs, which
he handed to her in his hat. She looked up at

the clock.
" The steak and fish are quite done by this

time, Reuben, and by the time you've eaten them
the pancakes will be ready."

She left us for a few minutes, and then returned
with a ti-ay laden with a dish of stewed fish that

was fit to set before a London alderman, a beef-

steak, to which I cannot give such unqualified

praise, a dish of potatoes, and another of boiled

Indian com. Setting these things on the table,
she slijiped out of the room again, and brought in

a second relay, consisting of pumpkin pies
—which

are very much like our cheese-cakes—cranberry

jelly, cheese, butter, cakes, and tea ; to these, as

a matter of course, were added hot rolls of beau-

tiful light bread. How it is managed I cannot

conceive, biit I will here mention incidentally
that I never sat down to tea or breakfast in an
American farm-house without seeing hot rolls that

looked as if they had that minute come out of the

oven !

Though nothing coidd exceed the hospitality of

my entertainer, I did not feel altogether at my
ease. The injunction given me by his wife, in

such a mysterious manner, had raised a doubt in

my mind as to whether he was perfectly sane,
and the apprehension I was under lest I should

unwittingly say something that would ' '

set him
off," or " send him wild," was a constant restraint

upon the freedom of my conversation.
" I am not to say anything about the lakes of

New England, and I am to take no notice of that

queer picture," said I to myself. "Well, there

are plenty of other subjects open to me, for Mr.
Baldwin is a sensible, intelligent man." But then
the unpleasant suspicion of his being deranged
again presented itself, and I began to speculate

iipon what kind of lunacy it might be that he was
afflicted with—whether he was violent, for in-

stance ? His wife had no appearance of being
afraid of him ; but then, as I said before, these

Yankee women are so wonderfully calm and

self-possessed, that that's no rule ! At all events,
here I must stay for the night, for to make any
excuse for going back to Steubenville, after having
so far received his hospitality, would be most

ungracious—besides, "Reuben has taken a fancy
to me."

Our plentiful meal—which was dinner, tea, and

supper all in one—was over, and all things cleared

away by a little after eight o'clock. Knowing
the primitive hours that are kept by the country
fjeople in most parts of America, and being un-

willing to cause any inconvenience in the family,
I offered to retire, if this were their hour for

going to bed.

"Well, sir, as soon as you please ; but you'll
excuse me if I read a chapter or two first ,

'tis

my custom, sir, and I believe I should not sleep

good if I neglected it ; we New Englanders are

mostly brought up to read the Bible, but some of

us are apt to forget it, and to think of nothing
but how to get mouey, and then the Lord sends

us something to waken us up, and show us his

power."
As Reuben spoke, he walked up to the strange

looking picture, and stood with his eyes fixed on
it. I was afraid that he now was really

"
going

off," and thought it most prudent to make no

reply to his observations, as it might tend to

make matters worse. His wife, however, seemed
to know how to manage him ; for taking his

Bible down from the shelf, she handed it to him,

saying,
"
Here, Reuben, it is getting late."

He took it from her mechanically, with his eyes
still fixed on the picture, and then in a low voice,

as if he were talking to himself, said,
* ' Faithfu l

—
yes ; that's what I forgot to be, and the Lord

visited me in his wrath."

"You won't talk now, please, Reuben ;
I ain't

so good a scholar as you, and 1 never can read
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when anybody is talking," said Mrs. Baldwin, as

slie laid an old, well-worn Bible in large print
on the table before her. Reuben also sat down
to read, and for the time, I hoped, the danger
was over.

I took np "Good News from England," which
I found to be a curious journal of the doings and

siifFerings of the first settlers who went from

England in the May Flower, written by one of

them, Mr. Winslowe, whose name is still held in

reverence in Kew England. It was he, 1 read,

that imported into that country the first neat

cattle that were ever seen there. After reading
with great attention for about half an hour,
Reuben closed his book, and asked if I were
inclined to go to bed. I was quite willing to do

so, for, besides that I had been upon my feet for

a great many hours, and began to feel the want of

rest, I knew that it would be expected that I

should be ready for breakfast by four, or, at

latest, by five o'clock the next morning. I had
not far to go to my sleeping-room, which was

separated merely by boards from the room in

which we had been sitting, and was just half its

width
;
the other half formed the bedroom of my

host and hostess. As we were about to leave the

room, 1 noticed that there was neither lock nor
bolt on the outer door, a deficiency that I had

frequently observed in the country parts of

America.
" I guess you can't very well do without them

things in your country," said Mr. Baldwin, with
a sly smile of superiority.

" Not in the part that 7 come from, certainly,"

replied I,
—an answer not quite free from prevari-

cation ; but I confess that I felt then, as I had
often done before, somewhat ashamed of the want
of common honesty in my own country, which
makes it so absolutely necessary for us to look

carefully to the fastenings of our doors and
windows every night.

I have often slept in rooms in which there wag
a most troublesome superabundance of furniture,
where conveniences were multiplied till they
became inconveniences, and where every

"
coign

of vantage
" was occupied by a useless knicknack.

A bed, a small table and basin, one chair, and a
few wooden pegs to hang my clothes on, were all

that graced Reuben Baldwin's spare room—and it

w^as sufficient : everything was clean and comfort*

able, and I never slept better in my life.

At five next morning we sat down to a break-
fast of the same profuse description as our suj)per
of the preceding night. Fried bacon, omelets,

Johnny-cake, two or three kinds of preserved
fruits, and excellent coffee were on the table, all

prepared by the indefatigable Esther : her husband
milked the cow and sawed the wood for the stove,
and probably helped her with the heaviest work,
but she kept no servant of any kind to assist her.

It has often been a mystery to me to imagine how
these American women get through all the multi-

farious business that falls to their share with so

little apparent effort or fatigue. In one or two
instances in which I felt myself ui)on sufficiently
familiar terms to allow of my asking the question,
the answer has been, "Well, I guess it is just
what we've been used to." What would our

English farmers' daughters think of such work ?

I think I may venture to answer for them, "'Tis
what we have never been used to !

"

After breakfast, I went with ^Mr. Baldwin to

look at his farm, of which he was not a little

proud. He told me that he had had it only two

years, and that his were the first crops that
were ever grown on the land. Though so small
in extent, he and his wife could get a good living
out of the farm, the soil of which was rich and

deep, and very easily worked, and when there
was nothing particular to be done on the land,
he caught fish in some of the neighbouring
streams, which he could always find a ready sale

for at Steubenville.

The prohibitions which I had received from
Mrs. Baldwin, or I should rather say, the hasty
conclusion that I had drawn from them, had pre-
vented my asking Reuben many questions which
occurred to me respecting New England and its

farming, and the com])arati7e advantages and dis-

advantages to be found in Ohio
;
the former, if I

might at all trust my own judgment, greatly pre-

ponderating. Yet the man seemed to be commu-
nicative, and much more open in his manner than
the generality of his countrymen whom I had
conversed with

;
and in whom, indeed, the want

of openness is so common, as fairly to be called a

national characteristic. This morning, too, he
seemed to be in good spirits, and 1 had not once
observed the gloomy, or unhappy expression of

countenance which 1 saw the day before.

I had seen enough of New England in merely
travelling through it, to be aware of the general

inferiority of its soil ; for, with some notable ex-

ceptions, the land is absolutely encumbered with

rocks, which can be got rid of by the farmer only
at a vast expense of capital and labour ; the cli-

mate, too, is severe, and the winter long and
cold. I knew also that there had been for many
years past, a tide of emigration from the New
England States into Ohio, and even to the far

west ; therefore it did not appear strange to me
that Reuben Baldwin should leave the sterile

soil and bleak climate of New Hampshire, for the

fertile land he had chosen, and I said something
to that effect.

I saw his countenance change immediately, and
he walked on for a minute or two before he made

any reply to my observation.
" What you say about our rough climate and

stony farms in New England is quite true, but as

I was raised there I did not think much of them

things
—we don't when we have been used to them

all our life, any more than you think of all the

fogs and dull dark days you get ia England. No,

sir, I should have lived there happy enough, and
died there, if it had not pleased God to recall

the greatest blessing he had bestowed upon us,

and in such an awful way ! It well nigh took

away my senses, but thanks be to the Lord who
comfortetb those that are cast down. For our

affliction which is but for a moment, worketh for

us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of

glory."
Here Reuben again made a long pause, which I

did not think fit to interrupt, as I stillfelt uncertain

whether he was suffering from any great calamity,
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or whether he laboured under some kind of reli-

gious insanity, a malady which is said to be very

prevalent in the Eastern States.

"We entered the log house in silence. Mrs.

Baldwin was sitting in the rocking chair, busily

employed in knitting a man's worsted stocking.
She raised her eyes for an instant, and gave the

slightest possible nod to her husband, as much as

to say :
" I see you," or,

'* here am I," her knit-

ting and her rocking going on vigorously all the

while in perfect silence. And yet, under this cold

and undemonstrative exterior, how much kindness

was latent !

After sincerely thanking the worthy couple for

their hospitality, I offered to take my leave, but

Reuben woiild not consent to my going away so

soon.

"Not yet, sir; not yet : 'tis not often that we
see any one here, for we live very retired, and
have no neighbours out here in the bush

;
but

though I don't care much about society, I do like

to have somebody like yowrself to talk with some-

times—it cheers me up, and does me good, so you
will not leave us just yet, I hope."

I could not urge the necessity of my presence
at Steubenville, as I had already said that I had

nothing to do there, but to wait for my friend's

arrival from New York. I therefore accepted the

invitation as frankly as it was offered, and sat

down by the open window, looking with admira-

tion at the rich tints of the varied foliage, and the

beautiful glimpses of forest scenery that were
before me.
"You see, sir," said Eeuben, "what a nice

place I've got here—everything to make a man
happy, you must think ;

and I am happier than I

ever thought to be again, when I first settled here,

little more than two years ago. Esther, my dear,

I shall tell the gentleman why it was that we
couldn't live no longer in the old place : I feel

better for talking of it sometimes—at first I could

not ; but that's over now."
"I should be sorry, indeed," said I, "if I

have asked any question, or made any remark
that has given you pain, by reminding you of past
misfortunes."

" I know it, sir. I'm sure you would not say

anything to hurt my feelings ; and as to remind-

ing me of what's past, that can't be avoided.

Why, sir, this morning, as we were walking
through the bush, and talking about the different

crops grown in your country, we came to where
a lot of pine cones lay under the trees. I don't

Buppose you noticed them, but I did ; and for a
minute or two I did not hear what you were

saying, no more than if I'd been in New Hamp-
shire, for my mind was wandering back to the

time when the poor child used to pick them up,
and make believe shooting me with them ;

—but I

have not told you about her yet. My mind seems
to run off the rails like, sometimes, and I forget
what I am talking about."

Mr. Baldwin was walking up and down the

room in an excited manner, as he spoke ; presently
he stopped opposite the strange-looking picture,
and began dustiug the frame with his handker-
chief.

"You have not offered Mr. Laurence any of

our cider, Reuben, perhaps he would like some
after walking so long in the heat."

" I'm glad you thought of it, Esther.—^My
wife thinks of everything, sir," continued he, as

soon as Mrs. Baldwin left the room to fetch the

cider ;

"
if it had not been for her I should have

lost my senses under that great trial, for I almost

lost faith and trust in God, so great was my afflic-

tion. But, after the first, she bore up so like a

true Christian, that I took comfort from her

example, and though at times my mind is sore

troubled, I knoiv that all things work together for

good to them that love God."
When Mrs. Baldwin returned with a jug of

cider, there was another pause ; but this time her

little ruse had not succeeded in turning her hus-

band's thoughts from what I suppose she con-

sidered a dangerous subject, for after filling our

glasses he resumed the conversation.
" You have been in New Hampshire, sir, so I

need not tell you what a different country that is

to what you now see ; and you have been through
the Notch in the White Mountains

;
that is quite

in the north of the range. I lived to the south,
near the foot of the Sunapee Mountain, for all

them hills have names, though strangers call them
the 'White Mountains,' as if they were all one

thing. They get their name from their tops being
covered with snow for ten months in the year ;

nothing won't grow there but black moss. Lower
down there is a growth of dwarfed ugly pines, and
'tis only quite at the foot of the hills, and on the

plains, that trees grow to a large size. Except
that there are some fertile valleys, the country all

round about for miles is the roughest I know any-
where ;

in some parts great blocks of granite, of

many tons weight, lie all over the land, so that it

is impossible to plough amongst them, and even
on the best land the stones are a great hindrance
to the farmer. Well, sir, I lived in one of them

pleasant valleys I told you of ; we were nicely
sheltered from the cold winds by the rising ground
and the pine woods at the back, and right in front,
not more than a furlong from my door, was Lake

Sunapee. I have heard that there are lakes in

your country so handsome that people go from all

parts to look at them ; well, I guess there ain't

none handsomer than Lake Sunapee. The water
is as blue as the heavens, and so clear and smooth,
that the mountain and dark pine woods are re-

flected in it just as if it was a looking-glass. Per-

haps you would think it a lonely place, for our
nearest neighbours were on the other side of the

lake, but we New England farmers never think

ourselves lonely if we live within sight of a neigh-
bour's house, and I could see three or four.

' '

Well, sir, my wife and I had been married a

good many years, but we had no children till about
four years ago, when it pleased God to give lis a
little daughter, and I can't tell you how much I

loved that child. My wife, named it Faithful—
that was her own mother's given name—and the

child grew and ran about quite strong, and began
to talk in her own pretty way, and Esther and I

used to say to one another, what a blessing she

was, and what a comfort she woidd be to us in our

old age. In the evening after my work was done,
I often used to carry her down to the lake, where
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I spent much of my time fishing, and she would
run about on the hard white sand that lies along
the shore, as happy as an angel, while her mother
and I sat under the shade of the pines near by,

watching her.

"The last time she was ever to play there was
on one Sabbath evening ; the day had been rather

hot and close for September, and we noticed that

we could not see a leaf stir, the air was so still

when we got down to the Sunapee shore, where
there was always a fresh breeze off the water even

in the hottest days of summer. The poor child

had picked up an apronful of pine cones, and put
them into my coat pocket to carry home for her,

and then we all sat down, for she seemed tired and

sleepy, and before many minutes she fell asleep
on her mother's lap. This was about an hour be-

fore sunset, but almost on a sudden it grew so

dark that we thought there must be a heavy
thunder-storm coming, and we rose up to go home
as quick as possible, thinking that the child would

get wet. I took little Faithful from Esther, who
went on as fast as she could before me. There
was not a breath of air stirring, nor any thunder,
but as it grew darker every minute, the lightning
seemed to flash over the waters of the lake and

light them up for an instant, and then again they
looked as black as ink. As fast as I could I

followed my wife along the path that led to our

house, hoping that the child would be safe if we

got there before the storm broke over our heads,
for at that time I did not think of its being more
than a very severe storm, though I never had seen

one come on so sudden as this. Just as we got to

the place where the i)ath makes a turn, my wife

stopped suddenly, and throwing up her hands,
cried out :

" ' Lord have mercy on us, for surely the end
of the world is at hand.'

"1 never shall forget the awful sight T saw
when I looked up ! An immense black i)illar that

whirled round and round furiously, and sent out
flashes of red light in every direction, seemed to

be coming rapidly towards us ;
we were now but

a short distance from our own door, and by hurry-

ing forward with all our strength, in another

minute were in the house. My wife took the

child out of my arms, while at the same instant

we both exclaimed, 'Thank the Lord she is safe,'

and Esther, who was ready to fall from terror and

exhaustion, laid our little sleeping angel on the

bed.
" Up to that time we had not heard a sound,

and the air was as still and oppressive as it had
been all day, but just as my wife stooped down to

kiss her little Faithful, a great crash and rushing
wind shook the house, and at the same moment I

felt myself carried up into the air and whirled

along in complete darkness. What more happened
to me I don't know anything about, for I lost all

sense, until I found myself some hours afterwards

lying on the earth amongst uprooted trees, torn

branches, and broken pieces of buildings. Mean-
time my wife was carried in another direction,

right over two or three stone fences, over a stream
of water, aud across several fields ;

but neither

she nor I can give any account of what happened
to us after we heard that dreadful crash, just as

! we were lifted up into the air, though neither of

us was hurt any more than being a little bruised

and stunned like ; but the most terrible part of

the story l have not yet told, though 'tis most

likely you have guessed it already
—we never saw

our child again !

" For many days we searched amongst the

ruined farms, and through the shattered and torn-

up trees, and wherever the whirlwind could be
traced by its work of destruction ; but all in vain.

The bedstead on which my wife had laid the dear
child was found in the pine wood at the foot of the

mountain, one of our chairs, along with some of

the rafters of the house, were carried right across

the lake into another man's farm, but she was
never found. A neighbour brought us a small

, piece of the frock she had on, which he picked up
( amongst the broken stumps of the trees that had

I

had all their tops clean carried away, and this—
:

this is all," said the poor fellow, pointing to the

I piece of print under the glass, "that we now have
that ever belonged to our dear child."

"Everything we had was destroyed," said

Mrs. Baldwin, who, with the same tact that I

had observed on another occasion, now addressed

me in order to give her husband time to recover

himself.
"
Everything we had was destroyed ; but we

felt only one loss—that of our child. At first I

thought if we had lost our child, as other parents
lose theirs, I could have borne it ; but to have
her carried away in a raging whirlwind, and never
see her again

—oh ! it was a hard, hard trial.

But we cannot choose—it was the Lord's doing,
and it is our duty to submit."

Mrs. Baldwin covered her face with her hands
for a minute, but soon mastering her emotion, she

rose, and taking down the picture from the nail

on which it hung, she put it into my hands.
"
There, sir, those are the cones that our little

Faithful picked up and put into her father's

l)ocket only an hour before she was taken from
us. As soon as he could fix his mind to any
kind of work, he set himself to make this frame

with them, for the storm Ivad spared them to us for
Uiat purpose, he said."

I assured Mrs. Baldwin that I had already
admired the beauty of the workmanship, though
I did not then know the sad history which gave
it so much interest.

"If you should ever visit that part of the

coimtry," resumed Mr. Baldwin, again addressing

me,
"
you will see the traces of that storm for

miles ; where it began, or where it ended, I can't

say, but the greatest mischief was done just by
our lake. It seemed to burst right over my
house, and then gather up and carry everything

away, sweeping furiously across the lake, and
even driving the waters several hundred feet on
to the land on the opposite shore, as was plainly
seen by the mud that was left there. From the

first 1 beUeved that our child slept her death-

sleep beneath those waters on which I had so

often taken her in my little fishing-boat
—and when

she could nowhere be found amongst the ruins

that the storm had made, I felt certain of it. I

did not care to rebuild my house where every-

thing would remind us of our misfortune—and as
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to fishing in that lake again, or even rowing on

those waters, I could not bear to think of it. So

I sold my land for what little I could get, and
soon fixed myself here where you see me. Thank

God, I have done very well, and in the course of

time perhaps
—but we can't forget our lost child."

This was the strange history I heard from

Keuben Baldwin—an unpolished man, but a man
of excellent sense and generous warm feelings.

With such a gem of a farm as he is now in, with

such an admirable partner in his joys and sorrows,

and, above all, with the blessings of Providence,
Eeuben Baldwin may yet live to be a happy, if

not a rich man.
I took leave of the worthy couple with the

painful feeling that I was not likely ever to see

them again, or even to make them any return for

the kindness and hospitality they had bestowed
on me.

It is not my intention to describe my meeting
with my New York friend, or the business which

brought us together, for there was nothing in it

that could afford interest to any third person.
Two days after I left Reuben Baldwin's log-

house in the bush, I was again in Cincinnati,
where I made it my first business to procure a

handsome copy of ' ' Izaak Walton's Complete
Angler," which I sent with my grateful remem-
brance to the Fisherman of Lake Sunapee.

THE CRANBERRY AND ITS ALLIES.

DwELLEES in our great cities, the first stage of

whose acquaintance with cranberries is mostly the

discovery of them as inmates of a barrel, the

label of which announces that it is freshly arrived

from Norway, Kussia, or America, might be ex-

pected to feel some surprise on learning, for the

first time, that the fruit thus constantly identified

with foreign associations is not only indigenous to

our own country, but very abundant in many
parts of it. The surprise would, however, be

mingled perhaps with another feeling, not very
complimentary to their rural compatriots, on find-

ing further that our immense imports, amounting,
some years ago, to as much as 30,000 gallons per
annum, paying a duty of sixpence per gallon, are

not so much a supplement to native supplies as a
substitute for them, and that while Russian boors

and American settlers find a profitable employ-
ment in collecting cranberries for the English
markets, our own poor villagers siiffer vast

quantities of these berries year by year to rot

ungathered on British bushes. In Scotland

especially is this the case, and their countryman,
M'Intosh, justly deplores that some among the
more enlightened class do not direct the attention
of the Scotch peasantry to the wastefuUy neglected
advantages nature has afforded them with regard
to this fruit, and incite their industry by pointing
out the best markets and easiest mode of trans-

port. How much might be gained in this way
may be judged from an old account of Longton
in Cumberland, where cranberry -gathering, being
undertaken in earnest, the sale of them amounted
ordinarily to 201. or 30Z. on each market-day
throughout the season, which extended over five

or six weeks, many people there even making wine
from them. It is true that cranberries, which,
therefore in Gerard's time boi'e the name of " fen-

berries," and are termed by the Dutch "fen-

grapes," thrive only in damp and swampy ground,
and that in a country where population is always

increasing, and improvement progressing, bogs
and marshes are by no means desirable features,

nor yet likely to be permanent ones ; but so long
as soil of this kind is in existence, there is so

much the more reason for turning it to the best

account by making use of what it does produce,
or if not brought forth spontaneously, of planting
it with what ifc is fitted to produce, for wherever
there is water there cranberries will thrive, and

many witnesses depose to the fact that, with very
little cost or trouble, a cranberry plantation may
be established on the margin of any pond even in

the most barren waste. All that is necessary is

to form round its border a bed of bog-earth, kept
in its place by a few boards and stakes, for this

kind of soil retains moisture longer than any
other, and is so indispensable to the cranberry

plant that, though it will sometimes grow in

bog-earth away from any pond, not even dwelling
beside a pond can induce it to thrive unless rooted

in bog earth. A few bushes planted in such a

situation will send out runners, which, in the

course of a few years, will spread over tbe whole

bed, and never requiring any culture or attention,

they will continue year after year to bring forth an

abundant and regular crop of fruit, unaffected by bad

weatherand unspoiled by insect ravages. Sir Joshua

Banks was the first to try this experiment, near a

pond in his grounds at Spring Grove ; but though
the result was eminently successful, it has been

very little followed in this country. In New
England, however, many low-lying, rank meadows
are turned to very profitable account by being
thus planted, for twenty feet of land will yield
three or four bushels of fruit annually, the average
value of the produce being about one dollar jser

bushel, and at New York they will even sell for

three or four dollars a bushel
;
while the only at-

tention they require is simply to be gathered when

ripe, and a labourer can gather, with the aid of a

"rake," as much as thirty bushels in a day.

They grow wild in greatest abundance in the

neighbourhood of Barnstaple, United States
;
and

here the gathering is made an annual festival, a

day for it being appointed by the authorities,

when the greater part of the population go forth,

armed with implements called "
cranberry rakes,"

to collect the crop, a fixed proportion of which is

always made over to the town as a municipal right.

The generic name of the cranberry, Oxycoccus,
is derived from the Greek oxys, sharp, and kokkos,
a berry, alluding to the acidity of the fruit.

This genus includes several species, our native

English kind being termed palustris, and the

common American sort macrocarpus ; but they do

not differ very strikingly, the chief distinction

being that the berries of the latter are larger,

while the flavour of ours is mostly preferred.
That the American kind are thought inferior may
sometimes be due to the damaging influence of

the voyage they must undergo before we receive

them ;
but it is not always so, since that species has
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been introduced into England and grown here, so

as to afford an opportunity of fair comparison.
Sir J. Banks, who first planted it, found it easier

of culture than even the native cranberry, and in

one year obtained from eighteen feet of ground a

crop sufficient to fill 140 ordinary preserving-
bottles. To be put into bottles or close barrels is all

that is required in order to preserve cranberries for

winter use, and if a small quantity of more highly
flavoured preserved fruits, such as raspberries, be
used with them, they make an excellent addition to

the winter bill of fare. The ordinary kinds abound
in Sweden, where, in Linnteus's time, they were

chiefly employed as a detergent to clean plate ;

another species, called snowberries, on account of

the fruit being white, and which has a flavour

like that of bitter almonds, was brought from
Nova Scotia in 1760, but has not yet become

popularised.
The cranberry plant is a low, trailing, evergreen

shrub, with very small, smooth, unserrated leaves,

and bright rose-coloured flowers, having a four-

toothed calyx and a corolla deeply cleft into four

segments, which curve backwards like those of

the common nightshade, a flower to which, in

shape and size they bear much resemblance,

though difiFering in many other respects. They
grow in small clusters at the ends of the branches,
one blossom on each long curved flower-stalk ;

and

when, in due course, they are succeeded by the

crimson berries drooping at the extremity of these

slender bending stalks, like the head of an aquatic
bird at the end of its arched neck, the reason

becomes suflSciently apparent why our forefathers

bestowed on them the name of cra/ic-berries. The
plant belongs to the natural order Ericacece, or

heathworts, as does also its very near relation

the BILBERRY OR WHORTLEBERRY {Vuccinium),
classed with it by Linn^-eus, and with which it is

still sometimes confused even by writers of some

pretensions ; but though the fruit of some species of

Varcinium is extremely similar to that of the Oxy-
coccus, there is a marked distinction in the flower,
the latter, instead of having divided and recurved

petals, displaying a corolla which looks at least

like a quite entire little bell, with a large ovary
surrounded by ten stamens in its centre, and it is

not until the fruit is formed that it is seen by the
circle of five little scars upon its surface, beyond
the ten dots which show where the stamens once

were, and a central mark denoting the place of

the style, that this globular corolla was really com-

posed of five pieces, though adhering so closely as
to seem but one. The nearest ally to the cran-

berry is the Vaccinium Vitis Idcea, a low-growing
evergreen, with foliage very like that of the box
used for bordering garden-beds, and flowers with
a bell-shaped corolla, rather deeply cleft by four

notches, growing in racemes at the end of the
branches. The berries, too, are crimson, and

ripening about Augiist in some parts of England,
chiefly in Westmoreland, are often made into tarts

under the name of "cow-berries," but are more

astringent and less pleasant than either the cran-

berry or the common whortle or bil-berry. In

Sweden, however, large quantities are yearly made
into jelly, which is eaten as a sauce with all kinds
of meat, being even preferred by many to currant

jelly. Shut into a close vessel, and placed in *

cellar, they keep well for a long time, and t^®

wine-makers of Paris preserve them thus fro™
June until vintage time, using them then to give
colour to their grape juice

—a practice harmless, at

least so long as they confine themselves to the use
of this species ;

but it is said they also resort some-
times to the Vaccinium uliginosum, a larger, darker-

coloured fruit, with less flavour, but which, taken
in any quantity, causes giddiness and headache,
and which is therefore employed occasionally in

England also to produce an illegitimate
" headi-

ness" in beer. A white-fruited species is also

sometimes met with, chiefly in Lancashire.

The kind most often seen is the Vaccinium myr-
tillus, variously named the whortle, hurtle, bil, or

blae-berry, a small, round, purple or almost
black fruit, covered with a delicate azure bloom.

Growing on heaths or waste places, it is not only

indigenous in every county of this country, from
the warm Land's End to the bleak highlands of

Scotland, but is actually so pecidiarly at home in

this happy land, as to bo reckoned one of the

plants which, if allowed, would over-riiu iiritain,

and form one of the largest elements in its

natural vegetation. Many kinds of game resort

to it in the autumn to feed on its berries and find

covert among the plants, which, in the pine forests

of Scotland attain sometimes a height of three feet,

and bear fruit as large as black currants, which
the Highlanders make into a jelly, often mixed
with whisky, to be presented to strangers as a

special mark of hospitality. The berries, being
very astringent, are used medicinally in the

Western Isles in cases of diarrhoea and dysentery,
and in many ])lace3 are eaten for pleasure, either

uncooked, with cream, or made into tarts
; and,

in Poland, where they abound, they are considered

a great delicacy when mingled with wood-straw-
berries and new milk. According to Gerard, bil-

berries grew once on Hampstead Heath, and at

Finchley and Highgate, but are not to be met
with now in the vicinity of London, though very
abundant in some imrts of Surrey, where they
are gathered by the cottagers' children, and sold

at the nearest market, seldom finding their way so

far as to the metropolis. Nor lias the plant been yet
introduced into gardens, though it will grow in

sandy peat, kept moist in any shady place ;
and

M'Intosh affirms that those who are fond of

adding to their dessert will find several species of

y^acciiiium well worthy of cultivation ; while the

editors of the "Nouveau Du Hamel" observe,
with almost bitter sarcasm, concerning the similar

neglected fate of the same plant in France, that

had it only had the good fortune to have been

brought from China or New Holland, and been

only obtainable with great difficulty as a costly

exotic, instead of simply growing wild in the

forests of Montmorency, it would certainly have

been very highly valued, if only for its beautiful

little pink blossom. These charming little wax-
like flowers, which appear in May in the form of

almost globular bells, narrowed at the neck, and

slightly toothed at the edge by five small notches,

certainly rival in elegance many foreign heaths.

They grow singly, upon drooping stalks, among
the small serrated and deciduous leaves, and in
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gathered sprays, the plants interspersed among
more showy flowers, Mould be found to form a

very pleasing feature in a bouquet.
Asterisk.

TOM MOELAND'S PREFERMENT.
CHAPTER I.

" Chanleigh ! Chanleigh !

" shouted the guard,
with a conventional accentuation on the word
which almost prevented its recognition, and Tom
Morland, who had been on the look-out for the

station for the last quarter of an hour, got out of

the train. But Chanleigh was not his destination.

He inquired of the station master how far off the

village of Beauchamp was ; and learning that the

distance might be "something better nor three

miles," he desired that his luggage might be sent

on in the solitary square box on wheels which,

doing duty as a fly, had come down from the

inn on speculation ;
and set out on foot in the

direction indicated.
" I take yon to be the new parson of Beau-

champ," said one of the bystanders to another.

The supposition was a correct one. Tom Mor-

land, at thirty-seven years of age, had become
rector of Beauchamp. He had been a hard-

working curate for thirteen years : during a por-
tion of them he had had the care of a large

straggling parish, in the opposite extremities of

which he held three services everj' Sunday. His

preferment came to him in this wise. One Sun-

day afternoon he had arrived, according to his

custom, at a little chapel on a breezy common,
which was situated some miles from the Vicarage
house in which he was permitted to live during
the lengthened absence of its rightful owner in

Italy. He was in the act of putting on his

surplice, when a sudden idea caused him to feel

in his pocket for his sermon,—in vain. He
remembered that the weather having suddenly
changed just before his leaving home, he had taken
off his coat and put on an older and thicker one :

in the pocket of his best garment the sermon had

undoubtedly remained. Tom Morland had never

yet attempted an extempore sermon : he held that

the mere fact of writing down ideas compelled a

closer and deeper study of the subject ; that what
was unsound in the matter would sometimes strike

the outward eye more readily than the inward one.

Nevertheless, on this occasion, there was no help
for it. While the congregation were singing four

verses of a hymn, he made up his mind what text

he would take for his discourse. Tom was not a
nervous man

; the sight of the thirty or forty up-
turned faces from the open benches gave him no

pang of alarm, and his sermon, which was brief,
and very much to the point, did not sutler from
the circumstances under which he preached it.

He was leaving the church at the conclusion of

the service, when the old beadle, whose cheeks
were like a winter apple, hurried up to him with
the intelligence that Squire Luttrell had brought a
visitor to church with him that afternoon, and
that he had it on the authority of the squire's
servants that the visitor was no other than the

Bishop of . Tom remembered that once
or twice during the service he had met the eyes

of a little old gentleman in the squire's pew, and
he laughed as he caught himself wishing that he

had not left his sermon in his best coat pocket.
Three weeks afterwards, when Tom had almost

forgotten the occurrence, the squire's distinguished
visitor presented him to the living of Beauchamp,
of the annual value of three hundred and twenty-
seven pounds.
Tom came down to his new home a solitary

man. His father and mother had died when he

was young : the money they left behind them had

barely served to complete his pi-eparatiou for the

church. He had had a sister some years older

than himself, far away in India, and married to a

chaplain there. She was a fair, gentle, kind-

hearted creature. She had been Tom's ideal of

womanly perfection in his childhood, and so she

remained throughout his life. He never saw her

after their separation in his youth. She was

amongst the victims of a violent outbreak of

cholera at a distant station, and her death was
the sole darkening shadow on Tom's life, which
was otherwise essentially a ha])py one. He had

strong health and buoyant spirits ; perhaps he

had but an ordinary intellect, but he was

thoroughly practical in his dealings with the souls

as well as the bodies of his fellow-men, and he
had an honest-hearted sincerity about him that

won him friends amongst all classes. In person
he was tall and stout, with a cheerful smile and

kindly brown eyes. His was something better

than a merely handsome face : it was a bright and

genial one.

The fly containing Tom's luggage rumbled by,
and was some time before it was out of sight. He
strode on with a pleasant sense of freedom in his

limbs. The country grew picturesque as he left

the town of Chanleigh behind him. It was cer-

tainly flat, but then it was well wooded, and
watered by a little river that ran swiftly and

clearly over its pebbly bed. On the banks grew
tall grasses, luxuriant in the shade of the willows.

He came at length upon a common, covered

with long brambles, stretching over stunted gorse

bushes, behind which were hid away pools of

water known only to the cottagers' asses and
their foals, and one or two worn-out plough-horses
turned out to graze there. Leaving the common
to his right, he made his way down a shady lane,

arched with long branches of elm and oak, and

presently came upon a village which he rightly
concluded to be Beauchamp. At intervals he
had passed several farm-houses, which wore an
air of comfort and plenty. The village, however,
was not in character with them. Damp had
seized on many of the cottages. Here, the roof,

the walls, and the out-house were covered with a

moss of vivid green, which clung tenaciously, and
turned all to rottenness beneath it

; there, the

door was coated with a fungus which grew as

surely as the night came, to be destroyed in the

morning, and to grow again, till man's patience
was exhausted in the conflict. Hinges had given

way ; locks were loose, for the screws would
never stay in

;
a dozen carpenters might work

from morning till night without efi"ecting much

good with such unsatisfactory materials. At every
third or fourth house beer was licensed "to be
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drunk on the premises," The inn, where hung
the sign of the Golden Lion—a prodigious animal
with a mane of startling brilliancy

—was a modern

building of brick, and apparently the only one in

decent repair, Kear it stood the school-house in

a dilapidated state, and contrasting painfully with
its neighbour. Tom had heard the church clock

strike four as he came up to it, and in a moment
out rushed a swarm of children : boys, girls, and
infants. He watched them with keen interest.

They were the soil in which he was to plant

seeds, to weed, to reap—God granting it—the

harvest of reward. Half a dozen boys a little

older than the rest were in loud turmoil. From
the midst of the group Tom heard a rattling noise,

then a groan : and a cry of * ' Shame to knock
down Jemmy Bates !

" broke from the rest. A
boy, about ten years of age, evidently a cripple—for a little pair of crutches had rolled away into

a ditch—lay on the ground, imable to rise. In

another moment, just as Tom had almost suc-

ceeded in reaching him, he was rescued by a
woman's hand, with the fond foolish words which
will serve as a jianacea for half the woes of child-

hood till the end of time. Tom turned to the

speaker. She had a care-worn look, and was
almost shabbily dressed

; but she had a profusion
of fair hair, and large grey eyes, whose expression
atoned for waning youth and freshness. The
children made way for her eagerly, and Jemmy
Bates himself seemed thankful to be near her
even at the cost of his bruises. The boy who
had knocked him down slunk away.
"Now Jemmy," she said, "we will go home

together, and to-morrow you shall wait for me. I

dare say it was carelessness ; no one would be so

cruel as to hit you a blow on purpose."
"Oh, yes. Miss Letitia; 1 saw him !

" was the

general cry.
" I did !

" and "
I did !

" " And I

am afraid I did," said Tom, who had raised his

hat to Miss Letitia, and walked on by her side.
" Are you Mr. Morland?" she asked. "Then

do not judge of the boys by this unlucky inci-

dent. They are good on the whole ; but the
schoolmaster has lately suffered much from ill-

health, and they have been for some time with-

out the personal superintendence of a clergy-
man. Altogether, circumstances have been against
them."
Tom said tnily that children good, bad, or in-

different were always an object of interest to him.
He had been watching poor little Jemmy Bates

limping painfully by his side, and somewhat to

the boy's astonishment he took him up in his

arms and carried him along. The distance was
soon accomplished. Tom deposited his burden in

his mother's cottage, and was overwhelmed with
her thanks. Miss Letitia having pointed out to

him the nearest way to the rectory, went on her

way, and another half-mile brought him to his

journey's end. The house which was hencefor-

ward to be his dwelling-place was before him. It

was one story high, with lattice windows, and a

porch, over which grew honeysuckles and roses in

the wildest luxuriance. An unsparing hand had

planted half-a-dozen sorts of climbers beneath the

windows ; one of these had served as a trellis to

another, and so on, till the whole front of the

house was in a tangle of foliage. In front was a
little grass-plot : no scythe had touched its growth
for months, and the gravel path that ran round it

was almost choked with weeds. It was a neglected

spot.
Tom had bought the household furniture of the

executors of the late incumbent, and an elderly

woman, who had been left in charge of the house,
was engaged by him as his housekeeper. His
Lares and Penates were thus already set up. To
be enabled to form some idea of the work Tom
had before him, it will be necessary to revert to a

period sixteen years antecedent to his entering on
the living. The rector of Beauchamp was, at that

time, named Nevil. He was a widower, with one

daughter. She was scarcely seventeen years of

age, but she had been her father's almoner, sick-

* nurse, and school-teacher from childhood. Her
education had been built upon his theories, and
the result had made her, in some measure, different

from other girls. She gave all her energies to assist

him in the care of the parish, making no friends in

her own class of life. When his death occurred

suddenly, she found herself alone in the world.

An old fellow-collegian of her father represented her

case to a charitable fund, which conferred a small

annuity upon her, and Letitia Nevil settled down
in the place which circumstances had endeared to

her, on an income of fifteen ])ounds a year; her
skill in needlework, and her industry in various

ways, supplying whatever her nee<l required

beyond that amount. The new rector, Mr.

Nugent, was an elderly man of good family—-
handsome, eloquent, and agreeable. His wife,

who was the daughter of a spendthrift Irish

peer, died soon after his arrival in the parish ; and
his only son, on leaving college, was placed in the

office of Mr. Wortleby, the solicitor at Chauleigh.

George Nugent was like his father in person,
careless and extravagant as the elder man was also.

Mr. Nugent's debts had accumtUated with his

years, but they never sat heavily on his shoulders,
like the old man of the sea, as they do on many
others ; for when his creditors were pressing, ho

packed up his travelling bags aud went to Faris

or Brussels till they became weary, or resigned to

the hopelessness of their case. He was always ex-

pecting windfalls. "When they came—as they
soDxetimes did—he lived gaily at Beauchamp,
giving pleasant little dinners to the sprightliest

people he coidd get together ; never troubling
himself with parish work, preaching effectively

what he seldom attempted to practice, and never

striving to restrain his son in the downward
course in which he had walked from his boyhood
upwards. I'hree years passed on thus. Suddenly
the news spread like wilddre in Chanleigh aud

Beauchamp that George Nugent had left Mr.

Wortleby's office overnight, and had taken his

passage in a vessel that sailed on the following

morning for Australia. Was his father acquainted
with his movements ? Nobody ever knew ;

nobody demurred when he stated his inability to

meet his son's debts ; nobody wondered at his

evasion of the just demands on his time, his

energy, or his income. An affection of the lungs
was a sufficient excuse to the Bishop of the diocese

for Mr. Nugent's residence in the south of France
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civiring tlie two last years of liis life, and a succes-

sion of ill-paid curates took the duty at Beau-

champ. One became ill and unfit for work from

the effects of the damp ; another, who had come
fresh from a manufacturing town, where he had
been accustomed to appeal to intellects as keen as

his own, gave up his rural congregation in despair
after he had examined a few of the most intelli-

gent-lookiug members in the churchyard on the

subject of the sermon he had just delivered ; a

third levelled such straightforward denunciations

at what he considered the hopeless lethargy of his

flock, that they grew too timid to venture into

church at all. But in truth it was a discouraging
field for action, for no one could look at the vacant

eye and the meagre development of brain amongst
the labouring population, and hope for much fruit

from so sapless a tree. When death removed Mr.

Nugent from the supervision of the work to which
he had never had sufficient energy to put his

own hand, it was owing to the fact of a sermon

lying forgotten in the pocket of a coat that an
industrious and earnest-minded man had come to

fill his place.

CHAPTER II.

Mr. Wortleby lived in a large gloomy house in

Chanleigh, of which the lower part was entirely set

apart for the transaction of business. On either side

of the street-door, which had a ponderous hard-

headed looking knocker upon it, and a brass-plate,
which was suffered to turn green, were the offices

;

behind the larger of the two was Mr. Wortleby's
private room. But into this he had not yet
descended. He was at breakfast upstairs ; at

breakfast grimly, solemnly, in the midst of his

family ; the hush tiiat pervades all atmospheres
when the ruling spirit is a cruel one was per-

ceptible in the room. Mr. Wortleby was some-
what i)ast the prime of life

; tall, and well-bred,

looking with a cold blue eye, and a purple lip that

only became life-like when his temper was roused.

In his intercourse with his superiors his manners
were exquisitely polished ;

with his equals he was

haughty and arrogant ; to his inferiors he was

simply a tyrant. Amongst the latter class he
reckoned his family. Early in life he had married
the daughter of a farmer, for the sake of a little

hoard of money, which served to buy the business

of the solicitor to whom he had been articled,
and to secure the best connection in the county.
This object attained, he never professed to care

whether Mrs. Wortleby lived or died. She bore
him seven daughters : like herself, neither pretty
nor remarkably ugly ; ordinary in ability as in

person. As they grew to womanhood, Mr. Wortle-

by would sit and gaze at them, his hand supporting
his chin, almost savagely. Not one of them
resembled him ; not one of them had a redeeming
point of beauty. Mr. Wortleby was a staimch
Conservative : he numbered amongst his clients the

representatives of the landed interest of the

county ; he was land-steward to three noblemen ;

he sat at their tables, he went on professional
visits to their houses. Of course he never dreamt
of presenting Mrs. Wortleby to their notice, but
for a daughter he would have had no difficulty in

procuring an introduction, provided she had

beauty or talent, or, better still, the two requisites
combined. To have heard "

Wortleby's daughter
"

praised for her beauty, for her singing, for any
attraction or accomplishment that would entitle

her to be " taken up
"
by the class he loved to be

amongst—this was the craving of his heart, and in

it he was doomed to a life-long disappointment.
As one little snub-nose after another grew out of

the age which their simple-hearted mother looked

upon as cherubhood, Mr. Wortleby sighed bitterly,
and wrapped himself still more closely in his

selfishness. The girls were strongly attached to

their mother, who drew all the sunshine of her

existence from their kindness and affection. They
were but little known amongst their own class in

Chanleigh. If a neighbour chanced to call at any
time after two o'clock in the day, by which hour
the family dinner was concluded, Mrs. Wortleby
invariably saluted her with a wistful request to
"
stay to tea

"—provided, of course, as it generally

happened, Mr. Wortleby was from home. This

was the extent to which she indulged herself in the

pleasures of society.
It was Saturday morning, and the usual supply

of newspapers had arrived. Mr. Wortleby had a

way of appropriating them to his own use which
no one ever ventured to dispute. The "Economist "

was thrust under the cushion of his chair ; beneath
his elbows were two county papers, and he held

the '* Times "
in his bands. His attitude symbo-

lised his life.

A knock at the door of the breakfast-room

interrupted his study of the course of events, and
a junior clerk, with cheeks that always became

cherry - coloured at the sight of the seven Miss

Wortlebys, announced "MissNevil, on business."
' ' Let her wait in my room,

"
said Mr. Wortleby.

It was unnecessary for him to hurry himself on
her account : her position did not justify such a

proceeding. He had barely tolerated her since

the day when Mrs. Wortleby had innocently let

fall an observation on the fact of her mainly sup-

porting herself by various kinds of intricate

needlework, which were sent from time to time
to an agent in London. It was sufficient to prove
her loss of caste, Mr. Wortleby said, that Mr.

Parkins, the grocer of Chanleigh, had made her an
offer of marriage on becoming acquainted with the

fact. How this had ever come to be a matter of

public gossip had never clearly transpired. Mr,

Parkins, a liberally-disposed man, giving credit

for many an ounce of tea and rasher of bacon
which he never expected to get paid for, had
learnt to look on Miss Letitia as the perfection of

womanly grace and sweetness. He was unprepared
for the discovery that she took wages for her

work, as Miss Simms the village dressmaker did

for hers, and with a feeling of chivalry rather than
of presumption, he had offered her his home and
his honest heart as a desirable alternative. This

he had done in a letter, to which Miss Letitia had

replied ; not accepting his proposal certainly, but

declining it with so much gratitude and friend-

liness that it was generally supposed the

publicity of the affair was owing to Mr. Parkins

having been discovered opening Miss Letitia's

letter on the top of a tea canister, and sobbing
"God bless her kind heart!" when he had
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finished reading it. She little knew how much
this offer of marriage had lowered her in Mr.

Wortleby's estimation.

But breakfast however, lengthened out by
human caprice or ingenuity, will not last for

ever, and after Miss Letitia had waited patiently
for the greater part of an hour, Mr. Wortleby
descended to his room. The clerk had placed
a chair for her opposite to the one invariably

occupied by Mr. Wortleby, which stood with
its back tov/ards the window. Why does the

light always fall on the client's face, and never
on his counsellor's ? No matter what the stand-

ing of a solicitor is, the characteristics of his

private room never materially vary. The man
who makes ten or twelve thousand a-year is not
more daintily lodged during his business hours
than the small attorney who makes five hundred ;

the wooden boxes may have titled names painted
on them instead of plebeian ones, but the differ-

ence goes no further. Mr. Wortleby did not
shake hands with Miss Nevil

; it would have
been an unnecessary familiarity. He sat down,
and waited stiffly for her to state her business.

She did so in brief words.
" lleuben Bates was taken before the magistrates

yesterday for poaching, Mr. Wortleby, and he has
been sent to be tried at the assizes. 1 understand

they begin next week. I have come to beg you to

let some one from your otiice go to watch his

case, and to ask you if the expense of engaging
counsel will be beyond my means."

She laid two sovereigns down on the table as

she spoke, and seemed to wait for his answer with
some anxiety. Mr. Wortleby looked at her sus-

piciously.
"It is not the first time," ho said, "that you

have appealed to mo in behalf of this man. Of
course I am not aware what claim he can have

upon you. As regards myself, I am bound to

prosecute him, as representative of the owner of

the land ou which the offence was committed."
"Tell me, then, to whom 1 can apply—what

course I can take, so that he may not be utterly
friendless when bis trial comes on," she said,

earnestly.
" What is to become of his wife and

children ? If you could see their distress I am
sure you would have pity on him."

" Mr. CoUey of Braxelford will transact any
business for you, I have no doubt. Miss Nevil,"

replied Mr. Wortleby, coldly. "Did you lay
something down on the table ?

"

She looked in his face, and saw that farther

entreaty would be in vain. She went out hope-
lessly. Mr. CoUey of Braxelford was a practi-

tioner^of evil report : to him it was impossible for

her to apply. She had not gone far in the di-

rection of Beauchamp when she met Tom Morland,
who was struck by the unusually anxious look in

her face.
" You cannot help me," she said, when, in

answer to his inquiries, she had detailed the case.
" In your position, it would be almost an encou-

ragement to crime to attempt to screen a poacher
from the justice of the laws, and you do not

know, as I do, what his temptation has been."
" You have helped me too often to make me

hesitate on such a point," replied Tom. " I will

see that he is properly defended. At all events,
we may be able to save him from a long sen-
tence."

"Oh! thank you, thank you, Mr. Morland,"
she said, eagerly.

" But it is my work—a part of

my mission here—and I can well afford the ex-

pense," she added, trying to smile as Tom looked

disquieted at the suggestion. In his heart he
doubted the fact.

He had been nearly a year in Beauchamp.
Every month had served to concentrate his in-

terest more completely on his parish, which, like

most agricultural districts, was devoid of any
striking feature. His life was not likely to pro-
voke any man to write a biographical account of

it— surely the meanest injury that one human
being can inflict on another, when the grave can

give forth no denial, no justification, no contempt
even for ill-deserved or wrongly- placed praise.
He had laboured hard, and had effected much.

By dint of urgent representations to the landlords,
drains had been made where mud was once ram-

pant ; by force of earnest counsel at least a third

of the swaggering haunters of the beer-houses
were adopting habits of 'semi-sobriety. To in-

fluence a man so far as to induce him to give up
getting drunk more than two or three times

a-year was to go far towards saving soul and body
also. All this Tom had done : but a woman had
done more. " Miss Letitia," as she was called,—
and Tom had acquired the habit of addressing her
in the same fashion,—had passed nearly sixteen

years in acts of mercy and charity. She had kept
many a poor family together : she had saved
husband and wife, mother and young children,
from the separation entailed by the Union, by
hel]) given liberally, given regularly, and how
hardly earned ! as Tom used to think, with some-

thing like anguish, as he learnt from time to time
what she had done before he came to the pariah.
She had watched by sick beds : she had taught in

the schools. It was her influence alono that had

prevented Beauchamp from sinking irremediably
into vice at the period when the culpable inactivity
of Mr. Nugent hatl left his flock uncared for.

To all who had been connected with his family she
devoted herself unceasingly. The man who had
been charged with poaching had been groom to

Mr. Nugent's son
; his companion, it was said, in

many wild frolics. It was not the first time he
had been in trouble ; on each occasion Miss
Letitia had held out a helping hand to him
when he came back with a sullen face and a

lagging step from his six weeks' imprisonment.
How did she find the means to do so much ?

Sometimes Tom, on going to the cottage of the old

widow with whom she lived, observed books of

German fairy tales, a dictionary, and a heap of

manuscripts by the side of them. He had seen

packets at the post-office directed in Miss Letitia's

handwriting to a publisher of children's books in

London. From these circumstances ho concluded

that she helped to eke out her livelihood by the

work of translation. Did he care how she earned

bread for herself and others? In his long solitary
walks across the common, and by the side of the

little river that mirrored the hard wintry boughs
which overhung it ;

in the evenings when, pile
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the logs on as he might, and draw the curtains

across his windows as closely as he would, he

yet felt himself a homeless man for want of a

face that should turn to his, Tom's thoughts ran

ever on what Miss Letitia did, wbat Miss Letitia

thought, what Miss Letitia said. Since his boy-
hood, when he had loved his sister with an en-

thusiastic affection which a beautiful woman often

inspires in a younger relative, he had never cared

for any human beicg as he cared for Miss Letitia.

It was months before he owned it to himself;
before he felt something like disappointment when
he watched her face, and saw no change in its

expression when he came or went. A friendly

greeting, frank confidence, ready sympathy ; all

these he found, but not love. Sometimes he tried

to persuade himself that he ought to be happy in

being able to see her as often as he did
; that pos-

sibly she might never marry,—it was certain, he

thought, that lie never should
; they would grow

old in this monotonous life, half dream-Uke, half

real ; the ties that bound her to the objects which
were to b^ll in all to him to the end of his days,
would strengthen her friendship for him, and the
end of all things would come. And then he would
start up, feeling as if he could never live out the
time till his heart should cease to be stirred at the

sound of her voice. But there were moments of

reaction when he deliberated, should he speak to

her in such a way that she need not withdraw her

friendship from him, even if she could give him

nothing more
; should he tell her that he had

found out a void in his life which she only could
fill up ; that a thirst had come upon him for that
sense of home which he could never realise without
her. A clever writer has declared that there is an

out-of-the-way corner in every man's mind where

Superstition, like a slovenly housemaid, sweeps
up all sorts of bits and scraps ; and there is, un-

doubtedly, a little green sward in every man's

heart, to the last day of his existence, sometimes

parched up for lack of moisture, sometimes
scorched by the breath of passion, but always
ready to spring up in brightness and freshness,

give it but some revivifying influence. Though
we may not care to acknowledge the fact, romance
is never wholly at an end.

One evening, in a bright spring sunset, Tom
returned home after several hours' absence, and

seating himself at his trellised window, spread out
his writing materials before him. But he must
have found his task either a difficult or a painful
one, for he sat for some time with his head in his

hands before he applied himself to it. He re-

quested the person he addressed to furnish him
with information respecting George Nugent, son
of the late Rev. George Nugent, rector of Beau-

champ, who had sailed from England for Aus-
tralia on the 17th of August, 1843, in the mer-
chant vessel Ariadne, and who had written to his

family on his arrival at Sydney, announcing his

intention of going into the bush to seek employ-
ment. He had been heard of last in 1849, when
a settler returning to England had stated that

George Nugent had sometime previously been occu-

pied as a shepherd in the interior of the country.
The letter went on to state that the writer woidd
send a cheque for whatever amount might be

necessary for securing the information he required.
The envelope was addressed to a late inspector of

police, who had opened a Private Inquiry Office in

London. When the letter was sent to the post,

Tom began to think how and why he had written

it. He had gone to Miss Letitia's cottage on some
small matter of parochial business. Something,
he could not remember what, had brought the

words to his lips that he had been hesitating over

so long ;
he could not recall half he had said, or

how she had replied. He only knew that she had
told him that for fourteen years she had been

George Nugent's promised wife, and that though
she never heard from him, could learn no tidings
of him by any means, she lived on in faith and

hope, waiting for the day when he should come
back and claim her. Then he had said—and his voice

was broken and his eyes were blinded as he spoke—could he help her? could he do anything for her

that a brother might do ? and he had promised—
oh, poor Tom !

—that if George Nugent were alive,

no matter where he was, he would bring him back

to Miss Letitia.

{To be continued.)

UNDER AN ELM.

Oh, under the boughs let's glide,
All hush, and sly, and unseen,

The brown Elm-trunk beside,
'Neath its roofing high of green ;

Where, below, sport flimsy flies,

In programmes vain to trace,

As they dart, poise, dip, and rise.

Club, scatter, and wheel, and chase.

There, standing mute as ghosts,
Let's watch the song-birds gay.

How they chant and shift their posts
'Mid the leaf-verandah'd day ;

Albeit the sun, dense-hid,
Olt down the depths lets drop

On your cheek and twinkling lid

Bright spangles from the top ;

Chief when, as now, the flight,

That none forestalls or sees,

Is felt of that outlaw sprite,

The vague I AM of the breeze.

Sibylline, ev'n at best.
Are Nature's sounds and sights ;

Still something sours the zest

Of her bravest of delights.

"What a sighing's now o'erhead !

Lo, half the choir have flown !

And leaves, all adust and dead,
Are earthward whirl'd and strown !

O'er this bower of songs and balm
A symboling change hath swept ;

And we feel a foreboding qualm
Of truths but now that slept.

Sad thought-waves, one by one,

Joy's sparkling strand o'erwhelm :

Then let's out, once more, in the sun,

Away from this corpse-wood Elm !
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XLVII. GETTING OVER IT.

Laura Mason was not dangerously ill. Her
malady was by no means of a serious nature. The
pink-blossom tint of her cheeks was intensified

into vivid carnation
;

the turquoise-blue eyes
shone with a feverish light ; the little hands were

very hot and dry. It was in vain that the

physician from Windsor prescribed composing

draughts. His patient would not be quiet or

composed. In vain Eleanor tried to soothe the

wounded spirit. It would not be at rest.

"It's no use, Nelly," the invalid cried, im-
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patiently, "I mtist talk of him; I must talk of

my sorrows, unless yoii want me to go mad. Ob,

my poor Launcelot ! my own dear Launcelot !

how cruel it is to keep me from you !

"

This was the worst part of the business. Poor

Laura was perpetually entreating to be allowed

to see Launcelot. WoiJd. they let her go to him
;

or would, they send and ask him to come to her 1

They were the most cruel and heartless creatures,

if they could refuse to let her see him.

But Eleanor did refuse.

"It is impossible, my darling," she said j "I
cannot send for him. It is quite impossible that

he and I should ever meet again, except as

enemies. The will must be read in a few days.
Let us wait till then. If Launcelot Darrell is

sorry for what he has done, he will try to undo it.

If he is not sorry, and takes possession of the

estate upon the strength of a forged will, he

must be a vUlain, unworthy even of your pity,
Laura."

*' But I do pity him ; and I love him."
It was strange to see what a hold this unhappy

affection had taken upon Laura's shallow nature.

This frivolous girl was as impressionable as she

was volatile. The blow was more terrible to her

than it would have been to a woman of higher
and grander nature ; but to such a woman the

consequences of the blow would be, perhaps, life-

long, while it was scarcely likely that Laura
would suffer for ever. She did not try to endure

the grief that had fallen upon her. She was

entirely without pride ;
and had no more shame

in bemoaning her loss of Launcelot Darrell, than
she would have had fifteen years before in crying
over a broken doll. She did not care who knew
her sorrows, and would have made a confidante of

the servant who waited iipon her, if Eleanor had
not interfered to prevent her.

" I'm very miserable and wretched, Jane," she

said, while the girl was smoothing her pillows
and arranging the tumbled bed-clothes, which had
been twisted into mere wisps of linen by the per-

petual tossings to and fro of the invalid. "I'm
the most miserable creature that ever was born,

Jane, and I wish that I was dead. I know
it's wicked, but I do. What's the good of Dr.

Featherstone prescribing for me, when I don't

want to be prescribed for ? What's the good of

my taking lime-draughts, when I'd much rather

die ? What's the use of those horrid opiates, that

taste like stale London porter ? Opiates won't

give me back Launce—"

She stopped abruptly at this point, checked by
a warning look from Eleanor,

" You must not speak of Launcelot Darrell to

these people, Laura," Mrs. Monckton said, when
the servant had left the room,

'* unless you want
them to suspect that something strange has

happened."
"But they'll know it, if my wedding is put

off."
" Your guardian will explain all that, Laura."
Miss Mason bemoaned her fate even more

piteously than before.

"It's hard enough to be miserable," she cried,
"but it's still worse to be miserable, and not to

be allowed to say so."

" Many people have sorrows to endure that

cannot be spoken of," Eleanor answered, quietly.
" I had to bear the sorrow of my father's death

when I dared not speak of it."

Mrs. Monckton saw yqvj little of her husband

during the few days of Laura's illness. She only
saw him, indeed, when he came to the door to

make inquiries about his ward ; but even in the

few brief sentences exchanged by them, she could

perceive that he was altered towards her. He
had been cold and distant for a long time since

their marriage ;
but now his manner had the icy

reserve of a man who feels that he has been

wronged. Eleanor comprehended this, and was

sorry for it
;
but she had a dull, hojjeless feeling

that nothing she could do would alter it. The

great purpose of her life had failed; and she began
to think that nothing but failure could come to

any hope of hers.

This feeling separated her completely from her

husband. In her ignorance of the suspicions which
tortured him, she could of course make no effort

to set him right. The girl's innocence and the
man's pride made a gulf that no power of affec-

tion could pass. If Eleanor could have guessed,,
ever so vaguely, at the cause of her husband's

reserve, a few words from her might have melted
the ice : but she had not the faintest notion of

the hidden source from which came those bitter

waters that had swept away all outward tokens
of her husband's love

; and those words remained

unspoken. Gilbert Monckton thought that if his

wife was not false, she was at least indifferent ;

and he bowed his head before the gloomy face of

his Destiny.
" I am not to be loved," he said. "

Goodbye,
once more, to that dream. And let me try to-

do my duty, and be in some way useful to my
fellow creatures. Half my life has been swallowed

up by egotistical regrets. May God give me grace
to use the remnant of it more wisely."
He had told Eleanor that as soon as Laura was

a little better he should take her to the seaside.

"The poor child cannot remain here," he said,
"
every gossip in the neighbourhood will be eager

to know why the wedding is postponed ;
and un-

less we assign some simple reason for the change
in our arrangements, there will be no limit to

people's speculations and conjectures. Laura's
illness will be the best possible excuse ; and I

will take her to the south of France. She may
forget Launcelot DarreU by-and-by, when she
finds herself in a strange place, surrounded by
new associations."

Eleanor eagerly assented to this.
"
Nothing could be wiser than such an arrange-

ment," she answered. " I almost think the poor
girl would ,

die if she remained here. Everything
reminds her of her disappointment."

"
Very well, then, I shall take her to Nice as

soon as she is well enough to go. Will you tell

her that I mean to do so, and try and make her

feel some interest in the idea of the change ?"
Eleanor Monckton had a very hard time of it in

the sick room. Those frivolous people who feel

their misfortunes very acutely for the time being,
are apt to throw a heavy share of their burden

upon the shoulders of their friends. Laura's
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lamentations were very painful and not a little

monotonous to hear
;
and there was a great deal of

hard work to be done in the way of going over

the same ground again and again, for that young
lady's consolation. She had no idea of turning
her face to the wall and suffering in silence. Her
manner had none of that artificial calm which
often causes uneasiness to those who watch a
beloved sufferer through some terrible crisis.

Everything reminded her of her grief ;
and she

would not be courageous enough to put away the

things that recalled her sorrows. She could not
draw a curtain over the bright picture of the past,
and turn her face resolutely to the blank future.

She was for ever looking back, and bewailing the

beauty of that vanished hope, and insisting that

the dream j^alace was not utterly nuned
; that it

might be patched up again somehow or other, not
to be what it was before, that was impossible, of

course
; but to be somethimj. The broken vase

could surely be pieced together, and the scent of

the faded roses would hang round it still.

"If he repents, I will marry him, Eleanor,"
she said, at the end of almost every argument," and we will go to Italy and be happy together,
and he will be a great painter. Nobody woiUd
dare to say he had committed a forgery if he was
a great i)ainter like Holman Hunt, or Mr. Millaia.

We'll go to Home together, Nelly, and he shall

study the old masters, and sketch peasants from
the life

; and 1 won't mind even if they're pretty,

though it isn't pleasant to have one's husband

always sketching pretty peasants; and that will

divert his mind, you know."
For four days Laura was ordered to keep to her

bed, and during that time Eleanor rarely quitted
the invalid's apartments, only taking brief snatches
of rest in an easy chair by the fire in Laura's

dressing-room. On the fifth day Miss Mason was
allowed to get up, and then there were terrible

scenes to be gone through ;
for the young lady

insisted upon having her trousseau spread out

upon the bed, and the chairs, and the sofas, and
hung ii])on every available peg in the two rooms ;

until both those apartments became a very forest
of finery, about which the invalid prowled per-

petually, indulging in a separate fit of weeping
over every garment.
"Look at this darling parasol, Nelly," she

cried, gazing at the tiny cauopy of silk and
whalebone with streaming eyes ;

"
isn't the real

point lace over the i)ale pink silk lovely ? And
then it's so becoming to the complexion, too ! Oh,
how happy 1 thought 1 should be when 1 had this

parasol. I thought I should drive on the Corso
with Launcelot, and 7iotv ! And the violet-

satin boots with high heels, Nelly, made ou pur-
pose to wear with my violet-silk dress, 1 thought
nobody could be unhappy with such things as

those, and noio— !

"

Every speech ended in fresh tears, which
sometimes trickled over a shining silken garment,
and flecked the lustrous fabric with spots of

water that took the brightness out of the splendid
hues.

' ' To think that I should be so miserable as to

cry over silk at nine and sixpence a yard, and not
to care !

" exclaimed Laura Mason
;

as if, in these

' words, she described the highest anguish-point
that human misery can reach.

She had a few presents given her by Launcelot,

they were very few, and by no means valuable, for

Mr. Darrell, as we know, was essentially selfish,

and did not care to spend his small stock of money
upon other people ; and she sat with these trifles

in her lap for hours together, lamenting over them,
and talking about them.

* ' There's my silver thimble, my dear, darling
little silver thimble,

"
she said, perching the scrap

of glistening metal upon her little finger, and

kissing it with that degree of rapture which the

French vaudeville -ists call "explosion!"—"that

nasty, spiteful Amelia Shalders said a silver

thimble was a vulgar present, just what a car-

penter, or any other common man, would have

given to his sweetheart, and that Launcelot

ought to have given me a ring or a bracelet, as if

he could go buying rings and bracelets without

any money. And I don't care whether my
thimble's vulgar or not, and I love it dearly,
because he gave it me. And I'd do lots of needle-

work for the sake of using it, only I never could

learn to use a thimble—quite. It always seems so

much easier to work without one, though it does

make a hole in the top of one's finger. Then
there's my tablets ! Nobody can say that ivory
tablets are vulgar. My darling little tablets, with
the tiny, tiny gold pencil-case,"

—the gold pencil-
case was very tiny,

—" and the wee mite of a tur-

quoise for a seal. I've tried to write ' Launcelot '

upon every leaf, but I don't think ivory tablets

are the very nicest things to write upon. One's

writing seems to slide about somehow as if the

pencil was ti2>sy ; and the lines won't come straight.
It's like trying to walk up and down the deck of a

steamer, one goes where one doesn't want to go."
The bewailings over the trousseau and the

presents had a beneficial effect upon the heart-

broken invalid. Ou the evening of the fifth day
her spirits began to revive a little, she drank tea

with Eleanor at a table by the fire in the dressing-

room, and after tea tried on her wedding bonnet

and mantle before the cheval glass.

This performance seemed to have a peculiarly

consoling effect, and after surveying herself for a

long time in the glass, and lamenting the redness

of her eyelids, which prevented full justice being
done to the beauty of the bonnet. Miss Mason de-

clared that she felt a great deal better, and that

she had a presentiment that something would

happen, and that everything would come right
somehow or other.

As it would have been very cruel to deprive her

of this rather vague species of comfort, Eleanor

said nothing, and the evening ended almost cheer-

fully. But the next day was that appointed for Mr.

de Crespigny's funeral and the reading of the will ;

and Laura's anxiety was now really greater than

it had ever been. She could not help believing

Eleanor's story of the forgery, though she had

struggled long against the conviction that had

been forced upon her, and her only hope was that

her lover would repent, and suffer his aunts to

inherit the wealth which had been no doubt

bequeathed to them. Frivolous and shallow as

this girl was, she could not for a moment con
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template marrying Launcelot under any other cir-

cumstances. She could not think of sharing with
him a fortune that had been gained by fraud.

•' I know he will confess the truth," she said to

Eleanor, upon the morning of the funeral, "he
was led into doing wrong by his friend, that

wicked Frenchman. It was only the impulse of

the moment. He has been sorry ever since, I

dare say. He wUl undo what he has done."
•' But if the real will has been destroyed ?

"

"Then his two aunts and his mother would share

the estate between them. We were both mis-

taken, yon know, Eleanor, in thinking that

Launcelot would be heir-at-law if his great-uncle
died without a will. My guardian told me so

the other day when I asked him some question
about the fortune. And he told Launcelot the

same thing that night in the library, when they
had the conversation about my fortune."

If Laura was anxious upon this eventful day,
Eleanor was anxious too. It was a new crisis in

her life. Would Launcelot Darrell attempt to

restore himself to the position he had occupied
before the night of his uncle's death, or would he
hold to that which he might acquire by his de-

liberate fraud, and remain a hardened and impeni-
tent criminal, defiant of the law he had outraged ?

CHAPTER XLVIII. THE READING OF THE WILL.

Gilbert Monckton went up to Tolldale imme-

diately after the funeral, in order to be present
at the reading of the will. He felt that he had
a right to see the end of this business, in which
his wife had played so extraordinary a part. The
will was to be read by Henry Lawford's clerk, in

the sitting-room, or study, which Maurice de

Crespigny had occupied for many years before

his death.

There were a great many people who, like

Gilbert Monckton, thought they had a right to

be present upon this occasion ; people who had
been kept out of the old man's house by the rigid
watchfulness and the inflexible will of the two
maiden ladies for the last twenty years or so, but
who were freely admitted now, as no longer capable
of doing mischief. All manner of distant relation-

ships, so remote as to be almost untraceable, came
to light upon this occasion : cousins, by marriage ;

sisters-in-law of dead first cousins, once removed ;

widowers, who attached themselves to the house
of Crespigny by right of departed wives ; widows
who declared themselves near relations on the

strength of claims held by defunct husbands
;

poor connections who came on foot, and who
were so poor that it was really an impertinence in

them to expect the smallest legacy ;
rich con-

nections who came in splendid carriages, and who
seemed even more eager for any stray twenty
pounds for a mourning ring, that might be set

against their names, than the poorest of the
brotherhood. And indeed these owners of splen-
did carriages might have been needier than the

dusty and weatherbeaten pedestrians ;
for when

people try to make fifteen hundred a-year do the
work of three thousand, every accidental twenty
pounds is a God-send to them.
However it might be, everybody in the Wood-

lands drawing-room upon that particular morning

was influenced by the same feeling, a compound
sensation of hope and distrust, expectancy and

despair. Surely there could never before have
been so many eager faces assembled together in

the same small space. Every face, young or old,
handsome or ugly, aristocratic or plebeian, wore
the same expression ; and had thus a common
likeness, which bore out the idea of some tie of

relationship binding the whole assembly.

Every one regarded his or her neighbour as the

possible inheritor of something worth having, and
therefore a personal enemy. Smiling relations

were suspected of being acquainted with the con-

tents of the will, and secretly rejoicing in the

certainty of their own names being pleasantly
mentioned therein. Frowning relations were
looked at darkly as probable arch-j^lotters who
had worked upon the mind of the dead man.
DifiBdent relations were feared as toadies and

sycophants, who had no doubt plied Mr. de Cres-

pigny with artful flatteries. Confident relations

were dreaded as people who perhaps had some
secret claim upon the estate, and were silently

gloating over the excellence of their chances.

Every one of these outsiders hated each other

with vengeful and murderous hate
;
but they all

sympathised in a far deeper hatred of the four

favourites for these great legacy stakes, the two
maiden ladies, Mrs. Darrell, and her son. It was
almost certain that one or other of these four people
would inherit the Woodlands property, and the

bulk of the dead man's fortune
; unless, indeed,

by one of those caprices common to eccentric

valetudinarians j he should have left his wealth to

some distant connexion, who had been too proud
to toady him—and had moreover never had the

chance of doing so. Yes, the three nieces and
Launcelot were the first favourites in this eager
race

;
and the outsiders speculated freely amongst

themselves as to the chances and the " condition"
of these four fortunate creatures. And if the out-

siders hated each other desperately for the sake of

very small chances, how much more desperate
must have been the feelings of these four who
were to enter for the great stake.

Launcelot Darrell met Mr. Monckton this morn-

ing for the first time since that strange scene upon
the night of Maurice de Crespigny's death. The

young man had called at Tolldale Priory during
the interval, but both the lawyer and his ward
had been denied to him.

Perhaps amongst all those assembled in the

chamber which had so lately been tenanted by
the dead man, there was not one more painfully
anxious than Gilbert Monckton, into whose mind
no mercenary thought had ever entered.

It was in the hope of seeing his wife justified
that Mr. Monckton had come to Woodlands upon
this day. He had brooded over Eleanor's denun-
ciation of Launcelot Darrell perpetually during the

week that had elapsed since the old man's death ;

but the more he pondered upon that passionate
accusation the more bewildered and perplexed he

became.

Let it be remembered that he was a man whose
nature had been rendered jealous and suspicious

by one cruel deception which had embittered his

youth and soured a generous disposition. His
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mind was penetrated with the idea that Eleanor

had never loved him, and that she had loved

Launcelot Darrell. This belief was the torment-

ing spirit, the insidious demon which had held

possession of his breast ever since his brief honey-
moon on the northern coast. He could not dismiss

it all in a moment. The fiend was in possession,
and was not very easily to be exorcised. That
vehement denunciation, that passionate accusation

which had rushed, impetuous and angry, from
Eleanor Monckton's lips, might be the outburst

of a jealous woman's fury, and might have its

root in love. Eleanor had loved this young man,
and was indignant against him for his intended

marriage with Laura. If the desire to avenge her

father's death had alone actuated her, surely this

passionate girl would have spoken before now.
It was thus that Gilbert Monckton argued. He

did not know how eager Eleanor had been to

speak, and how she had only been held back by
the worldly wisdom of Richard Thornton. How
should he know the long trial of patience, the

bitter struggle between the promptings of passion
and the cold arguments of policy which his wife

had endured ? He knew notlung except that some-

thing— some secret— some master passion—had
absorbed her soul, and separated her from him.
He stood aloof in the dead man's study while

Mr. Lamb, the clerk, a grey-haired old man, with
a nervous manner and downcast eyes, arranged
his papers upon a little table near the tire and
cleared his throat preparatory to commencing the

reading of the will.

There was an awful silence in the room, as if

everybody's natural respiration had been suspended
all in a moment, and then the clerk's low voice

began, very slowly and hesitatingly, with the
usual formula.

"I, Maurice de Crespigny, being at this time,"
&c., &c. The will was of some length, and as it

began with a great many inaigniticant legacies,

mourning rings, snuflf-boxes, books, antique plate,

scraps of Viduable china, and small donations of

all kinds to distant relations and friends who had
been lost sight of on the lonely pathway along
which the old man had crawled to his tomb under
the grim guardianship of his two warders—the

patience of the chief expectants was very sorely
tried. But at last, after modest little annuities
to the servants had been mentioned, the impor-
tant clauses were arrived at.

To every one of the three sisters, Sarah and
Lavinia de Crespigny and Ellen Darrell, the testa-

tor bequeathed money in the funds to the amount
of two hundred a-year. "All the rest and
residue "

of his estate, real and personal, was left

to Launcelot Darrell, "absolutely," without con-

dition or reserve.

The blood rushed up to the widow's face, and
then as suddenly receded, leaving it ghastly white.
She held out her hand to her son, who stood
beside her chair, and clasped hia clammy fingers
in her own.

" Thank God," she said in a low voice, "you
have got your chance at last, Launcelot. I should
be content to die to-morrow."
The two sisters, pale and venomous, glared at

their nephew. But they could only look at him.

They could do nothing against him. He had won
and they had lost ; that was all. They felt

strange buzzing noises in their ears, and the car-

peted floor of the room seemed reeling up and
down like the deck of a storm-tost vessel. This

was aU that they felt just at present. The shock
was so great that its first effect was only to pro-
duce a kind of physical numbness which extended .

even to the brain.

I don't suppose that either of these elderly

ladies, each of whom wore stuff shoes, and crisp
little curls of unnaturally brown hair upon her

forehead, could, by any possibility, have spent

upon her own wants more than a hundred pounds
a year ;

nor had either of them been accustomed
to indulge in the sweet luxury of charity. They
were neither generous nor ambitious. They were

entirely without the capacity for spending money
either upon themselves or on other people, and

yet they had striven as eagerly for the posses-
sion of this fortune as ever any proud, ambitious

spirit strove for the golden means by which he

hoped to work his way upon the road that leads

to glory.

They were fond of money ; they were fond of

money, per se ; without reference to its uses,

either noble or ignoble. They would have been

very happy in the possession of their dead kins-

man's fortune, though they might have gone down
to their graves without having spuut so much as

the two hundred a year which they received by
this cruel will. They would have hoarded the

government securities in an iron safe ; they would
have added interest to principal ; they would have
nursed the lands, and raised the rents, and been
hard and griping with the tenants, and would have
counted their gains and calculated together the

increase of their wealth ; but they would have

employed the same cobbler who had worked for

them before their uncle's death ; they would still

have given out their stuff shoes to be mended; and

they would have been as sharp as ever as to an
odd sixpence in their dealings with the barber

who dressed their crisp brown curls.

Launcelot Darrell kept his place beside his

mother's chair; though the reading of the will was

fmished, and the clerk was folding the sheets upon
which it was written. Never had any living crea-

ture shown less elation than this young man did

upon his accession to a very large fortune.

Gilbert Monckton went up to the little table at

which the lawyer's clerk sat, folding up the

papers.
"Will you let me look at that will for a mo-

ment, Mr. Lamb ?
" he asked.

The clerk looked up at him with an expression
of surprise.

" You wish to look at it— ?" he said, hesitating
a little.

" Yes. There is no objection to my doing bo,

is there ? It will be sent to Doctors' Commons, I

suppose, where anybody will be able to look at it

for a shilling."
The clerk handed Gilbert Monckton the docu-

ment with a feeble little laugh.
" There it is, Mr. Monckton," he said. " You

remember your own signature, I dare say ; you'll
find it there along with mine."
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Yes, there was tlie signature. It is not a very-

easy thing for the cleverest man, who is not a pro-
fessional expert, to decide upon the authenticity
of his own autograph. There it was. Gilbert

Monckton looked at the familiar signature, and
tried in vain to find some flaw in it. If it was a

forgery, it was a very skilful one. The lawyer

perfectly remembered the date of the will which

he had witnessed, and the kind of paper upon
which it had been written. The date and the

paper of this corresponded with that recollec-

tion.

The body of the will was in the handwriting of

the clerk himself. It was written upon three sheets

of foolscap paper, and the signatures of the testator

and the two witnesses were repeated at the bottom
of every page. Every one of the three autographs
differed from the others in some trifling point,
and this circumstance, small in itself, had con-

siderable influence upon Gilbert Monckton.
'* If this will had been a forgery, prepared by

Launcelot Darrell, the signatures would have been
fac-similes of each other," thought the lawyer;
"that is a mistake which forgers almost always
fall into. They forget that a man very rarely

signs his name twice alike. They get hold of one

autograph and stereotype it."

What was he to think, then ? If this will was

genuine, Eleanor's accusation must be a falsehood.

Could he believe this ? Coiild he believe that his

wife was a jealous and vindictive woman, capable
of inventing a lie in order to revenge herself upon
the infidelity of the man she had loved ? To
believe this would be most everlasting miserj'.
Yet how could Gilbert Monckton think otherwise,

if the will was genuine ? Everything hinged upon
that, and every proof was wanting against
Launcelot Darrell. The housekeeper, Mrs. Jep-
cott, declared most distinctly that nobody had
entered the dead man's room or touched the keys
upon the table by the bed. This alone, if the

woman's word was to be depended upon, gave the
lie to Eleanor's story.
But this was not all. The will was in every

particular the very opposite of such a wiH as

would be likely to be the work of a forger. .

It contained legacies to old friends of the dead
man whom he had not himself seen for twenty
years, and whose very names must have been un-
known to Launcelot Darrell. It was the will of a
man whose mind lived almost entirely in the

past. There was a gold snuff-box bequeathed
"to my friend Peter Sedgewick, who was stroke
in the Magdalen boat at Henley-on-the-Thames,
fifty-seven years ago, when I was six in the same
boat

;

"
there was an onyx shirt-pin left

" to my old
boon companion Henry Laurence, who dined with
me at the Beefsteak Club with George Vane and
Eichard Brinsley Sheridan on my birthday." The
will was full of personal recollections dated fifty

years back
; and how was it possible that Launce-

lot Darrell could have fabricated such a will
;

when by Eleanor's own admission he had no ac-
cess to the genuine document until he came to
substitute the forgery after his uncle's death 1

The forgery must therefore, Gilbert Monckton
argued, have been prepared while the young man
was in utter ignorance as to the tenor of the

actual will, according to Eleanor's story ;
and this,

the lawyer reasoned, was proof conclusive against
his wife.

Launcelot could not have fabricated such a will

as this. This will, therefore, was genuine, and
Eleanor's accusation was only prompted by a

sudden burst of jealous rage, which had made
her almost indifferent to consequences. ilr.

Monckton examined the signatures again and

again, and then, looking very sharply at the

clerk, said, in a low voice :

' ' The body of this will is in your handwriting,
I believe, Mr. Lamb ?

"

"It is, sir?"
" Can you swear that this is the genmne

document
;
the will which you wrote and wit-

nessed ?
"

"Most decidedly," the clerk answered, with a

look of astonishment.

"You have no suspicion whatever as to its

authenticity ?
"

"
No, sir, none 1 Have you any suspicion, Mr.

Monckton ?
" he added, after a moment's pause.

The lawyer sighed heavily.
"
No," he said, giving the paper back to the

clerk
;
"I believe the will is genuine."

Just at this moment there was a stir in the

assembly, and Gilbert Monckton turned round to

see what was taking place.
It was Mrs. Jepcott, the housekeeper, who was

saying something to which everybody listened

intently.
The reason of this attention which the house-

keeper's smallest word received from every member
of that assembly, was the fact that she held a

paper in her hand. Every eye was fixed upon
this paper. It might be a codicil revoking the

will, and making an entirely new disposition of

the property.
A faint red flush began to light up the wan

cheeks of the two old maids, and Launcelot

Darrell grew more livid than death. But it

was not a codicil ;
it was only a letter written

by Maurice de Crespigny, and addressed to his

three nieces.
" The night before my poor dear master died,"

the housekeeper said,
" i was sitting up with him

all alone, and he called me to him, and he told me
to fetch him his dressing-gown, which he'd been

wearing all through his illness, whenever he sat

up ;
and I fetched it ;

and he took a sealed letter

out of the breast-pocket, and he said to me,
'

Jepcott, when my Will is read, 1 expect my three

nieces will be very much disappointed, and will

think I have not treated them fairly ;
so I've

written them a letter, begging them not to be

angry with me after I'm dead and gone ;
and I

want you to keep it, and take care of it, xmtil the

Will has been read, and then give it to my eldest

niece, Sarah, to read aloud to her two sisters in

the presence of everybody.' And this is the

letter. Miss," added Mrs. Jepcott, handing the

sealed letter to Sarah de Crespigny.
" Thank God !

"
thought Gilbert Monckton,

" I

shall know now whether the will is genuine. If

it is a fabrication, this letter must bring detection

upon the forger."

(To be continued.)
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MY CATS.

Does the love of pets originate in benevolence ?

It is generally associated with sensibility, a

spurious virtue as different from benevolence as

revery is from thought. The sentimental Sterne,

though heartless to all who had legitimate claims

on his affection, wept, or affected to weep, over a

dead ass ; Couthon, when the innocent he was

consigning to the guillotine trod on his cur,

shrieked out,
"
Wretch, have you no humanity ?

"

and there are yet sensitive ladies to whom the

sarcastic inquiry of the barbarian whether the

Eoman dames who fondled lapdogs had *' no chil-

dren to love "
is very applicable.

But it is by no means to be inferred from such

anomalies that quickness of sympathy with brutes

of necessity denotes a perversion of feeling.

Sensibility does not necessarily exclude, though
it may overshadow, benevolence ; as parasi-
tical plants blight the trees they cling to. A
fondness for pets certainly does not invariably
indicate tenderness of heart ; but conversely,
as killing flies was the recreation of the boy
Domitian, he who is unkind to brutes is never

very considerate towards men. Sympathy with
brutes implies, even in the coldest heart, some

glimmering of the Supreme Love
;
as a passion for

flowers implies an a]>i)rehension, more or less clear,

of the divine Thought expressed in them :— yet
there are hard, practical Christians who conceive
that disinterested kindness to creatures emphati-
cally declared to be objects of the Divine care is

a wrong to our fellow men
; though, that some-

where men are in want of bread would seem a

very inconclusive argument against feeding crea-

tures which are not useless if they awaken au
unselfish love in our hearts, and whose stori/6, or

instinctive trust in man, was designed by the
Father of All to arouse our benevolence.
Due allowance being made for particular cir-

cumstances, it may be assumed that the choice of

pets is generally au index to character. The
farmer entertains a dull affection for some gentle
heifer, with mild Juno -like eyes and aromatic
breath. His man Giles lounges at leisure moments
round the sty, and fondly scratches the fat backs
of the lethargic tenants with a clownish smile
evoked by visions of future flitches. Community
of tastes and pursuits leads the huntsman to

seek an object of affection in his stables
; and the

soldier, whose life may depend on the fleetness and
endurance of his charger, will share his last crust

with him. A bucolic partiality for sheep can only
be accounted for by the drowsy placidity of rural

life. The love of birds is almost peculiar to

women ; and there is a gracefid ai)propriatenes8
in the tenderness of young girls for canaries and
other little creatures, nimble, sweet-tongued, and
sensitive as themselves. Matrons have a thought-
ful preference for poultry. Venerable spinsters
relish the spitefulness and loquacity of parrots,
and admire a gaudiness of plumage according with
their own aisthetic tastes. Some mental perversity
may be inferred in a young lady who pets a

parrot ; and the lioman lady who, according to

Martial, fondled a snake, must have been a sour
old maid.

An attachment to a dog is honourable to both

parties ; and though dogs are sometimes kept at

first from selfish considerations, he must be bad
indeed who does not in the end appreciate and
benefit by association with so noble au animal.

There is a curious likeness between certain social

classes and the dogs they respectively affect-

between the stately staghound and the patrician,
the eager pointer and the country sqiiire, the

bluff mastiff and the farmer, the furtive lurcher

and the poacher, the pugnacious bulldog and the

man of the ring, the brisk terrier and the London

f/arnin, the peevish lapdog and the listless woman
of fashion. The scarred and red-eyed bulldog of

Landseer's admirable •'
High and Low Life

"
is per-

fectly in keeping with the clay pipes, battered por-

ter-pot, and other plebeian accessaries ; but all our

notions of the fitness of things would be outraged
were he to take the place of the dignified hound
in the library ; and on secuig him there we shoidd

inevitably form a low estimate of the tastes of the

aristocratic owner. Not only is the dog ordinarily
a clue to the social status of the man, but a

shrewd guess may be made at the disposition of

the master from that of the dog.

Many years ago, when I was chatting about

dogs with a distinguished American gentleman,
whose guest I was, the latter asserted that a

dog can distinguish in conversation words whose

meaning he has once acquired ; and, noticing my
incredulous smile, he offered me immediate proof
of it. To the rear of his house was a pad-

dock, the herbage of which was so much to

the taste of the cows of the neighbourhood that

they were constantly breaking through the fence

to get a bite of it, and keeping the dog in such a

fever of indignation that the mere mention of a

cow awoke his ire. The dog referred to, a line

Newfoundlander, was reposing after the fatigues
of the day at the other end of the room we were

sitting in. Eequesting my silent attention, my
friend S}>oke for a few moments on indifferent

matters, and then, without auy perceptible pause,
or inflexion of voice, or glance at the unsuspicious

animal, observed, "there's a cow in the garden."
The effect was magical. With a groan expressing
extreme disgust at so unseasonable a call, the dog
arose, and, passing through the open door, set off

for the paddock. Ere our laughter had ceased, the

abused animal returned from his bootless errand,

and, casting a reproachful glance at his master,

recomposed himself to slumber.

Unlike those learned pundits who rejoice in

their affinity to apes, I never see one of those

odious caricatures of humanity without a sense of

humiliation
;
and the person who pets a monkey

may a priori be set down as a cynic. Neverthe-

less, I was once the possessor of one ;
a friend

about to leave India, and at a loss how to provide
for his favourite, pressed the tiny wretch on

my acceptance, very much against my will. A
few days' confinement having familiarised him
with his new abode, 1 left Jacko to follow the

bent of his inclination—to roam where he pleased,
and indulge that ill-regulated curiosity which
led him, like the philosophers claiming kin-

ship with him, to ]>ry into matters far above

his comprehension, and to seek the why and the
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wherefore of everything that perplexed him by
defacing or destroying it. Peace fled my house

;

nothing could escape the prying eyes and busy

fingers of this imp, in whose mischief there was so

much method that I was sometimes inclined to

ascribe it to intention. To put aught carefully
aside was enough to attract his restless eyes and

tempt him to pluck out the heart of the mys-
tery. My domestics accounted for whatever was

missing by saying,
' ' The monkey has taken

it." Like the cat in London lodgings, he became
the scapegoat for the sins of the whole household.

He had an ignorant love of literature, and if

indulged with pen and ink would spend hours in

scribbling ;
but his cacoetJies scribetidi leading him

to deface my books and papers, 1 was obliged, in

self-defence, to interdict writing materials. He
spent much of the time not devoted to these grave

pursuits in the garden; destroying more fruit than
he ate, for, like the poet Thomson, he ate only
the sunny side of what he plucked ;

or prowled
round the hen-roost, for he was as fond of eggs as

a weasel, and preferred them fresh laid. During
my dinner he perched on the back of my chair,

and generally behaved with tolerable propriety till

the advent of dessert, when he insisted on helping
himself to fruit and sweetmeats, and was very in-

dignant imless he had at least a sip of wine ; for,

having once been tipsy on liqueur, he was con-

stantly haunted by the memory of that strange

delight, and anxious to renew it.

Having once seen me shoot a hawk, and
examined its carcase with something of the per-

plexed awe of the savage on first witnessing the

efi"ect of fire-arms, he was so impressed by the occur-

rence that merely to point a stick at him, as if

taking aim, threw him into an agony of terror.

Feeling somewhat out of sorts one evening, I

prescribed to myself a couple of blue-pills, and
retired early to bed, inadvertently leaving the box
from which I took them on the table. A couple
of hours afterwards, I was aroused from a feverish

slumber by an unaccountable commotion in the

adjoining room, as if some one were in sore dis-

tress
;
and on entering it there was my monkey

stretched out on the floor, groaning and writhing
with pain, and looking piteously towards me for

compassion and assistance. The empty pill-box
beside him explained the mystery. He recovered
from the eff'ects of this indiscretion, but he became

eventually so troublesome that I banished him
to a snug box in the garden at the base of a pole
to which his chain was attached by a ring sliding
on it, and permitting him to climb to the cross-

piece at its summit. A few days after his rustica-

tion, the poor wretch was found hanging by the
neck from his perch as dead as if Calcraft had

operated on him. His chain had somehow got en-

tangled, and in leaping towards the pole in order
to descend, he committed suicide, whether acci-

dentally or from depression of spirits I cannot

say.
I will not, however, from fear of being deemed

effeminate, dissimulate that my peculiar tender-
ness is for cats. Why should I scruple to confess
a feeling that has been entertained by so many emi-
nent men ?

Whether considered in her frisky kittenhood,

discreet maturity, or pensive age, none of the

inferior animals exceed the cat in beauty of form,

grace of movement, or gentleness of demeanour.

In none is ferocity so strangely associated with

sensibility, great muscular strength with a femi-

nine softness of nature. Such being her attributes,

it is not surprising that the cat should be thought
the analogiie of woman. Her very sobriquet of

Grimalkin—the grey maiden—intimates that she

suggested to our ancestors the idea of a fair spirit

emergent from the gloom, like the White Lady of

Avenel. Her vagueness of colour, and the lumi-

nousness of her eyes in the dark, led the ignorant
to conceive that there was something supernatural
about the cat, and gave birth to superstitions not

yet quite eradicated from the popular miud
;
and

a very disagreeable impression is undoubtedly
made by the weird and uncanny aspect of a black

cat under certain circumstances.

Adopting the more kindly view. Gray, in a

charming poem, familiar to all, terms puss a
" nymph ;

" and indeed what better representative

of the grace, sensibility, witchery, artifice, and

malice of the sex can lie found among brutes ?

The frisky volatility of the kitten, yet innocent of

blood of mice, irresistibly reminds us of the wild

glee of a girl yet ignorant of the power of her

charms
;
and the noiseless movements and sedate

demeanour of the mature Tabby recall the silent

activity and thoughtful composure of the expe-

rienced matron. From this involuntary associa-

tion of ideas, the volatile girl is spoken of as "a
mischievous kitten," the Frenchman fondly ad-

dresses his spouse as " ma chatte," and some per-

sons by a strange mental obliquity vituperate

any obnoxious old woman as ** that old cat !

"

What is more suggestive of the comfort and re-

pose of home than the cat dozing by the fire?

What associate of our domestic life interferes less

with ease and meditation ? The soft murmur

whereby she expresses her enjoyment of our

caresses, does not pain us like the plaintive cry of

a bird doomed to imprisonment for life. Her eyes,

if not so lucidly intelligible, so exi)ressive of a com-

munity of feeling as those of the dog, are trans-

parent abysses of golden light, the very mystery
of whose depths fascinates while it bewilders the

thoughtful gazer. Her voice is more capable of

inflexion, and more variously expressive of her

feelings than is generally supposed, and can at

times be subdued to a melodious cooing far sweeter

and tenderer than that of the dove.

As the wild cat formerly abounded in the British

Isles, being enumerated among beasts of chase

in a charter of Richard II., it has been argued

by some that our domestic cat descended from

it, or in other words, that the domestic cat

is the wild cat reclaimed ;
but specitic structural

diff'erences are fatal to this theory. That our

puss is of foreign origin is indicated by the high
esteem in which she was formerly held ;

the

British Prince Howel Dha, for instance, thought
her a fit subject for legislation, and determined

by law her value at various ages, the price

even of a kitling before it could see being fixed

at one penny— a much larger sum then than

now.
Our Saxon sovereigns employed cats in the
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chase, and officials named Catatores, wliose functions

resembled those of " masters of the hounds,"
had the care of them. In the course of time

puss was transferred from the granary and the

stable to the lady's bower, and became the object
of a tenderness which tacitly acknowledged the

analogy between cats and women. Her society
also relieved the melancholy gloom of tbe cell, the

English rule of nuns in the thirteenth century

considerately excepting her from the category of

"beasts" which nuns were forbidden to caress.

The Church regarded puss with particular favour.

Wolsey, Kichelieu, and other distinguished church-

men, lavished caresses on her, perhaps because

the combination in her of silken suavity with a

ruthless will was an exact reflection of the eccle-

Biastical genius.
ITie cat was also frequently introduced into

churches as an architectural detail, of which there

is an instance in the group of an old woman and
her cat carved on a miserere in a church ia the

Isle of Thanet ; and was even admitted into sacred

paintings, such as the "
St. Cecilia" at Bologna,

wherein puss appears as an enraptured auditor of

the strains an angel is eliciting from that very un-

angelic instrument the violoncello. During the

middle ages a custom prevailed at Aix, in Pro-

vence, of exhibiting in a shrine, on the day of

Corpus Christi, a cat arrayed in swaddling-clothes,
before which incense was burnt and flowers

strewn. On St. John's day, on the contrary, a

number of cats, enclosed in a basket, were borne
in solemn procession with the chants of the clergy

through the city, and burnt in the market place.
The origin of this strange custom is unknown.
Down to a very late period it was fancied that

various parts of the cat had medicinal virtues,
three drops of blood from the tail being, for

instance, considered a specific in epileptic cases.

These fancies were merely silly, but others

existed which had a malevolent tendency. Remi-
niscences of Pagan superstitions and magical rites,—such as the Scottish Taigherm, or sacrifice of a
black cat to the subterranean powers,

—seethed

in the popular mind at a time when, agitated

by great political and religious questions, it

was in a transitional state, and assumed the
form of an elaborate system of demonology, which

Scripture was perverted to sanction, and which
our British Solomon wrote a learned treatise to

expound. The feminine love of cats became a
crime : any lonely old creature who kept one
was assumed to be in league with the powers of

darkness, and liable to the penalty enunciated

by the Mosaical law. Thousands suffered as

witches on such evidence. At the very period
when this holy horror of cats and their associates

prevailed in England and America, they were in

such esteem elsewhere that the four cats of the

lady of the Protestant Bishop of Odensee, in

Denmark, were interred beside her in the Cathedral
of St. Knud, in that city, arrayed in white satin,

and with a plumed black velvet cap on each feline

head !

Mohammedans regard, cats with kindly favour,
from a tradition that the prophet, when called

to prayer, cut off his sleeve rather than disturb

one slumbering on it. The dog is considered

unclean, but the cat is allowed to eat from the
Moslem's dish, and benevolent institutions for cats

exist in various places. At Damascus there is

an hospital for infirm cats. At Cairo there is a
charitable fund for the maintenance of destitute

cats, administered by the Cadi, to whose care

the citizens consign superfluous kittens ; and every
afternoon, at the hour of Asser, these pensioners
of the pubhc receive a fixed dole.

The Chinese, in place of feeding, eat cats.

Pleasant M. Hue says that, like the ancient

Egyptians, they have a notion that the contrac-

tion and dilation of the cat's pupils have some
relation to the movements of the spheres, and
look into its eyes to learn the time of day, as

our old women prognosticate rain on seeing it

wash its face, and as seamen gravely shake their

heads and augur a coming storm when it is un-

usually frolicsome.

Like the good bishop in Victor Hugo's tale, my
heart has, with an occasional interregnum, been
ruled by a dynasty of cats ever since the days
when those entrancing myths, the White cat,

Whittington's cat, and Puss in boots had for me
the authority of history. In afterlife, when a cat

did not sbare it, my domestic comfort seemed

incomplete ; and now that my hair is grey I can-

not pass a cat in the street without pausing to

salute her.

When in India, I possessed a feline friend of

remarkable sagacity. Seeing her one day eating
raw fish, and enquiring whence it came, my
domestics smilingly replied that Jenny must have

caught it herself, as she often fished in the neigh-

bouring brook. In consequence of this extraor-

dinary statement I watched her movements for

some days, and had finally the
'

satisfaction of

seeing her take her way to the brook, pause on its

margin to contemplate the small fry sporting in its

shallow waters, and when one came within her

reach, capture it by a swift extension of her paw.
This feat I saw frequently repeated afterwards.

On a subsequent occasion, when travelling in

Assam, my camp was pitched on a sandy islet in a

tributary of the Brahmaputra, for security from
the tigers which infested the banks. In the after-

noon succeedingmy arrival there, on looking around
for Jenny, she was nowhere to be seen, and the en-

campment was searched for her in vain. During
the discussion as to what could have become of

her, the truant was espied by a sharpsighted fellow,

snugly ensconced in the fork of a shady tree across

the river ; though it seemed incomprehensible how
she could have got across the channel which was a

hundred feet in width. When the sun approached
the western horizon the mystery was solved by
her comi)osedly swimming back

;
and so long as we

remained on that arid spot, impatient of the heat

and lack of shade, she passed part of each day in

the same tree ! It was my habit, when in canton-

ments, to pace up and down before my door in the

cool of the evening, and Jenny always attended

me, unweariedly following me to and fro, as if,

like myself, she felt the need of exercise. If my
walk extended beyond my own domain she was

eager to accompany me ; and when I returned

from abroad, warned of my approach by the sound
of horsehoofs, she would advance a considerable
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distance from the house to greet me. She lived on

the most friendly terms with my dogs, but had a

special piqiie against a parrot which swung on

an iron perch a couple of feet from the floor of the

veranda, just where Jenny preferred taking her

afternoon nap. The bird, usually silent at the hour

when in tropical lands all creatures are exhausted

by the heat, was sometimes perversely loquacious ;

and the cat's annoyance on such occasions was

extremely diverting. Twice I myself saw her,

after turning uneasily and watching him for a

time with gleaming eyes, rush swiftly at the noisy
wretch and give him, with her paw, a spiteful buffet

that knocked him off his perch, as a hint that his

prattle was disagreeable and out of season ;
and in

both instances, after a shrill shriek of surprise and

indignation, the discomfited bird relapsed into

gloomy silence for the rest of the day. If T

whistled an air to her, Jenny would leap on my
knee, gaze intently at me, and express her delight

by a soft cooing murmur. This dear creature, of

whom I never think without a sigh, was lost over-

board by night in the Ganges.
When residing in a wild American region, some

years afterwards, 1 was in the habit of visiting a

neighbour dwelling some three miles away, and

leaving my cabin to the care of a cat. One

evening Tab was not visible when I was about to

go, and I departed leaving the door ajar for her—
she subsequently acquired a knack of opening it

by springing at the latch. When I had nearly
traversed the forest intervening between the two

houses, a rustling in the fallen leaves made me
start and turn round

; but, instead of the panther
which I fancied was tracking me, I saw my poor
Tab almost exhausted by strenuous efforts to over-

take me. She slipped out and hid herself thus

several days in succession in order to follow me
when I was fairly on the road ; and, whether she

was actuated by affection or aversion to solitude,

I henceforth called her to accompany me whenever
I went forth. She wo\ild leap on my lap when I

whistled to her, but had an unpleasant fashion of

patting me on the mouth which I construed into

disapproval of my efforts to amuse her. On leav-

ing the place I reluctantly consigned her to my
neighbour's care.

My present favourite, Tootee, is the prettiest of

a litter presented to me four years ago by her

mother, who implored my patronage of them by
bringing them up from her retreat in the kitchen,
and laying them at my feet. She early learnt to

recognise a summons in a snap of my fingers, and
the headlong rush of the entire feline family up
the stairs on hearing this signal was extremely
ludicrous. Though the confinement of a great city
is very unfavourable to its development, the intel-

ligence of Tootee is singular. She likes to accom-

pany me into the garden and to run after a ball,

and when yoimger, frequently brought it to me in

her mouth. She is in the habit of putting her

paws on my shoulders, licking my face, and

nibbling at my nose,—a strange trick which 1 dis-

courage,—and is very partial to my shoulder as a

seat. Having discovered that, from some defect

in the lock, my bed-room door may be opened by
pushing it, she springs at it repeatedly in order

to overcome by her weight the slight resistance

of the bolt. When desirous of leaving the room
she stands erect on her hind legs, and paws at the

handle of the door as if conscious that it is

necessary to act upon tliat in order to open the

door. Should we go into the country or to the

seaside, after exploring every nook of our tempo-
rary home and ascertaining what rooms are mine,
she never intrudes elsewhere, being very diffident

of strangers. Packing she understands to portend
a move, becomes then unquiet, and wanders up
and down the house mournfully as if bidding
farewell to familiar objects ; but, once established

in a new place, she accommodates herself to

necessity, and evinces no disposition to ramble.

She is averse to solitude, and piteously remon-
strates against being left alone ; she distinguishes

my knock from others, and generally comes to the

door to welcome me
;

if her name is mentioned in

conversation she pricks up her ears, and if directly

spoken to usually replies by a gentle prut as

eloquent as words. A cushion has been aj^pro-

priated to her private use, and she evinces her

apprehension of its being her property by sharpen-

ing her claws on no other object, by her uneasiness

when it is used by any one, and by immediately

resuming possession of it when relinquished to-

her. Only once was she so forgetful of her duty
as to help herself to anything on the table in my
absence. If not immediately attended to at meals,
she drums impatiently on my arm, and having
thus reminded me of her presence, composes her-

self to wait for a time. If still neglected she leaps
on her mistress' lap or shoulders, tries gently to

intercept what she is raising to her mouth, and if

permitted, will take it daintily from her lips. She
never scratches or betrays the least bad temper,

permitting herself to be handled roughly without

resisting, and remonstrating merely liy a soft mew.
I have been beguiled into these domestic remi-

niscences by a belief that the faults of puss, like

those of women, are chiefly due to the injudicious

way in which she is ordinarily treated by men.
The faculties of the dog are developed by regular
food, freedom, kindness, and association in our

daily amusements. The cat is restricted to the

house, stoned if she leaves it, fed scantily or not

at all, despised as a household drudge, a forlorn

Cinderella—but for whom, however, we should be
over-run by vermin—abandoned to the caprices
of children, and made occasionally the subject of

cruel scientific experiments. We ill-treat her and

yet inveigh against her want of affection ;
we diue

on mutton aud reproach her with her carnivorous

instinct
; we frequently resent even a kindness,

and are shocked at her promptness to avenge a

wrong. I confess that I rejoice to hear the howl
of lamentation that follows the scratch she has in-

flicted on the vicious child whose daily amusement
is tormenting her

;
for it is not well, because parents

are injudicious, that cruelty and lack of consi-

deration for the sufferings of our fellow-creatures

should pass unpunished. The alleged unsocia-

bility of puss is contradicted by the numerous in-

stances wherein she has dwelt on amicable terms

with other animals. At Lucerne, several centu-

ries ago, a cat, dog, bird, and mouse fed daily from

the same plate ;
and two cats are now to be seen

in the Zoological Gardens dwelling in harmony
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with a miscellaneous assemblage of monkeys,

musing serenely in the midst of ceaseless tumult,
and even sometimes joining in a friendly way in

the frolics of the volatile crowd.

The sensibility of the cat to music, like that

of men, varies with the individual. A French

lady of the last century had a cat remarkable

for its love of music, and gifted with such power
of discriminating good from bad, that it evinced

unmistakeable annoyance at a discord or error in

time. So assured was she of this, that Madame

Dupuy relied implicitly on the cat's intelligence
to inform her whether her execution of a new
sonata was open to criticism ; conceiving herself

sure of pleasing in public when puss purred ap-

plause, and asserting solemnly that the bravas of

her friends invariably confirmed the approbation
of the feline critic ; though cynics may refer this

musical success to the age and wealth of the ama-

teur. Be this as it may, at her death Madame
Dupuy bequeathed her large estates to the cat,

arranging for her residence in Paris and the

country alternately, and leaving legacies to variotis

friends on the condition of their visiting the cat

at stated periods to inquire after her health and
comfort.

It is melancholy to learn that the legal profes-
sion alone benefited by this testament, a parallel
to which was recently recorded in the " Times

;

"

two dogs having, by their solicitors, petitioned the

High Court of Chancery that, in accordance with
the wishes of their deceased mistress, the sum of

666^. 13s". id. in the three per cents, might be

api)ropriated from her estate for their support ;

which, after hearing the arguments of counBel, the
Vice-Chancellor ordered to be done.

Happy land, where dogs are taxed, and have

property in the Funds ! But there is a reverse to

the picture. Not long ago a poor girl committed
suicide in London on account of the death of her

cat, and in her lifeless hand was a scrap of paper
containing a touching entreaty that her '* dear
little kitten

"
might be laid in her coffin and buried

with her.

Let the reflection that there are probably in this

wealthy land many lonely women, like this un-

happy creature, without other friend on earth
than a cat, win iis to act more kindly to Puss !

A SUDDEN RISE.

" I THIXK, Molly," said my father, rolling his

cigar to the corner of his mouth, "I think,
Molly, Bob's growing."
My mother looked up from her needlework,

flushed and startled
; pushed her spectacles half-

way up her forehead, which she did when she
wanted to see anything ;

and moving a candle to
the edge of the table, fixed her eyes straight iipon
me with a frown of extreme tenderness and

searching inquiry.
*' Stand up, Bob," said my father, encourag-

ingly ; as if there was a way of standing up which
would make a person permanently taller.

1 stood up with a dogged feeling that as to

height it was almost indififerent whether I sat or
stood.

My father contemplated me for a full minute,

during all which time he inhaled a long draught of

tobacco smoke. At the end of that breathless

period he emitted a remarkable cloud, which for

the time blotted out me, the candles, my mother,
and, in fact, the universe.

At the age of seventeen, I diflFered in all

respects from a mathematical right line, which has

length without breadth or other dimensions. T

possessed breadth and dimensions without length,
—at least any to speak of.

The colloquial name given me by my intimates
at school was "

Sausage." I often pondered upon
its possible apposition to myself : for I saw many
pounds of that favourite edible quite attenuated,
and of a delicate figure, the thickness bearing an
inconsiderable proportion to length. At the

University the mystery became solved, and several

college breakfasts explained to me that a cooked

sausage was intended. By the frying process,

sausages contract in length, and become puflfy,

apoplectically stout, and afflicted with rupture.
My speculations decided on that point, took a new
turn, and sought the connection which subsists

between pork sausages and high mathematical
honours. But this is oltiter of the present relation.

When the world and I again hove into sight,

my father rather unceremoniously pulled me
towards him by the band of my trousers, and
looked analytically at the interval of white stock-

ing between their extremities and my high-lows.
He then gently pushed me away, rolled his cigar
to the other comer of his mouth, and placed his
hand in such sort over his tumbler of whisky and
water, that the spoon came out between the
third and fourth fingers, and a drinking place was
left betwixt the first and the thumb. With an
air which blended satisfaction at the survey ho
ha«i just made, and expectation of the sip that was
to be, he repeated more authoritatively :

"Molly! Bob's growm,—a good quarter of an
inch !

"

This was too much for my poor mother. She
burst into tears ; and wiping them away with the
duster she was hemming, threw her arras round

my neck, and sobbed on one of my shoulders.

My father sipped his whisky and water, as if

nothing had happened.
In truth, my height at that time was no laugh-

ing matter. I stood five feet nothing in my socks.
In figure I was robust—fat. My appetite was not
bad : I was nourished by what I ate, and I grew,—but always latitudinally. There was great
danger of my figure becoming an oblate spheroid
if that kind of growth continued. In a year or
two I was to enter the university. Was the

sausage martyrdom I had suffered at school to

follow me to college ? I was designed for the
chtirch

; but a very bad design I must have
been pronounced at that period. In the pulpit
I should have presented the appearance of a
small egg in a large egg-cup.
The fact of my growth was, however, mentally

admitted, and my mother tried to go on with
her hemming, but couldn't for looking at me.
When a great happiness has been received, we
recall it from time to time, to make sure we are

not deceiving ourselves,—that it is not a dream.
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"Humphrey," at last, said my mother, "I'll

write to Julia."
' '

Do, Molly :

" assented my father, rolling out

a volume of smoke, which this time only obscured

Asia, Africa, and America. "
Molly, write to the

Honoiirable Mrs. Cackle."

The elevated personage alluded to, was always

spoken of in our house as my aunt. I have never

been able to clear up that relationship. Also, as

long as I can remember, there was an expectation
that she would call upon us ; but up to the time

of writing this memoir that visit has not come off.

Keeping up some tradition of affectionate fami-

liarity, my mother always named this great person
" Julia ;

" whilst my father invariably persevered
in her full length name and title. With him she

was the Honourable Mrs. Cackle. To me she has

ever been an unsolved myth.
Of the trio in our front parlour, T was the

person least elevated by my own growth. Either

the news was too good to be true, or I had habi-

tuated myself to the painful idea of a long life of

shortness and sausageism. At any rate my heart

didn't leap up as it ought to have done when it

beheld that rainbow in the sky. When you are

thoroughly in for a good fit of depression and
bad spirits, relief when it first comes is spurned
as an impertinence. You would not, for the

world, be gay. Besides, my elongation might
be only apparent ; due, not to my growth, but

to the shrinking of my trousers, for T had been

standing fishing in the morning, with the water
over my ankles.

The letter to Julia was written the next morn-

ing, however, and sent. I never saw the answer,

though one must have been received, as several

evenings afterwards, my father, having blotted out

Greece and Turkey in Europe, said reflectively to

my mother :

" That was a very thoughtful letter, Molly, from
the Honourable Mrs. Cackle."

My mother replied :

" His Aunt always writes feelingly."
Another fortnight convinced even my scepticism

as to my growth. Certain buttons and button-

holes would not come-to : and this quite inde-

pendent of fishing and other shrinkages. The
first time afterwards at school that T was called

"Sausage," I smiled derisively at the inapplica-

bility of the term. Do sausages grow ? Reductio

ad absurdum.
Within a month the insufficiency of my clothing

in length was so apparent, that it struck my
father whilst at breakfast. When my father was
not smoking, he was usually whistling

' ' The
Soldier Tired." He whistled that air now, as he
marked the hiatus between my waistcoat and my
trousers

;
and having given the flourish at *' war's

alarms," he said :
"
Bob, you must go to the

tailor's and order some new clothes." He then
went on with his third cup of tea and his "Times."

I accordingly visited the family tailor, when
the following conversation took place ; a conver-

sation carried on by one speaker.
"You're decided grown. Master Bob ; you are,

really, Mister Robert, grown remarkable. Mr.

Bones, be so good as to take down. You're shoot-

ing up rapid. Hextend your harm, sir, if you

l)lease. Twenty-eight one quarter, Mr. Bones.

Now, sir, hinflate your breath, so as to fill the 'ole

buzzum with hair
; thirty-three, 'three, Mr. Bones.

T'U take that measure again. It's quite remark-

able. Have you that figure, Mr. Bones? Now,
sir, stand heasy, with the 'ip free

; thirty half,

Mr. Bones. Will you have the border to the

trousers neat, or a swelled seam ? Why, sir,

you're taking yoiir trousers three-eighths longer
than last measure. I'll leave something for letting

out, you're growing so rapid. Vests are wore a

shade shorter, so is tails. Silk facings, sir ? Well,
I'm very much astonished. Friday evening, sir,

without fail, Mr. Robert. Forty-two one quarter.
Shall I send by carrier, or per Parcels Delivery ?

Thank you, Mr. Bones, that'll do."

All that my tailor said was quite true. I was

growing, and faster than he reckoned upon.
Within three months I had outgrown trousers,

vest, and coat, and I looked like a crab beginning
to change its shell, with the sutures parting in all

directions. In fact I was elongating at the rate

of an inch in six weeks, an inconvenient rate of

increase as far as clothing was concerned
;
and

not to be carried on without great demands upon
the stomach. I ate, drank, and slept in a pro-

digious manner ; but, at first, my altering height
was so gratifying to my parents, that they would,
I think, have cheerfully paid their butcher's bill,

if I had consumed a sheep a-day. "Growing
boys want a good deal of keeping up," my father

would remark, as Japan and the Aleutian Archi-

pelago slowly loomed back into view from smoky
obscurity.

"
Growing boys require a good deal of

lying down," my mother would suggest, at the

end of a hem of her duster.

In all ways I found myself much considered.

"Aide toi," &c., says the French proverb; and

just in proportion as I grew bigger, I was the

more made of. On the first day of the year it

was the custom in our family for all the children

to be measured. Our heights, and dates, and

names, were recorded in lead pencil on the

moulding of the door of what was called my
father's den. Latterly I had walked up to that

moulding with a heavy sigh, as if I were going to

a mitigated form of execiition. This time I ap-

proached it triumphantly ;
and after careful verify-

ing, the measure showed an addition of six inches

over the last scratch. As I continued to shoot up
the subject of my growth became quite a matter

of conversation in our little neighbourhood. It

gave rise to many witticisms. "Ill weeds grow
apace, eh, Mr. Robert?" That was our medical

man's bon viot
;
and by the law of association, he

never met me, saw me, or heard of me without

mechanically uttering the same aphorism with the

same emphasis, and the same good-tempered look,

and apparently with the same erroneous idea that he

emitted the pleasantry for the first time. I got to

have quite a loathmg at the words, not compli-

mentary in themselves, and only saved from being
offensive by the intimacy of the person employ-

ing them, and the certainty that they were

intended to be received in a flattering sense.

Indeed, I heard so much and so constantly about

my growth ;
I saw such surprise depicted on the

faces of friends who had seen me only a few
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months before, that I was weary and almost sick

of the subject, and almost wished myself back in

my original unnoticed stumpiness. But time ran

on, and I ran on with time. I saw the world

from a different point of view, at a new level. I

could look over my mother's head, and on to

shelves which before required me to mount a

chair to see. I could take down books without

using a ladder, and could conveniently pick cher-

ries from standards by craning up on tip toes.

It happened by an unfortunate coincidence, that

•whilst 1 continued to rise, consols drooped, and

persisted in looking down. My father was at

that time a Bull, and became disturbed accord-

ingly. A good-natured man in the main, but

irritable under vexations
;
and when anxious he

was also petulant ;
and in that state of mind, he

always expected my mother (that gentle-hearted
mender of stockings and hemmer of dusters) to

do every disagreeable act, see all disagreeable

people, and perform im[)ossibilitie8.

There had been some bad news about Tahiti or

Owhyhee. The Minister from ^Venezuela to the

former island, had absented himself from a semi-

official entertainment given by the Minister of

Foreign Relations ;
and people on the Stock

Exchange looked grave, and it was said in Her-

cules Passage that the conspicuous absence of the

Venezuelan Minister had "a certain political signi-

ficance," and would possibly lead "to grave dy-
nastic complications." The instant Consols heard

this rumour, they got timid
;

and sank, sank,

sank, about the same as if London had been on

fire, or the Dutch were reported to be marching
on Paris.

On the morning in question, T being by last

measurement six feet one inch and a half in height,
we had had a gloomy breakfast. Then the news-

paper came and was read in silence. My father

made the tea, and both my mother and myself
waited in vain for a second cup, and did not dare

to ask for it. Whilst my father was still staring
at "City Intelligence," and Reuter's Telegrams, a

look passed between my mother and myself, which
said plainly :

" News comes worse from Owhyhee. Perhaps
the Venezuelan Minister at Tahiti has demanded
his passi)ort8."
Ah I those domestic pauses are often very sad ;

often forebode bad weather in a house. My
mother fell gently into a review of her j)a8t life,

and tried to recall some circumstance in which she

had failed to do her duty, or in which she might
have acted better. But her conscience, even when
invited to accusations, could find no greater dere-

liction than in her having once mislaid and lost a

duster which she had half hemmed. For myself,
I was thinking how jolly everything seemed when
I was short. And as 1 mused, I worked up a bit

of bread crumb into a ball, tighter and tighter ; and
screwed it round in the palm of my hand harder

and harder, till my unconscious animation woke
the paternal observation. Consols were indeed

again down,—an eighth lower. That fall had
made the world dark for mj' father. Throwdng
down the paper with a stern look at my mother,
as if it had been her duty to prop up the public

funds, and she had neglected to do so ; he said

' '

Mary !

"—it was always a bad sign when he
called her by that name,—"

Mary, that boy of

yours continues to grow. You'll have to put a

stop to that I can tell you !

" My poor mother
cast a beseeching look towards me. I felt it, and
made myself as short as I could. My father then
strode out of the room, and I regret to add that

we who were left, si)ent a few minutes in sobbing.
But not even paternal severity, or political

fracas in Tahiti, had any effect in stopping my
growth. Grow I must, and grow I did. When the

New Year came round, came with it the measuring
process. Again, with dejection, I approached the

fatal door of my father's den, whilst he, with severe

determination (Consols were still sensitive, though
the Venezuelan Minister had returned to his post),
stood on a chair, which my mother steadied with
both hands, and recorded my height at six feet four

inches. A few friends came in the evening, but

nothing could get up our spirits. I knew that my
black trousers were fearfully short, and I could

not move my arms,—because it was only by one
attitude that I could keep my coat cuffs from

riding up to my elbows. My father's glance at

me that night was at an angle of forty -five degrees,
and was one of contempt mingled with indignation.

My mother had to go upstairs twice whilst we were

dancing, and have a good cry.
That was last Christmas. What is to be the

end of it all, I really don't know. I am writing
from my attics in an Oxford College, wliere I have
matriciUated—happy that I had not to patricu*
late. I write home regularly every fortnight ; and
if I innocently convey the impression in my letter,

that I am, if anything, a trifle shorter than I

used to be, it is an excusable deception of mine,

hardly to be named a fault : but I cannot conceal

the fact that I have grown half an inch in the six

weeks I have been up, which time will reveal to

my parents, to whom I must shortly return, for

the Long is approaching. I am hardened now to

all the tenth-rate jokes repeated for the tenth

time about the "extreme high church," and the

like. What I suffer more from is perpetual head>

ache, for my garret is low, and 1 strike my head
at least once a day against a beam which crosses

it. Mr. Editor, I appeal to you ! Do you, from

your own experience or otherwise, know of any
infallible remedy for growth? Has HoUoway
advertised any case of an extraordinary cure of

talluess by the use of his ointment or his pills?

Would it do me any good to go to Malvern and
be rubbed, or are there any baths in Oermany
which have a shrinking effect on the human body?
I am as thin as a lath. If you can give any help,

you will shed a ray of light at T.i, Prosi)ect Place,
and confer a lasting obligation upon a constant

reader. If from my great elevation I cannot

avoid at times overlooking my friends, I, at least,

never fail to look over your pages.

THE CRUSADE AGAINST THE
" TRAWLERS."

Public attention appears to be at last directed

towards the consideration of the best means for

extending the supply of fish to our markets, and
as everybody, whether well-informed on the sub-
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ject or not, has something to say about it, perhaps
a practical fisherman may be allowed by the

editor of Once a Week a brief space for a few

pertinent remarks.

In the first place, then, I unhesitatingly aver

that a great deal of nonsense is talked by the

opponents of the " trawl-net
" with regard to the

damage done to spawning-beds by that peculiar

species of apparatus. The "trawl " does not and

c«?i not make much havoc with the spawn of fish,

for the very simple reason that on the rocky

grounds where most fish spawn the " trawl "
coiild

not be used without being torn to pieces. I have

explained, in a previous paper* that the "trawl-

net " can only be used on a smooth bottom. Now
sea-fish do not spawn, as a rule, on sandy bottoms,

since, in such places, there would be no protection
for the spawn in the interval between its deposit

by the mother-fish and the appearance of the

young fry. Hence all who really know anything
of the matter know that the great destruction of

the spawn-beds ascribed to the "trawl-net" is

simply an impossibility. That the " trawl
" does

much harm by taking all sorts of immature fish

and young fry is a fact which I, for one, do not

pretend or wish to deny ; but this might easily be

remedied by an Act of Parliament to regulate the

size of the mesh of the trawl-net. Those who
advocate the abolition of the trawl-net must be

prepared to satisfy all Londoners for their depri-
vation of the sole,, seeing that that fish is rarely,

if ever, taken in any other way than by means of

the trawl-net.

In my opinion
—and it is one which very many

sound judges hold—the real cause of the falling

off in our sea-fisheries is the non-observance of

proper seasons for taking certain fish. Who, for

instance, wiU wonder that the supply of mackerel

should fall short when we destroy the l)reeding-

fish by millions when heavy in roe ? We have

regular fence-months for our salmon and fresh-

water-fish, yet our sea-fish are taken at all times,

and seasons, and (as in the case of mackerel and

herrings) the breeding fish are preserved for the

market because the public will have "full-roed

fish." I have watched the working of the trawl-

net for many years, and it appears to me pre-

posterotis to charge that apparatus with destroying

spawn-beds, amongst which it cannot possibly
be used, whilst at the same time its detractors

are encouraging the destruction of fish in full

roe, containing each from .300,000 to 500,000
ova. There is an old and homely saying that

it is well to "
put the saddle on the right horse,"

and, as a fisherman myself of long experience, I

do not feel disposed to allow the "trawl" to

be condemned without a word in its favour. It

will be asked me, "Does the 'trawl' do no

harm, then?" To this I reply "Most un-

qiiestionably, but not by disturbing the spawn-
beds." That is a conchision to which only
those ignorant of the method of using the net

could possibly come. It is because it destroys

heaps of young fry, small soles, plaice, &c., &c.,

a few inches only in length, that the trawl must
be condemned as mischievous.

Vol. vi., p. 399.

What, then, is the remedy ? Clearly to regu-
late the size of the mesh by Imv. To inflict a

penalty on those taking fish under a certain size,
and above all, not to permit the wholesale capture
of spawning fish. Our rivers would soon become
barren were there no regulations for their preser-
vation ; and it is by no means surprising that

notwithstanding the supposed inexhaustibility of
our seas, the want of proper rules and regulations
should be beginning to tell on the supply of fish.

Let me bring this a little nearer home to the
readers of this paper. The annual value of fish

sold in Billingsgate alone is nearly 4,000,000Z.,
or from 200 to 300 tons weight of fish sold daily.

Supposing only one quarter of this amount to be

spawning fish (which is very far under the mark),
we have from fifty to sixty tons of hrood-fish sold

daily in one market alone. Each of these fish, if

mackerel or herrings, will contain from 300,000
to 500,000 ova; if soles, about 100,000; and if

codfish, an average of half a million each. The
remedy for this wholesale destruction of an element
of future food, is surely the prohibition to take

any class of fish during its own peculiar breeding
season. I do not intend to lengthen this paper or
to say more concerning the great injustice done to
the trawl-net. I have merely placed a few signi-
ficant facts before the readers of Once a Week,
and I will leave them to draw their own inferences
as to the relative destruction of fish caused by the
much-belied trawl-net and that caused by the
want of proper and reasonable regulations for our
sea-fisheries. The only cure for the existing evil

is to extend to our sea-fish that protection which
is afforded at spawning time to the fish in all our
fresh waters. Astley H. Baldwin.

TO THE SWALLOW.

Swallow, cruel swallow ! -wherefore dost thou come

Glancing in the sunlight, by the gleaming rirer,
Year after year, unto thy northern home.
While youth and love are leaving us for ever ?

Cruel swallow, calling up the memories
Of happy years, of what can never be,

—
Of friends departed, gone beyond the seas,

And faery days of childhood I never more shall see !

And boyhood's happy hours, all bright and golden,
And love's young dream in halcyon dnys of yore,

Beside a gleaming river, in summer days of olden.
Like a band of early blossoms, gone for evermore !

Glancing in the sunlight, every springtime coming
Thou must be some spirit, set for ever free.

When the yellow bees are in the meadows humming,
And the golden sunlight floods the earth and sea.

Oh ! joyous swallow, gliding on careless wing,

Happy as the summer hours gone for ever by.

Come not, come not back again with the gentle Spring ;

Stay within thy southern home, beneath thy southern

sky.

For youth and friends can never come again ;

And love, if gone, 'tis gone, alas, for ever !

Call not up the memories thou can'st not lull to sleep,

Gliding iu the sunlight by the gleaming river.

John Andrews.
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THE 9.30 UP-TRAIN.

In a well-authenticated ghost storj', names and
dates should be distinctly specified. In the follow-

ing story I am unfortunately able to give only the

year and the month, for I have forgotten the date

of the day, and I do not keep a diary. With

regard to names, my own figures as a guarantee
at the end of this paper, as that of the principal

personage to whom the following extraordinary
circumstances occurred, but the minor actors are

provided with fictitious names, for I am not war-

ranted to make their real ones public. I may atld

that the believer in ghosts may make use of the

facts which I relate to establish his theories, if he
finds that they will be of service to him—when
he has read through and weighed well the start-

ling account which I am about to gire from my
own experiences.
On a fine evening in June, 1860, I paid a visit

to Mrs. Lyons, on my way to the Hassock's Gate

Station, on the London and Brighton line. This
station is the first out of Brighton.
As I rose to leave, I mentioned to the lady

whom I was visiting that I expected a parcel of

books from town, and that I was going to the

station to inquire whether it had arrived.
" Oh !

"
said she, readily,

"
I expect Dr. Lyons

out from Brighton by the 9 30 train ; if you^like
to drive the pony-chaise down and meet him, you
are welcome, and you can bring your parcel back
with you in it."

I gladly accepted her offer, and in a few minutes
I was seated in a little low basket carriage, drawn

by a pretty iron-grey Welsh pony.
The station road commands the line of the

South Downs from Chantonbury Ring, with its

cap of dark firs, to Mount Harry, the scene of the
memorable battle of Lewes. Woolsoubury stands
out like a headland above the dark Danny woods,
over which the rooks were wheeling and cawing
previous to settling themselves in for the night.

Ditchling beacon—its steep sides gashed with

chalk-pits
—was faintly ilushed with light. The

Clayton windmills, with their sails motionless,
stood out darkly against the green evening sky.
Close beneath opens the tunnel in which, not so

long ago, there happened one of the most fearful

railway accidents on record.

The evening was exquisite. The sky was
kindled with light, though the sun was set. A
few gilded bars of cloud lay in the west. Two or

three stars looked forth—one I noticed twinkling
green, crimson, and gold like a gem. From a field

of young wheat hard by, I heard the harsh grating
note of the corn-crake. Mist was lying on the
low meadows like a mantle of snow, pure, smooth,
and white

; the cattle stood in it to their knees.
The effect was so singular that I drew up to look

at it attentively. At the same moment I heard
the scream of an engine, and on looking towards
the downs I noticed the uptrain shooting out of

the tunnel, its red signal lamps flashing brightly

ont of the purple gloom which bathed the roots

of the hills.

Seeing that I was late, I whipped the Welsh
pony on, and proceeded at a fast trot.

At about a quarter of a mile from the station

there is a turnpike—an odd-looking building
tenanted by a strange old man usually dressed in

a white smock, over which his long white beard
flowed to his breast. This toll-collector—he is

dead now—had amused himself in bygone days
by carving life-size heads out of wood, and these

w^ere stuck along the eaves. One is the face of a

drunkard, round and blotched, leering out of

misty eyes at the ])as8er3by ; the next has the

crumpled features of a miser, worn out with toil

and moil
;
a third has the wild scowl of a maniac ;

and a fourth, the stare of an idiot.

I drove past, flinging the toll to the door, and

shouting to the old man to pick it up, for I was
in a vast hurry to reach the station before Dr.

Lyons left it. I whipped the little pony on, and
he began to trot down a cutting in the green-sand,

through which leads the station -road.

Suddenly, Taffy 8too<l still, planted his feet reso-

lutely in the ground, threw up his head, snorted,
and refused to move a i>eg. I "gee-up-ed"
and "

tsh-ed," all to no purpose ; not a stop
would the little fellow advance. I saw that he
was thoroughly alarmed

;
his flanks were quiver-

ing, and his ears were thrown back. I was on
the point of leaving the chaise, when the pony
made a bound on one side and ran the carriage up
into the hedge, thereby upsetting me on the road.

I picked myself up, and took the beast's head.

I could not conceive what had frightened him ;

there was positively nothing to be seen, except a

puff of diut running up the road, such as might
be blown along by a ]>assing current of air.

There was nothing to be heard, except the rattle

of a gig or tax-cart with one wheel loose : pro-

bably a vehicle of this kind was being driven

down the London road, which branches off at

the turnpike at right angles. The sound became

fainter, and at last died away in the distance.

The pony now no longer refused to advance.

It trembled violently, and was covered with

sweat.
' ' Well ! upon my word you have been driving

hard !

" exclaimed Dr. Lyons, when I met him at

the station.

"I have not, indeed," was my reply ; "but

something has frightened Taffy, but what that

something was, is more than I can tell."

"
Oh, ah !

"
said the doctor, looking round with

a certain degree of interest in his face ; "so you
met it, did you !"

"Met what?"
"
Oh, nothing ;

—only I have heard of horses

being frightened along this road after the arrival

of the 9..30 uptrain. Flys never leave the

moment that the train comes in, or the horses
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become restive—a wonderful thing for a fly-horse

to become restive, isn't it ?
"

" But what causes this alarm ? I saw nothing !"
" You ask me more than 1 can answer. I am

as ignorant of the cause as yourself. I take

things as they stand, and make no inquiries.

When the flyman tells me that he can't start for

a minute or two after the train has arrived, or

urges on his horses to reach the station before the

arrival of this train,—giving as his reason that his

brutes become wild if he does not do so,
—then

I merely say,
' Do as you think best, cabby,

' and

bother my head no more about the matter."
" I shall search this matter out," said T, reso-

lutely.
" What has taken place so strangely

corroborates the superstition, that I shall not

leave it uninvestigated."
"Take my advice, and banish it from your

thoughts. When you have come to the end, you
will be sadly disappointed, and will find that all

the mystery evaporates, and leaves a dull common-

place residuum. It is best that the few mysteries
which remain to us unexplained should still

remain mysteries, or we shall disbelieve in super-
natural agencies altogether. We have searched

out the arcana of Nature, and exposed all her

secrets to the garish eye of day, and we find, in

despair, that the poetry and romance of life are

gone. Are we the happier for knowing that

there are no ghosts, no fairies, no witches, no

mermaids, no wood spirits ? Were not our fore-

fathers happier in thinking every lake to be the

abode of a fairy, every forest to be a bower
of yellow-haired sylphs, every moorland sweep to

be tripped over by elf and pixie ? I found my
little boy one day lying on his face in a fairy-

ring, crying,
' You dear, dear little fairies, I will

believe in yoii, though papa says you are all

nonsense.' I used, in my childish days, to think,
when a silence fell upon a company, that an angel
was passing through the room. Alas ! I now
know that it results only from the subject of

weather having been talked to death, and no new
subject having been started. Believe me, science

has done good to mankind, but it has done
mischief too. If we wish to be poetical or

romantic, we must shut our eyes to facts. The
head and the heart wage mutual war now. A
lover preserves a lock of his mistress's hair as a

holy relic, yet he must know perfectly well that
for all practical purposes a bit of rhinoceros hide
would do as well,—the chemical constituents are

identical. If I adore a fair lady, and feel a thrill

through all my veins when I touch her hand, a
moment's consideration tells me that phosphate of

lime No. 1 is touching phosphate of lime No. 2,—nothing more. If for a moment I forget myself
so far as to wave my cap, and cheer for King, or

Queen, or Prince, I laugh at my folly next
moment for having paid reverence to one digesting
machine above another."

I cut the doctor short as he was lapsing into

his favourite subject of discussion, and asked him
whether he would lend me the pony chaise on the

following evening, that I might drive to the
station again and try to unravel the mystery." I will lend you the pony," said he,

*' but not
the chaise, as I am afraid of it being injured

should Taffy take fright and run up into the

hedge again. I have got a saddle."

Next evening I was on my way to the station

considerably before the. time at which the train

was due.

I stopped at the turnpike and chatted with the

old man who kept it. I asked him whether he
could throw any light on the matter which I was

investigating. He shrugged his shoulders, saying
that " he knowed nothink about it."

" What ! Nothing at all ?"
" T don't trouble my head with matters of this

sort," was the reply.
"
People do say that some-

thing out of the common sort passes along the

road and turns down the other road leading to

Clayton and Brighton ; but I pays no attentioq. to

what them people says."
" Do you ever hear anything ?"
" After the arrival of the 9.30 train I does at

times hear the rattle as of a mail-cart and the

trot of a horse along the road : and the sound is

as though one of the wheels was loose. I've a

been out many a time to take the toll,
—but. Lor

bless'y ! them sperits
—if sperits them be— don't go

for to pay toll,"
' ' Have you never inquired into the matter ?

"

" Why should I ? Anythink as don't go for

to pay toll don't concern me. Do ye think as I

knows 'ow many people and dogs goes through
through this heer geatt in a day ? Not I—them
don't pay toll, so them's no odds to me."
"Look here, my man!" said I. "Do you

object to my putting the bar across the road,

immediately on the arrival of the train ?"

"Not a bit! Please yersel'; but you han't

got much time to lose, for theer comes thickey
train out of Clayton tunnel."

I shut the gate, mounted Taffy, and drew up
across the road a little way below the turnpike.
I heard the train arrive— I saw it puff off : at the

same moment I distinctly heard a trap coming up
the road, one of the wheels rattling as though it

were loose. I repeat deliberately that I heard it—I cannot account for it—but, though I heard it,

yet I saw nothing whatever.

At the same time the pony became restless, it

tossed its head, pricked up its ears, it started,

pranced, and then made a bound on one side, per-

fectly regardless of whip and rein. It tried to

scramble up the sand-bank in its alarm, and I had
to throw myself off and catch its head. I then
cast a glance behind me at the turnpike. I saw
the bar bent, as though some one were pressing

against it
; then, with a click, it flew open and

was dashed violently back against the white post
to which it was usually hasped in the daytime.
There it remained quivering from the shock.

Immediately I heard the rattle—rattle—rattle—of the tax-cart. I confess that my first impulse
was to laugh ; the idea of a ghostly tax-cart was
so essentially ludicrous ; but the reality of the

whole scene soon brought me to a graver mood,
and, remounting Taffy, I rode down to the station.

The officials were taking their ease, as another

train was not due for some while
;
so I stepped

up to the station-master and entered into conver-

sation with him. After a few desultory remarks,
I mentioned the circumetances which had occurred
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to me on the road, and my inability to account for

them.
" So that's what you're after !

"
said the master,

somewhat bluntly.
"
Well, I can tell you nothing

about it ; sperits don't come in ray way, saving
and excepting those which can be taken inwardly ;

and mighty comfortable warming things they be

when so taken. If you ask me about other sorts

of sperits, I tell you flat I don't believe in 'em,

though I don't mind drinking the health of them
what does."

"
Perhaps you may have the chance, if you are

a little more communicative," said I.

"Well, I'll tell you all I know, and that is

precious little," answered the worthy man. " I

know one thing for certain—that one compart-
ment of a second-class carriage is always left

vacant between Brighton and Hassock's Gate, by
the 9. 30 iip-train.

"

" For what purpose ?"

"Ah! that's more than I can fully explain.
Before the orders came to this efifect, people went
into fits and that like, in one of the carriages."

'* Any particular carriage ?
"

"The first compartment of the second-class

carriage nearest to the engine. It is locked at

Brighton, and I unlock it at this station."
" What do you mean by saying that people had

fits?"
" I mean that I used to find men and women

a-screecbing and ahollering like mad to He let

out : they'd seen some'ut as had frightened them
as they was passing through the Clayton tunnel.

That was before they made the arrangement I

told y' of."
"
Very strange !

"
said I, meditatively.

"Wery much so, but true for all that. / don't

believe in nothing but sperits of a warming and

cheering nature, and them sort ain't to be found
in Clayton tunn'l to my thinking."

There was evidently nothing more to be got out

of my friend. I hope that he drank my health

that night ;
if he omitted to do so, it was his

fault, not mine.

As I rode home revolving in my mind all that

I had heard and seen, I became more and more
settled in my determination of thoroughly inves-

tigating the matter. The best means that I could

adopt for so doing, wu)uld be to come out from

Brighton by the 9.30 train, in the very compart-
ment of the second-class carriage from which the

public were considerately excluded.

Somehow I felt no shrinking from the attempt,

my curiosity was so intense that it overcame all

apprehension for the consequences.

My next free day was Thursday, and I hoped
then to execute my plan. In this, however, I

was disappointed, as I found that a battalion drill

was fixed for that very evening, and I was desirous

of attending it, being somewhat behind-hand in

the regulation number of drills. I was conse-

quently obliged to postpone my Brighton trip.

On the Thursday evening about five o'clock, I

started in regimentals with my rifle over my
shoulder, for the drilling ground, a piece of furzy
common near the railway station.

1 was speedily overtaken by Mr. Ball, a corporal
in the rilie corps, a capital shot and most eflicient

in his drill. Mr. Ball was driving his gig. He
stopped on seeing me, and oflfered me a seat

beside him. I gladly accepted, as the distance
to the station is a mile and three quarters by the

road, and two miles by what is commonly supposed
to be the short cut across the fields.

After some conversation on volunteering matters,
about which Corporal Ball was an enthusiast, we
turned out of the lanes into the station road, and
I took the opportunity of adverting to the subject
which was uppermost in my mind.

" Ah ! I have heard a good deal about that,"
said the corporal. "My workmen have often told
me some cock-and-buU stories of the kind, but I

can't say has 'ow I believed them. What you tell

me is, 'owever, very remarkable. I never 'ad it on
such good authority afore. Still I caii't believe

that there's hany-thing supernatural about it."
" I do not yet know what to believe," I replied ;" for the whole matter is to me i)erfectly inexpli*

cable."
" You know, of course, the story which gave

rise to the superstition ?"
" Not I

; pray tell it me."
" Just about seven years agone—why, you must

remember the circumstances as well as I do-
there was a man dniv over from I can't say where,
for that was never exact-ly hascertained,—but
from the Henfield direction, in a light cart. He
went to the Station Inn, and throwing the reins to

John Thomas, the ostler, bade him take the trap
and bring it round to meet the 9.30 train, by
which he calculated to return from Brighton.
John Thomas said as 'ow the stranger was quite
unbe-known to him, and that he looked as though
he 'ad some matter on his mind when he went to

the train : he was a queer sort of a man, with
thick grey hair and beard, and delicate white

'ands, jist like a lady's. The trap was round
to the station-door as bordered, by the arrival of

the 9.30 train. The ostler observed then that
the man was ashen pale, and that his 'ands

trembled as he took the reins, that the stranger
stared at him in a wild habstracted way, and that

he would have driven oil without tendering pay-
ment had he not been respectfully reminded that

the 'orse had been given a feed of boats. John
Thomas made a hobservation to the gent relative

to the wheel which was loose, but that hobserva-

tion met with no corresponding hanswer. The
driver whipped his 'orse and went off. He passed
the turnpike, and was seen to take the Brighton
road hinstead of that by which he had come. A
workman hobserved the trap next on the downs
above Clayton chalk-pits. He didn't pay much
attention to it, but he saw that the driver was on
his legs at the 'ead of the 'orse. Next morning,
when the quarrymen went to the pit, they found
a shattered tax-cart at the bottom, and the 'orse

and driver dead, the latter with his neck broken.

What was curious, too, was that an 'andkerchief

was bound round the brute's heyes, so that he

must have been driven over the 'edge blindfold.

Hodd, wasn't it ? Well, folks say that the gent
and his tax-cart pass along the road every heven-

ing after the arrival of the 9.30 train
; but I don't

believe it ;
I ain't a bit superstitious

—not 1 1

"

Next week I was again disappointed in my
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expectation of being able to put my scheme in

execution; but on the third Saturday after my
conversation with Corporal Ball, I walked into

Brighton in the afternoon, the distance being
about nine miles. I spent an hour on the shore

watching the boats, and then I sauntered round

the Pavilion, ardently longing that fire might
break forth and consume that architectural mon-

strosity, I believe that I afterwards had a cup
of coffee at the refreshment-rooms of the station,

and capital refreshment-rooms they are, or were
;

very moderate and very good. I think that I

partook of a bun ;
but if put on my oath I could

not swear to the fact ; a floating reminiscence of

bun lingers in the chambers of memory, but I

cannot be positive, and I wish in this paper to

advance nothing but reliable facts. I squandered

precious time in reading the advertisements of

baby-jumpers
—which no mothers shovdd be with-

out—which are indispensable in the nursery and
the greatest acquisition in the parlour, the greatest

discovery of modern times, &c., &c. I perused a

notice of the advantage of metallic brushes, and
admired the yoimg lady with her hair white on

one side and black on the other ; I studied the

Chinese letter commendatory of Horniman's tea,

and the inferior English translation, and counted

up the number of agents in Great Britain and
Ireland. At length the ticket-office opened, and
I booked for Hassock's Gate, second-class, fare one

shilling.
I ran along the platform till I came to the

compartment of the second-class carriage which I

wanted. The door was locked, so I shouted for a

guard.
" Put me in here, please."
" Can't there, s'r

; next, please, nearly empty,
one woman and baby."
"I particularly wish to enter this carriage,"

said I.
" Can't be, lock'd, orders comp'ny," replied the

guard, turning on his heel.
'* What reason is there for the public being

excluded, may I ask ?
"

" Dn 'ow, 'spress ord'rs—c'nt let you in ; next

caridge, pl'se ; now then, quick, pl'se."
I knew the guard and he knew me—by sight,

for I often travelled to and fro on the line, so I

thought it best to be candid with him. I briefly
told him my reason for making the request, and

begged him to assist me in executing my plan.
He then consented, though with reluctance.

"'Ave y'r own way," said he; "only if

an'thing 'appens, don't blame me !

"

'• Never fear," laughed I, Jumping into the

carriage.
The guard left the carriage unlocked, and in

two minutes we were off.

I did not feel in the slightest degree nervous.
There was no light in the carriage, but that did
not matter, as there was twilight. I sat facing
the engine on the left side, and every now and
then I looked out at the downs with a soft haze
of light still hanging over them. We swept into
a cutting, and I watched the lines of flint in the

chalk, and longed to be geologising among them
with my hammer, picking out "shepherds'
crowns " and sharks' teeth, the delicate rhyn-

conella and the quaint ventriculite. I remem-
bered a not very distant occasion on which I had

actually ventured there, and been chased ofF by
the guard, after having brought down an avalanche
of chalk debris, in a manner dangerous to traffic,

whilst endeavouring to extricate a magnificent
ammonite which 1 found, and—alas ! left—pro-

truding from the side of the cutting. I wondered
whether that ammonite was still there

;
1 looked

about to identify the exact spot as we whizzed

along ; and at that moment we shot into the
tunnel.

There are two tunnels, with a bit of chalk-

ctitting between them. We passed through the

first, which is short, and in another moment
plunged into the second.

I cannot explain how it was that now, aU of a

sudden, a feeling of terror came over me
;

it

seemed to drop over me like a wet sheet and

wrap me round and round.
I felt that some one was seated opposite me,—

some one in the darkness, with his eyes fixed

on me.

Many persons possessed of keen nervous sensi-

bility are well aware when they are in the presence
of another, even though they can see no one, and
I believe that I possess this power strongly. If I

were blindfolded, I think that I should know
when any one was looking fixedly at me, and I am
certain that I should instinctively know that I

was not alone if I entered a dark room in which
another person was seated, even though he made
no noise. I remember a college friend, who
dabbled in anatomy, telling me that a little

Italian violinist once called on him to give a

lesson on his instrument. The foreigner, a singu-

larly nervous individual, moved restlessly from
the place where he had been standing, casting

many a furtive glance over his shoulder at a press
which was behind him. At last the little fellow

tossed aside his violin, saying :

"I can note give de lesson if some one weel

look at me from behind ! Dare is somebodee in

de cupboard, I know !

"

" You are right, there is !" laughed my anato-

mical friend, flinging open the door of the press
and discovering a skeleton.

The horror which oppressed me was numbing.
For a few moments I could neither lift my hands
nor stir a finger. I was tongue-tied. I seemed

paralysed in every member. I fancied that I felt

eyes staring at me through the gloom. A cold

breath seemed to play over my face. I believed

that fingers touched my chest and plucked at my
coat. I drew back against the partition ; my
heart stood stiU, my flesh became stiff, my muscles

rigid.
I do not know whether I breathed,—a blue

mist swam before my eyes, and my head spun.
The rattle and roar of the train dashing through

the tunnel drowned every other sound.

Suddenly, we rushed past a light fixed against
the wall in the side, and it sent a flash, instan-

taneous as that of lightning, through the carriage.

In that moment I saw what I shall never, never

forget. I saw a face opposite me, livid as that of

a corpse, hideous with passion like that of a gorilla.

I cannot describe it accurately, for I saw it but
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for a second : yet there rises before me now, as I

write, the low broad brow seamed with wrinkles,

the shaggy overhanging grey eyebrows ;
the wild

ashen eyes, with a glare in them like those of a

demoniac ; the coarse mouth, with its fleshy lips

compressed till they were white ; the profusion of

wolf-grey hair about the cheeks and chin ; the

thin, bloodless hands, raised and half-open, ex-

tended towards me as though they would clutch

and tear me.
In the madness of terror, I flung myself along

the seat to the further window.
Then I felt that it was moving slowly down,

and was opposite me again. I lifted my hand to

let down the window, and I touched something :

I thought it was a hand,—yes, yes ! it was a

hand, for it folded over mine and began to con-

tract on it. I felt each finger separately—they
were cold, so cold, so dully cold. I wrenched my
hand away, I slipped back to my former place in

the carriage by the open window, and in frantic

horror I opened the door, and clinging to it with

both my hands round the window-jamb, swung
myself out with my feet on the floor and my
head turned from the carriage. If the cold

fingers had but touched my woven hands, mine
would have given way ; had I but turned my
head, and seen that hellish countenance peering
out at me, I must have lost my hold.

Ah ! I saw the light from the tunnel mouth ; it

smote on my face, the engine rushed out with a

piercing whistle, the roaring echoes of the tunnel
died away. The cool fresh breeze blew over my
face and tossed my hair

; the speed of the train

was relaxed, the lights of the station became

brighter ;
I heard the bell ringing loudly ; I saw

people waiting for the train ; 1 felt the vibration

as the drag was put on. We stopped : and then

my fingers gave way. I dropped as a sack on the

platform, and then, then—not till then— I awoke.
There now I from beginning to end the whole had
been a frightful dream caused by my having too

many blankets over my bed. If I must append a

moral,—Don't sleep too hot.

S. Barino-Gould, M.A.

DIE FRANKISCHE SCHWEIZ.

If you take a map of Germany and look for the

kingdom of Bavaria, you will find, about midway
between the ruins of Rhineland and the sources of

the Danube, a small triangular tract of country
lying between three cities. To the north and on
the left hand there is Bamberg, with its noble
cathedral and donjon of Alteuberg, from which

you may look down on countless acres of culti-

vated land, rich in vineyards, orchards, and fruit

gardens. On the right there is Baireuth, cheerless
and deserted by the courtly patronage it once

enjoyed ; and at the southernmost of the three

points, from the midst of a flat country, and sur-

rounded by goodly walls, rise the fair steei^es and
the high-pitched roofs of Nuremberg.

I am selfish enough to be thankful that the

ordinary route of continental tourists merely
skirts this same triangle and does not enter it.

In these days, when Londoners swarm up the

Rigi with no more ado than if it were Primrose

Hill, drink bottled stout in Venetian palaces, post
up their names on the Pyramids, and go shooting
over Mount Sinai, it is pleasant to find some part
of the accessible Continent unfrequented by Cock-

neys. Now and then an artist wandering in

search of " mountain beauty," sometimes a geolo-

gist who wishes to enrich his museum, but oftener
a cunning angler with an eye to trout, finds his

way here to revel in luxuriant scenery, grub for

fossils in the caves of Kuhloch, or fill a fishing-
basket on the Wiesent's banks.

The line of rail from Nuremberg to Forcheim
(which is the best starting-point for a tour in

Franconian Switzerland) is not very interesting,
and therefore, luckily, not very long. The only
place of note on the road is Fiirth. This part of

the railway was the first laid down in Germany,
and was opened in 1835. Fiirth owes its im-

portance to the unamiable policy of an ancient
law which prohibited Jews from residing, or even

sleeping, within the walls of Nuremberg. They
were allowed to settle in the adjacent village,

which, from being at first merely their refuge,
has gradually risen to be their seat of trade.

Brass and metal wares, gold-leaf and buttons,

toys and trinkets, pipes and mirrors, are among
the manufactures of Fiirth. The nationality of

its inhabitants—or, at least, a large proportion of

them—is plainly indicated. One meets the Jewish

type of feature in the shops, at the cafis, every-
where. That unmistakable nasal twang peculiar
to the race greets the ear at the corner of every
street. Young sons of Israel sell their fruit along
the trottoir ; old Shylocks, with gold headed
canes and profusely jewelled shirt-fronts, hobble
to and fro. We might imagine ourselves in the
Ghetto at Rome, or the Judengasse at Frankfort,

except that the inhabitants here are prosperous
and their shops clean and respectable. The Jews
here have schools and a college of their own, a

separate court of justice, several synagogues, and
a Hebrew printing establishment.

The celebrated museum, or rather warehouse, of

mediocval antiquities, now removed to Nurem-
berg, was originally formed here by Herr Pickert,
a dealer whose collection is one of the most valu-

able and comprehensive in its apicialile, and
compared with which the largest establishment in

Bond Street would sink into utter insigniHcance.
There we may see not only whole suits of armour,
but complete wardrobes of costume, from shirt to

doublet, from cap to shoe, illustrating male and
female dress of the middle ages from all parts of

the world, to say nothing of a collection of silver

and gold smiths' work, of majolica, ivories, and

jewellery, which would have attracted notice even
in the midst of our magnificent

" Loan Museum."
Some of the armour has served as a model to

Fleischmann of Nuremberg, from whose manu-

factory is annually exported to America and
elsewhere a large quantity of papier mach6 fac-

similes, so like their originals, even to the rust

upon them, that nothing short of touch distin-

guishes the good knight's sword and breastplate
from their counterfeits. The spurious spirit of

chivalry which induces our Transatlantic friends

thus to decorate their walls with these sham
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relics of fictitious ancestry at, say, a couple of

guineas apiece, is sufficiently characteristic of

Yankeedom.
The train rattles on past Furth, and in two or

three hours arrives at Forcheim, a small fortified

town near the junction of the Wiesent with the

E.egnitz. It was here that the bishops of Bam-

berg took up a position of defence during the

Thirty Years' War, but the goodly walls which so

long withstood the siege of Gustavus have gradu-

ally succumbed to the attacks of time. It is now
one of the dullest of dull German towns. We
put up at a homely little inn, where we were

besieged by peasant boys who came to sell their

rustic schoppen-cups made of variegated wood,
for the manufacture of which this neighbourhood
is famous.

Here, at the usual hour for German dinners—
viz., one o'clock—was an apology for a table

d'hCte, at which we sat down in company with

three or four Bavarian officers. These gentlemen,
to whom the Guards' Club-house in Pall Mall

would seem a palace of regal luxury, and the

amusements of our military youth, utterly incom-

patible with a soldier's lot, were dining at the rate

of eightpence apiece on boiled beef (from which
the soup had been made), sauerkraut, veal cutlets

(about the size of a British cheese-plate), lentils,

kartofiel-salat, and a sweet pudding, washing the

whole down with a pint of good Bavarian beer,

brought up, as it always is, in the humblest

wirtschaft, icy cold. The repast concluded, they
abandoned themselves to the enjoyment of half-

penny cigars
—

quite as good, by the way, as most
that are sold for threepence in this country—or re-

paired to some adjoining caf6for agame of dominoes.

I do not say that these warriors, as a class, are

such fine gentlemen as those who lounge in Hyde
Park, and, strange as it may sound in English
ears, they are rarely seen out of uniform, but they
are good soldiers, with a keen sense of discipline ;

and, though they may have a little of that military

swagger pecidiar to their profession, are much
more afi"able in their bearing towards civilians

than some I have known whose commissions
dated from the Horse Guards.

Having paid our modest reckoning, we step out
to inspect the vehicle which our host has provided
for the j ourney. I have travelled by

" road "
a good

deal in Germany, France, and Italy, but never in

the whole course of my experience have I seen,
before or since that memorable expedition, any-
thing in the form of a carriage to compare with
this one. It was a sort of ancient compromise
between a battered gig and a vegetable cart, but

by way of joke they called it a fiacre. There was
a seat for two inside, and another for the driver,
of the size of an ordinary pie-dish, and about as

comfortable. The horse, which it would be idle

compliment to caU a "screw," was harnessed, or
rather tied in, with odds and ends of hetero-

geneous ligament—a compUcated arrangement of

leather straps, ends of rope, and whipcord. The
chief characteristic of the animal itself was its

inquisitiveness. Whether it had derived a sort of

interest in natural history from long and frequent
association with geologists and botanists I cannot

say, but it had a very remarkable habit of stopping

short on the road now and then, sniffing at the

soil with a knowing air, and ])awing up the ground
with its forefeet. It also insisted on devoting a
minute or two to look over every other gate on the

right hand of the road from Forcheim, and when I

add to the drawback of these equine impulses the

fact that our driver, a stout young man in tight

trousers, had to jump from his seat every ten
minutes to replace our portmanteaus, which fell

off alternately all along the hot and dusty road,

and, having properly secured them, took to

tumbling from his seat on his own account to

that extent, that at last he was obliged to give it

up and walk,—when, I say, these circiimstances

are taken into consideration, the reader may have
some notion of the rate of oixr progress.
At last a cloud of dust is seen in the distance.

It is occasioned by another fiacre, home-returning
and empty. As they near each other, the drivers

interchange first significant glances, and then
seats. They evidently belong to one concern.

Our pie-dish is occupied by the recent comer,
and the boy takes the other trap back. Our new
charioteer is evidently an old hand. He under-

stands the little weaknesses of our Rosinante.

With a skilful tug at the reins, and a vigorous

application of the butt-end of the whip in the

neighbourhood of the crupper, he sets us en route

again, jolting and tumbling over ruts and stones

until we come in sight of Streitberg, where a

strong pull up a tough bit of hill lands us in front

of the hotel, wondering that the wheels of our

carriage, fore and aft, have held on so long

together.

Streitberg is not a large village ; but, being a

fashionable retreat for the Germans in siimmer,
its two inns and lodging-houses are full to over-

flowing. We are therefore for the first night
accommodated with, or rather incommoded in,

a small tenement, the interior of which looks like

a Dartmoor cottage, and in which a mingled smell

of burning peat and soap-suds rises to our bed-

room door. All these places are in connection

with the inn, where the guests meet for an early

breakfast, a mid-day dinner, and a supper about

seven o'clock. This inn is built on an artificial

terrace by the side of the hill, and at the foot of a

steep limestone cliff", round which a winding path
leads to the ruined castle above. And so long is

it since the old grey lichened walls of this fortress

were raised there, that the stones have become
naturalised and half-assimilated to the rock on

which they stand, so that it is difficult to say
where Nature ended and where man began.

Standing at the end of this terrace, we look

across the broad and fertile valley below, far

away to the feudal watch-tower of Neudeck, and
stretched on either side we see a range of hills

rich in larch and silver fir. Down the neighbour-

ing roads come herds of goats, their bells tinkling
an accompaniment to the bauer's humble ditty as

he drives them homewards. Along the flat dis-

tant table-land in front, you may see the Wiesent

flowing in a clear blue line, reflecting here and

there in its course the last rays from the sun as

it sinks behind the glowing horizon.

Such is the view which the inmates of the

Golden Kreutz have before them every fine
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summer's evening as they pace the terrace in

front of their hotel after supper. That meal

usually consists of trout, the ubiquitous veal

cutlet, and the beer of the country, which has a

peculiar smoky flavour not unlike that of Irish

whisky, and rather unpalatable until one is

accustomed to it. The trout is much larger than

our own, though not so delicate in flavour. The
fish are often kept in tanks supplied by some

breeding pond in connection with the hotels, so

that it is easy to select the plumpest
" forelle

"

for the frying-pan.
Hard by the inn lives the doctor. It is the

business of this gentleman to attend those patients
who believe in the Molkenkur, or efficacy of whey
in cases of indisposition (chiefly ennui with the

ladies). The doctor is the general friend and
confidant of all the visitors. He sits at the head

of the table d'hdte, and has a pleasant word or a

prescription for everybody. He is something of

an artist : he is something of an angler : he is

something of a naturalist, and has a wonderful

taste for shells and fossils. The morning after

our arrival, he conducted our party over his

museum, where, I am ashamed to say, I aflected

such a deep interest in his collection that he pre-
sented me with a fine specimen of the echinus

coronatus, which I carried back to England with

great care, and discovered the other day enshrined

with old medicine bottles and superannuated
boots in my bedroom cupboard.
The doctor sings a little, though he doesn't

play. His sister, on the other hand, plays a little,

though she doesn't sing. Therefore, when the

ladies are tired of " Les Graces" upon the terrace

(an ingenious game in which three nymphs toss

light hoops of painted wood from one to another,

by means of little rods of the same material),
there is no difficulty

—as indeed there never is

anywhere in Germany—in getting up an amateur
concert in the salle h. manger. The male portion
of the audience lounge smoking at the entrance

door which opens on the terrace. The non-per-

forming ladies— at least those who can, for their

crinolines are beyond belief and almost beyond
control—sit down and knit. The waiters subside.

We look round the room and find ourselves the

only English present : we have caught the Ger-
mans at home.
The excursions from Streitberg to the different

points of interest are all within a few hours' drive.

The scenery is very beautiful and continually
varied. It is generally like that of the Tyrol in

miniature, but now and then one comes upon a

copse or patch of meadow land, through which
some trout stream leaping over boulders of half-

embedded rock, or eddying round in pools of dark

deep water, and lashed into creamy foam along
its banks, reminds one of the anglers' haunts in

Devonshire.
We hired an indigenous carriage and native

horses—both of great antiquity—and during our

few days' stay visited Muggendorf, the Riesenburg,
Tuchersfeld, and the Castle of Rabenstein.

Muggendorf is in the heart of Franconian

Switzerland, and is often made the rendezvous for

tourists. In addition to the lovely scenery by
which it is surroimded, it is famous for a cave

called the Rosenmiiller's Hijhle, which they say is

interesting to the geologist. But a far more re-

markable feature in this neighbourhood is the

Riesenburg, or Giant's Castle, an enormous natural

vault, intersected by arches formed by the decom-

position of the rock. It is open at the top, like

the Pantheon at Rome, and is surrounded by craga
and nigged soiL You may walk over the ttirf-

covered crowns of some of these spurious arches,
which really bear some resemblance to artificial

work, and have thus suggested the familiar name
of this natural phenomenon. Lichens, ferns, and
tufts of grass are plentifully scattered, and spring
from crevices in the rock, and the sun gleams in

through little chinks, casting purple shadows here
and there, across which long green lizards dart at

the first approach of footsteps, and scramble out
of sight. It is here, too, that the valley of the
Wiesent is seen to best advantage,—now as rich

meadow land, stretching to the river's brink, now
broken by wooded slopes jutting anglewise upon
the plain, or dotted here and there by huge masses
of limestone in fantastic shapes. Accidents of

colour, form, and composition, which delight the

artist's eye, are here in all variety, and have this

advantage over the details of most landscape, that

for the most part they are upon unbeaten ground,
at least by English painters.
The village of Tuchersfeld, a few miles from

this spot, consists of a cluster of cottages, built

in the midst of enormous craga or pinnacles of

rock, towering one above another to a giddy
height. Some of them taper like huge .obelisks,

others resemble elongated cromlechs, and seem to

rest on such slight foundations, that nothing but

long acquaintance with the genius loci would allow

one to forget the apparent danger which they
threaten.

There is a famous cave near here—the *'
Sophien-

hohle," which, being an aff'air of torches, guides,
and many florins, we did not go to see. It is full

of fossil remains—bones of hyenas, bears, and

deer, and I believe even antediluvian relics, some-

thing like 200 feet below the natural level of the

ground. The owner allows none to be removed,
no doubt deriving a little income from the fees

paid by tourists, who would hardly care to visit

the cave if stripped of its contents.

On the road to Rabenstein there is a little

wirtschaft, or beershop, where we stayed to lunch,
and the owner of which was one of those insatiable

old ladies who, come of what nation they may,
look upon the rest of mankind, and tourists in

particular, as their legitimate prey, from whom
the greatest bonus of remuneration is expected in

return for the least possible amount of civility.

Without the slightest necessity for it, she had
thrust her son or servant on us as a guide, and we

paid her for his unsought services, during a couple
of. hours, certainly as much as he could have

earned in one hard day's work. To our great

surprise, however, she looked on the fee with

supreme contempt, and, with many airs and
scornful smiles, handed it back to us again, de-

claring she would not take it. Unfortunately for

her, a German friend who was with me took her

at her word, coolly pocketed the money, and drove

off. As we returned that day the carriage stopped
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by the house, and she assailed us again, but in a

different tone. She had discovered that she was
a poor woman, that times were bad, and that she

had a large family. Finally, she said that she

would be very glad to take Avhat we had offered.

At first my German friend was inexorable, and,

indeed, would have driven off without giving her a

kreuzer, if I had not begged that this argumentum
ad misericordiam might prevail. The castle of

Kabenstein is a picturesque old schloss, which has
been added to and altered from time to time,
until it was finally modernised into a German
summer residence. It belongs to Count Schorn-

bom, and is plainly fitted up—the fiauenzim-
merisch details of the furniture contrasting

strangely with the grim and solemn aspect of the
walls and ceilings.

Nothing can be more romantic than the situation

of the castle itself, perched as it is on the edge of

a lofty precipice overhanging the Ahornthal. Yoii
walk out of one of the portals in the rear across

a trim little garden, and look over an ivy-clad

wall, almost straight down a depth of 150 feet,
into a maple valley below, through which the
Essbach winds its course, half hidden here and
there by the dense foliage with which it is sur-

rounded. The grandeur and beauty of the view
from this point pass all description. Giiswein-

stein, a little hamlet also situated on a lofty
eminence, commands a splendid panorama of the

surrounding country, and will amply repay a visit.

It would be difficult indeed, to mention any
of this lovely country which has not some
attraction, be it artistic, geological, or piscatory,
for the tourist. Those to whom time and economy
are objects, will find it more accessible and in-

finitely cheaper than Switzerland. Five francs a

day will cover the traveller's expenses at the inns
of Muggendorf or Streitberg, and it is even

possible to live for less, en pension, at a lodging-
house. A carriage at either of these places may
be hired for a few shillings a day, but the short
distances which separate the principal points of
interest offer peculiar advantages to the pedestrian.
You may

" do "
the place (as the phrase goes) in a

week, but those who seek real seclusion from town
life, who enjoy pure invigorating air, and charm-

ing scenery, may spend a month very pleasantly in
Franconia. C. L, E.

TOM MORLAND'S PREFERMENT.
CHAPTER III.

All Beauchamp was in a state of excitement on
the 30th of April. In former days a fair had
been held there on May-day, but it had gradually
degenerated with the fortunes of the village, and
for several years past had served only as an excuse
for certain disorderly revels which the rural police
of the district were powerless in attempting to put
down. Tom had devised a plan which he thought
would neutralise much of its evil effect. He ^ave
notice some time previously that he should give a
feast to the school- children in the rectory meadow
on May-day, on which occasion he offered a prize
to the cricket club, and arranged an unusually
good match with the Chanleigh players. He
engaged the services of the village band, and

invited the presence of the "Green," which ver-

!

dant but unwieldy emblem of the day was to be

j

decorated with llowers from his own garden.
Several customs which had fallen into desuetude
were scarcely worth revival. The erection of a

greasy pole, with a leg of mutton on the top ;
the

sale of a flabby kind of cheesecake, called a Beau-

champ custard, for the making of which every
third person in the village became temporarily a
confectioner: these were doings ofdoubtful pleasure
and profit. Tom depended rather iipon the judi-
cious commingling of rich and poor, the excellence

of his home-brewed, and the strong animal spirits
of the children, whose enjoyment was to be his

first consideration. He had invited several of his

neighbours, and fine weather alone was needful to

make his little ffite-day go off pleasantly.
On this 30th of April, therefore, Tom's hands

were full of business. It is not to be supposed
that a bachelor expecting on the morrow thirty or

forty private guests, in addition to a large public

assemblage, can be without various hospitable
cares

;
and he had been so absorbed in considering

whether the round of beef and the sirloin, and the
two hams and the pigeon-pies, would be enough
for the cold dinner that was to be laid in his

dining-room, that the circumstances which had

weighed down his spirits a few weeks back, were
almost driven from his recollection. All the

morning his attention had been given to detail, and
that of a very matter-of-fact character : how many
tea-spoons he was possessed of

;
where the fat

ponies that drew the various little four-wheeled

carriages which he expected, could be put up ;

even the recipe for syllabub in his housekeeper's

cookery-book, the excellence of which he somehow
doubted.

But all these questions were settled at last,
and Tom's mind grew easy towards evening on the
score of his next day's responsibilities. In the
midst of his last injunctions to his household, he
heard with some surprise the voice of the village

post-mistress asking to see him. She was a hard-

workiug woman, who kept a shop in which every
necessary of life was to be sold, with the excep-
tion of the few articles she was perpetually
"out of."

" I've got a letter for you, Mr. Morland," she

said, "which ought by rights to have been
delivered this morning. When I was a-sorting of

the letters and a-putting of them into the different

bags, Mrs. Carter's Susan comes into the shop
with the youngest child in her arms, which she
sets down on the counter, and she asks for half-a-

pound of treacle : of course I get the jar down,
and just as I take the lid off, she changes her
mind. Mrs. Carter's Susan is always a-changing
of her mind, and she says, 'No, Mrs. Barnet, I'll

have half-a-pound of golden syrup instead,' and I

go to the last shelf next my back-parlour door tO'

get it, and while I'm gone I suj^pose Mrs. Carter's

youngest child—which is a boy, Mr. Morland—
takes up one of the letters I've been a-sorting of

and lets it fall into the jar of treacle, for there I

found it not half-an-hour ago."
Mrs. Barnet unfolded a clean blue and white

handkerchief as she spoke, and displayed a letter

of doubtful hue, which had evidently been sub-
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jected to many ablutions before it had become even

thus far presentable.
Tom laughed good-naturedly at the post-

mistress's explanation as he opened it. It was
from the late Inspector of Police. It informed
him that George Nugent was on board an Austra-

lian vessel, which would land its passengers either

that evening or the following morning, and that

full information of his further proceedings would
be forwarded by the next day's post. Was not

this the news he had been wishing to be able to

take Miss Letitia ? If he went to her with the

letter, he should see her face light up ;
he should

hear her thank him over and over again for the

tidings. He felt he did not rejoice at her happi-
ness, and he hated himself for it ;

but unwilling
to lose a moment more, he snatched up his bat
and hastened across the garden. As he laid his

hand upon the gate, it was opened from the out-

side, and a tall gaunt-looking man, the outline of

whose features he saw in the dusky twilight, said :

"
Perhaps you can tell me if Mr. Nugent is at

home ?
"

" Mr. Nugent !

"
said Tom in some surprise.

" He has been dead for more than a twelve-

month."
" Dead 1

" exclaimed the new comer;
"
poor old

fellow ! Is he dead ? Who are you !
" he sud-

denly asked.
" His successor in the living," replied Tom.
"And I am his son," he said. '* Let me go in

and see the old place once more."
Tom led the way in, feeling more as if he were

moving in a dream than in actual life. He rang
for lights while his guest looked round the room,
into which darkness was falling fast, and his eye
seemed to note some trifling changes." Don't mention my name before your people,"
he said, hurriedly, and for several minutes both
men were too busy with their own thoughts to

speak farther.

When the lights came, an irrepressible feeling
of curiosity prompted Tom to look at George
Nugent. He sat opposite to Tom at the table,

moody and dejected-looking. He had a tanned,
weather-beaten face, overgrown with a long bushy
beard. There was something in the expression of

his features which said,
•' Fate has done her worst

with me, but she has not beaten me yet." He
looked like an Esau in modern clothesclothes
which seemed less his, than the dummy's u^wn
which they had hung at an outfitter's a few hours

previously. He wore a large, loose-titting, light-
coloured coat, a striped blue shirt, and a red-

spotted silk-handkerchief round his throat. He
had laid down his hat and a leathern bag on the

table, but he rested a dark knotty stick of for-

midable dimensions between his knees. He was
the lirst to speak.

" I got off by the express train after I Linded this

morning," he said. " The nearer I came to shore,
the more I thought I should like to see the old

place and the poor old fellow again. He's gone.
He'll never know that I have got over my diffi-

culties after all, and have come back to England
a rich man. 1 meant to have paid his debts,
and to have set him on his feet again. Poor old

father 1
"

i

' ** How was it he had no tidings of you for so

I many years ?
"

asked Tom.

"Ay, how was it," repeated Nugent, bitterly.
"At first everything went wrong with me

;
I

could not write then; I could not ask to be
taken back like the Prodigal, knowing the name I

had left behind me in Chanleigh. After a time I

began to prosper, and what I had earned with so

much hardship and difficulty was very dear to me.
If I had written home I should have been pressed

,

for money, and to give money to my father was

I

like throwing it into the sea. I will wait, I used
to say to myself, till I can go back with a provi-
sion for us both ; and this is the end of it.

"

There was a pause again, which was interrupted

by his asking Tom's name.
"I left EIngland under a cloud, Mr. Morland,"

he resumed ;

"
it don't much signify now that I

can make restitution. Every farthiug I have ever
owed shall be paid ; Wortleby's debt first of alL

Wortleby is living, I suppose ? Those sort of men
never die. Wortleby might have laid the finger of

the law upon me, but he didn't, and why ? Because
I was the grandson of a peer, and his aristocratic

tendencies made him merciful. Poor Wortleby I

he wouldn't touch my bank-notes now if he
knew all the trades I have driven to earn

them."
Tom sat listening with a sinking heart. To this

man, who spoke as if he were making a hard

bargain with a harder man than himself, Letitia

Nevil had given iip the best years of her life.

How soon was he going to her ? The delay was

irritating.
"Is Reuben Bates in the village, now?" he

asked presently.
" He wai going to the bad when

Heft, I am afraid."

Tom gave some account of the poacher's circiun-

stances, to which Nugent listened attentively.
" I shall send him out to Sydney," he said at

length,
" his wife and his children with him. A

poor man's family there are worth their weight in

gold ; here they are like lead hanging round
his neck."

" I do not know," said Tom, speaking with an

effort,
" what Reuben would have done for many

years past, if it had not been for Miss Letitia

Nevil."

"What!" said Nugent, "isn't she married yet?"
Tom's eyes were riveted on his face.

Nugent looked surprised for a moment, and then

said, "I suppose you have heard some idle gossip
about Letitia Nevil and myself. When she was
a young girl and I was a boy, I used to think

it would be a pleasant thing to have Letitia for

my wife. She was a pretty-looking girl, affec-

tionate and credulous. She used to believe every
word I said to her. I wonder she was not married

long ago.
"

"
1 don't think she will ever marry," said Tom,

gravely ; "she may still consider herself bound to

you."
" She wrote to me several times after I left

England," said Nugent.
"
Long, tiresome letters,

full of good advice ;
but a man who has roughed

it as I have done, can't sit down with a woman like

Letitia Nevil in his house. Her voice would be

like a church bell, saying come and be at peace
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and rest, and all that sort of thing, and my soul

would be fretted to death by it. One can't stand

a reproachful face always by one; besides, she

must be turned thirty."

Oh, Tom Morland, be thankful for the self-com-

mand that long training has given you, and that

you answer this man's speech with outward com-

posure.
" Miss NevU's is a very beautiful face ; it is not

in her nature to speak or look reproaches. She is

loved and looked up to in Beauchamp above every
other creature. If, as I believe, she still considers

her promise to you as binding, surely you will not

draw back, if there exists no impediment to your
marriage."

" There is this impediment," replied Nugent,
" that I don't wish to marry ;

and if I did, I

should not marry her. I don't believe in broken
hearts. Men, and women too, live through more
trouble than is ever heaped up in novels, and are

not worse company afterwards."
" For thirteen years," said Tom, "you do not

deny that Miss Nevil has waited for your return,
in the expectation that you would marry her.

For thirteen years she has devoted herself to acts

of mercy and charity, chiefly that the errors of

your youth might be in some measure atoned for.

I look back, at this moment, and I see that all

she has done has had more or less reference to

you and your family. I ask you if this is the
reward due to her fidelity."

" Women find their own reward in patience and

siiffering," said Nugent, his eyes fixed on the wall

opposite. "The truest - hearted woman I ever

knew died "wdth a smile on her face, though she

had greater cause for tears. I had had sickness all

the winter at my station. She kept about as long as

her strength would last. It was a low aguish kind
of fever, and the quinine was all gone. There was
but one chance for her life. The next station was
170 mUes ofiF. I left her and went to seek for

assistance. When I came back she was dead,
with her face turned towards the door, as if she
was watching for me still."

"
If George Nugent is alive I will bring him hack

to you." Tom was haunted by his own words, as

he felt the chances of fulfilling his promise growing
less and less. Nugent was to a certain extent
brutalised ; but what of that ? The faithful aflfec-

tion that had held out for so many years would
overlook his faults. He was surely guilty of dis-

loyalty ; but women pardon such sins every day.
All Tom could do was to ask him to see her.

" I don't see the use of it," he replied ; "I am in

no mood for sentiment. I don't fancy the sight of

her face would waken up any of the old feeling,
and there is no occasion for me to brave a meeting."" You are no judge of your own feelings," per-
sisted Tom, "till you have met her face to face,
and have satisfied yourself that old associations

are past and gone for ever. She will be here to-

morrow amongst many other people. It is a

village holiday. Supposing you have altered in

appearance since you went away, no one here
would discover your identity. You would be
able to see her without recognition, if it does not
suit you to announce your return at present."
"I will come," said Nugent, "provided you

give me your word that you will not let any
human being know I am here.

"

" I give you my honour I will not," replied Tom.
" It will be mistaken kindness to take any

notice of me to-morrow," said Nugent. "Leave
me to myself. If I should change my mind and
settle down in England, I'll write a line and send

it up from Chanleigh in the evening. I shall not

leave tUl the last train. If you don't hear from
me you may conclude that you are not likely to

be ti'oubled with my presence again."
He rose to go. He could not eat in the house,

he said, when Tom pressed him to stay ; food

would choke him
;
neither could he sleep there ;

all night long he should see his poor old father's

face by his bedside. He would walk back to Chan-

leigh, and get a bed at the Rose and Crown. He put
his stick with his bag slung on it over his shoulder,
and went away.

Walpurgis Nacht : the words came into Tom's
head as he let Nugent out, and remained leaning
on the gate ;

the moon rising in a flood of mellow

light ; the first song of the nightingale coming
softly from a little wood in the rear of the house,
and a dreamy breeze rustling in the young leaves.

Walpurgis Nacht : the old German heathens ofi'ered

sacrifices to the deities on such a night as this,

and Tom had stood on the Hartz mountains and

pictured to himself their rites. What made him
think of them now ? 0, false idol ! 0, unhappy
worship ! Such were the words tbat had sounded
in his ears throughout his interview with Nugent.
He had asked himself, had he fulfilled the trust he

had undertaken, little foreseeing the part he was
to play in it—the iirgent recommendation of the

woman he loved and reverenced to the good
opinion of a man who did not care for her. It

never crossed Tom's mind that perhaps no one had
ever been in such a position before ;

it never once

occurred to him that, if Nugent gave her up, he
who had been her truest friend had a better chance
of her love. If Nugent decided on marrying her,

he believed that her devotion to him woiild bring
her happiness, no matter how unworthy he might
be of it : if he went away altogether after seeing

her, why then he would pray that the trial

might come upon her softly and tenderly. And
so, throughout the night in the dewy garden, for

indoors he felt almost stifled, Tom tried to look

his cares calmly in the face. In the first dawn of

morning it occurred to him that his household

would be astir early, and he crept guiltily to bed.
J

CHAPTER IV.

May-Day. Numberless pairs of little eyes had

peeped out of the windows under the sloping

cottage roofs that morning, to see what the sunrise

prognosticated for the day. Had the weather been

wet, Mr. Stokes's barn must have been borrowed
and decorated for the occasion, and the clearing
out of the cobwebs alone was an important under-

taking ; but there was no need for it. Overhead
was a cloudless sky, with the larks fluttering up-
wards and filling the air with their song. There

was something left to hope for, and to look for-

ward to, throughout nature : a sense of incomplete-
ness suggestive of a higher beauty yet to come.

Tom sat at his breakfast, and found, as we all
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have done at some time of our lives, that it is

not the outward world only that is lighted up by
sunshine. He was almost inclined to wonder how
it was that he had "

given in," as he expressed it

to himself, over night. A letter from the late

Inspector of Police lay on the table, informing
him that Mr. George Nugent, after landing at

8 a.m. on the previous day, had transacted business

at an agent's and an outfitter's, and had proceeded
to Chanleigh, from whence intelligence of his pro-

ceedings would be forwarded to Tom in due course.

As it was unnecessary to have Nugent's visit to

himself chronicled, he wrote to his active infor-

mant to put a stop to further proceedings. By
noon the guests, bidden and unbidden, began to

make their appearance. It was impossible for

Tom, naturally sanguine as he was, not to feel his

spirits rise at the sight of the troops of children

pouring in, all prepared for enjoyment of his con-

triving, aud half crazy in the anticipation of it.

The little pony carriages, laden with the clergymen
of the surrounding parishes, their wives and their

children in fabulous numbers, came slowly along
the road. Mrs. Wortleby and her seven daughters
aiTived from Chanleigh, as happy in their rare

holiday as the smallest child in the village. Doc-
tors brought the female members of their family,
and looked on good-naturedly themselves for half-

an-hoiir or so. The distinguished-looking daughters
of the Squire considered it as a good opportunity
of doing what was necessary in the way of civility
to the clergymen's wives in the neighbourhood,
patronising some and snubbing others ; while more
than one individual who had been honoured by
the Squire's notice, could say with Macaulay,

He .asked afler my wife who is dead,
And my children who never were born.

Always in the midst of a group of children, kind
and happy aud helpful, was Miss Lctitia. Tom
had glanced anxiously at her on her arrival. If

ho had had a mother or sister to warn her to look
her best, he thought he should have been more at

ease. He had a vague idea that she was not
dressed like the girls who used to assist at the
school fetes of his curate life, when they all

seemed to him in a flutter of muslin and blue

ribbons ; but for all that she wore a dull grey
gown,—surely George Nugent would relent when
he saw her, and read her whole history in her
face. It was no wonder that he started at the

sight of every new comer, and hastened restlessly
from one group to another. Various rewards and

prizes had been given away. The school children

had eaten roast- beef and plum-pudding till they
had placed their digestions in jeopardy for life.

The cricketers were preparing for their share in

the programme of the day. If Tom had not been
80 preoccupied, he would have seen with satisfac-

tion that an old school-fellow named Thorpe, who
had a good living in the neighbourhood, and
wanted a wife, and whom he had introduced to

Mrs. Wortleby and her daughters, was talking

eagerly to kind-hearted Jane Wortleby : she rarely
found a cavalier on such occasions—the prospect
of so numerous a body of sisters-in law serving as

a scarecrow to all matrimonial intentions, to say

nothing of the ordinary civilities of life.

A golden age of childhood ! Modern writers may
say what they will of the acuteness of sorrow and
even remorse in early years : we shall never know
the delight of the little ones,—five-and-twenty, at

least,—who were dancing round the green to the
old song of "Here we go round the Mulberry
Bush." O happy vigorous age of youth ! with all

its shyness and grievous self-consciousness, we
shall never feel again the elasticity of muscle and

spirit with which the cricketers fought for fame,—and an electro-plated drinking cup. Many of

us, like Tom's older parishioners, must content

ourselves with a tranquil pipe, and a seat on the
distant bench, willing to witness the exertions of

others, and to rejoice in their success. The mirt*h

was at its height. Six plough-boys in sacks had
started for a very distant goal amidst loud peals
of laughter, in which the gravest of the by-
standers joined. With immense difficulty they
were advancing towards the side of the field

nearest the entrance, where the little children

were keeping up their dance round the green.

Suddenly Tom's eye fell on George Nugent,
dressed as he had been over-night, with a broad-

brimmed white hat, with a piece of crape round

it, pulled down over his eyes ; his knotty stick

still in his hand. He seemed to be watching the

proceedings with some interest. Close by was
Miss Letitia, busily engaged in the intricacies of

the '*
Mulberry Bush," and helping the children

to keep clear of the green, which was fast be-

coming obstreperous. She was so near him, that

her garments touched him, and recognition on
her part seemed inevitable. As George Nugent's
eyes turned moodily upon her, Tom's heart beat

fast. His first impulse was to rush away into

the house, anywhere that he might not witness

their meeting ; but he checked himself, wondering
whether he ought not to go up and help them

through the awkwardness of it. In a miserable

state of indecision, his eyes wandering from the

cricket-match to the sack-race, and from the sack-

race to Miss Letitia and the little children, several

minutes passed on, which seemed almost hours to

him. Suddenly he heard George Nugent cry out

in a loud voice, "Out of the way, you little idiot!"

and saw him put his hand roughly on Jemmy Bates's

shoulder to enforce his order. Down rattled the

little crutches as they had done on the day when
Tom had first entered Beauchamp. The com-

petitors in the race were close upon him, when
Miss Letitia, with more indignation in her face

than Tom had ever seen there before, once more ran

to the boy's rescue, and carried him away to a more
secure spot. The public attention was concen-

trated on the race, and very few had observed the

occurrence. A few minutes afterwards, George

Nugent left the field.

The die was cast, and there was nothing left

now but to wait with patience till nightfall. Tom
having decided on the merits of the sack-race,

proceeded to the dining-room, where his guests
were actively employed. He did not observe

Mr. Thorpe helping Jane Wortleby to pigeon-pie,
nor her mother's eyes glistening at the sight of

the girl's face, all animation as they talked, and

ate, and talked again. Mrs. Wortleby, in her

simple-hearted way, had already got so far in her
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speciilations as to decide on a fitting wedding-
dress for her daughter in the event of a match

being the result, and Tom little knew how she

had blessed him for the golden opportunity he was

unconsciously throwing in Jane's way. He ex-

erted himself to the utmost in his character of

host. He fetched in the elderly and the ordinary

among his female visitors, and they somehow felt

younger and more attractive in his society ; it

seemed as if with him there need be no apology
for their age or their ugliness : his kind-heartedness

overlooked it all. Out into the sunshine again,
where the village band has begun to play a

country dance, in which young and old, rich and

poor, are to join ;
when Mrs. Wortleby dances

with the best bowler, and Miss Letitia with the

conquering plough-boy, and Mr. Thorpe, contrary
to all etiquette on such occasions, with Jane. It

lasts an hour ; for every awkward i)artner has to be

put right; the shy ones have to be encouraged ; the

noisy ones to be kept in order
; every big brown

hand has to be seized ; every tiny hot one to be
raised aloft

;
but it comes to an end at lasb, and

the members of the band retreat to the last cask.

While the shadows are lengthening on the grass,
it is wonderful to hear "God save the Queen

"
sung

slowly, majestically, and greatly out of tune.

The Beauchamp people give three cheers for

their rector. He stands bareheaded in the j)urple

light, and thanks them for their good will, and
asks them all to come again : and the day is

done.

No letter. The suspense of another night would
have been intolerable. Tom walked over to Chan-

leigh, where he arrived just as the Rose and Crown
was closing, and found that a person answering
George Nugent's description had left for London

early iu the evening. The clock of Beauchamp
church struck twelve as he crossed the common
on his way home. Then came the hour again,
like an echo from the church tower at Chanleigh :

more faintly still, little chimes broke into the clear

air from the next village. Tom was somewhat

weary both in body and mind
; but a vague sense

of relief came over him as he looked back on the
events of the day. He was thankful for it, and
in natures such as his, thankfulness is one form of

happiness.
Two days afterwards, Mr. Wortleby drove over

from Chanleigh with a sense of importance hid
under a more distant manner than usual, calling
at the Squire's, the rectory, the medical man's, and
even at the Golden Lion, telling everywhere the
same story in precisely the same words. He
stated that Mr. George Nugent had returned
from Australia, and in the handsomest and most
honourable manner had intimated his intention of

paying his father's debts in addition to his own.
For himself, he must be allowed to say that he
had received a magnificent silver tea-service in

acknowledgment of some slight assistance he had
once had the satisfaction of rendering Mr. Nugent.
He did not add that in the silver tea-pot he had
found a hundred pound note in an envelope, on
which was written,

"
Debt, £37, and intei-est," or

that George Nugent, in taking that sum from his

cash-box for his passage to Australia, had com-
mitted a felony. The whole village was full of

the wonderful event, and of Reuben Bates's good
fortune, Mr. Wortleby having been charged with

the arrangements for his emigration. Tom longed
to know how Miss Letitia had received the tidings.
Had he been treacherous to her cause, he coiUd not

have been more careful to avoid her since the

school- feast. Sunday came, and he went down to

the church for the morning service, for the first

time, with a divided heart. He knew that Miss
Letitia sat where he could see her face, and he felt

as if he must stop short in the psalm which
he was reading, if he did not satisfy himself as

to the effect the news had had upon her. Tom
looked at her but once ; and he carried away
with him an impression that her eyes were glit-

tering, that her cheeks were carnation-coloured,
and that she wore a red bonnet. Poor Miss
Letitia ! It was a pardonable piece of female

vanity to wear a pink ribbon on this day above all

others, when the whole of the inhabitants of the

parish were expecting George Nugent amongst
them again. Sunday passed, and the week wore

on, and still he did not come. By dint of

bounding over hedges and otherwise iguominiously

making his escape when Miss Letitia came in

sight, Tom had avoided meeting her in his daily
walks ; but he grew at last so much to dread an

interview, that he could scarcely bring himself to

leave the house. He had a foreboding that sooner

or later he must meet her face to face, and own
that he had utterly failed in what he had imder-

taken to do
;
and he tried to be i)repared to answer

her questions without touching on the subject of

George Nugent's visit : but the meeting should be
of her own seeking ; he resolved to evade it while

he could. The crisis came at last. Tom had a
note from Miss Letitia, asking to speak to him,
and he went at the appointed hour with a heavy
heart. She was sitting at the open window, with
restless eyes, which looked as if they had watched
and watched again till they had grown weary in

the task. How long had she been without sleep,
Tom wondered, as he glanced at her face, and
noted how many painful feelings, shame, disap-

pointment, and yet some lingering thread of hope,
had been striving for the mastery since he had
seen her last.

' '
I would not have asked you to come, Mr.

Morland," she said, "if I had any relation, any
other friend to give me advice. You may have
heard that Mr. Nugent has returned from Aus-
tralia?"

Tom said in a low tone that he knew it.

" He has acted nobly," she said, and a flush of

enthusiasm spread on her cheeks. "He has paid
his father's debts ; he has made provision for his

old servants
;
he intends to send out to the colo-

nies anyone who cannot honestly get on here
;
but

is it because the place is so full of unhappy asso-

ciations to him, that he does not come himself ?

Is it because—" she waited for a moment, and
then broke out in sobs—"Is it because he has for-

gotten me ?
"

What could Tom say? He sat looking at a

flower-pot on the window-sill, growing more and
more wretched every moment.

"
I must try and tell you what I want you to

do," she said, checking her tears.
" I hear that
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Mr. Wortleby stated yesterday in Chanleigh that

Mr. Nugent was going back to Australia. I have

tried to write to him, but I cannot do it. . I want

you to ascertain if the report is true from Mr.

Nugent himself. Think, Mr. Morland, I have no

father, no brother, no one to ask to help me in the

wide world."
" 1 would do what you wish willingly," said

Tom, in a troubled voice,
"

if it would be of any
earthly use."

**
Perhaps he never had my letters ; perhaps he

thinks that after leaving so suddenly, without

saying one word of farewell, I should cease to look

upon him as I had done," she pleaded.
" You

told me you once had a sister ; you woidd have
stretched out your hand to help her in such a

strait ; have pity on me !
"

There was more of the spirit of chivalry in

Tom's nature than anybody ever suspected. He
felt he would rather cut off his right hand than

tell her that Nugent had looked at her face, and
no longer cared for it. His only alternative was
to venture on scarcely less delicate ground." You believe that I would tell you the truth,"
he said,

" no matter how painful it might be
to me ? On my honour, then,—I say it to you as

I would have said it to /ter,
—he is not worthy of

you."
"Don't say so! Don't say so!" she cried.

"Think of all that he has done. Think what his

life must have been all these years, to bear such
fruit in the end. Restitution, kindness, charity,
he has failed in none of these. What can you
know of him, that you shoiUd be his accuser ?"

Tom was silent.

"He has been misrepresented to you," she

said,
" and you have held back, because some

story of his former life has prejudiced you against
him. You, of all men, should judge him as he
now is."

" I do," said Tom, solemnly.
"

Letitia, I have
seen him."
"You have seen him!" she exclaimed, in

astonishment.
" Yes ; immediately on his return ; but I could

not bring myself to tell you. You would not
know him as he now is."

" If he were altered by sickness, by old age
even, I should know him," she said

;

"
anywhere

in the world, if I saw his face, I should recognise
it again. You have broken your promise to me,
Mr. Morland. You have let him go without a
word. He does not know I have loved him all

these long years."
Tom was wounded by her words.
" I would have laid down my life to have

brought him back," he said.
"

I do not wish to

s])eak against him, or to urge his faults as a reason
for your ceasing to regret him. Think of him as

leniently as you will. Only have patience with

yourself, Letitia. You have made too many
happy around you to fail to find peace now."

"
If I could have seen him !" she said, weeping

bitterly.
" It was cruel of you not to let me see

him."
" You lutve seen him," ho said, scarcely know-

ing what he was saying in his distress.

She looked breathlessly in his face.

"On the day of the school feast," he said»
" when you were playing with the children,—
Jemmy Bates was knocked down by some one

standing by. It was George Nugent."
She had risen from her seat while he was

speaking. As if she had been blind, she held

by one piece of furniture after another till she
reached the door,—Tom not daring to approach
her, or call for assistance. He held his breath as

she ascended the staircase, and with uncertain

steps reached the room above. A moment after-

wards he heard her fall heavily on the floor.

Six years have passed since Tom's May-day
feast, the results of which have tended to make
the Beauchamp corner of the world a happier one.

Mr. Thorpe has married Jane Wortleby, and she
has never ceased from her kindly endeavours to

promote the welfare of her sisters. Three of

them she has already dis]>osed of in matrimony,
and she has strong hopes and cheering prospects
for the rest. Tom has lost none of his interest in

the parish. By his side runs a bright-eyed boy,
with his small hand always locked in that of his

father, to whom he is companion and playmate
during the greater i)art of the day. Tom laughs
when the school-children even now address his

wife as Miss Letitia, for he has called her so him-
self many times since their marriage ; and Letitia

has grown a happy, comely-looking matron,^
but, certainly the reverse of thin.

(Concluded.)

MY HOME.

Thr evening boars are here—the hours I prize.
The day's work over, all my thoughts are turn'd

To the sweet rest which head and hands have
eam'd—

To her who is so pleasant in my eyes.

A mile of road, a sinuous shady lane,

A patch of wood, a bridge—there stands my Lome
;

No fairer ever yet in gilde<l tome
Was penciU'd ; through the parlour window frame

I see the pictnre that adorns its walls,
Graces each room, graces ray inner life—
The picture of a happy poor man's wife :

I hear the welcome from her lip that falls.

Ere yet the sun drops in the littU brook,
Into the wood we take an hour's soft stroll,

Or, seated there, perchance some mighty soul

Commuues with ours from his undying book.

For chiefly after all the cares of day,
I love to hear her read those trees among :

I often think the wild birds stay their song,
Tj listen to a yet more thrilling lay.

Not all alone we wander o'er the sward :

A little merry sprite, half black, half "tan,"
More than a dog, and yet not quite a man,

Is our companion, jester, friend, and guard.

Just half-way up the road a gentle rise

Reveals the Inue, and there, with mingled hope
And fear, I search each gra.ssy curve and slope

For her who is so pleasant iu my eyes.
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She often comes to meet me : will she come,
And stand just in the corner of the lane ?

She is my Home ! Oh ! will she come again,
And make me, by her coming, nearer homef

'Twas thus in early days we used to meet.

Yes !
—that small speck has gi-own a flutt'ring dress,

While the broad space between is growing less,
—

My busy eyes and heart outstrip my feet.

And while my heart and eyes my steps outi-un.

My thoughts o'erleap the present, and my
fears

Say,
"

will it be thus too in coming years,
"When evening falls and the day's work is done ?

Will she still wander with me in the wood.
Still meet me in the corner of the lane ?

Or shall I have to look for her in vain,

And live alone on Memory's meagre food ?
"

Albert B.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER XLIX. DESERTED.

The letter written by the old man to his three

nieces was read aloud by Miss Sarah in the

presence of the eager assembly. Amongst all

those anxious listeners there was no one who
listened more intently than Gilbert Monckton.

Maurice de Crespigny's letter waa not a long
one.

" My dear Nieces—Sarah, Lavhoa, and
Ellen,—

" You will all three be perhaps much sur-

prised at the manner in which 1 have disposed of

my estate, both real and personal ; but, believe

me, that in acting as I have done I have been

prompted by no unkind feeling against you ; nor
am I otherwise than duly grateful for the attention
which I have received from you during my de-

clining years.
"

I think that I have done my duty ; but be
that as it may, I have done that which it has been

my fixed intention to do for the last ten years. I

have made several wills, and destroyed one after

another, but they have all been in the main point
to the same; effect and it has only been an old
man's whimsical fancy that has prompted me to
make sundry alterations in minor details. The
income of two hundred a year which I have left

to each of you will, I know, be more than enough
for your simple wants. The three incomes, by the

wording of my will, will descend to my nephew,
Launcelot Darrell, after your deaths.

"
I have tried to remember many old friends

who have perhaps long ere this forgotten me, or
who may laugh at an old man's foolish bequests.

"1 do not believe that I have wronged anyone;
and I trust that you will think kindly of me when
I am in my grave, and never speak bitterly of

" Your affectionate uncle,
"Maurice db Crespigny.

"
Woodlands, February 20</i."

This was the old man's letter. There was not one
syllable of its contents which in any way disagreed
with the wording of the will.

Launcelot Darrell drew a long breath ; and his

mother, sitting close to him, with her hand in his,
could feel the clammy coldness of his lingers, and
hear the loud thumping of his heart against his
breast.

Gilbert Monckton took up his hat and walked
out of the room. He did not want to have any
explanation with the man whom he fully be-
lieved—in spite of all Eleanor had said—to be the
fortunate rival who had robbed him of every
chance of ever winning his wife's heart.
He had only one feeling now ;

and that was the
same feeling which had taken possession of him
twenty years before—an eager desire to run away ;

to escape from his troubles and perplexities, to

get free of this horrible atmosx)here of deceit and

bewilderment; to cast every hope, every dream
behind

;
and to go out into the world once more,

joyless, unloved, hopeless ; but at any rate, not the

dupe of a false woman's specious pretences.
He went straight back to Tolldale while the

crowd at Woodlands slowly dispersed, more or less

discontented with the day's proceedings. He
went back to the grand old mansion in which he

had never known happiness. He asked whether

his wife was with Miss Mason. No, the man
told him

; Mrs. Monckton was in her own room,

lying down.
This was the very thing he wished. He didn't

want to see Eleanor's beautiful face, framed in

shining bands of hazel-brown hair ;
that irresistible

face whose induence ho dared not trust. He
wanted to see his ward alone.

Laura ran out of her dressing-room at the sound

of her guardian's footstep.
" Well ?

" she cried,
"

is it a forgery ?
"

"
Hush, Laura, go back into your room."

Miss Mason obeyed, and Mr. \Ionckton followed

her into the pretty little apartment, which was

a modern bower of shining maple-wood and

flowery chintz, and flimsy lace and muslin, fri-

volous and airy as the young lady herself.

"Sit down in a comfortable seat, guardian,"
said Laura, ofTering the lawyer a slippery chintz-

covered lounging-chair, so low as to bring Mr.

Monckton's knees inconveniently near his chin as

he sat in it.
" Sit down and tell me all about it,

for goodness gracious sake. Is it forged ?
"

"i don't know, my dear, whether the will is

genuine or not. It would be a very difficult

question to decide."
" But oh ! good gracious me," exclaimed Miss

Mason,
" how can you be so unkind as to talk

about it like that, as if it didn't matter a bit

whether the will is forged or not? If it isn't

forged, Launcelot isn't bad ;
and if he isn't bad, of

course I may marry him, and the wedding things

won't be all wasted. I knew that something
would happen to make everything come right."

"Laura,"' cried Mr. Monckton,
"
you must not

talk like this. Do you know that you are no

longer a child, and that you are dealing with the

most solemn business in a woman's life. I do not

know whether the will by which Launcelot

Darrell inherits the Woodlands property is genuine
or not ;

I certainly have reason to think that it is

genuine, but I will not take upon myself to speak

positively. But, however that may be, I know
that be is not a good man, and you shall never

marry him with my consent."

The yoimg lady began to cry, and murmured

something to the effect that it was cruel to use

her so when she was ill, and had been taking
oceans of lime-draughts; but Mr. Monckton was

inflexible.
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' ' If you were to have a dozen illnesses such as

this," he said, "they would not turn me from

my purpose, or alter my determination. When I

voluntarily took upon myself the custody of your

life, Laura, I undertook that charge with the

intention of accomplishing it as a sacred duty.

I have faltered in that duty ; for 1 sufTered

you to betroth yourself to a man whom I have

never been able to trust. But it is not yet too

late to repair that error. You shall never marry
Launcelot DarreU."

"Why not? If he didn't commit a forgery,
as Eleanor says he did, why shouldn't I marry
him?"

"Because he has never truly loved you,
Latira. You admit that he was Eleanor's suitor

before he was yours ? You admit that, do you
not?"

Miss Mason pouted, and sobbed, and choked
once or twice before she answered. Gilbert

Monckton waited impatiently for her reply. He
was about as tit to play the mentor as the young
lady whom he had taken upon himself to lecture.

He was blinded and maddened by passionate

regret, cruel disappointment, wounded pride,

every feeling which is most calculated to paralyse
a man's reasoning powers, and transform a

Solomon into a fool.
' '

Yes,
" Laura gasped at last ; "he did propose

to Eleanor first, certainly. But, then, she led

him on."

"She led him on!" cried Mr. Monckton.
"How?"
Laura looked at him with a perplexed ex-

pression of countenance, before she replied to this

eager question.
"
Oh, you know !

" she said, after a pause;
" I

can't exactly describe how she led him on, but
she did lead him on. She walked with him, and
she talked to him

; they were always talking

together and leaving me out of the conversation,
which was very rude of them, to say the least,

for if I wasn't intellectual enough for them, and
couldn't quite understand what they were talking
about—for Launcelot would talk meta what's its

name ? you know
; and who could understand such

conversation as that?—they might have talked
about things I do understand, such as Byron and

Tennyson. And then she took an interest in his

pictures, and talked about chiaro—thingembob,
and foreshortening, and middle distances, and

things, j ust like an artist. And then she used to

let him smoke in the breakfast parlour when she
was giving me my music lessons; and I should
like to know who could play cinquepated passages
in time, with the smell of tobacco in their nose,
and a fidgetty young man reading a crackling
newspaper, and killing flies with his pocket hand-
kerchief against the Aviudow. And then she sat

for Rosalind in his picture. But, good gracious
me, it's no good going all over it ; she led him
on."

Mr. Monckton sighed. There wasn't much in

what his ward had said, but there was quite
enough. Eleanor and Launcelot had been happy
and confidential together. They had talked of

metaphysics, and literature, and poetry, and

painting. The young artist had loimged away

the summer mornings, smoking and idling, in

Miss Vane's society.
There was very little in all this, certainly, but

quite as much as there generally is in the history

of a modern love affair. The age of romance is

gone, with tournaments, and troubadours, and

knight errantry ; and if a young gentleman now-

a-days spends money in the purchase of a private
box at Covent Garden, and an extra guinea for a

bouquet, or procures tickets for a fashionable flower

show, and is content to pass the better part of hi&

mornings amidst the expensive litter of a drawing-

room, watching the white fingers of his beloved in

the messy mysteries of Decalcomanie, he may be

suj)posed to be quite as sincerely devoted as if he

were to plant his lady's point-lace parasol cover in

his helmet, and gallop away with a view to having
his head split open in her service.

Mr. Monckton hid his face in his hands, and

pondered over what he had heard. Yes, his ward's

foolish talk revealed to him all the secrets of his

wife's heart. He could see the pretty, sunny

morning room, the young man lounging in the

open window, with fluttering rose-leaves all about

his handsome head. He could see Eleanor seated

at the piano, making believe to listen to her

pupil, and glancing back at her lover. He made
the prettiest cabinet picture out of these mate-

rials, for his own torment.
" Do you think Eleanor ever loved Launcelot

Darrell ?" he asked, by and by.
"Bo I think so ?" cried Miss Mason. " Why,

of course I do ; and that's why she tries to persuade
me not to marry him. I love her, and she's very

good to me," Laura added, hastily, half-ashamed

of having spoken unkindly of the friend who had

been so patient with her during the last few days.
" I love her very dearly ;

but if she hadn't cared

for Launcelot Darrell, why did she go against my
marrying him ?"

Gilbert Monckton groaned aloud. Yes, it must

be so. Eleanor had loved Launcelot, and her sud-

den anger, her violent emotion, had arisen out of

her jealousy. She was not a devoted daughter,

nursing a dream of vengeance against her dead

father's foe ;
but a jealous and vindictive woman,

bent upon avenging an infidelity agaiust herself.

"Laura," said Mr. Monckton, "call your maid,

and tell her to i)ack your things without a

moment's delay."
"But why ?"
" I am going

diately."
"
Oh, good gracious ! And Eleanor—"

" Eleanor will stay here. You and I will go to

Nice, Laura, and cure ourselves of our follies —if

we can. Don't bring any unnecessary load of

luggage. Have your most useful dresses and your
linen packed in a couple of portmanteaus, and let

all be ready in an hour's time. We must leave

Windsor by the four o'clock train."

"And my wedding things
—what am I to do

with them ?
"

"Pack them up. Bum them, if you like,"

answered Gilbert Monckton, leaving his ward to

get over her astonishment as she best might.
He encountered lier maid in the passage.

i

" Miss Mason's portmanteau must be packed in

to take you abroad,—imme-
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an hour, Jane," he said. " I am going to take her

away at once for change of air."

Mr. Monckton went down-stairs to his study,
and shutting himself in, wrote a very long letter,

the composition of which seemed to give him a

great deal of trouble.

He looked at his watch when this letter was

fini.shed, folded, and addressed. It was a quarter

past two.,' He went up-stairs once more to Laura's

dressing-room, and found that young lady in the

wildest state of confusion, doing all in her power
to hinder her maid, under the pretence of assisting
her.

" Put on your bonnet and shawl and go down-

stairs, Laura," Mr. Monckton said decisively.
' Jane will never succeed in packing those port-
manteaus while you are fidgeting her. Go down
into the drawing-room, and wait there till the

boxes are packed and we're ready to start."
" But mustn't I go and say good-bye to

Eleanor ?
"

" Is she still in her own room ?
"

"
Yes, sir," the maid answered, looking up from

the portmanteau before which she was kneeling.
"1 peeped into Mrs. Monckton's room just now,
and she was fast asleep. She has had a great deal

of fatigue in nursing Miss Mason."
"
Very well, then, she had better not be dis-

turbed."
" But if I'm going to Nice," remonstrated Laura,

^' I can't go so far away without saying good-bye
to Meanor. She has been very kind to me, you
know."

"
I have changed my mind," Mr. Monckton

said; "I've been thinking over the matter, and
I've decided on not taking you to Nice. Torquay
will do just as well."

Miss Mason made a wry face.
"

1 thought I was to have change of scene,"
she said

;

•'

Torquay isn't change of scene, for I

went there once when I was a child. I might have

forgotten Launcelot in quite a strange place, where

people talk bad French and wear wooden shoes,
and everything is different ; but I shall never

forget him at Torquay."
Gilbert Monckton did not notice his ward's

lamentation.

"Miss Mason will want you with her, Jane,"
he said to the girl.

" You will get yourself
ready, please, as soon as you've packed those port-
manteaus."
He went down-stairs again, gave his orders

about a carriage to take him to the station, and
then walked up and down the drawing-room wait-

ing for his ward.
In half an-hour both she and her maid were

ready. The portmanteaus were put into the

carriage
—the mail-phaeton which had brought

Eleanor to Hazlewood two years before—and Mr.
Monckton drove away from Tolldale Priory
without having uttered a word of adieu to his

wife.

cuAPTER L. Gilbert's letter.

It was late in the afternoon when Eleanor

awoke, aroused by the clanging of the dinner-bell
in the Cuiiola above her head. She had been
worn out by her x>atient attendance upon Laura

during the last week, and had slept very heavily,
in spite of her anxiety to hear what had happened
at the reading of the will. She had seen very
little of her husband since the night of Mr. de

Crespigny's death, and, though the coldness and
restraint of his manner had much distressed

her, she had no idea that he was actually
alienated from her, or that he had suffered his

mind to become filled with suspicions against
her.

She opened the door of her room, went out
into the corridor, and listened. But all was very
still. She could only hear the faint jingling of

glass and silver in the hall below, as the old butler

went to and fro putting the finishing touches to

the dinner-table.
" Mr. Monckton might have come to me to tell

me about the will," she thought : "he must

surely know how anxious I am to hear what has
been done."

She bathed her flushed face, and dressed for

dinner as usual. She put on a black silk dress

out of respect for her father's friend, whose
funeral had been solemnised during her sleep, and
with a black lace shawl ui>on her shoulders she

went down-stairs to look for her husband.
She found all very quiet

—unnaturally quiet.
It is strange how soon the absence of an accus-

tomed inhabitant makes itself felt in a house,
however quiet the habits of that missing person.
Eleanor looked into the drawing-room and the

study, and found them both empty.
" Where is Mr. Monckton T" she asked of the

old butler.
"
Gone, ma'am."

"Gone!"
"Yes, ma'am; two hours ago, a'most. You

knew he was going, didn't you, ma'am ?"

The old man's curiosity was excited by Eleanor's

look of surprise.
"Didn't you know as master was a-going to

take Miss Mason away to the seaside for change of

air, ma'am?" he asked.
"
Yes, yes, I knew that he was going to do so,

but not immediately. Did Mr. Monckton leave

no message for me ?
"

"He left a letter, ma'am. It's on the mantel-

piece in the study."
Eleanor went to her husband's room with her

heart beating high, and her cheeks flushed with

indignation against him for the slight he had put
upon her. Yes

; there was the letter, sealed with
his signet-ring. He was not generally in the

habit of scaling his letters, so he must have
looked upon this as one of some importance.
Mrs. Monckton tore open the envelope. She
turned pale as she read the first few lines of the

letter. It was written over two sheets of note

paper, and began thus :

"Eleanor,—
" When I asked you to be my wife, I told

you that in my early youth I had been deceived

by a woman whom I loved very dearly, though
not as dearly as I have since loved you. I told

you this, and I implored you to remember my
blighted youth, and to have pity upon me. I

entreated you to spare me the anguish of a second
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betrayal, a second awakening from my dream of

happiness.
"
Surely, if you had not been the most cruel of

women, you would have been touched by the

knowledge that I had already suffered so bitterly
from a woman's treachery, and you would have
had mercy upon me. But you had no mercy. It

suited you to come back to this neighbourhood, to

be near your former lover, Launcelot Darrell.
"

The letter dropped from Eleanor's hands as she
read these words.

"My former lover!" she cried; "my lover,
Launcelot Darrell ! Can my husband think that ?

Can he think that I ever loved Launcelot
Darrell ?

"

She picked up the letter, and seated herself at

her husband's writing-table. Then she deliberately

re-perused the first page of the lawyer's ej^istle.

"How could he write such a letter?" she

exclaimed, indignantly.
" How could he think

Buch cruel things of me after I had told him the
truth—after I had revealed the secret of my
life?"

She went on with the letter :

"From the hour of our return to ToUdale,
Eleanor," wrote Gilbert Monckton,

" I knew the
truth—the hard and cruel truth—very difficult

for a man to believe, when he has built iip his life

and mapped out a happy future under the influence

of a delusion which leaves him desolate when it

melts away. I knew the worst. I watched you
as a man only watches the woman upon whose
truth his every hope depends, and I saw that you
still loved Launcelot Darrell. By a hundred

evidences, small in themselves, but damning
when massed together, you betrayed your secret.

You had made a mercenary marriage, looking to

worldly advantages to counterbalance your sacrifice

of feeling ; and you found too late that the

sacrifice was too hard for you to bear.
" I watched you day by day, and hour by hour ;

and I saw that as the time for Laura's marriage
approached, you grew hourly more unhappy, more

restless, more impatient and capricious in your
manner towards Launcelot.

" On the night of Maurice de Crespigny's death
the storm burst. You met Launcelot Darrell in

the Woodlands garden—perhaps by chance, per-

haps by appointment. You tried to dissuade him
against the marriage with Laura, as you had tried

to dissuade Laura from marrying him
;
and failing

in this, you gave way to a frenzy of jealousy, and
accused your false lover of an impossible crime.

"
Remember, Eleanor, I accuse you of no

deadly sin
; no deliberate treachery to me. The

wrong you have done me lies in the fact that you
married me, while your heart was still given to

another. I give you credit for having tried to

conquer that fatal attachment, and I attribute

your false accusations against Launcelot Darrell to

a mad impulse of jealousy, rather than the studied

design of a base woman. I try to think well of

you, Eleanor, for T have loved you most dearly ;

and the new life that I had made for myself owed
all its brightness to my hope of winning your
regard. But it is not to be so. I bow my head

to the decree, and I release you from a bond that

has no doubt grown odious to you.
" I beg you, therefore, to write me a final letter,

demanding such terms of separation as you may
think fit. Let the ground of our parting be in-

compatibility of temper. Everything shall be
done to render your position honourable ;

and I

trust to you to preserve the name of Gilbert

Monckton's wife without taint or blemish. Sig-
nora Piccirillo will no doubt act for you in this

business, and consent to assume the position of

your guardian and friend. I leave you in full

possession of Tolldale Priory, and I go to Tor-

quay with my ward, whence I shall depart
for the Continent as soon as our separation has

been adjusted, and my business arrangements
made.

' ' My address for the next fortnight will be the

post-office, Torquay.
" Gilbert Monckton."

This was the letter which the lawyer had
written to his young wife. Its contents were like

a thunderbolt in the shock which they caused to

Eleanor's senses. She sat for a long time reading
it over and over again. For the lirst time since

her marriage she put aside the thought of her

revenge, and began to think seriously of some-

thing else.

It was too cruel. Unmixed indignation was
the feeling which took possession of her mind.

She had no comprehension of the despair which
had filled Gilbert Monckton's breast as he wrote
that farewell letter. She did not know how the

strong man had done battle with his suspicions,

struggling with every new doubt, and conquering it

as it arose, only to be conquered himself at last, by
the irresistible force of circumstances, every one
of which seemed a new evidence against his wife.

Eleanor could not know this. She only knew
that her husband had most bitterly wronged her,

and she could feel nothing but indignation
—

yet.
She tore the letter into a hundred fragments.

She wanted to annihilate its insulting accusations.

How dared he think so vilely of her ? Then a

feeling of despair sank into her breast, like some
actual burden, chill and heavy, that bowed her

down to the earth, and for the time paralysed her

energies.

Nothing but failure had met her upon every
side. She had been too late in her attempt to

see Maurice de Crespigny before his death. She
had failed to prove Launcelot Darrell's guilt ;

though the evidence of his crime had been in her

hands, though she had been herself the witness of

his wrong-doing. Everything had been against
her. The chance which had thrown her across

the pathway of the very man she wished to meet,
had only given rise to delusive hopes, and had
resulted in utter defeat.

And now she found herself suspected and deserted

by her husband,—the man whom she had loved

and respected with every better feeling of a gene-
rous nature that had been warped and stunted

by the all-absorbing motive of her life. In her

indignation against GUbert Monckton, her hatred

of Launcelot Darrell became even more bitter

than before, for it was he who had caused all
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this— it was he whose treachery had been the

blight of her existence, from the hour of her

father's death untU now.
While Eleanor sat thinking over her husband's

letter, the old butler came to announce dinner,
which had been waiting some time for her coming.
I fancy the worthy retainer had been prowling
about the hall meanwhile, with the hope of

reading the clue to some domestic mystery in

his mistress's face as she emerged from the

study.
Mrs. Monckton went into the dining-room and

made a show of eating her dinner. She had a

motive for doing this, bej'ond the desire to keep
up appearances, which seems natural even to the

most impulsive people. She wanted to hear all

about Mr. de Crespigny'a will, and she knew that

Jeffreys, the butler, was sure to be pretty well

informed upon the subject.
She took her accustomed seat at the dinner-

table, and Mr. Jeffreys placed himself behind her.

She took a spoonful of clear soup, and then began
to trifle with her spoon.
"Have you heard about Mr. de Crespigny'g

win, Jeffreys ?
" she asked.

"Well, ma'am, to tell the truth, we had Mr.

Banks, the baker, from Hazlewood village, in the

servants
'

hall not a quarter of an hour ago, and he
do say that Mr. Darrell has got all his great-
uncle's estate, real and personil,

—leastways, with
the exception of hannuities to the two old mai—
the Miss de Crespignys, ma'am, and bein' un-
common stingy in their dealin's, no one will regret
as the]) don't come into the fortune. Sherry,
ma'am, or 'ock?"

Eleanor touched one of the glasses before her
almost mechanically, and waited while the old

man—who was not so skilful and rapid as he had
been in the time of Gilbert Monckton's father—
poured out some wine, and removed her soup-
plate.

"
Yes, ma'am," he continued,

*' Banks of Hazle-
wood do say that Mr. Darrell have got the fortune.

He heard it from Mrs. Darreli's 'ousemaid, which
Mrs. Darrell told all the servants directly as she
come back from Woodlands, and were all of a
tremble like with joy, the 'ousemaid said

; but Mr.
Launcelot, he were as white as a sheet, and hadn't
a word to say to any one, except the foreign gen-
tleman that he is so friendly with."

Eleanor paid very little attention to all these
details. She only thought of the main fact. The
desperate game which Launcelot had played had
been successful. The victory was his.

Mrs. Monckton went from the dinner-table to
her own room, and with her own hands dragged a

portmanteau out of a roomy old-fashioned lumber-

closet, and began to pack her plainest dresses,
and the necessaries of her simple toilet.

"
I will leave Tolldale to-morrow morning,"

she said. '• I will at least prove to Mr. Monckton
that I do not wish to enjoy the benefits of a

mercenary marriage. I will leave this place and

begin the world again. Kichard was right ; my
dream of vengeance was a foolish dream. I sup-
I)Ose it is right, after all, that wicked people
should succeed in this world, and we must be
content to stand by and see them trixunph."

Eleanor could not think without some bitter-

ness of Laura's abrupt departure. She could not
have been actuated by the same motives that

had influenced Gilbert Monckton. Why, then,
had she left without a word of farewell? Why?
Launcelot Darrell was the cause of this sorrow
as well as of every other, for it was jealousy
about him that had prejudiced Laura against her

friend.

Early the next morning Eleanor Monckton left

Tolldale Priory. She went to the station at

Windsor in a pony carriage which had been
reserved for the use of herself and Laura Mason.
She took with her only one portmanteau, her

desk, and dressing-case.
" I am going alone, Martin," she said to the

maid whom Mr. Monckton had engaged to attend

upon her. " You know that I am accustomed to

wait upon myself, and I do not think you could

be accommodated where I am going."
" But you will not be away long, ma'am, shall

you ?" the young woman asked.

"1 don't know. I cannot tell you. I have
written to Mr. Monckton," Eleanor answered hur-

riedly.
In the bleak early spring morning she left the

home in which she had known very little happi-
ness. She looked back at the stately old-fashioned

mansion with a regretful sigh.
How happy she mvjht have been within those

ivied walls ! How happy she might have been
with her husband and Laura ; but for the one hin-

dering cause, the one fatal obstacle—Launcelot

Darrell. She thought of what her life might have

been, but for the remembrance of that solemn vow
which was perpetually urging her on to its fulfil-

ment. The love of a good man, the caressing
affection of a gentle girl, the respect of every

living creature round about her, might have been
hers ; but for Launcelot Darrell.

She looked back at the old house, gleaming
redly behind the leafless branches of tbe bare

oaks that sheltered it. She could see the oriel

window of the morning room that Gilbert

Monckton had furnished on purpose for her, the

dark crimson of the voluminous curtains, and a

Parian statuette, of his own choosing, glittering

wbitely against the red light of the Are within.

She saw all this, and regretted it ;
but her pride

was soothed by the thought that she was run-

ning away from this luxurious home and all its

elegance, to go out alone into a bleak uncom-
fortable world.

"He shall know, at least, that I did not

marry him for the sake of a line house and horses

and carriages," she thought, as she watched the

terrace chimneys di8a])pear behind the trees.
" However meanly he thinks of me, he shall have

no cause to think that."

It was still very early in the day when Elleanor

arrived in London. She was determined not to

go to the Signora, since she must relate all that

had happened, and would no doubt have con-

siderable difficidty in convincing her old friend

that she bad choseu the right course.
" The Signora would want me to go back to

Tolldale, and to try and justify myself in the

opinion of Gilbert Monckton," Eleanor thought.
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*' But I -will never humiliate myself to him. He
has wronged me

;
and the consequences of that

wrong must rest upon his own head."

You see this young lady's nature was as undis-

ciplined as it had been in her girlhood, when she

flung herself on her knees in the little Parisian

chamber to take an oath of vengeance against her

father's destroyer. She had not yet learnt to

submit. She had not yet learnt the most sublime

lesson that the Gospel teaches, to suffer unmerited

wrong, and take it patiently.
The letter she had written to Gilbert Monckton

was very brief.

"
Gilbert," she wrote,

"
you have most cruelly

wronged me, and I cannot doubt that the day will

come in which you will know how baseless your
suspicions have been. Every word that 1 uttered

in Mr. de Crespigny's house upon the night of his

death was true. T am quite powerless to prove

my truth, and I cannot be content to see Launcelot

Darrell triumph. The mystery of the lost will

is more than 1 can comprehend, but I declare that

it was in my possession Ave minutes before I met

you in the garden. If ever that will should be

found, my justification will be found with it. I

look to you to watch my interests in this

matter, but 1 am quite incapable of remaining an
inmate of your house while you think me the

base creature I should be if my accusations against
Launcelot Darrell were in the slightest degree
false, I will never return to Tolldale until my
truth has been proved. You need not fear that I

will do anything to bring discredit upon your name.
I go out into the world to get my own living, as 1

have done before. Eleanor Monckton."

This letter expressed very little of the indigna-
tion which filled Eleanor's breast. Her pride re-

volted against the outrage which her husband had
inflicted upon her ; and she suffered all the
more acutely because beneath her apparent indif-

ference there lurked, in the innermost recesses of

her heart, a true and pure affection for this cruel

Gilbert Monckton, whose causeless suspicions had
so deeply wounded her.

In proportion to the strength of her love was
the 'force of her indignation, and she went away
from Tolldale with angry thoughts raging in her

breast, and buoying her up with a most factitious

courage.
This influence was stiU at work when she

reached London. She had only a few pounds in
her piirse, and it was necessary therefore that she
should begin to get her own living immediately.
She had thought of this during her journey between
Windsor and London, and had determined what to
do. She took a cab, and drove to a quiet little

hotel in the neighbourhood of the Strand, left her

portmanteau and other packages there, and then
walked to a certain institution for governesses in
the neighbourhood of Cavendish Square. She had
been there before, during her residence with the

Signora,'^to make an inquiry about pupils for the

pianoforte, but had never given her name to the

principal.
* ' I must call myself by anew name,

"
she thought,

"if I want to hide myself from Gilbert Monckton
and from the Signora. I must write to her directly.

by-the-bye, poor dear, and tell her that I am safe

and well ;
or else she will be making herself un-

happy about me, directly she hears I have left

Tolldale."

The principal of the Governess' Institution was
a stately maiden lady, with a rustling silk dress

and glossy braids of gray hair under a cap of

point lace. She received Eleanor with solemn

graciousness, demanded her requirements and her

qualifications, and then, with a gold pencil-case

poised lightly between the tips of her taper fingers,
deliberated for a few minutes.

Eleanor sat opposite to her, watching her face

very anxiously. She wanted some home, some

asylum, some hiding-place from a world that

seemed altogether against her. She scarcely cared

where or what the place of refuge might be. She
wanted to get away from Gilbert Monckton, who
had wronged and insulted her ; and from Launcelot

Darrell, whose treachery was always strong enough
to triumph over the truth.

But of course she didn't say this. She only said

that she wanted a situation as musical governess,

nursery governess, or companion, and that the

amount of salary was of very little importance to

her.
' ' I understand,

" the lady principal replied,

slowly, "I perfectly understand your feeling,
Miss—Miss—"

" My name is Villars," Eleanor answered

quickly, looking down at her muff as she spoke.
The lady principal's eyes followed hers, and

looked at the muff too. It was a very handsome
sable muff, which had cost five-and-twenty pounds,
and had been given by Mr. Monckton to his wife

at the beginning of the winter. It was not at all

in accord with Eleanor's plain merino dress and
woollen shawl, or with her desire to go out as a

governess without consideration of salary. Miss

Barkham, the lady principal, began to look rather

suspiciously at her visitor's handsome face, and

forgot to finish the sentence which she had only

just commenced.
" You can command excellent references, Miss

Villars, I suppose ?
"
she said, coldly.

Eleanor flushed crimson. Here was an insur-

mountable difficulty at the very outset.

"References," she stammered, "will references

be necessary ?
"

" Most decidedly. We could not think of

sending out any young lady from this establish-

ment who could not command first-class references

or testimonials. Some people are satisfied with

written testimonials ;
for myself, I consider a per-

sonal reference indispensable, and I would not

upon my own authority engage any lady with-

out one."

Eleanor looked very much distressed. She had

no idea of diplomatising or prevaricating. She

blurted out the truth all at once, unappalled by
the stern glances of Miss Barkham.

" I can't possibly give you a reference," she

said, "my friends do not know that I am in

search of a situation, and they must not know it.

I assure you that I belong to a very respectable

family, and am quite competent to do what I

profess to do."

I (To le coniiniKil.)
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BULL-BAITING AT AELES.

Aeles is a town of departed greatness. It con-

tains memorials of the civilisation of imperial
Rome—a civilisation, if less complete, yet far

more splendid and magnificent than our own. It

was the seat of a mediteval kingdom, nUed over

by a line of fifteen independent sovereigns, reach-

ing from the time of Charles the Bald to the end
of the twelfth century. It was the see of an arch-

bishopric almost too ancient to-be called mediaeval.

The Archbishop of Aries, St. Virgilius, conse-

crated Austin, the first missionary of Latin

Christianity who landed on our shores. The old

basilica, in which the consecration took place, still

remains in a state of astonishingly good preserva-

tion, in the environs of the city. King K(ju6 of

Naples, le bon roi as he was fondly called by the

people of Aries and Taraacon, was a great patron
of Arlesian progress in the fifteenth century. He
established two large fairs, and raised a fort in aid

of the defensive measures against the pirates from
the Mediterranean. To revert for a moment to

more remote times, the vast am])hitheatre of which
we are about to speak was, in all probability,
founded by the father of the Emperor Tiberius,
and Constantius, the son of Constantine the Great,

gave a series of splendid games within its walls

about the middle of the fourth century. Con-
stantine himself was warmly attached to Aries.

Along the left bank of the wide and rushuig
Ehone, where the jiresent city stands, he built an
extensive palace, of which the sole remnant that

now strikes the eye is a stout bastion, chiefly built

of brick, and bearing the name of the Wine-press
Tower (Tour de la Trouille). Some few hundred

yards down the stream, from the point where this

bastion stands, was once a superb bridge, which
led the Aurelian Way across the river—that truly
Ivoman line of road which long maintained unin-

terrupted communication between the metropolis
of the empire and Cadiz. The bridge has long been

swei)t away, and its place is now supplied by a

planked crossing, sujiported on a dozen heavy
barges, of a build peculiar to this region of the

Rhone, strongly moored at both ends. Constantine
also built a uew town on the right bank, where
the straggling faubourg of Triuquctaille now
stands ; hence the old Latin name of "

duplex
Arelas,"

" Aries the double," from its skirting the
river on either side. In the fourth century, and

long afterwards, the city bore the high-sounding
title of "metropolis of all the Gallias."

But Aries is now sadly degraded from the regal
and vice-regal state of other days. She ranks

simply as capital of an arrondissement in the de-

j»artment of Bouches du Rhone, and Tarascon

takes, municipally, precedence of the older city.
Still there is an air of busy life about the narrow,
quaiut, and most intricate streets. If Aries had
been constructed with the express purpose of

deluding the stranger, a more effectual labyrinth
could hardly have been produced. A gift of
*'

locality
"

far beyond the common would be

required, in order to make one's way from the
station to the Place du Forum, without inquiries,

any time during the first week of sojourn. The

Place du Forum, in the centre of the town, con-

tains the two principal hotels, the only ones

indeed to which an Englishman would be well

advised to go. For a town which still numbers
more than 20,000 people, this square is certainly
somewhat limited. But it is a pleasant-looking

place notwithstanding, and two Corinthian pillars,

with part of their pediment let into a wall at the

upper end, give an air of quaint antiquity to the

whole.

On one Sunday morning in July, 1S63, we
were awakened shortly after six o'clock by a busy
hum in the little

"
Forum," which was completely

commanded from the balcony in front of our bed-

room window. Finding the hum of voices increase,
rather than diminish, as one quarter of an hour suc-

ceeded another in that dreamy state of indecision in

which one debates with the utmost refinements of

casuistry the question, "Shall I get up now, or not?"
we at length resolved on action, so far as was in-

volved in going to the window and looking through
the Venetian blinds. What was our astonishment

to see the " forum" half full of serious, business-

like tillers of the soil, some evidently substantial

farmers, and the rest of the crowd principally

labouring men, bargaining about wages and con-

ditions. Every now and then a little group, con-

sisting of a farmer, followed by a labourer with
his wife and son, would step across to the Hdtel
du Forum or the almost contiguous Hotel du Nord,
and, calling for pen and ink, would complete an

arrangement exactly as it may be seen done in the

commercial-room of the ' '

George
" or the ' ' White

Hart " on an English market-day. It was easy

enough to make out that Sunday was the chief

market-day in Aries, which, by the way, is

praiseworthily given to improved systems of

tillage, and has an agricultural society on foot,

as well OS a " Consultative Chamber of Manufac-
tures." Still, the crowd seemed to be so decidedly

larger than one would have encountered in a
similar town on a similar day at home, that we
resolved on a heroic abandonment of repose, and
soon afterwards started from the hotel on a voyage
of discovery.

It was not long before we became aware that

there is a very fair gathering in the "Forum " on

every Sunday all the year round, but that this crowd
was fuller than ordinary on account of the "

grande
course des taureaux " which was to take place
in the afternoon. Going on a little further, and

reaching the breezy quays along the Rhone, one
of the very few places in this or any other

town in France where the affixing of handbills

is not strictly
"
defended," we were greeted by

a large yellow placard containing the whole pro-

gramme of the intended bull-baiting.
*' Bull-

fight
" we cannot call it, as the reader will allow,

if he is good-natured enough to peruse tbe descrip-
tion given a little below. Occasionally, when a

stray group of Spanish matadors and taureadors

happen to visit the town, a special treat of actual

bull-killing is afforded ; but on ordinary occasions,

and with only the amateur jjcrformers of the

country, tbe bulls are simply, though very perti-

naciously and effectively, baited ;
that is, bothered

out of the few senses which they originally pos-
sess. The placard was headed by a spirited
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illustration of a man on horseback, with a species
of lance in rest, and galloping with much bravado

after a retreating bull. Below, vast capitals con-

veyed the announcement that a " Grande Course

Extraordinaire
" would take place

" aux Ar^nes,"
the name given here and at Nismes to the amphi-
theatre. Several of the seven bixlls which made

up the manege, or stud, were to fire off pistols on

their entry into the arena : a promise which was
fulfilled by some simple contrivance to meet the

fore-legs as the bull advanced, the result affording

thorough satisfaction to the audience. One of the

animals was to be received at the outer end of

the flanked passage leading into the arena by a

net, into which he was to plunge
" comme un

lapin se prend dans la bourse en sortant du
terrier." Another was to wear a cockade mounted
on his horn ; and a twenty-franc piece was to

reward that skilful youth who might pluck the

cockade from the horn within ten feet (trois

metres) of the barricades.

Our determination was at once taken to be

present at the "grande course," the proper study
of mankind being man, even man the bull-aggra-
vator. It was unnecessary to visit the *' llue

Wauxhall," where the placard informed us that

tickets might be obtained, as we learnt that an
office for the purpose was always erected at the

amphitheatre itself. Thither, accordingly, we
repaired at about half-past four, when the great
heats succeeding noontide were beginning to

relax their violence. Half a franc gave us the

unlimited right of wandering over every part of

the astounding ruin. Hopeless indeed is the task
of conveying by words any adequate notion of

this, or the closely similar building at Nismes.
The amphitheatre at Aries is a vast oval construc-

tion, 460 feet in length of the greater axis, by
338 of the lesser. The gigantic walls running
round the entire circumference are more than
60 feet in height. And the width of this mass of

masonry is so great as to allow of ample corridors,
two storeys high, opening out upon the interior in

two beautiful tiers of arches, sixty to each tier.

The grand effect of the original design, so far from

being damaged as the French guide-books affirm,
has been rather heightened than otherwise by the
three lofty square towers rising at intervals from
the summit of the arcades. These remain out of

four buUt here by the Saracens iu the eighth
century, when the amphitheatre was used as a

fortress, as it subsequently was, in all likelihood,

by Charles Martel, who dislodged the invaders.
The view of the Rhone valley, and . of the

Camargue, or vast delta reaching ^away below the

city towards the Mediterranean, is fine in the
extreme. The interior of the building exceeds, if

possible, the impressive effect of a first sight of
the outer shell. The inner oval, or arena proper,
is not so charmingly proportioned as that at
Nismes ; but, on the other hand, the arches are
more graceful, and large parts of the podium, or

parapet skirting the barricades, as well as of the
chambers for the animals and the condemned, are
in a more perfect condition. The rows of seats
above the upper tier of arcades remain at Nismes,
but are lost here. In the original design, the
rows appear to have numbered forty-four in all

;

and it is conjectured, with great probability, by
local connoisseurs, that 40,000 spectators could be

accommodated.
On entering, we mounted the stone staircase

leading to the upper gallery, and began a prome-
nade round the wonderfully preserved building.
Between 5000 and 6000 people were already as-

sembled, showing, however, the appearance of

qiiite a thin house, owing to the vast extent of the

theatre.

Great skill was shown in securing patches of

shade afforded by the towers, or other portions of

the masonry ;
and the sea of moving heads was

prettily diversified by light parasols of every
colour under the sun. In the arena itself about

two hundred men and boys were walking leisurely

about, waiting with apparent coolness the entry of

the bull. A timber staging, affording a rough
kind of retreat in case of too hot pursuit, ran

round the sides of the oval ; and a narrow passage,
some twenty yards long, strongly planked on each

side, led from the salle d'atlente of the unlucky
bulls to the presence of their tormentors. Suddenly
a single drum set up a tattoo. In another moment
—bang, bang, bang, from the pistols announced in

the programme,—and a bull came plunging down
the passage into the arena. At the first touch of

the drumstick, our friends in the arena began to

cluster in a very partially dignified manner upon
the narrow steps of the staging, so narrow that

men and boys had to cling to one another in order

to preserve the necessary balance. The bulls were

all of southern breed, jet black, with small

haunches, and horns generally bent backwards

over the shoulder. The first fellow that enters

looks about him, puzzled and almost terrified,

until some nimble youngster, stepping from the

staging, rolls a kind of basket-barrel at him, and

follows suit by waving a handkerchief in his face.

Two or three comrades assist the first hrave by

pulling the bull's tail, or hallooing at him from a

short distance. The bull makes a dig at the

basket, and very likely succeeds in burying his

horns in it, when he becomes the prey of half a

hundred persecutors, who fearlessly pull his tail

and ears or poke his sides, until he can again
withdraw his horns, and cause a general retreat to

the palings. Whenever he pursues A for a few

yards, B is at hand to make a nimble diversion in

A's favour, so that it is but rarely the bull has a

chance of running his game fairly to earth at the

staging. If he succeeds in doing this, he is

instantly scared by a score of booted legs thrust

out in the direction of his head, and despairingly

seeks the open, only to go through a series of pre-

cisely similar troubles. Young Alphonses and

Leons in white trousers and straw-hats, the

cynosure of ladies' eyes, skip athletically before

the bull, who occasionally succeeds in jerking a

hat from the hand that is tauntingly brandish-

ing it at him, when he trans-

fixes it or paws it in the

dust. Should he show poor

fight, two men enter the arena

with long poles headed by a

sharp trident of this design,

and by sundry pokes, which draw the blood each

time, rouse him to a sense of his duty towards
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the public. At length, when he is supposed to

have had enough, the drum gives another tattoo,

and a decoy bull enters the arena, running
straight up to his enraged, begrimed, and perhaps
blood-stained kinsman. And it is hard not to be

touched by seeing how, even in the wildest pa-

roxysms of passion, the unlucky bull will stick by
the decoy, and follow him willingly back to the

stable, giving perhaps a few parting pokes or runs

as he quits the detested arena. Hour after hour
this sport, such as it is, continues. The net-

scene, so elaborately explained in the programme
by the simile of the rabbit, created a little variety.
With pistols fired off on each side of him, and

bewildering shouts in front, the bull ran at full

speed iato a strong corded net cleverly spread at

the outer end of the planked corridor. His strug-

gles soon broke away the fastenings, and off he

galloped or stumbled into the middle of the

oval, knotting and tightening the net round his

horns and legs more hopelessly every moment.
At length a few of the really cool lads and men,
with some genuine dexterity and daring, got him
down and unravelled the coil, cleverly managing
to get away to the staging at the moment of the

bull's release. A young fellow who, we were in-

formed, had been uniformly successful in winning
the twenty-franc piece during many preceding
courses, j)lucked the cockade from the horn within

the prescribed distance of the barricades almost

before the animal had had time to make a half-

dozen of his desperate charges about the arena.

Long intervals occurred between the heats, when
hop, skip, and jump, wrestling, &nd French boxing—in which the hand is extended widely, instead

of being clenched—prevailed on all sides, with
nterludes of whistling and cat-calling, and much
sale of wine, hidre, and absinth.

Meanwhile, up and down the long reach of the
ancient galleries, there was going on an exhibition

of another and altogether a higher kind. For in

them the stately and beautiful Arlesian women, in

their charming costume, were pacing to and fro

by twos and threes, not like ordinary inhabitants
of a country town, but more as if they were
members of some unimagined Woman's Uni-

versity, and this were their Show-Sunday. The
style of costume prevails in the neighbourhood
of Aries, both above and below the city

—below
as far as Salons, and above to Tarascon. But the

beauty, grace, and dignity of form and feature,

appear, by some unaccountable arrangement of

nature, to have been confined—at least in the
lavish measure here bestowed—to Aries itself.

The guide-books and topographers simply an-
nounce that the town is

" famed for the beauty of

its women." And in the eyes of a visitor who
explores Aries on a week-day, even that bare
announcement may appear to exceed the reality.
It is on Sundays and fete-days that they issue

forth decked in head-dresses and kerchiefs of the

best, and move about like queenly shapes of some
beautiful pageant beyond the limits of the real

and the tangible. It may be certainly affirmed,
that nine out of every ten women who threaded
the galleries on that afternoon were beautiful.

The hair and eyes were uniformly dark, but there
was the utmost variety in the types of beauty.

Their walk and bearing bespoke the purest blood :

there was grace and dignity in every step : and
the modesty of their demeanour struck us most

forcibly. One would as soon have thought of

insulting a well-bred Englishwoman, as of address-

ing a familiar remark to the humblest of these

Arlesians. The details of their dress were varied

with great skill,
—the main features being pre-

served, and the most perfect taste in colour dis-

played. The fold around the head was always
black, showing every variety of texture ;

and the

collar over the kerchief was made to project in a

tasteful way from necks where Nature had cer-

tainly employed more than her "prentice-ban'."
We heard it stated that the upper-classes have

very generally discarded the dress of their country,
and that the spirit of innovation is spreading.
Doubtless the "old order" must give place at

Aries no less than over the rest of the world;
but evil befal each new Paris mode that succeeds in

extinguishing but one Arlesian kerchief.

Our description will perhaps be regarded as a

little enthusiastic. The impression of a Sunday
at Aries ia hardly likely to remain far below the

degree of enthusiasm, more especially of a Sunday
passed amidst the galleries of Les Ar&nes. No
doubt the majestic ruin added to the efiFect of that

fair and picturesque assembly. Over all rose,

silent and solemn, the grand upper tier of arcades,

and the towers of the Saracens that have looked

down on far other scenes, and returned the echoes

of other voices. H. M.

A DAY AT GREAT YARMOUTH.

.^i";fn

The South Quay, Groat Y.irmouth.

Although the scenery of the eastern counties,

as a rule, is far from attractive, I know not of a

more interesting place, or one more worthy of a
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visit than the "ancient borough of Great Yar-

mouth." Its historical associations are neither

few nor poor ;
in its corporate capacity it has a

character quite its own, as also have its inhabi-

tants, who are composed of the old Saxon stock,

planted here by Cerdic and his followers, with a

strong infusion of the Danish* element. And as

you stand upon its long and handsome quay, you
might easily fancy that you were in some seaport
town of Belgium, were it not for the simple fact

that such a quay is not to be found in Europe,

except only at Seville.

We will leave it to antiquaries to settle the old

dispute as to what place is the veritable Garia-

nouum of the Roman era, and whether that name
in reality belongs to Burgh Castle or to Caistor,—
both villages in the immediate neighboiirhood of

Yarmouth. Garianonum is placed by Spelman at

Caistor, instead of at Burgh, on the alleged ground
that the latter is too far from the sea. Spelman,
however, did not know that the sea really washed
its walls in former times, and that a wide estuary

penetrated inland nearly as far as Norwich. Camden
identifies Garianonum with Burgh Castle ; and in

support of his view it should be mentioned that

anchors, buoys, and sea-shells have been found

there, together with Eoman coins, from Domitian
downwards. Moreover, the western side is open,
the Romans considering that it was sufficiently

protected by their ships. At Caistor, or Caistre,
were probably the ' sestiva

'

or summer quarters of

the Roman legions. The castle there was erected

about 1420-40, by the family of Fastolf, and it

was for some centuries the residence of the Pastons,
Earls of Yarmouth. Sir John Fastolf was esquire
to the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, and distin-

guished himself at Agincourt, and at the battle of

the Herrings, so called from the salt fish which he
was convoying. It is almost superfliious to add
that these Fastolfs were in no way connected
with Shakspeare's Falstaff, had not the confusion

been repeatedly made. It is enough to state that

both at Burgh and at Caistor great quantities of

coins and other relics of the Roman empire, from
Galba to Constantino, have been dug up, and that

the name at Caistor and the massive ruins at

Burgh, remain to this day as standing proofs that

the vicinity of Yarmouth was an important station

for the legions of Rome.
There could have been no Roman station at

Yarmouth, for the very good reason that while the
Roman eagles waved over Britain, the spot on
which Yarmouth stands was not land, but sea.

Like many other places situated at the mouth of

rivers, Yarmouth has sprung up on soil partly
alluvial and partly deposited by the tides and
currents of the German ocean. It is not a little

singular that while at Aldborough and Dunwich
to the south, and at Cromer to the north, we have
been losing acres of terra firma, year by year
for centuries, and while old Neptune, by eating
away the cliffs, has contrived to swallow whole a

bishop's see and the metropolis of the East Angles,
here, on the contrary, he has rejoiced to give back
his stolen property, and yearly to deposit some

• Many Danish terms are still in use alonf» this coast. For
instance, the deep water between the sandbanks is called a
"gatt," justas in Denmark.

yards of the cleanest and firmest sand which he
had been holding in solution. This process has
been going on gradually but surely for nearly two
thousand years, if not from a date anterior to Chris-

tianity itself.

The fact is that the Yare, the Waveney, and
the Bure, which intersect Norfolk and divide it

from Suffolk, appear to have entered into a con-

spiracy, either with or against the god of the sea.

Flowing through a fertile, gravelly, and loamy soil,

they each bring down from the interior rich

deposits, and these being beaten back by the

tidal action of the sea, in the course of many
centuries, have formed a large inland estuary
called the Breydon waters. At length they
blocked up th6ir own mouths, and formed what
would have been a Delta, if the northern channel

had not become dried up, leaving their waters to

find their way into the ocean by a narrow bed to

the south. The result has been that a long tongue
of dry land sprung into existence during the

Roman, Saxon, and Danish eras, reaching from
the old Castrum or Caistor to Gorlestone. Thus
arose out of the waters the firm sandy beach upon
which, nearly 1400 years ago, Cerdic the Saxon

leapt from his primitive ship of war, and from
which he forced his way into the country of the

East Angles, and settled amongst their northern

and southern " folk." If we may believe the local

traditions, it was only a few years before the Norman

Conquest that houses began to be built ui)on what
now is the old town of Yarmouth, then a very
narrow island. Soon after the Conquest the

northern outlet of the three rivers became choked

up, and the island grew into a part of the solid

mainland. Yarmouth soon became an important

place, and it numbered as many as seventy bur-

gesses in the time of Edward the Confessor.

The rest of the early history of the town is soon
told. Within half a centxiry, Herbert de Lo-

synga. Bishop of Norwich, in compassion for the

fishermen who had built their huts on this lonely

spot, founded a church on the north side of the

present town, and dedicated it to St. Nicholas,
the patron saint of fishermen. In conseqTience of

the concourse of fishermen from different parts of

England, and especially (so say the records of the

borough) from the Cinque Ports, to catch herrings
at certain seasons of the year, and of the conve-

nience of the open sand for drying and curing
what they caught, the Barons of the Cinque Ports

sent their bailiffs to attend the fishery for forty

days in each year, and tiltimately contriveil to

exercise a jurisdiction of their own. The town,

however, was too independent to play second

fiddle to the "Men of Kent," and, at the request
of its citizens. King Henry I. was pleased to in-

vest one of their number with the authority of

provost, who was annually chosen by the burgesses.
The good town of Yarmouth continued to flourish

under this kind of government until the reign of

King John, who, with several bad points in his

character united one virtue— a taste for incorpora-

ting the rising towns in his dominions, and more

especially the seaports. He granted the burgesses
of Yarraoiith a charter, the original of which,
still in existence, is kept in the Guildhall.

The borough soon rose in tonnage and in inde-
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pondence, and in the course of a few years became
the most important seaport between the Thames
and the Humber. Henry III. granted to the

burgesses of Yarmouth leave and licence to fortify

the town with a wall and moat ;
but the walls

were not finished for a century afterwards.

When completed, they inclosed a space of 2238

yards, running southwards from the north-east

wall of St. Nicholas' churchyard. The town

had, in all, ten gates and sixteen towers. Its

walls were surrounded by a deep moat, and thp

bridges at each gate were kept most carefully
with watch and ward. The eastern wall, of course,

was then close to the sea ; though now, owing
to the receding of the waves, there is a space of

more than a quarter of a mile between that line of

walls arid the sea. In the intervening space
stands the modern town of Yarmouth, with its

noble marine drive of a mile and a half in length.

a^

Old Towor, standing in 1803.

The town, thus fortified, was deemed proof

against all assailants with bows and arrows, bat-

tering-rams, and the other engines of attack then
known

;
but when gunpowder was discovered, it

was rightly judged that the walls would not hold
out against a siege without several additional out<

works : when, therefore, Henry VIII. declared

war against France and Scotland, the government
of the day ordered the walls on the east side to be

ramparted up and backed with earth ; and this

was done with such speed that in ten weeks the

town was pronounced impregnable. The works
were enlarged and completed by Elizabeth in the

year before the coming of the Spanish Armada.
Several portions of the old walls may still be seen

between the houses in the back of Chapel Street, and

along the edge of the churchyard of St. Nicholas.

The towers by which the town was defended were
,

named after King Henry, the Black Prince, &c. ; j

three of the towers still stand in a more or less

perfect conditions-one at the north, and two at

the south-east of the town. The gates under them
have long since disappeared. They were narrow
and inconvenient, like Temple Bar, and, not

having equally rich associations or induential

friends, were sentenced to demolition. The
northern gate was of more than common interest,
as tradition records that it was built out of the

earnings of the workmen who buried the dead
bodies at the time when the plague visited Yar-
mouth. Most probably, the real artisans were
members of some guild or religious association

whose special duty it was to perform the last of

the "corporal acta of mercy,"—viz., to bury the
dead.

After the alarm of the Spanish Armada had

passed away, the burgesses of Yarmouth raised a

large mound of earth outside the southern gate,
to command the river and the South Denes, and
crowned it with large pieces of ordnance, at a

cost of ;€I25 ;
the place is still known as the

South Mount. It was by this southern gate that

William III. entered, when he landed at Yarmouth
in 1C92, when be was sumptuously entertained by
the municipal authorities. We will not specify
the various charters which, from time to time,
have been granted to the ' ' ancient borough,

"

beyond mentioning that Charles II. superseded
by a mayor the two bailiffs who had previously
ruled jointly, and reduced the numbers of the
aldermen and councillors. It appears, however,
that the good people of Yarmouth did not much
like being thus shorn of their second chief magis-
trate, and, partly in the spirit of discontent, and

partly for purposes of real practical use, elected

annually » *' water bailiff," who exercised on the
bench a summary jurisdiction in disputes relating
to the fisheries, though not, of course, in the

king's name. This popular election, however,
came to an end on the passing of the Municipal
Reform Bill of IS.'iG.

The town of Great Yarmouth is built for the
most part in little narrow lanes, or "rows," its

they are called, 156 in number, which run east-

wards from the quays towards the sea. Very
many of these " rows " have a most foreign

aspect. They are mostly unpaved, and so narrow
that common waggons and carts cannot go uj) or

down them ; but the people use instead a curious

vehicle, called a Yarmouth cart, consisting of s
narrow frame, of which the front ^lart constitutes

the shafts and the hinder part rests upon a single

pair of wheels.

Along the South quay stand some handsome man-
sions of the merchant princes of Yarmonth, bearing

testimony to the wealth of the town a century or two

ago. One of these, formerly the residence of Ireton

or Bradshaw, but now occupied by Mr. Charles J.

Palmer, presents a specimen of very magnificent oak

carving in the interior, and has a special interest

on account of its large drawing-room having been

the room in which the execution of King Charles

I. was resolved upon. It has lately been restored

to its original condition ; and we much wish that

it had been possible to add to this paper an

illustration, giving a view of it in its present
state. Mr. Palmer is well known as an antiquary
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and a man of great taste and of public spirit ; and
his influence lias largely contribiited to the preser-

vation of many antiquities relating to the borough.
Another of these handsome mansions, now the

Star Hotel, contains some very fine oak carving.

During the war with the great Napoleon a con-

siderable addition was made to the importance of

Yarmouth by its being made the chief rendezvous

for the fleet, and Nelson (himself a Norfolk man)
was frequently here.* In 1810 the ex-king of

Sweden landed here, just as, three years before,

Louis XVIII. sought a refuge on its shores as an

exile, under the assumed name of Count de Lille.

A jetty was first built out into the sea at Yar-

mouth in 1560 ; but, having fallen into absolute

decay, it was replaced early in the present century

by the present building, which is consecrated to

memory as the spot from which Nelson, Duncan,
Gambler, Jervis, and many other gallant heroes,

stepped on board their ships, when Yarmouth
Koads were the rendezvous of the British fleet in

the northern and eastern seas. When first opened,
it ran 450 feet into the sea; but the sand deposited

by the receding waves has reduced its length to

about half that length at ordinary high-tides. Two
handsome piers, one at the north and one at the

south of the town, add much to its attractions ;

and Yarmouth is well provided with other places
of amusement in the shape of a theatre, a public

library, and some assembly-rooms, which are

places of recreation during the summer season. To
these must be added the races and regatta, and a

more than fair proportion of reviews and public
balls. Consequently, it is not to be wondered at

that the annual visitors to Yarmouth in the

summer and autumn are steadily increasing in

numbers, and that it is found necessary year by
year to build increasing accommodation for their

reception. The fashionable season is the latter part
of the summer and the beginning of autumn.
Yarmouth roads afford excellent anchorage, and

they are seldom empty of a large fleet of mer-

chantmen and colliers, though the numbers vary
much, according to the state of the weather. We
have counted as many as 1 300 sail in the roads.

The anchorage is protected by the Scroby and
Gorton sands, which run parallel with the beach
at the distance of something more than a mile

from the shore. At very low tides portions of

these sands are dry ; but they are generally
covered by a shallow depth of water which with
the least wind, and often without any wind at

all, is lashed into furious breakers. The beach

itself, and indeed the entire coast of Norfolk, is

most dangerous to coasters
;
as the tombstones in

the churchyard can tell the visitor. When a

storm visits this coast, it seldom leaves its work
half done. Thus in 1789 no less than thirty-five
vessels were driven ashore on the last day of

October between Happisburg and Corton
;
and

the records of the town relate that in the year
1692 above 200 sail of ships and at least 1000
souls belonging to the ports of Norfolk, including
Yarmouth, were lost in one night between Lowes-

* The visitor to Yarmouth will be much struck by the
be.auty of the Nelson Column on the South Denes : it is 144
feet in height-, and was erected in 1817-1^, by a public sub-
scription in the county of Norfolk.

toft and Lynn. It is singular that it is not with an

easterly gale that the greatest damage is done on
the Yarmouth coast, though it lies so open to the

east, the waves, being broken and spent upon the

sands in the offing. The severest storms are those
which come up under a north-westerly wind,
which forces up the waters out of the Northern
Sea in vast excess of the average. Such was the
case only so lately as the month of May, 1860,
when the whole Norfolk coast was swept by
a terrific gale, which strewed ita sands with

wrecks, and caused a sad loss of life. On that

occasion even the life-boat crew felt that it was

impossible for human hands to make way with
their gallant vessel against the joint force of wind
and tide, and were obliged, therefore, to leave

several sufferers to their fate. Still, for the most

part of the summer the sea is smooth and calm,
and the bathing is safe, the ordinary tides rising
and falling little more than six or seven feet.

Among the various public buildings of Yar-
mouth we should particularise the Town Hall

upon the South Quay, built in 1716; the Naval

Hospital, erected in 1809-11 at a cost of 120,000^.,

(now occupied as a Naval Lunatic Asylum); and
the Armoury and Naval Arsenal, built under

Wyatt in 1806, when Yarmouth Roads were the

head-quarters of the fleet ; it was calculated to

hold stores for six ships and six sloops, and 10,000
stand of arms

;
but the establishment has recently

been broken up, and the place turned into quar-
ters for the militia. The Theatre was built in

1778 ; the Baths were opened in 1759, and the

Public Rooms adjoining in 1788 : the original

drawbridge connecting the two quays together
was erected in 1786. The Custom House, a

handsome building on the middle of the South

Quay, was formerly the residence of the ancient

and respectable family of Sayers,* who still are

well represented at Yarmouth. Besides the above,
there was a curious and old-fashioned Guildhall

at the entrance to the churchyard of St. Nicholas,
but it has recently been taken down.

St. Nicholas, Yarmoiith, is one of the finest

and handsomest parish churches in England, and in

its original beauty it could have fallen little short

of St. Mary Redcliffe, at Bristol. It is 230 feet

long, by 108 broad
;
and in its original design was

cruciform, with a handsome tower and spire in the

centre. Before the Reformation it was rich in its

decorations and celebrated for the " Miracle Plays
"

performed within its walls
;
but its chief glory was

a certain "Miraculous Star." In the church-books

we still find entries of items for "
leading in " the

Miraculous Star, and for making a new one : and
for making a "thread line" and a new "forelock"

for the " Paschal." The organ of St. Nicholas

is said to be the finest known, except that at

Haarlem. There is in the church a curious and
valuable library, and a desk of singular construc-

tion, so arranged as to turn round and present the

books on any of the shelves to the reader's hand
without displacing others. The church was

formerly rich in monumental brasses, but theSg

* One of this family, Capt. Sayers, when in command ot

the Revenue cruiser. Ranger, in 1817, captured a higgtr of

Folkstone, off the Yurkshire coast, with a cargo of smugtiled

silk, tobacco, &c., valued at £13,000.
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were all removed in 1551, and sent up to London
to be cast into weights for the nse of the town.

A lofty stone cross, according to the general

cwstom, once marked the ground of St. Nicholas

churchyard as consecrated ; but every vestige of

it has long since gone, together with the yew tree

which no doubt grew near it. The adjoining

gardens, which once formed part of the monastic

grounds, are still the property of the Dean and

Chapter of Norwich ;
and in them there still

stand several pear and mulberry trees planted

by the monks in former days ; one of the latter is

the largest in the east of England.
At the era of the Reformation the new doctrines

were received with much favour at Yarmouth,
and we read of one William Swanton, a cha]>lain,

who interrupted the sermon on a Sunday, in 1535,

by denouncing the honour given to saints' pictures
and images, and avowing his belief that "holy
water is good sauce for a capon :

"
as also of four

merchants of the town who greatly distiirbed the

congregation by uttering "heretical words" of

a like import ;
one of the latter, with an eye to

business which savours of neither faith nor works,
but rather of worldliness, bargained loudly for a last

of herrings while the preacher was in the pulpit.
There were frequent quarrels between the Dean

and Chapter of Norwich, and the burgesses of

Yarmouth, as to the patronage of the Church, the

latter desiring to get the nomination into their

own hands ; but their efforts were unsuccessful, as

a reference to the " Clerical Directory
"

for 1863
will show. Adjoining the parish church are the

remains of the old Benedictine monastery, recently
restored in excellent taste, and now used as

the national school. A public breakfast used to

be given here to the inhabitants every Christmas

Day ; this caused great scandal, and an attempt
was made to suppress it in 1614 ; but the parish-
ioners liked this part of the old religion too well

to abandon it without a struggle, so they brought
the matter before the Lords of the Privy Council,
but without success, and eventually it was put
down by authority.
The constant and easy intercourse by sea

between Yarmouth and Holland, where the re-

formed religion had assumed a freer action, had
so powerful an effect upon the inhabitants of Yar-

mouth that we find the ecclesiastical authorities at

Norwich had to put the laws into motion for the

suppression of "
Sectaries," and Queen Elizabeth

supported her ministers by commanding the * ' Ana-

baptists and such like heretics, who had flocked

to the coast towns of England, to depart the

realm within twenty days." On this occasion an

Anabaptist preacher named Cayne was imprisoned ;

and with admirable impartiality one John Wright,
"a Jesuit or seminary priest," and a Franciscain

Friar, whose name is not recorded, then lying
as prisoners in Yarmouth Gaol, were "sent
over the seas

"
by the bailiffs of the town, appa-

rently on their own authority. A. chapel used by
the Dutch, in which a Mr. Brinsley had preached,
was also forcibly closed by the authorities and
turned into a warehouse. The Rev. Thomas

Bridge, who having held a living in Norwich,
had become an independent, and had settled in

Yarmouth, preached here frequently and powerfully

during the Commonwealth, and after fighting a
hard battle for his ground, obtained the xise of the
chancel of the parish church as a chapel for his

congregation, and he continued to minister there

until the Restoration, (the Presbyterians having
their own ministry), when he was ejected.
We have already hinted that the borough of

Yarmouth, in its corporate capacity, has on various

occasions shown a high and independent spirit, as

if its inhabitants were resolved to "hold their

own "
against all rivals. Nor is this to be won-

dered at, considering the maritime position of the

town, and the distinguished character of many of

those individuals who have been entrusted with its

liberties. The High Steward of Great Yarmouth,
in the words of the Charter of Charles 11., must
be unus prceclarus vir ; and there can be no doubt
that few towns can show a nobler list of distin>

guished names than Yarmouth. Among the High
Stewards since the reign of Edward VI. have been

Dudley, Duke of Northumberland ; Thomas
Howard, Duke of Norfolk

; Dudley, Earl of Lei-

cester
; Cecil, Lord Burleigh ; Devereux, Earl of

Essex ; Howard, Earl of Nottingham ; Sydney,
Earl of Leicester

; Sackville, Earl of Dorset ;

Henry Cromwell (the Protector's youngest son) ;

Hyde, Earl of Clarendon ; Paston, Viscount and
Earl of Yarmouth ; Sir Robert Walpole, and his

son and grandson, successors to his title of

Earl of Orford ; George, first Marquis Towns-
hend ; Lords Bayning, Sydney, Lichfield, and
Sondes. In the list of the Recorders of the

borough occur the names of Miles Corbet, the

regicide ;
the Honourable Robert Walpole, &c.

The Seal of the Corporation of Yarmouth is of

the early date of 1251. It consists of the patron
saint. Saint Nicholas, seated in a chair of state,

with his pastoral staff in his hand, and an angel
on either side, with the incription

" Pastor

VKRE, TiBi suBJECTis MISKRKRE." on the reverse is

a ship of the twelfth or thirteenth century, and
the legend

"
Sig : Comunit : de : Gememutha."

Atone time, viz. : in 1667, the cool independ-
ence of the good people of Yarmouth rose so high
that they took upon themselves to begin a coinage ;

and in that year, farthings (now very rarely to be

met with) were struck off by them. King Charles,
as might be expected, was very indignant at their

presumption, and forced the citizens to pay the

tine of lOOOi. before he would grant them his royal

pardon. The same thing, we have heard, hap-

])ened at Beccles, a town situated some ten or

twelve miles inland, but with what result we are

not informed.

But our sketch of Great Yarmouth would not

be complete without some notice of its fisheries,

which are of ancient celebrity.

Then followed Yar, soft washing Norwitch wall,

And with him brought a present joyfully,

Of his one fish unto their festival,

Whose like none else could show.

Spenser's "Faerie Queene," IV., canto xi.

During the mackerel season, the beach at Yar-

mouth, near the jetty, affords a most amusing
scene ; great quantities of fish are continually

brought ashore in large flat boats, called ferry-
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boats, and sold upon the beach. The fish are then

washed, packed up in hampers, or "peds," and
sent off to the railway. The mackerel fishery-

realises many thousands annually, and employs a

large number of vessels, Mith ten hands in each.

The herring fishery,* however, is even a greater
source of profit to the town, nearly double the

number of both boats and hands being engaged
in it.

The mackerel fishery begins the early part of

May, and terminates in the first week in July ; it

is a complete voyage of adventure, both to owners
and men, each participating in the amount of

stock raised, according to their several stations and
interests.

The deep-sea white herring fisherj' comes next

in succession ; the boats are obliged to be at the

place of rendezvous, Brassey Sound, in the island

of Shetland, by the twenty-second of June, where
their nets, stores, and materials are examined, and
their men mustered by the officer of the fishery

residing tbere, who is appointed by the Board of

Commission at Edinburgli. There is a bounty
allowed of SI. per ton on the admeasurement of

the boat, and 4s. per barrel on the number of

barrels of fish caught, and this fishery is regulated

by Act of Parliament.

The Red Herring, or Home Fishery, for which
this town and Lowestoft have been for a long
time celebrated, commences a little before

Michaelmas (though of modern years the seasons

have been somewhat later than formerly), when
the fish appear at first in small quantities upon
the Norfolk shore, and in the neighbourhood of

the sands. " The latter part of October," says
the author of a local guide-book,

*'
is the season

for the greatest plenty, and when the fish have
attained their full growth (which seems not to be
the case at first), they are ready to spawn and then
become shotten ; this event is hastened by stormy
weather. The fish are caught in equal quantities
in the mid-seas and near sands, and the range is

from Smith's Knoll (seldom to the north of it), to

the foreland."

The method of catching and curing herrings is

as follows :
—At the beginning of the season the

boats sail off to sea, about ten leagues north-east

from this port, in order to meet the shoals, or

second part of the first division of herrings, which

separate off the north i>art of Scotland. Being
arrived on the fishing-ground in the evening (the

proper time for fishing), they shoot out their nets,

extending about 2200 yards ia length, and eight
in depth, which, by the help of small casks, called

bowls, fastened on one side at a distance of thirty
to forty yards from each other, are suspended in

a perpendicular position beneath the surface of

the water. If the quantity of fish caught in one

night amount only to a few thousands, they are

salted, and the vessels continue on the fishing-

* That the herring-fishery ofYarmouth was formerly deemed
interestiug, is evident from Tom Nashe's "Lenten Stuffe," a
curious pamphlet, written in SOS, containing tighty-three
quavto pages ; the title of it. is

"
Nashe's Lenten Stuffe; con-

taining the Description and First Procre:ition and Increuse
of the Towne of Great Yarmoiuh, in Norffolke : with a Mew
PJay, never played before of the Praise of the Red Herrings :

Fitte of all Clearks of Noblemen's Kitchins to be read ; and
not unnecessary by all Serving Men, that have short Coord-
Wages, to be remembered."

ground two or three nights longer, salting the fish

as thej' are caught, till they have obtained a con-
siderable quantity ; when they bring them into

the roads, where they are landed and lodged in

the fish- houses. Sometimes, when the quantity
of fish is very small, they will continue on the

fishing-ground a week or ten days ; but in

general they bring them in every two or three

days, and sometimes oftener, especially when
the quantity amounts to six or seven lasts,*
which often happens, and instances not unfre-

quently occur of a single boat bringing into the
roads at one time fourteen to sixteen lasts.

As • soon as the herrings are brought on shore,

they are carried to the fish-offices, where they are

salted and laid in heaps on the floors, about two
feet deep ;

after they have continued in this situ-

ation about fifty hours, the salt is washed from
them by putting them into baskets and plunging
them in water ; thence they are carried to an

adjoining apartment, where, after being pierced

through the gills by small wooden spits, about
four feet long, they are handed to the men in the

upper part of the house, who place them at proper
distances, beginning nearly as high as the to]> of

the roof, and proceeding downwards, where they
are cured or made red. The house being thus
filled with herrings, many small wood fires are

kindled underneath upon the floor, whose number
is in proportion to the size of the room, and
the smoke which ascends from these fires dries

or cures the herrings. After the fish have hung
in this manner about seven days, the fires are

extinguished, that the oil and fat may 'drip
down

;
about two days after, the fires are re-

kindled, and, after two more such drippings, the

fires are kept continually burning imtil the

herrings are perfectly cured ;
but this requires a

longer or shorter time, according as they are

designed for foreign or home consumption. After

the herrings have hung a proper time, they are

taken down (or
" struck "), and packed away

in barrels, containing eight hundred or one thou-

sand each, and then shipped off for market.

The ships receive the barrels on board in the

harbour, and sail direct for the Mediterranean

Ports. The trade formerly was chiefly confined

to foreign parts, especially to Eoman Catholic

countries, only a small quantity being reserved

for home consumption, but of late years the home

consumption has greatly increased. This fishing
terminates in November.

In 1784 there were equipped at this port, two
Greenland ships, called The Yarmouth and The
Norfolk ; and afterwards no less than eight ships

were fitted out for the Greenland and Davis's

Straits whale fisheries ;
this continued for several

years, but owing to some partial failure of success,

and perhaps still more to the want of a little

perseverance, this trade was on a sudden relin-

quished, the ships and stores were sold to a great

loss, and the whole concern totally abandoned.

It is, however, to be hoped that this trade will

hereafter be revived again through that enter-

prising spirit for which Yarmouth is so highly dis-

tinguished.
E. W.

* A fislierraan's last of herrings is thirteen thousand two

hundred, and a merchant's last, ten thousand.
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WAITING FOR THE TIDE,

Ever so many years ago, -when the few people
who wrote letters were still hardly used to dating
their compositions with

" 18—" instead of "
17—,"

there lived, at the flourishing seaport town of

Filby, in Yorl^shire, one Jonathan Gale. Mr. Gale

was employed in one of the seven dockyards
that Filby then maintained, or that then main-

tained Filby, and was eminently well-to-do and

VOL. IX. Now 219.
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respectable. At the time of this narrative, Mr.

Gale must be supposed to have prospered in this

life for some forty years, and to have been married

somewhere about half that time. Such an hypo-
thesis is necessary in order that there may be no

diflGiculties in the way of introducing Miss Patience

Gale, Jonathan's daughter, as a bright, loveable,

English girl of seventeen.

Of the many ships "of Filby," one good brig
was the property of Master Henry Harborough, a

kindly and prudent seaman. The skipper of the
" Camilla

"
brig could not have been more than

ten years younger than Mr. Jonathan Gale ; but

for all that he had won the heart, and a promise of

the hand, of Patience. Patience was one of those

natures who love to chng to something stoutly set.

The quiet earnestness and unobtrusive self-reliance

of her friend outweighed the more boisterous at-

tractions of a score of younger wooers. Besides,

certain whaling adventures in the South Seas had
made Harborough somewhat of a hero, A hero

with a frank fearless face, strong and tender, and
withal steady and sober, is no bad match for any
girl, though he be forty instead of thirty. We
have high authority for believing that in the

spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts
of love. It cannot be unreasonable to hold that

the same phenomenon may be observed in a young
woman.

Let none, therefore, deem it an exaggerated im-

possibility that the afore-mentioned Henry and
Patience should be described as meeting in the

ruins of the old abbey of Filby, on an evening in

the May of 18—,
to discuss their matrimonial pros-

pects. Let none, however, imagine, from the men-
tion of a meeting in a ruin, that the alliance under
consideration was in the least degree clandestine.

Henry and Patience had walked boldly forth from
the parlour of Mr. and Mrs. Gale, with the full

consent and approbation of that worthy couple. So
far from Jonathan's being a too stern parent he was

possibly too lax. Nevertheless in one matter he was

stern, or firm, or obstinate. Patience Gale should

never be Patience Harborough, with his willing

blessing, until Henry, the bridegroom, should be

able to show fifteen hundred guineas side by side

with the dowry he intended for his daughter.
These fifteen hundred guineas formed one subject

of the lovers' talk in the ruined abbey. As yet,
their existence was only a possibility. Henry did

not despair of acquiringthem ; but he was of opinion
that their acquisition would be easier if he were
cheered in his work by the smiles of a wife.

Patience by no means disagreed with him. But
her father was immovable. Harborough must
make more than one other voyage en (jarfon ; and
this was the eve of his departure. The moon and
the ruin and the far sea make up a fine set scene
for a parting lovers' dialogue. The reader may
fill it up at his or her pleasure, only remembering
that Henry and Patience really and honestly cared
a great deal for one another.

"
Patience," said her lover, pointing over the

rippling sea, marked with a long tapering stripe of

moonshine, "it looks very bright and kind. It

will bring me back to you."
At loct it wafi time to part. The suitor led the

lady to her father's door.

j

"
Good-bye, Henry.

"

i

" God bless you, my girL"
! A close quick embrace, and a smothered sob,
and Captain Harborough was ofiF to his boat. The
Camilla was bound for the South Seas again.
With Patience at home the days and the nights
went slowly by. Her thoughts were in the

Pacific. When the wind howled over Filby, she

trembled for the Camilla. When the sun shone
down on a calm sea, she remembered that there
were storms elsewhere. Still she did her duties

without complaint. And she was not without
consolation. Her father fell ill, and grew
peevish and fretful. But an old uncle of Har-

borough's died, and left the captain two thousand

pounds. At first old Gale declared that this

should make no difference in the sum to be earned;
but he was induced at last to say that, as far as he
was concerned, the wedding might take place on
the day after Harborough's return.

So Patience worked and waited. She was gentle
to her cross-grained father. She was the kindly
friend of scores of the poor. She prayed at church.

And she sat a great many more hours than was

necessary with a black profile portrait of her absent

friend, which hardly did him justice. Icebergs,
French cruisers, whales, South-sea islanders, filled

her heart with a thousand terrors. So nine months
went by. Then came a letter. Harborough had

prospered, and was unscathed. So far from the

French having been a cause of loss to him, they
had been a gain. He had encountered a privateer,
and encountered her successfully. He should sail

homewards within three months of the date of his

letter. "And being sure of your true love, I

hojie and pray you will be safe when I come to

j'ou. The very day after we are home again.

Patience, I shall claim you as my wife. Good-

bye, dearest. Mark EUing, of the City of York,
carries this for me. So no more from yours till

death. H. Harborough." These precious lines

of great round-hand writing shared the attentions

of Miss Gale with the black profile and several

other letters from the same writer.

The paper grew worn with perpetual fingering.
But Patience had now an occupation immediately
connected with her hero. If she was going to be
married to him in three months she must be pro-

perly supplied with raiment and hoiisehold linen.

So mother and daughter toiled diligently at the

fashioning of garments which, were they worn

now-a-days, would at once mark the owners as

candidates for Colney Hatch. And when Patience

was busy neither with her outfit nor with her poor

pensioners, she would wander forth with the

escort of her diminutive maid, and indulge in

fond retros[)ect add anticipation under the sugges-
tive shadow of the abbey ruin. The light that

streamed through the narrow openings of the long
lancet windows seemed to figure to her the hope
that lit her own dull life. And as she gazed over

the far sea, she thought again and again of her

lover's words uttered on that very spot :
" It will

bring me back to you."
She had perfect faith that these words would

be fidfiUed.

At last the time arrived when the Camilla might
be daily expected home. Everything was ready
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for tlie wedding. Patience was of opinion that it

would be unnecessary for her Henry to go to sea

again. His little property would go far to main-

tain them ; and he could no doubt obtain occupa-
tion in the dockyards. There was a very charm-

ing little house just vacated that she was confident

would exactly suit such a couple as that of which
she hoped soon to constitute the better half. Of

course Captain Harry would agree with her. On
that point she never felt any doubt. Of course

the statement of that person that he should claim

his "wife" on the day of his arrival was an

amatory exaggeration. Sundry forms as well

ecclesiastical as civil must be complied with.

But the day was to be postponed for as short a

time as possible. So Patience had every hope that

before the lapse of a month at most she would
be a happy bride.

Her visits to her point of observation at the

abbey now became more frequent. Every speck
that broke the line of the horizon was watched
with the intensest interest. At last the long
watch was rewarded. On a sunny afternoon in

June a brig was descried making for Filby,
which knowing ones declared to be the Camilla.

Patience watched it—I beg pardon—watched her

growing and growing, her white sails scarcely
bowed by the gentle summer breeze. Patience

did not wish to exhibit before the loungers of

the hill-top the excitement which she could not

repress. From the roof of her father's house,
she could see the advancing brig. Thither she

repaired in company with an old telescope of

her father's, and glued her eyes on the sea. The
Camilla sailed on till she was within some mile

and a half of the shore. The sheets of canvas

suddenly rose in thick folds. The brig hove-to

under—but perhaps Patience was not learned in

the terminology of rigging ; it is her emotions
which are being described

; there is therefore no

obligation that the technical details of the heave-
to should be given. But let none think this

omission is the result of the author's ignorance.
Of course not. Well, the Camilla hove-to. There
was great signalling between the brig and the
shore. Dates were given. The state of the tide

was told. It may be presumed that Harborough
should have known that on such a day he could
not enter Filby harbour at such an hour. But it

may also be presumed that he was anxious to hear
news of folks at home as soon as possible. The

peace of Patience's mind did not depend only on
the signal of " All Well." By the help of the

big telescope she could distinctly see her Henry
commanding on his deck. His tall stalwart figure
was easily distinguished among the rest

; and if

only Miss Gale had been as severely educated as

are many of the young ladies of the present day,
she might have quoted :

'Efoxoi 'Apydwv Kt<paX{iv re koI (vptar Hixovs.

Not that it would have added to her happiness.
That was now supreme. There was Henry, safe

and sound. The good girl thanked God for this

mercy vouchsafed to her, and a joyful tear im-

jieded the use of the glass. But what was this ?

The canvas curtains were dropping again, and

filling with the lazy wind. The tide would not

' allow of the Camilla's coming into Filby till the
next morning. Patience liked her friend all the
better because he would not leave his ship and his

[ men, even for her. Still, she had half-expected
to see a boat put ofiF from the brig ; she had

thought that she might hold her treasure in her
arms that very day. It would be more tantalising
to wait those eight or ten hours, than it had
been to wait long months. To see him, and see

I

him sail out of her sight ! For the Camilla

I

was moving seaward. It was evident that she

j

was going to stand oflF for the night. Smaller
'

and smaller grew the moving figures on the deck.

I
Then there was nothing to be seen but hull and

i sail. The sun set behind the hills. The Camilla
was nothing but a darker shadow against the dark
bank of eastern clouds.

i
Patience came down into the house.

I

" Mother dear, I think I shall go to bed. I
'

must be up very early, you know. They can be
! in by six o'clock ; and I should like to watch them

j

from the down."
So the happy girl shut herself up with her

thoughts—that night the pleasautest possible com-

panions. The profile portrait met with little

attention. The image suggested by the telescope
I
was far more satisfactory. The letters were

I

turned over once again, and confided to theii-

I resting-place with a happy kiss. Of course

Patience could not sleep. She lay in a dreamy
reverie, her thoughts wandering backwards and
forwards between that brig at sea and the outlines

and the noises of her room and the night. I'he

rumble of each rare vehicle seemed very loud.

The cries of revelling sailors seemed shriller < ]ian

on other nights. The sea surely sounded laore

harshly than it did an hour ago. The low grating
murmur of the calm seemed to have given pla^e to

the quicker, angrier noise of taller breakers. And
hark ! What was that ? The shutter, too loosely
fastened back to the wall, banged suddenly on
the window-post, and shook the little paces. The
wind was rising. But it was hardly likely to be
much. It was so still at sunset. And perhaps it

would bring in the Camilla all the more quickly.
Patience dozed. She was unconscious for an hour
and a half or two hours, and then was roused

again. There was more noise now. The wind
was shrieking up the street, and the roar of the

sea was deep and loud. The girl sprung from her

bed, and looked from the window. The night was

very dark. The roaring of the gale was enough
to drown every sound of passers by. But the

street was deserted ;
more deserted than the

streets of a seaport usually are, even in the dead
of night. The men of Filby were all down at the

port.
Patience grew very white. A strange terror

numbed her limbs. Then she went to the door of

her parents' room, and, as she walked gently in,

she said :

' '

Mother, do you hear the wind ?
"

" Hush ! my child
;
don't wake your father.

I hear. We must be still and wait, diear. Let
us hope the best. Is it very wild outside ?

"

*'
Mother, I am going out ; I shall—"

**
Out, child? you cannot ! You muct—"

"
No, mother, I oannot TCait. Hark I Peggy
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can go with me to tlie port. I must see and hear

for myself.
"

Mrs. Gale rose from her bed and tried her best

to move her daughter's wiU, But a weird reso-

lution had set the lines of that gentle face. It

was very white, and very sad, but very firm.

The two girls went bravely down to the port ;

it was dark ; a thin rain hissed along with the

gale. Fishermen, sailors, dockyardmen, and many
less professional inhabitants, were grouped along
the quays. Nor were women wanting to the

crowd ; but their wan and tearful faces told of some-

thing more than curiosity as the motive of their

coming. What was the latest news ? Two fishing-
boats had gone to pieces on the rocks

; one had just

got across the bar ; it was about three o'clock ;

the dawn would soon be breaking. Had any-

thing been heard of the Camilla ? Nothing. The
men looked on Patience with a tender and re-

spectful interest. More than one knew why she

was out on that angry night. The morning light

spread over the east, and the fury of the storm
abated. When the awa. rose over the horizon, it

seemed to struggle to burst the black bank of

clouds. Wider and wider grew the clefts of blue.

At five o'clock the scene was one of the fairest

that is to be beheld an3rwhere—a storm dying in

stmshine. Great piles of white clouds, thick,

massive, and of ever shifting shape, rolled over the

heaven. Nearer the horizon the same mighty
mountains of vapour rested in darker groups. The
waves that had loomed so threatening in the dark-

ness now seemed the very personification of strong

joyous life. They swelled up tall and bulky before

the wind, their green summits gladly housing the

sunlight. At the top of their triumphant rise

they broke into a thousand columns of foam and

spray, tossing their glittering drops high into the

clear air. All over their surface great circling lines

of floating foam marked the commotions that

raged below. And ever and anon it seemed as

though the coursing waves lost the order of their

flying march ; they jostled one another
; and then

the crash of force and force and the roar with
which each water-mountain strove to overtop his

neighbour was glorious to hear and see. On they

surged in swift succession to the shore, some

soaking the crags for many yards above the

beach ; some trying hard to rend the plank of

the jetty from its huge cramps, and force it

upwards. All nature seem to shake with boister-

ous laughter. Of what account in the face of

such a scene of life were the half-dozen corpses
from the fishing boats broken in the bay ? Or
the dull, stupefying misery of one young girl ?

For where was the Camilla ? The Camilla was
nowhere to be seen.

Patience had watched the dawn of day and the

sinking of the tempest. She stood on the port
stiff and cold, and watched for four weary hours.

Hough men, who knew her father and herself,

stood round her as a little body-guard, kindly
and 5tecsonably offering siich comfort as they
coiild. Thera. wtse danger, no doubt ; but there

was hope. Harborough was a skilfvd seaman.
It was by no means impossible for him to have

kept his vessel clear of the shore. The Camilla

was perhaps quite safe. Patience looked up with

listless, uninterested eyes. Something at her
heart told her that the CamiUa was lost. She
did not know. There was no certaiuty. But
she dared not hope.
The hours wore on, and Patience was induced

to go home. It was now eight o'clock. Not a

ship was to be seen at sea. The Camilla must be
either safe, or lost out of the reach of the FUby
seamen.

While Mrs. Gale was lovingly tending her poor
child—tending her with comfort both physical
and mental—three men passed the parlour-window
and stopped before the Gales' door.

"
Mother, they are come to say he's dead."

*'
Nay, child, we don't know that. Don't

think the worst."

The mother went out to speak to the strangers.
One of them was a farmer, from a village some
four miles from Filby. The other two were

Filby men. Patience was not far wrong. The
Camilla had gone ashore on the rocks close to

this neighbouring village. The cottagers were
some unwilling and all unable to be of any
material service to the crew. The rocks were
far spread and dangerous. The brig went to

pieces before any commvinication could be esta-

blished between her and the shore. The old

yeoman's eyes shewed two big tears as he nar-

rated the scene of desolation when the morning
broke.

"When a knew 't were t' Camilla, a coomed to

t' Master Gale. A knew t' lass and skipper

i'yon—" But here he fairly broke down ; for

out of the doorway of the inner room the white
face of Patience glared with a fixed gaze of

piteous intensity.

"Mother, I am going to Rilcar. Master Kirby,
will you take me back with you ?

"

The old man shook his grey head.

"Nowt can coom on't noo."
" But I must go. I miist see where he was

killed. Perhaps they will find—" She shuddered,
and, with little opposition from her parent, set off

for the scene of the wreck.
The little cart rolled roughly over the road.

Patience sat very still, her eyes fixed straight
before her. Her conductor knew better than to

trouble her with a word of pity or encouragement.
They travelled in silence.

At last the scene of the wreck was reached.

The tide was high, and the surf curled over the

crags almost at the foot of the steep cliffs. Many
yards to seaward the brig had struck and gone to

pieces. Kiven timbers were still seen floating on
the surface. All that remained together of the

ill-fated vessel was hidden under the waters of the

sea.

Little knots of the country folk and strangers
from Filby were gathered here and there on the

narrow ledge of rock below the down, that the sea

had not yet covered. They pointed everywhere, and
then with strange significance to a fisherman's hut

hard by. There were laid the battered remnants of

what had once been men. Seven bodies had as yet
been washed on shore. Patience did not even ask if

that of her betrothed were there. She still gazed

wistfully out to sea. For, like the plaintive re-

frain that runs through some melody in a minor
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key, one sentence sounded and sounded again in

her ears.
"

Ifc will bring me back to you."
" It

will bring me back to you."

Presently all heads were turned in one direction.

A dark something was seen among the coming
stirf. The something came nearer and nearer,—
now rolled high above the waves, now sucked back

again into the hissing water
;
tossed at last on a

shelving stone. They met at last, after so many
months of separation, those two faithful lovers. The
sea had not violated the pledge taken in its name.
It brought the bridegroom back to his mistress.

Bruised and bloody, the crisp hair dank and
matted over the forehead, the frank eyes dimmed
for ever, that face was once more shown to her

who loved it best.

Patience looked upon it very calmly. She
followed the men who bore the body reverently
out of the reach of the "cruel crawling foam."

She looked, and that was all. If only she could

have wept. But that was impossible. Old Kirby
led her to his cart. He would have conducted her

through the village to his kindly wife to be com-
forted with loving sympathy, but the sorrowful

girl pointed so steadfastly towards home that he
did not like to offer the smallest opposition.

Patience went home, fell into her mother's

arms, and then at last burst into a long passion of

tears.

The story is done. The most melancholy part
of it is that, in substance, it is but a simple
record of facts.

The story is done
;
or rather we should say the

incident of the story is done. Good orthodox
novels always leave their hero and heroine on the

point of setting out on their wedding tour. In
this sad tale there is no such event with the

details of which to weave a peroration. And per-

haps the most useful part of this true story is the
end come to by the principal character. It is no
end invented to jwint a moral. It is what really

happened to the real Patience.

She went home. She wept. She did not die.

She did not go mad. She did not become another
man's mistress before the end of six months. She
never married ; but she did not live a peevish and
useless old maid.

As long as her parents lived she nursed them
patiently and assiduously. When they were laid

not far from Henry Harborough in the graveyard
attached to the old abbey, she was not left all

alone. Certain cousins of her own, and certain

nephews and nieces of the dead sailor, had a
tender int«rest in " Aimt Patience."

Loving and loved by poor and rich alike ; never

merry, but always cheerful ; Patience Gale was
Patience Gale to the day of her death.

Strangers who saw a grave elderly woman
wandering alone and apparently purposeless and

dreaming round the ruin of Filby Abbey, fancied

that the poor lady was a little wrong in her head.

They who had heard her story knew far other-

wise.

Patience was still thinking of the old words
written on every wave of the shifting sea. It wiU

bring him back to me. So often did she gaze
and think that the great deep seemed an image

of a Great Love, deep and infinite, a Love on
which she trusted she was being borne up, a Love
which in her firm faith she beheved would one

day bring back, not dead, but alive, all that she
had loved and lost.

SNAKES m AMEEIOA.

I CAN hardly imagine a less eligible kind of

neighbour than one addicted to snakes, or a more
uncomfortable assurance than the news that a

reptile is missing from the private collection next
door. At any moment the absconding and con-

cealed serpent may be detected in your wardrobe ;

or, what is worse, and more likely, in your bed ;

for snakes have a great instinct for blankets, aa is

well known to most men who have camped out
much in the American woods. Not long ago there

used to be a dealer in birds, squirrels, aquarial

fishes, and other such live stock, who occupied a
small basement, or cellar, in Broadway*, in this

city of New York where I am now writing. He
likewise drove a pretty brisk business in snakes,
as I gathered from the " bulletins" frequently

posted up outside his door, informing those whom
it might concern that " A large, lively, Black
Snake" had just arrived from New Jersey, and
was now on view and for sale ; or inviting the

passers by to "step down and see a pair of fine

rattlesnakes, just received per Express from Lake

George." One morning in August, 1859, I saw
a paragraph in one of the city papers, headed,
" Snake killed in Broome Street." The paragraph
stated that one of the inmates of a hotel in Broome

Street, near Broadway, while looking out of a

back window, saw a large black snake lurking
about the yard. He tried to capture it alive, but
was obliged to kill it, as it "showed fight." The
snake was described as being five feet in length,
and about as large in circumference as a hen's

egg ; and as the snake-dealer's den was but a

very short distance from the premises on which
it was found, its presence was easily accounted

for.

This circumstance reminded me of a long intended

visit to the snake-fancier, and I immediately
walked down Broadway to his shop, for the pur-

pose of stocking my mind from his with an exten-

sive assortment of snake fancies. But the base-

ment was DO longer cheerful with the song of

mocking-birds. It was shut up :
" basement to

let" was conspicuously posted upon the door, and,

upon inquiry, I learned that the reptilist had been

peremptorily ejected that morning, on account of

the little snake business in Broome Street before

alluded to. Thus I lost a fine opjwrtunity of

improving my mind upon ophidian subjects : and

yet I have something to say about serpents in this

western hemisphere, and will say it as briedy as

I can.

There are only a few varieties of venomous

serpents in North America, but the whole tribe,

whether innocuous or otherwise, is looked upon
with suspicion and horror, even by the hard-

handed backwoodsmen most accustomed to meet
with them. It is a singular fact that persons

suffering from delirium tremens in America (where.
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either from the poisonous adulteration of liquors,

or from some other cause not fully established,

that form of insanity is much more common than

among the tipplers of Europe) invariably imagine
themselves beset by snakes. From this has arisen

an expression in general use here. If it happens
to be remarked that So-and-So is drinking very

hard, some one will probably say—"
yes, he takes

more than is good for him, I guess ; but he hasn't

had snakes in his boots yet." Marvellous tales

are told, and apparently well authenticated, of the

effect produced upon the mind by contact ^ith

serpents, and thence conveyed by some mys-
terious process to the body. "We hear frequently
of persons bitten by snakes having a perfect fac

simile of the reptile instantaneously imprinted

upon some portion of their bodies. The following
instance of something like this is taken from the
" New York Tribune," of 27th Aiigust, 1859 :—

Singular Death from Skinning a Rattlesnake.
—Some weeks since, Mr. Stalter, of Sloatsburg, Rock-

land County, killed a large rattlesnake, which he care-

fully skinned. Some time afterward he accidentally
cut his thumb with the knife he had used for this pur-

pose, when his hand and arm began to swell. The

family sent for a physician, who, not being informed of

the facts of the case, prescribed for the swelling, and
left. Mr. Stalter daily became woi-se, when the phy-
sician was again sent for, but found the unfortunate

man beyond all medical aid. Before he died his body
•was covered with livid spots, resembling those on the

snake he had killed.

In another paper, the name and date of which I

forgot to note, I read of a man upon whose arm,
after his death from the bite of a rattlesnake, a

perfect representation of the reptile was found,

winding spirally from the shoulder to the wrist.

Daudin gives seven varieties of the rattlesnake, all

furnished with the deadly venom which causes

this serpent to be dreaded more than any other

upon the continent of America. These snakes are

distributed, locally, over most of the States of

America and throughout Western Canada. I say

locally, because they are found only in particular
districts. In many parts of Canada, for instance,
the rattlesnake is unknown, while in others it is

so common as to be a nuisance to the inhabitants

of new settlements.

Some thirty or forty years ago the country
lying sdong the Niagara River used to be very
much haunted by these forbidding reptiles, but
the progress of civilisation, including the ar-

rival of the omnivorous pig, has nearly rid the
district of them. The pig is the great snake

annihi^Loinr, devouring serpents of every manage-
able rize with avidity, and seeming to enjoy
immunity from the poison so fatal to other
animals. A French gentleman, who has a large

property in a newly settled district of Western
Canada, told me some years ago, that he had just
purchfised a large herd of lean swine to send to his

saw-mills there, for the purpose of exterminating
the rattlesnakes, which were very numerous, and
much dreaded by his workmen. Turpentine,
externally apjtlied, has been successfully used in

this country for the treatment of snake bites ; but
it has been asserted, lately, that alcohol, taken

inwardly, in doses large enough to produce total

intoxication, is the only sure remedy. There can
be no doubt, however, of the existence of an
antidote in a plant known to woodsaien as the

rattlesnake weed, which is always to be found

growing in districts inhabited by these serpents.
I had frequently been assured by Indians and
other coureurs des hois, of the invariable success

attending the application of this herb ; and, about
three years ago there was a letter published in a

New York city paper from one John Andrews,
residing somewhere in the north of the State, I

think, fully corroborating such testimony. This

authority states that the men who capture snakes
for sale on the islands of Lake George, have such
confidence in the remedy referred to, that they feel

no concern at being bitten, but will even clamber
about among the rocks in their stocking feet, so as

to avoid slipping ;
and he gives three instances

within his own knowledge, of men whose lives

had been saved by it.

Rattlesnakes occasionally grow to a great size,

although the varieties found in the more Northern
States rarely attain a length of more than five feet.

A singular and horrible encounter with a very

large one took place in May, 1859, near the city
of Peoria, in the State of Illinois. Aboiit six

miles from Peoria, at a place called Prospect Hill,

there stood at that time the ruins of a country
hotel, near which were two brick cisterns, which
had been partially covered over with boards for

some time, while out of use. The proprietor of

the place drove out there one day with his wife,
for the purpose of putting the flower garden in

summer trim, and, while engaged upon his work,
he found that he wanted some bricks for edging
the wallcs. He uncovered one of the cisterns,

which was dry, and about six feet deep, jumped
into it, and began to pick out some loose bricks

from the wall and throw them to the top. While
so employed, finding his work somewhat impeded
by a piece of plank partially imbedded in the clay
at the bottom of the cistern, he tore it up with
some difficulty, and threw it out. At the same
time he heard the spring of the rattle, and saw, to

his horror, a large serpent coiled up in the hollow
where the plank had lain. He had no weapon ;

the cistern was not more than five feet in diameter,
and it would have been impossible for him to have
scrambled out of it without exposing himself to be
struck by the snake, the springs made at him

by which he managed to parry with his heavy
boots. Hearing his cries, his wife ran to the edge
of the cistern, but was so overcome with fright as

to be unable to render him any assistance. At
last the man, seizing his opportunity between the

lunges of the enraged reptile, made an effort to

leap out of the cistern, in doing which a loose

brick came away in his hand, with which missile

he struck his assailant on the head and killed, or

at least stunned it. Then, with the assistance of

his wife, he climbed to the surface, when he

fainted away from the excitement caused by the

terrible conflict. The snake, which was taken

dead from the cistern, proved to be seven feet

long and had thirteen rattles.

Some of the locust and grasshopper tribes emit

sounds so nearly resembling the rattle of the

snake, that the unpractised wayfarer is fain to
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tread cautiotisly on hearing
~

their whirr in the

briars and dead grass. This was rather unplea-

santly experienced in September, 1860, by John

Falk, a resident of Guyan, in the state of Ohio,

who, one hot night, was aroused by his wife and

asked to kill a locust, which annoyed her with its

droning whirr. On procuring a light, no locust,

but a rattlesnake, three feet long, was discovered

in the bed, and despatched immediately.
A friend of mine, who lived for ten years in

California, where the largest and most formidable

kind of rattlesnake—the crotalus Iwrriduft of the

herpetologist
—is rather common, told me the fol-

lowing story. He was about leaving a spot where
he had been encamped for some weeks, when, in

getting his traps together, he missed some small

article, for which he instituted a search by tossing

up and removing the twigs of hemlock pine which
had for some time formed his couch. This process
revealed to him the horril)le fact of two huge
rattlesnakes coiled up under the thick, matted

twigs, where they had probably been for weeks !

I saw exhibited here, not long since, a pair of

those singular burrowing owls, said to dwell in

amity with the rattlesnake and the marmot,
called the prairie dog, in the holes excavated

by the latter. The association in question has

been doubted ; but many recent investigators
have ascertained it to be a fact, though it is

difficult to conceive why such a strange partner-

ship should be entered into, or to imagine the

terms of it.

The rattlesnake of the prairie is a small variety,

certainly ;
and yet we have seen instances of the

power of glutition in snakes, from which it might
be inferred that either a prairie dog or a burrowing
owl would only make a reasonable meal for one of

these undesirable lodgers. I find in an American

paper a paragraph stating that on the 26th of

August, 1860, one Frederick Collins killed, at

Lime Rock, a rattlesnake forty-two inches long,
which had a red squirrel in its stomach. The
next day, at the same place, Albert Thorp killed

one forty-four inches long, which was found to

contain a rabbit. Bosc, the traveller, mentions
that he took an American hare from the stomach
of one killed by him. The burrowing owls referred

to are quaint looking little fellows, with naked
and rather long legs, which makes them look as

if they had gone into the stork business for a

while, but were coming gradually back to owling
it again.

In many parts of the United States and Canada
there is a swift, bold snake to be met with, com-

menly called the black snake. It often attains

the length of seven feet, and I heard of one killed

in Western Canada that measured nine. It is of

a blueish-black colour on the back; and slate blue

beneath, with a white ring upon the neck, and
some white about the muzzle. This serpent,
coluber conslrictor, is not furnished with venom,
but disposes of its prey by pressure, like the rest

of the constrictor tribe. Some writers state that

the black snake, or racer, as it is called in some of

the Western States, will not attack a man ; but
there are numerous well authenticated instances

to the contrary. Daudin records that cases have
occurred of its coiling itself around a man's legs

with such strength as to prevent him from walking,
whence it was called le lien by the early French

explorers. Here is a specimen of what this ser-

pent can do in the constrictor line, as related by
the "Traveller," of the 12th of June, 1861, a

journal published at St. Joseph, in the state of

Michigan. The kind of snake referred to is, I

have reason to believe, either identical with, or

very similar to, the one commonly called the black

snake.
' ' While crossing a piece of marshy ground bor-

dering on the northern bayou near this village, in

company with a small boy, the sherifif discovered

two large blue racer snakes just ahead of him,
and although armed with nothing but an insig-
nificant stick, he resolved at once to endeavour to

despatch the monsters. Therefore, by describing
a circle, he headed them ofif, and hemmed them
in next to the water, which this species of reptUe
disUkes exceedingly ; but as he approached nearer

and nearer, the largest one, head erect, turned

upon him, and in an instant coiled its strong

sinewy body about his legs with such tenacity
that it was impossible for him to move from his

tracks, without falling over. But, in spite of this

predicament, the sheriff was not so much alarmed
imtil he saw the other snake, which had meantime
been running from side to side, suddenly start

towards him, and, with the quickness of lightning,

leap upon him, catching his arm in its embrace,
and binding it to his body as firmly as if it had
been secured with chains of steel, and, of course,

notwithstanding he strained every nerve in the

effort, he could not release it. With his left hand
he drew a sheath knife from the breast pocket of

his coat, and made short work of severing the

coils of his disagreeable foes. The largest of these

monsters measured seven feet four and a-half

inches, and the other five feet eight inches in

length. The sheriff says that it seemed to him
that the terrible embrace of the large reptile
was equal to the strength which two men could

bring to bear on a rope about a person's limbs,
and was extremely painful ;

while the quick-
ness of their movements was indeed astonishing.
He brought away their heads as trophies of his

victory."
In the "New York Tribune," of the 29th of

July, 1859, I find a paragraph stating that, as

Lieutenant Garrabrant, of the Newark police, was

walking in Elm Street, Newark, a few days pre-

viously, he was attacked by a large black snake,
which he succeeded in shaking off and killing
with some difficulty. Newark is a city of about

80,000 inhabitants, nine miles from New York,
and the encounter referred to took place, pro-

bably, outside the city bounds. Another paper
stated, about a year since, that a good deal of

excitement was caused near Rochester, in the

State of New York, by the fact of cattle being
found dead near a swamp haunted by large black

snakes with yellow rings about their necks. Marks

upon the cattle led to the suspicion that they had
been fastened upon and strangled by these snakes,
the description of which nearly coincides with

that of the coluber coiisirictor, already mentioned,

although the latter does not usually frequent

swamps. I have often killed them, however, when
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woodcock shooting along the dry ridges intersect-

ing marshy tracts.

This variety of snake appears to be very common
in certain districts. I read, for instance, in the

"Gazette," published at Taunton, in the State of

Massachusetts, that while Mr. Allen Burt, of tbat

town, was examining an old well near his pre-

mises, in August, 1859, he came upon a den of

serpents, from which he took fifty black snakes,

measuring in aggregate length more than two
hundred feet ; also eight hoiise snakes, and a few
others of different varieties. Old, dry welJs,

deserted cellars, and such like places, appear to be
favourite resorts for the serpent tribe in general
when driven by the changing season to seek for

winter quarters. A singiUar instance of this is

related by another Massachusetts paper, which, in

October, 1860, stated that fifteen snakes of various

kinds had been killed within a few days near the

site of a dry well, formerly belonging to Colonel

Jaques, of Woburn. The well had been for many
years partially covered with a large, flat stone ;

but, in the course of the foregoing summer, it had
been filled up ; and there can be little doubt that

the snakes killed near the spot in October were old

tenants of it, puzzling about in search of their

former winter lodgings.
The hoiise snake, of which mention has been

made above, is the coluber eximius of naturalists,
and resembles, in form and movements, its fellow

constrictor, the black snake. Its colours are

beautifully arranged, and have a brilliant effect,

the upper part of the body being clouded with
brown and white, while the belly is marked with
black and white lozenges, like a chess-board. This

serpent, called in some parts of the States and
Canada the milk snake, and sometimes the chicken

snake, is often found in cellars and out-houses. It

grows, not unfrequently, to the length of six, and
even seven feet, and, although generally sluggish
in its movements, will sometimes dart away with

great rapidity when surprised. A gentleman,
long a resident of Canada, told me that one

summer, while on a visit to a friend near Niagara,
and engaged in conversation with the lady of the

house, happening to be looking in the direction of

the empty fire-place, he saw one of these snakes

unwinding slowly out from the dilapidated masonry,
and coiling itself to repose upon the hearth. Fear-
ful that the lady, who was very nervous and deli-

cate in health, might see the reptile, he induced
her away on some pretext, and then despatched
it. I do not think that these snakes climb trees,
like the black snakes, but I have often seen them

winding among the cucumber vines and tomato
stalks in gardens. So far as being unprovided
with poison apparatus, the house snake is a harm-
less reptile.

Innocuous, or otherwise, however, the members
of the wily serpent tribe are anything but eligible
bedfellows. It happened near Fredericksburg,
in Virginia, some time in the year 1859, I think,
that a Mr. John Elder employed a negro to fill

with fresh straw a common mattress, which was
afterwards placed tmder the featherbed slept on

by a daughter of Mr. Elder's. The young lady
frequently remarked that she was disturbed in her

sleep by a thumping sound, for which, however.

she failed to discover any cause. About a fort-

night after the new bed arrangement, as Miss
Elder was seated in a room below, from which she

could see the stairs leading to her chamber, she

heard a singular noise, and, on looking up, saw a

large moccasin snake descending the steps. This

led to an examination of the freshly - filled

mattress, in which a hole was discovered, and,

upon ripping open the bed, the full-length skin of

the venomous reptile was foimd, as just shed by
it. It is well known that snakes, when getting
rid of the old skin, assist the process by winding
among straw or dried herbage, and the one killed

upon this occasion was doubtless thus occupied
when unconsciously packed in by the negro along
with the bedding.

And, by an easy transition from the straw

mattress to the feather bed, let me here give the

following story, as related by a Louisiana paper
two years ago :

—
" About the year 1828, one, E. Baker, moved

to Bayou Kisatchie, in the southern portion of

Natchitoches parish. During his travel there had
been a quantity of rain, which made it necessary
that everything should be sunned. One of the

feather-beds had, by accident, a hole torn in it

about an inch square. This hole was patched
while it lay on a brush-heap, sunning. Not long
afterwards the sleepers on this bed were troubled

with dreams of snakes, and often its occupants

actually believed a snake was in bed with them,
and would bounce out of bed in great alarm, but

would return after a vigorous but unfruitful

search. Two years after Baker came to Kisat-

chie the eldest daughter was married to J. W.
Brown, and took the bed home with her

; yet its

sleepers continued to be troubled with visions of

snakes, and an occasional search was instituted

for the intruder. Four years after this marriage
Baker visited his daughter, and was put upon
this bed. About ten o'clock he was heard call-

ing for his son-in-law,
' John ! John ! come here

quick, a snake is iu my bed !

'

Lights were had,
and though every nook and corner was searched

no snake was found. All retired again, but were
soon startled by the old man's cries for help and

lights, as if he was holding something with all his

strength. John went to him, thinking he had a

nightmare, but to his siirprise found him wide

awake, and holding something under the covering
with all his might. After searching under the

cover, it was found to be a snake on the inside of

the tick among the feathers. It was pulled out
and found to be quite strong and active, and
about seven feet in length. Now, the question is,

how did this snake subsist among the feathers, as

it must have been there for six years without food

of any kind, or water ? The ticking was new
when the hole was torn, and there never had been
but one hole in the bed until one was cut to pull
the snake out.

' ' We give this as strictly true. John W. Brown
and his wife are still living, and will assert the

same, as above. Their post-ofiice is Ouachita

Chute, Louisiana."

Six years is certainly a good while to live with-

out food, even for a snake ; but there does not

appear to be any definite limit as to the length of
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fast which these reptiles are capable of enduring.
Dr. Harlan, of Philadelphia, who contributed

some valuable observations to the herpetoiogy of

America between thirty and forty years ago,
mentions having seen on exhibition more than a

hundred rattlesnakes, brought chiefly from the

State of New York, which were lively and in good
condition, although they had been without food

for more than six months.
Yet one more story of a snake and a bed.

The editor of the "Rappahannock Southerner,"
a Virginia paper, writing in September, 1860,

says that he was aroused a night or two before by
something moving in the bed, apparently between
the sheet and the ticking. Supposing it to be a

mouse, he arose, procured a light, and made an
examination of the bed, when, to his horror, a

hooded adder glided from it and disappeared
somewhere among the furniture. That editor

must have been a trusting man, for he went back
to bed, instead of rushing from the house at once

and for ever, as most jiersons, including the writer

of this article, would certainly have done. Next

day, while sitting in the office adjoining his bed-

room, he heard something moving in a waste-

paper basket, which, upon examination, turned
out to be his unwelcome visitor of the night
before. The snake, which was quickly despatched,
measured three feet eight inches in length, and
four inches in diameter ; and the editor, who says
that death must have ensued within a few hours
had he been bitten by it, vouches for the truth of

his story by inviting the curious to come and see

the reptile, which was then hanging up in his

office.

What the hooded adder mentioned by the

Virginia editor is, I do not know. The only
snake displaying anything like a "hood" with
which I have ever met, is the one known here as

the blowing adder, which is not venomous, how-
ever, but has a way of inflating its head and neck
when irritated, which gives it an extremely vicious

and dangerous aspect.
The mystery and dread attaching to the snake

family has, in all ages, been a source of apocryphal
exaggeration. Most of the American woodsmen
with whom I have met in my wanderings have a

vague faith in a reptile called by them the hoop
snake, which, according to obscure authorities

quoted by them—for they never have seen one
themselves— resolves itself into a circle when
about to attack, and, holding its tail in its mouth,
trundles itself like a hoop upon the intruder. They
will tell you, even, how the bold hunter will

sometimes pass his deer-knife quickly within the
circumference of the hoop as it wheels past, so

that the snake cuts itself in two upon the blade

by its own rash act. It is needless to say that
this variety of the serpent tribe is purely imaginary.
None of the American naturalists make note of it ;

nor is the story of its wheel movement worthy of

any more credence than the theory surmised by
many ancient fishermen about the salmon, which,
they tell us, achieves its wonderfid acrobatic leaps
by catching its tail in its mouth, and suddenly
letting go for a spring.

Very like one of these woodsmen's yarns is the

following account of a serpent new to me, as it

will probably be to most of my readers. It is taken
from a Virginian paper of September, 1859 :

—
Mr. Samuel Hawkins, living at Mount Crawford, in

this State, shot an enormous bull-snake, a fortnight

ago, about a mile from Mount Crawford, on what is

known as Cedar Ridge. The snake was eleven feet in

length, and its body was over a foot in circumference.

It was in pursuit of a younger brother of Mr. Hawkins,
making a kind of bellowing noise peculiar to this snake,
when it was shot. Its teeth were an inch in length.

Now the foregoing, unlike the hoop-snake fables,
is entitled to consideration

; for, on reference to

several authorities, I find that the bull-snake, or,

as it is sometimes called, the pine-snake, is no

myth, but an "established fact.
"

It is a large black-

and-white snake—the coluber mdanoleucua of

scientific nomenclature. Bartram, in his " Travels

in the Southern States of North America," de-

scribes it as a denizen of the pine-forests of Caro-

lina and Florida
;
and Daudin states that when

irritated it utters a very loud and even frightful
sound.

In these latitudes, and in Canada, I know of

but two varieties of water-snake, neither of which
is venomous. One of these is marked with sooty

patches on a somewhat lighter ground ; the other

striped longitudinally in black and yellow, with a

spotted belly. They haunt the borders of sluggish
streams and ponds, and live chiefly ui)on fiah. I

heard of one killed at Poultney, in the State of

Vermont, which, upon being opened, was found to

contain ten trout
;
and I found in the stomach of

a large one of the brown variety, a pike, or jack,

nearly a foot long.
These snakes may very often be seen sunning

themselves upon logs by the margins of sedgy
pools, and on being disturbed, they glide as quick
as lightning into the water. A good many years

ago, as I was fishing for trout along a Canadian
river with a friend, he hooked a striped water
snake with his fly, aa it swam across the stream,
landed it with some difficulty, and had a good deal

of work in killing it without damaging his tackle,
which became involved in a wonderful tangle with
the coiling reptile. Once, as I was watching for

wild ducks on the margin of a sluggish but clear

stream, a small water snake crept close by my foot,

and, disturbed by my movement, glided into the

water, where it coiled itself upon the pebbly
bottom. In a moment it was surrounded by a

swarm of minnows, which hovered about it with

insulting, fish-saucy gestures, until it was forced

again to seek the land as a refuge from its tor-

mentors. This, in the water, was an exact

counterpart of what we so often see far up in the

air, when a host of small birds harasses the rear of

an obnoxious hawk. With regard to these two
water snakes I have observed a curious physio-

logical fact—that, upon the same rivers, they
inhabit separate districts. And this appears to bo

in some way connected with the local vegetation.
For instance, I have always found the brown
water-snake only where the button-wood tree—

2)latanus occidentalis—grows ; while, upon the same

stream, at localities where that tree disappears, the

striped variety alone exists.

In this rambling talk about American reptiles
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I should not forget to mention the garter snake,
which is the kind most common in these latitudes.

This snake, which seldom exceeds three feet in

length, is striped longitudinally -with black and

yellow, and is frequently to be seen lurking by
the roadside or in the angles of the wooden fences.

It is a harmless reptile, subsisting upon frogs,

toads, and insects : at least, I can answer for the

frogs, as I have often seen a garter snake gliding

away from the wayside with one of these luckless

batrachians protruding from out of its distended

jaws.
These rough field-notes of mine may he useful

pour servir : the herpetology of America has yet
to be written. In what has hitherto been done,
much confusion exists with regard to nomen-

clature, from the fact that the same species of

snake is called by various names in different parts
of the country. And there is yet another dif-

ficulty in running down ophidian facts here—that
the lank hunter of the American forests is but
little observant of the habits of creatures in which
he is not directly interested as objects of pursuit.
The English game-keeper is often a practical
naturalist of no mean attainments, while the

American deer-hunter and trapper generally
limits his observations to the wearers of antlers

and "peltry." It was bad encouragement for

the enthusiastic investigator when, as he laid

down much law on the subject of snakes, and

especially of constrictors, the back woodsman to

whom he addressed himself shouldered his rifle

with a jerk, and cut oflF the lecture with the
defiant words— *' Let 'em constrict !

"

AN INDUSTEIAL CHANCE FOR
GENTLEWOMEN.

An inquiry which was addressed to me the

other day has set me thinking on a subject natu-

rally interesting to a large class of young women,
and their parents and brothers. The inquiry
related to Cheesemaking, as an occupation for

young women who wish to maintain themselves

by industry, and who at the same time prefer a

country life to confinement at any town-employ-
ment, and have no turn for the studies requisite
to training for governess-ship.

My sympathies are always won at once by a
frank acknowledgment on the part of any girl
that she is not fit for the great work of educating,
and that she had rather have the ease of mind of

an honest and lowly occupation that she is equal
to, than pretend to greater gentility at the expense
of her own self-respect, and fair play to her

pupils. It was therefore very interesting to me
to hear that any girl was inquiring about the

Cheesemaking business as a means of maintenance.
It is true, the more I considered the notion, the
less feasible it appeared ; but some considerations
arose which it may be worth while to dwell on
for a few minutes.

The first question in such a case is,
—what

office would such a young person propose to

occupy ? The scheme itself is no trifle, but a

very serious matter : and we must therefore sup-
pose that the yoiing person is not indulging in

dreams of a sunshiny life among green fields and

fragrant kine, and gay gardens, and a cool dairy,
and oceans of cream, and fruitful orchards, and
rural innocence as described by the poets. The
first question that her first adviser will ask must

put to flight all the romance of the notion : viz.,—does she propose to be mistress or maid, when
she goes into cheesemaking ?

The first is evidently out of the question for

any woman who does not possess a considerable

capital ;
and this puts the case out of the question

for girls who seek an alternative to govern essing.
Even if the land—some two or three hundred
acres at least, if the business is to be a safe one,—
was supposed certain to pay the rent and labour

by the produce, there must be a costly stock and

plant to begin with. The cows alone would cost

a thousand pounds : and, as live stock must

always be a precarious property, from the liability
to disease and death ; and as a seventh, or a sixth

part of the cows must be set aside permanently as

dry, or ailing, or wanted for the calves, or to

supply the establishment, there must be money
over, to keep up the unprofitable part of the stock,
and to replace such as either deteriorate or die.

Again,—there is the training to be paid for.

Cheesemaking is not a thing which comes of

itself. It is a mystery which one must pay to be
allowed to learn; or it is an art, based on science,
which one must pay to be instructed in, as in

the other arts of life. Till very lately, the pro-
cess of cheesemaking went on, for the most part,

by tradition and the rule of thumb ;
and it was

dignified and venerable accordingly. Old-esta-

blished houses had their particular secrets ; and
such houses asked high terms for admitting
novices to their confidence, and required to be
well paid for raising up rivals to their own custom.
That aspect of the manufacture is pretty well

over now. The chemists know more than any
old-fashioned, traditional cheesemaker could tell;

and experiments are being made, and implements
are being invented, and consultations are being
held, in all directions ;

so that there will soon be
no mystery hanging about the operation at all.

But if the fee is not required to pay for the secret,

it is to pay for the new knowledge, and the higher
order of modern skill. When all is paid for, and

learned, the situation of the establishment may
be so good, and its character so high, that it may
in time yield a fortune to its proprietor. If so,

the fortune will have been earned by severe toil

and long protracted anxiety. If the enterprise

only just answers, it will have been an anxious

way of earning a moderate subsistence : and the

interest of the capital invested would have yielded
a maintenance, however humble, without the

risks. Nobody admires and relishes the spectacle
of such an establishment, conducted by a clever

woman, more than I do : and I really do not see

how a woman could put her ability and energy to

better use. What I mean is, that the vocation is

one which will always be naturally filled by the

descendants of great cheesemaking families, or by
women who happen to unite ability and liking
for the business with the command of two or

three thousand pounds.
But this is not what was meant by the inquirers,

I shall be told. Women who have the command
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of two or three thousand pounds, do not need to

make such inquiries. Could not a young lady go
into a dairy-farm, in some cheese country, and

give her services in return for her training and
board ?

Certainly not. The way is to begin at the

beginning, as in acquiring all other arts. Look-

ing on will never do ; and no idlers or mere spec-
tators can be tolerated in a place of such urgent
and punctual business. A girl enters as a milker,

probably, or as a fetcher and carrier and cleaner.

She brings in the milk, and carries out the whey ;

and if she does not scour floors and tubs and
shelves and pans as formerly, it is because scouring
is going out of fashion. The duty now is to pre-
vent the occurrence of dirt, instead of washing it

away, at the cost of perpetual damp.
By degrees, the dairygirl rises, if she deserves to

rise, from one department of cheesemaking to

another, till she may become, in course of years, if

clever, well taught, and steady, head dairymaid.
What does this comprehend?

She has, for a dozen or twenty years, toiled as

few or no other women toil. All that time she has

been going through the whole set of labours twice a

day,—lifting great weights, wielding heavy imple-
ments, straining every muscle in her body with

reaching over the wide tubs, screwing up the pon-
derous presses, and turning and weighing the

mighty cheeses which the ordinary run of ladies

could no more carry to the scale than they could

carry the farmhouse into the next parish. She
has seldom been able to keep awake till bedtime,
all those years, or to get her mending done to her

clothes,—being overpowered with fatigue so as to

be unable to sew in the evenings. As she is

ready for the post of head dairywoman she must
have a good share of health and strength, for

women of average strength cannot bear the toil

for a long course of years. They would find

hoeing turnips, or digging potatoes, light work in

comparison. The doctors compliment the consti-

tutions of dairywomen who escape a particular set

of maladies which beset their class,—diseases

arising from over-fatigue and insufficient rest.

There is a standing population of about 64,000
of them in Great Britain ; and, though they are

now for the most part spared the work of milking,
which is consigned to men, and will soon be trusted

to machinery, they too seldom reach, in health and

comfort, the time when they may be more or less

independent of daily labour.

What do they earn by all this toil ? I shall be
asked. The class of dairywomen are paid, accord-

ing to quality and circumstances, from 81, to 12^.

a-year wages—board and lodging of course. I

see how aghast young ladies look, as they well

may, at this account of the life and prospects of a
woman on a cheese-farm : and I am glad to be able

to point out how the case is improving at the

present time. Since the duty was taken off foreign

cheese, and our dairy-farming has been roused out
of its lethargy and its old superstitions, more and
more of the hardest toil has been lifted off the

human, and laid on the inanimate instruments of

the manufacture. The whey runs into the pig-

geries instead of being carried in pails ; the milk
is delivered through pipes into the tubs, to save

the entrance of wet feet and dirty petticoats
within the area of the sacred process of manufac-
ture ; the warming is done by pipes and double

bottoms, instead of by carrying milk or water to

and from the copjier : the breaking the curd and

getting rid of the whey is done by mechanical

methods, instead of by human arms, straining
human backs by leaning over the tubs ; and, by
new methods of pressing and drying, the process
of forming and hardening and salting the cheese is

shortened by more than one half . All this is

excellent : but the class of dairywomen has much
ground to gain before the vocation can be in any
way tempting to young women who can earn a

maintenance on easier terms.

But is there no station, I shall be asked,
between that of the dairywoman who leads the

cheesemaking, at ten or twelve pounds ayear,
and the employer who has a capital of some
thousands ?

Yes,— there is one ofScial, who has the

authority of the mistress without the anxiety of

the capitil and the profits, and better pay than the

maids, without such heavy toil. In great esta-

blished cheese-dairies there is a salaried Superin-
tendent. She has her two rooms, and her servant,
and her diet, and her coals and candles, and 50^

ayear or more.—"0 come I

"
say the young

ladies,
" that will do ! That is the sort of thing,—if only the salary were a little higher."

—But
the young ladies must not fancy they have found
what they want till they have calculated the
chances for any one of them of obtaining such a

position.
Let them consider the qualifications that are

requisite. Let them remember how thoroughly
skilled in the art such a Superintendent must be,—how liberally, and even learnedly trained and

disposed, in these days of scientific improvement
of processes ;

and moreover, how familiar with the

character and mind of the rural neighbourhood in

which she bears office over a company of natives.

It must be considered, too, how few of these

Superintendents are wanted, and how certainly
there will always be candidates from the neigh-
bourhood for every vacant place,

— candidates bom
and reared among cheese-farms and cheeses peculiar
to the district, and its pride.
No

;
—the cheese-manufacture does not at pre-

sent offer a new field of employment to young
women,—especially young ladies,—who have to

look round for some means of subsistence. It is a

good vocation for women,—suitable to their posi-

tion, character and powers : but the women who

go into it must be,—like hosts of Frenchwomen,
—capitalists, entering into business as men do,—
with good credit at the Bank, a certain habit or

grace of authority in eye, tongue and carriage,

and a certain pride and complacency in the special

industry, deep-seated in the mind and heart. It

takes all this to be, to any adequate purpose, the

head of any considerable cheesemaking establish-

ment.
I am reminded by a friend that young women

need not, on this account, imagiue that independ-
ence is out of their reach in the rural districts of

the country, except as governesses and maid-ser-

vants. A suggestion of my friend's delights me :
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"If cheese is out of the question, how about

butter, eggs, and fowls ?
"

As soon as this is mentioned, we all see how
reasonable it is. There is, almost all over the

kingdom, a strong and unfailing demand for these

commodities, as is shown by the prodigious impor-
tation of each and all of them. The enterprise

may be carried a long way on a small capital, and
admits of being taken up in almost any pro2)or-

tion. So little training is required, that it may
be almost said that obsen^ation and good sense

will do as well as any apprenticeship.
In the neighbourhood of any large town it

answers to make butter,—butter which is regu-

larly good in quality,
—for sale in larger or smaller

quantities. Good butter is eagerly bought every-
where by town and village populations ; and
what room there is in this country for an increase

of the product is shown by the amount of impor-
tation. Last year we imported little short of a

million cwts. If we dwell for a moment on the

idea of a million cwts. of butter, we shall be

surprised that our green pastures, and our large
areas of green crops, should not have spared tis

the necessity of going to the continent for butter

which we might have expected to get, fresh and

sweet, at home. It so happens, however, that

whild we are raising perpetually less wheat and
more cattle, the demand for dairy products

grows in greater proportion ; so that there is an

opening for more industry in the dairy depart-
ment than seems ready to flow into it. It appears
to me that this is a direction in which young
women may reasonably hope to find a creditable

career.

In the markets of our chief towns it is a
common thing to see a stall open every market-

day for the sale of butter and other products from
the dairy of the nobleman or other country-
gentleman who may have an estate near : and

nobody thinks this odd, or in any way objection-

able,—any more than the sale of coal from the

collieries of Lady Londonderry or Lord Durham.

Something depends on the way in which the busi-

ness is managed. I remember how a nobleman

got quizzed, a good many years ago, about his

particular vanity,
—his butter

;
but the fun arose

out of his failure. He told all his acquaintance
what butter he was going to favour the market

with, at twopence per pound dearer than the
market price. People would be eager to pay the

price for his butter, which would be something
quite different from anything they had ever tasted

before. He had a paragon of a dairy-woman : he
had ordered stamps with his coronet on them : and
his stall would be in a conspicuoiis place in the
market.
On the first day, sure enough, every pound was

sold immediately ; but before the day was over
several friends had told him that there must be
some mistake, for the batter stamped with his

coronet was not good. It was difficult to convince
him of this : but in a little while he announced
that the fault had been in the dairy-woman ; that
he had obtained another, from a remote county,
at high Avages, with a capital character. The
twopence per pound would be all wanted for the

expense of the new plan ; but there could be no

disappointment again. Here he was mistaken :

the second supply of butter—folded in natty
cloths, and duly coroneted, and sold by a con-

descending lady in an elegant morning dress—was
more nauseous than the first. The same thing

happened a third time, when, if I remember right,
his lordship forbade his market-woman to bring
back any butter. She was to get rid of it some-

how ;
and it was sold for cart-grease. The belief

of the neighbourhood was, that the fault lay in

the pasture : and everybody was quite ready to

buy and approve if the butter had been good, and
sold at market-price.

Such failures are quite unnecessary ;
and there

is nothing in the task of producing good butter

which any young woman of sense, adroitness, and

activity is not equal to. And what a thoroughly
suitable occupation it is ! If she can command
the little capital requisite to stock a few acres of

land, and set up a dairy, and has acquired the art

of managing cows and making butter, she will

find a good business ready to her hand in all the

populous districts of the country. If she has not

the means of setting up for herself, she may
perhaps make a partnership with some of the

twenty thousand Englishwomen who follow agri-
cultural pursuits ;

or she may find a place in the

household of some one of the half-million of

farmers' wives and daughters who attend to the

dairy and poultry departments of the farm. By
means of such a share she may obtain money
enough to set up as the tenant of a few acres of

land, and the owner of cows in proportion. She
must have learned how to manage pasture-land,
and how to grow roots

;
and she must be a good

judge of cows, as well as a good maker of butter.

These conditions being fulfilled, it may be
almost said to be impossible that she should fail

of a comfortable independence. She will, if she

deserves it, assuredly obtain her share of the

national custom which now goes so needlessly to

Holland and other foreign countries.

It is only quite lately that this common branch
of production has been made as profitable as a
little study and attention can make it. Even

lately I have been surprised at the absurd diver-

sities of practice which I have found within even
a narrow range of pastoral country. Among a

score of farms one may find half- a dozen different

and very positive judgments about the best sort

of pans for milk—wood, lead, earthenware, or

glass ; and about how much temperature has to

do with the yield of cream and of butter ; and
about the washing and the salting of the butter ;

and, in fact, about almost every part of the manu-
facture, I understand that between one method
and another, in regard to milk-pans and the

temperature of their contents, there is a difference

of no less than one-third in the yield of cream,
while a difference of one-fifth or one-sixth is very
common. Now, here is where a woman of educa-

tion is sure to have the advantage over ignorant
or old-fashioned farmers' wives and daughters,
who have no notion that the arts of the dairy did

not reach their limit a thousand years ago. An
intelligent woman who loves the country, loves

cows, loves household work, so as to enjoy giving
her mind to doing her business in the best possible
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way, has a better chance of a good profit on her

industry than the majority of her half-million

competitors,
—and a far better chance than almost

any other ladies who have to look round them for

a way of getting their bread.

It is not from the butter only, nor chiefly, that

the profit should come, even reckoning with it

the cream-cheeses which are so easy to make, and
for which there is such a demand in town and

country throughout the summer. Other products

go naturally with those of the dairy ; and some
of them are at least as profitable.

There are the pigs which one finds in con-

nection with every considerable dairy. These
first occur in one's mind's jiicture of the establish-

ment : but there is still a good deal of argument
going on among farmers about the profitableness
of a piggery. The doubt cannot but suggest sus-

picions of bad management as long as our imports
show that we buy from abroad lard to the value

of 900,0002. ;
and bacon and hams (besides salt

pork) to the value of a million and a quarter, or

516,000 cwts. The truth seems to be that nothing
produced on the land depends more on intelligence
and care than the pig element of the farm. No
animal is more certainly and irreparably injured
by neglect, and none is so despised when injured,
as the pig ; and, as far as my observation goes,
none is more sure to pay if well treated, in life

and afterwards.

If our intelligent dairy-mistress keeps pigs in

due proportion to her dairy, and knows the im-

portance of their being of a good stock, and

always clean and well-fed, she will find that the

pubhc has an instinct for these things, too. When
she has attained perfection in her curing of hams
and bacon, she will have as much custom as she

can manage, for them as well as for the little

delicate sucking pigs on her stall in the market,
and the well- raised wholesome pork and sausages,
and the bladders of lard which she may exhibit

there. As to the hams aud bacon, she will not
have to send them to market, as they will be
all bespoken before they are ready.

This is not all, yet. The marvel and mystery
of our importation of eggs and poultry from the
continent are as great as they were ten years ago.
We are always saying, all over the country, that
we cannot conceive why we do not raise fowls

enough to supply our own needs,—seeing how
cheaply they may be managed, and how little

trouble they give. It used to be supposed that

every cottager on any common, or in any lane, had
fowls stepping and picking about his gableend ;

and it has been considered an evidence of the dull-

ness of the labouring class in the rural districts

that they have not extended their poultry rearing
as the demand from the towns increased. We see

fowls swarming in every farmyard, and round the
maltster's and distiller's granaries ; and here and
there we hear of an establishment for the rearing
of poultry alone

; but the wants of the population
are very far indeed from being met. Even if we
raised fowls enough to supply the tables of the

gentry as at present, we should have to ask why
other people should not eat poultry, as well as the

gentry. If there was poultry enough raised, every

cottager in the country, and every town-labourer,

might as well have a fowl for his dinner as a rasher

of bacon. The high price is altogether artificial,

as any traveller in a variety of countries can tell.

It is the scarcity which makes the high prices ;

and it is the desultory and unprogressive way in

which the rearing of fowls is managed which
makes the profits of that department so precarious
as we are assured they are. The experience of

foreigners justifies us in this conclusion.

What a fact it is that we have not only not eggs

enough for the very limited use we make of them
in our cookery, but are importing them to the

value of more than half a million of pounds ster-

ling a-year. In the last table of imports, the
number for 1861 stands as 203,313,300. I do
not forget that eggs are largely used for some of

our manufactures
; but that does not affect the

question why they are not produced at home.

Upwards of two hundred millions of eggs produced
for us by foreigners, while Englishwomen are

wanting employment at home ! Surely this is a
mistake which must soon be rectified !

The thing is, we have not studied the art of

poultry-rearing as foreigners have, and as we ought
to have done long ago. Even at this day, I am
occasionally asked whether I believe in the possi-

bility of regularly inducing hens to lay all the

year round ; and even whether it is possible to ob-

tain a succession of eggs through the four seasons.

Such points should not be left for foreigners to

answer at this time of day. And how do they
answer them ?

They tell us (what we surely might have found
out for ourselves) the reason why only a certain

proportion of poultry will thrive of their own ac-

cord, in farmyards and round cottages. It is

because poultry require animal food
;
and when

they have consumed all the insects within their

range, they will thrive no more unless we help
them. The hens stop laying in winter because the

insects disappear : but wherever they are supplied
with animal food, they lay as well in winter as

in summer. Some of my readers may have heard

of the fortune made by a clever Frenchman who
has made use of this fact to his own enormous

profit. This M. de b'ora, living a few miles from

Paris, thought he would try what he could make
of his hens by feeding them with horsefiesh, which
he could obtain of perfectly good quality very

cheap. As Frenchmen themselves find horseflesh

one of the best of meats, and stand up for it by
entering into an association for the extension of
"
hippophagy,' there is nothing wonderful in the

proposal to feed hens with a meat certainly not

mere offensive to our prejudices than the insects

on which our poultry feed. M. de Sora began with

only 300 hens, and they actually averaged twenty-
five dozens of eggs daily for the first year. He
now has 100,000 hens, with a due proportion of

cocks ; and the preparations for feeding them and
the management employ a hundred persons, of

whom the greater number are women, engaged in

the care of the fowls. The meu are wanted for

the slaying and disposing of the twenty-two horses

per day required by the poultry. These horses

cost less than nothing. Being old or damaged
(not diseased), they are had cheap ;

and the sale

of all parts of them, from the hide which goes to
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the tanner, to the marrow which makes lip-salve

for fine ladies, together with their use as food,

more than pays their price when alive. The meat
is minced by machinery, salted and peppered to

the taste of the fowls, and exceedingly enjoyed by
them. They are let out in divisions into portions
of an area of twenty acres, enclosed by the build-

ings appropriated to them, and by walls ;
and in

the high insect season they are allowed to range
further, under strict guardianship. After four

years of this easy life,
—spent in apartments

which are kept warm in winter and cool in sum-

mer, and always clean,—they receive the summons
of fate. The four-year-olds are drawn apart, and
fed on crushed grain for three weeks, before being
sent to Paris for the market. The work of the

hens is done for them, beyond the mere laying.
The eggs are hatched in chambers, heated and
darkened to the degree ascertained to exist under
the sitting hen. Every morning the newly hatched
chicks are removed to the nursery, and fresh eggs
are placed in the space they vacate.

The buying and selling which ensues upon this

poultry rearing is very remarkable. The farmers

are eager for the horses' bones (as are the lamp-
black and button-makers), and the gardeners for

the manure of the fowls, which has a special value

for florists. The head and hoofs make glue and
Prussian blue. The poultry returns are, however,
the most interesting to us. The sale of eggs is

40,000 dozen per week, bringing in 250,000 dol-

lars per annum, at the rate of four francs, or

3«. 4:d., per six dozen. In the three months of

last autumn M, de Sora sold in Paris nearly
12,000 cajions. His total expenses, including an
allowance for dilapidations and repairs, amount
to somewhat less than 16,0001., and his annual

profits are about 36,500Z.
We shall not expect our English gentlewomen

to set up horse-slaying establishments, or poultry
houses employing a hundred, or half a hundred
attendants ; but why shoidd they not adopt the

practices suggested by growing knowledge and
skill ? The doubt, to those who are aware of the

pressure of the egg and fowl demand, will be,

whether I am not treating the vocation of henwife

unworthily by supposing it a subordinate depart-
ment of the dairy occupation. I do indeed believe

that there is a creditable and useful career awaiting
a very considerable number of my country-women,
whenever they may choose to betake themselves
to supplying our towns and villages and factory
districts with poultry and eggs.

I have said nothing of the particular branches of

demand which relate to ducks and turkeys. I

must also leave to the imagination and fair judg-
ment of those whom it may concern the prospect
from the culture of honey. There are places even
in this country where women can make a living

very easily as bee mistresses
; and the care of bees

would combine well with that of the dairy and

poultry yard. The same may be said of the pro-
duction of fruit and flowers to a certain extent ;

but it would not be prudent to undertake too

many things; and the calling of the market-

gardener,—also very suitable to women,—seems to

comprehend these latter productions more directly
than the dairy and poultry and pig pursuits.

It would be really a great satisfaction to some of

the best friends of active and self-reliant English-
women to see some of them entering upon depart-
ments of profitable industry so suitable for them,
and at present so ill occupied. It cannot be pride
that is in the way ; for there is no sort of humilia-

tion connected with a career so independent and
useful and pleasant. I can only suppose that the

opportunity is not appreciated, because the need is

not understood. 1 am glad to have heard of one

young lady who has thought of a rural career for

herself, whether in a right or impracticable direc-

tion. I hope to hear of more before I die.

From the Mountain.

ON THE RIVER.

Side by side in our tiny skiff

Floating along with the tide,

My love and I watched the fading light

Of the summer eve die into the night,
And the moon through her queeudom glide.

Floating along where the flexile trees

To the river's brink had grown ;

And with drooping branches the waters brushed

As in mimic rapids they brawled and rushed

On a fallen tree or a stone.

III.

Then I turned away from the starry heavens

To gaze in my dear one's eyes ;

But they met not mine in their calm repose,

For troubled gleams in their depths arose,

And her smiles gave place to sighs.

IV.

Close to my side she shuddering clung.
And told her fears on my breast ;

" Beneath these waters that round us play,
The tangled weed and the darkness stay,
And the dead in their shadows rest !

" Side by side could we float for aye,
Calm river and peaceful sky !

But alas ! our life like the surface gleams,
But to merge our fates in the turbid streams

That under its surface lie !

"And I shrink, I shrink from the coming storms,

Thy courage may haply brave—
Lest these clinging arms in my selfish dread.
When the smiling moments of youth have fled

May gulph thee, too, in the wave !

"

Then up I raised the face of my love

Till the moonbeams tinted her brow
;

Till the gloomy shadow of bending trees

And the haze of the night no more she sees,

Nor the treacherous current below.

VIII.

And the genial warmth of a trusting heart

Came back to her i-adiant eyes ;

And her hand clasps mine, as borne by the tide

Wherever it listeth, through life we glide

Our gaze on the changeless skies !

Louisa Ceow.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.
«

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER LI. MRS. MAJOR LENNARD.
responsible position of governess to their children.

Miss Bakkham stared at her visitor with a look upon no better recommendation than your own,
of mingled horror and astonishment. I must confess, rather confident assertion of your" You do not surely imagine, Miss Villars," merits ?

"

she said, "that anybody will engage you in the •« I never told a falsehood in my life, Miaa
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Barkham," Eleanor answered, indignantly. "If
I am -witlioiit a friend whom I can ask to testify

to my respectability, it is on account of circum-

stances which—"

" To be sure," exclaimed Miss Barkham; "that

is the very thing we have to contend against. This

establishment is completely overrun by young
ladies, who think there is nothing easier than to

turn their backs upon their friends and their

homes, and go out into the world to become the

instructresses of the rising generation. You think

me very punctilious and strait-laced, I daresay,
Miss Villars

;
but I don't know what would become

of the rising generation if somebody didn't keep
watch and ward over the doors of the school-

room. Young ladies who choose to feel unhappy
in the society of their parents ; young ladies who
are disappointed in some sentimental affection ;

young ladies who fancy themselves ill-used by their

elder sisters
; young ladies who, from the very

shallowness of their own minds, cannot be con-

tented anywhere, all come to us, and want to go
out as governesses,

—
just for a change, they say,

in the hope of finding a little employment that

will divert their minds— as if they had any minds
to be diverted I These are the amateur hangers-
on of a very grave and respectable profession, to

which hundreds of estimable and accomplished
women have devoted the best and brightest years
of their lives. These are the ignorant and super-
ficial pretenders who bring their cheap and worth-
less wares into the market

;
in order to undersell

the painstaking and patient teachers who have
themselves learned the lessons they profess to teach.

And these amateurs will continue to flourish.

Miss Villars
; so long as ladies, who would shudder

at the idea of entrusting an expensive silk dress

to an incompetent dressmaker, are willing to con-

fide the care of their children to an instructress

whose highest merit lies in the fact that she is—
cheap. 1 do not wish to wound your feelings.
Miss Villars

;
but I assure you I often feel sick at

heart, when I see a lady who offers thirty years'

experience, and all the treasures of a mind care-

fully and sedulously cultivated, rejected in favour
of some chit of nineteen who can play one showy
fantasia, and disfigure glass vases with scraps of

painted paper ; and who will accept twenty pounds
a year in payment of services that are not worth
five."

Eleanor smiled at Miss Barkham's energetic

protest.
" I daresay you are often very much worried

by incompetent people," she said
;

" but I assure

you / have made no attempt to deceive you. I

don't profess to do much, yoti know. I believe

I can play pretty well. May I play you some-

thing ?
"
she asked, pointing to an open pianoforte

at one end of the room, a handsome grand, with
all Erard's patent improvements, on which go-
vernesses xipon their promotion were in the habit
of showing off.

" I have no objection to hear you play," Miss
Barkham answered ;

' ' but remember, I cannot

possibly procure you a situation without either

references or testimonials."

Eleanor went to the piano, took off her gloves,
and raC her fingers over the keys. She had

played very little during the last few months,
for in the feverish preoccupation of her mind
she had been unequal to any feminine employ-
ment ;

too restless and unsettled to do anything
but roam about the house, or sit brooding silentlj'-,

with her hands lying idle in her lap.

The familiar touch of the keys filled her with

a strange pleasure ; she was surprised at the

brilliancy of her execution, as good players often

are after an interval of idleness. She played one

of Beethoven's most sparkling sonatas ;
and even

Miss Barkham, who was perpetually listening to

such performances, miirmured a few words of

praise.
But before Eleanor had been seated at the

piano more than five minutes, a servant came
into the room and presented a card to Miss Bark-

ham, who rose from her seat with some appear-
ance of vexation.

"
Eeally, I scarcely know what to do about it,"

she muttered to herself. *' It's almost impossible
to arrange anything at such very short notice.

Excuse me. Miss Villars," she added, aloud, to

Eleanor,
'* I am obliged to see a lady in the next

room. Don't go until I return."

Eleanor bowed, and went on playing. She

finished the sonata ; and then, suddenly catching

sight of her wedding ring and the thiclc band of

gold studded with diamonds that her husband
had given her on her wedding-day, she stopped
to draw the two rings off her finger, and put them
into her purse amongst the few sovereigns that

formed her whole stock of worldly wealth.

She sighed as she did this, for it seemed like

putting off her old life altogether,
"It's better so," she said to herself ;

" I know
now that Gilbert must have thought me false to

him from the very first. I can understand his

cold reserve now, though it used to puzzle me
so much. He changed almost immediately after

our marriage."
Eleanor Monckton gi"ew very pensive as she

remembered that she had been perhaps herself to

blame for the altered manner, and no doubt

equally altered feelings, of her husband. She had

neglected her duty as a wife, absorbed in her

affection as a daughter; she had sacrificed the

living to the dead
; and she began to think that

Bichard Thornton's advice had been wiser than
she had believed when she refused to listen to it.

She had been wrong altogether. Classic vows
of vengeance were all very well in the days when
a Medea rode upon flying dragons and slaughtered
her children upon principle ;

but a certain inspired

teacher, writing a very long time after that much-
to-be -

regretted classic age, has declared that

vengeance is the right of divinity alone, and far

too terrible an attribute to be tampered with by
fallible mortals, blindly hurling the bolts of

Heaven against each other's earthly heads.

She thought this, and grew very melancholy
and uncomfortable, and began to fancy that her

impulses had been about the worst guides that

she could have chosen. She began to think that

she had not acted so very wisely in running away
from Tolldale Priory in the first heat of her in-

dignation, and that she might have done better

perhaps by writing a temperate letter of justifica-
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tion to Gilbert Monckton, and quietly abiding the

issue. But she had chosen her path now, and
must stand by her choice, on pain of appearing
the weakest and most cowardly of women.

" My letter is posted," she said to herself.
" Gilbert will receive it to-morrow morning. I

should be a coward to go back
;
for however much

I may have been to blame in the matter, he has

treated me very badly."
She wiped away some tears that had come into

her eyes as she took the rings from her wedding
linger, and then began to play again.

This time she dashed into one of the liveliest

and most brilliant fantasias she could remember,
a very pot pourri of airs ; a scientific hodge
podge of Scotch melodies ;

now joyous, now war-
like and savage, now plaintive and tender ; always

capricious in the extreme, and running away every
now and then into the strangest variations, the

most eccentric cadences. The piece was one of

Thalberg's chef-d'oRuvres, and Eleanor jilayed it

magnificently. As she stnick the final chords,

sharp and rapid as a rattling peal of musketry,
Miss Barkham re-entered the room.

She had the air of being rather annoyed, and
she hesitated a little before speaking to Eleanor,
who rose from the jnano and began to put on her

gloves.

"Really, Miss Villars," she said, "it is most

incomprehensible to me, but since Mrs. Lennard
herself wishes it, I—"

She stopped and fidgetted a little with the gold
pencil-case hanging to her watch-chain.

" I can't at all imderstand this 8o;-t of thing,"
she resumed;

"
however, of course I wash my

hands of all responsibility. Have you any objec-
tion to travel, Miss Villars ?

" she asked, suddenly.
Eleanor opened her eyes with a look of astonish-

ment at this abrupt question."
Objection to travel ?" she repeated ;

"I—"

"Have you any objection to go abroad—to

Paris, for instance—if I could obtain you a
situation ?

"

"
Oh, no," Eleanor answered, with a sigh, "not

at all ;
I would just as soon go to Paris as any-

where else."
"
Very well, then, if that is the case, I think

I can get you a situation immediately.- There is a

lady in the next room who was here yesterday,
and who really gave me a most severe headache
with her fidgety, childish ways. However, she
wants to meet with a young lady as a com-

panion immediately—that is the grand difficulty.
She leaves London for Paris by this evening's
mail, and she put off engaging the person she

required until yesterday afternoon, when she came
to me in a fever of anxiety, and wanted me to

introduce her to a lady instanter. She stopped
all the afternoon in the next room, and I took
ever so many young ladies in to her, all of whom
seemed well qualified for the situation, which

really demands very little. But not one of them
would suit Mrs. Lennard. She was very polite to

j

them, and made all kinds of aflfable speeches to I

them, and dismissed them in the most ladylike
|

manner ; and then she told me afterwards that she '

didn't take a fancy to them, and she was deter-

mined not to engage any one she didn't take a
j

fancy to, as she wanted to be very fond of her

companion, and make quite a sister of her. That
was what she said, and, good gracious me," cried

Miss Barkham,
" how am I to find her somebody

she can take a fancy to, and make a sister of, at

a quarter-of-anhour's notice ? I assure you. Miss

Villars, my head felt quite in a whirl after she

went away yesterday afternoon ; and it's beginning
to be in a whirl again now."

Eleanor waited very )jatiently while Miss Bark-
ham endeavoured to collect her scattered senses.

" I can scarcely hope this very capricious lady
will take a fancy to me," she said, smiling.

"Why, my dear," exclaimed J^Iiss Barkham,
"that's the very thing I came to tell you. She
has taken a fancy to you."
"Taken a fancy to me!" repeated Eleanor;

"but she has not seen me."
" Of course not, my dear. But she really is the

most confusing, 1 may almost say bewildering,

person I ever remember meeting with. I was in

the next room talking to this Mrs. Lennard, who is

very pretty and fashionable-looking, only a little

untidy in her dress, when you began to play that

Scotch fantasia. Mrs. Lennard stopped to listen,

and after she had listened a few moments, she

cried out suddenly,
' Now, I dare say that's an old

frump ?
'

1 said,
' What, ma'am ?

'

for, upon my
word, my dear, I didn't know whether she meant
the piece, or the piano, or what. ' I dare say the

lady who's playing is an old frump,' she said,
' Old frumps almost always jtlay well ;

in point of

fact, old frumps are generally very clever. But
I'm determined not to have any one I can't make
a sister of ;

and I must have one by three o'clock

this afternoon, or Major Lennard will be cross, and
I shall go mad.' Well, Miss Villars, I told Mrs.

Lennard your age, and described your appearance
and manners, that is to say, as well as I was able

to do so after our very brief acquaintance, and I

had uo sooner finished, than she exclaimed,
' That

will do
;

if she can play Scotch melodies like that,

and is nice, I'll engage her.' I then explained to

Mrs. Lennard that you could give no references ;

' and that of course,' I abided,
' would be an in-

superable objection ;' but she interrupted me in a

manner that would have ai)peared very imperti-
nent in any one but her, and cried out,

' Insu-

perable fiddlesticks ! If she's nice, I'll engage her.

She can play to me all the morning while i paint

upon velvet ;' and you're to come with me, please
Miss Villars, and be introduced to her."

Eleanor took up her muff and followed Miss

Barkham on to the landing, but at this moment
three ladies appeared upon the top stair, and the

principal of the establishment was called upon to

receive them.
"If you'll go in by yourself, my dear," she

whispered to Eleanor, pointing to the door of

the back drawing-room,
" I shall be much ob-

liged ; you'll find Mrss Lennard a most affable

person."
Eleanor readily assented. She opened the door

and went into the primly -furnished back drawing-
room, Mrs. Major Lennard was a little woman,
and she was standing on tiptoe upon the hearth-

rug, in order to survey herself in the chimney-

glass while she re-arranged the pale blue Aiugs of
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her black velvet bonnet. Eleanor paused near

the door, -vraiting for her to turn round, and won-

dering what she was like, as the face in the

glass was not visible from where Mrs. Monckton
stood.

The lady employed a considerable time in the im-

portant operation of tying her bonnet-strings, then

suddenly hearing the rustling of Eleanor's dress as

she advanced a few paces, Mrs. Lennard uttered

an exclamation, and turned round.
" You naughty girl, you qiiite startled me," she

cried.

Not so much as she had startled Eleanor, who
could not repress a cry of surprise at the sight of

her face. It was a very pretty face, very young-
looking, though Mrs. Major Lennard was nearly

forty years of age. A fair childish face, with pink
cheeks, turquoise-blue eyes, and thte palest,
softest bands of flaxen hair

; rather an insipid,
German kind of beauty, perhaps, but very perfect
of its kind.

But that which had startled Eleanor was not the

babyish, dehcate prettiness of the face, but the

strong resemblance which it bore to Laura Mason.
It was the same face after twenty years, not of

wear and tear, but of very careful preservation.
This lady, in appearance and manner, was exactly
what Laura must most surely become if she

lived to be seven-and-thirty years of age.

CHAPTER LTI. GOING BACK TO PARIS.

Eleanor was so completely bewildered by this

extraordinary likeness that she remained for some
moments staring at Mrs. Major Lennard in silent

surprise.
" Goodness me, my dear !" exclaimed the lady," how astonished you look ! I hope I'm not a

GUY. Frederick—that's Major Lennard, you know
—never liked this bonnet, and really I'm beginning
quite to dislike it myself. I do think its pokey.
But never mind that, my dear Miss—Villars, I

think Miss Barkham said,—a very nice person.
Miss Barkham, isn't she, but rather prim. I've

got all sorts of business to settle between this

and eight o'clock, for Fred v)ill travel by the

night-mail, because he sleeps all the way, and of

course that makes the journey shorter—in conse-

quence of which I've never seen Dover, except in

the dark, and I always think of it with the lamps
lighted and the pier slippery, and everybody hurry-
ing and pushing, like a place in a dream. But the
first question, my dear, that we've got to settle,
is whether you like me, and think you could make
a sister of me?"

This question, asked very eagerly, was really
too much for poor Eleanor.

"Oh, please don't look so surprised," Mrs. Len-
nard exclaimed, entreatingly ; "you make me
fancy I'm a guy, and you see there's really no time
to be lost, and we must decide immediately, if yoii

please. I was here all yesterday afternoon, and I

saw legions of ladies, but there wasn't one that
I could take a fancy to, and my only motive for

engaging a companion is to have somebody that I

shall like very much, and always feel at home
with, and I want some one who can play the

piano and be agreeable and lively, and I'm sure

you're the very person, dear, and if you only

think yoii can like me as well as I'm sure I shall

like you, we can settle the business at once."

"But you know that I can give you no re-

ferences," Eleanor said, hesitatingly.
" Of course I do," answered Mrs. Lennard.

"Miss Barkham told me all about it. As if I

thought you'd committed a murder, or done some-

thing horrid, just because you can't pounce upon
half-a-dozen people ready to declare yoii're an un-

canonised saint all in a moment. I like your looks,

my dear, and when I like people's looks at first

sight, I generally like them afterwards. And you
play magnificently, I only wish I could

;
and I

used to play the overture to ' S^miramide '

before

I was married, but as Frederick doesn't like over-

tures, and as we've been scampering about the

world ever since, in the cabins of ships, and in

tents, and all sorts of places where you couldn't

have pianos, unless you had them made on pur-

pose, without legs, I've gone backwards in my
music till I can't play so much as a polka, without

skipping the difficult parts."
Mrs. Lennard went on to say that the matter of

salary was a question to be settled between Miss

Villars and the Major.
" I always leave money matters to Frederick,"

she said, "for though he can't add up the bills, he

looks as if he could, and that's some check upon
people. But you'll have to wait for your quarter's

money now and then, I dare say, dear, because

we're often a little behind-hand, you know, and if

you don't mind that, it'll be all the better for you,
as Fred's almost sure to give you a silk dress

when your quarter comes due, and he can't pay
you ;

that's what he calls a sop to Cerberus, and
I'm sure the money he spends in keeping people

'sweet,' as he calls it, would keep us altogether if

we paid ready money. Now, is it a settled thing,
Miss Villars ? Will you accept the situation ?

"

Eleanor assented without hesitation. She heard

very little of Mrs. Lennard's good-natured babble.

Her whole mind was absorbed by the sense of her

defeat, and by the feeling that she had no further

chance of a victory over Laimcelot Darrell. She

despaired, but she did not submit. She was only

desperate and reckless, ready to go anywhere, and
finish the useless remainder of her existence any-
how. She was not prepared to begin a new life

upon a new plan, casting the old scheme of her

life behind her, as a mistake and a delusion. She

was not able to do this yet.
While Mrs. Lennard was gathering together a

lot of frivolous-looking little whitey-brown paper

parcels that seemed to bear a strong family re-

semblance to herself, Miss Barkham came into the

room to ascertain the result of the interview

between the two ladies. Mrs. Lennard expressed
herself in the most rapturous manner about

Eleanor, paid some small fee for the benefit of

the institution, and departed, carrying her parcels

and taking Eleanor with her.

She allowed her companion to assist her with

the parcels, after a little good-natured contention,

and at the nearest corner summoned a cab which

was dawdling lazily along.
" Of course the man will overcharge us," Mrs.

Lennard said,
" but we must be prepared for that,

and really I'd rather be overcharged than have a
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row, as we generally have wheu I'm with the

major, and 8uinmon.ses and counter-summonses,
and all sorts of disagreeables ; not that I mind that

half so much as foreign cabmen, who get ex-

cited, and dance upon the pavement and make
wild noises if you don't satisfy them ; and I'm

sure I don't know what would satisfy foreign
cabmen."

Mrs. Lennard took out her watch, which was
a pretty little Geneva toy with an enamelled back,
ornamented with the holes that had once held

diamonds. An anxious and intensely studious

expression came over Mrs. Lennard's face as she

looked at this watch, which was overweighted by
a heap of incomprehensible charms, amongst
which chaotic mass of golden frivolity, a skeleton,
a watering-pot, a coffin, and a Dutch oven were

distinguishable.
"

It's half-past five by me," Mrs. Lennard said,

after a profound contemplation of the Geneva,
" so I should think it must be about a quarter to

three."

Eleanor took out her own watch, and settled the

question. Tt was only half-past two.
" Then I've gained another quarter of an hour,"

exclaimed Mrs. Lennard; "that's the worst of

pretty watches, they always will go too much, or

else stop altogether. Freddy bought me my
watch, and he gave me my choice as to whether
he should spend the money in purple enamel and

diamonds, or works, and 1 chose the purple
enamel. But then, of course I didn't know the

diamonds would drop out directly," Mrs. Lennard

added, thoughtfully.
She drove about to half-adozen shops, and col-

lected more whitey-brown paper parcels, a band-

box, a bird-cage, a new carpet-bag, a dog's collar,

a packet of tea, and other incongruous merchan-

dise, and then ordered the man to drive to the

Great Northern Hotel.
*• We're staying at the Great Northern, my

dear," she said, after giving this order. "We
very often stay at hotels, for Frederick thinks it's

cheaper to pay fifteen shillings a day for your
rooms than to have a house, and servants' wages,
and coals and candles, and lard, and blacklead,
and hearthstone, and all those little things that
run away with so much money. And I should
like the Great Northern very much if the corridors

weren't so long, and the waiters so stern. I

always think waiters at grand hotels are stern.

They seem to look at one as if they knew one was

thinking of the bill, and trying to calculate

whether it would be under ten pounds. But,
oh, good gracious !

" exclaimed Mrs. Lennard,
suddenly,

" what a selfish creature I am, I've

quite forgotten all this time that of course you'll
want to go home to your mamma and papa, and
tell them where you're going, and get your boxes

packed, and all that."

Eleanor shook her head with a sad smile.
"

I have no mother or father to consult," she
said

; "I am an orphan."
"Are you?" cried Mrs. Lennard; "then it

must have been our destiny to meet, for I am an

orphan, too. Ma died while I was a baby, and

poor pa died soon after my marriage. He was

disappointed in my marriage, poor dear old thing,

though I'm glad to think it wasn't that, but gout
in the stomach, that killed him. But you'll want
to see your friends. Miss Villars, won't you, before

you leave London ?"

"No," Eleanor answered; "I shall write to

the only friends I have. T don't want to see

anyone ; I don't want anyone to know where I

am going. I left my portmanteau at an hotel in

Norfolk Street, and I shall be glad if you will let

me call for it."

Mrs. Lennard gave the necessary order ; the

cabman drove to the hotel where Eleanor had
left her portmanteau, and thence to the Great

Northern, where Mrs. Lennard conducted her new
companion to a very handsome apartment on the

ground-floor, opening into a palatial bed-chamber,
whose splendour was a good deal impaired by the

circumstances that the stately Arabian bed, the

massive easy-chairs, the sofa, the dressing-table,
and even the washhand-stand were loaded with
divers articles of male and female attire, which
seemed to have been flung here and there by
some harmless maniac disporting himself about

the room.

In the very centre of all this disorder, upon a

great black leather military travelling-case, sat a

big broad-chested man of about forty, with a good-
natured, sun-burnt face, a very fierce auburn mous-

tache, and a thick stubble of crisp, wavy, auburn

hair, cut close to his head, in the development of

which a disciple of Mr. George Coombe would have

scarcely discovered the organs that make a man
either a general or a philosopher. This sunburnt,

good-humoured looking gentleman had taken off his

coat for the better accomplishment of his herculean

labours; and, with his arms folded and his legs

crossed, with an embroidered slipper balanced

upon the extremity of his toes, and a meerschaum

pipe in his mouth, he sat resting himself, after

taking the initiatory step of dragging everything
out of the drawers and wardrobe.

"Oh, you lazy Freddy 1" cried Mrs. Lennard,

looking in at her lord and master with a reproach-
ful countenance,

"
is that all you've done ?"

" Where's the blue barege with the flounces to

go?" roared the major in the voice of an amiable

Stentor. " I couldn't do anything till I knew
that, and I've been waiting for you to come home.
Have you got a companion ?"

" Hush ! yes ! she's in the next room ; such a

dear, and awfully pretty. If you stare at her

much I shall be jealous, Freddy, for you know you
are a starer, though you never will confess it. / 've

seen you, in Regent Street, when you've thought
I've been looking at the bonnets," added the lady,

reproachfully.

Upon this the major got up, and, lifting his

wife in his arms, gave her such a hug as a well-

disposed bear might have bestowed upon the

partner of his den. Major Lennard was about

six feet one and ahalf in the embroidered slippers,

and was as strong as a gladiator in good training.

"Come and be introduced to her," exclaimed

Mrs. Lennard ;
and she led her husband, in his

shirt-sleeves, nothing abashed, into the adjoining

sitting-room.
The major's conversational powers were not

very startUug. He made a few remarks about
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the weather, which were more courteoiis than

original. He asked Eleanor if she was hungry, if

she would have luncheon, or Avait for a six o'clock

dinner, and if she was a good sailor. Then,

coming suddenly to a stand still, he demanded
soda-water and brandy.

It was the habit of this amiable man to require
this beverage on every possible occasion. He was

by no means a drunkard, though he was one of

those good-natured noisy creatures who can never

be convivial without getting tipsy ;
but his exist-

ence was one perpetual absorption of soda-water

and brandy. Why he drank this mixture, which
the uninitiated are apt to consider insipid, was a

mystery only to be explained by himself. He
could not have been perpetually thirsty; and I am
inclined to think that this soda-water and brandy
was the desperate resource of a feeble intellect

craving some employment, rather than a physical
want.

The major and his wife retired to the bedroom
and began their packing. When matters grew
very desperate Eleanor was summoned as a forlorn

hope, and did her best to reduce the chaos into

something like order. This process occupied the

time imtil six o'clock, when the major put on his

coat and sat down to dinner.

But even during dinner the packing business

was not altogether suspended, for every now and

then, when there was a little pause in the ban-

quet, Mrs. Lennard jumped up from the table,

and ran into the next room with her workbox, or

her desk, or something from the mantelitiece or

one of the sofa-tables—sometimes a book, some-

times a paper-knife, a thimble, a i)air of scissors, a

pen-wiper, or a packet of envelopes—and then

scam[)ered back to her place before the waiter

re-entered the room, and tried to look as if sbe

hadn't left her seat. The major meanwhile
worked steadily on with his knife and fork, only

looking up from his plate to attend to the wants
of Eleanor and his wife.

At last everything was ready. The addresses

were fastened to the boxes and portmanteaus. A
bewildering canary bird—which rejoiced in every
kind of noise and confusion, and had been ex-

cruciatingly loud and shrill all the afternoon—was
inducted into the new brass cage which Mrs.

Lennard had bought for it. A sharp little black-

and-tan terrier, the projierty of the major, was
invested in the new collar, and securely padlocked ;

Eleanor and Mrs. Lennard put on their shawls and
bonnets ; the major made himself gigantic by the

addition to his normal bidk of a rough great-coat,
a Scotch plaid, and half a dozen yards of woollen

comforter
;

the bill was paid at the very last

naoment, while the luggage was being piled upon
the top of an extra cab; and Major Lennard and
his companions departed at a rattling pace for the

London Bridge terminus. There was just time

enough for the major to get the tickets and choose

a comfortable carriage, before the train started.

Away they flew through the darkness of the bleak

March night, and Eleanor felt that every throb of

the shrieking engine made the step that she had
taken more irrevocable.

" Q'here was not a word in Gilbert's letter

that exjiressed sorrow at parting from me,"

she thought. "I had worn out his love, I

suppose.
"

It was eleven o'clock when they got to Dover.

Major Lennard slept all the way, with the lappeta
of his travelling cap, which was a sort of woollen
caricature of a Knight Templar's helmet, drawn
closely over his ears. Mrs. Lennard, who was
very wide awake all the time, sat opposite to her

husband, with the canary bird on her lap. He
had grown quiet at last, and had retired from the
world under a tent of green-baize. The bird's

mistress made up for his silence by talking inces-

santly throughout the journey; but it only seemed
to Eleanor as if she had a second Laura for her

companion, and the succession of her own sad

thoughts was scarcely broken by Mrs. Lennard's
conversation.

They arrived in Paris the next morning in time
for breakfast at the great H6tel du Palais, a
monstrous building, newly erected, and rich in

the glitter of gilding and the glow of colour.

Here the major took up his abode, after delibe-

rately expounding to his wife and Eleanor the

theory that the best and most expensive hotels

are always the cheapest— in the end. This moral
had been the rule of the major's life, and had

very often brought him alarmingly near the awful

abysses of insolvency.
The gorgeous apartments in which Eleanor

found herself were very unlike the low-ceilinged
little sitting-room in the Rue de I'Archevfique ;

but her mind went back to that sad time, never-

theless. She Sfient the morning in the agreeable

employment of unpacking Mrs. Lennard's ward-

robe, while the major and his wife sailed out of the

great hotel to sun themselves in the Hue Bivoli

and on the Boulevards, and to wind uj) with a
drive in the Bois, and a little dinner at Vefours'.

When she had completed this most wearisome

task, and had arranged all the scraps of lace and
ribbons, the gloves and collars, and femiiRne

furbelows, in a buhl chest of drawers and a

gorgeous ebony and gold wardrobe, Mrs. Monckton

put on her bonnet and shawl, and went out into

the busy street.

The tears rushed up to her eyes as she looked
at the bright vista before her, and heard the roll

of the drum, and the tramp of soldiers' feet in the
courts of the Louvre. Yes, there was the street

along which she had walked by her father's side on
the last day of his blighted life. Her hands clenched
themselves involuntarily as she remembered that

day; and that other bitter day of anguish in

which she had knelt upon the ground and sworn
to be revenged upon George Vane's enemy.
How had she kept her oath ? She smiled

bitterly as she thought of the four years that had

passed since then, and the strange chance that

had flung Launcelot Darrell in her way.
" I went away from this place while he was

here," she thought. "I come back to it now
that he is in England. Is it my destiny, I wonder,

always to fail in everything I attempt ?
"

She went to the Kue de I'ArchevSque. Nothing
was changed. The same butcher was busy in the

shoj) ; the same faded curtains of flowered damask

hung behind the windows.

(To be contimied.)
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THE CHUB.

I HAVE now to speak of a fresh-water fish,

which if not held in such high estimation by

anglers as are the jack, perch, trout, or roach, is

nevertheless oue which afifords them considerable

sport
—

viz., the chub.

The chub is a very stout and sturdy fish, not

unlike the barbel in his habits, and in shape bears

a closer resemblance to that inhabitant of our

fresh waters than to any other of the tribe.

Chnb are common to all British and nearly
almost all European fresh-waters, and are very
line in our own northern lakes, as also in those of

America
; indeed, the splendid lakes and rivers of

the New World contain inexhaustible stores of

fish for the angler's rod and line. Pike in the

Canadian and northern lakes run as high as forty

pounds weight, and the supply of trout and salmon-

trout (Salmo ferox) is unlimited. The weight of

the chub in English waters varies from half a

pound to nine pounJs, and the finest fish are

taken in the lake districts and in the Thames. A
gentle yet rapid stream is the best water in which

to fish for chub. They delight to haunt old

sunken stumps of trees, preferring the willow and
the pollard-oak. Osier-beds, such as are foimd by
the side of eyots and small islands, are also

favourite resorts of the chub. This fish will lie

basking motionless for hours on the surface of the

shallow water, beneath small wooden bridges,

especially where a ditch or two may happen to

join the main river. Where the willow abounds
there is the certainty of finding chub — and

mostly heavy fish—for they lurk in the deep
water beneath the gnarled roots of the trees, or

in deserted rat-holes below water-mark. In this

particiUar the chub strongly resembles the jack, as

he will lie hidden in his lair for hours, darting
out occasionally on his prey, but always returning
to his post.

1 once watched a largo chub, at intervals, for

several successive days thus seeking his food. His
haunt wa.s the hollow space in a clay bank, imme-

diately below the submerged roots of a very large

pollard-oak at Henley-on-Thames (in the reach
above bridge). I could not mistake the identity
of the fish, since it was marked across the tail-part
with a broad white scar caused by the teeth of a

jack. This chub was a very
" old stager," for

though I tried every art to catch him—and my
friends pay me the compliment of asserting that I

am a thoroughly experienced fisherman— I could
not succeed ; and eventually, to my great indig-

nation, he was killed by the punt-pole of a neigh-

bouring boatman, about as surly a Diogenes as one
need wish to encounter. The weight of this chub,
which I saw put in the scales myself, was six

pounds one ounce, and the barest possible fraction

over.

Chub are not very dainty feeders, and will bite

readily at gentles, lob-worms, red-worms, and
various sorts of Hies ; and where brambles over-

hang the water, I have seen them taken with a

blackberry. A grass-hopper, a humble bee, a

cockchafer, and a white moth, have all been used
with success on hot evenings in July and August

for taking very large chub, but these baits are of

no use unless the fish are known to run heavy.
When the angler fishes thus he must keep quite
out of sight, taking care not to throw his shadow
on the water, which would scare the fish. He
should keep behind the trees bordering the river

bank, and let his bait drop gently on the water in

the eddy of the stream where the largest fish

always lie. If there be a large chub " on the

feed," within sight of the bait, he is certain to

pouch it. I have used the white moth in this

manner with much success. This kind of angling

requires great skill, and I must also add consi-

derable experience. Another excellent plan is to

proceed along the willows on a river in a boat

rowed by another person. Let the fisher use for

his bait a well scoured red lob-worra, and throw
his line gently twenty yards a-head of the boat

as if fly-fishing, the rower halting at every cast

for about half a minute, which is sufficient time,

for if a large chub intend to bite, he will do so

at once, or not at all. Or a pimt may be used

for this kind of fishing. I have seen very heavy
chub thus taken. The smaller chub may be

taken with the gentle as in roach- fishing. In

this case, fasten your punt close underneath the

willow-boughs, or by a clay bank where there

is a (^uick stream. Use roach tackle, but a

rather stouter hook (say No. 9), and have a

ground-bait to attract the fish, made of stale

bread and bran, mixed with a few gentles, the

same as for roach, or a ground-bait of clay and

small red worms, in which latter case your bait

must be a red worm. The last-named method
I prefer, and would recommend where chub are

plentiful ; but it depends much upon the waters

in which you fish, as it is well known that a

plan adopted with great success in some rivers,

will altogether fail in others. I have taken very
fine chub with a minnow-bait when perch-fishing,

and where I have known the chub to run large—
say, from three pounds upwards—I have inten-

tionally used the minnow-bait with the sole pur-

pose of catching large chub, and have thus secured

three or four brace of heavy ones. Of course,

the minnow-bait has this advantage, that you
have always the chauce of a perch or jack taking

it, and indeed it often happens, where anglers are

fishing with the minnow in a chub haunt, that

a large jack or two is secured ; since jack, like

the chub, are exceedingly fond of lurking under

the submerged roots of old trees. I have often,

on such an occasion, dropped my minnow actually

into a jack's mouth. A large jack, thus hooked,

requires much skill to land, as he is more likely

than not to snap the gut, for gimp hooks are

not used in chub-fishing. It is certainly a great

feat in angling to land a jack of any size with

a gut-line, and one for which the fortunate

sportsman may take to himself considerable

credit.

I may safely assert that the average weight of

the chub in Great Britain is from one to four

. pounds, though in the Thames, and many other

waters, they are taken much larger. Chub are

only of value for the sport they afford, since their

flesh is coarse and bony, and has that peculiar

i
flavour known to anglers as •'

muddy." They are
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sometimes dressed with a stuflSng, or stewed in

wine, as are both jack and carp ;
but no amount

of culinary skill will, in my opinion, ever render

the chub a palatable dish—at least, if my readers

think fit to experimentalise on it, it shail not be

on my recommendation.

Chub may be taken at all fishing-stations on the

river Thames below Richmond, and I may mention

the river from Eeading to Great Marlow as good
chub-fishing ground. Staines, Shepperton, and

Walton, I have known to furnish good sport, but I

should say that lower down the river the fishing
was decidedly superior. From Maidenhead to

Henley there is first-rate chub and jack fishing,

and the little river Loddon, approaching Wargrave
and Shiplake, contains some very heavy fish of

both sorts, as well as good perch. The summer
months are the best, I think, for chub-fishing,
as they may then be taken well with either the

natural or the artificial fly in most rivers. In the

winter months the best bait is a fine paste, or

bullock's pith and brains—the latter exceedingly

killing in cold clear weather. Chub do not thrive

£0 well in ponds or very still waters, as tbey love

eddies and gently rippling corners, such as the

ditches and small inlets that join a large river, or

near mill-streams, where the water carried down
from the mill-wheel causes a rapid and continuous
flow. In such i>laces chub bite greedily, and run

large, and, with skill, afford sport quite equal to

that of barbel-fishing. In their habits, as I have

observed, chub have many points of resemblance
to the barbel, and where one is found the other is

usually not unlikely to be near at hand. The
river Isis is said to contain exceedingly large chub,
and I have often taken large ones between Oxford
and Eynsham, but I do not remember to have

caught any over three pounds in weight. Cer-

tainly I have taken many about or a little under
that size, but none larger. I have been often told

of persons Laving seen them as heavy as seven or

eight pounds in the water I mention, but I never
saw any so large myself, though a pretty accurate

observer and constant angler. The truth is, that

a very large fish in the water looks even larger
than he really is, and mere lookers-on, who have
not been in the habit of judging the weight of

fish by the eye, are apt to be deceived, and hence
often grossly, though not wilfully, exaggerate. I

beheve that chub of five or six pounds' weight
are not at all uncommon in certain waters, and,
as above stated, I have seen one of the latter size

at Henley-on-Thames ; but I think that four

poimds' weight may be reckoned the average of

good chub in most English waters, and I should
look upon those over six pounds as fairly entitled

to be considered exceptional fish.

Whether or not the jack has a peculiar par-

tiality for a chub dinner I do not know, and

perhaps if I asserted such a fact I should be liable

to correction. I know that few anglers use a chub
bait from choice iu fishing for jack, but it has
struck me as somewhat singular that in my angling
experience I have taken more chub marked by
the teeth of the jack than I have any other fish

similarly iiijured, which would seem to imply that
the jack lias a preference for this fish as food. It

may, however, be possible that the true reason of

my having observed so many chub thus marked

(and so few in proportion of other fish), is that the

chub, being a hardier fish, often survives the efi"ect

of a deadly
**
grip

" which would have proved
fatal to the roach or dace, and hence the solution

of a fact I can positively assert, viz., that chub
are very often marked by the teeth of the jack. I

have taken chub so scarred and wounded by a

jack as to be almost divided in two, and yet

apparently lively and healthy. I once caught a

chub thus marked which appeared to have been

recently injured, certainly within a week, yet he
took my bait, a gentle, quite eagerly.

In some districts the chub is known as the
**
chod," or " cheven." Possibly the fish—I only

hazard this as a suggestion
—is thus named from

the fidness of its head and jaws ; indeed, we still

apply the epithet "chubby" to a particularly well-

fed specimen of our English boy tribe. In feed-

ing, a large chub will make a peculiar
"
chop-

ping
"

noise with his mouth, such as I have

noticed in no other fish. This sound is not occa-

sioned (as might be conjectured) by greediness,
but by the peculiar formation of the jaws of the

chub. Chub— though biting boldly— are wary
fish, and the cognomen of "river-fox" given them

by quaint old Sir Izaak Walton is not perhaps

altogether an inapt one. In conclusion I may add,
in justice to a fish not very generally popular, that

although the chub does not rank in the first class

of "sporting
"

fish, and has no peculiarly striking
merits or characteristics, he may yet on occasion

afford far from bad amusement to us " brothers of

the angle." Astley H. Baldwin.

THE BATTLE OF THE CATS.

" MiEAOW !

"

Now before I proceed any further I had better

explain a little.

During my residence in a sea-port town in the

north of England, I once had the privilege of con-

versing with an old lady in her 1 03rd year.
She was wonderfully active for her years, and

looked so lively that, if she had not unfortunately
fallen down- stairs shortly afterwards, and given
her system a shock that it did not recover, she

might have been living yet.
Like many very old people, her conversational

powers were, to put it in a mild way, considerable.

Moreover, oh ! ye anti-tobacconists, she smoked ;

and over a confidential pipe the old lady opened
her wallet and favoured me with many marvellous

and strange tales concerning her native town ;

among others, of a great battle that had been

fought on the town moor. It had happened
before her time, and not being gifted with the

faculty of remembering things that had happened
before she came into the world, she could only

speak from hearsay, but she had "heerd tell"

that two great armies of cats had, long ago, come

from no one knows where, and met in deadly
strife on the moor, and that after it was over they
had returned whence they came ;

or at any rate,

the survivors had. Here was a most iinparalleled

event ! Other neighbourhoods might boast of

Roman remains, and British barrows and tiunuli,
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and such like articles of furniture, but in what

town, or even county in England had such a thing
as a feline combat on such an extensive scale ever

happened ? What made the case very provoking
was, that in no county history, local records, or

table-book could I find the slightest trace or

mention of this remarkable occurrence ;
and as I

am naturally of an antiquarian turn of mind, I

believe I lost flesh about it. Certainly my sleep
was broken for many nights. Not a melodious

howl arose from a nocturnal and tile-frequenting

Tom, (they were awful rascals after the pigeons)
but woke me up to the recollection of the unsolved

mystery which lay shrouded under the cobwebs
of bygone ages. At length I had my curiosity
satisfied. One night I was awakened by the

tremendous "
mieaow," which I mentioned at the

commencement, and which proceeded apparently
from some animal located in my room. I rubbed

my eyes and sat up in bed, and, seated on the

footboard, I beheld an ancient and spectral cat of

gigantic proportions, (I don't like to be thought

exaggerating, but let us say as big as a Newfound-
land dog,) lambient, blue, and transparent, with

flaming eyes and a kind of red-hot, corruscating
wick which ran from the nape of his neck to the

tip of his tail, and ended in sparks.
"Did you speak?" I asked, when I had re-

covered myself.
"

Yes," said he, "I understand
that you wish to know the particulars of that

great battle which took place on the town moor"

(how did ho understand anything of the sort ?)—" Ah ! I was chief of the commissariat to the

grand army of Tortoisesh ells at that time, and
knew the flavour of a fine fat mouse

;
alas ! these

joys are gone never to return. 1 have tried more
than once since shufiling off the mortal coil, to

eat a mouse, but they burnt to cinders in my
inside and brought on such a severe attack of

dyspepsia that I thouglit I should never get over
it. I was rash enough too to indulge in some
fine rich cream that I came across in my wander-

ings, but my internal heat converted it into steam
so rapidly that I was nearly blown up, indeed, it

quite lifted me ofl' my legs, so I am fain to lead a

life of abstinence and self-denial little suited to

my disposition." Aud here he gave such a melan-

choly howl that from my heart I pitied the old

sinner. "
However, I will not detain you with my

grievances ; you will find in this document a full

account of that great, and to my party, unfor-

tunate, battle." Saying which he laid on the

counterpane a neat roll of mouse-skins covered
with writing, and springing on to a moonbeam
which struggled through the window blind, he
ran swiftly up till he vanished from my sight.
Now if any one asks in what language was this

chronicle written, and how did I contrive to

decipher it, I reply that that is my affair, and if

they don't choose to take the particulars just as I

lay them before them, they may let it alone.

Next morning I set myself to work to examine
the manuscript, but before I proceed to give the

narrative contained therein, I may as well silence

all sceptical objections to the mode of its acquisi-
tion. It will be objected by some that the spiritual
manifestation of a Tom Cat is preposterous, and

impossible, and therefore unworthy of belief. I

simply refer such to the many and interesting
accounts of apparitions that have been given
lately in some of our periodicals. Observe that
in these instances there was not only the appear-
ance or spectre of the 2^erson, but also of his or her

wearing apparel. Now I maintain that there is

nothing more absurd or unreasonable in the ghost
of a tom cat (or a tibby) than in the ghost of a

pair of boots, or a hat, or an umbrella (generally
silk with an ornamental ivory handle), or a crino-

line. The relative possibility of my story is

therefore established, and for the probability of it

you must take my assurance.

In the infancy of this land, when men wore

paint
—the fashion is confined to the gentler sex

now—and hyenas' bones were held to be a

sovereign cure for rheumatism, the race of cats was

great and powerful and numerous. The dark and
endless woods, the brakes and cliffs and caves

harbotired their communities. If but one midnight
wanderer raised his voice, the cry was taken up
and re-echoed in one unbroken howl through the

whole length of the land. The effect then was

grand ; like the night wind sighing through the

pines on the hill sides^-only much sweeter.

They were a united race ;
and readily unsheathed

their claws and arched their backs against a com-
mon enemy. Even the wolf had to slink by with
an air of abject deprecation, and dare not call his

eyes his own.
The race of two legged creatures called men

were their most formidable enemies. These

gigantic and ferocious beings destroyed them for

their skins, yea, even ate them
; and capturing

their young ones, carried them off into slavery
and compelled them to catch rats and mice for

their living.
In the coarse of yean the race of cats was

much reduced in numbers, and the greater part of

them utterly subdued and domesticated by their

enemy, man. As if this were not enough, they
had split into factions which were at enmity with
each other, and were distinguished as the

"Brindles," the "Blacks," and the "Tortoise-

shells." Woe to the unhappy cat who strayed
into the territory of another faction—such a

howling and mol-rowing ensued, and very soon his

bones, clean picked, lay whitening in the sun.

Affairs being in this condition, it so happened
that the young prince of our clan, the Tortoise-

shells, had fallen in love with a tabby of the

Blacks— she was a traitress, and persuaded him
one day to cross the boundary into her faction's

ground. The unfortunate prince, blind to all

considerations of personal safety, consented, and no
sooner was he over the border than he fell into an

ambush. Six gigantic blacks sprang out on him,
and ate him up before the eyes of an affrighted
tortoisehell who was out catching birds in the

neighbourhood. He carried the dismal tidings to

our court, and the old king, Molrowdy, rose up in

bitter wrath and swore to have the eyes of the

perpetrators of the deed. In a week we had
raised a numerous army. From every household

and farmstead of Durham they came swarming in

to the camp. Plump domestic Toms, wiry and
veteran mousers from barns and lofts, and a chosen
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band of wild cats from the woods, terrible of

aspect and having claws six inches long.
Then putting himself at their head, the King

led them forth to invade the territory of the

enemy. I had interest at court, and got a snug
berth in the victualling department.

Four nights we marched, an advanced guard of

2000 leading the way, and skirmishers and foraging

parties scouring the country and robbing the

larders, while our main body, consisting of 20,000
well-clawed and active cats, . marched in close

order, their tails rustling in the breeze.

The King of the Blacks, hight KaterwoUy, was
not idle meantime. When he heard of the vio-

lent death of the Prince of the Tortoiseshells, he
first of all caused the perpetrators of the deed to be
tied together in pairs by their hind legs, and hung
over the branches of a tree, to tear themselves to

death, as a punishment for the row they bad got
him into, and then set about preparing for the

defence of his kingdom.
And very quickly he raised a large force, drawn

from the moors and fells of Yorkshire.

With these, to the number of nearly 30,000, he
hastened to meet his ojiponent, and about the

middle of one fine day the skirmishers on either

side met on Sunderland Moor, and, after a little

desultory scratching, fell back upon their main
bodies ; and the two forces remained opposite to

each other until night set in.

I, being a non-combatant, was left in the rear

with the baggage ;
and heartily I congratulated

myself on the arrangement. Indeed, since our

setting out, I had been exceedingly comfortable,
and had come in for some nice little pickings ;

for if a fellow, after being away all day foraging,

brought back, among other things, a nice plump
sparrow, or other dainty, which he naturally
wished to reserve for himself, a quiet hint to me,

accompanied by a modest share of the dainty, pro-
cured my silence.

So, being, as I said, left in the rear, I made a

light supper, and then looked about for some
favourable point from which to view the fight. I

soon found a suitable tree, and scrambled up it,

taking with me a trifling snack in case I should

feel hungry, and then settled myself among the

leaves.

About 8 o'clock at night the fight commenced

by a party of blacks stealing through the long

grass, and surprising a company of our fellows

who held possession of the top of a long wall. I

daresay I could have given timely notice of the

attempt, but then I was so comfortably fixed, and

unwilling to encounter the fatigue of scrambling
up and down my tree :

—so I kept quiet. In a
short time they neared the wall, and sprang on it

so suddenly that our tortoiseshells were tumbled
off it with scarcely a scratch being given on either

side.

Then the fight became general, for the wall was
an important post, and each party poured in re-

inforcements, and the wall was taken and retaken,
and lost and won, over and over again. The mass
of combatants looked like the sea in a storm

;

they surged and rolled, and heaved and gyrated.

They reared on end, and wrestled, and clawed, and
bit. They bounded over each other, and got

locked in inextricable knots of claws and tails and
fluff. The hair rose and floated over the field in

clouds, so that in some places the combatants
could be but dimly seen, while the cold white
moon looked grimly down upon the bloody scene.

By this time, many a stout torn lay prone in the

dust, and the weary troops on either side were
fain to pause awhile, and watch each other with
arched backs and quivering tails. This was the

moment chosen by our sly old king to play his

grand move. He had kept in reserve his band of

wild cats, ciirbing their impatience, and watching
the fluctuations of the struggle, and now, mar-

shalling them, he gave the word to charge, and
headed them in person. It was a sight I shall

never forget. With a savage yell the moun-
taineers sprang forward with tails erect ; and as

they brushed against each other the electricity
thus generated rushed in a cloud of sparks
from their upraised tails. They fell like a
thousand of bricks on the foe, hurling them back
in masses by their very weight. The blacks, I

must say, fought gallantly, and the battle became
fierce and deadly. Not a sound was heard but the

ripping and craimching of claws and teeth, or the

wail of some strong tom in his last extremity.
Our mountaineers, however, had turned the scale,

and the blacks were playing a losing game. In

many parts of the field they were utterly broken,
and as I fancied it would soon be over I sat down
to refresh myself with the wing of a chicken.

Looking up for a moment, judge my surprise and

dismay to see, coming rapidly from the south, a

large force of " Brindles."

King KaterwoUy of the Blacks had been politic

enough to form an alliance with the "Brindles,"
whenever hostilities appeared unavoidable, and

they had intended to have been on the field much
earlier, but had, I heard afterwards, been delayed
in consequence of having to take a somewhat cir-

cuitous route to avoid a force of hostile dogs that

lay in wait to worry them.
We were now far outnumbered. The new

comers, who were fresh, and, moreover, had been

starving for two days, threw themselves into the

thick of the fight. Our mountaineers fought as

only wild cats can, but to no purpose. Each one
became the nucleus for a bunch of famished

brindles, who clawed and tore and spit to such

good purpose, that our wild allies were literally
eaten off their legs. Their defeat was the turning

point of the day. Our other troops, who had up
to this time been steady enough, lost heart and
wavered. The wall was in the hands of the

foe, whose tails waved triumphantly from its sum-
mit. I saw that it was all up, and cut as hard
as I could, and just in time, too, for a body of the

Brindles fell upon our provender. Their cries

over the eatables attracted the rest and the Blacks,
and under cover of the diversion, our leader drew
off the tattered remnant of his forces, and beat a

hasty retreat.

Sadly we returned to our homes, much reduced

in numbers, and leaving many a housewife's hearth

desolate
;
for the bones of her faithful Tortoiseshell

were left to bleach on the fatal moor.

Our King died soon after of a broken heart and
the loss of one eye. Many of our troops became
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demoralised, and took to sacking pantries and

pigeon-cotes, and died ignominioiisly by dog and

trap, while others, disowned by their old owners,
fell victims to hardships to which they were

unused.

I, myself, heart-broken and reduced to a skele-

ton, retired to the seclusion of a stable-loft, and

dragged out my days in obscurity, occupying my
leisure in writing out this history, and perished

eventually from incautiously swallowing a live

mouse.
And now T am doomed to wander o'er the moon-

lit tiles, haunting the scenes of former joys.

Here the manuscript ends. It may be observed

that the concluding sentences must have been

written after our friend's decease ; but that need
excite no surprise, when we recollect that writing

(and that without the aid of a medium) is num-
bered among spiritual accomplishments.

I would just observe, in conclusion, that I

deserve credit for being the means of placing
before the public a great and interesting historical

fact which has quite escaped Macaulay.
I have to regret that the unique document itself

unfortunately fell in the way of our cat, who,

incautiously eating it, became immediately old and

grey, and perished, warbling in an ancient and
unknown tongue. Otherwise, I should certainly
have deposited it in the British Museum for the

inspection of the curious and the antiquarian.

THE LAKE AND ABBEY OF LAACH.

This morning, the morning of April the 20tb,

1863, is one worth noting in a journal for its

unparalleled magnificence ; at letwt as it shows
in this Khineland, whatever may be the case

elsewhere.

The spot is Andernach
; and the river about

Andernach where a chain of variously shaped hills

of volcanic origin crosses it, is to some judgments
more beautiful even than in its course through the
well-known gorge, which begins at Coblcntz and
ends at Bingen on the ascent of the Khine. A
fine morning indeed for a walk from Andernach to

the Lake of Laach ! The distinct sensations of

cold and heat are merged in an intoxicating tem-

perature which makes the whole air seem a bath of

limpid freshness, instinct with joy and life, and
realises for the nonce the fable of the Fountain of

Youth, which the old painters are so fond of

illustrating. The sun has risen in singular splen-
dour over the hills on the Neuwied side, and his

oblique rays are powdering the dark grey volcanic

soil, over which the slowly rising path lies, with
a dust of brilliants, which effect is probably the
result of the grains of mica which form part of the

composition of the soil. But be the cause what it

may, the effect is that of

Stars which in earth's firmament do shine

even more truly than that of the flowers of the

field, to which Longfellow applies the comparison ;

for the negative grey of the ground better than
the bright green sward, expresses the darkness
and mystery of the vault of night. As for the

larks, they are half-mad with the zest of existence
;

as that lumbering yoke of oxen with the stolid

peasant and his inevitable coffeepot pipe proceeds
with the plough, up they rise before them and
behind them like little living rockets, which ex-

plode in musical glee instead of a shower of

coloured stars, because it is day and not night,
and coloured light could not be seen, while song
is heard. Are they laughing at them, or are they
sorry for their soil-bound estate, and doing in pity
like good little cherubims, their best to console

them for the curse, which has stricken alike the

peasant and the oxen ? The very loose earth, as

it is turned with the plough, exhales the freshness

of the young year, and soft lights and softer sha-

dows follow the furrow. The muzzles of the beasts

are dewy and fragrant ; their eyes like deep dark

wells, preach patience and content, the very hairs

of their bright dun coats glisten with opalescent
lustre. Oh, that Rosa Bonheur, who reverses tlio

fable of Europa, by carrying off horned beasts

bodily, were present with her inimitable pencil !

And the ground is covered with new-bom
flowers, violet, and pansy, and Star of Bethlehem,
anemone and forget-me-not with its eyes of tur-

quoise and gold, and the butterflies, those flying

flowers, as I have known a child call them, coquet
about them and pay their morning salutations, as
in the June night of Germany the flying glow-
worms flit about their wingless mates. And tho
butterflies and moths abound in this cotintry, from
the purple Emperor, that "Solomon in all his

glory," of the tribe, down to the little winged
creatures in Bavarian uniforms of sky blue. The

butterfly is an emblem of the immortal hopes of

man, and surely to be up and in the midst of

nature on such a morning as this is better than all

sermons appropriate to Piaster, for that soul must
be dull indeed which did not feel here a foretaste

of its resurrection :

Our road is a kind of rough bridle-way, leading
over a swelling upland, apparently formed of vol-

canic lUbria ; tho round contours of the hills

bring to mind the neighbourhood of Naples, and

Auvergne in France. Behind some wooded hills in

fi-ont, about seven English miles from Andernach,
lies the Lake of Laach. To make for the highest

point of these hills, without regarding the route by
which tourists are conveyed, would evidently be
the best way to get a synoptical view of the lake ;

so, instead of pursuing the path to Niedermendig,
where are some famous basalt quarries, we turn to

the village of Nickenich on the right. This i)lace

is principally built in a very solid manner of dark

grey or purplish basalt, the roofs being thatched.

The new church is a fine specimen of Byzantine
architecture, so contrived within as to produce an
echo equal to that of

The castle arch whose hollow tone

Returns each whisper spoken.

I

The interior decorations, though brilliant, are in

good taste, and tho high altar, with the vaiilt

1

of the choir is chastely gorgeous, with none of

j

that meretricious ornamentation which disfigures
i many Catholic churches, A hollow way through

j

the budding woods, whose i-eddish tint is just

I bursting into a mist of green, leads by a long
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ascent insensibly to the brow of the moimtain,
when suddenly the moderate fatigue is recompensed

by the revelation of a landscape which takes the

eye by storm with its tranquil beauty. Spread
out at the foot of the hills lies an oval or nearly
circular basin, large enough to form the body of

the landscape, and small enough to be easily com-

prehended in the area of vision, of the same blue

as the sky, but somewhat deeper and more deli-

cious where shadows of banks or promontories are

cast on it, and reflecting every fleecy cloud
; sur-

rounded, save where a band of golden green forms
the immediate margin, by wooded hills of the

softest outlines, with others behind them in the dis-

tance. Directly in front are the cone-topped towers

and white -glancing biiUdings of the abbey, a small

object across the lake, and seeming to realise by
its position the very luxury of loneliness. Far

away to the right and over the nearest hills is an
intimation of the bold scenery about the banks of

the Ahr, with one grand castle standing sentry
on a jutting headland, and beneath, a steep slope
covered with budding trees, with out-cropping
masses of deep violet- coloured volcanic rocks. It

is a scene the more beautiful as so unexpected in

these latitudes, and the beholder might well imagine
himself standing on the brink of the Lake of

Nemi, among the Sabine hills. Italy is also

brought to mind by the fact that Laach possesses
a cave where the fixed air destroys animal life, as

Lake and Abbey of Laach.

is the case with the Grotto del Cane, near Naples.
And all this is within an easy walk of the cockney-
ridden llhine!

The Lake of Laach is the central focus of a
volcanic circle which nearly approaches in magni-
tude that of the higher Eifel. It is 864 feet above
the level of the sea, 705 above that of the Rhine
at Andernach, and according to an old account
of 1674, when it was frozen hard, it was 4,347
ells long, 3,945 broad, and 107 deep. The Counts
Palatine had formerly a castle which commanded
it on the southern bank, called the Pillenz, or

Pfalz, which name denoted the official district of
the "Missi Domenici "

in the Merovingian times,
and had its origin in the Palatium of Treves. In
the tenth century the whole country belonged to

the Counts of Hochstaden ; half of this, and in

particular, half of the lake, was given as a dowry
to Matilda, Countess of Hochstaden, who brought
it to her husband, Henry I. The Count Palatine

Henry II. called himself *' Dominus de lacu," and

generally resided with his wife Adelaide at the

castle of Laach. By them the abbey was founded,

A.D. 1093. This pair had long cherished the

wish to found a religious establishment near their

sequestered home, and childlessness was added to

the ordinary pious motives which influenced so

many persons in those days. They were hesitating

about the best site, when it is said that one night

the whole lake was preternaturally illuminated,

and a light brighter than elsewhere rested on one

particular spot. This they understood as the
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appointed place for the abbey, which they accord-

ingly proceeded to found there, the Count
Palatine constituting himself the Visitor of the

convent. The original record of the foundation

was supposed to be preserved in the royal state

archives at Berlin, until signs were detected which

fixed the date of the apocryphal document to be

the beginning of the thirteenth century. The
Count Palatine Henry dying, left the work to Count

Siegfried, who for years neglected to carry it out,

but at last, moved by repentance, and terrified by
a storm at sea, proceeded with it, destroying the

neighbouring castle in order that the monks might
be left to dwell in peace. The Cloister was put
under the supervision of the Abbot of Haffligem,
in Belgium, and Siegfried made himself Visitor, or

patron. Whenever the Visitor was called it was
settled that he was to receive three malters of

corn for bread ;
in winter ten, and in summer five

malters of oats for his horses ;
two pigs, five florins

in cash in the evening, and one florin thirty
hellers in the morning, and lastly an awme of

wine in the evening, and half that quantity in the

morning, for the refreshment of himself and suite.

This Count enacted also that he and his family, as

well as other Visitors, should be buried in the con-

vent. Siegfried died without completing the

work, which was neglected by his son WUliam,
and again taken up by Hedwig, Countess of Are,
in Nickenich, probably the widow of Gerhard IT.,

of Hochstaden, she giving the Remaining half of

the lake to the convent. Her benefaction was

gratefully recorded in an inscription on a pillar in

the choir of the church :

Prole potens virgo, petimus pro munere largo
Da tibi submisse celos Hedwich coiuitisse.

The first monks came to liaach from Haffligem, in

Belgium, which convent is said to have had so

great a reputation for piety, that St. Bernard, of

Clairvaux, declared he found them angels rather

than men. The consecration of the church by
Archbishop Hillinus, of Trfives, took place on the
24th of August, 1156, to the honour of the Holy
Trinity, while it was confided to the special pro-
tection of St. Mary the Virgin and St. Nicholas,
the legal appellation of the convent being : "Monas-
terium beata; Marias Virginis in Lacu prope Antona-
cum." It was governed by priors till 1627, when it

was given an abbot of its own. Laach fell to the
See of Cologne through the last will of Count
Palatine William, but in the sixteenth century we
find the Abbot Joha, of Cochem, at issue with
the See of Cologne, and intriguing to transfer the
nvestiture to Trfives, consequently the convent
>vas taken forcible possession of by Eaban William,
I Captain of Cologne, in the name of the Arch-

)ishop, and occupied by a party of men-at-arms
md arquebusiers seventy-five strong. The monks
vere of the Benedictine order, which had its rise

u Italy 540 A.D., and the rule was that of

)lug»y. One vow was taken, that of uucondi-
ional obedience, and the regulations were supple,
he dress itself of the order assimilating itself to

lational costumes. The abbot alone had the
>ower of inflicting punishment, on the report of
he prior. These varied from the greatest, which
'as the lesser excommunication, to such dis-

cipline as sitting on the ground at meals, which
was appli^ to those who were late at matins.
This convent, after a long period of secularisation,

during which its buildings were considerably
modernised, has at length, by lease or purchase,
come into possession of the Jesuit Fathers, a party
of whom, on the memorable 20th of April, 1863,
were celebrating their arrival with a bowl of May-
wine {i.e., Rhine wine sweetened and flavoured

with wood-ruflfe and a slice of lemon,) and they
looked with their severe robes and buxom faces

something like a party of jolly undertakers' men.
Of course there is a restaurant in the garden of

the convent, a very necessary institution when
the villages are so far off. The church is entered
from the lovely convent-garden through a beauti-

ful cloister, with a little classic flower-garden in

the midst, bringing to mind the Alhambra Court
in the Crystal Palace, save that the arches are not
of horse-shoe shape, but perfectly beautiful speci-
mens of the round Byzantine style.

The ornamentation of the main arch leading
into the cloister is an exquisitely tasteful and
chaste design of leaves and flowers. This cloister

appears to date from the second half of the twelfth

century. Three of the portals of the church have
been walled up ;

the other two are approached
through the cloister. The ground plan is supposed
to have been borrowed from that of the cathedral

at Cologne : the length of the interior is 208 feet :

the whole length of the building being 261 feet

10 inches. The nave is tripartite, the highest |

part being in the middle. The vaults of the roofs
|

spring rapidly from square shafts, which are partly
ornamented with pilasters. There are two tran-

septs, two choirs, and Ave towers : besides these

there is a short one over the eastern transept,
crowned with an octagon cupola. The whole of

the details of the interior and exterior deserve

careful study, as showing how simple means may
produce an architectural effect of perfect beauty.
Beneath the choir is a crypt with corresponding
area. It is long since the church has been used
for Divine service. It looked naked and empty,
and full of glaring light, as the Byzantine style

requires coloured windows to give the proi>er

religious gloom. In the full sun-glare the remains

of gaudy colours that had been laid on the

internal architecture in some particularly vulgar

age, looked especially odious, and the tombs wore
a mouldy, mournful, and neglected look. From
the emptiness of the whole space the natural echo

was increased, so that every step was repeated

throughout the length and breadth of the build-

ing. It is necessary to beware of a stumble in

descending the step between the nave and choir,

since that step is said to have been often over-

looked through people keeping their eyes fixed

on the vaulted roof. A striking* contrast is

felt on emerging from the solemn desolation of

the church to the luxuriant world without, and
the orchards laughing in blossoms, which stand

out against the blue heaven with the mingled
lustre of rock-salt, and snow, and silver. Our

path lies along the western shore of the lake, up a

deep sandy road to the crest of the hills on the

north, whence a pretty peep of the Rhine and
Drachenfels is gained, and so down to the valley
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of Brohl. At the edges of the road are observed

several little pitfalls of the ant-lion, an ugly-looking
little insect, who makes a funnel of sand, lies perdu
at the bottom of it, and devours any unfortunate

ant who has the ill-luck to miss his footing on the

overhanging sward. This region appears to be rich

in entomology. Among other beetles, one is very
common, with red legs and green and gold body,
who seems, from the frequency with which he

shows himself, to be almost conscious of his beauty.
The valley of Brohl appears to be a rift on a large

scale, traversing consolidated volcanic debris and

mud, of much the same nature as that out of

which Pompeii has to be dug. This rift, down
which winds a stream, is made irregular by being
blocked at intervals by more solid rocks, and in

general the forms of its cliffs and vine-bearing
terraces are fantastic and theatrical, rather than

positively beautiful. A rising watering-place,
called Tonnistein, where a very palatable mineral

water is to be drunk on the premises, is making
this c;trioii3 gorge one of the smaller resorts of

fashion. It debouches on the Rhine at the village
of Brohl, whence Andernach is soon reached by
railway or by steam. G. C. Savayne.

ANA.

Sir Jony Cochrane, being engaged in Argyle's
rebellion against James II., was taken prisoner
after a desjierj^ resistance, and sentenced to be

hangdd. His daughter Grizzle having obtained

information that the death-warrant was expected
from London by the coach, dressed herself up in

man's clothes, and twice attacked and robbed be-

tween Belford and Berwick, the mails which con-

veyed the death-warrants. This gave time to

Sir John Cochrane's father, the Earl of Dun-

donald, to make interest with Father Peter, a

Jesuit priest, and the King's confessor, who, for

the sum of five thousand pounds, agreed to inter-

cede with his royal master in favour of Sir John

Cochrane, and to obtain his pardon, which was

granted. The great-granddaughter of this lady,
Miss Stuart of Allan Bank, was the grandmother
of the late eminent banker, Mr. Thomas Coutts,

whose grandchild is the present Miss Burdett

Coutts.

Chaelboroxjgh Park.—It may net be gene-

rally known that Charlborough Park, near "Ware-

ham, Dorsetshire, the seat of Mr. J. S. W. Erle-

Drax, is intimately associated with one of the

most important events in the history of our

country. In the grounds adjoining it is a small

building, something above the dignity of a summer-

house, with the following inscription :
*' Under

this roof, in the year 1686, a set of patriotic gen-
tlemen of tliis place concocted the plan of the

Glorious Revolution with the immortal King
William, to whom we owe our delivery from the

tyrant race of the Stuarts, the restoration of our

liberties, security of our property, establishment

of our national prosperity, honour, and wealth.

Englishmen ! remember this era, and consider

that your liberty, obtained by the virtues of

your ancestors, must be maintained by your-
selves."

THE FRAULEIN'S HAIR.

AN EPISODE OF THE LIBEEATION WAR.

From Moscow tlie baffled eagle came.
And his eye was glazed with a film of shame

;

His wing was rigid with Arctic rime.
And his plumes were strewn ere the moulting-time ;

Yet loftily bears he his battered head.
And even Victory shrinks with dread.

So there is muster in Breslau town
To strike that Gallic eagle down ;

And the tocsin sounds, to arms ! to arms !

Oh, the rapture of such alarms !

And Breslau's youth are up to a man,
Eager to stand in the battle's van

;

And Breslau's maids feed their emprize
With smiles, and blushes, and tears, and sighs.
And each from jewelled store supply
The sinews of glorious mutiny.

One brings silver, another gold ;

Another an heir-loom of trinkets old ;

But amongst the maiden throng is one
Who jewels of gold and silver has none ;

Dowerless maiden ! so poor and fair 1

Richest of all in the golden hair !

Dowerless maiden ! so poor and fair !

She drooped with grief ia her golden hair,
As worthy never more to show
A wealth that availed not against the foe ;

And then with the guilt of her poverty bold.
She shore off her tresses of waving gold,
That a gift she might give, if they were sold.

Her gift was the greatest, for never, I ween,
At auction or mart was such bidding seen ;

For every youth in the town would wear
Some slightest pittance of golden hair.

Of each the portion was costly and small,
Nor were there riuglets enough for all

;

And one who was late was first to advance

And open his breast to a Polish lance.

Valour abounded in that stem strife.

But the last in battle to think of life,

The first to charge, the last to fly.

The foremost ever to do or die.

The firmest to stand when full in view

The shot tore horse and rider through.
Were the men whose bosom or head did bear

That cognisance of the golden hair.

They the men who cleanly smote

To the saddle from the throat :

They whose sabre-point did
pass^

Through the trooper's heart in his cuirass ;

Who gun from carriage to earth did fling

'Mid the battery's thunderous bellowing ;

Always doing, and everywhere,

All that heroes can do or dare.

Fraiilein von Scheliha !

Fraiilein, Queen of the Free !

'Twas a matchless deed as ever we read,

Or ever shall live to see.
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THE GHOST IN THE GREEN PARK.

CHATTER I.

In the east there is a white, wan glimmer, as

of a spectre haunting the dying moments of night :

then the twilight of early morning is in the
London streets. The air is fresh, exhilarating,
unadulterated, for as yet even that very early riser

the smoke is not astir. The highways are deserted,
and for any visible signs of existence the pulse of

the great city would seem to have ceased to beat.

Solitary policemen, it is true, pursue the nocturnal

pastimes of the force in the way of pulling at

door-handles and testing shutter-fastenings ; and

coffee-stalls, 'warmed by red stoves, gleam mistily
here and there, like town glow-worms, at the cor-

ners of open streets—but these, seen through the

gauze of dawn, are, after all, more phantoms than

actualities, and impart no more semblance of

vitality to the sleeping metropolis than ghosts to

a grave-yard.
A feeling of solitude begotten by the stillness

—so unnatural compared with the roar of later

hours—impresses forcibly the mind of the early-

wanderer. Independence so apj>arently absolute

is not without its element of alarm. In the sna^

pension of all social conventions in sleep, men who
are compelled to be awake and about, go back to

quite a primitive order of being, and learn the

advantages of fraternisation as completely as in the

VOL. IX. No. 220.
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Australian bush or the African desert. It is re-

markable how soon interchange of colloquy ensues,

how immediately acquaintances are to be made,
and all restrictions of form and rank are abolished,

amongst vagrants, at say four o'clock in the morn-

ing, in the streets of London. Then, even the

policeman thaws, and, merging the constable in

the man, is quite anxious to inform any one on

his beat that it is a fine morning : and upon the

lightest encouragement will furnish full particulars

the large fire over night, or the daring biirglary

in the next street two mornings back. After all,

nature is an older institution than civilisation,

and occasionally asserts her rights of primogeni-
ture.

For some time after my first arrival in London,
the occupation in which I was engaged rendered

it necessary for me to rise very early. I may say
at once that I was young— little more than a boy
in years

—and poor, I occupied inexpensive ajiart-

ments in a street turning out of the Hampstead
Road. It was' in days when existing ingenious
contrivances for boiling kettles rapidly by means
of a star of gas-jets or a wheel of resinous firewood

were undiscovered, or at any rate, not generally
available. Breakfast in my own rooms involved

difficulties and delays not to be endured. My
toilet completed as well as darkness and drowsi-

ness would permit, I sallied out into the streets,

and took refuge for half an hour at a small coffee-

shop in the neighbourhood of Holborn. The
establishment had few recommendations beyond
being both early and cheap, though I am bound
to add that it was clean and not uncomfortable.

What time it opened or whether it ever shut I

could never clearly ascertain. Its frequenters were

numerous, and for the most part like myself, in-

fluenced as to their early rising rather by necessity
than choice ; gentlemen of the newspaper press,

post-office employes on their way to early duty or

returning from night service, travellers just ar-

rived by late or preparing to start by early trains,
with occasional visitors whom festivity had kept
from bed, and who were constantly trying by
means of mild decoctions of tSa and coffee to nega-
tive the effects of recent more powerful potations.

Frequenters of a public room soon become ac-

quainted with its advantages and deficiencies, and

acquire, moreover, a sort of right from custom to

certain seats and corners. Hence I knew exactly
in the establishment I visited the seat that from
its situation near the fire was too hot, and the seat
that was exposed to the draught of the door—
where the culinary fumes were too abundant,
and where the clattering of crockery and the
details of the scullery were unpleasantly close—
and I learnt to appropriate a comfortable position
at some distance from the entrance and by the
side of the fire, at a small table in the centre of a
hutch or pew fitted into a recess in the wall, where
accommodation was afforded to two guests only.
Other habitues of the room had apparently their
accustomed jilaces. The iisual occupant of the
seat opposite to mine was a man of above sixty,
as I judged, who appeared to have been well known
in the room for some time preceding my first visit.

Meeting this same man morning after morning,
1 soon learnt to take an interest in him and his

proceedings. It began to be a source of disap-

pointment to me if he ever failed to appear oppo-
site to me during the progress of my meal, while

his presence permitted me the pleasure of much and

ingenious surmise ; we had never spoken, however,
and there was little in his abstracted, unconscious

air that invited me to address him. He was tall,

thin, very erect. In the winter he wore a lai'ge

military cloak folded round him : in the summer
his frock coat was always buttoned close uj) to his

chin. His face was worn and sunburnt. He
wore no whiskers, but a thick, projecting, shaggy
moustache— at a time when moustaches were
seldom to be seen in this country ; and his hair,

iron-grey in colour, was long and tangled. For
some reason he had, unknown to himself, acquired
in the room the soubriquet of the Baron. The fancy
of bestowing upon him this fictitious rank arose

probably from a certain dignified foreign air in his

manner and appearance. He invariably raised his

hat as he entered or quitted the room, and though
he never or rarely spoke to anyone, he always deli-

vered or received the newspapers and magazines
with which the place was strewn, and which
he and others were sometimes moving about in

quest of, with great politeness. He read through

gold-framed double eye-glasses which fastened

with a spring. He frequently occupied himself

with writing in a small note-book. He had
been severely wounded in his right arm, but,

nevertheless, he wrote with considerable facility

and apparent neatness with his left hand ; the

writing being sloped contrarily to the ordinary

method, after the manner pecidiar to writers with

the left hand. He was in the habit of entering
the coffee-room about the same time that 1 did,

and I generally left him there. His breakfast

was moderate enough ; being seldom more than a

cup of coffee, a biscuit, and a cigar. But he had

always the ajipearance of having been up all night,
rather than of having risen early. On rainy morn-

ings he would come in dripping wet and splashed
with mire, as though he had been walking far, and
when it snowed there was quite a thick crust upon
his hat and cloak. Still he exhibited no symptom
of fatigue or of desire for rest. Although his dress

was simple and his fare frugal, there was about him
no positive indication of poverty, while his man-
ners and appearance gave no clue as to his ordinary

occupation or profession. Altogether the Baron

puzzled and interested me. I longed for an oppor-

tunity of drawing him into conversation, in the

hope of gathering some information, or at least

some food for further surmise regarding him. Not-

withstanding our frequent meetings, however, I

was for some time able to do little more than show
him the small civilities and attentions which the

facts of our occupation of the same table and the

crippled state of his arm fairly permitted. At

length I made an excuse for addressing him.

It was a March morning. A bitter east wind
was blowing round the corners of the streets as

fiercely as though it had been suffering xmder a

pent-up rage and had at length received licence to

give the reins to its wrath. Kow it furiously
whirled about and stung the faces of the ])assers

in the streets with handfuls of sleet ;
now it made

frantic efforts to tear away their hats and cloaks ;
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now it la-shed them with vindictive blasts till they
ached and tingled all over as from the most cutting
and malicious stripes. The streets so searchingly

swept by the wind looked blanched like bones on

a sea-strand. Right glad was I to beat a retreat

from an enemy so merciless, and take refuge for a

while in my warm corner in the coflfee-shop.

The Baron was not long after me. As he

took possession of his accustomed seat, I was
struck by something unusual in his appearance.
He was pale and agitated ;

he glanced continually
over his shoulder as though he expected to see

some one following him, and his thin white hand
trembled so that he at once removed it from the

table. His eyes wandered about with a vacant

restlessness that was almost alarming, while he

was every now and then seized with a distressing
fit of coughing which shook his whole frame.

" This is a bad morning," I said.

He turned to me with a startled air.

" It is," he replied coldly, after a pause.
" Your cold is very bad—are you not imprudent

to venture out ?
"

He gazed at me steadfastly for a moment or

two.
" Why do you ask this ? Who are you, that

presume to question me ?
"

I was not imprepared for a rebuff of this natxire.

In a few words I ventured to inform him that

my question arose from no merely idle motive, but
out of real sympathy for him. I reminded him
of the many times we had met, and suggested to

him that the fact prevented my regarding him

entirely as a stranger. I siwke in a tone as con-

ciliatory and polite as was possible to me, and by
way of giving an example of confidence, I spoke

openly of myself ;
mentioned my name, address,

and calling, and finally expressed regret if in ad-

dressing him I had given offence.

The unreserve of this appeared to soothe him.
*' You have trust in me, at any rate," he said.

I gave him my card. He placed it in his note-

book—shufHing it in with his hand—thenclasped
the book and returned it to his pocket.

" Your curiosity in regard to me has been
roused ?

"

"
Something more than curiosity."

"
Interest, perhaps ?

"

"Yes, interest."

"Well, it is not so surprising. You are young
and—"
He stopped as though from irresolution. Lean-

ing his head upon his hand and gazing at me
searchingly, he after a pause resumed :

"Something has happened to me tonight"—
speaking slowly and in a depressed tone—"so

strange, so marvellous, that I might stand excused
if I made the first man I met my confiilant

; were it

only to preserve a record of what has taken place
in another mind than my own, I am almost bound
to speak. Time so effaces impressions—so con-

strains us to forget and to disbelieve, it would be

"satisfaction to relate this matter to another, even
an utter stranger, while it is still new, fresh, aud
restless in my thoughts. And you have taught
yourself to be interested in me ?

"

A sudden fit of coughing shook him cruelly.
Exhausted and panting he rose from his seat. I

stretched out my arm to assist him. Probably he
misunderstood my intention. Smiling, he pressed

my hand gently.
"
No," he said,

" not here
;
not now."

He moved slowly towards the door, turning
back, however, before he had reached it.

"Do not follow me," he said, and quitted the
room.

For three days the Baron's seat in the coffee-

room was unoccupied, and I could gain no tidings
of him. On the evening of the fourth day, how-

ever, I found at my lodgings a letter, the hand-

writing of which I readily recognised. The contents

were brief. T was requested to call that night at

a house in the neighbourhood of Queen Square.
The letter was signed

" Lane Daly." I hurried at

once to the place appointed, found the house with-

out difficulty
—it was small, but not mean-looking—and learnt that Mr. Daly occupied rooms on the

second-fioor. The staircase was tortuous and ill-

lighted, but the apartment into which I was intro-

duced was well -furnished, and generally comfort-

able in appearance. The Baron, or Mr. Daly, as

his real name seemed to be, was rechning on a

small sofa in front of the fire. He rose as I en-

tered, shook me cordially by the hand, and
motioned me to an armchair by the side of his

couch. He looked pallid and weak. He was

taking coffee ; after pouring me out a cup, he
resumed his reclining position.

" You were possibly surprised at my writing to

you," he said in a low tone,
" but the fact of your

presence here shows that I did not draw too largely

upon your kindness. I have been ill—I have been

com2)elled to succumb to sickness as I have seldom
done before. I have not left my room since I last

saw you. You will forgive my asking you to

come to me here, but for some days now I must
remain a prisoner, and I then leave England. You
have expressed an interest in me. I have to thank

you much. I have seen you frequently at the

coffee room to which we both resort. I have
observed you more perhaps than you are aware of.

I can—I do believe that this interest arises from
a certain sympathy and not from mere curiosity.
You are young. You do not know how valuable

to those journeying on to age is the sympathy of

the young. I did not perhaps myself Jtnow it

thoroughly until within these few hours. I did

not think I needed the sympathy of anyone.
Heaven knows I have not courted it, and but a

short time back I would as soon have died as have
had a stranger here, sitting where you sit, hearing
what I am about to ask you to hear. But an
event has occurred which almost forces me to speak.
It seems to me that silence would prey upon my
reason.

' '
I had resolved after our last meeting at the

coffee-room, and urged by your kindness there, to

make known to you a strange chapter in a strange

history, I have been thinking how to isolate this

incident from surrounding circumstances, so as to

make it intelligible to you without my entering

upon a lengthy revelation. I find it necessary,

however, that I should narrate to you certain de-

tails of my past career which I had not con-

templated at first, and which may lead me to be

more prolix than I desire. Forgive me, there-
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fore, if I test your kindness too severely ; and

remember, you have in fact courted tte position

you occupy. If my recital weary, it may also

warn you ;
and if I lose your respect, I must beg

none the less—your pity."

I assured him of my sympathy beforehand.

"Your patience first, then," he said.

CHAPTER II.

" My name is Lane Daly. I am of the Dalys
of Fermoy, a good family, but sadly impoverished,
like many another Irish house, by prolonged im-

providence. I was a younger son, and as a con-

sequence inherited little more than a foolish pride,

a monstrous pedigree, and that phantom property,
a contingent interest in an over-encumbered

estate. Yet these were excuses enough to keep
an Irishman from industry. I was never trained

to any profession. I seemed forbidden to toil

for my bread. I was brought up with indepen-
dent notions without independent means. I re-

ceived an accidental education at a Jesuit college
in the neighbourhood of the family estate. Then,
as a young man, a brief career of life in Dublin,
where I acquired little beyond the science of

debt, and I came to London fortune seeking. I

had name and connections although I had not

money, and moreover every Irishman has some
one above him in station whom he looks up to and

expects to get something from, A promise is the

general result—another word for a lie—it was all

I ever got. I, with others, dangled attendance at

a great man's levge, in the hope of advancement I

never received. He was one of those old-established

mockeries—a man who seemed a patron and arro-

gated to himself the airs of one, without ever

doing a single action to merit the title. I am
speaking of years long past. I was a young man
then. I am not now so old as you perhaps deem
me. I am now little more than forty- five, though
I am aware I seem older. I was young, and as a

necessary adjunct to youth and poverty—came
love,

"The family of the Moncktons have been, as

you are doubtless aware, for many years distin-

guished in the commercial history of this country
for their enormous wealth and influence. The
late Sir John Monckton had one daughter—Mar-

garet. Of her exquisite beauty I will spare both
of us elaborate description. Here is her portrait,

painted about the date of my first meeting with

her, by a French artist of some fame. Judge
for yourself."
He took from his breast-pocket a morocco-leather

miniature case, and handed it to me. It enclosed
the portrait of a woman, certainly of great beauty.
For some minutes the charming expression of

innocence and contemplative purity depicted in

the miniature, held me spell-bound. Then I

closed the case and returned it to him, motioning
my thanks.

*' In mind," he went on,
" she was not less ex-

cellent. And here I should state,
—you know me

Bo slightly, it is necessary,
—that not one thought

of the wealth she was likely one day to inherit,
ever tainted the truthfulness of my love for

Margaret Monckton. I believe that had I met her
even in the very humblest position I should not

have loved her less. I had frequent opportuni-
ties of seeing her. I was admitted to her father's

house, and received there as a constant and welcome

guest. That the cadet of a needy Irish family
should aspire to the hand of an English heiress,

was looked upon as a danger too absurd to be

apprehended. So my love grew and swelled

unchecked within me, until my surcharged heart

broke down beneath the burthen. My passion
would find its way into words. I betrayed myself.
You can guess the result. The door of Sir John
Monckton's hovise was thenceforth for ever closed

against me. My only sins were my poverty and

my love. But how unpardonable are these iu a

rich man's eyes !

"The father of Margaret had views of his own
in relation to his daughter's hand. There were
other matters besides the happiness of his child to

be considered. What could be more important
than strengthening his political connections, than

enlarging the arena of his commercial pursuits ?

He had decided upon the marriage of his daughter
with a General Galton, a man of high family and

great wealth, who had returned from an important
colonial appointment to marry and be buried in

his native land. Obedience is a nobler virtue than
love—the conviction cannot be too soon grafted
into the heart of a child. Filial piety is rightly
held in high esteem : it has a happy tendency
to promote parental profit ! How many English-

men, do you think, champions of liberty abroad,
are yet the most cruel of tyrants at home, preying

upon their children's joys, weighing their hearts

but as fathers in the scale against political ad-

vancement and sordid ambition ?
"

He spoke with violence, and then paused for

some minutes, as though overcome with his

exertion.
" She loved me," he continued, in a low voice,

and speaking slowly and with effort. "Yet she

prepared to obey her father's commands. There
was something touching, it was too pitiable to be

condemned, in her compliance with a bidding which
was breaking her heart. In the interval between

my dismissal and the final arrangement of her

marriage, I had written to her beseeching an inter-

view. Trembling, for it was the first time she
had acted wilfully in opposition to her father, she

granted my request. Our meeting was a strange

mingling of happiness and sufi'ering
—vows of love

and outbursts of regret. In vain did we attempt
to rend the ties that united us. Each interview

dedicated to the interchange of eternal adieux,
ended in an arrangement for a further meeting. I

saw her again and again. Sir John Monckton
resided in one of those houses in St. James's

Place, the gardens of which run down to the
Green Park. A place of meeting was beneath a

lime-tree, in a secluded part of the enclosure,

Margaret had free access to the park in the early

part of the morning, and by indentations on the
bark of the tree, she was enabled to indicate to

me the hour at which she could probaby escape
from her father's house for a meeting in the even-

ing
—the garden wall being so low that she could

descend from it into the park, or return thence,
without difficulty or miich fear of detection.

" What hours of happiness did we pass in the
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calm of those summer evenings, beneath the

shadow of the lime-tree ! A happiness enhanced

by the dangers which menaced it—by the despair
in which it was inevitably to end.

" Let me hurry on. It was the night before the

wedding. The forthcoming marriage had been

published throughout the town. Sick with terror,

Margaret met me beneath the tree—fell weeping

upon my bosom. Once more the avowal of my
passion poured from my lips. My love blinded—
maddened me. I rose against my doom. We
fled—if, indeed, it was not rather an abduction

than a flight^for Margaret had lost consciousness

in conjuring me by all I held sacred—by our love

—to save her. A priest of the Catholic church,
whose faith I hold, consecrated our marriage. We
made for the coast, and quitted England, purpos-

ing never to return.

"Had I done rightly; or had human fraUty
leavened my conduct, poisoned my love ? Should

I not have considered her more, and myself less ?

She had youth, beauty, the prospect of extraordi-

nary wealth—few women possessed equal advan-

tages. Through my act, these had been lost to

her. She had yoked herself with a poor adven-

turer. She had withdrawn herself from an engage-

ment, in the world's eyes voluntarily entered

upon. She had incurred the ceaseless anger of her

father. And this my doing ! Yet, could I have
acted otherwise ? I, who loved her I

•' We were pursued, and overtaken at Abbe-

ville, on our road to Paris. I returned with
General Galton to Calais. We fought on the

sands at low tide. We exchanged three shots. I

was struck in the wrist of my right hand. The
bone was splintered, and after suffering the most

exquisite pain, it became necessary for me to have

a very painful operation performed on my arm.
For many weeks I was a prey to a brain fever of a

most severe character. On my recovery, 1 found

myself at Brussels, tended by Margaret, my wife.

Nothing could exceed her affectionate care. Sub-

sequently our story became known in Brussels,
and drew upon us an iinpleasant amount of atten-

tion : we moved to Dresden.
' And now a misfortune we had hardly fore-

seen, and could not avert, came upon us. This

was the want of money. Margaret possessed no
means in her own right, although presumi)tive
heiress of the whole of her father's vast proi)erty.
Our sole income, therefore, was comprised in a

small annuity to which I was entitled under my
mother's marriage settlement

;
and which, for-

tunately, it had not been possible to involve in

the difficulties of my father's estate. Our fortune,
Heaven knows, was small enough, still it had pro-

bably been sufficient, living as obscurely and inex-

pensively as we were. But at this time began
irregularities in the remittances, by reason of the

chicanery of one of the trustees charged with the

payment of the annuity. Sir John Monckton had

solemnly renounced his daughter, had sworn never

to forgive, or even to see us more ;
he carefully

alienated the whole of his property from Margaret.
His anger knew no bounds—his former love for

his child was now changed to an insatiable hate.

It seemed to have become an object of his life to

oppose us in every way, to drive us to extremi-

ties. I had written to every friend I had, or

thought I had, hoping to obtain an appointment
under one of the continental embassies. But Sir

John's interest effectually prevented this. To all

my applications 1 received an unvarying reply. I

had made an enemy of a man too powerful to be

opposed, and the consequences must be upon my
own head.

" Our situation daily became worse. To pur-
chase the means of subsistence, Margaret was

compelled to effect a sale of her jewels. Formerly
I had possessed some skill as an artist—with this

maimed arm, what did that avail now ? Margaret
had great gifts as a musician. She endeavoured
to obtain pupils. For a time she succeeded, but

many on becoming further acquainted with her

history, expressed an unaccountable aversion to

employing her. I earned some small sums by
teaching English, but still insufficient to supply
the requirements of our most modest household.

'* One day I returned home later than usual. I

had been out many hours in the vain quest of

employment. To my joy I found a letter from

England. I broke the seal with eagerness, and
read with a trembling hope which died away into

despair as I concluded. The letter was from a

relative, and was written in terms colder even
than usual. I had implored a remittance. None
was forwarded, the letter bade me hope for none,
and urged me, as the only way of appeasing the

anger of Sir John Monckton, and so of obtaining
a cessation of his persecution, to part from my
wife, and return alone to England. You cannot

imagine the harsh way in which this recommenda-
tion was pressed upon me, while on the other

hand, if I rejected this counsel, 1 was bidden to do
the best I could for myself, for no one else would
ever aid me. I was sick with fatigue and disap-

pointment. I yielded to a weak feeling of despair.
" ' Why did I ever marry,' I cried in the extre-

mity of my folly.
' Was it for this—for ruin and

death ?
'

"I knew not that my worda had been over-

heard.
" On my return on the following day T found

awaiting me a note in pencil in the handwriting of

Margaret.

'* ' Do as they will. It is in vain to struggle
further. We must part. I love you too well to

be the cause of further suffering to you. I love

you as I have ever loved you, but we must part—
it is best so—never to meet again. Think of me
as one who is dead, and love me as though
Heaven had taken me from you. They cannot

wrong you for that. God bless you, dearest. I

will ever pray so. Farewell—for ever.
" • Margaret.'"

His voice trembled and broke. He gave way
to a grief which would not be subdued. He
buried his face iu his hands and sobbed audibly.

" She was gone," he said at length.
" She was

gone, and I have never seen her since. It is now
fifteen years since she left me."

"And you have sought her ?
"
I asked.

" From that hour until now. I made inquiries

throughout Dresden, but I could learn nothing
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either of her presence there or of her having

quitted the city. Afterwards I sold off every-

thing I was possessed of, and partially on foot, I

journeyed to Paris, and so on at last to London,
at every opportunity seeking traces of her on the

road. Arrived in London, I was enabled after

much difficulty to resume the receipt of my
annuity. This furnished me with the means of

continued search. My personal wants are small,

and every farthing not absorbed by these, I have

expended in the prosecution of my hapless search.

I have visited every town in Europe, making
inquiries far and near, as I proceeded. I have

explored every corner where I could dream of her

being by any possibility secluded. I have called

in the aid of the police. I have agents here, in

France, in Germany. I wander from one to the

other, searching, waiting, hoping. AU, all in

vain. I cannot find her. She is lost ! she is

lost !
"

There was a dreadful accent of despair in his

words.

"And you have now resigned your quest ?" I

asked.
" I shall resign it but with life," he answered

solemnly. "It is the sole object of my existence.

I live for this only. No one tie unites me to my
fellows, or to this earth, but the hope of finding

Margaret. 0, to see her once again !

" he cried

with passion, "to assure her of my unceasing
love, to win her pardon for the wrong which drove
her from me, to soothe the remainder of her life

by tenderness, to efface the anguish of the past by
my devotion !"

" You have not seen her for fifteen years ?
"

"No," and then after a pause, he added, "un-
less I saw her but a few hours before you first

addressed me in the coffee-room."
" You think you saw her then ?

"

" Listen. I seek her everywhere. No place is

too exalted, no place is too lowly for my search,
and day and night have I pursued it. In the

palace as in the cellar, in the churchyard, and in

the prison ;
in all phases of life, even amid scenes

it had been better she should have died a hun-
dred times than have lived to know, 1 have
carried on my search. I have ceased to bewilder

myself with probabiUties, I seek her systematically
everywhere. I extend my toil through the night,
even into the hours of the morning. Then I
have wandered to that lime-tree in the park, con-
secrated by her memory, and have bowed down in
its shadow with my one prayer—that I may meet
her yet once again before I die. I am known to
the police, who regard me probably as an eccen-
tric, privileged to do what seem to them
strange things. Hence my ramblings by day or

night receive from them neither question nor
molestation.

"It was a cold night. The ground had been
covered for some days with a frozen snow. There
was no moon, but the stars were out, shining
brilliantly in their pale, wan splendour. The white
ground and the cold, clear air, rendered objects
readily distinguishable, even at a considerable
distance. I strode towards the lime-tree, and
when within some fifty yards of it, perceived that
a figure, advancing, as it were, from an opposite

direction, had already reached the tree : the for^^

of a woman stood out darkly majestic against the

white back-ground. I could hear no sound of

other footsteps than my own, crunching on the

congealed snow. Yet I could not be mistaken.

Plainly before me 1 recognised a pale, thin face,

and a figure clothed in black and floating gar-
ments. I gasped for breath. Not so much from
visual recognition, however, as from the convic-

tion of some inner feeling / knew that it loas she !

My blood moimted to my head—my sight grew
dim—my heart throbbed as though it would burst.

I hurried on ;
but as I neared the tree, the figure

waving its hands with a strange, solemn action,

glided away in the direction from which it had
come. I followed, greatly agitated. I sought to

overtake it, but it kept in advance of me. It

moved towards the park gate on Constitution

HiU, passed through, and disappeared. 1 ran to

the gate. To my amazement I found it locked. I

climbed over the railing, but I could see no one.

1 walked on for some minutes in the direction in

which it had seemed to me the figure had turned.

At length I encountered a policeman carrying his

lanthorn, and beating himself with his disengaged
arm to keep himself warm. In reply to my ques-

tions, I learnt that he had not seen a soul upon his

beat for some two hours. Bewildered and excited,

I hurried past him. For miles I walked on with-

out pause. But fruitlessly. The figure had

escaped me, and I returned towards town much
and painfully moved. It was on that morning
you first spoke to me in the coffee-room.

"I know how the world would receive the story
of this strange occurrence. I should be ridiculed

as a monomaniac, or science would tell me that I

was the victim of a spectral illusion ; the result

of unstrung nerves, or disordered brain. Yet, as

certainly as I now stand here, as plainly as I can

see you facing me, on the night in question did I

see the form of Margaret, my wife, beneath the

lime-tree in the Green Park. I am not more satis-

fied of my own existence than of that."
" But how did she escape you ? How did she

quit the park ?
"

For some minutes he did not answer.
" In these days," he said, at length, "it seems

to me that men have become so learned they
have taught themselves to dispense with belief,

and have voted faith unnecessary. The super-
natural is regarded as an old nurse's tale, fit only
to frighten children. To credit aught out of

the pale of the common-place, is scorned as cre-

dulity. T am born of a country where iguorance
embalms belief—where superstition is a religion.

Tales of omens, of banshees, or wraiths, and all

the wonderful poetry of the mysterious, were

among the first lessons impressed upon my childish

mind ; and became too deeply fixed there to be

effaced by either education, or age, or experience.

Smile, if you will. I do not believe that it was

Margaret's self that I saw, but as I believe in

Heaven, I believe that it was her wraith. It was

Margaret—not in the flesh—hut in the spirit !
"

" You believe her dead, then?"

"No," he cried, starting iip. "I cannot

believe her dead—not dead. I should die myself
could I think that. No. She is living still. She
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may be in trouble, perhaps in pain ;
and her

gentle spirit in some ecstacy of longing has for a

term escaped its material bondage, to hover near

the spot it has most loved of all the earth. It

was Margaret as she must be now—pale, calm,

and beautiful—come to me in spirit, to warn—to

bid adieu, perhaps : I cannot know. She may be

dying, but she is not dead. I cannot reason upon
this. I can give you no such explanation as would

satisfy modern science ; but I can, and I do,

beheve !

"

" And your next step ?
"

"Continued search. The same post brought
me these three letters."

He took, from his pocket a packet of papers,

among which were the letters he referred to. Two
of them were written on thin paper, and bore

foreign post-marks. The third was a London letter

posted apparently in an adjoining neighbour-
hood.

"This tells me," he said, opening the last,

"that there is some one residing in a street in

Camden Town, answering the description of her

whom I seek. It is a mistake. I have made

inquiries. This is from Paris. My correspon-
dent informs me, that on the fourth floor, No.

117, Rue des Martyrs, resides Madame Winter,
stated to be German, but believed to be English— age about thirty-three

— lives very retired.

This is from Vienna. It gives particulars con-

cerning a Madame d'Audry, residing in a secluded

street, in the outskirts of the city. One of my
correspondents must be in error. It is likely

enough that they both are. It will not be the

first time by many that they have been so. But
I start to-morrow on this new trace. To Paris

first, and then on.

"And now it is growing late, and I have
detained you long. Thank you for your kind
interest and attention, and good night. I will

write to you from the continent. I will see you
on my return. Think over my strange story—
believe it—if you can—for it is true. I am no

madman, tell those who think me so—and my
strange doings have had an object. Good night !

"

I assured him of my deep symathy, and much
moved by what I had heard, I left him.

CHAPTER III.

A YEAR and some five months intervened be-

tween my parting with Daly and our next meeting.
Circumstances had changed with me. My

habits were now more those of ordinary people.
I no longer rose at abnormal hours. I breakfasted
in my own apartments. The early coffeehouse
was to me as a thing of the past.

I had often pondered over Daly's strange narra-

tive. I had never received the promised com-
munication from abroad, and I began to think
that I had lighted upon a thread of mystery which
no effort of mine could ever ravel out completely
-—that I had met with the first chapters of a
romance of which the last part was to be for

ever withheld.

He had not been to the coffee-room since my
first conversation with him there. He had not
been heard of at his lodgings for many months.

I was strolling in St. James's Park on a lovely

evening in August. The weather was very sultry,
and the sinking sun was still darting out hot rays
between the branches of the trees, like a fire from
behind the bars of a grate. The park was full of

visitors, moving slowly about in an oppressed
manner, hovering on the edge of the ornamental

water, or reclining on the parched turf, trying to

fancy some slight element of freshness was spring-

ing out of the lazy breathing of the evening air.

I was idling amid the idle, thankful to be out of

the hot streets, or the hot rooms of a London
house, and reckless as to the near approach of the
hour for closing the park gates. Suddenly I saw
before me a form I could hardly fail to recognise.
On one of the park seats encircling a tree,

among a crowd of other loungers, but completely
isolated in mind from his neighbours, Daly was

sitting, resting his hand upon his stick, and

gazing abstractedly upon the scene before him. I

was struck with the change in him. Ill as he had
been at the time of my parting with him, he now
appeared to be infinitely worse. His face had

paled fearfully, as though sorrow were turning it

to stone. Many, too, were the lines of suffering

upon it. His hair had turned quite white—his

whole frame was emaciated and bent. I have
never seen any man assume in so short a time the

aspect of extreme old age. He appeared to be

lost in contemplation, and I felt for some minutes

unnrilling to disturb him, but as at length it

became evident that I should not receive recogni-
tion unless I did so, I went to him and touched
him gently on the shoulder. He started up
instantly, much agitated, but gradually recovering
himself, he greeted me cordially, and rose to walk
with me.

"
I have often wished to see you," he said, "and

I ought to have written to you. I promised to do

so, I know. But my acquaintance with you was
after all so slight. I had so poor a claim upon
your sympathy, that much as I desired to do so,

I could not bring myself to write to you from

abroad, or to seek you out on my return to

England a few weeks since. Pray pardon me.
Your kind welcome assures me that I have done

wrong in doubting for one moment yoor kind

interest in me and my misfortunes."

His voice had lost its firmness. He spoke in a

low and broken tone, and as though he breathed

with difficulty. He leant upon my arm as we
walked slowly away from the other saunterers,

now turning their steps towards the park gates.
He bore so much the mark of suffering, so fixed

an air of disappointment if not des[>air was in his

face, that I for some time forbore to inquire as to

the object which had drawn him from England.
At length I questioned him upon the subject.

" All has failed," he said, in a tone of anguish.
" The information I had received was founded

upon error. I have had a long, long journey, and
a fatiguing search since we parted

—but all haa

been in vain. I have faUed to find her, and have

returned."
" You have resigned the task ?

"

"
I am dying," he answered, solemnly.

I recollected his old declaration that he would

give up his quest but with his life.

" I have enough medical learning to know that
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the world and I must soon part company. I am

dying. I am prematurely worn out by my great

trouble. My pulse numbers little more than

thirty beats to the minute. Night brings me no

rest. I lay my head upon the pillow only to pass

hours of wakeful sorrow, and to rise each day
more weary. I cannot sleep. Opiates give me a

numbing repose, but only by taking doses so large

as almost to endanger life. It must end soon.

StiU do 1 pray Heaven that I may see her once

again before I die. God grant that this may
be!"
"And the figure seen in the park—you have

seen it since ?
"

" But once, three nights since, and in the same

place. But for a space of time so brief that I

could do little more than recognise it before it

vanished."

We had passed out of St. James's Park, and

crossing the Mall, approached a gate on the other

side, leading into the Green Park. The gate-

keeper stepped forward, as though to oppose our

entrance, but seeing Daly he moved aside, touch-

ing his hat respectfully, and we passed into the

park. For some minutes we had not spoken.

Slowly as we were walking, it was evidently a

serious exertion to Daly, and occasionally his

breathing became so short we were obliged to

halt altogether.
" There is the lime-tree," he said at length, in a

low tone, pointing to a tree some hundred yards in

front of us. As we moved in the direction indi-

cated, the sad reverence which affected Daly ex-

tended its influence to me. It was not wjthout a

vague sensation of awe that I found myself
beneath the shadow of the tree.

"This was our trysting-place,
"

said Daly,

sadly.
" This is the spot hallowed by love and

sorrow. These branches above us have sheltered

Margaret's gentleness, have shrouded my vigils of

mourning and broken hope. Here on this bark—"

He stopped suddenly with a wild scream of

surprise. His whole frame trembled. He gasped
for breath.

" Look ! look !
" he cried. " There—there are

figures scratched on the bark ! She will come

again ! At twelve ! See, it says at twelve !

Thank God, thank God !

"

But for my support he would have fallen. Cer-

tainly, as he had said, there appeared upon the
bark figures scratched by some sharp instrument.

" You think that slie has been here ?
"

I asked,
when he had a little recovered from the violence
of his emotion

;

" that she has done this ?
"

"I am sure of it."

"But may not these marks be the result of

mere accident ? the chance work of an idle

hand?"

"Impossible !

" he cried, with passion. "She
has been here ! She will come again—at twelve
o'clock. I will await her here. And you—you
too—I beg, I implore you, to remain also !

"

There was a feverish energy in his manner that
almost alarmed me. Unwilling to leave him in
such a state, and prompted also by an interest

strongly excited, I acceded to his request, and it

was arranged that we should remain together
beneath the tree until twelve o'clock had chimed.

It wanted some hours to midnight. How we
succeeded in wiling away the time I hardly know.
We spoke but little, and my companion was
deaf to all suggestion that we should quit for a

period the lime-tree, and return at the appointed
hour.

" I shall wait here until she comes," he said.

His recent agitation had given place to a

strangely determined calmness. His lips were

compressed, the fingers of his one hand tightly
clenched. He leant against the tree with a

motionless rigidity, gazing in the direction in

which he stated he had formerly seen the figure of

Margaret appear. I must confess 1 was myself

possessed with a nervous anxiety to see the issue

of the adventure which kept me in a ceaseless

excitement.

Twelve o'clock was at length tolled out by the

Abbey bell. The night was fine, but dark. A
mist in the nature of a blight veiled the horizon.

We gazed eagerly towards Constitution Hill. We
were too agitated for speech, and Daly's heart

was beating with a violence that shook his whole
frame at every throb.

We waited patiently for about four minutes.

We could see nothing. With a movement, part of

despair, part amazement, Daly turned his head
round as though about to address some remark to

me. Suddenly a strange cry broke from him, and
he raised his one arm with a beseeching gesture.

"
See, see, she is there—there—close upon us !

Margaret, Margaret—my wife, my own ! Thank
God !

"

Trembling from head to foot he moved forward
some steps. His words died away in an unintelli-

gible murmur, and he fell forward heavily on the

ground. I looked where he had pointed.
I am writing at a period so distant from the

date of the events narrated, and lapse of time
so undermines our belief, even in our own ex-

perience of the unusual, that I hesitate to set

down as an actual fact what it seemed to me I

really saw on that night in the Green Park. How
far I had been wrought upon by Daly's strange
conduct, and a sympathetic inclination to credit

the improbable so roused in me, I cannot tell. Cer-

tainly, I did believe that I could trace out in the

mist a shadowy female form—tall, slight, majestic—first advancing to where Daly stood, then bend-

ing over him in an attitude of unspeakable ten-

derness, then fading away altogether into air.

I hurried forward to Daly's aid. I raised him

quickly ; he was insensible. I loosened his

neckerchief
; and as he was thin and light I carried

him without much difficulty towards the entrance
to the park from Piccadilly. But he never spoke
or moved. Assistance was obtained after a short

interval. A surgeon opened a vein in his arm.
All was fruitless, however. The sorrows of Lane

Daly were for ever over. He was quite dead.

By a letter found in one of his pockets it

appeared that he had been residing in a small

street near Covent Garden Market, and the body
was accordingly conveyed thither. He had

occupied two small rooms at the top of the house;

they were dark, confined, and poorly furnished. I

could find no clue to the names of any of his

friends, to whom I could communicate the sad
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intelligence of his death. T thought it incumbent

upon me, therefore, to seal up the papers of the

unhappy man until some persons should come
forward entitled to take possession of them. In

doing this, from a bundle of letters in faded ink,

there fell a worn morocco case. It contained the

portrait I had seen on my visit to the dead man.
The pensive beauty of the face struck me with

new force, and Daly's wonderful love seemed com-

prehensible. Soon after I discovered a letter of

some years back from the brother of the deceased

at Fermoy. I at once wrote to him with an
account of his sudden loss.

The attempts to revive the body—the removal

of it—the arrangement of the papers—had alto-

gether occupied some hours. It was early morn-

ing when I quitted Daly's lodgings. On my way
home I was passing up Bow Street when I ob
served at the door of the police station a police-
man posting a notice on the board outside.

Moved by an impulse of curiosity I crossed the

road to read the bill. It was just from the

printer's, and was quite wet. It was headed with

the words " Found Drowned." It went on to

state that the body of a woman had been that

morning found in the Thames. That she was
clothed in mourning ; was fair in complexion,
with black hair slightly tinged with grey ; age
about thirty-five ; figure thin and tall ; but with
no evidence upon her of her name or address. A
strange feeling rose in my mind, connecting the

description in the handbill with the figure 1 had
seen in the park. I spoke to the policeman.

"
Well," he said,

'* 1 know as much about it,

perhaps, as any man. I live over the water. I'm

taking charge of an empty house in Stamford
Street. I'd been on duty last night at the

Lyceum theatre, and was crossing Waterloo

Bridge on my way home. I'd just got half-way
across when I met a woman running. Lord, how
she did run ! 1 could just see that she was as

white as a sheet, and looked quite mad-like, and
she'd passed me. I turned round. I thought
Bomethiug had gone wrong. A few yards off she

stopped all of a sudden, as though struck by
lightning. She was clutching at her throat—
panting for breath. She staggered from the pave-
ment on to the road. Then she screamed out—
' I've seen him again—again ! Dead ! dead !

dead !

' Such a strange cry—I never heard the
like. I ran towards her

; it was no use
; the

quickest thing you ever saw. More like flying
than anything else—up with a spring and over.

She was as mad as could be !

"

" What o'clock was it ?
"

"
Well, you see, it struck twelve by St. Paul's

as I paid the toll to go across. It must have been
all within the five minutes after. I ran back,

gave the alarm, and we got a boat ofif. It was no
use. The tide was running up strong, and the

night dark. It was some time before the body
was picked up, and then it was close up to Hun-

gerford. Quite dead, of course."

The body had been taken to the workhouse,

preparatory to the inquest. It was laid out in the
same soiled clothes in which it had been drawn
from the water. A sad sight. The face was thin
and hollow, and there was a deep furrow on the

forehead. The hands were emaciated but of beau-

tiful form. The hair streamed down in long, lank
lines.
" A sempstress," said the policeman, as he raised

the left hand and pointed to the forefinger, much
worn as from the action of a needle. " The old

story I suppose. She must have been a good-look-

ing woman once."

I came away strangely perplexed.
That any identity existed between the body

found in the Thames and the Margaret of Daly's

story—that any tie connected the death of the

woman at Waterloo Bridge and the death of Daly
in the Green Park, could only be maintained upon
hypotheses long scouted as supernatural and illu-

sive. I could not accept these in explanation of

the strange occurrences that had come to my
knowledge. While, on the other hand, I could not

ignore those occurrences, or explain them in any
other way. Many would have me believe that

I have been made the dupe of a madman, and that

the figure supposed to have been seen in the Park
was an hallucination resulting from an over-strained

, imagination ; that the finding the body of the

woman had nothing to do with Daly's narrative or

his sudden death, and was a coincidence in nowise

remarkable. The resemblance of the face of the

drowned woman to the portrait of Margaret, was

certainly faint enough to be a matter of fancy,

merely ; but then the picture had avowedly beon

painted many years back, while the similarity of

the corpse to the figure believed to have been seen

in the Park, so far as I had been able to define it,

was unquestionable. Had I then by an accident

stumbled, as it were, upon the conclusion of Lane

Daly's story : or had I construed a fictitious whole

by joining two fragmentary romances ? I shall

never know. I cannot even satisfy myself upon
the subject, much less any other person. I have

simply narrated the events as it seemed to me that

they occurred.

The body of the woman was never claimed.

An inquest upon the body of Daly resulted

in a verdict that he had died by the visitation

of God.
In compliance with directions I received from

his relatives in Ireland, his remains were interred

in that part of the cemetery at Kensal Green
set apart for those holding, as he did, the Roman
Catholic faith. Dirrrox Cook.

TRUFFLES, AND TRUFFLE HUNTING.

There are few connoisseurs in gastronomy who
will not, as soon as the season arrives, ransack

Covent Garden Market for truffles, and, regardless

of expense, consider themselves fortunate in ob-

taining such a dainty for eight or ten shillings the

pound. But to those to whom economy is an object,

truffles are almost unknown, nor will the prudent

manager admit them to her table unless she can

secure them at reduced prices. In vain, however,
does she remonstrate with the truffle-dealer

;

the answer is always,
" We can't sell them hany

cheaper, ma'am, eveu to our best customers. We
can never hiviport them for less than eight shil-

lings the pound in the best of seasons, and indeed
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we might run them up for as much again. These

French truffles are iu such request ;
the French

cooks, ma'am, can't get on without them."

Nor will the vender allow that truffles are

natives of England, or that any can be found to

equal the French. But where the vender chooses

to feign ignorance in order to prove the foreign

growth of this curious vegetable from which he

derives so large a profit, my readers will, if they
consent to follow me, be admitted into the mys-
teries of the trade. Nor need we cross the Channel

or rub up our long-forgotten French in our desire

either to discover for ourselves the habits and

history of the truffle, or to import so many pounds
at a cheaper rate

;
for if these rough, black-looking

vegetables could speak, they would astonish their

admirers by declaring themselves, in broad verna-

cular English, to be natives of Wilts, Dorset, and
Hants.

More than three-quarters of the quantity sold

in London, and of the finest quality, are produced
in English soil, and are in reality supplied to the

London markets by our village labourers at a very
low price ; but as this is known to few, and as the'

public imagine that a cheap English production
must be inferior to an expensive foreign one, so

the wholesale dealers will continue to sell them
at immense profit as a foreign importation. On
the other hand, any purchaser may obtain this

coveted dainty at very moderate prices direct

from the country dealer ; but as, unfortunately,
the latter obtains few orders of this kind, he is

forced to fall back on theLondon dealers, and supply
their demand at their own prices, which are sure

to be so low as to prevent him from deriving any
profit from his trade.

Yet these country venders are deserving of en-

couragement, and truffles and truffle-hunting are

curious enough in themselves to merit our attention.

Very little has hitherto been written about the

truffle. Perhaps, owing to its growing in uncertain

districts and places of England, it may have

escaped the notice of many of our botanists. Its

habitat is, however, well known to the truffle-

hunters, and they have collected much curious

information, and have formed many sagacious

though unscientific opinions as to the cause of

its propagation and growth.
In scientific works we find it classed in the ranks

of the esculent fungi as the ' ' Tuber cibarium,
" and

considered even in England, where few of that

class are eaten, as the best of the species. There
are few of Nature's productions so extraordinary
as this family of the fungi, and in no other country
than our own are there so many varieties of the
class to be seen, with their curious shapes, their

beautiful colours, and their fairy-rings, springing
up like magic after a night's rain or a damp day.
To this unsightly variety of the truffle may be

applied all the customary characteristics of the
more common kinds, for we find from the truffle-

hunter that he instinctively looks for it close to

the roots of large trees ; and so well aware is he
that it is propagated by the partial decay of their

long fibrous roots, and nourished by the drippings
from the branches, that he never dreams of looking
for it in any other position. He finds them in

shrubberies plantations, and woods, sometimes in

banks and ditches, but always where trees abound,
beneath them, or at a little distance from the stem,
in rings of clusters of six or seven together round

each tree. Nor will they flourish beneath every
kind of tree, but freqiient the oak, lime, and

cedar, and appear especially to love the beech,
since wherever that tree grows with the richest

luxuriance, the truffles are found in great abun-

dance, and of the best quality. Though they are

often found in September, the truffler understands

so well their need of wet and damp that he will

refuse to look for them in a dry season until a

certain amount of rain has fallen. Sometimes

October almost passes without any worth gathering

being discovered in their usual haunts. A few

days' rain, and then, in the very same places where

the truffler had looked in vain, large clusters of

the finest will have sprung up ;
so quickly is this

strange fimgus propagated under the soil in favour-

able situations and in damp weather. They will

increase from a qiiarter to half a pound in weight,
and even in rainy seasons to as much as a pound,
whilst they measure from about four to six inches

round. In dry, hot seasons they remain small,

and are liable to rot and be infested with insects.

Resembling externally a rugged knot of an old

oak or piece of decayed wood, they are found

where the soil is black, loamy, and mixed with

flint, or is composed of chalk and clay. Examine
them minutely through the microscope, and you
will find on opening one that the interior is grained
with fibrous lines, and is of a firm, tough texture,

white in colour when young, and growing darker,
ijntil its ripeness is shown by becoming entirely
black.

Besides this large truffle, there is another kind
well known to the truffler, though ignored in

scientific accounts. It is called in the truffle dis-

tricts the " red truffle," on account of its colour,

and is of the size of a sweet-pea, but though small,

is equal in flavour to the larger kind, and in some

places as common. What would those persons

j

say who disparage, or rather disbelieve in, English
I truffles, were they to make acquaintance with one

j

place in Hampshire where the inhabitants find this

! red truffle in such quantities as to actually eat

;

them every day for dinner, or, as my informant

I emphatically declared,
" devour them as they

I

would cabbages !"

Probably as soon as the harvest belonging to

I
a truffle district is well in, and there is little

I to do at home, we shall see two or three of

the labourers looking forward to, and preparing
for their proposed jaunt, and for a lengthened
absence from home. Each man has his separate

beat, which extends for long distances into the

neighbouring counties, and even in one instance as

far as Somersetshire. On they trudge, day after

day, through parks, shrubberies, and woods. How-
ever privately and far from the beaten road the

object of their search may grow, these trufflers

have still the licence to hunt, accompanied by
their small well-trained truffle-dogs. For though
these men are both clever and quick in fixing upon
the likeliest situations for the growth of the

truffle, they would never succeed in finding them
unless they had the help of this peculiar breed of

In order to explain how the dog is enabled
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to hunt for the vegetable, I must first point out

its most striking peculiarity.

Reader, have you ever smelt an uncooked
truffle ? If you have, you will not require any
description of what is so offensive ;

and if you
have not, you may rest assured that "

ignorance"
is in this case "bliss."

This extraordinary odour is so powerful and so

peculiar, that no imposition can be practised in

providing this article of food. 1 can never forget,
whilst living in a truffle district, the first time that

three or four pounds were brought into the house.

It was impossible to support their oppressive
and pungent odour, which pervaded the whole

house, and they had to be removed at once
to a safe distance till the cook, by either boiling
or stewing them into sauce, prevented its recur-

rence. For, strange to say, it is the raw truffles

that offend in this way, and then only when ripe
and fit to eat ; the young unripe ones are hardly

perceptible by smell. This peculiar perfume, im-

perceptible though it is to the human nose when

growing beneath the soil, is yet scented out by the

tine instinct of the truffler's dog. It is, therefore,
for the purpose of hunting them out by their

smell that the truffler is accompanied everywhere
in his rambles by his dogs, or, rather, follows the

little animals, as they generally run on before with
their noses to the round, as if after some game.
Clever little dogs they are, of a peculiar breed,
and trained from puppyhood to hunt the truffle out

by the nose, and then to scratch it up with their

long sharp claws. It is curious and interesting to

watch the powers of nose possessed by these small

dogs ; how, directly they perceive the odour of

the hidden truffle, they rush to the place straight
as a dart, even at twenty yards' distance.

Many an amusing anecdote, or, as I may call

it, many a truffle tradition, did 1 pick up in my
wanderings with some of these village trufflers.

Nay, at one time I was almost tempted to adopt
the trade myself ! What could be pleasanter than
to wander through wood and plain with my dog-
friends for weeks together, and thus spend the

bright autumn days.
But unfortunately one of my truflle friends

knocked my daydream on the head by attri-

buting his rheumatics to truffle-hunting in damp
and rain.

" You see, sir, the wetter it is the better for

our trade, though bad enough for we. Many and

many a rainy week have I trudged on, wet up
to the knees, followed by my little dog Nell.

Did you ever hear tell of how I found, in the
hottest autumn I ever seed, the monster truffle ?"

continued my friend, lowering his voice into a

kind of solemn whisper, and assuming additional

dignity of bearing.
"
No," I said ;

" but I should like to know
about it."

" It was in this way, sir : T was going leisurdy

along, promiscuoua-like, with my little Nell there,
in a woody i)ath down south—I was terribly

wet, Bwrely, and thought as how I was making
a bad business of it besides ; when I sees Nell, as 1

thought, run mad, for there under a beech she

stood, pointed and scratched, pointed and scratched

at nothing at all but a big root. It was just

above the soil, and quite right as to colour ; but,
bless you, sir, it were a foot round in size, and so

heavy that it weighed three and a quarter pounds.
Nell made such a fuss about it, too, and whined and
whined as I was quite beat like, and didn't know
whatever it could be. So to please the 'cute little

dog, I took 'em up and smelt 'em
;
and sure

enough Nell was right, it were a truffle, but such

as never was seen before or since. 1 sent it as a

cooriosity to a gentleman, and got something hand-

some ; but I never were so proud as at finding he,
and we calls 'em the monster truffle to this day."

My friend, who thus delighted in relating
former triumphs, was an elderly man, strong and

active, and very intelligent, and somewhat better

educated than the others of the trade. He was
better off, too, and might be considered, amidst

the universal poverty, as a thriving man. He had

long been in the habit of buying up all the truffles

found by the other himters in the village, and

hawking them about in his travels. He also dealt

with several gentlemen, and what he could not

dispose of in this way he sent to Covent Garden.
He introduced me to his friends, and made me
acquainted with his village, his dogs, and his

favourite walks
;
and well pleased was he to answer

my questions, and satisfy ray curiosity, and dis-

play his BU{)erior knowledge in all that concerned
his trade. Soon I found, on our becoming more

intimate, that my friend, though prosperous, was
a i)it of a grumbler, and loved to enter into a
discussion about "public affairs," and of "how
the village labourer weren't done well by, and

ought to be protected." At first I imagined my
friend to be a thorough-going radical, but to my
astonishment I discovered that the "

good old

times" when his father "was a boy," and when
they in this village had their rights, were as

precious in his eyes as in those of an old-fashioned

tory—and I then found out that he considered the

truffle-hunters needed to be supported by diminish-

ing the present tax on their dogs, and that the

decline in the trade he attributed to each of these

animals being assessed at 12«., instead of, as

formerly, at 8«.
' ' You see, sir, I speaks more for the others than

for myself, but even I am forced to give up all

my dogs but one, and she can't find out alone the

same quantity of trufiies. There's no chance of

our poaching with them, as was said, for they have
no nose for anything else, and are too small and
weak for any game. You come with me and see

a truffle-hunt, and you'll soon see that they are a

separate breed, just fit for truffling, and nothing
else."

My friend was very lengthy in the detail of a

grievance which certainly does weigh heavy on
these poor labourers, and he went on to tell me,
with much pride, how he had drawn up for himself

and companions a petition against the said tax,

which had actually been presented to Parliament

by the late Lord Herbert, though without effect.

But the very idea of what he had done was suffi-

cient to raise him in his own opinion (and I could

see he thought in mine as well) into the position of

a "
village Hampden."

It was on a bright August day that I accepted

my village friend's invitation to a truffle-hunt,
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and followed him and his dog through a shrubbery

walk, underneath tall beeches, which formed a

boundary to the rectory-garden.
*'It is," he said, "a bad time of year for

truffles, for they won't grow till rain comes
; but,

at any rate, you'll see how the dog finds 'em."

He whistled as he spoke, and up trotted his dog
with a very friendly air, and was introduced to

me by the name of "Nelly." He assured me she

was one of the cleverest of the race, and was never

known to fail, and certainly she had an intelligent

clever face, with bright black eyes, looking all

ways at once, and sharp-pointed ears, always on the

alert, and never quiet for one moment. The nose

was sharp-pointed, and the whole face reminded

me of the expression of a small quick terrier, only
far more gentle and clever. I remarked on the

clean-made limbs, and the long paws, which seemed
made for scratching, and was assured of her

strength and unwearied zeal in hunting for this

peculiar kind of game. This dog was smooth-

coated, white, with liver-coloured spots ; but the

generality have rather curly hair, a remnant of

the poodle, from which these dogs are said to have
been bred. While patting Mrs. Nell, and coaxing
her to become friendly with me on our way, her

master told me how particular they were in keep-

ing their breed distinct.

"The French truffles he did hear say were
hunted formerly by pigs, which had latterly been

given up for poodles."
"Your dogs, then," I said, "are descended

from these French poodles, as I think you said

they came from abroad ?
"

"
No, sir. They are a cross of the Spanish

poodle, and were brought here from Spain, as ail

the village know."
He forthwith related the following tradition of

the origin of truffle-hunting in these parts ; ending
with the assertion that it must be true,

" 'cos my
grandfather had told it to my father, and my father

over and over again to me, and so we knows the

dogs must be Spanish," To which proof I of

course had nothing to say.
"

It was in my grandfather's time that a * fur-

rinner
' came to these parts with several dogs,

couldn't speak English, and bided in one of our
farmer's barns down there. Soon he began to

hunt for truffles, and after a bit, when he had

picked up English, told our folks he was Spanish,
and his dogs, too, and taught my grandfather and
others to hunt for 'em. He made a power of

money, and they do say left it to the farmer in

whose barn he slept, and that's how farmer B
got his riches. How that may be, I can't say,
but certain he left his dogs to grandfather and I,

and that's how we got the breed and learnt truffle-

hunting, for before that nothing was known about
'em or where they growed."
My friend had just finished his story as we

entered the shrubbery, and drew near to trees

which my guide declared to be "
friendly" to the

truffle. We then left the path, and made our way
through bushes and underwood, until we came to

a hedge on one side, and the trunks of fine beeches
on the other. I was so much occupied in forcing
my way through thorny brambles and opposing
branches, and also in observing how the brilliant

rays of an Avigust sun lighted up the massive boles

of the beeches, and then lost themselves in the

hazel thickets, or the sombre foliage of the yews,
that I was hardly aware that our dog was running
before us with her nose to the ground, as keen and

eager as a terrier after a rat. Suddenly she com-

pletely aroused me from my reverie by appearing
to have gone out of her dog's mind

; as, merely

encouraged by a whistle from her master, or a
"
here, Nell, here them," she rushed through

some bushes so quickly that I could hardly keep
her in sight, and stopping all at once close to a

beech tree, began, without a moment's hesitation,

not only to push up the earth with her nose, but

to scratch it up with her fore-paws as hard as she

could.
" What is the dog about ?

"
I asked, half-bewil-

dered
;
but I was answered directly by the man

stooping down, and picking up something whilst

he said :

" Well done, Nell," and at the same moment
he placed in my hand a real English truffle, smell-

ing strongly, according to its peculiar natui'e.

The dog was off again directly, and found four

more within ten minutes of the first, and one or

two rather deeper down in the soil, so that it

required a little help from my companion's stick

to get them up. I afterwards found that they

carry a little spade with them, which the truffler

uses when his dog is imable to scratch up this

curious fungus with his jiaws.
All the time that the hunt lasted, Nelly was

extremely excited and agitated, now smelling
them out with unerring instinct, then scratching
them up with the greatest delight, which she

showed by wagging violently her short tail, and

by fetching and carrying them at the bidding of

her master. She glided through the thick bushes

and underwood in a marvellous manner, and as

every truffle dog has his tail docked when a puppy
to prevent any impediment in their hunting
through bushes, little Nell was able to agitate hers

as violently as she liked, without any fear of being

caught by it in the boughs.
The most wonderful proof of her sagacity was

in her scenting out and scratching up two of the

red truffles, which were so tiny that, unless she

had carried them in her mouth to her master, we
should not have remarked them, though the place
was pointed out to us by her scratching. Whilst
I was wondering how these dogs could ever be
trained to hunt for what appeared so foreign to

their nature, and turning over in my hand one of

these shapeless fungi, the others being safely

placed in my i)ocket, I felt something cold touch
me

;
and lo and behold ! there was mistress NelL

standing up on her hind legs in an endeavour to

truffle-hunt in my pocket, but soon recalled to

her usual good manners by an imperative
"
Nell,"

from her master.

"Would she have eaten them?" I said, sur-

prised.
" Oh dear yes, dogs likes 'em beyond every-

thing else
;

it's their food, only we don't let them
have any, as it would spoil their training. But
that's why they hunt for 'em, they want to eat

'em. A good dog will hunt, however, all day
without touching them, but we generally carry
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a bit of bread with us as a reward to the dog and

to take off his attention from the tniifles." Need
I say that it was from my hand that little Nell

received her reward that day, which she took as

became her, gently and afifectionately, after the

day's hunt was over.

I shall not carry my readers with me to the

end of our hunt, nor relate how disappointed we
were in the size and number of those found by
Nell on that bright hot day. A truffle hunt,

though very interesting and amusing to witness,

would appear monotonous in a description, and

therefore it is sufficient for the encouragement of

those who would like to see one, that, if they go
out later in the autumn, they will doubtless have as

good a day's sport as I had on my second attempt,
and will bring home in triumph truffles large

enough and black enough to delight a French

cook's heart, although they will probably fail in

discovering another " monster truffle."

One piece of information I will give before I

close my account of truffles, and that is, how the

dogs are trained for truffle-hunting. I will give
it in the words of an old woman, the wife of

another of the trufflers, who answered my question
in the following way :

—
" How we trains 'em, sir ? Why, bless you, we

takes 'em as puppies, and ties 'n up, and then

we takes a truffle and chucks 'em—"

*'
Well," I said, as she stopped short,

" and
then I suppose the puppy eats it ?

"

•' Oh no, bless you, we never let's 'n eat 'em ;

that would spoil 'em."
" Then what do you do ? Do you make them

fetch and carry ?
"

"
No, surely, we just chucks 'em."

'• But what do the pui)pies do ?
"
said T, getting

out of patience, and screaming at the top of my
voice, in the vain idea that the woman was too

deaf to have heard me. " That can't teach them."
" Oh bless you, it does

;
he snaps at 'em, and

we chucks 'em—and—and—"
{here I interrupted,

hoping to get at the root of the matter),
'•
you

let the puppy out with the other dogs, don't you?"
*' Oh dear no, we just ties 'em up, and chucks

the truffle to he, and—"

" Well !

"
I said, provoked to a degree." Why, then," says the old woman, " we takes

another and chucks 'em, and then we takes again
and chucks ; and so you see we just" (hesitating a
little for fresh words, but in vain), and in her
loudest voice, "we just chucks 'em."

In despair I turned round and ran out of the

cottage, and the last words that rang on my ears

were " we just chucks 'em."

May my readers glean from the old woman's
words more information than I did ! J. L.

A MODERN IDYLL.

No MORE upon our meads fond shepherds languish,

Piping unto their loves beside a brook,
Or telling of incoiistaDcy and anguish

Unto some friendly brother of the crook.

The oaten reed is silenced now, the tabor

Is never heard within our shady groves,
And Colins find no solace from their labour

In weaving summer garlands for their loves.

But poetry abides with us for ever

And only takes new fashion from the time
;

No change of ours hath strength enough to sever

Our outward labour from its inner chime.

Our Phillisses are dead, we have strewed flowers

Upon their graves, and they exist no more
;

Their simple loves are past, their shady bowers

Are merely matters of a poet's lore.

But we have maidens still with fair young faces

As loveable as were tlie shepherd maids,
And in these modern times we find the traces

Of those sweet beauties of the forest glades.

In summer by the fragrant roadside hedges
Where primrose and sweet honeysuckle grow,

Or by the silent streams, where, midst the sedges,

The white-leaved water-lilies sway and flow
;

Or waist-high midst the purple foxgloves straying,

Through woodland pathways in the checkered shades.
As in the olden time they went a-Maying,
Now wander forth oar fair-faced Knglish msuds.

And we have swains as loving and true hearted

As those Arcadian shepherds who are dead :

The earnestness of love had not departed
When those old days of sylvan wooing fled.

They were the outward clothing of the passion,

Which still hath life in spite of their decay,
And we have now, although in other fashion,

The old, old idyll in the present day.

The sloping down with patches of sweet clover,

The sullen surge upon the shore beneath,

The background formed of uplands, dotted over

With tangled masses of the flow'ry heath,

And hedgerows, decked in all their summer favours,

Binding the meadows where the white flocks stray,

Such is the scene, which of the old time savours,

Wherein we place the idyll of our day.

Upon the sloping downs the sun is shining
And lights upon a circle of fair girls.

Who, in a pleasant indolence reclining.

The while the sea-breeze plays upon their curls,

Are list'ning with a kind of lazy pleasure

Unto the swain who, stretched amidst the Ting,

Is reading in a voice of idle leisure.

The laureate's tuneful "Idylls of the King."

One plucks a little tuft of daisies growing.
And pulls them as she listens to the tale.

Shredding them with her fingers and then throwing
The pink-tipped leaves to flutter iu the gale.

Another, on her elbow leaning forward.
Is idly gazing at a little skifif.

And watching it as it comes sailing shoreward

Until it vanishes beneath the clifif.

Some dreamingly, some earnestly, all listen

Unto the story of the fair Klaiue

And of her hopeless love, and bright eyes glisten

At such a tale of sweetness, yet of pain.

And still the voice rolls onward with its story ^
Of erring Lancelot and Guinevere, ^

And of the tourney with its knightly glory,

And of the deep wound with the broken spear.
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The distant sheep-bells witli their fitful jingle,

The solemn cawing of the rooks above,

The wind-borne shouting of the sailors, mingle
With that sweet tale of constancy and love

;

Until the white light settles on the distance.
And hedgerow shadows lengthen on the lea.

And so it is that idylls have existence,
And so, while hearts are young, 'twill ever be.

For bygone times are still by us reflected.
We are as near to Arcadie as they ;

W 'Tis but the outward sign we have rejected,
The shepherd's trappings that are put

away.

And, in our hearts, for all time there abideth

The spirit that in old times clothed the downs,
The woods, and valleys where the river glideth,

With simple loves of shepherd-maids and

clowns. W. G.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTKK LIU. MARGARET LENNAKD's DELIN-

QUENCIES.

Mrs. Major Lennard was very kiud to Eleanor,
and if kindness and friendliness on the jiartof her

employers could have made Mrs. Monckton com-

fortable, she might have been entirely so in her

new position.
But comfort was a noun substantive whose

very meaning must, I think, have been utterly

incomprehensible to Major and Mrs. Lennard.

They had married very young, had started in life

all wrong, and had remained in a perpetual state

of muddle, both mental and physical, ever since.

They were like two children who had played at

being grown-up people for twenty years or so
;

and who were as entirely childish in their play
now as they had been at the very beginning.
To live with them was to exist in an atmosphere
of bewilderment and confusion

;
to have any

dealings whatever with them was to plunge at

once into a chaos of disorder, out of which the

clearest intellect could scarcely emerge without

having stifTered complete disorganisation. The

greatest misfortune of these two people was the

likeness they bore to each other. Had Major
Lennard been a man of vigorous intellect and

strong will, or had he been merely possessed of

the average allowance of common sense, he might
have ruled his wife, and introduced some element
of order into his existence. On the other hand, if

Mrs. Lennard had been a sensible woman she

would no doubt have henpecked her husband,
and would have rescued the good-natured soldier

from a hundred follies, by a well-timed frown, or

a sharp matronly nudge, as the occasion might
demand.

But they were both alike. They were two

overgrown children of forty years of age ;
and

they looked upon the world as a great play-room,
whose inhabitants had no better occupation than to

find amusement, and shirk the schoolmaster. They
were generous and kind-hearted to a degree that,
in the opinion of their wiser acquaintance, bordered

upon foolishness. They were imposed upon on every
side, and had been imposed upon during twenty
years, without acquiring any moral wealth in the

way of wisdom, from their very costly experience.
The Major had within the last twelve months left

the army on half-pay, on the death of a maiden

aunt, who had left him eight hundred a-year. Up
to the date of receiving this welcome legacy,
the soldier and his wife had been compelled to

exist upon Major Lennard's pay, eked out by the

help of stray benefactions which he received from
time to time from his rich relatives. The family
to which the ponderous officer belonged was very
numerous and aristocratic, owning as its chief a

marquis, who was uncle to the major.
So the two big children had decided upon

enjoying themselves very much for the rest of

their days, and as a commencement of this new

life of idleness and enjoyment. Major Lennard had

brought his wife to Paris, whence they were to

go to Baden-Baden, to meet some of the major's
aristocratic cousins.

I

" He might come in for the title himself, my
dear,

" Mrs. Lennaid told Eleanor,
' '

if seventeen

of his first cousins, and first cousins once removed,
would die. But, aa I told poor papa, when he

grumbled at my marrying so badly, you can't

expect seventeen cousins to go off all iu a minute,

just to oblige us by making Freddy a marquis."

Perhaps nothing could have been happier for

Eleanor than this life of confusion, this scrambling
and unsettled existence, in which the mind was

kept in a tumult by trilling cares and agitations ;

for iu this perpetual disorganisation of her intel-

lect, the lonely girl had no time to think of her

own troubles, or of the isolated position which
she had chosen for herself. It was only at night,
when she went to bed, in a small apartment very

high up in the Hotel du Palais, and about a

quarter of an hour's walk from the chamber of the

Major and his wife, that she had time to think

of Launcelot Darrell's triumph and her hus-

band's unjust suspicions ;
and even then she coidd

rarely brood very long ujjon her troubles, for

she was generally exhausted alike in mind and

body by the confusion and excitement of the day,
and more likely to fall asleep and dream of her

sorrows than to lie awake and think of them.

Those dreams were more troublesome to her

than all the bewilderment of the day, for in them
she was perpetually renewing the old struggle
with Launcelot Darrell, perpetually upon the eve

of victory, but never quite victorious.

The Major lingered in Paris much longer than

he had intended, for the big children found the

city of boulevards a most delightful play-ground,
aud frittered away a great deal of money upon
expensive dinners at renowned restaurants, ices,

opera tickets, new bonnets, Piver'g gloves, Lubin's

perfumes, and coach hire.

They stopped at the Hotel du Palais, still acting
on the Major's theory, that the most expensive
hotels are the cheapest—in the end. They dined

occasionally at the table d'hote, with two or three

hundred companions, and wasted a good deal of

time in the great saloons, playing at bagatelle,

peering into stereoscoi)es, turning over the daily

papers, reading stray paragraphs here and there,

or poring over a chapter of a romance in the

feuilleton, until brought to a standstill by a dis-

heartening abundance of difficult words.

After breakfast, the Major left his wife and her

companion, either to loll in the reading-room, to

stroll about the great stone quadrangle smoking
cigars, and drinking occasional brandy and soda,

or to read the English papers at Galignani's, or to

wait for the post, or to meet a British acquaint*
ance at Hill's caf6, or to stare at the raw young
soldiers exercising in the court-yards of the
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Louvre, or the copper-faced Zouaves who had

done such wonderful work in the Crimea ;
or

perhaps to stumble across some hoary-headed
veteran who had fought under Napoleon the First,

to make friendly speeches to him in bad French,
with every verb in a bewilderingly impossible tense,

and to treat him to little glasses of pale Cognac.
Then Mrs. Lennard brought out her frame and

her colour-box, and her velvets and brushes, and
all the rest of her implements, and plunged at

once into the delightful pursuit of painting upon
velvet, an accomplishment which this lady had

only newly acquired in six lessons for a guinea,

during her last brief sojourn in London.
" The young person who taught me called her-

self Madame Ascanio de Brindisi—but oh, Miss

Villars, if ever there was a cockney in this world,
I think she was one—and she said in her advertise-

ment, that anybody could earn five pounds a-week

easily at this elegant and delightful occupa-
tion ; bxit I'm sure I don't know how / should

ever earn five pounds a-week, Miss Villars, for

I've been nearly a month at this one sofa cushion,
and it has cost five-and-thirty shillings already,
and isn't finished yet, and the Major doesn't like

to see me work, and I'm obliged to do it while

he's out
; just as if it was a crime to paint upon

velvet. If you would mend those gloves, dear,

that are split across the thumb—and really
Fiver's gloves at four francs, five-and-twenty
what's its names ? oughtn't to do so, though the

Major says it's my own fault, because I will

buy six-and-a-quarters
—I should be so much

obliged," Mrs. Lennard added, entreatingly, as

she seated herself at her work in one of the long
windows. " I shall get on splendidly," she ex-

claimed,
"

if the Emperor doesn't go for a drive ;

but if he does, I must leave off my work and
look at him—he's siich a dear !

"

Eleanor was very wUling to make herself what
the advertisements call "

generally useful
"
to the

lady who had engaged her. She was a very high-

spirited girl, we know, quick to resent any insult,

sensitive and proud ; but she had no false pride.
She felt no shame in doing what she had under-

taken to do
; and if, for her own convenience,

she had taken the situation of a kitchen-maid, she

would have performed the duties of that situation

to the best of her ability. So she mended Mrs.
Lennard's gloves, and darned that lady's delicate

lace collars, and tried to infuse something like

order into her toilette, and removed the damp
ends of cigars, which it was the major's habit to

leave about upon every available piece of fur-

niture, and made herself altogether so useful that

Mrs. Lennard declared that she would hence-
forward be unable to live without her.

"But I know how it will be, you nasty pro-

voking thing !

"
the major's wife exclaimed

;

"
you'll go on in this way, and you'll make us fond

of you, and just as we begin to doat iipon you,
you'll go and get married and leave us, and then
I shall have to get another old frump like Miss

Pallister, who lived with me before you, and who
never would do anything for me scarcely, but was

always talking about belonging to a good family,
and not being used to a life of dependence. I'm
sure I used to wish she had belonged to a bad

family. But I know it'll be so, just as we're

most comfortable with you you'll go and marry
some horrid creature."

Eleanor blushed crimson as she shook her head.
" I don't think that's very likely," she said.

"Ah! you say that," Mrs. Lennard answered,

doubtfully,
" but you can't convince me quite so

easily. I know you'll go and marry ;
but you

don't know the troubles you may bring upon
yourself if you marry young—as I did," added

the lady, dropping her brush upon her work, and

breathing a profound sigh.
"
Troubles, my dear Mrs. Lennard !

"
cried

Eleanor. " Why it seems to me as if you never

could have had any sorrow in your life."

" '

Seems, Hamlet !

' " exclaimed Mrs. Lennard,

casting up her eyes tragically;
"

'nay, it is; /
know not seems,' as the Queen says to Hamlet—
or perhaps it's Hamlet says so to the Queen, but

that doesn't matter. Oh, Miss Villars ! my life

might have been very happy perhaps, but for the

blighting influence of my own crime ; a crime

that I can never atone for—nev-arr /"

Eleanor would have been qiiite alarmed by this

speech, but for the tone of enjoyment with which
Mrs. Lennard gave utterance to it. She had

pushed aside her frame and huddled her brushes

together upon the buhl table—there was nothing
but buhl and ormolu, and velvet-pile and ebony,
at the Hotel du Palais, and an honest mahogany
chair, a scrap of Kidderminster carpet, or a

dimity curtain, would have been a relief to the

overstrained intellect—and she sat with her hands

clasped upon the edge of the table, and her light

blue eyes fixed in a tragic rapture.

"Crime, Mrs. Lennard!" Eleanor repeated, in

that tone of horrified surprise which was less

prompted by actual terror, than by the feeling that

some exclamation of the kind was demanded of

her.
"
Yes, my dear, ker—rime ! ker—rime is not

too harsh a word for the conduct of a woman who
jilts the man that loves her on the very eve of the

day appointed for the wedding, after a most elabo-

rate trousseau has been prepared at his expense, to

say nothing of heaps of gorgeous presents, and
diamonds as plentiful as dirt—and elopes with

another man. Nothing could be more dreadful

than that, could it. Miss Villars ?
"

Eleanor felt that she was called upon to say that

nothing could be more dreadful, and said so accord-

ingly-
"
Oh, don't despise me, then, or hate me,

please. Miss Villars," cried Mrs. Lennard; "I
know you'll feel inclined to do so

;
but don't.

I did it!—I did it. Miss Villars. But I'm not

altogether such a wretch as I may seem to you.
It was chiefly for my poor Pa's sake ;

it was,
indeed.

"

Eleanor was quite at a loss to know how Mrs.

Lennard's bad conduct to her affiauced husband
could have benefited that lady's father, and she

said something to that efi'ect.

"
Why, you see, my dear, in order to explain

that, I must go back to the very beginning, which
was when I was at school."

As Mrs. Lennard evidently derived very great

enjoyment from this kind of conversation, Eleanor
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was much too good-natured to discourage it
;

so

the painting upon velvet was abandoned, for that

morning at least, and the Major's wife gave a

brief synopsis of her history for the benefit of Mrs.

Monckton.
"You must know, my dear," Mrs. Lennard

began, "my poor Pa was a country gentleman ;

and he had once been very rich ;
or at least his

family—and he belonged to a very old family,

though not as aristocratic as the Major's
—had

once been very rich ; but somehow or other through
the extravagance of one and another, poor Pa was

dreadfully poor, and his estate, which was in

Berkshire, was heavily—what's its name ?—mort-

Eleanor gave a slight start at the word
*'
Berkshire," which did not escape Mrs. Len-

nard.
" You know Berkshire?" she said.

"Yes, some part of it."

"Well, my dear, as I said before, poor Papa's

estatewasvery heavily mortgaged, and he'd scarcely

anything that he could call his own, excei>t the

rambling old countiy-house in which I was born;
and beyond that he was awfully in debt, and in

constant dread of his creditors sending him to

prison, where he might have finished his days, for

there wasn't the least possibility of his ever paying
his debts by anything short of a miracle. Now of

course all this was very sad. However I was too

young to know much about it, and Papa sent

me to a fashionable school at Bath where his

sisters had gone when they were young, and where
he knew he could get credit formy education to be
finished."

Eleanor, hard at work at the split gloves,
listened rather indifferently to this story, at first;

but little by little she began to be interested in it,

until at last she let her hands drop into her laj),

and left off working, in order the better to attend
to Mrs. Lennard's discourse.

"
Well, Miss Villars, it was at that school that

I met the ruling-star of my fate—that is to say, the

Major, who was then dreadfully young, without
even the least pretence of whiskers, and always
sitting in a pastrycook's-shop in the fashionable
street eating strawberry ices. He had only just

got his commission, and he was quartered at Bath
with his regiment, and his sister Louisa was my
schoolfellow at Miss Florathorne'a, and he called

one morning to see her, and I happened that very
morning to be practising in the drawing-room,
the consequence of which was that we met, and
from that hour our destinies were sealed.

"I won't dwell upon our meetings, which Louisa

managed for us, and which were generally dreadfully
inconvenient, for Fred used to clamberup the garden
wall by the toes of his boots—and he has told me
since that the brickwork used to scratch off all the

varnish, which of course made it dreadfully expen-
sive—but what will not love endure ?—and hook
himself on as it were

;
and it was in that position,

with nothing of him visible below his chin, that he
made mo a most solemn offer of his hand and
heart. I was young and foolish, Miss Villars, and
T accepted him, without one thought of my poor
Papa, who was the most indulgent of parents, and
who had always let me do everything I liked, and

indeed owed upwards of fifty pounds, at a toy-

shop in Windsor, for dolls and things that he'd

bought me before I was grown up.
"

Well, from that hour, Frederick and I were

engaged, and he dropped a turquoise ring in among
the bushes at the bottom of the garden the next

morning, and Louisa and I had upwards of an

hour's work to find it. We were engaged ! But we
were not long allowed to bask in the sunshine of

requited affection, for a fortnight after this

Frederick's regiment was ordered out to Malta,
and I was wretched. I will pass over my wretched-

ness, which might not be interesting to you,
Miss Villars, and I will only say that, night
after night, my pillow was wet with tears, and

that, but for Louisa's sympathy, I should have

broken my heart. Frederick and I corresponded

regularly under cover of Louisa, and that was my
only comfort.

"
Byand-by, however, the time for my leaving

school came—partly because I was seventeen years
of age, and partly because Papa couldn't settle

Miss Florathorne's bills—and I went home to the

old rambling house in Berkshire. Here I found

everything at sixes and sevens, and poor Papa in

dreadfully low spirits. His creditors were all

getting horribly impatient, he had all sorts of

writs, and attachments, and judgments, and con-

tempt of courts, and horrors of that kind, out

against him ; and if they could have put him into

two prisons at once, I think they would have done

it, for some of them wanted him in Whitecross

Street, and others wanted him in the Queen's Bench,
and it was altogether dreadful.

"
Well, Papa's only friend of late years had

been a very learned gentleman, belonging to a

grand legal firm in the city, who had managed all

his business matters for him. Now this gentle-
man had lately died, and his only son, who had

succeeded to a very large fortune upon his father's

death, was staying with my jwor Papa when I

came home from school.
" I hope you won't think me conceited, Misa

Villars, but in order to make my storj' intelligible,

I'm obliged to say that at that time I was con-

sidered a very pretty girl. I had been the belle

of the school at Miss Florathorne's, and when I

went back to Berkshire and mixed in society,

people made a tremendous fuss about me. Of

course you know, my dear, troubles about money
matters, and a wandering life, and French dinners,

which are too much for a weak digestion, have

made a very great difference in me, and I'm not

a bit like what I was then. Well, the young
lawyer who was staying with Papa— I shall not

tell you his name, because I consider it very dis-

honourable to tell the name of a person you've

jilted, even to a stranger
—was very attentive.

However, 1 took no notice of that—though he

was very handsome and elegant-looking, and

awfully clever—for my heart was true to

Frederick, from whom I received the most

heartrending letters under cover to Louisa,

declaring that, what with the mosquitoes and
what with the separation from me, and owing
debts of honour to his brother officers, and not

clearly seeing his way to pay them, he was often

on the verge of committing suicide.
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** I had not told Papa of my engagement, you
must know, my dear, because I felt sure he'd

grumble about my engaging myself to a penniless

ensigu ; though Fred might have been a marquis,
for at that time there were only eleven cousins

between him and the title. So one day Papa
took me out for a drive with him, while Mr.
while the young lawyer was out shooting ; and
he told me that he was sure, from several things
the young lawyer had let drop, that he was

desperately in love with me, and that it would
be his salvation—Pa's— if I would marry him, for

he was sure that in that case the young man,
who was very generous and noble-minded, would

pay his debts—Pa's—and then he could go on the

continent and end his days in peace.
"
Well, my dear Miss ViUars, the scene between

us was actually heartrending. T told Pa that I

loved another—I dared not say that I was actually

engaged to poor dear Frederick—and Pa entreated

me to sacrifice what he called a foolish school-

girl's fancy, and to give some encouragement to a
noble-hearted young man, who would no doubt

get him out of the most abominable trouble, and
would make me an excellent husband."

" And you consented ?
"

"Yes, my dear, after a great deal of persua-
sion, and after shedding actual oceans of tears,
and in compliance with Papa's entreaties, I began
to give the young lawyer—I'm obliged to call

him the young lawyer, because one is so apt to

associate lawyers with gray hair, and grumpiness,
and blue bags—a little encouragement, and in

about a week's time he made me an offer, and I

accepted it, though my heart was still true to

Frederick, and I was still corresponding with him
\inder cover of Louisa,"

Eleanor looked very grave at this part of the

story, and Mrs. Lennard interpreted her com-

panion's serious face as a mute reproach."
Yes, I know it was very wrong," she ex-

claimed ;
" but then, what in goodness' name was

I to do, driven to distraction upon one side by
Pa, driven to distraction upon the other side by
Fred, who vowed that he would blow out his

brains if I didn't write to him by every mail.
"
Well, my dear, the young lawyer, whom I

shall call in future my affianced husband, for short,
behaved most nobly. In the first place he bought
Pa's estate, not that he wanted it, but because
Pa wanted the money ; and then he lent Pa
enough money, over and above the price of the

estate, to settle with all his creditors, and to buy
an annuity, upon which he could live very com-

fortably abroad. Of course this was very generous
of him, and he made quite light of it, declaring that

my love would have repaid him for much greater
sacrifices. You know he thought I loved him,
and I really did try to love him, and to throw
over poor Frederick, for Papa's sake

;
but the

more I tried to throw Frederick over, and the
more distant and cold I made my letters, the
more heartrending he became, reminding me of
the vows I had uttered in the garden at Bath,
and declaring that if I jilted him, his blood should
be upon my head. So, what with one thing and
another, my life was a burden.

" It took Papa some time to settle all his debts,

even with the assistance of my affianced husband,
but at last everything was arranged, and we
started for a continental tour. My affianced

husband accompanied us, and the marriage was

arranged to take place at Lausanne. I need not

say that I was very unhappy all this time ; and I

felt that I was a very wicked creature, for I was

deceiving one of the best of men. Perhaps the

worst of all was, that my affianced husband had
such perfect confidence in me, that I scarcely
think anything I could have said or done—short

of what I did at the very last—could have shaken

his faith. He talked sometimes of my youth, and

my childishness, and my simplicity, until I used to

feel a perfect Lucretia Borgia. Ah, Miss ViUars,
it was dreadful, and I often felt inclined to throw

myself at his feet and tell him all about Frederick ;

but the thought of my poor Papa, and the recol-

lection of the money for the estate, which could

not be paid back again, sealed my lips, and I went
on day after day deceiving the best of men. You
see, I'd §one too far to recede, and oh, my dear,

that is the awful penalty one always pays for

one's wickedness—if you begin by deceiving any-

one, you're obliged to go on, and on, and on, from

one deception to another, until yoxi feel the basest

creature in the world.
' ' At least that's how I felt when all the lovely

dresses, and jewels, and things that my affianced

husband had ordered arrived from Paris. If I

could have walked iipon gold. Miss Villars, I do

think that foolish man—for he was quite foolish

about me, though in a general way he was so

very clever—would have thought the jturest bullion

only fit for paving stones under my feet. The
silks and satins—satin wasn't outri then, you
know—woiild have stood alone if one had wanted
them to do so ; the lace—well, I won't dwell upon
that, because I daresay you think already that I

shall never have done talking, and are getting

dreadfully tired of this long story."
"
No, Mrs. Lennard," Eleanor answered gravely,

" I am very much interested in your story. You
cannot tell how deeply it interests me."
The Major's wife was only too glad to receive

permission to run on. She was one of those

people who are never happier than when reciting
their own memoirs, or relating remarkable pas-

sages in the history of their lives.
" The very eve of the wedding-day had arrived,"

resumed Mrs. Lennard, in a very solemn, and,

indeed, almost awful voice, "when the unlooked-

for crisis of my destiny came upon me like a

thunderbolt. Pa and my affianced husband had

gone out together, and 1 was alone in one of the

apartments which we occupied at Lausanne. It

was about an hour before dinner, and I was
dressed in one of the silks that had come from

Paris, and I was tolerably resigned to my fate, and
determined to do my best to make my affianced

husband happy, and to prove my gratitude for his

goodness to my father. Imagine my horror, then,
when I was told that a lady wished to see me—an

English lady—and before I could decide whether
I was at home or not, in rushed Louisa Lennard,

very dusty and tumbled, for she had only just

arrived, and of course there was no railway to

Lausanne from anywhere, at that time.
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"
Well, my dear Miss Villars, it seems that

Frederick's silence, whicli I had taken for resig-

nation, was quite the reverse. Louisa had heard

of my intended marriage, and had written about it

to her brother, and her brother had gone nearly

mad, and, being on the eve of obtaining leave of

absence on account of his bad health—the climate

had knocked him up,
—contrived to get away

from Malta immediately. He and his sister had

managed to persuade their rich maiden aunt, who
was very fond of Frederick, and who left him all

her money the other day, to take them both to

Switzerland, and there they were, with the rich

maiden aunt, who was very much knocked up by
the journey, and who had not the least shadow of

a suspicion that she had been made a cat's-paw.
"
Well, Miss Villars, anybody,—even the hardest-

hearted of creatures,—would have been touched by
such' devotion as this, and for the moment I forgot
all about my affianced husband's generosity, and I

gave that enthusiastic Louisa, who really was the

moving spirit of everything, a solemn promise that

I would see Frederick that night, if only for ten

minutes. Of course I didn't teU her that the

next day was appointed for my wedding, because I

was too much afraid of her anger, as she was

devotedly attached to her brother, and had heard

my soleum vows in the garden at fiath ;
but the

people at the hotel told her all about it, in their

nasty gossiping way : the consequence of which

was, that when I met Fred in the porch of the

cathedral, while Papa and my affianced husband
were taking their wine after dinner, his goings on
were really awful.

"I can never describe that scene. When I

look back at it, it seems like a dream—all hurry,
and noise, and confusion. Frederick declared that

he had come all the way from Malta to claim me
as his bride, and called my affianced husband a

baron all covered with jewels and gold, from the

ballad of ' Alonzo the Brave,' which he had been
in the habit of reciting at school. And, poor dear

fellow, now that I saw him again, my heart,
which had always been true to him, seemed more
true to him than ever ; and what with Louisa,
who was very strong-minded, going on at me, and

calling me mercenary and faithless and deceitful,
and what with Frederick going down upon his

knees in that chilly porch, and getting up sud-

denly every time the person who showed the

cathedral to strangers happened to look our way,
I scarcely knew what I said or did, and Frederick

extorted from me the promise that I would run

away with him and Louisa that very night, and be
married to him as soon as ever we could find any
body that would marry us,

"I cau never describe that dreadfid night,
Miss Villars ; suffice it to say, that I ran away
without a bit of luggage, and that Frederick,

Louisa, and I, performed the most awful journey—
almost all by diligence

—and were nearly jolted to

death between Lausanne and Paris, where Fred,

by the help of some English friends, contrived to

get the ceremony performed by a Protestant

clergyman, at the house of the British Consul,
but not without a great deal of diificiUty and

delay, during which I expected every day that

my affianced husband woiild come tearing after me.

"He did nothing of the kind, however. I

heard afterwards from Papa that he didn't show
the least disposition to pursue me, and he parti-

cularly requested that no attempt should be made
to prevent my doing exactly as I pleased with

regard to Fred. If he had pursued me. Miss

Villars, I have no doubt I should have gone back
and married him, for I am very weak, and it ia

my nature to do whatever people wish me to do.

But all he did was to walk about very quietly,

looking as pale as a ghost for a day or two, and

braving out all the ridicule that attached to him
because of his bride's running away from him upon
the eve of the wedding-day, and then he parted

company with Papa, and went away to Egypt, and
went up the Nile, and did all sorts of outlandish

things."
" And have you never seen him since ?

" Eleanor

asked, anxiously.
"

Yes, once," answered Mrs. Lennard,
" and

that's the most singidar part of the story. About
three years after my marriage I was in London,
and Fred and I were very, very poor, for his aunt
hadn't then forgiven him for making a cat's-paw of

her at Lausanne, and he had no remittances from

her, and nothing but his pay, and an occasional

present from Louisa, who married a rich city man
soon after our elopement. I had had one baby, a
little girl, who was then a year and a half old, and
who was christened after Fred's rich aunt ; and
Fred's regiment was ordered out to India, and I

was getting ready to join him at Southampton, and
I was very unhappy at having to take my darling
out there, for people said the climate would kill

her. I was in lodgings in the neighbourhood of

Euston Square, and I was altogether very wretched,
when one evening at dusk, as I was sitting by
the fire, with my little girl in my lap, who
should walk into the room but, the very man I

had jilted.
"

i gave a scream when I saw him, but he begged
me not to be frightened of him ; and then I asked

him if he had forgiven me. He said he had tried

to forgive me. He was very grave and quiet ;

but though I think he tried to be gentle, there was
a sort of suppressed sternness in his manner which
made me feel afraid of him. He had not very

long returned from the East, he said, and he was

very lonely and wretched. He had heard from

my father that I was going to India, and that I

had a little girl, whom 1 was obliged to take

abroad with me for want of the means of pro-

viding her with a comfortable home in England.
He proposed to me to adopt this little girl, and to

bring her up as his own daughter, with my
husband's consent.

" He promised to leave her very well off at

i his death, and to give her a fortune if he lived

to see her married. He would be most likely,

he said, to leave her aU his money ;
but he

made it a condition that neither I nor her father

should have any further claim upon her. We
were to give her up altogether, and were to be

satisfied with hearing of her from time to time,

through him.
" '

1 am a lonely man, Mrs. Lennard,' he said,
' even my wealth is a burden to me. My life is

purposeless and empty. 1 have no incentive to
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labour—nothing to love or to protect. Let me
have your little girl ;

I shall be a better father to

her than your husband can be.'

"At tirst I thought that I could never, never

consent to such a thing; but little by little he won
me over, in a grave, persuasive way, that con-

vinced me in spite of myself, and I couldn't afford

to engage a nurse to go out to Calcutta with me,
and I'd advertised for an ayah who wanted to

return, and who would go with me for the consi-

deration of her passage-money, but there had been

no answers to my advertisements ;
so at last I con-

sented to write to Fred to ask him if he would

agree to our parting with the pet. Fred wrote me
the shortest of letters by return of post; 'Yes,'
he said,

' the child would be an awful nuisance on

shipboard, and it will be much better for her to

stop in England.' I sent his letter to the lawyer,
and the next day he brought a nurse, a respectable

elderly person, and fetched away my precious

darling.
"You see, Miss ViUars, neither Fred nor I had

realised the idea that we were parting with her

for ever ; we only thought of the convenience of

getting her a happy home in England for nothing,
while we went to be broiled to death's door out in

India. But, ah, when years and years passed by,
and the two babies who were born in India died,
I began to grieve dreadfully about my lost pet ;

and if I hadn't been what some people call

frivolous, and if Fred and 1 hadn't suited each
other so exactly, and been somehow or other always
happy together in all our troubles, I think 1 should
have broken my heart. But I try to be resigned,"
concluded Mrs. Lennard, with a profound sigh,
" and I hear of my pet once in six months or so,

though I never hear from her, and indeed I doubt
if she knows she's got such a thing as a Mama in

the universe— ai^d 1 have her portrait, poor dar-

ling, and she's very like what I was twenty years

ago."
" 1 know she is," Eleanor answered gravely." You know she is ! You know her, then ?

"

"Yes, dear Mrs. Lennard. Very strange things
happen in this world, and not the least strange is

the circumstance which has brought you and me
together. I know your daughter intimately.
Her name is Laura, is it not ?

"

' '

Yes, Laura Mason Leonard, after Fred's rich

aunt, Laura Mason."
" And your maiden name was Margaret Haven-

shaw."
" Good gracious me, yes !

"
cried Mrs. Len-

nard. " Why you seem to know everything about
me."

"I know this much,—the man you jilted was
Gilbert Monckton, of ToUdale Priory."" Of course I ToUdale was poor Papa's place
till he sold it to Mr. Monckton. Oh, Miss
Villars, if you know him, how you must despise
me."

" I only wonder that you could—"

Eleanor stopped abruptly : the termination of
her speech would not have been very compli-
mentary to the good-tempered Major. Mrs. Len-
nard understood that sudden pause.
"I know what you were going to say. Miss

Villars. You were going to say you wondered

how T could prefer Fred to Gilbert ^Monckton ;

and I'm not a bit offended. I know as well as

you do that Mr. Monckton is very, very, very

superior to Frederick in intellect, and dignity,
and elegance, and all manner of things. But

then, you see," added Mrs. Lennard, with a

pleading smile,
" Fred suited me."

(To be conlinued.)

VOLUNTEERS OF THE PAST.

At a time when "
Volunteering

" has become a
national characteristic, and grand rifle tourna-

ments at Aldershot, and prize-giving at the Crystal
Palace, are affording matter for every newspaper,
and interest for every household, it may not be

uninteresting to look back upon the Volunteers of

former days, and see what they were like.

It is a singular fact that the nation, designated

by the first Napoleon as a " nation of shop-

keepers," should have been, less than three centu-

ries before, renowned as a military people. Froude
tells us in the preface to his edition of the

"Pilgrim," that, in Henry the Eighth's reign, the

English
' ' were a nation of soldiers—fierce, intract-

able, and turbulent to a proverb ;

" an armed

people also
; twenty thousand well-drilled men

being at the disposal of the corporation of London !

Henry could call every one of his male subjects
into the field, if he would, and find them efficient

men-atarms.
In his reign one of those panics (if they are

rightly thus designated) about invasion took place.
The notes at the end of the "

Pilgrim
"
contain an

interesting and curious account of it given by the
French envoy Marillac himself. He says in a
letter to the Constable,

" the king, my lord, is in

marvellous distrust as well oj the king our master "

(Francis I.)
" as of the Emperor. He is confident

that they intend to declare war against him
; and

he is therefore taking measures with the utmost
haste for the defence of the realm In

Canterbury and other towns upon the road, I found

every English subject in arms who was capable of

serving. Boys of seventeen and eighteen have been
called out without exemption of place or person

In short, my lord, they have made such

progress that an invading force will not find them

unprovided."
There is much significance in the whole letter

from which these passages are taken
;
not once in

it does M. Marillac hint that the king's apj^rehen-
sions were groundless !

A review of this armed people took place in the

following month. The Ambassador informs the
Constable in a following letter :

" Fifteen thousand

men, all clad in white from head to foot—ten

thousand fully accoutred— showed that the English
lion was awake and prepared for defence."

The demonstration defeated all adverse plans

(if such had been formed) of the "Foreigner," and
the armed multitude subsided again.
A similar force has always been ready for de-

fence whenever the "cloud, as big as a man's

hand," has loomed across the sea.

A recollection of the last misgiving and dread

which called forth England's Volunteers has been
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forcibly recalled to tlie minds of the aged by the

Volunteer movement of the present ; and we were

amused to hear, from the lips of an old lady of

very warlike ancestry, an account of what Vol-

unteers were in her youth.

We were almost hourly (she said) expecting
a French invasion. The flotilla, which threa-

tened to land our enemies on the coast, lay at

Boulogne, and though "Nelson kept the sea," as

people used consolingly to say, our danger was
real and imminent.
We lived near a seaport

—Portsmouth—which,
from its harbour and dockyard, especially invited

a hostile and destructive demonstration from the

foe.

The poorer class, I really believe, revelled in

the excitement of the expectation, and of such

fear as is compatible with British nature—which I

should say, from my own judgment, is nothing
more than the love of "sensation" which now
leads them to delight in Blondin and "sensation

"

dramas.

Napoleon was the Blondin of Portsmouth at that

time.

The nightly raising of the drawbridge, and

flooding and tilling the moats, drew together hun-
dreds of eager gazers. They ascribed the simplest
actions to expectation of the French. Thus the

sound of our cook's chopping, when preparing suet

for the orthodox Christmas pudding led to some of

the crowd outside the area knocking to ask "if
the Admiral expected the French directly, as the

family were packing up I

"

Only once this " sensation " took the form of

panic, and that was absurd enough.
The famous Rowland Hill came to preach at

Portsmouth. He selected for his out door " Taber-
nacle " the " lines

"
or ramparts of the town, and,

standing on the green slope of the earthwork,
addressed a large crowd gathered on the glacis
below. Thus the listeners (chiefly of course

women) had their backs to the sea, while the

preacher faced the channel. He was preaching on
the second Advent

; and, warming with his sub-

ject, suddenly extended his arm in the direction of

Spithead, and cried :

"I see Him ! I see His mighty Host ad-

vancing—He comes ! He comes !

"

The crowd, believing from his look and gesture,
that he pointed seawards, responded with a shrill

feminine yell, and a volley of unpleasant words
from the tars present, and rushed off in frantic

haste in all directions—some to their homes, some
to the defence.

The astonished preacher stood alone in a second.

Greatly amazed at the effect of his words, he
turned to a grinning sentry standing near, and
exclaimed :

" What does this mean ?"

(We did not hear that shrewd Rowland took
the panic for a Revival

.')"
Well," replied the soldier,

"
they thinks you

sees Bony coming—that's all 1

"

Such was the truth. That evil name—a spell
of dread and hatred—hung over the people like a

nightmare, and haunted all their thoughts.

Viewing the great conqueror now from a better

point of observation, it is extraordinary to re-

member what a popidar
"
bogey

" he was.

Of course the volunteers were ready every-
where. At first they appeared in London and in

the seaports. In our little village they caused a
wonderfid sensation. It was a very small place,
and each volunteer was weU-known to us per-

sonally. A quaint, simple set they were, but
brave and active fellows, a worthy portion of the
home and hearth defence, which doubtless did its

part in keeping the "
bogey

" on the other side of

the Channel. We were not a little proud of them,

though we laughed at their innocent conceit and

assumption of military airs.

Our nearest neighbour— a blacksmith—was
lieutenant of the corps, and his son sergeant.

They had no fixed uniform, every man doing in

that respect as was good in his own eyes.
Our blacksmith—generally a meek, respectful

fellow—was so inflated with his new rank and
heroic position that he came to church the first

Sunday after the rising in general's uniform

(second-hand probably), waving in his hand a

cocked hat from which floated an aid-de-camp's

plume of cock's feathers.

The pew-opener, not recognising her neighbour
in his blaze of scarlet and gold, ushered him into

the vicar's pew, where he gravely took his seat,

to the amazement of Mrs. Bustle, the clergyman's
wife and her children, the poor fellow quite
unconscious all the time that he was intrucling,
and believing that he had been duly marshalled

according to his ranl& and distinction. You must
remember that the peasantry, and the people

generally, at the beginning of the century were

untaught and simple, though shrewd ; and they
went mad in their enthusiasm about soldiering.

(It was the escape of the long pent-up here-

ditary taste, we think.)
The son, Boghurst, had a perfect furore for his

new profession, and would do no work, his mother
lamented to us,

"
employing all his time in

polishing his all-beard," as she called his halberd.

The village seller of ale—he could scarcely be

called a brewer—was the captain of our corps.
He was, if possible, finer as to scarlet and feathers

than the lieutenant ; and, strangely enough, hia

wife, possessed by the notion of her new dignity,
declared she could no longer wear cotton stock-

ings
— and must have silk !

—unhappily thus

beginning a course of extravagance and folly
which ended in the poor husband's ruin.

This was, however, the only evil which arose

from the village movement ;
for there was no

harm, assuredly (if a little folly), in both the

officers retaining jealously the title of "
captain

"

and " lieutenant
"

till their deaths, having, as

they asserted, fully earned them by keeping off

the French "
Deinicraws," as they would call the

Democrats.

The crowning glory of our Volunteers was the

being reviewed by the Prince Regent himself (with
those of Portsmouth) in their own village, and

receiving well-merited praise and thanks from " the

first gentleman in Europe." With that scene their

martial course terminated.

Flotilla—army—emperor, vanished like the

pageant of a dream ; the long peace set in --
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and martial ardour became as dormant as music

amongst us, till they suddenly woke up together

the other day, and Robin Hood's descendants,

seizing the rifle, found it come as handy to them

as the long bow, and beat the whole military

world at hitting the mark they aimed at.

And altogether a very different race are these

Volunteers from those we remember. They have

the culture of half a century on them, united to

the old "pluck."
But our poor villagers were every bit as brave

and self- devoting, and when hearing of the

brighter present we ought not to forget the kindly
and gallant past. E. V.

COVEEED UP.

The laws of change, more than any others,

appeal to the instincts and the sight, not only of

the educated and scientific, but also of the rude

and ignorant. We constantly observe alterations

going on in ourselves, our belongings, and almost

everything around us, and yet it seldom occurs to

us that there is an unseen, of which the effects

only are visible, while the actual workings that

conduce to those effects are hidden, or at best,

very partially revealed to us. In this latter cate-

gory we may class the phenomena of geology,
which show us what wholesale changes this old

world has undergone, and for aught we know,

may yet have to undergo before all things are com-

pleted. These are the silent changes which have

taken, not years nor centuries, but countless ages
of so lengthened a duration that they cannot

be grasped by the human mind. In fact, in the

greater number of cases, scientific men can only

judge relatively of the time consumed and of the

amount of change that has taken place in that

period ; for nature very rarely shows herself at

work, though never quiescent. In some few of

these cases the changes have been so recent as to

be matters of history, or even to come within the

memory of man. And in saying this, I do not

mean to include those fearful and sudden catastro-

phes which have been produced by earthquakes or

the eruptions of volcanoes, as at Pompeii and Lisbon,
but rather changes which are going on slowly and

surely from day to day, by which the conditions

of the surface are perceptibly altered and the rela-

tions of land and sea become differently propor-
tioned. In a former paper* we saw how cer-

tain tracts of land had been at one time or another

engulphed by the remorseless waves, and were for

ever lost to the country, as far as any practical
value was concerned. On the other hand, in accord-

ance with that compensating principle with which
Nature abounds, not only in geology, but in every
other phase, the sea has in various places gradually
receded, so that the once submerged land has
been laid bare and reclaimed to useful purposes ;

for instance, I may mention the Morfa Harlech,
that immense alluvial flat which is so well known
to every tourist in North Wales as extending from
the base of Harlech Castle to the sea. This ex-

panse, on which now crops of ripe corn are growing,
was unmistakably covered by the water at one
time, and if the sea were to take it into its head

* See vol. iiL, p. 187.

to retreat in the same way a little farther south,

occupied by the present Bay of Cardigan, we
should get an extraordinary insight into the con-

dition of the Cantreff y Gwaelod, or Lowland

Hundred, that important district where no less

than fifty cities are said to have flourished.

In this paper, however, I propose to draw the

attention not so much to the ravages of the sea,

as to those of the land, though, after all, were it

not for the ceaseless action of the waves, tritu-

rating and reducing everything to the same fine

degree, one of the most destructive geological

elements, viz., sand, would be wanting. Few who
loiter about on the sea-shore and sportively kick up
the small clouds of sand, would imagine that that

apparently light and almost impalpable powder
could form one of the most subtle and sure means

of destruction ;
and that although its progress is

slow, it is no less certain than the terrible stream

of lava which issues from the mouth of Vesuvius.

I will endeavour to bring forward a few

examples in our own kingdom, where not only

tradition, but even the memory "of the oldest

inhabitant," can prove that in certain places
towns and buildings existed, nay, and do yet

exist, under smooth and equable layers of sand,

which look as if the foot of man had never trod

that portion of the country. The north coast of

Cornwall is very liable to these inundations, and
is characterised by what are called "dunes" or

"towans"—bare expanses of sand hillocks, very
monotonous to gaze upon and very fatiguing to

walk in.

These dunes are, in a great degree, the pre-

vailing features of the entire parish of Perran-

zabuloe, the very name of which,
" Perran in

sabulo "—Perran in the sand—attests the universal

presence of the enemy. We know that the dis-

trict was overwhelmed, partly by tradition and

partly by ocular demonstration. The legend
states that St. Patrick visited Cornwall on a

missionary and preaching errand, and that, on
his departure from thence, he deputed St. Piran,
one of the bishops on whom he had laid hands,
to proceed there and further his Christian efforts.

St. Piran came about the fifth century, con-

verted the natives from paganism, built an oratory,
and departed this life, full of years and sanctity.

Thereupon a church was built over his grave,
and was in constant use for something like a

century, when it was conjectured that, in con-

sequence of some alteration in the coast level,

the district was overrun with sand, and the

church, in common with everything else, was
covered up. Even in those early days, the de-

vouring character of the sand was known and

dreaded, and experience had shown that a stream

of running water was the only thing that would

stop it in its career.

A second church was therefore built, fortified

by the stream, and remained for ages as a mo-
nument of the Christian feelings of the ancient

Cornishmen, who enlarged it about the middle

of the fourteenth century. Time flew on, and

mining industry sprang up, with all the changes
of surface to which it gave rise, entailing, among
other things, the diversion of the stream, un-

fortunately for the church, which was covered
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over with such rapidity that old inhabitants of

the parish remembered the porch becoming invi-

sible in one night. For a time the enemy was

kept at bay^—but only for a time— whereupon
the parishioners took the building bodily down
and erected it at a considerable distance, where

it was thought to be safe. The old church lived

only in tradition and the folklore of the fireside,

until, by the shifting of the sand after a tre-

mendous storm, it again stood forth, though only

partially, to the light of day ; but, on a syste-

matic clearance being made around, it was found

to be nearly as perfect as when it was built to

commemorate the bishop-saint's resting-place.
It is of very rude workmanship, the blocks of

masonry being apparently selected and placed

just as they came to hand ;
while instead of

lime the builder had used chinaclay, which
was a plentiful material in that district, and
was probably the only substitute on which he
could lay his hands. Shotdd the sceptic be curi-

ous to know how the appearance of the church

corresponds with the legend, as to its age, the

antiquary will point to the extreme rudeness and

primitiveness of the masonry, the small size of

the building (an invariable feature of the early

churches), the peculiarity of the windows, and
the use of certain ornamentation which was
then common and is still visible in churches in

Ireland reputed to be of the same date, viz.,

from the fifth to the seventh century. The
sand is fast closing round again, but Perranza-

buloe is still worth a visit from those who love

to see Nature in her dreary garb, as well as in

her beauty and grandeur. The same phenomena
may be observed further west, in the neighbour-
hood of Hayle, where a very fine old church on
the bank of the estuary seems as though the
"towans" were pressing it day by day more

closely in their deadly embrace. Again, about two
miles from Hayle, on St. Gwithian's river, the sand
is even more desolating, and threatens to swallow

up the whole village, church and all. A very
singular chemico-geological change may be seen

here, in which the sand is becoming converted into

stone sufficiently hard for building purposes. If

we cross the channel to the Welsh coast, we shall

find the same phenomena at work. About ten
miles from Swansea, in that most picturesque and

out-of-the-way spot, the promontory of Gower,
there is a sandy estuary or i)ill overlooked by the
tower of Pennard Castle, which, were it not for

its commanding position, I take it, would long
before this have become invisible. Here we have
little but tradition to guide us, and the nomencla-
ture of the neighbourhood, which is generally,
however, a very sure indication of past events,

customs, or appearances.
Tradition speaks of a large town that was

buried in this spot, and nomenclature points to

a farm, at a considerable distance off, which is

called Norton or North Town, while a hamlet in

the other direction is named Southgate. Another,

midway between the two, is the great highway—
all names unmistakably denoting some extension
of fortitications or roads where now is only a
barren surface of sand, inhabited by countless

numbers of rabbits. Although we may dismiss

the legend that the sand was all blown over in one

night from the coast of Ireland, it would be a

point of sufficient interest to see what excavations

might bring to light.
Let us now cross the Irish Channel to the

Wexford coast ; where, in the neighbourhood of

Duncannon and Hook Point, we shall find the
ruined church of Bannow, sole memorial of a

prosperous town, which we know to have existed

not such a very long time ago—for we read that
in the reign of Charles II., no less than ten
streets are mentioned in the Act of Settlement.
Not only the town, but the whole bay appears
to have suffered considerable damages, for accord-

ing to a survey made in 1657, an island called

Slade, was marked as being opposite the har-

bour, and separated by a narrow channel ; whereas
now there is no island and no channel. Here
the covering up was undoubtedly a work of

time, as there is no mention made historically
of any sudden submergence, and moreover the

phenomenon may be seen in operation at the

present day.
The west coast of Donegal is very liable to

sand invasions, which have proved rather a costly
affair to the nation. Between Dunglow and
Gweedore is an extensive series of dunes, in the

very heart of which the Duke of Rutland, when
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, erected a fort that

was intended to form a garrison and emporium
of provisions for that out-of-the-way district,

which in those days was as wild and unknown
as the King of Dahomey's territory is now.

Thirty thousand pounds were exi>ended in this

scheme, and it may be said to have been literally

expended on sand ; for no sooner was the fort built

than it became gradually covered over, and as it

was found that such an establishment (like many a

public undertaking) was perfectly unnecessary, it

soon became deserted and a ruin—for in Ireland,

everything that is not looked after, is considered

by the peasants as left for their i>eculiar good, and
is used accordingly. Of Rutland Fort very little

is now left of even the ruins.

If we coast round to the north,—and few coasts

are more worthy of a visit from those who love

the wild and unfrequented,—we shall find near

Dunfanaghy, a very large and smooth expanse of

sand, known as Rosapenna. To look at it, one
would think that it had been undisturbed for cen-

turies by the foot of man ; and yet, underneath,
lies the skeleton of one of the finest mansions in

the kingdom. It was built by Lord Boyne within
the last hundred years ; and, as we are told, was

replete with every comfort and refinement of the

day. Nothing, however, could stop the march of

the subtle destroyer, and Lord Boyne's house lies

snugly imbedded until the crack of doom, unless

some sudden change in the direction of the sand
current may, ])erchance, bring it again to light,

like Perranzabuloe. The question naturally occurs,
as to the possibility or impossibility of controlling
or altering the directions of the sand, when it

threatens danger to property. We have seen that

a stream of running water was considered a specific,

but then running water is not always to be had

conveniently. Fortunately, it has been noticed

that the casual growth of the bent grass, Ammo-
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phila arumlinacea, acted as a check, and the hint

has been taken very largely in many localities, and
in none more successfully than by Lord Palmerston

in his estates at Ciiffoney, county Sligo, which, by
this means, he is changing from a sandy desert to

a promising colony.

Indeed, the incursion of sand at Rosapenna is

entirely owing to the destruction of the bent

grass, which formerly grew there, by the rabbits,

and is a singular instance of how trivial circum-

stances link together to form great ends.

PEDIGEEE WHEAT.

In these days of new discoveries, when we can
travel at the rate of a mile in a minute, and reach

far distant countries in an incredibly short space
of time by means of two wheels on each side of a

ship, or send a message to Amsterdam from

London, and receive an answer in two minutes
and a half, we need not wonder that a plan has

recently been discovered for greatly increasing the

size of the ears of wheat.

Before we enter more fully into the vast im-

portance of this discovery to the world generally,
we may give the reasons why this wheat is called

"Pedigree wheat."
A gentleman (Mr. Hallett), whose farm I very

recently had the pleasure of seeing, in the imme-
diate neighboixrhood of Brighton, showed me and

my friends, with much kindness, the result of his

experiments in the growth of wheat and other

cereals, and explained the reasons of his under-

taking them.
With good, strong, plain sense, it struck Mr.

Hallett, what every stock breeder knows, that
from the largest and best animals the best stock

was produced. With this idea in his head, he felt

convinced that the principle might be applied to

grain. As a stimulus to pursue his plan, he for-

tunately discovered that in the grains of one ear

of wheat one grain is to be found greatly to excel

all the others in productive power. Thus, by
carefully selecting his seeds from the best ear (for
there is always one best ear amongst the tillers,

and, as was remarked, one best grain in it), the
result has been a growth of wheat perfectly

extraordinary. Year after year these best grains
have been put into the ground, and the result

is shown in the accompanying sketch, the first

being the original ear from which the grain was
taken, and the longest ear grown in 1861.*
We can the better exemplify Mr. Hallett's suc-

cess by the following facts :

A gardener in Scotland was struck with the

appearance of a blossom on a sweet-william in his

garden. He carefully preserved the seeds from it,
and the following year had a still better flower,
the seeds from which he also preserved. In this

way he went on, year after year, for fifteen

years, when he produced flowers nearly as fine as
auriculas. This was his ne plus ultra. Whether
Mr. Hallett will improve on his present large ears
and their yield, remains to be seen. We cannot
but think his experiments will end where they

^
* It will be seen that the illustration of the longest ear * We should explain to our towa readers that "tilleriug"Has been curtailed of its sUlk in order to bring it within our I means the number of stalks thrown up from a single

page .
I grain.

now rest, and his Pedigree wheat, like that of the

sweet-william, become exhausted. As Mr. Hallett

keeps a regular registry of the result of the
different growths of his wheat, as well as the

produce from it, his adopting the word ' '

Pedigree
"

is, we think, perfectly correct. It is high-bred
wheat.

But let us turn to
. the immediate benefits to

be derived from Mr. Hallett's experiments.
In the year 1857, the original ear was 4f inches

long, and produced 47 grains. In the ear 1861,
the finest ear was 8| inches long, and produced
123 grains, and also 80 tillers from one grain
only. Thus, by means of repeated selection alone,
the length of the ears has been doubled, and their

contents nearly trebled, and the tillering power of

the seed increased eightfold.*
That the enormous yield of Mr. Hallett's Pedi-

gree wheat will render us less dependent on foreign

supplies cannot be doubted. When we consider
that eighty ears have sprung from one seed, some
of which have sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen sets

up each side of it, this new development is little

short of miraculous, and the product has been

accomplished in five years by selection alone, and
that on land which apparently is but little

adapted for the growth of wheat, there being only
about four inches of soil, with a chalk rock close

beneath. And what a sight presented itself when
we viewed Mr. Hallett's large wheat-fields and
his selections in his garden but a very short
time ago ! We shall never forget it. We have
admired the blue sky, the calm lake, the sunny
glade, the budding blossoms, and the beauteous
flowers ; we have wandered on the sides of purling
brooks, and seen the foamy sea in all its glory ;

but never do we recollect, being more struck with

admiration, and even wonder, than when we
beheld the fine crops of Mr. Hallett's cereals.

We mention cereals, because we include his oats

and barley, both of which exhibited not only an

extraordinary growth, but an enormous yield,
some of the stalks of oats being at least seven feet

in height. But to return to the crop of wheat.
It waved its pendulous heads to the slight breeze
which blew, each ear giving a promise of great

productiveness, and, as far as the eye could reach
over the waving fields, each ear was of the same

great and unusual length. Nor was there any
crowding of the plants. Ample room had been

given for each, and the consequence was that the
tillers were in due proportion to the space given.
There was also a very great saving in the

quantity of seed wheat usually sown, and the one

peck per acre, planted by Mr. Hallett, or one
bushel on six acres, if sown in August, allowing
nine inches every way for the tillers. All this is a

great consideration, as well as a great saving of

seed. Indeed, dibbled in the way Mr. Hallett

recommends, even to twelve inches apart, a half-

peck of seed has planted an acre of ground.
Thus the saving of seed is something considerable

towards keeping the nation in bread. It is plain,

therefore, that if Mr. Hallett's system were applied
to all corn crops in the United Kingdom, its
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dependence on foreign countries for yearly supplies

of breadstuffs would cease, and the immense sums

now paid for such products would be so much

saved of the income of the empire. The effect of

such a revolution in agriculture is almost beyond
our imagination to realise. Indeed, changes so

vast and so startling have never yet occurred in

the history of agriculture. It may be stated that

during the last fifteen years, we have imported as

much foreign corn as has cost three hundred mil-

lions sterling ! May we not now with reason sup-

pose that, as the population of this country is

increasing to a great extent, the discoveries of Mr.

Hallett may ultimately be the means of producing
sufficient food for that increase ? This is no theo-

retical idea, but one founded on the designs of

that Providence which supplies food for every

living creature. Edward Jesse.

ON THE RAIL.

" Steam, sir, is a wonderful invention."

We have all beard the remark once or twice

before now ;
and whenever we hear of a paper on

railroads, I fancy, we all suppose that this is to be

the moral of the discourse. Let me say at start-

ing that I am not going to sing the praises of

Watt and Stephenson. I confess to my own

knowledge on the subject of machinery being of

the vaguest kind, and, beyond a traditional belief,

derived from the lessons of my childhood, that

the principle of the steam-engine is the same as

that of a tea- kettle on the point of boiling over, I

know nothing of the mechanism of "the greatest

discovery of modern times." Nor do I purpose

improving the reader's mind by an account of how

many tons of coal are consumed per diem, how

many passengers are conveyed over every mile, or

how many parcels are delivered daily. I leave

statistical demonstrations, which establish every-

thing without proving anything, to those whose
taste lies in that way. All I wish to do is to

grumble about our railway accommodation. It has

been my fortune to travel a great deal over rail-

roads in many parts of the world. In fact, a

large portion of my life must have been passed

upon the rail ;
and in my capacity of an old

traveller, I have arrived at a certain number of

conclusions which may be worth recording.
As to railway accidents, I must express my con-

viction that any alarm concerning them interferes

very little with the comfort of travelling by rail.

You are always told that if you happen to have

your head broken or your ribs knocked into your
lungs by a collision, it is no consolation to learn

that only one passenger in I don't know how many
millions ever gets injured. No doubt this is true,
but before the accident happens this consolation is

an immense comfort and solace to the traveller.

Every minute of our lives the house we dwell in

may fall down ; or a madman we meet in the
streets may shoot us dead, under an impression
that he is Brutus and we are Julius Cassar. But
the chance of such a casualty is so infinitesimally
small, that its possibility does not disturb our

peace of mind. So it is with railway travelling.
With all the caution and prudence in the world,

accidents will occur on the best regulated lines.

If we were to travel twenty miles an hour in-

stead of fifty, we should doubtless have fewer

accidents ;
and if we reduced that moderate rate

by half, we should have fewer still. But person-

ally, the only result would be that one's chance

of being killed or maimed woiild be some infini-

tesimal fraction less than it is at present. We
cannotjjcliminate the possibility of accident, and

as long as that remains an element of my journey,

I care very little whether the odds in my favour

are 20,000,000 or 21,000,000 to one. I re-

member the captain of one of the grand Cunard

steamers remarking to me, that when you were in

a fog off the Banks, the wisest thing was to go full

speed and trust in Providence.
*' If you are to hit an iceberg," as he said,

"
it

matters uncommonly little whether you are going
twelve or eleven knots an hour ;

and the harder

you go the sooner you will get out of the ice.
"

This has always been my feeling about railroads.

Accidents are all in the day's work ;
if they are

to come they must come, and the faster you run

the shorter the time you are exposed to the

danger.
Thus, for my own part, the contingency of a

collision or a break-down is not one of the

grievances that I brood over in my breast, as

inflicted on me by the directors and managers of

our railroads. My complaints against them are

based upon evils, dangers, and discomforts that

might be remedied by a small amount of liberality

and forethought. First and foremost among my
wrongs is the obstinacy with which they deprive

me, speaking of myself as a representative

traveller, of any means of communication with

the conductors of the train. I do not believe that

I am a nervous man in the ordinary sense of the

word, but I own frankly, that I grow extremely
uncomfortable whenever I find myself shut up in

a compartment with one unknown companion.
Some years ago, on a hot summer afternoon, I

happened to be travelling along the Great Western

line. I was very tired, and fell asleep almost as

soon as I entered the carriage. When I woke

up, after a half-hour's nap, I found that the only
other occupant of the compartment was a tall,

powerful man, with an immense beard—a thing
less common then than it is now—and an enor-

mous oak stick, on which he was leaning his head.

At that moment we were passing in sight of

Windsor Castle. My unknown friend turned

suddenly round to me, and, without giving me
time to speak, uttered the following remarkable

sentiment :
" You see that castle, sir ;

that house,

by rights, belongs to me. I am the lawful King
of England." I shall never forget the cold shudder

which passed over me as I heard this remark.

The train, I knew, did not stop for another thirty

miles. The stranger, apart from his stick, could

have beat me into a mummy with ease ; and, in

spite of what I had read in books, I felt con-

siderable doubt as to whether he, like the tradi-

tional madman, woiild be awed by a stern and

unflinching gaze. So I uttered the singularly

imbecile remark, that I was glad to hear it, and

proffered the deposed monarch a cigar with servile

humility. He accepted it graciously, and gave
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me in return a copy of a printed appeal, which he

had drawn up to the Queen, offering to forego his

hereditary rights
—not being an ambitious man—

if she would give him the title and estates of the

Duchy of Cornwall. I found that my friend

claimed his descent direct from William the Con-

qixeror. So I informed him, with a base disre-

gard of truth, that he was the exact image of a

portrait of William Ilufus, in the possession of a

friend of mine. He was pleased to take the re-

mark in good part, and then proceeded to dilate

on the pleasure of meeting agreeable companions
on the journey. Not long ago, he told me, he

had been travelling with a gentleman who was

sulky, and would not talk ; so he waited till this

unhapj)y man looked out of the window, and then

drop[)ed a lighted vesuvian on the cushion. The
silent stranger sat down, and, as his majesty re-

marked with a grim smile,
" was not able to sit

still during the rest of the journey." I fancied

the story was meant as a lesson, and exerted

forthwith what conversational powers I possessed :

with what success it is not for me to say. This I

know—that the lord of Windsor became confiden-

tial and communicative, and told me a variety of

stories about his adventures with Santa Anna, the

King of Dahomey, the Emperor Napoleon, and
other illustrious personages, which, under other

circumstances, would have been really amusing for

their Munchausen improbability. To the present

day, I am uncertain whether my companion was
not more knave than fool. The question was one

it would have required longer time to decide than

I chose to allow. The moment the train stopped
—and oh ! how long it was !

—I jumped out and
left the king alone in his glory.

The incident seems humorous enough now, but

I know, to me at the time it seemed anything but

humorous. My acquaintance, instead of being,
at the worst, a harmless and somewhat enter-

taining lunatic, might have been a ferocious

maniac. It is always with an unpleasing recol-

lection of this adventure that I find myself shut

up alone with a stranger. A thousand things

might happen, besides the extreme case of his

hapi>eniug to lunge at you with a pocket-knife,
as the victim of competitive examination did

the other day at Bletchley. Supposing, I often

think to myself, he or she was to die, how
singularly impleasant my ])08ition would be ! I

have seen a man in an American car going ofif

into one lit after another for an hour together.

Fancy what a terrible sixty minutes that would
have been if you had happened to be all alone

with him. I was once put into a carriage on an

English line, together with two drunken sailors

returning to Liverpool from a week's carouse in

Loudon. A schoolgirl, returning home for the

holidays, was, unfortunately, in the same carriage
with us ; and for an hour this poor child had to

listen jierforce to the ribald songs and oaths of

the two ruffians, who were just in that stage of

abusive drunkenness in which they fluctuated

between olfensive rudeness and still more offensive

familiarity. In a case like this there was abso-

lutely nothing to be done. If it had come to a

tussle, it was inlinitely more probable that I

should have been thrown out of the window, than

that I should have succeeded in throwing the

sailors out, and therefore all I could do was to

keep on good terms with the gallant British tars

till we reached the first stopping-place. Now,
any inconvenience of this kind would be remedied
if our companies would consent to the simple

expedient of establishing some means of communi-
cation between the passengers and the guards.

Mechanically, there is absolutely no difficulty
about such an arrangement. In the United States

the contrivance employed is of the simplest. A
cord runs from car to car, fastened by loops to the

roofs. The guard at the end of the train can stop
the engine at once by jerking the cord a certain

number of times, and the passengers can summon
the guard at any moment by pulling it. Of course

I shall be told that such a plan may work very
well in America, but that it would never do in

England. Now, I admit that the conditions of

locomotion are somewhat different in the two
countries. The guard—or, for that matter, any
person—in a Yankee train can walk as easily
from one end of the cars to the other as if he was
in his own drawing-room. Moreover, as each car

contains from twenty to sixty people, according
to the fulness of the train, no mischievous or

nervous passenger can stop the engine without

sufhcient cause. If he did so, his fellow-travellers

would be there to rejwrt him. There is really no

reason, however, why, with certain modifications,
a similar plan should not be introduced here. If

the footboard alongside our carriages were made a
little broader, and projected a foot or so beyond
the carriage, and if a stout rail were fixed to the

side of each compartment, a guard might walk with

perfect safety from carriage to carriage, no matter
what the speed of the train might be. It is done
in Belgium, and might be done equally well in

England. I should not propose to give the power
of stopping the train to the passengers. A rope

running outside the carriages might communicate
between the guard and drivers ; one running inside

between the guard and the passengers. If I am
told that the public are so foolish, or so unscru-

pulous, that people would always bo ringing for

the conductor, I say that I have heard the same

story often with regard to other matters, and have

always found it false. As a rule, I believe English
> people have as much good sense as Frenchmen or

Germans or Italians. If it was found in practice
that the guard was constantly summoned un-

< necessarily, a fine might be imposed on any
passenger who pulled the rope without reasonable

cause ; but doubtless such a precaution would not

be required. At any rate, nothing can be worse

than the present system. It is monstrous that,

as has happened before now, a carriage should be

on fire without the guard having any power of

stop|>ing the train, or that a madman should be

stabbing his companions in a carriage without his

victims having any means of obtaining aid.

Next to the safety of my person, 1 value most

dearly the safety of my luggage ;
and on this point

my grievances are manifold. I say unhesitatingly,
that our luggage arrangements are the very worst

in the world. I am not addicted to elaborate

contrivances in the way of trunks that hold every-
I thing, from a shower-bath to a looking-glass, or of
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bags with a hundred pockets. My boxes are very
much like other people's boxes ;

and I should find

it extremely difficult, unless I had my packages
before my eyes, to tell of any distinctive mark by
which my trunk differs from that of Mr. Smith or

Mr. Jones. Now, it not unfrequently happens to

me to be turned out late at night, and only half

awake, on the platform of one of our great London
termini. I never know which end of the train

my luggage-van happens to be placed at ; and, by
the time I have made my way to the right

place, I find a confused mass of trunks, bags,
and boxes lying on the pavement, surrounded by
a crowd of grasping, pushing passengers. Which
is my luggage, or where it is, is more than I can

say for my life at the moment ; and meanwhile,
trunk after trunk is being carried ofi" in triumph
by some traveller more resolute or unscrupulous
than myself. What is to hinder him from seizing
on my luggage, or me from appropriating his, I

could never discover. If we were found out, we
could each of us say we had made"" a mistake

;

and T do not see how anybody could contradict the

assertion. How much luggage is absolutely lost I

cannot tell. Whether the amount is great or small

seems to me beyond the question. When a pro-
fessor of the Berkeley theory, that there is no such

thing as matter, was asked why he did not jump
out of the window and prove thereby his belief in

his own doctrines, he replied, that thoiigh
—there

being no such a thing as a leg or arm—he could

not possibly break his bones, yet that he should

imagine he had broken them, and the imagination
of pain was as painful as any reality could be.

Just in the same way I assert that the idea yoii
are going to lose your baggage is just as painful
as the fact of having lost it, and therefore, even if

our railroads do generally, by some mysterious pro-

vidence, deliver their luggage to the rightful owners,

my objection to the system remains the same.

Whenever I have commented on this siibject,

and have praised up the foreign system of register-

ing luggage in preference, I am invariably informed
that English people would never consent to the

delay incident to carrying it out. In a qualified

sense, I grant the truth of this objection. If

continental travellers carried as much luggage as

we do at home, and if they insisted on never

reaching the station till two minutes before the
train starts, it would be very difficult to weigh the

luggage, as they do in France, to enter it in a

book, to write its weight, number, destination,
and charge for transport, on a debilitated slip of

paper, and to hand it to the impatient owner in

time for him to catch the train. The arrangement
is part and parcel of the system which erects

barriers in front of the ticket boxes, recommends
you to come half an hour before the time stated
in the bills, keeps you locked up in the waiting-
rooms, and refuses to allow any one to claim his

luggage till all the trunks and bags and boxes are

arranged systematically on the long counters—a

system with many merits of its own, but one not

adapted exactly to British prejudices. But, as far
as luggage is concerned, America is the paradise
of the railway traveller. No conseivable reason
can be assigned why the American plan should
not be introduced here. As soon as you arrive at

the station, the porter carries your luggage to the

freight agent, as the gentleman who looks after

the luggage is called in the States. This gentle-
man has in bis hands a number of straps of leather,
with a medal at one end and a slit at the other.

He asks your destination, passes a strap through
the handle of your trunk, fastens it by putting
the medal through the slit, hands you another
medal the exact counterpart of that attached to

your luggage, and then turns to the next traveller.

It is all done in a second, and you have nothing to

do except to walk on to the cars and take your
place, with the medal in your pocket. You may
travel from Boston to St. Paul's, Minnesota, in the

Far West, without troubling yourself about your
trunks. They will get there as certainly and as

quickly as you can yourself. About half an hour
before you arrive at your destination a very genteel

young man passes through the cars, and asks you
what hotel you stop at ; you give him your address

and your medals, and receive a receipt from him
in return. When you get to the station you have
no bother about your luggage ; you walk or ride,

as you like best, to your hotel, and, as soon almost
as you are arrived there, you find the luggage

standing in the hall. Of course, till we contrive

some means by which the guard can communicate
with the passengers, we cannot adopt this system
in its entirety. But why we do not have the strap-
and-medal plan introduced, instead of our cum-
brous and unsatisfactory mode of pasting a label

on every article of luggage
—and why a luggage

agent does not establish himself with a van at all

our main stations,—are questions I cannot solve.

When I can find out why we are not allowed to

have street-railroads and steam-ferries, I may
possibly be able to form some opinion on the

matter. E. D.
(To he continued.)

" ALONE—TOGETHEE."
I.

A lone, I see the sunrise, from the rocks above the sea
;

And the hamlet flushed with rosy light, seems fairy-

land to me :

There dwells the pilot's daughter, whose dear love I'd

die to win
;

And the blue sky fills my heart with hope, while the

merry tide flows in.

II.

'Tis noon—we stand together, on the sands beside the

sea ;

And the maiden, folded to my heart, is sworn my bride

to be !

In the sunshine flash the sea-gulls, skimming waves of

rippled light ;

The fisher boats ride gaily, under clifis of dazzling

white.

Alone, I see the sunset, from the churchyard near

the sea,

For the cruel grave-stone at my feet, hides my darling's

face from me !

Like some dark pall, the sea-weeds droop from ledges

cold and grey;
The night-mists shroud the hamlet, and the tide ebbs

fast away !
Evelyn Forest,
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MY AFFAIR WITH THE RUSSIAN COUNTESS.

CHAPTER r.

CoLYTON Priory was a fine old building in the
Elizalictliau style. One wing alone had been re-

built within modem times, and consisted of the

drawing-rooms, and my mother and sister's morn-

ing room. What had once been the monks' re-

fectory, was now used as a ball room, and when
decorated with flowers and coloured lights, for

VOL. IX. No. 221.
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one of the many balls with which it was the

delight of my father to entertain the young people
of his own and neighbours' families, it had a very

pretty and pleasing appearance. The other wing,
with its heavy muUioned windows and dark

wainscoting, was used for the dining-room and

library, and very handsome and comfortable they
looked, particularly in winter, with their dark,
oak furniture, and crimson velvet draperies. Long
cloistered walks extended on either side of the

house, and led out to the extensive gardens, with
their fountains, terraces, and the modem inno-

vation of conservatories and hothouses. The
whole was situated in an extensive deer-park, and
bounded by dark woods. A bright stream ran at

the bottom of the gardens, dividing them from
the park, and affording many a day's amusement
in boating and fishing to myself and my school-

fellows.

In this abode of peace and plenty I passed
some of my happiest days and I hoped that

I was to remain there to the end of life. In
this favoured spot I resided until I was close upon
my majority, and my dream of life was, that I

should, upon my father's death, assume the

responsibilities of a large landed proprietor, take

to myself a wife, and devote my time and the

influence of my station to the amelioration of the

condition, both physical and moral, of those who,
hving within the district in which my estate was
situated, were fit and deserving objects on whom
to expend some of my superfluous wealth. But,
alas ! for the vanity of all, or at least some, human
calculations, an event occurred which completely
upset all my nicely laid plans for the future, and
rendered it indispensably necessary for me to put
my shoulder to the wheel in good earnest, and
not trouble myself about the propriety of feeding
the hungry, clothing the naked, comforting the

afflicted, and so on. But to explain. My father

was chief partner in a large mercantile house, whose

principal warehouses were situated in Thames
Street, City. The business of the firm was chiefly
confined to the importation of foreign goods, such
as French lace, and Lyons shawls, and a good
deal was done in Russian firs, sables, &c. My
father had originally been a clerk in the establish-

ment over which he now ruled supreme. Being
a well-made, and rather, if not very, good-looking
young man, he, at the early age of two-and-

twenty, captivated the maiden affections of Miss

Virginia Allbone, who was not more than thirty

years his senior. Being desirous of exchanging
her solitary mode of life. Miss Virginia Allbone
took advantage of the privilege attaching to ladies

in leap years, and proposed to my father that he
should give up sitting at a desk all day long,

writing out invoices, and casting up very long
columns of figures, for the trifling consideration
of eighty pounds a-year, and become the partner
of her joys and sorrows. The author of my being
hesitated, and expressed a conviction that if he
was to accept the very flattering oifer of Miss

Virginia it would cause him the loss of his situa-

tion, as, without doubt, Mr. Allbone, the chief

partner in the firm of Allbone, Grizzle & Co.,
would be very angry in the event of a marriage
taking place between his {Mr. AUbone's) only

sister, and one of his junior clerks. The enamoured

Virginia, however, contemptuously ignored the

necessity of endeavouring to obtain the sanction

of her brother. She was of age, she said, and
could do what she liked.

"
Yes, that's right enough," replied my cautious

parent;
" but suppose he gives me the sack, what

are we to do for a living ? It isn't very easy to

get a situation that woiild suit me."
"Who wants you to get a situation?" indig-

nantly rejoined the lady.
" Do you think that I

would desire to see my husband toiling from

morning till night for the means of existence."

"Well! but what are we to live on?" con-

tinued the far-seeing youth.
" Live on ! why the interest of ray money.

Haven't I got thirty thousand pounds in the

Three per Cents, and don't they bring me in nine

hundred pounds ayear ;
and if -we can't live on

nine hundred pounds a-year we oiight to starve."

The end of it all was, that my father, who

thought that a hundred, or a hundred and fifty at

the outside, was the amount of the old girl's

income, married, by special licence, the rich

heiress, Miss Virginia Allbone, who, on her bridal

day, handed him a bank receipt for ten thousand

pounds. He treated her very kindly, and from

the day of their marriage untU her death, which

happened about ten years after their union, no

quarrel or serious disagreement took place between

them.
Michael Allbone was very much annoyed at

first, but his annoyance arose from the disparity
between the ages of the bride and bridegroom,
and from a firm conviction, that nothing but

misery would ensue from such an unequal match.

However, when he heard upon what terms they
were living, he visited them at their suburban

residence, and offered his brother-in-law a share

in the profits of the firm. By her will, Mrs.

Virginia Trussell, nee Allbone, left the Avhole of

her wealth to her husband, who, shortly after his

year of mourning had expired, assumed the com-

plete management of the afl"airs of the firm of

Allbone, Grizzle & Co. In due time my father

married again, and the result of that proceeding
was myself and four sisters. Whilst he was in

business, my father, together with his wife and

family, resided at Highgate, and used to drive to

the City in his phaeton and pair every morning at

ten, and return about five in the afternoon. In the

course of years my father amassed a large fortune,

and like a sensible man determined to enjoy it.

With this resolution strong within him, he in-

structed a well-known auctioneer to purchase for

him an estate, the particulars of which were duly
set forth by my father. Colyton Priory was for

sale, and my father no sooner saw it than he

became enamoured of it ; and as soon as the title

deeds had been looked into, and the couA'eyance
made out, the ownership of Colyton Prioiy and
the adjoining estate was vested in the name of

Ernest Sigismund Trussell, Esq., and Ernest

Sigismund Trussell was my father. Eetiring from

the bustle of City affairs, the new owner of

Colyton Priory settled down to the enjoyments
of country life ;

but he soon got tired of it, and

never rested until he bought himself back into
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the Thames Street firm. At this time, the chief

partner in the house of Allbone, Grizzle & Co.,

was a man named Cohen. Who he was or what
he was nobody knew, beyond the fact that he

was a Stock Exchange speculator, and that he

was worth money. When my father purchased

Colyton Priory, he announced to a few of his

City acquaintances his intention of selling his

interest in the firm of Allbone & Co.

One day, whilst he was busy in his private

ofi&ce, the chief clerk brought my father intelli-

gence that a gentleman wished to see him. At
the same time he handed my father a card. On
this card was the name, or rather the names, of

Mr. Israel Jerusalem Cohen, Mincing Lane, and

Terrace, HoUoway. My father granted an
interview to Mr. Israel Jerusalem Cohen ; and

during the interview, Mr. I. J. Cohen proposed
to become the purchaser of my father's very con-

siderable interest in the firm of Allbone, Grizzle,

& Co. My father's terms, after a little demur,
were agreed to, and Mr. Cohen became the head
of the old established firm of Allbone, Grizzle,

&Co.
I have thought it necessary to mention the

fact of my father having disposed of his share

in the mercantile firm over which he had presided
for so many years, because it will explain the

inferior position which he held in the firm after

he hadTretumed to it. I say inferior position,
because he was quite subordinate to Cohen

;
and

although he, my father, was anxious to have some
other occupation besides his usual pursuits, still

he was not so indefatigably industrious as to

attend every day at the ofliices in Thames Street,

as he used to do in former times. He would

generally content himself with going to London
on the first of every month, and inspecting the

books of the firm. Everything was left to the

management of Cohen, and, as my father found
out to his cost, he managed things in a way not

peculiar to himself.

Asking pardon for this rather lengthy digression,
I continue my narrative. It was a lovely evening
towards the end of August ; the sun was slowly
sinking behind the dark elms and the shrubberies,
and tinging the foliage with a deep golden hue ;

the park looked beautiful with its extensive
woodland ; and as for the lake, I could not
resist the temptation to have a good swim

;
and

having indulged in that healthy and invigorating
pastime, I thought I could not do better than
take a little refreshment in the shape of a glass or

two of port wine, and a veal cutlet, or some such

dainty. Our dinner hour was four, but I gene-
rally had lunch at one, and dinner in my own
room at six. I was wending my way towards
the house when I heard my name called

; looking
round I saw James, our footman, accompanied by
a boy, and they were both coming towards me at

a quick walk.

"Telegraphic message, sir," said James, touch-

ing his hat.
" From London, sir," repeated the boy, pro-

ducing a printed paper from a leather bag which
he wore at his side, and which was fastened to a
leathern strap suspended from his shoulders.

I took it, and read :
•' Mr. Frank Trussell ia to

come immediately to , Thames Street, City,"
The sender of this laconic message was my father.

Inquiring when the next train would start, I

learnt that I had nearly two hours to spare, so I

resolved to get something to eat whilst my port-
manteau was being packed.

It was late at night when I arrived in Thames
Street, but late as it was, I found my father busily

occupied with books and papers appertaining to

the transactions of the firm. I ventured to re-

monstrate with my parent for applying himself so

assiduously to business when there was no occa-

sion for it.

" No occasion !

"
replied my father, in a mourn-

ful voice ;

" my dear boy, there is every occasion,
for to-morrow it will be too late ; to-morrow all

our books and papers will be in the hands of the

bankruptcy officials ;
for we are insolvent, Frank.

Yes," continued he,
" the firm of Allbone, Grizzle,

& Co., once among the most extensive and most

respected in the City, is insolvent."
"
By what means has this been brought about ?

"

I asked. ** I thought your affairs were so firmly

placed that nothing could shake them."
" So they were, and had it not been for the

villany of Cohen, in abusing the confidence with
which I entrusted him, all would have been well."

The next day, as my father rightly stirmised,
the bankruptcy messenger came and affixed his

seal to everything and anything that he could

put a seal upon.

By disposing of his estate and mansion, called

Colyton Priory, my father realised sufficient to

pay the debts of the firm, and so avoid the dis-

credit of a bankruptcy ; but it left him a ruined

man, and there was nothing to support us except

my mother's jointure of lO.OOOi. Certainly there

was a further sum of 50002. settled upon each of

my four sisters, but they could not touch that

imtil they became of age, or married
;
and the

interest and compound interest of those sums was
to accumulate for their benefit. True, we were
enabled to live very comfortably, but all idea of

my leadilig a life of luxurioxis independence was

gone, and it only remained for me to obtain some
suitable appointment, so that I might become

possessed of an income of my own, for my fortune

was engitlfed along with my father's in the failure

of the firm of Allbone, Grizzle, & Co,

Having paid his creditors in full, my father

had nothing to reproach himself with, but rather

the contrary ;
still he made up his mind not to

speculate any more, but to rest content with

whatever he could collect of the debts of the firm,

which were considerable, and live as comfortably
as he could upon the income of his wife's jointure.
In one respect, however, he never lost heart, nor

lacked zeal, and that one all-engrossing object

was, to obtain for me a lucrative appointment in

some house of business. Through his indefati-

gable exertions, I was appointed to the manage-
ment of the branch house of Messrs. Screwer,

Grindem, & Co., who were in the same line of

business as my father. The branch of which I

was to take the management was situated in St.

Petersburg, and as the remuneration was to be

most liberal, I eagerly accepted the post offered

to me. Everything being concluded, I booked
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myself per steamer as a saloon passenger, and made

all necessary arrangements as to my luggage.

I shall now close this chapter, leaving it for the

next to show what befel me on my arrival at the

capital city of All the Russias.

CHAPTER n.

Every preparation having been made, I set out

on my voyage, and arrived safely at St. Petersburg,

and became regularly located in the house of

Screwer, Grindem, & Co.

Before 1 took up my appointment, the manage-
ment of the English department was carried on

by a Scotchman, and his name was M 'Diddle.

Andrew, or, as he himself pronounced it, Andree

M'Diddle, was a most unfavourable specimen of

the Caledonian ;
in craft, cunning, and readiness

for everything that might serve his own interests

I think it would be impossible to surpass him. I

never saw the man smile except at somebody being
overreached ; and next to the furs and sables, the

great business of his life was to take and keep
other people down. For myself, I had come
to be my employer's representative ; but M 'Diddle

was so well established by forty years' sorting furs,

and keeping the accounts, not to speak of spying
and being consulted

;
he knew so much that I

did not, and business was so differently conducted
in St. Petersburg from what it was in London, that

I settled into the subordinate position from the

first hour of taking the seat at the desk assigned
me. One day, about a month after I came, we
were seated at our respective desks, when one of

the opposite mirrors showed me that there was a

lady in the office.

I would as soon have expected to see a bird of

paradise as a female face in that establishment ;

all our tables were spread and our cuisine and

laundry done by men ;
but there was a woman,

dressed in what I instinctively knew to be the

first fashion out of Paris, not thirty at the out-

side, with finely-moulded features for a Russian, a

soft, fair complexion, light blue eyes, and hair of

a golden yellow. She had come in so noiselessly
that I was not aware of her presence till apprised

by the mirror, and, still more astonishing, she was

speaking to M'Diddle. Their talk was low and
earnest, and I must confess to listening ; but they
spoke in Russian. However, the eye sometimes
does duty for the ear ; by its help I discovered,
to my great astonishment, that they were talking
of myself. The lady looked at me now most

graciously, and I acknowledged her presence with

my best bow.

"Might I ask," said the lady, "if you have
been long in St. Petersburg ?

"

"
Only a month," said I.

" And how do you hke it ?"
"I have scarcely had time to know."
" Ah !

"
she said ;

"
it is true you English are

sensible people, and do not make up your minds
in a hurry. I have a great respect for the

English."

(By the bye, she spoke our language as well as I
do myself. )

"I had a governess of your nation, the best
creature in the world. What trouble she took to

teach me the little English I know !

"

" Her trouble was well bestowed, Madame,"
said I, having by this time got up my courage
and my manners ; "you speak it like a native."

• '
I did not know that Englishmen could flatter,

"

said the lady, with the sweetest smile ; and before

I had time to rebut the charge, she added,
' ' But

teU me how you like the society here."
" I have seen very little as yet, Madame."
"
Ah, perhaps you have no friends or relations

in the city."
"
None, Madame ; I am quite a stranger."

She looked at me so kindly, so sympathisingly,
that I could have stood there for a fortnight ; but,

with another bow, to which the lady made a polite

acknowledgment, I returned to my desk and began
opening and shutting various books of samples.
From that day M'Diddle changed in his manner

towards me, and became quite familiar and com-
municative. He told me that she was the Coun-
tess Czarinski, a widow, rich, childless, and be-

longing to one of the first families in Esthonia.

He further explained her coming to the warehouse

by letting me know that it had been the Czarinski

Palace, and that the seal-skins shipped for Messrs.

Screwer, Grindem, & Co., had come from an
estate most fertile in furs, which the Countess

owned in the government of Archangel.
" It is not exactly her own," said M'Diddle,

" but properly belongs to her nephew. She is his

guardian, however, and that is nearly as good as

ownership in Russia."

Some days after this I was sitting, with the pen
in my fingers, wondering if she would come again
in my time, when there was a slight creak of the

door, a light rustle of silk, the prettiest tinkle

on the brass rail of the stove, and there stood

Madame Czarinski.
"
Ah, my English friend," she said, smiling

with her usual sweetness, as I presented myself,
" how glad I am to see you once again ! Shake
hands

; they always shake hands in your country ;

don't they ? My governess told me so. How 1

long to visit England !

"

It is to be hoped I shook the small, lemon-

coloured, kid-gloved hand with becoming grace
and ardour. I know that I was intensely charmed.
She inquired for Mr. M'Diddle, and we got into

conversation. As we had shaken hands, and she
had such a respect for the English, I relieved my
mind by telling her the exact truth, that I knew
nobody, and nobody knew me ; that I had not a
soul to speak to except M'Diddle. The lady
seemed to enter into my feelings to a degree
which enchanted me, young as I was.

" Far from your relations, and without friends

in a strange city—it is a hard trial. And you
can't return to England without your employer's

permission, of course ?
"

"No," said I; "and he is a man to whom I

should not wish to complain of solitude."

"Ah! those money-making old men think of

nothing but business," said the countess ; "but,
teU me, now, should you like to see society ?

"

"Your ladyship," I replied, "I have never

been accustomed to fashionable life. I am only a

poor merchant's clerk."
" Yes ; but you have a genteel air, and might

be made presentable," she said, surveying me
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from head to foot with a look of the moat candid

and kindly patronage ;

"
and, as you are so lonely,

if you will be a good boy, and come to my
house to-morrow evening, you will see a select

circle of my best friends. It is only quadrilles,

cards, and supper."
Was I dreaming, or did a Russian countess

actually invite me out of Screwer's counting-
house to quadrilles, cards, and supper ? Then,
what apparel had I to appear in at the Czarinski

Palace ? Evening-dress had never been considered

necessary to my existence
; and, in the confusion

of these thoughts, I could only stammer out :

" Much obliged to your ladyship, but—"

" You are thinking of your dress, young man,"
said the countess, laying her small hand lightly
on my arm, and looking mo archly in the face.
•'
Well, don't disturb yourself about that

;
we can

do fairies' work at the Czarinski Palace, and you
shall be my Cinderella. Just step round to the

tea-shop in the lane behind your warehouse about

seven to-morrow evening, you will find a carriage

waiting there, step into it, it will bring you to the

palace. The footman will show you a dressing-
room where you will find everything requisite for

a gentleman's toilet ; then ring the bell, and the

footman will show you to my salon."

I do not remember what I said by way of

thanks and acknowledgment for this, it was so

unlike anything I had ever met with ; yet where
was the young man in my position who would have
refused ?,

•'Oh! never mind," said the countess, cutting
me short with another light pat on the arm ;

"you will be kind to some Russian, perhaps, who

may be lonely in England when you have become
a great merchant." She shook hands with me
once more, and was going, wlien a sudden thought
seemed to strike her. " My friend, I forgot
to ask one thing," she said

;

" can you speak
French ?

"

"
No, my lady," said I, blushing to the roots of

my hair, as 1 recollected that was the language of

good society in Russia.
" Do you understand it at all ?

" she asked,
with a searching look.

" Not a word, Madame."
*' That is unfortunate. Everybody of fashion

speaks French here, and very few understand

English ; besides, nothing could convince them
that you had not been brought up a mere peasant—a boor, you understand—if you could not speak
French ; but there is one expedient which has

just occurred to me— you will pretend to be
dumb. I-know you are clever enough to act a

part ; it will be no loss, as you cannot understand
what is spoken ; but, remember, not a sound
before my guests or servants—it might bring us
both to be talked of, and I want to let you see

society. Good-bye!"
The door had closed upon her exit before I had

well comprehended the curious arrangement ; but
the more I thought of it the more clever and

advantageous it seemed. The Countess Czarinski

liad evidently taken an interest in me. Was it

friendly ? was it more than that ? A rich and
childless widow, young and beautiful, moreover,
had taken it into her head to show me good

society and make me presentable. The chance
was worth following up, whatever it might
lead to.

M'Diddle came in about half-an-hour after, but
of course he heard nothing about it. There was
no reason why he shoidd. Seven was our closing

hour, then the supper came oft"; some of the

clerks went for walks, or to see their friends, the

lazy ones went to bed. Some Russians can do a
wondrous deal of sleeping. Having pondered and

congratulated myself on the invitation, and given
the porter a silver rouble to take no notice of my
movements—a Russian imderstands such matters

without speech—I went forth at seven on the

following evening, as if to take my accustomed

walk, and in front of the tea-shop there stood a

carriage, a very handsome one, but with no crest

on its panels. Nobody looked curious or surprised
to see such an equipage in that quarter. It was

strange, too, how quickly the coachman seemed to

know his fare ; he opened the door the moment I

approached. I stepped in, and away we went to

the Czarinski Palace. I knew the city well

enough to see that wo were not going the direct

way, however, and also that we stopped at the

back entrance, which was in a narrow, sombre-

looking street, with a dead-wall shutting in the

grounds of a monastery right opposite. A foot-

man in splendid livery received me, showed me
through a passage and up a stair to a dressing-
room elegantly furnished, where, according to the

countess's promise, I found everything requisite
for a gentleman's toilet, including a complete suit

of evening-dress. The clothes were made more in

the Parisian than the London style, as they
seemed to me. But who had taken such an exact

account of my proportions? They fitted me
amazingly, and my whole appearance in the fall-

length mirror gave me courage for the rest of the

trial. Having dressed, I rang the bell, as Madame
Czarinski had instructed me, and to my astonish-

ment who should answer it but the countess

herself. She wore a magnificent evening dress, of

which, not being skilled in ladies' apparel, 1 can only

say that it was very grand and very low, and that

the lady looked to great advantage in consequence.
The quantity of jewels flashing from her snowy
neck and arms would have done some ladies good
to sec ;

but in she came as friendly and familiar

as she had been in the counting-house.
' I just wanted to see how you looked before

going down to the company.
" Ah ! very well indeed," she said, turning me

round by the arm, as if I had been her younger
sister ou the point of being brought out. " Didn't

I guess your fit, my dear boy ; you will make

conquests among the girls this evening. But don't

forget your part of mute ; it is all we can do at

present. Of course you will learn to speak French

in time. I will give you lessons myself. But
now I must go to receive ;

the footman will con-

duct you to the saloon ; do your devoirs as if

you had not seen me, and don't forget that you
are dumb."

She left me before I could make any reply. In

another minute the footman was at the door.

Under his escort I reached the reception-rooms.
What a noble mansion it was ; how extensive, how
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richly decorated. Nothing more splendid than

that suite of public rooms had ever come under

my eye. The Countess was sitting in the central

saloon, some of the company had already arrived,

others were coming in. I heard the roll of car-

riages, the hum of voices, the rustle of silks
;
the

novelty of the scene rather confused me, but I

was determined to prove that I was clever enough
to act my part. There might be a great stake to

win or lose that evening, so I walked straight up
to Madame Czarinski, made the bows which

had been extensively practised for the occasion,

saw in an opposite mirror that it was well done,

and would have retired to a seat, when, to my
utter amazement, she sprang from her velvet sofa,

uttered a half-scream, threw her arms round my
neck, and kissed me on both cheeks. I did what-

ever she bade me, which she did of course by
signs, played cards with three old ladies, danced
with two youDg ones, handed herself to the supper
table, and felt myself in fairyland. At last, the com-

pany began to disperse. The Countess whispered
to me that I had better get home ; my own clothes

wereia the dressing-room, and the footman would
show me out. I went up accordingly, redressed,
was shown out at the back gate, found my way
to the lane, and got in by the broken conservatory,
but couldn't fall asleep untU about half-an-hour

before the great bell summoned us all to our place
of business. I had come to a new life in this

strange northern climate. Madame Czarinski was
the first woman I had ever seriously thought of,

and how could I help it under the circumstances.

The very next day M'Diddle went out, saying
that he should be away untU night, and I was

busily engaged with my ledger, when, with the

same creak, rustle, and knock, in came the Coun-
tess. She made no excuse, did not inquire for

M'Diddle, but sat down at once, and began talking
to me ; asked me how I liked her party, what I

thought of the ladies, did I know what any of

them had said of me, and would I like to come

again ? I did my best to answer in a truthful man-
ner ; I also took occasion to insinuate my surprise
at her own behaviour, and the general notice taken
of me by the company,

"
Oh, yes," said she, "I received you as an old

friend
; that is the best passport to society."

She congratulated me on appearing to such

advantage, and advised me not to let any one else

know that I was not dumb till she taught me
French. "Then," said she, "the recovery of

your speech will be so interesting ;
but I am for-

getting that I want you to write something in my
album. You are to write some English poetry,

anything you like from Shakespeare or Byron,
within that border of forget-me-nots. It will be
a specimen of your handwriting and your taste,
for me to keep when you have gone back to Eng-
land, and forgotten me."
"I will never forget you, Madame," said I;

and I was going to deliver a short speech, when
she rose, held her hand up warningly, and said :

"Hush! there is some one coming. I must go.

Bring the book with you to-morrow evening, I

won't send the carriage, it might attract attention.

Good-bye, my dear young friend."

With all the care and precision requisite for

such a task, I copied a passage from Eomeo and

Juliet, into the ivory album. It was intended to

indicate my private sentiments. 1 don't think I

was actually in love, but Madame Czarinski,

though some years older than myself, was a

young, fair, and wealthy widow.
I copied the passage, and I went to the party.

I got arrayed, rang the bell, was inspected by the

countess, conducted to the drawing-room, and

presented to more company.
If Madame had given me a quiet interview

with herself in one of the back rooms, where I

might get up courage enough to make a declara-

tion, it would have been very satisfactory to my
wishes ; but she called me her dear young friend—what better signs of a tender interest could any
man expect ? I was weighing the whole subject in

my mind when Madame Czarinski entered. The
usual remarks and inquiries about her last party

having passed, she began to compliment me on

the elegance of my handwriting, and I made a

bold attempt to direct her attention to the mean-

ing of the passage written, and its suitability to

my particular case.

"Ah! they are moving," said the Countess,
with a very embarrassed look. " You should not

have written them—I must not hear such things.
You do not know all. I am an unhappy woman."
Here she sighed deeply.
"You unhappy, Madame," said T, coming a

step or two nearer, for I thought it a good oppor-

tunity.
"
Yes," said the Countess, casting her eyes to

the ground. "But do not ask me ;
I cannot tell

you. Yet you are the only person upon whom I

can depend." Her eyes were raised now ; and,

looking me keenly in the face, she said,
" Will

you do me a service ?
"

" At the risk of my life, Madame," said I.

" I believe you," she replied ;

" but fortunately
there is no such risk requisite. All I want you
to do is to make a fair copy of this paper. You
see," she added, spreading it open before me,

"
it.

is a law paper, absolutely necessary in a very
important suit, one which may result in riches or

ruin. Family reasons make it unadvisable to

entrust such a paper to any clerk or lawyer.
You are the only man in the world from whom I

could ask such a service, and to your honour and
discretion I can trust for keeping the secret.

When do you think you can get it finished ?
"

"
To-morrow," said I, glancing hastily over

the paper. It was large, a folio sheet of i)arch-

ment, and written in the old Sclavonic character.
"
Well," replied the Countess,

" to morrow

evening bring it to my house. The footman will

admit you at the back gate, and I will explain

everything to you in my boudoir. Be particular
in copying this," and she pointed to some words
like a signature at the end of the paper.

" Good-

bye, I must go."
I copied the paper with great attention to

accurate transcription and strict secresy. There
was some difficulty in matching the parchment
and copying the signature, but I managed it at

last. The work cost me a sleepless night, but it

was finished in good time. No one could have

told the difference between the copy and the
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original. Nobody had cause to suspect what I

was about, and with the service done, and with

the great opportunity of declaring myself, in the

boudoir, in i)rospect, I repaired to the back gate
of the Czariuski Palace between seven and eight.

The same footman admitted me
;
but instead of

leading on to the boudoir, as I expected, he

handed me a sealed note, and stood by in the

passage imtil I had read it. The process of read-

ing did not require much time ;
the billet, which

was dated 12 a.m., contained only this :

Mr DEAR YouNO Friend,—Unforeseen circumstances

oblige me to set out immediately for Archangel ; I must
therefore lose the pleasure of receiving you this evening ;

but we will meet again at niy return, when I hope to

make more fitting acknowledgments for your friend-

ship. Please to give the papers, both copy and original,

to the footman. He has orders how to forward them.

And believe me to be yours very faithfully,

Maria Czarikski.

It was her own handwriting, and only one

course remained for me. I gave the papers to the

footman. These wonders were still fresh in my
mind, when the English packet brought me a

letter from my father, earnestly requesting my
immediate return to England. It was so brief

and so hastily written, that I concluded the old

man must be very ill. M 'Diddle was of the same

opinion, and thought I should lose no time.**•
In answer to my hasty inquiry, why he had sent

for me, my father looked mysterious, beckoned me
into his private room, and put into my hands
a letter to Screwer, Grindem, & Co., in which

they were informed, in the most business-like

manner, that the interests of the firm and my own
safety, made it advisable that I should leave St.

Petersburg immediately, as I had incurred the
resentment of a noble Russian family. The case
was now clear to me

; the Countess had been
exiled to Archangel, and I sent home to England,
through her high-bom relations' dread of a
mSsuUiance. I felt myself the hero of a real

romance ; but who should arrive but Mr.
M 'Diddle ! He had resigued his office under
Screwer & Co. , and was on his way to Glasgow,
or Glasger, as bo pronounced it, and I took the

opportunity of asking him if Madame Czarinski
had been calling at the counting-house of late ?

"Oh, no," said he, "she sends her steward
now. She wants no more silly young men to do
her business."

"What business do you mean?" I asked, rather

sharply.
"What you did for her:—helping her to get

her nephew's estate in Archangel. The boy had
died while he was yet a minor. He was dumb,
and had been dead for two years, but nobody
knew that. She got the rents and the profits, and
at last contrived a scheme to pass you off for her
dead nephew, and make you copy out a will,

leaving the estate to her. I believe the monks
and she got up a funeral when you were fairly out
of St. Petersburg. Of course she made Screwer
& Co. recall you.

" And the amiable man smiled.
" How much did you get for helping in the

business ?
"

said I.

" Fools do the work, and wise folk get the

profit," responded my excellent senior.
" But I must tell you she is married to a

prince—one of the Romanoff family ;
and I would

advise you to keep well out of Russia ; for they
have a pretty sure way of getting rid of trouble-

some people, or folks who know too much."
With a malicious leer, the wretch left our count-

ing-house, and went on his way to Glasger, and
I never had the misfortune to meet him again.

• • • *

Years have elapsed since the events above
related occurred, and things have prospered with
me. I am now the head-partner in one of the

most extensive and well-managed mercantile con-

cerns that the city of London can boast of.

Colyton Priory, once the seat of my late

lamented father, is again the property of a Trus-

sell
;
and I have a loving and l>cloved wife, and

four as pretty children—three boys and a girl
—as

any man could wish for.

Yet sometimes, when I look back upon the

adventures which characterised my short resi-

dence in the land of the Czar, 1 am foolish enough
to wish that the l>eautifid and fascinating Madame
Czarinski had reciprocated (as I thought she

did) my passion, and taken me as her lawful

husband, instead of making a mere cat's-paw of

me, and causing me mental agony unspeakable,
whenever I think of how 1 was duped by a
Russian female—1 can't call her a lady, for she

did not behave as such. D. C.

SWANS ON THE THAMES.

LiVTKG on the banks of this most delightful and
far-famed river, I have often had my attention

drawn to the swans, those noble birds, that are so

ornamental to the river, and so closely associated

with its most lovely scenery ;
and thus 1 have

been led from time to time to gather together

many curious facts connected with these birds

from really authentic sources.

Wo find that at a very early date it was a

very high privilege, granted only by the sovereign
to different companies and individuals, to keep
and preserve swans on the different rivers and
lakes throughout England. Many different swan-
marks adopted by the proprietors, that each might
know their own birds, will here be accurately

given. They are copied from authentic sources

only. This privilege only being granted under
certain conditions and to certain persons, shows
the degree of value and importance attached to

the possession of these birds in old times, as well

as the authorised power to protect it. For

example, in the twenty-second year of the reign
of Edward IV., 1483, it was ordered that no

person who did not possess a freehold of a clear

yearly value of five marks, should be permitted
to keep any swans ;

and in the eleventh year of

Henry Vll., 1496, it was ordained that "any
one stealing or taking a swan's egg should have
one year's imprisonment, and make payment of a

fine at the king's will." And stealing or setting
snares for, or driving grey or white swans, was

punished still more severely. Even at the present
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time it is felony
" to steal, or injure in any way,

a young swan." There are many curious ordi-

nances respecting swans on the river Witham, in

the county of Lincolnshire, together with au

original roll of ninety-seven swan-marks, which
were communicated by Sir Joseph Banks to a

work published by the Society of Antiquaries
of London. These ordinances were made the

24th of May, 1524, in the fifteenth year of the

reign of our sovereign lord King Henry VIIT., by
the lord Sir Christopher WiUuby, Sir E. Dymoke,
and others, justices of the peace, and commis-
sioners ajipointed by our sovereign lord the king,
*' for the confirmation and preservation of his

highness 's game of swans and signets of his stream
of Witham, within his county of Lincoln, from a

Breges called Boston Breges, unto the head of the

same stream." A full copy of the parchment roil

being too long, I shall only quote a few parti-
culars. No persons having swans could appoint
a new swan-herd without the licence of the king's
swan-herd. Every swan-herd on the stream was
bound to attend upon the king's swan-herd upon
warning, or to suffer fine. The king's swan-herd
was bound, under heavy penalties for disobedience,
to keep a book of swan-marks, and no new marks
were permitted to interfere with the old ones.

The marking of the signets was generally per-
formed in the presence of all the swan-herds on
that stream, and on a particular day, of which all

had notice. Cygnets received the mark found on
the parent bird, but if the old swans had no

mark, the whole were seized for the king and
marked accordingly. No swan-herd was allowed
to afiix a mark but in the presence of the king's
swan-herd or his deputy. Formerly, M^hen the
swan made her nest on the banks of the river,

rather than on the islands, one young bird was

given to the owner of the soil who protected the

nest, and this was called the ground bird. A
money consideration is now given. It is still

felony to steal or injure a swan. The swan-mark,
called by Sir E. Coke cigni-nota, was cut in the

skin, or on the beak of the swan, with a sharp
knife or other instrument. These marks consisted

of amulets, chevrons, crescents, crosses, initial

letters, and other devices, as may be seen in the

annexed specimens.
Nos. 1 and 2 are the marks of Henry VIII.,

No. 3 that of the Abbey of Swinstead, on the

Witham, in Lincolnshire
;
and it is worthy of

remark that the crozier or crook is borne by the

divine, the shepherd, the swan-herd, and the

goose-herd, as emblematical of a pastoral life and
the care of a flock. No. 4 is the mark of Sir E.

Dymoke, of Lincolnshire
; the descendant of this

family still exists, and the Championship of

England is hereditary in that house, who hold
the Manor of Scrivelsby by that tenure. Nos. 5,

6, and 7, are of the time of Elizabeth ; they are

taken from the Losely manuscripts ; 6 is the mark
of Lord W. Howard, Lord High Admiral of

England ; 7 the mark of Lord Buckhurst, the

keys bear reference to his office of Chamberlain
of the Household. At the present day the ap-

pointment of the royal swan-herds is vested in

the Lord Chamberlain for the time being. No. 8

is the mark of Sir W. More, who was appointed

by Lord Buckhurst to the office of Master of the

Swans for Surrey. One of the conditions of the

grant or appointment is as follows:—"But this

order must be kept, that the upping or marking
of the swans near or within the said branches of

6

3D -^

O

K^
the Tems, may be upped all in one day, with the

upping of the Terns, which is referred to Mr.

Mayland, of Hampton Court, who hath the order-

ing of the Tevis ; so if it please you from time to

time, send and confer with him. "

'^^=^

<

The following is a copy of a letter from R.

Mayland, the Master of the Swans on the Thames,
to Sir William More, as Master of the Swans for

Surrey :
—

May it please you, sir, this morning I received a

lettere affirmed to come from you, but no name there-

unto, wherein yo request me to come to Penford to

conferr wt yo, touching the ujiping of Swannes, wich I

wold most gladly perform, yf I were not throughe very
earnest busyness letted of my purpose, for to-morrow

being Tuysdae, I take my jorney along the river of

Thames at Gravesend, and then uphon the first Mondaie

in August, I come westwards to Wyudsor. Wherefore it

may please yo to send to my house to Hampton Court

word, what dales you meane to pointe for driving the

river at Weybridge and Molsey ;
it shall suffice to the
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end the gamesters' meu have knowledge thereof, that

they may attend accordingly. I <lo think it wold greatly

satisfiie them yf yo did appointe the same upon Tuesday
the 9tU of August, for upon tiiat day they will be at

the entrance of the rivers, and so praing you to p'don
me for my absence at this time I humbly take my
leave. R- Matland.

Hampton Conrte, this Mondaie, July, 1593.

Yor poore frend to comande.

No. 9 is the swan-mark of the Bishop of Norwich,
to whose kindness I was indebted for many of

the particulars I am now relating, and also for

this account of the feeding of the young swans

for the table.

The town-clerk sends a note from the towu-

hall to the public swan-herd, the corporation, and

others who have swans and swan rights. On the

second Monday in August, when the young swans

are collected in a small stew, or pond, the number

annually varying from fifty to seventy, and many
of them belonging to private individuals, they

begin to feed immediately, and being provided
with as much barley as they can eat, they are

Tisually ready for killing early in November.

They vary in weight, some reaching to 28 lbs.

They are all cygnets. If kept beyond November

they begin to fall off, losing both flesh and fat,

and the meat becomes darker in colour and

stronger in flavour. A printed copy of these lines

is generally sent with each bird :

TO ROAST A SWAN.

Take three pounds of beef, heat fine in a mortar.
Put it into the swan (that is, when you've caught her),
Some pepper, salt, mace, some nutmeg, an onion,
Will heighten the flavour in gourmand's opinion.
Then tie it up tight with a small piece of tape.
That the gravy and other things may not escape.
A meal paste, rather stiff, should be laid on the breast.

And some whited-brown paper should cover the rest.

Fifteen minutes, at least, ere the swan you take down.
Full the paste off the bird, that the breast may get

brown.

In former times the swan was served up at

every great feast, and I have occasionally seen a

cygnet exposed for sale in a poulterer's shop in

London.
No. 10 is the mark that belongs to Eton Col-

lege, as they have the privilege of keeping these
birds : it represents the armed point and the
feathered end of an arrow ; this mark is affixed

to the door of one of the inner rooms in the

College. No. 11 was the mark of the Bishop of

Lincoln in old times. Nos. 12 and 13 are the
marks belonging to the Dyers' and Vintners'

Companies in the City of London, as used in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth. These two companies
have uninterruptedly enjoyed the privilege of

keeping swans on the River Thames from London
to some miles above Windsor, and they still keep
the old custom of going ^vith their friends and

acquaintances, accompanied by the royal swan-
herdsman and their own swan-herds and assist-

ants, on the first Monday in August, every year,
from Lambeth, on what is called their swan

voyage, for the purpose of catching and marking
all the cygnets of the year, and also renewing
any marks on the old birds that may have become
obliterated. Mr. Kempe says the struggles of the

swans when caught by their pursuers, and the

duckings that the men get in the contests, ren-

dered this a diversion much esteemed by our
ancestors. The forming of the circles or amulets
on the beak, as may be seen in the two ancient

marks, caused more severe pain to the bird than

making only straight lines
;
the rings are therefore

omitted at the ])resent day, and the lines doubled,
as shown in marks 14 and 15, being those now in

use for the Dyers' and Vintners' Companies. Mr.

Kempe appears to discountenance the popular
notion that the sign of the Swan with Two I^ecks

had any reference to the two nicks in the swan-
mark of this Company (the Vintners'), but the

sign has been considered a fair heraldic represen-
tation of the term, united as it is with the fol-

lowing considerations, namely : the swan has
been for some hundred years identified with the

Vintners' Company and its privileges ; that the

principal governing officers of the company, for

the time being, are a master and three wardens,
the junior warden of the year bearing the title of

the swan-warden ; that models of swans form

conspicuous ornaments in their hall, nml that the

first proprietor of the well-known inn, the Swan
with Two Necks, was a member of this very

company. No. 16 is the royal swan-marlc of our

Most Gracious Queen ; this mark has been used

through the reigns of George III., George IV.,
and William IV., down to the present time.

The swan, in its wild state, is found in Europe,
Asia, and America ; it has seldom been seen in

England excepting in some singularly severe

winters. As spring approaches they leave the

warmer regions where they spend the colder

months and go northward for the breeding season.

In some parts of America, Hudson's Bay, &c.,

they assemble in large numbers
; many hundreds

have been seen together. The strength of this

bird in its wild state is very formidable
;

the

stroke of the wings is so powerful that it protects
the bird even from the attacks of the eagle. The
tame swan that frequents our English lakes and
rivers differs in some few particulars from the

wild species, but in outward appearance they are

nearly similar. The tame bird is larger. The
habits of both species are nearly the same. The

beatity, graceful motion, and majesty of this bird,

when it is sailing along on the clear transparent
surface of some lake or river must attract the

admiration of every one. It is curious that on

the river Trent they are foitnd without any owner
at all, also on an inlet of the sea in Dorsetshire,

and on some other rivers. No one claims them,

they are unmarked, and so they go on from year
to year, no one heeding them in any way what-

ever. The female swan makes her nest among
very rough herbage near the edge of the water.

She lays from six to eight beautiful large white

eggs, and she sits on them six weeks. Many an

hour have I found amusement watching the swans

with their broods. The care taken of the young
ones by the parent birds is very pleasing to see.

Where the stream is very strong, I have often

seen the swan sink herself low enough to bring
her back on a level with the water, when the

cygnets would get on it, and in this manner they
were conveyed across the river, or into stiller
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water. Eacli family of swans on the river has its I

own district, and if the limits of its domain are

encroached upon by any of the other swans a

pursuit immediately takes place, and the intruders

are driven away. And I have seen fierce battles

occur if the intruder has shown any determination

to contest the point ; but, excepting in instances

of this sort, they appeared to live in a state of
[

great harmony. The male is most attentive to
!

the female, assists materially in making the nest,
j

which is no slight labour from the immense quan-

tity of sticks that it requires to raise it sufficiently

high to prevent the eggs being chilled by the

water. Sometimes a rise in the river takes place
so rapidly that the whole nest is destroyed and
washed away. It is only when we have passed
Richmond Bridge that we approach the spot
where the " silver Thames "

first becomes purely
rural. "We get among the swans; pleasurable
sensations of escape come freshly over the buoyant
spirit, and the mind participates in the calm and
sunshine of external nature." One of our poets,
whose works are not as much read as they ought
to be, thus speaks of the river and the swans.

See the fair swans, on Thame's lovely side,

The which do trim their pinions silver bright ;

In shining ranks they down the waters glide.
Oft have mine eyes devoured the gallant sight.

But I must return to my swans, and give a
few more particulars relating to them and their

habits. Their instinct is often shown in a most

surprising manner. I am indebted to the kindness
of a friend, who knew the subject on which I am
writing, for the following remarkable instance of

maternal instinct that occurred in a small stream
at Bishop Stortford. The swan of whom the story
is told was eighteen or nineteen years old

;
she

had brought up many broods, and was well-known
in the neighbourhood. She exhibited nine years
ago one of the most singular instances of the

power of instinct I ever heard recorded. She was
sitting on five eggs, and she was observed to be

very busy collecting weeds and grass to raise her
nest. A farming man received orders from his

master to take down half a load of haulm, a sort of

straw or grass mixed with sticks. Thus supplied,
she most industriously continued her task till the
nest and the eggs were raised fuU two feet and a
half. That very night there came on a tremendous
fall of rain, which caused a flood in the neighbour-
hood of the river ; the malt warehouses and other

premises suffered considerably. Man made no
preparation, but the poor swan did : her instinct

guided her aright, and her nest and eggs were
completely out of danger.

I have sometimes seen the old swan assist the

cygnets to get on her back by means of her leg.
It occurred to me that this means of transporting
the young ones from one spot to another might
only be resorted to when the brood inhabited a
river with a rapid stream, to spare them the
labour of following against the current, but in the
course of the summer I saw the same thing occur
with an old swan and her brood, on the piece of
water in St. James's Park, where there is no
current ; so it must be the ordinary mode of

proceeding of the parent bird. The dimensions
of an old swan are from four feet eight inches to

five feet
;
the weight about thirty pounds. Marked

birds have been known to live over fifty years.
Nowhere can one see these beautiful birds in

greater perfection than on the river Thames. I

remember seeing at one time eighteen of these

majestic creatures sailing about, while the hen
birds were sitting on their respective nests, either

on the banks, or else on the small islands on the

river. (The males are most attentive to the

females while fulfilling their maternal duties ;

they never go far from the nest, and are always
prompt to defend and guard it against any attack

whatsoever.) Some had already brought forth

their young brood ; curious grey-looking birds the

cygnets are during the first few weeks of their

lives. Some had as many as eight cygnets, but the

more ordinary number is from four to six. One

part of the business of the swan-herd is to save

the bird the great labour of making its nest, by
placing faggots where she can find them.

From the river bank near Teddington I can
see the spot where Pope's vUla formerly stood.

Now alas ! nothing remains of it but his grotto,
of which he thus speaks in a letter to his friend,

Mr. Digby :

In my garden, on the banks of the lovely river, I

found a spring of the cleanest water, that echoes through
my grotto day and night. From my seat, within this

favourite retreat, which is comijosed entirely of shells,

you look down through a sloping arcade of trees, and
see the sails on the river, as through a perspective-

glass ;
but no ideas you could form in the winter can

make you imagine what Twickenham is in the summer
;

our river glitters beneath an unclouded sua at the same
time that its banks retain their brilliant verdure

; the

silver' stvans sail along its placid bosom, or come close

to ray garden bank to receive their accustomed food.—
Letter of Pope to Digby.

At the time of the last swan voyage, the Queen
possessed 180 old swans, and 47 cygnets ; 227
birds altogether : the Vintners' Company had 79
old birds, and 21 cygnets ; 100 birds in all : and
the Dyers' had 91 old birds, and 14 young ones ;

105 birds in all. The total amounted to 537.
The number formerly was much greater. At
one period the Vintners' Company possessed 500
birds. In the langiiage of swan-herds the male
bird is called "a lob;" the female,

" a pen."
These terms refer to the comparative size and

grade of the male bird and the female bird. The
tubercle at the base of the beak is called "the

berry.
" An attempt was once made to introduce

the black swan from America amongst our English

birds, but wholly without success. It was tried

by gentlemen having property on the banks of the

Trent, and also by proprietors j)ossessing swans on
the Thames, and also in the private grounds of

the Duke of Devonshire, at Chatsworth ;
but in

all these instances the white swans drove away
the strangers with the utmost fury, and the

attempt was abandoned ;
but they were kept by

themselves on a large piece of water at Chats-

worth for a considerable time. They are much
smaller than the tame white swan, and in my
opinion very inferior in beauty.
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THE FISHERMEN'S HOME.

The amount of sympathetic care and help
bestowed on those of our fellow-men who are

incapable of caring for and of tending themselves,

is, as it were, a sort of measure of the degree of

civilisation to which a nation has attained. This

will appear more distinctly if we trace the birth

and growth of the sentiments of affection for our

kind, and of that pity for the defenceless which is

akin to love. These sentiments are almost, if not

entirely, unknown to the brute creation. It is

well established that animals torment and worry
to death those of their species that are unable to

hold their own in the struggle for life. It is true

that we read of and even witness acts on the part
of animals which indicate that they may entertain

a species of affection towards each other
;

but

these, when closely examined, will be found to

partake rather of the nature of instinctive than
of sympathetic emotions. Thus, birds that have
been kept together in cages, have been known to

grieve to death through the loss of a companion.
But here the birds have been restricted to an arti-

ficial life
;
and the loss of a companion may to

them be equivalent to the loss of the only condition

which rendered captivity tolerable. Wild birds

have never been known to die through the loss of

a mate. Horses, again, if severed from their

com[)anions, frequently become restless and evi-

dently unhappy. This, however, arises out of

an instinctive feeling necessary to the preser-
vation of the horse in his natural state

;
and it is

the trace of this feeling that we perceive in the
domesticated race. The horse, like other herbivora,
is gregarious. Herbivorous animals tlock to their

kind for mutual protection against the camivora.

Society is with them the means of mutual preser-
vation. A pretty story is told of the affection ex-

hibited by a spaniel, but this, when analysed, re-

solves into a singularly powerful develoi)ment of

the maternal instinct. The late Earl of Albe-

marle, when Master of the Horse to the Queen,
had a fine breed of black-and-tan spaniels. One of

these had a litter, and shortly afterwards died.

The plaintive cries of the puppies induced a young
female of the same breed to foster and warm them.
She was enabled to bring them all up, and nothing
could exceed the affection with which she per-
formed her self-imposed task.

If we turn from animals to savage tribes, we
shall still find them wanting in the gentler emo-
tions of more civilised communities. The tribe is

banded together like a flock of herbivorous crea-

tures, for mutual protection. To each other, there-

fore, they must exercise a certain forbearance and

amity, without which the tribe could not exist.

But towards other tribes they have, as a rule, but
one feeling, that of animosity ; they treat their

prisoners with shocking barbarity ; the idea of

kindness to a captive is unheard of altogether.

They have scarcely any respect for the weaker sex,
but treat them as a sort of superior slaves, impose
on them all the hard and dirty work, and do not

permit them to sit or eat unasked in the presence
of their lords.

The more that civilisation advances, the more
marked is the improvement in the manners and cus-

toms which relate to the fairer portion of creation.

Hence, in the Middle Ages, arose that chivalrous

feeUng which even at this distance of time we are
never weary of admiring. Chivalry, however,
though noble and admirable, dealt only with a

particular class
; it was con6ned to the gentle

among men, and to the high-born among damsels.
It is to later years that we must look for such
instances of national triumph of reason over

instinct as are to be found in the extirpation
of villenage, the passing of poor-laws, and the
abolition of slavery. And these instances of

self-sacrifice, be it observed, are connected more

especially with the humbler classes—those who,
through the simple accident of birth, are least

fitted to alleviate their own sufferings.
At the present day the moral and social condi-

tion of the lower classes is deservedly exciting
much attention ; and many and strenuous efforts

have been made to improve it. We see parlia-
ment engaged in attempts, hitherto not very
happy ones, at reforming our criminals. Lately,
also, the well-being of our private soldiers has

occupied the legislature ; and by this time im-

portant barracks, at Aklershot and elsewhere,
are provided with a sort of club-room, where cur-

rent literature, innocent amusements, and light
refreshments can be obtained. We see also

private benevolence extending itself along similar

paths. Money is freely subscribed, rooms are

hired and comfortably furnished, books and news-

papers are purchased. The means of obtaining
meals at cost price are supplied, and the work-

ing-man's club, reading-room, or institute, springs
into being. The late Prince Consort, whose en-

lightened mind recognised the need of raising the

standard of the labouring classes, and who saw
that the only method of permanently benefiting
them is to enlarge their minds, was a Uberal

patron of these and similar institutions. He
strove, by designing model cottages and model

lodging-houses, to afford our working population
better and more loveable dwellings, to give them
homes in which they could feel more pride and

pleasure than in a smoky, beery, public-house

parlour. From numerous instances of the Prince's

practical philanthropy, we single out, as one of

the most touching, his exertions in favour of the

ballast-heavers of the port of London. These men
were a demoralised set, and were prevented, by
the customs of their trade, from bettering them-
selves. Formerly they could get work only

through a body of low river- side publicans and
extortionate middlemen. These harpies com-

pelled the unfortunate ballast-heavers to drink

before they would give them a job ; they forced

them to drink while at it, and again after it was
done. The consequence was that the men became
a dissolute body ; only a very small portion of

their wages was paid in money, and that which
did escape the clutches of the publicans and
middlemen reached home through the hands of

a drunkard. The Prince Consort took up their

case, and got a clause inserted in the Merchant

Shipping Act, which put the ballast-heavers under i

the control of the Corporation of the Trinity |

House. The corporation passed rules for their

employment, got their wages paid in money, gave
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tbem a honse in which to wait for work, and sup-

plied it with papers and books. The corporation

also encouraged them to form a sick and benefit

society. A marked improvement in the condition

of the men soon resulted. The sequel to this

happy change in their social and moral position is

very affecting, and is a simple and unpretending
tribute from these poor fellows to the memory of

their Prince. After the death of the Prince Con-

sort, the ballast-heavers memorialised her Majesty,
and requested that they might have a portrait of

their benefactor to hang in their waiting and

reading-room. The Queen graciously replied by
causing portraits of the Prince and of herself to be

presented to them, with an intimation that she

shared the interest which had been taken in them

by the late Prince.

The foregoing remarks have been occasioned by
the perusal of some highly interesting Lectures*

which have been delivered by the eminent natu-

ralist, Mr. E. Jesse, at the Fishermen's Home at

Brighton, and which are ' ' dedicated to the

Brighton fishermen, by their sincere friend and

well-wisher," the author. It is not as an author,

however, but as a philanthropist that we here

speak of Mr. Jesse. Let us hear what he has

done, in conjunction with some other benevolent

persons, for the Brighton fishermen.

Some seventj'^ or eighty years ago Brighton,
then scarcely more than a fishing town, was vir-

tually under the government of the fishing popu-
lation. To give an instance of the local powers
enjoyed by the fishermen, or, as they called them-

selves, the "
cliff men," we may relate that of the

three churchwardens of which Brighton could
boast in those days, the vicar nominated one, the

upper cliff men a second, and the under cliff men
the third. Since that time, however, the fishing
interest has steadily declined. The establishment
of easy means of access, the consequent influx of

visitors, and the increase in the number of resi-

dent gentry and traders naturally lessened the

importance of the fishermen ; and in proportion as

the dimensions of Brighton enlarged
—till it earned

the not inappropriate sobriquet of Londonsuper-
Mare—so did the influence of the fishing popula-
tion diminish, and the authority and general
management of the town gradually fell into other
hands. To these causes may be added the peculiar

occupation of the fishermen, which, besides being
rough and uninviting, frequently kept them at sea
for days together ; jierhaps, also, some lingering
of pride isolated them from the new residents, so
that this fine class of men became by degrees
more and more neglected, both temporally and
morally. Whilst on shore, too much of their
time and most of their money was spent at the
ale-house. The men degenerated, till, at last,
those parts of the beach where the fishermen con-

gregated exhibited a painful scene of quarrelling,
swearing, and drunkenness. To abate this evil
Mr. Montague Gore, and Captain Hall, R.N.,
conceived the idea of establishing a Home, to
which the men might resort, and where they

* "
Lectures on Natural History.

" By Edward Jesse, Esq.
Delivered at the Fishermen's Home, Brighton. Second
edition, with eleven additional lectures. Loudon : L. Booth
307, Regent Street, W. 1S63.

might be warm, dry, and comfortable. They also

hoped, through the instrumentality of the Home,
to wean the men from the demoralising beer-

shop. Tn the year 1859, these gentlemen, whose

philanthropic efforts are deserving of the warmest

praise, represented their views to Dr. Cordy
Burrows, the Mayor, and urged him to call a

public meeting, with the object of establishing
a Home for the frequenters of the Brighton sea

beach. Dr. Burrows welcomed the proposition,
and the meeting was accordingly held. In con-

sequence of this meeting, one of the arches built

into the cliff, under the parade at the bottom of

Ship Street, Brighton, was hired. It was floored,

white-washed, lighted by a glazed entrance, and
warmed ; and the walls were covered with amusing
and instructive drawings, and coloured prints and

charts, causing it to assume a very cheerful aspect.
Seats and tables were also provided, together with
some newspapers and periodicals, and a small

library of useful and entertaining books. The

arch, when thus furnished, was found to be capable
of containing about eighty persons. Subsequently
cups and saucers were purchased ;

hot coffee

was kept ready, and supplied without charge to

the members of the Home
;
and amusements of

various kinds were introduced. Smoking was of

course allowed, as it always must be among sailors,

but cards and drinking were forbidden. All this

was done withoxit asking the public to subscribe

one penny. Voluntary contributions, however,
flowed in, and hitherto they have proved sufficient

to meet the outgoing expenses.

Among other means devised to interest and
amuse the men, perhaps the most successful has
been that of delivering occasional lectures. Mr.
Jesse was requested to deliver the inaugural dis-

course
;

and to this request he most willingly
assented. Long before the hour fixed for the deli-

very of the lecture the arch was filled to over-

flowing ; aa many seamen as could crowd into it

were gathered there. The evening passed off with
success. The paper was listened to with profound
attention, and so great was the enthusiasm caused

by it that the number of members began rapidly
to increase

; and within a fortnight Mr. Jesse
delivered a second lecture, which was received in

the same way. On the whole twenty -three
lectures have been thus delivered

; and these,

collected, form the publication before us. The
lectures are composed partly from original notes
and observations of the author, and partly of

anecdotes extracted from various works on natural

history ; and some of them first appeared as

original articles in our own columns. All the

subjects are treated in the same light and

simple style ; and from the number of anec-
dotes with which they abound, and from the un-
affected language in which they are couched, they
are peculiarly fitted to arrest the attention of

young people.
The opening papers treat of singular facts re-

lating to fish
;

and certainly some of the facts

recorded are wonderful enough. Thus we are

informed that there are certain fish which can

propel themselves on dry land like serpents, by
a muscular movement of their libs

;
and that

there are certain other fish which ascend trees.
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The most remarkable of these is the climbing-

perch, which is found in the mangrove swamps.
It ascends trees by using a pair of prickles from

its gill-flaps, as a man might hoist himself up by
his elbows, and thus it gains the tops of stems

many feet above high-water mark, picking ofiE

the flies that alight on the tree up which it

climbs. The class of fish which have the power
of moving on land have some of their bones so

disposed in plates and cells as to retain a supply
of moisture, that exudes and keeps the gills

damp, this being necessary to enable the animal

to respire.
It is well known that Mr. Jesse has devoted a

great deal of attention to bees, so much so that a

collection of heterogeneous papers on Natural

History, by Mr. Jesse, would hardly be complete
without some mention of those insects. Accord-

ingly we find, in these lectures, several anecdotes

about them. In a hive belonging to Mr. Jesse, the

entrance was made rather too broad, and a larga

slimy slug crawled in through this hole. The bees

killed it ; but their united strength could not drag
it out of the hive. Of course the dead slug would
soon begin to decompose, and some plan must be

invented to j)revent his carcase from polluting the

hive and rendering it uninhabitable. What, think

you, did these little insects do ? We have pro-

posed this difliculty to numerous friends, and
hitherto not one of them has been able to suggest
to us any reasonable solution. The bees, however,
soon found a way out the scrape. They coated the

dead slug completely over with a covering of

coarse wax, called j^^opolin. The sequel of this

story is most remarkable. It so happened that

one of the common, brown-shelled snails got into

the same hive. It was soon stung to death ; but
instead of covering it over with wax, the bees

merely glued the edge of the shell to the board
of the hive, and thus left the snail hermeti-

cally sealed within. They must have reasoned
that no unpleasant odour could issue through the
BheU.

In the course of another lecture " On Instinct

in Animals," it is stated that bees have a great

variety of peculiar instincts, many of which
are well known. Probably other animals, if

watched as closely as bees have been, would
furnish equally numerous instances of peculiar
instincts. These instincts, Mr. Jesse well re-

marks, all tend, in different ways, to the well-

being of the bees. One of these instincts is this.

When a young queen-bee is ready to leave a hive,
followed by a swarm, scouts are sent out to search

for a proper place for her to settle on, or for a
suitable abode. Another is, for a certain number
of bees to rush out of the hive after the queen that

leads forth the swarm, and to follow her wherever
she goes. It is an unexplained fact how these

are selected, for they are not all young bees. It

seems as though a colony formed entirely of

youngsters can hardly be trusted among bees, any
more than with us. In order to prosper they must
have some old heads among them. But the most
curious part of the phenomenon is yet to be
told. If one of tlie selected emigrants should,
even the next day, be returned to the parent hive,
it is immediately killed as an intruder. When

the swarm is hived a third instinct teaches the
bees to cleanse their abode from all impurities ; a

fourth, to collect propolis, and with it to stop

up every crevice except the entrance. A fifth

teaches them to ventilate the hive, which is

done by a number of bees at the bottom of the

hive, fanning their wings very rapidly, which

produces a current of air; a sixth instinct

teaches them to keep a constant guard at the
door or entrance of the hive

; another instinct

teaches them to collect honey. They are also

taught by instinct to avoid rain, and they return

in great haste to the hive if a cloud passes over
the sun

; they fly there with great rapidity, and

invariably in a straight line.

A most singular discovery, the whole credit of

which appertains, we believe, to Mr, Jesse, ia

that of the antenual langriage of insects. Bees and
other insects are provided, as everybody knows,
with feelers or antennae. These are, in fact, most
delicate organs of touch, warning of dangers, and

serving the animals to hold a sort of conversation

with each other, and to communicate their desires

and wants. A strong hive of bees will contain

thirty- six thousand workers. Each of these, in

order to be assured of the presence of their queen,
touches her every day with its antennas. Should
the (|ueen die, or be removed, the whole colony

disperse themselves, and are seen in the hive no

more, perishing every one, and quitting all the

store of now useless honey which they had laboured

so industriously to collect for the use of them-
selves and of the larva;. On the contrary, should

the queen be put into a small wire cage placed at

the bottom of the hive, so that her subjects can

touch and feed her, they are contented, and
the business of the hive proceeds as usual. Mr.
Jesse has also shown that this autennal power
of communication is not confined to bees. Wasps
and ants, and probably other insects, exercise it.

If a caterpillar is placed near an ants' nest, a

curious scene will often arise. A solitary ant will

perhaps discover it, and eagerly attem])t to draw
it away. Not being able to accompUsh this, it

will go up to another ant, and, by means of the

antennal language, bi-ing it to the cateri)illar.

Still, these two are perhaps unable to perform
the task of moving it. They will separate and

bring up reinforcements of the community by
the same means, till a sufficient number are

collected to enable them to drag the caterpillar to

their nest.

Perhaps as striking a lecture as any in the

book is the one on "Dogs." The lecturer expresses
his surprise that these noble creatures should be

made the subject of so many unfeeling allusions

in colloquial speech. Thus we hear of a "lazy

dog," a " drunken dog," a "
dirty dog," a "

shabby

dog," of leading a "dog's life," and of a "
dogged

temper." We call a dandy a "
puppy," and a

coward, a "cur." Mr. Jesse proceeds to explain
that all these epithets are absurdly misapplied.
The dog is a friend so faithful, a protector so dis-

interested and courageous, that instead of being

coupled with these despicable adjectives, he de-

serves all the kindness and afli"ection we can bestow

on him. A French writer has boldly affirmed that

with the exception of women, there is nothing on
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earth so agreeable or so necessary to the comfort

of man as a dog. It is certain that if man were

deprived of the companionship and services of the

dog, he would be rendered in many respects a

helpless being. The dog has died in defence

of his master, saved him from drowning, warned
him of approaching danger, and has faithfully and

gently led him about when deprived of sight. If

his master wants amusement in the fields or

the woods the dog is delighted to have an oppor-

tunity of procuring it for him. If man finds

himself in solitude, his dog will be a faithful com-

panion ;
and may be, when death comes, the faith-

ful creature will be, the last to forsake the grave
of his beloved master.

It was, of course, predicted by that numerous
class who delight to throw cold water on every

project, that the time and trouble of the author of

these lectures would be thrown away. Facts,

however, prove that the reverse has been the case.

There is not now a more sober or better conducted
class than the Brighton fishermen. Hundreds of

tbem have altogether abandoned the ale-house
;

many have placed sums in savings' banks; their

families that were previously but badly cared for,

are now for the most part well fed, and cleanly
and neatly clothed

; and the winter finds the men
in the possession of funds suflBcient to tide them
over the fisherman's idle time, without their

having recourse, as they formerly did, to the

parish. Such are the blessings which a handful
of philanthropists have unostentatiously showered

upon the Brighton fishermen. We learn with
much satisfaction that the influential inhabitants

of Brighton are alive to the benefits which Lave
accrued through the institution of this home, and
which accrue not only to the fishermen, but in-

directly, through the stoppage of misconduct on
the beach, to visitors and to the residents them-
selves. The inhabitants are about to mark their

sense of the good work thus quietly carried

out, by placing a marble bust of Mr. Jesse in

their Pavillion. This compliment to the naturalist

by whose intellectual efi'orts the Fishermen's
Home has been mainly supported, is as well

deserved by him as it is creditable to the good
taste and good feeling of the authorities of the

town.
It is not too much to hope that some practical

good may result from drawing public attention to

the financial and moral success of the Fishermen's
Home. It may stimulate the formation of similar

institutions in other parts of the country. Enough
has been said to show that large funds are not

necessary for this purpose. All that is required is

a dry room, a little plain furniture, and a few
books. Together with this some means should be

planned for interesting and amusing the members.
Above all, the philanthropists who devote their

time and energies to the arrangement of the re-

quisite details should have the tact to let the

working man see that their sole object is the
amelioration of his condition. In this way, and
at a trifling outlay, vast benefits may be conferred
on the labouring man. It is the opinion of those
who have had opportunities of judging, that
"Homes "are even more needed by the agricul-
tural labourer than by the fisherman.

THE GLEANER'S GUIDE.
* ' Pock heart ! that twinest with the twisted band

Thoughts bound to sorrow, in a smiling land,
What dost thou here with tears upon thy hand ?

"

So spoke a reaper, standing 'mid the leaves,
Between the time of suns and golden eves,
To a lost maiden binding up the sheaves.

" In vain to heaven's face I lift mine eye ;

On me no comfort droppeth from on high :

So shall I reap in sorrow till I die."

So cried the maiden, weeping as she bound
;

Cheating glad echo with a thankless sound ;

Her hot tears dropping— dropping on the ground.

" Leave the full sheaf : go, glean the scattered ears :

Stain not the precious bread of life with tears !
—

Bruise not the blossom, tender as thy years !

"

So spoke the reaper, on a balm- breathed morn,
To that wronged maiden, chided and forlorn.

Plucking the virgin bindweed from the corn.

" Man—so seeming tender^f the bud—
See ! on the drooping poppy hast thou trod.

Crushing sweet sleep out,
—even in tears of blood !"

So cried the maiden, goaded into pain,
On whose dead heart there fell no harvest rain ;

A blossom bruised before the time of grain.

" Go forth .'—thou comest to the field too late :

On thee, and on thy woe, I bar the gate.
—

Away ! I will not have thee for my mate."

So spoke the reaper, as the night fell black,

To that i)oor gleaner on life's stony track;
To that crushed soul—that soul upon the rack !

She buried her wan face
;
—as well she may

To whom no night is darker than her day.
—

When lo ! a strange light lighted all the way.

Through her closed eyelids did the radiance shine

Which lit the pale flower of a virgin bine.

Twined round the cross-head of a road-way sign.

It was but a rude cross to point the path
To those who stray,

— as many a wanderer hath
;

Set up in tenderness, and not in wrath.

The beauty of it fixed her to the spot.
—

If her poor way she had awhile forgot,

Yet One took care that she should miss it not !

A clear hand, imaged on the carven wood,
Pointed to where the climbing wild-flower stood,

—
(Like a white maiden beautiful and good,)

White, save for one seared leaf the night-wind blew

A moment o'er its pure and spotless hue ;
—

A skeleton leaf, that all the white shone through !

She looked, to see whence glanced the living light,

And marked where high a feeble lamp shone bright ;

A guide to those to whom the way was night.

The lamp's glad rays streamed point-wise to the sky ;

Or so it seemed unto her dazzled eye :

But her soul saw it, too,
—and could not lie !

So, from a chance-borne vision of delight.

She drew sweet comfort,
—till her pain grew slight ;

And traced God's hand, graved in that hand of light.

i Elbanora L. Hekvky.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER LV. VERY LONELY. , ^„ obliged to confeBS that she had been musical

Elkanor had considerable difficulty in parrying j governess to Laura at Hazlewood.
Mrs. Lennard's questions as to how she had come

[

" But 1 must beg you not to tell Mr. Monckton
to know Gilbert Monckton and his ward ; and she j that 1 am with you, if you should happen to write
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to him," Eleanor said ;
"I have a very particular

reason for wishing him to remain in perfect igno-

rance of my present home."
" To be sure, my dear," answered Mrs. Lennard ;

"of course I won't tell him if you don't wish me
to do so. And as to writing to him, I should no

more think of doing so than of flying in the air,

except just a civil note of a few lines to thank him

for sending me news of Laura. He only writes to

me once in six months or so, to teU me how my
lost darling is, and though I've implored him again

and again he won't let me see her.
' She is still

little more than a child,' he wrote in his last letter,
' and I dread the effect of your infliience upon
her. It is out of no revengeful feeling that T keep

your daughter apart from you. When her charac-

ter is formed and her principles fixed, you shall

know her.' As if I was a wretch!" cried Mrs.

Lennard in conclusion,
" and should contaminate

my own daughter."
Eleanor smiled as she shook her head.
" Dear Mrs. Lennard," she said, "your daughter

is perhaps better off in the care of such a man as

Gilbert Monckton. She is as kind-hearted and

good-tempered as yourself, but she is rather weak,
and—"

" And I'm weak, too. Yes, I quite understand

you, Miss Villars. It is my misfortune to be weak-

minded. I can't say
' no '

to people. The arguments
of the person who talks to me last always seem so

much stronger than those of the person who talked

to me first. I take impressions quickly, and don't

take them deeply. 1 was touched to the heart

by Gilbert Monckton's kindness to my father,

and I meant to marry him as I promised, and

to »be his true and obedient wife ;
and then

when that poor silly Fred came all the way to

Lausanne, and went on so about being ill-used

and deserted, and wanted to commit suicide, I

thought it was my duty to run away with Fred.

I haven't any opinions of my own you see, and

I'm always ready to be influenced by the opinions
of other people.

"

Eleanor thought long and deeply over the story
she had heard from Mrs. Lennard. This was the

root of all Gilbert Monckton's suspicions. He had
been deceived, most cruelly, most unexpectedly,

by a beautiful, childish creature in whose inno-

cence he had implicitly believed. He had been

fooled and hood-winked by a fair-haired angel
whose candid azure eyes that seemed to beam

upon him with all the brightness of truth. He
had been deceived most egregiously, but he had
not been deliberately betrayed ;

for up to the time

of her treacherous desertion of her affianced

lover, Margaret Eavenshaw had meant to be

true to him. Unhappily Gilbert Monckton did

not know this. It is difficult for the man who
finds himself as cruelly jilted as he had been, not

to believe that the false one has intended all along
to turn traitor at the last. There had been no ex-

planation between Margaret and the lawyer ; and
he was entirely ignorant of the manner of her

flight. He only knew that she had left him ;
with-

out a word to prepare him for the death-blow,
without a line of regretful farewell to make his

sorrow lighter to him. The frivolous, shallow

woman had been unable to fathom the depth of the

strong man's love. Margaret Eavenshaw knew
there was very little of the divine in her own
nature, and she had never expected to inspire the

mighty affection of a grand and noble soul. She
was able to understand the love of Frederick Len-

nard, which was demonstrated by noisy protes-

tations, and declared itself in long, schoolboy
letters in which the young man's doubtful ortho-

graphy was blistered by his tears. But she could

not understand the intensity of feelings that did

not make themselves visible in any stereotyxied
fashion.

Unluckily for the harmony of creation, wise

men do not always fall in love wisely. The wisest

and the best are apt to be bound captive by some
external charm, which they think must be the

outward evidence of an inward grace; and Gilbert

^Monckton had loved this frivolous, capricious girl

as truly as if she had been the noblest and greatest
of womankind. So the blow that had fallen ixpon

him was a very heavy one
;
and its most fatal

effect was to transform a confiding nature into

a suspicioxxs one.

He argued as many men argue under the same
circumstances. He had been deceived by one

woman, ergo, all women were capable of decep-
tion. I don't suppose the "

Stranger
"
placed very

much confidence in the Countess, or had by any
means too high an opinion of Charlotte ;

and the

best of men are apt to feel very much after the

manner of Mrs. Haller's husband.

It seemed very strange to Eleanor to be living

with Gilbert Monckton's first love. It was almost

as if some one had arisen out of the grave ;
for she

had looked upon that old story which she had
heard hinted at by the Hazlewood gossips, as

something so entirely belonging to the past, that

the heroine of the romance must of necessity be

dead.

And here she was, alive and merry, knowing
no greater uneasiness than a vague dread of in-

creasing plumpness, induced by French dinners.

Here she was, the very reverse of the image that

Eleanor had conjured up in her mind in associa-

tion with Gilbert's false love ; a good-tempered,

common-place, pretty, middle-aged vroman. Mrs.

Monckton felt a little pang of jealousy at the

thought that her husband had once loved this

woman so dearly. Her husband ! Had she still

the right to call him by that name ? Had he not

severed the link between them of his own free

will ? Had he not outraged her honour, insulted

her truth by his base and unfounded suspicions ?

Yes ! he had done all this, and yet Eleanor loved

him ! She knew the strength of her love now
that she was away from him, and might perhaps
never see his face looking at her in kindness again.
She knew it now that her scheme of vengeance

against Launcelot Darrell had failed, and left a

great blank in her mind. She thought of her

husband seriously now for the first time, and she *

knew that she loved him.
" Eichard was right," she thought again and

again ;

" the purpose of my life was cruel and

unwomanly. I had no right to marry Gilbert

Monckton while my mind was full of angry

thoughts. Eichard was right. My poor father's

rest would be no more peaceful if I had made
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Launcelot Darrell pay the penalty of his wicked-

ness."

She did not abandon her idea of vengeance all

at once ;
but little by little, by very slow degrees,

her mind became reconciled to the idea that she

had failed in her scheme of retribution, and that

there was nothing left her but to try and justify

herself in the sight of the husband she loved.

She loved him ; and the angry feelings which had

prompted her to run away from ToUdale Priory,

willingly abandoning all claim to his name and
his protection, were beginning to give way now.

Mrs. Lennard's story had thrown new light upon
the past, and Eleanor made all kinds of excuses

for her husband's conduct. It was his habit to

bear all sorrows quietly. Who could tell what

anguish he might have felt in the thought of his

young wife's falsehood ?

* ' He would not pursue Margaret Eavenshaw,
"

Eleanor thought,
" and he makes no attempt to

find me. And yet he may love me as truly as he
loved her. Surely if God refused to hear my
prayers for revenge, He will grant mo the power
to justify myself."
She could only blindly hope for some unknown

chance that might bring about her justification ;

and that chance would perhaps never come. She
was very unhappy when she thought of this ; and
it was only the perpetual confusion in which Major
Lennard and his wife contrived to keep every-

body belonging to them, that saved her from

Buffering very cruelly.
All this time she was quite ignorant of the

appearance of an advertisement which had been

repeated at the top of the second column of the

"Times" supplement every day for nearly a

month, and about which idle people hazarded all

manner of conjectures^

ij^
LEANOR, come back. I was rash and cruel. I

J will trust you. G. M.

Major Lennard was in the habit of seeing the
" Times "

every day at Galiguani's ; but, as he was
not a very acute observer or original thinker, he
took no notice of the repetition of this advertise-
ment beyond an occasional "By Jove! Haw!
that poor dayvTs still advertising for El'ner !

"

nor did ho ever make any allusion to the circum-
stance in his domestic circle.

So Eleanor hugged her sorrows secretly in the

gayest city of the world, while Gilbert Monckton
was rushing hither and thither, and breaking his
heart about his lost wife.

I think that pitying angels must sometimes weep
over the useless torments, the unnecessary anguish,
which foolish mortals inflict upon themselves.

CHAPTER LVl. VICTOR BOUKDON GOES OVER TO
THE ENEMY.

Major and Mrs. Lennard and Eleanor Monckton
had stayed for nearly two months at the Hotel du
Palais. April was fast melting into May, and the

atmosphere in the City of Boulevards was very
different to the chilling air of an English spring.
Miniature strawberries were exposed in the
windows of the cheap restaurants in the Palais

lioyal, side by side with monstrous asparagus,
and green peas from Algeria ; until the mind of

the iusular-bred stranger grew confused as to the
succession of the months, and was beguiled into

thinking that !May must be omitted in the French

almanack, and that capricious April skipped away
in a farewell shower to give place at once to

glowing June.

It was difficult for a thorough-bred Briton to

believe that the F6te of the First Napoleon had
not yet come to set the fountains playing at Ver-
sailles : for the asphalte on the Boulevards was

unpleasantly warm, under one's boots
; airily-

attired ladies were lounging upon the chairs in the

gardens of the Tuileries ; only the most fragile and

vaporous bonnets were to be seen in the Bois de

Boulogne ; vanille and strawberry ices were in con-

stant demand at Tortoni's ; idle Parisians spent
the dusky spring evenings seated outside the

lighted caf6s, drinking iced lemonade
; and a

hundred other signs and tokens bore witness that

the summer had come.

Upon one of these very warm April days, Major
Lennard insisted upon taking his wife and her

companion to dine at a restaurant not very far

from the Bourse ; where the pastorally-inclined

epicure could take his dinner in a garden, a

pleasant quadrangle, festooned with gay blossoms,
and musical with the ripple of a fountain.

Eleanor did not often accompany the A^Iajor and
his wife in their pleasure excursions, the culmi-

nating attraction of which was generally a dinner ;

but this time Major Lennard insisted upon her join*

ing them.
"

It's the last dianer I shall give Meg in Paris,"
he said

;

' ' for we must start for Brussels on

Saturday, and I mean it to be a good one."

Eleanor submitted, for her new friends had been

very kind to her, and she had no motive for

opposing their wishes. It was much better for

her to be with them in any scene of gaiety, how-
ever hollow and false that gaiety might be, than
alone in the splendid salon at the HOtel du
Palais, brooding over her troubles in the dusky
twilight, and thinking of the horrible night on
which she had watched for her father's coming in

the Rue de I'Archevfique.
The restaurant near the Place de la Bourse

was very much crowded upon this sunny April
afternoon, and there was only one table vacant
when the Major and his party entered the flowery
little quadrangle, where the rippling of the foun-

tain was unheard amidst the clattering of jilates

and the chinking of silver forks. It was seven

o'clock, and the dinners were in high progress ;

the diners eating very fast, and talking a great
deal faster.

The little arbour-like box to which Major Len-
nard conducted the two ladies was next to a
similar arbour, in which there was a group of

Frenchmen. Eleanor sat with her back to these

men, who had very nearly finished dining, and

who, from the style of their conversation, appeared
to have taken plenty of wine. The man who was

evidently the entertainer sat with his legs amongst
a forest of empty bottles ; and the jingling of

glasses and the "cloop" of newly-drawn corks

drowned a good deal of th« conversation.

It was not very likely that Eleanor would listen

to these men's talk ; or indeed, distinguish one
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voice from another, or one word from another

amid the noise of the crowded garden. She had

quite enough to do to attend to Mrs. Lennard,

who chattered all dinner time, keeping up an un-

interrupted babble, in which remarks upon the

business of the dinner-table were blended with

criticism upon the dress of ladies sitting in the

other boxes.
" You should eat those little red things—baby-

lobsters—Icrivisses, T think they call them, dear
;

I always do. How do you like that bonnet ; no,

not that one—a little more St. Jacques, Major,—
the black one, with the peach-coloured strings.

I wonder why they call all the Clarets saints, and

not the Burgundies ? Do you think she's pretty
in the box opposite ? No, you don't thiuk much
of her, do you ?—/ don't-—-I like the one in the

blue silk, pretty well, if her eyebrows weren't so

heavy."
The dinner was dra^ving to a close, the Major

was up to his eyes in roast fowl and water-cress,

and Mrs. Lennard was scraping the preserved
fruit o\it of a shellwork of heavy pastry with the

point of her spoon, trifling idly now that the grand
business was done, when Eleanor rose suddenly
from her seat, breathless and eager, as much
startled by the soimd of a voice in the next arbour

as if a shell had just exploded amidst the d6bris

of the dinner.

"After?" some one had said interrogatively.

"After," answered a man whose voice had

grown hoarser and thicker, as the emj)ty bottles

about the legs of the ^jresident had become
more numerous, "my stripling has refused me
a little bank-note of a thousand francs. Thou
art too dear, my friend, he has said to me

;
that

has been paid already, and enough largely. Be-

sides, that was not great things. Ah ! ha ! I

said, thou art there, my drole
; you begin to fatigue

yoxirself of your confederate. He is too much.

Very well
;
he has his pride, he also. Thou art

the last of men, and 1 say to you, adieu. Monsieur
Launcelot Darrell."

This was the name that struck upon Eleanor's

ear, and aroused the old feeling in all its strength.
The snake had only been scotched after all. It

reared its head at the sound of that name like a

war-horse at the blast of a trumpet. Eleanor,

starting to her feet, turned round and faced the

party in the next box. The man who had spoken
had risen also, and was leaning across the table

to reach a bottle on the other side. Thus it was
that the faces of the two were opposite to each

other; and Victor Bourdon, the commercial

traveller, recognised Gilbert Monckton's missing
wife.

He dropped the glass that he was filling, and

poured some wine into the cuff of his coat, while
he stared at Eleanor in drunken surprise.
"You are here, madame ?

" he cried, with a

look in which astonishment was blended with
intense delight, a sort of tipsy radiance that illu-

minated the Frenchman's fat face. Even in the
midst of her surprise at seeing him, Eleanor per-
ceived that blending of expression, and wondered
at it.

Before she could speak. Monsieur Bourdon had
left his party and had deliberately seated himself

in the empty chair next her. He seized her hand
in both his own, and bent over her as she shrunk

away from him.

"Do not recoil from me, madame," he said,

always speaking in French that was considerably

disguised by wine. "
Ah, you do not know. I

can be of the last service to you ; and you can be

of the last service to me also. I have embroiled

myself with this Monsieur Long— eel—lotte, for

always ; after that which I have done for him, he

is an ingrate, he is less than that ;" Monsieur
Boiirdon struck the nail of his thiimb upon his

front tooth with a gesture of ineffable contempt.
"But why do I tell you this, madame? You
were in the garden when this poor old,—this

Monsieur de Crespigny, was lying dead. You re-

member; you know. Never mind, I lose myself the

head
;
I have dined a little generously. Will you

find yourself to-morrow, madame, in the gardens
of the Palais Royal, at five hours? There is music

all the Tuesdays. Will you meet me ? I have

something of the last importance to tell you.
Eemember you that I know everything. I know
that you hate this Long—cellotte. I will give

you your revenge. You will come ;
is it not ?

"

"
Yes," Eleanor answered, quickly.

"
Upon the five hours? I shall wait for you

near to the fountain."

"Yes."
Monsieur Bourdon rose, took iij) his hat with

a drunken flourish, and went back to his friends.

The Major and Mrs. Lennard had been all this

time staring aghast at the drunken Frenchman.

He had spoken in a loud whisper to Eleanor, but

neither Frederick Lennard nor his wife retained

very much of that French which had been sedu-

lously drilled into them during their school-days,
and beyond ordering a dinner, or disputing with

a landlord as to the unconscionable number of wax
candles in a month's hotel bill, their knowledge of

the language was very limited ;
so Eleanor had

only to explain to her friends that Monsieur
Bourdon was a person whom she had known in

England, and that he had brought her some news
of importance which she was to hear the following

day in the gardens of the Palais lloyal.
Mrs. Lennard, who was the soul of good-nature,

readily assented to accompany Eleanor to this

rendezvous.
" Of course I'll go, my dear, with pleasure ;

and really I think it's quite funny, and indeed

actually romantic, to go and meet a tipsy French-

man—at least, of course he won't be tipsy to-day—near a fountain, and it reminds me of a French
novel I read once, in English, which shows how
true it must have been to foreign manners ;

but

as the Major knows we're going, there's no harm,

you know," Mrs. Lennard remarked, as they
walked from the Hotel du Palais to the gardens.
The diners were hard at work already at the

cheap restaurants, and the brass band w as braying

lively melodies amidst the dusty trees and flowers,

the lukewarm fountain, the children, the nurse-

maids, and the rather seedy-looking Parisian

loungers. It was a quarter past five, for Mrs.

Lennard had mislaid her parasol at the last

moment, and there had been ten minutes employed
in skirmish and search. Monsieur Victor Bourdon
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was sitting upon a bench near the fountain, but
he rose and darted forward as the two ladies

approached.
"

I'll go and look in the jewellers' shops, Miss

Villars," Mrs. Lennard said,
" while you're talking

to your friend, and please come and look for me
when you want me. The Major is to join us

here, you know, at half-past six, and we're to

dine at V6fours. Good morning."
Mrs. Lennard bestowed these final words upon

the Frenchman, accompanied by a graceful curtsey,
and departed. Victor Bourdon pointed to the

Ijench which he had just left, and Eleanor sat

down. The Frenchman seated himseK next her,

but at a respectful distance. Every trace of the

tipsy excitement of the previous night had
vanished. He was quite cool to-day ; and there

was a certain look of determination about his

mouth, and a cold glitter in his light, greenish-

grey eyes that did not promise well for any one

against whom he might bear a grudge.
He spoke English to-day. He spoke it re-

markably well, with only an occasional French
locution.

" Madame," he began,
" I shall not waste time,

but come at once to the point. You hate Launce-
lot Darrell ?

"

Eleanor hesitated. There is something terrible

in that word " hate." People entertain the deadly
sentiment ; but they shrink from its plain expres-
sion. The naked word is too appalling. It is

half-sister of murder.
" I have good reason to dislike him—" she

began.
The Frenchman shrugged hia shoulders as he

interrupted her.
*'
Yes, you hate him !

" he said ; "you do not
like to say so, because the word is not nice. You
are—what is it you call it ?—you are allocked by
the word. But it is so, nevertheless ; you hate

him, and you have cause to hate him. Yes, I

know now who you are. I did not know when
I first saw you iu Berkshire ; but I know now.
Launcelot Darrell is one who cannot keep a secret,
and he has told me. You are the daughter of that

poor old man who killed himself in the Faubourg
Saint Antoine, that is enough ! You are a great
heart ; you would to avenge the death of your
father. You saw us that night

—the night the
wills were change ?

"

*'I did," Eleanor answered, looking at the man
with sovereign contempt. He had spoken of the

transaction as coolly as if it had been the most
honourable and common-place business.

" You are there in the darkness, and you see

us," exclaimed Monsieur Bourdon, bending over
Eleanor and speaking iu a confidential whisper,
"you watch, you look, you listen, and after, when
you go into the^ house, you denounce Launcelot.
You declare the will is forge. The will is change.
You were witness, you say ; you tell all that you
saw 1 But they do not believe you. But why ?

Because when you say you have the true will in

your pocket, you cannot find it ;
it is gone."

The Frenchman said this in a tone of triumph,
and then paused suddenly, looking earnestly at

Eleanor.

Ab she returned that look, a new light flashed

upon her mind. She began to understand the

mystery of the lost will.

"It is gone," cried Monsieur Bourdon, "no
trace, no vestige of it remains. You say, search

the garden ;
the garden is search ;

but no re-

sult. Then the despair seizes itself of you.
Launcelot mocks himself of you ;

he laughs at

your nose. You find yourself unhappy ; they do
not believe you ; they look coldly at you ; they
are harsh to you, and you fly from them. That is

so ;
is it not ?

"

"
Yes," Eleanor answered.

Her breath came and went quickly, she never

removed her eyes from the man's face. She began
to think that her justification was perhaps only to

be obtained by the agency of this disreputable
Freuchman.

" What then of the lost will ? It was not swal-

lowed up by the earth. It could not fly itself

away into the space ! What became of it ?
"

" You TOOK IT FROM MB !

"
cried Eleanor. "Yes,

I remember how closely you brushed against me.

The paper was too big to go altogether into the

pocket of my dress. The ends were sticking out,

and you—"
" I did all my possible to teach you a lesson !

Ah, when young and beautiful ladies mix them-

selves with such matters, it is no wonder they
make mistakes. I was watching you all the time,
dear madame. I saw you change the papers, and
I drew the will out of your pocket as easily as I

could rob you of that handkerchief.
"

The comer of a lace-bordered handkerchief was
visible amid the folds of Eleanor's dress. The
Frenchman took the scrap of lace between his

fingers, and snatched the handkerchief away with

an airy lightness of touch that might have done

credit to a professional adept in the art of picking

pockets. He laughed as he returned the handker-

chief to Eleanor. She scarcely noticed the action,

so deeply was she absorbed in the thought of the

missing wilL
" You have the will, then ?

"

"Si, madame."
" Why did you take it from me ?

"

" But why, madame ? For many reasons. First,

because it is always good to seize upon anything
that other people do not know how to keep.

Again, because it is always well to have a strong

hand, and a card that one's adversary does not

know of. An extra king in one's coat-cuff is a

good thing to have when one plays 6cart6, madame.
That will is my extra king."
The Freuchman was silent for some little time

after having made what he evidently considered

rather a startling coup. He sat watching Eleanor

with a sidelong glance, and with a cunning
twinkle in his small eyes.

"Is it that we are to be friends and allies,

madame ?
" he asked, presently.

"Friends!" cried Eleanor. "Do you forget

who I am ? Do you forget whose daughter I am ?

If Laimcelot Darrell's was the only name written

in my father's last letter, you were not the less

an accomplice iu the villany that led to his death.

The pupil was no doubt worthy of the master."
" You reject my friendship, then, madame ?

You wish to know nothing of the document that
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is in niy hands ? You treat me from high to low ?

You refuse to ally yourself with me ? Hein ?"
" I will use you as an instrument against

Launcelot Darrell, if you please," Eleanor an-

swered,
" since it seems that you have quarrelled

with your fast friend."
"
But, yes, madame. When pussy has pulled

the chestnuts out of the fire, she is henceforward

the most unuseful of animals, and they chase her.

Do you understand, madame ?
"
cried the French-

man, with a sudden transformation from the

monkey to the tiger phase of his character, that

was scarcely agreeable,
' ' Do you understand ?

"

he hissed. " Monsieur Launcelot has ennuied

himself of me. I am chased ! Me !

"

He struck his gloved fingers upon his breast to

give emphasis to this last word.

"It is of the last canaille, this young man,"
he continued, with a shrug of disgust.

"
Ingrate,

poltroon, scoundrel ! When the forge will, forge
at my suggestion by the clerk of the avou6 de

Yindsor, has been read, and all is finish, and no
one dispute his possession, and he enter his new
domain as master, the real nature of the man
reveal itself. The genuine will is burn, he
think. He is so close with his dear friend, this

poor Bourdon, that he will not even tell him who
would have benefit by that genuine will. It is

burn ! Did he not see it scorch and blaze with
his own eyes ? There is nothing to fear

;
and

for this poor comrade who has helped my gentle-
man to a great fortune, he is less than that !

"

Monsieur Bourdon snapped his fingers deri-

sively, and stared fiercely at Eleanor. Then he

relapsed into a sardonic smile, and went on.
" At first things go on charmjjigly. Monsieur

Launcelot is more sweet than the honey. It is

new to him to be rich, and for the first month he
scatters his money with full hands. Then sud-

denly he stops. He cries out that he is on the

road to ruin
;
that his friend's claims are monstrous.

Faith of a gentleman, I was, perhaps, extravagant ;

for I am a little gamester, and I like to see life en

grand seigneur. A has la moutarde, I said. My
friend is millionaire. I am no more commercial
traveller. Imagine, then, when mon gargon shuts

up his—what is it you call it, then—cheque-book,
and refuse me a paltry sum of a thousand francs.

I smile in his face," said Monsieur Bourdon, nod-

ding his head slowly, with half- closed eyes,
" and

I say,
' Bon jour. Monsieur Darrell ; you shall

hear more of me before I am much older.'
"

*' You did not teU him that the will was in your
possession?"

* ' A thousand thunders ! No !

" exclaimed the
Frenchman. *'I was not so much foohsh as to

show him the beneath the cards. I come over here
to consult a friend, an avoug."

" And he tells you— ?"

"No matter. You are better than the avou6,
madame. You hate Launcelot Darrell

; this will

is all you want to prove him a cheat and a black-

smith,—pardon, a forger."" But to whom does M. de Crespigny leave his

estate in this genuine wiU ?
"
asked Mrs. Monck-

ton.

The Frenchman smiled, and looked at Eleanor

thoughtfully for a moment before he answered her.

" Wait a little, madame," he said ;

" that is my
little secret. Nothing for nothing is the rule here

below. I have told you too much already. If

you want to know more you must pay me."
"Prove that I spoke the truth upon that night,"

exclaimed Eleanor, "and I promise you that my
husband, Gilbert Monckton, shall reward you
handsomely.

"

" But if monsieur should repudiate your promise,

madame, since he has not authorised you to give
it ? I am not very wise in your English law, and
I would rather not mix myself in this aiTair. I do
not want to be produced as witness or accomplice.
I want, all simply, to get a price for this document.

I have something to sell. You wish to buy it.

Name your price."
"I cannot," answered Eleanor; "I have no

money. But I might get some, perhaps. Tell me,
how much do you want ?"

"A thousand pounds."
Eleanor shook her head despondently.

"Impossible!" she said; "there is no one,

except my husband, from whom I could get such

an amount, and 1 could not ask him for money,
until I had proved Launcelot Darrell's infamy."
The Frenchman watched her closely. He saw

that she had spoken the truth.
" You do not know how much this will is

worth to you, madame," he said.
" Remember, 1

could make terms with Launcelot Darrell, and
sell it to him for perhaps ten times the sum I ask

of you. But Monsieur Darrell was insolent to me ;

he struck me once with the butt-end of his hunting-

whip ;
I do not forget. I could get more money

from him ; but I can get my revenge through

you."
He hissed out these words between his teeth,

and glared vindictively at the fountain, as if the

phantom of Launcelot Darrell had been looking at

him out of the sparkling water-drops. Ilevenge
was not a beautiful thing, as represented by Victor

Bourdon. Perhaps Eleanor may have thought of

this as she looked at him.
" I want my revenge," he repeated;

" after all,

gold is a villain thing. Revenge is more dear—to

gentlemen. Besides, I do not think you woiild

pay me ungenerously if I helped you to crush this

scoundrel, and helped you to something else, by
the market, Hein ?

"

" I tell you again, that you shall be well re-

warded," Mrs. Monckton said gravely.

"Very well, then, listen to me. It is to-day,

Tuesday. In a week I shall have time to think.

In a week you will have leisure to gather together
a little money—all you can get ; at the end of

that time come to me at my apartment—bring
with you any friend you like. I do not think that

you are traitor—or ingrate
—and you see I trust

you. I will have my friend, the—what you call

him—attorney, with me—and we may come to an

arrangement. You shall sign a contract—well

ruled—for to pay me in the future, and then the

will is to you. You return to England ; you say,

Aha, Monsieur Launcelot, walk out of that. It is

your turn to be chased."

Victor Bourdon grinned ferociously, then took

a memorandum-book from his pocket, wrote a

few words in pencil, tore out the leaf upon which
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they were written, and handed it to Mrs.

Monckton.
" That is my address," he said. " On Tuesday,

at seven o'clock in the evening, T shall expect to

see yon there, and your friend. But if you think

to betray me, I am not the man to forget. I have
the honour to salute you, Madame. Bon jour."
He took off his hat with a flourish, and walked

away. Eleanor sat for some minutes where he
had left her, thinking over what had hap-

pened, before she went off to look for Mrs. Lennard.
That night she told the Lennarda who she

was, and all her story. She felt that it was
better to do so. She must have freedom now
to act, and to act promptly. She could not do
this and yet preserve her secret. Her old ally,
Richard Thornton, would be indispensable to her
in this crisis, and she wrote to him early in

the morning after her interview with Monsieur

Bourdon, imploring him to come to her imme-

diately.

(To be eontinued.)

THE MERITS OF HALF-AND-HALF
TRAINING.

A Ebpokt lately issued about the case of
Children engaged in certain Employments has ex-
cited a strong public iuterest. Perhaps it has led
a good many of us to collect our observations and
remembrances of children employed in the dif-

ferent ways in which they pass their young lives,
in town and country, and under different kinds
and degrees of care. I am tempted to relate

something of what I have seen and known in
connexion with -what is disclosed by the Report of
the Children's Employment Commission. I pass

oyer entirely the case of the children of whom no
kind or degree of care is taken,—the wild young
creatures who, leading in our streets and roads
the life of monkeys in the woods, do nothing,
learn nothing, and have not a tithe of the pleasures
their natures are formed to enjoy.
As soou as the children of the working classes

can walk, we may liud them in the infant-school.
What they look like there depends very much on
how the school is managed. It depends, too, on
the season of the year, the weather, and other
general intiuences, as well as on the treatment
they get at home. In one school the children are
BO cross that the mistresses do not know what to
do with them : and in such a place there is usually
a disgusting exhibition of bad skins. All manner
of eruptions may bo seen there, except the infec-

tious, which of course are not admitted. On a
wet day, or a very foggy day, the voice of crying
never ceases

; and on hot days the little creatures,
unable to keep awake, whimper in their sleep.

This is the way that children go on where the
air is not pure, and there is not enough of it. In
order to see infants wide awake, and bright and
playful, there must bo plenty of room, plenty of

light, and an incessant current of fresh air (not a

draught) flowing through the place. This is so
well understood now, that modern infant-schools
are usually well arranged for ventilation and
space. But still one may see, in the airiest room,

a large proportion of fretful and unwholesome-

looking little ones.

This is when their tender young brains and
nerves are overwrought. There are many, in

every such school, who ought not to be asked to

attend to any sort of lesson for more than one
minute at a time ; and it may be doubted whether

any pupil there— the oldest and the longest-
trained—should be kept to the same subject for

so much as half an hour. Moreover, theie must
be a complete indulgence of the natural restless-

ness of childhood, in order to make the mind

capable of instruction to any effectual purpose.
A young child who is uncomfortable cannot give
its attention to its lesson for even one minute ;

whereas, if its blood is flowing briskly from

exercise, and its spirits are gay from amusement,
it enjoys the new idea, and receives it brightly
and thoroughly. Even where there is the best

management, it is necessary to make allowance

for the little creatures on foggy days when they
are slow and listless, and on hot days when they

drop asleep on their benches.

I seem to linger over this phase of a poor
child's life becaxise the next is so painful

—as I

have seen it.

At seven, the country boy or girl goes to the

village-school. There I have known them spend
the best hours of their lives for half-a-dozen years
to almost no purpose whatever. I have known

boys come out after six or seven, and in one case

nine years of schooling,
—of six hours a day,—

able to do nothing whatever but spell out "a
chapter

"
in an unintelligent way, and scrawl a

few lines, with infinite pains, and with abundance
of bad spelling. And all the while the boy would
have been so usefid to his father in the lield and

garden ! and after all, he has that sort of work to

learn. It is the same with the girls, except where

they are taught to sew in a useful way. Where

they spend the three afternoon hours in sewing,

they are found to have got before the boys in

their learning. From their morning lessons they
have learned more than the boys in the morning
and afternoon too. From this, some observers at

once concluded that girls have quicker wits than

boys : but, happily, there were also sensible people

looking on who perceived that the lads were

sadly uncomfortable in the afternoons ;
—some

yawning ; some in perpetual disgrace for falling

asleep ;
some on bad terras with their neighbours,

pinching, cufling, kicking, or being i)inched,

cuffed, or kicked ; some apt to break out into

fits of naughtiness,
—obstinate fits, and roaring

passions. Where the observers of this fact have

had the sense and the authority to try the expe-
riment of setting the boys to some other work
than book-learning in the afternoons, the result

has been that they turn out like the girls,
—

bright over their books, and brought as forward

by three hours' study as by six.

Before this discovery,
—the great discovery

which Mr. Chadwick has brought conspicuously
before the world,—that the human brain, in its

youthful state, is capable of only a limited and

ascertainable amount of steady attention, on every

day of its life,
—the condition of country children

on leaving school was most mortifying. The big
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lad had not even the bodily strength and hardi-

hood for hedging and ditching, leading the plough,
and tending horses and cattle on a farm : and he

saw little fellows some five years younger as clever

as little men about their field-work, because they
could not be spared to go to school. All the week
there was this mortification every day,—of dis-

appointing father, and looking small in the eyes
of younger lads ; and on Sundays there was too

often something worse. The parents had been

dutiful and self-denying about these many years
of schooling, cheering themselves with the thought
of the time when their boy or girl woidd read to

them on Sunda3/s, besides giving them the news
on Saturdays, and keeping the accounts in the

evenings. Few things could be more painful than
the disappointment and mortification all round
when it too clearly appeared what the reading,

writing, and ciphering amounted to, after all.

Where the girl could sew, the waste of time was
less shocking, though her mother might still have
been glad to exchange the reading and writing,
such as it was, for the skill of many a younger
child in managing the cows, and the hens, and
the baby, and the family dinner.

The case began to mend when the methods of

instruction in school began to improve ;
and the

great turning-point, perhaps, was when boys
were put to industrial work for those afternoon
hours when the brain is least fit for attention to

book-learning. The reform was much helped by
the operation of the Factory Acts, which require
that children shall have three hours' school instruc-

tion daily. When it became evident that the

factory children learned as much in half-time as

others in fuU school-hours, the struggle on behalf
of the overworked brain was sure of success. It

was then seen that the children of a manufac-

turing town learned as much in the book way
without neglecting profitable industry as if they
never earned a penny ;

the same fact must hold

good in the country : and some sensible people
put it to the proof. Mr. Paget, the member for

Nottingham, was one. He found the parents of

eight boys willing to let them work on Mr. Paget's
farm half-time for half-wages, and attend school
for the other half. The plan has answered per-
fectly, though farm-labour requires, in Mr. Paget's
opinion, that the field-work and the schooling
should be on alternate days, instead of dividing
each day. If it is true, as he believes, that the
wet and soil of the morning's work must preclude
the afternoon's schooling, this is an essential

drawback, as changing the whole character of the

experiment. Notwithstanding this disadvantage,
however, great benefits have accrued. The boys
take a livelier interest in their learning than of
old ; the parents are not in such a hurry to take
them from school

; and there is a good style of

reading, writing, and figures attained in a reason-
able time. The lads are in request as labourers

afterwards, as they combine the advantages of a
habit of labour with those of a cultivated intel-

ligence. The power and skill in work being
equal, the farmer or bailiff will always prefer a
labourer who can measure and reckon, and keep
accounts, and make memoranda, and read instruc-
tions. An employer likes a youth who makes a

note of the weight of the largest turnip or man-

gold of the crop, or of the produce of the milking,
or dates of the calving of the cows ;

and who can

estimate the available bulk of wood in a standing
tree. We are told that, if the infant-school

training has been good xip to seven years old,

from two to three years more of half-time school-

ing wiU fit boy or girl for simple reading, writing,
and arithmetic of a good quality. This leaves a

considerable margin for further attainments within

the period of school life. In the case of the lower

set of attainments, the lads may reckon on higher

wages by at least a fifth than can be had by boys
who have spent their days at school only. Five

of the latter class turn out less work than four of

the half-time lads. The half-time lads are not

only familiar with field-work, but have better

health and a stronger frame. Nowhere among
the rising generation is the mortality lower than

in half-time schools, where active bodily exercise

and training occupy the place of afternoon

school; and when the lads are not to be rural

labourers, they are in great request for the Navy,
and other occupations where strength and aptitude
of limb and faculty are required, and discii)lined

activity is inestimable.

Where the balance between mind and body,
brain and muscle, is established by education, the

chances of life, health, and prosperity are improved

beyond all computation. Mr. Chadwick tells us

that in half-time industrial schools the mortality
is reduced to one-third of what it is at the same

time of life in the general population of England
and Wales. With this weightiest of facts I con-

clude our contemplation of the lot of the fortu-

nate children who have come in for the first share

of the benefits of half-time schooling. They have

the advantage of the sons and daughters of iiobles,

and gentry, and tradesmen
;
for the old estab-

lished school-hours are still the rule in upper and
middle-class education ; and the physical educa-

tion of children,—of girls especially,
—has still to

be introduced into practice, while it is having a

fair trial among not only young peasants and

operatives, but paupers, foundlings, and City
Arabs. We have read in the newspapers of the

recent visit of the Comte de Paris to the Lime-
house pauper-school, where six hundred orphans
and destitute children are trained on the half-

time system. In that school, the cost of the

training is actually less than 11. per head a year ;

and for this small amount the lads are rendered so

fit for various employments as to be in constant

request, while the mortality (among an unfavour-

able class of children to begin with) is only one-

fifth of that of the surrounding population. The
contrast between these lads and lasses and those

of some other parishes and schools, whore one

large proportion is doomed to early death, and
another to moral ruin, may well strike others than

the French Prince and his party, who went away
so deeply impressed by what they had seen.

Now we must turn to the children whose cases

are exhibited in the above-mentioned Report.
There is a district of England, measuring eight

miles by an average of two, in which there are

eleven thousand children and young people imder

the age of eighteen employed in the Earthenware
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manufacture. Among these are two thousand little
j

fellows who were sent to Avork at from six to ten !

years old, and who may, therefore, be supposed
to be the children of very poor parents. Many !

are the sons of widows, to whom every penny of

earnings is of consequence ; and more are the
j

sons of drunken or otherwise worthless fathers.

So their life begins very hardly. They go to
,

work at six a.m., and first light the fires, and
|

sweep the rooms and the stoves,—the stoves

being themselves little rooms of about thirteen I

feet square, and eight or nine feet high, heated
\

to the temperature of an oven. The dust of the
;

clay is particularly hurtful to the lungs, when
breathed in by the sweepers ;

and here is the first
|

peril to the child. When the dirt is allowed to i

lie, the dust has to be disposed of at last ;
and

the dirt meantime is not wholesome ; so that those

who sweep daily have the best of it.

The little lads then await the men whom they
are to help in the work of making plates, cups and

sauceis, &c. It is well for the boy who has a

punctual and steady man over hinx
;
for it too

often ha2>pcns that the workman's bad habits make
slaves of the little fellows who wait iipon him.

On a Monday he may keep them idling about all

day, because he does not make his a^^pearance ;

and they are not surprised if this goes on through
all Tuesday. Then they know that they shall he

ke])t late every evening, to make up for lost time ;

and may probably not stop work for the whole of

Friday night. When we see what the work is,

we shall wonder how growing children can hold
on from six on a Friday morning (after a short

night's rest) to dinner-time on Saturday.
A dozen of the smallest boys are turning the

jigger or wheel all those hours. It makes one's

limbs and one's heart ache to think of it. A
child of seven or eight turning a wheel the whole

day through, every day but Sunday, and often a

part of the night too ! Of course, the few i)eople
who know about this ask why the turning is not
done by steam : and they get the tiresome, dis-

graceful old answer
;
—the men will not hear of

it ;
—they would quit at once if steam were in-

troduced to " take the bread out of their children's

mouths," as they say. The smaller manufacturers

say their business will not afford the expense of

machinery ; and the larger ones say that their

workrooms are not convenient for the erection of

shafts : so the unhappy children go on doing the

work of a cogwheel.
Even they will find themselves worse offwhen they

come to help the potter more directly in his work.
Eachhas to runbackwardsand forwards betweenthe
workbench and the stove (which is close at hand),

carrying the moulds with the moist soft clay just

wrought into a plate or a saucer, and bringing
back the moulds which are done with. The little

room called the stove has shelves all round it, on
which the ware is baked ; and the heat of the

chamber is anywhere from 120 to 150 degrees.
Now and then it is actually red-hot. When the

employers do not provide a plentiful stock of

moulds, the poor lads have to enter this place

many times a day ; and, what is worse, they have
to encounter a much more insufferable heat than
would be necessary if the moulds were not wanted

in the shortest possible time. When they are

there, they try to stay tiU they have turned the
ware baking on the shelves, lest it should warp by
drying unequally: and if they cannot bear to

stay, they have to enter again for the purpose.
Thus their day is spent between this heat and the
closeness of the workroom, and the outer cold
when they go to meals

;
and all the hours they

are at work they are breathing the powder of the

clay, kicked up from the floor by their own feet

as they pass to and fro. Many of them cease to

grow under this discipline : many become asthma-
tic or consumptive, and die early ; and few grow
up to a healthy manhood.
The case is not quite so bad as it was ; or at

least not so extensive. In several of the 180
manufactories included in the small area described

above, there are improved ventilation, better ma-

nagement of the claydust, a sufficient stock of

moulds to save the necessity of the boys entering
the stove so often, and, finally, a fair attempt to

improve the stoves themselves. We read of a new
stove in which the ware can be put in from outside

by a rack, which runs in and out on a rail.

These mould-runners, as the little workmen
are called, are the most to be pitied of all the
eleven thousand young potters : but there are

other processes nearly as unwholesome and

fatiguing, under which the girls grow crooked and

consumptive, and the whole number have a scanty
chance of ever being healthy men and women.
One hardship which is very common, is their

being kept hungry, and prevented getting their

meals jtroperly, by the irregularity of the men
under whom they work. The principal manufac-
turers of the district consider with pain what a
life this is for children to lead in a Christian

country, and what waste it is for these young
creatures to be sometimes kept idle for half

days and whole days, and then overworked, when,
by a better disposal of the same time, they might
be resting their bodies and using their nuuds in a

school, without earning much less than at present.

Twenty-six of the principal Pottery firms have
therefore addressed the Secretary of State for the

Home Department, recjuesting that due inquiry

may be made, with a view to bringing their manu-
facture under the operation of the Factory Act.

They cannot, without its aid, control the men
on whom the fate of the children depends : they
cannot get them to school, nor secure their having
proper food and rest. The moral evils arising from
the present state of things have chiefly occupied
the attention of these employers ; but the Commis-
sioners who have been sent down to them are

emphatic in insisting that nothing can be done for

the miuds and morals of these thousands of chil-

dren till they are relieved from their bodily suffer-

ings. The proposal which Parliament will be asked

to sanction, then, is that this Pottery District

shall be placed for a time under the inspection and
care of a physician who understands the peculia-
rities of the case, in order to be brought into a

fitting condition to pass under the existing Factory
Act. It is thought that a year or two of this

special inspection will suffice. It will take much

longer, no doubt, to replace the present set of

stunted, asthmatic, rheumatic, worn-out children,
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ignorant as savages and little better than heathens,

by a class of intelligent and disciplined young

people, well grown in body and mind by means

of the joint exercises of school and labour : but

the great work is about to begin. Meantime, here

is a remarkable contrast between the young life

of the parish-school and that of the Staffordshire

Potteries,

Low as is the depth in which these unhappy
children are sunk, there is yet a lower deep. The

young Lucifer-match makers are, we are told,

"the lowest of the low." No respectable parent
who could help it, wotild, it is declared, allow his

child to be a mould-runner in the pottery business :

but these lucifer-match makers are imder such a

doom that they are usually children without any
guardians at all,

—roamers out of the streets, out-

casts from Ragged Schools whence they have wan-
dered. Employments fatal to health and life are

always filled bythe disreputable; and the more dan-

gerous the more disreputable. The horrors of this

case are so desperate that it is a comfort to know
that the number of young workers is under seven-

teen hundred. I will not grieve my readers by a

repetition of the shocking story, which they have

probably read once or oftener, of the jaw-disease
under which the workers in phosphorus are tor-

tured and maimed, when not killed. Our particiUar
concern here is with the evil of such an employ-
ment of the children as cuts them off from all

chance of redemption from their wild ignorance
and lawlessness.

The boys and girls are too often crowded to-

gether in small rooms, where some are mixing
the ingredients which give out the deadly fumes
that all are thus compelled to breathe. No child

should be made, or allowed, to stand for half-an-

hour leaning over a reeking poisonous mixture :

yet not only is this always going on in the small

establishments, but the children are kept in that

fatal atmosphere, or not driven out of it, till

they stop work at night. If they bring their

dinners, they sit down in the midst of the fumes
to eat

;
and they make no attempt to rid them-

selves of what clings about them, by any method of

cleansing. They are equally insensible to the fate

of their minds. They know nothing of any ideas

beyond those of their mechanical employment :

they have no time for education, and no wishes
about it

; and, for the most part, nobody to desire

it for them. Such is the life of the smaller esta-

blishments.

But the business is rising into a higher order of

management. A better class of employers has

gone into it
;
and one consequence is that the

children are distributed through many apartments,
amidst abundance of fresh air

; that they change
their employment frequently, and are made to

purify themselves after work, and to go out to

their meals. Not only do the masters desire to

abolish the evil of ' '

overtime,
"
but some of them

actually petition for an extension of the Factory
Act to their business. They have witnessed its

operation in other employments, and they see that
the children who spend three hours a day at school
become better worth having than others. In the

long run there is nothing lost in the way of wages,
but the contrary : this reconciles the parents and

other w6rkpeople ;
and the employers find their

advantage in the raised character of the class, and
in the way in which the Act keeps selfish and

tyrannical workmen in order. Therefore do the

leading lucifer match makers desire to be under
the Act. They will put up with some inconveni-

ence as to hours, &c., in order to send the children

to school. If it is once declared that the children

must go to school,
" the thing can be done some-

how," says one of them. Another says, "They have

every right to go to school, I should only have to

get a few more children : that would be all. And
those who went to school would work better, and
be more orderly, and more honest." Thus there

seems to be reason to hope that these sixteen

hundred children, "the poorest of the poor, and
lowest of the low," will soon be trying the experi-
ment of getting an education without giving up
work and wages.
The young Paper-stainers are sufferers beyond

all the rest from long hours of work. There are

eleven hundred of them ; and they are, for the

most part, at the mercy of the men they work

with, who really seem to have no mercy on them.

During the summer they are not usually over-

worked ; but from October to April (inclusive),

they are at it from six in the morning till nine or

ten at night, for days or weeks together. The
idea of their going to school never occurs to any-

body about them; for they cannot even get their

meals regularly. They snatch their food at in-

tervals, when they can. Out of a score of them,
half-a-dozen or more are missing : they are so

worn out that they cannot come to work. Others

are dropping, overcome with sleep ;
and the men

have to shout to them to get an answer, or atten-

tion to what they are about. Some cry because

their limbs ache so, or their feet are so sore from

long standing. For my part, I do not jiromise
that I shoulAnever cry myself under such fatigue :

but we miist remember that six or seven hundred
of these poor creatures are under thirteen, and
some few even under eight. One boy of seven

worked sixteen hours
;
and his father kneeled

down by the machine to feed the child as he

worked, "for he could not leave it or stop,"
This father carried his boy home on his back,

"through the snow ;" as he well might if the poor
little fellow had been for sixteen hours in a room
heated to above 100°. Such children get no
education at all, as the parents explain, because

they cannot wake up on Sundays to go to school.
"
They lie abed all day, to rest."

Some fathers, as well as masters, are displeased
at the mention of a change which might result in

"all under the age of thirteen being got rid of ;"

but others hail the prospect of the comprehension
of the paper-staining business under the Factory
Act. If the youngsters could be taught in school

up to thirteen, one father thinks, they would do

very well afterwards, and manage to improve at

home. Another exclaims,
" Half-time and ed»ca-

tion would be a grand thing !

" Another answers

for a great deal : "We should all like to be under

the Factory Act." What would the little boy
of nioe say who, having entered at seven, worked

through an entire winter from six in the morning
to nine or ten at night, in excessive heat, and
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beside a machine which would not stop, and
which he could not leave ? We can imagine the

difference to him of spending three hours daily in

a cool and airy room, among companions, all of them

resting their minds while their bodies were exercised

and amused by a total change of thoughts. These
lads and their parents might well be content that

their earnings should be somewhat smaller now, in

order to become larger hereafter : but this is the

very lo west and least important view of the case.

For better reasons than this,
** Half-time and

education would be a grand thing :" and we may
confidently hope they will get it.

T need not tell the dreary story over and over

again of the way in which children of the gay and
frolicsome age are kept at work all their days, like

machines. We will pass lightly over the rest of

the six trades described in the Commissioners'

Report, — only glancing at the Hookers and
Finishers as eminent among the sufferers in virtue

of their numbers. They are the largest class

except the Potters, amounting to 2300. It is as

well to try to imagine these children at their em-

ployment, in contrast with the yoimg clodiwles

droning qver their spelling in the old parish-school,
or whittlint^ the benches for want of something to

do, or making a row because they cannot sit quite
still any longer. The poor Hookers are hauling at

great lengths of heavy rough calico or other

cotton cloths, hanging the material on a frame, on
hooks at a measured distance, in preparation for

the lengths being packed for the bale. The
youngest cut the tickets, and stitch the lengths.
The others measure off on the hooks about thirty

yards, and then carry this heavy piece of goods to

the table close at hand, to be regularly "made
up

"
for i)acking. For doing this at the rate of

thirty pieces an hour, a boy gets half-a-crown a
week ! For all above that rate he is paid so much
a hundred

; and an active and handy lad may earn
ten shillings a-week. One would think there can
be little need for "

long hours "
at such a work as

this : but it appears that when goods have to be

shipped in large quantities, and also where habits
of idling are indulged, lights may be seen in the

buildings till midnight. When groat houses
underlet their packing, the lessees are sometimes
hard and grudging about the supply of workers.
This is guarded against sometimes by a stipulation
that more hands shall be taken on on occasions of

pressure, such as the departure of a cargo ;
and

some houses refuse to depute the packing, and
themselves take on the extra hands required. All
this indicates the case to be one for the Factory
Act

;
and we may confidently hope that the 2300

of these Finishers and Hookers will soon be free

to go to school, and protected in doing so.

The Fustian cutters are three-fourths or nearly
girls, and 1563 in all. The vicious custom of

"play-days" at the beginning of the week ex-

poses these children to be shockingly overworked
at the end,— sometimes being unrelieved for thirty
hours at a time. Fourteen hours, including meals,
is a fearful daily task for young girls and boys ; and
in this l)ii8iness the work occasions deformity and
lameness, whether the hours are in excess or not.

It is probably the greatest event in the lives of

the seventeen thousand young workers in these

trades, that the discovery has been made in their

time of the fitness of combining education of the
mind with the labour of the hands, and of the

completeness of each when the two are combined.
As much learning can be gained in three hours as

in six : and as much pay may be, or soon will be,
earned on the whole by those who go to school as

when they never left their work. " Half-time
and education is a grand thing !

"
as the workman

said
; and any of us who can in any way aid in

getting Parliament to extend the benefits of the

Factory Act to these hardworked children, will

surely try their utmost, after seeing what their case

is, and what it might be. An effort in any degree

proportionate to the value of the object is sure of

success. From the Mount^un.

PATENT GHOSTS.

Perceptive faculties, and the want of them, con-

stitute a very large part of the difference between
the progress and non-progress of humanity. Those
who possess perception are the great purveyors
for those without it. The great mass have eyes,
but they see not with them till they fall into the

hands of guides who direct their vision. Why
should not the guides be paid for this, as much as

the Swiss guides who take people up Swiss moun-
tains ? There was a time when the world was

ignorant of the optical effect of two strips of glass,

placed edgewise together, to form a hollow prism,
till Sir David Brewster patented the matter, and

gave the kaleidoscope to the world.

The principle of Mr. Pepper's popular Ghost is

the same that produces giant shadows projected
on mountain mist ;

and thousands of shadows
of this kind may be seen between sunrise and
sunset throughout London streets every day ; but

as they happen to bo common objects, nobody
heeds them. But a ghost, or gaseous vapour

supposed to resemble a human being after death,

excites most people's imaginations more or less

morbidly, and when Mr. Pepper used a common

principle to produce a ghost, all the world ran mad,
and the process of producing this ghost became a

valuable source of profit for public exhibition. If

amusement be a good and useful thing, Mr. Pepper
has done good service to the community. At all

events he thought so ; and therefore, in concert

with Mr. Dircks, he applied for a patent on the

5th of February, 1863. The application was op-

posed, for the exhibition was a very profitable one,

and every proprietor of a theatre or exhibition was
interested in not paying a royalty for what was so

very simple, after it was once pointed out. Any
number might assert their previous knowledge of

an invention which existed everywhere spon-

taneously, and so up to this day no patent has

been granted : whether on the ground that it is

an abstract principle and not a subject of manu-

facture, or whether on account of disputes between

claimants, does not appear.
In October, 1858, Mr. Dircks contributed to

the "Mechanics' Magazine" an article, in which

the optical principle was described, and herein is

evidence of the importance to the public of giving
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individual proprietorship, in order to get a thing
into public use. Of the hundreds of people who
must have read the paper, not one sought to

apply it and turn it to purposes of use or profit.

But the Pol3d;echnic was in want of novelty-
something to draw—and so Mr. Dircks and Mr.

Pepper laid their heads together to produce a

ghost in broad daylight. Like the egg of Colum-

bus, everybody knew how to do it after showing.
Had the patent been quietly applied for before

making a stir, probably it wotild have been

granted, and we think that Mr. Dircks' previous

article, five years before, which the public failed to

recognise or adopt, should not have been any bar

to the grant. Had the public used it, Mr. Dircks

would not in equity have been entitled to revoke

his gift.

But there was an older giver than Mr. Dircks. In
the library of the Patent Office, gathered to-

gether by the diligent, loving labours of Mr.
Bennet Woodcroft, there is an old black-letter

folio volume, entitled " Porta's Natural Magick,"
with an engraved portrait of the author, a Neapo-
litan, and apparently a friar of the Bacon stamp,
surrounded by emblems of the four elements—
Fire, Air, Earth, and Water, with a curious
"
Chaos," from which they spring, and a figure of

a very bounteous "Nature," with three pairs of

breasts. This volume was printed in London, for

Thomas Young and Samuel Speed, at the "Three

Pigeons," and at the "Angel," in St. Paul's

Churchyard, in 1658, being a translation from the

original Latin edition, first published at Naples
some seventy years previously. The following is

an extract :
—
How we may see in a chamber

Things that are not.

I thought this an artifice not to be dispised ;
for we

may in a chamber, if a man look in, see those things
which were never there

;
and there is no man so witty

that will think he is mistaken. Wherefore, to describe
the matter, let there be a chamber whereinto no other

light comes, unless by the door or window where the

spectator looks in
;

let the whole window, or part of it,

be of glass, as we used to do to keep out the cold, but
let one part be polished, that there may be a looking-
glass on both sides, whence the spectator must look in

;

for the rest do nothing. Let pictures be set over

against this window, marble statues and such like;
for what is without will seem to be within, and what is

behind the spectator's back, he will think to be in the
middle of the house, as far from the glass inward, as

they stand from it outwardly, and so clearly and cer-

tainly that he will think he sees nothing but truth.

But, lest the skill should be known, let the part be
made so where the ornament is, that the spectator may
not see it, as above his head, that a pavement may
come between above his head

;
and if an ingenious

man do this, it is impossible that he should suppose that
he is deceived.—Chapter XII., p. 370.

No doubt, the Egyptian priests understood this
earlier than Italian friars, and the Hebrews raised

up
"
lying spirits" in the same fashion.

This very day I have seen some hundred ghosts,
and scores of people saw them with me, though
not consciously. It was in an omnibus, passing
from Charing Cross to the city. The plate-glass
in the shops had dark backgrounds, and became
thus the dark chambers of Porta, and everything

that passed by was projected by the vision into

the shops. It was a perfect phantasmagoria, and
it was the plate-glass that produced the effect,
"
polished like a looking-glass on both sides."

I had occasion afterwards to enter a butcher's

shop, the front open, and a counting-house in the

interior, glazed with plate-glass. Projected into

this glass were dozens of ghosts of the sheep and
beeves hanging up in front. They were as clean

as photographs, and with a similar effect.

Now, this thing has been before the world in a

printed book 274 years, but no one has turned
it to the account of a public exhibition till Mr.

Pepper took it in hand. No one practically
noticed it, and it was virtually buried ; and there-

fore Mr. Pepper, supposing he did not himself

make it known before applying for a patent, must
be regarded in the light of a discoverer, and it is

for the interest of the public that he should

obtain his patent, as much so as the discoverer

of any practical improvement in photography, in

order to induce other discoverers to do likewise.

The fact that the shadow is projected through
glass, and is evanescent, instead of being perma-
nently deposited on it, aud that the Ghost is a

gratification for a large assembly instead of a pro-

perty for individuals, cannot diminish its utility.

Nothing, as we all know, is new under the sun ;

but no doubt Mr. Pepper at the Polytechnic has

given something to the public that they had
never had before, and he is fairly entitled to his

reward. W. Bridges Adams.

THE MELON.
I. ITS HISTORY AND GROWTH.

Largest of all fruits, yet growing on the low-

liest of fruit-bearing plants, the huge and heavy
melon, attached to a stem which actually trails

upon the ground, must abase itself to the very
earth during the period of growth, though destined

perhaps, when gathered, to be exalted to the table

of princes. In this country indeed, it may be looked

on as a more aristocratic kind of luxury than even

the pineapple, and is likely to remain so ; for

though certainly inferior to that most delicious

fruit, this very inferiority tends to keep it exclu-

sive : for while none perhaps would taste the

Ananas once without desiring to partake of it

again, comparatively few are partial to the peculiar
flavour of melons, and being therefore only re-

quired by a select few, the fruit is not common
because it is not popular, while it is only by
becoming common that it could have a chance of

attaining popularity.
The melon is a native of the milder regions of

Asia, butwas introduced into Europe before the time

of Pliny, as that writer, when treating of gourds
and cucumbers, after mentioning that "When the

cucumber acquires a very considerable volume it

is known to us as the '

pepo'
"
(supposed to be the

pumpkin), adds—"
Only of late a cucumber of an

entirely new shape has been produced in Cam-

pania, having just the form of a quince. The
name given to this variety is

'

melopepo.'
" This

fruit, it is concluded, must have been the melon,
which still bears the botanical name of 3felo cucur-

bita. The melon had been known, too, to the
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Greeks, who were accustomed to soak the seeds

in milk and honey previous to sowing them, and

even put them into the earth surrounded with

rose-leaves, believing that when thus cradled

in sweetness the fruit to which they gave birth

could not but be mild and fragrant. The Great

Baber has the credit of having introduced it to his

subjects in Hindostan, where it now abounds, it

having been indigenous only to the milder parts of

Asia. How early it was brought to this country
is not known with certainty ;

for though Gough,
in his "

Topography," says that it was grown here

in the time of Edward III. (having only gone out

if cultivation, along with the cucumber, during
the troubled time of the Wars of the Roses which

followed), it is generally supposed that the object
to which he refers was really the pumpkin, which

was called the "melon "
by old writers, the fruit

to which that name is now restricted having for-

merly been distinguished by the title of musk-
melou. It is most probable that it was really only

brought to England from Italy in the time of

Henry VIII.
;
for in 1526, Gerard, though he had

not himself grown it, yet mentions having seen it at

"the Queen's hothouse at St. James's," and also

at Lord Sussex's house at Bermondsey, where, he

says,
' ' from year to year there is great plenty,

especially if the weather be anything temperate."
Parkinson, in 1629, says that before his time

"melons have been only eaten by great person-

ages, becaxise the fruit waw not only delicate but

rare, and therefore divers were brought from
France and since were nursed up by kings' and
noblemen's gardeners;" but they were then be-

coming more common. Subsequently, the melon
became an article of great though never of very

general consumption,! the costliness incidental to

artificial production putting it beyond the means
of the majority of people ;

but it waa not unusual
for markot-gardeuers to tend 300 or 400 "

lights"
of melons, producing from week to week large

quantities, which were easily disposed of at high
prices to the wealthy. Now, however, as Glenny
in a recent work deplores,

"
it is rare to see any

quantity grown ; and the foreign melons, though
unfit to eat, seem to usurp at the market the

places of their betters, at a price that would

scarcely pay an English grower for cutting them
and bringing them to market, even if they cost

nothing to grow :

"
for the facilities afforded by

steam communication have caused a large supply
to be imported from abroad, chiefly from Spain
and Portugal, where they can be grown in the

open air, and also from Holland, where large quan-
tities are raised by artificial means for the London
market. The general public being thus provided
for, home-grown melons, though much preferred
to imported ones when available, are seldom en-

joyed except b}'^ the rich employers of highly-paid
skilful gardeners ;

for the authority just quoted
adds further, that the melon "

is not worth forcing
by those who have but small means, as it has many
chances against it."

A native of warmer climates and provided by
Nature with a rind of such thickness that only
extreme heat can penetrate to ripen the pulp
within, when grown in this country it needs,
in addition to the artificial heat applied by the

cultivator, as much as our summer sunshine

can supply of a more genial kind of glow, and
therefore is seldom obtained before May or after

October, though modern improvements in green-

houses, and the introduction of thinner-skinned

varieties, have somewhat extended the period

during which they can be procured, and in time
will probably still further lengthen their season.

Occasionally grown from cuttings as a surer method
of securing an unchanged perpetuation of the pa-
rent plant, the usual mode of propagation is by
seeds, which are tested, like witches of old, by
being thrown into water, when floating on the

surface ensures the condemnation of a melon-seed

as certainly as it once did that of an old woman.

Age too has much to do with the choice of them,
for, unlike most other seeds, perfect freshness is

so far from being a desideratum, that it is not

until they are two years old that they are con-

sidered fit for sowing, since seed in which the exu-

berant vitality has not been checked and enfeebled

by age, would give birth to plants too luxuriant

in growth for the small space which is aH that can
be allotted to them where artificial cidture is re-

quired. Due limits, however, must be observed
;

for though seeds forty years old have been known
to vegetate and grow into fruitful plants, their

germination becomes doubtful if they are kept for

more than three or four years. Though sometimes

grown in the South of England, under hand-glasses,
like cucumbers, they cannot generally be reared in

this country in the open air, since 05° is the least

temperature at which the seeds will germinate,
and from 75° to 80^ is needed before the fruit can
be ripened. A sheltered hotbed, therefore, be-

comes here essential to their existence.

An annual plant, destined only to exist for the

space of a few months, yet to attain large dimen-
sions in all its parts, the growth of the melon is

very rapid, the newly-quickened seed soon sending
forth tender succulent shoots, which, as they
speedily lengthen, develope numerous large, alter-

nately-disposed, lobed leaves, accompanied by spiral
tendrils ;

and in the course of the third month
after sowing, the pale yellow flowers begin to unfold

their soft, limp, five-cleft corollas, the males

encircling three stamens, on which appear the

curiously arranged anthers, in the form of serpen-
tine lines waved up and down near their summit,
while the females are easily distinguished by the

green ovary swelling out below the blossom, the

centre of which is occupied by a short style with

three thick stigmas. The male flowers generally

appear first, but Dr. Carpenter affirms that this

ftiatter is entirely governed by the degree of

warmth to which the plants are exposed, and
that if the proportion of heat greatly exceeds that

of light male flowers are produced, whereas if

these conditions be reversed only female ones

appear. In fine summer weather, when glasses
can be left almost constantly open, the breeze may
waft pollen from this blossom to that, or honey-

seeking bees, brushing past the anthers of one,

may bear off the golden dust, to deposit it again,

just where it is needed, as they plunge among the

stamens of another ;
and thus the flowers become

fertilised, and the fruit will " set
"

naturally.
Our melon -growers, however, rarely trust to
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Nature the fulfilment of so important a work,
but mostly adoi)t the process imparted, as so

wondrous a secret, by Crabbe's "Peter Pratt :"

" View that light frame where Cucumis lies spread,
And trace the husbands in their golden bed,
Three powdered anthers ; then no more delay,
But to the stigma's tip their dust convey ;

Then by thyself from prying glance secure.
Twirl the full tip, and make your purpose sure

;

A long-abiding race the deed shall pay,
Nor one unblest abortion pine away."

A sunny day is usually chosen, if possible, for

this operation, and between ten and twelve o'clock

in the morning is the time prescribed as fittest for

its performance.
When it becomes apparent, by the rapid swelling

of the ovaries, that as many fruits are secured

Tipon a plant as is consistent with its bearing
powers,* the future blossoms which it may put
forth are destroyed as soon as they appear, in

order that all its energies may be concentrated on
the perfecting of the embryos, while tepid water
is liberally supplied both to roots and leaves, in

order to supply the drain upon the plant caused

by the maturation of so large and juicy a fruit.

If grown upon the ground, a piece of slate or tile

is put under the tender nursling, to keep it from
contact with the damp earth; and as it increases

in size, the stalk is supported so as to elevate it

into the air and sunshine, which otherwise mighb
be shut out by the surrounding leaves, though
when trained up a trellis it needs no aid in

securing a sufficiently exposed position. In the
course of five or six weeks after the setting of the

blossom, the ponderous produce may be expected
to have finished its rapid course, and reached

maturity, evidenced by its having attained its full

size
;

in some sorts, by the gaining also of a

yellowish tinge, but most certainly by the ex-

halation of a powerful but pleasant odour
; though

many kinds give likewise the unmistakeable sign
of the stalk cracking in a little circle close to the
fruit. Winter melons, however, do not display
this crack, and their ripening can therefore only
be known by their size and scent

; indeed, it is

acknowledged that in general it is rather diffi-

cult to discriminate the last stage of maturity,
and that only experience can enable any one to
determine with certainty the exact moment
when a melon has reached, yet not passed, its

perfection.
Such experience is sometimes much valued, an

anecdote in proof of which is related of a certain

monastery into whose fraternity no one was ad-
mitted who could not, by some special qualifica-
tion, minister to the enjoyment of the rest of the

community, A visitor staying there for a few
days was so struck with the stolid demeanour
and seeming utter stupidity of one of the monks,
that he could not refrain from hinting to the prior
his surprise at finding that such a one was allowed a
place to which, according to the rumoured bye-laws
of the society, he seemed so little entitled, when
his doubts were at once dissipated by the satis-

* Four at one time are usually considered a sufficient
progeny. ,

factory rejjy—"
Oh, he is not without his talent

;

he is a cajntal judge of melons !

"

When perfectly fine, a melon should have no
vacuity, a fact ascertainable by the sound given
forth on gently knocking the exterior, and when
cut the juice should not run forth in a stream, but
only gently exude to gem the flesh with dew-like

drops of moisture. Small melons, too, are gene-
rally better than large ones, as the treatment
which fosters increase of size tends also to impair
flavour

; and the bulky giants of the race, pro-
duced by excessive manuring, are therefore re-

jected by good judges, who desire rather to

gratify the palate than to please the eye. The
fruit should always be cut from the plant in the

morning, and the majority of the finer sorts
should be eaten the day they are gathered, though
if cut a day or two before they are ripe they may
be kept for a week in a cool dark room, and some
sorts will even keep for weeks under these condi-
tions

;
for light has a great influence in facilitating

the chemical changes on which maturation de-

pends, and its deprivation, therefore, tends much
to retard decay. They should also not be laid

down, but suspended in nets, so as to avoid

pressure on the surface. The carefid and expen-
sive method of culture required in England for
the production of melons is not necessary in the-
warmer parts of Europe ; for though near Paris

they are raised equally artificially in hotbeds of

dung, tan, or other fermentable material, and
imder glass or frames of oiled paper, yet in the
South of France the ground where they are grown
is merely ploughed, the seed thrown in, and
"Heaven does the rest." Thus much of care
seems to be necessary even in their native East, for.

Niebuhr mentions that though several sorts of

pumpkins and melons grow naturally in the

woods, serving to feed camels, "the proper
melons "

are planted in the fields, where a great'-

variety of them is to be found, and in such,
abundance that the Arabians of all ranks use them,
for some part of the year as their principal article:-

of food.

SUNLIGHT AT EVENING.

"Weakt and worn, and old and grey.
The light of my young life passed away.
But a trace of its radiance lingereth yet,
Like the western sky when the sun has set,
With the shadows of evening closing round,
And its dim mists veiling the dewy ground.
Yes ! e'en on the verge of the lonely tomb,
One vision calls back youth's rosy bloom

;

One memory still makes life divine,
The dream of tlie love that once was mine !

Star of my life ! yet lead me on.
Till the twilight of sorrow is past and gone,
And the morning of joy and hope shall break
On the night of waiting, for thy dear sake.

The undying love in my heart that dwells.
Was sealed for thine own by our last farewells ;

And still shall thy name at morn and even
Go up on the wings of prayer to Heaven.

Then, e'en if we meet on this earth no more,
I shall wait for thee on the deathless shore.
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THE CHILLINGHAM BALL.

" I AM afraid it is no mistake—I do love him—I

know myself at last
; but 1 will not do myself

dishonour, I will not let myself be jealous, ill-

tempered, or mean, if I can help it."

Mary Pembroke was seated at her dressing-

table, looking full at the mirror, as if she would
read through her own eyes straight down into

her soul. She was not gifted with fine or over-

sensitive feelings, or she might have followed up
these words 82)oken in her heart, by laying out
a map of her future life, all desolate and waste,
as a poor disappointed maiden's life would seem
to be, until the picture had become too much
for endurance, and she had buried her face in

her hands and wept passionately over a future

before which the eye of faith veils itself in

silence and humility. She did not do this—she

merely wiped two large tears from her eyes,
and smoothed carefully the soft braids of her
brown hair.

" I will not do myself dishonour," she said,

"norshow that I am only a fair weather Christian."

She rose then, and knelt herself down by the

white coverlid of her tiny bed, and asked for

strength, meaning to use it.

It was the morning of the Chillingham ball, and
in the days which preceded the railroad age,
when neighbourhoods were confined in fixed

circles, this was an event of vital importance to

the society which looked upon Chillingham as its

central town. For years past that society had

computed time by its Chillingham balls, as the

Greeks by Olympiads. No young lady was con-

sidered to have reached a marriageable age, until

she had made her first appearance there, and woe
to her aching heart as the years went by, if they
still compelled her to appear there unmarried, for

there was a dreadful reckoning kept against her on
the side seats where the dowagers rested, dow-

agers who well remembered her first appearance,
when she must have been eighteen, at least.

Dread as the ordeal was, and willingly as many
would have avoided it, it is not to be wondered at

if mothers led their children there for the first

time with aching and anxious hearts, judging from
their knowledge of the banking-book at home how
little provision would be left for them when the

bread-winner's hand should have ceased to work,
and knowing that this appearance would test the

world's opinion of them. Good children, they are

perhaps educated to make careful housekeepers
and dutiful wives ;

but what will the world say
of them, they wonder, as they glance round the
room with a slight sinking of the heart, lest when

they have brought out the daughters they love so

well for a little innocent amusement, they may be

suspected of bringing their wares to market.

With feelings as keen as any other mother's,
Mrs. Pembroke had looked forward to Mary's
second appearance ; and, uatil the last few days,

she had anticipated a little triumph which should
i renew the days of her own youth. Mr. Pembroke
was one of the chief solicitors in the town, and
one whose well- tested probity had caused him to

be received where his birth and connections would
otherwise not have entitled him to notice. Some
two or three years before, he had taken Arthur
Sandford as a working partner, looking upon him
as a young man of merit and industry ; but very
lately the connection between them had under-

gone a change. A relative had died, leaving
Arthur Sandford a fortune, of which he might
have had just expectations, but which he had
never been foolish enough to reckon upon, and his

place in the firm became a very dififereut one.

From that time Mrs. Pembroke had fancied she

detected a change in his attentions to Mary. For

years his attachment to her seemed certain, and

youth upon her side, and uncertain prospects upon
his, seemed to far-seeing friends the only obstacles

to their marriage. During these days of happy
intimacy, Mary had not cared to ask the question,
which she had so bravely set herself to answer
that day, nor had she noted the change her
mother had detected until the last week, when a
circumstance had assured her at once of her own
state of feeling, and the necessity of conquer-

ing it.

Isabella Vaughan—her mother's niece, and the

daughter of a rich London merchant—had come
to spend the Christmas with them, bringing with
her London fashions and small-talk, and enough
of her father's money displayed in dress and

jewellery to set Chillingham talking of her wit
and beauty, although she was not quite so good-

looking as Mary thought her. She was older

than Mary, and more assured in her manners, and
she had evidently set herself to make a conquest
of the talented young solicitor, whose new house

on the other side of the town was beginning to

make people talk. Now, properly, Arthur Sand-

ford should have shown himself indifferent to the

London beauty, but he did not ; he fell into the

snare as readily as the silly fish seizes the well-

baited hook. On some pretence or other, he was

constantly at the house, and always the gentleman
in attendance on the well-fledged coquette ; and

yet with a measure of his old caution, too, for he
contrived to keep Mary always in their near

neighbourhood.
As the Chillingham ball approached, wonderful

garments had made their appearance by coach

from London for Isabella, while Mary's more
modest toilet was doomed to disappointment.

"Mary," Mrs. Pembroke had said to her,
"
your papa confesses to a slight embarrassment

in money matters just now, and has asked me to

be very careful. 1 know he never says what is

not true, or denies us what he can spare,
—dear

child, can you do without a new dress for the

baU?"

VOX,. IX. 222.
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Mary considered a moment with blank face,

then cleared it rapidly, and said, though with

some little effort :

"
Oh, yes, mamma dear ! the one I wore last

year will do quite well."
" Could we get it altered ?" anxiously suggested

Mrs. Pembroke.
" It wiU do quite well, mamma," said Mary ;

"to have it altered wiU be nearly as expensive as

getting a new one. I do not mind it in the

least."
'

So it was that when Mary sat in her little

room, pondering over life and its difficulties, her

last year's dress lay on the bed. There was a

nice little fire, an unusual luxury, burning in the

grate, for her mother, guessing, but not inter-

fering with, the struggle going on within her, had

thought she might like to be alone, and had
ordered it early.

It had been a pretty dress, but the trimmings
were last year's trimmings, so were the sleeves,

and that which had been snow-white last year
looked rather yellow now as it lay, reminding her

of pleasant dances when he, who must be very
dear no more, was by her side, listening for her

voice above all others.

"I must go down," said Mary, wearily, and
she went down to the drawing-room, where she

found Isabel and her mother discussing the merits

of a beautiful set of pearls which the former

intended to wear with a superb white lace dress

over a RJnk satin petticoat.

Mary came behind them in the gentle dignity of

a heart true to itself, and admired the pearls, as

who would not.

The door opened, and Mr. Sandford was an-

nounced. He entered, carrying two bouquets,
one of white and exquisitely scented flowers, and
the other composed of different colours, and

evidently inferior to the other in beauty. With a

courtly little speech of ordinary flattery he handed
the white flowers to Miss Vaughan, and with a

kind gentlemanly manner he offered the others to

Mary.
She took them with a gentle grace, quietly

thanking him, while Isabella overwhelmed him
with thanks and jjraise.

"
Mary," she said,

"
let me see if I do not like

yours best,—I suppose I may have which I like

best, Mr. Sandford?"
" I daresay Miss Pembroke will not object to

give you hers, if you prefer it," he said, quietly ;

" but I think I have chosen the best for you."
Here was an opportunity for Mary to say she

did not care for either, but she only said :

" The white one will match your dress with its

white ornaments, and it is much the prettiest."

"Well, if it is the prettiest, I will keep it,"

said Isabella, coquettishly ;

" and the red roses

will do best with your old dress, dear, will they
not?"

"
Only a year old," said Mary, smiling, for she

saw her mamma was deeply hurt that the fact

should be brought before Mr. Sandford's notice,
'* and it is almost as good as new."

"Fancy!" cried Isabella; "hear her, Mr.
Sandford ! she says the dress she wore at the last

ChiUingham ball is as good as new."

"Why did you not have a new dress?" asked

Mr. Sandford.
' '

Papa had other needs for his money this

year," said Mary, "and mamma thought my
dress would do."

"Oh, nonsense!" cried Isabella; "as if papa
was not always making the same outcry. I tell

him I must have money, and I always get what I

want."
"
Perhaps your papa is richer than mine," said

Mary ;

" but he cannot be kinder or more thought-
ful. I would not tease him for the world."

" Your society is so very tempting," said

Arthur Sandford,
" that I almost forget I have

business to do. Miss Vaughan, will you hold

yourself disengaged for the first quadrille to-

night ?"
' '

Well, as a reward for such a pretty present,
I thiak I must."

"
Good-by, ladies," he said, and hurried off.

" How beautifully you do your back hair, Mary,"
said Isabella, almost querulously; "I wish I could

do mine as well."
" Shall I do yours to night ?

"
said Mary.

"
Oh, I wish you would—with those beautiful

plaits, and my black hair woidd look so nice with

them, black hair always dresses so much better than

brown."
" You must go up early then, my dears," said

Mrs. Pembroke, for anxiously she saw Mary's

pale cheek. ' '

Mary does not look very well

to-night, and I should not like her to look ill at

the ball."

Quickly and lovingly Mary looked up — she

knew her mother felt for her, and was the more

grateful that she did not force her into any confi-

dence, which under the circumstances would be

painful to both.

No sister decking another with careful hands
could have braided Isabella's hair more tenderly
than did Mary that night. Step by step she

walked in faith, not caring to question of to-mor-

row. Arthur Sandford loved her not, but she

must not be unkind or impatient to her he did

love, or judge her with over careful judgment.
The evening came, and when all the aristocracy

of ChiUingham and its neighbourhood assembled in

the large dancing-room at the Angel Inn, Mary
dressed in her last year's dress—which, by the bye,
no one remembered, except a few who secretly

respected her for wearing it—followed Mr. Sand-
ford and her elegantly dressed cousin into the

room, leaning on her father's arm. Her father

was not so indifferent to what was going on as

he might seem, but deemed her happiness so

precious to him, and his dear child so far above all

price, that if a word could have recalled Arthur

against his will, he would not have uttered it.

The tide had set against Mary that night, how-
ever ; many who had looked upon her as almost

affianced to Arthur pitied her, but wished to be

merry, and therefore did not ask her to dance, and
as the gay music rattled on, she sat yet by her

mother's side, although her gentle looks and

patient smile might have attracted any one.

Arthur was daucing with Isabella, and flirting
—

ah, could such attention be courtship ?

Presently they came to her—Isabella laughing,
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and holding up her beautiful lace dress which had a

long rent in it.

' ' Miss Pembroke,
"
said Arthur (how happy and

handsome he looked),
" we need you—your cousin

has torn her dress—<io you mind coming with us to

the cloak-room ?
"

It was said in that tone which implies that all

the world must give way before one person.

"Certainly," said Mary, and she rose and took

his arm, that arm which used almost to belong to

her, and accomjjanying them to the cloak-room,
borrowed a needle and thread, and mended the

dress as carefiUly as delicate lace could be mended
in such a time, Arthur standing by and receiving
all Isabella's badinage with good-natured smiles.

Oh, Mary felt, if she might but lie down and hide

herself in the cloak-room until the ball was over,
and that dreadful music silent. But Arthur's eyes
were on her, watching her curiously, she thought,
and she drew on her gloves with a steady band, and

accompanied them back to her mother, with whom
they left her.

She had not danced once—she had begged her

mother not to seek for partners, and none had
come of themselves—for that evening she had been
a perfect

" wall- flower," but at the end of the

evening Arthur himself came and asked her. She
did not refuse—she had no pretence for doing so—
she had no intention of showing pique, and she

endeavoured to talk in the friendly style of old.

Once again his arm was about her waist,—could

it be possible that it would soon be a crime to

love him ?

"I have a very great favour to ask you," he said,

when they were walking after the dance.
*' Indeed !

"
she said, in some surprise ;

" I will

grant it if I can."
" My new house is finished," he said, hia voice

slightly changing,
" and Miss Vaughan is very

anxious to see over it, if Mr. and Mrs. Pembroke
and you will bring her to-morrow."
Was it pique which induced her eager promise

to do so if she could ? Shall we condemn her

very much if it were so ?

"You will really persuade them, and como

yourself ?
"

" Oh yea, if you particularly wish it."
" T do particularly wish it. You cannot do me

a greater favour," he said with emphasis.
" Then you may depend on my persuading

papa and mamma to come."
" And have you no curiosity to see my new

house ?
" he asked.

The question was too cruel, and tears sprang to

her sweet brown eyes. Her feelings had been

over-wrought, her strength outdone
; but even

then she did not try to hide her confusion by an

angry word. She only said unaffectedly,
" I hope

you have made yourself very comfortable."
"

I want you to see," he said, looking straight
at her, and with a lurking smile in his blue eyes,
"if you think it comfortable enough for a lady.
I told Miss Vaughan I intended to be a bachelor

all my life, but I do not think she believes me."
But Mary was now on her guard, her rosy

blushes had died away to a shadow-like paleness,
and no words of his, however thoughtless, were

capable of recalling them that night.

"Papa says you understand furnishing," she

answered
;

" and I suppose, as there has been so

much talk of your new house, there is something
worth looking at inside ?

"

"There will be," said Arthur, smiling, "when
all is completed.

"

She took his words as they were probably
meant, as referring to Isabella, and did not reply
to them. Even on the part of her cousin she could
not assume that he had proposed until he had

actually come forward.
" I see mamma looking at me," she said, "she

is going, I suppose ; let us go to her."

No stiffness in her manner, no imkindnesa to

the last.

He took her to Mrs. Pembroke, and resigning
her, gave his arm to Isabella, whom he attended
so assiduously to the cloak-room and the carriage,
that he quite forgot to say good-night to the
others.

Did Mary throw herself passionately down when
that night she reached her little chamber ? Did
she say her heart would break, and, Jonah-Uke,

require that she might die ? Did she cast from
her the love of parents, the blessings of a well-

ordered home, the esteem of many friends, and
call them valueless ?

No ! strengthened as she had asked to be, and

lowly kneeling by the snowy coverlid, she hid
her pretty head, as she softly breathed with
fervent lips and hallowed thought, "Thy will be
done."
The next day at breakfast she made th« request

she had promised, and father and mother both

respecting her wishes during her trial time, looked
at Isabella's blushing face and consented without
comment. If it must be, the sooner over the

better.

It was snowing heavily, but Isabella had a new
set of sables, which she was anxious to display, she

said
;
and as they cost tifty guineas, she laughingly

observed, they would enhance her value in the

eyes of Mr. Saudford.

No need of that, Mary thought ; Isabella looked
so charming, and in such high and mysterious
spirits, as if some secret were upon her lips, and

longing to be disclosed.
' ' What farce are we called upon to see per-

formed?" asked Mr. Pembroke, not able wholly
to withhold his sympathy from the happy Isabella.

Isabella only laughed and coloured. What
better answer could she give ? It was impossible
to be very angry with her, though she had done
them so much mischief, and had so much self-

assurance and vanity, for she had a way of coming
round those who blamed her most which was irre-

sistible.
" I shall quite eclipse your old cloak, Mary,"

she said, as she displayed herself in her sables.
"

It is not an old cloak," said Mary, trying to

be light-hearted ; "it was new this winter, and
one of Chillingham's newest fashions. Do not call

it old," she whispered, "for mamma is looking as

if she ought to buy me some sables."
"
Well, are they not beautiful ?

'
she said, and

proceeded in her rambling self-loving way to give
the whole history of their purchase.

Plain French merinos were then all the fashion,
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and the cousins were both so dressed—Isabella,

in dark becoming bine, and Mary in a rich red

brown. They were both much more on a par in

good looks than Mary was inclined to believe, but

though she accepted her own low opinion of her-

self, she did not display any ill-humo\tr. Yet
who could fail to be depressed ? Had not her

golden dream past away as the rosy hues of a

deceptive sunrise ? and was not her day
" dark and

rainy," though her fair face looked out so sweet

and calm ?

Mrs. Pembroke prepared unwillingly to accom-

pany them, and had not Mary asked her, nothing
would have induced her to go to see her sacrificed,

as she inwardly termed it.

Mr. Sandford came to fetch them, as Isabella

said he had promised to do, and taking her and
her sables safe under his umbrella, he would have
also taken Mary, but she had already secured her

father's arm, and was talking cheerfully to him of

some of the little incidents of the night before, for

Mr. Pembroke was sensitive, and often liked to

know whether, in the opinion of his wife and

daughter, his friends had been as kind and atten-

tive as usual.

In this manner they went along the snowy road,
amidst trees nodding with heavy drifts of snow,
and ever and again the light laughter of Mr.
Sandford and his companion came back to the

more sober party behind. Presently they reached
the pretty new hoi;se, surrounded by trees, which
in the coming spring would so adorn it, and
entered the little hall which formed so nice an
entrance, A steady, middle-aged woman, well

known to the Pembrokes, and by them recom-
mended to Mr. Sandford, came forward to receive

them, and took them to the dining-room, where a

substantial luncheon lay waiting for them. Mr.
Pembroke wished the meal at the antipodes, but

every feeling of delicacy, as well as interest, pre-
vented his taking offence at any line of conduct
not positively aggressive on the part of his junior
but richer partner.
"Dear aunt," said Isabella, saucily, and with

well-assured ease, "let me see how the seat of

honour suits me. May I, Mr. Sandford ?"
" Miss Vaughan's word is law," replied the host,

who, nevertheless, Mary thought, looked pale and

thoughtful ; and Isabella, with . her handsome
sables thrown slightly back, took the head of the

table, and proceeded to do the honours with mock
solemnity.

"
Surely they are engaged, and we must make

the best of it," thought Mrs. Pembroke
;
and she

felt as if the breast of the partridge, which
Isabella so coquettishly carved for her, would
choke her.

Mary, only, was calm, easy, and lady-like. How
proud her father felt of her self-command at a time
when he was obliged to steady himself by taking an
extra glass of wine,

' ' What do you think, aunt, of me as a hostess—shall I do ?" said Isabella.

"Time enough, my dear, to give an opinion,
when we see you perform the part in earnest,"
replied Mrs. Pembroke.
Was she mistaken, or did Mr. Sandford and

Isabella really exchange glances ? Certainly, Mr.

Sandford rose, and proposed looking over the

house ;
and they started on the tour of the rooms,

giving what admiration they coidd to the snug
library, the pretty drawing-room, and the master's

study.
Mrs. Pembroke had duly interested herself in

a newly-invented kitchen-range, a small house-

mangle, and many bachelor contrivances for com-
fort and economy, and even jienetrated to the

stable, petted Mr. Sandford's well-known horse,
and admired the carriage made for the two little

ponies, which looked a great deal too much like

a lady's equipage to be fitted for a bachelor's

establishment ; and when they had all done

this, and returned again to the cheerful fire,

they began to think their duty and courtesy
had well been ended, and they might think of

returning home.
"You approve of my house?" asked Mr.

Sandford of Mrs. Pembroke.
"All very comfortable and appropriate," said

Mrs. Pembroke
;

"
very thoughtfully and nicely

furnished, and 1 wish you as much happiness as

you deserve."
" Thank you," he said, turning to Mary,

" and
do you wish me happy ?

"

A slight flush— just a little bright blush—
and Mary calmly said :

" Indeed I do. I hope you will be very happy,
and live here many years—and do a great deal of

good, too," she added, in a lower tone, uncon-

sciously lowered for his ear alone—no, there was
no anger to the last.

' '
I must tax your patience once more,

" he said,

also in a lower voice,
" to show you one thing

more. Do you mind coming with me ?
"

But a week ago she would have gone with him
to the end of the world. Because he had been
unkind—nay, only because he loved Isabella—
should she refuse so small a courtesy ? and surely
he needed some advice, for truly and without
mistake he was pale and almost agitated now.

Perhaps he thought Isabella over forward and
bold. She could assure him she had a good heart

at bottom, though careless of speech and self-

willed in manner.
She rose from the seat in which she had been

resting and trying not to look listless, and followed
him. Mrs. Pembroke would have gone with

them, but Mr. Sandford said,
" What I have to

show is only intended for Miss Pembroke," and
her mother let her go.
He led her across a short passage, and paused

before a closed door.

"This is Blue Beard's chamber," he said, then
turned the lock and entered a pretty room—
small, indeed, but perfect of its kind—a lady's

sitting-room, with work-table, writing apparatus,
and even a furnished work-box open on the table.

He led her in and closed the door.

She betrayed no surprise as she looked quietly

round, then turned to him and raised those sweet
brown eyes, so true to the heart within, kind,

forgiving, and gentle.
" You wanted me," she said, with dignity. She

had no wish for tote-^ tctes with other girls'

lovers, and showed that she had no intention to

lengthen out the interview.
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" I wanted to know if you thought my wife

could be happy here."
" If she really loves you," she said, after a

pause, which she had pretended to spend in sur-

veying the apartment,
" otherwise even such a

J)retty room as this will fail to make her happy." i

"
Aye, if she loves me," he said. "Although I

admire her more than my life, and respect her

more than I admire her, I begin to doubt whether
she loves me."

" She will not give you any doubt if you make

yourself sufficiently understood."
" I have often said that I never would make an

offer of marriage unless certain of being accepted.
I find now that it was an idle boast : no man can

be certain on that point, though of another still

more important I am certain."
" What point?

" asked Mary, innocently.
" Of the merit of her I love ; of her sweet

temper, spiritual firmness, and feminine de-

licacy.
"

Mary knew that love is blind, yet she was
a little surprised at such very inappropriate

praise.
"And in what way do you wish me to help

you ?
" asked Mary.

"Satisfied on all these points, I want you to

enlighten me on that I do not know. Mary, does

she love me ?
"

"I do not know," said Mary, simply.
"You do know."
" I am not my cousin's confidant."
" But are you not your own ? Mary, can you

forgive my little deception ? You must know that

every chair and table in this bouse was bought
and chosen for you—that the house was built for

you."
"
But, Isabella—" stammered Mary.

" Is engaged to my cousin," said Mr. Sandford.
" You need have no apprehensions about her."

"Was it well to put me to this trial?" said

Mary. "You do not know what I have en-

dured."
" Not kind, perhaps, and altogether selfish

;

but, Mary, I should never have honoured you
half so much—never have known all your worth, if

I had not carried out my idle whim."
" Not idle—cruel," said Mary.
"Dear girl," he whispered, drawing closer,

"
forgive me, for I cannot repent. I only love

you a liundred times more than I did last week.
Come and let me ask your father for you, for

my house is furnished, and I am impatient to get
my wife."

He led her out, her hand upon his arm.
"Mr. Pembroke," he said, leading her up to

him, "I have furnished my house ; will you give
me my wife ?

"

Before the astonished father had time to answer,
the impulsive Isabella ran up to Mary andthrew her
arms round her neck.

"Dear Mary, believe me if I had not known
that yon were as true as gold, I would have given
you a hint to keep your temper, lest this jealous
man should find you out

;
as it was, I had no

need. Will you forgive me for helping to make
him see how much superior you are to other

women ?
"

Slowly the snow fell—but who cared for the
snow ?—as they returned to Chillingham, Mary
with renewed happiness, leaning upon the arm of

Arthur Sandford, and Isabella r.%ttling over her
confidences to her amused and easily-forgiving
uncle and aunt.

In this manner did Mary become the honoured
wife of Arthur Sandford.

FOUR AND TWENTY HOURS IN A
NEWSPAPER OFFICE.

The interest created by a newspaper is hardly
confined to a perusal of its pages. After we have
devoured the motley contents of its voluminous

columns, and drunk in the excitement of its

serried lines of print, there comes a pause—and in

that pause we naturally turn to the marvellous

phenomenon of its production. Heflect for a
moment what this mighty broadsheet means ;

what it represents ; what a graphic })icture it is of
"
moving incidents by flood and field," how truly

it describes events that are taking place in every
quarter of the world

;
how it chronicles the deeds

of governments and the actions of individuals ;

how it is moist with the tears of the mourner, and

bright with the joy of the happy ;
how it toils

for the banker and the merchant ; how it sits

in judgment on Justice herself ; how it stereo-

types our social and criminal life
; how it be-

comes the mirror in which mankind in every
region of the globe is faithfully reflected,—and
the greatness of its character, the extent of its

influence, the magnitude of its labours will be
understood and appreciated. This sheet of news
which but an hour before was a blank piece of

paper, a tabula rasa, becomes, by a magic more

potent than any read of in the Arabian Nights
or tales of fairy romance, covered with the

hieroglyphics of the alphabet, which being inter-

preted, reveal to the reading public the mighty
doings of this vast world of ours.

And what is the machinery by which this great
result is obtained ? Let us step into the office of

the Daily Anjus and Universal Recorder, and we
may perchance learn something. The building is

not very inviting ; but what of that? It has the

air of a factory ; the stairs are dirty, the walls once
whitewashed arc no longer white ; there is a smell of

oil, and every now and then a rumble of wheels
and rollers—still all this is but of small account.

Open this door, it is the Editor's room. It is

spacious and lofty, well lighted, and lined with
shelves filled with works of reference

; there may
be found " Hansard's Debates "

for half a century
back ; biographies and histories

;
the speeches of

distinguished parliamentary speakers ;
memoirs of

eminent statesmen and diplomatists ;
volumes of

statistics containing the populations ofevery country
in the world, with the revenues, customs returns

and forms of government ; peerages and baronet-

ages ; army, navy, and clergy lists ; parliamentary
and general directories, not to speak of gazetteers
and dictionaries without number which give the

dates of events and occurrences long ago silent and

forgotten. Perhaps a Blue Book or an official

report may be lying on the table. It has been

brought from that side room or closet around
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which are ranged in goodly order the records of

the labours of our Legislature for years past.

Having ushered you into this stately room,
allow me to introduce you to the gentleman in the

arm-chair. His hair is thin and grey ;
he is

slightly round-shouldered, and stoops even when
not sitting ;

as he looks up you perceive that

his face is pale, if not sallow, and his eye is

contracted with reading almost illegible manu-

script and roods of small type. He is the Editor.

At that side-desk is an assistant who 0]iens the

voluminous correspondence as it arrives, ascertains

what letters are worthless, and what are impor-
tant, and writes the contents of each upon the

back. In this room are received the higher class

of callers who seek an interview with the "
poten-

tate in the arm-chair,"—^merchants with special
views and facts connected with trade and naviga-
tion ; members of parliament riding their own
hobbies

; clergymen with pet schemes on still

more petted grievances ; barristers burning to

amend the law or panting for recorderships, vacant

judgeships, and other "small deer" sinecures;
officials who think that a word from the pen
of the all-powerful and widely-circulated Daily
Argus and Universal Recorder would carry their

point and civilise mankind—all press in succession

up to this throne and pour their plaint into the
ear or place their petition in the hand of this

editorial Rhadamanthus. He, bland and courteous,
listens with more or less gravity of attention as he
deems the subject brought before him of public
moment. When, however, he thinks the visitor

trivial and tedious, he quietly dismisses him by
a civil gesture of impatience, an allusion to the

pressure of engagements, and a touch of the
American bell which lies by his side on the table.

Before the hour, however, for admitting this

miscellaneous throng of visitors has arrived, essen-

tial work has been despatched. The correspon-
dence has been glanced through,

—in some in-

stances carefully read,—the morning papers have
been examined, and notes made of any important
intelligence they contain, or remarkable views
enunciated. But the Editor does not examine
these papers with a view to find out what they
contain alone. Great is the glee of the Daily
Argus if the Matutinal Medley or the Auroral

Agitator has omitted an important item of home
news or failed to enlighten with equal lucidity its

portion of the reading public on the mysterious
proceedings of a foreign government. On the
other hand, should the A. A. or the M. M. be first

in the intelligence-market, deep is the grief of the
Editor. Here is food for lamentation, indeed, for
the reputation of the Daily Argus is seriously
menaced. Presently, however, a calm comes over
the editorial nerves, and the work of the office

falls back into its ordinary grooves.
The most important hour of the four-and-

twenty is probably that when the council of

leader-writers meets, and the topics of the day
are gravely discussed, with a view to their
eventual treatment. What subjects shall be
selected ? What pen shall comment upon them ?

This is matter of no slight importance. Occa-

sionally the day teems with a. plenitude of mat-
ter, and then little is the trouble of selection;

but this is not always the case, and the editor

and his council have to rack their brains to find

the necessary complement. The American war

and the Polish question are standard dishes which

can be richanffe d discretion, the arrival of each

mail furnishing fresh sauce to make repetition'

palatable. Mexico and Brazil, like Schleswig-

Holstein, and Scandinavian iinity, are delicate

and cloudy topics, and can only be used at dis-

creet intervals. Parliament ought to be a rich

mine, but now-a-days it is nearly
"

all talk and

no work," so that it affords really little that is

practical and profitable for the pen of conscien-

tious patriotism to dilate itpon. Besides, the

Legislature sits but half the year. Society kindly
ofi'ers a few subjects ;

but then they usually turn

up in the wrong places
—in the police courts or

the higher judicial tribunals. Railway accidents,

aristocratic escapades, official boards, metropolitan

improvements, church extension, ill-judged clerical

preferment, nepotism in exalted places, street ob-

structions, the weather, the crops, the harvest,

the national revenue returns, garotting, or an

execution, all are good in their turn, though, like

pumpkins, they soon grow stale. For efi'ect, how-

ever, commend me to a thumping grievance, or a

shameless scandal. The world grows mad with

excitement to hear the naughty doings of naughty

people described, and a column of fierce invective

against an unfortunate delinquent, be he peasant
or prince, peer, commoner, merchant, clerk or

artisan, is read with an avidity that would be

incredible did not the ledgers of the publisher
reveal the truth. All these things the editor

and his council have to bear in mind whilst cater-

ing for the public appetite. To them belongs a

grave responsibility, and they are not immindful

of it. They select those subjects which tend best

to inform the public mind and guide the public

taste, whilst the entertainment of their readers is

not overlooked. When a topic has been chosen,
it is not left to the caprice of the individual writer

to treat it in any random way he may please. It

is thoroughly discussed, viewed in all its various

phases, Aveighed in the balance, twisted round
and round, and when it is maturely considered,

and not till then, the line of argument is laid

down, and, in fact, the general form and scope
of the article arranged. To the skill and imagina-
tion of the writer entrusted with each text, is

left the task of embodying in his own language,
and giving life and colour to, the principles to be

enunciated, the policy to be advocated. When this

has been settled, the council breaks up, and the

literary athletes depart, each to his own place, to

prepare
"
copy

"
for the printer.

WhDst the editor has been holding this impor-
tant parliament, the sub editor has, on his part,

not been idle. The mass of papers he has to

examine and arrange far exceeds that of his chief,

and no small judgment is required to determine

what shall be retained and what shall be destroyed.
Look at that heap of papers. Surprise is often ex-

pressed that an editor should be able to fill his forty

or fifty columns with such unvarying punctuality,

morning after morning. "Whence can he find

matter ?
"

it is asked. Look again at that mass of

fiimsy. The real difficulty is what to do with it
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alL In the law reports alone, supplied by short-

hand writers specially appointed to the duty of

describing the proceedings of our tribunals of

justice, there is enough, probably, to fill two-thirds

of the newspaper. Then there are the cases in the

Police and Bankruptcy Courts to be given, as well

as the Stock Exchange and Shipping business

matters to be recorded. Sporting has become so

thoroughly an English'institution that intelligence
under this head cannot be neglected. We do
not allude solely to horse-racing or steeple-chasing ;

we have our cricket-matches, and our pedestrian

matches, matches at racket, and now must be
included matches at swimming, all of which have
been enthusiastically adopted by the British public,
who will have an account of yesterday's play,
come what may. Nor must we forget our gallant

body of volunteers, who look every morning in

the daily press for the chronicle of their latest

doings. All of this intelligence has to appear
daily, or the grumblings of the reader would make
themselves unmistakably heard, and even felt.

But how is it all to be given ? That is the

question—that is the Gordian Knot, and had not
the sub-editor nerves of steel, and a cool head, he
would faint whilst contemplating this labyrinth of

matter. It has, however, all to be cut down,
condensed, arranged, and put into form for the

compositors. None of the information can be
omitted ; all must go in. By diligent industry,
and a judicious procrustean process, that for-

midable mass is reduced to order, and appears next

morning in an agreeable and comprehensible form,
for the delectation and instruction of the public.
Little do the uninitiated know the labour that is

expended in providing for them their regular

pabulum of morning news 1

1 have not, however, yet exhausted the per-

plexities which besiege the indefatigable sub-

editor. What he has already achieved is com-

paratively speaking smooth and pleasant work.
In addition to this daily accumulation of news—
the stream of which is constant as the rise and
fall of the tide, and as inexorable—flow in occa-

sional freshets of intelligence. They sweep in

like the Bore of the Ganges, and all must be made
straight for their reception. It may be a'grand
political banquet, or a dog and cattle show,
or a volunteer review, or a Wimbledon rifle-

match, or the tour of the future majesties of

England through the country, or an agricultural

meeting, or the funeral of some distinguished
warrior or statesman. Each of these important
events has to be elaborately and picturesquely
described, and special gentlemen, fluent with
their pen, and capable of writing a glowing
narrative, have to be despatched in order that
the journal-reader may have every particular
circumstance and incident detailed for his special

gratification. For the elaborate and brilliant

reports of these our contemporary Froissarts space
must be found, however jammed and crammed
the columns of the Daily Argus may previ-

ously have been. It would be as much as

his place is worth for our friend the sub-editor—
and he is a plodding, hard-working, manoeuvring
fellow indeed—to keep out so important and in-

teresting a morceau of news. So the hydraulic

pressure is again applied, and the graphic account
of " our special correspondent

"
appears next

morning in clear and unmistakable bourgeois type,

realising for the world and his wife the scene as

vividly and faithfully as though they themselves

had been present on the spot.

Leaving the sub-editor in his room half-

smothered in a mass of correspondence and

flimsy, sometimes tearing his hair in an agony of

desperation and confusion, let us go abroad for

awhile and visit the various stations of that large

army of purveyors of mental pabulum for the

public who are ever and everywhere on the alert

to collect and send in the "very latest" news.
It is a widely-scattered army, and may be
found in greater or less detachments in every
continent and country of the habitable globe.
For our purpose, however, we will divide them
into the Home and Foreign Legions,

—the House-
hold Troops, and those which may be despatched
on distant service. These, again, may be sub-

divided into the regulars and irregulars, the

Guards and Bashi-Bazouks of journalism.
We will first describe those at home—those,

for example, who labour within the precincts of

the metropolis. The regulars, however, must
take precedence of the irregulars, a force not
unknown to fame under the title of '*

penny-a-
liners." Foremost in the ranks we place that

learned and industrious body, the Parliamentary

corps. Theirs is no easy task. During the hottest

working time of the session the House meets at four

and sits on till one, two, and sometimes three

o'clock in the morning—the business of the nation

has been known to have been protracted till four

o'clock, long after daylight has appeared. Of
course the toil and labour of the Parliamentary
staff are not in all 'cases the same. It stands to

reason, moreover, that there is more or less diffi-

culty in taking down the speeches according to the

peculiarities of the speakers. Some deliver their

ideas fast ; others slow ; others indistinctly ; some,
on the contrary, are loud yet not plain, whilst some

absolutely stutter over their sentences, so that it

is next to impossible to catch their meaning.
Lord Palmerston addresses the House in a quiet
and familiar manner, and is easy to follow ;

Earl

Russell is slow and deliberate, weighing each

word carefully as though it were gold ;
Gladstone

is fluent as a swift-flowing stream ; Bright comes
next to Gladstone in rapidity and smoothness.

Disraeli dashes headlong like a torrent when the

spirit of invective is strong upon him, and gives
trouble. Again, some journals have a more
numerous corps than others

;
in fact, the propor-

tion averages from six to sixteen. According to

the numerical force of each corps, therefore, the

hours are divided, some turns being only for a

quarter of an hour, others for half an hour, an

hour, and even an hour and a half. As soon as

the "
quarter of an hour "

is up, the reporter

retires, and from his short-hand notes writes out

what has been addressed to the House during his

turn. Much, however, is left to his discretion.

He is not required to '* write out "
every member

in fidl. According to the importance of the

speaker and the subject of debate, he gives a

verbatim report, or condenses the whole speech.
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Ministers, leading men in the House, and the

chief of the Opposition, are not only given, as a

rule, verbatim, biit are accorded the dignity of

"the great 1." The orations of less influential

members are reported in the third person, and

not a few insignificant speakers are only men-
tioned as having spoken. It is on sufferance alone,

however, that reporters are allowed in the Cham-
bers of the Legislature, notwithstanding that a

special gallery for their accommodation has been

erected ; any member can clear the House of

strangers at any moment he pleases. But
the "

parliamentary reports
" have become an

institution of the country, and one of the "
repre-

sentatives of the people
" would as soon think of

interfering with the publication of these reports
as he would of proposing to pay the National

Debt out of his own purse. Occasionally, indeed,
a member does feel irritated at some apparent

neglect, becomes cantankerous, and makes a wild

effort to punish the press by suspending this

privilege. But it is the serpent biting the file
;

the only notice taken of his spite is to omit his

name altogether from the debates. This touches

the indignant member to the quick, but sooner

or later he falls on his knees before the Gallery,
as penitent and humble as a prisoner at the bar of

the House.

In our Law and Police Courts may be seen, sit-

ting in a jirivileged compartment, a busy penman
taking down notes of the proceedings. This

person is likewise preparing copy for the press.
He is generally a barrister not overburthened with

briefs, who is glad to eke out an uncertain income

by "just doing a little reporting." As a rule, he
receives a weekly stipend, and, with one or two

exceptions, is in the service of three or four jour-

nals, receiving a limited salary from each. He
writes upon very thin prepared paper with a

pencil also specially adapted to the paper, and is

thus enabled to produce six or seven copies of his

reports at once. This saves time, labour, and

expense. Amongst the other members of the

regular force may be enumerated tbe persons who
watch the transactions of the city

—the opera-
tions of the Bank and the Stock Exchange, Mining
Matters, the Coal, Corn, Sugar, Tea, and Tallow

Markets, &c., as well as that important and some-
what mysterious individual who peers into the

private movements of royalty, and is known to the

public as the "Court Newsman."
During the session of Parliament, when space

is valuable, the "
Penny-a-liner

"
finds it difficult

to subsist, though such is his art, that he seldom
fails to " send in

"
something true and acceptable.

But when Parliament rises and autumn commences,
he gathers in a rich harvest. The " Sea Serpent,"
a "shower of frogs," "four-at-a-birth," "people
consumed by spontaneous combustion," "mar-
vellous escapes," and no less "marvellous

rescues," "awfully sudden deaths," "wonder-
ful escapes," "curious travels," &c., form the

stock-in-trade of these gentry, and vigorously
they ply their pen, and this in additon to the legi-
timate business of real accidents and events which

they can honestly record. Not the least active

amongst them, however, is the Fire-reporter.
This is not a chance individual, created on the

spot by the catastrophe. He is as well known as

the turncock of the parish, and is recognised by
the engine-drivers as they rattle along the streets,

and is taken up along with them to give a full,

true, and particular account of each ' • terrible

calamity." This is his prerogative, and one would
as soon think of an attempt to oust the sweep
from his crossing, as the fire-reporter from his

berth.

Next, as to the Foreign Correspondents, and
"Our Special." Where are they not to be

found ? In Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,
and that fifth quarter of the world, our Antipodes,
there they are more than gleaners, plodding away
to pick up information for the reader of the
"
Daily Argus

" and his contemporaries. Cast an

eye over the map, fix upon one great city, and it

would be difficult to say that a correspondent is

not there. In Paris and Berlin
;
at Athens and

Alexandria ;
in India, China, Australia, and New

Zealand ;
in New York and California, Chili and

Peru ; wherever the track of British commerce
and British interests is to be followed, there this

indefatigable
' ' servitor of the public

"
may be

found, noting down facts and opinions for the

benefit and entertainment of his fellow-country-
men.

In most of the capitals of Europe he is as well

known as the ambassador himself. In fact, the

duties of the two are closely analogous. The ob-

ject of the one is to keep his government au cou-

rant with the political aspect of affairs in that

country to which he is accredited ;
of the other, to

acquaint the public with precisely the same infor-

mation. It not unfrequently happens, too, that the
"
journalist

"
is the better man, and can send home

a more authentic and more reliable picture of the

state of matters. LordlM-jf^or Sir N. N., is raised

too high, lives in too official au atmosphere, mixes
too much with notables and politicians of one stamp,
to obtain the best means of judging of the truth.

His vision is too circumscribed by the gilt and velvet

barriers of the court for him to be able to estimate

justly the opinions of the nation. The views which
a minister wishes him to receive are so strewed
in his path, that he cannot resist the temptation
of accepting them as gospel.

" Our Correspon-
dent," on the other hand, takes a wider range,
learns of the masses, and is thus in a position to

correct the erroneous impressions of the ambas-
sador. He has the entree not unfrequently of the

sanctum sanctorum of ministers, and moves in the

highest society of the land. Where he is not on
intimate terms with cabinet councillors themselves,
he is generally acquainted with under-secretaries

and officials who let him into the secrets of the

Government, and enable him to warn the world
while yet there is time. As one of the people,

again, he dwells amongst and sympathises with

them. They are not afraid to lay bare their

j

hearts before him
; they pour their grievances into

I

his ears
; they give him their opinions of the state

i of the country ; they regard him as their friend ;

I
and whether it be on matters of politics or reli-

gion, of art or commerce, of government or of

I

justice, they desire reform, they know that he

I
will be their best advocate and coadjutor ;

i they consequently look up to him as tlie Mer-
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cury who can proclaim tlieir wants, not only
with impunity but with effect. His person is

sacred, and he can say what he likes and write

what he likes without fear of arrest or domiciliary
visits from the police.

An important person is "our own correspon-
dent "if he has the tact to use his jjosition and

opportunities well
;

if he has the judgment to lay
their true price upon the various pieces of infor-

mation he gathers ; if he knows how to discharge

impartially the duties entrusted to him. On very

extraordinary occasions, however,
" our special

"
is

despatched to aid "Our Own." Like the staflf of

jilenipotentiaries in the diplomatic world, this coriis

de reserve is seldom drawn upon. A royal visit

of any moment, the trial trip of a war-ship con-

structed on a new principle, any grand and excit-

ing event about to take place at home or abroad,
would warrant the despatch of a "special," and
like Lord Clyde or Sir Charles Napier, they are

ready to set out at an hour's notice. But the

occasion which tests their powers of intelligence
and endurance most is the breaking out of a war.

The difficulties, not to say the dangers, they have
to encounter would daunt a less bold and enter-

prising race of civilians. They face eqtially
with the army the perils of the campaign ; they
run the risk of being shot or taken prisoners ; they
have to rough it like their belted comrades

; they
are familiar with hunger and thirst, fatigxie, and

exhaustion, and often whilst the weary private

sleeps by the side of his riiie,
" Our Special

"
is

writing the description of a battle just fought,
after having been scouring the field the whole day
watching the movements of the various divisions,
and eagerly listening to the accounts of those who
had been engaged, in order that he might make hia

narrative more complete and graphic by introduc-

ing personal as well as general incidents of the

struggle. Thus amid the smoke and confusion,
the blood and groans of the scene of carnage, he
sits down to write, perhaps on the head of a
broken drum, his hurried despatches. The narra-

tives of " our special
"
at the Crimean campaign, in

the Italian war, and during the terrible rebellion in

India, will remain a monument to their cool intre-

pidity, no less than their great erudition and mas-

terly descriptive powers. At the present moment
in the woods and wilds of Poland, and with the
armies of the North and South in America, is to be
found "our special correspondent." His is no

tranquil labour
;
he has to write, and does write,

in the teeth of obloquy and real peril, and were
it not that the regis of British sovereignty is

thrown over him, his very life would be frequently

endangered.

Returning, however, from this long flight, let

lis once more enter the rooms of the sub-editor

and his chief. It is 10 p.m. The latter is still

where we left him in the morning ; but how
differently engaged. He is poring over long thin

strips
—mere ribbons of printed matter, and mer-

cilessly does he drive his pen in amongst these

serried columns of words. For every expression in

these columns he is responsible. They contain the

opinions of the "Daily Argus," and are supjiosed
to represent the opinions of the most powerful
section of the political world outside. Again

are they read, corrected, and re-corrected. Not
a single epithet is allowed to remain which is

likely to compromise the views of the paper ; any-

thing that savours of a libel is rigorously struck

out
; the exuberant humour of each writer is chas-

tened down to comport better with the sober

taste of the public. When these alterations and

improvements have been achieved, and the style
and substance of each leader have passed the

ordeal of an unflinching criticism, the "proofs"
are sent up to the compositors. Even then the

editorial labours are not concluded ;
ten to one but

he takes to nibbling his pen once more and

subjects the "revises" to the same surgical

operations which the proofs have already under-

gone.
The sub-editor, no less than his chief, has before

him an herculean toil. He has that mass of matter
which we have seen pouring into him from every

point of the compass to arrange for the hands of the

printer. But he has still to be on his guard. At the

last moment a lengthy telegram arrives from

America, or Poland; or an Overland Mail unex-

pectedly comes in ; or a statesman di ^H suddenly,
and his biography

—which has been lying for

months, perhaps for years, in a drawer of the

escritoire, waiting, as it were, the death of the

great man—must be used that night. Or perhaps
the debates in the Lords and Commons have run

long, or a dreadful murder has been j ust committed,
or a terrible fire has broken out, and the claims of

all these for insertion have to be attended to. By
two or three o'clock in the morning, however, he has

pretty well terminated his labours for the day, or

rather the morning. Having had one or more

explanations with the head printer, and given his

last instructions, he goes home yawning to bed

shortly before other men rise for their ordinary
duties. Harold Kjng.

A WORD ON HERNE'S OAK.

As PUBLIC attention has been very recently
directed towards this celebrated tree, the old trunk

of which has lately been blown down, a short

account of it may not be uninteresting.
In giving this account, the first thing is to prove

that the tree in question was the real Heme's Oak
of Shakespeare. In my "

Gleanings in Natural

History," published in the year 1834, I 'endea-

voured to do this
; but, in consequence of what I

had alleged as to the identity of the tree, I was

attacked in various publications on this subject,

and amongst others, by the "
Quarterly Review,"

in a notice on Loudon's " Arboretum." In conse-

quence of this, I defended my previous opinion in

the best manner I was able, in a letter inserted in

the " Times "
newspaper, a few extracts from

which I now propose giving. The attack on me
in the "

Quarterly
" was as follows :

Among his anecdotes of celebrated English Oaks, wo
were surprised to find Mr. Loudon adopting an apo-

cryphal story about Heme's Oak, given in the lively

pages of Mr. Jesse's
"
Gleanings." That gentleman,

if he had taken any trouble, might have ascertained

that the tree in question was cut down one morning, by
order of King George III., when in a state of great, but
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transient excitement. The circumstance caused much

regret and astonishment at this time, and was com-

mented on in the newspapers. The Oak, -which Mr.

Jesse would decorate wiHi Shalcespearian honours, stands

at a considerable distance from the real Simon Pure.

Every old woman in Windsor knows all about the

facts.

There is no occasion to dwell on the spirit of

contradiction and flippancy in which this passage
was written ;

but I will proceed to facts.

That a tree was cut down near the Castle in

consequence of a dispute the King had with his

son, afterwards George IV., cannot be doubted. Sir

Herbert Taylor informed me that he heard the

order given, but he assured me that the tree so

felled was an Elm. Indeed, the whole character

of George III. would of itself be a sufficient

guarantee that Heme's Oak was not cut down by
his order. He always took a pride and pleasure
in pointing it out to his att€indants whenever he

passed near it, and that tree was the one whose

identity I am now advocating. It may also be
doubted whether any monarch would venture to

incur the odium and unpopularity of felling such
a tree as Heme's Oak.
To set the matter at rest, however, I will now

repeat the substance of some information given to

me relative to Heme's Oak by the late Mr. Ingall,
the highly respectable bailiff and manager of

Windsor Home Park. He stated that he was

appointed to that situation in the year 1798. On
receiving his appointment, he was directed to

attend upon the King at the Castle, and on arriving
there he found his Majesty, as he said, with " the
old Lord Winchelsea." After a little delay, the

King set off to walk in the Park, attended by
Lord Winchelsea, and Mr. Ingall was desired to

follow them. Nothing was said to him until the

King stop]ied opposite an oak-tree. He then
turned to Mr. Ingall, and said :

"I brought you here to point out this tree to

you. I commit it to your especial charge, and
take care that no damage is ever done to it. I
had rather that every tree in the Park should be
cut down than that this tree should be hurt.
This is Heme's Oak."
Mr. Ingall added that this was the tree still

standing near Queen Elizabeth's Walk, and it is the
same tree I have referred to and given a sketch of
in my "

Gleanings in Natural History."
Having stated the above decisive fact, I may

remark that George HI. was perfectly incapable
of the duplicity of having pointed out a tree to
Mr. Ingall as Heme's Oak if he had previously
ordered the real Heme's Oak—"the Simon Pure"—to be cut down. I have also the authority of
His Royal Highness the late Duke of Cambridge
for stating that George III. always mentioned the
tree lately blown down as Heme's Oak.

I might mention many other arguments in
favour of the identity of the tree in question,
but I will only add that Mr. Charles Davis, the
present well-known and much-respected huntsman
of her Majesty's hounds, assured me that he had
heard the King assert that he had not cut down
Heme's Oak, and that he repeated the assertion
when his mind was in a perfectly healthy state.

In order that the tree might be readily recog-

nised by strangers I had the following quotation

placed upon it :

There is an old tale goes, that Heme the Hunter,
Sometime a keeper here in Windsor Forest,
Doth all the winter time, at still midnight,
Walk round about this Oak.

I have been assured that after the inscription
had been placed on the tree, some females, who
had been in the habit of passing between Windsor
and Datchet through the park at night, have been
alarmed with the fear of meeting

" Heme the

hunter." If this was so, it curiously shows the
fact that superstition holds the same sway in this

neighbourhood as it did when Shakespeare made
Mr. Page say :—

there want not many that do fear,
In deep of night to walk by this Heme's Oak.

I may mention as an interesting circumstance,
in conclusion, what took place when the Emperors
of Russia and Austria, and the King of Prussia,
assembled at Windsor Castle to celebrate the

christening of our Prince of Wales. The Queen
invited these potentates to walk in her grounds,
but some of their attendants remained at the

castle. Instead of viewing the objects in it, the
celebrated Baron Humboldt inquired his way to

Heme's Oak. This was the first object of his

attention and curiosity, and probably of his vene-
ration. The splendour of the castle, its pictures,
the noble scenery which is to be seen from it, and
the many historical facts connected with it, were

objects of inferior interest compared with the
shattered trunk of an oak, "dry and dead," yet
rich with recollections of the genius of our immor-
tal Shakespeare. On arriving at the interesting
relic, the Baron gazed upon it in silence

;
and

at last gathered a leaf from the ivy which clung
to the decaying trunk, and deposited it in his

pocket-book, as a relic to carry back to his own
country, to be' exhibited there as one of no com-
mon interest. The nobleman who accompanied
him to the tree acquainted me with this little

anecdote, which I must confess afforded me no
small degree of gratification.

This ancient tree, alas ! no longer stands on the

spot which Shakespeare has immortalised : it was
but lately

—
a huge oak, dry and dead.

But clad with reliques of its trophies old,

Lifting to heaven its aged, hoary head—
With wreathed roots, and naked arms,
And trunk all rotten and unsound.—Spenser.

At present portions of it will be eagerly sought
after, like the Mulberry tree of Stratford, to turn
into snuff-boxes and tobacco-stoppers

—such will

be its "reliques
"

!

Arbore dejecta qui vult ligna colligit.

Edward Jesse.

THE WHITING.

I NBED not make any apology to my readers

for introducing to their notice this exceedingly
beautiful and popular sea fish

;
and a few words

relating to it may form a very fitting supplement to

my remarks on the " Cod Fishery.
" *

* See Vol. vii., page 496.
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Whiting are at their best from the latter end
of August until Christmas, the months of October

and November being the two in which they are in

the finest condition. Nevertheless they are taken
all the year round, and are always welcomed at

our tables.

Whiting, like most of their congeners, are gre-

garious, and I might almost say, sociable fish, as

they congregate thickly in groups containing

many score ; when they bite freely it is not diffi-

cult to take a hundred or two in a very short

period, for they are voracious fish
; but, notwith-

standing, they are dainty feeders, and will not look

at a stale or indifferent bait. Whiting fishing
with a hand-line, from September to January, is

an amusing pastime, for then the herrings are in

season, and a whiting is sure to be tempted by the

silvery and delicate bait. Whiting bite very
sharply, and with a peculiar "twitch"; their

mouths are furnished with rows of teeth not
unlike those of the river jack, and where they
abound they may be caught two and two as

quickly as they can be pulled up ; nay, so eager
are they, that if you cut up a dead whiting, and
bait your hooks with the pieces, its surviving
companions will greedily snap at their late com-
rade !

There are more sorts than one of whiting.
There is the rock whiting, a small silvery fish ;

the deep-water whiting ;
the coal whiting, a

beautiful dusky silvery grey ;
and the whiting-

pout, or lady -whiting, so called because some

suppose it to be the female of the whiting. I

have reason to believe, however, that the "
pout

"

(or "pouting") is a totally distinct variety, Pout-

ings are exceedingly handsome fish, resembling in

shape the river roach, with large beautiful eyes
and fins. When first taken out of the water they
glitter precisely like opals, but this excjuisite tint

goes off in a few seconds. Their usual weight is

about half a pound, but I have taken them of

three pounds weight. They are truly beautiful

lish, but most difficult to catch, as they bite so

exceedingly tenderly that they will twitch half a
dozen baits away before they get hooked. I have

got amongst a shoal of them, and wasted a hundred

"log-worms," and not caught half-a-dozen fish all

the time.

The " Simon Pure," that is to say, the genuine

whiting, comes along shore in immense shoals

during the autumn months, the shoal grubbing up
and feeding on everything in their way. On a

still, foggy day in November, and on a good rocky
ground, you may take a boatload of whiting with
a herring-bait. Sprats—each sprat cut in halves or

quarters—are also splendid baits, as is a log-worm ;

but v/orms are scarce after October, and I have
found raw shrimps put on the hook—shell and

all, as they are caught
—a killing bait. The

" hook - whiting
"

are most unquestionably far

superior to those caught in " trawl-nets." They
are generally better fed fish, from coming in

along the rocks to feed on the prawns, shrimps,
and other sea-insects, and they are not bruised or

chafed, as is the case with net-whiting. I have
seen net-whiting so knocked about as to have the

entrails protruding and the skin broken. " Hook-

whiting
"
look like bright florins fresh from the

mint, and have a very inviting and attractive

appearance.
The whiting is usually from nine to fifteen

inches in length, and its average weight from a

quarter to three quarters of a pound ; sometimes,
in the spring or early autumn, little whiting are

taken on the hand-line not more than four, or

even three, inches in length, and I myself have so

taken them. There is a peculiar way of preparing
whiting for the breakfast-table called ' '

plumping,"
which renders them a most delicious relish to that

meal. A number of moderate-sized whitings are

cleaned and washed, laid in salt for a few hours

(more or less, according to taste), and afterwards

hung up in the sun for about two days, not longer.
When wanted for use, broil them lightly on a

very clear fire, and serve very hot. The whiting
is occasionally hung up in what is termed a
"
herring-hang," and there smoked with oak saw-

dust, after having been previously lightly salted.

Thus prepared they are good, but not equal, I

[

think, to the "
plumped

"
ones.

The price of whiting fresh from the sea, to be
used as dinner fish, fluctuates extremely, I have
known them to fetch Ad. and Gd. apiece, even by
the sea-side, whilst at other times they are as

cheap as 3(Z. a score ; but this low price holds good
only during the great "glut "caught in the herring
season. Like all other fish except cod, herring,
and mackerel, the whiting is not caught alone—
that is, the whiting fishery is not pursued by
itself, but the fish are caught promiscuously with

many other varieties, such as codling, plaice,

turbot, soles, &c,, &c.

The middle- sized whiting are the best for the

table ; the smaller ones bony, and the very large
of too great a size to fry As I have before re-

marked, the usual size of the whiting caught on
our coasts is from half to three quarters of a

pound, but some run immensely larger, and I have
taken them on my cod-lines of three and four

pounds' weight, and very broad thick fish, looking
more like the haddock. A large whiting, smoked
and dried, is very good. I will not go so far as

to say it quite equals the haddock, but I am sure

I could so cure them as to deceive very many of

my readers. Whiting-fishing, as I have said, is

fine sport, and, as a proof how a real love of

piscatory amusement may bring skill with it, I

have gone out alone in a small boat, single-

handed, times without number, and beaten all the

professional fishermen on the coast. 1 have even
remained anchored close to the shore, and caught
score after score of these fish, when crowds of

boats all around me could take few or none. Let

me, however, say that I had the advantage of

being taught by a first-rate fisherman, and as good
and bold a sailor as there is existing on the south-

eastern coast. Often have he and 1 taken between
us more fish than all the other boats out put
together. But this is a digression.

In fishing for the whiting the amateur should

use a hand-line about twice as stout as very thick

twine, and with two hooks (not over large these

latter, as the whiting has not a very large mouth).
Bait one hook with a worm and the other with a

"white" bait, to give the fish a choice, as they
are fastidious, and it is curious that on some days
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you will find they will take the one persistently

when they will not look at the other. By a

white bait I mean a piece of sprat or herring. The
white bait takes best when the sea is thick and

disturbed, as its glitter is seen by the whiting
far off. In clear, bright water the worm must
most decidedly be allowed the preference. The
soft end of the soldier-crab—or "

farmer," as the

boatmen term it—is also a good bait, and so

killing for codlings that I have often given a good
price for a score of "farmers," ajid taken a codling
with every bait. The codling, too, which take

this bait are thick, plump four or five pounders,
and worth the catching. I feel strongly inclined

to afl3.rm that, next after a herring or sprat bait,

a " farmer "
is more taking for cod than any bait

whatsoever.

Whitings lie usually from half a mile to a
mile from the shore, and generally in very
deep water. It is as well not to fish for

them in less than six fathoms of water, unless

there has been a "dead calm" for many days,
and then they will come closer in shore. When
fishing for the whiting you will also take codling,

whiting-pouts, dabs, plaice, gurnets, mullets, and
other fish. I have caught large cod with a hand-
line

; and it wants a practised fisherman, I can
assure my readers, to land safely a great tugging
cod at the end of a hand-line, and with a whiting-
hook. In the autumn of .1856 I took two cod

thus, one weighing twenty-six and the other
seventeen pounds ; and two years previously I had
seen a fisherman's boy, then a little fellow, land a
fine fish of twenty-four pounds in the same
manner. A large skate, too, thus hooked will

give plenty of "fun," and a conger will make
your line resemble a tangled skein of silk.

Congers are great nuisances, as they bite very
greedily at a white bait and keep other fish away.
Most fish have a mortal dread of the conger, who
devours all and each with most obliging impar-
tiality and in wholesale fashion. The luckless

herring, however, is a victim to all other fish— a
wise dispensation, no doubt, of Providence to

keep down its incredible numbers
;

for when we
reflect that a single shoal contains millions, and
that a single fish contains sometimes 300,000 eggs,
the mind absolutely refuses to comprehend the
vast number of herrings that there would be were
this prodigious fecundity not checked.

Whitings follow the herring-shoal, literally in
such " armies "

that the herring-men sometimes
take as many as sixty score in a night with the
hand-line. The sparkle of the herrings as they
are hauled in over the boat's side causes cod, dog-
fish, and whitings to assemble in such numbers
as to be astonishing. The codfish, dogfish, and
congers leap out of the water at the net, and tear
fish and meshes away piecemeal, always to the
sorrow, and sometimes to the complete ruin of
the fishermen

; hence, with a fierce retaliation,
they treat any conger or dogfish they may capture
with savage and brutal cruelty. It is almost
useless to reason with them

; but I have saved
many a poor fish from a lingering and torturing
death by ransoming it, and then stipulating it

should be killed outright. As some little ex-
tenuation for this barbarity on the part of the

fishermen, it is only fair to state that the dogfish
are really a fearful pest and scourge to those who
gain their livelihood by their nets.

The Kentish coast is famous for its fine whiting,

as, indeed, is the whole of the south-eastern coast ;

but, notwithstanding great numbers are taken,
the metropolitan sup{)ly is rarely equal to the

demand, and consequently the whiting is never to

be had very cheap in London. It is, moreover, a

deUcate fish, and does not well bear packing ;
hence

a great portion of those fish taken are sold at the

places to which the fishing- boats belong, at a low

price, sooner than risk should be incurred of their

spoiling in their transit to town. Whitings that

would fetch two or three shillings a dozen in

London,—that is to say, twopence or threepence
each fish,

—often fetch as little as threepence a

score, or, at any rate, sixpence, which is at the

rate of six (or three fish, if you take the higher

price) for one penny. Sometimes a boatman with
a fine lot will let you have a dozen for a pint of

beer and a little tobacco. I once saw a man
belonging to a herring lugger sell fifty magnificent

whiting for half-a-crown, and a codfish of twenty
pounds weight for ninepence. Of course he could

not take them to sea when the boat went out

again, and he was glad to take any price he could

get. Further, he said he was pleased, and thought
three shillings and threepence a good night's

work, or, in his own words, "good grog-money."
The profits made by London fishmongers are very
large ;

for instance, they retail fresh herrings at a

penny apiece which cost them no more than

eighteenpence the hundred (there are 132 to the

hundred of herrings). Still, we must make allow-

ance for fish being a highly
"
perishable

"
article.

Some of the great salesmen make enormous profits
on fresh herrings. Sometimes, however, the specu-
lator encounters great losses, but then his profits

are usually large in proportion. I remember an in-

stance of several lasts of herrings being bought by
a dealer one autumn, in Ramsgate, for seven

guineas a last (a last is 10,000 fish). These fish,

in Billingsgate, fetched eighteen pounds ten shil-

lings per last, which—carriage deducted—gave a

handsome profit. Certainly the captain of the

herring-lugger would not have sold his fish at so

low a price had he not been in a hurry to catch

the tide and get to sea again, it being late in the

day. The boat in question was the Elizabeth of

Lydd, belonging to one of the Blacklocks—a civil

and respectable family of men, and known amongst
their comrades for their good fortune in the

fishery.
I may add, in conclusion, that whiting make

their annual peregrinations round the coast, as do

herrings,
—

appearing and disappearing at certain

periods of the year. They are to be caught in

abundance on the south-eastern coast throughout
the months of September, October, and November,
after which they get scarce and disappear until

the ensuing August, except in the very deep
water on the "

trawling "-grounds, and even

there they are not plentiful. The shoals, in fact,

pass on after Christmas, but we may rest confident

of receiving their periodical visit when the corn

again begins to grow ripe and heavy in the ear.

AsTLEY H. Baldwin.
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NUTTING.
Amoret and I

Were less than lovers,
—

something more than friends.

All through the summer, undesigned, our paths
Had crossed each other. In deep Surrey lanes,
Whose sandy banks the flitting martins drilled.

We chanced to meet. In pleasant gardsn walks,
At archery, and dance, and country f^te

We met
; made neighbours for the time. We met

Without constraint ; conversed like ancient friends,
And when we parted, did so without sighs.

Then autumn came, in bis sad, golden glory.
The birds flew southward to Egyptian homes

;

Uplands looked hoary under stubble close ;

And the soft stillness of ensuing days
Was as the tenderer manner in a home
Whose inmates sever.

My long holiday,

By health enforced, was over
;
and I planned

Again to mingle in the din of life

'Mid a dark city. Amoiet recalled.
Soon was returning to her northern home.
All things in cadence with the falling leaves

Seemed to breathe out Farewell.

To-morrow, then, the parting :—and to-day
We four, the relics of a group dispersed,
Edward and Grace, and Amoret and I,

Spend our last hours among the hazled lanes,
In purposeless but pleasjint wanderiugs passed :

Our baskets filled with iunch, to be refilled

With nuts, and rarer ferns.

The day was blent

Of sun-bright snatches, and fast-travelling clouds :

Not over gay, uor gloomy, but in tune
With our own hearts. In presence of The End
Our cheerful banter oft gave way to words
More true and earnest,

—oft in silence died.

For sometimes we speak most by silent acts ;

Averted eyes ; the breaking short a flower ;

A stifled sigh ; the pressure of a hand.
Its warmth excused, as sign of absent mind.
And the heart Lath an ear more swift to read
Such silent language, than if words precise
Were writ ou parchment with the best nibbed pen.

We strolled, we sat, we listened to the lark.

Opened our sketch-books
; put them up again ;

Watched the grave dancings of the chequered light
On the dun, sandy floor—stilled suddenly
By thwarting clouds : talked of the pleasant past,
Tlie possible future

; hoped a thousand things ;

Threw pebbles idly at a web-caught leaf.

Or gazed unspeaking in each other's face.

Well : after lunching (for our i)ensive mood
Had not destroyed our appetite) we rose,
And girded up ourselves unto the stern

And half- forgotten business of the day,
The nutting. Grace, whose hazel eyes were quick
To find their namesakes, soon led Edward on

Through gajjs, o'er stiles, and into copses close :

And oft we heard her merry ringing laugh,
As caught by briars she burst her daring way.

Amoret and I in safer, trodden paths
Kept on our course. Sometimes I bent a bough.
While she with ungloved lingers, shining white
'Mid green, translucent leaves, broke off the bunch
Of grey and glossy nuts : and if she leant.
So doing, on my arm her welcome weight.
She blushing begged a pardon for the wrong.
When tiie slant sun shot dazzling through the boughs,
We sought our lost companions,—out of reach
Of hearing, and of Anioret's clear call.

A winding lane, that with circuitous steps

Led homeward, might perchance fall on the path
Of Grace and Edward. Beautiful it was
In lights and shadows ; deep beneath the fields ;

Famous for ferns, and largest, first-ripe nuts.

Our willing feet it won, and long we trod

Its snake-like wanderings : stopping now to cull

The azure bell-flowers, or a berry ripe :

Then moving on : and yet with more constraint,
More tongue-tied, than if opportunity.
Love's step-mother, had never smiled on us.

We were more cold, more timid than at morn,
Walked more apart, buried in separate thought,
And almost wished an awkward walk were o'er.

Just then, a robin suddenly and clear.

Chirped out a song among the boughs o'erhead.

When Amoret looked up the song had ceased ;

But at the spot, there hung a tempting prize,
A noble filbert cluster, all the nuts ,

Ready to leave their dry and russet sheaths.

Just out of reach it hung ;
and gained fresh price

Fiom difficulty.
'* See !

"
cried Amoret,

All animation in her tones and face,

"I must have this ! Ambition, avarice,
And love of fame, unite to make me dare

To take these filberts captive. Lend your hand,
Whilst I this perilous, deceitful bonk

Scale, in the front of danger."

Laughing loud
At so much zeal, I aided her emprise.

Firmly her delicate hand grasped mine ; her eyes
Lifted above, intent. But still she slid

On the loose sandy bank ! and still the nuts

Smiled calm defiance. More determined yet

By each repulse,
—resolved with her own hand

To garner them, she mighty efforts made ;

Ever her eyes uplifted, and her thoughts
Rapt from inferior objects. Still she slid.

Not Tantalus' lips more nearly kissed the stream
Than came her fingers on the swaying branch,
Which yet escaped her. A quick glance she threw
Half eager, half despairing, all around

For something to upraise her
;
—a great stone,

A browsing ass astray,
—but there was nought

To give her footing. Suddenly impelled.

Planting my boot firm in the tandy wall

I bent my knee, and made a level floor

For fairy feet upon my brawny limb.

Amoret took the advantage, and like light.

Stepped on the welcome platform, with her eyes
Still on their goal. To steady her I placed
One arm for balustrade 'neath her left hand ;

The other gently threw around her waist

To save her falling. Thus we stood
;
the wind

Swaying with restless puffs the upper boughs.
She laughed ; her heart was beating ;

and the breeze,
I think, was laughing too. I, not unpleased.

Bearing the precious burthen patiently :

Until, at last, she holding firm ray arm,
I circling fast her round and belted waist,
The nuts were won and basketed.

Just then

Edward and Grace carac round the jutting bank
Full on the group. Quick, Amoret stepped down.

Laughing and blushing, holding still my hand.

Our conscious comrades reddened at the chance

Encounter, —their own steps being close, and arms

Methought entwined. No other nuts that day
We gathered : but all coldness vanished quite.

Nor kept we separate sides. That lane is long,
—

Is long and winding. 'Tis the longest lane

Perhaps in Surrey ;
and the sun was low

Ere Amoret and I had found its end,
Our hospitable home.
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Edward and Grace

"Were whispering in the garden, just arrived :

What they had said we know not
;
but all eve

They sat together in the jasmined porch.

So I and Amoret,—because we lacked

Companionship from others
;
or were glad

Because we won those filberts
;
or were dull

Because to-morrow brought the parting hour,-

Paced the dim cloistered fir-walk which runs
round

A dewy meadow, till the stars came forth.

And words were uttered that fair autumn eve,

Tremblingly uttered in the favouring dusk,

Words not repelled at once, nor answered quite,

But making echoes round the wondering heart :
—

Words that may colour all the life-long fates

Of two who met in Surrey's hazled lanes.

Bebni.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTER LVII. THE HORRORS OF DEUBIUM
TREMENS.

No letter came from Richard Thornton. Eleanor
was seized with a kind of panic as the days went

by, and there was no answer from the young
man, the faithful friend, without whose help she

felt herself so powerless.
Eleanor had addressed her letter to the Pilasters,

enclosed in an envelope directed to Signora Pici-

rillo, with a few hurried lines requesting that

it might be immediately forwarded to the scene-

painter. He was in Scotland still, very likely,
and some days must elapse before he could respond
to Eleanor's siunmons. She felt assured that he
would come to her. There are some friends whose

goodness we no more doubt than we doubt the

power of God ; and Richard Thornton was one of

these.

But the week passed, and no reply came to
Eleanor's appeal for help, so she began to feel

that she stood alone, and must act for herself.

She must act for herself, since to think of getting
any assistance from either the major or his wife
in this business, which demanded foresight, cool-

ness, and diplomacy, would have been about as

reasonable as to apply to one of the children

playing under the trees in the gardens of the

Tuileries.

As far as sympathy went, Major and Mrs.
Lennard were all that the most exacting individual

could require. The major offered to do anything
in a muscular way on behalf of his wife's friend.

Should he jtunch the head of that scoundrelly
Frenchman ? Should he go over to England and
horsewhip Launcelot Darrell, and bring Gilbert
Monckton to reason, and play up old gooseberry
altogether ? This good-natured Hercules was ready
to hit out right and left in the defence of poor
Eleanor.

But the one friend whom Mrs. Monckton wanted
in this crisis was Richard Thornton—Richard, the

clear-sighted, even-tempered, unprejudiced young
man, who was ready to go through fire and water
for the sake of his beautiful adopted sister, with-
out noise or bluster

; and when the Tuesday, the

day appointed by the Frenchman for Eleanor's
visit to his apartments, came, and Richard Thorn-
ton did not come with it, the lonely girl almost

gave way to desj)air.

She felt that she had to encounter a wretch
who was utterly without honour or honesty, and
who, seeing the value which she set upon the

possession of Maurice de Crespigny's wiU, would
be all the more exacting in his demands. And
she had nothing to bribe him with

; nothing.
She had been too proud to appeal to her hus-

band
;
for ever impulsive, for ever inconsiderate,

she had not stopped to think that he of all others
was the most fitting j)erson to standby her in this

crisis. At lirst the thought of writing to Gilbert
Monckton had indeed flashed across her mind, but

in the next moment she had remembered the bitter

humiliation of her last failure.

She could not endure another such degradation ;

and she had seen treachery and dishonour so long

triumph over the simple force of truth, that she

had begun to think that wrong was stronger than

right, and always must be victorious.

"If I were to write and ask Gilbert to come
to me, this Frenchman would perhaps disappear
before my husband could arrive ; or he would be

afraid of ( Jilbert, very likely, and would deny any
knowledge of the will

;
and I should appear a

convicted trickster, who had heaped up one false-

hood upon another, in the weak attempt to justify

herself. No. (Jilbert Monckton shall hear nothing
of me until I can go to him with Maurice de

Crespigny's will in my hands."

But in the meantime this helpless girl's anxiety

grew every hour more intense. What reliance

could she place upon the words of the French-

man? She had encountered him while he was
still smarting under the sense of his wrongs, and
in that stage of his feelings, revenge had seemed
even sweeter to him than gain. But this state of

things might not endure very long. The com-

mercial traveller might listen to the dictates of

reason rather than to the fiery promptings of

passion, and might begin to think that a sub-

stantial recompense in the sha|)e of money was
better than any sugar-plum in the way of revenge.
He had said that Launcelot Darrell would be

willing to give him ten times a thousand pounds for

the genuine will. What more likely than that

Monsieur Victor Bourdon should have thought
better of his original design, and opened negotia-
tions with the new master of Woodlands I

Monsieur Bourdon would in all probability have

done precisely this, had he not been hindered by
one of those unlooked-for and purely providential
circumstances which so often help single and

simple-minded truth in her encounters with

versatile and shifty falsehood.

At half-past six o'clock upon the appointed

evening, Eleanor Monckton left the H6tel du

Palais, escorted by Major Lennard, on her way to

the Frenchman's lodging. She had waited until

the last moment in the hope of Richard Thornton's

arrival, but he had not come ; and she had been

fain to accej)t the aid of this good-natured over-

grown schoolboy, who still persisted that the imme-
diate punching of Victor Bourdon's head would be

the best and surest means of getting possession of

the will.

"Let me punch the feller's head. Miss Vil—
beg pardon, Mrs. Monckton. The idea of your

being married to old Monckton ! He ain't any
older than me, you know, but 1 always call him
old Monckton. Let me punch this dam French-

man's head
;
that'll bring the feller to book in next

to no time, and then we can do what we like with

him."
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But Eleanor impressed upon her stalwart pro-

tector that there must be no muscular demon-

stration, and that the conduct of the interview

was to be left entirely to her.

"I don't in the least hope that he'll give up
the will without a bribe," Eleanor said;

" he is

the last man upon earth to do that."

"I'll tell you what, then, Mrs. Monckton,"
exclaimed the major,

" I haven't any read?/ money.
I never have had, since I borrowed sixpences of a

sucking bUl-discounter at the first school I ever

went to ;
but I'll give you my acceptance. Let

this fellow draw upon me for a thousand .it three

months, and give iip the document for that

consideration. Monckton will enable me to meet
the bill, no doubt, when he finds I was of service

to you in this business."

Eleanor looked at the major with a gleam of

hope in her face. But that transient gleam
very quickly faded. She had only a vague idea

of the nature and properties of accommodation
bills ; but she had a very positive notion of Victor

Bourdon's character, and, though this plan sounded
feasible enough, she did not think it would
succeed.

"You are very good to me, Major Lennard,"
she said,

** and believe me T appreciate your kind-

ness
;
but I do not think that this Frenchman will

consent to take anything but ready money. He
could get that from Launcelot Darrell, remember,
at any time."

Eleanor's only hope was the one chance that

she might induce Victor Bourdon to accept her

promise of a reward from Gilbert Monckton after
the production of the will.

The neighbourhood in which the commercial
traveller lived, whenever he made Paris his head-

quarters, was one of the dingiest localities in the

city. Major Lennard and Eleanor, after making
numerous inquiries, and twice losing their way,
found themselves at last in a long narrow street,

one side of which was chiefly dead-wall, broken
here and there by a dilapidated gateway or a dingy
window. At one corner there was a shop for the

sale of vmredeemed pledges ;
a queer old shop, in

whose one murky window obsolete scraps of jewel-

lery,
—odd watch-keys, impossible watches with

cracked enamel dials and crippled hands that

pointed to hours whose last moments had passed
away for half a century ; mysterious, incompre-
hensible garments, whose fashion was forgotten,
and whose first owners were dead' and gone ; poor
broken-down clocks, in tawdry ormolu cases, that
had stood upon lodging-house mantelpieces, indif-

ferently telling the wrong time to generations
of lodgers ; an old guitar ;

a stringless violin ;

poor, frail, cracked cups and saucers, that had
been precious once, by reason of the lips that
had drunk out of them

; a child's embroidered
frock ; a battered christening- cup ;

a tattered

missal; an odd volume of "The Wandering
Jew ;

" amid a hundred other pitiful relics which

poverty barters for a crust of bread,—faded in the

evening sunlight, and waited for some eccentric

purchaser to take a fancy to them. Next door to
this sarcophagus of the past there was an eating-
house, neat and almost cheerful, where one could
have a soup, three courses, and half a bottle of

wine for fivepence. The whole neighbourhood
seemed to be, somehow or other, overshadowed

by churches, and pervaded by the perpetual tramp
of funerals ; and, lying low and out of the way of

all cheerful traffic, was apt to have a depressing
effect upon the spirits of frivolous people.

Eleanor, leading the major—who was of about

as much iise to her as a blind man is to his dog-
succeeded at last in finding the house which boasted

Monsieur Victor Bourdon amongst its inhabitants.

I say
"
amongst" advisedly ;

for as there was the

office of a popular bi-weekly periodical iipon the

first-floor, a greengrocer in the rez-de-chaussee, a

hairdresser who professed to cut and friz the hair,

on the second story, and a mysterious lady, whose

calling was represented by a faded pictorial board,
resident somewhere under the roof, the commercial

traveller was a very unimportant inhabitant, an

insignificant nomad, replaced to-day by a student

671 droit, to-morrow by a second-rate actor at a fifth-

rate theatre.

Eleanor found this when she came to make

inquiries of the portress as to the possibility of

seeing Monsieur Bourdon. This lady, who was

knitting, and whose very matronly contour made
it impossible for her to see her knitting-needles,
told Eleanor that Monsieur Bourdon was very

unlikely to be at home at that time. He was apt
to return late at night, upon the two hours, in

effect, between two wines, and at those times he

was enough abrupt, and was evidently by no
means a favourite with madame the portress. But
on looking into a dusky corner, where some keys
were hanging upon a row of rusty nails, madame
informed Eleanor that Monsieur Bourdon was at

home, as his key was not amongst the rest, and it

was his habit to leave it in her care when he went
out. The portress seemed very much struck by
this discovery, for she remarked that the last time

she had seen Monsieur Bourdon go out had been

early in the morning of Sunday, and that she did

not remember having seen him re-enter.

But upon this a brisk young person of twelve

or thirteen, who was busy getting up fine linen in

the recesses of the lodge, cried out in a very shrill

voice that Monsieur Bourdon had returned before

mid-day on Sunday^ looking a little ill, and

dragging himself with a fatigued air.

He was at home, then, the portress exclaimed ;

at least, she did not utter any eqiiivalent to our

English word home, and in that evinced consider-

able wisdom, since a French lodging is a place so

utterly unhomelike, that the meanest second-floor

at Islington or Chelsea, presided over by the most
unconscionable of British landladies, becomes

better than all the pleasures and palaces we can

roam amidst—and it is not everybody who has the

chance of roaming amidst pleasures and jialaces,—by force of comparison. Monsieur was chez

lui, the portress said, and would madame ascend ?

Monsieur's apartment was on the entresol, with

windows giving upon the street. Madame would
see a black door facing her upon the first landing.

Eleanor went up a short flight of steps, fol-

lowed by the major. She knocked upon the

panel of the black door—once, tvrice, three times ;

but there was no answer.

"I'd lay a fiver the feller's gone out again,"
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the major exclaimed; "that jabbering French-

woman didn't seem to know what she was talking
about."

But Eleanor knocked a fourth time, and very
much louder than she had knocked before. There
was no answer even this time ;

but a voice was
heard within, blaspheming aloud with horrible

French execrations that seemed to freeze Eleanor's

blood as she listened to them.
She did listen to them, involuntarily, as people

often listen in a crowded thoroughfare to the

obnoxious clamour of a drunken man, paralysed
for the moment by the horror of his hideous

oaths.

Eleanor turned very pale, and looked despair-

ingly at the major.

"Hark," she whispered, "he is quarrelling
with some one."

The big soldier deliberately turned himself into

a convenient position for listening, and flattened

his ear against the keyhole.

"No, he ain't quarrellin' with anyone," the

major said, presently.
" I can't make much out

of his lingo, but there's only one voice. He's all

alone, and goiu' on like a madman."
The major opened the door softly as he spoke.

Monsieur Bourdon's apartment was divided into

two low-roofed chambers, a little larger than com-
fortable pigeon-holes ; and in the inner and smaller

chamber Eleanor and her companion saw the

commercial traveller wandering backwards and
forwards in his obscure den, only dressed in his

trowsers and shirt, and gesticulating like a
madman.

Mrs. Monckton clung to the soldier's arm. She
had some cause for fear, for in the next moment
the Frenchman descried his visitors, and with a
howl of rage, rushed at the major's throat.

The most intellectual and diplomatic individual
in Cliristendom would have been of very little

service to Eleanor at that moment, if he had been
also a coward. Major Lennard lifted the com-
mercial traveller in his arms, as easily as if tliat

gentleman had been a six-months-old baby, car-

ried him into the next room where there was a
narrow little bedstead, flung him on to the mat-

trass, and held him there.
" You'll find a silk handkerchief in my pocket,

my dear," he said to Eleanor, "if you'll be so
kind as to jmll it out. Voulezvoxts tjardez voiis

troiujkeel, don<j, wm«—Scoundrel !

"
he exclaimed,

addressing himself to the struggling Frenchman.
Mrs. Monckton obeyed. She fell into her place

quite naturally, giving way before the major. He
was the hero of the moment. Frederic Souli6 has
said that the meanest actor who ever trod the
board* of a theati-e, has some inspired moment
in which he is great. I fancy it must be pretty
much the same in the drama of life. This was
the major's moment; and he arose out of his

normal inanity, resplendent with unconscious

grandeur.
The silk handkerchief was a large one, and

Major Lennard used it very dexterously about
Monsieur Bourdon's wrists ; then he found another
handkerchief in another pocket, and used it as a

bandage for the Frenchman's ankles ; and having
lone this ho sat down by the bedside and con-

templated his handiwork complacently, puffing
and blowing a little while he did so.

Victor Bourdon lay very still, glaring at the

ponderous soldier with eyes that were Uke those

of a wild beast.
" I know thee," he exclaimed ; "thou hast been

with me ail the night, thou hast sat upon my chest
;

ah, Grfidin! thou art the biggest of all the
demons that torment me. Thou breathest the
tire and the sulphur, and thy breath burns me,
and now thou hast attached my hands with
bands of iron, white hot, and thou hast tied my
ankles with living scorpions !

"

Eleanor stood at a few paces from the bed,

listening with horror to the man's delirious

ravings.
" What is it ?" she asked, in a subdued voice.

"Is it a fever that makes him like this ? Or has
he gone mad ?"

The major shook his head.
" I think I can guess pretty well what's the

matter with the poor devil;
" he said :

" he's been

going it a little too fast. He's got a touch of

del. trem."

"Del trem!"
" Delirium tremens, my dear," answered the

major.
"
Yes, you can hear his teeth chattering

now this minute. I had it once when I was up
the country, and our fellers took to living upon
brandy-pawnee. I had rather a sharp time of it,

while it lasted ; used to fancy the tent was on
fire

; wanted to go out tiger-hunting in the middle
of the night ;

tried to set the bed-clothes alight
to cure myself of the hiccough ;

and ran after

Meg with a razor early one morning. This man
has got a touch of it, Mrs. Monckton, and I

don't think we shall get much reason out of him

to-night."
The conduct of Monsieur Victor Bourdon, who

was at that moment holding a very animated dis-

course with a dozen or so of juvenile demons

supposed to be located in the bed-curtains, went
very far towards confirming the major's assertion.

Eleanor sat down at the little table, upon
which the dirty litter of the Frenchman's last

meal was huddled into a heap and intermixed
with writing materials; an ink-bottle and a

mustard-pot, a quill-peu and a tea-spoon, lying
side by side. The girl's fortitude had given way
before this new and most cruel disappointment.
She covered her face with her hands, and sobbed
aloud.

Major Lennard was very much distressed at

this unexpected colla2)se \x\tou. the ^lart of his

chief. He was very big, and rather stupid ; but
he had one of those tender childish natures which
never learn to be hard and unmerciful. He was
for ever patting the nhock-heads of dirty pauper
children, for ever fumbling, in his pockets for

copper coin, always open to the influence of any
story of womanly distress, and quite unable to

withstand the dingiest female, if she could only

produce the merest phantom of a tear to be wiped
away furtively from one eye, while the other

looked round the coiner to see if the shot went
home.
He looked piteously at Eleanor, as she sat

sobbing passionately, half unconscious of his pre-
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sence, forgetful of everything except that this last

hope had failed her.
" I thought that he might leave Paris, and go

back to Launcelot Darrell," she said, in a broken

voice,
" but I never thought of anj'thing like

this."
" Sh-sh-sh-sh !

"
ciied Monsieur Bourdon from

the bed. " Ftz ! Cats, cats ! Sh-sh-sh-sh ! Chase
those cats, somebody ! There's the girl Faust saw

upon the Bracken with the little rat running out

of her mouth ! There, sitting at the table ! Go
then, Voleuse, Gueuse, Infa.me !

" screamed the

Frenchman, glaring at Eleanor.

The girl took no notice of him. Her sobs grew
every moment louder and more hysterical. The

major looked at her helplessly.

"Don't," he said, "my good creature, don't

now. This is really dreadfid, 'pon my soul, now.

Come, come, now ;
cheer up, my dear, cheer up.

You won't do anything by giving way, you know.
I always tell Margaret that, when she thinks she
can catch the train by sitting on the ground and

crying, because her portmanteaus won't shut.

Nobody ever did you know, and if you don't put
your shoulder to the wheel "

The major might have rambled on in this wise
for some time ; but the sobbing grew louder ; and
he felt that it was imperatively necessary that

something energetic should be done in this crisis.

A bright thought flashed upon him as he looked

hopelessly round the room, and in another mo-
ment he had seized a small white crockery-ware
jug from the Frenchman's toilet table, and
launched its contents at Eleanor's head.

This was a second master- stroke. The girl
looked up with her head dripping, but with her

courage revived by the shock her senses had
received.

She took off her wet bonnet, and pushed the
drenched hair from her forehead.

"
Oh, major," she said,

"
I know I have been

very silly. But I was so taken by surprise. It

seems so cruel that this should happen. I shall

never get the will now. "

"Stuff and nonsense, my dear," exclaimed

Major Lennard. " What's to prevent your getting
it?"

"What do you mean ?
"

"What's to prevent your talcing it? We're
not going to stand upon ceremony with such a
feller as this, are we, Mrs. Monckton ? He stole

the will from you, and if you can get the chance,
you'll return the compliment by stealing it from
him. Fair play's a jewel, my dear Mrs. M., and
nothing could be fairer than that. So we'll set

to work at once
; and I hope you'll excuse the

cold water, which was meant in kindness, I assure

you."
Eleanor smiled, and gave the major her hand.
"I'm sure it was," she said. "I scarcely

liked the idea of your coming with me, major,
for fear you should do some mischief by being a
little too impetuous. But I don't know what I
should have done without you."
Major Lennard shrugged his shoulders with a

deprecating gesture." I mi^yf/ti have been useful to you, my dear,"
he said,

"
if the feller had been all right and I

could have punched his head ; but one can't get

any credit out of a chap when he's in that state,"

added the major, pointing to the commercial tra-

veller, who was taking journeys on his own account

into the horrible regions of an intemperate man's

fancy.
"Now the first thing we shall want, Mrs.

Monckton," said the major,
"

is a candle and a
box of lucifers. We must have a light before we
can do anything."

It was not dark yet ; but the twilight was

growing greyer and greyer, and the shadows were

gathering in the corners of the room.
Victor Bourdon lay glaring at his two visitors

through the dusk, while the major groped about

the mantelpiece for a box of lucifers. He was
not long finding what he wanted. He struck a

little waxen match against the greasy paper of

the wall, and then lighted an end of candle in a

tawdry cheap china candlestick.
" Ease her I ease her !

"
cried the Frenchman ;

"
I see the lights ahead off Normandy, on the

side of the wind. She'll strike upon a rock before

we know where we are. What are they about,
these English sailors ? are they blind, that they
don't see the light ?

"

Major Lennard, with the candle in his hand,
set to work to look for the missing document.
He did not look very systematically, but as he

pulled out every drawer and opened every cup-

board, and shook out the contents of every re-

ceptacle, flinging them remorselessly upon the floor,

he certainly looked pretty effectually. Eleanor,

kneeling on the ground amongst the chaotic heaps
of clothes and papers, tattered novels, broken
meerscham pipes and stale cigar ends, examined

every pocket, every book, and every paper sepa-

rately, but with no residt. The drawers had
been ransacked, the cupboards disembowelled, a

couple of portmanteaus completely emptied. Every
nook and corner of the two small rooms had been
most thoroughly searched, first by the major in a

slapdash and military manner
;

afterwards by
Eleanor, who did her work with calmness and de-

liberation, though her heart was beating, and the
hot blood surging in her over excited brain.

Every possible hiding place in the two rooms
had been examined, but the will had not been
found.

Every possible hiding place had been examined ;

except the pockets of Victor Bourdon's trousers,
and the bed upon which he lay.
The major stopped to scratch his head in

despair, and stood staring hopelessly at the un-

happy victim of his own vices, who was still

raving, still remonstrating with invisible demons.
But Eleanor aroused her friend from this state of

stupefaction.
" He may have the will about him, major,"

she said.

"Aha !
"

cried the soldier,
"

if he has, I'll have
it out of him. Give it me, you unconscionable

blackguard," he exclaimed, pouncing upon the

delirious Frenchman. "
I'll have it out of you,

you scoundrel. Tell me where it is directly.
Dites moi ou il est, dong ! What have you done

with it, sir ? What have you done with Maurice
de Crespigny's will ?

"
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The familiar name aroused a transitory gleam of

consciousness in Victor Bourdon.

"Ha, ha," lie cried with a malicious chuckle.

"Maurice deCrespigny, the old, the parent of that

Long—cellotte ; but I will have my revenge ; but
he shall not enjoy his riches. The will, the will ;

that is mine, it will give me all."

He raised himself by a great effort into a sitting

posture, and made frantic endeavours to disengage
his hands.

"He is thinking of the will," cried Eleanor;
" loosen his wrists, major ! Pray, pray do, before

the thought leaves him."

Major Lennard obeyed. He loosened the knot
of the silk handkerchief, but before he could re-

move it, Victor Bourdon had pulled his hands

through the slackened noose, and clutched at

something in his breast. It was a folded paper
which he snatched out of the bosom of his shirt,

and waved triumphantly above his head.
"
Aha, Monsieur Long—cellotte !

" he screamed.
"1 will pay thee for thy insolence, my friend."

But before the Frenchman's uplifted arm had
described a second circle in the air above his head,
the major swooj)ed down upon him, snatched

away the paper, handed it to Eleanor, and re-

secured Monsieur Bourdon's wrists with the silk

handkerchief.

So brief had been the interval of semi-conscious-

ness, that the commercial traveller had already
forgotten all about Launcelot Darrell and his own
wrongs, and had rambled off again into impotent
execrations against the imaginary demons amongst
the bed-curtains.

Eleanor unfolded the paper, but she only read
the first few words,

"
I, Maurice de Cre8j)igny,

being at this time, fee," for before she could read

more, the door of the outer room was suddenly
opened, and liichardThornton hurried through into
the bed-chamber.
But not Kichard only, behind him came Gilbert

Monckton, and it was he into whose outstretched
arms Eleanor flung herself.

" You will believe me now, Gilbert," she cried.
" I have found the proof of Launcelot Darrell's

guilt at last."

(To he concluded "til otei' next.)

BASE COIN, FORGED NOTES, AND
MAGSMEN.

Thk public, and even the police, have little

idea of the system and ingenuity with which the
utterers of base coin and the thieves' gamblers
pursue their nefarious avocations. The sinews of
the trade are the professional thieves, and though
many other classes are involved in it, yet but
for the born thieves the unlawful trade would
soon be virtually at an end. It is a complete
system. When a returned convict wishes to
enter the smashing line, he knows where he can

lay out his Government gratuity money to the

greatest advantage. He makes no experiments,
and runs no risk with moulds, and stamps, and
melted metals. Every trade has its emporium,
and when a thief wants a stock of base coin, he
has only to send his orders to Birmingham, They
can suit him there with anything from a new I

farthing to an old guinea. Or if he does not care

for head- quarters, there are London, Sheffield, and
Manchester. So well are the manufacturers of

base coin known to the regular members of the

criminal profession, that there is not a thorough-
bred thief in England who could not obtain for

himself any amount of base coin in a fortnight or

three weeks. The manufacturer of bad money
generally considers himself a wholesale merchant,
and seldom cares to engage in the retail trade of

passing the goods. The base coin manufacturer
never lives in the thieves' quarter, but in some

quiet and respectable neighbourhood. He always
has some one on the alert, and his instruments

are broken up ou the slightest alarm. Copper
and bell-metal are iised for the manufacture of

gold, and pewter and block tin for silver. The

spoons of Alessrs. Yates, of Birmingham, are to

much liked as material out of which to manu-
facture silver coin, that nearly all the smashers
now call a base silver coin a Yates. Moulds,

batteries, and solutions play their several parts for

the production of counterfeit money. The melted
metal is poured into plaster of Paris moulds or
"
traps." When the coins are cool they are well

scoured, so as to make them smooth, then placed
in a chemical solution, and by means of a galvanic

battery the gold or silver coating is attached to

them
; after which they are ready for the market.

Broken-down smiths, engravers, and electro-

platers are the head manufacturers, but many of

the habitual thieves take lessons in the art, and
become accomplished in the only trade they ever

learned. The scale of wholesale prices is regu-

larly fixed, all the coins having a definite market

value, and the unsliding scale is rigidly adhered
to by the criminal trade, the base coin makers not

being in the habit of underselling one another.

The following is a regular base coin price-list,

compiled from reliable sources. Bad sovereigns cost

from three shillings to three and sixpence each ;

half sovereigns, eighteen pence to two shillings ;

crown pieces, ninepence to a shilling ; half-crowns,

fourpence halfpenny to sixpence ; a florin, four-

pence ; one shilling, three pence ; sixpence, two-

pence ; fourpenny piece, three halfpence. Base
coin is divided into soft and hard. The soft

will not ring, and is only jiassed at races and
fairs. The hard rings well, and is difficult to

detect.

The methods of passing base coin are very
ingenious. The straightforward

"
pitcher

"
is the

most daring. Ho puts the base coin upon
the shop counter, and takes his chance of

detection. Should the shopman attempt to test

his money, he will stop him if possible. He will

ask the shopkeeper whether he means to insult

him, snatch the halfcrowu out of his hand, and
threaten never to enter the shop again. The thief

will sometimes pretend to stand upon his honour,
and come back into the shop and insist upon

having his balfcrown tested. But he has substi-

tuted a good halfcrown for the original bad coin,

and so comes off with flying colours. The thief

will now make a purchase, and, again changing
the coin, he after all succeeds in passing his bad
halfcrown. Twilight is the best time for passing
bad money, and more counterfeits are passed at
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that time of day than at any other. The thieves

always go two together for this work. One carries

the base coin, but never attempts to pass any ;

the "
pitcher

" does the passing in the shops, and
takes care never to enter a shop with more than

one base coin upon him ; so that if he comes to

grief, the police find only one counterfeit upon
him, and this he professes to have taken in the

way of trade. Wherever a man is detected pass-

ing spurious gold or silver, his pal, the
" swagsman,

"

is always close by. He carries all the base money,
together with the small purchases which the

pitcher makes in order to get rid of the " snide."

A first-class "pitcher" will do nothing lower than

half-a-crown, and generally prefers gold. There
is one method of passing base gold which I think
would deceive any person not in the secret. The
thief enters the shop with the intention of passing
a bad sovereign. He makes a small purchase
amounting to about eighteenpence, and offers a

good sovereign in payment. The shopkeeper
tests the coin, finds it to be good, and gives the
thief his proper change. After receiving his

change, the thief says,
"
Well, really it is a pity

to deprive you of all this change ; and, now I come
to think of it, 1 know I have some small change
about me." The thief gives back the change, the

shopkeeper returns the sovereign, which the thief

puts into his pocket. He then searches for his

small change, and on counting it finds that he has
not quite enough, and must, after all, change his

sovereign. He takes the golden coin out of his

pocket again, and puts it into the hand of the

shopkeeper. The tradesman has already rung and
tested the sovereign, again gives the thief his

change, and he walks quietly away. Neverthe-
less the shopkeeper is duped, and he has taken a
bad sovereign. When the thief gave the sovereign
the second time, he took a bad one which he kept
ready in the same pocket with the good one.

Women are also very expert in passing base
coin. They will go two together into a shop,
make some purchases, tender a good sovereign in

payment, and take their departure. In about a
week after the purchase these two modest-looking
and soberly dressed women return to the shop.

They are very sorry to trouble the shopkeeper,
but he gave them—by mistake, no doubt— a bad
half sovereign in change a week ago. The whole
case is then gone into. They call to the shopman's
memory their having been in the shop a week ago ;

where they stood, what they bought, and who
served them. A. shopkeeper will occasionally,
imder such circumstances, take the bad half-

sovereign, and give them a good one in exchange,
rather than have any disturbance.

It is to be feared that a great many other people
besides the professional thieves are concerned in

passing bad money. Races, fairs, agricultural
and other shows, furnish ample opportunity for
this wretched trade. If any one doubts this, let

him pass through some of these scenes, and change
a few sovereigns here and there, as he goes along.
He will soon find more base coin in his pockets
than is agreeable. The thieves give the cab
drivers and omnibus "cads" credit for a good
stroke of business in base-coin transactions. The
hotel waiters are classed in the same category.

In times of popular gathering some of these

waiters prepare themselves to reap a wicked
harvest. They are said to have base coin in one

pocket and good in the other. If they are serving
a regular visitor to the inn, they go to the good
pocket, but for the chance-customers and strangers
in general the bad pocket is the bank of exchange.
The "

magsmen
"
consider themselves the aHs-

tocracy of the criminal profession ; they gene-
rally abstain from crimes of gross violence, and

rely upon sharp tricks for their success. And it

must be said that if people would avoid gambling,
and be content to look well after their own, the

swindling and card-sharping thieves would soon
become extinct. A magsman is obliged to put on
a respectable appearance, to keep cool, dress in

many different characters, and act many different

parts. Sometimes he is a foolish and green young
man from the country, sometimes he is a respect-
able gentleman with a small estate, but he always
seems to have plenty of money, and to know or

care very little about its value. A magsman's
outfit consists of plenty of dresses and artificial

whiskers and wigs, so that he may be one character

to-day, and a different one to-morrow. His purse
is well stored with Californiau sovereigns, and his

pocket-book is lined with spurious bills and flash

notes. We engrave specimens of the two most

popular flash notes. This paper-money the magsman
takes care to parade before the eyes of his intended

victim, who cannot without a close inspection

perceive that the showy paper is only
" flash."

Thus equipped, the magsman is ready for any
customer that comes to hand.
A gang of three or four magsmen generally work

together. They will enter a railway train from
different stations, dress in different characters,
and keep iip the pretence of being unknown to

each other. They soon get into conversation and

begin to gamble among themselves ; winning,

losing, and gaily paying the stakes in flash money.
The strangers in the carriage get excited, and

begin to make small bets over "cutting the cards."

I once asked a magsman how they contrived to

induce strangers to j^lay with them. "
Oh," said

he,
' '

it needs no contrivance. It's human nature

over again. They covet what is not their own.

They look at our flash money, and stretch out their

hand to gather the forbidden fruit, and we fleece

them." No stranger has the slightest chance of suc-

cess with a mob of magsmen in a railway carriage.
The flat can never win, though to his own eyes it

may seem impossible for him to lose. The cards

are "doctored," and the magsman's sleight-of-
hand is wonderful. I once got one of them to

show me some tricks, but he did them so neatly
and quickly that I could not detect the act after

it was exjjlained, though when T lifted the card

surely enough the trick was done, A magsman
will sometimes return his winnings rather than

get into a scrape ; indeed, I am informed that

many hundreds of ])ounds are returned every year
in this way, though the process, no doubt, is a

mortifying one to the community.
The forged-note business generally falls to the

lot of the magsmen. Suppose, for instance, a

number of them agree to get up and pass a quan-

tity of forged notes upon a certain provincial
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bank. A gang is formed, and one of them is chosen
as head. This captain gives the order for a number
of five-pound notes ; and the order will probably
have to go through two or three people's hands
before it gets to the original engraver. The mem-

bers of the gang never know, and the head
seldom knows, who engraved the notes. An
engraver of false notes will sometimes accumulate

stock, in which case he looks out for a magsman
in whom he can place confidence. He lets the

PnbtrlluuiK^^nfotum. fi/mdiujIltarvi/i/isl/ihJdUavt.

magsman have the forged notes cheap, and he gets

up his gang and gets to work. The forged-note
market varies, as all other markets do ; a forged
Bank of England ten-pound note fetches thirty

shillings ; a provincial ten-pound note is worth no

more than twenty or twenty-five shillings. A
forged five-pound note generally sells for about
thirteen shillings. Eank of England notes are

preferred, as they can be passed almost anywhere.
Forged notes for a large amount are seldom turned

'/^^

f. BANKofENGRAVING .

out, and are always passed ofT in foreign countries.

A gang of magsmen about to jjass a quantity of

five -pound provincial notes numbers at least

twenty men. They work in pairs, and one or

two generally keep watch over the whole gang, so

that if any of the men get into trouble the rest

may be informed, and leave the town immediately.

They spread themselves over the whole town, and
all begin to work at the same hour. One of the

pair remains outside the shop into which his pal

\^
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enters
;
and this one carries all the bad notes.

The passer has one good note in his pocket, and

only one bad note ;
so that, if he has a "tumble,"

he says the fictitious note was taken in the way of

trade. The looliceman may search him, but he

can find no other note
;
and thus the magsman

escapes heavy penalties. What a pity the police-

man does not seize on the jial outside ! The

magsman makes a small purchase, and offers

the spurious paper-money. If the shoi)keeper is

awkward, and threatens to send for the police, the

magsman will get the note out of his hand and
swallow it in a twinkling. Should the note be

accejited, the magsman gives his pal what he
has bought, gets another forged note, and visits

another shop. So the whole gang work until the

town gets too hot to hold them, when they flee

immediately to some other place, and so go
through the district of the bank as long as it is

safe for them to do so. The remnants are re-

served for races and fairs. If they meet with any
simpleton having genuine notes of the same bank,
they will pretend to compare his notes with theirs—in short, resort to any trick to change the bad
notes for the good ones. Should any of the gang
be apprehended and brought to trial, his pals will

supply him with money to defray his law expenses.
The magsmen are very fond of the notes of

broken banks, and these notes are called "cracked

jugs." They use them for show in gambling, and

they also pass them whenever an opportunity
occurs. How they manage to get hold of these

"cracked jugs" is a mystery. A large amount
of fictitious paper-money was kindly furnished to

me by a superintendent of police. The paper had
been taken from magsmen, and amongst it there

was a genuine banker's bill. It was many years
old, and had been duly honoured. The bankers
could not imagine how this bill had ever found its

way into the hands of the thieves. The follow-

ing, related to me by a thief, is a remarkable
instance of sharp practice with "cracked jugs."
A thief gave an order to a Jew for some clothes,

paid him for them with two ten-pound
" cracked

jugs," and received his change in genuine money.
In a day or two Jacob found he had been done
with two "cracked jugs," and, knowing his

customer to be a thief, he gave him in charge for

having stolen a pencil-case out of his shop. The
thief was apprehended, and Jacob pressed his

charge ; bu* the thief was acquitted. Jacob then
had his customer apprehended for passing the two
"cracked jugs," This time the thief employed a

solicitor, who asked Jacob if he took the notes as
" cracked jugs," which insinuation the Jew indig-

nantly denied. But it so happened that Jacob
had himself been formerly in trouble for passing
"cracked jugs," and would have been transported
for the offence had he not somehow managed to

square matters with his prosecutor. This old

charge was revived by the thief's solicitor, and the
thief was again acquitted. Poor old Jacob then
asked the magistrate if he could not have his

clothes back, and he told him no. The " cracked

jugs
" were ordered to be destroyed in court, but

the unfortunate Jacob could only produce one of

them. His excuse was he had mislaid it that

morning, somewhere or other. The trial and the

trouble passed away ;
but Jacob, not liking to be

done, passed the remaining "cracked jug
"
in some

trading transaction with another Jew. The second

Jew got piiUed up for passing the worthless note,
and he let it out from whom he had received

it. So poor Jacob was overhauled again, and thus

the biter was bitten both ways.
Of thimble-rigging it must suffice to say, as

indeed it may be said of all other thieves' games,
the flat can never win. The pea may at any time
be planted on the brim of the hat or close held

under the long finger-nail ; and even, where there

is no trick of this kind, the practised evolutions of

the thimbles are so marvellously adroit as to escape
the detection of any ordinary vision. It is just
the same with pricking the garter, or "

rolling up
the nob,

"
as the thieves call it. There is no possi-

bility of the "
green-horn's

"
success. A thimble-

rigging gang is made up of four or five men. One
lends his companions money to play with,—he is

called the banker ; he stands in for equal shares of

the gains, and systematically books every shilling
that is won. The decoy walks about and picks up
likely parties with money. He stands treat for his

victim, takes him for a walk, and, as by accident,

they approach the "joint," or place where the

gamblers are. They see the pigeon coming and

begin to play ; room is made for the iiat and his

friend. The decoy plays and wins, to excite the

flat, who himself then begins to bet or play, and
is soon eased of his cash. The gang always arrange
their several parts, andthe arrangements are strictly

carried out. All sorts of artful dodges are used

in what they call "right houses"—public-houses
where their roguery is sanctioned. Dressed as a

countryman, the decoy goes out in search of a

victim, whom he leads at once to one of the thieves'

gambling dens. One would wonder how any one

could be decoyed, but the thing is done very
cleverly. The kid or dec oyer is, from long prac-
tice and experience, well up to his business. He
knows a countryman as soon as he sees him. The
" kid" gets into conversation by asking some ques-
tion about the time of day or the road. He makes
free with him, crams him with lies, professes to

have been drawing a large sum of money, and
shows his flash notes and Californian sovereigns.
Of course the kid professes to be a stranger in the

neighbourhood, and while talking to the flat he

will ask the way to some place from some one who

happens to be passing. The countryman is thrown
off his guard, if he has one, and goes to a "

right
house " with the kid, merely for a friendly glass,

as the victim thinks. Let us suppose that the

victim has entered the "
right house," and is

seated in the chimney-corner, and enjoying a

glass of ale with his new acquaintance. The

magsmen, each having his preconcerted part to

play, drop in one at a time, as if by accident, and
all pretend to be strangers to each other.

The following are some of the many swindling

games which may be played on the occasion.

Tlie Three Cards.—These are shown to the spec-

tators, and then turned the wrong side up and

shifted about upon the table very rapidly. The
bet is, that, although you saw the cards, you cannot

tell which is which as they lie back upwards. The

rapidity with which the cards are moved renders
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certainty in naming the right card an impossibility.
The gaming begins sometimes by the entrance of

the man called the player, who has pocket-knives
to sell, and offers them to the company. If nobody
will purchase a knife, he offers to raffle one by the

cards. If the kid and his fiat decline to play, some
other members of the company accept the chal-

lenge. The player lifts the card, and says, with-

out looking at it, "This is the right one." The
kid sees that the card is wrong, and whispers
so to the flat. A bet is made, and the decoy bets

as well as the victim ; the company cause a confu-

sion, in the excitement of which the card is dex-

terously shuflied and the victim is done. Before

playing deep they often make a bargain—"No
grumbling at losses

;

" and the kid bets heavily to

keep the game sweet. The man who murmurs

against fortune must stand glasses round. When
they have won all they can, they begin to leave

one at a time. Some member of the company,
however, sympathises with the Hat, and keeps him
at bay until the rest of the gang are clear off, when
he also absconds, and the flat is left to the misery
which he has foolishly brought upon himself.

Blacks and Reds.—This game is worked by three

or four magsmen, and the flat is picked up in

some such way as we have already described.

The game is cutting the cards,—which cuts most
blacks or reds. The cards are mixed promiscu-

ously, to all appearance, but not so in reality.
The cards are "faked," that is marked— there

being a slight difference'of sizes
;

the differentia,

though small, ia easily felt by the gambler's
educated touch. The kid is a man of fortune,
out for a spree, and merrily pulls out his cards,
and proposes a game. After playing awhile
without bets they manouuvre into serious busi-

ness. The man of fortune goes out of the room
and leaves his cards upon the table. One of

the gang tells the flat that he will have a lark

with the gentleman ;
so he takes half of the red

cards out of the pack and puts them into his

pocket. The man of fortune returns, seems not
to know that the cards have been tampered
with, and at once oU'ers a bet, that he can cut
more reds than any of the company can cut
blacks. If the flat will not bet some one else

beta, and of course wins. Then the flat bets, and
loses, by reason of the ' ' faked "

cards.

Tlic Grease Pot.—A jug of ale stands upon the

table, out of which the gambler drinks. He
puts a shilling iipon the table and sets his jug
upon it. In a short while he turns his head,
and one of the company quickly takes the shilling
from under the jug without the gambler perceiving
it. Then the kid offers a heavy wager that the

shilling is not under the jug, and the flat joins
his bet with his friend. The gambler accepts the

bet, lifts the jug from the table, and there, sure

enough, the shilling is, and the victim is swin-
dled

;
for another shilling, made adhesive, was

attached to the bottom of the jug, and loosened

by a sharp-pressed draw of the jug along the
table.

The Mallet,—This is an instrument similar to

those used by carpenters, and is gambled with in

some of the "
right houses." The owner shakes it,

and a coin, or something of the kind, is heard to

rattle inside the mallet. The gambler leaves his

tool upon the table and goes out of the room.

During his absence the kid and the flat, for a joke,
take the coin out of the mallet and put something
else in. On the gambler's return to the room, the
kid asks him what there is in the mallet ; he
mentions the piece of coin. Then the kid ofiFers a

wager that such a coin is not in the mallet, and
the flat joins in the bet. The mallet is shaken and
then opened, when out tumbles a piece of coin

similar to the one which had been previously
taken out. The flat is done. A second piece of

coin bad been fastened and concealed in the

mallet, and was turned out by a little extra

shaking.
The Sneezer is a round snuflf-box with a loose ring

inside, and a second ring made fast. It is used in

the same way as the mallet. The magsmen also

occasionally use a " Monkey," which is a lock, and
the bet is about opening it.

The cleverest card trick of the thieves which I

have ever seen, is called bringing the king and

queen together. Thousands of pounds have been

wagered and lost on this game by unsuspecting
and unininitiated people. It is difficult to explain
without a pack of cards. The pack is divided
into three heaps, the magsmau takes a king and

queen in his hand, shows them to the company,
and says that he can lay them together, shuffle

them, and bring them together again. The three

heaps of cards lie upon the table with the face

upwards ; the magsman then lays the queen—face

downwards—upon one of the heaps. He then
turns his back upon the cards to show the com-

pany the king ; and while he does so his pal

2)laces several cards upon the queen. He then

puts the king upon the queen, as he thinks, says
he can deal out the three heaps, and bring out
the king and queen together. The company,
knowing that several cards have been placed
between the king and queen, offer heavy beta.

The cards are shuffled, and thrown out of hand,
one by one, upon the table ; sure enough, the

queen is the card which comes out next after

the king, to the amazement of the spectators.
The explanation is, that the magsman noticed

what card it was which he placed the queen upon ;

he deals out until he comes to this card upon
which the queen was placed, and after dealing it

out, the rogue knows the queen card comes next ;

BO he thrusts the queen back, holds it in his hand
until the king is played, when he at once puts the

queen upon it.

A magsman once told me the following stories,
which I believe to be substantially true.

"I once attended an execution in the North,
and I determined, if possible, to fleece Jack Ketch.

My pals and I set to work, found out where ho

lodged, and by what train he would leave the town
where the execution took place. I got to the

station in good time, and kept a sharp lookout for

my friend the executioner. Presently Jack Ketch

arrived, and with him a mob, who hooted and

groaned dreadfully. We thieves thought they
were groaning at us, and we began to be alarmed;
but we soon saw that they were hooting the hang-
man. He took his seat, and we took ours. Still

the mob yelled and groaned. A gentleman asked
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what it was all about, when I told him that Jack

Ketch was with us in the carriage. On this, several

passengers became indignant, and declared they
would not travel in the same carriage with a com-

mon hangman. I took Jack Ketch's part, and told

them that if there was no law there would be no

living ; and that, as murderers must be hung, some-

body must do it. But they all left the carriage, and
Jack Ketch quite took to me, because I stuck up
for him, which pleased me exceedingly. I told

him that I was sorry and ashamed to see a public
servant treated in such a scurvy manner. After a

while some of my pals
—we acted the part of

perfect strangers to each other—began to play at

cards, winning and losing among themselves with

varying fortunes. They asked me to join them,
and I carelessly consented. Sometimes I won,
sometimes I lost

;
at last I began to lose heavily,

and Jack Ketch, in pity for my easy-going nature

and out of gratitude for my sympathy with him,

began to ofler me his advice and assistance. I

refused his counsel, and persisted in losing. Ketch

got excited, began to bet, and we soon fleeced him

heavily. Gradually the truth dawned iipon him
that we were a swell-mob party, when he be-

came furious. In angry tones he told us what
we were, and demanded the return of his money.
With a sneer I answered ;

' Give back the blood

and life you took this morning, and I will give

you back your blood-money.' At the next station

I made my escape, and left the hangman in the

lurch."

The other story was about a bubble bet—a
case of orthography.

" I was travelling in the guise of a Scotch pea-
sant. I had the dress exactly, and, as I could

imitate the brogue well, I was naturally an object
of interest to the English. I got out of the train

at the station upon which I had previously
determined, and when the train had started, I

began to whistle for my dog. The people about
the station laughed at me, and I acted the peasant
fool to perfection. I went into a public-house
with a comjiany of farmers and others, and was

greatly distressed about the loss of my dog. Bob.
I got hold of the gas-burner, and pulled at it.

They asked me what I was doing, and I told

them I was ringing the bell for my Bob. They
all concluded—much to my satisfaction—that I

was a fool. I then made use of a word which
I purposely mispronounced. They asked me what
it meant, and I told them. Then they asked
me to spell it, which I did. Then they said

my spelling was wrong, and I said it was not,
for I had received a good education, and knew
what I was about, at which the company laughed
heartily. I got very angry, and began to show
my bank-notes (flash ones, though), to let them
see that I was sombody. They offered to bet

upon the spelling of the word to a heavy amount,
and 1 accepted the wager. They asked me wh©
should decide which was right and which was
wrong. I gave the name of the old dame that
educated me far away in the Highlands, and
wanted them to telegraph for her, but they would
not do it, and so we agreed that the dictionary
should decide. So the waiter brought in the dic-

tionary, and according to it I was right. Then

T had to plot my escape with the twenty pounds
which I had won, as well as I could. They
swore they would take the money from me, and
would not let me go. So T pulled away at the

gas-burner to ring the bell for my dog. I heard
Bob outside, sluggishly went through the door

to bring him in, and in doing so I gave my dupes
leg-bail, and as I twisted through the back streets,

I laughed heartily at my victims. The word was

spelt in two ways, but I knew the way in which the

word was spelt by the dictionary of that house, and
the English fogies little knew that the innocent-look-

ing waiter was a friend of mine, and in my pay.
I quickly doffed my Highland costume and red

whiskers, and transformed myself into a steady,

sleek, and intelligent Englishman once more."
One method of swindling employed by the mags-

men is called Tnazhuf. A magsman goes to a large

outfitter, says he is going abroad, and represents
himself as an emigrant, or naval or military cap-

tain, as the case may be. The magsman gives a

large and costly order, and leaves his hotel address.

Captain Mag will occasionally send his servant for

a considerable portion of the goods, but never for

the whole. Should he succeed in getting them,
neither the captain nor the servant is ever heard

of by the tradesman again. Sometimes they ar-

range for the tradesman to deliver the goods at

the hotel at a certain hour. Captain Mag goes to

the bar and gives his name, that he may be called

when asked for. The goods are delivered, and the

gallant captain receives them himself. He treats

the servant handsomely, and pays him with a

snide bill or a forged note, and particularly re-

quests that the remainder of the order may be

completed by a given date, and gives a further

order ;
to keep the messenger sweet, perhaps

"
tips" him with a sovereign or so. Then the

messenger goes home, and the noble captain re-

treats to lay siege elsewhere. The remainder of

the order is delivered at the hotel, but the cajitain

has left, and, alas ! they do not know his address.

A country emigrant goes to the seaport full of

fear and trembling, and determined not to be

done. Poor fellow ! his very caution will lead

him into the destruction which he so much dreads.

I am sure the reader will pardon a long and tedious

exposition of the roguery, as its object is to save

his country cousins. In connection with all sea-

ports there is a class of men called " dudders."

These formerly travelled the country as pedlars,*

selling waistcoat pieces, sham jewellery, &c., to

countrymen. In selling for thirty shillings or two

pounds a waistcoat-piece which cost them perhaps
five shillings, they would show great fear of the

revenue officer, and beg of the purchasing clod-

hopper to kneel down in a puddle of water, crook

his arm, and swear that it might never become

straight if he told an exciseman, or even his own
wife. These men, frequently dressed like sailors,

are a branch of the magsman clan, and sell cigars
or other goods. One trick of theirs is to have a

few good cigars to show. Their victim is taken to

a public-house and treated ; there the cigars or

goods are dexterously changed, and the flat comes

away with an imaginary good bargain under his

* Vide '-Slang Dictionary." J. Camden Hotten, Londou.
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arm, which is in reality nothing but rubbish.

These quad smuggled goods however are only by-

play compared with the real games by which the

poor emigrant is heartlessly robbed of all that he

possesses. The chief game of the magsmen is

called "
wrapping up," and takes three or four

men to work it out. The kid visits the emigration
oflBces and emigrant ships until he falls in with a

likely flat. They get into conversation over a

friendly glass. The emigrant makes no secret of

his destination. The kid becomes very communi-

cative, tells the story of his life, and shows his

money, of which he seems to have an abundance.

This kind of friendly intercourse goes on for a

week or so. The kid then begins to unfold hia

plans for future emolument. He is going to take

out with him a large quantity of goods which are

in great demand in the colony. He insinuates his

willingness to take the flat into partnership. At
this stage the other members of the gang make
their appearance, and they are also emigrants.

They begin to wonder what they shall speculate

in, and at length the kid and his friend take them
into their contidence. At last they conclude that

the goods in question will be the best invest-

ment, and the whole quintette agree to partner-

ship. The question of capital is started, and they
are all naturally anxious to know what will be the

joint amount. The magsmen put their money
upon the table in separate heaps, and the kid and
the flat do the same. This is done to ascertain

the amount of the flat's money, and whether it is

paper or coin. The money is counted back into

the purses, or wrapi»ed up, and no more is said.

The kid leaves the company for awhile, and re-

turns. But the cashier has forgotten to book the

respective amounts, and so the money must all

be counted out again upon the table. The cashier

coimts it, and his friends ask him to ])ut it into

their purses or wrap it up for them. When he is

counting the flat's cash the rest of the gang get

aip an excitement, in which they absorb the flat's

attention. The cashier quickly puts flash money
into the victim's parcel and hands it to him. They
gradually leave the room, and the flat is stripped
of all he has in the world. If these or other

iniquitous measures fail, the last resort is to drug
the emigrant's drink.

In addition to forged and spurious notes, the

police often And a number of spurious bills upon
the magsmen. These bills are generally for show
and sometimes for use. The history of them has
been kindly furnished to me by a respectable
accountant of considerable experience. As some

poor tradesmen read this brief sketch it will recall

to their recollection days and nights of agony and

despair. These spurious bills first came into use
about five-and-twenty years ago, just at the time
when common people became too wide awake to

be any longer duped by flash notes. These bills

consist of drafts in the usual form, signed, and

accepted, and bear several indorsations. They
differ from forced bills in not pretending to bear
the signature of any well-known firm. If intended
for circulation in London, they are dated at some
remote town, and addressed to imaginary firms in

the proviuces ; but if wanted for provincial circu-

lation, the drawer resides in the country and

the acceptor in London. They are manufactured

chiefly if not entirely in London, and there is

good reason for the belief that there are not more
than three or four manufacturers of the ' '

long
firm." The mode of putting them into circula-

tion is this :
—The London fabricator has his agent

in several large towns, who employs for scouts

such persons as attornies' clerks, bailifi"3, and

pawnbrokers. These give information of all per-
sona who are embarrassed. The principal agent
then makes his own private inquiries, and having
selected his victim, sends his name with all

necessary jiarticulars to London. The chief

forthwith despatches a circidar to the victim,

setting forth the various causes which may occa-

sion temporary embarrassment even to firms of

undoubted respectability. The circular urges the

importance of preserving credit unimpeached, and
that by accepting temporary assistance such firms

may overcome their dilficulties ; and having thus
dressed up the bait, the circular kindly offers

any amount of accommodation by return of post,

provided satisfactory references can be given.
The embarrassed tradesman swallows the bait

and sends his references. He receives a reply
that all is satisfactory, and that on remitting five

per cent, of the amount required, he shall receive

bills drawn and accepted by firms of the first

respectability. Poor wretch ! driven to despera-
tion by some frightfully urgent engagement which
must be met, he scrapes together cash enough for

the purpose, sends it to his benefactor, and
receives the worthless bills, accompanied by a
second circular informing him that he must

provide for the bills on maturity. Should he
not be able to do so, the circular says he may
obtain a second accommodation at reduced prices.
The confiding tradesman soon finds out that ho
has been swindled. Should inquiry bo instituted

at the place from which the circulars are addressed,
it turns out to be some low shop or house, the

inmates of which know nothing of the pai-ties

sought ; they merely receive his letters and keep
them until called for. Some twenty-five years ago
this system of knavery was at its climax. It is now
nearly extinct, but the magsmen avail themselves
of it in all sorts of ways whenever an opportunity
occurs. The bills are easily detected by a practised

eye. They have not at all a commercial look

about them. The handwriting is stiff and feigned ;

its sameness being feebly disguised by different

kinds of ink.

Those who have studied human nature for

themselves, by observing the huge masses who
congregate on race- courses, will have come to the

conclusion that races are very questionable in their

associations, and that gambling, swindling, bubble

bets, and foul play are but two rife upon our

race-courses. The Welchers who now throng
and annoy the stands are magsmen all. They
pocket their winnings, but keep far enough
out of the way to make their escape from their

gambling creditors. These Welchers are generally
the landlords of some low gambling-house, and
eke out their winter living by the aid of "picking
up

" women. Out of the racing season others of

them wander about the country with a hawker's

licence. The thieves who attend races are called
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"tug-stretchers." They swindle and rob in the

daytime, and plunder drunken men through the

night. They have many tricks peculiar to races

and fairs, of which we shall only mention two,
"
fawney dropping

" and the " three bars." The
former practice is worked by two scoundrels. One
tries to get some coixntry simpleton engaged in

conversation. As soon as the thief is able to

accomplish this, his criminal companion walks in

front, and drops an apparently gold ring, marked
at a high figure. The thief who has the flat in

hand picks up the ring, and pretends to be very
much excited and delighted with the value of his

find. He attempts to break the ring in two, and

says that half of it belongs to the flat. But the

flat objects, and says it would be a pity to break
and spoil the ring. So the thief agrees to let the

flat have it for so much, and probably bags eight
or nine shillings for a ring that never cost him
threepence. The three bars are worked in streets

as well as at races and fairs. It requires three

men to work the artifice—a kid, a dropper, and
one to act as a policeman in plain clothes. Two
common pencil-cases are the instruments, one

containing a pin and a pen, the other a pen only.
When the kid has got his victim to rights, he
raises his hat by way of signal to his confederates.

The dropper then walks past the kid, pulls out
his pocket-handkerchief for the usual purpose,
and in doing so drops a pencil-case with a steel

pen in it. The kid picks up the pencil-case, and

says to the flat,
' ' That man has dropped this, let

us see what there is in it." The flat finds a steel

pen in the case. Then the kid proposes to have
a lark with the owner of the pencil-case, so he
takes the pen out, puts in a pin, and gives the

pen to the flat to hold. They call the dropper
back, and the kid asks him if he has lost any-
thing. He says that he is not aware that he has,
and inspects his flash money in showy style.

"
It

is not money that you have lost,
"
says the kid.

Then the dropper examines his pockets, and finds

that his pencil-case is gone. They give him the

pencil-case, and the kid remarks that there is no
steel pen it. The dropper shakes the case and
says there is a pen in it. The kid replies, "But
the pen is not like this," producing the one which
the flat is holding. Then the kid appeals to the

flat, who also affirms that there is no pen in it.

The dropper then offers a bet, and if it is taken
he puts his hand into his pocket for the money,
and at the same time adroitly changes the pencil-
case for one with a pin and a pen in it. The case is

handed to the flat, and he opens it to his astonish-
ment. The policeman in plain clothes comes up,
threatens to arrest them for gambling, and so

they all "skedaddle."

SELIGENSTADT-ON-THE-MAIN.

The thirty-first of January of this year '63
was a clear, soft, and bright day. There had
been many such in the course of one of the
mildest winters within living memory. But per-
haps this was the first day in which the promise
of an early spring—so often broken, but this year
to have a glorious fulfilment—was felt in the air.

On the whole, it was a day which prompted a

pilgrimage in defiance of the calendar. On a bend
of the Lower Main lies the ancient town of Seli-

genstadt. It appears to be but a short walk from

Offenbach, as the road thence to it appears on the

map as the chord to which the arc is formed by
the river

;
and distant but some ten minutes by

rail from Frankfort is Offenbach, a thriving, in-

dustrious place, whose prosperity was caused by
the Huguenot immigration. The road from Offen-

bach to Seligenstadt is monotonous enough, cutting

through dense pine-forests in straight lines, so that

a person or carriage approaching is seen for half

an hour before he or it is met. This forest was
the terror of the Nuremburg merchants in the

middle ages, as they could be seen a long way off

by the robber knights and their henchmen, who
remained ensconced in the wood till a convenient

opportunity occurred for making the onslaught on
the convoy of wares. The town of Frankfort
used to keep soldiers on purpose to protect its

customers through this part of their journey,

though not always effectually. It must have been
nervous work passing along this road in those

times, for at any moment any reasonable number
of enemies might issue from the thick covert on
either side, or on both. Seligenstadt, with its old

walls and towers, is seen long before it is reached

after the woods have opened and made room for

the plain on which it stands, with the Main wash-

ing its crumbling fortifications.

As the approach to Verona brings to mind the

loves of Komeo and Juliet, so does that to Seli-

genstadt those of Eginhard and Emma, which,

however, had a less unfortunate close. The story
connected with the town has been given in dif-

ferent versions, of which the most apparently
authentic is as follows. Emma was a beautiful

daughter of Charlemagne. Eginhard was a page
and private secretary of that great monarch.
From the office he held he could not well have
been of very high station in those days, when

clerkly functions were in general contempt, and he

was probably a young gentleman reading for Holy
Orders, perhaps some son of a good family who
had interest at court, who, if he had borne arms at

all, would have borne them with a bar-sinister.

Comely, however, he certainly was, and of such

goodly figure that he found favour in the eyes of

the Princess Emma. Under the circumstances it

would be probable that the first advances to

intimacy were made on the part of the lady, the

disparity of rank being so great, and the fortunate

issue of any open suit so apparently hopeless.

The lovers, who moved in different spheres by
day, managed to meet by moonlight in the apart-
ments belonging to the Princess, which had a

separate door into the court, which was unfor-

tunately commanded by a window of the Em-

peror's own rooms. These meetings continued to

take place for a long time with impunity ;
at last

Eginhard, late one night or early one morning, after

bidding the Princess farewell, started back with

horror, as soon as he had opened the door, on see-

ing that the courtyard was covered with snow. Of

course the snow would betray the tracks of his

feet. By ill luck, Charlemagne, who had the cares

of half a dozen kingdoms on his shoulders, did
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not close an eye that night, and on getting up to

open hia window he saw, proceeding leisurely

across the court, a female figure bearing on its

shoulders—not the weight of half a dozen king-

doms, certainly, but what was in her case quite as

bad, or worse—a tall young man. It was Emma
carrying Eginhard. To imagine the scene that

followed it is necessary to take a full measure of

the greatness of Charlemagne as compared with

the littleness of a pert young clerk. What the
exact spot where the scene occurred was, appears
uncertain

;
but it may have been the imperial

hunting-seat of Dreieichenhain, between Frankfort
and Darmstadt. In such a case the wrath of

Charlemagne must have been more like the wrath
of the four elements than anything human,
except perhaps that of the Chief Druid when

Charlemagne put his imperial foot on his over<

'

--;^f^#?f'^'l^'^if^^j./-^
Conventual Church, SuHgonstadt. See page 802.

turned idol. However, he did not put them to
death ; that would have created a scandal. He
said nothing to anj' one else, but ordered the

guilty pair to quit his sight for ever. Neverthe-

less, Emma was the favourite daughter of Charle-

magne, and Eginhard himself he loved, and
would have promoted to great honour but for the

presumptuous youth thus dashing all his own
prospects to pieces. So Charlemagne was sad,
and often longed to hear news of Emma, whose

name he never mentioned, and whose name none
mentioned to him

; why, they scarce dared to ask
even themselves. And he tried to cure his sad-

ness, as was his wont, by exercise and excitement,
and now, as he had no wars on hand, by the chase.

It chanced, one day that a fine stag had escaped
him after a long run in the wood close to the

Main, by a small hamlet called Obermiihlheim.
He was tired and in need of refreshment, and he
drew up at the door of a humble house in the
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W^ood adjoining the hamlet. Here he was struck

by the wonderful beauty of a little boy who was

playing near the door, and who stood gazing at

him with the clear bine eyes of a young Frank

who did not seem at all abashed by his august

presence. He dismounted, and taking the child

in his arms, brought him into the cottage, with

the thought that he, though chief of Christendom,

would only be too happy to have such a grandson.
Here he was humbly received by the child's

mother, who with muffled face and stifled voice,

as if awe-struck, bade the Emperor welcome, and

requested to be allowed to retire at once to pro-

vide him a collation according to her limited

means. In due time a course was placed before

the Emperor, and when it was withdrawn he

recognised a dish which was the invention of his

daughter Emma, and which had always in times

past been prepared for him by her own fair

hands. In his surprise he ordered his hostess to

be brought before him, and immediately on her

appearance locked in his arms his weeping and

penitent child. Overjoyed, he granted his full for-

giveness on the spot, and exclaimed,
"
Happy

(selig) is the spot where I have found my daughter

again." And ever since that time Obermiihlheim

has borne the name of Seligenstadt.
A more prosaic account of the origin of the

name, and one certainly more consistent with

analogy,i3 that Obermiihlheim was named Seligen-

stadt, or Town of the Blessed, in consequence of

the relics of two martyrs, Peter and Marcellinus,

having been brought thither, after a conventual

church had been built there, about the time of

Charlemagne. In 18iO the substructions of Koman

buildings were found in digging for the founda-

tions of a new school-house, and the mediasval

remains show evidences of Roman masonry
having been used in the construction of the town.

The conventual church is first heard of in the

ninth century, since which time it has undergone

perpetual alterations, tmtil the buildings were
secularised in 1803. The lordship of the town
was granted by Ludwig the Pious to Eginhard,

who, after the death of his beloved Emma, retired

into the convent. The oixter shell of the marble

sarcophagus containing their united bones is still

shown, while the inner part has been transferred

to the collection of stolen goods at Erbach in the

Odenwald.* In 1013 the see of Mainz by craft

obtained possession of Seligenstadt ; but Kudolph
von Hapsburg made it, in 1184, an imperial de-

pendency, though it afterwards lapsed again to

Mainz. The town lost many of its privileges by
joining the peasants in the war of 1525, and it was
so exposed to the ravages of the Thirty Years'

War that only a seventh of the inhabitants were
said to have been left. When the Swedes came
to it in their turn, it is said by Prior Waltz that

Gustavus Adolphus himself was kind to the in-

habitants ; but " the Queen (of Sweden) behaved
with stupidity, as she brought an ape in her car-

riage, with shorn crown and rosary, to mock the

Catholic clergy." After the Erench Revolution,

Seligenstadt fell to Hessen-Darmstadt ; it is now
a quiet little place, and its dark old walls make a

good picture on the side next the Main.
* Boo VoL viii,, page 501,

" The Neckar."

It is very nearly dusk when we reach Gross-

Steinheim, on our way to Hanau. Its tower,
with its fine heavy projecting turrets, looks

grand in the red winter sunset, and its water-

gate looks like the entrance to an imposing place,
as we leave it to cross the ferrj'. But failing day-

light obliges us to quicken o\ir steps to the Hanau
station, with the thought that Gross-Steinheim
deserves a visit to itself. G. C. Swayne.

DIONYSIUS THE SCHOOLMASTEE.*
One little year ago and Syracuse,

Great Syracuse with all its royal towers,

Lay at my feet, as I leant back to hear

The Lydian flutes chasing the flying hours :

The Cystus-bloom, that scarce a day doth shine,

Was not more short-lived than that power of mine.

I looked and saw the triremes in the port,
And every trireme bore my purple flag ;

And everywhere the vineyards caught the eye,

Wreathing each clayey cliff and stony crag,
And o'er the bay I saw proud Temples rise,

Built for my slaves to offer sacrifice.

My garment trailed upon the marble stone

Out in the sunshine
; but a soft green shade

Played round my brows, and from the inner coui-t

(On this day year) I mind me that there strayed
Ionian music, fluttering from the tbroat

Of a Greek boy, who mocked the thrush's note.

My cedar chests were brimmed with Persian gold,

My vats with wine and oil were running o'er,

My Babylonian stuff, my citron woods,
Seemed in my treasuries to grow still more :

Gold was to me as dust, jewels as stones

That strew the weedy coast where ocean moans.

And now I sit upon a fig-tree stool.

My sceptre for a ferule well exchanged.

Plodding o'er Homer's verse and Pindar's hymns,
From all my brittle greatness long estranged ;

And round me press the peasant boys, dismayed
At my stern face, the badge of my dull trade.

Under this Ilex we sit hour by hour,
The cicale droning on to mock the task

That drones below, and in the sunshine fierce

The sleeping tortoise crawls to rest and bask,
While in the myrtle brake beyond the shade
I see the green snake steal towards the glade.

Around me gather all the rosy lads.
The stalwart ploughman's sturdy, restless child.

The fisherman's rough boys, fresh from the gulf,
And still from their hard trade loud-voiced and wild.

My courtiers nor my parasites are these ;

Discrowned, disrobed, I still can boast of ease.

This is my tiny world, and this my train

Of little subjects, trembling at my frown,

Smiling when I smile, as, with weary brain,
I hear the stammered lines of Homer's rhyme,

And happier than of old, defying fate.

Beneath the Ilex rule my petty state.

And when I die, I shall leave gold enough
To buy them wine to hold a village feast

Each year upon my grave ;
and there the boys

Shall bask and play, and slay the votive beast ;

And I beneath shall rest with peaceful face.

While rustic music cheers the dim, still place,

*
Dionysius, tyrant, of Syracuse, being deposed, became

a schoolmaster in Coriath.
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HEINRICH FRAUENLOB.

At Worms, about onr Lady's shrine

A minstrel's gently haunting shade is ;

He sang of Love and War and Wine,
His name was Henry Praise-the-Ladies.

This Henry had a yearning heart,

And chivalric emotions warmed him,
But holy vows kept him apart
From all tbat tired, and all that charmed him.

VOL. IX. No. 223.
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And icany a time his brow grew sad,

And many a time bis eye grew moister,

When lute-like voices, young and glad,

Were wafted to bis cage-like cloister.

And so, like captive bird, be sung

Of cups tbat kindlier tables graced,

Of swords at knigbtlier sides tbat bung,

Of lips 'twere deadly sin to taste.

The knights he sung were scarce of earth,

Not ruffians as we oft behold here,

All loyalty and truth and worth.

Each one an army in a soldier.

The wines he sung might glad the board

Of Duke, Archbishop, or Elector,

The produce of some fairy board.

Imprisoned sunbeams changed to nectar.

But sweet as ever woke his lays

To celebrate good wine or true man,
The rare quintessence of his pi-aise

Was thine, inexplicable Woman.

He praised thee in thine April morn.
All tremulous with beauty's budding,

When tender thoughts are newly bom,
And bathe the cheek in roseate flooding.

He praised thee in thy May of youth,

The heroine of antique story ;

Bound soul to soul in ardent truth.

And granting maiden love for glory.

He praised thee, peerless queen of home,
The hearth-imparadising mother ;

Fount of the Strong and Fair to come,

Most blest in blessing most another.

By Henry wept no child or wife,

When bowed to death his silver head ;

But angel wings, \inknown in life.

Threw their bland shadows o'er his bed.

Touch closed his eyes more soft than ours.

Fair hands diopt wreaths the kind old man on.

And eight bright ladles, crowned with flowers,

Bore to his rest the genial Canon.

G. C. SWAYNE.

ON THE RAIL.
PART II.

Besides those cardinal defects of our railroad

system, on which I have already* recorded my dis-

satisfaction, there are scores of others not less

annoying, though perhaps less serious. *'Les

petites misferes de la vie en chemin-de-fer," would
form an appropriate title for such a work as I

should like to see written. Railway annoyances
do not belong to the order of troubles that are soon

forgotten. On the contrary, the traveller has time
to brood over them to his heart's content or dis-

content, as he is jolted along mile after mile and
hour after hour. For my own part, I do not con-
sider railway journeying to be conducive to

pleasing reflections. As long as you can look out
on the passing scenery, well and goo.d ; as long as

you can sleep, well and better ; but, if the pro-
spect from the windows is dull and dreary, or if

it is too dark to see anything, and if you cannot

sleep, then I fancy most persons' reflections on a

* See p. 336.

solitary journey are not peculiarly lively ones.

The swaying to and fro of the carriage produces
that feeling of heaviness which, as every seafaring

traveller knows, is the first step in the downward

path towards nausea. Thus the mind is apt to

brood over the discomforts of one's position.

During a long series of such after-dark journey-

ings, when I was too tired to read and too wide

awake to sleep, I have pondered sadly over the

short-comings of our raUroad management and

some few results of these ponderings I wish now to

convey to others.

In the first place then, according to the custom

of reformers, let me name my own particular per-

sonal grievance. If the tyrant Gessler had placed

the apple on the head of Master Schmidt or Meyer
instead of on that of young Tell, very likely the

Swiss revolution would never have taken place.

In the same way, to compare small things with

great, if our railway companies had not systema-

tically refused to provide for my individual com-

fort, I should not perhaps have been tempted to

launch these censures on their devoted heads. As
the St. Albans potwhalloper said, I am not venal,

but I am accessible to persuasion ;
and supposing

I had no personal cause of complaint, my sense of

the public wrongs might not be as vivid as it is.

This I own in justice to abstract truth ; yet at the

same time, I feel some satisfaction in knowing
that my own wrongs are also those of a largo

portion of the public. To tell the truth, I am
addicted to smoking. This may, as a fashionable

ladies' doctor once said to me, be a nasty habit,

an expensive habit, and a degrading habit. About

that I say nothing. I only aver that in company
with nine railway travellers of the male sex out of

ten, I do like a cigar while I am travelling ; and,

what is more, I indulge my liking. If I had a

penchant for picking pockets or for slashing cushions

with a pen-knife, I could hardly be treated with

greater severity. I have to indulge my taste slily,

surreptitiously, and ignobly. I look out for

empty carriages. I give bribes to officials, who
are at once offensively servile and insultingly

familiar. I am liable at any moment to be in-

sulted, committed and fined. I am pained by the

consciousness that the carriage, when I leave it, will

smell unpleasantly of stale tobacco, and that the

next occupant may be a lady, to whom the odour

is really unpleasant ; and, in fact, I am kept in

a state of equal discomfort whether I smoke or do

not smoke. And these penalties are inflicted on

me simply and solely because I do what I am
allowed to do in every other place that 1 frequent.

No doubt there is a difference on our various lines.

The Great Northern, for instance, inclines to

stern severity with respect to smokers ;
the Great

Eastern is lax to a degree hardly consistent v,^ith

dignity ;
the North Western is accessible to reason

in the person of its officials ; the South Western

is capricious in its policy ;
while the South

Eastern line is positively Draconian in its anti-

pathy to smoking, and, not content with fining

detected offenders, actually gibbets them for weeks

afterwards by affixing their names, occupations,

and punishments on the walls of its stations—an

excess of cruelty which I doubt being justified

either by humanity or law. Still one and all these
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companies treat smoking as an oflfence to be dealt

with more or less severely aud arbitrarily. The
whole of this sort of guerilla warfare between

guards and passengers might be superseded at once

if each train had a smoking-carriage attached to

it. Supposing this were done, I would have no

mercy on persons who smoked in prohibited

places. Till it be done, passengers will break the

law, guards will be bribed to wink at an infraction

of their duty, and non smoking wayfarers will be

subjected to the annoyance of travelling in

carriages redolent of stale tobacco. We always
boast of being the freest country in the world,
but there is no country except England where the

public would submit to such an interference with
their tastes and habits as is daily practised upon
our great smoking community in its journeyings

by rail. I shall never forget the glow of satis-

faction T experienced when I first saw written on
a compartment in a German train,

" Hier darf

nicht geraucht werden." Here at last smoking
was the rule, and abstention from tobacco was

regarded as an eccentricity. A negro who came
into a country where a white skin was considered

a sign of inferiority could hardly entertain a more
vivid sense of pride than I did at that moment.

I also want to know the reason why our trains

are notorious for their want of punctuality. Time
is of more value in Great Britain than it was ever

known to be in any portion of the globe, or at

any j)eriod of the world's history. Punctuality
is claimed, with some reason, to be an emphatically
British virtue. And certainly, as far as your
social position goes, you had better break all the

ten commandments than fail to keep an appoint-
ment. French, or German, or Italian travellers

can better afford to be an hour behind time than
we can five minutes. Yet there is no reliance to

be placed on an ordinary British train performing
its journey in the time stipulated. You would

suppose, beforehand, that the time required to

perform a known distance at a given speed might
be calculated with absolute accuracy. Such, how-

ever, is not the case in practice. I have travelled

across France, from Marseilles to Calais, a distance
of some eight hundred miles, without ever being
more than a minute behind or before our time at

any station. If any English traveller can say the
same about a journey from Loudon to Aberdeen,
he has been much more fortunate in his experiences
than it has fallen to my lot to be. On many, if

not all, of the French lines there is a system in

vogue which very nearly ensures piinctuality.
Whenever a train is exact to its time between
station and station, the drivers receive an addi-

tional gratuity of a centime for every kilometre
run over. To the companies the extra cost is un-

important compared with the saving gained in

many respects by the additional regularity thus

acquired. If any body examines the statistics of

railway accidents, he will find that in nine cases

out of ten the catastrophe has occurred owing to

Fome tmcertainty about the time when a train

would arrive. On one of our London lines, by
which of late I have been in the habit of tra-

velling almost daily, the trains are always from
five to iifteen minutes behind their time. In

consequence, the railway ofiicials must have grown

to regard this delay as a normal circumstance ;

and, some day or other, the reliance on these

minutes of grace will lead to an accident. As far

as I 'can learn, a traveller has no redress for lost

time. The delay of a quarter of an hour may
often be a matter of incalculable importance ; yet
the railroads cannot be called upon to give com-

pensation for the losses accruing from their own
unpunctuality. In the days when railways were
novelties in Italy, a train stopping at a station on
the Modena line, delayed there, from some cause or

other, for upwards of an hour. The passengers
could put up with the despotism of Francis V.,
of evil memory, but they could not stand the

tyranny of a railway ofBcial. So they sallied en

masse from the train, and smashed the windows of

the station-master's house, a proceeding which,

though illogical, produced the desired effect, and
caused the train to be sent on at once. I have no
wish to see English passengers take the law into

their own hands, but I do think the government
might protect us. The Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer is said to be at hia wit's end to devise

new taxes. Why are not our railway companies

obliged to pay a fine to the Treasury every time
one of their trains is late ? If such a tax were pro*
ductive, nobo<ly would complain ;

if it were un-

productive, the public would be the gainer. Let
it be understood that I have no desire to compel
our railways to travel faster ;

on the contrary, I

think that already they travel too fast for their

own pockets, if not for the safety of their passen-

gers. All 1 want is that they should allow time

enough to be able to perform their contracts. If

I know beforehand at what time a train will arrive,

I can make my arrangements accordingly. But I

have a cause of complaint when I take my ticket

on the understanding that I am to be delivered at a

given spot at a certain time, and the contract is

not fulfilled.

Then I also want to know, why I am starved

upon my journeys whenever I travel in England t

I always get hungry in travelling : and even if I am
not hungry, eating promotes sleep, and I fancy a

desire to sleep as much as possible while travel-

ling by rail, is one very generally entertained

by passengers. But yet how am I or my fellow

passengers to gratify this natural and innocent

taste ? It seems to me, that within my memory,
railway refreshments have fallen off. I can recall

the fact, that when, as a child, I used to be taken

along the London and Birmingham line, the

Wolverton bufi"et appeared to me to afford a

repast worthy of the Arabian Nights. The ghost
of many an OUa Podrida of buns and coffee, and

sandwiches, and pork-pies, and lemonade, rises

before my memory as I write these lines. Every-

thing, as I remember it, was excellent. It is,

of course, possible that my youthful appetite
was somewhat indiscriminating. I confess that

the poky little room at Wolverton lives in my
recollection as a vast and spacious saloon ; that

the greasy, oilcloth-coloured counter, appears to

me in other days to have been surmounted with
slabs of dazzling white marble, and that the

rather dowdy damsels who now administer at the

station to the wants of the hungry public, have

succeeded to the place of enchanting Hebes—
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nearly as charming in boyish eyes as the buns

they handed to you. I acknowledge, further,

that but the ^ther day, I saw two schoolboys

coming home for the holidays purchase and

devour eight stale buns, six flabby sponge cakes,

and four pork-pies of venerable and portentous

antiquity. And therefore, it is possible that my
recollections of the past glories of Wolverton may
be tinged with the roseate hues of a youthful

imagination. Still, I know that at no period of

my life did I ever consider the refreshments pro-
vided at Swindon anything but nauseous, and I

hope, for the credit of my digestion, I never could

have delighted in such a " menu" as that offered

to the traveller at most of our English
"

buflfets."

Your choice lies between mutton pasties
—in

which there is very little meat, and what there is,

is gristle,
—

fly-eaten Bath buns with the sugar
rubbed off by long friction, mouldy biscuits, and

sandwiches, which stick in your throat, if you try
to eat them.

The beverages are even worse. Coffee, with a

rich sediment of grits ; tea, without any flavour

except that of chopped hay ; frothy beer, and

fiery brandy, are the staple articles of consump-
tion. Even at the few stations where dinners are

professedly provided, the passenger is very little

better off. Supposing the dinner is tolerable

in itself, which it rarely is, it is always arranged
after the English fashion, the first element for

whose enjoyment is time. Now, the guests of an
American hotel in the far West would be ashamed
to devour a dinner in the time that our railway

passengers are expected to consume theirs in.

Any man who can eat several slices of imder-done

meat, a lump of heavy pudding, and a pound of

bread and cheese, in five minutes, without feeling
the worse for it afterwards, must be possessed of

more than mortal powers of digestion. The con-

sequence of this state of things is, that people
eat less and less at our English refreshment

rooms. 1 am told that we travel so quickly, and
our distances are so short, that there is no
demand for refreshments on the road. It may be

so : but the journey from London to Liverpool or

Manchester is about as long in time, as that from

Boulogne to Paris : yet, the buffet at Amiens does

an enormous business; and I always perceive that

our fellow-countrymen are the first to avail them-
selves of its hospitality. But then, at Amiens,
you can dine, as well as feed. In fact, people
would eat readily fast enough on our English lines,

if they had anything given them fit to eat.

The truth is, that in this, as in many other

matters on which I might dilate, if I thought the
reader woiild not be tired of my grumblings, our

railway companies suffer by want of perception of

their real interests. The chief duty, no doubt, of

a railroad is to convey its passengers as rapidly
as may be to their destination ; but then, this is

not the whole of its duty. After all, a railway

journey is a slice out of one's existence, and we have
a right to ask that it should be made as pleasant
as possible. If travelling were more comfortable,
there would be more travellers. On our main
lines, competition secures decent treatment for a

traveller. But on the branch ones, where there
is no choice of route, the sole object of our com-

panies seems to be to get as much out of the

traveller, and to give him as little, as possible.
A wiser and more liberal policy would do much,
I think, to swell the scanty receipts of our great

purveyors of locomotion. E. D.

THE RURAL YERMIE" QUESTION.

Tut perturbation of the public mind this

autumn about vermin is as great as reasonable

men and experienced farmers and gardeners anti-

cipated. For some years past, and above all in

the last year or two, farmers and gardeners, rural

parsons and squires and their ladies, have been

exerting themselves to avenge their own cause on a

detested enemy, and to right the wrongs that they
conceive themselves to be sustaining at the hand
of Nature. These gentry and farmers do not

approve of the system they were born into, by
which the various orders of organised beings be-

come food for each other, in so curious a propor-
tion that, if not interfered with, the balance of

those orders is preserved, and the earth is allowed

to yield her increase with a general regularity
which is not likely to be improved by human

meddling. Like the country gentry and farmers

of France, some of our village potentates have

been trying to get rid of a good many of the birds

of the air, because birds eat grains and fruits, as

well as animal food : and if the experiment should

be allowed to go on as long as it has done in

France, we shall see the same consequences. We
shall see wide tracts of ouce-fertile land lying

waste, and certain crops actually driven out of

cultivation by the ravages of the insects which the

birds would have kept in check, if they had been

allowed to live.

I am glad to see so much stir as there has

been this autumn, because it is well that unreason-

ableness, as well as sense and experience, should be

brought to the light. By means of a complete collec-

tion of complaints we may learn what is being sup-

posed to be going wrong, and what is demanded as

a right and proper state of things. Thus far, the

argument seems to be something of this sort :
—

There has been a prodigious advance in the

cultivation of the soil, in fields and gardens ;
and

there has been a no less striking improvement in

rural economy. All field crops are more plentiful
than they were in our fathers' days ;

and most of

them are of a finer quality. Fruits are more rich

and various
; flowers are rarer and more precious.

All are more costly in their production ;
and it is

of far greater consequence than formerly how
much of each yield is sacrificed to accidents.

When these improvements began to be interesting
and important, it was natural for the improvers
to quarrel with any intruders on their property,
and to wage war with any creatures which seemed
to be destroying what was of so much A'alue.

Between the speculators in tillage and the pre-
servers of game several orders of "vermin,"

winged or quadruped, were hunted almost out of

existence : and we see the inevitable consequence
in the discontents of this autumn. Where birds

have been persecuted, on accouut of their depre-
dations on fruit and seeds, the plague of grubs,
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slugs, and caterpillars is spreading as it has spread
in France ;

and yet the cry is growing fiercer for

the destruction of more birds, because grubs and

slugs prevail even where they are, while they not

the less demolish the fruit. If this last allegation
were generally true, it would be evident that the

balance of orders in the country generally was

really destroyed, and that we might expect
national misfortune from insect pests, as Sultans

and Pashas in the East do when the clatter of

locusts is heard in the breeze. We need not yet,

however, make up our minds to the worst. If

we can see what it is reasonable to think and to

do, we may cheer up as the Eastern ruler never
does or can when the locusts are darkening the

air,
—a veritable cloud of doom.
How was it in our fathers' days ? To the best

of my recollection there was, in my youth, as

much worry from vermin as now, though perhaps
there was not such extensive ravage. Kites and
owls and rooks were nailed up on barn-doors :

foxes spoiled young broods, and caused many
tears among children who wept sore for their pet
chicks. Farmers called rooks "black rascals,"
and hired bird-boys to scare them from the fields.

The squires' keepers were always provoking vil-

lage wives, and maid-servants, and school-girls by
shooting cats

;
and the whole neighbourhood com-

plained of the consequent plague of mice. In the

kitchen garden,
" the worm " was a sad pest in

the carrot bed. I used to see gooseberry bushes
as bare as any I see now, both as to leaves and
fruit ; and there was plenty of swearing at the
birds in the cherry trees, and the wasps amoug
the apricots. Yet there was no such complaint,
as far as I remember, as we hear this autuma of

total devastation in the fruit garden. However
freely the birds might help themselves, they
always left enough for us. I remember no rasp-

berry avenue which yielded, iu a favourable

season, only two quarts to the household
;
nor

any well-established pear orchard which did not

yield bushels, however spitefully the blackbirds

might be spoken of which had attacked the sunny
side of the very finest pears of the crop. It

seems to me that the rude plenty of rural life in

former days made the evil less conspicuous than
t is now. Three times as much as was wanted
svas grown of everything ;

and fruit and flowers
.vere of simpler kinds, and had less cost and care

)estowed on them than now. The mice ate the
;rocus roots as they do now

; but there were
vhole beds of crocuses. Rosebuds were cankered

;

)ut they were cut off, and ten times the number
rowded into their j)lace. There was an anxious
ook-out for the rat- catcher when his time was

oming round
;
for not only were the vermin a

;
reat vexation in the barn, bxit the gamekeeper

; )oked vicious at the farmer's terrier, and he
- 'onld be shooting the dog and taking charge of

1 le rats, if the clearance was not made presently.
] J used to be said that the ratcatcher came back
i I the night, to return two or three rats to the
I ack or the barn : but this would not have
1 mattered much if the hawks and owls had been
I lowed to deal with the remnant. As yet, how-
€ 'er, one seldom mounted the hills without seeing
I vwks swooping down, or went through an old

wood at night without hearing the owl in some
ivied tree, or seeing it flying slowly over the dusky
meadows. Now there are whole districts where
the hawk, or the owl, is rarely seen or heard : and
I can answer for it that in some such places one
now hears endless complaints of rats in the drains

and poultry-yards, and of mice among the garden
beds and in the dairies and cheese-rooms.

The other day our rural policeman came up to

my house, with a friendly offer to make a clear-

ance of all the small birds. He would net the

ivy, on all sides of the house in turn, and let no
little bird escape. He had done this for many
gentlemen round about : and he would be very
happy to do it for me. He was a good deal sur-

prised when I told him that I could not afford

any such proceeding, even if I disliked the birds

in the ivy. We have quite trouble enough as it is

with the slugs among the cabbages, and the cater-

pillars among the broccoli and on the gooseberry
bushes ; and with the wireworm among the seed-

lings : and we might give up gardening altogether
if wo took away the only check on insects that we
have. Our civil constable may have seen the spar-
rows regaling themselves at the fowls' breakfast

and supper pans, or swarming out from among the

pea-sticks : but it answers better to let them have
a handful of Indian meal now and then, and half

my early peas, than to turn my garden into such
an insect preserve as some that could be shown in

the kind policeman's neighbourhood.
It is no argument for destroying the birds that

they do not rid us of the worse enemy. We
know, by abundant evidence, that the small birds

which most frequent our gardens and dwellings
do dispose of an infinite number of civterpillars,

grubs, flies, and worms in feeding their young as

well as themselves. That there are still more
than they can dispose of is no wonder, considering
the destruction of birds which has been going on

now, faster and faster, more and more spitefully, for

years past. It should be remembered that the

insect increase goes on at an accelerated rate after

the natural check is once impaired. The escaped

prey of one pair of finches or sparrows or robins

will not only grow up to spoil half-a-dozen vege-

tables, but will bring forth a progeny which will

ruin scores of plants, and leave enough heirs to

run through the property of hundreds more.

While, therefore, I have wireworms, slugs, larvae

of mischievous moths, &c., in my garden, I shall let

the birds try what they can do with the mischief

which I certainly cannot manage in any clumsy
human method. The thrush which is constant to

a corner near my south bedroom window shall

not be turned out. The swallows may go on

fluttering in and out, under the eaves ; the

chaffinches shall flit from tree to terrace wall and
back again, and come to parade a wisp of dry

grass or a fragment of moss at my window, on the

way to the nest ;
and even the prosaic sparrow

shall have his green peas and meal pudding
(because I cannot prevent it) for the sake of the

animal diet which was his first course in life.

The case of the farmer and his fields is a far

more serious one than that of any gardeners but

nurserymen and market-gardeners. We grow
grave when we approach this part of the subject ;
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for there have been fields this season, rich and

full of promise at one time, and then as bare and

stony as any bit of chalk-down after paring and

burning. There is something really fearful in

what most of us have read, and some of us have

seen, of the way in which a certain order of

farmers go to work to make their crops grow.
When barley is to be sown, it is probably just

at the time when there should be young broods in

the rookeries, and in trees and hedges and old

walls all round about. The old rooks follow the

sowers, and are busy in the fresh-moved soil ; the

farmer concludes they are gobbling up his grain,

and he calls them names, and sets a boy to scare

them ofi", or a man to blaze away at them in most
vindictive style. The effect of this is to amuse
the man, or put wages into the boy's pocket, in

the first place ;
and in the next to afford a halcyon

existence to a million or more of unpleasant
creatures who are hiding an inch below the soil.

The farmer is favouring everybody but himself

and his best friends, the rooks. He prevents the

parents of the wire-worm from being disturbed,
and is sowing the future subsistence of their

children. His neighbour, who is sowing turnips
or rape, behaves in the same way to the rooks,

and gives subsistence in the same generous method
to countless hosts of caterpillars. By the time

the turnips are four or five inches high, and the

rape four or five times as tall, the myriads which
he has made happy will come forth in their might,
under the stars, and feast at such a rate that the

sound thereof will be as a shower of steady rain.

If anything in the form of a census should be

proposed, these beneficiaries of the farmer will be

found inhabiting his field to the amount of fifty

per square foot, at the depth of two inches. The
favour of the farmer to these children of the

Dart-moth is, however, short-lived. When he
sees his turnip-field as bare as the public road,
and his rape crop disappearing row by row from

night to night, he perceives that something must be
done. It is too late now to recall the rooks—besides

that he is fully persuaded that they were after

the seed and not the grubs. He must send for

the boy who scared away the rooks, and this boy
must bring others, and they must be paid so

much per i)int for the caterpillars which the rooks

would have disposed of if the boy had not been

paid so much per hour for driving them away
from that excellent work.

This is no fancy i)icture. These very cater-

pillars have utterly destroyed acres upon acres of

mangels and of carrots this very season : and one

year they nearly starved the Germans. The
Germans know how to lament aloud

; and it is

wonderful that their wail over their plague of

caterpillars did not put us so far on our guard as

to prevent our driving our rooks away from
Buch a prey. There is another resource,—in some

places. Where the peewit has been allowed to

live it can stay this plague. It has stopped it in

Dorsetshire, where the case would soon have been

desperate. But we have so few peewits left !

And that is the way in which we are met by dis-

couragement when trying to deal with difficulties

in which the birds might have helped us if we
would have let them.

The farmer who still believes the rook to be
his worst enemy, remarks that whatever else the

caterpillar or wireworm or slug may do, they
cannot root up, or throw over on its side a single
root of mangel ;

whereas he sees with his own

eyes that rooks have done it in a score of cases in

a single row.—The fact is undeniable : but what
makes the rooks take that troiible about a plant
which they are not going to eat? The farmer

thinks this is no business of his : but there he is

wrong ;
for the rooks

' reason is the very point of

the case. The reason is always the same :
—viz.,

one or more grubs nestled in the root of the plant.
The plants so infested are doomed

;
and the birds

which root them up to get at the grubs are doing
the work which no other creature could do, and

saving the rest of the crop.
It is a piteous sight when the reward these

grubbers meet with is being fed with poisoned

grain. It is piteous to see them unable to fly,

tumbling from the tree, or quivering in agony on
the grass. The same thing can no longer be done

by the same means
;
for the Act of last session,

prohibiting the administration of poisoned grain,
is already in force. But there are few signs that

the real preservers of our country from the most
vexatious and mortifying kind of dearth are likely
at present to be either respected or made use of as

they ought to be. The rooks are among the best

friends of all who live by bread ; yet we may meet
with fai-mers in every agricultural county who
curse the "black rascals," and look sour on every-

body who is unwilling to part with the village

rookery, while they have not a word to say against
the pheasants which half live on their grain ;

nor
even against the hares which eat lanes through
their young wheat, or make whole roods of the soil

as bare as the caterpillars make the turnip-field.

"What, then, is to be done?" despondent gar-
deners, and even farmers, will ask. " Are we to

go on letting our produce be devoured before our

eyes by creatures which cannot appreciate it?

Must wasps feed on the sunny side of a peach
when sugar and water would suit them as well ?

Must mice eat out the heart of rare bulbs, brought
over the sea at great cost, when an onion or a bit

of cheese would answer all the purpose ? Must
birds nip off fruit buds in our orchards ? and the
insects bite off the stalks of the grain in our fields ?

and the rodents make holes for decay in twenty
times as many turnips or mangels as they can
eat ? If so, we may as well yield up the battle,

and surrender to the wild animals of all sorts and
sizes the dominion over us."

Why, no ! I should not advise that : and I do
not propose to make any such surrender myself.
To me the case looks like this :

—
Here we are entering upon, or we have fairly

entered upon, a new system of agricultural and
horticultural economy. We grow better produce,
and more of it on a certain area, at a much greater

primary cost. The condition of profit under the

new methods is that waste should be prevented,
—

waste of time, labour, land and money alike.

Waste by vermin must be guarded against, with
other kinds of waste : and the more valuable our

produce the more it is worth our while to take

pains to guard our plants and fruits from their
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or a cat it is painful to consider. While the keeper
is enjoying his final sleep in the winter morning,
the oat or the rabbit is quivering and crying with

agony, from its limb being utterly crushed in the

trap ;
and we are assured that the victims are left

there sometimes for a day or two, when the keeper

happens to be inconsiderate. "J. B." confirms, in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, the statements of "C. D.,"
and adds that in the Southern counties, where

rabbits superabound, trappers are busy from No-

vember to February, each man being reckoned to

have work enough in the charge of three dozen

traps. Thus there are every morning, during those

months, thousands of tortured animals writhing in

traps, which seem to be made for the infliction of

the greatest amount of pain. Whatever the game-

keepers may say, it is not conceivable that country

gentlemen and farmers should suppose that such

agony is a necessary condition of the preservation
of either game or field crops. It must lie far within

the mechanical ability of the day to devise a snare

which shall detain animals, of one size and kind

or of several, without crushing limbs. To encage
on the one hand, or kill on the other, must be

practicable ; and we must beg and pray of both
the patrons and the enemies of vbrmin that the

means may be devised at once.

Fbom the Mountain.

CHIAPA CHOCOLATE.

Gage, the Dominican, a great admirer of Cho-

colate, a man who combated with all his energy
the objections which medical men of the seven-

teenth century made to its use, derived its name
from atte, the Mexican word for water, and
the soimd it makes when poured out,—choco,

choco, choco, choco !

Oh, Professor Max Miiller ! what do you say to

this ? Whatever the derivation of the name may
be, the composition of the beverage is well known.

Cacao, sugar, long-pepper, vanilla, cinnamon, cloves,

almonds, mace, anise-seed, are the main consti-

tuents, and the cake-chocolate used in Britain is

believed to be made of about one-balf genuine
cacao, the remainder of flour or Castile soap.
We are not going any further into the mysteries

of its composition, which may be ascertained from

any encycloptedia, for our business is with a cir-

cumstance in connection with its history, probably
known to few.

And first for our authority—the afore-mentioned
Dominican. Thomas Gage was born of a good
family in England ;

his elder brother was Governor
of Oxford in 1645, when King Charles retreated

thither during the Great Rebellion. Whilst still

young, Thomas had been sent to Spain for educa-

tion, and had entered the Dominican order, and

having been, like so many Spanish ecclesiastics,
fired with missionary zeal, he embarked at Cadiz
for Vera Cruz, whence he betook himself to

Mexico, near which town he made a retreat,

previous to devoting himself to a life of toil in the

Philippines.

However, the accounts he received of these
islands were so discouraging, and the monastic life

in Mexico was so inviting, that he postponed his

expedition indefinitely. But Gage had no inten-

tion of spending his life in ease : he hurried over the

diflferent districts of Mexico and Guatemala, making
hmself acqiiainted withthe languages spoken where-

ever he went, and he laboured indefatigably as

priest to several parishes of great extent.

Gage's account of the cultivation of the cacao

and the manufacture of chocolate is interesting,
his treatise on its medical properties

—conceived in

the taste and spirit of his day—curious, and his

personal narrative, lively and amusing.
One little statement must not be passed over.

Chocolate, it seems, is useful as a cosmetic
;
Creole

ladies eat it to deepen their skin tint, just on the

same principle, observes Gage, as English ladies

devour whitewash from the walls, to clarify their

complexion.

Chiapa was a central point for Gage's labours

during a considerable period. At that time it was
a small cathedral town, containing 400 Spanish
families, and 100 Mexican houses in a fauxbourg

by itself.

The cathedral served as parish church to the

inhabitants : one Dominican and one Franciscan

monastery, besides a poverty-stricken nunnery,

supplied the religious requirements of the diocesaa

city. No Jesuits there ! quoth Gage, with a little

rancour. Those good men seldom leave rich and

opulent towns ; and when you learn the fact that

there are no Jesuits at Chiapa, you may draw the

immediate inference that the town is poor, and the

inhabitants not liberally disposed.

Liberally disposed ! The high and stately creolo

Doms, who claimed descent from half the noble

families of Spain ; the grand representatives of

the De Solis, Cortez, De Velasco, De Toledo, De
Zerna, De Mendoza, who lived by cattle-jobbing
and by pasturing droves of mules on their farms,
and who gave themselves the airs of dukes, and
were as ignorant and not so well-behaved as the

donkeys they reared
; who ate a dinner of salt

and kidney-beans in five minutes, and spent an
hour at their doors picking their teeth, wiping
their moustaches, and boasting of the fricasees and
fricandoes they had been tasting

—these men.

liberally disposed !

They contributed nothing to the treasury of the

Church, but gave the clergy considerable trouble.

These Creoles particidarly disliked and resented

any allusion to their duty of almsgiving, and a

request for charity was by them regarded as a

personal afi'ront.

Gage was soon intimate with the Bishop, Dom
Bernard de Salazar, a very worthy prelate, perhaps
a little wee bit too fond of the good things of this

present life, but otherwise most exemplary, very

energetic, and as bold as a saint in reforming
abuses which had crept into the Church.

Talk of abuses, and you may be sure that

woman is at the bottom of them I A certain

Czar, whenever he heard of a misfortune, at once

asked, "Who was she?" knowing that some
woman had originated it. The same view may
perhaps be taken of abuses and corruptions in the

Church.

Dom Bernard de Salazar had H;he misfortune to

live in a perpetual state of contest with the ladies

of his flock, and the subject of dispute was cho-
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colate. It was a brave struggle
—

bravely fought
on both sides.

The prelate fulminated all the censures at his

disposal in his ecclesiastical armoury ;
the ladies,

on their side, made use of all the devices and in-

trigues stored in their little heads, and gained the

day—of course.

Now the great subject of altercation was as

follows. The ladies of Chiapa were so addicted

to the use of chocolate, that they would neither

hear low mass, much less high mass, or a sermon,
without drinking cups of steaming chocolate, and

eating preserves, brought in on trays, by servants,

during the performance of divine service ; so that

the voice of the preacher, or the chant of the

priest, was drowned in the continual clatter of

cups and clink of spoons ; besides, the floor, after

service, was strewn with bonbon papers, and
stained with splashes of the spilled beverage.
How could that be devotion which was brdken

in upon by the tray of delicacies ! How could

a preacher warm with his subject whilst his

audience were passing to each other sponge-cake
and cracknels !

Bishop Salazar's predecessor had seen this abuse

grow to a head without attempting to correct it,

believing such a task to be hopeless. The new

prelate was of better metal. He commenced by
recommending his clergy, in their private minis-

trations, to urge its abandonment. The priests
entreated in vain. "

Very well," said the Bishop,
"then I shall preach about it." And so he did.

At first his discourse was tender and persuasive,
but his voice was drowned in the clicker of cups
and saucers. Then he waxed indignant.

" What !

have ye not houses to eat and to drink in ? or

despise ye the Church of God, and shame them
that have not ? What shall I say to you ?

"

The ladies looked up at the pulpit with unim-

passioned eyes, while sipping their chocolate, then

wiped their lips, and jiut out their hands for some
comfits.

The bishop's voice thrilled shriller and louder—
he looked like an Apostle in his godly indignation.
Crash !

—down went a tray at the cathedral door,
and every one looked round to see whose cups were
broken.

•' What was the subject of the sermon ?
" asked

masters of their apprentices every Sunday for the

next month, and the ready answer came, "Ohl
chocolate again !

"

After a course on the guilt of church desecra-

tion, the Bishop found that the ladies were only
confirmed in their evil habits.

Reluctantly, the Bishop had recourse to the

only method open to him, an excommunication,
which was accordingly affixed to the cathedral

gates. By this he decreed that all persons showing
wilful disobedience to his injunctions, by drinking
or eating during the celebration of divine service,
whether of mass (high or low), litanies, bene-

diction, or vespers, should be ipso-facto excom-

municate, be deprived of participation in the

sacraments of the Church, and should be denied
the rite of burial, if dying in a state of impeni-
tence. This was felt to be a severe stroke, and
the ladies sent a deputation to Gago and the Prior
of the Dominican monastery of St. James, en-

treating them to use their utmost endeavours to

bring about a reconciliation, and effect a com-

promise, a compromise which was to consist in

Monseignor's revoking his interdict, and in their

—continuing to drink chocolate.

Gage and the Prior undertook the delicate office,

and sought the Bishop.
Salazar received them with dignity, and lis-

tened calmly to their entreaties. They urged that

this was an established custom, that ladies re-

quired humouring, that they were obstinate—the

prelate nodded his head— that their digestions
were delicate, and required that they should con-

tinually be imbibing nourishment ;
that they had

taken a violent prejudice against him, which coidd

only be overcome by his yielding to their whims ;

that if he persisted, seditions would arise which
would endanger the cause of true religion ; and,

fiually, the prelate's life was menaced in a way
rather hinted at than expressed.

"
Enough, my sons !

"
said the Bishop, with

composure ;

" the souls under my jurisdiction
must be in a perilous condition when they have

forgotten that there must be obedience in little

matters as well as in great. Whether I am
assaulting an established custom, or a new abuse,
matters little. It is a bad habit

;
it is sapping

the foundations of reverence and morality. God's

house was built for worship, and for that alone.

My children must come to His temple either to

learn or to pray. Learn they will not, for they
have forgotten how to pray ; prayer they are

unused to, for the highest act of adoration the

Church can ofiFer, is only regarded by them as an

opportunity for the gratification of their appetites.
You recommend me to yield to their vagaries. A
strange shepherd woidd he be, who let his sheep
lead him ; a wondrous captain, who was dictated

to by his
'

soldiers 1 As for the cause of true

religion being endangered, I judge difTerently.

Religion is endangered ; but it is by children's

disobedience to their spiritual legislators, and by
their own perversity. I am sorry for you, my
sons, that you should have undertaken a fruitless

office
;
but you may believe me, that nothing shall

induce me to swerve from the course which I

deem advisable. My personal safety, you hint, is

endangered : my life, I answer, is in my Master's

hands, and I value it but as it may advance His

glory."
When the ladies heard that their request had

been refused, they treated the excommunication
with the greatest contempt, scoffing at it pubhcly,
and imbibing chocolate in church, "on principle,"
more than ever; "Just," says Gage, "drinking
in church as a fish drinks in water."

Some of the canons and priests were then

stationed at the cathedral doors to stop the ingress
of the servants with cups and chocolate-pots.

They had received injunctions to remove the

drinking and eating vessels, and suffer the servants

to come empty-handed to church. A violent

struggle ensued in the porch, and all the ladies

within rushed in a body to the doors, to assist

their domestics. The poor clerks were utterly
routed and thrown in confusion down the steps,

whilst, with that odious well-known cliuk, clink,
the trays came in as before.
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Another move was requisite, and, on the follow-

ing Sunday, when the ladies came to church, they
found a band of soldiers drawn up outside, ready
to barricade the way against any inroad of choco-

late ;
a stern determination was depicted on the

faces of the military
—that if cups and saucers did

enter the sacred edifice, it should be over their

corpses.
The foremost damsels halted, the matrons stood

still, the crowd thickened, but not one of the

pretty angels would set foot within the cathedral

precincts : a busy whisper circulated, then a hush

ensued, and with one accord the ladies trooped off

to the monastery churches, and there was no con-

gregation that day at the Minster.

The brethren of S. Dominic and of S. Francis

were nothing loath to see their chapels crowded

with all the rank and fashion of Chiapa ; for,

with the ladies came money-ofiferings, aud they
blinked at the chocolate cups for—a considera-

tion. This was allowed to continue a few Sun-

days only :
—our friend the bishop was not

going to be shelved thus, and a new manifesto

appeared, inhibiting the friars from admitting

parishioners to their chapels, and ordering the

latter to frequent their cathedral.

The regulars were forced to obey ; not so the

ladies—they would go when they pleased, quotha !

and for a month aud more, not one of them went
to church at all. The prelate was in sore trouble :

he hoped that his froward charge would eventually
return to the i)ath of duty, but he hoped on from

Sunday to Sunday in vain.

Would that the story ended, as stories of strife

and bitterness always should end
;

so that we

might tell how the ladies yielded at length, how
that rejoicings were held and a general reconcilia-

tion effected :
—but the historian may not pervert

facts, to suit his or his readers' gratification.

On Saturday evening the old bishop was more
than usually anxious

;
he paced up and down his

library, meditating on the sermon he purposed

preaching on the following morning—a fruitless

task, for he knew that no one would be there but

a few poor Mexicans. Sick at heart, he all but

wished that he had yielded for peace-sake, but

conscience told him that such a course would
have been wrong ;

and the great feature in

Salazar's character was his rigid sense of duty.
He leaned on his elbows and looked out of a

window which opened on a lane between the

palace and the cathedral.
"

Silly boy !

" muttered the prelate.
" Luis is

always prattling with that girl. I thought better

of the fair sex till of late." He spoke these

words as his eyes caught his page, chattering at

the door, with a dark-eyed Creole servant-maid of

the De Solis family. Presently the bishop clapped
his hands, and a domestic entered. "Send Luis

to me."
When the page came up, the old man greeted

him with a half-smUe.

"Well, my son, I wish my chocolate to be

brought me ; I could not think of breaking off

that long tete-a-tete with Dolores, but this is past
the proper time."

" Your Holiness will pardon me," said the lad ;

"Dolores brought you a present from the Donna

de Solis ; the lady sends her humbl« respects to

your Holiness, and requests your acceptance of a

large packet of very beautifid chocolate."
" I am much obliged to her," said the bishop ;

' ' did you express to the maiden my thanks ?
"

Luis bowed.
"
Then, child, you may prepare me a cup of this

chocolate, and bring it me at once.
"

" The Donna de Solis' chocolate ?
"

"
Yes, my son, yes I

"

When the boy had left the room, the old man
clasped his hands with an expression of thank-

fulness.
"
They are going to yield ! This is a sign that

they are desiring reconciliation."

Next day the cathedral was thronged with

ladies. The service proceeded as usual, but the

bishoj) was not present.
" How is the Bishop ?

" was whispered from one

lady to another, with conscious glances ;
till the

qiiery reached the ears of one of the canons who
was at the door.

" His Holiness is very ill," he answered, " He
has retired to the monastery of S. James."

" What is the matter with him ?
"

" He is suflfering from severe pains, internally."
" Has he seen a doctor ?

"

"
Physicians have been sent for."

For eight days the good old prelate lingered in

great suffering.
"Tell me," he asked very feebly; "tell me

truly, what is my complaint ?
"

"Your Holiness has been poisoned," replied the

physician.
The Bishop turned his face to the wall. Some

one whispered that he was dead, when he had been

thus for some while. The dying man turned his

face round, aud said :

" Hush ! I am praying for my poor sheep ! May
God pardon them." Then, after a pause : "I

forgive them for having caused my death, most

heartily. Poor sheep !

"

And he died.

Since then there has been a proverb prevalent
in Mexico : "Beware of tasting Chiapa chocolate."

Gage, the Dominican, did not remain long in

Chiapa after the death of his patron : he seldom

touched chocolate in that town unless quite certain

of the friendship of those who offered it to him ;
and

when he did leave, it was from fear of a fate like

the Bishop's,
—he having incurred the anger of

some of the ladies.

The cathedral presented the same scene as

before ; the prelate had laboured in vain, and

chocolate was copiously drank at his funeral.

S. Babing-Gould, M.A.

PATHMASTEKS AND EOAD-WOEK
IN CANADA.

When a township in Canada is surveyed and

prepared for settlement, it is laid out in ' ' conces-

sions," or strips of not less than a mile in width.

Two concessions being thrown back to back, the

front of each is, or is to be, accessible by a road ;

so that the township is crossed and recrossed

by parallel roads, two miles apart. These are

connected by other roads, running at right angles
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to them, also two miles apart, called forty-foot

roads, a term which explains itself.

The land is thus divided into regular square

blocks, which are subdivided into twelve plots,

each containing one hundred acres. These plots

are a mile long and one-sixth of a mile wide, and
have each a frontage upon a road to the latter

extent. They are numbered in the survey from

one upwards, in the first, second, or third conces-

sion, and so on, and are then ready for purchase
and settlement.

No more departure is made from this plan tham

convenience or necessity may dictate. When the

boundary-line of a township is irregular, from its

geographical conformation, a straight line is struck,

and the " broken front" is parcelled out according
to circumstances.

All this is shown upon the map, but very little

is done in reality. The lines are slightly marked

by a cutting away of the trees and brushwood, for

the convenience of the survey ;
but these soon

grow up again, thicker than ever. Kude boundary-

posts are set up : very hard to find. The trees

are "blazed," at intervals
;
—that is, a portion of

the bark is scored or pared off, so that it gleams
white for a time, and the scar remains.

All is yet silent, desolate, unbroken forest. Any
idea of straight boundary-lines is confoimded and
lost in the irregularities of the surface, swamps,
and a maze of timber. None but an experienced
backwoodsman could hope to unravel their seem-

ing tangle. Nothing could be imagined more

confusing. Settlers are lost in the woods within

a quarter of a mile of their shanty, in the very

spot which becomes, before long, one of the fields

surrounding their dwelling.
Tracks of the nuiest kind are slowly pushed

through this wilderness—perhaps, or perhaps not,
in the direction indicated by the survey. The

imperious necessities of the backwoodsman set at

nought all paper limits. When he may have to

carry on his back, or drag on a hand sleigh, for

twenty miles, a single bag of wheat to be ground,
he is not very nice about the road he takes, so

that it is the easiest he can find. In course of

time the cattle play their part. They strike out

a course for themselves, and follow it until it

becomes a beaten path. From this cause it arose,

says the erudite Knickerbocker, that the streets of

old New York were so crooked, being originally
built along the cattle-tracks.

But roads, practicable for an ox-sled at least,

must be made before long. Trees must be cut

down
; logs rolled out of the way ; here and there

even a stump removed. Across the swamps
"corduroy" bridges, or causeways of logs, must
be laid. And woe betide the adventurous traveller

who may attempt to force his way into such a

fastness, in a wheeled vehicle. These corduroys
will dislocate every bone in his body for him.

They will be "clayed" after a while, but labour

is awauting as yet, and the net-work of roots

makes the road, for a time, almost impassable

except on foot.

Such is, and such may readily be understood to

be, the rude beginning of roads in a new country.
Bit by bit, matters mend. One settler, by

opening up a possibility of getting at his own lot.

helps a neighbour to reach his. Inhabitants mul-

tiply ; more assistance is obtaiaable ;
a gradual and

never-ceasing process goes on ; stumps and roots rot

out
;
ditches can be dug, to drain off the water,

and the excavated earth can be thrown up upon
the road to raise and shape it. After a while,

gravel, or even broken stone, may be added, and
lo ! a Queen's highway, upon which you may bowl

along at seven or eight miles an hour. Some of

the roads in the township in which I live are of

the latter class ; others, which have certainly
been opened for thirty years or more, are yet

scarcely passable at certain seasons.

In the making and repairing of roads in Canada,
tithe is taken in kind. Every man is rated, not
for so much money, but for so many days

'

work,
in proportion to the amount of his assessment.

Every adult, not assessed at all, or not at a higher
rate than two days, must furnish two days' work.
The shoemaker must go ultra crepulam for once ;

the tailor must straighten his legs and descend

from his perch ; even the schoolmaster must leave

bis blackboard a carU noire, and dismiss his urchins

to their own devices. Of course they may act by
substitute, if they can or choose to do so ; or they
may compound with the pathmaster, at the rate

of half a dollar a day. All these outsiders mur-
mur ; but with only a ahow of reason. Good
roads are for the advantage of the community at

large, and, if these persons have no vehicles, they
benefit indirectly. Perhaps it comes rather hard

upon the hired labourer, who has to forfeit two

days' wages.
In the infancy of the colony this method of

proceeding was. and in the rude settlements of the

backwoods still is, the best plan that could be

pursued. Money is a scarce article. The kind of

work to be performed is very rough, and the

mutual assistance of a gang of men working
together is frequently necessary, as in the re-

moval of large trees, rocks, or the like. Besides, the

machinery for having the labour jierformed by con-

tract for money is not yet in good working order.

But, in the old-settled districts of the country,
it is about the very worst ])lan that could be

devised. Whether the roads are good or bad,
whether much labour is required or little, the

same number of days
' work must be exacted and

must be "put in" somehow. It hapj)ens, too,

that the disinterestedness of human nature, so

universally displayed on all other occasions, suffers

an ecUpse in this instance. Men have no objection
to see their neighbours working hard at a road

for them to travel on, but have no idea of labour-

ing themselves for their neighbours' convenience.

It seems to be something like those donkey-races,
in which every man rides somebody else's don-

key, and the last in, wins.

The pathmaster, who is annually nominated by
the township council, has it at his own option to

appoint the time at which the work shall be per-

formed, under his own personal superintendence
and responsibility. But custom fixes the period
within the month of ,Iune. It is a " slack

" time

then, and it suits the convenience of all alilce.

The roads also are, at that time, in good condition

for working upon.

Having made up his mind, the pathmaster goes
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round "
warning out

"
for a certain time and

place. The hours of work are from eight o'clock

till twelve, and from one till five. A sleigh, cart,

waggon, or plough, with horses, counts for one

day, but no more. Still there is always a jockey-

ing for whose horses shall be employed ; the driver

can take it easy. But,
"
Oh, come," I think I

hear some one say,
" I can understand a cart or a

sledge, but what can a plough have to do, mend-

ing roads ?
"

Plenty, my dear doubter ; it is in

constant request. By its means the ditches at

the sides of the roads are deepened, widened, and
cleared out. That is to say, the soil is loosened,
furrow by furrow, so that it can be more easily
thrown out upon the middle of the road, to round
it up, by shovel or by hand. By hand ? Yes

;

for in dry weather the clods are turned up, some-

times, not " as big as your head," but about as

big as a bushel- basket. It may readily be

imagined what sort of road this must make, until

it becomes, by slow degrees, groimd and pounded
down. The striking out of a footpath across a

newly-ploughed field may give some remote

approach to it. Nevertheless, this is the only
way in which it can be done, and the result comes
out right at last. The operation is called " turn-

piking." It is rather curious that by this term
the Canadians mean the road itself, and the Eng-
lish the toll-gates upon it. It is a queer word, and
the unde derivatur might be worth hunting up.

Having mentioned a footpath, I must not leave
unsaid that that charming feature of the English
landscape, so characteristic of that coimtry almost
alone amongst all others,—that inestimable boon
to the pedestrian and the lover of nature, winding
through fields and woods, over stiles, and across

streams, shortening and relieving the way, and

unveiling scenes of the most exquisite beauty :

dust and traffic left behind—does not exist

throughout the length and breadth of Canada.
The wayfarer must reach his point by a right
angle, or a series of right angles ; along straight
roads, hideous with snake-fences and foul with

frouzy weeds. Rather a harsh picture, perhaps.
But I am very much afraid that, in the main, it

will not admit of much mitigation. Oh, if only
for once, for a breezy common, lovely with heath
and gorse and broom, or a hollow country lane,

lying deep between old sandstone quarries !

The men having assembled, under the path-
master's direction, at the trysting-place, there
ensues a general languor and laziness after the
march

; a skirmishing for the easiest places ;
and

a grand demonstration of shirking all along the
line. They are distributed here and there, but
it is not in the power of even a pathmaster,
though clothed in the majesty of authority, to be
in more than one place at a time

; and, where he
is not, then there is sure to be a solemn palaver
and a smoking of the calumet of peace—and
idleness, or idleset, as it is called in these polite
circles. When, in his rounds, he flushes one
covey, another is sure to settle down in the place
he has left. And so it goes on—a playful see-saw
of evasion. The pathmaster, in virtue of his

office, is exempt from work himself, but he is by
far the hardest-worked man on the ground, for
all that.

It is common to carry gravel from any place
where it can be got to any other where it is

wanted. Half a dozen men will be shovelling
into a waggon the smallest load with which the

remnant of shame that may remain to the driver

will permit him to start. But he has so inge-

niously accommodated his waggon-bottom and
side-boards (the latter probably about three or

four inches high), that he contrives to sprinkle
the road with the gravel all the way as he goes

along, at funeral pace, and to arrive at his desti-

nation with not much left. Here are congregated
the elders and quidnuncs of the society, each pro-
vided with a hoe, and these men set a vigorous

example to the juniors by scraping the gravel out

of the waggon and spreading it a little more,
after they have got it down, with long intervals

of inaction between. The great skill of this

department of the works seems to consist in

resting the elbows or chin upon the hoe-handle,
and working out the connection between gravelling
the roads and the gossip of the country-side.

In short, so many days, not so much work, have
to be "put in." That problem solved, the con-

clave breaks up, having spread over four or five

days (each household having two, or three, or

more hands upon the ground) as much work as

could readily have been performed in one.

But, with aU its charms of easy leisure, it is not

exactly the occupation which a man of any educa-

tion or refinement would engage in by choice. It

is not the most agreeable thing in the world if a

knot of gay city acquaintances should happen to

come along the road, and catch the country mouse
in the act of heaving up clods with his hands out

of a ditch, in his shirt-sleeves
; perhaps but little

distinguished in dress or appearance from the

motley mob similarly engaged. The best escape
out of such a contretemps is by an impromptu
exhibition of that facile, happy-go-lucky throw-off

which those men generally most possess, who
have least of anything else. Soon after I came to

the colony I was introduced, at the house of a

friend, to two young men who had lately emi-

grated like myself. They were gentlemen by
birth, education, manners, association,—by every-

thing, in short, except pocket. Driving home
one afternoon with my wife, I came upon these

young men in just such a predicament as I have

attempted to describe. I had still clinging about

me the traditions of the old country, and had not

yet learned the golden Canadian lesson, that a man
cannot degrade himself by any act that is not

in itself discreditable. Would to Heaven that

the converse of the maxim held good here also,

that every dishonest and disreputable act were

visited with the disgrace it deserves ! There is

not the most distant approach to it. In that

respect, Canadian society is rotten to its very in-

most core.

To return to the subject from which I have

been led away for an instant, fruitlessly, hope-

lessly led away. I smile now when I remember
that when I lived in England there was a garden-
door which opened through a wall upon the village

street, and that when I had occasion to extend

my garden-work outside that door, I used to do

it in the twilight, so as not to be remarked or
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remarked upon. I should have as much thought
of -working tipon the roads, when I first came to

Canada, as of throwing myself into the lake.

When I caught sight of those young men work-

ing on the roads among a miscellaneous lot of

common-looking people, a sensation of awkward-
ness came over me on their account. I manceuvred
so as to appear not to see them, with the best

possible intentions at the time towards their

feelings. But I do not now think that I was

right. I think now that it was squeamish. I

should not do so to-day. Besides, I laid myself

open to the suspicion of incivility, or of entertain-

ing feelings directly contrary to those by which I

was in reality actuated. No, there is a happy
mean, if one could hit it, but it requires good
shooting.
The tnith is, that in matters of this kind in

Canada, we simply please ourselves. We go about
our own business in our own way, without much
regard for Mrs. Grundy, who suffers not exactly
a sea-change, but a freshwater one ; the air of the

lakes does not agree with her. On my first

arrival in the province, I took a trip through the

west, to see how the land lay. 1 was a genuine
Johnny liaw, staring at everything that was new
to me, and everything was new to me then. I

had brought a letter of introduction to an old

settler, and he was showing me the lions. We
met, coming along the road, two persons, each

driving a load of lime. The foremost pulled up.
He was a man of education and breeding ;

the

first half dozen words he uttered spoke for them-
selves. I was puzzled. His clothes were shabby
and dusty ;

ho wore an undeniable common red

flannel shirt, and he had not shaved that morning.
The other man was evidently a mere working-
man, yet their occupation was the same. But

pray do not picture them to yourself as stalking

along at about a mile and a half an hour, in

smock-frocks and ankle-jacks ; brandishing pre-

posterous whips, almost as long as South African
ones

; bawling some outlandish gibberish to three
or four immense brutes, all in a row. That may
do in Sussex, but it will not do here. No, they
were sitting in the waggons, on seats ingeniously
raised above the load, on wooden springs ; driving
with reins two "

span
"
of smart little roadsters,

able to do their five miles an hour with the lime
behind them, in light handy waggons. That

certainly takes the edge off the rusticity of the

position. When we had separated, Mr. said

to me,
*' That is our clergyman."

" Church of England ?
"

I asked.
" Yes."
" And the other man is his servant ?

"

*'
Yes, his hired servant."

Johnny Raw set all that down in his diary.
Now he almost doubts whether it is worth the

relating.
One great peculiarity about Canada is, that for

three or four months out of the year the climate

makes our roads for us. Then we discard wheels
and slide along on skates. It is a moot point
whether the pathmaster's jurisdiction extends into

that wintry province. There is a perpetual schism
between those who hold that he has a right to

call out the men to "bush " roads across the ice,

or to break a track through heavy drifts, and
those who contest that doctrine. These last say
that such work is thrown away ; that there is

nothing to show for it
; that, if people want the

roads broken, they may turn out and do it. No
doubt they may. I am an old Canadian, but it is

a point upon which I can give no decision.

LEGENDS OF CHABLEMAGNE'S CITY.
NO. I.

Charlemagne's memory is as fresh among the

people of Aix-la-Chapelle, as poor old George the
Third's among the 2>easantry around Windsor.
"Kaiser Karl" he is still, as though no other

Emperor Charles had succeeded him. In rude
old images and ruder lays, in the household tra-

ditions of the people, in the ancient monkish
chronicles, his lofty and majestic presence still

overawes us.

Even among the stalwart Franks his stature is

gigantic, his strength unsurpassed. He is girt
with a broad sword x\o other arm can wield, a

wrought baldric supports the mighty horn which
calls his followers in battle and in chace ; he wears
a crown no other head could till, even could it

bear the weight.
Fierce and terrible as he is in the fury of battle,

in peace he is friendly and hospitable, reverent to

learned and holy men, loving to his beautiful

Fastrada and his children, a frank and cheery
comrade with his Paladins, a father to his people.

Kather than fatten on the spoils of the husband-

man, he sells the produce of the royal farms,
while wealth torn from Italian cities and Germanic
tribes goes to build churches, and found cities and

colleges.
All this lives in the memory of the people, while

they forget the wrongs of hapless Ermendgard,
and the lire and sword with which he spread the

Gospel of i)eace.

Romance and tradition have been busy with
his name.
The magic ring, torn from the radiant tresses

of the beloved dead, his favourite daughter's love,

punishment, and ])ardon, the stately apparition

passing over the Khenish vineyards in years of

plenty, and blessing them with shadowy hand,—
all these have got interwoven with the dry, hard
facts of history. Nor have his faithfid Paladins

been forgotten, though strangely transformed.

These rough old Prankish champions, tall and

brawny, with unshorn beard and flowing tawny
or flaxen locks, the cherished badge of the free-

man, have passed from the domain of history,
into the hands of the minstrels of the Middle

Ages. These gentry have tried hard to make
them out fantastical knights errant, but, despite
all gauds of poetry, something of the old barbaric

flavour lingers round them still.

Most beautiful of all the stories in which they

figure is that of Roland's ill-fated love, the lie,—discovered too late,
—the fair young girl's life

given to God, in the dreary cloister,
—the cham-

pion's given for his king on the bloody field of

battle.

Then, as a contrast, come the secret courtships
and hapx>y marriage of smooth-tongued Master
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Eginhard, the learned secretary. Scholars and

soldiers are not the only heroes of these old tales.

Holy bishops, miraculously conveyed on pious

errands, and monks, too wily for the devil him-

self, duly make their appearance.
A learned professor from Aix-la-ChapeUe has

thought it worth his while to collect such of these

legends as refer to his native city, and has added

some historical facts to his sketches. Simple,

racy, and vigorous in style, there is much of the

charm of old ballad poetry about them. In the

hope of retaining at least a part of this charm,
some have been imitated rather than translated,

and others pretty faithfully rendered.

THE FOUNDING OF AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.

Charlemagne delighted in hunting. It was
his solace and recreation in the few hours he

could snatch from the manifold and weary cares

of state. "The chase," he used to say, "keeps
up a man's mettle and spirit, and makes him
active and stalwart in body. It is the school

where the champion tits himself for war, for, in

one as in the other, he must have his wits about

him when danger threatens, and thus know how
to extricate himself."

A favourite hunting-ground of his was the tract

of land where Aix-la-Chapelle now stands. In

those days there stretched, far and wide, forests

of lofty oaks and beeches, with here and there

tangled thickets, mixed with groves of saplings
and evergreen pine woods. In other parts, marsh
and moorland, and patches of stunted underwood,

lay between hills whose shelving sides were
beautiful with silver-stemmed birch trees, and

glades of the greenest sward. The hand of man
had left no trace in those wilds ;

their only in-

mates were the wolf and the crested boar, the

stag and the roebuck, the badger and the fox, and
all these dwelt within them in multitudes. Hence
it was no wonder that Charlemagne often hunted
there with a great following.

In one of these gatherings the dogs started a

deer and a doe. The terrified creatures bounded

through the forest side by side, the hounds in full

cry on their track, and the Emperor pressing close

behind. Suddenly burst on his sight an old and

mouldering castle, called the ruins of Ephen,
stately even in decay, and mirrored in the clear

waters of a lake. On nearing the ruin, Charle-

magne reined in his horse, when suddenly the

noble steed shied, the ground gave way, and he
sank past the fetlocks. Wild with terror, he

plunged and struggled till he found safe footing.

Charlemagne could not make out what had come
over his charger, nor what was amiss with the

ground, till he saw, a few paces off, a cloud of

steam rising from the earth in the very spot the

horse had just trampled. Then almost instantly
a boiling spring bubbled up and overflowed. He
sprang from the saddle, fell on his knees, and
thanked God for the benefit He had granted him

by the means of a brute beast. For, then and
there, it flashed on his mind how these waters
would be a blessing to men from generation unto

generation. He then resolved to build a hunting
seat on the site of the ruined fortress, and to erect

a palace and a city near at hand. He also vowed

to raise hard by his palace a stately temple in

honour of the ever blessed Mother of God.
Then he rose from his knees, and wound his

horn, admiring Haroun Al Raschid's precio\is gift.

His followers knew the mighty blast, and came

flocking at his call, and the Emperor and his

Paladins, down to the meanest of his train,

rejoiced together at the good gift God had sent

them.

Prompt and decisive in all things, Charlemagne
lost no time in carrying out his plans. The

hunting seat rose from the ruins of Ephen, and
the foundations of a kingly palace, and of our

Blessed Lady's church, were laid without delay.
Builders came from far and near, and a city was

begun. Houses rose up on all sides. The
desolate moorland vanished, at least in the

neighbourhood of the new city. A canal carried

off the superfluous waters, and while draining the

ground, brought the warm medicinal stream to

the bath-house Charlemagne had built. His
Prankish warriors resorted thither in numbers
to enjoy the luxury of the bath, or to test its

healing powers, when worn out with toil or

sickness.

Tradition still points to the very spot where

Charlemagne used to bathe with his Paladins.

Thus was Aix-la Chapelle founded.

STANZAS WRITTEN IN DEJECTION,

FKOM THE CIIINKSE OP LI-TAI-pfi.

[This po. t i« considered by his countrymen, according to
the Marquis D'llervey St. Uenys, tlieir greatest poet, Tlie

admiration of the Ohincso for dim is so great that they have
erected a temple in liis honour, as the " Gre«t Doctor,' the
"Prince of Poetry," and, what to European ears savouis
of bathos, "The Immortal given to drink." He was born
A.D. 702. He died at the age of 61, a.u. 76J.~Ed. O. a W.]

I.

The sun of yesterdny which leaves me.
No earthly skill can woo to slay,

To-day's pale gloom which chills and grieves me.
No human arm can hold away :

The birds of passage, ever flying past.
In countless flocks stream down the autumn blast,

I mount my tower to gaze far off^, and fast

Fill wine-cups from the waning jar.

The mighty bards, long dead, seem rising
Around me in this lonely place,

I murmur through the old songs, prizing
Their matchless vigour, truth, and gi-ace

—
I too feel powers that will not be controlled,
But cannot rival here the great of old,

Till to pure skies up-soaring, I behold,
More closely, each unclouded star.

Vainly our swords would cleave the river :

It keeps its ever-living flow
;

Vainly in wine-cups, mantling ever.

We strive to drown the sense of woe—
Man, in this life, when stormy fate grows dark.
Must let her billows rock his wandering bark.
Give the wild waves their will, nor pause to mark

Too keeuly how they foam afar.

Fkancis Hastings Dotlk.
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ELEANOR'S VICTORY.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "AURORA FLOYD," "LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET," &c.

CHAPTBR Lvni. MAURICE DE cuespigny's BEQUEST.
|

He had Calculated that by traveUing day and
Richard Thornton had received Eleanor's i night ho should be able to accomplish a great

letter in Edinburgh, and had been travelling per-
' achievement in the four days that were to elapse

petually since hi« receipt of the girl's eager epistle. |

between the hour in which he received Eleanor's
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letter and the hour appointed for the interview

with the Frenchman. This achievement -was

the reconciliation of Gilbert Monckton and his

•wife.

For this purpose the devoted young man had

travelled from Edinburgh to London, and from

London to Torquay, back to London again, with

Mr. Monckton for his companion, and from

London to Paris, still in that gentleman's com-

panionship. Gilbert Monckton would have thought
it a small thing to have given half his fortune in

payment of the tidings which the scene painter
carried to him.

He should see his wife again ; his bright and

beautiful young wife, whom he had so cruelly

wronged, and so stupidly misunderstood.

Human nature is made up of contradictions.

From the hour in which Gilbert Monckton had

turned his back upon Tolldale Priory, deserting
his young wife in a paroxysm of jealous anger,
until now, he had done nothing but repent of

his own work. Why had he disbelieved in her ?

How had he been vile enough to doubt her ? Had
she not stood before him, with the glorious light

of truth shining out of her beaiitiful face ? Even
had he not already repented, Eleanor's letter

would have opened the jealous hiisband's eyes to

his own folly ; that brief, offended letter in which
the brave girl had repudiated her husband's offer

of wealth and independence ; and had declared

her proud determination to go out into the world

once more, and to get her own living, and to

accept nothing from the man who doubted her

truth.

The lawyer had made every effort to lure the

lost bird back to its deserted nest. But if yoii

render yoiir wife's existence intolerable, and she

runs away from you in despair, it is not always

possible to bring her back to your halls
; though

you may be never so penitent for your offences

against her. Gilbert Monckton had employed
every possible means to discover his wife's where-

abouts ;
but had failed most completely to do so.

His search was futile
;

his advertisements were
unanswered ; and, very lonely and miserable, he

had dragged out the last six weeks, in constant

oscillation between London and Torquay ; always

making some new effort to obtain tidings of the

missing girl ; perpetually beguiled a little way
onward with false hopes, only to be disappointed.
He had gone again and again to Signora Picirillo ;

but had received no comfort from her, inasmuch
as the mixsic mistress knew no more about Eleanor
than he did.

It is not to be wondered, then, that when
Kichard Thornton appeared at Torquay, carrying
with him Eleanor's letter, he was received with

open arms by the penitent husband. Not an hour
was wasted by the eager travellers, but use what
haste they might, they could not hasten the Dover

express, or the Calais packets, or the comfortable

jog-trot i^ace of the train between Calais and
Paris

;
so they had only been able to arrive at

eight o'clock in the dusky April evening, just in

time to behold Major Lennard in his moment of

triumph.
Gilbert Monckton extended his hand to the

stalwart soldier, after the events of the evening

had been hurriedly related by Eleanor and her

companion.
" You robbed me of a wife twenty years ago.

Major Lennard," he said, ''but you have restored

another wife to me to-night."
•'Then I suppose we're quits," the major ex-

claimed cheerfully, "and we can go back to the

Palais and have a devilled lobster, hay ? I suppose
we must do something for this poor devil though,
first, hay?"

Mr. Monckton heartily concurred in this sug-

gestion ;
and Richard Thornton, who was better

acquainted with Paris than any of his com-

panions, ran down stairs, told the portress of the

malady which had stricken down the lodger in the

entresol, despatched the sharp young damsel with

the shrill voice in search of a sick nurse, and went
himself to look for a doctor. In a little more than

halfan-hour both these officials had arrived, and
Mr. Monckton and his wife. Major Lennard, and
Eichard departed, leaving the Frenchman in the

care of his two compatriots. But before Gilbert

Monckton left the apartment, he gave the nurse

special orders respecting the sick man. She was
not to let him leave his rooms upon any pretence
whatever ; not even if he should appear to become
reasonable.

Mr. Monckton went to the Hotel du Palais

with his young wife, and, for the first time since

he had been wronged, forgave the frivolous woman
who had jilted him. She had been very kind to

Eleanor, and he was in a humoiir to be pleased
with any one who had been good to his wife. So

the lawyer shook hands very heartily with Mrs.

Lennard, and promised that she should see her

daughter before long.
» ' The poor little girl has had a hard trial

lately, Mrs. Lennard, through my folly, and I

owe her some atonement. I separated her from

her natural protectors, becaiise I was presiimp-
tuous enough to imagine that I was better fitted to

plan her destiny ; and after all I have wrecked
her girlish hopes, poor child ! But I don't think

the damage is irreparable : I think she'll scarcely
break her heart about Launcelot Darrell."

In all this time nobody had cared to ask any

questions about the will. Eleanor had handed it

to her husband
;
and Gilbert Monckton had put

it, stiU folded, into his pocket. But when the

devilled lobster and the sparkling Moselle, which
the major insisted upon ordering, had been dis-

cussed, and the table cleared, Mr. Monckton took

the important document from his pocket.
" We may as well look at poor De Crespigny's

last testament," he said, "and see who has been

most injured by the success of Launcelot Darrell's

fabrication."

\
He read the first two sheets of the will to him-

self, slowly and thoughtfully. He remembered every

;

word of those two first sheets. So far the real

will was verbatim the same as the forged docu-

ment : Gilbert Monckton could therefore now
understand why that fabricated wUl had seemed

so genuine. The fabrication had been copied from

the original paper. It was thus that the forgery

had borne the stamp of the testator's mind. The

only difference between the two documents lay in

the last and most important clause.
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The lawyer read aloud this last sheet of

Maurice de Crespignj''8 will.
" I devise and bequeath all the residue and

remainder of my real and personal property unto

Hortensia Bannister, the daughter of my old

and deceased college friend, George Vane, and

my valued friend I'eter Sedgewick, of Chelten-

ham, their heirs, executors, administrators, and

assigns, upon trust, for the sole and separate use

of Eleanor, the daughter of my said dear deceased

friend, George Vane, by his last wife, Eleanor

Thompson, during her life, free from the control,

debts, or engagements of any husband she may at

any time have, and so that she shall not have

power to anticipate the rents, interest, and
annual proceeds thereof ; and upon and after her

decease for such persons, estates, and in such

manner as she shall, whether covert or uncovert,

by will appoint ;
and in default of and subject to

any such appointment, by the said Eleanor, the

daughter of the said George Vane, to her heira,

executors, administrators, and assigns, according
to the nature of the said property. And in case

the said Eleanor shall have departed this life

during my life time, or in case the said last-

named trustees cannot discover the said Eleanor
Vane within four years after my decease, then

they shall consider the said Eleanor Vane dead,
and therefrom I give and devise the said residuary
estates to be equally divided between my said

three nieces, 8arah, Lavinia, and Ellen, abso-

lutely."
"It is fortunate that the money ia left to

trustees for your separate use, Eleanor," Mr.
Monckton said. " If it had been otherwise, the

gift would have been invalid, since I, your hus-

band, was one of the wituesses to the will."

A torrent of congratulations from Major and
Mrs. Lennard, and Kichard Thornton, almost
overwhelmed Eleanor ; but she was still more
overwhelmed by her astonishment at the wording
of the wUl.

" The money left to me !

"
she exclaimed. *' I

didn't want it. I am sorry it should be so. It

will seem now as if 1 had been plotting to get
this fortune. I don't want it : I only want my
revenge."

Gilbert Monckton narrowly watched his wife's

astonished face. He saw no look of triumph, no
smile of gratitication. At least she was free from

any mercenary baseness. He took her a little way
from the rest of the party, and looked earnestly
into her fearless eyes.

•* My own dear love," he said,
" I have learned

a hard lesson, and I believe that I shall profit by
it. I will never doubt you again. But tell me,
Eleanor, tell me once and for ever ! have you ever
loved Launcelot Darrell ? Have any of your actions

been prompted by jealousy ?"
"Not one," cried Mrs. Monckton. "I have

never loved him, and I have never been jealous
of him. From tirst to last I have been actuated

by one motive, and one alone—the duty I owe to

my dead father."

She had not abandoned her purpose, then.
No

; the lurid star that had beckoned her forward
still shone before her. It was so near now, that
its red splendour filled the universe. The young

wife was pleased to be reconciled to her husband ;

but with the sense that he was restored to her
once more, the memory of the dreary interval in

which she had lost him melted away from her

mind, and Launcelot Darrell—Launcelot Darrell,
the destroyer of her dead father, became once
more paramount in her thoughts.

".Oh, Gilbert!" she said, clasping her hands
about her husband's arm and looking up in his

face,
' '

you'll take me back to England at once,
won't you ?"

"
Yes, my dear," Mr. Monckton answered, with

a sigh.
' '

I'll do whatever you wish.
"

There was a jealous paiu at his heart as he

spoke. His wife was pure, and true, and beau-

tiful, but this strange purpose of her life divided

her from him ; and left his own existence very
blank.

CHAPTER UX. THE DAY OF BECKONING.

Launcelot Darrell and his mother had inha-

bited Woodlands for a little more than a fortnight.
The painters, and paiier-hangers, and upholsterers,
had done a great deal to alter the handsome

country-house ; for Mr. Darrell had no wish to be
reminded of his dead imcle ; and familiar chairs

and tables have an unpleasant faculty of sug-

gesting tiresome thoughts, and recalling faded

faces that had better be forgotten. Almost all

the old furniture had been swept away, therefore,

and the young man had behaved very generously
to his maiden aunts, who had furnished a small

house in Windsor with the things that Launcelot
had banished from Woodlands. These poor dis-

appointed ladies had located themselves in a quiet
little culde-Hoc, squeezed in between the hilly
street and the castle, with the idea that the wild

dissipations of a town life would enable them to

forget their wrongs.
8o Launcelot Darrell and his mother reigned at

Woodlands instead of the maiden sisters ; and

Parker, the butler, and Mrs. Jepcott, the house-

keeper, waited upon a new master and mistress.

The young man had chafed bitterly at his

poverty, and liad hated himself and all the world,
because of those humiliations to which a man who
is too idle to work, and too poor to live without

work, is always more or less subject. But, alas I

now that by the commission of a crime he had
attained the great end of his ambition, he found
that the game was not worth the candle ; and that

in his most fretful moments before Maurice de

Crespigny's death he had never suffered as much
as he now suffered, daily and hourly.
The murderers of the unfortunate Mr. Ware

ate a hearty supper of pork chops while their

victim lay, scarcely cold, in a pond beside the high
road

; but it is not everybody who is blessed with

the strength of mind possessed by those gentle-
men. Launcelot Darrell could not shake off the

recollection of what he had done. From morning
till night, from night till morning, the same

thoughts, the same fears, were perpetually press-

ing upou him. In the eyes of every servant who
looked at him

;
in the voice of every creature

who spoke to him ; in the sound of every bell

that rang in the roomy country-house, there

lurked a something that inspired the miserable
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terror of detection. It haunted him in every

place ; it met him at every turn. The knowledge
that he was in the power of two bad, iinscrupu-

lous men, the lawyer's clerk, and Victor Bourdon,
made him the most helpless of slaves. Already
he had found what it was to be in the power of a

vicious and greedy wretch. The clerk had been

easily satisfied by the gift of a round sum of

money, and had levanted before his employer
returned from America. But Victor Bourdon
became insatiable. He was a gamester and a

drunkard ;
and he expected to find in Launcelot

Darrell's purse a gold mine that was never to be

exhausted.

He had abandoned himself to the wildest dis-

sipation in the worst haunts of London after

Maurice de Crespigny's death ; and had appeared
at Woodlands at all times and seasons, demanding
enormous sums of his miserable victim. At first

terror sealed Launcelot Darrell'slips, and he acceded

to the most extravagant demands of his accomplice ;

but at last his temper gave way, and he refused

that "
paltry note for a thousand francs," to which

the Frenchman alluded in his interview with
Eleanor. After this refusal there was a desperate

quarrel between the two men, at the end of which
the commercial traveller received a thrashing, and
was turned out of doors by the master of Wood-
lands.

The young man had been quite reckless of con-

sequences in his passion ;
but when he grew a

little calmer he began to reflect upon the issue

of this quarrel.
" I cannot see what harm the man can do me,"

he thought ; "to accuse me is to accuse himself

also. And then who would believe his unsupported
testimony ? I could laugh at him as a madman. "

Launcelot Darrell had no knowledge of the

existence of the real will. He implicitly believed

that it had been burned before his own eyes, and
that Eleanor's assertion to the contrary had been

only a woman's falsehood invented to terrify him.
"If the girl had once had the will in her pos-

session, she would never have been such a fool as

to lose it," he argued.
But notwithstanding all this he felt a vague

fear, all the more terrible because of its indefinite

character. He had placed himself in a false

position. The poet is born and not made
;
and

perhaps the same thing may be said of the

criminal. The genius of crime, like the genius
of song, may be a capricious blossom indigenous
to such and such a soil, but not to be produced
by cultivation. However this may be, Laiincelot

Darrell was not a great criminal. He had none
of the reckless daring, the marvellous power of

dissimulation, the blind indifference to the future,
which make a Palmer, a Cartouche, a Fauntleroy,
or a RoupeU. He was wretched because of what
he had done

;
and he allowed everybody to per-

ceive his wretchedness.

Mrs. Darrell saw that her son was miserable in

spite of his newly-acquired wealth
; and a horrible

terror seized upon her. Her sisters had taken

good care to describe to her the scene that had
occurred at Woodlands upon the night of the old

man's death. She had watched her son, as only
mothers can watch the children they love ; and

she had seen that his dead kinsman's fortune had

brought him no happiness. She had questioned
him, but had received only sulky, ungracious
answers, and she had not the heart to press him
too closely. The mother and son were alone

in the dining-room at Woodlands about a week
after the scene in Monsieur Victor Bourdon's

apartment. They had dined tete-d-tete. The
dessert had not been removed, and the young
man was still sitting at the bottom of the long
table, lounging lazily in his comfortable chair,

and very often refilling his glass from the claret-

jug on his right hand. The three long windows
were open, and the soft May twilight crept into

the room. A tall shaded lamp stood in the

centre of the table, making a great spot of yellow

light in the dusk. Below the lamp there was a

confused shimmer of cut glass, upon which the

light trembled, like moonbeams upon running
water. There were some purple grapes and a

litter of vine leaves in a dessert dish of S&vres

china ; the spiky crown of a pine-apple; and scarlet

strawberries that made splashes of vivid colour

amid the sombre green. The pictured face of the

dead man hanging upon the wall behind Launcelot

Darrell's chair seemed to look reproachfully out of

the shadows. The ruby draperies shading the

open windows grew darker with the fading of the

light. The faint odour of lilacs and hawthorn
blossoms blew in from the garden, and the evening
stillness was only broken by the sound of leaves,

stirred faintly by a slow night wind that crept

amongst the trees.

Mrs. Darrell was sitting in the recess of one of

the open windows, with some needlework in her

lap. She had brought her work into the dining-
room after dinner, because she wished to be with
her son ; and she knew that Laimcelot would sit

for the best part of the evening brooding over his

half-filled glass. The young man was most com-

pletely miserable. The great wrong he had done
had brought upon him a torture which he was

scarcely strong enough to endure. If he could

have undone that wrong—if ! No ! That

way lay such shame and degradation as he could

never stoop to endure.
" It was all my great-uncle's fault," he re-

peated to himself, doggedly.
" What business

had he to make the will of a madman ? Whom
have I robbed, after all ? Only a specious adven-

turess, the intriguing daughter of a selfish spend-
thrift."

Such thoughts as these were for ever rising in

the young man's mind. He was thinking them to-

night, while his mother sat in the window, watch-

ing her son's face furtively. He was only roused

from his reverie by the sound of wheels vipon the

gravel drive, the opening of a carriage-door, and a

loud ringing of the bell.

The arrival of any unexpected visitor always

frightened him
;

so it was nothing unusual for

him to get up from his chair and go to the door of

the room to listen for the sound of voices in the

hall.

To-night he turned deadly pale, as he recognised
a familiar voice ;

the voice of Gilbert Monckton,
whom he had not seen since the reading of the

will.
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Launcelot Darrell drew back as the servant

approached the door, and in another moment the

man opened it, and announced Mr. Monckton,
Mrs. Monckton, Mr. Thornton, Monsieur Bourdon.
He would have announced Mr. John Ketch, I

dare say, just as coolly.
Launcelot Darrell planted his back against the

low marble chimneypiece, and prepared to meet
his fate. It had come ; the realisation of that

horrible nightmare which had tormented him ever

since the night of Maurice de Crespigny's death.

It had come
; detection, disgrace, humiliation,

despair ;
no matter by what name it was called,

the thing was living death. His heart seemed to

melt into water, and then freeze in his breast.

He had seen the face of Victor Bourdon lurking
behind Gilbert and Eleanor, and he knew that he
had been betrayed.
The young man knew this, and determined to

make a gallant finish. Me was not a coward
'

by nature, though his own wrong-doing had made
him cowardly ;

he was only an irresolute, vacil-

lating, selfish Sybarite, who had quarrelled with
the great schoolmaster Fate, because his life bad
not been made one long summer's holiday. Even
cowards sometimes grow courageous at the last.

Launcelot Darrell was not a coward : he drew him-
self uj) to his fullest height, and prepared to con-

front his accusers.

Eleanor Monckton advanced towards him. Her
husband tried to restrain her, but his effort was
wasted ; she waved him back with her hand, and
went on to where the young man stood, with her

head lifted and her nostrils quivering.
" At last, Launcelot Darrell," she cried, "after

watching that has wearied me, and failures that

have tempted me to despair, at last I can keep
my promise ; at last I can be true to the lost

father whose death was your cruel work. When
last I was in this house, you laughed at me and
defied me. I was robbed of the evidence that

would have condemned you : all the world seemed

leagued together against me. Now, the proof of

your crime is in my hands, and the voice of your
accomplice has borne witness against you. Cheat,
trickster, and forger : there is no escape for you
now !

"

•'
No," exclaimed Monsieur Bourdon, with an

unctuous chuckle, "it is now your turn to be

chased, my stripling ; it is now your turn to be
kicked out of the door."

" From first to last, from first to last," said

Eleanor,
' '

you have been false and cruel. You
wronged and deceived the friends who sent you to

India "

"
Yaase," interrupted the commercial tra-

veller, who was very pale, and by no means too

steady in his nerves, after the attack of delirium

tremens. He had drojiped into a chair, and sat

trembling and grinning at his late patron, with a

ghastly jocosity that was far from agreeable to

behold. •'
Yaase, you cheat your mo-thair, you

cheat your friends. You make belief to go to the

Indias, but you do not go. You what you call

shally-shilly, and upon the last moment, when the
machine is on the point of depart, you change the
mind. You are well in England, there is a hand-
some career for you, as artist, you say. Then

you will not go. But you have fear of your
uncle, who has given the money for your—fit-out

—and for your passage, and you make believe to

do what they wish from you. You have a friend,

a confrere, a Mr., who is to partake your cabin.

You write to heem, you get lieem to post your
letters ; you write to your mo-thair, in Clip-a-stone

Street, and you say to her,
' Dear mo-thair, I

cannot bear this broil climate ;
I am broil, I work

the night and the day ;
I am indigo planter ;' and

you send yoiir letter to the Indias to be posted ;

and your poor mo-thair belief you ;
and you are

in Paris to enjoy yourself, to lead the life of

student, a little Bohemian, but very gay. You
read Balzac, you make the little sketches for

the cheap Parisian journals. You are gamester,
and win money from a poor old Englishman,
the father of that lady there ;

and you make »

catspaw of your friend, Victor Bourdon. You are

a villain man. Monsieur Darrell, but it is finished

with you."
" Listen to me, Lanncelot Darrell," Gilbert

Monckton said, qui'etly. "Every falsehood and
trick of which you have been guilty, from first to

last, is known. There is no help for you. The
will which my wife holds in her hand is the

genuine will signed by Maurice de Crespiguy.
This man is prepared to testify that the will by
which you took possession of this estate is a

forgery, fabricated by yoti and Henry Lawford's

clerk, who had in his possession a rough draught
of the real will which he had written at Mr.

de Crespigny's dictation, and who copied the

three different signatures from three letters

written by the old man to Henry Lawford. You
are prepared to bear witness to this ?

" added the

lawyer, turning to Victor Bourdon.

"But certainly," exclaimed the Frenchman,
"

it being well understood that I am not to suffer

by this candour. It is understood that I am
innocent in this affair."

' ' Innocent !

"
cried Launcelot Darrell, bitterly.

" Why you were the prime mover in this busi-

ness. It was year suggestion that first in-

duced—"
"

It is possible, my friend," murmured Mon-
sieur Bourdon, complacently ;

" but is it, then, a

crime to make a little suggestion
—to try to make

oneself useful to a friend ? I do not believe it !

No matter. I have studied your English law : I

do not think it can touch me, since I am only

prepared to swear to having found this real will,

and having before that overJveard a conversa-

tion between you and the clerk of the avou^ de

Vindsor."

"You use noble tools, Mrs. Monckton," said

Launcelot Darrell,
" but I do not know by what

right you come into my house, uninvited, and

bringing in your train a very respectable trans-

pontine scene-painter, with whom 1 have not the

honour to be intimate, and a French commer-

cial traveller, who has chosen to make himself

peculiarly obnoxious to me. It is for the Court

of Chancery to decide whether I am the rightful

owner of this house and all appertaining to it.

I shall await the fiat of that court ;
and in the

meantime I have the honour to wish you good

evening."
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He laid his hand upon the handle of the bell as

he spoke, but he did not pull it.

" You defy me, then, Launcelot DarreU?" said

Eleanor.
" I do."
" I am glad that it is so I

" exclaimed the girl.
" I am glad that you have not prayed to me for

mercy. I am glad that Providence has suffered

me to avenge my father's death."

Eleanor Monckton was moving towards the

door.

In all this time Ellen Darrell had not once

spoken. She had stood apart in the recess of the i

window, a dark and melancholy shadow, mourn-

ing over the ruin of her life.

I think that she was scarcely surprised at what
had happened. We sometimes know the people
we love, and know them to be base ;

but we go
on loving them desperately, nevertheless ;

and
love them best when the world is against them,
and they have most need of our love. I speak
here of maternal love, which is so sublime an
affection as to be next in order to the love of

God,
The widow came suddenly into the centre of

the room, and cast herself on her knees before

Eleanor, and wound her arms about the girl's

slender waist, pinning her to the spot upon which
she stood, and holding her there. The mother's

arms were stronger than bands of iron, for they
were linked about the enemy of her son. It has

been demonstrated by practical zoologists that

the king of beasts, his majesty the lion, is after

all a cowardly creature. It is only the lioness,

tlie mother, whose courage is desperate and in-

domitable.
" You shall not do this," Ellen Darrell cried

;

* '

you shall not bring disgrace upon my son.

Take your due, whatever it is
; take your paltry

wealth. You have plotted for it, I dare say.
Take it, and let us go out of this place penniless.
But no disgrace, no humiliation, no punishment,
for liim !

"

" Mother !

"
cried Launcelot,

"
get up off your

knees. Let her do her worst. I ask no mercy
of her."

"Don't hear him," gasped the widow, "don't
listen to him. Oh, Eleanor, save him from shame
and disgrace. Save him ! save him ! I was always
good to you, was I not ? I meant to be so,

believe me ! If ever I was unkind, it was because
I was distracted by regrets and anxieties about
him. Oh, Eleanor, forgive him, and be merciful

to me. Forgive him. It is my fault that he is

what he is. It was my foolish indulgence that
ruined his childhood. It was my false pride that

taught him to think he had a right to my uncle's

money. From first to last, Eleanor, it is I that
am to blame. Remember this, and forgive him,
forgive

—"

Her throat grew dry, and her voice broke, but
her lips still moved, though no sound came from

them, and she was still imploring mercy for her
son.

"
Forgive !

"
cried Eleanor, bitterly.

"
Forgive

the man who caused my father's death ! Do you
think I have waited and watched for nothing?
It seems to me as if all my life had been given

up to this one hope. Do you know how that

man has defied me ?
" she exclaimed, pointing to

Launcelot Darrell. "Do you know that through
him I have been divided from my husband ?

Bah ! why do I speak of my own wrongs ? Do
you know that my father, a poor helpless old

man, a lonely, friendless old man, a decayed

gentleman, killed himself because of your son ?

Do you expect that I am to forget that ? Do
you think that I can forgive that man ? Do you
want me to abandon the settled purpose of my
life, the purpose to which I have sacrificed every

girlish happiness, every womanly joy, now that

the victory is mine, and that I can keep my
vow ?

"

She tried to disengage herself from Ellen Dar-

rell's arms, but the widow still clung about her,

with her head flung back, and her white face con-

vulsed with anguish.
"
Forgive him, for my sake," she cried ;

"
give

him to me—give him to me. He will suffer

enough from the ruin of his hopes. He will suffer

enough from the consciousness of having done

wrong. He has suffered. Yes. I have watched him,
and I know. Take everything from him. Leave

him a penniless dependant upon the pittance my
uncle left to me, but save him from disgrace.

Give him to me. God has given him to me.

Woman, what right have you to take him from

me?"
" He killed my father," Eleanor answered, in a

sombre voice ;

'* my dead father's letter told me
to be revenged upon him."

" Your father wrote in a moment of despera-
tion. I knew him. I knew George Vane. He
would have forgiven his worst enemy. He was the

last person to be vindictive or revengeful when his

first anger was passed. What good end will be

gained by my son's disgrace ? You shall not refuse

to hear me. You are a wife, Eleanor Monckton :

you may one day be a mother. If you are pitiless

to me now, God will be pitiless to you then. You
will think of me then. In every throb of pain

your child may suffer ; in every childish ailment

that makes your heart grow sick with unutterable

fear, you wiU recognise God's vengeance upon you
for this night's work. Think of this, Eleanor ;

think of this, and be merciful to me—to me—
not to him. What he would have to endure would
be only a tithe of my suffering. I am his mother—his mother !

"

"Oh, my God!" cried Eleanor, lifting her

clasped hands above her head. " What am I

to do ?"

The hour of her triumph had come ;
and in

this supreme moment doubt and fear took posses-
sion of her breast. If this was her victory, it was

only half a victory. She had never thought that

! any innocent creature would suffer more cruelly

I

by her vengeance upon Launcelot Darrell than the

I

man himself would suffer. And now here was
this woman, whose only sin had been an idolatrous

love of her son, and to whom his disgrace would

i

be worse than the anguish of death.

!
The widow's agony had been too powerful for

the girl's endurance. Eleanor burst into a passion
of tears, and turning to her husband let her head

i

fall upon his breast.
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" What am I to do, Gilbert ?" she said,

"What am I to do?"
" I will not advise you, my dear," the lawyer

answered, in a low voice. '*
To-night's business

is of your own accomplishing. Your own heart

must be your only guide."
There was silence in the room for a few

moments, only broken by Eleanor's sobbing.
Launcelot Darrell had covered his face with his

hands. His courage had given way before the

power of his mother's grief. The widow still

knelt, still clung about the girl, with her white

face fixed now, in an awful stillness.
*'
Oh, my dear, dead father !

" Eleanor sobbed,
"
you—you did wrong yourself, sometimes ; and

you were always kind and merciful to people.
Heaven knows, I have tried to keep my oath ;

but I cannot—I cannot. It seemed so easy to

imagine my revenge when it was far away : but
now—it is too hard—it is too hard. Take your
son, Mrs. Darrell. I am a poor helpless coward.

I cannot carry out the purpose of my life."

The white uplifted face scarcely changed, and
the widow fell back in a heap upon the floor.

Her son and Gilbert Moncktou lifted her up and
carried her to a chair in one of the open windows.
Kichard Thornton dropped on his knees before

Eleanor, and began to kiBS her hands with

ejD'uswn.

"Don't be frightened, Nelly," he exclaimed.

"I was very fond of you once, and very unhappy
about you, as my poor aunt can bear witness ;

but I am going to marry Eliza Montalambert, and
we've got the carpets down at the snuggest little

box in all Brixton, and I've made it up with

Spavin and Cromsbaw in consideration of my
salary being doubled. Don't be frightened if I

make a fool of myself, Eleanor ;
but I think I

could worship you to-night. This is your victory,

my dear. This is the only revenge Providence
ever intended for beautiful young women with
hazel brown hair. God bless you."

Launcelot DarreU, with a grayish pallor spread
over his face, like a napkin upon the face of a

corpse, came slowly \ip to Eleanor.
' ' You have been very generous to me, Mrs.

Monckton, though it is a hard thing for me to say
as much," he said. "

I have done wicked things,
but I have suffered—I have suffered and repented
perpetually. J. had no thought of the awful con-

sequences which would follow the wrong I did

your father. I have hated myself for that wicked
act ever since ;

I should never have forged the
will if that man had not come to me, and fooled

me, and played upon my weaknesses. I will thank

you for the mercy you have shown me by-and-by,
Mrs. Monckton, when I am better worthy of your
generosity."

CHAFTEIl THE LAST.

Gilbert Monckton seconded his wife in all

she wished to do. There was no scandal. All

legal formalities were gone through very quietly.
Those troublesome people who require to be
informed as to the business of their neighbours, :

were told that a codicil had been found, which '

revoked the chief clause of Mr. de Crespigny's
will. Mr. Peter Sedgewick and Mrs. Banuistor '

were ready to perform all acts required of them ;

though the lady expressed considerable surprise at

her half-sister's unexpected accession of wealth.

Eleanor Monckton entered into possession of

the estates. The impulsive girl having once for-

given her father's enemy, would fain have sur-

rendered the fortune to him into the bargain^
but practical matter-of-fact people were at hand
to prevent her being too generous. Mrs. Darrell

and her son went to Italy, and Mrs. Monckton,
with her husband's concurrence, made the young
man a very handsome allowance, which enabled
him to pursue his career as an artist. He worked

very hard, and with enthusiasm. The shame of

the past gave an impetus to his pencil. His out-

raged self-estoem stood him his friend, and he
toiled valiantly to redeem himself from the dis-

grace that had fallen upon him.
" If I am a great painter, they will remember

nothing against me," he said to himself; and

though it was not in him to become a great

painter, he became a popular painter ; a great
man for the Iloyal Academy, and the West End

engravers, if only a small man for future genera-
tions, who will choose the real gems out of the

prodigal wealth of the present. Mr. Darrell's

tirst success was a picture which he called " The
Earl's Death," from a poem of Tennyson's, with
the motto, "Oh, the Earl was fair to see,"—a

preternaturaUy ugly man lying at the feet of a

pretematurally hideous woman, in a turret cham-
ber lighted by lucifer matehes—the blue and green
light of the lucifers on the face of the ugly woman,
and a pre-Raphaelito cypress seen through the
window

; and I am fain to say, that although the

picture was ugly, there was a strange weird attrac-

tion in it, and i)eople went to see it again and

again, and liked it, and hankered after it, and
talked of it perpetually all that season

; one fac-

tion declaring that the lucifer-match effect was the

most delicious moonlight, and the murderess of

the Earl the most lovely of womankind, till the

faction who thought the very reverse of this

became afraid to declare their opinions, and thus

everybody was satistied.

So Launcelot DarreU received a fabulous price
for his picture ; and, having lived without re-

proach during three years of probation, came
home to marry Laura Mason Lennard, who had
been true to him all this time, and who would
have rather liked to unite her fortunes with those

of a modern Cartouche or Jack Sheppard for the

romance of the thing. And although the artist

did not become a good man all in a moment, like

the repentant villain of a stage play, he did take

to heart the lesson of his youth. He was ten-

derly affectionate to the mother who had suffered

so much by reason of his errors, and he made a

very tolerable husband to a most devoted little

wife.

Monsieur Victor Bourdon was remunerated—
and very liberally

—for his services, and was told

to hold his tongue. He departed for Canada soon

afterwards, in the interests of the patent mustard,
and never reappeared in the neighbourhood of

ToUdale Priory.
Eleanor insisted on giving up Woodlands for

the use of Mr. Darrell, his wife, and mother.
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Signora Picirillo lived -with her nephew and his

merry little wife in the pretty house at Brixton
;

but she paid very frequent visits to ToUdale

Priory, sometimes accompanied by Eichard and
Mrs. Eichard, sometimes alone. Matrimony had
had a very good effect upon the outward seeming
of the scene-painter : for his young wife initiated

him in the luxury of shirt-buttons, as contrasted

with pins ; to say nothing of the delights of a

shower-bath, and a pair of ivory-backed hair-

brushes, presented by Eleanor as a birthday pre-
sent to her old friend. Eichard at first suggested
that the ivory-backed brushes should be used as

chimney-ornaments in the Brixton drawing-room ;

but afterwards submitted to the popular view of the

subject, and brushed his hair. Major and Mrs.
Lennard were also visitors at Tolldale, and Laura
knew the happiness of paternal and maternal
love—the paternal affection evincing itself in the

presentation of a great deal of frivolous jewellery,

purchased upon credit ; the maternal devotion

displaying itself in a wild admiration of Launcelot
Darrell's son and heir, a pink-faced baby, who
made his appearance in the year 1861, and
who looked very much better than the ' '

Dying
Gladiator," exhibited by Mr. Darrell in the same

year. Little children's voices sounded by-and-bye
in the shady pathways of the old-fashioned

Priory garden, and in all Berkshire there was
not a happier woman than Gilbert Monckton's
beautiful young wife.

And, after all, Eleanor's Victory was a proper
womanly conquest, and not a stern, classical ven-

geance. The tender woman's heart triumphed over
the girl's rash vow ; and poor George Vane's enemy
was left to the only Judge whose judgments are

always righteous.
THE END,

SAUMUR.
LES PIERRES COUVERTES. LE CARROUSEL.

T RETRACED my steps in order to see Saumur,
of the beauty of whose site and of whose cheap-
ness I had heard marvels. I was disappointed in

both. Saumur, partly built on the rocks over-

hanging the Loire, and its handsome long stone

bridge, white houses of Tufa stone, intermixed
with green foliage, with here and there church

spires, and quaint old towers rising from among
them, and on the topmost heights the strong
castle frowning above aU, is pretty, rather than

strikingly beautiful. A long line of windmills
reaches from the castle, crowning the wooded
banks of the river. I am not like a certain York-
shire lady, who said the view from her window
wanted nothing but a windmill to make it perfect.
To me, these innumerable mills spoil the grace
of the picture ; however, there they are, and I

must mention them, for they are a distinguishing
feature of the place. The Loire is very inferior in

beauty to the Wye, the Wharfe, and a thousand
other less-famed English rivers, whose banks are

infinitely more steep and romantic, and more
richly fringed with umbrageous trees : and at
this time of the year it is disfigured by immense
sand-banks, which divide it into numerous shallow
streams.

Entering the town from the chemiti de fer, I

crossed the bridge. Before me lay a wide, hand-

some street, traversing the whole length of the

town, the road continuing in one straight line up
a green avenue of trees and across a smaller bridge

(Pont Fouchard), through the faubourg of the

same name, till it was lost to sight as it sloped

straight upwards and onwards in a second long

green avenue, whose distant tree-tops closed-in the

distance. This one handsome main-street, begin-

ning and ending in leafy verdure, seems common
in France, and it certainly gives an air of grandeur
to the town, which is not justified by the reality.

My first care was to seek for lodgings, hotels

being too dear for a spinster's i)ur8e. I made

many inquiries in the shops, but was told I

should find none. To save others similar trouble,

I advise them at once to go to the quartier St.

Nicholas, near the Ecole de Cavalerie, or about

the Eue du College. There are plenty in both

neighbourhoods. I hired pleasant rooms, au

premier, numero 70 Bis, Eue St. Nicholas. There

is a small terrace, trellised over with flowers,

on the first landing, and my apartment is so

thoroughly French, and so imlike English cheap

lodgings, I must describe it. My cabinet de toilette

is a small room
;
but the bed, standing in a recess,

shadowed by white curtains, leaves an ample space.

Against the closed fire-place are my washing
utensils, on an unpainted wooden table, washed
clean every morning. I find this more convenient

and cleaner than the English wash-stands, with

their cracked, discoloured, half-washed paint.
Over the chimney-piece hangs a mirror against
the wall. Swing looking-glasses are only used by
great people. From my window I look out upon
an old tower of singular form and curious con-

struction, whose use and history are unknown. It

is conjectured, however, to have served at some
distant date as a phare, or lighthouse. A number
of gentlemen have been lately sent through France
to sketch all antique monuments, and this among
them. The stones of which it is built are so

placed as to lay like tiles, one over the other—aU

sloping and regularly diminishing to the top.

Beyond it is a pretty garden, and a house aufond,
where lodge some officers. My salon opens with

large French windows on to a balcony with

oleanders, and a Persian lilac tree, flowering now
for the second time. There is none of the vul-

garity of an English lodging in a back street in

London about it. I have a long settee with two

large cushions, two fauteuils, and an easy chair of

mahogany, covered with scarlet damask, two rush

chairs, and a small round walnut-tree centre table

covered with a scarlet and black cloth. There is

the usual commode of mahogany, with its deep
drawers and grey marble top, for my clothes ;

and
besides these a mahogany placard, or cupboard,
where I keep my eatables, with its door of plate-

glass, which serves me as a cheval glass, in which
I can see myself from head to foot. The chimney-

piece is of brownish marble, and the open chimney
has no grate, only two iron dogs with the usual

sphinx-heads, for confining the wood Are. Sur la

cheminie stands a very beautiful ormolu clock

which strikes the hours, under a glass shade
;
and

I

two handsome large china vases of elegant form,
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which I always keep filled with fresh flowers. I

can buy a large bouquet for a nou. There are

noue of the vulgar little trumpery china baskets,

dogs with three legs, glass ships, and other

horrors, which make lodgings in England seem so

vulgar. On each side the chimney-piece are two

large cupboards in the wainscot, for wood and coals

in winter, or clothes in summer. The paper is of

French grey and white, relieved by a dead gold-
brown border, and both rooms are carpeted with

what we should call a stair-carpet, which is a

marvel in itself for the manner in which it has

been mended in the stitch. I pay at the rate of

thirty-five francs a month to Madame Bayot and
Je fiCy irouve hieu. But it must be understood

French landladies do not cook for lodgers. They
"mount" my cafe, and keep my rooms in order,

that is all. Red coats and green coats, dark blue

coats and light blue coats, laced with silver and

gold, gleam beneath the trees like tire-flies, and
loom from every balcony and window. I have

two ojjiciers for my left-hand neighbours, one on

my right, and half-a-dozen en face. In fact, fe*

officurs are the life of Sauinur.

But for the £cole de Cavalerie, the few dear, bad

shops might shut up ; and instead of there being
as now, "d vendrc. a I'ainmble," or " d louer pr6-
aenteuient" posted on one-fifth of the houses in

the town, one large afficlie,
" Saumur to be sold

or let," might be put up. There is no life in the

streets. Nobody ever seems to enter those dreary,

miserable-looking shops—and indeed I do not

•wonder. The i>eople of Saumur generally seem to

look upon a stray visitor as a gold mine to be

exploUie to their profit ; and if you demand the

price of any article, calculate how much you may
be fool enough to give. Yesterday I was asked

eight sous (fourpeuce) for a ball of cotton, its real

price being three at most. The people here have
a way of their own—neither like English life, nor

that of any other French towns—owing, it is

said, to the officers living chiefly en pension, eight
or ten taking their meals together in a house,
where no other person is admitted. There are no
restaurants where one can get a cheap and good
dinner. When the editor of the ••Times" said,

during the Crimean war, that the French were
" born cooks," he could never have heard of

Saumur. I wish he had had my goose for dinner,
that's all. I was tired of dining on melons,

peaches, bread, and sour wine ; and seeing an old

woman under a tree at Pont Fouchard, with geese
and half-geese and quarter-geese to sell, 1 de-

sired Madame Bayot to buy me half a goose.
She came, exultant to show me what a fine one
she had got, soon afterwards. I looked at it in

horror. It was not half picked ; large downy
feathers and multitudes of pens were sticking in

it ; nor could it now J>e. picked, inasmuch as it was

jointed across the back and breast-bone in five or

six places, so that it more resembled a neck of

mutton covered with flue, tlian anything bird-

like. The bones and shank of the legs, and the

pinions, had been cut off to bo sold separately ; so

that, in fact, I had half a breast, half a back, and
half of each limb only. Its price was twenty-six
sous, and in the state described it was sent to a
little woman next door,—who keeps a pension for

soldiers, and who has twice made me very good
omelettes with meat in them,—to be cooked, with

strong injunctions as to plucking it free of

feathers. In about half an hour it returned, sur-

rounded by potatoes, and swimming in a sea of

melted lard. It had been sent to the jour and

baked, and it tasted of grease and fish, and oil

and burnt feathers, and was as hard as if it had
been part of an antediluvian goose that had been
in the Ark ; impossible to masticate or eat it ;

and even Keeper desi)ised it, and played at ball

with the bits given him, which he threw up in the

air, and then caught as he lay on his back rolling

about, which is his way of signifying supreme con-

tempt for any food that does not happen to please
him. Talk of all the French being

" born cooks,"
indeed ? Why, everybody nearly (except the rich

folks and the hotels), cooks his meat in the

bakers' ovens ! I poured off the oleaginous matter ;

I skinned what remained, and gave the skin to

Keei^er, who ate it disdainfully ; and next day I

requested it might be stewed as a ra'jonl with a

teacupful of water. In luilf an hour the petite

femme brought it back, assuring me it was quite

hot, and well done, as it had been well boiled.

Of course it was only half warm, and as hard, or

harder, than ever. Who ever heard o% letting a
stew boil? I gave it up in despair, and somehow

managed to eat it ; but let nobody ever tell me
again that the French are all

•• born cooks" ! The
fact is, cooking is a very difficult affair in a
Saumur house. There is neither stove, nor range ;

nothing but a few sticks placed on a hearth, gipsey
fashion, and not the gi])sey'8 covered kettle to cook
with. Wood is very dear, and the mSnagdre calcu-

lates the cost of every stick she burns. Even if

one paid her, she could not find in her heart to

consume wood enough to cook any dish properly,^
she would consider it a sinful waste. No doubt ia

the houses ou Von tient jwnsion pour let offici^m,

it is different. I speak of the mode of life among
the hourgeoime, or middling class, and of the incon-

veniences any one living in lodgings, and unable

from want of means to dine at the hotels, where
there is a table dhdte, must ex()ect to meet. A
French menage seems very simple ; and in very
truth I believe there is no sort of necessity for

the innumerable kitchen articles we have in Eng-
land. Half a doi^en knives and forks, a covered

casserole to make the indispensable soup in, a few

pots and dishes of various sizes, and six dessert

spoous, seem all that is necessary. I do not think

there are above a dozen plates in this house, for I

find great difficulty in getting a sufficient number
at breakfast and tea-time. The boiled milk comes

up in a tin saucepan, and they seem to wonder F

insist on a plate to rest it on, instead of dirtying

my breakfast napkin by placing the smoky pan
upon it. However, both here and at Tours 1

have been fortunate in my landladies : I ask for

everything civilly, and I get all I want. It would
be a great saving of expense to all these house-

holders, if the cuisine customary in Paris were

adopted. There, there is in every kitchen an iron

stove, with a small square grating in the midst

for fire, which is rarely used ;
and round it six or

eight little hollows, varying from the size of a

I wine-glass top to a saucer, in which a little lighted
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charcoal is placed, and then the article to be

cooked, being properly prepared, and set over it

in a covered earthenware pan, may be safely left to

cook itself. It can neither burn nor spoil. You

may go all over Paris, and when you come back

find, your dinner of soup and. five or six dishes,

all done to a turn. Dressing a dinner seems no

trouble there.

I have had. bad weather nearly ever since I

came to Saumur ; but the first fine day I went

to visit Les Pierres Couvertes, thd Dolmen of

Pontigne, about a mile from Saumur, beyond Pont

Fouchard, in a village to the left, called Bagnieu.
It stands in a little croft belonging to some

labourers, and a few sous are usually asked for

showing it. The people were all absent, so I

went in, and saw it for myself. Murray says it

measures eighty feet in length : I should not have

guessed it to be so long : but, at any rate, the

interior, which is used as a stable and barn, is

larger than my salon, which is a good-sized room.

The walls consist of iipright slabs of unhewn

stone, with others of the same kind placed athwart

them for a roof. I made a rough sketch of one

end, because it best showed the immense size of

the stones, which would be diflficult to move
even in tke present day, with all our complicated
and powerful machinery. Murray says, "the
blocks forming it are sandstone found in this

district, but not near at hand, or near the sur-

face." I am not a geologist ; but they struck me
as being of granite, a dark grey, close-grained

«tone, of which I found large blocks lying very
near the surface, less than half a mile off.

There is another smaller ^Jie^re couverte consisting
•of fewer stones, on what is called les terres fortes,

among the vineyards on the hill above. The old

road between Douai and Saumur, looking like a

ravine, runs just below it. Here I sat and made
a rough sketch of the Menhir, and admired the

beautiful panoramic view opposite of Saumur and
its majestic castle, white tower, and the neigh-

bouring plains, where woods and houses and fields

were all intermingled till they melted finally into

the blue haze ;
and thought that if I were rich and

wished to settle at Saumur, here I would build for

myself a resting-place. A labouring man came up
from the old road and joined me, asking if I did

not admire the panorama. I told him what I

thought.
— '*

Ah," said he *'t7 n^y a que les Anglais

pour /aire cela"— a Frenchman only thinks of

what his terres will bring him in—he would never
build a house here for a view—"mais c^est beau tout

de mime." I inquired the way to Rion, where
there was another f^iejTe couverte, and he said he
was going there, but the stones were at Rou,
about half a lieice further still. So we walked on

together, talking as we went. He was a man of

the ordinary French peasant type, in blue blouse,
blue linen trousers, naked feet, and wooden shoes

or sabots, but possessed some information. He
told me I should find all about les 2yierres and other

aTvtiquitis near Saumur in the work of Monsieur

Bodin, of whom the employi at the chemin de fer
had also told me, but whose book I have npver
been able to get, inasmuch as the public library at

Saumur, stated by Mr. Bell to be a very good one,
seems to be non inventus. I hope it has not gone,

like that of Alexandria, to feed les fours, and that

my goose was not cooked a la Bodin, or by any
other learned work. I inquired of every one for

this library, meaning to do a little literary work
here as I had at Tours. No one knew anything
about it

;
no one had heard of it. I asked the

chief bookseller ;
he told me it was at the Maine.

I asked at the Mairie ; there 1 was told first

there was none, next that it was aw college. To
the college I went. The porter, or rather a gen-
tleman in the porter's lodge, told me the librarian

was absent ;
he had no regular days, and no fixed

hours of attendance, as few people ever read there,
and that ' '

evfn
"—I could not see it, as les lii>res

were all entassis les uns sur les autres, so that one
could not get at any ; they were piled on one
another en attendant, till they were removed to

the Mairie. T suspected still more that they went
not to the Mairie, but to tlie ovens. So I can give
no learned dissertation on Celtic remains for

the benefit of my readers.

Besides having read Monsieur Bodin, my com-

panion was an esprit fort, and believed in nothing.
He thought indeed there was a God, but as to

Christ, and the angels and devils, they were all

devices of the clergy and the governing powers—moral bugbears set up to frighten people and

prevent the commission of crime, and it was good

policy. As to their reality being proved by the

Bible—who made the Bible ? Men. I asked him
if he had never heard of spirits, whose return from
the dead proved the truth of Scripture, and the

reality of an invisible world ?

" Bah !

" he said,
" Contes. Man was an animal

and died as other animals died—living no more."
" A sad creed," said I "for the poor and the

suffering. Would you not be happier if you
believed there was a recompense hereafter for

those who had suffered and striven to do right on
earth ?

"

"Mais puisqu'il n'y a pas de Ciel?" was his

reply, and we argued all the way we went, and I

could not shed a gleam of hope into his soul. One

day he will know better.

Let me say that a sad infidelity appears to me the

prevalent tone of feeling among the French of all

ranks. In the railway carriages, from officers,

merchants, labourers, travellers of all ranks and

degrees, when no priest or nun was present, I

have heard nothing but sneers at the weakness of

those who believed in la mythologie of Christianity.
The Revolution has left its traces, and a vast pro-

portion of the people are atheists still. The
French seem divided into two classes : those who
believe everything, and those who believe nothing.
Even on earth the first are the happiest, for iu

their sorrows, however dark and rough their path,
the sunshine of God shines above the mountain

peaks, while the unhappy doubter sees nothing
but the bleak rocks and precipices around him.

The fulness of all sorrow is to cease to believe.

At Rion my companion turned off to the village,

first pointing out my road to Rou. I was not

sorry to be alone. It was a gloriously beautiful

sunny day, with here and there grey clouds float-

ing across the blue sky, too surely indicative of

coming rain. My way lay among richly culti-

vated fields, vignes, orchards, and meadows, all
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thickly planted with poplars and fruit trees. The

grasshoppers chirped in the grass, and troops of

brown butterflies, and a few blue ones of the

species common where marjorum abounds, flitted

around me, while the breeze passing through the

large walnut trees which shaded the road, and
studded the fields around, was delightfully aro-

matic. Clematis grew in the hedges, and I ga-
thered a bouqiiet of that and wild mint, and mar-

jorum and walnut leaves ;
and when I grew tired

smelt it, and was refreshed, and thought the lovely

trailing i)lant so pretty, whether in flower or in

feathery seed, was rightly named "Traveller's Joy."
On my right were many little plantations, chiefly

of evergreen oak, and on the left, amid thejnea-

dows, two old castellated cbilteaux, whose names
1 forget. Just where the road divided I saw a

peasant shaking down jdums, and asked the way

to Ron, which he pointed out. There was nothing
interesting in the village, except that its style of

architecture was immistakeably French. Nowhere
in England do we see those steep high-pitched roofs,

projecting garret windows, persiennes, and ledges
and corners that are indescribable, biit which give
variety and picturesqueness to the most tumble-
down t/renier. Nothing strikes an English person
so much as the absence of life in the fields. In
all this long walk, I saw no birds but two magpies,
and scarcely any human beings. On the railways
it was the same. We travelled miles without see-

ing a single person. Two Frenchmen, one a

priest, the other a farmer, noticed this to me and
commented on it sadly, asking me if it was the
same with us. I answered, "England was over-

pojyulatM, labour was so plentiful that the market
was over-stocked, and our labourers in some

Saumur.

counties coiild scarcely earn dry bread for themselves
and their families.

" A true and most lamentable fact.
" Ah ! but," said the priest, almost in the lan-

guage of Goldsmith—" Le peuple fait la richesse

d'un pays. Here the number of inhabitants dimi-

nishes yearly. There are not above two-thirds

of the population in my village that there were

twenty years ago."
"There are not near two-thirds of what there

were twenty years ago where 1 come from," re-

sponded the farmer. •

I asked how it was—and was told partly because

the young people went to the towns ; partly because

French families wished only for one child, that that

one might be rich. I passed through Eou without

see'ng a living soul—only some large dogs barking
furiously rushed out from a farm-yard, which my
dog with Ilia usual impertinence had entered, but

no one followed to see at what they barked. I

was tired and thirsty and saw no sign of a village
inn. At last I spied an old woman with a pail

in her hand, in a yard. I opened the gate and
asked if there was a Cabaret in ^a\x. **

Non, ils

liy avont pas.
" Could she give me any milk ?

Yes, if I would go to the cave. To the cave I

went ; she first shewed me all the pots (which
stood on the ground) were very clean, and then

gave me one full of warm new milk from her pail,

and I pulled out some bread from my bag, sat

down on a large stone that happened to be in the

cave, and ate my dinner, and looked round. The
cellar had no aperture but the door,—its floor was
of earth, and in the middle stood about twenty grey
blue-riinmcd jugs, nearly four inches thick—similar

to that in my hand, which I found rather diflicult

to drink from, since its edge was far thicker than
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my finger,
—all full of goat's milk, and cow's

milk, and in a corner lay some goat-milk cheeses

on leaves. The little old woman was a curiosity

herself. Her face w^as brown, withered, and

wrinkled like an unpeeled walnut, and the sinews

of her shrivelled wizened neck stood out like

whip-cord—but she had a good countenance, and

might have been a pretty paysanne once. She

wore an old blue gown very much patched, but

perfectly clean, as was her close-fitting thick small

white bonnet or cap—and although it was Saturday,
the coarse well darned knitted stockings she wore

under her sabots were snowy white. She seemed to

take a fancy to me, and when I had eaten my
bread and drank my milk, for which I paid two

80US, she invited me to see her house on the

opposite side of the way, of which she seemed very
proud. It was very dark and very dirty, so that

I excused myself from entering, ou the ground of

being in a hurry to see les jnerres, and get home to

Saumur, but peeping in, I noticed there was a large

open lire-place, over which hung a black pot ;
the

furniture consisted of a dusty round table and
some dusty chairs, and a large bed with blue

linen curtains in the awful depths of obscurity
au fond. On the floor was an iron pan containing
quartered potatoes unpeeled, and various other

condiments, in which stood the fire-shovel
; which

I hoped might be a mess for the cow, as it did not
seem fit for the human animals my Rion friend

called mankind, but dared not ask, lest I should

give offence, and wound the good old soid's feelings.

Upon my naming les pieires, she said they were
in a vigne and I should never find them—she

would show me the way—so she led to the field by
which I had entered the village, and over another,
and across a rough road, skipping along in her
sabots over the furrows with far more agility than
I could, though she was, she told me, seventy-two
years of age, and I noticed with admiration her
small wonderfully beautifully formed feet and
thin ancles, notwithstanding the heavy sabots. As
we crossed the road we met a garde champetre, I

called him, but he said he was a ga7-de particulier,
and belonged to that beautiful chateau beyond,—
which was a modern erection rather in the parvenu
style I thought ;

—and Marie Catineau n6e Aubin
informed him I was Anglaise, and had come
all that way over the sea to see le pays et les

jnerres, and then, he too, quoted Monsieur Bodin,
whose ouvrage he had at home, and which he
seemed disposed to lend me, if I had not been so
far off at Saumur. The two pierres couvertes of
Rou resemble that of Terres Fortes, in being far
smaller than the Dolmen of PontignS, and are also
used as out-houses. On our way back Marie
Catineau inquired my history, and pitied me for
not being married, and being, as she had told the

garde, si delaissie as to be obliged to travel alone
toute seule ; and told me hers, and how she had a
grandson who also would travel and see the world,
but could get no work, and was half starved, and
had to come home, for "

v'yez vous, what he
earned in one place he spent in going to another,
and what would become of me if I fell ill ?

J'avons quatre petit fils, and only this one took
such a strange fancy, and he was the only one of

ma famille who voyaged." Then she asked me

what England was like, and whether there were
trees and meadows there. She fancied it all water,
de Veau jmrtout, and I daresay thought we had
fins like mermaids, only we hid them when we
came to a country where there was terra firma,
like France. I gave her a few sous for her trouble

and thanked her, but it was clear she had not
come for any hope of profit, but from pure kind-

ness, and it may be a little love of gossip. Then
she pointed out my homeward path, which I easily
traced by the plants and trees I had noticed.

Keeper had made his remarks too. On the way
to Rou I stopped to gather blackberries and gave
him some, which he licked, spit out, played at ball

with, and tried again and again with much the

same expression of face as a person who eats olives

for the first time, very doubtful as to whether he
ever can like them. It appeared that en route he
had decided the question, and come to the con-

clusion that ripe blackberries were good for dogs,
for he ran on before me, stopped at each bush I had

previously stopped at, and ate up the blackberries

he had rejected.
As I returned, I saw among the copsewood pale

sulphur and black butterflies. One of the beautiful

creatures let me approach so near that I could see

the long silky hairs which thickly covered its

slender body. It seemed a different species from
our English swallow-tail, but 1 have no books to

consult here. I saw, too, a large black-and-white

moth, apparently, whose under-wings, instead of

scarlet, were a rich crimson, almost a magenta,
hue. Beyond these woods were crags covered

with purple heather, gleaming crimson in the light.

Tired as I was, I could not resist going out of my
way to enjoy a clamber over the wild moor, and
its fresh breezy air. I traversed field and coppice,

got over a hedge, and scrambled to the highest

peak, whence, looking down, I saw four or five

workmen taking their afternoon meal, who seemed
as startled as if I had dropped from the clouds

when they saw my pilgrim hat and grey cloak

peer up above the rocks. I sat down and ex-

amined the huge masses of stone around. They
were the same grey slabs as those of which the

Dolmen are formed, and lay piled upon one

another as in one of our Cumbrian mountain-

valleys, in most fantastic positions. I could not

help thinking it was possible that these Dolmen
were merely huge masses of rock forced into their

situation by some vast body of water, which had
whirled rocks and earth together, and that all

man had really done had been to scoop the latter

away so as to form for himself a rude dwelling-place.
No doubt had any antiquarian been there, he

would have looked as aghast at my theory as

Monkbarns, when Edie Ochiltree "minded the

biggin' o'
"

the Roman camp. After I had

gathered handfuls of heather, I descended, fell

into the road again, and soon came to a coarse

sand-stone, like that on which Nottingham Castle

stands ; very unlike the boulders I had quitted,
which resemble those at the head of Derwent

Water, as one goes to visit the Rocking Stone.

There is yet another Pierre Couverte beyond St.

Florent, on the opposite side of Saumur. The walk
to St. Florent is bordered by acacia trees most

of the way, while the Loire winds through the
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meadows on either hand, is pleasant and pretty.

Up a narrow lane, from whose walls o£ unhewn
stones hung common English ferns, I passed more

huge boulders wedged in the ground. Some pea-

sant women were sitting on them, resting and

enjoying the lovely view of the valley of the Loire,

with Saumur and its four-towered castle crowning
the rocks. For the French peasant has a keen

sense of natural beauty. Similar boulders were

scattered all along my way, half buried in the

ground. The Pierre was the smallest I had seen.

It is in a field opposite a solitary farm-house, from

fthence there is a most lovely view.

Le Carrousel.

Donn6 par rEcole Imneriale di Cavalerie de Saumur,
Le Lundi; 18th Aodt, 1862.

For the last three days there has been bustle

enough in the little town. Le quinze d'Aoftt was
at once the file de la ville et de VEmpere^ir. So

we had a fair and fireworks, and crowds of peasants
in holiday costume, with wondrous superstructures
of lace and embroidered muslin upon their heads.

I cannot help thinking those curious round towers

which seem suddenly to spring out of the walls

a I'impi'oviste, are modelled after a Normande
homiet, and meant as a compliment to the fair sex ;

or, at least, that the bonnet suggested the towers.

Of course I went to see the fireworks and the

illumination of the town-hall and market-house,
which was pretty, and no more. I had set my
heart on seeing it from the bridge, and watch-

ing the effect of light and shade on the water of

the Loire, and on tho turreted and crenellated

Hotel de Ville, and the massive castle above.

Madame Bayot and her daughters thought only of

les/eux d'artifices. I was forced to content myself
with a walk across the bridge after all was over.

That was more beautiful than rocket or bouquet.

Looking down from the parapet one did not see

by night the huge sand-banks which disfigure the

Loire : the coloured lamps decorating a house in

the suburb were reflected on the still, glassy
waters, and the contrast of the illuminated Hotel
de Ville, the lit-up town, the dark-wooded hill dot

Petits Puits, and the Loire, dark as night, except
where the moonlight fell upon it, or some lamp or

illuminated house cast a white, quivering gleam,
—was as poetically beautiful as heart could desire.

At that hour I do not think Venice itself could

have looked more lovely. On Sunday there was a

race, to which I did not go, of course, but I saw
from my window the officers ride or drive past in

all their variety of resplendent uniforms, and

yesterday I went to the carrousel, which is one of

the gayest, prettiest sights I ever saw, and must,
I should think, greatly resemble an ancient tour-

nament. Knowing no one in the town, I had not

an officer's ticket, and the benches of les Tribunes,
to which only owr billets de I'Hdtelde Ville admitted

us, were so crammed, Mdlle. Nina and I returned

home in despair. As we bewailed our hard fate

in not seeing the carrousel, to Mdlle. Louise, a

Monsieur—— passed, who Wfis someway employed
in the Kcole. He took us back with him and ad-

mitted us with some bourgeoises, friends of his, into

the Ecole itself. Up stone stair after stair, through
long oorridors and vaulted passages, we hurried till

we reached le grenier, where planks and soldiers'

bedsteads, pillows, and mattresses, were piled

neatly away ready for use. In front of the garret
windows stages of planks were erected, clearly for

sight-seers, and on to these we scrambled, not
without danger to our heads from the beams of

the roof, and the planks above iis. From the open
window the view was splendid. Before us was the

sanded closed-in arena for the carrousel, on the left

the tribunes for the populace, on the right the

officers' tents, the General's in the centre, marked

by its superior height and decorations and flag,

all full of gay ladies and gentlemen ; and facing us,
under cover, beyond the arena, the orchestra,—
while behind the lev6e, or artificial bank raised to

protect the town from the inundations of the

Loire, was one mass of heads, above which spread
like a panorama Pont Fouchart, Bagaieu, and les

U-rresfortes closing in the gay scene with leafy trees

and green sloping fields. But, alas, we had not

long enjoyed it when the General spied us, and sent

orders for every one to leave the windows. I

pleaded that I was a stranger, an Scrivaiae, finally
that Lord Brougham had given me authority to

use his name in traveUing whenever it could

benefit me, and I WM sure, had I written and
stated that to Mestieurs lea ojficiers Francis, they
would have given me an officer's ticket at once.

Monsieur , who had admitted us, retired, and

shortly afterwards we were informed that we
might remain, but les croisles must be closed.

Vexatious, for the officers were just entering the

arena, but military orders must be obeyed, and

every croisie was closed. In they filed, two by
two, fine young men in splendid uniforms. I was
told there were eighty-two concurrents for the

prizes that day. There are generally between
three and four hundred sotis officiera at the l5cole.

Among the jousters were three Spaniards,—for

foreign officers are permitted to study here,—and
there are Russian, Swedish, and Wallachian
officers. The Duke of Wellington was partly edu-

cated at the Ecole de Cavalerie at Angers, since

transferred to .Saumur. The French may there-

fore at least boast with truth, that they taught
our greatest general how to beat them.

It is impossible to describe the gay and splendid
uniforms. There were four with steel corslets

on the breast and back, and four with similar

golden corslets. One Spanish officer had a light
blue hussar jacket richly braided with black, and
red trowsers. Some wore cocked-hats, dark blue

or green coats edged with red and gold, and tight-

fitting white breeches, like our hunters. The
beautiful prancing horses had knots of coloured

ribbon on their foreheads and manes. The

prettiest were some bright bays, with violet

purple ribbons and reins. To each oflicer as he

reached the middle of the arena a sort of lance,

with a pennon streaming from it, was handed,
which he took, held out at arm's length, and

riding up to the general's tent, lowered it grace-

fully as a salute, the horses of most seeming to

make a sort of bend also, and then each rode off

to the end of the lists. When all had saluted

they rode backwards and forwards, passing and

repassing each other, still with the lance poised
in the outstretched arm. Their arms must have
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ached, I thouglit. Then a message was sent that

the -windows might now be opened, with which

order we and other occui)ants of the many croisees

gladly complied ;
and the scene was really gay

and beautiful beyond description. Beside all the

glittering uniforms, the blue blouse, common to

the working man of France, the white head-

dresses of the peasant women, and the gay
ribboned caps of the bourgeoises on the Tribune

and the lev^e, and the scarlet clad orchestra

with their brazen instruments glittering in the

sun, all relieved and set as it were in a frame of

green verdure by the trees on each side the arena,

and the panorama of woods and meadows beyond
the levee, made up a picture that was perfect in

itself. And now, upon the ends of four crosses

affixed to poles in the ground, much like a child's

windmill in form, coloured rings were suspended

by slender threads, and each officer as he rode roiind

the lists—his horse dancing sideways with mea-

sured steps to the music—tried to carry off as

many of these rings as he could. Several got
three ; some none

;
others one only ; and each, as

he rode round, gracefully laid his rings on the

ground before the general's tent. Afterwards,
those who had gained the rings contested again for

the prize. A broad-shouldered, fine-looking man,

apparently older than the others, who seemed to go
most systematically to work, carried off four at

the first round. Kone of the others got so many,
and of course he had the decoration. The prizes
\vere not given publicly. After this the crosses

were removed, four little hillocks of sand erected,

and coloured balls, to represent heads, stuck on
them ; each officer held a pistol in his right hand,
a drawn sword in his left, and as he cantered

round the lists to m\isic, fired his pistol, threw it

on the ground, where it was picked up by men
stationed on purpose, changed his sword from
his left hand to his right, and tried to spear as

many of the heads as he could. One officer

speared four, which he carried roiind the arena,
and deposited on the groimd before the general's
tent. The others speared only two or three at

most. Therefore he had the prize. Then they
all rode out two and two, as they had entered, to

music. The heaps were levelled, baskets, topped
with reeds, to imitate a hedge, placed across the

arena, and a fresh set of officers rode their horses

at, and leaped across it. I rather scorned this

exhibition, thinking, in my heart, how oiir hunt-

ing men would have laughed at these fences after

a five-barred gate, or the leaping poles at which
I have known them practice. In fact, I don't

think, when I was younger, I should have

thought anything of such a leap myself. They
also departed, the mock-fence was cleared away,
and a troop of soldiers entering on horseback

performed a sham-fight, and various manoeuvres,
which were somewhat like the figures of a

quadrille, all to music. The whole scene was
very gay and exciting, coiild one have forgotten
that all this was but the rehearsal of the terrible

drama of war. A heavy shower of rain fell just
as the fSte concluded ; and we again rejoiced that
we had been so lucky as not to get seats on the
uncovered tribune, but to get sent to the grenier,
where we saw everything infinitely better than
even the general from his tent, and were safely
sheltered from the heavy downfall. As we scuttled
home as fast as we could to avoid the great crush
we had endured on entering, we saw the gay ladies

from the tents endeavouring to save their elegant
dresses from being spoiled. They were in full

toilette. Many of the dresses were clear white

muslin, trimmed with black. Some were richly
braided in black. So were the buff dresses and
the thick white pique frocks and blouses worn by
the chUdren. They all looked very elegant and

pretty. To- day there were more races outside the

town, and I sat and watched carriage after carriage
full of bright uniforms, and gaily dressed ladies,

go past. An officer en face stood on his balcony
daquant son fouet, and talking to my right-hand
neighbour ; another below the balcon was mount-

ing his horse. Then came a curious double car-

riage, like two half-vans raised on springs ;
into it

he of the whip got, with half-a-dozen others ; other

carriages followed, and away they drove, cracking
their long whips as loiid as they possibly could.

This evening I saw them all return. My left-hand

neighbour au second has won a prize, an ohjet d'nrt,
but he has not exhibited it to me, so I cannot
send Once a Week a facsimile of it. So ends the

Ffite of Saumur and the Can-ousel. I am very
glad I came in time to see it. Mary Eyre.

A LITEEABY PIRACY.

Our attention has been called from various

quarters to the fact that the story entitled " My
Affair with the Russian Countess," in No. 221 of

Once a Week, September 19, 1863, is obviously a

plagiarism from Chambers' Journal, No. 418,

January 4, 1862. It is, perhaps, scarcely neces-

sary to inform our readers that we are uncon-
scious and most ixnwilling parties to any such

appropriations from other periodicals. Indeed,

every precaution has been taken by the Editor
from the commencement to guard against such mal-

practices, and in the present instance the article

was not accepted until a letter was received from
its transmitter, explicitly stating that "'My
Affair with the Russian Countess ' had not pre-

viously appeared in print, and had not been
offered to any editor or publisher, other than the

gentlemen connected with Once a Week.' " This

letter was signed
«'D. CONNELL,

Abbey Wood, Lessness Heath, Kent
;

"

and the Editor trusts that the piiblication of

this extract from it, with the name and address

of the writer, will at least render a repetition
of the offence on his part in other quarters impos-
sible. Ed. Once a Week.

^^ In our next Number unll he commenced a new SERIAL TALE, entitled
" BEPPO, THE

conscript;' ly T. ADOLPHUSTROLLOPE; and an HISTORIETTE, hy HARRIET
MARTINEA U, Illustrated hy J. E. MILLAIS, will he commenced in an early Numher.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TKOLLOPE.

CHAPTER I. INTKODUCTORY.

Once upon a time the narrow strip of territory

shut in between the Apennine and the Adriatic to

the south of Bologna and to the north of Ancona,
j

was, as Byron has written of Venice, i

The pleasant place of all festivity,

The revel of the earth, the masque of Italy.
j

That small district, so niggardly squeezed in be-
'

tween the encroaching mountains and the sea, was

once one of the high places not only of Italian but i

of European civilisation. It was there that the I

brilliant dynasties of Rovere and Montefeltro held
|

courts at Pesaro, at Urbino, or a little further
j

inland among the hills, at Gubbio, who gathered i

around them all that was most distinguished in

poesy, in scholarship, in art, and in chivalry. It

was there that Tasso wandered among the green

valleys and by streams made classical for the

second time in their existence, by his genius
—

wandered now a brilliant courtier, and now an

outcast mendicant, as the breeze of court favour,

or more surely his own love-sick fancies and
morbid imagination impelled him. There flows

f/om its ice-cold cradle in the higher Apennine to

its glowing death bed in the genial Adriatic, that

storied Metauro, whose second golden age, thanks

to the imperishable names and memories attached

to the halcyon days of the Ducal House of Urbino,
has well-nigh eclipsed the glories of its first.

There, mostly on the sea-board of the Adriatic, are

a constellation of cities, once the chosen abode of

the arts, of prosperity, and civilised culture in

every kind
; the rescued fragments of whose

wealth have furnished forth the museums of every
country in Europe, and the story of whose prime
is one with that of the moming-tido vigour of

every liberal art.

It is a different region now ! And a very differ-

ent spectacle, and other ideas and associations are

impressed on the mind of a wanderer among those

Adriatic cities I The Church stretched over them
its leaden hand, and numbed them ! Priestly

power came, and literature ceased
;
education was

no more ;
commerce pined and died

;
wealth made

itself wings and fiew away ; all energy departed
from them ; the national character became dete-

riorated ; the cities decayed ; palaces fell to nun
;

even churches were defaced and their beauty de-

stroyed by the base greed and tasteless criticism

of a clergy, whose scope was to use religion as

a begging impostor's swindle. Ever increasing

poverty, and the si)reading canker of mendicity
invaded fields and cities. Lazy squalor, brutifying

superstition, and the degrading and unmanly vices

fostered by the morality of the confessional, marked
the fallen region as their own !

It was not to be wondered at that a population
which had stagnated and languished under priestly

government, while the rest of the world had been
more or less rapidly and uumistakeably progressing
and improving itself, and which had long been

hopelessly and fruitlessly beating its maimed and
broken wings against the bars of its prison-house,
should have seized with boiwdless enthusiasm the

first really promising chance of escape ! Nobody
was, and only few pretended to be, surprised,
when the all but entire population of Komagua
rose to welcome their deliverers from the worse
than Egyptian bondage under which they had
been suffering, and to assist in the not very ardu-

ous effort needed for driving their oppressors from

the country.
But neither should it have been surprising,

though many more persons were surprised at it,

that a population, which had grown up under
such circumstances, moral and poHtical, should

have shown itself, as soon as the first enthusiastic

impulse, by which it had achieved its deliverance,
was spent, little fitted for the duties and disci-

pline of well-policied political and social life, and
above all indisposed for further regularised efforts

and sacrifices, the necessity for which was not

apparent to them, or at all events did not recom-

mend itself to them as requisite for their own
escape from present suffering. There was nothing,
I say, in this that might not have been antici-

pated. As usual, the emancipated slaves thought
that every kind of prosperity, happiness, and

well-being was to be the immediate result of their

emancipation ;
—that no further self-sacrifice was

needed ;
—that a millennium of universal cakes and

ale had arrived ;
—and all troubles, at all events

all troubles connected with the governing of the

country, had been got rid of for ever.

Of course the disappointment that awaited on

the waking from this dream was great. Of course

a certain measure of discontent with the new
order of things supervened. Of course this was
increased to the utmost, and in every way made
the most of by those whose interests or prejudices

placed them among the ^^laudatores temporu acli."

The class which might be so designated in the

llomagna was a very small one. But it was one

that wielded a special and peculiar power ; for it

embraced the very great majority of the clergy.
The clerical government, and its myrmidons,
whether lay or clerical, might be driven out. But
it was impossible to drive out all the clergy in

the country. It was impossible to deprive parishes

of their pariah priests. The deposed government
thus left behind it a special and very effective

army, vowed unalterably to its interests. And
this army was composed of a class of men -to whose

consciences all means were lawful for the destruc-

tion, if possible
—for the embairassment, if more

than that were not possible, of the new rulers.

And it is difficult to exaggerate the power which
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Buch a mass and such a class of irreclaimable mal-

contents exercised, when a special point of attack

was offered to them, by any particular subject
of discontent felt by the bulk of the population

against any particular part of the conduct of the

new government.
Such a point of attack was offered to them by

the conscription laws.

Military service was in the highest degree re-

pugnant to the feelings of the Komagnole peasant.
He had been used to suffer almost every evil that

could result from bad and oppressive government,
but he had not been used to this. It presented
itself to his mind as a new and unheard-of form of

calamity—a burthen the more intolerable in that

the back had never been trained to bear it. It

was not that the Komagnole iteasant is especially
averse from the business of fighting. By no
means so ! Call on him to fight for any cause he

approves, there and then, on his own jtlains and

hillsides, and put his wonted weapon, the knife,

into his hand, and there could be no reason to

complain of his unwillingness to fight. But to

submit to strict discipline, to move at word of

command, and above all to go away from family,

friends, neighbours, fronx the well-known and
well-loved localities and names into a strange
land, this was what was intolerable to the imagi-
nation of these people.
But was there any prospect of probability that

the Romagnole conscript would be sent forth on

foreign service ? Was it not for the defence of his

native land, for service on Italian ground that he
was needed ? Such considerations were urged on
the young men of Romagna in vain. Native
land I Their native land was Romagna,— the

flank of the Apennine, the banks of the Metauro,
the shore of the Adriatic, the fat soil and fertile

fields which make their district the granary of

Italy. To their imagination Piedmont was as

much a foreign country as France, or as China !

A country the ways and manners, and, above all,

the language of which were utterly and distaste-

fully different from their own.
To be seized and forcibly sent away from his

home, from his interests, from his loves, from his

habitudes, into an unknown and distant land,
where the people were hard and unfriendly by
nature (the constant prejudice of Italian provin-
cialism against the inhabitants of other districts),
where they talked an unintelligible and disgusting
gibberish, where they made bad bread, and grew
intolerable wine, and the girls were all ugly, and
not kind like the dear ones of their own genial
land, this was what the Komagnole youths, espe-

cially those of the rural districts, could not make
up their minds to endure.

Great, accordingly, was the amount of discon-
tent and trouble occasioned by the inevitable en-
forcement of the conscription in these districts,
and very numerous were the rejrattarj or run-

aways, who " took to the hills "rather than submit
to the fate which an unlucky number at the draw-

ing of the dreaded conscription had awarded them.
And the natural peculiarities and conformation

of their country afforded especial facilities for such
means of escape. The fertile low-lands of Romagna
are but a narrow strip shut in between the sea

and the mountains. The latter are nowhere far

off—nowhere beyond the reach of one day's

journey on foot. And these mountains represent
not only a physical but a political barrier ; a
frontier which, in the case of the ill-regulated and

ill-agreeing governments of Italy, always involved

an extra degree of lawlessness in the habits of the

people. The Apennine frontier line between

Tuscany and the Papal provinces of the Bolognese
and Romagna was always, especially on the Papal
side, a district notorious for evil deeds and lawless

violence of all kinds. And although the great

majority of the Romagnole conscripts, who took
to the hills to escape from military service, were
for the most part very honest, and in some cases

well-to-do country bumpkins, who contemplated
no other breach of the law than simple escape
from the conscription, yet resistance to the law,
and the manner of life to which it necessarily

leads, are not good training-schools for the civic

virtues. Between breakers of the law, whatever

may be the nature of the difference which puts
them at odds with it, there is a fellowship and a

community of interests which is apt fatally to

widen the breach between the law and those

whose quarrel with it is of the lesser gravity.
All which, of course, made the disorders arising

from the dread of the conscription, prevailing

specially among the rustic populations of Romagna,
so much the more mischievous and dejilorable,
and ought to have prevented the ministers of

religion, who understood the nature of the case

perfectly in all its bearings, from manifesting their

political hostility to the Italian government by
contributing to place the young men of their

parishes in positions of so much moral danger.
Yet the clergy were everywhere the agents of

and inciters to desertion.

Did a Ptomish clergy ever yet hesitate to sacri-

fice morality to a political object ? Their own

reply would be, that they never do so because the

political objects which they have at heart are, in

fact, essential to the good morality of generations

yet unborn, and that whatever sacrifice may be

made of the moral good of present units is
j
ustified

and compensated by the advantage gained for

future thousands
;
—not to mention that the moral

harm done in the meantime can all be put right

by a stroke of their own art !

Throughout the Romagna, accordingly, during
those first years that followed the incorporation of

that province with the new Italian kingdom,
wherever a conscript wished to abscond instead of

joining the depot, his parish priest was ready to aid

and abet his flight ;
and wherever his courage failed

to take that step, or his good feeling towards the

new order of things struggled against the tempta-
tion to take it, the priest was at hand to suggest,
to counsel, to persuade, to urge it. Had it not

been for the clergy, the evil would have been

easily eradicated ;
and that state of things in the

Romagna, which gave rise to the events related in

the following pages, would not have existed.

CHAPTER II. BELLA LUCE.

The flat strip of rich alluvial soil at the foot of

the hills, and on the sea-shoi-e, which makes the

wealth and prosperity of the province of Romagna,
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is not specially interesting in other than agricul-

tural eyes, save for its numerous and storied

cities. The higher Apennine range, which hedges
in this district from the rest of the peninsula, is a

bleak and barren region for the most part, from

which its clothing of forest has, to the great

injury of the country in many respects, been

stripped in the course of many greedily con-

suming and improvidently unproducing genera-
tions. This rugged backbone of Italy is not devoid

in many parts of points of interest and beauty of

the wilder and sterner kind ;
but it cannot be

compared, at least in this section of it, with the

mountain scenery of either the Alps, the Pyrenees,
or even the Jura. But between these two regions
there is a third, which teems with beauty and
interest of no mean order.

The great massive flanks of the mountains are

there broken by an innumerable multitude of

small streams into a labyrinth of little valleys,
—

a world of bosky greenery, of sunny meadows on

the uplands, of rich fat pastures in the watered

bottoms, of woodlands on the swelling hill-sides.

Les.s valuable as a grain-producing country than
the alluvial district along the shore, it is hardly
less smiling to the eye of the husbandman ; it is

far more varied in the nature of its products, and

infinitely more beautiful. From many a snug
homestead deep-niched in the hollow of some

dark-green valley, a peep of the restless Adriatic^

tumljling itself into white-crested breakers flash-

ing in the southern sun, is seen across the sea side

plains, through the valley's mouth, like the sec-

tion of a landscape through a telescope. Many a

time the storm-wind is sweeping down from the

wilderness of the upper Apennine, and teasing the

Hadrian sea into meriting its Horatian epithet,

"iracundus," while the sheltered nooks among
the lower hills, though they can hear the distant

tempests far above them, and can see the working
of it on the face of the sea far beneath them,
feel nothing of it.

It is not wonderful, that the inhabitants and
tillers of thisjfavoured region should love it, and
be loth to quit it

;
for it is in truth a lovely

home,—a smiling, grateful, genial, and beautiful

country.
In one of the most beautiful parts of this beau-

tiful region, a little to the south-west of the small

sea-side town of Fano, and a little to the north-

west of Ancona, there is among the hills a farm
and farmhouse called Bella Luce. " Beautiful

light" is the translation of the name; and whether
a stranger visited it when the first rays of the

sun, rising out of the Adriatic, were smiling
their morning greeting to it, laughingly peering
round the wood-clothed shoulder of the hill, which
shuts in the entrance to the valley on the southern
side of it

;
or whether he saw it at the Ave Maria

hour, when from the cool obscurity of its green
nook it looked out on the last reflected beams

l)laying with a fitful and fading smile on the

darkening waters, the perfect jjropriety of the

appellation would hardly be questioned by him.

The little stream, which in the course of ages
had hollowed out for itself from the friable side

of the Apennine the narrow valley, in which the
house and a great part of the farm of Bella Luce

are situated, runs into the river Metauro from the
north. It falls into the river, that is to say, on
its northern side. But as the large valley of the

Metauro runs towards the Adriatic not in an

easterly, but in a north-easterly direction, and
as the small valley opens into the larger one not
at right angles, but sloping in a direction from
the west, it commanded the peep that has been
described of the distant sea.

The farm-house was situated about half-way up
the sloping side of the valley, the declivity of

which was so shaped that the part above the

dwelling was very much less steep than that

below it. Immediately in front of the house,
which was so placed as to look down the valley,
the ground fell away in a descent as steep as it

well could be without depriving the soil of its

character of pasturage. Had it been steeper, the

sod must have been broken by the rains, which
are often very violent in this region, and the

valley-side would have assumed the character of a

precipice. As it was, it was a rich, deeply green,

buttercup-mottled pasture. Above and behind
the bouse, where the declivity was, as has been

said, very much less rapid, there was a small

quantity of arable land and a wider extent of

wood. Along the sides of the valley below the
farm residence—towards the opening of it, that is

to say—there were several fields mainly of root-

crojm ; but the upper part of the valley, beyond
the house, was almost entirely occupied by pastare-
land.

All this constituted a large farm, as the farms
run in that part of the world, and a rich and
valuable one. And Paolo Vanni, the farmer, was a
rich and prosperous man—not so rich and pros*

perous as an Englishman might have imagined, if

the long frontage of the iarm-house had been

pointed out to him from the opposite side of the

valley, but richer and more prosperous than the

same stranger would have supposed if he had
formed his estimate from a near examination of

the dwelling. In the first case, the imposing
length of the frontage, and the quantity of the

masses of building attached to it, would have led

the Englishman to imagine that none save a man

living in a house with considerable pretensions to

something more than mere comfort, and carrying
on his agricultural operations with a luxe of

appurtenances and out-buildings of all sorts, could

be in the occupation of ]>remises making so great
a show. In the second case, he would have mar-
velled at the quantity of brick and mortar appa-

rently wasted, and would have concluded that

only a man whose affairs were going to the bad
could be the master of so unrepaired, so untidy,
so ramshackle, so poorly-furnished a residence.

Neither conjecture would have hit the truth.

Paolo Vanni was of the race of well-to-do peasants—a very common race in the rich and fertile

province of Romagna. He was neither better

instructed, nor more industrious, nor more en-

lightened, than any of the peasant farmers of the

district, nor differing in his manners and ideas

from them. But he held a very good farm—his

father and grandfather had held it before him—
and ho was very fond of saving his money.
The strikingly long front of the building, whioh
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makes so magnificent a show from the further

side of the valley, resolves itself into elements

•which have very little of the magnificent about

them when seen close at hand. One very large

portion of the frontage consisted of an open

loggia. The loggia at Bella Luce occupied one

end of the fagade of the building, and con-

sisted of a space enclosed by three solid brick

walls, and in front by a range of five arches

resting on red-brick pilasters. In that one of the

three walls which formed the partition between
the loggia and the rest of the house there was a

door of communication, which, by the aid of two
stone steps projecting into the space enclosed, gave
access from the latter to the kitchen of the house.

Most of the case coloniche, or farm-houses, in

this part of the country have an open loggia of

this sort, half cart-shed, half stable, partly poultry-

house, and i)artly family sitting-room. And
much pleasanter and wholesomer sitting-rooms
such loggia are in the fine weather, despite the

heterogeneous uses which they are required to

serve, than the almost always dark, close, and
blackened kitchens. There, in the summer
evenings, the cradle is brought out, and the wife

plies her distaff, while the father of the family,
and the son, or the grandfather, or a brother, or a
wife's brother—for these rural families are gene-

rally composite, and consist of more members
than a single couple and their children— are

husking a heap of maize, shot down in a corner,
or busy in some other such task of rural economy.
Or, qiiite as probably, the male members of the

family are smoking their cigars, and enjoying the
dear delights of chat and dolce far idente.

In contradistinction to the ways of some other

districts, the rural habitations of this hill country
seem almost always tp have been selected with
some regard to prospect. Perhaps other more
material considerations than the pleasure of the

eye may have presided over the selection ; but the
fact is, that most of these hill farmhouses are so

placed that the front commands—as was eminently
the case at Bella Luce—a view of more or less

extent and beauty. And to a stranger, if possibly
not consciously to the inhabitants themselves, a
charm is added, which makes some of these

picturesquely arched loggie,
—

especially when, as

is often the case, a vine is trained around the
columns and over the arches,—most agreeable
and enticing tempters to an hoiir oi farnienle.
A large kitchen

;
a huge room next to it, that

served in part as a sleeping-room for a portion of

the male inhabitants of the farm, and in part for

a store-room for grain ; another still larger building
used principally as a wood-house, and beyond that
a stable for those important members of an Italian

Contadino's family, the oxen, made up the rest

of the long fa9ade. But in order to appreciate
justly the entire extent of this frontage, it must
be borne in mind that each one of all these rooms
and buildings was at least twice as large as any
Englishman would deem requisite for their re-

spective purposes.
Over the loggia there were three good-sized

sleeping chambers, two of them, however, acces-
sible only by passing through that nearest to the
rest of the house, and the furthest only by passing

through both of those which preceded it. It

would have been perfectly easy to arrange the
two latter in such sort as to have rendered them
both accessible from the first. But no such modi-
fication had struck the architect, or any of those

who had had to iise his handiwork, as either

necessary or desirable.

Over the huge kitchen was an eqiially large
room, intended apparently, as far as might be

judged from the nature of its furniture, as the

eating-room of the family. And it was nsed as

such on high days and holidays, and other great
occasions, whether the farmer's family had guests
on such occasions or not. It was to the solemnity
of the occasion, and not to the guests, that the

respect manifested by the use of this state chamber
was paid. When no such great occasion was to

the fore, the great room over the kitchen remained

empty of aU save its long table and massive

benches, and vile French coloured lithographs
around the bare yellow washed walls. Above
this room was a garret, which served the purpose
of a dove-cote. It was the only part of the build-

ing that had a second story ;
and the difference in<

height thus occasioned broke the outline of the

building, as seen from the outside, in a manner

very favourable to the picturesqueness of its

appearance.
Over the large nondescript room on the other

sjde of the kitchen was a huge chamber, the two
windows of which were unglazed, and closable

only by heavy, massive, brown-red shutters open-

ing on the outside. It was unceiled also, and
the bare rafters were inhabited and draped by a

family of spiders of very ancient lineage. The prin-

cipal use fcr which it served was that of a deposit
for grain, and at certain periods of the year for

various fruits, which were spread out on its wide
floor to dry. But there was a bed in one corner,
which in very bad weather might appear to some-

persons a more desirable place of rej)08e than the

green-hill side, on which the windows looked.

The other two component parts of the long
fajade, the wood-house, that is to say, and the

stable for the draught-oxen, had no buildings
over them

; and the few chambers, which have
been mentioned, together with a staircase, which
seemed to have been constructed with a view of

ascertaining how much space a staircase could be
made to occupy, constituted the entirety of the

large house, with the exception of certain annexes
at the back, which were devoted to divers purposes

varying in dignity from that of a back kitchen to

that of a pigstye.
It will be understood from the foregoing ac-

count that, notwitstanding the imposing appear-
ance made by Bella Luce, when seen from a dis-

tance, any tolerably comfortable English farmer

lives with a much greater degree of house comfort

and convenience than Paolo Vanni. With the

one exception of space, every point of comparison
would be very much in favour of the Englishman,
But ample si^ace is an important element in a

dwelling, especially in a southern climate.

But of all the appurtenances and appendages
which the English farmer possesses, and the

Italian farmer does not possess, that of which the

Euglishman would least tolerate the absence, and
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the presence of which would be least cared for by
the Italian, would be a garden. On that charm-

ingly sheltered hill- side in front of the house, on

that magnificent terrace on either side of it,

situations that seem calculated to inspire the idea

of creating a little paradise, if it had never oc-

curred to any man before, no inhabitant of Bella

Luce has ever dreamed of creating anything of

the kind. Profit has been neglected, as well as

pleasure, in this direction. There are no more
onions than roses. Strawberries have been as

little thought of as gilly-flowers ! There is an old

fig-tree near one corner of the house ; and there is

a grape-vine trained over the pilasters and walls

of the lo'jrjia. There may be also a patch of

potatoes among other farm crops, and certainly
there will be a crop of some kind of beans, which
will contribute to the sustenance of the Bella Luce

family. But that is all. Nothing is more a

matter of surprise to an Englishman in Italy, than
to find houses and townlets in the country unable

to produce a morsel of fruit or vegetable,
—some-

times not even a potato.
Another large department of rural comforts and

luxuries was almost as much neglected at Bella

Luce as the horticultural. Cheese was the only
form of dairy produce used or cared for by the
inmates. They made no butter, and drank no

milk, giving to the pigs all that was not converted
into cheese.

The Scriptural and classical catalogue, in short,
of the oriental cultivator's needs and desires,

pretty nearly completed those of Paolo Vanni and
his family. Corn, wine, and oil were the main
articles on which they subsisted. Meat in no

very large proportion, and eggs in somewhat

greater abundance, may be added, it is true. And
certain moderate supplies of coffee and sugar were

brought from neighbouring Fano,—sufficient to

give the male heads of the family a little cup of

muddy black coffee after their dinner on high days
and holidays. The women took none

;
and the men

took it rather as a symbol of feasting and luxury,
than because they cared anything about it.

For all that, Paolo Vanni was a warm man,—
quite warm enough to have bought up many
an English small farmer, who would have most

amazingly turned up his nose at the Komagnole
farmer's mode of life.

As for the question, however, which of the two,—the English farmer, or the Romagiiole agricul-
turist,—lived the happier life, and got the greatest
amount of satisfaction out of it,

—why that would

probably have little to do with the absence or the

presence of all that the Englishman could so ill

do without ; but rather upon matters of a more
intimately personal nature

;
—with some of which,

as regards Paolo Vanni, it is time that the reader
should be made acquainted.

{To be conlinued.)

A FEW WORDS ON OUR MEAT.

What is it that makes the butcher's bill so

heavy of late years ? This is a question which
every one is asking, and to which no satisfactory
reply can be obtained. We find by the annual

imports that the live stock of the island is being
very largely increased, and the natural result we
should fancy would be that meat would fall in

price ; but if you ask any housekeeper, the
answer is, that on the average throughout the

country meat is a penny a pound dearer than it

was twenty years ago. The reply to the question

housekeepers have so often asked in vain, has been
at length given in the Fifth Report of the Medical
OflBcer of Health to the Privy Council. The grow-
ing reports of the increasing consumption of dis-

eased meat having led "my lords
"

of the Privy
Council to order an inquiry to be made into a
matter so closely concerning the public health, Mr.

Gamgee, the president of the Edinburgh New
Veterinary College, was deputed to report upon
the subject, and this report throws a light upon
the whole question, which not only explains the

reason of the dearness of meat, but gives us

hints with respect to the quality of some of it,

I which will astonish and alarm the public. We
j

have all heard incidentally of a fatal disease amonjg
horned cattle, but few will be pre[iared for the

enormous mortality that has been going on for

years, decimating these beasts. Mr. Gamgee tella

us that in the year 1860 no less than 374,048
homed cattle, worth 3,S05,938^, perished of dis-

ease, and that during the six years ending in 1860,
the total loss was 2,2.55,000, valued at 25,<)34,6.'>0/.

Taking this tremendous mortality into considera-

tion, we think we need not complain at having to

pay a penny a pound dearer for our beef than we
used to do. The reduction of the tariff, which

gave Sir Robert Peel such undying fame, and
which was to have made England the market of

the world for com and cattle, has unfortunately

totally failed to fulfil the promises of free-traders

in rcs{)ect to the latter item, as far as the con-

sumers are concerned, inasmuch as we imported
what we did not bargain for—a disease hitherto

unknown to our stock breeders, which has actually

swept off four times as many beasts as have been

imported into these islands. One half of this tre-

mendous mortality is due to pleuropneumonia, or

lung fever, which is infectious to the last degree,

especially where the cattle are crowded in sheds,
iinder cover. Thus out of a total of 1839 milking-
cows kept in 88 dairies in Edinburgh, in the year

ending 1st January, 1862, no less thau 1075 fell

victims to this disease. In Dublin, again, we find

the mortality, taking the average of the last twenty
years, was nearly as high, for out of 315 dairy cows

kept within that period, 161 became diseased and
f

were obliged to be killed. The annual loss among
sheep, through disease, is estimated at 1,600,000^. ;

and among pigs, at 1,209,000/.
What becomes of all these diseased beasts ?

Fully one-fifth of them are sold to the butchers,
the major portion for human consumption, and
the remainder to feed, and, in many cases, to disease

pigs. Every now and then we hear through the

newspapers that some unprincipled butcher is fined

for exposing diseased or tainted meat for sale in

Newgate Market ;
but these proceedings give not

the faintest idea of the trade that is being carried

on in animal food that is not fit for human con-

sumption. In fact many of the butchers them-

selves are unaware of the poisonous stuff they are
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supplying to the public, inasmuch as large quan-
tities of meat are purchased at Newgate in the

dead meat market, the carcases having been

prepared in distant parts of the country. In

many cases it is only the viscera, such * the

lungs, as in the deaths from pleuro-pneumonia,
that is to outward appearance diseased ; this being

removed, leaves the muscular fibre but little

changed in appearance, but still unwholesome,
and to a certain degree poisonous. It does not

always happen however that town butchers are so

blameless. Mr. Gamgee describes a process called

"polishing carcases," by which they ingeniously

manage to make diseased, lean carcases look

like good fat meat. This is managed by killing
a good fat ox at the same time that a number of

diseased and lean animals are being killed. When
the lean kine have been skinned, their flesh is

rubbed over from the fat of the healthy ox. In

order to distribute this fat equally, hot cloths

are used to distribute it over the carcase and give
it an artificial gloss, and an appearance of being

generally fat. The diseased organs of animals,
however bad, are not wasted. They are either

given to pigs, or taken direct to the sausage
makers. Nothing seems too bad for the makers
of these atrocious compounds. "I have seen,"

says Mr. Gamgee, "carcases dressed, and portions
of it prepared for sale as sausage-meat and other-

wise, although thoracic disease had gone on to

such an extent that gallons of fetid fluid were
removed from the pleural sacs, and that large
abscesses existed in the lungs."
One of the most pestilential of the diseases that

attack stock of all kinds is anthrax, a blood

disease, which shows itself in boils, and carbuncles,
and gangrenous complications. Even beasts dying
of 80 loathsome a disease as this, find their way
to the butchers' shops. It has been ])roved that

pigs partaking of this poisoned flesh have become
infected with carbuncular irruptions, and there
seems good reason to believe that the great preva-
lence of carbuncular irruptions in the human
subject, noticed within these last twenty years,
is due to the use of this class of diseased meat.
Dr. Livingstone remarks "that whenever the
natives of Africa eat the flesh of an animal that
had died of pleuro-pneumonia, they always suffered

from carbuncle." One of the most common
diseases prevalent among stock is the measles in

pigs. The term is rather inappropriate, as the
measle is nothing less than the larvee of the tape
worm. The Irish say that " there is no pig with-
out its measle." So common is this aflection

among Irish pigs, that it has created a new profes-
sion among those who deal in these animals,
called "measle triers." Mr. Gamgee says, before
the animals are paid for, they are examined by a
measle trier, a man who proceeds to work with a
short and stout stick, a penknife, and an as-

sistant. The pig is caught by his hind legs, then

by a fore one, and then turned up ; the stick is

forced into the mouth and turned down on the

ground, with a knee placed upon it, inflicting pain
and bruising sadly the pig's upper jaw. The
tongiie is then drawn out and wiped, and measles
looked for, or felt for, beneath or at the root of
the tongue. When it can't be found there and

the seller denies the fact of measles being present,
the measle trier has to cut into the tongue and
draw out the larvce.

It is not very satisfactory to hear that nearly all

the measly pigs find their way to London, the
Irish being too knowing to eat them. Mr. Gamgee
tells us that there cannot be less than 50,000

measly pigs in Ireland, and that for every measly
pig at least one person contracts tape-worm, hence
the prevalence of that parasite in the human in-

testines. It has long been a puzzle how the larvae

of the tai)e-worm could enter the stomach of man
alive, considering that the heat of cooking gene-

rally kills them, but it is pretty certain that they
are not always killed in the curing and smoking
of ham and bacon, and in this manner it is sup-

posed to obtain access to the human intestines.

Measles are never found in Wiltshire bacon, there-

fore we should advise all our readers who wish to

avoid this unpleasant parasite, to confine them-
selves to the home-bred article. Another circum-

stance which tends to make pork at times im-

wholsome is the practice of feeding pigs with all

kinds of offal. It is very common to give them
the diseased viscera of all animals that have

died, and in many cases their flesh is thereby
rendered poisonoiis. Mr. Gamgee says that sows
fed on horse flesh and other offal, always die

shortly after they have farrowed, and that young
pigs fed on flesh soon die. All carnivorous pigs may
be known by their soft diffluent fat. Mr. Hux-

table, the famous pig breeder, is accustomed to

fatten his stock by giving them a slice of fat

bacon every morning. We hope after the evidence

given by Mr. Gamgee that he will no longer

pursue this objectionable practice. There is a

great temptation to feed pigs on offal, as they so

speedily make flesh on this diet. For this reason

many butchers breed l^igs, and let them find their

living in their slaughter houses. Beware, there-

fore, good reader, of butcher pork.
We are told that in the great establishments in

France for the rearing of chickens and fowls, that

they are fed upon horse flesh, which they eat vora-

ciously. If carnivorous feeding makes our pigs'
flesh poisonous, it is very probable that a like

system of feeding will make our delicate chicken

meat a curse rather than a blessing to invalids.

We may feel pretty sure that the horse flesh is

not of the most healthy kind or of the freshest

quality. This rank food is not given primarily
with the idea of fattening the fowls, but for its

known quality of stimulating them to lay eggs, a

carnivorous feeding hen, it is asserted, never failing
to give her egg a day the whole year round; a

discovery this not very refreshing to the lovers of

new-laid eggs, as so many of them now find their

way here from France.

To revert again, however, to the causes at work

affecting the healthy quality of our meat, we may
refer to the very unnatural manner in which our

live-stock is fattened. Some time before Christ-

mas all animals intended to compete for the great
Smithfield prizes at the Agricultural Show are

dosed with oil cake and other carbonaceous mate-

rials, at the same time that they are stall-fed and

deprived of all exercise. The result, in the

butcher's eye, is
" a perfect picture

"
of a beast,
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for which the breeder is rewarded by the judges
with a handsome prize. But, in reality, these

prize-beasts are all, more or less, diseased by this

over-feeding on highly stimulating food. Mr.

Gamgee tells us of severe outbreaks of disease in

cattle incidental to plethora
—the blood becomes

poisoned by the amount of carbon they are sup-

plied with—the fat and flesh increase, especially
the fat, in a remarkable manner, and the breeder

profits, but the result is not so satisfactory to the

consumer. The fine ruddy beef overwhelmed in

fat we see adorned with holly at Christmas is, in

reality, diseased food. We are loth to disparage
the Koast Beef of Old England, but this over-fed

prize-meat deserves no quarter. Some two or

three years since, Mr. Gant, of the Royal Free

Hospital, suspecting that the extraordinary high-

pressure work suddenly put upon the great in-

ternal organs
—such as the liver, heart, and lungs

—
of young animals thus fattened for the market,
must be highly prejudicial to their health, de-

termined to note some of these prize-beasts,
and then to follow them iip to the slaughter-
house and hold a post-mortem upon them. This

he did : and the result was, that he found their

hearts were all affected with "fatty" degeneration—a disease which affects humanity as well as

beasts among that well-to-do portion of mankind
who love their stomachs " not fondly but too

well," and who neglect those exercises of the

body which will alone permit a man thus to in-

dulge. The heart thus damaged, the whole
circulation is interfered with, and the animal can

by no means be said to be healthy. Such meat

may therefore be justly classed under the head of

adulterated food. It is bad enough to find our
bread falsified in the course of its manufacture

by man, but it is outrageous to find the poor
beasts subjected to a similar falsification, making
them miserable whilst in this life, and, to a cer-

tain extent, deleterious as food when dead ;

and, above all, it is truly monstrous to find a

gigantic association, with dukes as presidents and

experts as judges, selecting these bulky, apo-

plectic, plethoric, heart-diseased beasts as models
of feeding, as fine examples of good meat, and as

flowers of produce to be held up as patterns to

the energetic stock-breeders of the land.

The question is, however, can wo in any way
prevent the evils we have pointed out, and restore

the meat we eat to its natural healthy condition,
before the free-trade introduced foreign diseases

among our stock, and high feeding and fattening
further deteriorated it ? It is quite clear that the

only means of insuring the slaughtering of healthy
beasts only must be the introduction of some
measure that covers the whole country. The

rapidly growing practice of killing and dressing
the meat in the country, and then forwarding it

by rail, altogetlier frustrates any plan of mere

inspection of metropolitan slaughter-houses ; and
wo are told it is not suflicient to inspect the dead
meat market at Newgate, inasmuch as there is

much meat unquestionably diseased which does
not look bad to the eye. Mr. Gamgee, for instance,

says ;
"
Many of the worst forms of disease are

very sudden, and only slightly aflfect the colour

and texture of the muscular apparatus. A fine

fat bullock with florid meat may have died from

splenic apoplexy, or been merely killed jjj-o formd
when already on the point of death. Remove
the spleen, and the carcase appears sound ! Yet

dogs and pigs in this country die from eating,

aWvovfjIi fmt cooked, any ])ortion of such cattle."

It must be remembered, that town butchers send
to the dead meat markets occasionally, as they
cannot get sufficient of their own killing. Thus
it will be seen that poisonous and unhealthy meat
is as likely to reach the tables of the rich as those

of the poor and middle classes. We have heard of

persons being poisoned by eating a mutton-chop.
Such dietetic eccentricities are generally ascribed

to some peculiar idiosyncrasy of the individual so

suffering. The effect of diseased mutton upon the

stomach would, however, much more satisfactorily
account for such a mishap. It is clear from what
we have said, that a strict watch must be kept over

the country slaughter-houses, as well as those in

town, if we wish to prevent the bringing of dis-

eased meat to town for sale.

The wilful spoiling of meat by the errors of

diet is, we are glad to see, on the decrease, as the

judges at our fat-cattle shows, in obedience to the

public voice, have of late inclined to discourage the

over-feeding of cattle, and look more now to their

good points than to their powers of contributing to

the grease pot. As the public voice cannot, how-

ever, reach the fraudulent meat purveyors, we
must look to the Board of Health for ])rotectioii

against them, and upon the foundation of this Report
we think the Legislature will feel inclined to act.

DRESS AND THE AGE.

The tendency
of modern
dress is to

give greater

youthfulnesB
to the appear-
ance. This is

especially the

case in re-

gard to men's

dress. Thein-

troduction of

the turned-

down collar,

and its adop»
tion by per-
sons of all

ages, took off

ten years
from the as-

pect of Eng.
lishmen ge-

nerally. With
the roideur oi

dress went
also the stiff-

ness of ad-

vanced age.
The peace

after Waterloo dealt the first blow to senility,

by i>ermitting civilians to discard at will the
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hitherto almost compulsory white neckcloth. The
bold innovatorwho appeared at Almacks'in trousers,

and justified his renunciation of breeches on the

ground that his legs were crooked, submitting
that fact to the Ladies' Committee for verifica-

tion, kicked down the remains of the old dress

fabric.

The external symbols formerly considered ap-

propriate to the advancing stages of life having
been abolished, it is difficult now to judge correctly
of a person's age. In our own recollection the

man of seventy looked his years ; at this day he

might pass as sixty, or even fifty-five, for any-
thing we can determine. The gradations of time
on the stage were still more marked. A father of

the last-mentioned age used to be represented as

an old gentleman,—wore a wig, or long white

hair,—
And Lis breeches, and all that,

Were so queer.

Increased ease in manners has kept even steps
with that of dress, and has doubtless been affected

by it. When nightcaps and trouser-straps were
thrown to the winds, men found, with additional

bodily freedom, a corresponding mental emanci-

pation. Unquestionably, there is a danger of the
reaction being too great : an imminent danger of

plunging from rigidity into a rude negligence.
Our countrymen are no longer accused by conti-

nentals of the stiffness of their attire, but of its

nondescript vulgarity. The French are very fond
of caricaturing their British neighbours in the
article of dress, but the mass of Frenchmen are

bad dressers themselves. An elaborable quiz,
seen in the shop windows in Paris and elsewhere,
called "

L'Anglais h. Mabille," presents an extra-

ordinary combination of colour aaid form, and it

would not be recognised as an Englishman except
by the title at foot. Much of the bad taste now
seen in men's dress here—a sloppy description of

clothes—is borrowed from our French contempo-
raries.

In ladies' dress, the greatest coup in modern
times has been the restoration of the close-fitting
sleeve. It was a return to the true principles of

taste,* With many variations, and an occasional

attempt of dress-makers to discard it, the natural

sleeve keeps its place, and has done so now for

years. The stomacher was a fanciful reproduction
of the Elizabethan age. So far it was looked upon
with favour for a considerable period ; but it was
a mistake. It was a protracting of the waist far

below its real position ; and, at one time, fana-

ticism brought the point down almost to the
knees. The introduction of the hat instead of

the bonnet was a great modern gain. Even the
much-abused "pork-pie" brought out our country-
women's beatity in no small degree.
The cardinal canon in costume is, that dress

should conform itself to the human figure. It is

not intended by this that persons of both sexes

are to go about in elastic tight coverings, or that

no liberty or variation within limits is permissible.
But wherever dress greatly deviates from the

form,—goes upon lines not in harmony with those
of the person,—there is error, there is bad taste.

Dress is to run its epicycle over the curves and

contoiir of the body. The hooped petticoat or

steel skirt, foolishly called crinoline, conceals the

form, and, when excessive, reduces a lady to a

pyramid. It is not likely, however, that this

controverted instrument will be talked down,
because it has its aspect of health and conve-

nience.

* 8eo next illustration.

The True iu Principle.

The application and power of colour are known
to all intelligent dressers. Redundancy of figure
is to be killed or kept down by black and dark

tints, whilst, to deficiency in fulnesss, white and

light-hued materials give the greatest breadth and
outline. Many years ago, waist-bands were much
worn by ladies. They were frequently made of

two colours, longitudinally divided : and those

The False in Principle.

for whom they were intended were quite aware

that, by wearing the dark portion of the ribbon

downwards, it increased the conic diminution of

the waist, whilst the light i)ortion above gave
force to the spring of the bust.

In the selection of colours "that go together,"
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in the frequent sobriety of tone in their dress, and
in their carefid interposition of a wide space of

neutral between opposed colours worn at the

same time, consists the famed superiority of the

Parisian lady over the Englishwoman. It is said

commonly, also, that the former invariably
'• knows

how to put on a shawl,'' implying that our ladies

have not that knowledge. Our belief is, that Eng-
lish ladies possess, by whatever means obtained, a

considerable taste and skill in dress
;
but it may

be years before a cry to the contrary will subside.

It does not matter how well anybody does any-

thing, if there is unfortunately a cry against him
raised by designing people, and continued by un-

inquiring ones. Frenchwomen can, and do often,

dress vulgarly, with an ostentatious disregard
to rule, and with violent and novel colouring. If

glass itself : some glasses are very pure and white ;

some have a greenish tinge, necessarily producing

disheartening reflexions.

Returning to form, we must own that the bonnet

adopted for the last two or three years
—the spoon-

bonnet in all its varieties and sub-species
—is most

reprehensible. If an ellipse is needed, the longer
axis is required across the brow. By generating
two ellipses from the chin, the oval face and the

oval bonnet—the latter including the former, and

TIio"Gigot."

you should see the bonnet pathetically described

by Haynes Bailey,
—that bright blue bonnet, when

its renovator was about to " trim it with yellow,
and line it with green,"

—it would probably be on
the head of a Frenchwoman.
The effects of colour on complexion are learnt

from experience ; and the subject cannot be treated

successfully in a short paper like the present.
Portrait artists know how many are the colours

that mingle in one face, and slightly varying pro-

portions and small omissions produce differences in

the skin, so that colours which suit one person arc

not becoming to another, although the complexions
of the two are supposed to be the same. A. candid

friend, or the more candid looking-glass, must be
the ultimate appeal. Now that we have touched
the delicate subject of the mirror, let us notice the

fact of how much the position of a glass, in refer-

ence to the light, has to do in making a person satis-

fied or discontented with his, or her, ajjpearance.
The moat Jlatterituj position for the glass is when
placed 6e<?i'ecn two windows, the equal cross-light re-

ducing inequalities and roughnesses to a minimum.
The most unbecoming reflexion is from a glass in

front of a window, the only one in a room. It is

remarkable, and perhaps unexplained, that any
irregularity of the features, anything out of draw-

ing in the face, is increased when seen in a glass.
There is a great difference in the colour of the

The Oval.

having the same perpendicular axis,—the cfTect is

most disagreeable. Contrast with these the Norma
wreath, the Mary-Queen-of-Scota head-dress, or

even the bonnet in fashion four years ago. Pile

Pelion on Ossa ; put inside the spoon, above the

forehead, a large bouquet of flowers, and make
feathers nod over the extreme summit, as we saw in

Paris last June ; or bring the hair above the head,
on cushions surmounted by a crown of stars, as

we have seen in a London theatre in July this

Paris, June, 1863. London, July, 1863.

year,
—yet taste and simplicity will triumph over

what is artificial and unsymmetrical.
One observation about milliners and modistes,

and our few remarks on modern dress are finished.

Why is it that when the tide of taste turns in our

favour—when, after many efforts, we at last ap-

prehend simplicity, and rejoice that a female

costume rather enhances than detracts from its

wearer's natural beauty—why is it, we ask, that

the flood so soon turns, and that next season the

charming head-gear and the becoming sleeve have
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been displaced, and that something different, not
so pretty, not so correct, is the only thing to wear ?

What was roxmd has become elongated ; what was
small is enlarged ; lines which ran transversely
are now longitudinal. The word different contains

the secret. The law-giver is the artiste in robes

and bonnets. There must be activity, there must
be business

;
there must be such variations this

season that a last season's dress or hat shall be

instantly detected and known, and its wearer held

up to well-merited ignominy. It does not matter
to Madame Lucile or MdUe. Henriette, whether
ladies wear what is intrinsically better or more

becoming to them, but they shall wear something
that is different

; and their steps must wear the
staircase of Madame Lucile and Mdlle. Henriette.

Hopeless, therefore, is the struggle after aesthetics

in dress when the trade depend on violent changes.
Happily the people at large

—the masses, if you
will— are not equally constrained. They too

rapidly seize on what is new, and often retain

what is really pretty. Some of the best of modern

changes in dress are already adopted as national

costume. What, for instance, can be more be-

coming than the prevailing dress of our female
servants : the well-fitting dress, cotton, or dark
material ; the snowy apron ; the round cap of

lace, below which appears the knot of glossy,
well kept hair

; the close, short sleeve ; the white

stocking ? Observe the female domestics of good
houses, and it will be thought that they have hit
a happy mean in dress, and have succeeded in

combining in a remarkable manner the elegant and
the modest.

. Bbkni.

HOW THOR WENT TO FISH FOR THE
SERPENT MIDGARD.

A LEGEND FROM THE HORSE MYTnOLOOT.

Without his magic belt of power, or panoply of war,
Without his magic gauntlets, or brnzen thunder car,
Over the rainbow bridge of heaven the son of Odin

went,
Nor gods, nor men, nor dwarfs, nor elves, knew ought

of his intent.

Seeking the haunts of fishermen along the sounding
shore,

Where those who hunt the whale and shark dwelt in
the times of yore,

He came unto a giant's hut with feigned looks of
shame,—

He seem'd a fair-hair'd stripling, as he shouted
Hymir's name.

« • * •

At break of day the giant rose, and from a chalky cave
He dragg'd his boat, so huge and black, down to the

heaving wave.
Then Thor besought him long and loud his toil to let

him share ;

But Hymir cried,
" Thou puny boy, thine be a meaner

care,
—

"To sweep the floor, and tend the kine ; thou canst
not go with me.

I go to where the walrus dives far 'neath the frozen sea,
Where the sun glows at midnight, and where the

storm-birds scream
In millions round the icy cliflf, and bergs that float and

gleam."

"I fear no cold nor tempest," exclaim'd the eager
youth ;

•'
I'll serve thee, Hymir, as a serf, with honesty and

truth,

I will not be the first to say, half tremblingly,
* Put

back,'

Though wind blow high, or i«e close in, or tempest-cloud
grow black."

Hymir relented ; then the lad ran to the nearest herd,
And from the mightiest bull its head wrung off without

a word
;

Then both leap'd swiftly in the boat, and thrust it off

to sea,

And, bending to the massy oars, drove it on silently.

Three days and nights the stripling row'd, till Hymir
bade him stay,

For they had reach'd the sunken sands beyond the
walrus bay ;

But Thor replied, that farther yet he knew of better

shores ;

And silently, with head bent down, drove fiercer at the

oars.

The fifth day Hymir, frowning, rose and seized the
rower's hand :

"Now stop," he said, "thou stubborn youth, we've

reach'd the frozen land
;

Turn ere the serpent swallow us, or ice, with closing

teeth.

Grind us in two, or our frail boat split on the reef

beneath."

Thor knew the day and hour had come ;
he straight

uncoil'd the line.

Then thrust the flesh upon the hook, and, without

word or sign,

To Hymir's horror through the surf the stripling toss'd

the head.
And down through fathoms of blue wave it sunk as it

were lead.

Fast flew the boat, as flies the shark upon the scatter-

ing shoal,

It seem'd as if it breathed and strove to reach the

distant goal ;

Hymir, in vain, protesting, cried, "Turn, turn the

boat to land ;

The icebergs are around us now, below us the quick-
sand.

' ' The Midgard Serpent the nine world girdless as with

a chain,

The All- Father threw him there to roam the unfathom-

able main ;

That serpent, sprung from Loki's race, rules in the

ocean gloom.

Turn, boy, and draw not down on us the inevitable

doom."

Thor answer'd not, but stood erect, frowning at earth

and sky,
And Hymir trembled when he saw the red light of his

eye.

Far, far the ice-cliffs glittering shone, far the white

cliffs stretch'd forth,

Until the blue mist rose and hid the boundaries of the

North.

The moment that the gory bait dragg'd on the ocean

bed.
The serpent, gluttonous and fierce, ran at the great

bull's head ;
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The anchor-hook, so sharp and strong, deep in his

palate drove.
The keen steel flukes their bloody way into his gullet

clove.

Stung with the pain, the serpent rush'd, lashing the

frothing deep,
O'er shoals and splintering bergs and rocks, where

herds of walrus sleep.

Thor, by the rowlocks, grim and stem, held stalwartly
and fast.

Clenching the cable in his grip until the worse were

past.

Then, with a power divine, he seized the line that held

his prey,
Until the waves rose frothing up and hid that savage

fray ;

He puHM until he forced his feet through the boat's

yielding planks,

And, planted firm, he stood at last upon the granite
banks.

Slowly uprising through the sea the Midgard Serpent

came.

Spouting out venom in black floods, and breathing
clouds of flame ;

O'er leagues of ocean spread his coils in scaly moun-
tains piled,

Far o'er the ice that roU'd and ciash'd in tumult loud

and wild.

When Ilymir saw the serpent rise, cold turn'd his

coward blood.

For fast his skiff was settling down into the whirlpool

flood,

And just as Thor upraised his mace, his hunting-knife
he drew.

And with a stroke the massive rope he scver'd clean in

two.

Down, down the wounded serpent sank, writhing round

sunken rock.

Deep in the dark abyss to wail till the day of Ragnaiok.
The a.xe-age and the sword-age dire, when shields shall

cleave in twain,
And Loki over Nifleheim with his wolf brood shall

reign.

Then the god tum'd and struck the boor a fierce

and crushing blow,—
A buffet that would 8j)lit an oak. Into the rolling flow

Headlong he fell, and headlong sank
; then, with swift

strides the god
Forded the whirling torrent, and once more dry land

trod.

SHARKS AND CONGERS.

It is not long ago that I was staying with a
friend at the Land's End. We had taken a little

house about a quarter of a mile from Sennen Cove,
and had tried most of the sports of the place, such
as fowling, shooting, and fishing in the bay or

from the rocks, but we had not yet been able to

have an expedition against the larger fish, for

which these waters are famous. They are only
fished for at the dead tides, as they inhabit such

deep water, and the currents are so strong at the

edge of that branch of the Gulf stream, that it

would be impossible for the leads to reach the

bottom or a bite to be felt. The weather bad
been roughish for a month, but was tolerably calm

now, and meanwhile our imagination had been
inflamed by wonderful tales told by the Cove
"sea-dogs" in their languid Cornish drawl, while
we all sat or lay on the shingle smoking and long-
ing for an east wind. They had told us of
horrible sounds heard through a fog, which at
last rolled away in the moonlight and showed a
whale attacked by threshers : one had been chased

by grampus, a " school "
of which clumsy fish had

insisted on following his boat, probably meaning
to have a game of play with it, till he thought of

throwing out some bloody Water and insides of

fish, which frightened them off. Another man
had gone to fish by the Longships Lighthouse,
and in the shallow water saw fish twenty feet

long,
"
speckled and spotted, and with snouts

and long saws on their noses," chasing the cod
and coal-fish. Then we had long heard of boats

coming back from a night at the Seven Stones,
laden with congers to the gunwale, for the Seven
Stones are a favourite haunt of the big fish, which
find abundant food in the seaweed round these

granite columns, which rise far above ihe surface
in forty fathoms of water.

There are several columns of rock like the
Seven Stones in these parts, round all of which
there is abundance of fish. Not to dwell on the
seven rocks, on the highest of which stands the

Longships Lighthouse, or the small rock near
them called the Shark's Fin, there is the cele-

brated Wolf llock, nine miles out, on which they
are attempting to raise a lighthouse, and which
had once a huge bronze jjrolf with ojien mouth
upon it, which was to warn sailors by the roars

and bellowings of the wind in its throat. The
Seven Stones are twenty-one miles from the shore,
but amply repay a long sail to them. A gentle-
man lately there came back with 1 1 2 congers of

different sizes. Another fisherman is said to have
come back with his boat i)crfectly full, which
would bold about two tons of fish.

My friend C unluckily could not come that

day ; but I started off fur the bay, with my
roughest clothes and a thick great coat, carrying
a basket well stocked with beef, whiskey, and
tobacco. There, as 1 had been told, 1 foimd all

hands "lying like great pigs in the sun," and
determined not to fish that day : for, unless it is

such fine weather as to drive them for very shame,

they do not go out till there is nothing in the

cupboard at home. Partly, however, excited by
the prospect of meat and spirits, partly by finding
that one of their number had all along secretly
determined to try his luck, one Billy Penrose and
his sons prepared to come with me, on condition

that if it got rough 1 was to be content with

catching one conger and then go home. When
one started the rest were all activity, for in

Cornwall, where a joke lasts a long time, it would
never do to give one man a chance of crowing
over the rest for the next few years. About one

o'clock P.M. we all started, with as much shouting
and swearing as if the whole Channel fleet were
called out for active service at half an hour's

notice. As we danced over the waves with full

sail, IJilly took the opportunity of praising his two

sons, who were then fighting at the other end of

the boat. *' Them's two nobble lads, sir, and I've
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giv them so much learning as a fayther should do,

sir ;
but (be still lads !

)
so careless they would kill

a man in a minute, and never think no more
about it at all, sir—that's what they be." The
noble lads were rather a bore sometimes, when

they would tight just at the wrong moment, but

they certainly understood their trade well enough.
When we were about nine miles from land we
anchored, and fished for bait ; the water being

deep and haviug a sandy bottom, was a good
place for gurnards, and also, imluckily, for dog-
fish. These last pestered us not a little, snapping
off the gurnards sometimes just as thtfy were near

the surface : so that after pulling up 200 feet of

line, one got only the head of a "tubb" or a
" soldier." The tubbs are the large gurnards,
with blue wing-like fins, the soldiers are smaller

fish, with scarlet backs and white bellies. By the

time the sun was low on the horizon, we had
about a hundred fish for bait, besides ' '

dogs
"
large

and small, and a peculiarly unpleasant-looking fish

called a "nuss." This is a sort of dog-fish, not

bluish-grey, but yellow, with brownish spots all

over it, and without the sharp claw or spine on
the dog-fish's back. The clouds were gathering
and the breeze was rising, and Penrose and sons

wished to return, but I was determined to hold to

my bargain and catch at least one conger. They
held out fearful prophecies of having to beat

about in the Channel for a day or two, and steer

for Scilly or Penzance accordiug to the wind
; but

finding that I really wanted to fish, they prepared
for work. While we %re sailing along a few miles

to the nearest conger-ground, I may say a few
words on the fish itself. There are two varieties

at the Land's End, the black and the white, but
this seems to arise only from the difference of

their habits. The black conger is never foimd in

more than fifteen fathoms water, and this is

also the limit of the large oar-weed. Those fish

which hunt under the shadow of these weeds are

black, those which live in the deep water (which
averages forty fathoms from Land's End to Scilly)
are pale brown on the back. The people catch
a good many at the entrance of bays with the

"spillers," and I have myself caught a fine fish

on some spillers which we had laid down in the

sandy bay for turbot and plaice.
The young congers hang about the rocks, which

are bare at low tide, and in dabbling about for

"whistlers and pettifoggers" one is often sur-

prised at pulling out from his hole a vigorous
young conger. Perhaps people in general do not
know what whistlers and pettifoggers are : they
are the different species of reckling, the whistlers
or four-bearded rockling averaging about six
inches in length, and being of a dark colour

; the

pettifogger sometimes reaching eighteen inches,
and of a pale reddish colour, with spots. This
last is a ])reternaturally ugly fish, but, like his
brother the whistler, is most delicate eating, when
fried. They are caught at low water, when the
waves are just keeping the holes under the rocks
full. You must find a rock with a free passage
under it to the sea, and with a dark hole. Thrust
in a withy-stick with a crab-baited hook, and you
may catch a succession of these fish, who catch
hold of the worsted round the bait, and if they

drop off before you get your basket imder them,
will come again with a greedy rush to get before

the small fry, which nibble the bait, such as

gobies and blennies, and what they call there the

toad-fish.

After this digression, Ave may return to our

fishing twelve or thirteen miles out, with the sky
black in the west, and a breeze inclined to get

up. Down went the lines, forty fathom of thick

cord, bound round for six feet above the two
hooks with copper wire : the hook itself was of

enormous size, and baited with half a bream
twisted round it. After one or two false alarms
I felt a good tug at mine, and hauled : up came a
brace of very large cod. There are, besides the

common cod, the ground or silver cod and the
red cod, but not in any great numbers. The cod
about there are not of much value, seldom running
above an average of thirteen pounds, and being
rather coarse in flesh ; they are not much sport
to catch, except near the shore with small tackle,

when, unless you coax them very gently up to the

gaff, they flap their tail and go with your tackle.

In a minute or two young Penrose got a bite, and
lost the fish : this shows that they are difficult to

catch, for he is a first-rate fisherman, and under-

stands the fish's ways as well as most. Then a little

pull at my hook,—very faint : I struck hard, and

pulled in a couple of fathoms.
" What is it, Billy? Conger, cod, or skate?"

handing him the line.
" That 'm a dog, sir ; they've found us out,

worse luck !

" was the answer.

However, I hauled in hard, and was delighted
to find no dog-fish, but a "handy conger," that

is, about sixteen pounds weight.
The weather was now clearing up, and we lit

pipes, took a pull at the brandy, and made \ip our

minds for work.

Young Billy caught a ling next, a fish which is

very good to eat in steaks, but is not very nice to

look at : it has a very impleasant smell, and looks

like a cod-fish in a consumption and pulled out

long. After this we began to catch fish in good
earnest, pulling in cod, conger, and ling, till all of

a sudden I felt a tremendous jerk, and began to

pull up with the utmost difficulty. That quarter
of an hour was certainly hard work, kneeling at

the end of the boat, pulling the line in over the

gunwale, and cutting the skin from the inside of

one's hands. The others came round and looked

on with great interest.
" I can't tell what it is," I gasped ; "just feel

the line, Billy !

"

He took it in his hand, and shouted :

" Pull away, sir, I know
;
heave 'm up, heave

'm up, I know what the beast is !

"

Then a flash through the water, and a sight of

some monster, like an enormous mackerel, dart-

ing from one side to the other, and nearly pulling
one's arms from the sockets. It was a blue shark,

nearly nine feet long. Billy fetched a small axe

and a knife, and we had a most exciting struggle
with him, now getting a cut at his head, now

holding on while he darted round the head of the

boat. In the end, we got him in, mashed a good
deal about the head, but still flapping hard with

his powerful tail. This was one of the finest
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sharks they had seen about there lately : for

though there are much bigger ones about, they
cannot be caught with the conger-lines. Once
the fisherman got hold of some enormous fish,

whether large porpoise, shark, or some skate, like

that caught by the Eddystone, which weighed a

quarter of a ton, he of course could not tell ; but

three men could not move it, and at last the

creature gave a steady pull, and went oflf with

line, hook, copper wire, and all.

These sharks are by no means so uncommon
about our coast as many people suppose. Not

only are they seen at Land's End {where I have
noticed a huge back-fin working along quite close

to the shore), but along the South Devon coast.

We have heard this year of a regular family of

sharks hanging about the Isle of Wight, and

occasionally one has ventured near enough to

the Brighton beach to frighten ladies from their

morning dip. Not long ago, at Exmouth, a friend

of mine caught a small shark on the spiller-lines,
and managed to kill him and bring him home,
after nearly capsizing the boat.

There are several different sorts of sharks occa-

sionally seen by Land's End. The huge basking-
shark, which has attained the length of twenty
or even thirty feet, according to the books, though
his proper home is further up St. George's Channel,
sometimes floats about in these waters : but, as he

only feeds on jelly-fish, and does not break into

the nets or chase away the other fish, he is not
much hated or noticed by the Covemen. Then
there is the blue shark, our old friend, who is very
destructive to the lish, and drives them from the

baits; the fishermen hate him very hard, and
refuse positively to eat a slice of him. This is

the worst insult they can pay any creature, for I

believe they do or would eat any other. I told

one of them how sailors are often rather glad to

try a slice of shark beef, and he replied with pro-
found disgust :

" Sir 1 1 would just so soon eat a slice of the old
deyU I

"

And I believe him. However, I never saw
them torturing one deliberately, as the Welsh
fishermen will put pins or thorns in the eyes of a

dog-fish, and turn him out, or as these very men
treat the skates ; they dislike these last for being
very heavy and very profitless, besides entangling
all the lines with their struggles. When the
skate comes up at last with his nose out of water,

sighing and grunting, they as often as not cut the
hook clean out of hun, and let him sink or swim
away if he can.

Besides these there are the Fronken shark, the

Porbeayle or Beaumaris shark, the fox or ape shark

(a rare fish, with one flap of his tail prolonged
out of all proportion), and the usual small fry of

dog-fish, of various kinds, among which are the

small spotted dog or nusa (corrupted from its

Scotch name Jiobin Htias), the large spotted dog,
the shark-ray or monk or angel, the blackmouthed

dog, and the tope or miller's dog (le milandre of

Cuvier). These, of course, are much smaller,

though I have caught a grey dog more than five

feet long ; and though, in the narrow seas, a fish

of nine feet seems very large, yet he is a mere

baby compared with the tropical sharks, the Port

Eoyal shark, the enormous hammer-head, or tha*
still more monstrous creature which was caught
near Aden not long ago, I mean one which wa3
haided in by all hands on a steamer bringing
back soldiers from Pekin, and which was said to

measure forty-one feet.

After we had killed our shark, the dead of the
tide came on, in which very few fish bite. The
bait hangs quietly at the bottom, and, even if a
fish touch it, hardly moves : so that at this time
of the night it requires a very practised hand to re-

cognise the gentle vibration caused by some large
fish playing.with the hook. Of coixrse, unless one
does make sure somehow, and without striking
hard, the fish blows the bait out of his mouth
when the hook pricks him, and comes no more;
Even at other times it is sometimes impossible to

tell if the fish is on, as a large conger will swim
up with the bait, and only begin to kick jvrhen
close to the surface. ,;

It was very dark now, and we were obliged to

keep a sharp look-out for steamers. We carried

a lantern and lots of candle-ends, not wishing to

be run down by some Liverpool vegetable-steamer,
or Frenchman. The fishermen say that they are

sometimes in great danger from the neglect of the

sailors, who do not attend to the shouting and the

light in some rather foggy nights. They told me
that they liked American vessels least and the

French best of all they saw
; because the Ameri-

cans, they said (unfoundedly, as I suppose), would

occasionally tie their helm and go to sleep ; they
liked the French, because they often 8topx)ed to

buy fish for money or grog.
The Land's Knders have an idea that few

English and no French can catch fish at all like

them, and if you want to provoke their scorn,
tell them of Welsh or French conger-fishers.

Foreigners, they say, they cannot abide, and by
foreigners they mean especially Welsh, Irish,

Manxmen, and French. Of these they hate the

Welsh most, since they enter into competition
with them sometimes in the mines and other

rough work across tbe Channel. The Welsh do
not like Cornish labour being brought in to re-

duce the x>rice, and try to make their life a burden
to them. They go over to Ireland for the herring

fishery, and have an amusing idea of the dirt of

Ireland. One of them gravely assured me that

he had to drag his new Jersey frock behind his

boat from Kingston harbour to Land's End, to

clean it. I tried to express deep sympathy and

joy that it was not spoilt by the remedy or its

cause. They get on much better with the Manx-
men, who do not, however, mix much with their

Cornish visitors ;
but they look with a friendly

eye on the French sailors. 1 heard one with

great pride telling how he had sold a skate, of a

liuudred weight, to a French ship, at a halfpenny
a pound, whereas the whole fish was hardly worth

bringing back to their village, being at most worth

sixpence, as they do not value the London dish

of crimped fins of skate. Some fishmonger might
possibly make a good thing of buying up these

skates for almost nothing, as the railway comes
within eleven miles of the village. They have

evidently not heard of the Breton conger fishery,

aa I heard a story (solemnly vouched for) of two
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French fishers who caught a conger, and were in

bodily fear of their lives at the other end of the

boat, thinking they had caught some water-

devil, till the beast jumped out, when they cut

the line and gave up fishing for evermore.

I was sorry not to catch more than one sort of

skate that night, as there are here, I believe,

two species of skate, besides the ray, and what
is called the Calbijana ray. I do not know what
this last is. The fishers do not get the rays
as large as the skates, which run from one to two
or three hundredweight, and occasionally, as in

the Eddystone skate (to which I alluded before),
to a still larger size, reminding us of stories of

krakens and live floating islands in the North

Seas, with which Bishop Pontoppidan and many a

Norsk fisherman regale «s. The Land's Enders
are too practical to Lave belief in many sea-super-
stitions

;
to them seals are seals,—not enchanted

princes, as in Irish legends, or mermaidens, as in

Norse folk-lore,— and a "school "of poi-poise or

grampus is not there eagerly mistaken for a sea-

serpent playing on the surface. Like other sailors,

they have a wholesome dread of "
Davy Jones "

and " Old Nick
;

" but there is nothing like Nipen
the fog-spirit, Mblnir, the demon in the surf, or

Uldra, the water-spirit, who must have victims

from time to time.

I think most of the wild superstitions that re-

main in Cornwall are connected with the mines,
where " the Jews are heard knocking

" with the

old flint and deer-horn tools, which are found
sometimes. The legend is, that after the taking
of Jerusalem many thousand Jews were sent to

work the mines, some of which (as Botallack)
were then at work. People quote the name of

Marazion, or Market-Jew, as meaning "the bitter-

ness of Zion," and others say that PerranZabuloe

(i.e., in sabulo) is a Hebrew word. Be that as it

may, there are many legends about the Jews among
the people, which may be accounted for by the fact

that the Jews in early English times certainly
flocked here to trade in the tin and copper.

The inhabitants of Sennen Cove have fewer

legends of any sort than those of the surroimding
villages, which arises probably from this, viz.,

they are said by the others, and hardly deny the

accusation, to be a mixed colony from other parts
with many unCornish elements among them, e.g.,

Flemish, from the time that a Flemish colony was

planted in Pembrokeshire
; nevertheless they have

many fine old Cornish names among them, such
as Penrose, Pender, Trewhella, Trudgeon, and
others : these no doubt are old native families.

Though I have shown that there is not much real

folk-lore to be picked up among them, nor yet
much historical legend,—for they keep no dim re-

membrance of the days when Cornish insurgents,
led by a Land's Ender, fought the King on Black-
heath for young Perkin Warbeck, a.d. 1497 ;

nor
of the song of Trelawney ; nor the loss of Sir

Cloudesley Shovel and the British fleet at Scilly ;

not even whence came the cannon in the sand of

the Cove over which they run their boats to the

sea,—yet they will tell many a story of more
modern life, as you sit smoking on the beach, or
at the slack tide out at sea. Then is the time to
hear for the hundredth time the story of the

wreck on the Brissons, when they took out the

life-boat from the Cove, and to have it explained

by the actors in that scene how the captain's
Mrife was dragged through the water at the

wrong moment and drowned, and how any of

them would have done it better and saved her life.

Then you hear how an India ship broke up on the

shore, with all hands lost, and how they were

buried close by in the turf, by some very apocry-

phal Government order. Or how all the fishers

were caught in a storm and driven to Scilly for

three days, while the women in the Cove were

mourning the loss of all their husbands and sons at

once ; how son Billy took the old shag's nest, or

caught a loon, and another was dragged along by
a huge sunfish in the net. All this and more of

fish-talk and sea-stories pass the time very plea-

santly, till some big fish sets you all to work

again. So it happened when we were out this

night, for I was lucky enough to hook a very

large conger, which thoroughly woke us all up.
In hauling up I was inclined to think it was
another shark from its weight, but the pull was
too steady. A shark gives quick darts from side

to side, and acts in the water (as if he were what
he resembles a little) like a magnified mackarel.

A skate, when he first takes the bait, scuds away

among the rocks at the bottom, and, to judge from

the jerks of the line, must have a hard time of it

below bumping over the stones ;
but when the

skate is some way from the ground, then his

resistance is indeed desperate. He keeps himself

flat against the water so as to offer the greatest

possible amount of resistance, occasionally giving
a rush back, and giving the fisherman hard

work to recover the lost ground. A conger,
on the other hand, gives a long steady strain,

occasionally, as 1 have said, swimming up
rather faster than you are pulling. This

particular Grandfather of congers, after pulling

frightfully hard for a long time, came rushing up
at last to the surface, and leaped about there.

In the general excitement the fisherman had

neglected to bring the big knife from the other

end, and there was not time to get it, for our fish

might give a great leap and get the hook out or

break the line. Between us we got him in, but

he instantly knocked over the fisherman with his

tail, and left me holding on to his throat and the

line, about a foot from the mouth. Of course the

fish and I fell down in the boat, the fish dashing

about, and I holding on to prevent a leap, and

carefully holding his head away as far as possible.

These congers have terrible jaws, and a large one

like this could have bitten off" a man's arm. I

must do them the justice to say that they only
seem in a horrible fright, and not at all disposed

to attack ;
but 1 have seen men's hands very nastily

torn, who got too near a conger which had been left

for dead. Billy soon came up with the knife, and

released me from the slimy embrace, and we got

the beast's head down on athwart and cut through
the back-bone. This conger was the biggest which

they had seen for some time ia those parts ; it

measured exactly six feet six inches in length,

and was very thick, being about twenty inches

round the neck. The weight was about one hun-

dred pounds. C. I. E.
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THE HEIRLOOM.
IN TWO PAKTS.

PAKT I. reference to that mysterious barrier which divided
There was always something peculiar about our the Sherringhams from tlie common sj'mpathies

family. As a child, 1 knew it well. The earliest
,

of humanity. Mine was a prosperous lot when
recollectious which my memory treasures up have i measured by earthly standards. I was the infant
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possessor of not only a considerable estate, but

great accumulations. I was also the chief of an

old and honoured name, and the holder of an

ancient baronetcy.
I must not omit to reckon the love and care of

a most fond and devoted mother, who was left

my sole guardian at my father's early death. Of

that father I remembered nothing, nor was his

name familiar to my ears, for my surviving parent
never once mentioned, to my recollection, the

slightest trait or memory connected with him she

had lost. The servants observed the same strange
reticence. Even the garrulous old nurse, who

poured into my greedy ears her stores of gossip and

tradition, never spoke of my dead father. His

portrait did not hang among the many family

pictures on the walls. Closely locked in a cabinet,

and covered by a veil, my mother kept the like-

ness of the husband of her youth ;
nor did T ever

become, during her lifetime, aware of its existence.

That father, immentioned but unforgotten, must
have died when I was in my fifth year, but not at

Sherringham Priors. I have seldom doubted of

the date, because, though I seem to remember my
poor mother never dressed otherwise than in deej)

mourning, I can recollect that my white frock and

pretty blue sash were exchanged for black, and
that 1 was no longer called "Master Willy" by
the menials about me. "Sir Wilfred" was my
new designation ; and I can recall that, child

as I was, I was proud of the implied promotion,
and provoked because no one would explain to me
its cause or meaning.

If I may trust to the vague impressions of

infancy, I was an object of afiection, but also of

something very like fear, to those about me. My
mother, I am sure, was afraid of me ; at least,

such was the idea that I derived from the timid

glances which she would cast at me as I sat appa-
rently absorbed in my lesson-books or my toys.
She was of a most gentle nature, but to me she
behaved with a studied gentleness, an excess of

patient kindness, that suggested even to an tm-
formed mind the notion of extreme precaution.

Although tenderly reared, T may say that I was
humoured rather than indulged, and met with
more compliance than spontaneous caresses. These
are subtle distinctions to have suggested them-
selves to one so yoiing, but children have a sur-

prising keenness of instinct, especially when bred

up alone. Such was my case.

I had no brothers or sisters whose play, and
studies, and baby quarrels and reconciliations I
could share : mine was a moody and wayward
infancy, and my mind became the more active
because healthy play seemed to be denied me. No
one chid me ; harshness and injustice were un-
known to me, but at the same time I met with
no real sympathy. With all my mother's affec-

tion for me, I knew, I felt, that there was a gulf
between us two. And with a strange perverse-
ness I began to think of my dead father, to long
for his presence, to canvass in my own mind his

probable aspect, and disposition. I should have
loved him, I thought, better than I loved the fond
patient mother. For I felt that he must have
resembled myself, that there would have been a

fellow-feeling between us.

It seems wonderful to me, in looking back, that

I should, at so early an age, have so clearly

comprehended my relationship to a person never

openly mentioned. But children are for ever on
the look-out for some fresh information about the

new marvellous world which they have lately

entered, and they catch up and piece together
broken scraps of their elders' talk in a manner

hardly explicable. No doubt the servants at the

Priors had been well drilled, but no authority can

quite padlock women's lips. Here and there I

caught a stray phrase, such as—"how like old

master," or—" a true Sherringham all over," and
the warning "hush! "of the other persons present
seldom failed to give point and weight to such

utterances.

As I grew older, still stronger became the wish
to learn lohat it was that made the Sherringhams a

race apart, and why I was treated with a deference

which instinct rather than experience assured me
to be unusual. The servants were not only obse-

quious to their young master,—that was perhaps

natural,—but they were grave and cautious, and
never ventured on the jocose remarks so often

heard from the old and privileged retainers who
have known the heir from his cradle. The gar-
dener was never testy when I trampled his flower-

beds and made havoc among his peaches. The

gamekeeper and grooms touched their hats as

seriously as to a grown man. No provocation
coidd induce my nurse to scold me, though I have
often seen her crimson with anger, actually biting
her lips to keep down the tart reproofs that rose

to her tongue. My mother, hitherto my sole

instructress, let me learn as much or as little as

I pleased. If I complained of headache, or even

if I had a whim for a walk or other pastime, the

book was closed at once. It so chanced that I

was a studious child, and I learned fast, but no
coercion was ever attempted ; my will was law,

and I was in a fair way to become what is vul-

garly called a spoiled urchin. That I did not

become such was owing to the very peculiarity
which made the curse and the burden of my life,

to that viewless something that T was always

trying, with my half-formed intellect, to grasp
and grapple with, and which filled me with the

first and only fear I have ever known.
I saw that the servants treated me less as a

fellow-creature than as some valuable and frail

property which might sustain injury from careless

handling. My mother's conduct was even harder

to endure. She loved me, I knew, but she gave
no free expansion to her love. Good conduct

met with no hearty praise, such as wins a child's

allegiance when judiciously bestowed ;
idleness

and peevishness elicited no blame. My mother

watched me as if I had been a young wild beast,

tame indeed, and reared in silken captivity, but

which might at any unguarded moment break

out into the bloodthirsty fierceness of its savage
stock.

She was not a Sherringham, and therefore I

felt that she could not be as I was, for I had

gathered from hints and morsels of talk that I

was the true type of my race. We lived in a

midland county ; the house and gardens of the

Priors were one of the boasts of the countryside.
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and on certain days they were free to the public.
On these occasions, I remember that there always
seemed to exist a wish on the part of tbe house-

hold to keep me from mixing, as my boyish

curiosity prompted, with the groups of casual

sight seers.

There were other visitors, however, from whom
it was impossible to seclude me. The gentry of

the shire paid formal visits at the Priors, and
then alone did I see strangers of my own rank,
for I never accompanied my mother in her rare

drives to return these attentions, and no hos-

pitalities were exchanged. How well I recollect

the drawing-room, with its store of guests, the

artificial intercourse, my mother's efforts at lively

converse, and the cold caresses which the high-
born matrons of the county aristocracy were
wont to bestow on me—the lonely child.

Sometimes the visitors brought children with

them, and then I bitterly felt my isolation. The
little boys and girls held aloof from me, gazed at

me fearfully, despite the polite encouragement of

their mammas, and I could read in their wondering
eyes that they knew I was not a fit playmate for

them, not one of themselves. It may seem sur-

prising that I did not speak out respecting the

weight on my heart, that I did not question the

domestics, or even boldly incjuiro of my mother
what it was that severed the Sherringhams from
the rest of mankind. But to this I was averse ;

I

shrank from avowing that I perceived myself to be
an object, if not of suspicion, at least of peculiar
care. It was not for me to cause scandal or to

bring on explanations which could not be of a

pleasant kind. Besides, distrust is apt to be

contagious. I was never quite open and frank
with my mother, because of the restraiut in her
manner towards myself.
Thus I grew up, more alone than if I had been

a dweller in the wilderness, a melancholy, large-

eyed boy, with a face of the sickly character
which premature thought imparts. My health
was not good, nor my disposition amiable, but I

was a quick learner, and had a power of com-

manding my temper which is rare in the young.
I became taciturn, vindictive, and very proud,
but with a hidden pride quite imlike the usual

arrogance of conceited children. Altogether, I

was very selfish, and in jf fair way to become a
hater of my species, when an illness, during which

my mother nursed mo with untiring assiduity,

brought about a change in my life. The family
jjhysician, old Dr. West, shook his head very
seriously during my convalescence, as he marked
how wan and thin were my face and hands, aa

well as the imnatural size and lustre of my eyes." He's moped to death here, my lady," said the
old man, as he adjusted his spectacles on his nose

;

" send liim to Eton, ma'am
;
send him to Eton !

"

And to Eton I went.
Five years at Eton did wonders for me. In the

merry, active boy of the playing fields, always
at cricket, boating, or football, you would never
have recognised the pining recluse of Sherringham
Priors. The bustle, the cares and interests of the

great school, the healthful companionship, above

all, with youthful and frank natures, took me out
of my track of gloomy egotism. I was a little

teased and tormented at first on account of my
solitary habits and dark looks, but, to my great

joy, I found myself treated as an equal, as a

responsible person, for the first time. 1 had been

apt, at home, to fancy myself a monster cut off

from humanity : at schoel, I soon found myself
one of the many.
No one had ever heard of the Sherringhams and

their peculiarities. No one watched me ;
no one

humoured me. I received praise or blame when
I merited either, and I declare in all sincerity,
that at first one was as sweet to my ears as the

other. I wish to pass lightly over this, the

pleasantest time of my life. The holidays were
not to me the pleasant treat which they were
to my schoolfellows. I did not like going back
to the Priors ; but there was no help for it. And
yet, after a time there arose a new sense of satis-

faction in these visits to the home of my child-

hood. People began to treat me differently from
the old artificial system. My altered bearing,
more decided, more cheerful, and more boyish,

produced its effect. The servants seemed to lose

their awe of me. The gamekeeper ventured to

crack a joke at my misses when he taught mo to

shoot ; and the gardener begged Sir Wilfred not

to damage certain shrubs, because Lady Sher-

ringham was fond of them, just as he would have

spoken to any other master of twelve years old.

Even my mother began to be less constrained

with me, and the old look of watchfulness was
but seldom to be noted in her eyes.

I left Eton a tall and blooming youth, having
entered it a sickly child. After a year or two at

a tutor's in Gloucestershire, I went to Oxford,
where I wore my velvet cap for the usual number
of terms, and took my "ordinary" degree in the

usual fashion. I had no need to toil for Double

Firsts and college prizes. 1 was Sir Wilfred

Sherringham, master of a noble property. And
yet, how often have I envied the poor servitors

and Bible clerks, the red-fisted sons of Cum-
berland curates, to whom I may often have
been in turn an object of envy. The snake was

scotched, btit not killed. I was improved, but

still a Sherringham, and I knew now that with
our ancient blood went an Heirloom—never mind
what ! No one had told me the truth : I was
left to puzzle it out for myself. There was that

in my ancestry which set their descendant apart
from the rest of the world. We had a good old

name, great alliances to boast of, ample means,
but there was a canker in the flower. It was a

subject I did not love to think of, yet I thought
of it. I often fancied, too, that others were

thinking of it, speaking of it, sneering about it.

And it stung me as an adder's tooth : still, I was
not unhaii[)y, not unpopular.

Soon after I took my degree, my mother died.

There had always been reser^'e and mistrust

between us, and yet wo loved one another. My
tears—not easily drawn forth, for mine is a stub-

born nature—fell Uke rain upon the wasted hand
she stretched towards me as I hurried to her bed-

side, and she smiled with a fond, wan smile, and
seemed to forget her former terror of me. And
yet—she lingered for two days after my arrival

—I saw it in her eyes on the very morning
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that she died, the old haunting look of fear, and I

bowed my head as if in shame, and my heart was
cold and hard.

She passed away, and breathed not a word of

the secret. But it was needless. I knew the

worst without being told—knew it long before. I

found in desks and closets, under lock and key, a

quantity of jiapers bearing on the Heirloom. T

did not peruse them. 1 sealed them all up,

unread, and sent them to my mother's lawyer for

safe keeping. I would have burned them, ay,
and the house and pictures too, if in that blaze I

could have annihilated all proof and memory of

the taint. But what was the use of destroying
miserable papers ? Every gossip in farm or

cottage, every knot of alehouse guests, all the

county, knew the worst that could be known.
In the cabinet I spoke of before, veiled and

muffled, was my father's picture. His name was
on it—Sir Percy, seventh baronet. I was the

eighth. It was with a thrill of awe that I looked

upon that face, tlie very likeness of which had
been so carefully hidden from the day. Myself !

and ytt different. The brow, the mouth, the

complexion, were the same ;
but there was a

difference in the eyes. Mine were large, but

thoughtful and sad ; his were glittering and

prominent, fraught with wild meaning ;
in them

the secret was revealed. I could not bear to look

at them. And yet, odd as it may seem, this

picture I took with me when I left the house,
never to return. The portraits of bygone Sher-

ringhams remained in peace to moulder on the

walls : I only cared to remove that one likeness.

For more than two years I travelled far and wide.

On this portion of my life I shall not linger, nor
does it bear upon the crisis of my fatal history.
"What I have hitherto told it was needful to tell,

lest what followed should fail of being understood.
The task has not been painless. That must be a

singular nature to which the task of anatomising
one's own heart, of spreading one's own weakness
and failings before the world's gaze, is free from

pain. Let me hasten on.

The late summer of the year 185— found me at

Kyde, where my yacht was lying. Of aquatic
amusements I had ever been passionately fond,

having caught the boating mania at Eton and at

Oxford, and enjoyed several cruises in the Medi-
terranean. My new vessel, the Calypso, was one
of the most superb in the Royal Yacht Squadron,
and was backed at heavy odds to carry away the

prize at the next races of that holiday liotilla.

But another attraction more potent than emu-
lation had drawn me to the Isle of Wight ; I
knew that a family, whose acquaintance I had
made, the winter before, at Rome, would be at

Ryde during the gay yachting season. The name
of this family was Digby,—it consisted of four

persons. The parents were commonplace enough,
worldly, pretentious people, who contrived to make
a considerable disi)lay with a moderate fortune

;
a

random, extravagant son, and a daughter,—Lucy.
Despite the stern training which 1 have had in the
school of misfortune, despite the self-discipline
which has become a part of myself, it is hard to

write her name calmlj', and to discuss her attri-

butes as I should do those of a stranger. How I

loved her, and how fatal, to myself at least, that

love has proved. But for her, I might still occupy
a place of honour among my fellows. But for her,
should I now be what I am ? Who can tell I The
mine was laid and ready long ago, and only a

spark was needed to ignite it.

Lucy was in her twentieth year, and perhaps

ought rather to have been called lovely than
beaxitiful. I shall not describe her, suffice it that
she was a fair and gentle girl, with something in

her eyes of the placid softness of summer moonlight,
and a nature as tender and good as mine was way-
ward and capricious. I loved her, hoiv strongly
I will not say, but it was a love that twiued its

roots among my very heartstrings. It is not, nay,
it never was, a matter of surprise to me that my
love was not returned. Lucy was utterly unfit for

me. Her delicate, pliant character instinctively

sought to lean for support on some powerful but
honest mind, on some bold and affectionate nature.

What sympathy was there between her and me ?

Her repugnance to me was perfectly reasonable ;

my temper, my cast of intellect, my very talents,

were such as frightened and repelled, instead of

attracting her.

And here let me put in a disclaimer. From the

stern indictment I have drawn up against myself,
the reader may probably think me a very odious

individual
; such, however, was not the prevailing

opinion of society. A rich and titled bachelor is

seldom harshly regarded. The club men with
whom I lived voted me a good fellow, seeing that

I neither won their money at cards nor refused a
loan to an embarrassed* friend, while my dinners

disarmed criticism. Nor did ladies avoid me.

Many bright eyes grew brighter at my approach ;

many musical voices described me to mutual
friends as a dear, delightful, talented creature, so

odd, and so fascinating. Few mothers would have

objected to Sir Wilfred Sherringbam as a son-in-

law.

And yet, and yet ! the one heart that I strove

and cared to win was closed to me. I am convinced,
now that I can take a calm retrospect of the i)ast,

that Lucy was actually afraid of me, and that she

never felt happy when I was near her, I was

wilfully blind to this ;
I chose to attribute her

reser\'e to maiden coyness, and have often drawn
false hopes from the timid drooping of her eyes
before mine. Poor Lucy! she had much to endure,
for those who should have been her protectors

against my hateful suit were my devoted allies.

Mr. and Mrs. Digby were resolved on securing so

advantageous a settlement for their daughter as my
courtship offered. The former, at once pompous
and niggardly, dreaded nothing so much as that

his child should wed a poor man, in which case the

opinion of the world which he worshipped would

compel him to make some sacrifices towards her

comfort. Mrs. Digby was a hard managing woman,
who valued station much and money more, and who
had quietly made up her mind that the rich baronet

should not woo in vain.

Did Mrs. Digby know of the Heirloom ? was a

question I many times asked of myself. She jnay
have done so. She had made it her business, most

prudently, to learn the amount of my rent-roll, and
the fact of the property being clear of mortgages.
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It is hard to believe, that along with these financial

statistics, no whisper of the Sherringham peculiar-
ities should ever have reached her maternal ears.

But she was resolutely bent on having her own

way. Have I said that the Digbys were nobodies,
in the polite acceptation of the term ? such was the

case ; but they were of that class of aspiring
nobodies who contrive to hang on to the skirts of

society, and who are tolerated by some because

they are endured by others. Lucy had no such

pitiful ambition as this, but her mother had decided

that her child should be Lady Sherringham.
Events took the usual course, when a soft and

yielding character is compressed between two

opposite forms of selfishness tending towards a

common end. I proposed, and was accepted, with
what a tearful, shuddering, reluctant acceptance,
1 do not like to think. Father, mother, brother—for

even that hopeful heir of the Digbys, who found it

convenient to borrow mymoney and ride my horses,
was on my side—father, mother, and brother were
able to browbeat or cajole Lucy into a mockery of

consent.

Hhe only made one stipulation. Tho crowning
mockery of marriage that was the necessary result

of the first mockery of consent was to be deferred-
deferred till the middle of the winter. In vain I

pleaded, in vain Mrs. Digby expostulated, urging
with aflfected hilarity that the murky winter was
a cheerless season for such a festive ceremony.

"The litter time for my marriage, mamma," said

Lucy, and she was pressed no more.
And now I ought to have been happy, but I was

not so. I liad gained my point, Lucy had promised ;

she was too honourable to draw back
;
and besides,

her family would hold her to her word. But I

began now to see more clearly how she shrank
from me, feared me, avoided me, and that aa the

bright days of early autumn passed, my utmost

assiduity could not conquer her innate dislike to

her future husband.
This would have been a bitter discovery for any

man,—it was gall and wormwood to me. Did she,

Lucy, know of the Heirloom ? Impossible, unless
a friend had whispered it in her ear. Mrs. Digby
was too worldly-wise to have cr^)oken on tho tojnc,
and the majority of our friends neither knew nor
cared to suspect anything amiss. Still, I felt

there was a barrier between us, invisible, but strong
as adamant. I sometimes saw in Lucy's eyes the

old look of watchful fear that 1 had so early
detected in those of my mother ; but in the poor
mother's eyes there was love, deep, yearning love,
to soften that detested scrutiny. Not so in Lucy's

frightened gaze. Worse, almost, than this, I was

jealous. Jealousy is a mean passion, and I do not
think it would have taken root in my breast, had
I been as others. I was not. A gnawing sense

of my inferiority, in consequence of the accursed

Heirloom, to the very clowns who tilled my estate,
to the servants who did my bidding, made me
morbidly sensitive on this score.

A nephew of Mrs, Digby's, and of course a
cousin of Lucy's, had returned from India, and was
a guest in the house. His name was Captain
Harold Langley, and he had a high reputation for

courage, ability, and honour. I must own that he
deserved his reputation. He was a fine soldierly

fellow, with a bronzed face and frank bearing. He
stole Lucy's heart from me

; no, let me be just
even here, and fully admit that even if Captain

Langley had never come liack, Lucy's aversion to

myself would have been insuperable. I soon saw the

truth, knew it sooner than either Lucy or Langley.
Each of those two had grown dear to the other,

almost insensibly, without the exchange of a word
of sentimental feeling. I alone saw the growth of

this affection, for Lucy's engagement to m}'3elf
served to shut the eyes of her relations, and only
the hateflU future husband knew how Lucy's colour

rose and fell, how Lucy's eye and mouth brightened
and dimpled into smiles, at the approach of the

handsome cousin.

It was enough, more than enough, I did not seek

to dissemble with myself. My glimpse of happiness

grew dim, but other and darker thoughts assumed
an empire over my troubled soul. I proposed a

yachting expedition, sent out numerous invitations,

and prepared to give a sumptuous fCte on board the

Calypso. Mrs. Digby did not care to thwart me, but

she said something about the ungenial season,—it

was already November.
That mattered little to me ; the stormy and

uncertain weather matched well with my own

perturbed spirit. I was slowly maturing in my
stricken brain the details of a horrid design.

THE MELON.
H.— ITS VARIETIES.

The fact of the male and female flowers of the

order Cucurbitse growing apart from each other,

though upon the same plant, causes great care to

be necessary in order to preserve purity of breed,

and gourds and cucumbers esi)ecially must be

banished from the vicinity of melons, since if

plants of the same genus as the latter, however

differing in species, should be growing in their

neighbourhood, the pistilliferous melon-tlowcrs are

as likely to become impregnated with pollen from
their blossoms, as with that of their own stameni-

ferous ones, and thus some hybrid, and most

probably far inferior kind, be produced. It is

thus that so many varieties have been created as

to have now become almost innumerable, so that

though the broad distinctions of widely different

varieties are easily recognisable, it has been found

quite impossible to reduce sub-varieties to any
sort of order, or give determinate descriptions of

them. The French writer. Noisette, devoted

himself for some years to the cultivation of every
kind of melon he could procure, with the inten-

tion of publishing drawings and descriptions of

them, but was forced at last to give up the

attempt in despair, acknowledging that the

further he advanced, the harder he fouud the

task. A work of the kind, entitled "Mono-

graphie compliito du Melon," has indeed been

since published in France by M. Jacquin, but the

constancy of the characteristics assigned can

never be reckoned on with certainty, since even

shoidd the outside of a numbe^f fruits resemble

that of the parent from which they sprung, it is

very common for the interiors to present great

differences, one perhaps having white llesh, another

green, and a third red. Noisette regrets that a
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jmssion for novelty should have induced growers
to encourage a multiplicity of varieties, since, as he

says, were the culture limited to about twelve

varieties, this number would include every im-

portant diversity, wliile consumers could then

much more easily identify and secure whichever

kind they might have learned to prefer.

Melons are now generally divided by English
cultivators into four sections : the thick-skinned,
soon perishing sorts, grouped together under the

general name of Cantaloupes ;
the longer-keeping

Winter Melons
;

Persians ; and Water Melons.

The type of the first enumerated class was pro-

bably the original old-fashioned Musk Melon,
characterised by the thick network of grey lines

over its surface, and by possessing very little

scent, varying in size from 1 lb. to 30 lb. or 40 lb.

weight, but being so uncertain in quality that out
of half-a-dozen fruits but one perhaps would be
found good. This earliest-known sort was almost
banished from good gardens on the introduction of

superior kinds. One of the first to supersede it,

and still one of the most esteemed throughout
Europe, though reckoned in America but second-

rate, was the melon which claims in a more
restricted sense, as the original owner of that

name, the title of the Cantaloupe, having been so

called from a town of that name, situate about
fifteen miles from Rome, and where this fruit has
been cultivated ever since the Mithridatic war,

having been brought, it is said, by LucuUus in the
last century B.C. from Armenia to Italy, and thence
taken by Charles VIII. into France. Usually
nearly round, and of middling size, though not
constant even in these particulars ;

its exterior,

always remarkably rough and irregular, varies
much in colour, being sometimes orange mottled
with green, sometimes green and black, or some
other variegation, the darkest colours being those
which are generally preferred ;

while the flesh

also assumes dififerent tints, being in some nearly
white, in others orange or pinkish. The diversity
of size among melons classed as Cantaloupes is

very great, but all are characterised by a more or
less rough and thick rind, which considerably
reduces the eatable proportion of the fruit, a
defect which seems to increase in the larger-
growing kinds, as in the old Black Rock Melon,
for instance, which often attains a weight of 14 lbs,,
about three-parts of it, however, being composed
of a rugged wall of rind studded with carbuncles,
and a mass of seeds within, embedded in the
fraction of eatable pulp, smaU indeed in quantity
and very poor in quality.
The Citron, or green-fleshed melon, was brought

into France by a monk from Africa, in 1777, and
has thence spread into many countries and given
birth to numerous varieties. Frederick the Great
was so passionately fond of a small melon of this

sort, that he could not conquer himself sufficiently
to abstain from them even when his health was in

danger ;
for Zimmerman, who attended him in his

la,st illness, finding him suffering severely from in-

digestion, discovered that he ate three or four
of these fruits daily for breakfast, and on remon-
strating with him the only reply he could get from
the despot was an attempt to make them their
own apology, by promising to send him some the

next day, that he might taste for himself how
excellent they were. ItJs this Citron melon, too,
which is the greatest favourite in America, being
one of the finest grown there, and yet peculiarly

easy of culture, the climate of the middle and
southern States suiting it better than even any
part of Europe, so that it is raised as a field crop

by market-gardeners, and sold in August, in the

markets of New York and Philadeli)hia, at the

price of half-a-doUar for a basket containing nearly
a bushel, proving even then one of the most profit-
able of crops. The warm dry climate of Long
Island and New Jersey is specially suited to the

culture of melons of any kind, but many other

sorts require greater care than the green fleshed

favourite, without compensating for it by any
superiority, and it therefore has few rivals. Melons
flourish too in California, where, however, they
command far higher prices, selling throughout the

season (from July to November) at from seventy-
five cents to one dollar each. " To those who
have never seen melons grown," says the author of
" California and its Resources "

(published iu 1858),
"

it will seem simply absurd to say, that confident

hopes are entertained of realising from 15,000 to

20,000 dollars from one patch of two acres, belong,

ing to Major Barbour, this present year. But we
were assured that 200 to 300 dollars' worth of

melons per day were sold during the first week of

the season."

The distinction which assigns Winter Melons to

a separate class, seems due rather to the fruiterer

than the botanist, since, irrespective of other pecu-

liarities, any melon which will keep long after

gathering, must belong, as of right, to this class.

Melons which can be kept till the winter when

hung in a drj'^ room, are common in Spain, and the

name of one of our best winter fruits, the green
Valentia, points to a Spanish origin ; while another,
the Dampsha, is asserted to be a hybrid Persian.

A very distinct variety, comparatively recently
introduced into Europe, is the Persian Melon, the

seeds of which were sent here direct from Persia

by our ambassador there, Mr. Willock, in 1824,
and -were first sown iu the gardens of the Horti-

cultural Society, where they produced at once

ten different varieties. Though requiring in their

native country no further attention than a regulair

and abundant supply of water, mostly obtained

by irrigation, the meadows in which the x)lanta

are grown being flooded so that the roots are

kept absolutely under water, yet they are found

elsewhere to need great care, and on this account,

though introduced into America and attaining

great perfection there when duly tended, they are

very rarely seen. Transatlantic impatience grudg-

ing [generally the expenditure of so much assi-

duity. In England it is by no means easy to

secure the requisite combination of a wet warm
soil and a dry air, the covering used to confine

the heat tending also to cause general moisture by
producing evaporation : but in spite of these diffi-

culties, our gardeners contrive to rear them in

great perfection, and as some may be eaten as

soon as gathered, and others must be kept for

months, even quite into winter, they are obtain-

able during a great portion of the year. In Persia

they attain such magnitude that, according to
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Malte Brun, three or four of them form as heavy
a load as a man can carry ;

but though their

dimensions here are far more moderate,—the sweet

melon of Ispahan, which is one of the largest

varieties, seldom exceeding ten pounds in weight,
—their skin is so much thinner than that of other

kinds, that they afford nearly twice as much flesh

as those do, even when no larger in size, besides

being peculiarly sweet and rich in flavour. Not

needing such powerful sunshine as is required to

penetrate the thick hides of their pachyderm
brethren, they can be ripened much later than the

latter.

The plant which produces the Water Melon is of

a different species (Melos citiniUiis), and may be

easily distinguished from the varieties of Melos
cucurhita by its deeply cut leaves, while the fruit

itself shows an equally marked distinction in its

smooth green surface. Roundish or oval in form,
it is usually rather large sized, sometimes mea-

suring a foot and a half in length ;
the tlesh is

white shading into red or yellow towards the

centre, and the seeds are very dark brown, or

black. As it could not be raised in this country
except artificially by the aid of glass, and Parkin-

son, who wrote in 1G29, is the first English
writer on such subjects who gives directions for

its culture by means of hot-beds and bell-glasses,
it is not supposed to have been introduced very
long before that time

; and in a climate where
heat rarely becomes very oppressive, its watery
insipidity has never been very highly appreciated ;

but though far inferior to other melons in richness

of flavour, it is yet more prized in very sultry
climates on account of its abundant flow of deli-

ciously cool juice, the central pulp being, when
ripe, almost in a fluid state. Identified with
the "melons" mentioned in Scripture, water
melons are said to have originated in the Levant,
but are found abundantly (and are probably
indigenous) in India and China ; and, requiring
very little care or attention, immense fields of

them are raised annually in the warmer States of

America ; in Southern Europe they are both
common and popular, and in Africa, in the words
of Husselquest,

" This fruit serves the Egyptians
for meat, drink, and physic. It is eaten in abun-
dance during the season even by the richer sort of

people ; but the common people, on whom Provi-
dence has bestowed nothing but poverty and
patience, scarcely eat anything but these during
their season, and are obliged to put up with worse

|

fare at other times." It is one particular and
|

rather rarer kind, the juice of which, when the
fruit is full or almost over-ripe, that is administered

:

in fevers as the only medicine the poorer Egyptian
'

has within his power.
Later travellers give similar accounts of their

great abundance and utility in Egypt, one recent
writer in particular stating that "water melons i

bold the first rank amongEgyptian fruits, "and that,
'

though constituting a chief item in the diet of the
>oorest classes, tbey are also usually seen at the
iable of people of rank, it being the custom to eat

ilices of water melon at dinner in the intervals

)etween each different dish. He adds that "they
sertainly come to great perfection in this country,
Jid, as I myself experienced, may be eaten freely i

in any quantities without danger." This, however,
is by no means the case in cooler climates, for

they are said to cause worms if indulged in con-

stantly, and more serious consequences have occa-

j

sionally ensued from eating them to excess, sudden

[

death having even been known to follow an impru-
dence of this kind. The whole melon tribe indeed
are scarcely to be reckoned perfectly wholesome,
some constitutions being quite unable even to

taste them with impunity, though on the majority
of people they produce no bad effect when par-
taken of with moderation. As a general rule, it has
been found that the hotter the weather the better

are melons, and the less danger is there in indulg-

ing in them freely. In Paris, where they rarely

ai)pear at the dessert, being mostly eaten as a
/tor* d'cbuvre with salt, which facilitates their

digestion, as the temperature of the season becomes
lower towards the 20th of September, the sale of

them is forbidden by the police. They are less

used than perhaps any other fruit in any culinary
process, but in the south of France preserves,
more or less good, are sometimes made of them,
the best being that known as Ecorce verte de
citron. The seeds—reckoned cooling, diuretic and

anodyne—were formerly used in medicine for

purposes for which sweet almonds are now pre-
ferred

; and, pierced and strung on wire or

thread, they may be formed into pretty bracelets

and other ornaments.
A near, but very humble relative of the aristo-

cratic melon is our common pumpkin (Cucurbita

pepo), more familiar to many as the fairy chariot of

Cinderella than as an article of consumption, and,
as it sometimes attains the size of four feet in

circumference, it may, on the memorable occasion
of having been thus appropriated, have needed at

least very little enlargement to fit it for the accom-
modation of so slender a sylph. A far hardier

plant than the melon, in a rich soil and warm
situation, the pumpkin, or, as it was formerly, and
we are told still ought to be called, the pompion,
grows luxuriantly and ripens its fruit perfectly in

the open air in England ; and in its favourite

situation, trailing over a manure heap, it is not

only useful in assisting to decompose crude mate-

rial, but veiling the unsightly mass with its large
handsome leaves, can turn an eyesore into almost
an ornament, llemarkably rapid in its growth,
when well supplied with water, it will form shoots

forty or fifty feet long, so that a single plant is

capable of extending, in the course of a season,
over an eighth of an acre of ground. The fruit

occupied, says Soyer, "a prominent place in the

precious catalogue of Koman dainties, being
stewed or boiled in oil or water, and served with
various seasonings ;

" and growing abundantly in

the warmer parts of each quarter of the globe, it

is still much used as food in many countries,

though mostly as furnishing an article of sus-

tenance to the poor, rather than of pleasure for

the luxuriant, it seems to have been earlier in-

troduced into this country than either of its allies,

the cucumber or the melon, and it is indeed cre-

dibly supposed that it was the "melon "
of early

English writers, to whom the true fruit of

that name was unknown, or who were accustomed
to distinguish it as the ' ' musk melon. "
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Gerard, however, speaks of "
pompions," which

are never eaten raw, but mixed with apples in

pies, a use which he justly condemns, or boiled

in milk or fried in butter. To the latter process
it is still often subjected on the Continent, where

too it is yet more commonly made into soups and

stews, a system we should do well to adopt here,

where the worst method of disposing of it is now
almost the only one prevalent ; since soupe a la

citrouille—very easily made by merely stewing
sliced pumpkin in milk, enriched with a little

butter or gravy, and seasoned with pepper and
salt*—is a dish few would not relish and find vastly

preferable to the insipid preparation known as

pimipkin pie. If, however, that delicacy be de-

sired, perhaps the best mode of obtaining it is the

one followed by the villagers in some parts of

England, who cut a hole in the side of their pump-
kins, scoop out the seeds and stringy part, then

stuffing the cavity with apples and spice, bake the

whole, and eat the case and its contents together.

Plainly boiled in water, the pumpkin may be

eaten, like its relative the vegetable marrow, as a

vegetable, but the tender tops of the shoots of the

plant, boiled like greens, are superior to the fruit

for this purpose. In judging of the latter, mere
size and weight carry the day, for there being very
little difference of quality in a fruit having at its

best so little pretensions to flavour, quantity be-

comes the chief consideration. In this respect the

mammoth gourd, or large American pumpkin,
towers supreme over the mightiest of its brethren,

weighing sometimes over two hundred pounds,
and which, exceeding in its vast dimensions the

requirements of any single family consumption,
is mostly sold in London shops in slices at the

price of about twopence per pound.
Clumsily bulky in its huge growth, yet offering

but few charms to the taster, the pumpkin early
furnished a comparison for persons whose heads
were larger than their intellects, and which it

would seem "the world woidd not willingly let

die," since it has survived from the time of Ter-
tullian to the present day, the initial letter only
slightly hardening when we now apply to a thick-

headed clown the appellation of a bumpkin.
Asterisk.

THE CEMETERY AT MUNICH.

It is only in later years, and since the passing
of the Bill against intermural interments, that the

English people have become, in some degree, fami-
liai-ised with those picturesque and attractive

places of burial, which have been at once the
solace and the ornament of continental towns,
affording not only a resting-place for the departed,
and a seemly retreat for sorrowing relatives and
friends, but a promenade for the meditative, amidst
gardens and alleys, that speak of death, but tell

their tale in a soothing spirit. It is only at a compa-
tively late period that we have permitted ourselves,
in this country, any sympathy with those gentle

* The most economical recipe for this excellent soup is as
follows : 1 lb. pumpkin sliced and boiled in water till soft
enough to pulp through a colauder inco a half-pint ot hot
milk ; eeasou, stir till smooth, give one boil, and then serve.

and graceful cares, and affecting symbols of linger-

ing attachment, which our continental neighbours
have long since been accustomed to bestow upon
the last dwelling-place of those they loved or re-

spected in life. These testimonies of love beyond
the grave—the carefully tended rose-tree—the

garlands of variously-coloured everlastings
—the

handful of freshly-gathered flowers, fluug upon
the tomb — the embedded plants, in them-
selves the poetical symbols of " death in the

midst of life
"

as they fade and die away, but
no less emblems of a second life and resurrection,
as they spring forth again in verdure and fresh

bud after the death of winter,—all these graceful
and touching evidences of sorrow seeking to find

a soothing vent in garnishing the holy place where
the loved one awaits a second life, were long un-

known among us. In continental countries these

posthumous traits of the poetry of feeling struck us
with surjirise ; and, although they found response
in some English hearts, would still as frequently—or perhaps more frequently

—elicit the genuine
matter-of-fact John Bullish exclamation of ' ' hum-

bug," as obtrusively and openly displayed excesses

of sensibility, which our own manners and habits

had never accustomed us to see : and here lay
the gravamen. Since the introduction of similar

traits of feeling among us, we have taken to

them not unkindly. In former days our very
localities afforded us no scope for the exercise of

such a train of associations. The spirit was im-

possible to be fostered in the close and choked-up

burial-place of the town, o'ertopping in its mass
of corruption, gathered for centuries past, the

streets that seethed with busy or careless life, and

offering only the dismal aspect of blackened grave-

headings, for only a brief space Avhite, interspers-

ing flagged monumental tablets, from which all

inscription was wont quickly to disappear, as if

as glad to be rid of its duty of recording, as the

living might have been of the due meed of

memory.
These places told of little more than the desire

to put away death and decay. The English coun-

try churchyard, it is true, has had its tribute of

romance from the poet and the novelist ; and

perhaps there are few of us who have not known
some picturesque spot of the kind, the very sight
of which commanded us to draw forth sketch-

book and pencil, and where there was always
some warm and cozy nook on the sunny side, that

a weary octogenarian might gaze upon lovingly,
with the thought that he might rest there "so

comfortably
" when all was over. But, in general,

like its hideous and dismal town rival, it failed in

all the attributes that would have fostered the

spirit of adornment, or the feeling of graceful
tribute to those who lay beneath the sod. It was
but the skirting-ground of the village pathway,

along which the hundreds plodded on, without a

thought of turning aside to gaze upon the grave of

any lost one. It was the playground of the

village scamps, who played leap-frog over the

grave-stones, and pitch and toss between the

mounds
;

it was the pasture-field of the Vicar's

mare and cows
; it was the gossip-shop of

Sundays. It was all this : and if it condescended
to any romance, admitted so unpractical a feeling
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only in the matter of that awful ghost
" with eyes

as big as tea-saucers," which Giles and Joan had

seen one misty night. It had no analogy what-

ever with the suburban cemeteries of recent con-

struction, and the picturesque and highly-orna-
mented burial-grounds of continental cities.

Long before suburban cemeteries were known in

England, or if known, in rare instances, only looked

upon askance, and even with reprobation, as

savouring of dissent from the customary forms of

the Church, and, consequently, even of impiety,

my travelled memory had been filled with pictures

of continental burial-groimds, all more or less, to

my young eyes, brightened by a varnish of ro-

mance. Sometimes the vision that came back

upon the mind, spread out before it a scene of long

walks, shadowy avenues, bright flowerbeds, and

clustering shrubberies—all studded with a thou-

sand monuments, varied in architecture, and

decked out with all the wealth of a neighbour-

ing capital
—here gorgeous trophies, erected to

the fame of a country's heroes—here elaborate

works of art—and each, grand or humble, in itself

a history. At other times it came in the form of

an embowered field, perched in rural loneliness in

some secluded nook of a mountain side, or stretch-

ing along the margin of a quiet lake, and reflecting

white crosses and duskily green cypresses, with

ghostly dreaminess, in the waters. But of all these

visionary pictures, none rises so distinctly to my
mind as that of the "

Cemetery at Munich."
The peculiar circumstances under which I was

first induced to visit it, caused it probably to strike

more forcibly upon my imagination, and dwell

more strongly in my memory, than any similar

spot. For the first time in my young existence

the contrast between animated, bounding life and
sudden death had been rudely forced upon my
mind. The spectre had risen, all at once, in the

midst of a wreath of thoughtless gaiety. The
skull had stared upon me unexpectedly in the

midst of the Dowers of the festive cup, as at the

old Egyptian feasts. One step had hurried a

friend, to whom I was sincerely attached, from the

ball-room to the grave. With the horror of the

shock still crushing me down, with a sorrow that

I had not known till then, as a fresh tenant fur

my heart—it has often dwelt there since, and

long—with a new-born terror at my first discovery
that " even in life we are in death," I was taken

to the "Cemetery at Munich." No wonder,
then, that this first visit gave a hallowed and

melancholy charm to the place, which no time,
when I afterwards rambled there, could ever

thoroughly wear out.

It came about in this wise. It was the early

pring of—no matter now what year ; it is a long,

ong time ago
—the Carnival at Munich was

[rawing to its close. One of the last of a series

' £ brilliant festivities was a grand ball at the

alace. Amidst the light-hearted and animated
'ho were revelling in the glittering scene, none

I iemed to wear a happier smile, or evidence a
) lore lively sense of life's enjoyment, than my
]
oor friend Baron K . Young, rich, and haud-

I )me, sailing with the full tide of prosperous
i trtunes, with the first feeling of gratilied ex-

] 3ctation in his uewly-acquired commission in the

Guards still fresh upon him, and just affianced to

the girl he loved, he seemed born to be Fortune's

favourite
; and yet the fiend of e\'il had already

been at work to undermine this brilliant structure

of hope and pride. He had been dancing with
his pretty bride—an engaged lady receives the

title of " bride
"

in Germany—and as he passed
me in the crowd I seized ^is hand to offer him my
congratulations on his happy future.

" Don't talk to me of the future just now," he
said.

"And why?" I asked.
*' I will tell you to-morrow," was his reply.

•'
PerlMjis" he added, with a strangely melancholy

smile, and grasped my hand ; and so we parted.
The morrow came. The fineness of the morning

tem]>ted me out earlier than iisual. All nature
was bursting with new life under the first rays of

a spring sun. The whole world seemed tilled

with the brightest hope. The more startling was
the contrast in the haggard expression of my
friend F , as he hurriedly crossed me in the

English Garden,—pale as death, looking, as I

observed with a laugh (sadly re{)euted afterwards),
as if he had "committed a murder." He had seen
one committed ! My poor friend K had been
shot that morning in a duel. F had been
his second. The quarrel had originated in •

trifling dispute on a subject equally trivial. The

bright, hopeful being of last night's ball-room was
a corpse. It was horrible !

It was with some reluctance that, a few days
afterwards, I acceded to a proposal to see the

body of my unfortunate friend for the last time.
It was laid out, I was told, in a building in the

great cemetery, destined, by the law of the land, for

the public exposure of the bodies of all persons of

every degree until their interment. To me, this

revelatiou of a custom common to most conti<

nental nations, but unknown to me until then,
was singularly repulsive. I would not accept tlie

thought that the remains of kindred and friends

could possibly be exposed to the flippant remarks
of careless observers ; and I listened with singular

unwillingness of conviction to the demonstration
that this custom, instituted by

"
paternal govern*

ments "
to prevent the possibility of the interment

of the living (medical attendants and watchers

l>eing constantly employed in the building to
observe minutely the state of the dead bodies

committed to their charge), and to render vain

any attempts to conceal an unnatural death from
the eyes of justice, was one of great and notorious

service. But curiosity, and 2>erhap8 a better

feeling, prevailed. I went.

The "Cemetery at Munich" is situated at the

extremity of one of the liveliest suburbs of the

capital, its great gateway forming the vista of a

long avenue of trees, that was in those days the

customary promenade of the middling and lower
classes on a Sunday. Far off, beyond, on the

horizon, rise the rugged forms of the moiintains of

the Tyrol, breaking hard upon the sky on a clear

day, now purple, now bluish grey. There is no

mistaking the strait road onwards to the Gottes

Acker. Tiiere is a poetical charm in the name
given by the Orientals to their places of interment,
" The City of the Silent." But, to my mind, there
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is a simplicity, a touching faith, and even a sub-

limity, in the German expression, that far sur-

passes the Eastern poetry. The German cemetery
is

" God's ground
"

[Gottes Acker).
—God's own

peculiar and hallowed ground, to which He has

recalled those whom He had sent forth upon their

worldly mission, as their abiding place, until He
shall please to summon them.

* But the expression
of "city" still strikes upon the memory here. It

is a city of graves, where broad avenues, streets,

and lanes divide and subdivide the dwelling-places
of the dead. A main avenue leads up the centre :

what may be called a boulevard sweeps, in similar

breadth, along the outer walls ; the streets and
lanes intersect the plots of dwellings as ordinary
streets and lanes, but with symmetrical regularity.
These passages are nameless, it is true

; but each
bears at its corner a low numbered post, the

especial mark of which is a sufficient direction to

the dwelling to which a mourner may be bound.
A city it is, once more, in its variety and distribu-

tion of building. The noblest monuments stand

upon the broadest thoroughfares ; the humbler

graves are skirted by the narrower lanes. There
are gorgeous chapels, sarcophagi, pillared crosses,
and pyramids, with a magnificent mausoleum now
and then rising in its marble pride aljove the rest.

There are the lowly tumuli, marked by the plain
black cross or wooden effigy, daubed with the
conventional attributes of the grave. Along the
outer boulevard are ranged the most costly monu-
ments— the gorgeous chapels, with their ever-

burning lamps—the artistic marbles—the temple
and the statue. The great family charnel-houses
of nobility increase in consequence and splendour
as they approach the termination of each boulevard,
and the great stone colonnade that skirts the entire

upper end. In this it is again a city, where fashion
has its favourite quartei-s, and wealth purchases
rank and precedence even in the pride of death.

Strikingly beautiful as are many of the specimens
of monumental architecture in these " West-End "

districts, the more hidden portions of the city may
still lay claim to precedence in "the picturesque,"
with their painted crosses and quaintly picked-out
epitaphs. One attribute the last dwelUng-places
all have in common. Around all are gardens,
greater or smaller—now filled with shrubberies,
now only affording room for a few tiny plants.
Everywhere hang the chaplets, woven of yellow,
white, and green— everywhere lie scattered flowers,
recently strewn— now fresh, now withered.
Another peculiarity is as frequently to be found
by the side of the humbler grave as on the splendid
monument. Little miniatures of the deceased
who lie below, are let into a frame, overhanging
the sculptured or painted epitaphs—poor memo-
rials indeed, sometimes, and rude remembrancers
of a living face. But in this again, as in all

"city
"

life, the wealthy have their privilege.
Little windows, to be unlocked alone by private
key, preserve the glazed portraits for them. Amongsome of the more lowly a wire grating affords a
partial protection against the destructive ravages
of weather upon these remembrancers

; but in
most the colours disappear, the features decay, and
*

Friedeii JI(^,
" Court of Peace," is another of the Ger-man aesiguations for a cemetery.

the feeble outline that remains, bears only the
same ghastly resemblance to a pictured face that
a skeleton does to a living body. On the por-
trait above the same process of decay is going
on, as on the body of the once living originjd
that rests below. Scope enough here for the
moraliser !

It was with that '* 'bated breath " with which
we converse in the sick man's chamber, that I felt

myself speaking, on first entering the "
Cemetery

at Munich," as if fearful of disturbing those who
slept that sleep which one sound alone shall dis-

turb. A bell was tolling heavily as I passed the

gates, from the further end of the ground. A slow
and dreary procession was advancing down the
middle avenue. A monotonous chant came with
the tolling of the bell, along the air

; and rows of

burning torches sent up gusts of smoke, with
flame invisible, into the bright sun-lit air. A
funeral ceremony was just taking place. The
crowd around the mourners and the priests was
thick. Presently the procession turned slowly
down an intersecting street

; and the main avenue
was once more clear. All was soon comparatively
still. The sound of distant muttering alone was
heard. Here and there, on advancing up the main
street of tombs, a form might be seen kneeling on
a grave, in prayer, or busied, with a basket, re-

placing faded flowers with fresh offerings, or

watering the first roots of vegetation planted on a
fresh-turned sod. Most of the visitors had been
attracted by the funeral ceremony.
At the end of the ground was the long low

building, already alluded to as the depository of

the dead before interment. It extended with a
curve to meet the upper colonnade, on either side.

Several windows, and large glass doors in the

centre, gave a view into various compartments
within. The corpses—each on its bier—were
numerous. All were decorated in life's finest

clothes, and generally strewn with flowers—the

humbler, as the wealthier, in their best ! A beau-

tiful young girl, dressed in white satin, slept
beneath a bower .of roses. Children were there,
with chaplets of white roses on their heads. A
government official was arrayed in uniform, with
all his orders on his breast. Aged females were
decked out with gaudy caps, false curls upon their

heads, and rouge upon their yellow waxen cheeks
—an appalling mockery of life—a fantastic

coquetry, hideous to see, even in the arms of

death. Such was a constant custom, I was told.

JSo one shuddered at it but the novice. There,

too, lay my unfortunate friend, arrayed in his gay
uniform of the Guards. Unchanged, but pallid,

he looked the sculptured effigy of him I had
known in life. It was all too much to look on
with composure.
The city of tombs has its great holiday, like

other cities. On " All Souls' Day," all Munich
that has a friend or relative to mourn, flocks to

the great Festival of the Dead, to adorn a tomb.

On that day, amidst the thick mass of the un-

meaning faces of the many of both sexes, and
of every age, groups of interest now and then

cross the visitor's path. Here, a family of

orphans, seeking, hand in hand, their parents'

grave—there, a widowed husband, bending his
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children's knees to pray by the monument
erected to his wife— now, a lover hanging a

garland above the lost beloved—now, an aged

mother, prostrate and weeping for her son.

On one side may be heard the prayer
— in

some lone corner the stifled sob ; and, above all

these sounds breaks, now and then, a burst of

laughter. For is not this the Festival of Death ?

The "Cemetery of Munich" is the fashionable

promenade of the day. The vanity, that comes

to see and be seen, jostles the shrinking sorrow.

The tear of regret meets the stare of intrusive

curiosity ;
and the heavy heart is wrung by^the

smile of thoughtless daily congratulation. It ia

not on its high festival that the cemetery city

wears its most favourable, although its most

striking and stirring, aspect. There is one scene,

however, connected with the day, which has

a festive, and, at the same time, imposing colour-

ing. Around one monument, reared high in

sculptured marble above all others, the greatest
crowd is collected. The monument is decorated

from summit to foot with innumerable banners,

garlands, and laurel boughs. Bearded sentinels

guard it on every side. It is the monument of

the Bavarian patriotic host that fell at Sendling.
Most of the surrounding crowd press near to tting
a chaplet, or a flower. But those who woidd see

the great
"
Cemetery at Munich," should visit it

under its ordinary aspect, to feel the true impres-
sion it cannot but convey to the observing tra-

veller. P.

LEGENDS OF CHAELEMAGNE'S CITY.

NO. II.—THE BUILDlNa OF THB MTNSTKR.

On none of the many buildings which the

Emperor Charlemagne erected, did he bestow

greater care than on the minster of Aixla-

Chapelle, and none did he carry on with more
zeal and love. He brought thither marbles and

pillars from Rome and Kavenna, and huge blocks
of cut stone from Verdun

; while from the quarries
of the surrounding country, from the site of the

present Cornelimlinster, and from Breinig, from

Mastricht, and from Valkenburg, day and night,
materials were conveyed for this edifice.

To Eginhard, his true friend and secretary,

Charlemagne entrusted the direction of the build-

ng, for which Ausigis, abbot of Fontanelle, in

>}ormandy, di'ew out a i)lan.

The Emperor frequently appeared ainonst the

aasons, and roused them to greater diligence and

.ctivity. The beat workmen of every country
eere invited to Aix-la-Chapelle, while many

. rtists from Italy and England were associated

: \ their labours. Thus the building advanced
3 ipidly.

But ere half the Minster was completed, the
•> ar with the Saxons called Charlemagne to a great
( istance.

Before his departure he sjwke to all the work-
1 en, urging them to lose no time. And, speaking
1 vrticularly to the town council, he ordered them
t « have the building completed by his return.

1 e foresaw that the Saxon war would not soon
I ! ended. And, in fact, it lasted so long that the

Emperor's treasury was drained, and the wealth
of the municipality well-nigh exhausted. The
coffers being empty, the building was at a stand-

still, and there was no likelihood of finding means
to finish it. The town-councillors were in woeful

plight ;
all the skilful workmen were quitting the

I city, and their worships had promised the Emperor
that the Minster should be finished against his

return. They knew, too well, this redoubtable

liege Iqrd of theirs was not a man to be triHed

with, and on their offending heads would fall his

dread displeasure, when he should see the half-

raised walls of his church abandoned to decay and

overgrown with grass. In their perplexity they
held meeting after meeting, listened to the wisdom
of this aud that oracle, but all to no purpose ;

no one had wit enough to find a way to complete
the building without money. Dire necessity
stared them in the face, iintil at last one, bolder
than the rest, spoke out, saying, "Money they
must, should, and would have, though they had
to borrow it from the Devil himself."

It is still a disputed point whether Satan had
slipped into the meeting and promiited the

speaker, or whether he merely overheard the

speech. Be that as it may, it certainly came to
his ears, as will be shown by the sequel.
One evening the councillors were discussing

the never-ending theme of the building of the

Minster, the spent money, and the terrible anger
of their Sovereign, when a stately lord, in gor-

geous attire, entered the council chamber. He.

greeted their worships with easy dignity, saying," Masters mine, the whole city is in trouble, and,
even did I not know it before, I could read ia

your rueful countenances that ye lack gold. Each
day, owing to the duration of the war, it grows
scarcer and rarer, and were you to resort to the

usurer, you would have great difficulty in raising
a good round sum. I alone can help you, and
get you stores of gold to finish the building.

"

All the long faces brightened as his hearers
drank in these words of comfort. The head of
the council then inquired the terms, and the
interest on the loan.

'* The interest," replied the Unknown, "
is not

worth mentioning, and on one condition I shall

give you the sum for good, namely, that the first

soul which enters the Minster be mine."
The words had scarcely passed his lips, when

their worships sprang from their seats and ran to
seek shelter under the table

; for, to their horror
in their courtly visitor they recognised the Devil.

•'Worshipful councillors," quoth he, com-

posedly, "truly I deemed ye not so faint of

heart ; you desired some money from mc, and
now that I good-naturedly ofTer it ye, you hide
like a pack of boys. Fie, fie ! Are ye councillors ?

are ye bearded men that ye are scared by the
Devil's courtesy ? He will not go back of my
bargain, and for a like sum, which He counts as

naught, I could buy half-a-dozen souls. For gold
hath ever been, is still, and will bo to the end
of time, the bait with which we angle for souls.

Besides, He is no stingy reckoner. How many
souls will bp freed from His clutches by means of

this very church which He will give ye the means
of building, in return for one poor soul. You
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must all see that ye, not I, have the Lest of the

bargain, and truly it was silly of me to make ye
so fair an offer. Soon your abandoned Minster

will be a bonnie resting-place for my bats and

owls ; so, my masters, take what is offered ye
while ye can get it. The gold on my terms, or

I leave ye to the vengeance of your Emperor."
The Devil was so courteous, so persuasive, he

gave such excellent reasons, and his offer was so

tempting, the councillors forgot all their scruples ;

and, on condition He paid down the money,

agreed to give the soul, and the Devil departed
with the deed of surrender bearing their hands and

seals.

HOW THE DEVIL LEFT HIS THUMB IN THE WOLF's
GATE.

No sooner had the Devil got hold of the com-

pact, than money began to shower down from all

sides of the hall ; every piece fresh from the mint,

and none of less value than ducats or golden

guilders. All the coffers were filled to the brim,

and the councillors chuckled over their good luck.

They talked the matter over very earnestly ; gave

utterance, doubtless, to many excellent opinions ;

and, before the meeting broke up, agreed, with

seeming unanimity, to keep the matter a profound
secret.

But, alas for the feebleness of man's good
intentions ! One of their worships let his wife

draw the secret from him. Somehow it then got
wind ;

the news spread like wildfire ;
soon young

and old knew of the mysterious compact.

However, that business once settled, the work

progressed so rapidly and so successfully that the

building was soon nearly finished. The question
then was—should their worships, after all, really

get the worst of their bargain with the Devil ?

Now that the whole story was bruited, no one

could be got even to cross the threshold of the

Minster. Still, the Devil liad the treaty signed
and sealed by the councillors, and the promised
soul he must get, by fair means or by foul. It

was natural enough that these worthy citizens,

having to supply him with the worth of his un-

hallowed money, should pass many a sleepless

night. Besides, it was very possible that finding
his prey so long coming, the Devil might lose his

temper, and lay his claw on one of their worships.
The matter had thus been at a standstill for

some time, when at last a townsman proposed
that a councillor should walk iuto the Minster,
and by thus freely giving himself up to the Devil,

prove that they had not been trying to make game
of him.

This counsel not pleasing any one, their wor-

ships were still in a state of utter helplessness,
when a crafty monk came to their aid. He stated

clearly the particulars of the bargain, that they
had pledged themselves to give up a soul to the

Devil, and give it they must
; but the compact

did not specify that it was to be a human soul
;

and they ought therefore to be ready to redeem
their word by giving the soul of some animal. The
councillors again breathed freely, and, it is needless
to add, resolved to follow this good advice.

At last the Minster was finished from top to

bottom, and the Devil brought the great entrance

gate of beautifully wrought bronze, and set it on
the hinges with his own hands.

On the morrow it stood wide open ; the foul

fiend skulked behind it, shrewdly reckoning that

curiosity would draw crowds to the church, and
then the first who entered would be his i)rey.

In this case he reckoned without his host. The
councillors had had a wolf snared in the forest—no
difficult task then, when the woods were alive

with them. The cage containing the wolf was

placed near the portal, and the assembled popu-
lace lent their aid that he might be the first soul

to enter the Minster, for they hunted him with such

good will that he soon crossed the fatal threshold.

Lightning flashed forth as the Devil, wreaking
his vengeance on the wolf, tore out his soul. He
showed his rage and fury at the cheat men had
inflicted on him, by fearful bowlings, and, gnashing
his teeth, he rushed from God's new temple. In
his passion he banged to the door ; it slammed on
his hand, and his right thumb remained fastened

in one of the handles, and there the bone still is

in the mouth of the brazen lion's head.

Folks from far and near have vainly tried to

get it out. When they think they have nearly
succeeded, and the thumb is all but out, back it

slips into the very cranny where the Devil left it.

Whoever shall succeed in extricating it, and shall

present himself with it before the canons in chapter
assembled, shall receive a golden robe as his

reward.

As a lasting memorial of the memorable occur-

rence just related, the magistrates had a bronze

statue, representing the wolf with a hole in his

breast, cast, and erected on the spot where the

Devil rent away his soul.

As the soul of a wolf was pop\ilarly supposed to

be somewhat of the form of a pine-apple or an

artichoke, it was likewise cast in bronze and
erected outside the Minster. The statue of the

wolf, on a low pillar, with a richly carved capital,
now stands on the right hand of the great gate ;

his soul, on a similar pedestal, at the left hand
;

and the massive portal itself is called the " Wolf's-

gate."
He who leaves Aix-la-Chapelle, and has not

seen the captured wolf, his soul, the Wolf's-

gate, and the Devil's thumb, has seen nought of

Charlemagne's city.

HALNAKER AND BOXGROVE.

Upon the southern side of the great natural

defence formed by that wall of Downs running
from Eastbourne to Portsdown and skirting Good-

wood, lies the fine old park of Halnaker, in which

stand the ruins of the ancient manor once the

home of the Delawares. Like all baronial resi-

dences of an early date, its site occupies a com-

manding position, overlooking the great plain

stretching from Portsmouth to Brighton, and

having the ocean for its southern boundary.

Upon the north rise the Downs, on the other

side of which lies Pet worth, while eastward is

Goodwood, and westward the great masses of forest

which hem in Slyndon, the picturesque seat of the

late Countess of Newburgh.
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With such accessories as these, wedded as they
are to its own unrivalled beauty, the painter and

lover of the picturesque -would find it difficult to

light upon a fairer field for labour or admiration,

especially at this season

When woods begin to wear the crimson leaf,

and the changing foliage starting forth from the

dark background of evergreen, oak, pine, and yew,

lights up the dying year with a veritable blush-

ing smile, as if it would remind us that although
we are one year older, we are one year nearer

the great fruition of all hope and labour. That

portion of the park which was more especially

called the Home Park, presents a fair, smooth

slope, surrounded by elm, beech, and Spanish
chestnut, some of them of a magnificent growth.*
The avenue (which I imagine has skirted the

lower portion of the park) had two entrances, both

meeting in front of the principal gateway, up to

which a straight avenue bordered by Spanish
chestnut trees leads. The house itself is of very
ancient date, having been granted by Henry I.,

together with the neighbouring priory of Box-

grove, to Robert de Haia, as a royal dowry. The
Staunton St. John's obtained it, and again lost it,

by marriage, Elizabeth St. John carrying it to

Sir Thomas West, Lord Delaware, well knowni to

students of the time of Blufif King Hal,—^who it

wAiir Ja

Boxfjrove Church.

leems so highly appreciated the beauty of the

)lace and the enormous outlay made by Lord

Oelawaro, that a royal exchange was commanded,
ind Boxgrove and Halnaker passed to the

ro\vn. They were thus held until Elizabeth,
n the twenty-ninth year of her reign, granted
he estate to Sir John Morley, whose descen-

• ant, Mary Morley, in 1708, manied James,
. larl of Derby. At her death the estate passed
J her kinsman, Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, by

' hom it was sold, in 17G6, to the Duke of

1 ichmond.
From that period the old house began to sufTer

i ecay, until about thirty years ago it was deemed
I Ivisable to pull down a portion of it, leaving

only the outer walls, which now, mantled by ivy,
form a most picturesque ruin.

The house itself in the days of its magnificence
must have covered an immense extent of ground,
the plan of which may still be traced in a great

measure, though the main body of the building
alone remains. This has a fine gateway, originally
flanked by octangular towers, having greater
corner towers at a considerable distance. The
form is a square ;

the spacious court within was
surrounded by the various portions of the dwelling,

• Six of tho8e chestnuts, forming the old avenue, nieasuro
from 18 to lUi feet in Kirtli. two yards fiom the ground.
The elms and beeches are of proportiouate luxuriance, and
perfect stuiica fur the iirtist.
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the windows of the principal apartments being
of the sort then peculiar to baronial residences,

and ornamented with fine muUious and rich

carving.
I was fortunate enough to fall in with an

ancient dame, who, having been " born and

brought up
"
upon the place, could give me—

partly from memory (she owned to 75), partly
from hearsay—a pretty fair description of what had
existed within the last hundred years. She pointed
out to me the spot where her mother, in hunting
for firewood, found a box of papers and deeds

belonging to the Morleys, for which Incky chance

the old lady and her husband obtained a %ife

pension, and their daughter, my informant, still

enjoys a cottage of the "Duke's," rent free,

together with a pension from the Dowager Duchess
of llichmond.

During the period the Manor was in the royal

possession, we find that its lower apartments were
found useful as dungeons, and that a number of

"heretics," taken from among the citizens of Chi-

chester, were carried thither and confined
;
until

fearing the fact would become known to Edward
VI. on the occasion of a royal visit which he made
to Halnaker, Bishop Gardiner removed them, first

to Arundel, and thence for safer keeping to his

immediate presence at Winchester, from which

place they were again brovight back to Halnaker
when the king had departed, and finally taken

thence to suffer their final doom of the stake and

faggot at Chichester, during the reign of Mary.
Lord William Lennox has woven a pretty legend
of love and tourney in connection with the visit

of Edward VL into one of the Annuals.

Boxgrove Priory was so inseparably connected

with the history of Halnaker, that a few words

descriptive of its antiquarian interest will, I think,
be acceptable.
The priory was founded by the same Robert de

Haia to whom Halnaker was granted. It was
dedicated to the Virgin and St. Blase for three

monks of the Benedictine order. It was further

increased to fifteen monks in the reign of King
Stephen, which number was again reduced before

the suppression. When Edward took posses-
sion of the alien priories, Boxgrove was per-
mitted the privilege of being what was called

"indigena," or denizen, thereby obtaining its in-

dependence and retaining its endowments. Of
the ancient conventual buildings, the church and

refectory alone remain, the remainder having been
taken do\vn to erect a farm-house ; and the site was
so comj)leted obliterated, that it is impossible now
even to trace the ground plan. The refectory,
until the time of the present rector, the Rev. W.
Burnett, formed a i)ortion of a barn and rick-

yard ;
but now, thanks to an improved ecclesias-

tical and antiquarian taste, these evidences of

the age have been cleared away, and the quaint
old ruin left in peace, forming, as seen side by
side with the church, an object of no small

beauty.
"It is probable," says the local historian, Dal-

loway, "that the ancient parochial church was the

nave, which from its remains was evidently of a

higher era than the choir, preserved by Lord

Delaware, and given for the service of the

parishioners, which was done in many instances

by the purchasers of the monastic sites, instead

of pulling down the chapels to sell the ^mate-
rials. At this time the choir and semi-transepts,
with the central tower, are perfect. The nave
retains a low arcade only, left as a ruin, and the

small cha])ter house at the end of the north tran-

sept may be traced. A doorway with three Norman
arches, opened into the cloister, which extended
to the refectory and the habitation of the monks

;

the tower is very low above the roof, which has

windows and a general form resembling Winchester

Cathedral, and of the era of Henry II."

The portion now used as the parish church con-

sists of a nave, chancel, and two aisles. The south

transept is imperfect, and is curiously ceiled with
a flat frame of timber. The dividing arcades are

in the form of low pointed ai'ches, resting upon
circular pillars, having above an ambulatory lighted

by open triforia. The eastern window has three

long lights, internally separated by marble shafts,

while externally it has the nail head-moulding.
This window is now a very interesting and beau-

tiful ornament, having been recently filled with a

magnificent stained -
glass memorial to the late

Duke of llichmond, the spontaneous tribute of the

tenantry upon the Goodwood estate. In the choir

there are a number of curious monuments, and a

very grand and beautiful chantry chapel, erected

for the celebration of masses by Lord Delaware,
and now tised as a family seat by his Grace of

llichmond.

The projiortions and chaste appearance of the

interior render it independent of any ornament,
and if the disfiguring coffin-like high pews were

swept away and replaced by open-backed oaken

forms, Boxgrove might challenge all the countiy
churches of England for beauty.

I. Fentok.

"TWO LIVES.

Two travellers toilinj;, ever parted,

By a deathless love between ;
—

Two travellers toiling—broken-hearted
—

Their work by each unseen.

ir.

Two souls, whose star hath long been clouded,

Praying on separate shores ;

Two barks, by love divine enshrouded,

Drift out as the ocean roars.

Two travellers watching, ever parted,

For their love, on a far-off strand ;

Two travellers weeping, broken-hearted.

Have met in a far-off land.

IV.

Two graves in one holy sod—
Two throbbing hearts, now still ;-

Two glorious spirits gone to God !

To"bless His perfect will !

Ci-AnE,
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER III.—^DOMESTIC POLITICS.

Paolo Vanni, to tell the plaia truth at once,

was not a happy man, very far from it. And
the real cause of his discomfort was in fact that
" warmness " which has been spoken of. Yet
old Paolo was continually laying up treasure

where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt. The

carefully kept account of the amounts that he had
from time to time invested in this way, all duly

paid over to heaven's appointed stewards here

below, and regularly acknowledged, showed really

very considerable investments in that absolutely
safe stock. Yet somehow or other the promised
satisfaction of mind did not follow from the

operation. Perhaps it was that he laid up still

larger treasures in the storehouses where moth
and rust do corrupt, and where thieves do break

in and steal. But neither the moth nor the rust

could much damage old Paolo Vanni's treasure,
for it consisted in hard silver dollars

;
and no thief

had ever broken in or stolen from him as yet.
It is true, however, that he did strive very per-

tinaciously to serve two masters. His spiritual

guide assured him that this was not only possible,
but very easy to be done

; easy at least for him,
who had the means to do it. For curiously

enough, according to the teaching of Don Evandro

Baluffi, the curato of Santa Lucia, the more suc-

cessfully you served Mammon, the more satis-

factorily you were enabled thereby to serve God.
How was a man to found a perpetual mass, with
music and tapers of the larger size— or even
without these luxuries, for that matter,—if he had
not paid suillcient court to Mammon to secure the

means of paying for it ?

Perhaps, however, it is all a matter of propor-
tion. Perhaps Paolo Vanni did not insure highly

enough, for he looked on the treasure laid up in

purchasing masses and such like, in the light of

money paid for insurance ; not exactly against
the moth, and the rust, or against thieves, but

against certain other contingencies that he had
somehow or other learned—assuredly not from
Don Evandro !

—to fancy might attend the pos-
session of wealth.

Notwithstanding, however, the kind and con-

stant encouragement of that judicious spiritual

guide, philosopher, and friend, and the undevia-

ting payment of this insurance money in many
forms, poor old Paolo Vanni, despite his wealth,

despite his thriving and prosperous farm, despite
his hale and vigorous old age, was not contented

or happy. I take it there must have been some

importunate voice, though no one of those about
him ever overheard it, which must have been

constantly carwigging him with doubts and dis-

agreeable stiggestious, of a kind quite opposed
to the consolatory assurances of the good Don
Evandro. But surely this "voice," whatever it

was, coidd not have incarnated itself, or rather

investmented itself, in a triangular beaver, snuffy
black waistcoat, long-tailed surtout coat, shiny
black camlet shorts, black worsted stockings,
and thick, low-cut shoes, with big plated buckles

on them ! Surely it did not come out of any
tonsured head on which the Episcopal hand
had ever rested in ordination? Surely it waa
not the voice of any teacher duly apj^ointed,

authorised, and guaranteed by the Church ;

and therefore ought not to have been listened

to for a moment in opposition to Don Evan-

dro, who spoke with all the authority that

these things could impart? Nevertheless so it

was, that old Paolo Vanni, though his sixty odd

years sate as lightly on him as sixty years could

well sit, though his six feet of height was still a

good six feet, undiminished by droop or stoop;
and though he could not be said to have been

what is usually phrased
"
unhappy in his family,"

was a discontented and querulous old man.
There were, however, other causes besides the

presence of that importunate voice which I have

conjectured might have annoyed him, causes con-

nected with the Bella Luce family politics, which
no doubt contributed to this result.

With Assunta Vanni, his old wife, he certainly
had no cause to be discontented. Assunta, the

sister of a farmer holding a much poorer farm than

that of Bella Luce, higher up and further back

among the hills, had been a beauty, very tall like

her husband, who had also been a remarkably
handsome man. This, however, is of less account

in a country where beauty, especially of liguro

and person, is the rule rather than the exception,
than it might be considered elsewhere. Sunta

had been a good wife, an excellent helpmeet, a

thrifty housewife, and had borne her husband two

children, both boys. What could a wife do more
to merit the admiration of a llomagnole farmer

husband ? Moreover, Sunta had the highest

possible reverence for her lord and master, and
looked on his will as law beyond appeal. If ever

they had any difference of opinion, it was that

whereas Paolo always wished to retain the savings
of the year in the shape of hard cash—scudi

aonanti,* as the expressive popular Italian phrase
has it,

—Sunta would fain have hoarded them in

the shape of additions to her already uselessly

abundant store of house-linen. The difference

had years ago been arranged on the understanding
that all that could be made or saved by the

assiduous labour of the females of the family in

turning flax into yarn, should go to increase the

store in Signora Vanni's presses ; always on tho

iinderstanding
—a point which had given rise to a

slight contest, in which Paolo had been easily

• Soundiug crowns.

No. 225.
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victorious,—that Sunta should herself pay for the

weaving of her yam in the neighbouring town out

of the proceeds of it.

The labour of the females of the family, I have

said
;
and have nevertheless mentioned that Sunta

Vanni was the mother of two sons only. And
doubtless the English reader pictures to himself

Dame Vanni in the similitude of Dame Durden,

who, as the rustic old stave says,
"
kept five

serving maids." But this would be an error.

Italian farmers, with the exception of a few in a

larger way of business than Paolo Vanni of Bella

Luce, do not in that part of Italy use any labour

on their farms save that of the members of their

family. A large family is held to be a sign and
means of thriving. But it must be a family in

the strict sense of the word, connected by blood,

and not merely by the tie between the employer
and the employed. Whose, then, were the other

fingers besides Dame Vanni's own, which assisted

in twirling these ceaseless Bella Luce spindles,

and contributed to the accumulation of sheeting
and table-cloths as little intended to be ever used

as such, as the rarissimi of a .bibliomaniac's library
to be read. Whose were those active fingers ?

They belonged to Giulia Vanni ;
and were among

the very few things that Giulia Vanni could call

her oMm. Giulia was the orphan child of a distant

cousin of Paolo, who was nevertheless his nearest

relative. Paolo was, I think, hardly the man at

any period of his life, to charge himself willingly
with the support and care of other people's chil-

dren. But in the first place it must be understood

that public opinion, and even the exigencies of the

law, are much more stringent upon such points
in Italy, than they are with us. A nephew, who
is capable of doing so, may be compelled by law
to support his uncle by the father's side—(not so

his mother's brother)—and public opinion would
extend the claims of kinship very much further.

To a mediaeval Italian, it was quite a matter of

course that a brother, a son, a father, or even a

cousin, should suffer death for his relative's poli-

tical or other crime ; and this strong solidarity
of all the members of one house has left deep
traces in the manners and sentiments of the

people to the present day. Paolo Vanni may
have therefore felt, that he could not without

risking a degree of opprobrium that he was not

prepared to face, refuse to take this little orphan
cousin, far away cousin though she was, to his

home.
But in the next place there are strong grounds

for thinking that Giulio Vanni, the father of little

Giulia, though a poor man, was not altogether a

destitute one. He must, people thought, have
left some little property behind him. But Paolo

Vanni, who was with him during his last illness,

and at the time of his death, and who naturally
had the management of whatever small matters
there were to manage, showed that when all was

paid, there was nothing left
; that Giulia was

wholly unprovided for
; that there was nothing

for it but for him to show his charity by support-
ing and bringing her up. I believe that. if all the

yam those rosy taper fingers had twiddled off

that eternal distaff, had been fairly sold in

Ancona, the proceeds would have paid the cost

of Giulia's keep. I have a strong idea, too—to

speak out plainly, and shame that old thief against
whose machinations Paolo Vanni was always pay-
ing insurance money,—that if that troublesome

voice, which has been mentioned aa bothering the

wealthy farmer, could have been overheard, one

might have learnt some curious particulars about
the executorship accounts of Giulio Vanni. Don
Evandro, at all events, must have known all about
it . . . sub sigillo confessionis .... for Paolo
was a very rehgious man.

All these matters, however, were bygones, and

altogether beside the present purpose. Whether
Giulio Vanni had ever been entitled to any
modicum of this world's goods or not, she clearly

possessed none now,—at the time, that is, to which
the singular events to be related in the following
pages, refer,—some year or so before the present
time of writing. It will be more to the purpose
to tell the reader what Giulia at that time had.

She had eighteen years ; and all the know-

ledge, experience, wisdom, health, and talents

that could be gathered in that space of time on
the slope of an Apennine valley ;

—and not alto-

gether such a bad dower either, as some of the
more tocher'd lasses of the cities either on the
northern or the southern side of the Alps may
perhaps be disposed to imagine. Imprimis, there
was a figure five feet seven inches in height ;

lithe, springy, light, agile as that of a mountain

goat ; a step like a fawn's, and a carriage of the

pretty small head to match ; a fair broad brow,
not very lofty, but giving unmistakeable promise
of energy of character and good practical working
intelligence ; above it a wonderful profusion of

raven black hair, not very fine, but glossy as the
raven's wing, and falling on either side from the

parting at the top of the head in natural ripples,
on which the sunbeams played in a thousand
hide-and-seek effects of light and shade

; well-

opened large black eyes, frank and courageous,
with a whole legion of wicked laughing imps
dancing and flashing about like fire-fiies in the

depths of them ; a little delicately formed nez

retrousse, which very plainly said '* beware" to

such as had the gift of interpreting nature's code
of signals ; a large but exquisitely formed mouth,
the favourite trysting place of smiles and innocent

waggeries, the home of irresistible sweetness,—a
mouth that bade him, or even her, who looked
on it pay no heed to the warning conveyed by
neighbour nose, but on the contrary, place bound-
less trust and confidence in the proprietress of it,—a mouth whose signals every human thing with

eyes in its head could read, whereas only cyni-

cally philosophic physiognomists, who had burned
their fingers, or at least their hearts, by former

investigations of similar phenomena, could under-
stand what that queer little nose said. It cannot

perhaps be fairly asserted that all these good
things were wholly the gift of old Apennine ; but
the splendid colouring,

—a study for Giorgione !—
the rich, clear brown cheek, with a hue of the

sun's own painting, like that which he puts, when
he most delicately touches it, on an October

peach !
—that was Apenniue's own present to his

daughter ! For the rest, the moimtain women
said that Giulia Vanni was too slight to be good
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for anything—a mere wisp ! Tlie mountain men
said that she was as beautifully made as any lady
of the cities. The town women said that her

waist was thick and clumsy. The town men,
when they saw her, thought slender waists a

mistake. Phidias would have said that she was
the incarnation of his beau id^al.

In short, no lovelier nut-brown maid ever stepped
a hillside than Giulia Vanni, as she was at eighteen

years of age I That warning nose might hang out

what signals it pleased, and that host of laughing
devils in her eyes might mockingly bid you take

care, every time your glance met hers
;
—it was all

in vain ! The male creature under thirty that

looked on Giulia Vanni fell in love with her ! And
how well she knew her power ! And how she en-

joyed her royalty ! And what pleasant fun she

found it to scatter her fire-darts around, herself

scatheless and invulnerable the while, the cruel

Diana that she was !

But if it was impossible to look on the brilliant,

flashing, dangerous creature for an instant without

receiving a wound from her eyes, what must have
been the lot of poor Beppo Vanni, the eldest of

Sunta's two sons ! Poor Beppo, who had to live in

the same house with her, to grow up with her, to

share his work with her, to play with her, and

laugh with her, to have little household secrets

with her, to be her slave and work for wages in

smiles not unpunctually paid—what could become
of Lim ? What, but to worship the very ground
she trod on, and look to the hope of winning her
as the lode-star of his life !

Winning her, quotha !—a pretty winning, old

Paolo and old Santa considered it 1 Winning a

wife without so much as a pearl necklace to begin
the world with ! And he, Beppo Vanni, heir to

the lease of Bella Luce and—nobody knew, not

even dame Sunta—how many thousands of sciuli

besides. Not if they knew it ! The sly puss might
see what she cotdd win for herself

;
but it would

not be Beppo Vanni—no, nor even Carlo Vanni,
his younger brother.

And thus it appears what else there was,
besides those suspected small-voiced importunities
which have been hinted at, to make old Paolo

Vanni querulous and discontented. Besides, it was
not only that his son and heir was bent on making
a fool of himself by marrying a girl without a

bajocco ; but he would not make a match which
his father was very anxious to secure for him.

Don Evandro, like a true friend of the family, had

])roposed the thing in the first instance, and would
doubtless have managed the whole afifair with that

tact and success which the Italian clergy are so

remarkable for in such matters, if only Beppo
would have been reasonable. But to his father's

intense annoyance, he would not ; having been be-

witched and rendered wholly unreasonable by the
"
laughing devils

"
in Giulia 's eyes. Don Evandro

had tried to exorcise them once, summoning Giulia

to an interview in the sacristy for that purpose.
But it was clear from the result that he did not

succeed ; and he never tried a second time !

To Boppo himself it was really a question-
could he win her ? And a very dubious question
too. It was not that he was not perfectly well

aware of the advantages of his social position. He

knew all that was due to the presumed future

! tenant of Bella Luce. He knew that his father
I was the richest man in the parish of Santa Lucia,

I

and in the neighbouring parishes around it (putting
the owners of the soil who lived in the cities, and
of whom the cultivators of the soil saw little, out
of the question ; as of course they were out of the

question) ; he knew that he was presumably his

father's heir
; and he was quite as well aware as

any Romagnole peasant, of the value of money and
the social position it commands—which is equiva-
lent to saying, he was as well aware as anybody
in the world. But for all that, it was an anxious

question with him—could he hope to win her?
He knew that she had absolutely nothing ; that

she was maintained by his father's charity ; and
for all that it was with him a very anxious ques-
tion, whether he could win Giulia Vanni for hia

wife or no.

And Giulia herself ? What was her view of the
matter ? Her public conduct in the little world of

Bella Luce, and her private feeling ? Well, the

last perhaps is hardly a fair question. Perhaps
Giulia would herself scarcely have been able to

answer it consistently and entirely, even if her
own heart were the asker. 1 suspect that her own
heart never had categorically asked of her that

question up to the time in question. Of course

the writer has a means of forming some notion as

to the real state of her feelings at that period—a
clearer one perhaps than she could have formed
herself—because he has the knowledge of her sub-

nequent conduct to guide him to an appreciation of

them. And it will probably be best to let the

reader arrive at a knowledge of the secrets of her

inmost heart in the same manner. As to her

visible behaviour in the little Bella Luce world,

little, it mxut be admitted, can bo said in defence

of it, beyond what Beppo always said, appearing
to consider that it was an abundantly ample
answer to all possible faidt-finding.
"But she is so beautiful!" he would say;

" she is 80 beautiful !

"

So she was ! But that did not justify her in

wearing an honest man's heart to liddle-strings !

spoiling his rest, destroying his appetite for supper,
and keeping him awake o' nights. And really if

it had been the settled purpose of her life to do
all these cruel things, she could not have set about
it in a more workwoman-like manner. Did you
ever observe a kitten rub its nose and cheek

against a person's hand, purring in the most

insinuatingly flattering manner all the while, and
then start away with a sudden bound, rush under
a neighbouring chair, and then put up its little

back and spit ? Well, this was exactly the type
of Giulia's manner to Beppo ! There was never

anything of tenderness,—no symptom of love,—
such love as Beppo wanted,—to be detected in

her manner, in her looks, in the tone of her voice.

But she would be so good, so kind, so frankly
affectionate, that he would be tempted either by
eye or voice to some manifestation of the passion
that was consuming him. No sooner had he done
so than she was off like a startled fawn, and
either avoided him, or was cross to him for the

rest of the day.
There was one sign only that might perhaps
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have led an intelligent looker-on at the game to

hope that there might be something better in

store for poor Beppo, though it altogether failed

to assure or comfort him. This was the way in

which Ginlia would behave when others attacked,

or slighted, or belittled Beppo ; especially when

his brother, who was about two years his junior,

and just Giulia's own age, did so, as was not

unfrequently the case. Then, indeed, it was

clear enough that Beppo had a friend, if nothing

else, in his beautiful cousin ! And surely it ought
to have led him to see a thing or two ! Ouly

Beppo was not the man to see anything that any-

body tried to hide from him. Besides, it was

more generally in his absence that Giulia would

make a sortie, like a tigress from a jungle in

defence of her young, in Beppo's behalf. And
Carlo would get a scratch from the claw that he

did not forget as soon as he ought to have done.

And then old Paolo or dame Sunta woiild sneer,

and say something disagreeable if they were pre-

sent ;
and Ginlia would be as cross and scratchy

as possible to Beppo afterwards.

This younger brother Carlo was by no means a

lad of whose allegiance most pretty girls would
have been otherwise than proud. He was, though
not so tall as his brother, who was slightly taller

than his father—and he was over six feet in his

stockings,
—nevertheless, like most of the Eomag-

nole peasantry, a very fine young man. He was
of a lighter build altogether than his brother,

somewhat darker in hair and eyes, and of a less

jovially riiddy brown complexion. Beppo woidd
have been deemed probably the handsomer speci-

men of manhood by a jury of girls
—

(delivering a

secret verdict to a female judge)
—taken from the

fields and hill-sides. Carlo might perhaps have

had the verdict from a similar jury chosen from a

city population. Then he was cleverer than

Beppo, or at least was held to be so by all the

world in which they both lived, including Don

Evandro, and both Beppo and Carlo themselves.

Beppo considered Carlo as a quite unprecedented

(at least in those parts) prodigy of genius. And
Carlo, if not quite persuaded of the justice of that

opinion, was thoroughly convinced that his brother

was a brainless lout, while he himself was a very
clever fellow.

He was the cleverer of the two, certainly. His

intelligence was the readier, and nimbler
;
he was

the better scholar, wrote a better hand, and was

infinitely quicker at accounts, or calculations..

But Beppo, though slow, was no fool ; and there

are many subjects— and those not amongst the

least important that human hearts and heads are

called upon to decide for themselves—respecting
which—give him time to bring his mind to bear

upon the point
—I would far rather have bound

myself to be ruled by Beppo's than by Carlo's

judgment. And then one was always sure to

know what Beppo really did think and feel. And
I am not so clear of that in the case of master

Carlo.

Perhaps old Paolo and Sunta might have made

up their minds to allow young Carlo and Giulia to

come together, if only she would have kept her

hands oif the sacred person of Beppo their first-

born. It is too bad to use such language ! As if

Giulia showed any sign of wanting to I

think I can see how her eye would flash, and all

those laughing devils in it we talked of, would turn
to fire-darting furies, if the phrase were used in

her presence. But that was the thought of the

old coujile upon the subject. And though I don't

think either of them would have dared to say as

much in crude words in Giulia's hearing, I have
little doubt that she had to brook many a sneer

and insiniiation of the sort from them,—to be

rebutted by cruel treatment from her towards

poor Beppo, and, I strongly suspect, to be followed

by midnight hours of weeping, and bursts of pas-
sionate agony, of which laughing, flashing, proud,
scornful Giulia's pillow was the only witness.

I think, as has been said, that Giulia might
have had Carlo Vanni, if she would. But though
there were symptoms enough that he would have
been well pleased to settle all the family disagree-
ments in that manner, it was very clear that

Giulia would have nothing to say to any such

arrangement.
Clever, sharp Carlo, with his handsome dark

eye, his locks as black as her own, his fine long
Grecian nose, and light m'^elte figure, did not suit

her taste. Was it really true that she liked

heavy, good-natured Beppo, with his honest dark-

blue eyes, and curly dark-brown hair, and Her-

culean shoulders, at all better ? Old Paolo would
have sneered bitterly in reply, that Giulia knew
which side of the bread the butter was, none
better ! Young Beppo would have almost as

bitterly answered, that she cared as much about

him as she did about the oxen in the stable !

In fact, he often did say so ;
for it was a

favourite comparison of himself in poor Beppo's
mouth.
"I don't remember ever to have seen cousin

Giulia steal away into the fields to help the oxen

at their work, the way she went off to'ther night
to help you, Beppo, with shucking that lot of gran-
tiirco* in the loft," said Carlo once, vicioxisly, for

his father and mother were present.
'Because the gran-turco would never have

been finished that night, if I hadn't given a hand ;

for Beppo was so sleepy he coidd not hold his

stupid head up !

"
replied Giulia, colouring up and

tossing her head.

"And woiildn't she do as much or more for

you, or for Babbo,-\ or for old Cecco, the blind

beggarman, or for the oxen either, for that matter ?

Would not she do anything on earth she could for

any living creature ?" demanded Beppo, with im-

mense energy.
" But for me more than another,"

he added, with bitterness, "no ! You know better

than that. Carlo !

"

But what would most have tended to make all

straight and comfortable at Bella Luce, would

have been that Beppo should have made up his

mind to the match which his father and his

parish priest had picked out for him. And there

was really very little reason why he should not

do so
;
—very little reason, that is to say, except

those mischief-making eyes of cousin Giulia;—
and the natural and notorious perversity of Dan

* The common country name for maize in Italy—'
' Turkish

^rain."
t Daddy, llie common phrase with Italians of all classes.
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Cupid, who really can only be led or driven by
parents and guardians on the same principle on
which Paddy is said to have succeeded in driving
his pig from Cork to Dublin,—"

by making the

cratur think it's from Dublin to Cork, that I'm

wanting him to go !

"

If cousin Giulia had been out of the question,

really Beppo might have done worse than make

lip to Lisa Bartoldi, the rich Fano attorney's only

daughter ; as his father, and Don Evandro, and
Lisa's father, old Sandro Bartoldi, wished him
to do.

"
Ay, if cousin Giulia were out of the question !

as she would have been if Paolo Vanni had never
taken her to live at Bella Luce."

" See what comes of doing a charitable action,

and sacrificing one's own interest to one's good-
ness of heart ! It's always the way !

"
said old

Paolo Vanni one day, in talking the grievance
over with his guide, philosopher, and friend, Don
Evandro.
The priest did not answer him save by a steady

and meaning look right into the old man's eyes ;

the full translation and meaning of which 1 take

to have been, that that able divine and confessor

wished to intimate that his view of the circum-
stances in question placed that bringing home of

the orphan cousin on the debtor, and not at all on
the creditor, side of that double-entry account
between his parishioner and the Recording Angel,
which it was his duty to keep properly posted up.
And, after all, it was not so clear that all would

have gone upon wheels—as the Italian ])hra8e has
it—even if cousin Giulia had never come to Bella

Luce. Beppo might possibly have looked kindly
on Lisa. But the attorney's daughter was not a
bit more disposed to accept Beppo Vanni for a
husband than he was to take her to wife. And
tlmt, at all events, was not cousin Giulia's fault 1

And though old Sandro Bartoldi was very desirous
that his daughter should marry all Paolo Vanni's
hoarded scudi, he was far too doting a father to

his motherless girl to have attempted compulsion.
And really Lisa Bartoldi was a very nice girl,

—
pretty, delicate-featured, golden-haired, blue-eyed,
very fragile-looking, and slender. Worse wrong
could not have been done her than to place her
side by side with Giulia Vanni. It was to make
her appear a poor, washed-out, faded, half-alive,

wisp of a creature by contrast with that richly
-

developed and magnificent organisation ! Her
hair was really golden when the sun lent a little

real golden light to tinge it. Her complexion
was really charmingly delicate, with the faintest

l>ossible tint of the bIush-ro.se in the cheek. But
by the side of Giulia she seemed to fade into a

general whity-browu atony of colour, like wood-
ashes that still glow feebly in tiie gloom but fade
into lightless grey when the tun's beam touches
them. "

C/tc (/'Mofe.'"* as the gossips said. Poor
Lisa had been born and had grown up in a very
dull house, in a very dull street, in the very dull
town of Fano, while Giulia had been drinking
from morning to night the free, fresh air of the

breezy Apenuine. What chance had Lisa in

sleepy, stuffy Fano, from which even the sea-

• " What would you have!' or,
'* What cau you expect?"

breeze is shut out by its walls, and by a range of

sand-hills still higher than they, with a creep to

mass in a neighbouring church for her whole

dissipation, and a crawl on the passeggiata
*

under the lime-trees on festa days for her sole

exercise ?

Lisa knew, however, a great many things that

Giulia did not
;
—

necessarily so. Not that, to the

best of my judgment, she was in any degree the

cleverer girl, or had the more powerful intellect of

the two. In the first place, I have a great notion

of the truth of the mens sana in corpore sano ;

and, in the next place, there was always a sort of

feeble, sickly seutimentalism—a great deal more
common on the northern than on the southern

side of the Alps—about Lisa, which did not give
me the idea of a strongly-constituted mind. But,
of course, she was by far the more cultivated, had
far more pretension to lady-like manners—(though
it must be understood that there is infinitelj- less

diflFerence in this respect between one woman and
another in Italy than among ourselves, the

manners of the lower classes being better, and
those of the upper strata of society worse, or at

least less refined, less educated, and less con-

ventional, than those of the corresponding classes

at home)—and to refinement. Though, as to

ladylike feeling, my own impression is, that

Giulia's sentiments, if one could have got at her

heart and seen them there in situ, instead of

coming at them through the medium of her own
exposition of them, would be found to be such as

might have done honour to any crusader-descended

duchess, and set a very useful example to not a

few such.

And Lisa Bartoldi was a good girl in her way,
too. But dull, herculean Beppo, with the frank,

deep blue, steadfast eyes, and the honest, sun-

burnt, open face, would have nothing to say to

her, preferring his nature-created duchess. Not
that it ever had entered into his head to compare
the two. Compare our Giulia to Lisa Bartoldi !

or, indeed, to any other of mortal mould ! !

No ; he could have nothing to say to Lisa—
nothing to say to her, that is, in the way of love,

for they were very good friends, j)erfectly under-

stood one another, and sympathised upon the sub-

ject, and would speak very freely upon it when they

met, as was often the case, on occasion of the

young farmer of Bella Luce coming into Fano on

market-days.
And indeed they found much to say to each

other upon such occasions. For Lisa had a secret

of her own—a secret the joint property of herself

and a certain captain of Bersaglieri,t one Giacopo
Brilli—which she had no objection to trust to

great, honest Beppo, in return for his bewailments

of his hapless passion. The exchange was hardly
a fair one ; for Lisa was happy in her love, and,

with a little perseverance, had not much to fear

from the rigour of a doting father, who, however,
for the present, declared that it was altogether

impossible to bestow his heiress daughter on a

man who proposed "no consideration, positively

none ;

"
in return. It would be a one-sided and

altogether unformal contract. Besides, it was no

•
Parade, town-walk. f The Rifle Corpa.
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secret that simple Beppo gave in return for Lisa's

confidences. All the world knew his pains ! He
would bellow out his soft complainings to any one

who would listen to him, pouring out all his great,

big, earnest, simple, deeply-smitten heart.

Carlo said once that Beppo reminded him, when
the elegiac fit was on him, of one of his own oxen,

breathing with outstretched head its melancholy

beUowings to the breeze as it went a-field. And if

Giulia's eyes could have wielded daggers as well as

look them, when he so spoke, methinks Carlo

would never have jibed at his brother or any one
else any more.

Farmer Paolo Vanni, and his counsellor Don
Evandro, supposing it finally admitted that it was

beyond their united power to bring Beppo and
Lisa together, would have been glad to secure the
Fano attorney's crowns on behalf of his younger
brother. Carlo. And Carlo, despite a certain

degree of inclination to make love to his beautiful

cousin, half due to real admiration of her beauty,
and half to a feeling that it would be very plea-
sant to carry her off from under his brother's nose,
would have had no difficulty in acceding to such
an arrangement. But neither in this way did it

seem likely, for the reasons that the reader is in

possession of, that Sandro Bartoldi's money could

be made available for increasing the greatness of

the Bella Luce family.
And it is now intelligible, also, why old Paolo

Vanni, despite all his worldly prosperity, was not

altogether a happy man, and why the Bella Luce
household was not an abode of that unbroken

felicity, contentment, and peace of mind, which
are usually supposed to be the characteristics of

dwellings placed in romantic situations, and ten

miles from the nearest post-office.

(To be continued.)

GOLD, BREAD, AND SOMETHING
MORE.

In our "
voyages by the fireside

"—the only
voyages that most of us are able to indulge in—
there has been a great change of scenery going on
for some time past. Scenes that we supposed we
had a distinct and faithful idea of, have presented
new features within a few years, and some have

wholly changed their aspect. An Australian plain
was conceivable enough twenty years since—an

expanse of coarse grass, spreading to the horizon a
surface varied only by a few ups and downs, and

clumps or belts of gum-trees ; and nothing could

appear more simple to the imagination than the

position of the shepherd, seated on the great stone
amidst the grass, in the intervals of his toils with
his sheep. The case was not qiiite so simple as it

looked. That big stone happened to be gold ; and
when this was found out, the solitary shei)herd
gave place to hundreds and thousands of such

people as put an end to quiet wherever they go.
A barbaric town and its rude commerce and con-
flicts fill the space in the mind's eye so lately

occupied by sheep and their shepherd. Even a

greater change has come over our notion of the
interior of Africa. We used to see a scorching
wilderness of sand, glaring rocks, a sky without

clouds, and an earth without water ; and now we

are preparing to watch the progress of Captains

Speke and Grant, as they march for weeks together
on the banks of vast rivers, and traverse valleys
rich enough to grow all the finest products of the

i soil. We see them forcing their way through
'

jungles, and taking shelter from the siin under
noble timber trees ; and, in short, finding them-
selves plunged into a region of teeming fertility,

as unlike a parched, sandy, and rocky desert as

one part of the earth's sujface can be to another.

j

In ope of these cases, actual change has been

wroTight in the aspect of the scene : in the other,

I

we have merely substituted a true for a false
'

conception. The time seems to have arrived for

both kinds of change to take place in our mind's

pictures of a region which ought to have great
interest for us,—that prodigious expanse of land
and water which belongs to us in the northern
latitudes of the Western hemisphere. Nowhere
in Australia itself have the transformations been
so marvellous as some will be, for months and

years to come, in certain regions of the Hudson's

Bay territories,
—as we have been accustomed to

call the expanse which stretches, north of the

Canadas, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Some of us thought we knew those regions so

well ! In the Barren lands, the dreary district west
of Hudson's Bay, we have seen the Esquimaux
trudging through the snow, on the track of the

musk-ox or the reindeer; or fishing when the lakes

melt, and gathering moss and weeds for vegetable
food. Even this scene may grow milder and more
animated as new reasons arise for seeking the

shores of Hudson's Bay. Due soiith of these

barren lands lies a tract which till lately had

hardly come before our imaginations at all. We
did not hear of many fur-bearing animals there ;

and that feature— of furry animals— was the

only one we knew of in Hudson's Bay territory
which was not specially described to us. Two or

three travellers, or companies of travellers, who
had been exploring in search of a road to British

Columbia, at length told us what was under the
sun in that i)art of his course. There were lakes

of various dignities,
—from Lake Superior, to

bright pools hidden in the forest, and betrayed

only by their streams when the settlers desired to

learn whence came the useful waters. In some

parts these lakes were known to be deep ;
but for

the most part they were believed to be shallow ;

and in some so reedy and weedy that canoes

could scarcely pass along them. We were able,

after reading thus much, to see the polar water-

fowl arriving in this watery region, in long lines

from the north, the lines becoming wavy and uncer-

tain, and then breaking up altogether, as the wild

swans and geese and ducks jjlunged in throngs
into the swamps and lake margins. We could

see the Indian fowler skulking in the sedges, with

his snares or his bow. He had waited long for

more feathers for his adornment, and for this

change of food : and now he was patient to wait

in his lair till he could bag birds enough to make
him welcome at his wigwam. We could image to

ourselves, too, the gloomy forest, damp and mossy,
which all the settlers who had yet gone there had

scarcely been able to open to the light, so as to

dry a space big enough to live on. Most of them
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preferred going a little further west, where the

forest stopped short, and the savannas succeeded.

There, at the Ked River, at the entrance to this

region, we see the last of British civilisation. We
see farms on the river bank almost adjoining for

miles ;
and a good road stringing them together,

80 as to make real neighbours of them. Beyond
that settlement, everything has hitherto seemed

to grow wilder and wilder, till the whole country
looked like an unpeopled wilderness.

There was the Saskatchewan lliver, flowing on

for ever without sign of any human being taking
an interest in it, except when some roving party
of Indians came, hungry and gloomy, to spear
fish. When they went away, hiding their canoe

in some grassy creek, all was as before, except for

the stench of offal on the bank.

From either shore spread the prairies, which
were as desolate as a sea without a ship. For

weeks together, there was no sound but of the

wind, and no movement but of grass and clouds.

Then came silently a herd of soft-footed deer ; or

a thundering throng of heavy buffalo. Tf un-

observed, the creatures fed, and grazed their way
gradually to the horizon and beyond it. If dis-

covered and pursued by the Indians, the tumult was
tremendous. The most savage of men seemed to

be matched with the most savage of beasts
;
and

the uproar was worthy of the occasion. But it

was short-lived. There was a gallop across the

scene,—the ground shaking with the tread, and
the air quivering with the shriek and the bellow,
the shout and the roar of the antagonists. The
sounds died away, and then their echoes were

lost, and then the scene became lifeless as before.

The mere presence of observers who could dis-

close this landscape to us was a prophecy of a

change ;
and those observers were iu fact ex-

plorers, sent to find a way through the Rocky
Mountains to the gold fields of British Columbia

beyond.
When they told us, after their return, that

there was a mountain pass here, and another

there, over which a road might in time be carried,

they at the same time disclosed so vast a scene

of wilderness lying on this side that the interest

of a feasible passage to our Pacific colonies through
British territory seemed to belong to a future

generation, and to be shared by us only through
the imagination of patriotism and poetry. The
Red River settlement itself is less than half-way
between the mouth of the St. Lawrence and
Vancouver Island. It was encouraging to hear

that, up to the Rocky Mountains, there were

rivers, or lakes, or prairies, nearly all the way ; so

that we might imagine the line of settlement

lengthening till it stretched across, and the

number of travellers always increasing till, in

some future century, a broad belt of population
woidd make a vast new state for English life to

flourish in. Still, for our own time, we could

expect to see little there but the full quiet river

flowing on, and the Indians fishing, and the

grassy plains, with the wild herds roving at will.

But already, within a few months, the scene has

changed its character
;

and the change in the

prospect is yet more marked.
In the long days of last Midsummer the quiet

was gone from some of the stUlest spots which had
hitherto slept in the noon of the year. The sound
of men's voices and tools scarcely ceased for an
hour or two of the short night : for the men were

digging gold ;
and they were impatient to get all

they could before others came for a share.

There were half-breeds from the great lakes to

the east ;
and whites, and Indians and half-breeds

from Minnesota and Nebraska to the south ; and

mining adventurers from as far as California, and
from England, who had come round by British

Columbia. On that side the mountains, rumours
had reached them of gold deposits in regions where

game and fish were plentiful, and no competitors
would interfere with the first searchers. So, last

spring, there were parties dropping down from the

mountains on the Peace River, which had hitherto

seemed the end of the world, and on tracts

which none but Indians and hunters had hitherto

traversed. There they are now, getting gold,
and breaking up the solitude of silence for ever.

If we now look, on the map, at the course of the

Saskatchewan (as far as known), and the Asine-

boine, and the Peace River, we may see the

awkward half-breeds greedily picking out gold
from the mud at the rate of 401. or 501. each per
week. Where trained diggers have halted, the

work goes on much faster
;
and the river banks

are spoiled at a much quicker rate. In May there

were not fewer than five hundred of these miners

on the rivers which flow east from the Rocky
Mountains.

After what we have witnessed in Australia, we
know what we may expect to see in our western

colonies, in the lifetime of this generation. Already

gold has been looked for and found in the very
heart of Canada,—even within a few miles of

Quebec, and in the district of Ottawa. There is

already a thickening of the population wherever

any gold has been found ;
and we may now look

ujwnthe familiar scenery of life in those rather inert

colonies as a dissolving view. No greater change
ever took place in the circumstances of any settle-

ment of men, than may be anticipated for the

Hudson's Bay territories and Canada, now that

their soil has begun to yield gold.
Hitherto we have never reckoned the population

of Canada as reaching three millions : and it would
be difficult to assign any number small enough
for the settlers beyond Lake Superior. What
will it not now be within a few years, or even
months ? It is for the interest of all parties-
British Columbia, Canada, and England— that

there should be a broad and safe highway through
British territory from sea to sea

;
and the road

will naturally extend to every point at which

gold-diggers are at work. The game will not

long suffice for their subsistence, even if their noise

and movement do not drive it away. There

must be purveyors of food and clothing first, and

luxury afterwards :
—in other words, commerce

must spring up at all the stations. There will be

farmers and stock-keepers to supply the food, and
merchants to supply everything else to both

miners and farmers. Artisans will be sent for at

any price ; and they will come in throngs. Towns
will arise on convenient spots ; and an immigration,

probably equalling that in Australia, will produce
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great effects in England, and much greater in her

western dependencies. The immigrants will form

a populoiis and powerful state,
—as unlike as can

well be to the Canada which till now has expected
to be nursed aud protected by England, and been

accustomed to insulting menaces or invitations

from the adjoining republic. If the new treasure

makes our territory more tempting to filibusters,

it will at the same time make it stronger to resist

intrusion and repel menace. If a popidous hnd

strong group of colonies can live in ])rofitable and
amicable commercial connection with their repub-
lican neighbour, so much the better for every-

body. If this should not be practicable, there is

no advantage that the United States have hitherto

enjoyed which will not henceforth be equally at

the command of the adjoining colonies. The
stream of emigration will flow into the Hudson's

Bay territories, in preference to all other American

soil, from the day when the new gold shall have

caused tlie peopling and enrichment of the country
to begin. The imagination may then mourn the

solemn quiet which will have passed away ;
but

the reason and the heart ought to rejoice that a

new portion of the earth's surface is, as it were,

given to our people in which to live and flourish,

strong in their numbers and power of self-govern-

ment, and rich in the diligence of their own hands.

The other great approaching change in that part
of our world which I am thinking of in connec-

tion with the gold discoveries, shows us, as dis-

tinctly as we could wish, what the development of

our territory will be like. We have so strong an
interest in the proposed enterprise, that it may
hardly occur to us at first to look at it as yielding
a prophecy to our colonists ; but it is worth while

to glance back for a moment, to see how it is so.

At a moment when the great granary of the West
is likely to be freely opened to us, we may well

inquire whether the creation of that granary is a

promise that we shall have something like it from
the same causes.

Seventeen years since, an event took place which
should have its place in the history of the Western

continent, and which may appear hereafter worth
mention in connection with the history of the

working classes of England. In' the summer of

1836, the first ship traversed the lakes which
divide Canada and the United States. There had
been intercourse by water before,—missionaries and

pioneersettlers passing westwards byboats and small
steamers

; and of late, land speculators and agents,
and the hands necessary for building towns. The
settlers had tilled the soil, and raised cattle on the

prairies ; the speculators had made wharves and
built stores at the foot of Lake Michigan to

receive the new produce ; and now the time
seemed to have arrived for shipping to show itself,

to convey the produce to some populous region
where it would sell well. It was true, the lakes
had not been properly surveyed, so as to make the

voyage safe : there were no stations prepared on
shore, no accommodations on board for the conve-
nience of trade or travellers : the thing was an

experiment : but it was one of such significance
and importance that I have rejoiced ever since

that I was a passenger in the first ship which sailed

through the chain of lakes from Chicago to Buf-

falo.

At Chicago, in those days, it was truly the pur-
suit of commerce under difficulties. The canal

was planned, and lots on its banks were selling at

vast prices ;
but not a sod of it was raised.

Scattered settlers sent their corn, aud beef, and

pickled pork, in single waggons over the jjrairie ;

and the sales were hap-hazard : but the pork
trade of Cincinnati afforded a hint of what the

corn and provision trade of Chicago ought to be,

with its facilities for water-carriage. So this ship

opened the new game ; and I, as a passenger, can

compare the facilities for water-carriage then, with
those which are to give our working-classes cheaper
corn than they have ever had yet.
The Milwaukie sailed from Chicago on Monday,

June 28th, 1836. She was crowded with roughs
for the first eighty miles, the gentry of that

description who had been hanging about the land-

auctions at Chicago being on their return to the

stil) rawer settlement of Milwaukie. We had to

put up with them till mid-day on the 30th, when-

they tumbled ashore, among the woods. Seven

young women came on board to see the ship
—the

total female population of Milwaukie at that day !

A printing press had arrived that morning ;
and a

newspaper would soon bring more settlers, and

they would make more commerce for the ship.

Already there were apple-pies, cheese, and ale to

be had ; and orchards, dairies, and coru-fielda

would rapidly si)read back on the jjrairie. We
had but too much opportunity for hearing all

about this : for our captain, never having navi-

gated this lake before, and having no proper
charts, had got aground on a sand-bar, and we
could not get off till the cargo was removed.

Next day came bad weather ; and we lay on a
leaden sea, under a leaden sky, eating the toughest
of salt meat, and with no chance of getting on.

When the wind and rain ceased the fog came,
and we were at the very base of the high hard

Michigan shore, after sunset, when a chance

opening in the fog showed us our danger. Next,
before sunrise on the 4th of July, we passed the

Sacred Isles of the Indians—the Manitou Isles—

where the spirits of their dead were believed to

dwell. That evening, just in time to see the flags

floating, and to hear the last guns firing for the

great Fourth, we found ourselves before Machili-

mackinack—more practically called Mackinaw.
The wigwams and bark -roofed huts, the Indians

on the shore, and the half-breeds on and in the

water, gave the place a wild appearance, though
civilised dwellings were visible about the fort.

The scene was incomparably beautiful, both

evening and morning, and as unlike a trading
station as could well be conceived ; but a great
trafiic in furs went on here, at this central position

among the great lakes. It is an island nine

miles in circumference, lying in the strait between

Lakes Michigan and Huron, and communicating
with Lake Superior to the north.

We had now, I beg my readers to observe,

sailed northwards for nearly 400 miles : and we
were about to sail about as far south along Lake

Huron. We were making a vast circuit north

and south, in order to make another afterwards to
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the north-east. Lake Huron, be it observed also,

is always squally ;
and I never saw the majestic

scenery of storm and of the Aurora Borealis more

splendid than during our troubled passage. There

would have been a refuge for us within the line of

the Manitouline Islands and Cabots' Head, if the

ship's track had led into Georgian Bay, as it soon

will : but we could only take our chance amidst

buffeting winds. As we proceeded we met more

squalls, a headwind, and so many obstacles that we
did not see the southern extremity of the lake

till the evening of the 8th. We went aground at

the entrance of the St. Clair River, amidst thunder,

lightning, roaring winds, scampering wild horses,
and gathering Indians, who held us completely in

their power all night. Next day, the anxious

hours were passed amidst the shallows and eddies

of the St. Clair,—the ship now whirling in the

pools, and now grazing the shores. Then there

was a headwind again : and, in short, it seemed as

if we could not traverse the shallow windy Lake
St. Clair to Detroit. When within sight of the

city we went aground so fast that there was no

hope of progress, or of getting a meal (the provi-
sions being exhausted). My party and 1 had had

enough of it. We stepped on board a wood raft,

and so gained Detroit. Before we left it, by land

conveyance, we saw our ship working her way
still south down the Detroit River, after which
she would have to turn up to the north-east, and
traverse the entire length of Lake Erie to Buifalo.

Her cargo, if for exportation, or the New York
market, would have a long transit yet to perform,
^costly from its transhipments, and absurdly
circuitous. It must travel still eastwards, now in

canal boats, by the Mohawk or Erie canal for 300

miles, till it reached the Hudson, when it would

again be shifted by costly labour into the great
river-boats, and carried south once more to New
York, for final despatch to England or elsewhere.

Now, let mo beg my readers to follow this route
on the map, and see what a winding track it is,

through many waters, each requiring diflFerent

vessels, and the levy of a tax on each tran-

shipment. By this method of carriage it will be
clear that England will not buy, nor Western
farmers sell, much bread or meat from the great
Mississippi valley. Let us see how the aspect of

the case is changing.

Chicago has grown in proportion to the develop-
ment of the country behind it

; and that country
supplies us with one-third of the wheat and one-

half of the flour we buy from foreign countries,—
even now, when the wheat and flour traverse that

long and expensive line of transit which I have
described. But, for want ot a more direct route,

every 100/. worth shipped at Chicago costs us

1501. for carriage to Liverpool, and vast amounts
of the best goods are wasted on the spot. It is

actually the case that the Western farmers use
their wheat as fuel, because, being otherwise use-

less, it is cheai)er than coal or wood. Chicago
wants to send away fifteen millions of quarters of

corn
; and, as it cannot get carried, the surplus

lies in sheds, one of which is two miles long, and
quite full

;
or it is used to light the fires. So much

for the want of a good channel to the sea !

The natural consequence baa followed. The

western Americans, th« Canadians, and the people
of England, as far as they have heard of it,

—and

especially the English Ministers,—are hoping and

planning to obtain this improved channel. As
soon as the English people make up their minds
to have com and meat as cheap as the Western

growers and shippers are willing to sell it, the

thing will be done
; and the Duke of Newcastle

has publicly declared that the Queen's Government
will do everything in their power to aid an enter-

prise which is of the highest importance to the

country.
The waste of route is, by the new plan, to stop

abreast of the Manitouline Islea in Lake Huron.
The corn ships will enter Georgian Bay, and make
for French River, which flows between that Bay
and Lake Nipissing in Canada West. At the
eastern end of Lake Nipissing, a canal will join it

with the Mattawa River, which flows into the

Ottawa. Thence, all is plain sailing, and as nearly
direct as may be, by the Ottawa and the St.

Lawrence. The works required will, in all, ex-

tend over 200 miles, and cost only 4,000,000^.,—a sum which will be immediately repaid by the

saving in carriage and transhipment. It is in-

conceivable that such an improvement shoidd not
be at once proceeded with, saving, as it would,
500 miles of costly carriage, which goes to enhance
the price of bread to English buyers.

It was in February last that the subject waa

brought to a practical issue in the Legislature of

Illinois, by the appointment of a Commission to

confer with the authorities of Canada and of

England on the establishment of this route. In

March, the Governor-General of Canada received

the proposals of the American Commission, and
referred them to Parliament

;
and in April, the

Canadian Parliament reported as strongly as pos-
sible in favour of the project. The Sheffield depu-
tation which went up to the Duke of Newcastle
last month have obtained for ua the plaiu declara-

tion of the goodwill of our Government, in what-
ever constitutional way it can be shown. When
it is sufficiently well understood throughout the

country that by means of this open road to the

great Western valley, the cost of transport will be
so reduced, as that we may bring for two millions

what cost us seven millions and a half in 1861,
and that the difiference will pay for the new route

in a single year, there can surely be no lack of

popular support.
The cheapness and plenty of bread and meat

are not the only benefits to be considered. The
whole route, from the head of Lake Michigan,
would lie through British territory. What the

flow of such a commerce through the heart of

Canada would be, we ought to consider. A better

thought still is of the close connexion which would
thus be formed between the great Western States

of the American Republic and ourselves. The

project originated with them : it is welcomed ia

Canada and in England ; and, if there be one

security for a lasting peace more trustworthy
than another, it is a commerce of such vital im-

portance to both parties.
Such are the changes which, new and striking

to us, will be old-established facts before the end
of tho century,

—improvements so interwoven
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with the destinies of our Western territories that

men's wonder -will be how colonial life went on

before their date. Feom the MorNTAiN.

FALCONET.

Modern England is once more rapidly assimi-

lating her field sports to the nobler and more pic-

turesque woodcraft of our feudal ancestors. A
club of Falconers exists at this moment, near

Ware,—the United Holland and English fra-

ternity, known as the "Loo Hawking Club."
A hundred private mews,* supported by gentle-
men in every county of England, Ireland, Scot-

land, and Wales, with a regular trade in and

interchange of falcons, broken and unbroken,f
foreign and domestic, as of old, indicate an en-

thusiastic desire to revive this, the cherished

sport of chivalry and mediaeval England. Well

adapted, like archery, for extending the scanty
range of open-air exercises in which women can

appropriately indulge, both these graceful pas-
times have been enthusiastically adopted by the

sex, by which their permanence and popularity
are secured. Falconry has been revived, too,

amongst officers of the army, as a congenial
recreation for the military caste. At Aldershott

camp, the Curragh of Kildare, and in the Phoenix

Park, Dublin, scarcely a day in the season passes

by in which this sport may not be witnessed,

accompanied with all the pride, pomp, and cir-

cumstance peculiarly its own.
It may be observed that no art or craft has

more copiously lent itself to the figurative and

proverbial language of our forefathers, than the

sport now enlarged upon. Poets, from Chaucer,

Spenser, and Shakespeare, down to those of modern

date, have borrowed metaphors and illustra-

tions from falconry. Such of us as are familiar

with Shakespeare will easily recall a hundred
instances of these sylvan technicaUties, which
cavaliers and high-born dames deemed indisjien-
sable to colloquial elegance. "A gentleman,"
says Lady Juliana Berners, the sporting prioress
of Sopwell Nunnery, writing four hundred

years ago, "is known by his horse, his hawk,
and his greyhound." "Hist, Romeo! hist I—0, for a falconer's voice, to lure this tassel

gentle back again !

"
sighs Juliet after her lover's

enforced departure. Prince Hamlet also uses "a
falconer's voice," when to his friend Marcellus's

hawking cry,
" Hillo-ho-ho ! my lord," he re-

sponds— "
Hillo-ho, boy ! come bird, come!" like

a sportsman recalling a goshawk to his wrist.

Let me now briefly explain these terms of art.

Lure is a device imitating the body of a fowl,

* "Mew" means a building where hawks are genofally
kept, but more especially during the moulting season and
in cold weather. During fiue weather they do best and look
bestrangedinline, each with perch and tether upon a smooth-
shaven velvet lawn. The King's Mews at Charing Cross,
though latterly used as stables, and also for keeping a very
large portion of valuable Public Records in—to the great ad-
vantage of the legion of the genus Rodeyitia, that burrowed
in them—were built originally for housing the royal falcons,
which remained there for ages.
+ Dutch falconers, from tbe village of Faloonswaerd, near

Bois le Due, which is a colony of these old-world sportsmen,
visit England every season, bringing for sale a supply of
ready-trained falcons.

with the real wings of partridge, grouse, or drake,
fastened to its sides, whereon the hawk, whilst

training, should be constantly fed, the meat being
tied to it, whirled round the falconer's head, or

thrown to a distance. The docile bird, antici-

pating food, swoops down from her loftiest pride
of place, and is again easily placed upon her
master's fist. "Tassel gentle" means a sagacious,

loving, well-conditioned male hawk, being a cor-

ruption of tiercel, he being a tierce, or one-third

less than his mate. Nature has endowed the

latter vrith superior size and strength, for on lier

devolves the entire care of the brood, to find sus-

tenance for which is no trivial labour where game
is few and far between. In "Othello," we have

Shakespeare again speaking in the technicalities

of this ancient sport, which he loved so well—the

Moor thus apostrophising his hapless Desde-

mona—
If I do prove her haggard,

E'en though her jesses were my dear heartstrings,
I'll whistle her off, and let her down the wind,
To prey on fortune.

Haggard, is a hawk wild and stubborn, which no
caresses can reclaim. Jesses are the short strapa
fastened to a falcon's legs, by which she is re-

tained on the wrist.

The Lady Juliana Berners—a sort of celibate

Di Vernon in her day, who loved perhaps a high
mettled falcon better than her breviary—was a

lady of great beauty and mental endowments.
Some of you have looked into her "Boke of St.

Alban's," printed in Westminster Abbey by
Wynkyn de Worde, and esteemed on that

account by Frognall Dibdin's disciples to be worth

exactly its own weight in sovereigns : perhaps "fifty
or so" might "turn the scale of its avoidupois."

My lady regarded falconry as a sport for princes,
and a passionate love of it the sure criterion of

gentle birth. Indeed, how many of our ancient

worthies, in their i)ortraits adorning the ancestral

halls of Britain, are represented holding a hooded
falcon on the wrist. She enumerates the various

species of hawk specially assigned to different

sportsmen according to their degrees of rank.

Thus, the falcon gentle is for a prince, a falcon of

the rock for a duke,* a peregrine for an earl, a

goshawk for a poor man,t a musket for the holy
water clerk, a kestril for a knave, J and last, not

least, the bold, diminutive merlin for a lady.
For the ladies of old—and in modern days like-

wise—were and are passionate amateurs of this

fascinating out-of-door pastime. When travelling
from castle to castle in a round of fashionable

visits, the beautiful little merlin, equipped with

embroidered jesses and silver bells, was never ofif

their wrist. Sorry am I to add they carried them
to church also, and many an edict is on record,

launched by successive ecclesiastical councils,

against the heathenish custom of perching hawks

upon the edges of pews, where the sound of their

* At the Manchester Exhibition was a portrait, by Titian,
of a Duke of Milan, holding the spar-hawk on his fist. The
painter greatly errs in giving him a falcon beneath his rank.

t
"
Musket," the male sparrow, or spar-hawk a very game

bird, of extremely elegant form, and very rapid wing.
Hand firearms were quaintly named after this sporting
hawk, allusive to the swiftness of the missile they discharge.

%
"
Knave," a serving-man.
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jingling bells sacrilegiously intermingled with that

rung out at the elevation of the Host.

In the hawking- field, the obsequious cavalier

felt a pride and pleasure in waiting upon these

fair dames, and by every gallant assiduity to

enhance the pleasure of their flights.

A falconer Henry is when Emma hawks,
With her of tiercels and of lures he talks.

High on her wrist the tow'ring merlin stands.

Practised to rise and stoop at her commands ;

And when obedient now the bird has flown,
And headlong plucked the trembling quary down,
Her Henry hastens to relieve the fair,

And with the honor'd feather decks her hair
;

Yet still, as from the sportive field he goes,
His plaintive sighs reveal a lover's woes.
And by his inward sorrow is expressed,
A nobler game pursued than bird or beast.

Amongst the EngHsh monarchs who delighted
in hawking, the most enthusiastic was James I.

Many warrants are extant amongst the State

Papers for compelling the owners and cultivators

of land around his hunting-seats, to open the fences

and plough all arable fields in broad furrows, that

his and prince Henry's necks might not be en-

dangered in their headlong career, galloping after

his soaring hawks. His royal continental cousins,
well knowing his dominant taste, were at times

completely triumphant in the most important
State business by timely gifts of a cast* or two of

high-bred, highly-trained falcons. "The king,"
writes my lord treasurer, in an unedited State

Paper now before me,
" means this day to be at

Newmarket, though his physicians and most about
him are against the journey : but he is so desirous

to see certain new hawks fly that he would not
be stayed. Here is a Monsieur, come from the
French king, with a present of fifteen or sixteen

casts of hawks, some ten or twelve horses, and
as many setting dogs. He made his entry very
magnificently with all this retinue in excellent

good order, and with store of torch-light, which

gave the more lustre to all this long show, and to
his own bravery, being indeed very rich and

gallant. His hawks fly at anything, kites, crows,

pies, or whatsoever comes in the way. f He is to

tarry until he hath instructed our men in this

kind of falconry, which had not need be long,

being so costly, for he and his train stand the

King in five-and-twenty pounds a-day. I have

forgotten his name, though he be a baron, but the
best reputation he hath is to be a good falconer."
The cost of entertaining these gallant woods-

men soon began to tell unpleasantly upon James's
at all times slender exchequer ; so, thinking he

paid somewhat dear for his whistle, he directs the

Secretary of State, who was also Prime Minister
of his wood-craft, to take measures for their dis-

missal. "Go," he writesJ to Sir Anthony Pell,
his own chief falconer, "and inform yourself of

him, or receive directions how to find out the
number of inferior falconers that are fit to receive

gold chains, being of the train of this Frenchman,
and about what value the chains have been that

* A brace.

t To this diverse training Hamlet alludes in the passage—" Let us to it like French iiilconera—fly at anything we see."
} titate I'apera.

any of our men received, that have carried hawks
and dogs to the French King."
The baron-falconer having become quite a pet

with aU the court ladies who loved to bear a hawk
upon their wrists, is in no hurry to re-cross the

Channel, seeing which,his Majesty—whose falconers

have now acquired aU the art and mystery of the
French mode of hawking—again addresses Mr.

Secretary Conway, to move my Lord Cecil in the
matter. "His Majesty hath commanded me to

signify unto your lordship," writes the Secretary,
" that he thinks it high time to deliver himself
from the great burden of the noble falconers ;

and
therefore desires your lordship to make expedition
with the presents and jewels specified in the note

endorsed, to be furnished by Mr. Heriot,* his

jeweller, and therefore prays your lordship to give
order for his picture, and the case garnished with

diamonds, value eight hundred or a thousand

pounds."
Falconers rejoice in a language peculiarly their

own—wholly incomprehensible to the uninitiated,
which is what they specially desire : thus, in their

dialect, a nestling, or young hawk, is an eyass (in.

French, nyasse), i.e., a young bird from the nest,

unfledged. Mrs. Ford wittily terms her little page
"my eyass-musket," i.e., young sparrow-hawk.

Eyasses, f of whatever species
—whether gos-

hawk, peregrine, hobby, launier, small and valiant

merUn, or sparrow-hawk—are best for a tyro to

try his hand upon, because young and manage-
able,—like himself, we hope. They may be pro-
cured by making friends with any gamekeeper
who has a large extent of woodland in the vicinity of

the trainer's residence. In this case, the enthu-
siastic youngster will do best if he leave the birds

with the old ones as long as possible ; if procured
from a distance, on the contrary, they should be
taken from the nest when quite callow, and before

the feathers are enough grown to be in danger of

being broken on the journey, the rapidity and

perfection of a falcon's flight, be she trained or

wild, depending on the preservation of her pinions.
The little birds—in this state not much larger

than a house-sparrow, and covered with milk-

white down, but even now looking formidable by
their large, fierce, stern eyes, and sharp, aquiline
beaks—shoiUd be tended with unremitting as-

siduity. Instead of caging thum within-doors, as

some do foolishly, place them on fresh clean barley-
straw in a large hamper, firmly fixed on its side

about breast-high, amongst the branches of some
convenient tree, in a retired, sheltered situation.

The hamper lid may be so supported, on a level

with the straw, as to form a dining-room for your
eyasses to come out upon when they are fed.

This is an interesting process—interesting to the
lad in charge, doubly interesting to the birds,
which have, perhaps, journeyed far and are sharp-
set. Expecting their arrival, he will not fail

to have in readiness a freshly-killed pigeon,
rook, or two or three blackbirds : the brains,

heart, and entrails of which they are quite au

fait in extracting, and appear to enjoy mightily.

Failing of these, a nice juicy, raw cut of fresh

* See " Fortnues of Nigel."
t "An aiery of children, little eyasses."—"Hamlet."*

Aiery, a hawk's nest.
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beef, without skin or fat, will snx^ply their place.
With a shout—" Hoo-hoo ! ha, ha, ha!"—and a

shriek of the hawking-whistle, constantly hanging
at your button-hole at feeding-time, and subse-

quently in the field, present a morsel about the

size of a small horse-bean to each of the greedy
little pensioners in succession, till they cease

altogether their shrill, chirping screams, and will

receive no more. Thrice or four times in the day,
but always at xmvarying hours, from sim-rise

to sun-down, the interesting process should be

repeated. Leave no meat in the hamper, which
should be kept scrupulously clean, and the eyasses
are never to be handled. Hawks do not drink,
the blood and juices of their flesh diet being all

that nature requires, but they intensely enjoy a

bath in hot weather. Place them gently on the

brink of a shallow sandy spot in some small

crystal brook, and they will rush in, splashing

vigorously until wet as a fish, and then sunning
and pluming themselves upon the grassy bank.
If no brook lies convenient, a shallow earthen

pan, about thirty inches in diameter, and four

inches deep, nearly filled with pure water, will

serve. But a bath of some kind cannot be dis-

pensed with. They sicken without it.

By j)ursuiog this treatment, your hawks, which
are by nature exceedingly intelligent, and, when
subdued, fond of human society, speedily learn

to challenge, the moment they hear the whistle

and voice of their keeper. This they do by ut-

tering a loud, chirping note, and as soon as their

pinions are grown they will leave their hamper
at their master's well-known call, and, dying
towards him, perch upon his head, arms, and

shoulders, eager for the expected meal. Give
to each by times an oft-repeated fancy name—
"Jessie," "Death," "Beautj'-," &c., are appro-

priate. Shakespeare has "Old Joan":—"In
sooth, my lord, the wind was very high, and, ten

to one,
' Old Joan ' had not gone out,"—i. e,, had

refused to fly. They hate a breezy day. The

growth of eyasses is rajtid : they will soon desert

the basket entirely, perching on the branches of

adjacent trees and roofs of buildings, sometimes

extending their flights to a considerable distance
;

but, if fed constantly at the same spot, and at the
same hour, they will certainly return. At this

time only, leaden bells, covered with soft leather,
are by some falconers attached to their legs in

addition to the usual sonorous miisical ones formed
of silver bell-metal, and thus hampered they may
be confidently left to their own pleasure and
devices. Feeding times are now reduced to twice
a day, and the meat need be no longer carved for

them. Cast down to each a fresh blackbird, rook,

jackdaw, starling, &e., or slice of fresh beef and
mutton, throwing yourself on the greensward in

the midst of your plumed favourites, and cheering
themto the onslaught with voice, whistle, and swing-
ing-lure, till you waken the echoes from rock, hill,

andvalley. The lure consists of fourjackdaws' wings,
placed two and two, face to face, firmly united at
their butts, so as to resemble a bird's pinions as

they appear when extended in flight ; a couple of

slight thongs, three or four inches long, are

fastened to the upper and lower surface, to which
meat can be tied in training, and a looped strap

of three feet enables the hawker to whirl it round
his head as he cheers and shouts to his falcon,
when he calls her from the perch a long distance

off, or desires to make her descend from her pride
of place, invisible amongst the clouds. Garnished
with meat on both sides, up goes the lure, and
almost before it descends to the ground, the falcon

has seized it, and with cowering wings makes it

her prey. The falconer must bear in mind that

appetite
—appetite—is the chief bond of union and

obedience between him and his favourite, however
noble and generous the race to which she belongs.
A rery moderate meal, therefore, if any, should be

given on the morning a falcon is taken to the

field. If full-fed, she probably will take perch in

some tree or rocky ledge
—alike deaf and insensible

to voice, whistle, and lure. And now it is that

the utility of her bells becomes manifest, for,

although out of sight, each movement gives them
sound. Should she also, after killing her game
beyond the falconer's ken, attempt to plume—i.e.,

feed iipon it amongst the tall fern or stubble—

every movement of her talons reveals her where-
abouts with a silver sound.

Hawk with Trappings.

The bells are of composite metal, one, for har-

mony's sake, being pitched half a tone lower than

the other. Maestricht in Holland was and is

still famed for selling famous hawks' bells. But

the boy falconer may find a very effective and

cheap substitute in the larger kind of brass

ferrets' bells, which in form exactly resemble the

real thing, and are, indeed, the cheap hawks' fur-

niture of our forefathers. Excellent and genuine
falcon bells, and all the gear of falconry, viz.,

hoods, jesses, bewits, leash, and lure, are now
to be bought. The country boy who is clever

enough to help himself will find tanned hound's

skin, which does not shrink, the best of all

leather. Besides this, he must beg of some
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fair friend scraps of crimson silk velvet and

gaily-dyed ostrich plumes for his home-made
hoods. He must also provide himself with a

russet-coloured stout buckskin gauntlet, called a

hawking-glove, and a leathern bag like a courier's,

called also a hawking-bag. Elegant and very
ancient old English specimens of each are now

exhibiting at the Kensington Museum. The glove,
worn on the left hand, on which hand a falcon

should always be perched, and never on the right,
reaches nearly to the elbow, and is necessary to

protect the sportsman's flesh from the formidable

talons of his bird, and to feed her upon. In the

hawking-bag are stored various nick-nacks usefid

in the chace, amongst which two or three dead
small birds, or a portion of flesh, should not be

omitted.

And thus having sufficiently dwelt on all essen-

tial preliminaries, we proceed to the main business

of training. The sportsman begins by fitting her

with jesses, hood, bewits, and bells, the use of

which has been already explained. She must be
carried continually on the list for a certain period,
and if stubborn and disposed to hate, i. e., to

struggle to get away, the old falconers plunged her
head into cold water. I can recommend a better

mode of ciiring this shyness, natural to all her

species. It is to carry her day by day to the

village smithy, where, perched upon your hawking-
glove, she will have to endure the bustling con-

course, the noise, and clouds of fiery sparks flying

everywhere about. It is also well to set up a

perch and leave her there for a brief period. Thus,
by assiduity and watching, she is brought to sub-

mit to have her head covered with the hood—in

which, be it remarked, she will afterwards greatly

delight, as a feeding signal. This troublesome

employment, fatiguing to both trainer and bird,
continues for a week at least ; but it rarely

happens but at the end of this, her necessities, and
the privation of light, make her lose all idea of

liberty, and tame down her natural wildncss.

The master judges of his success when her head
can be covered without resistance, and when, un-

covered, the meat presented is seized and eaten
with avidity and contentedly. The repetition of

these lessons by degrees ensures success. Her
wants being the chief principle of dependence, it

is endeavoured to increase her appetite by giving
little balls of flannel and feathers, which are

greedily swallowed. Having thus excited the ap-

petite, care is taken to satisfy it, and thus gratitude
attaches the bird to her tormentor.

When the first lessons have thus succeeded, and
the falcon shows signs of docility, she is carried

out upon some green, the head uncovered, and by
tempting her with food at intervals, she is taught
to jump iipon the fist and continue there. It is

now necessary to study the character of the bird ;

to speak frequently to her if she be inattentive to

the voice, to stint the food of such as do not come

kindly or readily to the lure, and to keep her

watching, if not snfiiciently familiar.

When the docility and familiarity of the bird
are sufliciently confirmed on the green, she is then
carried into the open fields, but still kept fast by
a string about twenty yards long. She is then
unhooded as before, and the falconer standing some

paces off shows her the lure ; when she flies upon
it, she is permitted to take a large morsel of the
food tied thereon. She is, lastly, shown the game
itself, alive but tame, which she is designed to

pursue. After having seized this several times
with her string, she is left entirely at liberty, and
carried out for the purpose of pursuing that which
is wild. At that she flies with fierceness ; and
having seized or killed it, she is brought back by
the voice and lure.

A. Hawk's T.cg, with Jesso atUcbod.
B. Jo«Ro (of doif's Hkiu).
c. Leash nnd Swivel.
D. Beevit.
K. Lure.

Let US here describe the hood above spoken of.

It is a head-piece formed of leather and crimson

velvet, surmounted by a stem, bearing aloft a

plume of particoloured feathers. The hood is

very becoming and ornamental to the brave bird,

and an essential aid to the falconer in training :

being put off and on at pleasure, its properties as a

restraint are very great. Wearing tbis, the hawk,
whether at home or abroad, can be kept perfectly

quiet ; without it, our control over her wild and
timorous disposition ia very limited. Varvels are

silver rings, sometimes attached to the ends of

the jesses, bearing the owner's name, crest, and
address.

Modern falconers encourage or call the attention

of their hawks to the springing quarry by some
distinct cry, the usual modern one being "Hoo-ha»
ha-ha-ha-ha !

"
Upon killing, the cry is "Whoop 1

"

and that to give notice to the field upon viewing a

lost hawk,
"
Upho !

"

Hawking at the brook—i. e., at waterfowl, such

as ducks, teal, widgeon, &c.—rwas one of that royai
Nimrod James the First's prime diversions, so

much so indeed that my MS, describes him often

rising abruptly from the council-table, saying "that

he had worked long enough, and would fain go see

his hawk fly a mallard at the brook." More than
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once, when confined to his bed with the gout, he

insists upon being carried out in a litter for the

same purpose.
The sport of brook-hawking necessarily belongs

to an aquatic district, where rivers, meres, ponds,

&c., are frequent, the game being ducks, teal,

widgeon, &c. To train your hawk for this sport,

procure three or four tame ducks of the same
colour as the wild one, and throw her up one of

these daily for as many days. When she brings
them down, suffer her to plume them at her leisure,

giving her the heads and necks for her reward ;

then get several more which, on trial, you know
to be good flyers, and send one of them with a

servant before you to a pond surrounded with

bushes, where he is to be hid till your arrival. On
coming to the same place, strike the bushes with

your pole, as a signal for your servant to cast the

duck into the air, but without discovering himself.

The hawk being sharp-set will swoop directly after

her, and bring her down in an instant, selecting
the mallard "young and gay, whose green and
azure brighten in the sun.

" She is now completely
made, and after a few more similar lessons you
may boldly enter your falcon at wild game. Creep
as near as possible to the pond or marsh, beating
the bushes or hedges to raise the fowls. As soon as

she brings one of them down, let her plume and
amuse herself with it, and then reward her as

usual.

In partridge hawking, when the game rises,

the falcon will swoop down iipon it with wonder-
ful velocity, and either kill at its first flight, or

force it to take refuge in a bush or hedge. In the

latter case the hawk makes her point, that is,

rises perpendicularly in the air, and hangs with

quivering wings over the spot where the partridge

dropped into cover. The falconer must be on

horseback, provided with a steady pointer and
one or two spaniels under good command. When
a bird is marked down, or pointed by the dog,
the hawk is to be imhooded and cast off (thrown
from the fist). She will wheel in airy circles

around her master, and if of a good race, mount
to a considerable height, the higher the better.

If she ranges at too great a distance, make her to

incline inwards by the voice and lure.

The gyr falcon was the ancient falconer's prime
favourite—a present, as already observed, meet to

be offered to the monarch on his throne. She is

the boldest, the most perfect winged, and, in pro-
portion to her weight, the strongest both for

action and endurance of all the feathered tribe.

Dwelling in inclement Iceland, subjected to vio-

lent winds, heavy snows, and protracted rains,
and often compelled to endure severe abstinence
in a locality where there is no tree, hardly even a

bush, for the shelter of a bird, and requiring at
other times to range for several hundred miles
before she can procure a meal either for herself or
her young, the gyr falcon has indeed a very labo-
rious life, which it bravely upholds. The weight
of a female Icelander is about three and a half

pounds ; its length from bill to tail about twenty-
three inches

; the spread of its wings above four
feet. Fine stuffed specimens may be seen in the
British Museum. She is excellent for hawking at
the heron.

Lo ! at his siege,* the hem,
Upon the bank of some small purling brook,
Observant stands, to take his scaly prize,

Himself another's game. For mark, behind,
The wily falconer creeps ; and on his fist

Th' unhooded falcon sits : with eager eyes
She meditates her prey, and, in her wild

Conceit, already plumes the dying bird.

* « * « «

The falcon hovering flies,

Balanc'd in air, and confidently bold,

Hangs o'er him like a cloud ;+ then aims her blow

Full at his destined head. The watchful hern

Shoots from her like a blazing meteor swift.
« « « * *

Observe th' attentive crowd ;
all hearts are fixed

On this important war. The vulgar and the great,

Equally happy now, with freedom share

The common joy. The shepherd-boy forgets

His bleating care ; the labouring hind lets fall

His grain unsown
;
in transport lost, he robs

Th' expectant furrow ; and, in wild amaze,
The gazing village point their eyes to heaven.

The Loo Hawking Club wear appropriate uni-

form, "the Lincoln green," and those beautiful,

slender, black feathers found at the back of a

mature heron's neck, in their caps, set in a

jewelled aigrette. The heron's plume, as most

people know, has ever been the distinguished

symbol of knighthood, and of noble and princely

rank. To gain this much coveted falconer's

trophy, the members of the United Loo Hawking
Club gallop as recklessly (what more need be

said ?) as in a fox hunt after Reynard's brush.

These are expensive joys, fit for the great,

Of large domains possessed. Enough for me
To boast the gentle spar-hawk on my fist.

To fly the partridge from the bristly field,

Retrieve the covey with my busy train.

Or, with my soaring hohhy, dare the larJc.

Daring larks is a minor species of falconry.

The hawk cast off the fist hovers a few feet above

the falconer's head, whilst he quarters any likely

field. The larks feeding there, terrified at the

sight of their ancient enemy, lie on the ground
close as stones. The sportsman, carrying in his

hand a little contrivance like the angler's landing-

net, drops it over any number of larks he pleases,

the birds submitting to be thus captured, rather

than encounter the swoop of the hawk the moment

they take wing, and terrified by her tinkling bells. %

* Tho place where he stands fishing.

t About tho year 1S44, there was a wonderful hawk,
belonging to the Loo United Hawking Club, named Bulldog,

wliicli generally took his heron at the third stoop—a feat

unsurpassed. Two falcons, named Sultan and De Ruyter,
in their third year, killed, at Hockwold, Norfolk, and at Loo,

fifty-four herous ; and subsequently, fifty-seven herons tho

saniO year. This Club consisted of about fifty meraber»,

under the immediate patronage of the King of Holland, with

His Royal Highness tne Prince Alexander of Holland at its

head. It had many English subscriber?, and those particu-

larly zealous in originating it are the Duke of Leeds the

Lord Bemers, Hon. Charles Wortley, and Mr. Gage Earle

Freeman, Premier Falconer of Britain.

t Even the largest game, when unsuccessfully chased into

covert by a falcon, will »lmost suffer itself to be trodden on,

rather than rise to the enemy that soars remorselessly over-

head, awaiting till it is sprung. So Shakespeare, who was

an adept in hawking, and every sylvan sport,
—

" The proudest he that holds up Lancaster,

Dares stir a wing, if Warwick shake his bells.
"
Henry VL," part iil., act L, sc. 1.
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THE HEIRLOOM.
IN TWO FARTS.

DuEiNG the night which preceded our pleasure trip
a the Calypso, and which also preceded the public
vnnouncement on the part of Mrs. Digby of what
ivaa a secret to none, her daughter's betrothal to

ne, I had no sleep, no rest. The crescent moon

kept watch, but my vigilance outlasted hers ; the

stars shone golden and peaceful in the clear

evening sky, .and they burned white throxightho
darkness, and they paled and vanished before the

dawn, as day came stealing on, and I watched
still.
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In that one night, if existence were to be mea-

sured by keen sensation and flaming thoughts, I

lived long years. My memory brought before me,
with jntiless vividness, every event of childhood,

every daydream of youth, every struggle of man-
hood. And mingling, blending with all these,

was a passionate thirst for—not revenge. No,
not revenge, but for a consummation that should

break to pieces and grind to dust the stumbling-
blocks in my path.

I have already hinted at a hideous thought, a

fiendish design, which had been fermenting in my
secret soul for days past. It came first, as one of

those wild notions that we all know well, and

which, seeming to be of too infernal a character

for the normal jiroductions of the brain, have sug-

gested to timorous minds the startling fear of a
demoniacal possession. A healthy organisation
would have rejected the grim visitant ; mine was

just fitted for it ; it grew like the gourd of the

prophet, and its shadow was over me. Ha ! they
turn from me, these happier fellow-pilgrims of

mine ; they have no sympathy with me, my love

meets no response, my hatred is flung back by
pity and forbearance. I am cast off as an ac-

cursed thing. But let the loved and the loving
look to it !

The night waned. I could endure no longer to

lie, as I had done, passive and half-dressed on my
bed, thinking, thinking, until thought became
torture. I sprang up, and for the rest of the
dark hours 1 moved restlessly about, candle in

hand, opening drawers and trunks, searching for

some papers, destroying others, reading, writing,

docketing, and seeking employment perforce.
Then I drew from its case the veiled portrait of

my father, which I so seldom ventxired to look

upon, and indulged in a long, long gaze iipon those

pictured features of the dead.

Yes, my own self. I glanced at my own image
in the mirror, and then quickly at the j)ortrait,

and absolutely started at the identity of the two
faces

; myself ! Even the age seemed the same, or,

if any difference existed, the pictured lineaments

bore the more decided impress of youth, as if the

artist had been a flattering limner. But the won-
derful similarity struck me as more than natural,
and it was long before I espied its cause, for never
before had the same resemblance existed. The

eyes ; they had formerly been unlike, but now an
alteration had taken place ;

the eyes that I met in

the mirror were the same in expression as those

that looked from the canvas, the same melancholy
fire, the same wandering light, the same lurking
terror. There was that in them that chilled the
blood of the gazer, even mine. This impression
I had previously derived from my father's picture,
but now 1 could meet the stare of the portrait
on equal terms, giving back glance for glance.

Why ? A look at the glass told me ; my own eyes,
with their boding flame and brilliancy, told the

secret. The Heirloom was written there in letters

of fire.

I laid the picture by. I went to the window,
threw up the sash, and allowed the chill air to

blow upon my fevered brow, and watched the

night die and the day begin. The morning star

glittered like a silver spear-point, and the yellow-

ing rays glided aslant the grey confusion of clouds

till they rolled off like a misty sea, and then there

were streaks of piirple, and pink, and lilac, and
crimson, and the sun rose, and it was day. I

sat and watched the changes in the mottled sky.
A red morning, thought I, with the customary
sense of disappointment which men in our climate

feel on seeing signs of bad weather. But then
the strange thought that haunted me recurred,
and I said aloud in a chuckling voice :

" So much the better !

"

I started with astonishment at the words, and
then I waited, motionless, until I heard the noises

of the awakening town, the cries of early hawkers,
the muttering talk of labourers going to their

work, the voices of sailors on the quay. Then I
closed the window, and proceeded to make my
toilet. My servant had orders to call me at a

particular hour, but I resolved to dispense with
his assistance in dressing, for I could iU have en-

dured his presence. Unlocking a desk, I drew out

a heavy purse of gold, and placed it in an inner

breast-pocket of my pea-coat ; why, I scarcely

knew, but with some vague idea of providing for

a possible flight. Then I took from its case a
revolver pistol, carefully charged it, and concealed

it under my clothes, in such a position that the

butt was ready to my hand. Here again I protest
that I acted without any clear project. 1 had

once, in far off countries, made a practice of going
armed, but had relinqiiished it long ago. 1 now-

resumed the habit as if by instinct, and a thrill

of satisfaction ran through me as I did so.

1 took my hat and went out. On the stairs I

met my valet, a discreet, well-trained man. I

was a little nervous lest there should be any un-

usual peculiarity in my looks. My servant, who
had been long with me, winced a little as he

caught my eye, but instantly resumed his demure

expression. Without speaking, I walked on, and
reached the open door of the hotel. A woman
was on her hands and knees, with pail and brush,

scriibbing the steps, and she had to make way for

me as I passed. She looked up, met my eye, and

jumped to her feet with a half-smothered excla-

mation of alarm. I ground out a curse between

my set teeth, and strode angrDy away. As I

went towards the harbour I observed that my face

must indeed have something singular in its aspect,
on this morning, for children shrank back as I

went by, women started, and men nudged one

another and followed me with curious gaze.

By a great effort, I composed my features, and

moderating my quick stride to a more common

pace, I sauntered to the quay, took a boat, and
went on board the Calypso. Once on board iny

yacht, my dissimulation and coolness surjjrised

myself. Mr. Hemmings, my sailing master, saw

nothing odd in his employer's manner, nor did the

steward, the cook, or the crew. I busied myself
for hours in the inspection of all the jireparations,

i patiently listening to the dreariest details, and

I merely anxious to kill time. After a long interval

I boat after boat, crowded with my guests, arrived,

j

and the Digbys among the first.

I Lucy was pale aud depressed, but I had seldom
' seen her so lovely. The broad straw hat and

j simple muslin matched well with her soft beauty ;
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she looked delicately pure and fair ; a snowdrop
rather than any other fiower, might have been her

emblem. A pang shot through me as I reflected

that I coidd never be viewed by her with any

feeling but aversion, as I recalled a half-formed

resolution to resign her. Then Langley came up,

and I saw her eyelids quiver, and the blood mantle

in her pale face. A spasm of rage actually

shook my frame
;
but I turned gaily away, and

gave orders to weigh and stand out, for the tide

was making fast. The loosened sails were flutter-

ing from boom and yard, and the last guest had

arrived.

Up came the anchor, and soon the Calypso,
under a cloud of canvas, stood to the north-east,

and weathered the'projecting point. The day was

delightful. All my guests were in raptures, as

the weUhandled yacht performed her holiday
cruise around the island, and ran past frowning
cliffs and beetling crags whose picturesque grandeur
called forth the enthusiasm of the young ladies of

our party. There was a good band of musicians

on deck, a tempting collation spread below. Ca-

bins and deck were the scene of enjoyment and
mirth ; there was feasting and flirting, and a dance

on the smooth planks, and all went well. My
guests were hai>j)y, hungry, and merry. My own

spirits were unusually high, and I gleaned golden

Oi)inions on all hands.

At last we were clear of the island, heading
towards the Atlantic. The beauty of the day
had in a great degree gone off

;
there was a thin

haze over the sky, and far away to eastward lay

piled up, layer upon layer, a bank of darkening
clouds. The company had no eyes for these

ominous signs ;
the wind, which now came in

puffs, was still south-westerly, and we bad to tack

repeatedly. I was standing near the binnacle

when Mr. Hemmings came up and a.sked mc, in

a respectful tone, whether he should "put her

about.
"

" Not yet," said I, as my eye lighted on Harold

Langley at Lucy's side
;
"I want to stand along

the Dorsetshire coast, and we can get back to

Hyde by nine o'clock or so."
"
Beg pardon, sir," said Hemmings ;

" I don't

half fancy them clouds to east'ard, there. Sir

Wilfred, over our larboard quarter. The la lies"—
Just then I saw watchful Mrs. Digby interpose

her portly person between her daughter and Lang-
ley ;

I saw Lucy's look of disappointment. All

hell was in my heart, and I swore inwardly that I

would have my revenge. For what ? Alas ! pure
envy prompted me.

" Mr. Hemmings," said T,
"
you will be pleased

to follow my instructions."

The old sailor 1)it his lip, touched his hat, and
moved off. Not half an hour elapsed before a

rustling and flapping overhead, a creaking of the

booms, and the hurrying tramji of the seamen,
made all look up, and alarmed the more timid.

The wind had changed. It had chopped round to

the south east, blew harder and harder, and as the

sea got up, tlie schooner's motion increased. The
cloiul-baiik blackened. At first, all went well.

We sciulded gallantly, the gentlemen of tlie party

encouraged the ladies, and declared the cruise

charming and the weather delightful.

My mind was fully made up. I icould do as

I had planned. Lucy should have a grimmer
bridegroom than the one she had loathed so much.
Her bridal robe should be the white foam of

ocean, and its fathomless depths her tomb. Yes,
all should perish, and I, the banned, the accursed

one from my cradle, should prove mightier to slay
than all these to save. I hugged the notion

that I shold see Langley blench and quail, and
should earn the right to depise him ere he died.

I took the command of the schooner. This

caused little surprise or comment. I was acknow-

ledged a tolerable sailor, even by Hemmings, who
had a gruff contempt for yachtsmen in general,
and was more competent to manage a vessel than
is often the case with amateur navigators. But
mine was a hard task. I had to crush do^vn my
own feelings, to wear a mask of composure, to

issue orders that should appear reasonable to my
crew, and yet to bring about the ruin I tliirsted

for.

T gave orders to reduce sail, and the men

sprang gladly to the reef-points and brail-lines.

1 kept the yacht before the wind, and old Hem-

mings reluctjantly obeyed. And I had my reward;
for presently a flash of lightning clove the swarthy
clouds, and the ladies shrieked as the thunder-

peal rolled ])a3t, and the wind howled fiercely

through the rigging. Down came the squall iu

its strength. Kushing before the wind came tho

black bank of clouds, the driving rain, the gusts
that tore up the seething sea and made the water

hiss and boil like barm. The first shock laid the

Calypso on her beam-ends ; the waves washed her

decks ; all was confusion, screaming, and dismay.
Tho schooner righted ; she behaved well, but to

go about Avaa impossilile, and to run before the

wind was our only chance. I had a strong crew.

Hemmings was a tirst-rate seaman, and the

Calypso had good handling. Under just as much
sail as gave her steerage way, we went flying to

westward, chased by tho dark clouds and driving
scud. Still, I eluded suspicion. No notion of my
design entered the mind of any one, and 1 was

outwardly calm. Calm ! I could have whooped
and shouted in unison with the turmoil of the

elements. What was death to me, and in such

goodly companionship ? I was too clever for

them, then, after all ! I hugged the thought to

my tortured heart. Thus we flew, arrow-swift,

before the gale, idunging, darting through the

wild and stormy sea, and on our starboard bow

lay the line of Dorsetshire cliffs, while the atony

heights of Portland Island were to larboard.

A great change had come over the gay com-

pany. They were too frightened for sea-sickness,

but they cowered and crouched, wet, miserable,

with white faces and drenched garments. A few

of the male guests were trying to quiet the fears

of tho terror-struck women. Langley was at

Lucy's side. We had to fetch a wide compass
to clear Portland Bill, but the Calyi)SO was a

weatherly craft, and old Hemmings lauded her

performance with all a seaman's pride.

"After all," said he, "it was but a wet jacket,
and a pleasure trip spoiled."

I laughed inwardUy. And now the Portland

rocks were left on the starboard beam, and
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thougli the gale was liigli,
the gallant vessel rode

the waves like a cork. She could buffet it out,

with sea-room.

Just then my eye rested on a line of breakers

at the southern extremity of the island—a reef of

dangerous suuken rocks, the "Grapples." I could

mark the black stones, coated with weed, showing
their sharp points through the white froth of the

waves. The hour had come ! I went aft, and took

the helm, ordering the steersman to go forward
and take a pull at the weather-braces. The man
hesitated : but I was a master to be obeyed, and
he complied, though reluctantly. However, 1

was no unpractised helmsman, and for a while

I steered as steadily as the sailor had done. I

looked over my shoulder, then to left and right.
The line of white foam tempted me, allured me.
One glance at Lucy, as she cowered imder the

bulwarks, her hand in Langley's, her eyes fixed on
his face, so affrighted, yet so trusting

—the die

was cast.

Down went the helm ! The brave vessel gave
a leap like a frightened horse, and, swaying and

swerving like a terrified thing, flew up into the

wind. In a moment more she was darting, swift

as a hawk, towards destruction. The cruel rocks

were but a few cables' length ahead. Hurrah !

on ; on. A cry of despair, a yell of execration,
rose from the spectators, as the yacht neared the

rocks, and I, the euemy of all, stood with flaming

eyes and mocking smile, grasping the helm. The
Heirloom ! It glared in my eyes, it was stamped
on my writhing features, lurid and menacing." Seize him ! Down with him !

" shouted Hem-
mings, his grey hair floating in the wind, as he
rushed aft, followed by the crew. But, quick as

thought, my right hand drew the hidden weapon
from my bosom. Before the levelled pistol the

sailors recoiled, with a cry of dismay, as if they
had to deal with the archfiend in person. Steadily
I stood, jamming down the spokes of the wheel,
and firmly I covered them with the barrel of the

revolver, while my eldritch laugh froze their very
marrow. Ha ! too late

; too late ! The Calypso

gave a bound aud shudder, rose upon a wave,
crashed upon the bard rocks, rose again, and

again struck. Kigging snapped, masts, broken
like pipe-stems, went over the side ; the sea

leaped like a drove of white wolves upon the

deck, hungry and howling for prey. And all

were borne down and flung upon the dripping

planks, all but myself. Clinging to the wheel, I

stood fast. I laughed and hallooed, I yelled out

taunts and threats
;

I shouted, and uttered aloud
a defiance to the raging waves.
None dared approach me. But Death gaped

for all, and the screams of the women were
drowned by the noise of wind and waves. The
boats ! They had been washed away : small loss,

for they could never have faced that dreadful

surge. And now the Calypso was wedged between
two rocks, and could move no more ; but the

waves lashed ber, and threatened to tear her

plank from plank. In my frenzy I shouted and
cheered on the billows, as a huntsman his hounds.
The sea washed clear over the deck. It was

necessary to fasten the ladies to any woodwork or

bolt that might keep them from being swept over-

board. The seamen, encouraged by Hemmings,
behaved well, but none dared venture where I

stood, menacing and dangerous, pistol in hand.

There was a stir amidships ; the bulwark had
been shattered

;
the waves poured in like a flood,

making the weakest cling desperately to their hold

lest tbey should be siicked away by the retreating

surge. I heard a faint scream, and something
white went floating out on the wave as it rolled

off, then sank. Lucy ! I saw her pale fair face

and streaming hair on the crest of the black wave.

Stirred by an involuntary impulse, I sprang to

save her : I—who had meant her to perish.
Another was quicker than I, His strong arm

was round her, but the wave was too mighty, and
both were hurried out into the boiling sea. Ha !

yonder rises a human form out of the very jaws
of death, clinging to the rock, but holding in

a still firmer grasp something—an inert female

form—Langley and Lucy again ! Will not the

sea devour them ? He struggles hard
;
the sailors

set up an exulting cheer
;
he will save her yet,

and I have been cheafed of the price for which
I have sold my soul to the demon.

Grinding my teeth, I lifted my pistol to fire,

but as I did so another huge wave washed me
from my feet, and my Aveapon dropped upon the

deck. I rose, holding to the bulwarks. The men
cheered again. Harold Langley, bruised, wet,

and bleeding, was standing on the stony beach

beyond the reef, safe, and with Lucy at his feet.

And now our peril had been observed, and

hardy men, fishers and quarrymeu, came crowding
down to the shore, and they set up a cry :

" The lifeboat ! the hfeboat !

"

I Sciw her. She came round the point, pulled

gallantly by brave oarsmen, plunging, sinking,

tossed hither and thither. My frenzy died away.
I clung to the taffrail, weakly weeping, but not

with fear. The lifeboat was thrice driven back to

the beach, thrice she pushed boldly on. I saw

Langley place Lucy in the kindly arms of an old

sailor on the beach, and spring into the boat as

she pushed off for the fourth effort. The lifeboat

reached the Calypso. I heard the cries, the

prayers, the incoherent words of gratitude to God
and man for the timely rescue, and then my
strained nerves gave way, and sense and memory
left me.

* * # *

When I recovered, I was in a darkened room,
and in bed. I tried to lift my hand, but could

not. My arms were bound to my sides. I cried

and complained feebly, like a child in i)ain. Some

one, a nurse, slipped out of the room. A grave,
kind man in black, a physician, entered. He felt

my pulse. He did not speak. I read in his eyes
what had happened. The secret of the Heirloom

was a secret no more.
* * * *

They were married, as I have since heard,—
Langley and Lucy Digby. What matter ! I am
dead to the world.

* * * *

I write this in my calmer moments. I have

times that are not calm—times of great anguish,

fury, and bitter wrath. 1 should tear myself

then, like the "possessed" of old days, but for
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the friendly bonds that restrain me. I am quiet

now. I have no more to relate. My captivity is

hopeless. Farewell.

DRAWING BY MACHINERY.

I HAD just come up from Ross—that quaint old

Western town, where the salmon-traversed Wye,
fresh from Plynlimmon, gambols along amongst
everything that is beautiful in nature,—and was

waiting at Birmingham for the Northern Evening
Express. The great station in the New Street of

that town, though one of the finest in the kingdom,
is not, perhaps, one of the most agreeable at which
to spend a spare half-hour. The din of the

arriving and departing trains of the six diflferent

lines that meet there
;
the panting and shrieking

of some dozen or two unattached engines, that

prowl wistfully to and fro, as if in search of prey ;

and the strange reverberations of all these dis-

cordant noises high up in the arched glass-roof
that stretches away for a quarter of a mile and
covers everything but the two tunnelled outlets to

the station, are not the pleasantest companions
for an evening promenade, nor the best possible
incentives to serenity of mind or continuity of

thought. Nor is there much to admire in the

building itself, except the engineering skill that
devised so great a span of roof without the aid of

intervening pillars. So, quite stunned out, and
"used up," I determined on a short stroll in the
" Hardware Village

"
to while away the time.

Setting out in prosecution of this design, I had
hardly reached that peculiarly stark -looking statue
of Thomas Attwood, which fronts the station-gates,
when 1 was slapped familiarly on the back by no
feeble hand

; and, turning round, I recognised in

my smiling assailant an old school-friend of nomadic
tendencies, whom I had not met for some six or
seven years. The last time I saw him, he was
purser in a ship lying off Calcutta ; the time
before that, I think, he was engaged on a Govern-
ment survey in Wales. Like most of his class,

too, he had had something to do in the Crimea,
during the war

; had taken trips to New Zealand,
China, and Japan ; and, in fact, had been almost

everywhere excepting to the North Pole and the
Lake Nyanza.

Preliminary greetings over, therefore, my first

nquiry was as to what he was doing in Birming-
lam.

•'
Well, you see, I got married about two years

igo," he replied ;

" and as it then became necessary
.hat 1 should settle down, I took to a quiet little

Irawing business in this '

great Midland Metroi)o-
is '—that is the phrase by which we modest Brums
enow Birmingham."
"Drawing!" I repeated; "I did not know

/our tastes lay that way.
"

"Nor do they, in the ordinary acceptation of the
vord '

drawing," he said, with the suspicion of a
winkle of fun in his eye ;

" but the fact is, I draw
>y machinery. I hate that dreary old hard work,
ou know."
"
Surely, you do not mean that you have settled

.own as a photograjiher ?
"

"0 no," he replied, laughing at my evident

perplexity ;
"
something far more lucrative than

that. By the way, didn't you see any of my work
in the Exhibition ?

"

"
No, not to my knowledge."

"You must have seen it, my boy ; I had tons

of it there. However, just run up to my studio

and I'll show you some."

I explained to him that I could not do so then,

but promised to call and see him on my return

from Windermere,"
"
Well," he replied,

"
if you like to run up and

spend a few weeks with us, we shall be delighted
to give you welcome ; but pray, do not come for the

purpose of seeing any of my works of art, or you'll

be disappointed. To tell you the truth, I am a

wire-drawer-^a most interesting and important
manufacture I assure you. You should see the

trade-circular I drew up for the American market ;

that will give you an insight into the uses of wire.

It took me weeks to do it, but I flatter myself it's

iJie thing. Just listen ;
I know it all by heart.

•

Who,' it asks,
' has ever seriously thought of the

inconveniences that would attend a sudden annihi-

lation of that simple commodity called wire ? To

suppose the infant world deprived of its pins, and
the feminine world of its hooks and eyes and

bonnet-wire, were to suppose a disordered state of

dress in those we love shocking to contemplate ;

and to suppose the home circle
'—that's a good

term, isn't it ?— '

deprived of its lire-guards, were

to suppose Paterfamilias driven to dispense alto-

gether with his flres and the comforts thereof, on

pain of allowing his wife and daughters to become

burnt-offerings to fashion. And, then, who has

knowledge to say to what extent the mysteries of

cooking depend upon contrivances in wire, or

what in point of convenience could replace our

house-bell system ? But for wire, too, the pianos
of our daughters would cease to charm away the

cares of business in the evening, and spring-chairs
would no more soothe us into after-dinner slum-

bers. The only tenants of our houses, indeed, to

whom the annihilation of wire would not come as

a misfortune, would be our prisoned songbirds,

with, here and there, a giddy squirrel doomed to

run forever the narrow circuit of his barrel-cage.*

All this, you see, gives the matter a domestic

interest,—now listen: "But taking a broader

view of the matter, and travelling out of our homes
for a while, we shall find wire in use almost every-

where,—sometimes as a convenience, oftener as

an essential. It is the highway along which our

telegraphic messages are flashed with a swifter

speed than lightning
—the agent by which signals

are turned on and off, and life preserved on our

railways. In our manufactories it releases hun-

dreds of tons of steam-power at a touch ;
enters into

a thousand processes ;
binds up the products of

British industry for shipment to all parts of the

world. Twisted, it deposits the miner safely in

the bowels of the earth ; worked into gauze, it

protects him there. Without it, electricity could

scarcely be evolved for any usefii purpose ; to it

chemistry owes many valuable discoveries and

delicate tests. It is employed, in short, in most

arts and some sciences, and may be found in almost

every piece of mechanism in existence—from a rat-

trap to a gold chronometer, from a child's toy to a
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steam-engine. Price-lists sent free on application.*

What do you think of that, nay boy ?
"

''Bravo, Gus !

"
I said, as my voluble friend

paused to take breath. "Your prospectus has

done it. I shall certainly visit your
' studio

'

in

a Tveek or two, and bring a friend with me ; but,

for the present, good- bye, for my train is nearly

due, and I must not miss it on any account."
" Ta-ta ! old fellow !

" he replied, shaking hands

warmly.
" Come as soon as you like, and bring

as many friends as you like
; you shall all be

welcome."
As I am now about to accept my old friend's

ofTer, I hereby invite as many of my readers as are

desirous of knowing out of what wire is produced,
and how it comes into existence, to accompany me
to Birmingham. There is no difficulty about get-

ting there. Travelling by that quickest of all con-

veyances, the imagination, it is the easiest thing in

the world to suppose ourselves, not only at New
Street Station, but fairly out of its Pandemoniac

din, and on our way to the manufactory wo pur-

pose visiting.
The first thing that strikes us, on approaching

it, is its enormous extent. It covers some two or

three acres of land, and runs the whole length of

two of the scores of narrow streets by which it

is encompassed. The noise it gives out is almost

deafening—a ceaseless, wearying, rolling sound,
as of a hundred iron garden-rollers iipou a hard

roadway. Are we astonished that so much room
should be required to make so small an article

as wire, or that so much noise should accom-

pany the manufacture ?—we have only to step
inside the works, and the secret is revealed. We
at once find ourselves in the midst of a frightful
chaos of huge wheels, stretching away as far as

the eye can follow them, and revolving in all

directions, at all speeds. Some are spinning round

swiftly, others sluggishly, some edgewise, some
flatwise

;
but all are in motion, and all seem to

be deliriously devouring great cakes of red-hot

metal, with which they are being fed by some

forty or fifty grimy workmen. Close to us are

two great iron rollers revolving one over the other,
and on either side of them are half-a-dozen

workmen, who are glassing and repassing an im-

mense sheet of red-hot metal from one to the

other through the wheels. The moment the

metal is through, bang ! go the rollers together ;

and, in another moment, the sheet is coming over

the to2> of them as swiftly as it went through
them. Other pairs of rollers, with their attendant

workmen, are doing similar work on every hand;
and here and there are immense pairs of shears,
whose crocodile jaws are for ever in motion. A
piece of metal, an inch thick, is thrust into them,
and they bite it asunder

;
a piece of pin-wire, and

they snip it off crisp and clean as a pair of cutting

pliers. Huge hammers there are, too, that strike,

as the wheels turn and the shears bite, by some

agency unseen, but in the extent of its power ter-

rible—hammers ^hat will smash a red-hot cannon-
ball flat, or crack a nut without bruising the

kernel. The motive power, of course, is steam,
but how applied ? Look through all those black

beams and rafters that support the roof of the

mill—for it is the "
rolling mUl

" we are now in-

specting
—

right out there where the bright sun

light is streaming down through the smoke, and
steam and dust upon the intermingled mass of

wheels, and rollers, and workmen, and red-hot

metal. Do you not see that huge black arm,

plunging xip and down, and swaj'ing from side to

side, as if turning some great windlass ? There is

the Giant who does the work. Let us have a
nearer look at him. Two great boilers, buried
beneath the floor of the mill, supply him with the

power of a hundred horses : and, at the will of

his keeper, he distributes that power amongst the
whole mass of wheels, and rollers, and hanimers,
and shears we have seen in our passage. A huge
beam of iron, weighing five tons, is his agent. It

is poised high up there, in the cupola of glass
above the roof. At one end of it is the arm we have

seen, which arm gi-asps hold of one of the spokes
of a wheel, whose cogs fit into those of another

wheel, whose long axle holds other wheels, whose

cogs and axles communicate with other wheels,
until we come to the last wheel in the place. So
that all the wheels are connected with each other

and the great rollers, and by turning one you
can tTirn all, and work the hammers and shears

into the bargain. All our Giant has to do, there-

fore, is to seize hold of that end of the balanced

beam farthest from the arm, and to occupy him-

self in pulling it down and pushing it up con-

tinuously. By this means the arm, which hangs
free to swing backwards and forwards, pxills the

spoke of the wheel to which it is attached up one

side, pushes it down the other, and thus sets its

ow'n and all the other wheels revolving. And
when they are thus set revolving, they help to

perform the first process in wire-making. An
ingot of copper or brass, or a "bar "

of iron, as

the case may be, is softened by heat to the point
at which it is workable ; and a pair of great iron

rollers, such as we have seen before, are "set"—
that is, raised one above the other to a required

point
—to receive it. All being ready, the ingot

is dragged from the annealing furnace to the

"rolls," and thrust between them; upon which
the rolls, turning in opposite directions, seize it ;

and, carrying it through, ilatten it in the ])as-

sage. It is then run over the top roller by a
set of workmen on the other side, and passed

through again and again— the upper "roll"

being lowered as often as necessary—xmtil it

becomes a comparatively thin sheet of metal,

ready for the next process.
This next process is called "cutting." Our

sheet of metal, its edges trimmed at the shears, is

carried out into the "
cutting mill,

" where we
find another chaos of wheels and rollers, more

numerous, perhaps, but of smaller dimensions

than those we have just left. We find, too, that

these rollers are difi'erently constructed. Instead

of having a smooth surface, they are deeply

grooved; the teeth of the upper roller fitting

closely into the gi'ooves of the lower, and vice versd.

Through these grooved rollers, then, one sheet of

metal is passed, and, being crushed asiinder by
the two sets of teeth in its passage, curls out on

the other side in little square strips, of whatsoever

size the rollers are constructed to produce. All

around us are lying piles of these strips, of all
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sorts and sizes, ready, wliea cold enough, to be
!

carried into the "
drawing room," which apart-

ment we will now honour with our presence.

Pray, do not run away with the idea that it is a
|

drawing-room in the ordinary sease of the term,
j

No ;
it is a great barn of a place, uncarpeted, i

unpapered—even unfurnished, e.Kcepting with im-
|

menso wooden benches, that run all round it and
|

across it in every direction. At regular intervals

upon these benches there stand brazen drums as

bright as the helmet of a Life Guardsman ; and
in front of each drum there stands a workman
busily engaged in wire drawing. Let us take our

stand by one of them for a few seconds and see

what he is doing. Taking one of the square strips
of brass we have seen in the cutting-raiU, he
hammers its end to a point on a small anvil at

one side of him, and passes it through the eye of a

huge needle fixed in the bench on the other side

of him. He then seizes the point of the strip of

metal with a great pair of pincers attached by a

chain to the drum, puts his foot upon a treadle

beneath him, and round goes the drum—the Giant
in the rolling-mill turns it—dragging the pincers
with it, and drawing the strip of metal slowly
but surely through the round eye of the needle.

As soon as a foot or two of the strip has passed

through the eye, the machinery is stopj^ed ;
the

metal released from the pincers, and fastened to

the drum ; the machinery set in motion again ;

and the strip, transformed from square to round
in its passage through the needle's eye, is wound
off in goodly wire upon the drum. But the wire

is very large
—as thick as telegraph-wire

—and we
are told that the whole of the hands are employed
on pin-wire. Well, it is merely passed to the

next workman, whose needle's eye is smaller, and
to the next and the next, until it is reduced to

the required fineness. You could not pass it

through the small eyes first
; it would break in

the passage. So it is passed through the larger
ones to reduce it from square to round, and

graduated through the smaller to bring it down to

its proper size—scarely a particle of metal being
lost on the way, but the wire gaining in length
what it loses in thickness. I am the happy pos-
sessor of a reel of gold wire, so small and so

tenacious that any of my lady-readers might sew

very line work with it ; and I am still happier in

the knowledge that, so long as I retain possession
of that reel of wire, I shall never be without what
was once a half-sovereign. I cannot tell you how

many needles' eyes that coin passed through
before it came to its present condition, any more
than I can tell you how many processes and

pockets it must pass through before it could bo

brought back to the state in which it was when
I handed it over to those strange workmen who
wield the Giant's power in that strange drawing-
room. But this 1 do know, that I registered up
to twenty-live or thirty, and then lost count by

ason of being thrown into a perfect fever of

anxiety lest my much-loved coin should be drawn
to nothing. Of course ordinary wire, not being
so finely drawn, does not pass through so many
eyes as this—some half-a-dozen or a dozen at the

most perhaps. But I mention this as an illustra-

tion of the fact that fine wire cannot be produced

at one drawing, but must, so to speak, be coaxed
down to the requisite degree of attenuation, even
M'hen so valuable a metal as gold is used. As a

general rule, it may be taken that iron wire re-

quii'es more coaxing than brass, brass more than

copper, and copper more than the precious metals—their different degrees of malleability rendering
them amenable to different degrees of treatment.

It may also be taken as a rule that those metals

which require least coaxing may be drawn iinest.

After drawing there is but one other process

necessary to the completion of the manufacture,
and that is "pickling." As soon as the wire we
have seen drawn is taken from the last drum, it

is carried off to the pickling-shed, and there

steeped in a solution which effectually preserves
its colour and its brightness. And having visited

this shed, where there is nothing to see, excepting

large vats of pickling-liquor, and a great many
workpeople, who look as if they had ])ickled them-

selves instead of the wire, we have passed through
the whole of the building where my old friend

practises
'*
Drawing by Machinery." J. L.

AN EXCUESION AFTER CHA3I0IS.

"What do you say, Paulet, to a day or two

among the mountains, chamois shooting ?
"

" I should like it very much. This is a very

pleasant place to visit, and the scenery is very

grand, and all that sort of thing, but I am getting

dreadfully tired of having nothing to do."
" So am I. Let us hare Karl in, and oak him

how wo can manage it."

Without loss of time we sent for Karl. Ho had

been serving us in all sorts of capacities ever since

he had relieved us from an unpleasant situation,

by procuring a couple of mules from some distant

place for our use on an emergency. This was

about ten days previously, and though he was of

no particular use to us, he was so urgent that we
would not send him away while we remained in

the country, that we had not the heart to dismiss

him. When we asked him if we could not have

some chAmois shooting, he brightened up in a most

singular fashion. Generally he was subdued and

rather cringing in his manner, but at our question

he drew himself up, looked full in our faces, and

seemed altogether another individual. From his

answers we found that we might get jjermissiou to

hunt, but that to do so would occupy more time

than we had to spare, and so we gave him to

understand ; whereupon he timidly suggested that

if we did not object to go without permission, he

and a friend of his, one Ludwig Bachstein, woidd

willingly accompany us. As what he proposed

was nothing less than a poaching expedition, we

hesitated whether we ought to accept the offer of

their services ;
but however easy it is to see the

enormity of shooting a man's pheasants without

his consent, or at all events of killing them with-

out having first procured the authorisation of the

law, the case seemed widely different when it was

a question of risking one's life and limbs iu the

pursuit of wild goats in Bavaria. After some

further discussion, iu the course of which Karl

assured us that it might be iindertaken with
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perfect safety so far as the keepers were concerned,
if we gave them a fee in the event of our meeting
them, we agreed that we would make the ex-

cursion. We had only to go to the gunsmith's
in the town to borrow a couple of capital rifles,

and to Karl was left the task of providing every-

thing else we required. We were met by Ludwig
at a hut on the side of the mountain, where, at

Karl's suggestion, we stopped to get a drink of

milk. He was by no means so prepossessing in

appearance as Karl; there was an air of reck-

lessness about him which seemed to indicate

greater familiarity with the pursuit of game in

opposition to natural risks and gamekeepers. The
first day was spent in climbing without either of

us getting a shot, and towards evening, when we
were all so tired that we could scarcely put one
foot before the other, Ludwig led us to a cavity
hollowed out of the friable stoue which formed
the side of the mountain at this place. The
material displaced in this operation was heaped
up in front of the cavity, and thus served not only
to make it a more comfortable place of shelter,

but also to screen the interior from the view of

persons even at a short distance. Being heated
and tired, we requested Karl to light a tire at

once and make some tea ; but before he did so he
and Ludwig set to work to dig up the ground
beneath the spot whereon it had been lighted on
some previous occasion. On our inquiring the

reason of their doing this, Karl told us Ludwig
would explain it presently. At last the fire was

lighted, the tea made, and our evening meal

finished, and we were adding considerably to the

smoke from the fire—which pervaded the hollow
to an extent anything but agreeable—by that

from our pipes, when I thought of the preliminary

digging to which the hearth had been subjected.

My question on this matter was replied to by
Ludvng.

"Between three and four years ago," said he,
" there was a man named Fuchs who lived in a
hut lower down. He had one cow and some

goats, and was not badly off; but he had a great

passion for hunting, and he used to gratify this at

aU risks, but by a lucky chance the keepers could
never lay hold of him. He had himself been a

keeper some years before, and had been dismissed,
it was supposed through information given by
another keeper who had courted the girl Fuchs
had married, that he was in the habit of shooting

game for his own use. This keeper, who was
better known as the Black Bear than by his real

name, for some time after the dismissal of Fuchs,

kept out of the way of the latter, fearing, and not
without good reason, that in the event of their

meeting in the mountains it might fare ill with
him ; and though the law was on his side, he was
too much of a coward to trust himself within gun-
shot of the man he had injured. Years even had

passed, and both had travelled from the sunshine
of life into the shade, and yet they had never once

spoken to each other ;
on the contrary, the enmity

of the Black Bear seemed as strong as ever, for he
was often heard to declare that if he ever caught
Fuchs poaching on the mountains, he would shoot
him with no more reluctance than he would a wild
cat. It was perfectly well known to everybody

round, that Fuchs did not keep his rifle for target

shooting only, but though everybody knew this,

he continued to set the law at defiance with im-

punity, till the occurrence of an event which
terminated his career as poacher and farmer.

" One morning his wife came down in great afflic-

tion to the village nearest his hut to ask for help
to seek her husband, who had been away among the

mountains for four days, and to whom she feared

some accident had happened. Her son had started

in search of his father some hours before, and had
not returned. Several men immediately left their

work, and, staff in hand, began their journey
through the woods and up and down the moun-
tains in search of the missing man. They had
divided themselves into parties of two each, and
travelled in different directions. One of these

parties found themselves at sunrise the next

morning on the verge of a wood, into which they
entered. The first rays of the sun penetrated
between the trees here and there, and lighted up
a golden path, till it was stopped by the trunk of

a tree. To men in search of an object in the

gloom of a forest, these glowing tracks were so

many lures to attract the eye. Following one of

them, it led to their perceiving the man they were

seeking. He was sitting on the ground, his left

side leaning against the trunk of a tree, and hia

head hanging down, as though he were asleep.

Beside him lay his rifle, and about him numeroua
birds were hopping, as if aware he waa no longer

capable of injuring them, or else attracted to the

spot by the sight or smell of the body of the

chamois which lay behind him. His neighbours

spoke to him, but he made no answer, and on one

of them raising his head he had but just strength

enough to open his eyelids and faintly murmur
the words, 'Bear— shot;' and then he closed

them again, to open them no more. He had been
shot through the body.
"The men shouted, to attract the attention of

their fellow-seekers ; but instead of their calls

being responded to by these, three foresters,

among whom was the Black Bear, presented them-
selves. One of the men directly charged the last-

named keeper with having caused the death of

Fuchs, and he admitted it, but asserted that he

had not fired till after Fuchs had fired at him. Of
course the keeper was not punished. Fuchs was
in the act of breaking the law, and not only that,

but, according to the statement of the keeper,
was the aggressor. This assertion neither the son

nor the friends of Fuchs believed ;
and though his

rifle had been fired, and the wadding was picked

up close to his body, they asserted their belief

that the Black Bear had himself fired it off after

shooting its owner.
" Ernest Fuchs, the son, was at this time sixteen

years of age. He was not much esteemed by his

associates, being regarded as effeminate, a charac-

ter he had acquired chiefly through his love of

reading romances. After his father's death he

left off reading, and took to wandering about

among the mountains, so that many thought the

tragical end of his father had completed what

romance-reading had begun, and that his brain

was disturbed.

i

"Some eight or nine months after the event
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related above, a frightful rumour spread through
the district in which widow Fuchs's cottage was

situated, to the effect that five of the foresters

had been blown to pieces while sitting round their

fire. The rumour slightly exaggerated the fact :

instead of five, only three of the keepers, including
the Black Bear, had been killed in the manner
related. The way in which their murder was
effected was soon known. Ernest Fuchs had pre-

viously told a companion that he would revenge
his father's death, and how

;
but the latter bad

regarded it as being mere wild talk, resulting
from ideas he had derived from the perusal of the

works referred to. Ernest, on being captured and

interrogated, stated that he had employed himself

during the whole of the period that had elapsed
since his father's murder in following the keepers
and watching where they lighted their fires, and,
after they had gone, burying a quantity of gun-

powder beneath the site of these, knowing that in

the course of their rounds through the forests

they would return and light their fire on the same

spot, in conseqxience of its being a sheltered nook.

The suspicion that Ernest was not in his right
mind was confirmed by the doctor, and very soon

afterwards he was seized with brain fever, which
carried him off. Wherefore," concluded Ludwig,
" and because we have heard it said that the

foresters have resorted to the same plan of bury-

ing gunpowder in several of those places where

poachers have been known to pass the night, we

always dig up the ground beneath the cold hearth

before we light another fire."

At the height to which we had climbed, the

morning sun lighted up the mist, so that we
seemed to be moving midst a golden vapour, while

below us it appeared still dark. But for Ludwig's
perfect acquaintance with the locality, we should

not have dared to move ; as it was, we had to be

extremely careful to save ourselves from falling
down rough descents which, though not dangerous
to life, would have caused considerable pain. I

was close to Ludwig, and was thinking much
more of my personal safety than of chamois, when
he suddenly put his hand on my chest, and then

pointed to the summit of the crag we were about

to ascend. I could just discern the dim outline

of a goat, standing with stiffened legs and head

raised in a listening attitude. I was removing the

handkerchief I had wrapped round the lock of

my rifle, when my friend fired, and the animal's

body came rolling down the side of the crag to

the place where we were standing. It was picked

up and hidden in a hollow beneath pieces of rock,

which our guides heaped over it, and we continued

our way in pursuit of others. The mist soon

cleared away, and gave us a splendid view of the

wild mountain scenery, which of itself would
have repaid the labour we had undergone. Our

glasses were soon in requisition, for the purpose of

discovering what to us, just then, was of far more
interest than the picturesque ; and by dint of

careful examination we discerned three chamois

feeding in a little valley a considerable distance

below us. Ludwig took my friend with him, to

make the descent at some distance, while 1 and
Karl were to descend from the spot whereon we
were standing, The width of the valley was but

trifling in comparison with its depth, and the
side was so steep and rugged, that before we had
descended a hundred yards I felt disposed to

throw a piece of rock into the valley, to disturb
the animals and attract their attention to us,

knowing they would, according to their usual

practice, rush xip the steep side of the mountain

opposite, which I felt assured was within range of

our rifles. Karl objected to this, as being an

expedient which was not likely to be successful ;

as, though they would rtish up the side, they
would not be likely to climb it exactly opposite
us, but would spring from point to point in a
lateral direction, which would carry them beyond
the effective range of a bullet. Soon the descent

became so very difficult, as to be absolutely dan-

gerous, as the consequence of slipping and rolling
down the side of these mountains is far more
serious than a similar slip among the snow-covered
Swiss mountains, a broken limb and innumerable
bruises being the least misfortune which might be

expected to result from such an occurrence. At
last I refused to go any lower, as on looking
down I perceived that the descent was rapidly

becoming almost vertical. Placing the point of

my staff against a slight projection below me, and
the butt against my chest, I sat up to take a fresh

view of the chamois in the valley. Their heads
were turned in the direction in which my friend

and Ludwig had gone, and it occurred to me that

if I alarmed the animals now, they would cer-

tainly rush within range of their guns, if I failed

to kill. I loosened a fragment of rock from the

side of the mountain, and threw it as far from me
as I could ;

I then put my hat on the end of my
rifle, and waved it. The chamois were at once

alarmed, and began bounding upwards from point
to point of the narrow projections, with limbs as

rigid as though the mere concxission was sufficient

to carry them upwards to any height they desired.

Seeing they were taking a lateral direction, which
would effectually prevent my getting a shot at

them, I determined to fire, small as was the

chance of hitting them. Hastily capping my rifle,

I was in the act of raising it to my shoulder,

when, finding the end of the staff in my way, I

knocked it aside with my left elbow, forgetting
in my eagerness how much I depended on this to

keep me from rolling down the precipice. The
next instant I fell over on my face and hands,

my fingers being so lacerated by being beaten

between the sharp rock and the rifle, that I was

quite unable to use them for the moment, so that

I lost the chance of stopping myself at the outset,

and went rolling down the side of the mountain

as helpless as a stone. I clutched at everything
that came under my hands, but vainly, either

owing to the friable nature of the rock, which gave

way and rolled down after me, or my fingers were

torn away by the weight of my body. A con-

tinual succession of acute pains, varied by a sensa-

tion as though I were falling through space, was

terminated by a blow which rendered me insen-

sible. When I recovered my senses, I found my-
self wedged in a chasm, utterly unable to move,
and too weak to call out. Battered, bleeding,

and suffering so acutely as I was, every second

may have seemed an hour between the time
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of my recovering consciousness and hearing the

voice of my friend Paulet calling to me from

above, and iDeseeching me to make a sign, if I

could not answer him. I was held with my
left side downwards, and was able to move my
right arm slightly. This motion, which showed
him I was not dead, removed his fears, and
he called to me in a cheerful tone to keep

lip my spirits, as they would soon get me
out. Directly afterwards I felt somebody was

trying to raise me, but I was jammed between
the sides of the chasm so tightly, that the force

required to drag me out caused me such intense

agony, that I became insensible again. For-

tunately, while I was in this condition, they suc-

ceeded in raising me to the surface ; and when I

was again sensible, I was lying on my back in the

valley. By arranging a portion of their clothing
iu the manner of a bier, they carried me to a hut

without the motion adding very much to the pain
caused by my wounds and bruises. I had to lie

here for three weeks, swathed in bandages dipped
in cold water, before I could move aboixt with
tolerable ease ;

so I think T have good reason to

remember my first and last poaching excursion in

the wilds of Bavaria,

AUTUMN LEAVES.

At the present season when, turn which way
we will, we are so strongly reminded that the year
is in its sere and yellow leaf, it is impossible to

view these autumn leaves without remembering
Mr. Millais's beautiful picture of their dying grace.
And then, because all art tends to call forth solemn

emotions, and is not indeed worth the name of art

unless it implants in us higher thoughts and calms
the world-wearied spirit, we naturally fall into a
few serious reflections respecting the withered
leaves which strew our path. The first which
strikes us is perhaps one which is as old as Homer
—that is, coeval with Western civilisation, and as

old as the hills on which the trees that furnish the

comparison themselves flourish. Just as the gene-
rations of men rise and decay, says the poet,
so do leaves appear yearly, and wither and perish.
We will leave the reader to follow out for himself

the inferences to which such a simile must lead,
and content ourselves at present with a few re-

marks on the first clause of it—the defoliation of

trees, as botanists term the loss of their leaves.

Although with us it is in autumn that our
shrubberies lose their beauty, we are not to sup-
pose such is the case everywhere, or that the same
tree drops its leaves simultaneously in all countries.

Mauy trees lose their leaves in spring, and the

approach of winter is but a secondary element, so

to speak, in the complicated list of causes which
seem to operate in the fall of the leaf. In some

trojiical countries the leaves fall during the dry
season which answers to our summer. Again, as

the elm, for instance, is earlier in putting forth its

leaves at Naples than at Paris, and is some fifteen

days earlier there than in England, so it retains
them proportionably longer. Ealfour informs us
that the apple-tree, the fig-tree, the elm, birch, and
different kinds of oak, which in Paris lose their

leaves in the beginning of November, do not drop
them at Naples till the end of December. Of
course with us most forest trees are stripped by
the end of October.

It is often said that the cause of defoliation in

trees arises from a deficiency in the leaves of the

power of absorbing moisture. The delicate pores

by which the life of the leaf, so to speak, is sus-

tained, and which ought to be vigorously inhaling
carbonic acid and giving forth oxygen, alternately

receiving and yielding moisture, become clogged,
and the leaf fades and falls, just as a human
being dies when his respiratory organs cease to act

healthily. The diminished light and heat of the

shortening days is at the root of this derange-
ment of the leaf's vigour : but the latent process

(as Bacon would have said) which develops itself

from the very \mfolding of the leaf till it drops
from the tree, and acts in subordination to the

above causes, is a problem jihysiology caanot

easily explain. However, winter, with its high
winds, frosts, and sapping rain, soon practically
decides the question, by removing the decaying
leaf. The scar left by its withdrawal gradually
heals up, and from the axil of the leaf that is gone
a bud may be discerned, which will swell throixgh
winter and expand in spring into another. Many
of the characteristic markings on the stems of

palm-trees and tree-ferns are due to the per-
manence of these scars, where their fronds have

decayed and dropped off.

The above remarks only apply to our deciduous

trees. Evergreens retain their leaves till those of

next season succeed. In the case of evergreen

firs, so many varieties of which are to be found in

our ornamental grounds, leaves of one, two, and
even more seasons, may be observed on the same

branch, so exhaustless is Nature in her expedients
and resources.

Just as the eye is charmed in spring with

observing the different tints of the opening leaves,

so in autumn a similar variety of colours may be

noticed, one tree varying in shades of the same
hue from another of a different kind, even if they
do not differ more strikingly in utterly diverse

hues. Frost is undoubtedly the chief agent in

working those marvels of distant colouring which

light up otir autumnal woodlands, though with
us the effect of such a prosi)ect is said to he as

nothing compared with that season in the American
woods known as the Indian summer. Still there

are few who do not enjoy the pleasant quietness
of October's fortnight of fine weather known as

St. Luke's summer, that lull in which all the

characteristics of the three sunny seasons linger
awhile about their old haunts, as though unwilling
to resign in favour of winter, when

The air is damp, and hush'd, and close.

As a sick man's room when he taketh repose
An hour before death.

When autumn's fiery breath has scorched vegeta-

tion, and yet, as Words-rt^orth beautifully expresses
it-

Departing summer hath assumed

An aspect tenderly illumed.
The gentlest look of spring ;

Unfaded yet prepared to fade.
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The moral of which seems to be that just as we
admire the unclouded calmness and honour w^hich

attends that man's old age who has lived well, so

our feelings are insensibly tinged with some such
tender regard for dying Nature, and the certainty
that we shall lose in a short time the green

foliage makes us cast more lingering glances at it

while it yet stays. Most people, however, are

contented to admire the colours of leaves when
massed together, and rendered more effective by
distant haze. Yet, without being microscopic,
much beauty may be discerned in the fading hues
of each tree. Thus the lime once so green inva-

riably changes in autumn to a deep uniform

yellow. The leaves of the mountain ash and
elder are curiously bronzed and reddened before

they fall. The walnut turns black and yellow
where the early frosts have nipped its delicate

green. The sycamore also turns black, and the

leaves curl up and wince at autumn's approach
long before they drop off. Yellow and brown are

the prevailing hues amongst ashes. Such are the

most striking colours that fleck the general duski-

ness of our autumnal woodlands, harmonising
well with the yellow stubbles hanging, as it were,
in patches over the hills purpled with evening, to

which, if a fine sunset be added with its brilliant

bars of colour paling into the track of an October

moon, few lands can show a more delightful
scene. The horse-chesnut, with its deep yellow
foliage shading off to red and brown, especially if

it be growing near the water's edge, must by no
means bo omitted from our enumeration, as those

will readily allow who have seen a fine clump of

them in October near Croxby Lake, Lincolnshire,
or who remember the banks of the Isis.

Another customary study in our autumn walks
is to observe the order in which the trees lose their

leaves. The willow is often seen looking ragged
and forlorn even at Midsummer. This, however,
is due to the fact that it has then ripened its buds,
and the leaves which have hitherto sheltered them,

having performed their main functions, then drop
off.

So in such trees as the beech, which produce
two sets of buds during the season, those leaves

which were formed during spring fall some time
before those of the summer growth. In young
beeches these wither, but remain on the tree

luring the winter, adding much to the pictu-

resqueness of a coppice, till displaced by the buds
)f the following spring.
White of Selborne remarks that all lopped

;rees, while their heads are young, carry their

eaves a long time. In the garden, currant-bushes

ind laburnums decay first, even while the foliage
ound them is still green. Indeed, most fruit-

)earing trees and bushes begin to lose their leaves

-s soon as the fruit is mature. Apple trees, how-

ver, are an exception, the young summer shoots

luttering their bravery of verdure through all the

arly frosts until quite the end of November.
7hen these leaves fall the pruner knows he may
se his IcniEe. The first appearance of autumn in

ho orchard is invariably among the walnut-trees,

'he mulberry, which puts on its summer foliage
itcst of our familiar trees, and is generally sup-
osed to lose it at the first frost, is even stronger

than the walnut, and waves a beautiful head of the

deepest green leaves long after that tree has become

ragged and unsightly. The ash, if it bears many
keys, is perhaps the next in succession to lose its

j

leaves. Many ashes bear no seeds, and then they
j

abound in foliage, while their more fertile brethren
I look the picture of misery. The high winds, which

generally set in with the end of September, soon
; cause the acacia to be in distress

;
while even at

the end of August the white poplars have lost all

their beauty, and many of their leaves. As an

ornithologist can, within a very small margin, tell

the exact day of the year by noting the arrival and

departure of the migratory birds, and the botanist

construct a floral time-piece by remarking at what
hours of the day the different flowers close or

expand, so a lover of the country might almost

exactly hit upon the precise period of spring's ap-

proach or autumn's decay, by observing what
hues were predominant in the foliage around
him.

Very sad in October are the retired woodland

glades. The plumed ferns, but lately so light and

green, are now clumps of blackened lonely fronds,

hanging over the stones whose nakedness they
covered so tenderly during summer, drijiping with

morn and evening's mists, and looking like the

Dryads of Greek fancy, weeping with dishevelled

hair for their ravaged habitations. Still moss and

ivy are putting on their greenest tints on the

banks, while the holly-berries overhead are red-

dening ; and, if some solitary mullein, with its

tall spire of yellow flowers, keeps its melancholy
watch over the dell, reminding us of the lost

wealth of simimer, we have a contrast in the

clumps of butcher's broom, gladdening our eyes
with their deep green. These skirt the moor to

where brown sheets of decayed heather-blossom

are flecked by the white wiry lichen, that so often

shelters under its tufts. Such uplands as theso

are far more cheerful, and when enlivened by a

hawk skimming over them, or a long line of

hunters sweeping to a distant cover, are very

pleasantly associated in most person's minds with

the presence of autumn.
Autumnal scenes are not great favourites with

our painters. Their beauties change every day,

ami are so fleeting, that the utmost industry of

the artist can hardly stay their tints and repro-

duce them on canvas. We have many studies of

trees, or clumps of trees, in their fading dress,

but it is not every one who wiU set himself to

cope with the deeper shadows and softer hghts of

the shortening days, and paint the versatile foliage

of large woodland pieces, when

Barred clouds bloom tbe soft-dying day
And touch the stubble-plains with rosy hue.

In America, because there is a longer interval

between the eud of summer and the violent set-

ting in of winter, there is also more opportunity

to gather up the effects of the fading leaf into a

large composition, as Mr. Cropsey has done in his

"Autumn on the Hudson River," which was in

last year's International Exhibition. It has alw;xys

been a favourite season though with poets, who
can affect the imagination by a

fevy vigorous

touches of word-painting, and brings in a fertile
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harvest of reflections for the moralist. We have

sought to show that under every aspect it has

something noteworthy, somethmg of interest in

every shade of its waning beauty. Aiitumn

brings back most people to work ;
from Swiss

mountains and Norwegian fiords, from glen and

corry of Scotland, from the well-laden apple

orchards and lovely combes of the west. And,

doubtless, the sober reflections with which we

began this paper, come home to us with tenfold

force as we leave the scene of our summer holiday;

so that unpleaaing as is the moraliser generally,

his trite wisdom harmonises well with inclination,

when he says :
—

Yet wait awhile, and see the calm leaves float,

Each to his rest beneath their parent shade.

M.

UP THE MOSELLE.
TART IV.

As everybody knows, spring, and summer too,

came a month earlier than usual this year 1863.

The cold, wet, wineless summer of 1860 taught us

that summer, even on the Continent, may turn

out a miserable failure ; and this is not a pleasant

thought, for a wet summer is contrary to the

com-se of nature, like grey hair in youth. Far

worse than a white winter is what the Irish

peasants call a black summer, and the fewer we

get in the course of a life the better. In spite of

its suspicious earhness, the year is not spoiled

yet ; the barometer is high ;
the distance from

Boppard to Brodenbach is but about seven English
miles across a hill, and the way had been per-

formed last autumn in the contrary direction.

Baedeker says in his guide-book that it must not

be attempted without a guide ;
but it is only

necessary to inquire where the footpath to Buch-

holz begins, just beyond the railway-station at

Boppard, taking care in approaching Brodenbach

not to miss the Castle of Ehrenburg, which lies to

the left, and with which I concluded my account

of last autumn's ramble.* At the pretty little

inn at Brodenbach, kept by
"
Probst," I learn

from a traveller " in the silk line
" that there is a

fine church at Munster-Maifeld, and decide on

turning aside to see it. Munster-Maifeld is a

little town about a couple of hours' walk inland

on the north side of the Moselle. It lies at the

edge of a fertile table-land, and commands an

immense prospect. The church and town is seen

a long time before we reach it. The Maifelder Hof
is the hotel generally mentioned in the guide-

books, but " the Sun" is very good, and the land-

lord, as his sign denotes, an enlightened man,
who has lived many years in Paris, and ^is now

ready to throw light on the sights of his native

town. The chief of these is the old collegiate

church. It has a remarkable tower, shaped as if

a round and square tower had grown together ;

part of this structure is believed to have been

Roman, as the site of the church is undoubtedly
the same as that of the original Castrum in the

"Vicus Ambiativus." This is one of the places
which disputes the doubtful honour of having

* See Vol. viii, p. i3i.

given birth to the Emperor Caligula. The present
church was built probably towards the end of the

thirteenth century, on the site of the older one
built by Archbishop Modoald, who died in 656.

The choir appears to be the oldest part. This is

remarkable for its polygonal shape, and the

crown-like appearance presented Ijy its little

gables. The lancet-shaped windows do not, how-

ever, harmonise well with the pure Byzantine
character of the rest of the apsis ;

and they are,

doubtless, more modern than the rest of the choir,
the date of which must be placed shortly after

the grant of Archbishop Baldwin to the chapter,
A.D. 1333. Behind the church is to be seen what
is said to be the oldest house in MUnster, dis-

tinguished by its quaint beams and gables, and

probably having belonged to the old conventual

establishment in some character or other.

A walk to the lower i)art of the town discloses

a singular stone conduit, like a long covered box
with water spouting out of several openings, and
crowded with women washing ;

and below this a

considerable portion of the mediasval walls, with
one ruinous tower, which slightly leans from the

perpendicular.
The comparative height of the ground here, as

compared with the vast depression to the west-

ward, from which strange round and conical hills

rise, is very striking. It is just one of those sites

which the Romans loved for their winter camps,
their dislike to being overlooked by a possible

enemy overcoming any objection they might have
to bracing air.

The origin of the name of the town is, as some

antiquaries think, to be sought in the May-meet-
ings held by the ancient deliberative assemblies

of Germany under Charlemagne and his successors ;

but others only connect it with the town of

Mayen. We saw a Maypole standing in a village
below the town, showing that the ancient festival

is not confined to Britain. In the town-ditch the

cockchafers, or May-chafers, as they are called in

Germany, have been holding a terrible orgy, as

they hang as thick as the few leaves they have

left on the devastated oaks. The ravages of this

insect are said to have grown more alarming of

late years in consequence of the great destruction

of woods, which harboured their enemies—the

birds.

From Munster-Maifeld it is easy to drop down
on the valley of the EIz ; and this is, in fact, the

only approach for carriages to that Castle of Elz

which is undoubtedly the most worth-seeing object
with the exception of those in the city of Treves,

on the whole course of the Moselle. The very
considerable and steep hills in this region are

thickly clad with oak and beech. A sudden turn

in the road discloses close to us the remains of

the dogged-looking Castle of TrutzEIz, which

was built by Archbishop Baldwin in order to

reduce the stronghold, which he had attempted to

storm in vain. The device of building a fortress

over against an enemy's city is one with which

aU classical scholars are familiar, as being that by
which the Dorian immigrants reduced the Pelo-

ponnesus. It appears that in this case it was

effectual to bring the lords of Elz into a full

recognition of the supremacy of their doughty
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diocesan, and to transform them evermore into

faithful vassals of the Church. There is an

advantage in this approach to the Castle of EIz,

that it is revealed suddenly like a stage-vision to

one passing through the curtain of trees that

screen it from the road. There it stands, on a

rock, in the midst of a lovely glen, as if it were

the completion of the rock itself— a most fairy-
like structure, looking aerial and unsubstantial

from its marvellous perpendicular elegance and
its cluster of pinnacled turrrets. It so happens
that most of our ideas connected with castles are

associated with battlements and square topped
towers, which is partly the result of castles

in ruin hav-

ing lost their

pointed roofs, ^~— -'-^'"5***;^^*?^
~ ' ~

-^""'

so that some

might be in-

clined tothink

Ehrenburg
more beauti-

ful. But, asso-

ciations apart,

or, rather, it

being con-
ceded that
ruinousness
does not con-

fer an exclu-

sive title tothe

picturesque, it

is impossible
to conceive

the lines of

any building
more beauti-

ful than those

of Schloss-Elz.

It is not a

ruin, but an

ancientcaatle,

not restored

with ques-
tionable taste

like Stolzen-

fels on the

Rhine, but

preserved by
some wonder-
ful good luck,
or traditional

good taste, in-

side and outside exactly as it was. The blood of

its owners is shown by this instinct of beauty to

have run marvellously jjure from generation to

generation.

By a bridge over the ravine, and a low gateway,
an entrance is effected into the court of the castle,

which is as grand as the exterior, and in many
respects closely resembles that of the far-famed

Wartburg in Thuringia. The interior is as intri-

cate as a rabbit-warren may be sujiposed to be,

containing rooms of all shapes and sizes, from the

llittorsaals and reception-rooms to little cells in the

turrets. The old black straight-backed furniture

8 still to bo seen in its old places ; amongst other

-kings a four-post bed, such as one sees in Pre-

Raphaelite pictures, grand and commodious rather

than comfortable, and ascended by a ladder.

There are pictures of ancestry on the walls, more

grim than artistic, from the times of rude chain-

armour, through that period when plate-mail
was crowned by a huge judge's wig, to that when
l)igtail8 reigned supreme. The ancestresses are

more remarkable for bloom and good case than for

beauty, but doubtless this was the idea of a flatter-

ing likeness which suggested itself to the artists of

those early times.

In the court there are heaps of round stone balls,

which were either shot from the earliest cannon,
or used from catapults in the preceding age.

The vestibule

is garnished
. ,.— '^^^^ -

-».,^_ with antlers,
- w/i^i-—• and the moul-

dering re-

mains of birds

of prey are

gibbeted on a
wall in the

court. From
the castle we
drop down on
the Brook Elz,
one of those

clear bubbling
and babbling
Welsh-like
streams, so
rare in Ger-

many gene-
rally, though
common about
the Moselle,

abounding in

pebbly shal-

lows and clear

pools, called

Diana-baths

by painters,

because, from
their sylvan
seclusion,they

might tempt
the goddess
to bathe in

them without
fear of being
overlooked by
Actseon.

The gorge here is so very narrow, and the rocky
hills so interlace their steep fingers, that the path
to Moselkern crosses the brook on treacherous step-

ping-stones some thirteen or fourteen times before it

reaches the bank of the Moselle. This path has

awakened the maledictions of the compiler of

Murray's Handbook, who probaljly performed the

distance in rather tight patent-leather boots. But,

this inconvenience apart, the walk of three or four

miles is one to be remembered for its beauty.

The woods are lovely, and at this season the

wild flora most gorgeous. At intervals the shape
of the hills affords room for vine-terraces, in one

particular basin the vineyards forming a complete

amphitheatre : yet they are generally so steep that
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•we must fancy the vine-dresser's feet furnished

with clinging appliances like those by which flies

stand on ceilings.

At Moselkern we came out into the open world

again at nightfall, and were obliged to put up with

roughish accommodation. Moselkern is full of

those old gabled tumble-down houses in which

painters delight, and the same may be said in

a greater or less degree of all the A-illages we
pass. On the opposite side of the river are some
remarkable rocks. Our course lies direct through
Miiden to Garden. The church at Miiden is

remarkable for its queer steeple, which is a con-

spicuous object from the river. Whether it was so

finished in default of funds or from sudden death
of the architect, is uncertain. At Garden the

beautiful Byzantine church arrests the attention

in its restored state, but even more remarkable is

an old round arched house built of dark basaltic

stone, evidently religious in origin, but now pro-
faned into a barn. The church is said to have been
built by Saint Gastor in the sixth century on
the ruins of a Roman castle. The Eoman name
of the place was Statio Garadaunum.

In the year 836, Archbishop Hatto caused
the relics of St. Gastor, which were deposited here,
to be transferred to the church which bears his

name in Goblentz. Garden, as well as Treis,
which is opposite, produces a light clean red wine,

remarkably pure and wholesome. An opportunity
here jiresents itself of joining two Westphalian
clergymen in a one-horse conveyance through
Cochem to Alf and Bertrich, which was the pro-

posed end of this excursion. The places on the way
must be visited as we return. At Gochem we
leave the river, which makes a great loop, and
climb the hill by the road which leads over to

Eller. The whole mountain seems covered with

gold, so as to dazzle the eye ; but the nuggets,
when examined closely, take the shape of broom-
blossoms. G. G. SWAYJSTE.

THE HORSE OF THE DESERT.
(from an ARABIC POEM, GIVKN IN GENERAL DAUMAs'S

"CHEVAUX DU SAHARA.")

My steed is black—my stied is black,
As a moonless and starless night ;

He was foaled in wide deserts without a track,
He drinks the wind in fight ;

So drank the wind his sire before him,
And high of blood the dam that bore him.

In days when the hot war-smoke rises high
My comrades hail him as the unwing'd flier,

His speed outstrips the very lightning fire ;
—

May God preserve him from each evil eye.

Like the gazelle's his over-qulverlng ears,
His eyes gleam softly as a woman's, when

Her looks of love are full
;

His nostrils gape, dark as the lion's den.

And, in the shock of battle, he uprears
The forehead of a bull.

His croup, his flanks, his shoulders, all are long,
His legs are flat, his quarters clean and round,

Snake-like his tail shoots out, his hocks are strong.
Such as the desert ostrich bear along,
And his lithe fetlocks spurn the echoing ground.
As my own soul I trust him, without fear.

No mortal ever yet bestrode his peer.

His flesh is as the Zebra's firm, he glides

Fox-like, whilst cantering slow across the plain ;

But, when at speed, his limbs put on amain
The wolf's long gallop, and untiring strides.

Yes, in one day he does the work of five ;

No spur his spirit wakes,
But each strong vein and sinew seems alive

At every bound he makes.
Over the pathless sand, he darteth, straight
As God's keen arrow from the bow of fate

;

Or like some thirsty dove, first of the flock,
Towards water hidden in a hollow rock.

A war-horse true, to front the clash of swords,
He loves to hound the Uon to his lair

;

Glory, with booty won from alien hordes.
And the soft voices of our virgins fair.

Fill bim with fierce delight.
When on his back through peril's heat I break,
His neighings call the vultures down, and shake

Each foeman's soul with sudden fright ;

On him I fear not death, she shrinks aside,
Scared by the echoing thunder of his stride.

My darling says, "Come, come to me alone.

Through night and silence come to me, mine own."

(0 stranger, from beyond the howling seas.

Leave, leave those flowers.
Whose bloom is ours.

To the love-murmur of their native bees. )

Then, by some sweet and subtle instinct taught,
He learns to read aright each secret thought.

Obedient to the impulse which I feel,

As to my hand this lifeless steel,

Like a hawk, sweeping homeward to her nest,

Strong in his quenchless will,
He rushes onward still.

That I may clasp the loved-one to my breast ;

But whilst I lay me down, with happy sighs,
Under the light of those entrancing eyes,

In some secluded spot, beyond her door,
With countless dangers near, he stands alone.
As if his fiery heart were changed to stone

;

And champs his bit till I return once more.

By our great Prophet's head, this matchless horse
Is the true i)earl of every caravan

;

The light and life of all our camps,
—the force

And glory of his clan.

Born, when the war-shout wakes, to lead,
I am an Arab scheich,

My flocks are there the poor to feed.

My name protects the weak.

The stranger from my father s tent

Is never turn'd aside,

For God his choicest gifts hath lent.

And bless'd me far and wide ;

But if change come, and angry fate

Hold forth her bitter cup to drink.
The path of honour still is straight,

From thence I shall not shrink.

I shall live nobly yet, if ills are borne

In patient trust
;

I shall be rich enough, if I can scorn

The sordid lust

Of gold, and look for happier days, to bloom

Beyond the night-frost of the tomb.

Yea, though misfortune's iron hand
Should smite me with her heaviest rod,

I shall be strong enough to stand,

And praise the name of God.

Francis Hastings Doyle.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TEOLLOPE.

CHAPTER rv. A GUEST FBOM THE CTTT.

The seniors of the party, whose comfortable
and reasonable arrangements were all thus dis-

turbed and traversed by Ban Cupid's tricksy per-
versities and self-willed rebelliousness, were not,

however, disposed to give up the game without
some further attempt at winning it. And matters
stood at Bella Luce as has been indicated in the

preceding chapter, when shrewd old Sandro Bar-

toldi, the rich Fano attorney, made a move with a

view of weakening the enemy by a diversion.

Intent on a scheme he had concocted with this

purpose, the attorney ordered his stout, well-fed

cob, one fine March morning, for a ride up to

Bella Luce. Neither Sandro nor his beast were
80 well inclined to active movement as they once
had been. They took the uphill work easily,

therefore, among the lanes that crept up the green
valleys ; and though they left Fano betimes in

the morning, only reached their destination some
half an hour before noon.

That, indeed, was the liour at which the

attorney had wished to time his arrival. For his

errand required that he should hold a conference
with the head of the Bella Luce family ; and he
knew very well that on this precious bright
March morning all the males of the place would
be at their avocations in the fields. But at noon
came the hour of repose, and of the mid-day
meal—the hours, rather, for few labourers, either

in city or in country, of whatever class, allow

themselves or are allowed by their employers less

than two hours—from twelve till two.
March is a busy month in the country in Italy.

It is the time for pruning and dressing the vines.

And it was on this work that old Paolo Vanni and
his two sons were engaged when Sandro Bartoldi

rode up the last steep bit of the hollow lane that
climbed from the bottom of the valley to the level

of the house.

A French vineyard is one of the ugliest agricul-
tnral sights in nature. Nothing can be more im-

sightly than little low bushes, not much bigger
than ugly brown cabbages, set in rows along the
fields. But France produces good wine, and de-

clares that this is the only way to do so. For the

present, however, Italy is content to drink her
somewhat harsher and -coarser, but more generous
wines, and to hold to the picturesque old method
of cultivation that Virgil has described. Paolo,

Beppo, and Carlo Vanni were tending their vines

exactly as any Corydon, or Tityrus, or Thyrsis did

two thousand years ago on the same hill-sides^

marrying them with wedding- knots of withy, not

exactly to elms, but to the white mulberry trees.

These also had been previously pruned, and the

wood and the leaves carefully gathered, till little

remained save the trunks, whose office was to

support the vines, and a few leading branches

cut into a cup-shaped form at the top of the

trunk, destined to produce a fresh crop of shoots

and leaves from the old, much-scarred, pollard
head.

The rich, red tilled land of the large field in

which they were all three at work, was now nearly
covered with the bright green of the young crop.
For the Italian agriculturist, unlike the French,
does not think that his field has done enough when
it has given him wine ;

the same land must give
its corn, too ; and, generally, to make up the

Scriptural trio, its oil also.

The father and the two sons were in different

parts of the field, at some distance from each

other, each engaged on a separate tree. They
were all mounted on broad double ladders, some
five feet wide at the base, tapering as they rose to

a height of about twelve feet or so from the

ground, to a width of six or eight inches, and

ending in a little platform of those dimensions.

The old man was in his shirt-sleeves, and wore
short fustian knee-breeches, and bright blue

worsted stockings. The two young men wore
trousers of cloth ;

—for Bella Luce was not utterly

beyond the limits of fashion's jurisdiction ; though
her writs were made returnable thence a consider-

able time after they were issued. Beppo and

Carlo Vanni also had retained their jackets,

either in consequence of a falling off from the

hardiness of the previous generation, or from a

sentiment of respect for the presence of the lovely
Giulia. Each of the three had a peculiarly shaped
small hatchet suspended, save at the moments when
it was in use, by a hook at the end of its handle,

from a strap around their loins, and a bundle of

slender osier twigs tied in front of their shoulders ;—the first to do the pruning ; the second for the

tying of that Virgilian marriage knot, which was

to unite the drooping vine firmly to its support,

till after the vintage.
Giulia was in the field, as has been intimated,

and was busy in gathering, and binding into

bundles the prunings, to be carefully carried to

the homestead as precious food for the sheep and

goats. This duty required her presence under the

different trees on which the three men were en-

gaged, one after tlie other; and Giulia was very

careful to linger no longer over her work under

the one tree than under the other. What ! give

old Paolo an opportunity of grumbling, or Carlo a

chance of sneering, that she sought to make time

for saying a few tete-d-tete words to poor Beppo !

Not if she were never to have the chance of say-

ing another !

Perhaps ball-room belles fancy that their lot

only subjects them to the delicate embarrassments

of similar considerations, and that the "happy

simplicity of the jjcasant's life," frees them from

all Buch little troubles. Ah I Giulia Vanni in

vol. IX. 229
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the upland farm of Bella Luce could have told

them a different story I

However, be scrupulous as she might to gather
the vine cuttings under each plant as quickly as

she could, and to linger no longer over one part of

her work than another, it was impossible to avoid

giving each of the three men, in turn, an oppor-

tunity of saying a few words to her from the top
of his ladder, which was out of earshot of the

others.

The field in which the party was at work com-
manded the hollow lane, by which the Fano attor-

ney was approaching Bella Luce
;
and it so hap-

pened that Giulia, who was at that moment gather-

ing up Beppo's cuttings, was the first to catch

sight of the guest.
*'
Beppo ! there is a man on horseback coming

up the lane ! I declare I think .... yes, it certainly

is," she added, shading her eyes with her hand,
" old Sandro, the attorney at Fano !

"

" What can he be coming here for ? .... no good,

you may swear !

"
said Bepj>o, who considered the

attorney only in the light of one of a conspiracy
to deprive him of Giulia.

"
Fie, Beppo ! I am sure you ought not to say

that of him of aU people in the world ! As if you
did not know that he was coming here to propose
his daiighter for your Excellency's acceptance !

"

•* The apoplexy catch him and his daughter,
too ! No, poor Lisa ! I don't mean that ! But
I wish he would let Lisa go her way, and me
mine !

"

" What a fine thing it must be to be a rich

Signore, and to have the girls, pretty ones, too,
like Lisa, coming to beg for the honour of your
alliance ! But it's cruel to be hard upon her,

Beppo ! I would not refuse her, for we poor girls,

you know, are apt to break our silly hearts for you
ungrateful men."

"Giulia! how can you go on so ? As if you
did not know ! Ah ! it's only the girls who
break their hearts, I suppose. Well ! if you don't

know—"

" All I know is, that I must run and tell the

padrone
"—it was so that Giulia always spoke of

the master of the family;—"that Ser Sandro is

coming up the hill ! Good bye, Beppo ! Don't be
cruel to poor Lisa !

"

And off she tripped to the part of the field

where Paolo was at work, and from which that

part of the hollow lane, in which the attorney was

riding, was not visible.
" 'Gnor padrone ! There is Ser Sandro, from

Fano, coming up the hill ! Had I not better run
and tell the padrona ?

"

" Ser Sandro coming 1 where 1
"

" He is in the hollow of the lane there
;
I saw

him just now."
"Whatever is in the wind to bring him out to

Bella Luce to-day of all days in the year !

"
ex-

claimed old Paolo. "
Yes, run, my girl, run, and

tell la sposa that Ser Sandro will take a mouthful
of dinner with us I

"

Giulia waited for no second bidding, but ran off

to the house, to prepare the mistress for the great
and imusual event which was impending over
Bella Luce, while old Paolo came down from his

ladder, and, with his pruning-hatchet still hang-

ing at his loins behind, and his bundle of withy
twigs still stuck in front of him, hastened to the

edge of the field where it overlooked the hollow

way, to greet his visitor as he came up.

"Why, Siguor Sandro !

" he said from the top
of the bank, as the attorney passed below him,
"who would have thought of seeing you out at

Bella Luce this morning ! What news from town ?

How is the Signora Lisa ? Come up, come up !

there'll be a mouthful of something or another to

eat in the house."
" Eat ! Ah

; you may talk about eating up
here ! What a beautiful air you have on the hill-

side here. Per bacco, life must be worth fifty per
cent, longer purchase here than down in the city
there !

"

" What time did you start this morning. Signer
Sandro ?

"

"
Oh, we've taken it easy, Moro and I ! I

knew there was no use in getting here before the

angelus, if I wanted to s{)eak with you, Signer
Paolo I How are the vines looking ?

"

' ' There is not much to boast of ! If we have a

glass of wine to drink, it is as much as we shall

have !

"

"Why, they tell me that there are no signs of

the disease yet, none even down in the plains ;

and you are sure to be better off here !

"

"Wait a bit! It's too soon 5'et ! You'll see

in another couple of months ! I never cry till

I'm out of the wood: The disease will come quite
time enough, never you fear ! What else can you
expect ?

"

"
Expect ! why should I expect it ? There was

much less of it last year than the year before ! I

expect to have none this year !

"

' ' And do you think that is likely, Signor
Sandro, with such maledictions as we have in

these blessed times ! With the beastly smoking,
spluttering railway, that's going to be finished

they saj' this year, is it likely thab the air would
not be poisoned. There'll be no more crops such
as there used to be,

—you mark my words !
— as long

as those things are in the country. Why, it stands

to reason, they are against nature !

"

" 1 know there are many that consider the
vine disease to be caused by the railroad," replied

Signor Sandro ;

"
very good judges and competent

persons too, ay, and 'sponsible men like your-

self, Signor Paolo. So I'm sure it's not for me
to say it is not so. Only they do say that the

disease is just the same, where there are no
railroads."

Chatting thus, the attorney and the farmer

approached the house and each other together
—

the former coming up the road which reached the

level of the house and of tiie field, along the edge
of which the latter was walking—a few yards only
from the door.

Beppo and Carlo had come down from their

pruning ladders, and were following their father at

some distance towards the house.

Giulia meanwhile, after communicating her

tidings to Signora Sunta, slipped away to her

own chamber to make some little preparation for

appearing before the eyes of the townsman. She

would not have dreamed of doing anything of the

sort for any visitors from any of the neighbouring
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farms or villages, young or old, male or female.

But the Italian peasant has, without much—at all

events acknowledged—respect or liking for the

city or its inhabitants, a very great awe and
admiration for the townsfolk. The peasant con-

siders them to be less honest, less kind, less

hearty and healthy, less instructed in all matters

really worth knowing, than he himself is. At all

events he professes so to consider. But he looks

upon the luxury, the faslo, the pomp, the magni-
ficence, and the finery of the neighbouring city,

as something wonderful and stupendous ;
—affects

to reprobate and de8i)i8e it all, and probably, if

an old man, would in reality not change his own
life for a city one ; but nevertheless looks up to

his town-bred neighbours with a very considerable

sense of their superior position.
This same feeling, which had sent Giulia off in

a hurry to her chamber, manifested itself in la

sposa in care for the reputation of her kitchen.

It was supremely displeasing to her that a stranger
from the city should arrive thus unannounced a

few minutes only before the dinner hour. If she

could have got warning in time, she would have sent

into Fano for delicacies of all sorts. If there was
no time for that, she would have ransacked the

neighbouring villages. But here she was left to

make the best figure she could entirely on her

own resources. And she had no doubt that the

townsman thus managed that his visit should be

wholly unannounced, for the express purpose of

triumphing over her unprovidedness. That he

might himself be hungry and like a good dinner,
and be pleased at getting one at Bella Luce, never

occurred to her as a possible phase of the matter.

It shaped itself to her mind as a contest between
town and country, in which the townsman's object
would be attained, and his vanity gratified at the

expense of hers, in proportion to the poorness of

the fare set before him. For to an Italian the

gratification of an appetite is a small matter iu

comparison with the gratification of a vanity.
So la sposa, much and deeply grumbling between

her teeth, set herself to do all that could be done
at so short a notice.

"
Carlo," she said to her second son, as he came

in from the field, "run quick to his reverence,
and tell him to come and take a bit of dinner

with us, and ask la Nunziata (the priest's house-

keeper) to send me a pot of her quince preserve,
and some biscuits,—quick."

It must not be supposed that the priest was
invited for the sake of the quince sweetmeats and
the biscuits. He and they were equally benefac-

tions to her board, and the priest himself by far

the most important of the two. It was respectable
and in good style, and perhaps even what Signer
Sandro himself could not have accomplished at so

short a notice, to have the parish priest at the

board. His reverence, on his part, it may be

observed, hastened to put on his very best coat

and a clean collar, not so much from any personal
care about or vanity in such matters, but in order

to do honour to Signer Vanni's board, and to

support the country in its contest with the city.

That was the feeling of the priest, as it would also

have been of any of the neighbours. They were
all in one boat, so far as the necessity for hiding

the nakedness of their land, and making the best

possible appearance in the eyes of the townsman
went.

Meanwhile Sunta did her utmost within the

cruelly short space of time which the cunning of

the citizen had allowed her. Eggs in abundance
were brought in from the poultry-house and
stables, and la sposa proceeded to concoct a

fnttala with slices of ham cunningly introduced
into a stratified formation of egg and flour, fried

in abundance of oil, and flavoured with some
herbs according to a special receipt in the pos-
session of Signora Sunta, and which were supposed
to be Apennine products unobtainable in the towns.

Beppo was sent to catch and kill a fowl in all

haste, and prepare it for instant spitch-cocking.
This, with a sweet confection, in which more eggs
were the principal ingredient, and the minestra—
the pottage

—which would have constituted the
entire dinner for the family, if Signer Sandro had

stayed at home, made out a tolerably presentable

repast, especially when accompanied by an lyi-

stinted supply of Signer Vanni's choicest wine,
which they all knew was really such as the

attorney did not drink every day of his life.

But for all this, be it observed, the Bella Luce

family, however anxious to shine in the eyes of

their guest, did not dream of changing the venue
of their repast to the great eating-room upstairs.
That would have been too serious and solemn an
affair to be thought of for such a mere extemporary
matter as the present. The dinners eaten in that

state room were dinners indeed ! To have placed
the hurriedly prepared modest meal of to-day
before their guest in that huge, bare-looking

guest-chamber, would have been to render it and
themselves ridiculous. So the little party sat

down as usual at the table in the kitchen, which
was the common living room of the family.

Giulia stole down from her room, the young
men washed their hands and faces, the anxious

and hard-working Sunta seized a moment to give
one re-ordering touch to her hair and kerchief

after her culinary labours, and then announced
to her husband, and Don Evandro, and Signer
Sandro Bartoldi, that " their lordships were

served," i.e., in base plebeian terms, that the

dinner was ready.
'•

It's not to be expected," said Signora Sunta,
as they sate down, with an aigre doux manner,
half mock-modest hospitality, and half self-assert-

ing defiance,
" that the like of us can set before a

gentleman from the city anything fit for him to

eat, and that too at a moment's notice ! I am
afraid the soup is not what you can eat, Signor
Sandro I

"

" On the contrary, my dear madam, I positively

must take the liberty of asking for another ladle-

ful. I was just thinking that I had never tasted

a better minestra in my life !
"

" Ah ! that's our Bella Luce air ! We can grow

appetites up here, if our soil is too poor to grow

anything else !

"
said farmer Paolo.

The farm of Bella Luce was anything but poor
land ; but an Italian farmer always calls his laud

poor, and a land-owner as invariably dee ns it

rich. k

"Any way," said the priest, "I find that, let
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me bring -what appetite I may to Bella Luce, I

never take any away with me, and I daresay

Signer Sandro will experience the same thing."
" That I'll be sworu I shall !

"
said the attorney.

"There's no dinner, to say dinner!" replied
la sposa.

'* You are sadly oiit of luck to-day,

Signer Sandro ! This is such a place out here in

the mountains. There's never a bit of meat to be

got at Santa Lucia except Saturdays. There's

nothing for your dinner except a grilled fowl of my
own fattening, and a Bella Luce friUata, and
some rashers of our own curing, and a bit of salad

"

—the lettuce had been brought by Don Evandro
in his handkerchief from his own little bit of

garden, and given privately to the padrona with

many precautions against the detection of the

transaction by the guest,
—and a dolce, and some

preserve, and a few biscuits !

'«0h! oh! oh! What a dinner! What a

feast !

"
exclaimed the attorney.

•' How you coun-

try people do live ! Ah, one must come int.o the

country to know what living means. "

" But you are not to think, Signor Sandro, that
all my parishioners live as they do at Bella Luce,"
said the priest.

" TuW altro, lo posso dir io ! *

There's not such another farm as Bella Luce, and
not such another manager as la Signora Sunta in

all the country side."
*' I believe you. Look at this cloth and these

napkins," rejoined the courtier- like attorney.
" I

think I know whose hands spun the yarn ; and I

think I could tell, if anybody in Fano asked me,
where to find enough of the same make to turn all

yonder cornfield as white as this table. Aha ! la

sposa! Am 1 in the secret, eh? I think I was
honoured by a peep into the great press up-stairs
once upon a time ; and / never saw such a show,
let the other be where it would !

"

This touched the corde sensible in la Signora
Sunta, and she was much flattered by the com-

pliment. She smirked and purred, and admitted

that, thank God ! they were not badly off for linen

at Bella Luce
; they had enough for the needs of

the house, and mayhap a trifle to furnish forth a
son's house at need—or maybe a couple of them
for the matter of that !

And thereupon Beppo suddenly suspended half-

way between the table and his open mouth the

huge fragment of bread, with which he had been

scouring his plate roimd and round, in order to

mop up the last viscous particles of the frittata,
and looksd hard across the table at Giulia, blush-

ing crimson the while all over his great frank face,
as if the most excruciatingly delicate and sugges-
tive thing had been uttered. Giulia, on her part,

kept her eyes fixed on her plate, and would have
been supposed by anybody, who had never had

any daughter of Eve under his observation before,
to have been wholly unaware of Beppo's demon-
stration.

"You don't drink, Signor Sandro! Yet the
wine is not so bad as it might be, though I say it

that should not," observed old Paolo.
" Per Bacco ! I've drunk enough to find out

that we town's-folk must not drink it without

counting our glasses. iJ un gran' vino, dawero !

*
Very much otherwise, I can assure you.

Che colore ! Che squvdto sapore
'

Ejior di roba !
" *

said the attorney, holding his glass up to the light." We don't drink such wine down in Fano, I can
tell you, Signor Paolo !

"

"And we don't make such at Bella Luce,
now-a-days ;

—more's the pity ! And never shall

again till these cursed railroads are cleared out of

the country .... and something else has

hapi)ened, that need not be more particularly
mentioned,

"
said the old farmer.

Every one present knew very well that this

something else meant the restoration of the papal
government. And Signor Sandro Bartoldi thought
to himself, that if no more good wine was to be
made till that happened, it would be wise to make
the most of the old while it lasted. But of course

nobody was so un-Italianly impxident as to take

any notice of the farmer's manifestation of his

political faith. Don Evandro turned up his eyes
towards heaven, and took advantage of the action

to drain his glass ; but no word was said.

The railroad, however, was not a tabooed sub-

ject, and Beppo ventured, after mature considera-

tion, to say that, if it was true, as he was told, that
the vine disease had visited countries v? here there

were no railroads, it did seem to him as if they
could not be the cause of it !

"

"What has that to do \rith. it, Jitjliuolo mio?"
cried the priest, firing xip. "Do you think that

the Almighty did not know that those countries

were going to make those abominable things against
nature, upsetting all society, and sent his curses

for their punishment accordingly ? Why there is

not one of those coimtries that you allude to that

has not now, as I am informed, fallen into the

iniquity. And are not the works of Providence
thus justified, and is not the abomination of these

nuisances proved past all denial !

"

Beppo was too well brought up to dream of

arguing with his parish priest. He made no reply;
but set himself to consider the question, and soon
arrived at the conclusion that he should like to

ask Giulia what she thought aboiit it ?

Signor Sandro, protesting that he did not pre-
sume to judge the matter iinder its theological

aspect, yet ventured to say that in a wholly
worldly point of view, he thought the railway
was adding, and would add, to the riches of the

country.
The priest answered him that all such wealth

would be found to be of the nature of devil's money,
and would turn to dust and ashes in the pockets
of those who flattered themselves that they were
enriched by it.

To this exposition of doctrine the attorney bowed

meekly ; but thought to himself that for all that

he should not part with a single one of the shares

which were locked up in his strong box at home.
And so the dinner and the conversation went

on till la Signora Sunta rose and left the table to

prei)are coffee for the three seniors of the party.
The two young men put cigars in their mouths

and strolled out of the kitchen-door, Beppo giving
a beseechingly inviting glance to Giulia to follow

him as he went.

* It's ii grand wine, truly ! What a colour ! What ex-

quisite flavour ! Ii's a very choice article ;—literally
" flower

of goods."
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Giulia, however, was as blind to this appeal as

she had been to the look across the dinner-table,
and stealing out of the opposite door of the kitchen,
which opened on the huge staircase, tripped up to

the iJrivacy of her own room.

(To be eorUinited.)

BLOCK-BOOKS.

Tt is difficult in this age of popular literature to

realise as a fact that at so comparatively recent a

period in the history of man as the fourteenth

century, books were so rare as to be worth their

weight in silver. Those born to the enjoyment of

wealth rarely reflect on the toils that were involved

in its accumulation ; and, while exulting in its

strength, this generation, the heir of all other ages,
is apt to forget how largely it is indebted to the

exertions of its ancestors for its superiority, and

by what slow and laborious processes of thought
the useful arts, whereon its prosi)erity is founded,
have been brought to their present perfection.

That the flickering lamp of learning was not

extinguished during the ages of anarchy that

succeeded the dissolution of the Roman Empire
is \indoubtedly due to the monastic orders ; but

to whom the world is indebted for the diflfusion

among the masses of that practical religious

knowledge which was the germ of modern civili-

zation is not so generally known or recognised.

Dwelling in a tranquil seclusion which must have

strangely contrasted with the tumultuous whirl of

events around, enjoying the popular reverence,
material ease, and abundant leisure ; and fami-

liarised by the ritual of the Church with the

tongue exclusively employed by the learned, the

monks naturally became the depositaries of the

scanty knowledge of a period when a score of

volumes constituted an important library, and
when princes, more familiar with the sword than
with the pen, could often do no more than, like

Hodge, the ploughman, make their mark. The
attainments of the monks, though generally very
limited, were suflicient to inspire them with a

hearty admiration for ancient literature, foreign
as its spirit was to their peculiar views and modes
of thought ;

and they were incited by that admi-
ration to collect, preserve, and transcribe the

classical writers, some of wliom they must have

regarded with a vague anl ignorant interest,

somewhat akin to that Wiih which a virtuoso

may contemplate the stone, the mystery of

whose cuneiform characters he is unqualilied to

solve. Though there is reason to conclude that

a monkish chronicle or a saintly legend was occa-

sionally inscribed on a parchment whence the

monks had obliterated a valuable work, which their

ignorance incapacitated them from appreciating,

yet respectful gratitude is due to these reverend

men for their services to literature.

In the accumulation of these treasures the

monks acquired a sad habit of hoarding them ;

and, partly from reluctance to resign an intel-

lectual pre eminence flattering to their pride, and

partly from a habit of looking on knowledge as

esoteric, proper to ecclesiastics, and incommuni-

cable except to the initiiited, were very jealous of

their escaping from their care and passing into

general circulation. In fact, the Catholic hier-

archy, showing the ignorant prejudices of the

times, conceived that unrestricted knowledge was
incompatible with faith and orthodoxy—though it

is hard to apprehend the value of a faith without

knowledge, or in what lack of faith can originate
but in an imperfect knowledge—and, thus con-

ceiving, it endeavoured to limit education and
subject it to the absolute control of the Church.
The perpetuation of its own authority being what
the hierarchy principally aimed at in cherishing

learning, it had constructed out of the precious
wrecks of pagan antiquity a philosophical basis

for the doctrines of the Church ; and in associa-

tion with this arose an abstruse dialectical

system, extending over the entire realm of mind,
and imprisoning thought within a narrow circle of

abstract and barren ideas intelligible only to the
erudite. This scholastic philosophy, by substi-

tuting in an age emerging from barbarism a

system of logical reasoning for ignorant acqui-
escence in authority, was undoubtedly favourable
to the growth of learning ; but, as it was a form
rather than the substance of knowledge, and
attached more value to the art than to the profit-
able results of reasoning, it materially impeded
the progress of real enlightenment. In order to

exercise a wide and profound influence, know-

ledge should not be abstruse or veiled in a learned

tongue ; but, like the Gospel, should accommodate
itself to the ignorance, appeal to the hearts, and

satisfy the spiritual needs of men.
The middle ages were characterised by a pro-

pensity to association—derived from the necessity
for combination against the tyranny of princes
and the rapine of nobles—and by a singular dis-

position to mysticism which was the protest of

the popular heart against the arid and unspiritual

theology of the period. In the Netherlands,
which had long been ravaged by wars and pesti-

lence, and the genius of whose people was practical
and industrious, the spirit of charity born of the

Gospel combined with these two popular tenden-

cies in the formation of various fraternities for

religious and charitable purposes, the result of

whose labours was the wide diffusion of that

spiritual religion and that practical knowledge
which scholasticism in itself could never have

originated.
The debased idea of Christianity then prevalent—identifying it with monachism, assuming mona-

chism to be its highest form, and, as the spirit of

an age is shown by its \ise of words, terming the

monastic orders religious—this, and the expediency
of conciliating the favour of an all-powerful hier-

archy, led these fraternities to adopt the monastic

organisation, submit to a rule, and assume the cowl,

and, while distinguished from the monks by the

temporary nature of their vows and dependence
on labour for their support, become an inter-

mediate clash between the monks and the laity.

The disproportion between the sexes, caused by
the Crusades, favoured the establishment, in the

eleventh century, of the first of these associations,

the Beguines, some communities of which yet sur-

vive ;
and this was succeeded in the early part of the

thirteenth century by the Beghards and LoUards,
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or prayer-makers and chanters, as the words may
be interpreted, who devoted themselves especially
to the education of youth. After a century of

benevolent exertions, which won for them the love

of the people and the approbation of the authori-

ties, the tendency to decay being inherent in

human institutions, the mysticism of the Beghards
and Lollards lost sight of the distinction between
moral and substantial unity with God, and assumed
a pantheistic form almost identical with Vedantic

Hinduism ; and the notion that all man's impulses
are divinely originated, the corollary of their specu-

lations, countenanced immoralities which brought
the fraternities into collision with society and

justified their extinction.

The traditionary mysticism, however, survived

and received a higher development, being reduced

by John Ruysbroeck, prior of an Augustine monas-

tery near Brussels, into a contemplative system,
akin to Quietism, which aimed at absorption of

the soul into the divine substance, and was dis-

tinguished from the pantheism it succeeded by its

broad assertion of the divine transcendance. The dis-

position to religious association and the conditions

rendering co-operative benevolence practicable yet

existing in the Netherlands—the canon Gerhard

Groot and other disciples of Kuysbroeck were
actuated by love of letters and religious zeal to

form themselves, in 1 380, into a community on
the apostolic pattern—having their goods in com-

mon, living by their own labour, submitting to a

rule, but preserving individual freedom—for the

purpose of spreading practical Christianity among
the people by the transcriptioh and circulation of

the Scriptures and religious works, aud for the

improvement of general education.

Town and conventual schools had long existed

in the Netherlands ; but education in the first

was costly, and in the second superstitious, and,

being founded on scholasticism, at variance with

enlightenment. The age was erudite, but not

wise ; for its learning, like that of the Greek

sophists, was abstruse, treating of words, not of

things, and therefore altogether unprofitable. As
of old, it was necessary to recall philosophy from
the clouds

;
from idle or presumptuous specula-

tions to practical wisdom. The estimable Brethren

of the Common Lot did this, by boldly casting
aside the absurdities of scholasticism, replacing the

cumbrous old grammars by simpler and more in-

telligible ones, and putting the classics themselves

into the hands of their pupils ; and all their religious

teaching, being in the vernacular and founded on
the Gospel, was imbued with a new life and spirit.

Such acceptance did these labours meet with, that

Brother-houses soon arose in various parts of the

Netherlands and Germany, that at Deventer, in

Overyssel, the birthplace of the society, retaining
the pre-eminence. Some female communities and
monasteries of regular canons, in connection with
the parent society, were also organised, but with-

out any noticeable results.

The good effected by the Brethren was incal-

culable. They revolutionised the educational

system ; their teaching and their example caused

a revival of spiritual religion in an age of supersti-
tious formalism ; their practice of mutual confes-

sion spread, and awoke a new moral sense ; their

use of the vernacular in prayers gave new fervour

and depth to devotion ; and their dissemintaion of

the Scriptures in the common tongue brought truth

within the reach of the unlearned. Moreover, their

translation of the Scriptures defined the popular
language, and gave birth to a national literature ;

and as nationality is based on langiiage, the acqui-
sition of literature of their own was the first step
to the emancipation from Latin Rome of the

Euro2)ean nationalities, which were ripe for freedom
when religion thus assumed the national garb.

Thxis an association, many of whose members
were priests entertaining profound reverence for

and protected by the hierarchy, by its silent

labour in the very bosom of scholasticism and
the Roman Church, prepared the way for the

emancipation of the people from both. Their

reverence, however, was of a negative character ;

for,—assuming the " De Tmitatione
"

of Thomas

A-Kenipis, one of the most zealous of the brethren,
to be a fair exposition of their religious views—
without impugning any of the dogmas of the

Church—they considered the dogma only in its

moral and spiritual import, employed it merely as

the vehicle of an ascetic, mysticism, and insisted,

above all, on spirituality and Christian freedom.

It seems unaccountable that the hierarchy should

have been so short-sighted as to sanction doctrines

the tendency of "jvhich was subversive of its power;
and it is greatly to its honour, that so far from

opposing, as is a prevalent impression, it favoured

the translation of the Scripture into the vulgar

tongue. Self-interest rendered the mendicant
orders more persi)icacioxis as to the ultimate ten-

dency of the labours of the brethren who had taken
education entirely out of their hands, weakened
their influence, and sadly diminished their cus-

tomary revenues ; for they were always persistently
hostile to the association, and at the Council of

Constance made a vigorous but unsuccessfid eSbrt

to procure its interdiction.

If not the first to substitute block-printing for

transcription, the brethren largely employed it

for the diffusion of religious knowledge ; some of

the finest block-books extant having been i>io-

duced by them,—as the " Biblia Pauperum," and
" Canticum Canticorum,"—illustrated summaries
wherein scriptural history was i)resented picto-

rially to the imagination of the unlearned, and

rhythmically to the memory of the intelligent ;

meagre substitutes for the Bible, it is true, but
invaluable when books were rare. The invention

of type in great measure superseded the occupation
of the brethren as producers of books, but their

estimable labours were continued down to the era

of the Reformation, when, their work being accom-

plished, what was good in their efforts received a

higher development, what was narrow and par-
ticular decayed of itself. Liither highly com-
mended them as the "

first to begin the Gospel,"
and ojjposed the interference with them of those

who "knew how to destroy but not how to

build," on account of their wearing the religious
habit and observing old and laudable usages not

contradictory to the Gospel.
The honour of the invention of type is claimed

by both Germany and Holland. The claim of

Holland rests chiefly on a statement made by Junius,
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*he historiographer of the Netherlands, to the effect

that an eminent citizen of Haarlem, named Laurence
Coster, had made the discovery by accident in

1430, had employed it to print certain books, one
of which, named the "Specidum Hnmanse Salva-

tionis," he had himself seen
;
and that it was in

consequence of the treachery of a servant that

Fust had been able to print his book in 1442
at Metz. This statement has the defect of being
founded on hearsay, but its circumstantiality, the

probity of Junius, and the technical evidence fur-

nished by the book itself, favour the conclusion

that it is correct, though the question is yet con-

troverted.

An admirable fac-simile of this book, on paper,
and with ink of the same description, as were em-

ployed by Coster,—reproducing so accurately the

peculiarities which render it dear to bibliogra-

phers, that it is not improbable that, at some
future time, it may be palmed on the unwary as

the original
—has recently been published by Mr.

C. J. Stewart, of King William Street, Strand,
with a leai-ned introductory essay by M. Berjeau ;

and since the work, interesting as it is in many
aspects, is not of a character to get into general

circulation, Mr. Stewart having obligingly per-
mitted us to reproduce two of its illustrations,

we propose adding some description of the work.
The "Speculum Humanoe Salvationis" is a

rhymed Latin poem,—the Latinity of which is re-

spectable, though not exactly Ciceronian, consisting
of a proem and forty -five chapters, whereof the last

sixteen being omitted by Coster—on the Redemption
and its preliguration in History. MSS. of it yet

existing are dated 1324, but conceal the author's

name " from humility." The first printed edition,
now under consideration, consists of sixty-four

leaves, printed on one side only, so that thus the
two cuts, which the size of our page comi)els us to

separate, are in the original printed side by side,

and form the upper half of a folio page, the letter-

press being subjoined below. Besides the proem, it

exhibits fifty-eight folio pages in double columns,
each headed by a pair of illustrations within an
architectural frame. The engravings, and twenty
pages of the text, are printed in pale brown, and the

remaining pages in rich black ink ; the distinction

indicating that this, the first edition, must have
been ]>rinted partly from wood-blocks and partly
from metallic type ; aiid was therefore produced at

the very period of transition from the ruder to the

improved process ; though there is neither date,

place, nor printer's name in this or in the three

later editions wherein the text is typographed
throughout. This conclusion is confirmed by the

unique character of the types,
—not found in any

other hooks of the period but those of Coster,—
by the use of masked type to fill up lines, and

by the exceptional substitution, from paucity of

type, of certain letters for syllables
—such, for

uistance, as m for ni, in, iu, &c., and nn for im,

tni, uv, &c. The similarity observable in subject,

style, and artistic execution of the plates of the
'

Speculum
"
to those of the '* Biblia Pauperum,"

md other works known to have been produced by
.ho excellent Brethren of the Common Lot, justi-

ies the supposition that the community prepared
he plates and partly engraved the text, but, dis-

concerted by some untoward occurrence—such as

the loss of their artist—the latter plates being

very inferior to the earlier—or perhaps by Coster's

discovery, parted with the imperfect impression'-*

to him to be completed by the new process.

Apart from the value attaching to it on account

of the peculiar circumstances under which it was

produced, the "Speculum" is very interesting as

illustrating the state of art, peculiar theology,

imperfect instruction, and costume of the age.
As conventional modes of artistically treating

sacred subjects had prevailed for centuries, and
were abundantly exemplified in missals painting,

sculpture, stained glass, and orffiverrie, much origi-

nality is not to be expected from one restricted

by traditional rules to imitation of his predeces-
sors. Designs varying but little from some of

these are to be found among the relics of early
Christian art disinterred from the catacombs of

Rome. If, where they may fairly be supposed

original, the designs generally betray poverty of

conception, they are always pure in idea, and
without other errors in drawing or perspective
than a disproportion between buildings and their

inhabitants attributable to lack of room. Scrip-
ture and the narratives of pilgrims being the

only sources of information about oriental life

then available, the artist was reduced to pourtray
the life around him. Hence Patriarchs, Egyptians,

Israelites, Philistines, Syrians, Babylonians, and

Romans, all alike recline on couches, and sit in

chairs whose medieval form and carving would be

at a premium in Wardour Street ;
attire them-

selves in doublet, hose, and pointed shoon ; put
on the uncomfortable Christian hat ; travel in

boots and spurs, begirt with sworil and dagger;
and combat under knightly pennons with lance,

mace, battle-axe, and two-handed sword, arrayed
in all that variety of armour wherewith, as worn

by rapacious counts and their ruffianly followers,

the peaceful citizens of the day were imhappily
too familiar. It is impossible to refrain from

smiling at Abraham clad in steel, and courteously

doffing his plumed hat to Melchizedek ; at Jephtha
armed cap-a-pie, and stooping from his destrier

to clutch his kneeling daughter by the hair
;
—at

David in plate armour, his shield emblazoned

with a harp, and with the head of Goliah on

his lance, making his triumphal entry surrounded

by men-at-arms ;
at David sitting in his palace in

regal state, wearing a broad-brimmed hat ; at

Sampson in top-boots bearing away the
gates^

of

Gaza ;
at Eliezer in boots and spurs communing

with Rebecca at the well ;
at high priests in epis-

copal mitres, and kings reposing, according to the

nursery fancy, with their crowns for nightcaps.

There are many singularities in addition to

these and other incongruities. The idea of Satan

differs somewhat from that of later times, for he

is not only rej>resented as KepKOKepiowxa, but with

a monstrous supplementary visage on his abdo-

men, and once with the head of a swine. In one

place the serpent, as in Raphael's picture, has the

form of a dragon in every respect but the long-

haired feminine head. At her birth Eve is a

pigmy rising and but half emerged from the side

of the slumbering Adam. After the fall our first

parents are arrayed in flowing garments, Adam
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digging, and Eve sitting beside him with a child

on her knee and a distalf in her hand. The passage
of the Jordan is represented by two men in very
Israelitish hats bearing a tabernacle or shrine like

those wherein the Host is kept in Koman Catholic

churches. David wears a crown when slaying the

Philistine champion. A vine, rising from the

bosom of the sleeping psalmist
—amid the branches

of which crowned cherubs perch like sparrows,
while the Virgin and Child are seen on its topmost
branch—represents the root of Jesse ; a fancy which
recalls Spanish paintings similarly representing
the growth of a monastic order and the saints it has

produced. Our Lord, bearing a bannered cross,
delivers the souls of the patriarchs from Hades,
which is depicted as a monstrous maw—a fancy
derived probably from Dante. The traditional

physiognomy of Christ is uniformly preserved.
Trees are suggested rather than depicted, the palm
appears not at all, but the vine invariably is

accurately di-awn. The representations of animals

proper to Europe is good, but reference to the

annexed ilhistrations will show that the idea of au

elephant must have been evolved from the artist's

own self-consciousness, being as vaguely incorrect

as that of the military costume of the Dorians.

Codrua.

In his proem the author states it to be his

purpose to adduce for each event in the

History of Eedemption three instances from

general history pretiguring it
; and after giving a

brief outline of his plan, closes with the obser-

vation that this proem had been compiled for

the sake of preachers lacking matter for their

discourses, but without means to purchase the
entire work ; which, while showing the rarity
of books and the apostolic poverty of the lower

clergy, also suggests the threadbare character
of the teaching founded on such "skeletons of

sermons." Those parallels drawn from sacred

history are often legendary, or founded on sin-

gular misconstructions of the text ; and those

selected from profane history fabulous ; such as

adducing the self-devotion of Codrus as typi-

fying the sacrifice of Christ, or twisting the

dream of Astyages, that a vine springing from

his daughter overshadowed his kingdom, into a

type of the Miraculous Conception—Christ de-

livering men from sin as Cyrus liberated the

captive Jews.

Sharing the tendency to mysticism of his day,
the writer is disposed to allegorise all historical

events, finds " sermons in stones and words in

running brooks," and his fancy riots in extrava-

gances only comparable to the dreams of Philo-
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Judaeus and the Talmudists. But only once does
he lapse into that indelicacy of thought unfortu-

nately so common in old religious writers. As

might be expected, such undue pre-eminence is

given to the Virgin that it might be conceived
her glorilication had been the chief object of the

work. As Stella Maris, she is thought to have
been prefigured in the star seen in vision by
Balaam ; as Cella Dei, in the closed door of the

sanctuary seen by Ezekiel ; and Jephtha's
daughter, Aaron's rod, the sacred ark, the seven-

branched candlestick, David's tower, the sealed

fountain in Canticles, Esther, the temple, and

Solomon's throne are all converted into types
of Mary. Types of the Miracidous Conception
are found in the burning bush, Gideon's fleece,

and in Rebecca, who drew water for both Eliezer

and his camels, as the Virgin drew M'ater from the

well of life for both men and angels, Mary also

having been sought by the angel as a spouse for

God, as Rebecca was by the steward as a spouse for

Isaac ! Eight strange reasons are assigned for the

marriage of the Virgin to Joseph, which event
is supposed to have been prefigured by the vir-

ginity of Sara, who was married to seven hus-

bands. A type of the nativity is found in the

El£Baro&if0riq3bmtffab[eop(p(i^95

Eleazor.

dream of Pharoah'a butler : the vine being Christ,
its three branches His flesh, soul, and divinity,
and the wine pressed from its grapes, the blood
of His passion whereby the wrath of God was

appeased. A passage in Jeremiah is assumed to

prefigure the flight into Egypt, said to have been
attended by the downfal of idols ; which again
was typified by the ancient Egyptian adoration
)f the Virgin and Child—an allusion to Isis, and
;he breaking of Pharoah's crown by the boy
VIoscs — a legendary incident. Types of the

mptism of Christ are found in the Brazen Sea,
he twelve oxen supporting which typified the

Vpostles ;
and in the Passage of Jordan, the ark

being Christ and the twelve stones similarly the

apostles. The Passion is conceived to have been

prefigured by Nebuchadnezzar's dream,—the fell-

ing of the boughs of the tree being the death of

Christ and the dispersion of his followers, the root

which was left the resurrection, and the bands of

brass and iron the fetters whereby He was bound
;

and likewise by the invention of music, which

was suggested by the ringing of the hammer of

Tubal Cain, as agony elicited from the Lord a

melody of prayer. Yet despite these absurdities,

the earnest piety of the writer and his luxuriant

fancy render the work an agreeable study.
Francis Morton.
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ANA.

Anciknt Ikheeitances.—The interesting and

often-quoted statement made some time since by
Lord Palmerston, respecting the uninterrupted
descent for nearly eight centuries, from father to

son, of a small estate in his own neighbourhood
in the new forest, relates, as is well-known, to

the family of Purkis, the lime-burner, who picked
up the body of William Rufus, and carried it in

his humble cart to Winchester to receive the last

sad rites. But we can place upon record a case

of still longer descent of a small property among
persons in no way allied to rank and fortune,
and who have never risen above the condition of

yeomen ; while, we believe, they have never
fallen below it. At Ambrose's Barn, on the
borders of the parish of Thorpe, near Chertsey,
still resides a farmer of the name of Wapshot,
whose ancestors have lived, without a break, upon
the same spot, ever since the reign of Alfred the

Great, by whom the farm was granted to Reginald
Wapshot. There are several families among our
untitled gentry—the county aristocracy, who can
trace their names and possessions in a direct male
descent back to the Saxon times

; but below that
rank we are not aware of a more striking instance
of permanence among change than the past history
of the Wapshots.

Scottish Pluck.—The late Earl of Buchan,
brother of Lord Chancellor Erskiue, himself an

accomplished scholar and man of letters, came
into possession of his title whilst quite a young
man. At that period it was the practice, as no
doubt it had been from the time of the Union,
for the ministry of the day, at each new election,
to forward to every Scottish peer a list of the
names of sixteen of his fellow peers who should be
chosen to represent the nobles of Scotland in the
House of Lords

; and for nearly a century the de-

scendants of some of the most illustrious members
of the Scottish Peerage had tamely submitted.
The Earl of Buchan regarded this submission as

an insult to his order
; and being a man of strong

feelings and apt to use great plainness of speech,
he took an early opportunity of declaring in

public, that any Secretary of State who should
insult him with such an application, should wash
out the affront with his blood. Duels were at

that date in the height of fashion ; and doubtless
this was one reason why the jiractice was at once

discontinued, the ministers being obliged thence-
forth to find out some other less offensive way of

exercising their influence over the elections of the
Scotch Representative Peers. Lord Buchan was
an eccentric being, and after having asserted and
secured this amount of freedom for his brethren,
he took no further part in the matter, and to the
end of his long life never again troubled himself
to give his vote in the elections at Holyrood.

ACROSS THE SANDS.

That was a happy week which I spent at
Avranches eleven years since, in the midst of the

preparations and pleasing bustle which even the
humblest wedding seldom fails to call forth. It

was to attend Emma's wedding that I had, with
some difficulty, obtained a brief leave of absence.
Emma was my sister, and she and I were alone in

the world, with no nearer relation than the kind
old aunt with whom Emma had lived since our
mother died. This aunt's name was Pearson, and
she was one of the English residents at Avranches,
whom economical living had allured to the coast of

Normandy. At Avranches, then, Emma had lived
for two years, and in that bleak air the early
delicacy of her health grew more and more per-

ceptible, until aunt Pearson became alarmed, and
consulted a physician. The physician looked grave,
and talked of the seeds of consumption, of pru-
dence, and of a warmer climate. It was one of

those prescriptions easier to give than to follow.

For Aunt Pearson was poor, Emma had nothing,
or next to nothing, and I, her brother, a second
lieutenant of Marines, possessed little more than

my pay. We were the children of a clergy-
man, who had been too good a parish priest
to die rich, and the kind aunt herself had but
a modest annxiity whereon to maintain her niece

and herself, while a migration to the south
would have overtasked her slender piirse. Under
these circumstances, I was rejoiced to hear
that Emma's long engagement to Henry Hilton
was at last to be brought to a hapjjy close.

Harry, who had been a school-friend of mine, and
visited at the Vicarage when we were all children

together, was a good fellow and a clever one,

though a little fiery of temper and stubborn of

will. He loved Emma very fondly and faithfully,
and they had been long troth-plighted, condition-

ally on the young man's getting his father's con-

sent. And, by degrees, old Mr. Hilton, a rich

merchant at Bordeaux, senior partner in the great
house of Hilton and Vaillant, had been won over

to receive as his daughter-in-law a girl who had
no portion but a sweet nature and a fair face.

The young folks were to be married at once, and
to set up house at Bordeaux, with Mr. Hilton,
who was a widower, with no other child than

Henry, already a junior partner in the firm.

Dr. Briggs, the English physician who played
the part of Galen to the little British colony, and
who accommodated himself with a pretty good
grace to the five-franc fees that in that needy com-

munity were the substitutes for guineas, congra-
tulated me on my sister's prospects.

" Miss Lethbridge," said the worthy old man,
"has a good constitution, apart from the heredi-

taiy predisposition to phthisis, and she has youth
on her side. In the mild air of the southern

coast, she may recover her strength, and live long
and happily. But another winter in this cold and

rainy climate would Well, never mind that

now. I have said enough, at any rate, to assure

you that my congratulations on your sister's

marriage are not a mere compliment."

My leave of absence, as I have said, was short,

since H.M.S. , on board of which I was

junior marine officer, was to sail very soon for the

West Indies, and I had only obtained permission
to attend my sister's wedding, as an especial

favour, and even my brother-in-law was anxious to

get back to Bordeaux and his desk, as early as pos-

sible. His father and his senior partner were more
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than commonly deep in business details ; the young
man had a good bead for accounts and consi-

derable abilities, and he was desirous of proving
to his father that he was not ungrateful for the

latter's compliance with his wislies as related

to the marriage itself. Therefore it had been

arranged that after a brief tour among the Pyre-
nees, the newly-married pair were to proceed to

Bordeaux, and that Harry was to make up for

lost time by redoubled assiduity in serving the

interests of the firm of Hilton and Vaillaut.

The wedding was Hxed for Wednesday, and my
place was bespoken in the malle poste for the

evening of that very day, an arrangement which

gave me time to sleep a night in Paris, and to see

a few of the wonders of the French capital before

I scampered back to Portsmouth. And on the

Saturday preceding it, we planned an , excursion

to Kervaeu, a small town on the Breton side of

the river Couesnon, and formerly a frontier post

belonging'to the old Celtic duchy.
Our party was rather a large one. Mrs. Pearson

had many friends in AvrancVies, and as soon as it

was mentioned that we designed an excursion to

the Breton borders, several of the English resi-

dents had expressed a wish to accompany us.

There were, therefore, four or live carriages,
besides two or three boys, who were home for

their holidays^ and were wild with excitement as

they galloped on their shaggy and sure-footed

ponies. Hilton rode a fine English liorse, a new

purchase which he had made in Paris, and which
he intended to take down with them to the south.

And I drove Emma in a queer little jangling pony-
chaise of native construction, while Aunt Pearson

shared a voiture de louaye with three friends.

The day was a beautiful one. We spent some
hours pleasantly enough at Kervaen, and dined

among the ruins of the fort. The beauty of the

day had faded, though very gradually. Clouds,
like huge skeins of unravelled wool, that covered

the violet sky, were not unwelcome as screening
otf the sun. We had started early, for, though the

evening was fine, the road was a long one, winding
among the curves and undulations of the bay.

" Are those Norman fellows never coming back
with the carriages ?

"
said Hilton, looking at his

watch, impatiently.
"

I have letters to write that

must go to England by to-night's post."
But nobody else was in any particular hurry

to start, and we continued to lounge about the

ruins. Even Emma did not seem, for once, to

sympathise with Hilton's wish to be moving, and
she scolded him playfully for his impatience.

But Hilton was seriously bent on getting back to

the town. He had received, that morning, two

letters, bearing the London postmark, and it was

absolutely necessary that the yoimg merchant
should write by return to bis correspondents.
A bare-legged boy was induced, by the promise

of a ten-sous piece, to run to the other end of

the village and summon the lagging charioteers,

who had put up their horses at an auberge of

tolerable size, rejoicing under the title of the Soleil

Levant. But this messenger did not return, and
when Hilton and I went together to the road-side

inn, we heard the sounds of the rustic music,

which are the invariable accompaniments of a

Breton festival, and found that a christening-feast
was in progress. This sufficiently accounted for

the truancy of our coachmen, who were in the

thick of the merry-making, having recognised old

friends among the company.
But there was something contagious in Harry's

uneasiness at the delay which this inopportune
banquet had helped to occasion, and I saw, with
some annoyance, that our Jehus had not failed to

do justice to the contents of the huge pitchers of

cider that were passed incessantly from hand to

hand, and that their faces were red and their eyes
dull from the effects of their potations. With a

good deal of trouble we succeeded in half coaxing,
half compelling the drivers to leave their hospitable

friends, and impressing as many of the hangers-on
of the auberge into our service as possible, we con-

trived to get the horses harnessed and the men
upon their coachboxes. Fortunately Norman
heads are too strong to be utterly overllooded by
even immoderate draughts of apple-juice, and no
sooner were the laggards on their driving-seats,
and in ])osses8ion of whip and reins, than their

instinctive knowledge of horses resumed its sway,
and they prepared to conduct the vehicles home-

wards, with all proper gravity and steadiness.

Much time had, however, been wasted, and the

sun was going down while we had many a kilo-

metre of road to travel. The members of the

party took their places in their different carriages,
the schoolboys remounted their ponies, and it was

pretty plain that the drivers were quite sober

enough to pioneer their living freight to Avranches
in safety. All was ready for a start when Harry,
who had been chafing terribly at the delay, and
who was apprehensive that we should reach the

town long after the departure of the mail, proposed
to strike across the sands, which were hard and

hrm, and thus to curtail the distance by nearly
one-half. Indeed, to an impatient traveller, there

was something provoking in the idea of crawling
round the shores of the bay, when it was possible
to make a short cut from point to point, a course

doubly tempting when time was of such value.

Indeed, when I looked at the wide stretch of

smooth sand, gleaming wet in places that lay far

out to seaward, but in general as dry and flat as a

billiard-table, I felt disposed to comply with

Harry's desire. We had but to ford the shallow

stream of Couesnon, a little river only note-worthy
as the old barrier between France and Bretagne,
and our way lay clear before us. So at least 1, in

my innocence, opined ;
but I was startled at the

vehemence with which the old residents combated

the project. The sands, they said, were notoriously

treacherous and insecure ; they were full of shift-

ing quicksands of fabvdous depth and tenacity;

the tide, at certain states of wind and sea, ran in

over those flats with a speed that even well-

mounted horsemen could not evade ; fifty persons,

on an average, perished yearly on that fatal coast,

through some imprudent confidence in their own

judgment or activity, &c. In short, even with

a guide, the Gr6ve de St. Michel was best avoided,

and without a guide it was madness to venture

upon it. I did not exactly believe all this chorus

of evil
;
but I put sufficient faith in the popular

opinion to consider that the tempting sands had
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better be left in possession of the sea-crows that

were solemnly walking to and fro beside the pools,

digging ever and anon with their sharp bills into

the soft surface, in quest of worms or shellfish.

Not so, however, did my brother-in-law elect. His

lip curled scornfully, and he could hardly listen

with patient politeness to the Cassandra-like pre-
dictions of the old ladies who were the chief

speakers. He had, in fact, been too long on the

Continent not to be aware how prone to the mar-

vellous, and to exaggeration of the peculiarities of

the country, English residents are apt to be. He
was of a bold spirit, too, and not easily turned
from anything by the mere notion of problematic

peril. Thus he persisted ; the others demurred ;

and the result was an animated discussion, in

which Harry was in the minoritj"-. He was only
backed by the schoolboys, who were wild with

delight at the idea of such "jolly fun" as a race

homewards across the sands, all the more attrac-

tive because their elders held them in such horror.

Emma, indeed, would willingly have gone by that

route, though she was sorely puzzled between
Aunt Pearson's boding remarks and her lover's

confidence that there was no risk, and that the

dangers of the GrSve, at low-water, must be purely
fanciful.

I don't say that Hilton was a perfect character.

He was, as I have hinted, rather hot of temper
and excessively obstinate, though of a generous
and kindly nature. His petulance increased with
the well-meant but injudicious efiforts of our

friends to dissuade him from the wild idea of

crossing the sands. He would, I do not doubt,
have given up the plan, though not perhaps with
a very good grace, had Emma asked him at first

to stay for her sake. But she did nothing of the

sort. On the contrary, she was disposed to side

with him, and when the rest vowed that for untold

gold they would not tempt Providence by such an
act of folly, she was still inclined to hearken to

her lover's voice, had I not interposed.
"
No, no, Emma," said I, turning it off with a

laugh,
" After Monday next, when you have

promised to love and obey our headstrong friend

on the chestnut charger, of course you may risk

your life as much as you please. Till then I am
your lawful guardian, and shall not stir one yard
from the Prince President's highway; so you must
submit to go home in safety."

Hilton declared in dudgeon that he would go
alone, write his letters, and have time to smoke a

cigar and play a game at billiards at the Cuercle,
before we returned. He would not listen to a

word of advice, though two or three old Breton

fishermen, and some shrill-voiced fisherwomen
added their warnings to those of our company.

*' There are many dead Christians in the

cimeti(5re of Kervaen," said one white-haired old

sailor, speaking in a thin and piping voice, but

solemnly and impressively enough; "but there

are more who sleep in unblessed graves, without
shroud or coffin, under the Uses of the Bay. The
tide has turned, too, and the wind is westerly.""

Ah, ah ! it is wrong to tempt Heaven's mercy
thus," cried the women, crowding round Hilton's

horse. " In the name of our Lady of Sorrows,
monsieur, take the advice of the poor."

Hilton merely shrugged his shoulders, made
some good-humoured but contemptuous rejoinder,
and tightened his horse's girths. The good horse

neighed and pawed the beach impatiently.
"
Harry," said my sister, now alarmed for the

first time, and with imploring eyes fixed on her

lover's face,
•*
Harry, to please me

"

It was too late. Had Emma spoken before,

her influence would have carried the day, but

now Hilton was piqued and nettled by so much

opposition to his proposal, and his mind was made

up. He was, as I have said, a brave man, but he

had also that sensitive shrinking from the slightest

imputation of fear which is only felt by the young,
and which wears off with experience of the world's

ways. To recoil now, when everyone was busy
in conjuring up perils and obstacles in store for

him, would have been a bitter pill for his proud
and hasty nature to swallow. Yet he hesitated

for an instant as he saw the tears in Emma's

gentle eyes ; but most unluckily one of the

Norman coachmen broke in with tipsy gravity,
and in the nasal drawl of his native province :

" C'est bien dangereuse, monsieur, savez-

vous "

The spell was snapped at once. Hilton, who
had finished adjusting his girths, angrily told the

man to hold his tongue, gathei-ed up his reins,

and spurred off, waving his hand in adieu to

Emma, and drily remarking that we gave our-

selves a great deal of unnecessary anxiety about

the safety of a person so insignificant as himself,

but that the laugh would be against us, when we
met at Avranches, by tea-time. So saying, he

rode off at a brisk canter, splashed into the

Couesnon, and, fording the shallow water with

perfect ease, gained the opposite bank, and took

his way across the sands. Twice he looked back
to us, with a half-playful gesture of leave-taking,
and then a rising headland concealed him from

our view.

"Follow him, George; oh, pray let us follow

him !

" exclaimed Emma, struggling to keep back

her tears, but to this I decidedlj'' objected. To
overtake Hilton, well-mounted as he was, was out

of the question, even had there been any good
object to be attained by sharing his danger, if he

were indeed in danger. Of this I felt by no
means assured. Popular tradition is generally

vague and full of exaggeration, and 1 did not

re{)ose unlimited faith in the appalling statements

1 had just heard. Heartily I wished that Harry
had been wise enough to avoid what might prove
a very ugly scrape ; but, for all that, I counted on

finding him, flushed with victory, puffing his

cigar at the door of the Hotel de Londres.

We started at a good round pace, glad to get

away from the croaking of the Breton peasants,
whose dismal predictions had anything but a re-

assuring effect upon my poor sister. Our little

pony chaise was much lighter than the cumbi-ous

four-wheeled carriages, and as Emma was eager to

get back to Avranches and assure herself of the

safety of our rash knight-errant, I drove fast, and
we soon outstripped the rest of the party. As
for the youngsters on their ponies, they were

somewhat sulky at the parental prohibition,

sternly reiterated, to accomiiany Hilton across
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the Bay, and therefore kept aloof from the train

of vehicles, scampering up by-lanes, leaping any
fence where a gap afforded a tempting passage, or

tearing along the road in a breakneck race that

usually ended in a harmless tumble.
For some time after quitting Kervaen the road

trended somewhat inland, and it was only now
and then that, between the gnarled boughs of the

orchards, or across the weedy ridges of the fallows,
we could catch a glimpse of the sea. But pre-

sently we found ourselves skirting the coast line,

winding among sand-hills and frequently crossing
the narrow bridge that crossed some brooklet on
its way to ocean. To the left was the broad sea,
to the right were the bare sands, and far away
loomed the rock-cradled fort of Mont St. Michel,
and the twin islet of Tombelaine, and even

Avranches, clinging to and crowning the crest of

its steeply scarped hill—but of Hilton we saw

nothing. This was the less surprising as, owing
to the twists in the road and the many sandy
blutfi that stood out between us and the sky-line,
our view of the strand was limited to that portion

immediately before us.

Emma was excessively agitated, though she did
her best to hide her fears, and was perpetually

standing up in the carriage to gaze forth over the

yellow stretch of sand, dappled already by the

flickering shadows of evening. The sun was

sinking, and the wind rising. The white clouds

overhead had grown thicker and darker, growing
like the web of the Parcoe, till they covered the
whole sky. I felt uncomfortable, and the more
BO because, for Emma's sake, I felt it necessary
to keep a cheerful countenance, but I began to

recognise the signs of an approaching gale. The
wind, as the old fishermau had remarked, was

westerly, and it came every minute in stronger
and angrier gusts, sweeping the dead leaves from
the trees, and making a melancholy sighing

among the sedges and tamarisks of the lonely
shore. I looked out to sea, and even at that dis-

tance I fancied I could see the dark blue line of

the advancing tide gaining, still gaining, on the

shore, and rushing on, swift and smooth, over the
level strand where neither rock nor shingle barred
its way.

* ' Where can Harry be ? I don't see him. O,

George, your eyes are better than mine I

"
said

Emma, trembling, as she stood up for the tenth
time to strain her gaze across the yellow Hats.

" I see nothing," answered I.
"
Stop, there is

something in the distance, a dark object, but it

cannot be a man and horse, it is so small, and
so near the water, where no sane person would

venture, with the tide coming in at such a rate.

Some sea-bird, driven in by the storm."

"Then there is going to be a storm?" asked

Emma, with such white lips, and such evident

distress, that I coiild have bitten off my tongue
for my lack of caution.

She was very pale ;
the hectic bloom on her

cheeks came and went, a»Kl her eyes were strangely
brilliant. In her delicate state of health, all

agitation was hurtful, and I groaned inwardly at

Hilton's mad prank, though 1 did my best to put
a good face on the matter. I laughed at the idea

of any apprehension from the storm, whether of

'

perU to Harry or ourselves, and spoke confidently
of the adventurous horseman's safety. I ex-

pressed myself sure that he had already reached

Avranches, and would have the laugh on his side

when we came in, with wet clothes, after a drive

through the rain. In fact, I played my part

admirably, in my own opinion, but I could not
deceive a woman's quick instinct, and my sister

laid her hand on my arm with——
"Hush, George, pray. You frighten me, dear,

for I see that you are afraid for Mm. Oh, it is all

my faiUt
;

I should have begged him, urged him
to stay with us, and if he, if he shoidd "

Just then tlie eldest of the English schoolboys,
who had raced past us some little time before

with his noisy crew of young comrades, came tear-

ing back with his pony in a lather of foam and
heat.

"0, Captain Lethbridge," said the boy, "we
have seen a gentleman on horseback trying to

escape from the sea, and I'm sure it's Mr. Hilton,
and the poor horse seems so tired, and the tide's

coming in dreadfully fast, like a millrace."

I tried to stop the boy. It was of no use.

The words were spoken, and Emma gave a
scream so piercing and heart-broken in its

agonised accents, that it haunts me to this

hour, and will haunt me to my dying day.

Lashing the vigorous little nag into a gallop, in

an instant I gained the point whence our young
informant had come, and there I sprang out, and
assisted Emma to scramble up a steep ridge of

sand that overlooked
.
the whole of the desolate

flat, now terribly encroached on by the advancing
tide. A few drops of rain fell, and the wind
whistled shrilly by, and the sea-guUs and gannets
flew hoarsely screaming around, and fluttered off

inland on their white wings. The muttering

growl of distant thunder resounded, but we cared

nothing for rain or thunder. Our eyes were
riveted on a horseman who was making his way,

slowly and painfully, through deep and moist

sand in which his weary steed sank fetlock deep
at every bound.

Hilton ! There was no mistaking him ; but

how came he there, and how had he lingered so

long among those dangerous wastes ? No doubt

he had missed the safe way, hardly to be found,

even by natives of the country, and had wandered

long among the treacherous quagmires and pools

of sullen waters, for I could see that his noble

horse flagged wearily, and that there were stains

of mud and sand upon his heaving flanks, as if

he had floundered through more than one of the

Uses, as they are locally called. The sea was

behind him, swift and pitiless, like a low wall of

dark blue water, crested with foam, and seeming
to devour the shore as it swept onwards. Worse

still, the coming tide was "
quickening" the sands

as it advanced, for we saw pools appear where dry
banks had lately been, and the surface heaved and

glistened, and the horse had to make desperate

efforts to advance shorewards.

I shouted loudly, to encourage the poor fellow,

but the wind drowned my voice ;
and now the

thunder rolled, and the lightning flashed redly

over the sea, and it seemed suddenly to grow
dark, while torrents of rain came dashing down ;
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but we did not heed them. If my own life had
been trembling in the balance, I could scarcely
have felt more cruel anxiety ; and as for Emma,
I hardly dared to steal one glance at her pale and

anguish-wrung features, as she stood on the highest
point of the rock, clinging to me for support, and

waving her hankerchief, poor thing, while her

eyes pierced the twilight, riveted on the figure of

that lonely horseman on whom the sea was gaining
with fearful rapidity.

" Why does he not head straight for the shore ?

Ah, now he takes the right course ! but the horse
can scarcely answer to the spur," I muttered
between my set teeth. "Oh, push on, for Heaven's

sake, press on !

"
I shouted with the full strength

of my lungs, using my outspread hands as a

trumpet, and Hilton heard the call, started, and
knew us, for he gave an answering hail which

only reached us as an inarticulate cry. But the
voice of human sj'mpathy, or the sight of her he

loved, seemed to revive him, for he lifted his

steed with the rein, and pressed on more steadily,
while immediately afterwards the horse seemed to

find firmer footing, for he no longer sank beneath
the surface, and as he broke into a quicker pace
he shook his head with a long neigh of triumph.
The carriages had by this time arrived, and had
come to a halt, but the horses were alarmed by
tbe lightning, which was now almost incessant,
and they were with difficulty kept under control,
while two or three of the party came scrambling
on foot up the bauk, uttering exclamations of

dismay and compassion.
' ' He is nearer, nearer now. The horse goes

fast. He will be saved, he is safe ! Harry !

Harry !

"
cried Emma, taking hope as the firmer

ground was reached
; then, as the storm gathered,

she turned wildly to me :
"
George, brother, say

that he is safe !

"

I said something, I do not remember what, to

encourage Emma's despair, perhaps, should her

hopes be disappointed, but I meant it for the

best, and the boys, who were excitedly watching
the struggle, set up a cheer.

" Well done ! he can gallop now. He is on firm

ground. Mr. Hilton is safe, papa ; he is out of

reach of the sea ! Hurrah !

"

But the joyous shout died away on their young
lips as, with an awful plunge, the good horse sank
to the saddle-girths, snorting, plunging, rearing
wildly, but in vain, for every effort served but to

bury him deeper and deeper in the tenacious quick-
sand, and his neigh of distress changed to that
horrid scream, seldom heard but on the battle-

field, which nothing but extremity of pain or fear

can elicit.

We shouted to Hilton to throw himself from
the saddle—to fling himself flat upon the treacher-

ous surface—as the only chance of life ; but I do
not think we were heard, so hoarsely did the
thunder roar overhead, while the darkness deep-
ened so much that it was only when a flash of

lightning showed every detail of the scene that
we could distinguish the sufferer.

Emma's despair was fearful to witness, and in

her passionate grief she upbraided us for allow-

ing the victim to perish, unhelped, before our

eyes ; but human aid was useless there, and we

could but remain spectators of what we were

powerless to prevent. At every fresh flash we could

see, by the vivid though momentary light, the

horse sinking deeper and deejier. The moist
sand was up to his withers now, a few short mo-
ments and it reached his neck ; now the horse was

wholly lost to sight, and the rider was waist-

deep in the quagmire, sinking, still sinking, as

if dragged down by some viewless monster below
into a living grave. And the sea came on,

trium[)hant, relentless, its blue wall curling and

frothing as it ran, arrow-swift, over the strand,
and already a foamy line of shallow water had
reached to within a few yards of the spot where

Harry remained, helpless.
Another flash. The line of foamy water crept

snake-like on, reached Harrj'^, passed him, and
rolled on far to landward, and line after line,

streak after streak, came in the deepening water,
and then rolled on the low blue wall, and still the

quicksand gaped, insatiate, for its prey. It was

up to his armjiits now, the water, and presently
another flash showed the poor wretch, his head

alone above the salt flood, with a face deadly pale,

and eyes that glared, white and ghastly, in the

lurid glow of the lightning, whUe the lips seemed

to move, but whether in prayer to Heaven or a

hopeless cry for aid, can never be known. No
sound reached us. The rain was blindingly thick,

and the wind raved as it swept the hurrying
clouds before it. There was a longer pause than

usual between the flashes. To our impatience it

seemed as if the dreadful darkness endured for

ages. At last it came, broad and bright, the fierce

flare of white light, but nothing was visible ;

nothing but grey sea and white foam, where the

little waves began to toss and curl, and the curv-

ing wall of blue ran far shoreward. We strained

our eyes, but could see nothing more. Unwilling
to trust our senses, anxiously we waited for the

next flash, and it came
;
but we saw nothing but

a waste of sea and sky. Harry Hilton was lost for

ever to men's sight until the Judgment Day.
In the agony of that suspense, I had almost for-

gotten my poor sister. Her voice had died away
in sobs, and she had sunk at my feet, and lay

there, crouching. But when I saw that the grave
had closed over its victim, I bent to raise Emma,
and thought at first that she was in a swoon, but

a cry of dismay from one of the party aroused me
to a new fear. We lifted Emma tenderly, and by
the light of the carriage-lamps saw the signs of the

mischief I had dreaded, only too plainly. Poor

girl, the white handkerchief she had waved so lonj/

was pressed to her lips now, and stained with

crimson drops that ran heavily down, and left a

dark stain on the light muslin she wore, and on the

small white wrist that lay passive between my
hands.

Why linger on the sad story ? Suffice it that

Emma's frail health had not been able to endure

the anguish of that hideous scene. A blood-vessel

had given way, and she never spoke more, and

before we reached Avranches she was dead.

We buried poor Emma on the very day that

was to have witnessed her union with him whom
she had loved—loved too well to survive his fear-

ful end.
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SON CHRISTOPHER:
AN HISTORIETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHATTER 1. PIOUS ORGIES.

The winter day closed in early on a certain

Saturday in February, 168.5, when the weather
waa dreary all round our shores. On the Dorset-
shire coast the winds blew shrill

; and the mists
that tbey drove inland brought on an earlier

night than the almanack told of. Tn Squire
Battiscombe's mansion, which looked down upon
the fishing town of Lyme Regis, as little ac-

count was made of the weather as in any house
in England, for the family could seldom have

gone out of doors at all if they had been afraid of

the gales on the bare downs ; or the chilling blasts

which drove up the ravines from the beach below;
or the sea-foam, which, on stormy days, wetted

everything within a quarter of a mile of the

margin of the tide.

In Battiscombe House, therefore, the children

made no remark on the darkness of the evening

except when their attention was drawn to it.

" You take too much of the lire for such a little

one, Joanna," observed the mother, to a child who
was poring over her book by the blaze from the

log in the chimney.
" How this cheek of yours

is scorched, while some of us are chill !

"

•' I only wanted the light," Joanna observed

with a sigh, as she at once retired into the twi-

light behind her mother's chair. She was called

to that chair, and kept warm with an arm round

her waist, and soft kisses on tbe crown of the

head. Still she held the book, with a finger be-

tween the pages, where she had been stopped.

"That child is always reading!" the Squire

remarked, and nobody gainsayed the observation.
" These little ones get their own will out of us

in a way for which wo shall be answerable," the
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Squire proceeded. "Arabella and Judith are

thinking at this moment how strictly they were
cut off from vain learning when they were that

child's age."
Arabella and Judith looked up with a smile

which showed how truly their father had read
their thoughts. They were not likely to forget
the wrenchings of the heart they had endured,

many a time, when some beloved volume was
snatched from their hands at the cruellest moment.

"I have gone to their bedsides," said their

father, "and taken from under their pillows the

idol of the moment,—not always a romance or a
narrative of a voyage, but some treatise of philo-

sophy, or perhaps the grammar of some foreign

tongue. See their smiles now ! They not only

forgive me, they understand me."
The girls looked up cheerfully.

"My daughters are my friends, and their

mother's friends," the proud father observed.
"
They have had other and better teaching than

books ;
and I, for my part, doubt whether the

most learned damsels that my grandfather used to

extol, could have been safer and truer friends to

their fathers than my daughters are to me. I

would have this last little daughter please me as

weU."
Joanna here thrust her book behind her mother's

skirt, and the mother did not show that she was
aware of the act.

" But we have not grown ap entirely ignorant,

sir," said Judith.

"You can read the Holy "Word," he replied," and that is enough."
"Except the foreign tongues, in which men

read the Holy Word in sympathy," observed the

family tutor, from his seat in the window. " The
ladies have no small knowledge of the French and
Dutch languages—"

"I reckon those things as included in their

study of the Word," the Squire replied. He did

not wish to discuss a family arrangement by
which opulent gentry, imder cover of a plan for

educating their children, kept up communication
with continental Protestants of their own way of

thinking.
At this moment a shout was heard outside, and

the tramp of horses' feet on the shell walk in

front of the hoixse. In those days, every unusiial

sound was supposed (by Nonconformists, at least)

to mean misfortime of some kind. The father of

the family stood upright; the mother's lips moved
in prayer ; and the looks of the daughters
waited upon both. Their suspense was short,
for Anthony, and David, and little Will, came

up to the windows crying out "
Christopher !

Christopher ! Christopher is come !

"

In another minute, Christopher, the heir and
the pride of the household, was in the midst of

his family, and the tutor had withdrawn. Chris-

topher had never looked so comely ; but he was

thoughtful. There was no mystery about his

appearance. He had come down, with a party of

comrades from the Inns of Court, to attend the
sessions at Dorchester : and he found he could

ride over to Lyme to spend the Lord's-day in his

old home. He was aware that the morrow was
to be a remarkable Sabbath to his family and

friends at Lyme, and he had used great efforts to

arrive in time. At one part of the jovirney he

scarcely hoped to accomplish it. The waters were

out, so that his brother barristers and himself, and
their guides and servants—twenty-three in all—
had been compelled to go many miles round ; and
at dusk yesterday it had seemed an inevitable

thing that men and horses would spend the night
with no better shelter than a leafless wood. By
means of Christopher's new groom, however, who
seemed to knoAV the country better than the

guides themselves, the party had been brought
round into the Dorchester road, and enabled to

divide themselves between two inns before the

lights and fires were oixt : and they had ridden

into Dorchester to breakfast.
" Who is this new groom of yours ?" the Squire

asked.

"Reuben? Oh! he is one of the Coads that

there are so many of among the fishermen below.

I believe his father is the horse-dealer, and that

may be the way that Reuben knows the county
roads and bridle-paths so well."

' ' I suppose he was trustily recommended to

yoii ?
" observed the careful mother.

" As a horse-keeper, he was. As for the rest, I

liked his coming straight to a Dorsetshire man,
and offering his services on the ground of neigh-
bourhood and our good old coixntry non-con-

formity. Oh, yes ! he is one of lis. He would
walk twenty miles to hear John Hickes."

" You will allow him a good rest this night ?"

observed Mrs. Battiscombe. " None but trusty
old acquaintances should be of our company on
this occasion."

"As it pleases you, mother. I fear Reuben
will be hurt when he learns how near he has been
to Hickes's pulpit without knowing it ; but I wiU
observe your pleasure."
When Christopher left the room, and the young

people followed him all over the beloved old man-

sion, the Squire observed to his lady that Kit's

arrival was, to his mind, rather perplexing. Had
she supposed he would come ?

" I had hardly liked to wish it, or not to wish

it," she replied. "It will be a blessing to us to

have all our elder children with us this night ;

yet, if his suit had been favoured, he would

scarcely have left his lady-love at the first moment
to hear John Hickes."

"I have little fear for his suit," the Squire
observed. "He has had no disappointment.
You may see that in his face."

"He has secured that strength by which the

keenest disappointment—"

"
Yes, yes, my dear. No doubt of that. But

his countenance is bright with success. Elizabeth

Bankshope is to be our daughter, I have a fuU

persuasion."
" If so, how strong must be his faithfulness,

that he leaves her to share the services and

dangers of his family this night I

"
^

When the supper was over, aud prayers had

been read, aud the younger children were gone to

bed, and the tutor, M. Florien, had withdrawn,

Christopher explained that he had brought news

which he had thought it best not to commit to

paper. He should have ridden over on this
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account, if there had been no question of other

matters. It was understood that this news was
of public concern ; for Christopher had not been
four hours in the house without obtaining his

parents' blessing on his betrothal to Elizabeth

Bankshojie,—the toast of the county, and the
sister of the high- sheriff.

"It is certainly true," Christopher declared,
when he was satisfied that he could not be heard

beyond the fireside, "it is certainly true that
the King died a Catholic. They smuggled in a

monk, who administered the sacrament. I had

particular information of this three days ago : and
I doubt not the news is creeping from house to

house in London bj'' this time."

"Florien ought to hear this," the Squire ob-

served. And Christopher went to bring him in.

Then a long discussion followed of the prospects
of the Church and of Nonconformity. There had
been a hope, since King Charles died, that the
new sovereign would be gentle with the Non-
con fcirmists, in order that they and the Catholics

might co-operate to keep the tyranny of the

Church in check ; but if Protestantism itself was
in strong peril, there was no corresponding chance
of an alliance between the Church and the Dis-

senters. Some great change must be at hand.
The question was,—what it would be.

No one of the party put the thing into plain
words : but Arabella and Judith agreed, when
they had reached their chamber, that what father,

brother, and tutor expected was a new king
—a

Protestant king, who should send King James to

the Continent, to make himself happy in some
Catholic State.

At an hour past midnight, a part of the family
assembled in silence in the hall of the mansion.
A dim lantern gave the only light. The Squire
carried this lantern, and ho held it up to the face

of each of the muffled figures before the back door
was o[»ened.

*' My daughters !

"
whispered their mother, when

she saw that Arabella and Judith were there.
" This winter night and these perils are not for

young creatures like you !

"

" Let us go, mother !

"
said the one. The other

put her arm round her father's }ieck. "
Father,

you will not forbid us ! You said, this very even-

ing, that we were your friends. Where you go,
we will go."

"
Yes, yes !" he replied. "Wife, we must be

just to our children. How was it with you when
your father chose to abide in the midst of the

Plague?"
Mrs. Battiscombe was always silenced by a

reference to her conduct in the Plague-year ;
and

she now took one daughter under her own wing,
and committed the other to the Squire. Nurse
had oiled the locks and bolts, so that the party
left the house without wakening the sleepers

upstairs. Once in the yard, they dispersed to a
certain extent. One or two went rouifti first to

the road, to see whether anybody was about ;
and

then two took that way down into the town.
Two more passed into the garden, and down a

footpath which led to the beach. Others waited a
few minutes, till the first should be half-way to

their destination. As far as any of them could

see, they were not dodged or seen
; but the night

was very dark. There were no lights in any
windows, and, till they came near the rendezvous,
the young people saw nobody moving. Then,
they passed or followed people muffled like them-
selves : but where they went in the darkness, no

group could tell of any other.

They in fact passed up various alleys, and

through several private houses, in order to meet in

a large room, well hidden from the street. This

room, once used for the storing of wool, had been
offered for a chapel by a staunch Presbyterian
citizen, who had used his influence among the men
in his employ to get the proper fittings introduced
and put up, as if they were improvements of his

place of business. The few windows were so

thoroughly closed that no ray of light escaped :

there M'as a double entrance,—the one to be closed

while the other was opened ; and the pulpit was
so placed that the hearers could gather round it,

and save the preacher from speaking louder than
the size of his congregation rendered necessary.
The place was nearly filled when the Battis-

combes dropped in
;
but the pulpit was still empty.

Presently, as a man in a fisherman's dress passed
under one of the dim lights, a whisper went round
that that was John Hickcs. In a few moments
more he had put off his disguise, and appeared in

cap and bands, inviting the congregation to pray.
It required less power and skill than John

Hickes was noted for to interest by his discourse

that night : but he moved his hearers deeply. He
made them proud instead of ashamed by con-

trasting the opening of this House of the Lord
with all the consecrations in religious story, from
the gathering of the Jews into the Temple of

Solomon, to the late thronging of the people of

London into the new St. Paul's. He made his

hearers bold instead of alarmed when he set

before them the danger they incurred by being

there, listening to him who, under the Five Mile

Act, was under condemnation for being about this

night's business in the town where he had formerly
ministered in the face of day. Some of them had

perhaps considered that they had done a brave

thing in having service in their homes in the

presence of guests who brought up their numbers

above the four prescribed by law as the largest

company of Dissenters that might worship together.

Some really had run great risks in taking adjoin-

ing houses, and making an opening in the wall,

covered by a picture or the like, in order that two

households and a few visitors might join in their

services. But the risks run this night far ex-

ceeded those. None but such as were fast

anchored on the Lord had need be there ; for

they were encompassed with dangers which no

care or faithfulness could avert. Suspicion was

always awake : bribes lay ready for the vile to

clutch : spies were everywhere :
—perhaps there

were some now prese»t. And then the preacher

launched an anathema against any traitor who

might be present which innocent hearers at least

never forgot. He described the miseries to which

faithful confessors were subjected in their impri-

sonments,—the bad company, the bad air,
—both

that which was breathed by the body and that

which stifled the soul; the filth, the loathsome
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food and foul water ; the rheumatism or the !

spotted fever ; the ridicule of the vile, the oppres-
sion of the magistrates, the horror of the pillory
and the scourge, and the lifelong trial of beggary,
when repeated fines had di-ained the fortunes of

men and women delicately reared :
—he described

these things as in full prospect for any and every-

body there ; and then declared that the most

painful of them were joys and blessings in com-

parison with the retribution which should await
the spy who now heard him,—if such an one there

were. His description of the anguish to be
endured sooner or later by any one who should

bring the righteous into trouble,—of the pangs,
intolerable and eternal, which he should not

escape, made the most innocent tremble
;
and it

seemed an act of mercy when the preacher, after

a pause, leaned over the desk, and said, in deep,
low voice, which, however, was heard by the

remotest listener, that a way of escape should be

opened for any wicked who would forsake their

wickedness. A path should be made to the door,
from which the keeper should withdraw for the

time : the lights should be extinguished for five

minutes ; and any spies who might be present
could steal away unseen. Departing in such a

manner, it might be hoped that they would
for ever hold their peace on what they had this

night witnessed and heard. Entertaining this

trust, and regarding them as penitents, he sent

his prayeis and blessings with them.
As soon as the lights were out, some of the

congregation made a shuiiling of their feet on the

sanded floor, lest the silence should daunt any
one who wished to withdraw. The lapse of three

minutes was announced by a voice below the

pulpit ; and then of four
;
and tlien of the fifth ;

and when the few candles were re-lighted, it was
observed that all heads were turned towards the

door.

The preacher remarked that it was not perhaps

yielding too much to natural solicitude to ask

whether, to the knowledge of any who heard

him, any person had passed out. Two or three

answered,—one being sure that at least one, and
he believed two, had stolen forth ;

while others

were quite certain that the door had never been

opened. The preacher invited to prayer before

disclosing his further counsel ;
and he was wise

in doing so ; for, while he was "wrestling" with
more vehemence than he had hitherto been be-

trayed into, for strength to the sufferers for the

testimony, and pardon to the weak and treacher-

ous, and while all heads were bent in prayer,
some person certainly did leave the place.
The assemblage was now sifted, the preacher

said : and he could open counsel further. He
related the news—for news it was to nearly all

present,
—of the administration of Komish rites

to the late King on his death-bed. This event, he

announced, was a date posted up in fiery charac-

ters in the history of religion. It was true, no

persecution from Catholic James could well be
worse than what the i:)eople of God were still

suffering from the government of Protestant

Charles,— so-called : but, as Charles turned out
to be no Protestant, it was clear that the time
had become ri])e for the royal enterprise of over-

throwing the Reformation altogether ;
and if the

attempt could not be bafiled, the doom of the

world was sealed. The most monstrous of world-

lings, Louis of France, was sitting quiet, watching
for the lapse of Britain to Eome

;
and now, that

monster no doubt thought his game secure, as

England, under two successive Ilomish kings,
could be no true ally to Holland

;
and Holland,

with England against her, could no longer defy
France.

The question was,—what was to be done ? The
Lord's chosen would stand fast. A seed would
be left in England,—and also in Scotland,—from
which a harvest might arise to the Lord at some
future day : but Avas England going to allow her

kings to hand her over to Home, as a tenant hands
over his Michaelmas gift to his landlord? Was
siich a lapse as this a fitting result of the conflict

the last generation had waged, and of the death

the father of these two kings had died ?

Some niurmurings of emotion had been heard

at former points of the discourse : and now
several voices exclaimed that a Protestant king
must be had. It had become difficult to say so,

one manly voice declared, because, since the Ilye-

house plot, every one who desired a Protestant

king was supposed to favour the assassination of

the Catholic princes on or near the throne : but

the time had come for men who were no zealots,

and who abhorred bloodshed, to insist on a Pro-

testant king for a reformed kingdom. Could any
brother within the sound of his voice give infor-

mation of any dealings by which the coming in of

a Protestant king could be hoped for ?

The preacher repeated the question, which was
made more weighty by his authority.

"That can I," replied some one in a foreign

accent. " I have some knowledge. But to dis-

close it is to put my liberty on a random cast :

and I have sacrificed much—my country and my
kindred, and my patrimony,—for my liberty."

The preacher leaned forward, and said, in a

solemn voice :

" And what man of God's elect has, in these

evil days, obtained liberty but by sacrifices ? And
what man is worthy of liberty who would not

put it to hazard to secure to Christ's own the

liberty with which he has made them free ? It

vexes me to speak of myself in such a case : but

which of you does not know that I stand here as

on the threshold of a prison, or on the ladder of

the gallows ? If 1 thus trust the brethren here

assembled, another man surely may. If John

Hickes is safe in the honour of Christians, so is

I Emmanuel Florien. I know you, Florien, and
' the stoutness of your heart. If I adjure you to

speak, you will utter what concerns the cause.—I
'

adjure you to speak."

;

"I obey," replied Florien: and of the whole

assemblage, none were so amazed by his disclo-

sures as the Battiscombes.

I

" I have information," he said,
" no matter

i how, for I will not involve others, and it is for

! those who hear me to test the truth of my words
' —I have information that a Protestant king for

England has long been in view ;
and that since

the late king's death, the movement has quickened

j greatly. The exiles in Holland
"
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*' He would be a madman who should trust the
exiles in Holland," observed a grey-headed man
who sat under the pulpit.

" How many of them
have betrayed members of the late plot whom
they had first incited to conspiracy, keeping from
them the aim against the lives of the Popish
princes ?

"

" Hear me !

"
Florien continued :

" and remem-
ber that those exiles are of various quality. John
Locke is one of them."

" Is he one of the movers you tell of ?
"

"I know not : but I know that he is as mal-
content as any. When he learned that, by the

King's order, his name was blotted out of the
books of his college, he said that this was equal to

a command to take up the work from which Lord

Shaftesbury had been released by death
;
and that

he was an Englishman no more till an English-
man's birthright of liberty was restored. It was
not of him, however, that I rose to speak ; but of

others of whose transactions I will say no further

word, if inquiry is made, directly or indirectly,
about their names."

•'
Speak on," said the preacher ; and his words

were echoed by many.
" Certain of those Protestant patriots are now

on the shores of the Lake of Geneva, waiting on
Edmund Ludlow, to ask him to be their leader in

cleansing the throne of England from Popery."
A murmur of enthusiasm ran through the con-

gregation. A voice here and there said that the
Lord's people would see the face of the Lord
Protector's old friend again before they died ;

while othei-8 feared that Ludlow would not be

again brought forth from his retreat.

"He has steadily declared," said Florien,
" that

he has fulfilled his part ; and that it is for young
men, and citizens who cannot be charged with the
blood of a king, to save Protestant England, if

indeed she may be saved."

"What next, if he refuses?" asked the

preacher.
" There is the choice," Florien went on, "among

the late and present King's Protestant children. Of
these there are three,—yes, three," ho repeated, so

loudly that those near him pulled his cloak, to

remind him to moderate his voice. He did so ;

and the more distant hearers stood up and leaned

forward, and pressed upon one another, to catch

every word.
' ' Lord Shaftesbury, we know, held information

that the late King had gone through a private but

legal form of marriage with the mother of the
Duke of Monmouth. Some credit this, and some
do not. The question is whether to use this

uncertainty to press on the demand for the son of

Charles being King, or to turn from him to the

daughters of James and their husbands. Such
was the question ;

but the King's death has

wrought strongly."
"Which way?"
" It has brought evidences of the love of the

people for the Duke such as might excite and deter-

mine a man of another quality of mind ; but he
has wavered much ; and something is said about
an oath which is in the way. Nay,—the terms of

the oath I know not ;
nor the circumstances of it.

It is rumoured to be in exchange for the counte-

nance of the Prince and Princess of Orange, and
for the princely maintenance they have afiforded

him."
Here some questions arose, and a few groans,

about the unholy fashion of life of the young
Duke, as reported by travellers from the Hague,
and by Dutch merchants in London,—the masques,
the gay skating parties on the ice, the new dances
from England, figured forth in painted halls this

very winter, and . . . There might have been
more of such scandal, but for the peremptory com-
mand of silence from the pulpit. The preacher
declared that it was not God's will that England
should lapse to Home, while search was made for

a prince who had forsworn courtly vanities and

usages ; and no one knew but that this young
princely soul might be saved by such a task as the

redemption of England being appointed to it.

The present might be the precious hour for saving

prince and kingdom both. But how were the eyes
of the Prince and Princess of Orange to be

blinded, and their ears to be stopped to these

movements at the Hague ? The doubt, however,
was faithless, and the preacher desired to take

back his words. Florien rephed tliat there was
no need. The Duke was not now living at the

Hague, but at Brussels ; and in a retirement

which was at present full of grief. One in whom
Florien could repose trust had reason to know
what the grief had been. Through the long night
which had succeeded the arrival of the news of

the Duke's father being dead, and his uncle pro-
claimed in his place, the groans and sobs of the

young man were mournful to hear. Yes, Florien

said, his own friend had heard them.
When this point was reached, a common idea

seemed to take possession of the preacher and
the whole congregation. The discussion was
closed by an appointment of three of the elders

to meet the preacher to-morrow at a spot beyond
five miles from Lyme, to arrange for opening a

communication with the exiles,
—if not with the

highest exile of all. The discourse thus strangely

interrupted was resumed for a few minutes,—in

order to point out how the Divine blessing had
been manifestly bestowed on the opening of this

house of prayer,
—the congregation having been

brought together to hear great tidings of hope in

the darkest hour of Popish triumph. An ardent

thanksgiving followed ;
and the general enthu-

siasm would gladly have found vent in the shout-

ing of a gladsome psalm : but this could not be

permitted. Nothing could be allowed in these

night meetings but a low chant by a few select

voices. It was said that these could scarcely be

heard in any neighbouring house
;

and if they
should chance to penetrate to any chamber, they
would be as the music of dreams in the ear of the

sleeper. Or the devout who solaced the night-

watches with prayer might naturally suppose
these strains to be the response of spiritual beings,

who, as John Milton had said, are wont to walk

the earth both when men wake and when they

sleep.
The church clock tolled four as the Battiscombes

entered their own yard. No one had spoken on the

way home ; and their hearts were so full that no

one seemed inclined to speak in the hall,
—except
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that the parents whispered the indispensable

blessing before going to rest, and that the Squire
said as he stroked his daughters' cheeks that there

must not be many such short nights for young
Christians, or the fairest roses in God's garden
would fade before their time.

At the head of the stairs, Christopher was

stopped by his mother's hand on Lis shoulder. She

whispered,
" I thought it was your intention not to

inform Reuben Coad of the preaching to night ?
"

*'
Certainly, mother. I spoke no word of it to

him or any other."

"How, then, was he present?—Nay, it is true.

I saw him, in the shadow,—far behind us. You
will find he was there."

" Then he will be full of it on our ride to-

morrow. "

'* I hope he will. And T trust yoii will leave it

to him to begin. I would have you watch that

man closely, Christopher."
" I will, mother: but I am certain you need

not fear him,—unless for some indiscreet zeal."

All found food in their chambers, i)laced there

by Nurse. "When they met at breakfast, no child

or servant in the house saw anything in their faces

which betrayed that the night had not been sjieut
in sleep.

CHAPTER II. CONSPIRACY, COULEUK DE ROSE.

Though March was not past, it was a warm
spring afternoon in the sunny spaces of the park
at Brussels when certain messengers from other

countries paced the avenues in consultation.

Hound two sides of the park there were grounds,
some of them deserving the title of parks them-
selves. These belonged to palaces and mansions,
one of which was the present abode of the

Duke of Monmouth.
On the wide lawn which spread from the

terrace in front of the mansion to the boundary
of the park, the fine old trees were parting
with their wintry aspect ; and some were tinged
with green, as the faulike chestnut leaves began
to jiromise to unfurl their folds, and the sycamores
showed bursting buds. A lady, in a light cloak of

black talfety, with the hood folded back on the

top of her head, sat on a garden seat carved out of

a group of yews. A iiickering sunlight played
over her, and made her look very beautiful. She
was trifling with a pencil and a sketch-book,

aiming at sketching a noble chestnut-tree at a little

distance, but making no great progress, because
she was restless and preoccupied. A lady stood

near enough for conversation, and a page not too

far off to receive his mistress's orders. These
orders had been so often repeated in the last

half-hour that she was ashamed to send him on
the same errand again : and she therefore looked

every minute to see whether the Duke was coming,
instead of inquiring of any other. She and her

lady agreed that the season was advanced, that

the violets now made no secret of their where-

about, that the oak would be out before the ash,
that the city chimes sounded most musically in

this retreat, and that the chestnut was not the

easiest of trees to draw
;
and then the lady list-

ened, and her mistress turned, and the page

approached, and the Duke emerged from the

shade close at hand, his black suit and mourn-

ing sword having prevented his being seen among
the trees, as he would have been in his ordinary

splendour of dress. The attendants withdrew to

a more distant walk when the Lady Henrietta

went to meet the Duke, and he drew her arm
within his, to return to the yew seat.

' ' No trouble, I trust ?
" she said, looking anxiously

in his face.

"All interruption of our peace is trouble,"
Monmouth replied. "Why cannot my friends

leave me in quiet ? I am sure Mary and Orange
ought to know me well enough by this time to see

that it is best to let me be content while I am
willing to be so."

" What would they have ?
"

"
Orange sends me this letter. Read it, love."

When it was read, he went on :

"He was not satisfied with writing his advice

and his offers in this waj'^, but he sent Beutinck to

exhibit to me all the honours and political weight
to be obtained by fighting the Turks, and parading
before Christendom in the Emperor's train."

"It is not empty advice," Henrietta remarked.

"Here are generous offers of meaus which should

spare us all danger of your being mistaken for a

soldier of fortune."
' But why should I be a soldier at all ?

"

Henrietta laughed in his face, with a glance
which said, as plainly as words could have spoken,
"Because you are so brave, and dashing, and

glorious !

"

Monmouth smiled a gratified smile, saying that

this was all very well when war was necessary,
but it was no reason for a man's leaving a life

that pleased him, and turning to one that did not,

without any need so to mortify himself.

Henrietta sank into thought for a while, and

sighed, Monmouth watching her countenance.

Then he sighed too, and said women could not

love like men. He believed she would have him

go and fight the Turk, and leave her in solitude,

when the reason why he did not go was that he

could not live apart from her.
" And is that a sign x)f want of love, or of an

over-mastering love?
" asked Henrietta. " Is it

love, or lack of love, think you, which makes me

ready to undergo dreary days, and nights of terror,

that my love may win his right place before

Europe and the world ? If you were slain, what
would my life be to me but a long-drawn pain?
Yet 1 long to venture this, because, if you escape

the risk, life will be to you what life should be to

my Monmouth. Is it love, or lack of lov«, to feel

thus, and to dare and desire the sacrifice ?
"

"
Well, well ! Let it count for love. But yet

love is more to me, for I desire nothing beyond it."

"Nothing! Would you acquiesce in slights

and sneers about base birth, rather than stir to

prove your rights ? Would you, born to be a

king, and kingly all over, sit in the shade, and

bask in the sun here, by a woman's side, in the

very crisis of Europe, and let Orange and Louis

struggle for your own England ? Would you look

another way while they decide whether the

destiny of Christendom is turned back or carried

forward ?
"
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" I would, Nay, do not look away from me,"
he continued, embracing her head, and compelling
her to look up into his eyes.

" kemember what
reason I have to desire no further change in my
life. I have striven to obtain my due positiou,
and found myself disgraced and exiled. I have

hoped to conquer my birthright by patience and

policy ;
and death has cut short my scheme, and

the world sees in me a disappointed man. At this

very hour I find myself happy for the first time
in all my days ;

and I take this as an admonition
to be content. Not seeing mc, the world wiJl

soon forget me ; and then, Henrietta, we shall

have nothing left to wish. I owe nothing to
Turk or Emperor which should come between us
and our natural delights and holy quiet."
The page approached, evidently to announce

further interruption of this holy tranquillity. He
presented letters, and said that three gentlemen
had arrived on business with his grace. He was
dismissed, but desired to remain within call ; and
then the letters were opened. Monmouth's hand
trembled so that he could not read the first he

opened. Unable to hide his agitation, he said :

" You know what it is that, in the sight of

English letters, agitates me beyond control."
"
Yes, I know. Any news of her ? I dare say

not."

There was nothing about the Duchess of Mon-
mouth, and the Duke sighed.

"Why think of her at all ?
"
the Lady Henrietta

asked.

"You have said that before: but how is it

possible not to think what news might possibly
arrive

"

"0, hush !" said Henrietta, raising her hand
f

in admonition. "If we think at all, wo shall

find ourselves some day wishing for an innocent

young creature's death. Let us look away from
that side altogether. Let us wish her no ill, and
forget her. 1 am sure 1 pity her ; and I try to

forget her."

"I do not strive, one way or another," said

Monmouth, now satisfied that his letters contained

nothing about his deserted wife. "My nerves

may, like those of an injured man, be shaken at

times by a sudden start, but my mind is at ease.

You are my wife, Henrietta. Heaven has wedded
us, and no power on earth can put us asunder.
Others are auswerable for the ruin of Ann Scott's

life. They married us when we were children, and
then they parted us by my exile ; and now they
may take charge of her, aud leave me to the wife
and home that God has been pleased to give mc."

" Is this the puri)ort of those letters ?
"

" I know not what is to follow from them. The
bearers are to tell me that ; but I do not want to

hear it. I will send a message to them that I

have wholly withdrawn from public aifairs. Yes,
I will," he repeated, laughing, in reply to Henriet-
ta's look of remonstrance. He clianged his mind,
however, when he saw the eagerness with which
the attendant lady spoke to Henrietta about the

personages who were now in the house.

These personages were presently conversing with
Monmouth on the yew-seat,—the ladies having
withdrawn. On the lawn there could be no eaves-

dropping ; and the conversation was so long that it

must needs be important. After an hour's sus-

pense, Henrietta was informed that the three gen-
tlemen from England would remain to supper.
The party sat late at table ;

and the Lady
Henrietta and her attendant did not think of with-

drawing. Mrs. Katherine Johnston was of remote
kin to Henrietta, and had so devoted herself to a
mistress who had forfeited honour, that she was

naturally treated with confidence, aud encouraged
to bestow her sympathies. She therefore remained
this night at table, hearing with as much excite-

ment as her mistress, the tales that the guests had
to tell of the desire of the kingdom for Monmouth
to appear. M. Florien could tell of the eagerness
of the Nonconformists in the Southern counties for

a Protestant king. His particular errand was
between him and the Duke

;
but he was full of

strange tales of the superstitions of the country

people, and the fanatical devotion of his sect, which

captivated the imaginations of the ladies,
—if not of

Monmouth himself. Lord Grey of Wark related

that the Whigs were everywhere ready to rise on
the first news of Monmouth's having left the

foreign shores : and he appeared to be charged
with so many anecdotes, if not messages, in regard
to the hatred of both Church and aristocracy towards

King James, that it really seemed as if a Protestant

Pretender had only to appear to put down the

Catholics for ever.

The third delegate, Ayloffe, the lawyer, was
less liked by Henrietta ; for she observed that in

proportion as he spoke, Monmouth's ordinary
mood of caution and indolence returned. Ayloflfe

said too much, the ladies afterwards agreed, about

the stiffnecked and arrogant character of the

Scotch, who would yet be the main prop of the

enterprise ;
and of the haughty joy of the English

Catholics, who trampled all Protestant interests

under foot, secure in the King's countenance, and
armed with the repute of his cruelty, in the pro-

spect of which the boldest might quail. Ayloffe
had heard what all the world knew, of Monmouth's
valour in war

;
and he supposed himself to be

rousing the Protestant leader to enterprise by his

disclosure of wrongs and troubles. Henrietta

knew him better ; and she led the convers.-ition

back to the friendly population who might be

expected to greet a deliverer,—and especially the

most popular of Pretenders. By degrees Mon-
mouth admitted the intoxication of his imagina-
tion and his heart. He remembered the hurras

of the soldiers whenever he appeared ;
and Lord

Grey told him that the regiments in and about

London would pass over to him as soon as his

standard was raised. He remembered how the

people in the city ranged themselves on the foot-

ways, and looked out from their windows to do

him homage. He remembered how the women
were devoted to him everywhere, and how the

children set up a shout of transport as he turned

any corner in his rides. He remembered how,
when he crossed country in sporting, or rode from

one to another of his now forfeited seats, the

people came thronging from remote farmsteads

across the fields, and gathered in thel lanes, ready

to worship him if he would accept green boughs
for his horse's head, or a cup of milk for himself.

He seemed to have a keener sense than ever of
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the pleasure of being so beloved, now that he was
assured that the same love, intensified by disap-

pointment and trouble, Avas still ready for him.

When he asked for definite descriptions and for

evidence, he was told that four counties were

completely }»repared to receive him ; that the

City of London was, his own
;
and that all the

counties, from faithful Hampshire to the Wye,
and down to the Land's End, only needed an

appeal from himself. Part proof of this should
be supplied in the morning ; and the rest would
await him at Amsterdam.
When the guests were gone, it was plain that

the mention of Amsterdam had damped Mon-
mouth's satisfaction. Mrs. Johnston ventured to

suppose his Grace might i)lease himself about

going there or anywhere else
;
but Ko ! it was

necessary, if anything was to be done, to meet
the Scotch leaders and the English exiles at

Amsterdam. Then Mrs. Johnston fell into her

lady's method, and blessed the people of England
for their loyalty to their own gallant prince, and

longed for the day when she might see and hear

the welcome they would give him.

"What shall we call him, Kate?" asked her

mistress. "It must not be James. Pity his

name is James !

"

'• It must not be James," Mrs. Johnston agreed.
There would be—at least, there might be— diffi-

culty about whether it should be James the Second
or Third. But there would not really be any
difficulty. If the people could lind themselves a

glorious king, they would lind some glorious title

for him. No doubt they had settled all such
matters already.

*' It is all very fine," said the Duke ;
"but do

not be beguiled by a dream. To go to Amsterdam
is is impossible to me ; and, if it were not,
there are a thousand obstacles. The Scots—these

Scotch leaders—are insufferable to me
;

and

Argyle is imi)racticable. Wiser men than I Avill

have nothing to do with these Scottish schemes.

Edmund Ludlow—"

' ' Let us do without the Scots, then,
" Hen-

rietta proposed.
" It is not for love of the Scots

and Argyle that the Whigs in Buckinghamshire
and Bedfordshire and Hampshire are praying for

the sight of you. Go and be king, and settle

terms with the Scots afterwards."
" Without question of the Scots," replied Mon-

mouth, "Ludlow has refused to come from Lau-

sanne, and Mr. Locke from Utrecht."
" And who refuses while a nation is with

ns!" exclaimed Henrietta
;
but she did not know

whether the Duke heard her. He had opened
the shutter, and stepped out on the verandah.
He longed for the coolness of the starry March

night
—or rather morning, for it was very late.

He walked to and fro for a time which he did not

measure, distracted as his mind was with opposing
passions and affections. When at length he
entered Lady Henrietta's dressing-room, Mrs.
Johnston escaped by the other door. There were

jewel-cases on the table ; and Henrietta had a
sheet of paper before her, and a pencil in her

hand, as she gazed into the chimney, where a
wood-fire burned, in English fashion.

"
Surely," she said, looking up at him, "these

funds will suflSce till you are master of the ex-

chequer. Now listen."

And she read to him the calculations she had
been making, with Mrs. Johnston's help, of the

amount of the proceeds of her rents as Baroness

Wentworth of Nettlestede, her jewels, and the

money she could raise by mortgaging some of her

estates.

"I trust you have not uttered this notion to

Mrs. Johnston," Monmouth said, hastily.
"Indeed I have," Henrietta replied. "We

have been making this calculation together : and

why not ? I care not if every friend we have in

the world knew what this sheet of paper holds.

Everybody is aware that a throne cannot be

seized without money to carry us within reach of

it
; and, as for where the money comes from—"

"Aye!" said Monmouth, his trouble melting
fast in the fire of her eyes,

—" Do you suppose I

would beggar you of your fortune, to play so

rashly for a stake which is nearly sure to be ruin ?

Does your friend Kate suppose it ?
"

"Certainly she does. If I am your real wife,

as you say—"

His radiant face encouraged her to go on.
* ' Then my fortunes are your fortunes. And

when you are King, which of us will remember
how you became so 'i

"

He folded her iu his arms as he whispered :

" When I am king, my Henrietta—for no one

can gainsay me then,—my Henrietta shall be my
queen."
The last words that Henrietta said were :

" You have pledged your faith to me. Let

your mood as well as your word hold in the

morning."
"My love ! who ever heard of such a scheme

being engaged in so suddenly !

"

"I mean about going to Amsterdam. The rest

will follow : but you must go to Amsterdam."
"Is it possible that you can seriously desire

it?"
"
Seriously ! I so desire it that if you could

refuse, I could never forgive you. How could it

be possible to forgive it ?"
"
Very well, then ;

I will go to Amsterdam."

(To be eontinxied.)

AN AUTUMN BIRTHDAY.

Not beautiful,
—but in thine eyes

Such depth of tranquil light there lies,

That when thy gaze is turn'tl to mine,
It seems less human than divine.

No longer young ;
—the soberer years,

And Time, who decks his flowers with tears,

Have taken less than they have given,
—

And earth looks pale the nearer Heaven.

Thine is the soft autumnal day
Of russet wood and welkin grey :

The quiet fulness that hath ta'en

The place of summer's mirth and pain.

What birthday gift is fitly brought.
That Nature yields or Art hath wrought ?—
A woven crown of ripening wheat,
And sprays of scentful meadow-sweet.
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The berried holly's leaf of thorn,
I think thou wilt not dread or scorn ;

For thou hast learn'd the lesson rare

Of patience,
—both to do, and bear.

Encircled thou, in twofold light
From both the worlds thou hast in sight :

Like Cortes, blessing on his knees
His Grod, as he two oceans sees.

Not mine, as yet, to know thy calm
;

Not mine to raise thy peaceful psalm ;

But I may love thee, and not less

For thy more perfect happiness.

So, sitting the ripe shocks beneath,
I crown thee with an Autumn Wreath

;

And hail thy birthdays as they flow:—
Oar hearts were one, long, long ago !

Berni.

EARTHQUAKES AND THEIR
RESULTS.

Once upon a time when London was threatened

with an earthquake, a quack doctor advertised his

pills as good for the occasion. It is not to be sup-

posed that, gullible as is the Britisher generally, it

was intended to physic Mother Earth with boluses,
but simply so to physic her children with gamboge
or whatever other drug might be current, as to

render them quite prostrate and indifferent to what
further might befall, as in the case of seasickness.

On another occasion, some years back, when this

terrible prognostic was again broached, people left

London in numbers, i. c, those who had money
wherewith to travel out of it, and wives wrote to

their husbands to join them on that day that they
might at least die together

—at which a French
writer remarked that "

they had not been long
married."
The "Times," for two successive days, has had

its columns lilled with letters testifying to a veri-

table earthquake, in this our England, on the

night of October Gth. The descriptions and signs

given by so many persons, all tallying, render it

tolerably certain that this was no false alarm,
albeit more fright than hurt. The hollow rum-

bling sound, as of a carriage or fire-engine driving

up and suddenly stopping, is a familiar image with
all who have ever experienced an earthquake. For

my part, I did not know of the earthquake till

it appeared in the "
Times," and had I awaked,

sleeping some thirty feet above the ground, in a

brick house built in this century, I should not

have considered it a condition of absolute safety.
I once, as our Gallic neighbours have it, assisted

at an earthquake in a far-off land. It was no
sudden fright and away again, but a piece of

earnest business. It shook down whole streets in

towns
; it drove ships ashore and swallowed up

rivers of clean water to vomit them forth again in

avalanches of mud ; it killed people in thousands,
albeit not their sleeping time. It never ceased for

\ whole month, with intervals of five minutes, and

inally, it left some nine hundred miles of sea-

;oast and "
pented hills with all their load," i)er-

nanently raised a fathom higher out of the ocean

han they had been before.

It was a fine night, and the moon shone bright,
when the distant roar was heard, and the earth

swayed with a horizontal rocking movement, now
north and south, and then east and west, and then
in a circular whirl ; huge trees bowed down like

giants in sport ; men and women rushed from
churches and chapels ; horses broke their bridles

and halters and rushed with the cattle to the
hills ; the lake disappeared, and the wild birds from
its surface flew screaming into the air. A sensa-

tion like sea-sickness came on ;' and, as on a ship's
deck in aheavy gale at sea, it was impossibleto stand
without stretching the legs wide. I was in a house
at the time, and the house had a chimney of

brick. It was like Paddy's house, all the stories

were on the ground-floor, built of wooden posts

planted firmly on the ground and filled in with
brushwood or wattle and daub, and heavily
thatched with rushes. It was, before the earth-

quake, a very comfortable rustic dwelling. With
the shock the chimney fell in through the ceiling ;

tables, chairs and bookcase were all heaped on
one another, and covered in a cloud of dust and
ruins. I was •' nowhere." The house lay like a

ship on its beam-ends, and doors and windows
were all jammed. To get out it was needful to wait
till a reverse rocking enabled them to open. Once

outside, there was a clear sky and bright moon
looking down, and but for 'the thought that all

in-door comforts were wrecked, and the possibility
of a great ocean wave coming up the bed of the

lake, and the lofty sand hills tumbling down into

the valley, one might have imagined oneself at sea

in a bright gale of wind. But the groaning of

men and the screaming of women and children,

dispelled that illusion. Their shouts to the Virgin
for help were incessant.

Now, in all that coimtry, houses of one floor—
the ground—were the rule, and two floors the

exception. The walls were very thick and very
low, of bricks such as the Children of Israel made,
but with good tough barley-straw entwined

through them to hold them together. The tall

churches of burnt brick toppled over like packs
of cards, and wooden altar-pieces stood erect in

the ruins, while even the low thick walls were
thrown down. The people in the towns fled to the

hills to dwell in tents, for the incessant shaking left

them no hope of returning to their several dwell-

ings ;
and when, two days after, a heavy and un-

customary rain set in, it added to their misery ;

but fortunately it did not continue. Attempts
were made at repairs, but abandoned, for inces-

sant shocks threw down the brickwork as it was

being erected. And what were the poor people to

do ? They had no timber to build with, for rafters

and roof-poles were brought from afar off.

Our English earthquakes are apparently but the

reverberation of the distant mischief. We do not

appear to live on the edges of the great cracks, the

weak spots in the shell of the inner furnace, which

serve as safety-valves ;
but there was once an

earthquake in our neighbourhoood
—Lisbon. Where

the volcanoes are, the "
imprisoned vapours in the

womb of earth
"

find easier vent. Were a stopper

put into the mouth of Hecla we know not how far

the mischief might spread. The builders of Babel

seem only to have been conscious of the evils
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wrought by water, and were possibly xmconscions

of earthquakes, a calamity fatal to all such build-

ing craft.

Now let us suppose what might be the result in

London of an earthquake similar to that of Lisbon,
and happening in the night. The single-storied

dwellings of the poor might probably remain erect,

though damaged ; but what of the four and five

storied dwellings of the middle classes—what of

the huge palaces, piled floor on floor in the heart of

London, and let out in ofiSces? What of those ranges
of houses in the main streets serving for shops, the

whole fronts of which stand on slender stilts of

cast-iron, which would crack like potsherds did they
once overhang their bases. Oxford Street, Regent
Street, the Strand and Holbom—all the buildings
in main thoroughfares, whose front walls stand

upon plate-glass, would fall prostrate at a blow, and
choke the thoroughfares with heterogeneous ruins

and the mashed frames of humanity. The huge
Cathedral of St. Paul's would bury its own church-

yard in its fragments. The Bank and the Ex-

change would mingle their crumbled materials

together ; churches and their many spires would
fall down ;

the warehouses and stone bridges on
the river would block its channel, and the breached

and riven banks would again convert the whole

low-lying lands into the marsh that they were in

the days of JiUius Caesar ; but all putrid with dead
bodies. Water and gas supply would cease, and
the great sewers would be underground reser-

voirs of pestilence. A plague would supervene,
and many hundreds of thousands would perish.
The dockyards would be destroyed, and specu-

lating despots on the Continent would gloat over

the downfall of English supremacy, and talk of

invading us with the pretext of help. The cast-

iron bridge at Queen Street would not be left for

the New Zealander, and though the forged upper
structure at Charing Cross would be indestructible

save by time and rust, the masonry of the piers
would burst through the cast-iron casings, and leave

the bridge a wreck. And meanwhile throughout
England similar ruin might prevail, and commerce
be stopped, and famine add its presence to other

evils. The transit of food and fuel by water would

cease, and the toppling down of brick viaducts

would stop for a time all railway transit.

But men would be left, and women, racy of the

soil, and the soil itself would continue to produce
its fruits, and we should begin the world anew,
but with a mass of knowledge to begin uj^on such
as the world has never before massed together.
The Colonies would suffer, for working men and
women would become too valuable to be spared
till we had again

* '

filled up our numbers,
"

if war,

prompted by our misfortunes, did not intervene.

And if it did, we should still hold our own, and
our Colonies would come to the help of the mother
from whom they sprung.

After all, the evils of an earthquake would be
less evils of nature than of art. The shaking of

our soil can do no more to us than the shaking of

the water round our soil. The trees and the corn

and the fruits of the earth will continue to grow
let the earth shake never so often. Only, if earth-

quakes are to come at frequent intervals, we must

give up our luxuries of lofty buildings of brick and

stone, and such-like brittle material, and betake
ourselves to a material that will not break. Wood
is combustible, and therefore dangerous ; but we
have an indigenous material that will neither break
nor burn if rightly xised—iron.

Nor, therefore, would there be a necessity of

abandoning this home of storied greatness^ even

though earthquakes were to become perennial.
We should have to build our dwellings as we now
build our ships, of iron, and they would lie as well

on the surface of the shaking land as our iron

craft do on the surface of our shaking ocean, and
the landsman might "seal up his eye and rock
his brain "

in cradle of the land as well as of
" the rude impetuous surge ;

" and if men will

make monuments to lift their tall spires to heaven

they must build them of tough wrought iron,
keeled deep in the ground, and formed like the
iron masts of our war-ships, that still stand erect,

let the vessel rock never so wildly. And take
the very worst condition of an earthquake and all

its consequences, better that than the atrocious

civil war now raging between our descendants in

America. We should not be demoralised, but
become better and stronger men by our physical
trials, and all the new circumstances we sliould

have to surmount by improved art. Who shall

say that such an event would not ultimately serve

to increase our commerce, making tis the iron-

house builders for the earthquake zone of the

earth, as we are already the iron shipbuilders to

girdle the ocean round ?

It is not good to live in fear, nor is it our habit.

A fight with nature is better than a fight with our

fellow man ; and, after all, this world would be

little worth living in were there no work to do to

exercise the faculties and energies that God has

given to us. The land where fruits grow spon-

taneously, and where peasants live on milk and

chestnuts, as do wild animals, is no land for the

grand old English race that has done more than
all other races put together to win the world from
the wilderness, and make it a habitation for

civilised man.
We " went down to the sea in ships

"
along the

river courses, but we did not stop there. We
went on the sea also, and out into the great ocean.

Storms came and men perished. It was not

always in sailor craft to keep off a lee shore in a

land-locked bay that ofi"ered no harbour of refuge.
So when foul winds failed us, or only bore us

haphazard, we found out the force of steam, and
made it our servant, and then in the teeth of

wind and rain and hail and storm we left the lee-

shore behind us, strong in our God-given might—
given to save, and not to destroy. We laughed
the tempest to scorn as we " clawed off the land,"
and we shall find fitting remedies for earthquakes
as well as waterquakes when we are once put to

our work—if the earthquake should visit us ia

permanence. If we cannot make chimneys vertical

we will make them horizontal ;
and if it should so

happen that a Hecla wei-e to take uji its abode in

the Scilly Islands, it would go hard but we
should turn its hot - water privileges to special

economical account, sparing the labour of many
a coal-miner. We have heard of stray English
travellers boiling their dinners in the Gcj'sers for
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an experiment : we should turn these, if at home,
to the uses of agriculture and many other pur-

poses ; and earthquakes also may be a blessing,
under Providence, when human art shall take the

place of human ignorance. We continue to use

the ocean for a highway, albeit amidst shaking
mountains of water, and we shall not abandon the

shaking land when we have adapted our dwellings
to its new circumstances, if such new circumstances

are to be, as the whirligig of time turns round.

W. Bridges Adams.

WOLF LORE.

It is curious how few subjects can be chosen

which will not afford a fund of amusing legends
and strange learning to those who take the trouble

to search in old books. Let us take, for example,
Buch an unpromising creature as the wolf, and
trace out a few of his associations ; premising that

tales and incidents connected with wolves are so

abundant, we shall only extract a few as samples.

Everyone is familiar with the wolf from zoological

gardens and menageries, and knows that he is

much like a large shepherd-dog; from which he is,

however, scientifically marked off by the fact of

his tail being straight, whereas it is curved in the

canine families. They are almost universally dis-

tributed through the temperate regions (where

they have not been exterminated), shading off into

jackals, hyenas, &c., towards the tropics, and

giving way to their warmer-clad brethren, the

foxes, in the Arctic regions. As their bones have

been found in the great fossil cave of Aurignac in

France, they can assert a high antiquity ; for the

relics of seventeen human skeletons were also found

there, which are the oldest specimens of humanity
known to geologists. With their regal memories
of rearing the founders of Home, it is humiliating
to be obliged to confess that, like Eastern ghouls,

they condescend to tear up and devour the dead,
when hard pressed by hunger. There are even

stories extciut of their eating earth when in such

straits, but their friends explain away this un-

])lea8ant fact by cleverly turning it into a virtue.

They wisely lay up food in times of abundance,
it is said, and then dig it \ip when starving ; and
hence the calumny has sprung.

In English poetry wolves serve as examples of

cunning and ferocity. One modern poet makes

Iphigenia, just before her sacrifice by the Grecian

chiefs, say :

Dimly I could descry
The stem, black- bearded kings, with wolfish eyes,

Waiting to see me die.

They are more important in the domain of fable.

We all remember how wisely one discourses of the

joys of perfect liberty to the pampered house-dog,
whose neck is yet somewhat grazed by the chain ;

ind how another picked a quarrel with the lamb,
*nd reproached the crane for asking payment for

ts surgical assistance when it had had the good
'ortune to escape from his very jaws. Their cha-

•»cter is hero looked at in its shrewd worldly-wise

tspect : something like Ulysses himself, they have

een much and learnt much, and are always equal
o the occasion. They do not fare quite so well

perhaps in popular estimation, if we judge from

proverbs. "Talk of a wolf and you will see him,"
was the Boman proverb we translate "Talk of the

devil, &c.," or, as the present more delicate cen-

tury paraphrases it," Speak of the angels, and you
may hear the rustling of their wings." The same

peojde expressively spoke of "having a wolf by
the ears," to signify that they were in great
straits and could neither advance nor retire.

Similarly, to " be between the dog and the wolf,"
was to be between two fires, to interfere between
husband and wife ; and " to take a lamb from
the wolf,

" was to snatch meat from a dog's mouth.
Dean Trench justly stigmatises

" One must howl
with the wolves," as being the most dastardly of

all proverbs. You must join in running down,
that is, every object of popular detestation, lest you
should be supposed guilty of sympathising with it.

The Greeks with their lively fancy took a hu-

morous view of the animal, speaking of " a wolf's

wings," as we do of pigeon's milk or pig's wool.

As for wolves in England, everyone knows from
his school-books in whose reign they were exter-

minated by making taxes payable in their heads.

Quite recently, however, a few have been killed at

different places in England, the theory for their

discovery being that when fox-cubs are imported
(as often happens) from France, one or two wolf-

cubs have come accidentally amongst them. As
late as Queen Elizabeth's reign they are said to

have been seen in Dean Forest and Dartmoor, and
in 1281 a commission was appointed to destroy
wolves in the midland counties. We may gather
the rigour with which wolves used to be hunted
down in earlier times from a collection of Edward
the Confessor's Laws, ratified by the Conqueror.
If anyone violently infringe the Church's protec-

tion, it is there laid down, on contempt of its sen-

tence, he is to be outlawed by the king, and then,
" from the day of the outlawry his head is a

wolf's head.
" In Ireland wolves used to swarm,

and the Irish wolf-dog is a breed as distinct and

as celebrated as the Scottish deer-hound. In thia

latter country the last two wolves were killed

between 1G90 and 1700. An amusing writer, who
travelled through Sutherlandshire about 1650,

says of it, after enumerating divers animals,
' '

spe-

cially here never lack wolves more than are expe-

dient." Even now, in a severe winter, wolves leave

the forests and press up to the very outskirts of a

place no further from us than Rouen, attacking

the sheep and alarming the inhabitants.

But it is in superstition and magical ceremonies

that the wolf's fame stands highest. All the

ancient nations associated it with the world of

darkness. It is represented on the painted walls

of the Egyptian catacombs and temples, and is

probably connected there with some esoteric

doctrine of the transmigration of souls. In all

the descriptions of Roman magical practices which

have come down to us, the commonest feats as-

cribed to Moeris or Canidia (those wizards of

world-wide renown), are to draw the moon down

from the sky, and to become wolves at pleasure

and hide themselves in the woods. If the unfor-

tunate wryneck was the bird sacred to the softer

impulses of love, and when bound to a wheel

apd alowly turned round was believed to bring a
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recreant lover to his languishing admirer's feet,

the wolf was universally consecrated to darker

deeds of blood and vengeance. Nothing escaped

Shakespeare, and the " tooth of wolf "
is of course

an ingredient in the hell-broth brewed by the

witches in Macbeth. That most credulous of old

natiiralists, Pliny, has some wonderful stories of

the potent effects of this animal's influence.

Horses are rendered torpid if they do but tread

on its tracks. With some glimmering, we sup-

pose, of the mediaeval doctrine of signatures, he

goes on to tell \is its liver is shaped like a horse's

hoof. If any one wished for an infallible receipt
to keep wolves off his premises, he had only to

cut off a wolf's feet, sprinkle the blood round his

grounds, and take care to bury the animal itself

at the place where the operation commenced.
This has a wonderful smack of Mrs. Glasse's

celebrated roast-hare, which it is first necessary
to catch. Just as peasants nail up horseshoes at

the present day to keep away witches, so the

snout of a wolf used at E,ome to be considered a

sure charm against witchcraft, and was frequently
fastened over house - doors. Superstitions, like

children's games, often linger in the world longer
than arts and kingdoms and schemes of govern-
ment.
From very old times there has been a current

belief that some men by the aid of magic and
demons could become wolves, and return at will

to their real nature. The author we have just

quoted (than whom Herodotus himself was not

fonder of marvels) tells us of an Arcadian who
lived nine years with wolves and then returned

to mankind, just as "Bonny Kilmeny
"
spent her

time with the fairies and came back,—•

When seven long years had come and fled
;

When grief was calm, and hope was dead.

And another Arcadian priest, while offering human
sacrifices, chanced to taste " the boy he was

oflfering iip," and forthwith became a wolf for

ten years ; a story which must be true, for did

not this very man after his restoration win a

victory at the Olympic games ? These " wolf-

men," as they were called, curiously enough re-

appear under the name of were-wolves in Gothic

superstition : that gloomy people told of strange
men meeting you and forthwith bounding off like

wolves. In this state they used to prey on sheep
and men with unusual ferocity, and were objects
of great dread to all. Our w^ord "turncoats"

springs from this belief. It was also said that

if a wolf once looked behind it while feeding, a

sudden forgetfulness came upon it and it departed.
This story can easily be traced to the indiscri-

minate rapacity of the animal, which forbade its

ever leaving off while anything remained to eat.

Let us conclude these legends with one of special
interest to the ladies. For the peace and quiet-
ness' sake of the poor wolves in the Zoological
Gardens, we have half a mind to forbear

; but

remembering the fate of Orpheus, and having
once aroused a woman's curiosity, perhaps the
safer plan will be to go on. Well, then, there is a

love-charm of peculiar virtue resident in one hair

of a wolf's tail. It is even more potent than the

fabled hippomanes, more quick than the drug the

" caitiff wretch "
of an apothecary sold Romeo in

his need. Alas, that we should throw any ob-

stacles in a lady's way ! but—it must be plucked
from the tail of the animal while it is alive !

Wolves have left their traces on our flowery
banks. The lycopodiums or puff

- balls are so

called from their resemblance to the dark circular

cushion-like foot of a wolf. Its upper surface,

again, was seen by the fanciful botanists of old

in the cut leaves of the gipsy-wort or lycopus,
which means wolf's-foot. The gaping mouth of

the wolf has also its supposed analogue in the

bugloss or lycojms (wolf's-face).

How far the huge bits used by our horse-

breakers answer to the " wolfish teeth - bits
"

with which the Roman horses were ridden, we
must leave to those of our "

horsey" friends who
are also classical scholars.

Not unnecessarily to remind readers of the boy
in the fable who cried * '

wolf, wolf !

"
iintruly, we

will now really conclude this paper with one more
instance of wolf lore. It speaks with peculiar

propriety to travellers in lands where wolves may
reasonably be expected to appear. Be sure, then,
that you keep a sharp look-out for the animal, and
contrive if you possibly can to see him before be

sets eyes on you ;
otherwise you will infallibly be

struck dumb.

Lupl Moerin videre priores.

HACHO, THE DANE ; OR THE BISHOP'S

RANSOM.
(a legend of llandaff.)

This incident of the capture of one of the early

Bishops of Llandaff by a band of marauders is

mentioned both in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and

in that of Florence of Worcester. The unlucky
Prelate was Camelac, or, as called by the Welsh,

Cyfeiliog, whose episcopacy dates about the reign
of Edward, the father of Athelstan, by whom,

according to one account, he was ransomed. I

have not, however, thought it necessary to apply
to the King, as cathedral endowments were, there

is reason to think, even in those early days, amply
sufficient for maintenance, for charity, and for

something more.

I.

Ho ! what ship is this on Hafren ?
*

See, before the storm she flies,

Like au eagle in the sunset,

Dashing through the lurid skies.

Night is closing on the waters.

Far is borne the crested spray,

Stout must be their hearts who trust her.

Strong their arms who guide her way.

Tales of wondrous men are told us,

Men who loved, and ruled the sea ;

He who guides that bark to safety.

Of those brave sea-kings must be.

Shifted sand-heaps shall to-morrow

Finger-marks of Ocean show,

Where against the groaning sea-banks

Dealt he thundering blow on blow.

* Hafren, the ancient name of the Severn.
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Ere that morrow much before ye
Must be borne and must be done,

Then hurrah ! stout hearts and sinews,
If ye'd live to see the sun.

If there's much to bear we'll bear it,

To be done, that much we'll do
;

Then hurrah ! the raven's plumage
Is not lightly wetted through.

On the shrine of good Saint Teilo
*

Brightly breaks the morning sun,
And fair TafTs exulting waters

Down to Hafren blithely run.

Quivering drops are thickly sprinkled
Diamond-like on roof and tree,

Studding the Cathedral mouldings
With rich gems of purity.

From the portals comes the Bishop,
With his crosier in his hand,

And attendant priests around him.
And shorn monks a goodly band ;

For a sacred progress marshalled.
All amongst his flock to go,

Carrying comfort to the troubled.

Warning guilt, and soothing woe.

Towards the cottage and the castle

Go they forth with words of peace,
That contentions may grow weaker,

Envy die, and hatred cease.

What, though still the swooping Pagan
Dares about the coasts to skim,

Look we to our Holy Father,
Trust we to the saints and him.

But what's this ? these frightened peasants

Hushing through the marsh and wood,
And that sable flag, their terror?

'Tis the Raven and her brood.

Ho ! the Dane, the Dane's upon us !

Good St. Joseph, be our aid ;

Holy Virgin ! these are they who
Fear no man, and spare no maid.

From the plough-horse cut the traces.
And ride hill-wards as ye may ;

Women, leave your kine and dairies
;

Children, 'tis no time to play.

Let the bread burn in the oven,
Let the seed rot on the land

;

Life's worth more than cakes or barley,
Not more safe with yonder band.

Pale-faced monks in wild confusion

Round the sacred symbol cling,

Calling for their saints by hundreds.
And what succour saints might bring.

But stout-hearted stood the Bishop,

Quailed not when the Danish band.

Circling round, with brandished weapons

Threatening pointed towards the strand.

On the shore stood blue-eyed Hacho,
Leader of the Danes was he,

And around him grimly wondering

Grouped his savage soldiery :

* The Catbodral at Llaudaff was dedicated to St. Teilo.

Wondering at the glittering vestments.
Worked .with strange devices o'er,

At the shaven monks so shining.
At the banners bright they bore :

Doubting if, as warlike symbols,
These before their host were borne,

Doubting if, in furious grapple.
Best be shaggy or be shorn :

Wondering at each cross and crosier,

And if these were weapons good,

And, not least amongst them, Hacho
Still a good while wondering stood.

Plain it was he little reckoned

On the capture they had made
;

Crosiers, cowls, and priestly vestments

Seemed not staple of his trade :

For he shouted to old Sidroc,

"What are these you bring to me ?

No such birds on Northern mountain,
No such iish in Northern sea.

" Saw ye not some strong-armed workers ?

Saw ye not some ladies fair ?

Little woi'th is all this rabble.

Men in gowns who grow no hair :

"Nay," cried Sidroc,
" hold to ransom

Him with crook and cloven crest
;

Glossy plumes like his are only
Grown on plump and fatted breast."

" Ten good pounds then let them pay me,
And at once I let them go."

To the Bishop they interpret.

And his cheeks are all a-glow :

" Whence hath sprung this wretched heathen?

What dark land his host hath reaied ?

Little knows he what's around us,

To be loved, and to be feared.

"Little knows he on his conscience

How great sin henceforth is brought ;

He must deem us paltry traders,

Peasants, villeins, things of nought.

" Rates he thus a holy Bishop ?

Let the Pagan set us free.

And with twice ten pounds for ransom,
Sail he hence, content are we.

"Nay more, if he'll leave us quickly.

And will spell six patei-s through,

When a day's sail lies between us,

We will add our blessing too."

Pondering then awhile stood Hacho,
Calm his eye, and slow his words :

"
Blessings do not feed my ravens,

Blessings seldom sharpen swords.

" Loth am I too low to rate him.
Little know I cross or crown ;

But, since 'tis my turn to double,

Forty pounds he lays me down.

' '

Forty pounds be now the ransom.

Or. if still too low we stand,

'Tis for him to double doubling,

Not for us to hold his hand.

" If he fail, by Thor's red hammer.
When just half this night is done,

In mid-channel will I pitch them,

Every sainted mother's son.
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"Wise are they, and learn'd, and saintly,

Rough am I and wild of mood,
But

"—and towards his crew he i)ointed
—

" Ravens' claws are sharp and good."

Grinned the crew, and whirled their axes,

Kicking high the blinding sands.
Whereat many a monk in terror

On his pale face struck his hands.

Puzzled, bit his lip, the Bishop,
Then he laughed both loud and long :

" Henceforth will I aye remember.
They count best whose arms are strong

*'Tell him if, despite our warning.
From good Church this gold he drain,

He shall have it, but our blessing
Hold we till he bring 't again.

" For his own sake, pricked by conscience,
Some day hope we this to see."

Then a murmur passed amongst them,
"Soon for his sake may this be."

Ho ! what ship is this on Hafren,

Stretching outwards towards the west ?

Raven wings once more are flapping
Homewards towards their I^ortheiQ nest.

In the ship of blue-eyed Hacho
V/ent the gold across the main ;

Did the Bishop's promised blessing

Ever bring it back again ?

Hark ! an answer.—No, 'tis Echo

Singing but the same refrain,
'* Did the Bishop's promised blessing

Ever bring it back again ?
"

C. H. W.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPrEB V, SIGNOR SANDRO BARTOLDI.

As SOON as the three seniors had been thus left

to themselves, sitting over the table, at which
they had been dining, and which continued covered
with the cloth that had excited Sir Sandro's admi-

ration, the attorney prepared to enter at once on
the subject of his visit. The glasses and flasks

were still upon the table ; and the farmer and the

priest replenished theirs yet once again ; but the
more abstemious townsman, less accustomed to

deep i)otations, and who had been^really in earnest
when he said that farmer Vanni's wine was of a

quality that made it necessary to count the

glasses, declined to drink any more, though
strongly forced to do so by his two companions.

Signor Alessandro Bartoldi, the well-known

attorney of Fano, was a good sort of man enough
in his way. He had long been a widower, and
lived only for his one daughter. He had very
little comprehension of living for her, or doing
anything for her in any other way, than by
increasing the handsome fortune which he had

already accumulated for her. Though too much
disposed to be all things to all men, to be called a

perfectly honest man in the largest sense of the

word,—he was thoroughly such in the more
restricted and ordinarily understood signification
of the term. He was strictly honest in his pro-
fessional avocation, and in his pursuit of wealth ;

being genuinely persuaded that for that purpose,
at le ist in his department of the world's affairs,

honesty was the best policy. A veritable Vicar of

Bray in politics, he had quite sense enough to

understand, that the recent changes were calcu-

lated to increase the material prosperity of the

country ; and was, therefore, well disijosed
towards the new government. But, not being at

all of the stuff of which martyrs are made, he
had felt no disposition to risk getting himself
into trouble by taking any part in the extrusion of

the old order of things. He never talked politics,
nor got into the way of hearing them talked if

he could help it. He always obeyed the law
; and

was one of those men, who may take oaths of

allegiance to a dozen different governments in

succession, withoxit being justly chargeable with

any false swearing ;
for his allegiance was sin-

cerely rendered to every ruler as long as he was
in power ;

and he most assuredly never contem-

plated promising it for an hour longer. Besides,
and after his daughter, the only thing he cared for

in the world was his collection of ancient docu-

ments, charters, grants, contracts, and such like,

which wa'i noted as the most important collection

of the kind in that part of Italy, and by means
of which ho purposed some day illustrating a work
on the history of Bomagna and the March of

Ancona.
He was a little, alert, brisk old gentleman, with a

small, round, closelyand always cleanlyshaven face,
a florid complexion, ashrewd twinkling eye, a bene-
volent expression of features, an almost entirelybald

head, and a forehead deeply marked with a whole
series of horizontal furrows, the result probably
of a life-long habit of raising his eyebrows and
assuming an expression intended to suggest that
there was a great deal to be said on both sides,
which he always resorted to whenever any dif-

ference of opinion or difficulty of any sort was
mooted before him. If that little pantomime was
found insufficient to set the matter at rest, as far as
he was concerned, he would, if sitting down, nurse
one leg laid over the knee of the other, handling it

with the greatest tenderness, as if it rei^resented
the question in hand ; or, if standing up, stick his

thumbs into the arm-holes of his waistcoat, throw
his head back, and enunciate the ejaculation,
*' Per—r—r Bac—co !

"
or, sometimes, if the case

were a grave one,
" Per—r—din—ci Bac—co !

"

uttering the words very slowly and with a long-
drawn breath, and following it up with three or

four raisings and depressions of his chiu, executed
with a slow uniform motion like the working of

a steam-engine piston.

Signor Alessandro Bartoldi was no fool withal ;

but these little peculiarities constituted the arms,
offensive and defensive, which he had found most
available for making his way and holding his own
in a somewhat disjointed world, and in difficult

times.
"

I wanted to speak to you to-day, my esteemed

friend," said the attorney, addressing the farmer,
*' on a little matter, in which it has seemed to me
that I might be able to be of use to you. I know
I may speak freely before his reverence

;
for I am

aware of the friendship that unites him to your

family. Indeed, I am fortunate in having an

opportunity of profiting by his valuable counsel in

the matter ;
—though it is a bit of good fortune

that I did not anticijiate."

The priest gave a little bow, but said nothing.

Signer Alessandro Bartoldi was no favourite of

his ; for Don Evaudro was a politician of the

class, whose members consider every one against
them who is not with them ; and he knew what
to exi)ect from Sandro in that matter. Although
the project of a marriage between Beppo Vanni
and Lisa Bartoldi had been first set on foot by
him, the idea had not arisen out of any personal

intimacy between him and the attorney, but had

first been suggested to him by a brother priest of

Fano, who was anxious to secure the attorney's

wealth to the good cause; which Don Evaudro

had thought effectually to do by conferring it,

with Lisa's hand, on the submissive son of his

eminently right minded parishioner and intimate

friend, old Farmer Vanni.

Honest Uttle Sandro, on the other hand, did

vol. IX. 227.
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not much like the priest, who had now and then

a way of looking at him which he did not fancy.
He always felt in his company as if he were in

the presence of a sharp detective officer prepared
to make use against him of any word that might
fall from his lips shoidd a time ever come when
the priest might find it desirable to do so. How-
ever, in obedience to his unfailing maxim and

practice to hold the best candle he could lay
his hands on to every devil or devil's emissary
whom he might be doomed to meet in his way
through life, he spoke as above in opening his

business with the farmer.

"Everybody knows," resumed the little man,
"the admirable and truly Christian manner in

which you have received, educated, and supported

your orphan relative, the Signorina Giulia. All

Fano has rung with your praises on this score,

my valued friend, and you have well deserved

them !

"

Don Evandro here looked at the farmer with a

fixed and peculiar look that caused the hard-

featured old man to drop his eyes before it. The

priest had no special reason for thus reminding
his parishioner of any circumstances that might
be in both their hearts at that moment. But it

was part of his system, so long practised as to

have become quite habitual to him, never to lose

any opportunity of acquiring or consolidating

power over others, be they who they might, or

let the means be what they might. That was all

the object of the look—and the object was gained.
The old man's eyes fell, and his heart recognised
his master.

"
But," resumed the attorney,

" for a girl such

as the Signorina Giulia, who has her bread to earn,

and her way to make in the world, it would be a

great thing to obtain some knowledge of many
things which she would perhaps be more likely to

pick up in the city than in your own undoubtedly
more agreeable home. I put it to you, your
reverence, since we are happy enough to have the

benefit of your presence, whether it does not

strike you in that light ?
"

" Most unquestionably !

"
replied the priest.

" There can be no doubt about the matter. It

would be extremely advantageous to la Giulia to

sojourn for awhile in the city, if we only knew

any means of placing her there with propriety.
But that is the difficulty."

" Just so ! that was the difficulty ! Now that

difficulty I think I have been fortunate enough to

find the means of removing !

"

"Indeed, Signor Sandro !

"
said Vanni, begin-

ning to see that the removal in question might be
desirable for more reasons than that assigned by
the cautious little attorney.

"
Truly we shall

have reason to be very much obliged to you.
What is it you are good enough to think of pro-

posing for la Giulia, poverina ?
"

"Why, this it is," replied Signor Sandro, ad-

dressing himself to the farmer, but looking at

Don Evandro, and evidently considering him as

the more important personage to be consulted ;

" a

friend and very good client of mine, an elderly
widow lady, whose—a—comj^anion has lately left

her, wants to meet with—what shall I say ? not

exactly a servant, and perhaps not altogether a

companion ; somebody, in short, who for a mode-
rate recompense—moderate, for my friend is not
rich—would live with her, and take care of her
and her house, and be taught all of housekeeping
that my friend could teach—not a small matter,
allow me to say, for la Signora Clementina Dossi

is a capital housekeeper, 1 can tell you—and—do
what there is to be done in the house.

"

"Be a servant - of - all - work, in short!" said

Farmer Vanni.
" Che ! cite ! die .'" Servant-of-all-work !" cried

the attorney, who had been particxUarly labouring
to prevent his proposition from assuming any such

appearance ; for he well knew and understood the

"contadino's" pride, which would be likely to rise

in arms against such a proposal. It was not, as

the attorney knew perfectly well, any tenderness

on the part of the old farmer for his adopted
child that made the notion of accepting a place as

maid-of-all-work distasteful to him, but that he
shrank from having it said that an inmate of

Bella Luce, one of his family and bearing his

name, had been obliged to accept such a position.
"
Nothing like a servant-of-all-work ! scarcely

a servant at all, I tell you."
"I should not like Giulia to take a place of

maid-of all-work. None of the Vannis have ever

been in service !

"
said the old farmer, rather

grimly.
" Of course not, my dear friend ! Can you

imagine such a thing ! I should not like to stand

in the shoes of the man who should come up to

Bella Luce to propose to the head of the Vanni

family to send one of its members to menial

service. But this is quite a different matter. We
are upon quite other ground. I appeal to his

reverence here, whose opinion we should both of

us bow to implicitly, whether there is any simili-

tude between the two cases."

And Signor Sandro ventured a speaking look at

the priest as he spoke.
"
Certainly it does seem to me," said the priest,

" since you ask my opinion, that this is a pro-

position which any man might freely accept with-

out in any degree compromising the credit of his

family. Judging, my dear Signor Vanni, from
the details Signor Sandro has been good enough to

lay before us, 1 should say that there was nothing
in common between the position he has in view

for the Signorina Giulia and that of a menial

servant."
"
Clearly not ! I was sure his reverence's ad-

mirable judgment would see the thing in its true

light at once. You see, my dear friend, there is

no question of any wages as such ;
—merely a

gratuitous douceur,— '

gratitudinis causa,' I may
say,

—our friend Don Evandro will appreciate the

appropriateness of the expression;
— for service

willingly rendered on the one hand, and thankfully

received, rather than exacted, on the other. You
will perceive, my esteemed Signor Vanni, all the

essential differences of the position from that of

one holding a menial capacity."
The farmer would have been very much puzzled

to explain in what the difference consisted, that

Signor Sandro had been setting forth so elo-

quently. But he understood that his priest ap-

proved the measure. So he said :
—
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" I am sure, Signer Sandro, that we are very !

mucli obliged to you, on poor Giulia's account ;

and, siiice il Sif/nor Curato thinks well of it, it

can't be other than right. I should not have
liked the girl to go to service, because it's well

known that none of the Vannis ever did go to

service," repeated the farmer once again.
" And then, you know, my much esteemed

Signer Vanni, I will not attempt to conceal from
j

you, that to a certain degree I had an eye to other

considerations,—to a certain degree, I say,
— and

hoped in this matter, as 1 may say, to kill two
birds with one stone."

"Which was th' other bird, then?" asked the

farmer, bluntly.
"

Well, now, I would bet a wager that his

reverence the Curato has already giiessed my
thought upon the subject ! Is it not so, your
reverence?" asked the little man, putting his

head on one side, and looking at the priest in a

way that seemed to claim the fellowship of a

kindred high intelligence.
'• You have been thinking, Signor Sandro, that

it might be just as well to remove la Giulia for

awhile from the companionship of our young
friend Beppo, if we are to hope to bring those

arrangements to bear which I had the honour of

proposing to my friend Vanni. That was your
worship's thought, I take it ; and I agree with

you."
" ' Bern acu tetigisti,^ which means, as your

reverence knows better than I can tell you, that

you have exactly hit the nail on the head ! Don't

you see it, Signor Vanni ?"
" I see that I don't mean to allow our Beppo to

have anything to say to Giulia,—not in the way
of marrying ;

— it isn't likely."
"

Well, then, my dear sir, since we have our

eyes on a young lady who may perhaps with

b«tter reason pretend to the honour of an alliance

with Signor Beppo, and since youth is sometimes

apt to be blind and self-willed in these matters,
does it not appear to you a judicious measure to

remove the source of danger ?"
"
Surely, surely ! And I do hope that, when

she is gone, the lad will come round, and not

break my heart any more !

"
said the old farmer.

" Ha ! the best way to exorcise the charm, is

to pack off the charmer, in these cases. Is it not

so, your reverence?" laughed the attorney.
*' I think, as I have said, that your proposal is

a sound and judicious one, Signor Sandro," replied
the priest,

" both with a view to our young friend

Beppo's advantage, and as likely to be exceedingly
useful to la povcTa Giulia."

** Then we may consider the matter as settled.

I am sure I shall have killed three birds with one

stone, and rendered a service to my old friend

and client la Signora Clementina into the bargain.
I have no doubt she and la Signorina Giulia will

get on capitally together !

"

" And we are all very much obliged to you, I

am sure !

"
said the old farmer, a little more gra-

ciously than he had spoken hitherto. " When do

you think that la Giulia had better go to her new
home?"

" Well ! of course I would not say a word to

Signora Dossi till I had consulted you. I am

quite sure she will be only too glad to get such a

prize as the Signorina Giulia. I must see her, and
settle about it. I should stippose it would be a
case of the sooner the better!—perhaps next Sun-

day. You would then l^e at leisure to bring her
into town yourself, Signor Vanni

; and see my
good friend Signora Dossi, which will be satisfac-

tory to you. Would that suit you ?
"

"
Yes, I could bring Giulia in on Sunday very

well ! Yes, that would suit very well !

"
replied

the farmer.
*' And then you should come and eat a bit

of dinner with me, you know, before returning
home," added Signor Sandro, rubbing his hands

cheerily.
" Well ! thankye ! You are very good ! That

would all suit very well ! On condition, however,
that you will come up and dine at Bella Luce on

Lady-day !

"
put in the contadino pride.

" Is it

a bargain ?"
" With pleasure, my dear sir ! There is my

hand upon it. I would ask my friend Beppo to

come with you on Sunday, only ; you under-
stand ! There would be no use in long leave-

takings, and chattering, and nonsense ; you com-

prehend me ! And it would be better, perhaps,
if he and Lisa were to meet not so immediately,
but after a little while."

These conditions were quite beyond the reach
of Farmer Vanni's mental powers. He said, how-

ever, that *'
certainly that would be best ;" and

the priest gave the little attorney an intelligent

nod, which the latter returned with half a dozen,

accompanied by winks to match.
" It is understood, then, my dear Signor Vanni,

that, unless you hear anything from me to the con-

trary, you bring in la Signora Giulia on Sunday.
Come direct to my house, and I will go with you
to Signora Dossu You will find her, and la Giulia

will rind her, an excellent, worthy creature—a

heart of gold ! At what hour can you be in the

city?"
"Oh! early! so as to be back at Bella Luce

before the Ave Maria !

"

" Then I'll tell you ! You must be early

enough to go to la Clementina, before high mass
—say before eleven o'clock. We will dine at mid-

day, which will give you plenty of time."
" Thank you. That will do very well. Will

you come and have a look at the vines ?"

Signor Sandro knew the contadino nature too

well, and was too desirous of standing well with

the wealthy farmer, to refuse this invitation. So

they strolled out together into the field where
Vanni had been at work, and to which his two
sons had already returned. The first, remarking
that he had a few words to say to la Signora

Sunta, remained behind ; and he and Signor
Sandro exchanged an adieu with somewhat more

cordiality than they usually adopted towards each

other.

And thus poor Giulia's destiny was settled for

her, as women's destinies mostly are settled, with-

out their knowledge or co-operation in any way ;

—and tlie old gentlemen made up their minds

that when the dangerous charmer should have

been removed, the charm would cease to operate
on the refractory Beppo.
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CHATTER VI. THE ANNOUNCEMENT.

As soon as the attorney had started on his way
homewards, carefully leading his old horse More

by the bridle down the first steep bifc from the

honse of Bella Luce to the bottom of the valley,
Farmer Vanni pulled off his jacket and returned

to his work of dressing the vines in the home
vineyard, without saying a word to any one of

the family of the important business that had
been determined on. He knew, however, that

his wife would hear it all from the priest ; but
was pretty sure that it would not be mentioned

by either of them to Giulia before he should

himself communicate the tidings to her. He
pondered a little on the question, how and when
he should break the news to his son

;
and even-

tually determined to say nothing at aU to him

specially on the subject ;
—to mention it to Giulia

in his presence, treating the matter as if it was
one which very little concerned Beppo in any
way.
Don Evandro, when the farmer and the attorney

went out together, passed from the kitchen into

the loggia, where he found la S2:)0sa, as he thoiight
he should, quietly plying her distaff and spindle,
seated on the squared trunk of a chestnut-tree,
which had done duty for a bench in the loggia
for more than one generation.

"
Signer Sandro came up here to make a pro-

posal which seems to me to have much good
sense in it," said the priest, sitting down by the

side of Dame Anunta, and offering her a pinch of

snuff as he spoke.
" A proposal, your reverence ? And what was

that?"
"
Why, that this troublesome, headstrong girl,

Giulia, should be sent to service in Fano, to a

place he has found for her. Of course he has his

own object to serve."
" To service ! Will Vanni consent to that ?

None of the Vannis ever did go to service !

"

" He has consented. The lawyer made it out

that it was not altogether a regular servant's

place ; and in speaking to Vanni, you must not
call it so, mind."
"He has consented ?

"

" Yes ! of course he did ! It is a very good
thing. What is the use of letting those two go on
in the house together ? The only way is to part
them ! Don't you see ?

"

"I don't think she gives him any encourage-
ment !

"

"Bah—^h!" cried the priest, shrugging his

shoulders and drawing out the expletive into an

expression of the most utterly contemptuous un-
belief.

" She has got eyes in her head ! I tell you,
the only way is to separate them."

"
Well, I am sure, if your reverence thinks

so ! But I am afraid he won't forget her a
bit the more ! He isn't of the sort that forgets.
The Vannis are all terrible holders-on to anything
they once lay hold of,

— terrible !

"

"
Forget ! Well, perhaps his remembering may

serve our purpose equally well ! Is there no way
of falling out with a lover, Signora Vanni, besides

forgetting him ? Don't you see ?
"

"I don't see what is to serve, unless we can

get him to put the girl clean out of his head. I

wish to Heaven she had never darkened these doors ;

I do with all my heart !

"

"Ah ! It's loo late in the day to wish that

now ! But, don't you see what will happen ?

Look at that girl ! You don't see such a girl

every day ! Do you think the men won't come
round her down in the city, there, like the flies

come to the sugar ! And she with her spirit

and giddy laughing ways, and eighteen years I

You don't think she is going to mope and pine,
and think of nothing but Beppo ! And he need

not fancy anything of the kind."
" I am quite sure the hussy will see nobody so

well worth thinking of !

"
said the mother.

" That's very likely. But she will think of

what's under her eyes ! The fellows will come
round her ! She can't help herself, if she would !

Then what follows ? Beppo will be jealous
—angry—furious ! He will hear all her goings-on ! Of

course he will ; it will be our own fault if he
does not ! And it's odd to me if we can't bring
him to the point of marrying the first girl ready
to have him !

"

"But is Lisa Bartoldi ready to have him?"
asked Signora Anunta.

" That will be Signer Sandro's business to see

to. A girl is always more easy to manage than a

boy, in these cases. And such a girl as Lisa

Bartoldi ! I have seen her. There will be no

difficulty with her. Signer Sandro has only got
to say that it is what he chooses !

"

" You think so I

"

'^AUroI no doubt of it. So you see, signora

mia, this plan of sending la Giulia to the city

may serve our turn, even if we don't persuade

Signer Beppo to forget all about her," said the

priest looking, at her with a smile that was half a

sneer.
"

I hope it may ;
and I've no manner of doubt

that your reverence knows what is best and

wisest," said the farmer's wife, submissively.
" Had I better tell Giulia that she is to go ?

"

' ' I think not. No doubt Signer Vanni will

speak of it this evening. Perhaps you had better

leave it to him to mention it."
" Yes. I think I should like that best. Giulia

is a good girl, poor thing, and siibmissive enough,

mostly ; biit now and then she will break out,

and then there is no speaking to her. I declare

I have shaken in my shoes as I stood up to

her, before now, though you would not think it."

"The priest smiled a peculiar smile, and took a

pinch of snuff.

"It comes like a flash of lightning with her,"

continued Signora Vanni, busily twirling away at

her spindle as she talked, "and it's all over in a

minute ;
and then she runs away and shuts her-

self into her room. Yes, I should like best that

Vanni should tell her himself. Is it fixed when
she is to go to Fano ?

"

"
Siguor Vanni has promised the attorney to

take her himself next Sunday, if he hears nothing
from him to the contrary," replied the priest,

quietly.
" Next Sunday ! And this is Thursday ! ]\Iercy

upon us ! that's very sudden ! And her things !

The poor girl should be sent decent, you know.
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She is a Vanni, after all !

" remonstrated the

padrona, no little startled by the abrujitness of

the proposed measure, though her surprise did

not avail to arrest the habitual plying of the

spindle.
*' The only question is, whether the time

between the telling her and the sending her off is

not too long, as it is," said the priest.
" I should

have preferred letting her know nothing about
it till Vanni called her to start with him for

Pano !

"

"But her things!" exclaimed the mistress of

the house, whose housewifely notions of propriety
were painfully shocked by the idea of having only

forty-eight hours allowed her for preparation in

that exclusively female department.
"
Anything that is not ready can be sent after

her. Do you not perceive," continued the spiritual

adviser, "that it is by no means desirable that

there should be much opportunity for leave-taking
and exchanging of promises, and vows, and tears,

and all that sort of thing ?
"

' '

Oh, dear ! I don't think that Giulia would

give in to anything of the kind. I don't, indeed,

your reverence ! Bless your heart, if we had seen

anything of that sort, we should have made short

work of it before now, you may depend on it !

Oh, no ! Giulia is a sensible girl, and knows her

place ; though she does go off into a fit of tan-

trums now and again. Though I am his mother,
I must say that the foolery has all been on Beppo's

part. But, there I we know what young men
are ! It was so in' my time ! And, though they
do talk so much about the world being changed,
I suppose it's much as it was, in that matter."

" Well ! if you will take my advice, you will

just keep an eye on them, as much as you can,
for these two days, and don't let them be together
a bit more than you can possibly help.

"

"
I'll take care, your reverence !

"

"
And, look here !

"
said the j)riest, as he rose

from his seat on the chestnut log beside her, and
turned to leave the loggia, you can send her up to

the cura to lend Nunyiata a helping-hand. I'll

tell la Nunyiata to detain her all day ; and that

will help to keep her out of his way one day, at

all events."
"
Yes, your reverence."

"Good afternoon, Signr ra Vanni."
"Good afternoon, a i I many thanks, your

reverence."

Breakfast, as a meal, is not known to Italian

peasants, and is not a matter of mucii moment to

the inliabitants of Italian cities. In the farm-

houses, the iisual practice is to eat at mid-day,
and again when the day's work is over in the

evening. And there is very little difference, if

any, between the two meals. La zuppa is the

standing dish, geuerally the most important ; and,
in the poorer families, often the only dish at

either meal. There is far less difference, however,
between the more easily circumstauced and the

poorer families of the conladino class, than is the

case amonj^ our own rural population. The poorer
are less hard pushed than are our own very poor ;

and the richer are more thrifty,
—more niggardly,

if the reader pleaic,
—and more given to saving,

than our own people when in easy circumstances.

A rich Italian countryman likes to make a show
of his wealth ; but it is only done on special and
rare occasions and solemnities. The general

staple of his life is fashioned on very much the
same plan as that of his poorer neighbours.

The whole of the feast spread before the un-

expected visitor at Bella Luce, the Tnenu of which
had been rehearsed by the mistress of the house
with almost as much ostentation as that which
struts in the written cartes of more aristocratic

houses, had been, with the exception of the mi-

nestra, and probably the rashers, an improvised
addition to the family repast. And at supper-
time, the remnant of the frittata, and a fragment
of the fowl, furnished an unusually luxurions

second course after the never-failing zuppa or
minestra ; the difference between the two being,
that the first is made with bread sopped (inzup-

pato) in broth, and the second always with some
form of what is known in England as maccaroni,
but which is more commonly called in aU parts of

Italy, save Naples, pasta. The latter is often,

especially in the north of Italy, eaten with so large
a proportion of the solid material, to so small a

quantity of the liquid, as no longer to correspond
with our idea of soup at all.

Giulia did not make her appearance again in the

kitchen, till she came out from her hiding-place to

prepare the evening meal. On any other occasion

la Signora Vanni would probably have been after

her before that time, to see that the spindle was

duly twirling, and the ball of yarn on it duly

swelling ; though, to tell the truth, Giulia was not

an idle girl, and generally got through the hank
of flax on her distaff in as short a time as la sposa
herself. But upon the present occasion, the mis-

tress was not anxious for a meeting with Giulia ;

and the latter attributed the unusual prolongation
of the privacy permitted to her to the dish of chat

with the priest, which she knew Sunta was enjoy-

ing, and which she supposed was being prolonged

during the whole afternoon.

When she came into the kitchen to perform her

evening duty, la sposa was not there ;
and Giulia

prepared the supper by herself.

The usual hour came ;
the sun was dipping

his red disk behind exactly that bit of the crest

of the Apennine, which he always touched

every evening at the time when the vines were

being pruned, aud was flinging a great glowing

patch on just that section of the far-off Adriatic,

which was visible from the mouth of the Bella

Luce valley ;
and Giulia, having completed her

preparations for the evening meal, waa standing
at the door dreamily looking out at the slowly

fading glory, when the farmer and his two sons

came strolling slowly up from their light day's

work.
Reverie is generally accompanied by a graceful

position and arrangement of the body and limbs.

It is not advisable to practise reverie with a view

to attaining this result, inasmuch as the intention

would suffice to prevent the desired effect ;
—the

cause of the fact being simply this, that reverie

presupposes an absence of self-consciousness, and,

therefore, ministers to grace exactly as an excess

of self-consciousness mars it and insures awk-

wardness and affectation.
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Giulia's attitude, as she stood at the kitchen-
'

door, is chargeable with this little excursus. It

was singularly graceful ;
and her figure as she

;

stood, so that a slanting ray just caught and lent

a glory to her head, while the rest of her person
was in shadow, if only it could have been trans-

ferred to canvas by some artist, who would have
been contented to add nothing to what he saw, ;

would have made the painter's fortune. i

She was dressed in that mixture of colours so

much afifected by the Italian peasantry—red and
blue. She had a blue skirt, a scarlet body, and
white linen sleeves. The skirt was short enough,
and the shoe cut low enough, and the white stock-

ing well drawn enough to show to proper advan-

tage a specially trim ankle and well-formed foot.

The scarlet body fitted well enough to set off

admirably all the contours of a bust such as is

rarely seen in cities—rarely among the over-luxuri-

ous rich
;
more rarely still among the imperfectly

nourished poor. A httle frilled collar, scrupulously
clean, circled the matchless column of a throat,

that, sunburnt as it was, carried the head so ex-

quisitely poised upon it, in a manner, and with a

proud expression of unconscious dignity, which
would have become a maiden queen. The rare

abundance of raven hair was neatly and indeed

artistically arranged in masses on the sides and at

the back of her head. A long silver bodkin, with
a large round head of filagree work, was passed

through the knot of it at the back. She was

standing with her left shoulder slightly leaning

against the door-post ; the elbow of her right arm
was resting on the palm of her left hand ; and her

chin, somewhat drooping, was supported by her

right hand.

If it be asked whether all the girls in the farm-

houses of the Komagna have their collars as scru-

pulously clean, and their whole costume as neat

and attractive as that of Giulia Vanni undoubtedly
was, I can only say that I have every reason to

believe that the Romagna girls have the peculiarity
of always appearing so when they live in the same
house with such a young man as Beppo, whom
they consider it to be their duty to keep at a

distance.

The beauty of Giulia's figure and attitude had
not been lost on Beppo, as he approached the

house. His eye had eagerly sought the door-way ;

for it often happened that she stood there a few
minutes at that hour to look out on the sunset

sea and landscape. But as soon as she saw him—
was it quite as soon?— she flashed away like one of

those pretty bright lizards of her coimtry, which

may be watched basking on a stone as long as

they are unconscious of the watcher's presence, but
which flash out of sight with the speed of light-

ning as soon as they become aware that they are

looked at.

Giulia vanished, and did not show herself in the
kitchen till the men and the mistress of the family
had taken their places at the supper-table. Then
she slipped in and quietly took her usual place on
the bench next the wall, by the side of the Signora
Simta. The farmer occupied one end of the long
n row table, and the two young men sat on the
outer bench, opposite to their mother and cousin.

The meal jiroceeded in silence till the soup had

been eaten, and then the farmer said, "There! a
man can talk better when he has got something in

the inside of him, especially when he has been in

the fields all day ; and I have got something to tell

you. There is a henedizione del cielo* for you,
Giulia. What should you say to going to live a

spell at Fano, to learn—all manner of things that

city-folks know, and that you might live up here

everlasting without ever knowing ?
"

"
Me, Signer Paolo !

"
said Giulia, looking up in

amazement.
"
Yes, you !

—who else ? And, to make it short,
it don't much signify Avhat you think of it, for it's

all settled. There's a place found for you !

"

" A place ! go away from Bella Luce !

"
gasped

Giulia, while the open scarlet boddice began to rise

and fall very perceptibly.

Beppo had remained fixed, as if suddenly turned
to stone, with his mouth open, one hand with his

fork in it raised in air, and the other grasping his

knife, held bolt iipright on the table, staring at his

father, and making but slow progress as yet
towards realising the full import of the announce-
ment.

*'
Yes, a place, and a very good one too !

"
re-

sumed the farmer.
' ' Oh ! Si'or Paolo ! please don't send me away !

I'll work harder and spin more ! Don't send me
to service ! I'd far rather live always at Bella

Luce !

"
said poor Giulia, wholly imconscious of

the possible construction that might he put on
her last words.

"Always live at Bella Luce! Ah! that I'll

be sworn you would I

" sneered the old man,

bitterly and grimly ;
but that is just what I don't

mean you to do, my girl !

"

The blood rushed in an impetuous torrent all

over Giulia's brown cheek, and over her forehead

and neck. Her ears tingled, her hands burned,
and she felt as if she should have choked. It was
some relief to her to know that no one of the

party save the old man was looking at her. Beppo
was still staring in speechless dismay at his father ;

and Carlo was watching his brother with a mali-

cious smile. The eyes of la sposa were fixed upon
her plate. With a mighty effort of will, Giulia

prevented herself from sobbing or giving any
other outward sign of her distress. Presently all

the tingling blood flowed back again, and she sat

as pale and motionless as a corpse, with her eyes
fixed on the table.

" And what do you mean by talking about

service ?
" continued the farmer, angrily.

" Who
said anything about service ? You are not going
to service ;

and you are never to speak of your

position as such. None of the Vannis ever did

go to service ;
and you are a Vanni, worse luck !

You are never to speak to any one of going to

service, do you hear ?
"

"But, father, everybody will know it! You
can't think to keep it a secret !

"
said his son

Beppo, at last, flattering himself that he had

found an unanswerable argument against the

measure.

"You hold your tongue, booby!" said his

father, roughly, yet with a very different sort of

* A popular phrase for a great and unexpected benefit.
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manner from that in which he,had spoken to the :

stranger within his gates.
" Believe me, you

know nothing about it. What I mean is, that

the place Giulia is going to is not the place of a

menial servant. Do you hear, Giulia ?
"

' '

Yes, Signor Paolo !

"
said Giulia, now able to

speak calmly, in a low, submissive voice.
" And you understand that you are never to

speak to any one of being in service ?"
'•
Yes, Si'or Paolo !

"
repeated Giulia, still keep-

ing her eyes fixed on the table.
" And his reverence quite approves of it ;

and
thinks you ought to be very thankful for your

good fortune ! Do you hear ?
"

'«
Yes, Si'or Paolo !

"

"And Signor Sandro, who was good enough to

think of you, and to find this fine opportunity, and
to ride up here to-day on purpose to bring the oflfer

of it, says that it's a very advantageous thing !

"

" Was it Signor Sandro's kindness to think of

this scheme ?
" asked Giulia, looking up at the

farmer for a moment.
"
Yes, it was ! and very kind of him, I take

it !

"
replied the old man.

"Very!" said Giulia, while a very legible

sneer curved her lip into a form of beauty that

was not habitual to it, and flashed in one brief

gleam out of her eyes, before she again dropped
them on the table.

** Do you think it necessary, Si'or Paolo," she

asked in a hard, constrained sort of tone, after

there had been a minute or two of silence, "to
send me away from Bella Luce, for—for—your
own views, as well as for my advantage ?

" She

knew that the old man would understand her, and

that the others, at all events Beppo, would not.

He looked hard at her, as he answered,
"
Yes,

I do think it is necessary."
Giulia set her teeth hard together, and clenched

her hands under the table till the nails nearly
cut the skin, while a little shiver passed over her,

leaving her as rigid, as pale, and as hard-looking
as marble. And she said nothing more.

" But you have said nothing about the time,

Paolo !

"
said la Signora Sunta, who, with the

difficulty about " the things
"
heavy on her mind,

felt that the worse part of the farmer's communi-
cation still remained untold.

" The time ! why, as his reverence said, and

Signor Sandro said too, the sooner the better I

You can't be too much in a hurry to make sure

of a good thing ! I shall be able to go into Fano
with her on Sunday ;

and that will be the best

day. it was all settled so with Signor Sandro !

"

" It '11 be very difficult to get anything ready at

all decent by that time ! Do you hear, Giulia,

my girl ! You are to go on Sunday !

"
repeated

la Sunta ;
for Giulia gave no sign of having heard

a word more since the last answer the farmer had

given to her question.
"
Yes, Si'ora Sunta ;

I hear !

"

" Well ! how ever we are to get your things

ready by that time, I don't know !

"

"
It won't signify much about the things 1

"

said poor Giulia, making a very narrow escape
from letting a sob escape her (and she would

rather have knocked her head against the wall

than have done so !) as she spoke.

"Nonsense ! don't signify ! Why, you must go
decent, child ! You are a Vanni, after all !

"
re-

monstrated Signora Sunta.

"Worse luck!" said Giulia, re-echoing the
farmer's previous words.
The old man scowled at her, but said nothing." Come upstairs with me, child, and help me to

see what there is to be done. And thank God
that you are a Vanni, and have got decent people
to think for you and care for you I

"

So Giulia got up and followed the padrona out
of the kitchen, venturing as she passed to cast

one furtive side-long look at Beppo from under
her eyelashes. It was by no means intended to

meet any look of his. It was merely a look of

observation.

It found him still in a state of collapse from
the extremity of his astonishment and dismay.

(To be continued.)

THE STAG BEETLE.
AN AUTUMNAL MONOGRAPH.

Whilk autumn is fast dying, phantoms of

summer still meet us in the woodland walk or

haunt the river's edge. The horse-chestnut leaves

have changed to red and yellow, but like the

setting sun which blazes upon their glowing tints,

they seem more beautiful in death than life.

Here and there some wild flower timidly shows

itself—a blue meadow cranesbill for instance—
which missed blossoming in July. Often, too, a

strawberry flower, large, white, and lustrous, may
be detected lurking in the garden amongst leaves

scorched with autumn's fiery breath,—
Fair as a star when only one

Is shining in the sky.

There is a mysterious silence in the morning

gleams and at evening's hour during this season,

sure prophet of approaching decay, which tempts
us to moralise on our buried years :

—
The air is damp, and hush'd and close,

As a sick man's room when he taketh repose

An hour before his death.

Animated nature, too, has changed. The gaudy
tribes of butterflies and the large white moths of

twilight have disappeared. But the gorgeous red

Admiral seeks the ivy-blossoms on every sunny
noon in great numbers, as if to compensate for the

decreasing ranks of his brethren. Swifts have

long fled to warmer climes—those most interesting

members of all the swallow tribe which visit our

treacherous climate latest of all the summer immi-

grants and leave it first. Their cousins, the

chimney swallows and martins, are congregating

for their departure to sunnier climes round our

roofs and towers. So loath are we to part with

these cherished visitors of sunshine and enjoyment,

that we are for once inclined to be angry with

the robins which now emerge from private life,

as if conscious that ere long they will be gladly

welcomed. The newspapers will soon contain the

usual autumnal notices of the great northern

diver appearing on some southern sheet of water,

or of some credible witness having observed the

last of the swallows, after several unsuccessful
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attempts, dive into the Thames for its lengthy
•winter slumbers.

So, too, in lower grades of life there linger

reminiscences of July. If at this time of the year
we miss the noontide lullaby of insects, a familiar

summer sound occasionally greets us in our even-

ing rambles, the shard-borne beetle's hum.

Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,

And all the air a solemn stillness holds,

Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight.

This noise generally proceeds from the wiugs
and wing-cases of the "geotrupes stercorarius"

the common black " watchman "
beetle. Pleasant

as the hum is to the ear, their habits and habita-

tions are not very savoury. If you knock one

down, too, and examine him, you will often find a

colony of very objectionable creatures located

upon him, like poor relations feasting upon a

rich uncle, and (literally in this case) eating him
out of house and home. Most people, therefore,

give the " watchmau " a wide berth. His relative,

the stag-beetle (liuxinus cervus), is a much more

pleasant acquaintance. A few of them occasion-

ally flit by us in autumn before permanently

removing into winter quarters, and from their

social, good-natured character well merit a few
words here.

From an entomological point of view, both these

beetles belong to the Lamellicoms, so called from

their antennae being tipped with protuberant
discs. Of this large tribe, containing more than

2000 species, above 120 occur in Britain, and

amongst them are those with which most people
are familiar. All through the soft summer even-

ings of several of the southern counties of England
the stag-beetle may be observed crawling on posts
or the boles of trees, and floating round the

foliage. Hants and Berkshire form his head-

quarters, from which he passes into the west,

being occasionally taken on the Haldon Hills

beyond Exeter. Being impatient of cold, they
are not found in the northern English counties,

nor in Scotland, but are common enough on the

Continent.

Some feeding-grounds are particularly gratefid
to them, and here they are of course found in

greatest numbers. I well remember a favourite

spot of theirs in Berkshire, where a road sepa-

rated a vast tract of heather from woods of oak

and fir. Amongst these trees, and up and down
the road, hosts of stag-beetles might be descried

every evening ; some exploring the ground, others,

like aerial fleets sailing (this word best expresses
their flight) through the balmy air round the tree-

tops, and well relieved on the amber sky beyond.
This flight of theirs is peculiar, and to strangers
rather terrifying at first. You see two or three

of the huge fellows floating up to you in a vertical

position as you approach their haunts, with their

threatening mandibles extended like stag's horns,
as if ready for immediate combat. In reality,

however, they are, like many other large animals,

exceedingly pacific, and will float on harmlessly,
as though, conscious of their superior might, they
remembered the poet's words—

'Tis excellent to have a giant's strength,

But it is tyrannous to use it like a giant.

The stag-beetle is in colour a dark chestnut

shading into black ; the males are two inches long,

longer and with larger mandibles than the females
—in direct contrast to birds of prey, where the

female is generally the finer animal. On the

ground their movements are sluggish ;
but when

they open their elytra, or wing-cases, and spread
out the wings of line tissue so neatly folded under

them, to the span of a couple of inches or more,

they can fly very strongly. Several of them seen

thus hovering over a bunch of foliage are suffi-

ciently impressive, and help us to realise what
must be the appearance of such tropical monsters

as the grotesque but rare " Groliathus magnus
"

beetle, a specimen of which, found floating dead

in the Gaboon river, may be seen in the Hunterian

Museum at Glasgow.
If captured and kindly treated, stag-beetles are

said to become tame in a very short time, and to

display amusing traits of destructiveness on any-

thing which falls in their way. Their mandibles

are very powerful, strong enough to raise up a

tumbler when placed under it. As the habits of

larger animals are discerned by a glance at their

teeth, the huge jaws of the stag-beetle direct us

at once to his manner of life. By their aid they

pierce and tear leaves or the bark of trees, and

so get at the sap and juices underneath. The

damage this causes to plantations is not so exten-

sive as might at first sight be imagined. At the

approach of cold w^eather they dig a hole in the

earth, and pass the winter in seclusion ;
thus

their ravages are not continuous, unlike those of

the Scolytus destructor, which have proved so fatal

to the trees of the Boulevards at Paris, and the

elms in St. Giles's at Oxford. Owls also keep
down the numbers of the stag-beetle, and they
form the favourite food of the great shrike.

In the tropics, where vegetation is more rank

and abundant, the beetles are of corresponding

strength. The prionus cei-vkornus takes the place
of our stag-beetle in Cayenne. They resemble

each other much in appearance and habits, but

the exotic beetle is proportionably larger and

stronger. In the steaming swamps of that

country it may be seen attacking the branch of a

tree or shrub with its powerful mandibles, which

are edged like a saw, and flying round and round

it till it has completely sawn it off.

Like many other British productions, even the

stag-beetle was made subservient to Roman

luxury. Latin epicures and cooks revelled in a

large white grub called cossus, which they fattened

to the requisite size upon flour. They describe it

to us as inhabiting the interior of oak-trees. This

grub is with reason identified by Kirby and

others with the larva of the stag-beetle, which is

hatched under the bark, and sometimes eats

gradually on to the very heart of the tree. If we
are inclined to wonder at such a strange taste,

we may remember that to this day the palm-tree

grub is eaten as a delicacy in the West Indies.

In cookery, too, more than in anything else, the

proverb,
" Chacun tl son godt," holds good. It

is lucky we can never know how many similar

dainties we have unwarily consumed amongst our

cauliflowers. Perhaps (though I shudder to write

I it) they were often the chief cause of that fine
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flavour for whicli the vegetable obtained the

credit.

Such are a few particulars of a beetle on which,

notwithstanding its size, naturalists still possess
not very accurate information. As our orchids and
ferns are our closest link to tropical vegetation,
so the stag-beetle, from its habits and economy,
forms the best British representative of the

myriads of beetles that prey on the foliage of hot

climes. It is by no means so scarce as many
other of our large insects, and thus may hope to

escape extinction at the hands of those enthu-

siastic collectors who bid fair to thin the ranks of

British insects as their brother ornithologists have

helped to exterminate many of our native birds.

A true naturalist always prefers an animal at

freedom to its mummy in a glass case. Thus the

stag-beetle has much of the charm of the " Great

Unknown "
about him, and is just sufficiently

imcommon to break the monotony of an autumnal

evening's walk. If he has not the same claim to
the interest of the fair sex that many beetles of

the bupresHs family can bring forward, from fur-

nishing their iridescent wing-cases to glitter as

ornaments on snowy necks and arms, he is at all

events a patriotic animal, and as such is always
sure of their sympathy. Though he is a Tory of

the old school, this is to some people all the

greater recommendation. Having been in high
favour with our ancestors long before the Normans
came, like a true follower of the merry monarch,
he is very glad to shelter himself amongst the
acorns. In these days of naval reform he utterly

abjures iron plates, and, with many more of us,
is still always to be found strongly attached to

the heart of oak of old England. M.

« MY EMMA AND CUPID."

•* No earllily love my path shall cross,"

Romantic Emma cries
;

" Love 's dross,

And hearts &r6 foolish empty toys,

For moon struck maids and sillier boys.

No I happy in ray single state,

I'll live and die without a mate."

Sly Cupid heard the fair maid's vow,

And, chuckling, drew his amber bow.

Then whispered in mine ear,
" My friend,

Fear not, this whim will find its end ;

Fair Emma is not what she seems, .

And when a young maid vows, she dreams.

"I swear by these unerring darts,

I can read maidens' inmost hearts ;

And what is true of A. B. C.

(Not to say anything of D.)

Can scarce be false of E. F. G.

" Trust me, your Emma means but this,

Should some fond lover steal a kiss,

Standing upon her left or right,

She'll not let slip the lucky
wight,^

But do her best to hold him tight."

Ealfh db Pkverel,
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A NAEROW ESCAPE.

I SHOTTLD never have thought of my amiable

friend, Mrs. Denison, as the heroine of such a tale

as she related to me one evening in the autumnal

twilight. Yet she, a timid, sentimental old lady,
had really been placed in a position of extraor-

dinary trial, and had come nobly out of it. And
she told the adventure with an utter unconscious-

ness of anything heroic in her conduct, which
added a strange charm to her recital.

When I was about seventeen or eighteen, (she

said,) my father took me for change of air, after

a slight illness, to the sea- side. I was romantic
;

moreover, I had been motherless from my infancy,
and my dreamy fancies had received no check

from the dull routine of my school-life, nor from my
association with girls as silly as myself.

Shortly after our arrival at the watering-place,
I was struck by the appearance of three peojile,
who were often to be seen together of an evening
on the sands. One was a very handsome woman
of about forty- five ; the others appeared to be her
son and daughter. The son was one of the most

interesting persons I ever saw. The daughter,
« ho was about my own age, was very pretty. The
mother was a cripple. She was drawn nearly

every day to the same spot on the sands, and sat

there watching the setting sun, while her children

occupied themselves with gathering shells. Occa-

sionally we met the brother and sister riding, and

my father declared that he had never seen so good
a horsewoman as the young lady.
One evening, as I was sitting on a low black

rock or stone, near her chair, the elder lady spoke
to me with a civil apology for troubling a stranger.
She asked me if I could distinguish whether her
son and daughter were on the beach. Her sight
was too bad for her to see herself. I looked, and

replied in the negative. She seemed anxious and

uneasy, and kept turning her eyes in the direction

from whence she appeared to expect them. I asked
if she required anything ? She thanked me, but

replied that she wanted nothing ; only she was
anxious for her daughter's appearance ;

she feared

accidents when they were late home.
" I should think you could have no cause for

fear," 1 said, "your daughter rides so well."

She assented with a sigh.
"I dare say," she added, "I am foolishly

nervous, but my life is a trying and monotonous
one, and affords time for idle fears."

I was sorry for her
; it was very sad to be help-

less and crippled at her age, and with her appa-
rent health, so we gradually fell into conversation.

Mrs. J)eloraine—I remember what a charming
name 1 thought it—was not very lady-like, still

she was not vulgar. I could see she was not a

highly-bred person ; nevertheless she was interest-

ing and clever, and had a very fascinating way of

her own. After a time, the son and daughter
returned

; they thanked me for my kind attention
to their mother, and were so pleasant and agree-
able, that I was enchanted with them.
When I returned home, I teased my father to

call on the Deloraines. He demurred at first ; we

know nothing of these people, he said ; it was not
wise to pick up acquaintances as one would shells ;

but I was urgent, and he seldom refused a request
made by his motherless girl. He made a few in-

quiries ;
ascertained that Mrs. Deloraine and her

children lived a quiet, secluded, blameless life in

a lonely cottage, on the outskirts of the town ; a

place which the librarian told him had had the

reputation of being haunted, and was let at a low
rent

;
that they paid their bills ; and were, appa-

rentlj', respectable, good people. Then he con-

sented to call on them.

We approached the Deloraines' dwelling through
an orchard and pine-grove, so dismal and gloomy
in appearance, that 1 did not wonder at its ghostly

repute. The cottage itself was an old house,
built partly of wood, partly of brick. A very ill-

looking man-servant opened the door, and ushered

us into the drawing-room, where we found Mrs.

Deloraine and her daughter.
The former was lying on a sofa placed against

the folding-doors. She could not rise to receive

us, but she greeted my father and me very warmly,
and seemed delighted to make our acquaintance.
He thought her manner theatrical and studied ;

but she managed, nevertheless, to please him, and
the acquaintance, thus commenced, progressed
into intimacy.
We rode together frequently, accompanied by

my father and William Deloraine. I am quite
sure that dear father never dreamed of anything
like love between William and me; he still

thought me a mere child ; he was too much occu-

pied by his own affairs to observe my gradual
advance towards womanhood.

But I was gradually becoming attached to

William Deloraine. He was just the sort of man
to please an imaginative young lady like myself.
Moreover he constantly betrayed his love for my-
self, and as constantly recalled the manifestation

(if I may say so), by a sudden and distant cold-

ness of manner, which piqued and teased me.

But I am not telling a love tale, and therefore

will not linger over those tantalising but bewitch-

ing days. On one of them the desired declaration

came ;
William Deloraine, in approved poetic

phrase, assured me that be adored me. 1 referred

him, of course, to my father. To my surprise, he

hesitated
;

told me that an unhappy mystery
clouded his life ;

—a fatal secret which he could

not as yet reveal even to me ; and he implored me
to conceal our attachment from my father. Now,
though I was very silly and romantic, and William

gained an additional hold on my fancy by having
a mystery attached to him, I was too honourable

a girl to enter into an engagement without my
kindest father's sanction, and I said so at once.

He was bitterly disappointed, for he hoped 1

should have consented to an elopement, or secret

marriage ;
and I grew angry at the supposition.

W e had a quarrel, but made it up afterwards,

of course ;
and I promised to keep the secret of

his avowal from my father, though I would pro-

mise nothing more. He declared also that he

should keep his secret from his family ;
but I

guessed that he had told Kate, as she looked

vexed and disappointed when next I saw her.

Nevertheless, our rides went on as usual.
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One day when we were all out together, Kate
and papa behind, William and I in advance, my
lover suddenly drew up his horse, sprang to the

ground, stooped, and then, holding up a pocket-

book, cried, "Look here. Miss Morton !

"
I did

look in considerable amazement, as I had dis-

tinctly seen him draw the pocket-book from his

bosom, put it on the ground, and then take it up
again. My father riding up, asked what was
the matter. William exhibited the pocket-book,

saying he had just picked it up. My father

advised him to open it and see if the name of the

owner was inside. He complied, and they ex-

amined it together. There was no name. The
book contained a roll of bank-notes ; and William,

observing that they must advertise it, put it in

his pocket. You will wonder that all this time 1

continued silent. But remember how young I

was, and how shy. Besides, I had not the

slightest idea what it could all mean ; that there

was a mystery— a secret—which Deloraine wished
to veil under this apparent trouvaille, I believed,
and since he had not intended to take me into

his contidence, I fancied it would be dishonourable

to betray him. For his part he had not noticed

my silence, but re-mountiug, began to chat gaily
on indifferent subjects, and was even more than

usually fascinating and attractive.

A few days afterwards an advertisement ap-

peared in the local papers stating that a gentleman
had found a pocket-book on H Hill, contain-

ing bank-notes, and that they would be restored

to the owner on application, provided he could

describe the contents of the book, and tell the

numbers of the notes. This advertisement ap-

peared daily during the remainder of our stay at

the sea-side. My father remarked that Deloraine's

honesty put him to a great expense, and that it

waa singular no one claimed the pocket-book ;

then we took no further notice of the matter,

though I secretly wondered what it could mean.
Once more before we left our sea side home,

Deloraine urged mo to become his wife secretly.
He was sure, he said, that my father would

forgive me when once we were married ; and I

also should have been sure of that ; indeed, I

believed he would not have refused his assent at

all, even though Deloraine was (as he avowed)
I)oor ;

for I was a rich Welsh heiress, as you
know. However, my lover was as strangely
timid as I was conlident in my beloved father's

goodness ;
and would have me keep his secret,

and wait. Thus we parted without any engage-
ment having been made between us.

I found my home in the Welsh valleys dismal

enough when I returned to it. I missed the

animation of the bathing-place ; the society of

bonny Kate ; the sentimental devotion of her

brother. Without excitement, without employ-
ment, I grew weary of my dull existence, and
called my ewnut disappointed love. After all, my
dear, if the busy young ladies of this part of the

century don't do much real good to others, they do

something for themselves in keeping their minds

employed. It is astonishing how much foolish love

imaginations are thus kept in check. As for me, I

gave way to the vainest regrets and the most profit-
less day-dreaming. I cast from me God's great gift

of time sinfully, recklessly
—my sole occupation

being that of writing long letters to Kate, which
she rarely answered. But one cannot be idle and
discontented with impunity. I was naturally
delicate, and I began to pay for my vain imagin-
ings the tax of loss of health and good looks. My
poor father was alarmed for me. He called in a

physician, and as the doctor could not detect the
real cause of my lassitude, he judiciously banished

me, and sent me again to the sea-side. We had

only been absent from it five months. It was
March (close to the assize time) when we again
took possession of our former lodgings ; but much
had happened during that period to " startle" the

place "from its propriety." My maid came to

undress me the night of our arrival, quite eager to

communicate her news.

"Oh, ma'am," she cried; "you remember the
Miss Deloraine you used to ride with when we
were last here, and her brother?"
"Of course," I replied, with a beating heart.

"What of them?"
"
Well, ma'am, they say Mr. William is taken

up for forgery, and will be hanged."
I nearly fainted ; but my pride upheld me in

my servant's presence.
"What nonsense!" I said; "how can you

repeat such idle scandal.
"

"
Well, I don't believe it, of course ; but the

poor gentleman is in prison at A on the charge.

They say that no end of forged notes have been

passed here, and all have been traced back to

Mr. Deloraine, his servant, or the ladies."

I was horror-struck. I did not believe it : still

I doubted. I had not heard from Kate for a long
time, -and assuredly there must be some ground of

suspicion to cause William's detention in prison,
if he were really there. When I saw my father

next morning I told him Sarah's tale. He was

greatly astonished, and declared he would ascer-

tain its truth by riding over to A after

breakfast.

How long, how miserable the hours were till

he returned ! But he came with a bright face :

his heart relieved from a load of kind anxiety.
" It is quite true that the poor lad is in prison,"

he said, in reply to my eager inquiries ;

' ' but by
a mere accident. You remember his finding a

pocket-book ? Well, he was so imprudent—being

pressed for money, he says—as to use some of

those notes, intending to keep the numbers, and

return the amount he spent, if they were ever

claimed ; but they proved to be forged ;
and he

is taken up for passing them. He had actually

directed his lawyer to appeal to us as witnesses of

the manner in which he obtained them, and the

letter is gone to Bryn Gellert.
"

My heart ceased beating for the moment as I

remembered how 1 had seen Deloraine take the

book from his own bosom ;
but I was quite silent.

Between horror and fear I could not speak.

My father continued :

" I have promised, of course, to appear for him ;

and probably you may be called on—"

" Uh ! don't let them call me ! I can't—I

can't," said I, in an agony.
"
Well, of course, it is unpleasant for a young

lady to appear in a court of justice, and if I can
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prevent it you shall not; but we must not let

proprieties peril a fellow-creature's life."

I made no reply. I would not for worlds have

deprived Deloraine of my father's testimony in

his favour. And how could he give it if I spoke ?

Forgery was then punished with death. Could I

voluntarily condemn, by my own words, the man
whom I loved, to the gallows ? I was wretched ;

distracted by doubt, fear, and horror, when my
heart was wrimg by receiving a letter from William

(forwarded by the gaol chaplain), in which he
thanked me for my kind remembrance of him,
and said, how it pleased him, amidst all his

trouble, to think that it was my testimony that

woxild acquit him, for I had seen him find the

fatal pocket-book. Imagine, if yon can, my dis-

tress. I dared not write and tell him that I

hncw he did not find it, lest my letter should be
read before it was given to him. I could only be

silent on the subject, and urge my father to keep
me from the public court, and jjreveut my being
subpoenaed as a witness. Alas ! it was in vain !

She paused—moved by the old sad memory.
" What did you do ?" we asked.

The trial came on, (she continued.) It was

distinctlyproved that the Deloraine family and their

servant had passed false notes, and that William
had purchased a diamond ornament of a jeweller
in London, and paid for it with a forged note.

This tradesman was the chief witness against
him. For his defence Deloraine declared, as he had
told my father, that he had found the notes j and
had merely borrowed their present use. My
father was called to testify to the fact, and to

state what he thought of Deloraine's character.

The latter statement was of course favourable,
but on cross-examiuation it was proved that my
father had not actually seen William pick up the

book, and to my horror and despair / was i)ut

into the witness-box. I can never forget it ! At
this minute I can see Deloraine's eager look at

me—his look of love and trust and hope. A word
from me would give him life !

—a word consign
him to the gallows ! It was an awful tempta-
tion . . But I dared not fail in truth ; I could

not—no, thank God ! I was not perjured. I tried

to hold the truth back ; at least, I answered re-

luctantly ;
but my cross examination was severe,

and when the counsel for the prosecution asked
me—" Did you actually see William Deloraine find

the book ?" I almost shrieked my fatal " No !

"

"Did you see him take it from his own
person ?"

There was a pause. I gasped out—"I did!"
And then I heard a wild, piercing cry from the

prisoner. I remember no more, for I fainted, and
was carried out of court. Deloraine was con-

demned to death. He confessed his crime, my
father told me

;
and showed much earnestness in

acquitting his mother and Kate of all share in

it. They were conseqiiently set at liberty, for

they, also, had been under restraint.

But I was miserable. 1 felt like a murderess,
and besought my father, as he ever hoped to see

me happy again, to procure a commutation of the

sentence. We had powerful friends ; and Mr.
Morton used such exertions, that, difficult as

the task was at that time, he achieved it,

and the sentence of Deloraine was changed into

transportation for life. All this dreadful anxiety
increased my previous indisposition, and it became

impossible for me to return home, as my father

wished, when the trial and his subsequent efforts

were over. So we remained by the sea-side. One

day I received, to my astonishment, a letter from
Kkte Deloraine : it was full of gratitude for my
father's goodness in saving her brother from the

last rigour of the law ; and of regrets over his

blighted life and their own ruined prospects. She
did not blame me for the part I had had in his

conviction. She pitied me for it, and said poor
William admired my xinshaken truthfulness.

"And now, dear Jane,
" she concluded, "I am

going to urge one last request. We are about to

leave England for ever, to hide our shame and
sorrow in a strange land. We go to-morrow.
Will you come to the old cottage (to which
mamma and I have returned) and bid me a last

farewell, and hear a message poor William left,

which will explain and extenuate, in a degree,
his sad fault?"

This letter touched me deeply. I greatly desired

to see Kate once more, to assure her how cruelly
I had felt the dreadful duty cast on me, and to

hear something more of William Deloraine. My
father was from home

;
he had gone to spend a

few days with a friend some ten or twelve miles

off, and was not to return till the next day, or

l)erhap3 the following one. If he had been at

home, assuredly I should not have been permitted
to go, but as it was, my girlish enthusiasm, my
lingering pity and tenderness for the convict

William, induced me to comply. It was all very

silly and romantic, I know
;
but so it was.

The cottage was within a walk, and not liking
to expose the unhappy Deloraines to the curious

gaze of servants, 1 determined to go alone, and for

the same reason did not tell any of them whither
1 was going.

It was a chilly, windy April afternoon, about

four o'clock, when I started ou my walk.

I hurried along, and, in about an hour's time,
found myself in the lane leading to the cottage.
It was certainly a very lonely jjlace, and now
association added to its natural gloom.
The grove had been much trodden and the

trees broken in the search made by the Bow Street

officers for graving-tools, &c. (which, however,

they had failed to find), and altogether it looked

very wretched and depressing. Just opposite the

eastern gable of the dwelling, was an old oak of

great size, which 1 was obliged to pass in approach-

ing the door. As I glanced at it, I perceived a

hole or cavity recently dug or uncovered (for I

had never noticed it before) close to the root.

Why, I never knew, but the sight of it made
me shiver, and altogether a strong feeling (perhaps
induced by the dreariness of the place), made me
turn back. Just as 1 did so, Kate Deloraine

emerged from behind the tree and stood before me.

She was sadly altered, very pale and thin, and
she shed bitter tears as I embraced her. I walked
into the house with her. The drawing-room was

empty ; the sofa moved ; the folding-doors

opened.
*' You miss my mother," she said ; "she is in
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her room, very ill ; but she trusts that you will

go up and see her—"

I assented, and then very timidly asked for

"William. She said he was about to sail for

Botany Bay with the next party of convicts ;

that he was patient and resigned, and bore his

fate better than could have been expected." Poor fellow !

"
she added, with real feeling,

"he is very young, and was badly trained. I

declare to you. Miss Morton, we never, either

of us, knew what goodness was till we became

acquainted with you."
1 looked, doubtless, as I was, astonished.
" No ! our parents educated us without any

principle," she continued,
" and though poor

William so generously acquitted his family of all

complicity in his guilt, they did not deserve it."

At this minute the ill-looking man-servant

opened the door and said Mrs. Deloraine would
be glad to see me alone in the north parlour,
an upi)er sitting-room in the gable end of the house.
I did not know bow to refuse, though Kate's re-

velation had made me feel very uncomfortable.
So I followed the man up-stairs into the little

parlour where she and I had been wont to sit

and talk and work during our brief intimacy.
There was no one there ;T3ut James, muttering that
Mrs. Deloraine would come directly, placed a chair

for me and left the room, closing the door after

hira. I walked to the window, and looked out.

The casement (it was nothing more) opened upon
that part of the shrubbery in which the old oak,
with its suspicious earth-hole, stood. As it

caught my eye, the same misgiving I had
felt just before, rushed on my mind. Was I

looking at my own grave ? . . . Very uneasy, I

walked at once to the door, determined to go
away immediately, but, on turning the handle,
I found it was no longer possible for me to do

8o,—1 was locked in 1 Obeying a first impulse
I shook the door violently, aud called loudly to

bo let out. No voice answered mo.
I looked round the room

; there was no other

door, though, I remembered ; aud the window was
too high up for me to jump out on the top of the
verandah

; yet even that I might bo obliged to dare.

I was evidently at the mercy of these people,
whose aim in luring me thither, and making me a

prisoner, must of course be to rob or murder me.
With renewed fear I gazed out of the window on
the gathering twilight. The wind moaned and
sobbed round the old house, and shook the ill-

fitting casement. I opened it and called for help
as loudly as I could ; but the breeze blowing full

in my face nearly stifled my voice ; and, save the
old trees which creaked and bowed their huge
heads towards me, I saw no living thing outside.

Twilight deepened into night, aud 1 sank on my
knees and prayed fervently for help in my hour of

sore peril. I rose, strengthened with a new hope
and fresh courage. I felt that 1 had enlisted a

Mighty defender on my side.

At last, after a period of suspense which ap-

peared years to me, I heard footsteps advancing to

the door
; the key turned in the lock, and Mrs.

Deloraine— no cripple, but an agile, powerful
woman—entered, followed by James, bearing a

light and an inkstand.

" What is your meaning in thus making me a

prisoner?" I asked firmly.
" I should think your own conscience would

tell you, traitress !

" was the reply.
"
Betrayer of

my darling boy ! The death he so narrowly
escaped would be too good for you."

" But he owes that escape to me, Mrs. Delo-
raine."

"Yes ! he is to live, that you may not sulfer

remorse. I understand it all. But what kind of

life ?—that of a felon !
—my boy !

—my pride !

"

She clasped her hands passionately. The man
whispered sullenly in her ear.

" You are right," she said,
"
put down the ink,

and get yonder writing-case. 1 suppose Miss
Morton does not travel with a cheque-book in her

pocket ?
"

" For once she does," I answered steadily.
" I

feared poor Kate might need assistance, and put it

in my pocket."
And I drew it out.
" That is well !

"
she said, sternly.

" Sit down
and write a cheque for five hundred pounds."

I complied readily. I had but fifty of my own
allowance in my banker's hands

;
for 1 had^peut

liberally of late, aud had no present command of

the large fortune I inherited. I felt convinced

that her rapacity would defeat its object, for the

banker would make inquiries before he cashed such

a cheque. But the same thought had evidently
occurred also to the man.

" It is too much !

" he said, slowly,
"

fifty will be

enough for our immediate wants. We dare not

present a larger cheque."
With a murmur, Mrs. Deloraine put the first

cheque in her pocket, and desired me to write

another—perhaps she kept the five hundred for

some future opportunity.
"That will do," said the man, taking the

second; "now, come,"—to hia mistress—"we
have no time to lose."

They turned to leave the room.
" You will allow me to go home now ?" I asked.

"That is so probable!" said the woman, sar-

castically.
" That you may betray us again."

" But I will pledge you my honour not to send

after you, or give any clue to what has passed.
"

" Oh ! but you may be put upon your oath !

"

cried Mrs. Deloraine, mockingly.
" That is impossible, unless I gave information

of my imprisonment ;
as for the money, it is a free

gift
—I intended to help you, as I told you."

She sneered again.
" No doubt ! Nevertheless as you might repent

of it, we will not try you. Now listen ! I hated

you from the time you won my boy's heart from

me, and marred his young life for ever; and I

swore, when I heard that you had betrayed him,

to avenge him. I do so now ! With the money

you have given us, Kate and I will follow him to

his place of oxile. We shall have a success there,

I fancy ! For you,
—you will remain in this room.

It is not known in the town that we are here now ;

we were supposed to have left yesterday, therefore

no trades people are likely to come near the house

in fact they have not troubled us with calls

lately,
— and as there is no food in the larder,

and you might be starved, we shall lay a train
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to the house and put a slow match to it, in order

that by the time we are safe off, the flames may
bring you deliverers, or put you out of your
misery."
And she laughed a horrible, mocking laugh.
"You will not surely be so cruel," I cried in

an agony of fear. " You are but frightening me."
'• You will see ! Good-bye, Miss Morton

;
thus

I return our obligations to you.
"

And forcibly releasing her arm from the clasp
with which I sought to detain her, she left the room.
I strove to get out of it at the same time

;
but

the man pushed me in again with an oath, and I

heard them lock and bolt the door after them.
Thus I was left to the anticipation of a linger-

ing, horrible death. I opened the window and
called for help again and again in vain. No one
could hear me save those monsters. At last, I

sank on a seat, and grew calm from exhaustion.

Very slowly the hours passed. I sate watching
the wide space between the ill-fitting door and
the floor, expecting every moment to see the red,
dull glare of fire through it ; but the grey dawn
stole into the room, and still I saw no sign of the

threatened conflagration. I was unharmed
; only

exhausted by want of rest, want of food, and that

most horrible expectation.
The light grew, and there was still no per-

ceptible fire. I began to hope that the match had

gone out ;
—that I was safe. Alas ! I was deceived.

The house had ignited long ago, but the old damp
wood smouldered slowly. By-and-by, when it

was again near evening, I saw the red gleam I

had so feared on the threshold, and I heard the

rush and the hiss of the flames. A few moments,
and the door would catch, and I must perish.
Once more I rushed to the still open casement,
and looked out.

Should I spring at the peril of my life to the

verandah ? There was nothing else left for me,
and I was preparing to take a leap that might have
been fatal, when a voice called to me from below.

"
Stop, stop, Jane ! Wait, I will save you !

"

And I saw Kate Deloraine mounting a garden
ladder placed against the verandah.

I watched her breathlessly. She ascended with

ease, drew it up after her, and raised it to the
window. I was out and on it, in a moment ; I
can scarcely tell how the descent was achieved,
but I stood in safety at the bottom, clasping
Kate's hand.

" We have not a moment to lose," she gasped." I escaped them at our last stage, but when they
find I am gone, they will guess why and where,
and will follow me."
At that moment we heard a sound of approach-

ing wheels in the lane. I was so weak I could

scarcely move ; and she had to puU me and lead

me to a fly standing near, in which she placed
me. I observed that there was a crowd of people
round the burning cottage, endeavouring to ex-

tinguish the flames—but we drove off apjiarently
unnoticed.
"I am so sorry," said poor Kate, "that I

should have been made the instrument of placing

you in such peril, Miss Morton. Whenmy mother
told me I might write to bid you farewell, and ask

you here, if I pleased, I had no notion she intended

so awful a crime,—nor did I know that they had
left you in the cottage when we left it. But when
they thought we were safe, my mother boasted of

the revenge she had taken on you. Then I seized

the first opportunity to escape from them, and re-

turned in the same fly we are now in
; leaviug it

in the lane while I sought for you. I feared they
would have pursued me, but I was mistaken.

Probably they thought if I returned to you it

would be too late,
—or James feared to venture

back. The wheels we heard were those of the

approaching fire engine."
1 shuddered—these people had been my friends !

I would never blame English caution and reserve in

future.

But by this time we reached my home. We
found the servants in a great state of alarm at

my disappearance ; they had sent off for my
father, though he was not yet arrived—and every
search was making for me.

I was so exhausted that Kate, who placed me
with great tenderness on a sofa, had to feed me ;

and to give me wine slowly ;
and before my

father returned, I had sunk into a profound sleep
from which I did not awake for hours.

When I did, I found him sitting beside me. He
embraced me with joy and gratitude, and was

eager to know where I had been, and what had
befallen me—as all that the servants could tell

him was, that Miss Deloraine had brought me
back, very faint and ill.

I related my adventure, and he grew pale with

horror and indignation as he listened. He vowed
he would have the monsters traced, and as severely

punished as their crimes deserved.

"But where is poor Kate?" I asked.

"She was gone when I arrived," he answered.
" Sarah says she left directly you fell asleep,

telling the servants not to wake you, as you had
had great fatigue and excitement. She left this

note for you."
And he gave me a little twisted paper written in

pencil.

"Adieu, Miss Morton," she wrote, "forgive
me. You will never see me again. I go to the

Continent to earn my living, as 1 was wont to do

before T knew you, by riding in a circus. That

woman's crime has separated me from her for ,

ever. Pray sometimes for poor Kate."

"Poor thing!" we said. "And what became
of her?"
"We never knew," replied Mrs. Denison.

" My father advertised for her, offering in the

advertisement to provide for her if she would let

us know where she was ; but, probably, she never

saw the paper containing it."

"And that horrible Mrs. Deloraine and the

man-servant ? Were they ever found and pun-
ished?"

She shook her head.
" No. We had no railways, no electric tele-

graphs in those days. They escaped. Probably

they went to Australia. We never heard of them

again. By degrees we forgot the whole afi'air, or

rather never thought about it. But you will allow

I had a very narrow escape."
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SON CHmSTOPHER.
AN HISTORIETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTER III. EESTORATION DAY.
"
0, FATHER !" cried David Battiscombc to the

Squire, rushing into the supper-room, on a fine

May evening, "may not Tony and I ride the
downs to-morrow after the bustards ?"

"There will be such a hunt !" Tony exclaimed.
" All the fellows that have horses are going ; and
every greyhound for twenty miles round will be
there. You will let us go, father ?"

The Squire looked them in the face a minute
before he replied, with the question," Can you tell me the day of the month ?

"

"No,—not I," said David. " M. Florien used
to keep count of such things for us. Since he
went we have never known where we were ; and
that is the reason why Mr. Defoe, and even
Joanna there, made game of me on All Fools' Day.
Let us ask Nurse, Tony ;

she has a story ready
for every day of the year."

"
Stay, my son ; do not go," said his mother.

" This day is the 28th of May."
"
0, the fast 1

"
cried the boys, dolefully.

" Of

all days, that Restoration Day should be fixed

on for the bustard-hunt !

"

"It is done on purpose," Arabella observed.
" There is always something of the sort on
Restoration Day, to make it as gay as a fair. It

was on the 29th that they caught and baited the

Charmouth witch."
" And last year," said Tony,

"
they went after

the pair of fen-eagles that frightened the fisher-

men so. It is very hard that there are hunts

just when we cannot go. I suppose," and the

boy Hushed up with daring,
" I suppose we may

not go t
"

"My son, it is our fast-day," said his mother.

"For every feast-day that the loose world's

people make, God's people are constrained to have

a fast."

"I think there are more every year," Tony
observed. " I wonder what it will come to."

"I will tell you what the Lord's people think

it will come to," said the Squire, drawing Tony
towards him, and putting his arm over the boy's
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shoulder. " If I keep my sons from the pleasures
which are natural to their age and station, 1 am
bound to satisfy them with the reason why."

•' This is private family conversation, my sons,

understand," said Mrs. Battiscombe.
' No fear of their being indiscreet," their

father averred. " You see, lads, there have been
four generations of the family of Stuart governing,
or claiming to govern, this kingdom, and corrupt-

ing its religion more and more. And there have
been four generations of the Lord's people who
have striven to cause the true religion to prevail.
The season has arrived when men generally are

persuaded that the end is at hand ; and in these

times all faithful men and women, and their sons

and daughters, are more than ever bound to bear
a clear and true testimony."

* ' But why should there be an end very soon ?
"

"Because,—T will trust my boys as Uhristiaus

in their own persons,
—because the royal race has

become more prone to the wrong, and the chosen

people to the right. The third Stuart was a con-

cealed Catholic : the fourth is an open one : the

scandal can go no further
; and at the next

change we shall have a Protestant king. "VVhy
do you ask ' When ?

' The times and seasons rest

with God : but King James is old : we shall need
all our patience while he lives : but those who are

steadfast shall have their reward at length."
" David's thoughts are among the bustards,"

Judith remarked. " He does not see why he
should not go coursing on the downs, because

King James is a Papist.
"

"
yes, I do," David declared. "To-morrow

is a great feast of the Tories : and we are not
Tories."

"There is something more," said the mother.
" These gatherings on Eestoration Day, on j)re-

tence of making holiday, are used to test the

people, all over the country. All who are not

present are marked down as disloyal, though it is

not triie that all Avho are present are loyal. There
are cowardly conformists

;
and we should not wish

our sons to be registered as such."

This satisfied the lads entirely. But their

sisters were troubled
; they did not like the word

disloyal. In their family service the life of the

King was daily prayed for, in order to his con-

version : and nobody had been more indignant
than their father at the late conspiracy to murder
the Stuart princes. They believed he would lay
down his very life to bring the King and Court to

the true Light.
" 1 would," said their father :

" but this would
be considered anything but loyalty by the King
and Court. Now, my sons, you see ?"

"
! yes ; we cannot go to-morrow." It was

impossible to say this very cheerfully.
" But we will all go another day," their father

promised.
" If the run to-morrow finishes these

bustards, there are more beyond Farmer Lecky's.
There is a wild bull, too, in the waste which will

certainly have to be looked to before Kestoration

Day comes round again."
Little Joanna ran in to announce that she heard

the horses, for which she had been listening from
the summer-house.

One of these horses was bringing Elizabeth

Bankshope, Christopher's betrothed; and another
bore a relation of hers, very unlike herself : an

aged aunt who was on her way to pay visits in

Somersetshire, and who used the rare opportunity
of taking a journey to see various friends, from

point to point, between her home at Winchester
and the palace of her old friend, Bishop Ken, at

Wells. Lady Alice, as Madam Lisle was called,
had lived in close intimacy with the Battiscombe

family while her husband was in the Long Parlia-

ment, and in the Commission of the Great Seal of

the Commonwealth ; and if the dangers which
scattered their party after the J^estoration had

kept them asuudei-, from mutual consideration,

they were not the less anxious to meet when
favourable opportunities arose. The engagement
of Christopher and Elizabeth, which tilled the old

lady's heart with joy, was such an occasion. The

loyal repute of the Bankshopes was a protection, in

these troubled days ; and it had really seemed for

some time past that the enemy had forgotten the

scandal of John Lisle the Kepublican having been
made a lord by the Protector. When the Win-
chester people called his widow the Lady Alice, it

was passed imnoticed as a token of respect to the

Lady Boimtiful of her neighbourhood. She, for

her part, had no enmities in her heart, and was
aware of none among all the people she knew ;

yet she was attached to her own faith, and the

customs of her church and party ;
and this was

the reason why she and Elizabeth were arriving
this evening The young niece did not care for

losing the festival of Kestoration Day ;
while the

aged aunt did desire to avoid the celebration in

which her host, as High Sheriff of Dorset, must
bear a conspicuous part.

" Do tell me how you fast !

"
said Elizabeth to

her future sisters, when they were in her chamber
that night. "Stay, and tell me a little about it ;

for you know it is all strange to me
;
and i am

afraid of behaving ill, and doing something which

may shock your feelings.
"

" That is exactly what we feared about your
feelings," Judith answered. " My mother means
to otier that you should spend to-morrow . . . .

"

"
! nowhere but with you ! 1 cannot think

of leaving you," Elizabeth declared; "And I

have to learn your ways for another person's sake ;

and I am sure he will be pleased that 1 am here,
instead of parading at the games and among the

guns in the morning, and dancing at the county
ball in the evening."
"No doubt he will: but I am sure he would

be far from wishing that you should feel compelled
to listen to such a way of speaking of the last and

present kings as is the custom among us in our

liestoration Day services."
' ' Do you imagine that I and my brother, and

our party, like these kings ?
" exclaimed Elizabeth.

" Is it possible that you do not know how we hate

them ?
"

" Hate them ! What then are the rejoicings

for, tomorrow ?
"

' '
I am sure I have no idea. I suppose it is

something about the Church ; or, that it was : for

that is all over now, and the Papists are upper-
most. But why on earth should we be thankful

for these princes ? You know our park,
—my
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brother's place. Well ! those ragged remains of

the grand old woods just show what King Charles
has been to ns. My father cut down his oaks,—
to the veiy last,

—and raised all the money he

could, and spent none on the estate, that the

King might have it all, so that the lawns are mere

swamps, and the gardens have gone to riun, and
the house is growing mouldy, and there are not
half enough servants, or labourers, or horses, or

anything ;
and my brother has to strain his credit

to get the means of keeping up the office of sheriflf

at all ; and, what he and I feel most, I shall carry
no fortune to Christopher, who really had a right
to expect one "

Here Christopher's sisters charmed her by a

merry laugh ; and she laughed, too : but went on.
"
Now, pray tell me what reason we have to

thank Heaven for the gift of that family I And
then,—their manners! "

' ' We had always heard that the Duke of York
was no pattern of courtesy," Arabella remarked

;" but we thought the late King had been so

agreeable as to be unquestionably a snare of

Satan."
" We heard," added Judith,—" and it was from

Mr. Baxter, who lived for some time at Court,—
that King Charles's winning ways were the

great stumbling-block in the course of the Word.
Indeed, nobody could resist his wiles."

'* When he chose to be gracious, I suppose,"
Elizabeth observed. "But the old servants and
devoted supporters of their cause are precisely
those whom these Stuarts amuse themselves with

insulting. My brother will not allow it to be

spoken of i)ublicly, lest it should appear that

pique has affected his loyalty : but he has never

forgiven the late King a light jest on my father.

For my part, I add to this the Duke's mean way
of courting us for our influence when the Exclu-
sion Bill was in question, and his behaving since
as if he had never heard our name. "

"How was that?"
"

! it was only (for my brother would not
be i)leased that I should speak of it) that when
Theodore went up with the deputation to con-

gratulate him on his accession, the new King
pretended not to know who he was,—never to
iave heard the name. I su])po8e Mr. Baxter
ivould be surjiriscd to hear of such manners, con-

lidering that he was familiar with the charming
Christian courtesy of the lioimdheads."
" Are you in earnest ?" asked the sisters.
"

Certainly. Where in all England are there
iner manners than you see in a person now in

his very house ?
"

"Lady Alice?"

"Yes,—Aunt Alice. While our party, with
he princes at their head, have been tormenting
he Houndheads till it is astonishing that there is

lot another rebellion, see how the oppressed party
lave borne themselves. Mr. Baxter himself has
leen shut up in a horrible prison .... But you
lid not tell me why he went to Court, nor why
le left it."
" He went, as a very young man, by the

(Ivice of his friends, with the notion of getting a

ving, and perhaps saving the souls of some of
' courtiers."

" What reason had he to suppose they had any
souls ?—But I should not say such things. I see

you are shocked, and I beg your pardon. He got
no living, I suppose ?

"

" No
; and he has sought mercy ever since for

perilling his own soul for the chance of saving
any he was less nearly concerned with."

" Was it not a generous act ?
" asked Elizabeth.

" To me it seems so. He came away when he
found his mistake, did he ?

"

" The immediate occasion was a prank of some
fine gentlemen. They were going down to New-
market, and stopped at an inn, where a crowd
gathered to see their cavalcade. They drank too
much "

" Of course."
" And then they came out on the balcony to

make game of the Roundheads. It was not that
which made Mr. Baxter order his horse and ride

away, though he had no place to go to. They
came out in their shirt -

sleeves, and turned up
their eyes, and pretended to preach,—making the
mob shout with laughter at the most solemn and

holy things."

"Ah, that is their way! There have been
some of those Cavaliers who ventured upon such

jests under Aunt Alice's very roof."
" How came such people there ?

"

" In the only way in which they could have
found entrance. If they had made sure of a
welcome as noblemen and the King's friends, they
would have had no word of encouragement from
her. But it was in the days of their adversity ;

and they came hungry, and ragged, and penniless,
and with pursuers on their track. Then her
doors opened to them

;
and she concealed them

for hours, or days, or weeks, as might be. She
allowed no jesting on holy things ;

but she crossed

them as little as she could while they were so

humbled. At present, their i)arty insults most
the weakest of their victims. This is what I

mean by the difference in their manners. I have
seen so much of the practice of hurting the feelings
of religious people that I dread doing it myself,

—
and to-morrow especially. Do teU me how you
fast."

"
Oh, you will see for yourself. There is

nothing formal here. Just do what seems to you
right at the moment, and you will not offend

anybody."
So far from offending, Elizabeth won upon the

goodwill of the family before the morning meal

was over.

As soon as she looked abroad from her window,
on rising, she saw that there was no work going
on in the grounds, and that the servants were in

their Sunday clothes. Though the bells were

ringing out from the church tower, and some

blowing of trumpets was heard down in the town,
the children of the house were walking up and

down the ver.andah, with their arms over each

other's shoulders. No green boughs were on the

gates, no garlands on the house front, no sprigs of

oak in the boys' hats. Elizabeth was thus pre-

pared for the disclosure made in the morning

devotions,—that this was the anniversary of a

great calamity to the Keformed Church, and to

the cause of the Heformation ; and that, as the
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calamity had lately become more heavy and

threatening, by the accession of a Eomish king,
it was truly a day of humiliation to the most
advanced Reformers.

j

One member of the family was, however, in a

mood of high exiiilaration. Joanna had had a

present thus early on this dismal day. When
she came to the breakfast-table, she had a book
in her hand

;
and this explained her timid glance

at her father.
[

"Come hither, child!" said the Lady Alice, I

'* I have told thy father that I have brought thee 1

a book. Come and show it him." I

The Squire's grave face looked graver still when I

he found it was a story-book, and that his little
;

daughter was already full of the earliest adven-

tures in it. But Madam Lisle's opinion had miich

weight with him ; and when he found that the in-

tent was holy, and the story about holy things,
he made no remonstrance. The case seemed quite
altered when he further learned that the writer

was a sufferer for the Cause, being even then in

Bedford jail, using every occasion for testifying,
even as he had testified in his book. The oddest

thing was, that Elizabeth was the person in the

whole house best acquainted with the name of

John Bunyan. In fact, she had a strong wish to

read a book which had spread all over the country,
but which she had hardly hoped to lay hands on.

It was not a book which could be permitted at

the High Sheriff's.

The fasting was scarcely perceptible, for the

young people were desired to eat of what was set

before them
;
and the children, while growing,

were never allowed to fast at all. The grace was

long and solemn, but the conversation was cheer-

ful. It was expected that nobody should go

beyond the gate this day ;
and that nobody should

appear at any window when the procession went

by. Beyond this there was no restraint. What
prayers there might be in closets when the door

was shut, there was no knowing ; but in the

sitting-rooms and the grounds the day was like a

bright spring Sunday. So it seemed up to the

time of the passage of the procession.
With the first sound of the trumpets and the

shouts approaching from below, the family retired

to the back-rooms, so as to see nothing of the

really pretty spectacle of the oak boughs and

garlands of spring flowers, and the flags, or of

the platform on which figures represented

King Charles and his brother, led by the hand

by a bishop and a very grand nobleman, the

group being completed by a donkey in a skull-

cap, gown, and bands, and the devil in the mask
and dress of the Protector, who was overthrown
and trampled upon every two or three miniites.

The mayor and corporation led the way with great
zeal ; and it was decidedly the voice of Mr.

Gregory Alford, the mayor, which called a halt

before the Squire's gate.
It seemed a long halt to those who heard the

jeering laughs of the crowd, and were aware
that the merriment was provoked by insults to

themselves
;
but the composure of the elders had

its effect on the young people, and their agitation
showed itself at last only in the general exclama-
tion—" There ! they are gone !

"—when the

cavalcade had accomplished turning round in the

narrow road, and the rough music had died away
down the hill. When Nurse came in to say that

nobody was in sight, mother, daughters, and

guests went forth into the shrubbery, and the

boys to the bowling-green to refresh their si)irits.

There they quietly walked, sat in the sun, played,

p\it a bunch of white lilac in Madam Lisle's

stomacher, aud played ball with Guelder-roses,
little imagining what was going on within doors.

When they went into the house they found a

party of constables, and very ill-behaved constables,
in possession. They must have watched the

moment of the household being out of doors to

demand entrance. They at once obtained it, as

they would have done at any other hour. Their

object was to search for a traitor, of whom they
had information that he was hidden in the man-
sion. After having gone over the whole house,

looking behind all the curtains, and under all the

beds, and knocking down a good deal of plaster
and dust by hammering with a mallet at the

ceilings aud the walls, from the cellar to the

rafters, they condescended to answer the question—who it was that they were in search of. They
were charged to arrest one Emmanuel Florien, who
stood accused of treason.

" What ! our tutor ?
" exclaimed the boys,

" You hear !

"
the leader of the party observed

to his subordinates, very ominously.

"Why, Mr. Markland !

"
said Anthony, "that

is no news to you. You know our tutor very
well. We bought my last fishing-rod at your
shop; and you yourself showed M. Florien what

you called the cupboard in the butt-end."

"You hear hitn called the tutor," repeated the

solemn Mr. Markland, "We shall find out next

what he has taught these young plotters. The
main point is, however, where the fellow is,"

This was what nobody in the house could tell,

M. Florien had gone abroad in February, as for a

temporary absence. He had written a few lines

on his landing in France—
Where was that letter ?

It was in the Squire's desk
; and, being produced,

was found to tell nothing but that the writer had
had a safe voyage. There was something in the

look of it which persuaded Mr. Markland and his

posse that M. Florien was now in the house ; and

again they went all over it, making a most
vexatious disorder wherever they went, and ran-

sacking every hole and corner for papers. All the

clothes of the family were left on the floor, with

the bedding on the top of them ;
the men grew

cross, and became mischievous,—broke the mirrors,

spoiled David's new knife by trying to wrench

open a lock, though the key was proffered, and
were on the point of opening aud reading a packet
of letters found in Elizabeth's dressing-box, when
she quietly observed that those letters were the

property of the High Sheriff of Dorsetshire, when

they dropped the packet as if it had burned their

fingers. Finally, they turned upon poor little

Joanna, who was sitting on a low stool, reading
her new book, with her hands at her ears. She

was startled by one of the constables taking the

volume from her knees and handing it to his

superior, as desired.
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"'The Pilgrim's Progress.' Hum! I doubt
about this book, Candler. Here, you are a ready
reader. Is not this some mischief about the Pope ?

I do not know what his Majesty would say to

that."

After some consultation, the decree was given
forth that the book had a dangerous appearance
and must be detained, at least till something
could be learned about it.

Madam Lisle looked amused, and requested Mr.
Markland to turn to the title-page, where she
showed him the words "Tenth edition." She had
to explain that the first bookseller he saw could

satisfy him that this was a work known all over

England. There was nothing new to be discovered
in it now.

While pondering over this, the officer was roused

by the sight of the name in the title-page."
Bunyan !

" what Bunyan ? He had heard of a
low fellow,—a pestilent traitor of that name,—a

tinker or a cobbler, or something of that sort, who
was tied by the leg at last,

—a prisoner in Bedford

jail.

Candler thought it could not be the same
;
for

the writer of the famous book was a preacher, and
had crowds to hear him every Sunday, and often
in the week time.

Madam Lisle explained the case. The author,
the prisoner, and the preacher were the same man.
John Bunyan was trusted to go forth and preach,
and return to his i)rison. This strange story
80 quickened Mr. Markland's curiosity, that he

l)ocketed the book.

The sympathetic mother saw how overwhelming
this affliction was to Joanna, and that a burst of

grief was coming. Holding up a finger in admo-

nition, she drew her child towards her, and said

something which induced her to stifle her sobs in

her mother's bosom.
"Never mind! my little lass," her father said

to her. " You have read enough for to-day.
You shall tell me the story to-night ; and to-

morrow we will get the book, if it is in Lyme."" It is in all bookshops," Madam Lisle repeated.
But Joanna could not comprehend how she should

pass the rest of this day without the book,—poor
Christian was in such terrible danger, just where
ihe was interrupted.
There was much to be done, however, before the

lay was over. Officers were to remain in the

aouse ; and therefore some of the family must
eave it. The object of the spies could hardly be
:o catch M. Florien, in the absence of all evidence
)f his being in England : and it probably was—
ihe common device of the time for plaguing
Puritans—to detect the family in some breach of

he Conventicle Act, by the presence of more
)er8ons than five at a religious service. The prac-
ice of the house was to have one service for five

n the house, and another, conducted by the

)arents and the elder daughters in turn, for the

ervauts in the summer-house. In patrolling the

oad, or in spying about the premises, the con-

tables had now and then heard the voice of

irayer, or a psalm, from the summer-house. Now
here was hope that the visitors from Winchester
nd Dorchester would swell the attendance be-

oud the legal number ; and this was, no

doubt, the reason why the officers of justice
were to remain.

The service of God must not be given up for a
mere inconvenience. The children and nurse and
one elder sister must be sent to the refuge, for

such case made and provided. Five miles off,

upon the down, stood Malachi Dunn's farmhouse,—a well defended stoue house, with rooms fitted

up for the reception of friends in trouble. An
hour before sunset a carrier's cart drove up to the
door of Battiscombe House

; and the children,

Judith, and Nurse were ready to start. It might
be hoped that it was only for a fcM' days. The
Squire whispered to Joanna that he would be
sxire to ride over with the book, as soon aa he
could get it. The child's red eyes began to over-

flow again ; and Madam Lisle kindly observed
that we all have our first hard cross ; and this

seemed to be Joanna's.
" Let me say a word to you, my children,"

said the Squire, after a moment's thought.
All listened eagerly ; and, when they saw that

he wished not to be overheard, they gathered
round him, leaning on his shoulders and his knees,
and kneeling before him. Elizabeth bent forward,
and the old lady put her hand behind her ear.

" This has been a trying day for most of us,"
said the Squire.

" My little daughter here is not
the only one who has had her cross to bear. Our

guests have had their visit spoiled ; the elder has

been agitated and alarmed, I fear
"

" Trouble not thyself for me," said Madam
Lisle, smiling.

" At the far end of life there is

nothing to fear in this world ; and, fond as we
old people are of repose, a day of mere disturbance

is not worth remembering the next morning."
" You see, my children ! Which of us has been

so calm this day as the frailest in body ? Then,
there is our guest Elizabeth,— instead of the

jollity of a Restoration Day at home, there has

been something worse than an execution for debt

for her to witness."
"
Surely you are not pitying me!" exclaimed

Elizabeth, blushing and laughing.
" I hold it a

great advantage to obtain an insight so early into

the way of life that I—that Christopher
"

' ' That you render yourself liable to for Chris-

toi)her's sake," said Christopher's mother, with a

kiss which deepened the blush oh the dimpled
cheek of her future daughter.

" Your mother and I," continued the Squire,
" are not too proud to own that our natural

temper rises against insult and intrusion ;
and we

have therefore suffered to-day ;
and our children

no doubt yet more, inasmuch as they are less

experienced in conflicts. I was pleased, however,
at Anthony, when the roughest of these men
demanded of him with menace what his tutor had

taught him about the King and the Church. My
boy called out to me,

' Father ! need I answer

that ?
'

I told him I should not in his place : and

not a word on that subject did the whole party

get out of him."
" Nor out of David either," Anthony observed.
" Indeed ! Then that is better still," said the

Squire,
" inasmuch as David is the younger."

And he pressed the boy more closely to him.
" But what impresses me the most deeply," he
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continued, in a lowered voice,
"

is, that these

vexations are a sign and a token, and a gentle

training for graver troubles to come. My children

have been accustomed to think that there may be

something worse to bear than the deaths of the

martyrs, when the world lay in darkness, and the

heathen raged. Ah ! I see we are of one mind
about those things : and it is weU that we are.

The world is dark and raging about us. Let my
children understand and remember why. Satan
and Christ are contending for this kingdom and

people : and those who side with Christ must not

only hold their life in their hand, but do what is

harder,—yield up cheerfidly the lives which are

dearer than their own."
"Can it possibly come to that, sir?" asked

Elizabeth.
' 1 have no doubt that it will. ' When ?

' At
the end of the present reign, if not sooner

;
and it

may be next week, or to-morrow. The spirit of

liersecution rages over the land, seeking to devour

such as ourselves. There will be no more peace
and quiet for us till the strife is over.

"

" 1 have beheld," said Madam Lisle, "the com-

posure with which men have gone to their deaths,

young and old alike, because they saw a brighter

day coming for those who should live after them.
Where that forecast is granted, it seems not to be

very difficult to give away one's life. But there

is no saying : and God keep us from presumptuous
assurance !

"

* ' Amen !

"
said those who heard her,

" Our children are not daunted," the Squire
observed to the mother, who was gazing upon
their young faces.

" I should not fear for them," she answered,
*'

if God asked the lives of any of them at an hour
like this, when they are wrought up to courage and
cheerfulness. ' God loveth a cheerful giver ;' and
there is cheerfulness in their hearts, and His love

is on their faces. But how will it be if trials

come, one upon another, for months and years,

wearing the strength and bearing upon the

patience ? There are worse punishments than
death in the hand of our enemies ; and there is

meantime a suspense, and a dread, and a vexation

of spirit which—which—I would fain see my
children spared."

"
They know, however," said their father,

"that there is a rest remaining for the people of

God."
As he rose and hastened away the party of

exiles, as they called themselves, there was not a

gloomy countenance in the whole comjiany.

Before the parents slept, they indulged in some
natural mutual congratulations on the promising
spirit of their children. ISiot less gratified were

they with the "solidity," as they termed it, of

their daughter elect, whose training had been that

of the outside world, and who yet manifested,

quite unconsciously, as noble a courage
—perhaps

as devout a courage—as any child of grace could
be blessed with.

"Has this changed thy view in regard to

Joanna ?" the anxious mother inquired.
She had long had much conflict of mind about

this child,— so highly endowed, as she believed.

and now so ciit off from all chance of cultivation

since the departure of the family tutor. Madam
Lisle, being inquired of by both parents, had

given her opinion. Why this sort of "talent"
should be buried, more than any other, she could

not see. In her eyes it was no sin, but the con-

trary, to put young minds under the best instnic-

tion that could be had. She was going where
some little kinswomen of hers were at a sober and
sound school, under a devout and staunch Protes-

tant woman,—a lady whose repute was high. If

Joanna's parents were inclined to give her such an

education, the child miglit travel with Madam
Lisle, who would place her at this school at

Taunton, on her way to Wells.
" I should like to know thy view in regard to

Joanna," the mother rejieated.
" I promised to consider the case, and I will do

so," he replied; "but I can say nothing till we
have sought guidance."
The parents prayed for direction as to their

duty to their child as fervently and as naturally
as if the one had not been as spirited a country

gentleman as ever led the hunt or commanded
the militia ; and the other as devoted to the small

occupations and interests of life as the praying
nun was above them.

"If I were sure that there is no poison of

prelacy in that school—," said the Squire, after

they had risen from their knees. " But I fear

Bishop Ken has his eye upon it."
"
Bishop Ken's is not an evil eye, surely," w^as

the reply.
" How much of the poison of prelacy

is there in Madam Lisle ? And he has looked

upon her with the eye of a friend for many a

year."
" That is true."

And so the matter closed—somewhat hopefully
for Joanna.

(To be continued.)

BUEIED HISTOEY.

What are the secrets that remain in the keep-

ing of our Mother Earth ? Such was my soliloquy
as I jjassed out of the galleries containing the

antiquities in the British Museum. All things

earthly must pass away, we know ;
but the mind

is staggered as it contemplates the relics still left

to us of great empires of which history gives ua

but a hazy dream. Year by year Earth, the great
tomb of all animate and inanimate things, is

casting up fragments which speak of the mighty

past
—fragments which come like a resurrection

to corroborate the traditions of history, and some-

times to correct or restore its lost or faded pages.

Everything that we see about us, from the primal

granite rocks to the child's toy which ministers to

the whim of the moment, is by a slow process of

disintegration passing away into a fine dust, which

goes on for ever, building up the crust of the

globe
—a fine dust which in the course of time

becomes animated with verdant sod, and to all ap-

pearance silently obliterates the marks which hu-

manity is ever graving upon its surface, or build-

ing or shaping with its pigmy hands. To all ap-

pearances only, however
;
for year by year we are
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discovering tliat beneath the smiling sod and the
sad-coloured earth, lie the scattered remnants of

the ages that have gone. The successive waves of

men that have passed over the globe have left

traces as indelibly inscribed beneath our feet as the

light ripples of the ocean, thousands upon thousands
of years ago, have graven themsevles upon the
sandstone shores of the pre-adamite world.

Let us for a moment retrace the long Egyptian
galleries that have given rise to these reflections.

As we pass along, the self-same shadows from the
statues of the gods fall upon us as darkened the
white-robed ijriestsof isis four thousand years ago.
We pass the Rosetta stone which alone retains

the key of that language, in which the science and

learning of the early ages of the world were in-

scribed. Those sculfitured stones, as we proceed,
as plainly as though they spoke, yield up traces of

the Greek conquest of this ancient people, and as

l>lainly we see succeeding these, the rougher marks
of the Eomans who followed. But time, the
reader will say, has been resisted by enduring
stone. This is true, but the extraordinary cir-

cumstance is, that the most perfect records of these

long past ages, are to be found associated with
the most fragile materials. As we ascend the

stairs, for instance, towards the ujiper Egyptian
gallery, we lind the walls covered with the

brightly painted hieroglyphics inscribed upon
papyri born of the trembling reed. As we enter
the mummy room, peopled with the silent dead,
oue of the first coihus that strikes our attention
is that of King Men-ka-re, the builder of the third

pyramid ! And near it are the remnants of a body
supposed to be a portion of that of the monarch
himself. Together with the dust of kings there
has been preserved to us, in these Egyptian
tombs, an infinity of articles, which show us how
this ancient people lived and moved and had their

being. Herodotus gives us many microscopic
pictures of the habits of this people in his time ;

but here we have before us their very surround-

ings, even the food they ate—the corn, the barley,
the oats of which they made their bread, the very
bread itself, and the remains of wild duck,
roasted, and looking as though it had been only
just cooked. The folding chairs of the present
day may have been copies of the one to be found
ui this section of the Museum, and the wig that I

once belonged to an Egyptian lady of rank may, :

from the brightness of its curls, have just left the

jurling-tongs of Truetitt. The balls, the jointed |

lolls, draughtsmen, and dice we see here, show
j

jhat both children and men of this ancient race
|

imused themselves pretty much as we do now.
i

Perhaps the most frequented stall at the late '•

nternational Exhibition, was the one in the gallery !

levoted to the products of Egypt. Among these, 1

appearing like a ghost at a festival, were the
;

amous antiquities found in old Egyptian tombs, i

Nothing startled the spectator so much as being
ed back by these remains to a period coeval with

oany events related in the Bible. The well-made
ironzed weapons, the gilt car, in the shape of

boat with rowers, representing the passage of

he soul to another world, and (more interesting
till to the ladies) a diadem, a necklace, and arm-
ts of gold. How little the Pharaohs of that

j

period imagined that their old-world art would be
exhumed and laid before the curious eyes of a
nation that in their day had not even begun its

move westward, borne on the surges of the great
Caucasian wave. Of all the remnants handed
down to us by antiquity, the most wonderfully
preserved are articles of pottery, glass, and gold ;

the first are almost absolutely indestructible, and
gold, in consequence of its unoxidizable nature, is

almost as everlasting. In the Italian Court, for

instance, we all of us saw the old Etruscan jewel-
lery, necklaces, and bracelets, as perfect as the day
they heaved upon white bosoms, or clasped the
delicate wrists of maidens of a race about whom
history itself is silent.

In our own Museum again, the Etruscan vases,
as perfect as when they came fi-om the hands of

the artist, are to be seen by the hundred. The
mind can scarcely believe that these precious works
were made long before the appearance of Christ

upon earth. They look rather, in their modern

glass cases, like the stock in trade of Miuton's

shop, especially the Greek rhytons, or drinking
horns, terminating in an animal's head, one of

which, shaped like a mule, is probably one of the

most delicately designed and the most perfectly

preserved work of art of its kind in exist-

ence.

It would seem as though Nature treasured up
the features of the past in her bosom, in order to

show to the children of the present, that our toys
and geegaws are but reproductions of those of the

most remote generations. We should recommend
all those who seek to dive deeper into ancient

history to study well before they write, what the

spade has brought forth from the depths of Mother
Earth. Can it be denied that Mr. Layard has

made us better acquainted with the public and

private life of the Assyrians, than all the historians

who have written about them ? How many eyes
have gazed upon the sand mounds that covered

ancient Nineveh, in ignorance that beneath them

history itself lay buried! If the historians who
wrote in their ha/.y way about the nations of an-

tiquity, in the last century, had been told that

Assyria lived beneath those mishapeu mounds,
or rather slept like the enchanted princess in

the fairy tale, and that one day she would come
forth and speak— tell us her tale, graven on en-

during marble, and would show us through her

royal halls, and take us to the steps of the throne of

Sennacherib himself—would they not have smiled

incredidously ? What Rollin of the pen could tell

us a hundredth part of what Layard has written

for us with the spade ? The stranger tired with hia

desultory wanderings in the British Museum, at

last loiters into the long low gallery in which the

spoils of Assyria are ranged, if he happen to be

of an imaginative turn, he finds food enough around

him to fire his flagging spirits. These sculptured

slabs discover to him a picture history of one of

the greatest eastern empires. He may see the

very throne upon which Sardanapalus sat, and the

sceptre he used, and,—we say it in order to show

that we need not despair of having presented to \13

even the minutest details of the past,
—we find the

very studs, and buttons, and pins, that that

mighty monarch probably wore, for they were dis-
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covered in these royal halls. Need we despair that

the earth will yield up thousands of secrets equally
curious with those she has so long kept silently in

the sand beside the swiftly flowing Tigris ? Let us

salute those human- headed winged bulls, for they

guarded the portals through which monarchs and
slaves have passed, whose deeds and sufferings the

sacred historian has chronicled in the Great Book.

But what shall we say to our Mother Earth

not only handing down to us the belongings of

the past, but often preserving for our curious in-

spection the very attitudes of terror, and the pass-

ing actions of a despairing people who perished

long before the birth of Christ ? Pompeii has been
famous as the one startling example of a petrified

past, if we may be allowed the expression. Des-

troyed in a moment, as it were, by the over-

whelming fall of dust and ashes, it presented to

us an ancient city with its full tide of life suddenly
arrested. The wine stains upon the counters of

the vintners, the bread just broken at the meal,
the tools of the mason and the mound of mortar
beside the wall in the act of being built, and the

most ])erfect collection of the appliances of a great

city, and of the furniture of houses of every con-

dition, have long been shown to the public in the

National Museum at Naples. Amid all these relics

of the overwhelmed city, thus like a fly in amber
so carefully preserved, to us, there was, however,

wanting some memento of human terror to make
the picture complete. It will be remembered that

Pompeii was not so suddenly destroyed as Hercu-
laneum—that the rolling waves of liquid lava did

not reach the former city and destroy it at once
;

but that timely warning was given by the fall

of the fine dust and pumice stones, and it is

supposed that the inhabitants had time to escape ;

at all events, very few human remains have been
found within its walls.

A discovery within these last few months has
been made which will give a ten-fold interest to

that ghostly city, which cannot now be said to be

deserted, at least not by its silent dead. The
chief of the works of excavation, M. Fiorelli,

has lately been pushing his inquiries in the neigh-
bourhood of the Temple of Isis ; one day in-

side a house amid fallen roofs and ashes the out-

line of a human body was perceived, and M.
Fiorelli soon ascertained that there was a hollow
under the surface. In accordance with a plan he
has adopted of taking casts of any hollow he may
find, he made a small hole into the cavity, through
which he poured liquid plaster of Paris until it was
filled up ; the result was a cast of a group of human
figures transfixed as it were at the very instant of

their agony, and petrified for ever in the last atti-

tudes of their terrible death. The first body dis-

covered was that of a -woman lying on her left

side with her limbs contracted and her hands

clenched, as if she had died in convulsions. The
bones of the arms and legs were slender, and from
the richness of her head-dress and the texture of

her robes, it was evident she was of noble race.

The plaster had given the impression of the hair
with the greatest minuteness ; on the bones of

the little finger of this lady were two silver rings,
and close to her head the remains of a linen bag
of pieces of silver money and some keys : she was

evidently the matron of the house. By the side

of the Boman lady lay an elderly woman with an
iron ring on her finger ; from her large ear it was

supposed that she was a servant of the family.
A girl was found in an adjoining room. She had
fallen in her terror, and it was evident that she

was running with her skirts pulled over her head.

Pliny the younger, in his account of the cata-

strophe, tells us that the inhabitauts escaped with

pillows bound over their heads, in order to pro-
tect themselves against the shower of stones that

poured upon them. This poor girl wandering in

the total darkness of that day, having takeu the

like precaution, must have been sufi^ocated as she

tried to escape. The other personage was a tall

man lying at full length. The plaster had taken
with the utmost minuteness the form, the folds of

his garment, his torn sandals, and his beard and
hair. The family appear to have remained within

the shelter of the house, hoping that the dreadful

fiery tempest would soon cease. In this hojjc

they remained until the fine dust, which pene-
trated everywhere and completely filled the inte-

rior of the house, sulfocated them. The dust

continued to fall, however, and completely buried

them, hardening in the course of ages into a

perfect mould, the impress of which the Italian

savant took two thousand years after it was made,
and presented the world with such a posthumous
group as it had never seen before.

In another house just uncovered, all the furni-

ture was found in a very perfect condition, and
in the triclinium or dining-room, a most conij letely

served table covered with the remnants of dishes

filled with food. On the table-beds around, made
of bronze and adorned with gold and silver,

several skeletons reposed. The guests had evi-

dently been suff'ocated by some noxious gas, while

partaking of the meal, and thus we have pre-
served to us a dinner-party of the antique world.

Elegant statues adorned the board, and many pre-
cious jewels were scattered around. About the

same time a baker's oven was discovered with

eighty-one loaves within it. They retained their

shape perfectly, which is identical with that of

loaves now made at Palermo and Catania.

From these cultivated people of Lower Italy, let

us turn for a moment to the rude inhabitants of

this island at the time of the invasion of the

Bomans.

History gives us the most unsatisfactory accoimts

of their habits and customs. The child is taught
to believe that they tatooed themselves with woad,
like the Australian savage ; but the earth has dis-

closed to us remnauts or this so-called barbarous

people, which lead us to doubt their being so

extremely barbarous after all. For instance, in

the department devoted to Ancient British Antiqui-

ties, the first thing that strikes the eye is a shield

of bronze, so beautifully and boldly designed that

we do not believe it could be better executed in

the present day. Its centre is inlaid with difterent

coloured enamel. It was found a few years since

in the bed of the Thames, at Battersea ;
its owner

probably perished in some battle with the Bomans
whilst contesting the passage of that river.

But Mother Earth has preserved to us tokeiyi

of the aboriginal inhabitants of this country of an
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earlier and later period than was the chief who
owned this curious shield. The traveller, in the

lonely wilderness of Exmoor, comes upon the

circular foundations of the huts of the ancient

Britons, of a very remote period, and the marks of

their hearths are yet observable stained with

smoke. Perhaps there is no period of the history
of our aboriginal islanders—at least within the

historic limit—that is so dark as the time which

immediately succeeded the withdrawal of the

Eoman Legions, and the brief attempt of the

Romanised Britons to stand alone. History con-

fines itself to a few lines in which they are de-

scribed as attempting to repel the savage Picts,

who finally overwhelmed them.

The future historian who dwells upon this stage
of history, must dig his facts, not out of these

threadbare and untrustworthy records, but out of

the ground. Not far from Shrewsbury, on the

banks of the Severn, underneath some fields of

turnips and wheat, the very facts of which the his-

torian was in search lay hidden. Within these last

few years a perfect Roman city (as far at least as

its ground ]>lan was concerned), has been disin-

terred, streets, halls, market-places, baths, houses,
—a perfect British Pompeii—in fact, has been laid

open to the ptxblic eye. Among these ruins vast

numbers of articles of daily use were found ;
half-

finished stag-horn work, such as the Germans and
Swiss are so fond of making, was discovered in an

old workshop ; a supply of charcoal, in the shop
af a baker, the stoke-hole still covered with the

joot of a sweating-bath, and tesselated pavements
without number. But relics such as these are

plentiful enough in the world. The ruins of

CTriconium * have an interest far surpassing the

30Ssession of even these curiosities ; it was

jvideutly the scene of one of those terrible con-

Hcts between the half emasculated Briton and
;he Pict who destroyed him. It is pretty evident

;hat the fair and beautiful Uriconium was

lestroyed by fire, and that its inhabitants were
)ut to the sword. In one of the hypocausts the
ikeleton of a man, hiding in the comer, was dis-

covered, and a little heap of money, together with
ho fragments of a money-box, lay immediately
iineath his hand. He had evidently crept into

lio j)lace for security, in the moment of peril,
nd the conflagration must have prevented his

[;res8. The coins bear the effigies of the Constan-
I lies, thus marking the period of the city, as

l)out the end of the fourth century. Immediately
utside the walls, upon some irregular ground
cing examined, it was found to contain numerous

; keletons lying in all directions, and entombed,
ossibly as they lay on a field of battle. There had

> vidently been a great striiggle at this spot, which
^as immediately beneath a water-tower guarding

: ford across the Severn. Here there is every
3aaon to believe Mother Earth has preserved to

s, together with many implements of battle, the
"

eritable invading Picts themselves, as the confi-

;
11 ration of the skulls was entirely different from

1 lose found within the city itself.

Here is a culminating point in the past history
<

"

Britain. Sealed and preserved to the present
^ me—imt away, as it were, under the verdant

See Vol. li. p. 3U.

~

turf, and the feet of beasts, and the golden crops to

be exhumed by the chance stroke of the labourer's

pick. There are countless such treasure troves as

these, however, yet to be discovered. The Danes
have left innumerable marks of their invasion of

the island
;

not so very long ago, the skin of

one of these sea-kings was to be seen nailed to

the door of the Jerusalem Chamber, Westminster

Abbey ;
and on some of the doors of the old Lin-

colnshire parish churches may yet be witnessed
the epidermis of captured and flayed Vikings of

old. But may we not go back ages and ages, and

yet find Mother Earth preserving for us the story
of the past ? was she not busy in making the

moulds, and taking off the delicate impressions of

a chain of life that was not destined to reach to the

period of man's appearance on this globe ? The

many pages of the great stone book preserved in

the geological department of the Museum come to

our recollection as we write. What texture so

delicate or perishable, the impression of which she

has not preserved to us by means of the soft mud
which afterwards gradually hardened into stone ?

The scales of fishes, the forms of the softest in-

sects, as well as the skeletons of the most tremen-
dous creatures that crawled, and swam, and
walked the splashy earth, ere yet it was fit for

the foot of man, are to be found in this museum,
and may be dug out an> day from the lias of the
Weald of Kent. Nay, the earth and the waters
are yielding up the relics of man himself of the

stone period, which it is estimated must have been
at least ten or twelve thousand years ago. On
the banks of many of the existing Swiss lakes,
have been found the indications of the pile-built
habitations of this ancient people. Like many of

the South American races at the present day,
they built over the water, and the soft mud of

the lakes has preserved to us their skulls and
skeletons, the remnants of their food, including
even their bread, the stone implements of the

chace, and others of domestio life. The further that

science examines, however, into the secrets of our

great mother, the more quaint are the records she

brings forth from her bosom. In the limestone

caves of Belgium, the bones of man have been

discovered, together with those of the larger car-

nivora and pachydermata that roamed this earth,

possibly a hundred thousand years ago. Who
shall say what a depository, thus faithful through
such long ages to its trust, may not yet bring forth

to elucidate the history of the past ? Madame de
Stael used to say that if you scratched the Russian,
the Tartar appeared ;

—it may be said, with still

greater truth ;
—You have but to scratch the earth,

and there you will find the records of man.
A. W.

THE BRAZILIANS OF THE INTERIOE.

Thanks to Senhor Bento Scares and Mr. W.
D. Christie, our acquaintance with the coast popu-
lation and the governing classes of Brazil has

quickly ripened of late into intimacy. Haughty
as were their Portuguese ancestors, the civic Bra-

zilians are also similarly quick in their resentments—indeed, a people not to be reckoned amongst the

most x^lacable races of mankind. In addition to
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the influence of this original groundwork of cha-

racter, the Brazilians of the cities and alluvial

provinces regard their empire as standing on the

threshold of an unexampled national progress ;

and hence, there may be some excuse for them

putting on, what to us may appear as, a somewhat
defiant front. Setting aside the difBcult task

of estimating the moral capacities of this high-
mettled race, there are natural advantages of every
kind in favour of Brazilian prosperity. A terri-

tory extending over thirty-six degrees of latitude

and thirty-four of longitude
—

including within its

borders some of the finest rivers of the globe,
—

possessing a soil all but universally fertile, and a

climate whose tropical heats are tempered by
Atlantic breezes : such a region, of which not one-

hundredth part is yet cultivated, presents a

splendid field for material progress and future

national greatness.

Turning from these anticipations, and glancing

beyond the Brazilian life which is already familiar

to us, we catch glimpses of another population
connected with the Eastern Brazilians only by the

necessities of commerce and production. In this

inland society are mingled—under some strange
and many picturesque aspects

—several distinct

varieties, of which the early Creole, the aboriginal,
and the negro races are the original types. Any
rapid material progress will bring changes into

this strange society, and already is it entering on a

transition stage. Yet all the races of Brazil now
contribute towards the exports of the empire ;

even
the dejected Indios mansos—the unhappy Boto-

cudo, brings his collection of vanilla, caotitchouc,
and sarsaparilla to exchange for knives or cotton

The Creole planter forms the link between the

subject and ruling races of Brazil. His habits and

style of living present a combination of patri-
archal simplicity, with the luxury of the modern
slaveholder. His fazenda is always open to the

passing traveller, who freely avails himself of this

hospitality, it being one of the established cus-

toms of the country. Thus the planter constantly
finds at his table guests unknown to him by name,
who represent the various classes of the moving
population of the provinces. A brief description
will suiEce to introduce some of these, and may
serve to illustrate the manners of the free races.

Frequently these guests are of the planters' own
class, who may be present in his fazt'nda either as

hunters or visitors. This last, though a general
term, has a special significance. A Brazilian

senJior whenever he pays a visit, does so with the
intention of indulging in the sole dissipation of

the provincial creole—that is, cards or games of

chance. Ordinarily temperate and regular in his

habits, the planter when once absorbed in lans-

quenet, forgets the changes of day and night, and
all his usual occupations.

Here may be named a character peculiar to the
inland provinces of Brazil—the hilheteiro. He is

the administrator of the system of lotteries, and

posts rapidly through the provinces to dispose of

the tickets. He cannot accept the hospitalities of

the fazenda, the feverish anxiety of his clients

forbids liis resting, and his frame is early worn out

by fatigue and exposure to torrid heat or the

humid atmosphei-e of the forests. This taste for

gambling is inherited from the early Portuguese

conquistadores ; and to such an extent does nt pre-
vail that a recent traveller, M. DAssier, says, that

this practice absorbs all the spare revenues of the

Creoles, and consumes those funds which might
otherwise provide the much-needed roads and

railways into the interior.

Perhaps the most striking physiognomy which

appears at the fazenda is that of the muleteer, or

rather the mule-dealer. He is of mulatto race,

though his swarthy sunburnt countenance often

displays hints of Indian blood, and bis tall stature

and long flowing hair give an aspect of wildness

to his figure. Coming from a distant province at

the head of two or three hundred mules, he pas-
tures them on the plantation until they are sold

or reared. The planter, having little use for his

extensive pastures, expects no return from the

muleteer, except occasional assistance in the train-

ing of the horses and mules on the farm
;
and

whilst he stays in the neighbourhood, he comes
and goes as he pleases at the table of the planter.
The mule-dealer, being at little charge for his

stock, often amasses a fortune
;
he then buys a

plantation, and often gives to his son a professional
education in one of the eastern cities, where men
of mulatto race frequently rise to positions of

eminence.

The mule-train is the only means of communi-
cation between the distant provinces of Brazil and
the cities or river-ports. The guardian of these

caravans, called an arreador, is always a mulatto.

His position is one of considerable responsibility :

he is the treasurer, captain, and veterinary sur-

geon all in one, and he has to control his negro
assistants as well as the mules. On his care the

planters depend for the transmission of their sugar,

coffee, and cotton to the cities, and for their sup-

plies of salt and carna seca (dried meat), for the

negroes, as well as wine and European luxuries for

themselves. From a lower class of mulattoes the

planter generally chooses his overseer, ovfeilor, as

he is called. These men, often of huge stature

and coarse in manners, are said to combine in their

character the ferocity of the early invaders with
the sensuality of the negro race.

Let us return to the free table of the fazenda.
There is often found the mascata, a superior class

of pedlars, who, for the sake of profits (which have
often exceeded two thousand \)ev cent.) are content

to brave the perils of the forest and mountain
torrent. These men are generally Europeans—•

either Jews from the Rhenish provinces, who carry

jewellery and trinkets; or Parisians, who bring

perfumery and light silks; or Swiss or Italians,

who are vendors of plaster saints and figures of the

Virgin. The mascata has abused the hospitality
of the generous planter, and has all but ruined bis

own craft by his anxiety to maintain his splendid
rate of profit. These wandering merchants all

speak French, but it is only the true Parisian

gargon whose address enables him to stay without

offence week after week at the fazenda.
The padre (priest) and the doutor (surgeon) are

often seen at the table of the planter, but more as

regular visitants than as guests. A glance at the

position of these two professional classes will in-
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cidentally throw light on the social economics of

the Brazilian planter. The priest of to-day believes

himself to have fallen on an evil time—that of

political independence ;
and he sighs when he re-

calls the days of King John VI., for then more
masses were required than time sufiSced to per-

form. Now, in order to live, the padre must
include many farms in his curacy ;

and he is often

obliged to eke out his stipend by such secular de-

vices as dealing in cattle or mules, or even that of

keeping a venda, or store. He performs low-mass

every Sunday and fSte-day ; generally the cere-

mony is conducted in a warehouse or barn, with a

table for an altar, a muleteer as sacristan, and a

choir of negroes who contribute some indescribable

miisic. These rustic services, together with the

task of baptising the infant negroes, are all the duty
that the planter requires the padre to undertake

on behalf of his slaves. The priest, although al-

ways ready to attend on the freeman for a fee,

does not trouble himself with ministrations to the

dying negro, nor with any poat-vwrtein services on
his behalf. This apparent indifference is not to be

attributed to want of feeling, but, on the contrary,

may be traced to the mild temper and loose theo-

logy of the Brazilian priest. He thinks that the

negro having been admitted within the pale of the

Church by baptism, his sins may be expiated by
his life of hardship and toil, so that for the black,
confession and penance are imnecessary. The
Brazilian padre is generally married ; perhaps to

this happy circumstance may be attributed some
of the tenderness of his sentiments. Unlike his

brethren of Europe, he is not habited like an

inquisitor, but dresses like the rest of the Creoles
;

and his presence must often be an acquisition to

the society of the fazenda, for ho converses,
smokes his pipe, or even dances like the rest of

the world.

The medical profession has of late years risen

considerably in the estimation of the Brazilian

planter, and that owing to very practical reasons.

Since the stoppage of the foreign slave-trade the

price of negroes has reached a ruinous rate, and in

proportion the preservation of their strength, and
the prolongation of their lives has become to the

planter an object of great solicitude. On every

plantation stands an infirmary, with negress nurses

and a dispenser of drugs always in readiness.

Some of the larger fazandas have a resident

ioctor, but generally two or three neighbouring
planters maintain one conjointly. The proficiency
)fthe surgeons has risen with the increaseddemand
'or their services, and new chairs of medicine have
)een established in the universities of the eastern

iities. Epidemics frequently rage in the provinces
»f Brazil, and at those times the planter spares
leither trouble nor expense in his efforts to meet
he emergency. The hospital staff is then doubled,
. caravan of negroes is sent off into the forest to

;ather medicinal herbs, and frequently the i)lanter
ends for a more skilled doctor from Rio or Bahia.

k^^or

are the efforts of the planter confined to his

wn dependants. The hospital is opened to all in

he neighbourhood, bond or free, who happen to

e sick ; and should the senhor hear of some poor,
roud freeman dying in his roncho (hut), the
octor is sent off on horseback to try to save him.

This solicitude on the part of the planter cannot
be attributed solely to his self-interest ; his zeal

bears evidence of a deeper motive than that. So
it is due to the Brazilian Creole to accord to him
not only praise for his hospitality, but also the
merit which is due to his sincere though impul-
sive philanthropy. For the rest, he does not

forget that he is a slaveholder, and he insists on

prompt obedience, and exacts all the labour from
the slave which his frame can support, or that his

listless will can be induced to perform. Only the
needful physical wants of the negro are supplied,
and in all minor matters of treatment the slave

and his family are at the mercy of a brutal

overseer.

Nothing has yet been said here of the senlioras

of the Brazilian provinces. To leave them without

description illustrates their social position. In
deference to a sentiment of excessive jealousy,
which the aenlior inherits from his early Portuguese
predecessors, the women of the fazenda are gene-

rally kept in somethiug like Eastern seclusion.

They necessarily suffer through their continuous
exclusion from the proper position of woman ; and
in some oases the intellectual faculties of the sen-

lioras are reduced nearly to the mental level of

the negresses, who are their sole attendants.

This sketch of the provincial Brazilians has so
far referred principally to the semi-civilised and

agricultural ])ortion of the population. It has in-

cluded two of the original races from which that

population has sprung,
—the creole of Euro[>eaa

origin, and the negro of direct African descent, to-

gether with the product of both—the mulatto, who
now forms a distinct class. There is a third group,
however, an original stock of the Brazilians of

the interior, which must not bo forgotten,
—that

is, the aboriginal Indian ;
and with him should be

named the hybrid race of mnmelucos, or (juachos,
who chiefly inhabit the south-western provinces
of Brazil. This half-wild but energetic people

sprang at first from unions between the native

women and the early Portuguese invaders, after

the Indian warriors of the coast and on the larger
rivers had been exterminated. The mamcluco is

perhaps the most skilful horseman in the world ;

and with his terrible lasso he is master of the

buffalo, the jaguar, and the wild horse of the

pampas. His skin is naturally dark, and his

countenance sunburnt with constant exposure—
his eye glistens as if with an untameable light ;

but he is not cruel in nature, and his habits

and manners are far above those of the savage.

Gradually the mameluco has become an im])ortant

producer, and ultimately he may be gained to the
side of civilisation. Formerly, he only hunted the

wild cattle for sake of the hides ; later, ho learned

to cure and preserve the flesh, which, under the

name of carna seca, is sold as a regular article of

provision throughout South America ;
still more

lately, he has begun to melt and sell the tallow.

Some mameluci become men of substance, owning
herds of cattle and troops of half-tamed horses.

In some districts they own flocks of sheep; but
as the sentimental occupation of a shepherd does

not suit their restless temperament, the guardian-

ship of the flock is entirely entrusted to dogs,
which they train with remarkable success.
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Thus the Brazilians of the interior consist of

three original races,—the Creole, the negro, and

the Indian ;
and of two hybrid races,—the miilatto

and the mameluco, making altogether five distinct

reproducing classes. There is also a third hybrid

variety, the cabocles. These have arisen from

unions between negroes and Indian women ; and

though at present they form a recognisable variety,

they will probably be absorbed in the ranks of the

natives and share their fate.

EEOENT SHOCKS OF EARTHQUAKES.

Since the occurrence of the great earthquakes
at Manilla, on the 3rd of June last, the following

have been recorded :
—

On the 19th of June, at noon, and an hour

after, two shocks were felt at Anatolai, and the

Burrounding country, east of Constantinople ;
and

on the 25th. at Rhodes, a slight shock, accompa-
nied by subterraneous bellowings {inugissemenls).

At Jamaica and Spanish Town, two strong

shocks are reported to have occurred recently, but

no precise date is given.
On the 21st of August, at 5h. 15ra. a.m., at

Setif in Algeria, the earth was slightly agitated

during a jieriod of about ten seconds. On the

same day ab 11 p.m., a shock was felt at Palmi and

at Gerace, in Calabria ;
and a slighter one in

the same locality at 9 o'clock on the following

evening.
At Mont Dore (Pny de D6me), between Septem-

ber 18, 6h. 20m., p.m., and September 19, 3h. 6m.,

P.M., eighteen shocks were felt, five of them

BO strong as to terrify the population, who in

consequence passed a part of the night in the

streets; and between 7h. 15m., P.M. on the 19th,

and 5h. Sm,, p.m. on the 20th, seventeen fresh

oscillations, some of which, especially those that

occurred during the night of the 19th, again com-

pelled the inhabitants to quit their houses and

bivouac in the street. These phenomena were

accompanied by a noise resembling the roll of dis-

tant thunder.

Concerning the slight shock we in England have

lately experienced, enough :— perhaps too much
—has been already said. The editor of a French
scientific journal remarks, "Aucun incident qui
m§rite d'etre relev6 n'est cit6 dans les longues

correspondances des journaux anglais."
J. C.

UP THE MOSELLE.
Part V.

At Alf we dismiss the carriage, and walk up
the gorge to Bertrich in the cool of the evening.
The beauties of the way are only suggested in the

darkness, but the air is fragrant and full of music.

The song of the nightingale, however, overpowers
all other sounds, and one sometimes wishes that
this accomplished artist would distribute himself

more evenly over the face of the earth. He
manages a duet very well, but it is a mistake for

him to attempt a symphony—the many voices

mar each other's distinctness. An agreeable sur-

prise, in the shape of a supper of delicious trout,
awaits us at the Post at Bertrich. The dawn
discovers a new world, and we seem to have been
transferred in the night to some luxurious nook in

the neighbourhood of the bay of Naples : no
wonder that the Romans thoroughly appreciated
the baths of Bertrich ! Bertrich lies in a basin in

the gorge of the Uesbach, which is here 700 feet

deep, and joins that of the Alf by the Castle of

Arras. It is a centre of volcanic disturbance,
which has produced here hills of the softest out-

line and the most lovely colour. There are three

slag-heads on the slate towards the edge of the

tableland
;
of these two have craters, the third,

the Falkenley, has only a depression in the centre.

The Roman Kessel or Cauldron is a most lovely spot,
formed by an amphitheatre of hills

;
in the midst

is another hill, where the inspector of the baths,

Cajitain Steffers, has built a pretty Protestant

church to commemorate his wife. The Catholic

church stands on another rock, evidently on the

ruins of a Roman temple. In 1843, when the

baths were being enlarged, the old Roman foiin-

tain was discovered, five feet broad and seven

feet long, hewn in the rock twenty-seven feet

deep, and also a public bath, twelve feet square,
in which lay a large amphora. Coins were also

found on the same occasion, several of Constantine,
and a gold Vespasian. By an old record the ))lace

was named after one Saint Bertiolus, who lived

here as a hermit
;
but as it was known to the

Romans under the name of "Baudriaci Fontes,"
the name must be older than the age of saints.

The water of the baths is comfortably warm,
about twenty-fiv.e or twenty-six degrees lit aumur,
and by no means disagreeable to drink, although
it contains a proportion of Glauber's salt. Ber-

trich rejoices in a profusion of shade ; and its

avenue of noble limes, cooled by the airs from the

brook, make it a most desirable retreat in the

dog-days. It is just such a place as Horace

recommended to Tyndaris at that season :

Hie in reductS, valle, Caniculaa

Vitabis sestus.

An invalid who really wished to get well would

surely come here, instead of seeking one of the

crowded fashionable baths. Here the mind,
which has more to do with ill-health than the

body, would find repose, exquisite scenery, mode-

rate prices, simplicity, and regularity ;
and the

temper would not suffer, as it infallibly must in

those dens of thieves and gamblers which are

resorted to by the idle and wealthy of all nations

and those who prey on them. On the brink of

the brook are several stacks of basaltic columns.

If we follow the course of the Uesbach for about

half a mile above Bertrich we come on a spot

where a tributary brook leaps into it ;
and over

the waterfall is a rustic bridge, and by the side

of the glen a path leading through a most remark-

able cavern, which is commonly called the cheese -

cellar, but which would-be refinement has en-

deavoured to rebaptise the Fairies' Grotto. It

consists of columnar basalt, which has crystallised

into spheroides, or rough balls, and forms a

Fiugal's Cave on a small scale. Its picturesque

effect is much enhanced by the beautiful trailing
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plants -which bang from the dripping rocks above.

Above this grotto the path leads into a road, which

ascends a glen to the top of the platform, where

stands the village of Hartheim. We mean to

devote the day to a ramble in the volcanic scenery
of the Eifel. From Hartheim we strike across a

burnt-up, dreary, swelling upland to Gillenfeld,

which is some eight English miles distant. This

region bears the same relation to Bertrich that

Arabia Deserta does to Arabia Felix. We are

attracted by a fine specimen of an extinct volcano,

looking like a miniature Vesuvius in form, behind

which is a fringe of trees. On arriving there we
find the fringe is the edge of a basin, which might

be compared to a round fish-pond in a garden,
save that it is vastly larger. And the moss on its

margin is represented by beech-woods of moderate
size. This basin is the Pulver Maar, or Powder
Mere, so called from the volcanic gravel of which
the banks consist, the grains of which are about
the size of the gunpowder used for blasting rocks,
soft to the touch, clean, and of a dull purple
colour. This little tarn is a more perfect speci-
men of a volcanic crater lake (of which there are

several in this country) even than the Lake of

Laacb, which some think may have been i)ro-

duced by other causes, and is not strictly circular.

The Pulver Maar is 1,266 feet above the sea-level,

Air, uu the M icUe.

and the rim of the crater 1,495 ; it is 6,700 feet

round, and 2,300 in diameter, and in some places

nearly 300 feet deep. The water has no visible

inlet or outlet, but is always fresh, and of the

usual green colour of lakes, not of the lovely blue

of the Laacher See. It produces fish of several

kinds, and crawfish of remarkably good flavour,
as we found at the inn at Gillenfeld.

At Gillenfeld I parted with regret from my
clerical friends, who went to explore the recesses

of the Eifcl in a country-cart, (which looked likely
to set any bone they might happen to have dis-

located, and dislocate all that might be in their

places), and retraced my steps to Bertrich and, the

next morning, to Alf. It was well worth while
to see that glen again by daylight. The Castle of

Arras stands in the junction of the Alf and Ues-

bach glens. If its nearly perpendicular rock was

overgrown with wet brushwood, as I found it, it

is no wonder that Archbishop Albero had some
trouble to take the robber's nest. It is said that

the worthy prelate made a vow that no razor should

come on his chin till he had accomplished the

task—a vow the conditions of which do not seem

very severe, unless indeed he had the same horror

of clerical beards which distinguishes the Bishop
of Rochester. Above Alf is the old Convent of

Marienberg, of which little remains now but walls,

and a few arches of which the mullions are gone.
The forester has a collection of stuffed animals in

an adjacent building, amongst them a fine wild-

boar and some young ones, whose striped skins
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make them look as if they belonged to some other

species of the pig genus ; and hard by there is a

restaurant where the passengers of the steamer

have a good half-hoxir to refresh themselves on the

ascending voyage, while the boat is making the

long circuit of the promontory. Hence is seen

perhaps the finest panoramic view of the Moselle,
several reaches of which are visible at once. Espe-

cially beautiful are the folds of the hills behind Alf

looking down the river. From Alf a short walk*

down the river round a rocky corner brings us to

Bremm. This ancient town shows a long front of

cross-beamed gables to the river, as if the houses

had been built for the purpose of making pic-

turesque reflections in the water. There is an

English artist sketching them in a boat under the

shade of a huge umbrella. He appears to have
taken up his quarters here for the summer, from
the number of his pictures that are lying at the

inn in a finished and unfinished state, and to have
acted wisely in doing so, as the rocky banks about
Bremm are of the grandest, and the inn kept by
Herr Amelinger appears to be one of the most
comfortable on the Moselle.

On a tongue of flat land opposite Bremm is the
shell of the Convent Stuben, looking very beau-
tiful at dusk, and reflected in the still river, but

disappointing in broad daylight, as all the archi-

tectural details have disappeared, .and the hollows
of the lancet-shaped windows only remain. The

ground on which the ruin stands was once an
island. One Egilof, a rich nobleman, gave the

ground to the Abbot of Springiersbach, on condi-

tion that he would erect a nunnery here where
his daughter Gisela might take refuge. It was
chartered by Archbishop Albero in II 37 for the

reception of 100 ladies, who are called in old re-

cords " sorores de insulS, beati Nicolai in Stuppd."
In 1 208 the convent came by gift into possession
of a piece of the Holy Cross, taken at the storming
of Constantinople out of the Church of St. Sophia,
having been worked into a curiously-wrought
table. This relic was carried away when the
French overran the country, and is now supposed
to be somewhere in the possession of the Duke of

Nassau. There is a curious legend to the effect

that the monks of Bremm being demoralised by
the voluptuous songs of the numerous nightingales
there, a certain saint banished all the birds to

the island of Stuben. The nuns were found less

susceptible to the impressions conveyed by the
feathered songsters. G. C. Swayne.

'THE E'EN BEINGS A' HAME.

I'm dreaming alone on an islet

In the deep and murm'rhig sea,
And the song of its rippling waters

Is melody sweet to me.

It rose in rough waves this morning,
That foamed upon its breast,

But a hush has fallen upon it.

Evening has brought it rest.

* Scotch Proverb.

With white sails furled, the fishermen
Back to the shore have come,

They are resting now at their cabin doors,

Evening has brought them home.

The sea-bird's wings are tired at last

Of their flight across the foam.
They are folded now in her rocky nest,

Evening has brought her home.

I'm dreaming of my long journey
Across this stormy world,

And the hour when my boat will anchor.
And its tattered sails be furled.

Many a friend has gone from me,
Very far away are some,

But this whisper dries the tear-drops.

Evening will bring them home.

Til.

Some may have perhaps forgotten me.
On the battle field of life,

But a bond unites our severed hearts,
We are partners in the strife.

And some—their hearts were blighted
In the early dawn of day,

Their sky is dark with stormy clouds.
Life is very cold and grey.

Others are very faint and worn
In the heat of noonday sun.

They raise their burning hands and cry,
! when will day be done ?

Te may cease your weary moaning,
There are angels at your side,

Who will lead you through this furnace

To the calm, cool eventide.

Perhaps they had once in sorrow

Across this earth to roam,
But that passed away for ever,

When evening brought them home.

The crimson cloudlets are glowing
Above the water's breast.

Over the ripples there is a line

Of gold that leads to rest.

The west gets redder and redder.
The shadows are very long.

The time for slumber is coming.
And the hour for evensong.

Lovely and fair is the morning.

Bright is God's glorious sun.

But weary spirits rest at eve,

When the long, long day is done. G. F. G.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHATTER VII. MAIDEN MEDITATIONS.

When Giulia at lasb escaped from la Signora
Sunta, and the inspection and consideration of

"things," and was able to get away to her own
little chamber for the night, she felt as if she

had been stunned during the last two or three

hours, and was only now for the first time
able to bring her mind really to bear with any-

thing that could be called thought, or the com-
munication that had been made to her. She
drew the rough bolt which supplied the place of

lock ^and handle on the door of her room through
its two rusty staples by its hanging handle, and

having] thus made sure of privacy, she sat down
on the side of her bed to think.

And the thoughts that came were very bitter.

It was not that she was being separated from

Beppo. Che ! What was Beppo to her ? What
could Beppo ever be to her ? She had known all

that before
;
not now for the first time. She knew

very well that he loved her. What was the good
of pretending not to be aware of it ? But was
that her fault ? And she herself—did she care for

him ? What business had anybody to ask that ?

What right had anybody to think it ? She was quite
sure that Beppo must fancy she hated him. Had
not she always behaved as if she had an aversion

to him ? Had she ever sought his love ? Had
she not abstained from even raising her eyes to

look on the sacred heir-apparent of the house ?

Had she not striven loyally ? She knew his posi-
tion ;

she knew her own ; she knew his father's

hopes and wishes. Had she not been loyal ? And
now she was turned out of the house for fear

Beppo should make love to her ! And others were
to be consulted ! She was to be talked over with

strangers ! This smooth-spoken attorney from
Fano—his kindness to her I Oh bella ! as if she
did not see through his kindness, and understand
it all ! Had she tried to stand in the way of his

daughter? Let the whitey- brown thing have

Beppo, if she could catch him. She had a certain
amount of doubt about her success in that respect ;

even though she, the poor cousin, were turned into

the streets to secure it I

It was hard to bear ; very, very hard ! How
cautious she had been ! how proudly determined
never to allow room for a suspicion that she had
abused the charity of which she was the object,
to the securing of a rich marriage ! Cautious !

—
she had been cruel in her proud humility, yes,
cniel to poor Beppo— honest, frank, simple,

loving-hearted Beppo. Love her ! That he did.

At all events, she would never be guilty of the

hypocrisy to herself of pretending not to know
how truly, deeply, devotedly, untiringly he had
loved her ! And how proudly cold she had always
been to him ! How she had denied him every
opportvmity of being alone with her ! How she

had affected not to understand his simple, honest

love-making, to despise his bluff, awkward com-

pliments ;
to turn away from the frank, loving

glance of his great blue eyes ! And all for this !

And as these thoughts passed through her mind
the hard, proud mood gradually faded out of it,

the lip began to quiver, her breath came short,
the tears gathered slowly in her eyes ; and pre-

sently, as a special recollection crossed her mind
of poor Beppo's look, when at his last ceppo he-

had walked into Fano, and bought a neck ribband
of a colour she had praised, and she had told him
at his return that he had better give it to Nin«

Sganci, at Santa Lucia, for that she had changed
her mind, and should never wear that colour

again. A passionate agony of weeping seized her.

Oh ! how she saw before her his look of pain and

disappointment, as he flung the despised gift
behind the kitchen fire ! And she flung heroelf

down on the pillow, sobbing at the thought aa

though her heart would break.

But when the paroxysm of uncontrollable weep-
ing had in some degree subsided, she began to

question herself about her future conduct, espe-

cially on the immediate occasion of her departure.

Beppo would endeavour to speak with her
;
—to

bid her farewell, at least. Was she to take care

that he got no opportunity of doing so ? Was it

likely that he would confine himself to a simple
farewell ? Would not so fair, so plausible an op-

portunity, be seized for saying something else as

well ? And how was that something else to be
answered ? Must her answer—her final answer
to him, be of a piece with all her past conduct ?

Had his father deserved of her that it should be

so ? Was she bound in honour and in gratitude
for the charity, that was now about to be with-

drawn from her, to continue to sacrifice his happi-

ness, and—her own ? Yes ! the hot blush came
with the thought, though no human eye was there

to see it. It was the sacrifice of her own happi-
ness. Yes ! Conscience had spoken the truth !

Let it stand. She would affect or attempt to

deny it no more. Was she bound to continue

this self-sacritice ? Had she not done enough ?

Might she not consider all accounts to be squared
between herself and Paolo Vanni ? In that case,

with how different a heart should she go away
from Bella Luce, and face the world ! In that

case—ah ! would not the little attorney's inter-

ference turn out to have been a blessing ? In that

case—at the delicious moment when those dear,

honest blue eyes should look once again so wist-

fully into hers, and she should bo able with one

glance and half a word to let him know that all

the past had been a delusiou and a falsehood ;
—

that the cruel duty, which had coerced her every
word and look, was a duty no longer ! And

Beppo would know at last that she was not cold,
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nor proud, nor capricious, nor insensible. All !

the happiness of giving this happiness !

But hold a moment ! Was it solely duty and

gratitude towards Paolo Vanni, and respect for his

wishes, that had governed her conduct towards

Beppo ? Why had she felt at supper time, when
he had misunderstood, or affected to misunder-

stand, her unlucky speech about her wish always
to live at Bella Luce,—why had she then felt as

if she wished the earth to gape and swallow her

up ? Surely that was not all because the old

farmer seemed to suspect her of ungratefully

opposing herself to his will ! If he had accused

her of any other form of ingratitude, would she

have felt the same ? No ! assuredly she would
not. There was some other feeling then at work,
to stir her heart so powerfully and painfully ?

She honestly then set to work to discover the

nature of this other feeling.
Like to live at Bella Luce ! She, the poor,

portionless, destitute orphan ! No doubt !
—said

old Paolo Vanni. And oh, what agony it had
been to hear and see his sueer, as he spoke the

words I Would nobody else say and think the

same ? If she were to suffer dear, honest Beppo
to love her, would not the world also sneer, and

say, that she liked to live at Bella Luce,—espe-

cially as its mistress ? And could she endure
that ? Would not men tell each other, that the
worst day's work old Paolo Vanni ever did, was
when he brought the orphan girl home to be
received into his family ? Would it be tolerable

that such things should be said ? Would not the
women say, that she laid herself out for poor
simple Beppo's admiration,—had baited the hook
with smiles, and who knows what else, and

cleverly caught her fish ? Could, oh ! could she
bear that? And for all the family, and the
friends and relatives to look on her as an unwel-
come intruder, who had pushed her way among
them by Oh, it made her turn sick, and a
cold shiver pass over her, to think of the filling up
that would be supplied to that blank !

Like to live at Bella Luce, would she ? I dare

say ! And poor Beppo too ! Lord bless you, he

never suspected anything !

No ! no ! no ! she could not bear it ! Death
rather, a thousand times rather than such agony !

Bless you, sir, she snared him like a bird in a

springe ! He had no chance with her—there, in
the same house with him ! And he so simple and
honest too ! Ah, she was a cunning one ! Love !

don't tell me ! Yes, I dare say, she was in love
with the broad acres of Bella Luce. Ah, it was
a bad day for the Vannis when that sly baggage
came into the house

;
—and she without a smock

to her back. Why, if it had not been for her
wiles and lures, Beppo might have had old Sandro
Bartoldi's daughter; and what a match that
would have been I

And then the women would smile, and cast their

eyes down, and say that a woman could always
bring a man to her lure—if she chose to do so !

Only it is not everywoman, nor many women, thank
Heaven ! who would do it.

No ! These things should never, never be said of
her. No ! Though her heart broke in the struggle.
No ! Though she should be obliged to keep a

smiling face to-morrow, while her heart was drop-

ping tears of blood. Ay, to-morrow ! it would be
a hard task that morrow,—and the day after ! A
hard and difficult task.

Poor Beppo, too ! How he would be pained !

How she must torture him ! Avoid all possible

meeting ! That was the only way ! No good-
byes ! No leave-takings ! That would never do !

She would not answer for herself, if on the eve of

parting, those honest, loving eyes got a chance of

looking full into hers, while Beppo asked her if

she had no word for him,—if all his many years'
faithful love must go for nothing ? How could she
trust herself to answer that ? No, no ! no leave-

takings !
—no last words !

"
Good-bye, Beppo !

" with a nod and a saucy
smile, as she turned on her heel to go.

She acted the scene as the thoughts passed
through her mind, and burst afresh into passionate
and bitter tears in the midst of it.

Sudden as a flash of lightning the thought
dashed through her brain, "Could Beppo have un-

derstood these horrid words, at dinner, as his

father understood them ? Did he, too, think that

living at Bella Luce might mean " She started

to an upright position, and put her hands to her

forehead, as if to help her mind to answer this

question. And the answer came from the depth
of her own heart, with assurance of its truth. No !

No such thought would have found entrance
into Bepi)o's heart. He was too good, too frank,
too honest,—and—and—and loved her far too

well!

And to leave him with the pain in his great

loving heart without a word !

But no doubt he would soon console himself !

There were plenty who would like to live always
at Bella Luce. Was there not Lisa Bartoldi, a city

lady, as fair and dainty as snow, and as rich as a

Jew, ready to give him all the love of her heart ?

Oh ! no fear of his pining !

And then she told herself that it was a
lie—a wicked lie to say so ! She knew that Beppo
would never love Lisa Bartoldi. She knew that he
would not console himself. She knew that none
other than she could console him. She knew that

he could love no other ! And yet she must be

mute, and say nj word. She must be hard—
hard as marble ! cold, indifferent, gay as ever !

Oh ! would to Heaven that these next two days
were over ! Would to Heaven that it were all

over !

And then she cried herself to sleep.
The next morning la padrona would have availed

herself of the priest's hint, and sent Giulia to the

parsonage to be out of the way, had it not been

that the question of ' ' the things
" was still press-

ing too heavily on her. So she kept that resource

in reserve for the next day, the 'Saturday, before

the Sunday fixed* for Giulia's departure ; and de-

termined to keep her under her own eye all that

day, assisting in the work of getting ready. Giulia

acquiesced more than willingly in the commands
of Sunta, to this effect. She was very glad to

escape any meeting with Beppo that morning.
As it was, she never went down-stairs tiU after

the men had gone out to their work in the

field.
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The great room over the kitchen was turned
into a laundry for the nonce, for the making ready
of Giulia's modest wardrobe ; and there she and
la sposa worked together till it was time to prepare
the midday meal. That Giulia had no objection to

venture down to do, for she knew that the men
were away in the field. But when the time for

dinner came, she had a strong inclination to say
that she was not hungry, and would continue their

work up-stairs while Sunta went down to dinner.

But she was afraid of letting the old lady suspect
that she feared meeting Beppo. She was afraid of

the remarks that would be made, and the ques-

tionings. And especially she was afraid that the

inevitable meeting, which must come, would be

worse and more signiflcative if it were deferred,
and if it followed so unusual an event as her

absence from the family mid-day meal.

So she made up her mind to go down to

dinner. Only when the sunlight streaming in

under the eaves of the farmhouse touched that

particular beam, which indicated that it was

nearly noon, she said to la sposa,
" Will you go

and take the soup up, Si6ra Sunta, while I finish

plaiting this collar. I will come down directly it

is done."

But as soon aa ever the old farmer's wife was
out of the room, Giulia ran to the window, which
was over the kitchen-door, and looked out on the

path by which the men would come home from the

tield
;
and carefully hiding herself behind the

great heavy persiunc, so as to be invisible from

below, kept watch for their coming.
No chronometer can be more accurately true to

time than the Italian peasant is in knocking off

his work at mid-day ! They carry no watches,
but they never miss the time ! It was not many
minutes therefore that Giulia had to watch before

the men came towards the house. Yes ! there

was Beppo, with his pruning-hatchet hanging from
his loins behind, and his broad, shallow white hat
on the top of his curly brown hair, just as usual !

Was he just as usual ? Generally the men would
come in talking to each other. There was some-

thing to be said about the morning's work between
the father and his eldest son ; but this morning
the old man and Carlo were walking in advance,
and Beppo was lagging behind. Giulia could not

help fancying too that there was not the usual

springy elasticity in his step. He was looking
down on the ground as he walked, and she could
not see his face, therefore, as he entered the
kitchen-door below her post of observation.

Giulia allowed a few minutes to elapse, to give
them time to seat themselves at the table, and
then slipping quietly down the stairs, she noise-

lessly entered the kitchen, and gliding to her usual

place, sate down without raising her eyes or speak-

ing. The meal passed in silence. Such a circum-

stance was not so strange at th« table of a family
of peasants, as it would have been at any other.

The peasantry are less given to talking than the

people of the towns, especially at table, unless

indeed on the occasion of some festival. But that
is a totally different thing

—not differing in degree,
so to speak, from the ordinary every day dinner,
but altogether in kind.

No remark therefore was elicited from any one

of the party around the family table at Bella

Luce, by the silence which prevailed among them.

Nevertheless, every one of them knew what the
cause of it was. Beppo tried hard to get an

answering look from Giulia, as she sate opposite
to him at the table, but in vain. She held he eyes

obstinately glued to the table. He tried to get
between her and the door, by which she had to

leave the room when they got up from table ;

but she perceived or guessed his purpose, and was
too quick for him, slipping through the door and

bounding up the stair to the upper room, before

he could get clear of the bench on which he had
been sitting.
And so the dinner was got over ! The slow

hours of the afternoon wore away in completing
the work of the morning by the two women up-
stairs in the great room. La Sunta tried two or

three times to enter on a little talk about Giulia'a

prospects, about Signer Sandro's kindness, about
the place Giulia was going to ; but she found her

unwilling to talk. She answered in half-whispered
submissive monosyllables, and seemed utterly in-

different alike to all the little information Sunta
could give her, and her many speculations concern-

ing La Signoria Dossi, and the duties that she,

Giulia, would be expected to perform in her new
sphere.
But when la padrona ventured on a few obser-

vations on the expediency of prudence as to her

general conduct amid the dangers and temptations
of the great world into which she was about to be
launched—on the difficulties apt to arise from the
combination of good looks such as hers, with

poverty and a dependent position such as hers—
and on the necessity of remembering always that
she was a Vanni, Giulia's eyes gleamed in a man-
ner which admonished Sunta that there were signs
of " tantrums "

in the air ! She raised herself up
from the work over which she was stooping, as she

stood at the long table, and flashing through the

tears that rose to her eyes, at the mistress, who
was on the other side of the table, opposite to her,
she said,

' Would to God that I could forget it ! Would
to God everj'body could forget it ! Would to

God a pestilence might blotch my face, and leave

me as ugly as
"

" Lisa Bartoldi
" was on her tongue. But a

sudden thought of all the revelation there was in

such a display of temper dashed through her brain

just in time to save her from uttering it. The
sudden pull-up brought with it too a change of

feeling.
"Not that am I ungrateful, Signora Sunta,"

she added, in a submissive tone,
*' for all your

kindness to me. I hope you will never think so.

I know how much I owe to you !

"

" Va bene! Va bene!" said the old woman,
glad that the threatened storm had dissipated
itself after one lightning flash and thunderbolt ;

"there, let us get on with these sleeves and the

collar, and then there will be nothing more to be
done but to put a new hem to the petticoat ; and

everything will be ready."
So they bent in silence over their work again.

Sunta, considering that it was perhaps natural

that the girl should be a little out of sorts at the
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change before her, and having been sufficiently

admonished by the little outbreak that had taken

place, did not torment her further by any attempt

at talking. Nothing further was uttered by
either of them, except such brief words as the

work in hand rendered necessary ; and before the

Ave Maria Giulia's little trousseau was completed.

And then came the supper, which was an exact

repetition of the noontide meal. Again Giulia

contrived to slip into her place after the others

had taken their seats. And again she baffled

Beppo in an attempt to gain one word, or at least

one look, from her, by cutting off her retreat as

they rose from the table.

And then there was another night of tears and

passionate outbursts, succeeded by sad musings,
which only confirmed her in the determination

she had reached on the previous night, that no

other course Avas open to her than an absolute

avoidance of any private interview or last words

of any kind with Beppo, and at every cost a con-

tiniiation, for the few more hours that remained to

her at Bella Luce, of the repelling conduct she

had hitherto observed towards him.

And then, da capo !—tears, followed by the

sleep that at eighteen years rarely fail^to visit

pillows so wetted.

In the morning of the Saturday she was still

making something to do about the work that had
been finished over-night, in order to avoid going
down-stairs, till the men should have left the

house, when la padrona came into the room, and
told her that she had promised his Reverence the

Gurato that Giulia should go iip that morning to

the Cura to lend la Nuuziata a hand at some
work. Possibly, too, his Reverence might wish

to say a few words to her, before parting with his

parishioner.
Giulia perfectly well understood the meaning

of this arrangement, and was not at all disposed
to quarrel with it. She was well pleased to spend
the day at the Cura ; and only hoped that his

Reverence's few words might be as few as pos-
sible. So she dallied yet a few minutes in the

room over the kitchen, till she saw from the

window of it the old farmer and his second son

go forth to their work in the vineyard I Could it

be that Beppo intended to absent himself from
his day's work, and keep guard in the kitchen
till she should come down ! Surely under the

present circumstances he woidd not venture upon
such a step as that ! What should she do ? Could
she tell la padrona that Beppo was alone in the

kitchen, and that she could not pass through it

except under her escort ? She would jump out of

the window rather !

She was not left long, however, in her difficulty.
She was still standing at the window, not so care-

fully concealed as when she had been watching
for the men to come home, when Beppo came
slowly out of the door. He had only been linger-

ing behind a few minutes in the hope that she
would come down ! When he had stepped two
or three paces from the door, while Giulia was
sadly marking his drooping head and dejected
mien, he turned and looked up at the window.
He evidently saw her, for his head was instantly

ised and stretched upwards in an imploring

attitude. He dared not raise his hands, for his

father and brother were yet within sight of him.
Yes ! he evidently had seen her

; but it could

only have been for half an instant. For with a

backward bound, as if she had put her foot on
red-hot iron, she placed herself out of sight behind
the shutter ; yet so that she could still see him

standing in the same attitude in anxious hope for

awhile. Then he turned ;
his head dropped again

on his chest, and he dragged his limbs heavily to

his work.
Then Giulia hurried down, and flitting like a

frightened thing round to the back of the house

from the kitchen door,—for the village of Santa

Lucia was a little way up the valley, whereas the

vineyard on which the men were at work was to

the front of the house, looking down the valley,
—

set off for the priest's house.

His reverence, the Curato, was from home when
she reached the Cura ; but his housekeeper, la

Nunziata, was evidently prepared to receive her.

She had rather dreaded to encounter the preach-
ment which she expected from the priest, and had
still more shrunk from all the questioning and

gossipping which she anticipated from la Nun-
ziata. But she was agreeably disappointed in this

respect. La Nunziata had evidently received her

cue. She just said that she was sorry they were

going to lose Giulia from Santa Lucia
;
—that it

was very good of her to give her one more day's

help, as she had so often done, before she went ;

and then plunged into all the variety of little

household matters, which she had, or had made
a necessity for attending to.

The priest came home to his dinner at mid-

day, but went out again, after his siesta, without
Giulia having seen him. She began to flatter

herself that the preachment part of the business

would be spared her. The day passed better and
more quickly than she had hoped ;

the evening
came, and she told la Nunziata that it was time

for her to go home. But the housekeeper said

that she must not in any case go without having

spoken to his Reverence ;
—that he would soon be

in ;—and that her orders were to keep Giulia till

he came.

The preachment then was to be administered.

It was about half an hour after sundown when
DonEvandro returned home,—just about the time

they would be finishing supper, and going to their

rooms to bed, at Bella Luce. As soon as ever he

came in Giulia was called into his little sanctum,

evidently for the preachment. She ventured,

however, on entering, to say—perhaps with a

view of shortening the infliction as much as might
be,—that she was afiaid they would all be gone
to bed at Bella Luce, and would think she was very
late.

" Yes ! they are all gone to bed by this time,

except la Signora Sunta. I have just returned

from the farm. You need be in no uneasiness

about the time. I told la Sunta to wait for you a

little while, as I had not had time to speak to you

during the day."
And then came the expected few words. But,

to Giulia's great surprise, they were not all of the

same sort with la 2^ad>-0)ia^s little attenijit at

preaching. Don Evandro spoke very kindly ;
—
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said not a word about any dangers of the town,
or anything of the sort ;

—seemed quite uncon-

scious of the existence of any such dangers. On
the contrary, he spoke of his hopes that the

amusements of the city, which were natural and

proper for her age, would make her forget the

regret which it was natural she would feel at

first leaving her home of so many years ;
—spoke

of the indulgence of la Signora Dossi
;
—she was

an old woman now, but had been young herself ;

and would understand that a girl, such as Giulia,

was not to be expected to lead the life of a

woman of sixty. He had no doubt that she

would find friends at Fano. Girls such as Giulia

—(a priest's smile here, half j_fatherly, half gal-

lant)
—

rarely failed to find them ' Let her culti-

vate any such— prudently and innocently of

<50urse
; but by no means let her imagine that

it was her duty to shut herself up like a nun.

And therewith the priest kindly dismissed her,

telling her that she would find la padrona sitting

up for her ; and that she must make haste to

go to bed, as she was to start before daybreak the

next morning with Signor Paolo.

Giulia understood it all ;
and smiled to herself,

somewhat bitterly, as she thought how much
trouble they were all taking to secure the object,
which was her own as much as theirs.

(To Oe eonlinvud.)

AN AUTUMN WALK IN THE NEW
FOREST.

Sweet daughter of a rough and stormy sire,

Hoar winter's iJlooiuing child—delightful spring,
Whose unshorn locks with leaves

Aud swelling buds are crowned.

From the green islands of eternal youth,
Crown'd with fresh (lowers and ever-springing shade,

1 hither turn thy step.

So sings Barbauld of the spring, yet to me the

Autumn is by far the most delightful season, with
its gay robed forests, its teeming orchards, and

waving corn. Nature is silent in autumn, but not

so man ; every wood and field echoes with life ;

from the note of cheery horn, coming with the

breaking day, and reminding one that the hunting
season is nigh at hand, to the swelling harvest

strain that rises more energetically than harmo-

niously from the valley beneath us—all these fill

the uir, aud make us silmost forget that the birds

are silent.

Early autumn is the best time of the year to

visit our great woodland districts, and this autumn
found me in the heart of the New Forest, among
whose glafles she has been keepin;.- hohday in right

royal panoply. I had visited the same spot once

before, aud longed to con over again the bright
lesson taught mo by a voice now silent.

I have al'A'ays pitied those (and their name is

legion) who hurry away to seek out beauties of

scenery in distant lauds, oblivious or ignorant of

the gems that lie in their own fair country.

England will well bear comparison with any land,

especially in woodland scenery, and in my opinion
there is no better example to be found than in

that district of Hampshire called the New Forest.

Tennyson knows this, and no doubt our gratitude
is due to the inspiration there gained for some of

those immortal word-paintings that ring and glow
with the very voice and presence of Nature thril-

ling the spirit strings, like the old familiar notes

that have mingled in every scene of love, joy, or

j
grief.

No part of England contains a greater diversity
of landscape than the New Forest. The uudula<

ting surface, covered in some parts by spreading
woods, in others by heath, or patches of cultiva-

tion, with deep ravines, rocky heights, streams,
and beyond all the blue sea. Yet perhaps the

great charm lies in the natural wood, and the con-

sciousness that we are gazing at Nature's own
handiwork

; this knowledge, to a mind trained

from childhood in artificial life, lends a new in-

terest and awakens a new enthiuiasm,—the same
which dazzles and delights us in the great tropical
forests.

The stately trees take every form of beauty
and foliage, and, now in their autumn garb, are of

every hue and tint. The everlasting green of the

holly forms a dense under-growth, contrasting
with the gay colours, aud making some of the

paler robed trees stand out as if they were en-

dowed with the power of motion. The purple of

the heathlands has given place to a soft sober grey,
round which the gay woods stand like serried

ranks of plumed and caparisoned warriors.

Yet lovely as the Forest is, when seen from the

hill-top or open plain, it is even more so when,
wandering beneath the arching boughs, you gain
the deeper shadows where, here and there only,
a ray of sunlight darts across like a golden
spear, or lies flickering upon the mossy ground.
Here, too, yon will find the brooks that vein the

forest, and exceedingly lovely they are
; stealing

upon you from behind some dark thicket, rip-

pling along, their bright waters tinged with iron,

and gilding the edges of the mossy stones until

they resemble gems in a setting of gold, in other

places, throwing a fretwork of the same bright
tint over the pendent ferns and grasses, and again
in others, gathering a deep amber-colour as it

lies under some spreading myrtle.
I never saw the power and beauty of reflec-

tion more vividly pourtrayed than upon the
bosom of these silent pools in the Forest brooks

;

every leaf and sjiray is reproduced, intensified,
and enriched by the transparency of the water,

suffering the warm hue of the mineral sediment
in its bed to shine \ip through all, making, in

their frames of gnarled root, fern, and moss, a
matchless picture and study for the painter.

I made Stoneycross my head- quarters for the

first week, wandering day after day into the Forest!
seldom meeting any one, save a woodman, except
near the site of what is called Rufus' stone, the

memorial which marks the spot tradition assigns
as the death scene of William—a death poetically
denounced as a just retribution for the sin of affo-

resting the hitherto fertile district, a fertility

which I fancy existed in the imagination of the

writers who found it a fair field to draw from;
and coming generations will bless, rather than

blame, the love of sport that has left them such
memorial of the past as the New Forest.
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Thanks be to Nature, some green spots remain,

Free from the tread and stain of that gross world,

Whose god is commerce and religion gain,

Its altars furnaces, whose smoke is curled

Around the very clouds. Be praise again

To Nature and her (flod.

There still are flowing meadows, pathless woods,

Gh-OTes, hills, and Tales, forests, and solitudes.

From Stoneycross I crossed to Lyndhurst, and

from thence by way of Brockenhurst to Beaulieu

Abbey, which is, I think, as fair and picturesque
a remnant of olden days as any in the land

;

and if (as history would have believe) King John

really erected it in a fit of superstitious appre-

hension, he merited the absolution he gained,

right royally, for in no part of his wide domains

could he have fixed upon a more peaceful or

suitable spot, sheltered from the cold blasts, and

guarded by the Exe from surprise. Nor did the

royal generosity (or fear) rest content with the

building,
—the endowment was in proportion, and

the district for miles round bears traces of the

extent of the immediate possessions. The ruins

of various small chapels are still standing, built

to enable the husbandmen and others to attend

Divine Service, despite of wind or weather
;
and

Cowley Pond, which lies to the eastward, and
covers some ninety acres in extent, proves that

when the good old fathers fasted, they took care

to fast well.

It was in the reign of Henry ITT. that the

revenues of Beaulieu were still further enriched,
and that Innocent III. constituted it a sanctuary;
and it was here Margaret, Countess of Warwick,
the Kingmaker, fled, and that Walter Pnrbeck
obtained a short respite. Nor is it difficult to

picture to the imagination many a romance ilhis-

trating the proud days of the old Abbey, whose

great gates stood between the outcast and the

avenger, and where meat, raiment, and rest were

open to all—the just and the unjust, the beggar
and the prince.
When the suppression of the monasteries afl'orded

Henry VIII. a little diversification from his matri-

monial perplexities, Beaulieu was completely dis-

mantled, the stones being carried away to build a

m&rtello tower, now known as Hurst Castle,

leaving us a few ruined arches and windows
wreathed with ivy, and crowned with wallflower

and wild pink, as monuments of the past.
From Beaulieu I went to Christchurch, the

latter part of the way lying along the seashore ;

and as I stood upon some high ground near Chew-
ton, a picture, unsurpassed by anything I had as

yet seen, lay before and round me : to the south
the bright blue sea, flecked with snowy-tipped
waves, with the Isle of Wight rising clothed in

purple, crimson, and gold, and a veil of mist floating
round her brow

; below me, and stretching on in

a beautiful curve, the white beach of Christchurch

bay, on the other hand, the great Forest glowing
in the wondrous autumnal hues, blending in with
the evergreen and grey heath, until it formed a
mass of colour no human skill could ])ourti'ay ;

and away far northward lay the 2:)urple hills, melt-

ing and uncertain in the mid-day haze.

Christchurch bells were calling to a weekly
afternoon service as I entered the town, a fitting

refrain to the glorious lesson which Nature had
been teaching me on my way along the beach.
So after a glance at the familiar sign swinging
before the old posting-house, I passed on

; and

entering by the north porch, stood once again in

the solemn Priory Church—a church which well

deserves a chapter to itself, mixed up as it is with
so much historical interest, to say nothing of its

own peculiar beauty. Its very building is, accord-

ing to tradition, marked by a miracle, our Saviour

himself being said to have joined the workmen in

their pious labour, while the stones themselves

were carried by the angels from the place where
the church was originally destined to be erected.

Standing as it does upon a rising ground between
the Avon and the Stour, its tower has long been
a landmark, both from sea and forest.

The exterior of the building is very highly
ornamented, and shows less signs of decay than
the interior, the view of which is grand and

melancholy, for everywhere one sees the marks
not only of " Time's defacing fingers," but, what
is still more painful, wilful mutilation and neglect.
It is surely worthy of a better fate than that fast

closing round it. Nor have I ever seen a place
that would better repay the outlay and care of a

judicioiis restoration.

Isabella Fenton.

A RUN OF LUCK.

I BO not profess to have the gift of second-sight ;

nor do 1 believe in other people possessing it.

Yet, without clairvoyance, or ijiagnetism,
or the

intervention of mediums, I can tell—sitting as I

am now in a room looking out on a dull London
court—exactly what is going on in half-a-dozen

places hundreds of miles away. I must confess,

however, that my power of divination is not pecu-
liar to myself. Anybody who has once visited

one of the score of German baths, where the

body is cured medicinally while the purse is

lightened by the pursuit of fortune under difficul-

ties, can tell exactly what goes on day by day at

Wiesbaden or Homburg, or any other gambling
bath you like to mention. Everything else

changes after years of absence ;
but you may

come back to Baden after spending half your life

on the other side of the Equator, and you will find

the same people, or their exact counterparts,

playing the same game with the same fortune.

No matter at what hour of the twenty-four, sup-

posing it to be between noon and midnight, any
one of my readers who takes up this paper, may tell

to a certainty what is going on within the saloons.

of the Spiel-Bad Kursaal. A number of men and

women, all faded and jaded-looking, are sitting or

standing round the long green-baize tables ; the

numbers marked upon the boards are covered with

a goodly array of florins and thalers and five-franc

pieces, a few napoleons, and, possibly, if the play
be high, a bank-note or two. " Faites vo' jeu

"
is

the cry as the ball begins to go spinning round.

No human being except a croupier could well

speak in that monotonous metallic tone. Then the

same voice calls out " llien va plus," as the ball

goes wobbling down into its fated compartment.
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There is a moment's pause, and then the eager
bystanders hear the living machine call out,
"
Vingt-cinq rouge, impair et passe," or what-

ever else may be the number and its incidents.

The bankers rake up the stakes, shovel out
their winnings to the fortunate gamblers ; and

again the ball is set in motion, and again the

croupier cries " Faites vo' jeu," and so on ad

infinitum. This process has been repeated half-a-

dozen times even while I have been writing these
lines

; and anybody who doubts the accuracy of

my description has only to run over to Homburg—you can get there in four-and-twenty hours from
London—and he will find that my surmise is

correct. This much he may also reckon upon
with certainty—that the bank will be winning,
and that the players, taken collectively, will be

losing. It always has been so, and always will

be so to the end.

Possibly the inexperienced in such matters may
be puzzled to understand how it is that the tables
are always surrounded by new batches of victims.

The sight of the rouleaux of gold and silver and
the crisp banknotes, have an attraction for the

ordinary human intellect, which it requires great
moral courage to resist ; though of all kinds of

gambling which I have ever seen, this, to ray mind,
has the least that is outwardly repulsive about
it to one's better feelings. There is no playing
upon credit, no winning (at least directly) the

money of men you know cannot afford to lose it.

If you do win, your stake is paid down on the
moment

;
and the mere fact of having drawn money

from the proprietors of a gaming tabic appears, by
a mental sophistry, to be rather a meritorious act
than otherwise. Aloreover, the fact of your gamb-
ling in this fashion does not bring you into con-
tact with all the blackguardism and rascality that

you must perforce como into companionship with,
if you wish to make money by gambling on the
Turf or the Stock Exchange. I am not saying
this with a view to defend the reputation of these
institutions. On the contrary, 1 believe that the
outward decency and decorum which characterise

them, render them all the more dangerous to

public morality. I only mention this to explain
the fact, how it is that hundreds of respectable
and well-to-do people frequent these tables daily,

year after year. It is fair, too, to say, that the
motives which induce men to risk and lose their

money at roulette, or "
trente et quarantc," ar« not

60 utterly absurd, as it is the fashion to assume.
The stock commonplace assertion is, that nobody
can possibly win, and that a man must be a fool

to play when ho is certain to lose. Like most com-

monplace truths, these assertions must be taken
with a great deal of qualification. No doubt the
chances against the players vary, at the different
German tables, from five to ten per cent, in favour
of the bank. In the long run, therefore, any man
who goes on playing constantly must lose ; but it

by no means follows that every player always loses

on every occasion. Some days, though I admit
this is a rare occurrence, the bank pays out more
than it gathers in

; and not a day passes, but that
some one or two out of the mass of players rise

considerable winners.

Now, there are many positions in life in which

I
the chance of winning a large stake is worth much
more than the certainty of retaining a small one.

If a man wants a hundred pounds to-morrow, and
has only got five pounds to spare, I know of no

way in the world by which he has a fairer prospect
of multiplying his one note by twenty than at

a German gambling-table. The odds are perhaps
ten to nine against him, and I should like to hear

of any legitimate speculative business in which
the odds against the speculator are not far greater.

Now, the vast majority of the players at these

tables are very much in the position of the man
I have spoken of. They have got a few florins or

napoleons they do not mind losing, and they
would like particularly to win a few hundred. Of
course they would do much more wisely not to play
at all ; they may form habits detrimental to their

ordinary pursuits ; and if by luck they do win, they
are very likely to go on playing till they have lost all

their winnings, and a great deal more besides. All

this is undeniably true ;
but it is also as imdeniably

true that if you want to make a good deal of money
with a very little in a very short time, your best

chance of performing that extremely difficult feat

is by playing at the tables of Baden or Homburg.
Another commonplace assertion is, that scenes of

wild excitement and elation and despair may be

witnessed at these haunts of gambling. On the

contrary, a more inoffensive and decorous assembly
it has never been my lot to witness than those

usually gathered round the green-baize tables.

Everybody looks tired and jaded, as I have before

remarked, but not mqre so than the audiences at

a scientific lecture or the performance of a five*

act tragedy are wont to appear. The truth ia

that, aa a rule, the stake played on each round of

the game is not sufficient to create intense interest.

It may be extremely annoying to lose a hundred
or two of guldens in a day, but each individual

loss is not to the nm of players any serious calamity.
In the course of ray life I have spent a great many
weeks and months at different German baths, where

public play is carried on, and I never but once saw
what may properly bo called a " scene

" occur

there. That occasion was after this fashion.

It so happened that I was stopping one autumn
at Wiesbaiden very late in the season. It was

getting cold and damp and cheerless, and the

company was disappearing rapidly. The fishes in

the Kursaal Garden waters must have been won-

dering at the intermittence of the miraculous

supply of crumbs with which they were daily pro-
vided by unknown hands. The shops under the

arcade were encumbered with packing boxes, and
the shutters were making their appearance in front

of the stores, where the smartest of young ladies

used to dispense the most motley collections of

pipes and braces and Bohemian glass ; the crou-

piers were to be seen at unusual hours loitering

about the corridors, for default of employment
at the half-deserted tables ;

and the bank was

beginning to reckon up its annual profits with

great satisfaction to the fortunate proprietors. At
this fag-end of the season there appeared a pair

of gamblers, who immediately became the talk

of the place. They were come with the avowed

design of breaking the bank when its coffers were

supposed to be at the fullest. A stranger pair I never
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vritnessed. Faust and Mephistoijlieles were the

names that we, old habitues of the place, baptised
them with ; and to what names they answered iu

real life, or what jiosition they occupied, we were

never able to ascertain. Faust was a man of

immense bulk and size, and looked something like i

a cross between a Manchester betting-man and a

Belgian brewer. His linen was of the dirtiest,

and his huge hands were even dirtier than the

fragment of shirt displayed about his bull-neck.

His great gold chain and the diamond rings on
his fat fingers bespoke a wealth strangely at

variance with the slovenliness of his dress. More-

over, there could be no question about the fact of

his wealth, though there might be about its

origin. He carried with him on all occasions an
immense greasy pocket-book, fastened with an
india-rubber band, and literally bursting with
bank-notes. He was said to have brought five

hundred thousand francs with him ; and from
what I saw him lose, I have little doubt he might
well have had half that amount. Mephistopheles,
on the other hand, could have been bought up
bodily, to say nothing of his soul, for half-a-

guinea : he was a little old Jew, who might have
been any age between fifty and a hundred. His
threadbare clothes stuck so close to him that you
felt convinced if he ever took them oflF, which he
had obviously not done for weeks, he would never

get them on again. His nose was the most
hooked and his eyes the sharpest that I ever saw
in any of his race ; his hands, too, were the very
pattern of a v\ilture's talons. Ap]>arently, his sole

possessions in the world
'

were a long tattered

note-book, filled with elaborate calculations of

chances, and the confidence of Faust. In fact,

in the iinholy partnership entered into between
the two, Faust supplied the capital, and Mephisto-
pheles the intellect. The plan on which the
firm intended to operate may be understood even

by persons unacquainted with any game of hazard.

There are an equal amount of odd and even
numbers on a roulette-board, and therefore, in the

long run, the odd or even numbers turn up one
as often as the other. Now, supposing you put
a sovereign on the odd numbers and lose it, you
would then, according to the Mephistophelian sys-

tem, stake next time two sovereigns on the same
numbers. If you lose them you stake four, and
so go on doubling till an odd number turns up.
Whenever this event happens, the difference be-

tween the stake you win and the amount of the
various sums you have lost is exactly your original
stake ; and therefore, as the odds must turn up
some time or other, the termination of any series of

even numbers must always leave you a winner. The
system is infallible but for two fatal defects. The
first is that, besides the eighteen odd numbers on
the table, there is a zero ; and whenever the ball

falls into the hole corresponding to the zero (which
of course it does, on an average, once in thirty-six
times), the bank wins all the stakes, whether

placed upon the odd or even numbers. This diffi-

culty, however, is less serious than the second. If

you go on doubling, the amount of your stake in-

creases with a rapidity that is perfectly awful.

Starting with a stake of five shillings, in ten
rounds the amount you would have to put down

would be 1281. If you won it you would gain
five shillings on the balance. If your courage

gave way before the prospect of staking 2oQl.,

you would lose 255Z. 15s. on the series. To carry
on this system, therefore, with absolute certainty
of success, even laying aside all consideration of

the zero, you ought to have the purse of For-

tunatus. Practically, however, a run of more
than eighteen consecutive odd or even niimbers is I

believe extraordinary, and a run of more than eight
is unusually rare. To guard themselves, therefore,

against the success of this system in the hands of

very wealthy players, the bank has forbidden more
than iOOl. to be staked on any one single chance.

It was by playing this doubliug game that the

firm of Mephistopheles, Faust, and Company,
hoped to make their fortunes. Every morniug, as

soon as the tables opened, they seated themselves

side by side at the board.—Mephistopheles with

his note- book before him, and the stump of a pencil
in his lips ; Faust with his pocket-book of bank-

notes sticking out of his breast-pocket. The senior

partner never played himself, but whispered his

instructions to his colleague. Their rule was to

stake a hundred-franc note, say upon the red, and
to go on doubling till they won. To guard against
the zero turning up, they placed a florin on this

particular number, which they also doubled each

time they lost. On the first day, as far as I could

gather, they won a thousand francs or so. On
the second evening, however, the fatal defect of

their system made itself visible. They were

playing on the odd chance, and there was a

run of enormous length on the even. Thirteen,

times in succession the croupier called out,
" Pair !" By the time the seventh number of the

series was reached, the players had reached the

maximum. Six times they played the maximum,
and lost ; and when at last the run turned, they
had lost close upon 'SOOOl. in the space of thirty
minutes. However, there was plenty of money
still left amongst their assets ;

and the next day
fortune favoured them. At the close of the even-

ing they had won 12001. Mephistopheles, to do hira

justice, was a fine player ; winning or losing, he

never showed the slightest emotion, possibly
because the money embarked in the speculation
was not his own. Faust, on the other hand, was

easily intoxicated with success, on this occasion he

jumped up at the close of the evening's play; shook

his bank-notes in the face of the croupier, and in-

formed him he would never leave tiU he had taken

every franc out of the bank. Anything more calmly

contemptuous than the bow with which this re-

mark was received it is impossible to conceive.

The following two days the play went on with

little interest, at any rate as far as lookers-on were
concerned. Sunday was destined to be the day of

the final triumph of the bank. In the morning
I entered his room, and found Faust losing heavily
and continuously. He had grown weary of the in-

fallible martingale, and was staking large sums con-

stantly on the odd or even, and always with ill-luck.

I went away for a long walk into that pleasant
Nassau coimtry, and came back quite late in the

evening. The tables were deserted, with the ex-

ception of the one at which Faust was ruining

himself, where a dense crowd was gathered.
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Mephistopheles had quitted him in disgiist ; but
even the absence of that disreputable guardian

angel had brought him no change of fortune. He
was playing wildly and madly—staking no longer
on the even chance, but putting down the largest

permitted sums on single numbers, which of

course never turned up at the time they were
wanted. The fat pocket-book had grown mar-

vellously thin; great drops of black sweat were

trickling down the unhappy man's face, and every
moment I expected to see him fall in an apoplectic
fit. At last he staked what apparently was his last

note
;

the zero turned up, and the stake was

remorselessly swept up by the croupier's rake.

There was a sort of hush, and everybody turned

towards the ruined man. Happily, the scene—in-

stead of ending, as I feared, in a tragedy—had
a termination which was grimly comic. By
the side of the table there stood a mild little

English curate, with the glossiest of black coats,

the neatest of white ties, and that inefifable look

of self-satisfaction which only a popular clergyman
can attain to. What he was doing there I cannot
tell. I hope he had not won his money ; but there

is no doubt that an imbecile smirk was on his

face. Of a sudden Faust staggered up from the

table : his eye caught that of the parson. I cannot
wonder if that smirk grated irresistibly upon his

feelings. At any rate, he sprang forward, grasped
the wretched curate by the collar, spun him round
as he would a child, and asked him what he meant

by laughing at his misfortunes. "Come into the

garden, sir!" he shouted, "and fight me with
Bwords or j)istol8, and I will kill you like a dog."
Of course the poor little clergyman, being very
diminutive, had an immensely tall wife. This
valiant British matron, seeing her husband's life

in peril, rushed up, threw her arms round Faust's

neck from behind, and screamed out to him to lot

her lord and master go.
Meanwhile the waiters had been summoned

hastily; the curate was rescued, and Faust was led

away, not unkindly, and given water to drink, and
a few pounds to take himself ofif where he liked, so

long as he did not kill himself on the premises. I

believe, however, that this vent of anger saved
him from a fit. Wiesbaden saw him no more.
Both he and Mephistopheles disappeared as mys-
teriously as they came, and the accounts of the

bank showed an additional two or three hundred
thousand francs to the credit side. E, D.

enjoined that he should be interred strictly ac-

cording to ancient usage. I dare say such
observances are altogether forgotten now that a

railway gradient crosses Shap Fell, but at that

time they still lingered. The coffin was placed

upon a deal table in front of the cottage which the

old mm had long tenanted, and upon it, over the

breast, was a pewter plate containing salt, a type
of the immortality of the spirit ;

a candle was

placed on either side at the head of the coffin,

and the table was strewed with sprigs of rosemary.
The company gathered round the table, and the

parish-clerk who attended raised a hymn in which

they all joined ;
a dram of brandy was handed

round, and after this the corpse was lifted, and
'

each of the party took a sprig of the rosemary
which he carried between his lips, and followed to

the churchyard. Here the solemn service of the

I

Church was pronounced, and after this the clerk

j

led another psalm ; then, before the sexton had
i begun to fill the grave, each step^wd forward for

a last look, throwing into the grave his sprig of

rosemary, and the funeral rites were complete.
J. Wykeham Akchbb.

A CUMBERLAND FUNERAL.

I WKLL remember while staying at Penrith with

my father, many years ago, a characteristic instance

of an old-fashioned funeral as observed in that

part. In the morning the town bellman tolled

his three preliminary peals of the hand-bell before

our inn, and proclaimed as follows :

**
Oyez, Oyez, Oyez 1 this is to give notice

that the funeral of Adam Lcthwaite is to take

place this day, and all friends and neighbours are

invited to attend. The lifting to take place at

twelve o'clock at noon precisely."
At that time we proceeded to the scene of the

funeral. Lethwaite was a very old man, and had

SICILIAN NOTES.

Having spent some years in Sicily before the

late revolution, I had been much interested in

observing the many national customs still linger-

ing in an island which so seldom becomes the

residence of foreigners, except of those engaged in

business, or possessing local ties. On returning
there last winter, I found some of these had

entirely disappeared, others were gradually being
abandoned under the present rule, and I have

thought that an account of these fast-fading relics

of the middle ages might prove interesting. The
most important national festival, the " Festino

"

(as it is called) of Santa Rosalia, has been given

tip for two or three years, on the plea that the

Cassaro, or, as it is now called, the Corso Vittor

Emanuele, is under repair, and will probably
never be resumed. Santa Rosalia was the daughter
of a rich and powerful Sicilian baron, descended

fi-om Charlemagne. At an early age she re-

nounced all the grandeurs of her home, and
retired to a solitary life in a cavern of Quisquina,
which she subsequently left to practise still greater
austerities in a grotto on Monte Pellegrino, where

she died. Her remembrance had well-nigh been

lost when, in 1624, a dreadful plague broke out

in Palermo, during which she appeared to a certain

Bonelli, and commanded him to inform the arch*

bishop and the senate that the plague- woidd
cease as soon as her relics were transported into

the city. This was done, the plague immediately

stopped, and this festival was established in com-

memoration of the miracle.

It lasted five days, beginning the 11th of JiUy
and ending on the night of the 15th ;

it cost

annually 10,000 ducats, which the state expended
on it, being the produce of a tax, voluntarily im-

posed by the people themselves, on all the grain
and wine which enters the town.

Great preparations had been made for some time

previously. The Cassaro had been decorated with

wreaths of artificial flowers suspended from one
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set of variegated lamps to another ; inscriptions of

"Viva Santa Rosalia," "Viva il Re," "Viva la

Regina," "Viva la real famiglia," were placed in

conspicuous situations ;
while on the Marina was

erected a most elaborate fabric for the fireworks,

the front of which, representing a sort of temple,
was decorated with transparencies. The perspective
of the whole was very well painted, particularly

that of a flight of stairs at each end. On the

evening of the 10th, the transparencies were

lighted u]) as a sort of rehearsal, and everybody
drove there to see the effect, and very pretty it

was. Nearer the port, but stiU on the Marina,
the triumphal car was in course of preparation ;

the design was varied every year, and it has

several times been made so large as to damage
the balconies in its progress down the street.

This year it bore the form of a lofty cupola,

springing from the middle of a galley j)ainted

white, and ornamented with carving and gilding,
with saints and angels placed around. The cupola
was formed of several tiers of open arches, lined

with crimson and purple curtains ; at various

heights were figures, similar to those in the

galley ;
the whole surmounted by a statue of

Santa Rosalia bearing a cross and dressed in a

plain white robe. Tradition relates that an at-

tempt was once made to equip her in magnificent
attire, but the figure became so heavy that no
efforts could raise her till the plain garb was

replaced, when she immediately resumed her usual

portability.
At five o'clock in the afternoon of the first day

the immense mass, drawn by thirty-six oxen,
started from the Porta Felice, ascending the
Cassaro to its furthest extremity, the Porta ><uova,
and in spite of the reductions in its size, it still

overtopped all but the very highest houses, and

literally seemed to fill the whole width of the

street. The prow was occupied by a band of

musicians, and the cortege stopped before each
convent and played ;

the whole thing occupied
about an hour. In the evening the Cassaro was

brilliantly illuminated, and soon after nine we all

assembled to witness the fireworks. A portion of

the terrace which runs between the Strada Butera
and the Marina was covered over and adorned
with silk and muslin hangings, looking-glasses,
and lights innumerable, so as to appear something
between a tent and a gigantic opera-box, capable
of containing at least a hundred persons ; to this

the Pretore of the city invites the Governor-
General and the beau monde of Palermo. Nothing
can be kinder than the Sicilians are to foreigners,
who, if once introduced, are invited to everything.
The fii-eworks were certainly very beautiful, but
I did not think (as I had been told I should) that

they surpassed those at Rome on Easter Monday,
and r missed the bouquet at the finale. The
effect of the transparencies was excellent. The
Villa Giulia, lighted with endless lamps, looked

very pretty ;
a band added to the attractions of

the place, which was crowded with the lower
orders in their gayest attire

;
one might have

fancied oneself in a fair where Harlequin's wand
had converted all the booths into aviaries, foun-

tains, and statues. The governor, attended by
the senate and the public officers, went in state,

and walked as usual roiind the gardens ; and his

example w-as duly followed by most of the Paler-

mitans, who thus wiled away the time till mid-

night, when the drive up and down the Cassaro

begins, carriages being forbidden till that hour.

On leaving the Giulia we drove down the Marina,
which a short time before a sea of human heads,
all with upturned faces, now showed only a few
scattered groups, and cargoes of chairs on hand-
trucks slowly wending their way into the town.
The Cassaro was very gay. The illuminations con-

sist of groups and festoons of lamps, transparencies,
and other devices repeated at regular and short

intervals, and from their uniformity of design very

striking, making the streets as light as day.

Fortunately there was no moon. The second day
there were races similar to those at Rome, the

horses running without riders the whole length of

the Cassaro, and in the evening the carro returns

illuminated to the Marina ;
the archbishop issues

invitations to his palazzo, where the luogoteneute
also goes in full state. I was delighted with this

evening's entertainment. Over the Porta Nuova
was an enormous eagle formed of small lamps, to

be seen from one end of the street to the other ;

the Piazza Reale and that of the Duomo were
crowded with people, and immediately after the

arrival of the governor, the ponderous car, pre-
ceded by a guard of mounted soldiers in scarlet

uniforms, the colour of the city, was seen slowly

advancing brilliantly lighted. The white-robed

saint, reflected against the dark blue sky, ap-

peared almost superhuman, and as if about to

take her flight over the town of which she is

called the protectoress, and the whole mass, as it

approached the end of the piazza, seemed as if it

must crush the houses on either side ; it of course

stopped before the palace for the band to play,
and when it moved on I felt that this was indeed

one of the few national sights still left in this

prosaic age. As the whole of the Cassaro is more
or less a descent from the Porta Nuova to the
Porta Felice, about twenty oxen were yoked in

front and as many more attached behind, making
a sort of living drag, and evidently not much

liking their office. We watched the car slowly

descending, halting beneath each convent lattice,

when the band again played and the attendants

re-lighted the tapers, which the faint night breeze

from time to time succeeded in extinguishing ;
its

lights, mingling more and more with the general

illuminations, were at last lost to our view.

The archbishop's palace contains two distinct

suites of apartments, one for summer use, and the

other for winter, the former of which only was
thrown open ; it is very spacious, and was bril-

liantly lighted up. After the car had vanished

from sight, we partook of ices, the consumption
of which among the company generally was pro-

digious, and took our leave.

The third day there were again races, and in

the evening fireworks. On the first day but few

of the Palermitan noblesse assisted, in spite of the

presence of their new governor ; but this evening

being the fashionable one, the parterre was

crowded with ladies in ball-dresses, and gentlemen
in uniform ; the fireworks were much the same as

on the previous occasion, with one or two trifling
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additions. The Villa Giulia was again illuminated

but neither the governor nor la societcL went, it

being the custom for them to go only the first

night. The drive on the Cassaro began as usual at

midnight.
The following Jay was the last of the races, and

in the evening we went to the cathedral, the illu-

mination of which is considered almost unique,
and certainly the coup d'cgil as we entered was

splendid. The interior is remarkably jdain, so

there was nothing to interfere with the blaze of

light, which was entirely produced by innumerable

wax candles, suspended a short distance from the

roof, and from every arch and pillar in the build-

ing, and were indeed most artistically arranged.
A guard of soldiers stood on each side from the

door to the chancel, the ladies sat on chairs be

yond the rails of the altar, and the side aisles

were filled with the people. The archbishop,
attended by the senators, walked up the centre,

and after assuming his robes and tiara the service

began. The music was nothing remarkable, but

I never saw any costume so becoming as that of the

senators', the pretore especially looked like a mag-
nificent Vandyke which had walked out of its

frame. The dress is composed of a flowing robe of

black silk, slashed sleeves, with under ones of

white satin, spangled with gold, a white collar form-

ing a square in front, and a gold chain. As usual,

during vespers, nobody seemed to pay any atten-

tion ; and though so near, wc all talked and

laughed. I was rather scandalised, but I felt I

could not teach the Sicilians how to behave in

their own church. After a time, a priest kindly
took us to see the chapel of Sauta Rosalia ;

the

shrine, surmounted by a statue of the Saint, is of

silver, and immensely heavy : some relics were
also exhibited, contained in a highly ornamented

pix, which my companions kissed with great re-

verence.

Towards the end of the vespers a gun was fired,

which we learnt was the signal of the governor's

leaving the palace. In a few minutes the chant-

ing had ceased, the soldiers caught up their

drums, the senators advanced half-way down the

aisle, and returned in a moment with ilis Excel-

lency, the drums making hideous music as he

appeared. The benediction was now given, the

governor visited the chapel of Santa llosalia, and
returned down the aisle as before. We all fol-

lowed, and had the pleasure of seeing the senators

enter the city carriages, large ponderous vehicles

similar to the sheriflfs' coaches of the past century
in London, being all glass, the pannels gaily

painted in scarlet and gold, and with a white

plume at each of the four corners. The small

people were now able to get away, and we were

amused, on turning round to give one farewell

glance, to see that during these very few minutes,
at least half the lights had already been extin-

guished, what were thus saved, as they are the

perquisite of the inferior clergy.
On the following morning high mass was per-

formed in the Duomo, when the governor was duly
incensed as Legate of the Holy See. In the even-

ing we went by invitation to the Sala Pretoriana,
to witness the conclusion of the festino, consist-

ing of a procession of statues and relics, which

starts from the cathedral and diverges from the
Cassaro at the Quattro Cantoni, marches round the

fountain, returns to the Cassaro, and thence pro-
ceeds to one of the four quarters into which the

city is divided, through every street, lane, and

alley of which these saints and relics are con-

ducted, leaving, it is supposed, innumerable bless-

ings behind them
; thus every quarter had its

share once in four years, and by six o'clock the
next morning the procession was over.

'

The shrine

of Santa liosalia comes last, and is followed for a

certain distance by the archbishop on foot ;
the

unfortunate senators have to walk after it the
whole night, the municipal carriages following to

convey them home when all is ended. The pre-
tore remains at the Palazzo Pretoriano to receive

the governor, and each saiut pauses before the
windows. The fountain was prettily illuminated
with symmetrically arranged lamps, but reflected

lights would have shown off the statues to more

advantage. The interior of the room was no less

gay, as on this night all the diamonds of the
Palermitan ladies were i)ut in requisition ; at the

archbishop's but few are worn, but this evening
it was the etiquette to appear as fully dressed as

possible.
I got rather tired of the apparently endless pro-

cession, and left the balcony to chat with my friends

inside the room : for the Sicilians, who are used
to see all this every year, came to enjoy a little

society, not for the sake of the spfctacle. I was,

however, called back to look at the very singular
manner in which the saints Cosmo and Damiano
are carried. These saints, who are always imited,
and are, no doubt, the Castor and Pollux of the
old Romans, adopted and renamed by the Romish
Church, are regarded as the patrons of the fisher-

men and boatmen
; so, by an ancient tradition, the

marinari, who are the bearers, imitate the motioa
of the waves, and the band which accompanies
them plays accordingly. At a given signal, the

wind is favourable, and they all run as fast and as

far as their very heavy burden will allow of. Then
comes a calm, next a contrary wind, during which

they stagger about. Occasionally, as is the case

with the other saints, they are set down while

the bearers rest ; but when these are taken up
again, the men dance in a circle round and round
two or three times, before recommencing their

eccentric march. They always re-enter the church
where the saints live, running as fast as they can

;

and generally half of them, at least, measure their

length on the slipperymarble pavement, Cosmo and
Damiano themselves getting tipset occasionally in

the midst of their votaries.

Another very singular ffite is held at Castel-

termine. We were making a tour in the inte-

rior of Sicily, and as inns are both scarce and

bad, our kind friends had furnished us with many
letters

; among others, to a very large proprietor
in this town, who received us with the greatest

hospitality. We were also fortunate in arriving
in time to witness this festa, which, as our host

and a priest who was sitting with him informed

me, has been held from time immemorial to com-
memorate the " Invenzione della Croce," the re-

covery of the true Cross by the Empress Helena.

The streets are paraded from an early hour in
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iihe morning by ten or twelve men, preceded by
a band; tlie last three are the sultan, with a

vizier on either hand : these, I was particularly

desired to observe, never smile, to represent Sara-

cenic gravity. A train of men walk before them

in pairs, one a Christian, the other a Mahometan.

Every few minutes the procession stops, and alight

ensues, in which I need not say the Christians are

victorious, the whole reminding one of themummers
and Old Father Christmas of one's childish days.

When the fight is over, the Christians advance

and make low bows to the aultan, which are

returned with due gravity. Both the priest and

our host told me this was meant to represent the

unsuccessful opposition offered by the Mahomet-
ans to the Christians' efforts to obtain the Cross ;

and the flourish of drums, and the profound bows

interchanged between the Sultan and tbe Christians,
were in memory of the rejoicings at Constanti-

nople when the news of the victory arrived there,

and of the liberation of several Mahometan slaves

in honour of such a triumph. I had always under-

stood that the discovery of the Cross took place in

326, and that Mahomet did not promulgate his

religion till the seventh century, but I made no

comment on the apparent anachronism.

We now sallied forth into the main street, and
after having encountered several times our fighting

friends, we were taken to the house of an acquaint-
ance of our host's, from whence we had a full view
of the procession which was to close the day's

proceedings. It consisted of men and boys
mounted upon every horse and mule that could

by any means be obtained in Casteltermiue or its

environs
; and, as custom obliges every one to

contribute the whole of his stud upon this occa-

sion, we heard that ours were the only horses in

the place that were spared. The cavalcade was

preceded and followed by bands of music, and
men and animals were decked out in every variety
of ribbon and tinsel ; they ascended a hill near
the town, on the other side of which was a small

chapel ; here the Cross was delivered with all due

solemnity to their leader, and they then returned

by torchlight. When all had passed, we walked
for some time in the town among booths and all

the usual accompaniments of a festa, in addition

to which almost every one we met was attired

either in imiform, or some kind of fancy dress.

We then beguiled our leisure by paying sundry
visits, till it grew quite dark, when chairs were

placed for us in a balcony from whence we
watched the re-appearance of the horsemen. The
scene below was most animated : the street was

lighted with coloured lamps, and the booths and

portable cuisines were surrounded with men,
women, and children, talking, laughing, quarrel-

ling, and gesticulating, with all the vehemetice of

the far south ; while now and then the crowd

opened to make a passage for the sultan and his

attendants. At last, a few torches were descried

blazing over the ridge of the hill; and the rest

gradually hove into sight. At one time the whole
descent seemed one stream of light, only occa-

sionally interrupted by the broken ground and the
turns of the road

; there was no moon, the
weather was very threatening, and this immense
number of dancing lights' in long array against

j

the dark sky, had a wild, poetical effect. We
watched them till they had all again disappeared.
Ices were then handed round, an impromptu con-

cert and then dancing were got up for our amuse-
ment : but I must describe the place of our enter-

tainment. The staircase, which was of stone, and
broken away in several places, was more like a

step-ladder than anything else
;

it led to the door

of a small ante-room, unfurnished beyond a few
chairs placed against the wall

; on the left hand
was the kitchen, and oq the right the drawing-
room, with a large balcony overhanging the street.

Chairs and a couple of tables formed its ameuble-

ment, with the addition of a very respectable

piano ;
the floor was so uneven that it was only by

dint of jumping and clinging most aifectionately
to my partner, that I managed during my tour de

valse to preserve the erect attitude which is the

attribute of man, while an unfortunate young per-

son, though "to the pavement born," con-

trived to forfeit his. The company sat in two
lines opposite to each other,—those nearest the win-

dow being the 6lite ; then came four or five evi-

dently below the salt. The ante-room contained a

still lower grade ;
while the vista was closed by

the kitchen, crammed with the great unwashed,

watching our proceedings with as much curiosity
as we had their festa.

The announcement was next made that the pro-

cession, which had gone round the walls, was

coming down the street. We rushed to the bal-

cony, and in another minute it was seen advanc-

ing, the leader holding on high the Cross ; those

who were mounted on stupid horses trying to

make them caper, while others, particularly the

mule cavaliers, had evidently much ado to keep
on their saddles, and occasionally to make their

montures advance, even with the aid of the torch-

bearers by their sides
;
but it was a pretty sight,

the horsemen in their fantastic attire, the flags

waving, the trampling of so many animals, the

eager crowd also in every variety of costume, the

whole illuminated by the flashing and yet uncer-

tain light of the torches, and canoj^ied by a sky
so stormy as to appear almost black

;
the white

houses and the balconies crowded with spectators,
now in a blaze of light, now in darkness, as the

passing flambeaux streamed upon them or not.

The procession was closed by the bishop and his

attendants in their accustomed rich dresses, a

train of monks, and, lastly, by the sultan and
the viziers, looking grimmer than ever. The Cross

was deposited in a church hard-by, and the assist-

ants dispersed, while we bade adieu to our enter-

tainers after numerous mutual assurances of the

honour each party had conferred on the other,

mixed with entreaties from the ladies that I

would take care going down the stairs, a request
not more easUy fulfilled from the attempts of

the gentlemen to assist me ;
had any one slipped,

we must all have gone down like a house of

cards, and Heaven help the vanguard !

Saint worship, or saint superstition, as it may
more correctly be called, is carried to the utmost

extent in Sicily, The Feste or saints' days are

innumerable, and many of those dedicated to the

Virgin are celebrated on succeeding days by the

different churches or parishes. Processions and
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fireworks are the great outward signs of religions

rejoicings ;
and we have often wondered how the

Sicilians contrived to show their piety before gun-

powder was invented.

Nothing can be prettier, when viewed as a mere

spectacle, than one of the streets down which a

procession is to pass ; extempore chapels are

erected here and there, fitted up with small altars

covered with lighted tapers placed round the

figure or picture of the Saint, with a canopy of

crimson and gold hangings, relieved by others of

blue and white, also covered with spangles ; near

the most important a band is generally stationed.

Similar hangings are suspended across the street at

intervals from house to house, and a large altar,

guarded by a couple of soldiers, and with several

rows of lights, but without a canopy, stands in

Bome con8i)icuou3 situation ; the flowers and other

decorations being often beautifully arranged. On
all the great festivals the portraits of the king and

queen used to be placed againt the walls of the

different public buildings under a crimson canopy.
The procession takes place in the afternoon or

evening, according to the season
; it blocks up the

whole street through which it proceeds. The
statue of the saint is borne by a confraternity of

the class of which he or she is the patron, and is

preceded and followed by fiags, music, priests,

monks, and rabble.

In the evening, fireworks, more or less grand,

according to the means of the respective churches,
and the amount of subscriptions raised, are let off,

with crackers innumerable. 1 have been told,

with what truth I know not, that it is from the

Spaniards that the Sicilians derive their ])a88ion
for fireworks, which is certainly carried to an
almost incredible extent, for scarcely a summer's

evening ])a8ses without rockets ascending from
some quarter or other, and often in all directions.

Half the night after a festa is spent in dancing,

singing, and feasting alfresco; something particular
is eaten in honour of each saint. The day after

the " festino" was over, the peojJe went into the

gardens in the neighbourhood and ate figs, perhaps
not a bad diet afterthe five days and nightsof almost

alarming excitement they have been spending. I

used to wonder that half Palermo did not depart
this life at that season. On Santa Lucia no bread
is eaten, or anything farinaceous, such as macaroni
or pasta, rice and potatoes being substituted.

On San Francesco di Paolo, the statue of the

saint is carried in solemn procession from his own
church to the Duomo, but as he is the patron of

gardeners, he is first taken to a garden, where

they all assemble, and eat salad in his honour
;
the

saint out of gratitude invariably sends rain in

some part of the day, which does more good than

any that may fall throughout the year. On Saint

Peter, all the cakes and bonbons are made in the

shape of keys. On San Martino, nothing is to be
seen but a sort of biscuit bun, and for three

days before the first and second of November, the

shops are filled with large dolls of sugar, painted
in various colours. I asked what became of them
all, and was assured they were every one eaten.

A fair is also held down the Cassaro, when all

kinds of presents are bought and hidden in the

house, and, on the second day, the "giorno de

Morti,
"
the children are made to hunt for these

things, which they are told the dead have brought
them in the night ; they are sometimes even woke
up to hear the noises made by

"
i morti."

On Christmas-eve, here, as at Naples, vast

quantities of very large eels are devoured. We
were at one supper party where the eels had been
fed on purpose, and sent from our hostess's estate

on the other side of the island. It is considered
almost a duty to partake of them, as emblematical
of the destruction of the old serpent, supposed to

precede the advent of the Saviour into the world,

according to the traditions of this branch of the
Christian Church.
On Easter Simday, the archbishop used to send

the governor a large dish of a particular sweet-

meat.

Coming from Naples, we were struck by the
almost total absence of national costume, but
at the same time we noticed the ])eculiar style
of dress of many of the women. On inquiry, I

found these dresses were vows, and varied accord-

ing to the saint addressed. One peculiarity, how-

ever, they all have,—two long ribbons hanging
down like the ends of a sash

; the only exception
is the " Santo Padre," as they call San Francesco
di Paolo, because he is the oldest, whose dress is

brown and black, but who is not particular as to

whether his votaries wear a sash or not, so long as
the gown is in some way trimmed with black ;

light blue, with a white sash, is dedicated to the
Immacolata

; blue, trimmed with black, to the
Addolorata ; black, with blue, to Santa Rosalia ;

dark blue aud red, to St. Joseph ;
but I might go

on through all the primitive and most of the

secondary colours. One more, however, I must
describe—it is so graceful, particularly for young
girls : the gown is plain black silk, with a large,
clear muslin apron, with four or live tucks, and a

long white sash
;
a white muslin veil, placed on

the comb of the back hair, falling partly over the

shoulders. To a pretty girl, with black hair and

eyes, this dress, which belongs to Santa Lucia,
is very becoming. So universal is this custom,
that a woman in the lower classes, when speaking
of a colour, never calls it by its proper name, but

by that of the saint to whom it is dedicated ; and
even in a shop, on wishing to see a stuff of any
particular shade, asks for a Santa Rosalia, an Im-

macolata, &c. Scandal hints that when a woman
cannot dress as smartly iis her neighbours, she

occasionally makes one of these vows for a twelve-

month, which not only accounts for the sameness

of her attire during that period, but also gives her

the means of indulging afterwards that passion for

fine clothes so general at Palermo.
The processions themselves are generally very

similar to those in Italy ; the only one offering any
very remarkable peculiarity is that on Corpus
Christi. The Cassaro was lined with troops, and
at the Quattro Cantoni officers on horseback were
stationed : a small baldacchino was su8i)ended
over the middle of the piazza. The statues of the

different saints were borne along the Cassaro on
the shoulders of the respective confraternities,

some of the members preceding and following
with lighted torches and drums beating. Each
samt was set down for a few minutes under the
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baldacchino, except Sant' Elia Profita, who was
not admitted to that honour, being left outside, a

gentleman told me, because he had ascended in a

flame of fire, and was therefore not received into

Heaven, but had remained in the clouds. I

cannot tell whether this be really the reason
;

there exists, unfortunately, such a spirit of persi-

flage on religious subjects in society, at least

among the gentlemen. The a2>proach of Saints

Cosmo and Damiano was announced by a rush of

wild dancers, dressed in white shirts and trousers,

with coloured handkerchiefs tied over their

heads, and striking right and left with others

they held in their hands
; these men are called

"i bacchanti dei santi." The officers and crowd
drew back, a large circle was made, and the saints

were whirled round and round, the bearers shout-

ing all the while the legend appertaining to them.

A man rushed forward, after a time, with a bell,

which he rang furiously to stop the dancers, but

such was their excitement that they went on
till compelled by force to desist.

The procession of saints being over, a temporary
altar was erected under the baldacchino

; long
trains of monks, each bearing a lighted taper,

passed by, escorted by small boys anxiously

catching on leaves or paper the drops of wax as

they fell ; next came a number of priests in

vai'ious vestments, each one more richly attired

than the preceding, tiU the archbishop, in full

canonicals, and bearing the Host, drew near the
altar. A canopy of white and gold was carried

over him by the senators in their robes of office
;

at his side were two assistants, and behind him
walked the governor, in stars and uniform

;
all

the state oflBcers, in their respective costumes, fol-

lowed
;
then the Swiss guards, in their scarlet and

white ; and in the distance were seen the royal

carriages. On approaching the altar, the arch-

bishop performed the usual ceremonies i>revious to

the elevation of the Host, at which moment the

trumpets burst into a loud flourish, and all fell on
their knees. It was an imposing sight ; the mag-
nificent dresses of the priests and senators, the
rich uniforms of the officers, contrasted with the
sober garb of the bare-footed monks, all kneeling
in front of and behind the altar : the immense
crowds which filled the streets and balconies

prostrate at the same instant, and overhead a
Sicilian sun and sky. After a few minutes every
one arose, the archbishop was disrobed, and the
whole procession moved onwards to the Duomo.
The day closed with the difi"erent regiments
parading through the streets.

'LONG AGO."

I HAD a friend, long years ago,
I thought him all my own

;

But he has long forgotten me,
Aud those bright days have flown.

We sat together on the sand,
We heard the billows roar

;

We marked the blue waves come and go
Upon the lone sea-shore.

Oh ! littla dreamt I, as I gazed
Upon that ocean wide.

And fondly thought our love would be"

As boundless as its tide,

That even as the waves effaced

Each mark upon the sand,
So would my joy be reft from me,
By sorrow's stern demand.

If he were dead, and in the grave
Our friendship buried lay,

I 'd still hope on, and patiently
Await a meeting day.

But he will never call me friend,
E'en though we meet again ;

'Tis that that adds to each day's woe
Its bitterest draught of pain.

I thought then, in my ignorance,
That we were friends for ever

;

And knowing not lifcs sharpest pang,
Dreamt only death could sevei'.

But I have learnt, through weary years.
All that my hope was worth

;

Mow I have nothing to expect

Upon this changeful earth.

I never can have faith again,
Or trust as once I did

;

I knew not what awaited me,
lu the dim future hid.

And yet, I know not, if he stood

To-morrow at my side.

If I could coldly turn away.
And spurn him in my pride.

I know that, if he took my hand.
His voice rang in my ear ;

Though he grieved not o'er years of wrong,
But cnce more called me "dear,"

I know, I feel it in my heart,

I should be weak again ;

And yield me to those tender tones,

Q'hough every word were pain.

Oh ! no, whate'er may come between,
I never can forget,

Though he has long forgotten them,
Those days when first we met.

My trust is gone, but in my heart

My love lies buiied deep ;

His touch will never wake it more

From its long, lonely sleep. Iris.
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SON CHRISTOPHER:
AN HISTORIETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTKR IV. CONSPIRACY KN ROUTB.

Elizabetii could never have enough of the sea

breezes, and their salt and their savour. While
the old park and mansion in which she had passed
her life had been Roing to ruin in the king's
service, there had been no money to spare for

such an extravagance as travelling was in those

days ; and, except when visiting Aunt Alice at

Winchester, she had scarcely slept from home in

all her days. She had seen the sea from the high
points of the Downs, on sporting excursions ; but
she had never till now lived within sound of its

voice, or within view of its margin. She had
rather at any time steal down the cliff-path,

—
rough, steep, and narrow,— to the sands, than
ascend the grassy slope to the glorious downs,
where she could see miles inland. She was on
the Cob early every morning, with Arabella or

the boys, to watch the fishing-boats putting ofif ;

and in the evening she loved to walk to the end
of that ancient pier, to see the moonlight on the

heavy billows as they rolled in, and think of the

old centuries when the very same stones were
trodden by Englishmen who called the o]>po8ite
coast of the Channel their country too.

The sky was cloudy, and the sea cold and grey,
one morning in June, when Arabella and Eliza-

beth leaned over the end of the Cob, as they did

every day. They were not watching the fisher-

men putting out to sea ; for the boats were not

laimched, for the most part ;
and some which had

been a little way out had returned ; and the men
stood in grou]i8 on the shore, talking together,
and occasionally condescending to make a re-

mark to their wives. It was strange ;
but on

this calm morning in June, particularly favour-
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able for fishing, all the people seemed smitten

with idleness.

There was something to look at, it is trne.

Three vessels were moored within the bay,
—one

a large ship, carrying several guns ; the two others

appeariij^j' not at all formidable : yet several

fingers pointed that way, and all eyes were fixed

upon the ships. It could not be an invasion,
could it ? Elizabeth's lively imagination asked.

Arabella answered that the French would have
been pursued,

—so many English ships of war as

were watching the oj)posite coasts.

When old Lieutenant Phinn, known to every-

body in Lyme, came stumping along the Cob with
his wooden leg, hot and panting, aud scarcely
able to hold his glass steady, Arabella ventured
to ask him what made the boatmen so idle this

morning.
*' Yon ships," said the breathless sailor. "

They
show no colours."

" Does that mean that they are French ?"

"There's no saying what it means. That's the

criterion," observed the old man, who enjoyed
using a long word to landsfolk, in exaltation of

his profession.
" The criterion is this ;

—why not

hang out colours if she is English,
—yon twenty-

sixer,— or if she is French? Or, for that matter,
wherever she comes from ? There is some stir

aboard of her. Her secret will soon leak out."
In a few minutes the stir was visible to the

naked eye. There were boats about the large ship ;

and, one after another, they came out from the
shadow of her side, full of men, and making for

the shore.
"

Is it an invasion?" Elizabeth now ventured
to ask.

' ' Are they pirates ? ! the poor women and
children!" cried Arabella, who had heard of the

piracies of half a century before. ' ' See how the
women run ! Ehzabeth, we had better go home."

Elizabeth was unwilling ; and it was agreed on
aU hands that pirates would not choose broad day-
light in summer for a raid, nor a town, nor a range
of rocks where, as now, the people were gathering
to watch the strangers.
The boys were next seen racing down to the

Cob and along it. They reached their sister,

breathless, just as the second of seven boats
touched the beach. The first comers, armed men,
but not apparently either soldiers or sailors, had
no need to tell the people to stand back

; but they
made a show of clearing and guarding a space for
the landing of the second detachment.
At the moment of that boat grounding, its com-

pany stood up, uncovered, and made way for a

personage who stepped lightly from the stern,
bowed in return to the offers of assistance on
either hand, and without aid sprang upon the

shingle. He removed his hat, extended his arms
as if embracing the scene, gazed along the whole
range of rocks, fiung himself on his knees, and
kissed the beach, and then prayed aloud.
"What is he saying?" the old Lieutenant

asked, with his hand behind his ear.

"What can all this mean?" Elizabeth ex-
claimed.

Anthony insisted that they must go home
instantly ; and he promised to bring news speedily.

But Arabella was little able to walk. With white

lips she whispered to Elizabeth,
"It is the Duke of Monmouth."
" Is it possible ? What makes you think so ?

"

"I remember him perfectly,
—

face, figure, and
voice. He was here five years ago."

"
Eighty at least of these fellows !

"
the Lieu-

tenant exclaimed, as the seventh and last boat

came into view. "
Eighty men, all armed ! What

the devil can it mean ?
"

"You must go home," pleaded Anthony to

Arabella,
" or father will come for you himself;

and I am sure he does not wish . . . .

"

Arabella made an effort to walk, and recovered

her calmness as she proceeded. When they had

fairly begun to mount the cliff-road, they stopped
a moment to look below.

" Did you see that ?
"
cried Elizabeth.

"It was the gleam of a sword, surely I

"

It was so. The Duke, seeing the cliffs now
crested with people, drew and waved his sword,
and stepped forward, as if to march to the town.

It was a critical moment : but it was not altogether

discouraging. A few voices shouted "Monmouth!
Monmouth !

" More joined in with " A Monmouth
aud the Protestant religion !

" And then there

were huzzas, above and below, with cries of
' •

Monmouth, our Protestant King !

" Not another

moment did the girls now linger. They fled home-
wards.

Just before they emerged from the town, they
met the Mayor on horseback, hurrying down. He
cast a keen glance at the young people, checked
his horse, inquired where the Squire was, and
sent word to him that all good citizens must

repair to the Mayor's offices instantly.
The Battiscombe family were of opinion that no

pressure of circumstances could release Christians

from the duty of addressing God in punctual

prayer. If they had braved threats and defied

punishment under the Conventicle Act and the

Five Mile Act, when they could do it without in-

volving guests, they were not likely to omit their

customary worship this morning, because one who

might prove their Deliverer had just landed on
their shore. Moreover, their way might not be
clear

;
and the fate of their lives might hang on

their decisions of this day. So they prayed ; and
the petitions for direction in the way they should

walk were offered with even jiassionate earnest-

ness. This duty and solace secured, the father of

those excited children was eager to be off. He
would not stay for breakfast,—would eat as he

went,—but gave his orders first.

If the strangers tarried in the place at all,

Elizabeth must return home. That was the matter

of first concern : but a trusty servant must

explore the road, and see that it was safe.

Elizabeth's decision of tone astonished her

friends, who had never known what it was to grow
up an orphan, under artificial guidance or none.

She considered this house safer than the road to

Dorchester, or Dorchester when she got there ;

and she was not going to leave her best friends in

a critical hour like this. If her brother sent for

her, she would consider whether she ought to go.

Meantime, not a thought or care,
—much less an

escort,—must be spent upon her.
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" Be it so !

" her future parents said. This was
a day on which conscience must be supreme and

free : there should be no interference with it in

that house.

, Next, every preparation must be made for the

removal of the family to their old refuge, ilalachi

Dunn's farm. Unless the order was countermanded

by noon, the women and children were to be dis-

patched, under the gardener's care. The other men
must stay : and the Squire exi)ected, whenever he

should return, to find the house clear of all but

those men. A smile between him and his wife

showed that she was not included in the decree.

They were one, and the wife did not come within

the terms of the order.

Many hours might have passed without news, if

the boys had not played scout on the cliff beyond
the grounds. They saw the militia ranged along
the rocks overlooking the bay ; and the wind occa-

sionally brought the word of command of their

officers. The soldiers did not seem to be doing any-

thing ;
and there was little or no noise from the

town. Not a shot was fired
; and, except that two

horsemen were riding away rapidly on the London
road over the downs, and that two or three

mounted messengers were galloping away in dif-

ferent directions, it might have seemed like a mis-

take that anything unusual had happened at all.

Anthony was just turning into the grounds to beg
permission to run down to the market-jtlace fur

news, when some confusion among the soldiers

made him return to his post. What had taken

place there was no knowing ;
but the militia went

through some evolutions in a very unsteady way,
und were disappearing on the descent to the town,
when a roar, as of a mob, seemed to set them fly-

ing. Their order was completely broken, and
several came running as for their lives,

—some

plunging down the little path to the beach,
some continuing their flight as straight as they
could go, and three or four leaping the Squire's
fence, and hiding in his shrubbery. Little Will

naturally caught the panic and fled shrieking to

his mother ; and his brothers turned at first
;

but they saw no appearance of any foe.

The militia men talked of an invasion, and of

the enemy : but it could not be ascertained that

more strangers had landed than the eighty whom
Anthony had coimted on the beach. There was
a nmiour that all the authorities had been cap-
tured and carried off to the ships : but this was
not true. There was going to bo a fight which
should have driven the invaders into the sea;
but when the Dorset militia should have come
down in full force on the strangers, somebody set

the example of running ; and when so many ran,
there was no use in others staying ;

and so they
all dispersed. They would have done anything
in reason : but when the mayor ordered a gun to

be posted on the cliff, and another on the ridge of

the road, commanding the passage from the town,
it was found that the two guns were unserviceable,
and that there was no ammunition.
The Squire found that the state of affairs in

the tov.ru was pretty much in correspondence with
this representation. At the Mayor's Office there
was no Mayor. Where was ho ? Gone to London,
nearly an hour ago. As if another man could not

as well have ridden to London with the news !

W^here was the Port-surveyor? He had gone off

to the ships at sunrise
;
and he had been detained

on board. Who was to take the direction of

affairs? That was the most embarrassing of all

questions at the moment. While the Duke was
at the George Inn, holding a reception of citizens

favourable to his cause, the municipal functiona-

ries were wrangling in the Mayor's Office with one

another, and with the citizens who had assembled
there in obedience to his Worship's summons.
The Quakera were not likely to take arms on

either side
; but, being suspected of being Jesuits

in disguise, they must be kept within their own
houses. Lyme was sorely afflicted with dissenters ;

and no one of them,—not Squire Battiscombe him-

self, who offered to help to keep the peace of the

town,—must be free to do mischief. Lest they
should burn the church, or slay the Tory gentry,
all the people of that stamp should be put into

jail. Somebody proposed to forbid trade of all

sorts for the time, lest the invaders should obtain

supplies : but it was already too late for this,—
the shopkeepers having, almost to a man, gone to

the George Inn, to offer themselves and their gooda
to King Monmouth, as the pretender to the crown
was now called. Word was brought in, that more
and more scribes were offering tiiomselves as

clerks ; and yet they could not register fast

enough the names of the volunteers who thronged
to Monmouth*s standard.

" Mr. Battiscombe, this will never do !

" said ft

neighbour, who in ordinary times would scarcely

speak to a Nonconformist ;
and especially to one

in his own line of life. Sir Henry Foley w««
vexed and harassed out of his habitual pride by
the miserable misconduct of the hour. " This is

treason, Mr. Battiscombe. There is not ranker

treason going on at the George at this moment. The

Moyor has disappeared ; and everybody else, I

think. What can be done? What do yott
advise ?

"

" That we do not lose our time here, but do the

best we can, in the absence of authority. We
might easily learn what part the citizens will take ;

and then . . . .

"

" What part the citizens will take !

' '

" Even so, Sir Henry. The strangers might at

first have been kept out ;
and next they might

have been driven out. As neither has been done,
the citizens are in fact appealed to to choose their

own part."
' This is intolerable !

"
cried Sir Henry, turning

to leap on the horse his groom held. "I shall

bring down the militia on my own authority to

drive these traitors out.
"

The groom grinned, knowing more of the

quality of the militia than his master.

•'On which side shall I find you, Mr. Battis-

combe ?
" asked Sir Henry, before he rode off.

"
Perhaps I thought too well of you from finding

you among us here. Perhaps you came on behalf

of the traitors. Perhaps you came as a spy."
The Squire looked him full in the face, and

then turned away contemptuously. Sir Henry,
he knew, was as well aware as himself of the

bearings of the spy system of the time—that

God's people did not spy, but were spy-ridden.
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At every step lie found people in douLt what

to do. Many of these were glad to join in an

organisation for ])atrolling the streets and neigh-

bourhood, to prevent bloodshed, if possible, and

violence of every sort, till some issue should be

found from the perplexity of the day. Monmouth
must either march onwards, or re-embark and go

away before any force from London could arrive
;

and nothing could be gained by fighting in the

present condition of the town. When it was
found that, by preserving the peace of the town,

any man helping therein would save his neck in

regard to King James, while such conduct would
not preclude his joining Monmouth if, on know-

ing more, he should see fit, the Squire's company
of town-guards increased from moment to moment,
till hundreds had fallen into the march.

In the way to the market-jilace a loud voice

was crying out to all good Protestants to repair
to the standard of King Monmouth, and see what

great things the Lord was that day doing for

England—now again England of the Keformation.

John Hickes was showing himself openly, and, in

a manner, preaching, in defiance of the Five Mile

Act. He was on horseback, bareheaded, and in

gown and bands, inviting the people by vehement

gestures into the market-place : and everybody
followed. There he dismounted, and laying hold

of the blue flag,
—Monmouth's standard,—erected

there, devoutly kissed it, and, displaying it to

the people, told them that this day they must
look upon it as the banner of Christ. He then
addressed himself to preach ; and his old friends

and hearers in the crowd believed that the very
stones of the streets would rise before harm
would befall Monmouth in Lyme, after that

discourse.

He told his hearers that on the beach cannon
were being lauded from the ships, and endless

suits of brilliant armour
;

and they had their

choice whether to go and see that spectacle or hear
from him what should haj)pen to those who should

put on that armour on behalf of the Bible and a

Protestant king, and what to tliose who should
sell themselves to the popish usurper whose day
of mercy was gone by. The picture was so vivid,
of woes which were breaking men's hearts, and
of the joys of the rescue which they were pray-
ing for day and night, that, if the proceedings
had ended with Hickes's discourse, nearly all

Lyme would have been in rebellion long before

night.
But there was a Declaration to be read in the

name of Monmouth, which divided the crowd.
The lower order of them, the fanatics, and the

ignorant shouted for King Monmouth more vehe-

mently than ever after it ; but the more intelli-

gent and reasonable regretted it on all accounts.
As for the Squire, he shook off the impression of

the preacher's eloquence, gathered round him his

extempore town-guard, told them that this Decla-
ration was a new danger to the peace of the place,
and appointed various beats to certain divisions
of their body. As he was setting them forward
under their leaders, he was accosted by a gentle-
man in rich armour, who asked him whether he
was not Mr. Battiscombe of this town, saying
further that he was sent by one who was charged

with despatches for Mr. Battiscombe from M.
Emmanuel Florien.

"Probably M. Florien himself," observed the

Squire.
*' By no means : M. Florien is not in England.

No, nor on the English seas," continued the mes-

senger, in reply to the glance the Squire directed

to the bay.
" I cannot at present leave my company," said

the Squire : and he really meant this : but when
he was made to understand that it was Mon-
mouth himself who summoned him, he saw, as he

believed, so signal a divine leading in such an

incident, that he could have no doubt about hia

duty. He delegated his command for a short

time to a neighbour, and entered the George,
heedless of the twitches at his coat, and of the

groans and prayers of some, and the cheers of

others who had no doubt that in crossing that

threshold his fate was scaled, for evil or for

Monmouth looked older, and so far better for

his enterprise, than the Squire had expected ;
—

certainly more than five years older than on bis

last visit to the west of England. He was hand-

somer than ever; and his countenance was radiant

with joy at his reception : yet an experienced

eye might discern the traces of past anxieties

which had worn him long. He was richly
dressed ; and his armour lay ready to be assumed
at any moment. The gentlemen in attendance

were in full panoply, as messages were perpetually

arriving which might call them hither and thither,

without notice.

The Duke advanced a step or two when the

Squire entered the room, and made his obeisance.

It was no more than a very low bow. There was

evidently no intention of kneeling ; and the Duke
therefore did not offer his hand to be kissed, as he
had obviously been about to do. His manner was
not the less gracious, as he said,

" We have met before, I think, Mr. Battiscombe.

You were our guide, I remember, five years ago, in

an admirable day's sport on your fine downs here."
" I was so honoured in your Grace's service."

Glances and whispers went on behind the Duke's
back at this method of accost

;
and Lord Grey of

Warkmade bold to suggest the question whetherHis

Majesty was understood by the country-i)eople to

be the same personage that they had received so

heartily on that occasion.

"Unquestionably," was the reply. "Nothing
was more clearly apprehended by the people at

large than the claims of his Grace, the Duke of

Monmouth."
"His Grace again!" Then the Battiscombes

had failed the caiise ! Anger and gloom over-

spread all the faces present except Monmouth's. He
looked all good-humour as he related that he had
seen M. Florien the day before he sailed. Some
time ago, it was true ;

for the voyage had been

wretchedly tedious. Florien had entrusted him
with a letter for Mr. Battiscombe, of too much

consequence to be confided to the ordinary chances

of conveyance. His Grace's secretary produced the

letter
;
and Mr. Battiscombe was requested, as a

favour, to read it without delay, in the next room.

Before he had quite finished the voluminous
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epistle, Monmouth entered. He threw himself

into a large chair, and desired his visitor to take

the other, remarking that in these fatiguing days,

it was well to repose themselves while they could.

The Squire, however, only bowed without seat-

ing himself.
" These are times for plain speaking, Mr. Bat-

tiscombe," said Monmouth, with undisturbed

good-humour ;

" and I am anxious to know what

part such a man as you thinks of taking, now that

the decisive moment for the fortunes of England
has arrived. M. Florien tells me that no man is

more anxious for the restoration of Protestantism to

the throne."
" M. Florien is right. No man can be more

teadfastly set towards that restoration than 1. It

is my daily and nightly prayer."
•' That is well : but deeds must follow prayers. I

may, therefore, reckon on your friendship, my good
sir. I could not seriously doubt this, though
some, less well-informed in regard to you, were

questioning it just now. You must let me know

your wishes. 1 am right, am I not ?
"

"I can never be your Grace's enemy: but if

being your friend means taking part in this enter-

prise, 1 am bound to say that I am not yet pre-

pared to do so."
" Permit me," the Duke said, going to the door,

and calling to Lord Grey
*'
Here, my Lord Grey !

"
said the Duke, when

the door was closed. "It will be best for Mr.

Battiscombe, as well as for me, that our conference

should be witnessed,—in order to avoid future

mistakes. Is it not so, Mr. Battiscombe ?
"

The Squire bowed, and did not fail to observe

that the Duke did not resume his seat.

•'Mr. Battiscombe will tell us," continued

Monmouth, "why, not being our enemy, he
cannot be our friend.

The Squire delivered his mind without any
hesitation.

j

" There are more reasons than one," he said,
!

"
why it is impossible for me to enter rashly into

j engagements which, unless they be loyal towards

God and my coimtry, are treason to the throne,
' and the peace of these realms."

"So far no question can be raised," observed

Monmouth. "But where is the rasbness ? You
have long counted on a Protestant king to succeed

the ])re8ent Papist Usurper ; and, unless I am
misinformed, you have trained your children in

this expectation."
" It is true," answered the Squire.

" Such is

the conlideut expectation of my household : but
it was not to your Grace that our expectation

pointed.
"

" I understand : but my cousins have no claim

in the presence of mine, as the son of the late

king. That, however, is, as you would remark, a

point to be cleared up. We shall not dififer as to

the necessity of full investigation."
" His Majesty

"
interposed Lord Grey.

"Nay, my good Lord," said Monmouth, "I
entreat you to observe my wishes about the jxMt-

poncment of that title. Mr. Battiscombe is more
correct in accosting me as the Monmouth I was in

my father's life-time :
—more correct even in the

manner, if you will allow me to say so, considering

the care I have taken to explain that I submit my
claims to the decision of a free parliament. Does
this satisfy you, Mr. Battiscombe ? Do you not

see in me a leader to Protestant ascendancy,

leaving the personal claim to the decision of

parliament ?
"

"I do not," was the calm reply. "I am cre-

dibly informed that your Grace has this morning
touched two young persons for the Iving's-evil.

"

Monmouth laughed, but he coloured also, as he
asked whether in such an emergency a man must
not shape his conduct by the desires ol the people,
whom he must speak fair.

The Squire thought not. But, as he had said,

there were other difficulties besides the dread of

recommending one who had never been a prince—
"
Say a bastard at once," said Monmouth. " I

have been accustomed to the discussion ; and I

have myself provoked it now."
The Squire bowed, and proceeded with hia

sentence—
" To the throng of these realms. I heard your

Grace's Declaration read in the market-place just
now."

' '

Surely that Declaration must meet your
views," cried Lord Grey,

" or you must have
turned papist."

" In its proposals of a free Protestant nde, and
its accusations of the present King's government
for its tyranny, bad ])rinciple, and bad faith, I

fully agree," the Squire replied. "But I heard

with concern the charges against King James of

having devised the Great Fire ; (the Popish Plot

I do not in any way comprehend). More painful
still was it to hear the King charged with having
made away with the Earl of Essex, and destroyed
his own brother by poison."

" These things are true," Lord Grey observed.

"I believe them to be false," replied<the Squire ;
" and I regret the rashness with which such scan-

dals are thrown down before a justly-incensed, but

passionate people. I cannot enter into a move-
ment driven on by the engine o false-witness

against high or low, whether they be, in regard to

myself, friends or persecutors.
"

There was a moment's silence, which the Squire
made use of to begin his retreat : but Monmouth

8i)oke again.
"

I fear the Declaration is ill-judged," he said.

"The next shall be prepared by myself. I am
thankful to Mr. Battiscombe for his sincerity,—

di8ap])ointing as it will be to others, as to myself.
Such avowals leave me no right to inquire further

on the subject for which I asked this interview,—
what part Mr. Battiscombe intends to take."

The answer to this was as direct as all that had

gone before. A man who thought as ho did, the

Squire declared, could not be far wrong in waiting
for guidance as to the direction of his loyalty, pro-
vided he was active meanwhile in keeping the Held

clear, and the public peace unbroken for the great
decision when the moment should arrive. He had
his function in the town ; and he would crave his

Grace's permission to be no longer absent from it.

He was in the doorway when Monmouth ad-

dressed him once more. With his winning smile

he said that he and Mr. Battiscombe might yet
meet as friends,

—
yes, even as comrades in esta-
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blishing the Protestant liberties of England. If

Parliament should prefer a Protestar.t King James

to the present popish usurper of the same name,
all good Protestants, he presumed, would acquiesce ;

and the most eager of his champions would be the

Nonconformists.

The Squire promised allegiance to the decision of

a free Parliament ;
but there was a coldness in his

tone v/hich struck upon Monmouth's heart. Lord

Grey abused the Roundhead as a canting, self-

seeking, half-hearted fellow, but was told that he

mistook the' man. Such a man as this was a great
loss to the cause. No, there could not be hundreds
of better men pouring into the town every hour.

The more the better, such as they were : but men
like this Battiscombe were not common : and their

adhesion, once obtained, might be relied on.

There was a hesitation in his manner at the last,

however—
Lord Grey dared not utter further scorn ; but

he laughed.
" It was not from policy that he kept aloof

from me," said Monmouth, speaking to himself,
while answering his attendant's thought. The
next suggestion remained unspoken.
"
Perhaps it was from scruple about Henrietta :

I suspect that was it. When I have made her my
Queen there will be no more such coldness."

" Please your Majesty—"
said a voice from the

doorway.
" I could wish that my injunctions were better

attended to," said Monmouth, with some irritation.

*'It is injurious to my interests to address me
otherwise than as the Duke of Monmouth ; and
how often must I say so in vain ?

"

' ' Your Grace must excuse your faithful ser-

vants," Lord Grey answered. "In the market-

place, in the streets, and far into two counties the

peojile are shouting
'

King Monmouth.' If your
Grace would but see it, this is your proclamation
as sovereign of these realms."

Monmouth made no reply. But it was re-

marked that, after a little time had been allowed

him, no more chiding was heard when he was

spoken of as *' His Majesty."
{To he euntinutd >

THE AET OF THIEVING.
Part I.

That so many people can earn their living by
thieving proves, at least, that there must be
method in their crime, and a considerable amount
of ingenuity in carrying out their fraudulent

plans. Were thieves to go about their work at

hai)hazard they would soon be driven out of the
field : they would neither be able to outwit their

victims nor elude the police. Thieves contending
with the public have greatly the advantage in

some respects. Long practice makes the thief

perfect in arts of which the public know com-

paratively nothing. The honest tradesman and
the peaceful and virtuous citizen passing through
the streets bear the same relation to the profes-
sional thief as the generality of men bear to a
well-trained prize-fighter. A man untrained in
the art of self-defence can have no chance of suc-
cess in a contention with a professional bruiser.

He knows a thousand tricks to which the unin-

itiated are perfect strangers. But, whilst we are

none of us required to enter the ring and guard
ourselves against the skilful assaults of the prize-

fighter, we are all obliged to be upou our guard
against the depredations of thieves. We know
not when or where they may assail us, nor how
severe the loss we may sustain by these villains of

the criminal arts. It becomes every citizen to

know something of the tricks of thieves, in order

that he may know his danger and secure his own
safety. Whatever objections may be urged against
such knowledge, the fact is certain that thieves

mainly live ujwn the ignorance and carelessness of

the public. A danger cannot be guarded against
until it is known

;
and before the public can pro-

vide for their own protection against thieves, they
must acquaint themselves with the snares which
are spread for them. It may be objected that in

revealing the secrets of the criminal fraternity we
only spread the evil. "Thieves," it may be said,
" will read your book and take lessons from it."

This objection can only be \irged by those who do
not understand the furtive brotherhood. The
thieves know already what will be here revealed,
and far more. All who are inclined to enlist in

the ranks of professional thieves can readily do so,

and by such association and a few years' impri-
sonment they will soon graduate in the whole art

of stealing. We can teach the habitual thief

nothing on this subject. Here and there one

naturally inclined to evil may take a hint from
what is written ;

but we cannot refrain from in-

forming the public because one or two may make
an improper use of the information.

In gathering information on the criminal ques-

tion, I have been astonished at the gross ignorance

displayed by shopkeepers and others. The merest

prig could cheat many of them without the least

difficulty. While this ignorance lasts the thieves

will continue to reap their unhallowed harvests,
and shopkeepers will continue to say, "We are

constantly being robbed, but we cannot find out
how they do it, and therefore we are uuable to

prevent them." Until the multitude will do

something to dispel this ignorance, they will con-

tinue to be the easy prey of the trained marauder,
and perfectly helpless whenever the trammels of

thieving are thrown about them.
The information which is needed by the multi-

tude to save them, as far as may be, from being
robbed and plundered is very difficult to obtain.

It cannot be had by merely reading police reports.

Only fragments of the art come out there—now
and then a burglar's ingenious instrument, now
and then a flash-letter, and now and then a note

on the Bank of Elegance. Thieves in general

cling to their secrets with the most desperate

tenacity. They are unwilling to endanger their

craft by too much publicity. A few of them,
however, are very communicative when they meet
with persons whom they can trust. Under the

influence of remorse, aggravated by the treachery
of their companions,—proud and vain of an oppor-

tunity of showing the amount of their criminal

knowledge and dishonest skill, or sincerely and
even aff'ectionately grateful for some signal act of

unmerited kindness,—they wUl freely disclose the
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most startliug tilings, and explain with eagerness
their most successful methods of preying upon the

public and evading the law. I have sat and
listened with amazement and horror to such dis-

closures, until, unable to bear it any longer, I

have checked the narrator by saying,
" It is hor-

rible and infernal—how could you do it !" Then,
with a face like scarlet (for thieves can blush at

such times), the answer has been, "I know it's

diabolical ; but do you wish me to smooth it

over and tell you a lot of lies ? You asked for

the truth, and you've got it." The information

whicli a communicative and trusting thief will

sometimes impart is so much mixed up with their

own slang, there are so many names for the same

thing, these names change so frequently, and there

are so many variations from each leading mode of

thieving, as to make it not a little difficult to get
at the real truth of the case. In any explanations
which I may offer I shall endeavour to keep to

what the thieves consider the best and principal
methods

;
and the reader must understand that

each gang of thieves introduces some slight change
in the application and carrying-out of those cri-

minal arts, the general plans of which are familiar

to the whole brotherhood of thieves.

Men generally prefer to rob men, not only be-

cause men are supposed to carry the largest amount
of money, but also from a sort of mongrel chivalry
which prevails among habitual thieves. They con-

sider it somewhat ungallant to misuse a female, and

prefer leaving them in the hands of female thieves.

How seldom it is that women are garroted !

One reason is, the female thieves are very much
opposed to men garroting women, and hardly any
female thief will consent to have a woman
garroted ; she will first try all other means of

robbing her victim. The female thieves know, by
bitter and personal experience, the terrors of the

gsrrote. Their men not unfrequently garrote the

female thieves by way of punishing them. If a
female thief is very saucy, or in any way ofTends

her man, he threatens to screw her up, and the

threat is generally sufficient. After being garroted
once or twice the female thief stands in terror of

the infliction, and will submit to almost anything
rather than be "screwed up." So men steal from

men, women from women
; the latter opposing

the garroting of women to the utmost of their

power, and very frequently resisting the applica-
tion of the garrote to men. The female thief

seeks her prey in shops, fashionable streets, con-

veyances, and public gatherings. The man-thief
seeks his victims in all sorts of places and circum-

stances, anywhere the world over. The public
are greatly mistaken in thinking that the thieves

work at random. They often know their mark,
both of time, person, and place. Thieves are full of

schemes, subtlety, plans, and methods, and if they
could observe their own rules they woxdd very sel-

dom be detected. The fpllowing kind of robberies
are looked upon by the thieves as their most lucra-

tive methods:—Burglary, hotel jilting, garroting,
and pocket-picking. And the most difficult and

dangerous of all their arts they pronoimce to be

"fly-buzzing," I. c, one thief picking a person's

pocket when no third party is present.

Pocket-picking is one of the x^i^Qcip^l arts in

thievedom, and we must explain and describe it

at some length. Occasionally it is done single-

handed, but only the cleverest thieves can thus
work alone. For ])ocket-picking they nearly

always go two together, often three, and occa-

sionally four. Whatever the numbers may be,
whether three or four, the person who really does
the work is called the wire. Suppose three ; one
is the wire, and the other two are the front and
back stalls. Stalling is almost always practised
in pocket-picking. The stall acts as though he
did not belong to the thief, and yet does all he
can to assist the wire. The stalls walk before or

behind—any way so that they can divert the

victim's attention from the wire, and cover hia

work from any one who happens to pass by. The
wire will not keep the treasure in his hands long,
but passes it into the hands of one of the stalls,

who thus becomes the "swagsman," or banker.

Purses, when emptied of their contents, are thrown

away the first opportunity, to avoid identificition.

In ])icking pockets they are guided to their victim

by his general appearance and manner. Thieves

become very expert in judging what position

I>er8ons hold in life, and whether they are likely
to have any money about them. Moreover, they
watch peoi>le in public places paying or receiving

money, and they will follow them very long dis-

tances. If the victim wears a gold watch-guard,
then the thieves are reconciled to the risk at

once ; money or no money, they make sure of a
watch. Absence of mind makes many a victim

for the pickpocket. And when the i^erSon is not

preoccupied and absorbed in bis own thoughts,
the stalls always divert the victim's attention

from the wire by running against the victim, as

if by accident, asking him the way to somewhere,
or the hour of the day, or by creating some dis-

turbance. Both male and female thieves are very
clever at what they call "fanning pockets,"
which is done by suddenly, as if by accident,

passing one hand quickly and lightly over the

pocket ;
and thus they can tell in a moment wliich

pocket contains the treasure. The wire always
uses the thumb and two forefingers, generally of

the right hand. When they get their victim to-

rights, the pocket is picked in a moment and the

gang at once disperse.

They have preconcerted signals, of which the

principal are the following : From the stalls,^
"the jwlice," "we are watched," "not yet,"
"
give it up ;

" from the wire,—" I must give it

up,"
" I've missed," or " I've got it." A cough, a

stamp of the foot, a laugh, a wave of the hand, or

a slang word is used, as the case may be, to

signal the necessary information. Sometimes they

get half-caught, and put back that which they had

nearly taken without the victim knowing what
has liappened ;

but they will follow up their i>rey,

and try again and again as long as there is any
chance of success. If the wire gets into trouble

by being detected or suspected, then the stalls

come forward, and, acting as if they did not know
the thief, do their uttermost to get him out of the

scrape, and clear off. When money is loose in the

pocket the thieves call it
"
weeding :

"
people

occasionally think that they have lost or mislaid

their loose money in going from shop to shoj) ; it
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may be so, but often the wire has been " weed-

ing." When ladies' pockets are so long that the

wire's fingers wont reach the bottom, he puts his

left hand to the bottom of the pocket outside the

lady's dress, and very dexterously, and almost im-

perceptibly, lifts the pocket up towards his right
hand

;
and this is called "

punching it up." The

only instruments used in pocket picking are a

sharp penknife or a pair of scissors, and a pair of

pleirs
—the former for ripping pockets and ladies'

dresses; the latter for cutting watch-guards. This

instrument is generally like the one" here illustrated.

Watches are taken from the pocket much the same
as purses. A thief will always make a venture or
" throw a chance away," as he calls it, when he
sees a gold chain. No matter M'here the watch of

the lady or gentleman is worn, the thief runs his

finger along the guard, which at once guides him
to the watch. If he finds it to be a silver watch,
he will frequently put it back in disgust ; but he
will tun risks for a gold watch. If he is detected
either by the alertness of his victim or his own
awkwardn( ss, he will put the watch back if pos-
sible, or say the chain has got entangled with his

buttons, or stumble up against his victim, beg his

pardon, and so cover his own
retreat. The ])liers for cutting

watch-guards are very strong,
and do their work in an instant

;

but these instruments are not

generally used. Most thieves

break the watch from the guard
by the following quick and easy
method :

—The watch is tightly

grasped in the left hand, the

powerful and fieshy part of the

thumb resting on the part of the

watch where the stud and ring
are attached. The ring to which
the chain is fastened, is held

tightly between the thumb and

finger^of the right hand. This position gives the

thief considerable jjower over the watch
;
and by

suddenly wrenching his hands in opposite direc-

tions, the ring either breaks or the stud is twisted

off, or, as more commonly happens, the small pin
which passes through the ring to fasten it is torn

out. Occasionally the thieves have not time to

put the watch back in case of alarm
; at other

times they cannot, from the difficulty of the cir-

cumstances, wrench it from the guard ;
and when a

gentleman finds his watch out of his pocket and

dangling by thenchain, he may know that something
of this kind has occurred.

Not long ago several gentlemen were walking at

a late hour along one of the London streets ; they
observed a man walking on the opposite side of the

street, and watching them very intently. They
could not make out what the fellow was looking
at until, at last, one of the gentlemen noticed that
the watch of one of the company was out of

his pocket hanging by the chain. The man who
eyed them so conspicuously was no doubt a single-
hand wire, who had drawn the watch from the

pocket, but had not been able to twist it from
the guard, and was waiting for another chance.
As a specimen of the ingenious methods of stalls

take the following incident :—

A gentleman, probably in the police-force and
not unlikely a detective, was listening one Sun-

day afternoon to a Hyde Park preacher. A sus-

picious
- looking man with a well-dressed lady

on each arm walked towards the gentleman as if

by accident, poked the first finger of each hand
under the gentleman's coat-laps and lifted them

up, no doubt to give the ladies on his arms the

opportunity of picking both pockets. But the

gentleman, who told us the circumstance in the

Victoria Hotel, was too quick for the thieves, and

they had to retire, covering their confusion as they
best could.

A remarkable instance of pocket-picking by a

single-handed wire is said to have happened in

London. A gentleman from the country received

a large sum of money in sovereigns. He bo\ight
a sort of canvas bag for it, walked along the

streets, all the while keeping his hand in the

pocket where the purse was, with a desperate
determination not to be done. All at once, to his

astonishment, his purse was gone. He at once

went to a policeman, by whose assistance he had
the singular good fortune to find the thief who
had taken his purse. The gentleman was so

amazed at his purse being taken while his hand
had never left his pocket, that he ofi"ered to for-

give the thief if he would tell him how it was
done. The thief then said :

—
" I happened to see you receiving the money,

and followed you. I saw you buy the bag-purse,
and again followed you. After a time, I tickled

your ear with a feather ; unconsciously you took

your hand out of your purse-pocket to remove
what you thought, perhaps, was a fiy ;

and while

you were rubbing your ear I got the booty."
A great deal of pocket-picking is done in crowds.

There the thieves can work the easiest, and are

surest of escaping detection. If no crowd forms
of itself, the thieves resort to different methods of

creating a crowd. Having selected a place to have
a crowd—and they select places where people
with money are likely to be passing

—one of the

gang throws a stone into one of the shop-windows,
which is called "

smashiiifj the fjlaze;" a crowd of

people soon form, and then the wires go to work.
"
Tumbling a Jit for huzzinr/^' is also resorted to

for the purpose of creating a crowd. A man falls

down in a public thoroughfare. People passing
think he is in a fit, and so he seems to be, for long

practice has enabled him to act his part to perfec-
tion. He goes through a regular series of symp-
toms, pains, and contortions ;

comes slowly round,

and, being alone, he asks one of the bystanders to

call him a cab, in which the fit-tumbler drives off.

While he has been having his fits, the pickpockets
have been busy at work, looking after people's

purses, and sympathising with the sufferer or taking
no notice of him as their game required. Some
of these scenes are occasionally acted under the

very eyes of the police .without being detected.

The "fit-tumbler" is always well dressed, and, to

make his work safer and more successful, he is

not a regular thief, nor is he known to the police

as belonging to the criminal classes.

Auctions and sales are favourite resorts of thieves.

They will travel as much as fifty or sixty miles to

a good sale, and always make sure of clearing their
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travelling expenses by pocket-picking. Should

they steal any goods or plate of any kind, they
take the stolen property to the nearest " fence

town," and dispose of it at once. There is a great
deal of carelessness with purses at sales. Some

persons are fond of showing their money, and
others delight to be in liquor ; so between the two
a clever wire is sure of his harvest. "

Working on

the stop
"

is done in the streets. A gang of thieves

pick out a likely mark and set a stall upon him,
who stops the mark and, if possible, holds him in

conversation while the rest of the gang ease him
of his cash. It is in this kind of work that men
who have fallen from respectability, such as clerks

and tradesmen, are of most use to the thieves.

They can never become so clever as the bom-and-
bred thieves, but they make the best of stalls.

Their business air puts the victim off his guard,
whereas the uneasy and furtive restlessness of an
habitual thief attempting to stall would at once

put a man who knew the world upon his gtiard. !

"
Stiff-droppimj" is another mode of pocket-pick- j

ing, and is practised both in the streets and in I

conveyances. A boy or girl, very respectably
'

dressed, shows a letter to a lady—for this appeal
is generally made to their soft hearts—and is in

j

great trouble because he cannot read the direction

of the letter. The lady— as any lady would—
kindly undertakes to help him, perhaps takes out

j

her spectacles ; and while she is doing this her
|

purse is taken, it may be in the street or it may be
j

in an omnibus. The party who picks the pocket i

while the "
stiffdropjier" is attracting the victim's

^

attention is called "the hook." Omnibugea are
\

greatly patronised by the thieves, who insist upon j

it that some of the omnibus-conductors play into
'

their hands. The greater part of this work is done

by women, who, if possible^ sit near the door and i

fan people's pockets as they get in. When they
have marked their game they wait until the victim '

is coming out of the 'bus. One thief will put some
hindrance in the victim's way, and while he or

i

she is hindered, apparently by accident, in getting
out, the theft is committed. As soon as the wire

has got the ])urse, he passes the signal to the stall

on the other side, and the victim may go. But if

the wire cannot succeed the victim is detained for

some time. The stall will ])retend to be getting
out, or throw herself forward into the doorway to

look at something, or put her leg across the omni-

bus, or tumble something, or ask a qiiestion ;

keeping the victim until the wire either gets the

purse or gives the office up in despair. Two men
and one woman frequently work an omnibus. 'Jhe

wire contrives to sit next to his mark. The stall

engages the victim's attention while the wire is

at work, who, when he has succeeded, passes the

purse to the third thief. The third thief, or swags-
man, leaves the omnibus as soon as possible. The
others ride on for some distance, knowing that they
are not in danger because nothing can be found

upon them. Many a kind-hearted person has been

plundered while making out the address of a letter

for a boy or girl who could not make the writing
out. The public are familiar with Dick Turpin
and the villains of Ilounslow Heath, with their

blunderbuss tlireateningly levelled at the heads of

the stage-coach passengers ; but those days nre

gone, and the few instances in which men are

waylaid, half-murdered, and robbed, are enacted

only by tramps, beggars, and the lowest class of

thieves—such, for instance, as those Bilston stu-

pidities, who do their work as heavily and brutally
as Barclay's dray-horses might do if they went
mad and turned out on the streets to get their

living by picking pockets.

liailways have taken the place of stage-coaches,
and a great deal of pilfering is done in connectioo
with them. On fair-days, market-days, and other

special occasions, when trains and stations are

unusually crowded and brisk, the thieves are

always very busy. Sometimes they will work a
whole line or part of it, until they cannot safely

stay any longer. They will take a ticket for a
station a few miles out and distant from a large
town station, and return by one of the crowded

night-trains, and this they call "grafting short

stages." Both in the train and out of it there ia

* good deal of thieving going on. They watch

persons getting their tickets, and notice what

change they have, and then keep their eye upon
them, and get into the same carriage if they think
it worth their while. Hither come the magsmen,
the women, and the Peter-ringers ; the magsmen
dressed like farmers to decoy country folks to

hocussed drink and the flash gambling-houses—the women for picking pockets and "pick-
ing up." But a Peter-ringer, "What in the
world is that ?

"
the reader will say. Well, my

friend, a Peter-ringer is one who tries to get his

living by stealing carpet-bags. He takes a carpet-

bag of the usual size and appearance with him to

the railway-station, and when he sees one loose

and somewhat similar to his own, he effects an

exchange and quietly makes off, leaving for the
traveller some hay or rags, or perhaps a few
stones. Sometimes whole families, men, women,
boys, and girls, give themselves principally to

railway thieving. Thieves prefer working rail-

ways three together
— wire, and front and back

stalls. We will suppose these three setting oat
for a day's villany. They go down to the station

respectably dressed, and are not in any hurry to
take their tickets; but lounge about, watching
intently, under the garb of seeming indifference,
the different passengers taking their tickets and

oi)ening their purses. They always take their

seats next the door, and fan the passengers' pockets
as they enter the carriage. Sometimes they pick
the passengers' pockets while in the carriage, but
oftener do it as they are getting out, when the
same tricks are practised as in omnibuses. Most
thieves, and especially railway thieves, are very
fond of having a coat or rug over their left arm ;

these they press against the victim in such a way
as to cover their right hand, with which they work
underneath and out of sight. Passengers now
and then tind their emptied purses in their own
pockets, and this the thieves call "weeding a

poke and whipping it back." If they cannot

whip the purse back, or are not disposed to do it,

they have plenty of repositories for emptied purses—window-slides, tunnels, water-closets, and for a

joke the railway porter's jacket pocket. Railway
tliioves may be generally known by their restless-

ness. They jumj) out and in at every station
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change seats and carriages, and seem to be watch-

ing everybody. A gentleman one day was travel-

ling by train from Birmingham to London in a

second-class carriage. In another compartment
of the same carriage he saw a young and an elderly

female, who were very intimate and friendly. The

younger lady chatted a great deal with the elder

one, and called her attention to almost everything

they passed ;
and their company seemed mutually

delightful. At Oxford the younger lady left the

carriage and took a friendly leave of her com-

panion. Shortly after the train was again in

motion the elderly lady became greatly excited

and alarmed, exclaiming,
" Oh dear ! I'm robbed. That young hussy

has taken my purse."
The gentleman said,

"
Why, I thought the

young lady was a friend of yours ?
"

" Friend !

"
said the old lady ;

"
why, I never

saw her before.
"

Surely enough the old lady was robbed, for her

dress and outer garments were cut open to her

under pocket. She was going to pay a consider-

able sum of money in London, and, fortunately for

her, she had stitched some bank-notes where no

wire could get them. No doubt this lady had
been watched from the bank to her home, and
from home to the railway-station, where the lively

young female was planted upon her to travel with

her until the deed was done. Not at all unlikely
some servant had treacherously, or foolishly and

unknowingly, put the thieves on the scent. Per-

sons who are going to the bank to pay in money,
or who have been to the bank receiving money,
are frequently robbed. They wonder how the

thieves happen to catch them at that particular
time. The explanation is that, like woodcocks,

they are considered rare game, and are generally
watched and marked down. This kind of thieving
is called "jug-buzzing," and is only practised by
the cleverest thieves. Two of them will go into

the bank when many people are in, or when they
have marked their woodcock. The two thieves

are very well dressed, and try to appear as gentle-

manly and quiet as possible. One of them will

ask for change for a 51. note, and it is his aim to

keep the clerk's attention as long as he can. This

gives the thieves an opportixnity of xising their

eyes and ears to some purpose, as by this means

they find out who is receiving money. When
they have chosen their victim they try to rob

him as soon as possible, preferring to do it in the

bank if they can
; they consider that the safest,

as in it they think themselves least liable to sus-

picion. A few of the thieves are quick enough to

take their booty from the breast-pocket ; they are

considered the top of the profession, and are

called "bloke-tools." These thieves generally

carry snyde scrip and commercial bills, which are

supplied to them by broken-down lawyers' clerks

and others
;
so that, if they become the objects of

suspicion and fall into the hands of the police,

they produce their snyde paper, and endeavoxir to

pass themselves off for commercial men. A good
deal of pocket-picking is done in i^aces of worsliip,
and this is called '^

kirk-htizzinff." They are by
no means particular as to the place

—church or

chapel, anywhere for money. They will pay two

or three visits to the same place, and only give it

up when it becomes too hot to hold them. They
are very fond of missionary meetings and other

philanthropic crowds, where the people are too

excited and too far away in the celestial to care

for such carnal things as purses and pockets.
Some ladies at a small place called Hill Top, in

South Staffordshire, were heavily fleeced in a
Methodist chapel not very long ago by some

"kirk-buzzers," who, guided by advertisement,
came down upon the good people from a distance.

Sometimes the pockets are picked during the

progress of the service, especially if the meeting
is exciting and one calculated to rivet the atten-

tion of the audience ;
but the chief part of the

work is done in what thieves call "the burst,"
which means just in the midst of the excite-

ment and stir which is made when the people rise

from their seats and are passing out along the

aisles. Then they fan pockets, pick their marks,
do their dishonest deeds, and jostle themselves

about, all the while looking as devout as possible.
The wax arm dodge for robbing at the communion
is seldom used

;
clever thieves can do without it.

This kind of work is also called "buzzing on

spec." It is said by the thieves that when they
go to Eoman Catholic places of worship they get
to know the name of the officiating priest, so that

if they are caught they profess to be Papists, and
ask to speak with Father So-and-so ; they do
this in the hope that the priest will take pity
on them and get them off. Exchange Rohbing is

done by men ; women and children are never

employed, except outside, to receive the "swag."
The Exchange-men never work in towns where

they are well known to the police. Moreover,

they dress exceedingly well, so that if on a sudden

outcrj' of something gone the doors are closed at

once, it is next to impossible for the police to

detect the culprit
—

first, becaiise they do not
know him, and secondly, because of the thief's

unsuspicious appearance and manner. An Ex-

change thief watches until he sees a gentleman
with a purse or a roll of notes. This man he

marks, and follows him wherever he goes ; and
the moment the thief has picked the merchant's

pocket he is off. Gentlemen can seldom tell to a
few minutes how much time has elapsed since the

wealth was in their possession ;
and should it only

be a few minutes between the knowledge of pos-
session and the alarm of ascertained loss, the brief

interval is nearly alwaj'S sufficient to enable the

rascal to make good his escape : once outside and
his capture is generally hopeless, as on the slightest

suspicion of being followed the property is imme-

diately passed from hand to hand. The foregoing

explanation will account for the Exchange thief

being so seldom caught.

DEATH IN THE MATCH-BOX.

The man who invented lucifer matches was
doubtless one of the greatest benefactors to

humanity. What labour was lost, what tempers
w"ere tried, what knuckles were made sore in

the hundred thousand households of England,

evei-y morning, as Betty the housemaid, with
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flint and steel, endeavoured to strike a light
on the damp tinder ; what a minor misery of

life was abolished by the immortal genius who
schemed, and made, and struck a light with,
the first Congreve ! The invention might have

been a very small one, but how stupendous
its results appear, midtii^lied by the daily con-

venience it affords to the entire population !

Prometheus stole fire from heaven only to

animate one man. The inventor of the lucifer

match calls into life one of the four elements to do

our bidding in our domestic and industrial homes

every day, and yet even his name is unknown to

the public. But all great and universal inven-

tions are sure to have their dark as well as their

bright sides, and after the twenty-five years' exi)e-

rience we have had, since the first blue spirt of

light was elicited by the sand-pai)er, medical men
have come to the knowledge that the manufac-

turing of them has created a new and terrible

disease among the workers.

It was observed many years ago in Vienna, the

great seat of the lucifer-match trade, that, after a

while, a certain percentage of the workmen, in

some mysterious manner, became affected with

necrosis of the jaw : the bone in which the teeth

are embedded gradually sloughed away, and the

]>atient, in many cases, died from the constitu-

tional efFuct of some poison absorbed into the

system. After awhile the mischief was traced to

the phosphorus used in j)reparing the match, and
the handicraft got such an ill name that, in some

places of Germany, only convicts were allowed to

be employed at the work. It was, after some in-

vestigation, found that the disease attacked the

bone through decayed teeth, and that in all cases

it was necessary that the bone should be laid bare

ore the pliosphorus could attack it. A German
physician settled this point by exposing a rabbit,
whose jaw had been accidently broken and de-

nuded of its surrounding tissues, to the fumes of

phosphorus ; the rabbit's jaw exfoliated, and it

iltimately died. It seems very extraordinary, on
irst sight, that phosphorus, which forms so im-

portant an element of all bones, and from which it

s extracted, should be so destructive to its life

Then coming in contact with it, but the physiologi-
!al explanation of the seeming anomaly is this : the

umes of the phosphorus destroy the periosteum,
)r the vascular lining of all living bone, and by
phich it is nourished. This being destroyed, the
)one simply perishes through want of support.
Jntil latterly we have not heard much of this ter-

ible disease, but its alleged frequency in the luci-

: 3r-match manufactories of England has led the
< fiScers of health of the Privy Council to order an

avestigation into the matter
;
and Dr. Bristowe

] as written a report, which we trust will lead to

t )me investigation of the evil.

From the evidence he has collected, out of fifty-
) ine patients who suffered from the disease, thirty-
t X were dippers, mixers, and grinders,

—three
< aerations in match-making which took the
\ orkcrs into the drying-rooms, where the lucifers

i the process of desiccation give off phosphoric
1 imes,—of theso fifty-nine patients no less than
i renty-one died, and the others were more or less

( sfigured by the jiartial or total obliteration of

either the upper or lower jaw, or, in some oases, of

both ; whilst the poor sufferers, in many cases, were
not thoroughly restored to health for years. It is

certainly very deplorable that we cannot strike a
match without being reminded that its produc-
tion entails such misery and death to the producer ;

and we feel confident that the humane public will

be very willing to adopt any plan which may
abolish it entirely. The object of the Govern-
ment inquiry is to see what precautions can be
taken to prevent this horrible jaw-rotting, and

many suggestions have been made. For instance,
it is proposed by Dr. Bristowe that the workmen
shall keep their mouths shut whilst at work, and
in this manner prevent the phosphoric fumes from

entering ; the wearing of respirators is suggested
by Dr. Salter ; but those who know how reckless

workmen are, and, even when their own lives are

concerned, cannot be induced to adopt such precau-
tions, put little faith in such expedients. In the

dry-grinding of steel forks at Sheffield, perhaps
the most deadly trade in existence, such respira-
tors were once introduced, but the men would not

wear them ; and in the many preparations of

arsenical pigments, which are so destructive, the
like disregard of all precaution is noticeable among
the workers. In Prussia, the Government, to a
certain extent, provides against the danger, by
prohibiting any person who has hollow teeth from

working in the lucifer-match manufactories ; but
all these operations are only partially operative—
the grand object is to get rid of the preparation
of phosphorus, altogether which brings about such

deplorable resiUts
;
and this, we are glad to say,

can be done.

At present the vast majority of matches are

made of common phos])horus, a highly infiammable

material, independently of its disease-producing
tendencies. Of these matches some contain very
much more phosphonts than others. The com-
mon **

Congreves
"

are called "damp proof"
matches, in which a comparatively small percent-

age of phosphorus is used, and silent matches.

These latter are by many i)er8ons much preferred
for domestic use, in consequence of their not splut-

tering when lighted, and from their being less sul-

phurous ; but they contain the largest percentage
of phosphorus, and consequently their production

produces the largest amount of disease. But there

is another kind of match made with what is termed
red or amorphous phosphorus. This singular sub-

stance has not very long been discovered : it is

nothing more than common phosphorus enclosed

in a cylindrical iron vessel, and exposed con-

tinuously for a month or six weeks to a tempe-
rature of from 400° to 500°. By this simple

baking it becomes changed entirely in all its

qualities, the most notable of which is its ignita-

bility under any temperature loss than 500°.

Attempts have been made to produce matches by
the mixture of this amorphous phosphorus with

chlorate of potass, but the process of mixing these

two materials is so dangerous that the manufacture
has been given up. There is an old adage, how-

ever, that there are more ways of killing a dog
than drowning him, and we are glad to see that

amorphous phosphorus and chlorate of potass
have been at length brought together in a very
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effectual manner, and, what is more to the purpose,
with entire impunity to the match maker from his

old disease. Messrs. Bryant and May have solved

the difficulty in their patent safety matches. The

peculiarity of these consists in the fact that the

match can only be struck by rubbing it on the

prepared surface—friction alone not being suf-

ficient. The match is dipped in chlorate of potass

(its chief ingredient), mixed with red lead, black

oxide of manganese, sulphuret of antimony, and

glue ;
whilst the box, in lieii of sand-paper, is

smeared with amorphous phosphorus, sulphuret
of antimony, and glue. Thus, without the box
the match is worthless. Tbere are certain incon-

veniences attending this divorce, but the advan-

tages are, on the other hand, very great. The
accidents that happen to ordinary lucifer matches,
in consequence of their spontaneous combustion in

hot weather, is a well-recognised cause of many
disastrous conflagrations.
We have ourselves heard the late Mr. Braidwood

deplore the immense loss of property brought about

by this cause. Again, the very slight amount of

friction required to light them is another cause of

fires
;

even mice and rats gnawiug wax vestas

have been known to fire the match by their teeth

touching the phosphorus. Accidents to life are con-

tinually taking place through ladies treading acci-

dentally on matches carelessly thrown upon the

ground.
Lucifer matches are a well-known cause of

fires, both accidental and incendiary, in the agri-
cultural districts. The matches which the boy
keeping birds always keeps about him, are often

used to fire a stack. The labourer threshing in

the barn, or working in the stable, will often pull
out a congreve, and by accident let one fall

; some-

thing crushing it, and a fire happens in a moment.
So well are some fire-offices aware of their losses

from this cause, that in their policies they insert a

clause prohibiting the carrying of lucifer matches

by farm-servants. The general use of the new kind
of match would at once do away with all fear of

accidental fires arising from their use. At all

events. Dr. Bristowe acknowledges that the only
effectual method of preventing the deplorable
disease under which the match-maker now suffers

is the prohibition of the use of common phosphorus
altogether, and we think that, if the legislature does
not adopt his precaution, society should ; as it is

nothing less than criminal to persist in the use of
an article which causes such misery, when a per-
fectly harmless method of manufacture is in full

operation, Avithout causing the slightest derange-
ment of health to the workers in it. A. W.

UP THE MOSELLE.
Part VI.

It is a short walk from Bremm to Cochem
across the crest of the hill. By following a stream
before we arrive at EUer, up a glen, the way may
be made still shorter, as it is unnecessary to follow
the zigzags of the carriage-road, which resemble
those over a Swiss pass. The road leads down to
a little village on the river, about half-a-mile from
Cochem, shortly after leaving which a view of
remarkable beauty discloses itself. The town

and castle of Cochem are seen in the foreground,
dark against the dazzling evening sun

; beyond
them in misty distance the glen, where stands on
a more lofty height the Castle of Winneberg, and

height behind height beyond. On the right bank
of the river is a bright-green level, covered with

trees, through which peer the church-tower and
houses of Cond. The writer in *'

Murray's Guide

Book," whose displeasure was excited by the

Valley of EIz, has again fallen foul of Cochem as

being one of those places which look very well at

a distance, but are very dirty on close acquaint-
ance. Here he is scarcely just. Cochem is

decidedly cleaner than most picturesque places ;

and picturesque places are hardly ever clean ex-

cept in Holland. But it is to be feared he is an

insatiably fastidious gentleman, who would even

wash Murillo's beggar-boys. Places full of quaint

gables, and tumble-down turrets, and old arches,
and bits of embattled walls, and wondrously lofty
narrow streets, must be what is commonly called

dirty, as every painter knows who attempts to

sketch them in the midst of a swarm of urchins.

It would be impossible to have the rich Prout
browns consistently with baths and wash-houses.

And yet I saw a scene which brought to mind
the Odyssean Nausicaa and her maids of honour

engaged in washing the linen of the royal house-

hold of Alcinous ;
for early in the morning the

whole female population of Cochem seemed to

have turned out to get up their linen at the mouth
of the brook which runs into the Moselle, uncon-

sciously composing an excellent picture. Cochem
is a jilace which well rewards a stay of three or

four days, as it may be made the centre of many
interesting excursions, besides being in itself full

of antiquities, as well as the liveliest port on
the Moselle. It is, perhaps, not generally
known that it owns a little steamer, M'hich

leaves early in the morning for Coblentz, and
returns in the afternoon, at lower fares than
those charged on the steamers which are usually
advertised.

Near the place where the Enderbach (Rivus

Andrida) flows into the Moselle, there is a fine

old gateway and tower, with a house built on to

it, forming a most grotesque object on both sides
;

behind this a winding way leads up to the former

Capuchin convent, now used as a school. Here
lived the famous literary character. Father Martin,
of Cochem, who usually signed his name " P.

Martinus, a useless Capuchin." He died near

Bruchsal, in 1712, leaving several works, which
are still read in the Eifel country—amongst others

his " Great Life of Christ," containing a descrip-
tion of Hell, which for detail may vie with Dante's.

Higher up we come to the ruins of the castle, of

which some towers of enormous strength still

remain. In the fosse is seen a grand old walnut-

tree. The town is mentioned as early as a.d,

876, in a record of the Abbot of Priim Ansbald.

In the tenth century the Counts Palatine of Aix
held Cochem in fee to the Empire. The abbeys
and cloisters here and in the neighbourhood were

richly endowed by the exiled Polish Queen
Richezza, or Richenza, daughter of the Count
Palatine Ehrenfried, and Matilda, niece of Otto

III. She died in 1060, and was buried in the
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Church of St. Maria-ad- Gradiis, at Cologne, be-

queathing the goods she possessed at Cochem to

the Convent Braiiweiler, founded by her father.

The town she gave to the Count Palatine Henry,
surnamed the Madman, a son of her uncle Hezilo.

This Henry, in a fit of frenzy, murdered his wife

Matilda, a.d. 1161, in the Castle of Coahem,
which was afterwards believed to be haunted by
her ghost. His son, Henry II., was the founder
of the Abbey of Laach, and the last male heir.

The terrible circumstances of his mother's death

may have conduced with his own childlessness to

turn his mind to a pious work. He was succeeded

by his stepson Siegfried—probably that Siegfried
of whose wife, Genoveva, a miraculous legend is

related. This Count Palatine, suspecting his
beautiful wife of infidelity from a false accusation,
drove her from his home to perish in the woods

;

but afterwards, discovering his error, went out to
seek her and bring her home. In the meantime, in
order to diminish the guilt attaching to her hus-
band in case she should perish, she had thrown
her ring into a stream. When her husband was
dining in the woods, a fine trout was brought
him, which he ordered to be cooked immediately.
On opening it, the ring which he had given to

CaBtle of Winneborg.

his wife was found in its inside. lie at once re-

cognised the interi)Osition of Heaven in full vindi-

cation of his wife's innocence, and lived ever

afterwards with her in imdisturbed happiness ;

and when she died, she was accounted a saiut.

When their son William died childless, in lliO,
the Emperor Conrad III. took possession of

Cochem as a lapsed imperial fief.

In the fourteenth century it came into the pos-
session of the archiepiscopal see of Treves. It

was mortgaged in the year 1.328 to the Countess
Loretta of Spontheim, on condition of her releas-

ing Archbishop Baldwin, whom she had kidnapped

i by throwing a chain across the Moselle at Trar-

i

bach and arresting his barge. Cochem, like most

[

other places, had to suffer in the Thirty Years'

! War, and in 1673 was bombarded by the French;
but it had to suffer worse treatment when they

I

had established a permanent camp at Mont

Royal by Traben. At the end of October, 1688,

j

De Saxis, the commandant of Mont Royal bom-

1
barded the town from the site of the great liuden-

j
tree, which is still a conspicuous landmark on the

' mountain above, and took the castle, which was
'

only defended by a few archiepiscopal soldiers, as

well as the Castle of Winueberg, which, from its
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high jjosition, must have been even more difficult

to reduce.

The castle was blown up in 1GS9, when Marshal

Boufflers burnt the town. Boufflers had 15,000 men
and powerful artillery, to act against a garrison of

1600. He made three vain attempts to storm,
but being determined to compliment his blood-

thirsty master, Louis XIV., he carried the place
on St. Louis' Day, with a loss of 2500 men. The

population, as well as the inhabitants of Cond on
the opposite side, were mostly pxit to the sword,
and only a few straggled back after the Peace of

Ryswick. It is said that old people, who remem-
bered the horrors of that time from their child-

hood, long years after used to spring from their

beds in the middle of the night, crying out "The
French are come !

"

By foUowing the bank of the Moselle to about a

mile and a half above Cochem, we arrive at a large

house, which was formerly a conventual building.
Its chapel is a specimen of the purest style of

Early Gothic, but is now entirely dilapidated, and
used as a barn : a path through the woods, above

this, leads to a point at the top of the plateau,
whence Cochem is seen in the distance, with Win-

neberg behind it, and a superb panorama of hill-

tops, which seen edgeways look like vast pyra-
mids. Further on, we pass through a rare forest

of vast virgin oaks to a descent which leads to

Ernst, and so back by the river to Cochem. The
river-side rocks are very grand, and one has

obtained the dignity of being called the Lurley of

the Moselle.

A still finer walk is up the walnut-shaded valley
of the Enderbach to the top of the height crowned

by the Castle of Winneberg, the ascent com-

manding a grand view of gabled hills with purple
rocks, interspersed with foliage. A patriarchal

walnut-tree, as at Cochem, keeps the gate of the

mighty ruin. Tnthe fourteenth century, Cuno II.,

Lord of Winneberg, married Lysa, only daughter
of Gerlach of Beilstein, and thus received the

possessions of his family. The male line became
extinct in 1639, and the castle passed to the

family of Metternich as an imperial fief
;
and the

members of it were thenceforward called Counts
of Metternich, Winneberg, and Beilstein. Amongst
other privileges, they possessed an excise on all

the eggs which were brought to Cochem market.

Winneberg shared the subsequent fates of Cochem.

By following the river down for about two miles,
we come to the little town of Clotten, crowned
with its ruined castle. This was one of the prin-

cipal possessions of Queen Bichenza. It is cele-

brated for a deed of arms in 1580, when the

townsmen, having erected entrenchments, beat
off a powerful freebooting band, commanded by
one Olivier Temple, whose right hand, being struck

off in the action, was long kept in the civic

chest as a trophy. On entering the little church
here at a venture, we are agreeably surprised to

light on a most perfect specimen of Early Pointed
architecture in which the arborescent, or, more

specifically speaking, banyan-tree character of this

style is seen to great perfection. The roof is stip-

ported by two elegant shafts destitute of capitals.
The bronze vessel for holy water is of extreme

antiquity, as are also the carved oak seats—each

representing, at its termination, a different human
face.

The venerable parish priest arrives in his

caaoiiicals, and gives us a hearty welcome, with
which his hospitable nature is not satisfied with-
out cementing it by a bottle of his best home-

grown wine, in the arbour outside of his ancient

parsonage. He is justly proud of his magnifi-
ficent altar of stone carving, and pulpit decorated
with apostolic and saintly figures, and sixpported

by the effigy of St. Peter himself—in this case,
a veritable Bock of the Church

;
and no less of

a splendid Missal robe, which has descended to

him from the fourteenth century, and is kept in

the vestry with some rare relics of early saints.

Our visit to Cochem is concluded with a view of

the total eclipse of the fall moon, on the night of

June 3rd, the diminishing image of the earth's

fading satellite being beautifully reflected in the
Moselle. On the next morning we were off in the
little steamer to Coblentz.

One of the most remarkable castles on this pas-

sage is that by Aiken, where lives our hospitable
clerical friend of last year. The country people
call it by the unpleasant name of " Old Woman's
Mouth," as suggesting broken teeth ; but its right
name is Thuron, or Thurn. In 1246, the Arch-

bishops Arnold of Treves and Conrad of Cologne,

finding its possessor, the Count Palatine Zorn, a

public nuisance from his maraudings, besieged it

for two years, during which time the besiegers
consumed 300 puncheons of wine. It was finally
ruined in the Thirty Years' War.
As we approach Coblentz, we see that Turner's

beautiful view, with the Moselle bridge in it, has
been spoiled by the railroad. Before the train

starts up the Bhine, we have just time to see the

gorgeous procession of Corpus Christi, being only
able to carry away a confused impression of splendid
banners, solemn music (which almost forces people
to their knees), and pretty little maids, whom the

nuns, by dint of white wreaths and frocks, taste-

fully arranged, manage to dress up into very
creditable cherubim. G. C. Swayxe.

" TIME'S ANSWER."

Time, -with his hoary head bent on Lis hand,
Dream'd of the buried past and turned his sand ;

When Folly's giddy troop, with laughs and jeers,
Passed by the Ancient and reviled his years.
Next Youth's discordant train approached the sage ;

"Youth is the time for mirth," they cried, "not
age."

The busy throng of life next fleeted by—•

Time marked and passed them for eternity.

Evening o'er Mother Earth in silence fell,

As a lone traveller approach'd Time's cell :

"
Tell me," he said,

" Father Time, tell me,
That which to know I counsel seek of thee ;

Earth's choicest gifts on me are free bestowed,
I tread on Pleasure's and Life's brightest road ;

"Wealth is subservient to my least desire—
Love too inflames me with his sacred fire

;

Fain would I know to what these pleasures tend,

Some cloy already
—what will be their end ?"

Time bowed his head, and answered, 'neath his breath,
"
Youth, ail these glories have their end in Death."

A. M. H.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTEK VTII. THE CYPRESS IS THE PATH.

It was a walk of about two miles from the

village of Santa Lucia to the farm-house of Bella

Luce—a charming walk down the valley by a
little path through the fields, which took its way
just above the steep part of the declivity. What
has already been said with regard to the position
of the farm-house was equally true of the path in

question. The upper ground above it rose in a

gentle slope, but the side of the valley below it

was much steeper ; not so steep as to become a

precipice, for it was all pasture land, but as steep
as it could well be compatibly with such a pur-
pose. The land on the upper side was mostly
tillage and vineyard. Almost all the way, after

the little village was cleared, was through fields

belonging to Bella Luce.

Giulia exchanged two or three "good nights"
with the cottagers standing at their own open door,

orreturninghomewardsintheimmediateneighbour-
hood of the village ; but after she had cleared it,

the solitude was as perfect as if she had had all

the world to herself. It was a lovely moolight
night. She knew every step of the way, and

every tree she passed, as well as the furniture of

her own chamber
; and her sense of security was

as complete, and would have been so at any hour
of the day or night, as if she had been there. So
she walked along, in no wise hurrying, despite the

priest's last admonition, and not insensible to the

beauty of the scene and the hour, and to the sense
of liberty and freedom arising from the entirety of
the solitude.

It was the last time, she thought, probably
enough the last time for ever, that she should
walk that path ! She had loved Bella Luce well.

Though all had not been happiness there, she
was sad to leave it,

—to leave it most likely never
to return. Who knew what might come of this

new, strange life, so different, so vague, so full

of unknown elements and imperfectly-conceived
chances and changes ? How anxious she had been
for these two days to be over. They were over
now. The dreaded danger was past. Yes, they
had taken good care not to expose her to that. To
make all sure, she was to start before daybreak.
They need not have given themselves so much
trouble. Beppo must have been in bed an hour
or more. Fast asleep at that moment, doubtless.
Was he sleeping ? Did she honestly in her heart
believe that he was tranquilly sleeping, knowing
that he had seen her for the last time ? No, she
would have no aff^ectation. She would be honest
with herself,—honest as Beppo was. She knew
that he was not sleeping ; more likely would not

Bleep that night.
Poor Beppo ! She knew that he was thinking

of her that minute, restless in his bed, and count-

ing the hours till she was to start, and go away

for ever. Well ! It was all over now. Sbo

might think as tenderly of him as she would,
now. She had fought her fight, and had con-

quered. Yes. Thank heaven, she had conquered.
She was glad—oh ! so glad

—that it was over. She

might own to herself now, how dearly—dearly
she had loved him !

—loved him most when most
she had seemed to drive him from her. She mar-
veiled how she had ever found strength and

courage to fight and conquer as she had done.
And if—

She started suddenly, and stopped in her saun-

tering walk, bending her ear to listen. There was
a very large old cypress of great age, which tho
Bella Luce people called the half-way tree, because
it was just about at an equal distance from thena

and the village. It stood right in the middle of

the little path which swerved on either side to

pass round it. The main, most used, and larger
branch of the path passed on the upper side,

where the slope of the valley was not steep. A
smaller and very narrow passage crept round the

huge old trunk on the other side, where the grassy

slope fell away not more than six or eight inches

from the root of the tree. No doubt, had there

been no boys or goats at Santa Lucia, there

would have been no trace of a path on this side.

It was as she neared this tree that Giulia was
startled by a sound, it seemed to her as of some-

body hidden on the other side of the trunk of it.

She paused a moment
;
but reflecting in the next,

that probably some villager had fallen asleep
there while resting on his way homo, and that at

all events there could be nothing that she need

fear, she continued her walk. When suddenly,
as she came within a pace of the spot, and was
about to pass on the main part of the path, Beppo
stepped ont from behind the trunk, and placed
himself fuU in the centre of the broad division

of the path.

Giulia, whose instant and sole impulse was to

escape, made a dash at the narrow strip of uncer-

tain path that passed on the other side of the tree,

intending to run for it to the farm, and having
very little doubt that she could outrun Beppo after

his day's work.
But the grass was wet with dew, and more-

over slippery with the dried pin-like leaves that

fell from the cypress. Her foot slipped, and she

woiild have rolled down the grassy slope, had not

Beppo with a sudden bound to that side of tho

path, caught her with his arm round the waist,

and placed her again on the path ; but so as to bo

himself between her and Bella Luce. Having
done so, he took his arm from her, as hastily as if

the touch of her had given him an electric shock.

The whole thing had been so instantaneous,

that no word had tdl then passed between them.

For a moment they stood looking at each other.

trr\r Tir •NTn 9.90
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"Stand out of the path," said Giulia then,

with the tone and attitude and gesture that a

Semiramis might have used to a slave rash enough
to bai- her way.

Beppo moved a hair's-breadth on one side, as if

constrained against his will to obey her behest.

But it was only a hair's-breadth ;
he still, in fact,

barred the way, not only with his person, but

with his hands as he raised them, and said in a

piteous voice :

" Giulia ! oh, Giulia ! will you leave me in

this way ?
"

And Giulia saw in the moonlight that the whole

of his great stalwart frame was shaking with the

intensity of his emotion as he spoke.
The fight was not, then, fought out yet ; the

victory not yet won : and if Giulia would win it,

it behoved her to fight again, to fight now, and
that well !

"What right have you to waylay me in this

way ?
" she said ; but her voice now shook, and

was that of distress and sorrow, rather than of

anger.
" What right have you to come here to

stop me ?
"

she continued, with great difficulty

preventing herself from bursting into tears. '* It

is not good of you. It is not kind. You must
have known that if I had wished to speak to you,
I should not have kept out of your way."

" It was your wish, then, to go from Bella Luce
without saying one word of adieu,—one word of

kindness ! Oh, Giulia ! Giulia ! is it possible ?

Can it be that you wished and intended this!"

and his strong, manly voice seemed nearer to

sobbing than even her own, as he spoke.
" Of course I intended it ! What did your

father intend when he fixed to start before day-
break ? What did your mother intend when she

sent me up to the cu7-e all day to-day ? What
did the priest intend when he kept me there till

all athome were in bed, or ought to be ? What
did they all intend ?

"

" What do 1 care what they all intended ? I

thought only of you, Giulia ; and I did think

notwithstanding — notwithstanding all, that

you would not have refused to speak to me,—to

part in kindness this last night. Oh, Giulia !

what have I ever done, that you should hate
me so ?

"

And as he said the words he clasped his hands

together, and held them out towards her, and
looked at her in a way that made the fight a

vei-y hard fight indeed to poor Giulia.

Nevertheless she was still fully purposed to

conquer. She made a mighty effort to crush down
the rising tide of sobs, to still the tumultuous

beating of the heart, that terribly threatened to

become convulsive—(and if it had, the battle

would have been as good as lost),
—and to assume

the old tone in which she had so often answered

him; and by which she had given him—and her-

self— so many a heartache.
" Hate you ! What nonsense it is talking in

that way, Beppo ! You know as well as I do that
I do not hate you. Why should I ? We have

always been very good friends ; and should be so

still, if you would not—persist so stupidly in—
wanting to be something else."

"Something else? Yes
; I do want something

else, and something more. You know what I

want, cousin Giulia."
" Yes ; you want, like other big babies, just

what you can't have. So now let me pass, and
make haste home, or lapadrona will be wondering
what has become of me. I wn really very angry
with you for coming here to waylay me in this

way. And pray what on earth shall you say to them
at home ? "—{a little cold spasm shot through
Giulia's heart as she said the last word)—"

I sup-

pose, as usual, I shall get the credit of this piece
of foolery."
"None of them know that I am out of the

house, except Carlo. They think I am in bed and

asleep," said Beppo, hanging his head.
"
Except Carlo ; as if all the village woidd

not know it to-morrow. Carlo, indeed, for a

confidant."
" I could not help it

;
I hoped he would go to

sleep, and that I could get out of the window with-

out his being any the wiser. But he would not

go to sleep."
" And a pretty story he will make to-morrow."
" I think not, Giulia. He wanted to stop my

coming,—said he would call up my father ;
but I

said a few words to him," continued Beppo, as a

look came over him which Giulia had never seen

on his good-humoured face before
;

" and he did

not say any more to prevent my coming ;
and

I do not think he will speak of it to anyone.
"

"
It will be very unlike him, then. And what

were the words you said to him, that produced so

mighty an effect, pray ?
"

" I told him," said Beppo, with the stem look

that seemed to change all the character of his face,

and speaking with a concentrated sort of calmness

unnatural to him, "I told him that if he stirred

from his bed I would knock his brains out against
the wall ;

and that if he breathed ever to any
human soul that I had left the house, I would
shoot him like a polecat."

"Beppo !

"
cried Giulia, in unfeigned astonish-

ment and dismay, "you terrify me, and make
me really hate you

"— (she loved him at that

moment better than she ever loved him before).
" I did not suppose it was in you to think such

wicked, horrid thoughts."
"Giulia, I am desperate! You make me des-

perate ; you make me feel as if neither my own
life nor any other man's life were worth a straw.

Giulia, say a word to me, look kindly on me, and
I will be good and kind and gentle to all the

world. Oh, Giulia, don't leave me in my despair
and misery ! Give me some hope, Giulia ; some
little hope, and it will save me I

"

Certainly the fight was a very, very hard one.

It was almost going against her; and if Beppo
could only have known how nearly it was going
in his favour, he would have conquered. As it

was, it was wholly impossible to her to keep up the

light and would-be- easy tone she had attemped at

first.

"Hope, Beppo," she said sadly; "what hope
can I give you ? Even supposing that I felt for

you all that you would have me feel, what hope
could I give you? Do you not know that there

can be nothing between your father's son and the

outcast pauper who has lived upon his charity ?"
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"
Spare me, spare me, Giulia ! Don't say words

which make me feel towards my father as I would
not feel. He is old

;
and when men get old they

think more of money. But I would be patient ;

I would never contradict him, if I only knew that

you loved me."
" But it is not only your father, Beppo. What

would all the family say ? What would the world

say ? Would they not say that the orphan who
was taken in for charity had schemed to entrap the

heir ? Oh ! I could not bear it. You could not

bear it for me if you loved me, Beppo."
"If I loved you ! IJ I loved you ! Giulia,

Giulia, it makes me mad to hear you. And
to talk of what the people may ««.(/, when it

is to me a question of life and death. Say ;

why they would say that Beppo Vanni's good
luck was greater than he deserved,—that there

was not a man in all Romagna who might not

envy him. Only give me the right to do it,

only give me a hope that you may be brought
to look on me, and trust me to thrust the

malignant sneers of any who dare sneer down
their accursed throats. If you fear the world,

Giulia, only let me stand between you and the

world."
" It cannot be, Beppo," she said, shaking her

head sadly. "It can never be. Let me go
home. "

" And leave me thus. Oh, Giulia, you cannot

be so cruel. Think of my wretchedness when you
are gone."
"And I am going to such happiness," said

Giulia ;
and the tears began to flow from her eyes

and betray themselves in her voice.

"Why should you not be happy? You will

find plenty to love you, and some one among them

you can love," said Beppo, bitterly.
" Their love would be loathsome to me. I'll

have no love," said Giulia, now sobbing beyond
her power to conceal it. "No love—no love—"

she said amid her sobs, while a little nervous

movement of her foot on the grass and the con-

vulsive wreathing together of her fingers as she

held them in front of her bosom, showed the ex-

tremity of her agitation ;
"no love—" she re-

])eated,
—"save yours," was upon her tongue.

She had all but said it. She felt as if she would
have given worlds to say it ;

but she choked it

down, and said instead,
"
Oh, Beppo, how can you

make me so miserable ?
"

"
I ! I make you miserable !

"
said poor Beppo,

in utter amazement.
" Yes ; you do. You do make me—miserable—

by— by— by talking about other—other men

making love to me. I hate them, all—all, I

do!"
Oh, poor, honest, dull, simple-minded Beppo, he

did not see the truth.
" I thought it was talking about loving you my-

self that made you angry," said he, in the ex-

tremity of i)erplexity.
" I hate that too," pouted Giulia, as she shot at

him a glance from the corner of her eye that had

almost the gleam of a smile in it, struggliug out

half-drowned in tears.
" But you said you did not hate me, Giulia,"

remonstrated he.

"No; I don't hate you, Beppo. But now I

must go home directly.
" And you do hate all other men," said Beppo,

pondering deeply, and more to himself than to

GiuUa.
" Do stand out of the way, Beppo, and let me

go home. I must go directly, now this minute.

Beppo ! do you hear me ?
"

she added, for Beppo
appeared to be perfectly absorbed in the attempt
to draw a conclusion from the different premises
which had been afforded him.

" If you hate all other men, and don't hate me,
I am the only man you don't hate," said Beppo,

proceeding cautiously to the construction of his

syllogism, but with a strictly vi^'orons induction

which would have done honour to an Aristotelian.

"I didn't say that," retorted Giulia, with her

sex's instinctive rebellion against a logical neces-

sity.
"
Come, let me pass. I won't stay talking

with you here any longer."
"

It's a great thing to know that you don't hate

me," said Beppo, still meditatively, but looking
into Giulia's face with wistful eyes.

"Well, be content with it, then, and let me go
home at once. The priest will tell la Si'ora Sunta
what time I left the village, and then she will

know that I must have stopped somewhere on my
way. Let me go."

" Don't you think we ought to shake hands at

parting, Giulia ?
"

said Beppo, hanging his head,
and timidly stretching out his hand a little towards
her.

"
Perhaps we ought—at parting," said Giulia ;

and her hand stole out from her side to meet his,

while she turned her face away as coyly as if the

threatened kiss of palm on palm had been the

sacredest of love's mysteries.
Nor was the mountain nymph's instinct so far

wrong. For as those two hands touched, an elec-

tric thrill shot through both frames, that made their

breath come short, making Giulia feel as though
she should faint.

"It could not be wrong, cousin Giulia," con-

tinued Beppo, very gently drawing her hand
towards him

;

"
it could not be wrong, since we

are cousins, and since—you don't hate me, just at

parting to give each other a cousinly kiss." He
advanced his face a little, a very little, towards

hers as he spoke.
She remained perfectly still, leaving her face in

the most wholly open and defenceless position.

But she said very decisively :

" No man shall ever kiss me, Beppo, except
one that I love with all my heart and all my
soul."

She seemed to speak determinedly enough ;

but yet, Beppo observed she did not take any

steps whatever for withdrawing her face from the

very dangerous and exposed position in which it

was. Her eyes were fixed on the ground, her

head was bent a little on one side, so that the

rich brown and pink cheek was held up to the

full incidence of the moonbeam ;
one hand was

hanging listlessly by her side, the other was still

imprisoned within his.

" But if I am the only man you don't hate,

Giulia !

"
pleaded Beppo.

She made no answer, but the play of the moon-
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light on tlie rounded contour of her cheek showed

that it was turned up just the least in the world

more towards him ;
and still her eyes were fixed

on the ground, so entirely off guard as to be of no

use whatever in giving lier notice of any menacing
movement on his paft. The oi>portunity was
irresistible.

•'I think as coiisins at parting we ought!"
said Beppo, suddenly catching her round the

waist, and meaning merely to have his share of

that inviting cheek which the moonbeam was

kissing. But somehow or other, from some little

movement which she made to avoid the attack,

his lips came down, not on the cheek but full on

hers. " Ah, Giiilia ! if you would be my own !"

he whispered, as not till after a second or two she

drew away her face from his.

"That can never, never be," she said, with a

deep sigh and a wistful look into his face
; . . . .

"and this," she added, hastily, "must never be

again ! And now farewell, Beppo ! God bless

you !

"

" Let me walk with you to the house."
" No I we part here. If we never meet again,

I shall never, never, never forget the spot !

" she

said, with a little tremor in her voice. ' ' Let me
go ! Good night, Beppo !

"

And with a sudden movement she stepped past

him, and saying again, "Good night! God bless

yo\i, Bepi)o !

" she set off running along the path
aa fast as she could run.

Beppo flung himself down at the foot of the

cypress-tree, and remained there for some hours,
immersed in attempts at working out the logical

problem which had been submitted to him. He
did not succeed at all to his satisfaction in obtain-

ng any clear and distinct conclusion ; but he
nevertheless remained with a very strong con-

iviction that his cousin spoke the truth in saying
that she did not hate him.

Giulia arrived at the kitchen-door at Bella

Luce quite out of breath with running. She
saw that there was a light within it, and a

little tap brought la sposa, who, as the priest
had said, was patiently waiting for her, to open
the door.

" His Reverence has kept you late, child. It

is time you were in bed !
" said the mistress,

letting her in.
" He had not time to speak to me all day. It

was only just before I came away that he called

me into his study," said Giulia.
" And I hope you will be a good girl, and abide

by all the good advice he gave you."
" I hope so, Si'ora Sunta."
"And now, child, 3rou must make haste to bed.

Vanni will call you in the morning. Good night,
and good-bye, and I wish you good luck and

happiness."
"
Good-bye, Si'ora Sunta !"

The next morning before the sun had heaved
his great disc clear of the Adriatic, Giulia was
seated by the side of the farmer in his calessino,

and Beppo, concealed by a corner of the house,
was watching her departure with a full and heavy
heart, though surely with a less heavy one than it

had been before the meeting under the cypress-
tree.

CHAPTER IX. LA SIGNOKA CLEMENTINA DOSSI.

The small episcopal and maritime city of Fano
is situated on the flat sandy shore of the Adriatic,
a little to the north of the equally episcopal and
maritime city of Siniguglia, and a little to the
south of the equally episcopal and maritime cities

of Pesaro and Rimini. The new railroad running
in a direct line from Bologna to Ancona, a dis-

tance of about a hundred and twenty-five miles,

passes through no less than ten episcopal cities,

most of them situated on the coast. Notwith-

standing, however, the original profession of St.

Peter, and the honoured memory of that profes-

sion, which has always been preserved by the

Church, it would seem as if episcopacy and mari-
time enterprise did not go hand in hand together.
For these Adriatic cities, as the episcopal element
in them has become more and more preponderat-
ing, have become less and less maritime.

A strong family likeness prevails in this group
of neighbouring cities ; but they have also their

special characteristics. Fano is one of the least

unprepossessing among them to a stranger. It is

not so dirty as Pesaro or Rimini, but it is still

more sleepy. There are fewer mendicants in the

streets, but then there are fewer living creatures

altogether. The ecclesiastical establishments of

Fano, comprising a wonderful assortment of con-

vents and monasteries of both sexes, and of all

sorts and colours, would seem to intimate that

their spiritual interests were those uppermost in

the minds of the inhabitants. And certainly the

little town seems to have retired altogether from

any active interest in any other matters.

Cities were placed by their founders on sea

coasts with a view to the various valuable advan-

tages afforded them by the " water privilege," as the
Americans say, of such a location. Yet Fano has
not only wholly declined to avail itself of any such,
but has taken care to make it manifest to the most

cursory observation, that she owns no connection,
or even acquaintanceship with the ocean, her near

neighbour. I take it that the notorious restless-

ness of the Adriatic was too much at variance

with the habits of sleepy tranquillity cultivated

by the men of Fano.

The little town is entirely surrounded by a lofty

wall, in which one jealously small gate opens to-

wards the coast. But even that does not aflbrd

the Fanesi any glimpse of the restless and sleep-
less monster which is so near them. The look-out

from it is bounded at the distance of a few yards
by a lofty ridge of sand-hills, arid, parched, pale
brown mounds, solitary and desolate-looking. And
the stranger who, having learnt that the Adriatic

was somewhere in the neighbourhood, should sur-

mount these and make his way to the shore, at

the distance of perhaps half a furlong from the

city gates would find himself in a solitude as

complete as that of any mourner who ever went

CLKeciov Trapa Qiva'^voXvcpXaicrfioio 6aKa.(r(T7)s.

Fano and the Adriatic are forcedly neighbours;
but they have agreed to see as little of each other

j

as possible.
It seems absurd to anybody who has ever

i visited|this very episcopal little city, to speak of
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a dull street in Fano : they are all so wonder-

fully dull. But still there are degrees. During the

morning hours there are four or five old women
sitting behind little vegetable stalls in the spacious

grand piazza. (
Fish ? Che ! vi pare ? when we are

not on speaking terms with the sea ! We eat salt

fish brought from—Heaven knows where, and try
to fancy ourselves an inland town.) And even

during the hour of the sacred siesta, there is a dog
or two sleeping ;

or perhaps even mooning lazily
about in that heart and centre of the city. There
are a few shops, too, in the streets nearest to this

centre, the owners of which will consent to part
with an article or two from their small store, if

you will put them in a good humour by dawdling
and gossiping for half-an-hour first, and not at-

tempt to obtrude commerce upon them too crudely
and abruptly. And all this is life.

But there are streets in Fano—aristocratic

streets of enormous palaces, where no such

symptoms of life are ever met with. These are

the dull streets. A stray dog in those streets

would howl himself into a decline because of the

intensity of the solitude ! Long stretches of

blank windowless wall of enormous height, shut-

ting in convent gardens ; other still loftier walls,

with little windows high up in them, fitted with

troughs in front of them, to prevent the inmates

from distracting their minds by gazing into the

too tempting world with all its pomps and vanities

in the street below ; immense palaces, so hugely
large as to puzzle all conjecture at the motive
which could have led to their construction, with
handsome heavy stone mouldings and cornices

around the windows, whole ranges of which may
be seen boarded up with rough planks : these

things make up the qiiiet and aristocratic streets

of Fano.
And it was in one of the most quiet and most

aristocratic of these that the Signora Clementina
Dossi lived.

Not that la Clementina Dossi, properly speaking,

belonged to the aristocratic classes of society, though
the position she now occupied was so eminently re-

spectable as to entitle her to admittance among the

easy going aristocracy, which mostly confined its

exclusiveness and its prerogative to occasions of

high state and public solemnities, and the matri-

monial alliances of its sons and daughters.

Forty years or so before the date of Giulia

Vanni's arrival in Fano, Tina Tratti, as she was
then called, had been well and favourably known
through a tolerably large circuit of the cities of

Italy as an actress of no little talent. She had
been a beauty in her day, specially celebrated for

her sylph-like figure ;
and had for several years of

her spring-tide flitted from city to city, the

favourite of garrisons and universities, and the

queen of a whole galaxy of green-rooms.
Tina Tratti, however, amid her flittings and her

flirtings, and her triumphs on and behind the

scenes, had kept a sufiiciently shre wd eye to the

main chance, and had been a sufficiently valuable

componeut part of the successive companies to

which she had belonged, to have laid by a very

snug little competence by the time her spring-
tide was over. The period had arrived, too, by that

time, however, when the same shrewd apprecia-

tion of the world and its ways, which, amid all

the " bohemianism "
of her early days, had caused

one record at least of that pleasant time—her

banker's book—to be such as could be afterwards

perused with satisfaction, led her to the decision

that it was time to '*

regularise
" her position in

the world. She did so by marrying Signer Ama-
deo Dossi, the well-known impresario, who was
not above ten years her senior, who had also

laid by a snug little fortune, and who in finding
a wife, and retiring from work, was well pleased
to meet with so charming a person as La Tina,
whose good sense led him to think that she

would be duly aware of all that ought to accom-

pany "regularising her position," and whose little

fortune was a very pleasant and convenient addi-

tion to his own.
So they quitted the theatre together, and came

to settle at Fano. And Signor Dossi had never

had reason to repent the step he had taken.

The ex-sylph Tina Tratti had made him a very

good wife during the remainder of his days ;

which had come to a conclusion some fifteen

years before the time at which her history
touches that to be narrated in these pages.

In taking a husband, the actress had looked

to the regularising of her worldly position, as

has been said ; and had successfully achieved

that object. When she became a widow, how-

ever, it appeared to her that the time had come
for a further regularising process. She now in-

clined to regularise her spiritual position, as

regarded the stage to which the next shifting of

the scene would introduce her. And she set

about doing so with the same practical purpose-
like good sense which had presided over her

previous metamorphosis. She made selection of

a well recommended "director," became a mem-
ber of one or two sisterhoods, made certain little

changes in her style of dress, was not niggard
in "

benefactions," was constant at morning mass
in all weathers, and invited more priests and
rather fewer officers to her house than had been

the case during the lifetime of her husband. With

regard to more intimately personal changes, there

really was not very much to be done. She took

up a copy of the " Confessor's Mamial," and ran

over the authorised list of sins, with their weights
and degrees of blackness. And she could find but

one which seemed to stand in her way at all. La
gola ! * La Signora Clementina did like a good
dinner; and was specially fond of a bit of some-

thing nice for supper ! But after all ! The first

glance showed that " la gola
" was in the list of

venial and not in that of mortal sins. And a

consultation upon the subject with her new
" director

" showed her that, properly managed, it

was so very, very venial a sin, that really there were

some virtues that seemed more dangerous. There

were the ordinances of the Church respecting

certain days and certain meats, it is true. JSut

then the Church knew that fasting was not adapted
to all constitutions. There were dispensations ;

and really on the whole very cheap ! The Church

had no wish to injure anybody's health. It would

be a sin to do so ! And if, after all was said and

• Tho technical theological term for gluttony.
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done, tlie tender conscience of so exemplary a

member of the flock as La Signora Dossi, sliould

still give her the slightest imeasiness—why, there

was the confessional !
—what for, save for the ease

and comfort of tender consciences ? Yes ! but

about repenting ?
" If one knows that one is

looking forward to one's little partridge d la

Milanese at night?" suggested La Clementina,

doubtfully. Then it was that the director was

put on his mettle, and showed that he was worth
his hire. He plunged at once with the utmost

intrei)idity into a turbid ocean of metaphysics,

splashing about long Latin words that sounded to

the patient as if he were exorcising a whole legion
of devils ; distinguishing ; dividing mental acts

with a dexterity of scalpel equal to the highest
feats of moral surgery ; striking the boundary
line between foreknowledge and intention with

masterly precision ; taking human volition in his

teeth, and shaking it to that degree that it was
a mere tangle of rags when he had done with
it

; and, finally, convincing his much edified

though utterly puzzled hearer, that she might
look forward to her partridge d la Milanese as

fondly as she pleased, with the safest possible
conscience.

The Signora Clementina Dossi, when she thus

regularised for the second time, was no longer the

sylph-like creature that she had been some twenty-
five or thirty years before. On the contrary, she

had become remarkably stout. And what was
odd was that she seemed now to be as fond of

calling attention to this latter peculiarity, as she

had once been proud of her as remarkably slender

figure. She had preserved a girdle which she had

formerly worn, and hung it up in her drawing-
room by the side of one which showed the circum-

ference of her present portly person. The former,
which had girdled the unregularised Tina Tratti,

measured some twenty inches ; the latter, showing
the extent to which worthy Clementina Dossi had

prospered under her twofold process of regularising,
exhibited a length of some sixty. La Dossi was

very fond of pointing to these two records, espe-

cially if any slim young girls came into her room.
She would make them try on the ex-sylph's girdle,
and then say, "That is what I was when I was

your age, my dear ! but t'other is the girth of me
now ! The Lord has been graciously pleased to

increase me threefold !

"

And the opportunities for such experiments and

warnings were not rare, for young people liked

La Dossi. She w'as goodnature itself. She had
still i)retty, gentle, dove-like eyes, and the com-

plexion of her large fat face was almost as deli-

cately pink and white and as smooth as it had
ever been. She had not a wrinkle in it— as,

indeed, it would have been difficult for her skin

to find the means of making one, so entirely filled

out was it by fat. Her small mouth, too, and
still jierfect teeth, had suffered but little from the

effects of time. But underneath the sweet-tempered
looking mouth there was a double-chin of the
most tremendous proportions.

All the young people liked her ; and though, as

has been said, the complexion of the society which
she was wont to gather around her was in some

degree modified after her husband's death, the

more mundane element was not altogether ex-

cluded. (It had been at her house, for example,
now I think of it, that Lisa Bertoldi had first met

Captain Giacopo Brilli). There was nothing
ascetic about her temper or her devotion. She
had no sort of notion that because she was
virtuous there were to be no more cakes and ale

in the world. She thought, on the contrary, that

youth was the proper period of enjoyment, and
was desirous, to the utmost of her i)ower, to

contribute to enabling them to make the most
of it.

La Signora Clementina Dossi inhabited at the

time of which we are speaking a portion of the
first fioor of an enormous palace, the rest of which
was imtenanted. The residence was one capable
of surrounding with legions of blue-devils any
tenant capable of harbouring such imps. But
Italians are little troubled with blue devils ;

and to La Clementina such devils, unrecognised
by her spiritual advisers, were entirely un-

known. She had for a small rent as many
vast lofty rooms as she chose to occupy. There
was no noise in the street to disturb her daily

siesta, or mar the comfortable process of her

digestion, and the palace was next door to the
church she attended, and to which her " director"

belonged.
La Signora had lost her one servant, who had

married, and was in want of another. That was
the simple statement of the case, and all Signer
Sandro's euphemisms about a companion, and a

douceur, and such like, were all mere bosh, in-

tended to make the proposal acce^jtable to the

farmer's family pride
—a sentiment which many

an Italian peasant nourishes in as high a degree
as any long descended noble.

Nevertheless, the character and kindly nature
of Signora Dossi made much of what he had said

as good as true. The distance between employers
and their servants is much less in Italy than

among ourselves, especially between a mistress

and her female servants
; and both the position

and the temper of Signora Dossi were calculated
to make the connection in her case really more
like one of companionship than anything else.

She did most of her own cooking herself—did it

con amore, and with as much skill as pleasxire.
It was, after the religious duties of the morning
had been attended to, the great occupation of her

day; and Giulia, if she profited in no other way
by the engagement the attorney had made for

her, was sure to carry away with her from La
Dossi, whenever she might leave her, a very
useful knowledge of the mysteries of the kitchen.

La Dossi had no greater pleasure than teaching
the young idea to shoot in this direction—unless,

indeed, it were in discussing the results of their

united labours ;
—a part of the business in which

she very commonly invited the partner of her toils

to share, the more especially as she loved to dis-

cuss also at the same time all the rationale of the

process of preparation.
Such was the mistress, and such the house, to

which Giulia was coming, by the recommendation
of Signora Dossi's old friend, Signer Sandro Ber-

toldi.

{To he continued.)
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THE ART OF THIEVING.
Paet XL

Shopioomen who stand beliind the counter are

frequently surprised to find their pockets picked.

They can understand how they can be robbed
before the counter, but how they can be plundered
behind it is to them a mystery. The thieves call

this kind of work ^'•bringing them round for

buzzing ;" which is the last method of pocket-

picking by men that we shall notice here. "Bring-
ing them round for buzzing

"
is frequently done

by women, but much more frequeotly by men.
The "

bringers round "
go two together; the one

is called the "
kid," the other the " wire." They

select a quiet spot in which there happens to be

only one female. The kid makes a small pur-
chase and asks for something else, but rejects

everything she offers him from behind the counter.

The kid then sees something in the shop before

the counter which he admires, and asks to look

at it. Now the female is brought round, and the

buzzing begins. The wire fans her pocket while

the kid occupies her attention. Should the

wire have a "
tumble," and the victim's suspicions

be aroused, he whips the purse back
;
and the

thieves wont leave the shop, if they can help it,

until the woman's suspicious are soothed and put
to rest. If they succeed in making her "

sweet,"

they will bring her round again and make another

attemj)t to pick her pocket. As soon as ever the

wire obtains the prize he signals to the kid by say-

ing "it's off," or any sign which they may pre-

viously agree upon. They will then complete their

triHing jjurchases, and know, if possible, before

they leave the shop whether or not the female

has any suspicion of them. Pickpockets do not
like this work in a town where they are well

known to the police.
"

Working to-rights
"

is a stock phrase among
pickpockets. It means that when their evil in-

tentions are detected or suspected before com-

pletion, they do their utmost to work back the

steps they have taken—trying to make things

appear not only that they have stolen nothing, but
that they have not made any attempt, and have
no wish to do so. They escape many an impri-
sonment by cleverly "working to-rights." The
same thing is done and the same phrase is used

by almost all classes of thieves. Burglars, ship-

dancers, and magsmen all work to-rights to avoid

detection and punishment.

During the last few years a new kind of thieving
in counting-liouses and business-offices has sprung
up. The name which thieves give to this new
style is not known to us

; probably there is no
name for it except the general one of "

office-

sneaking." It is done by men and by girls, both

the one and the other, passing themselves off for

hawkers of stationery and pens. Both carry a

few sharp instruments and a few picklocks at the

bottom of their baskets. The man goes sejjarately

into the business-office ;
and if he finds no one in

he sets to work immediately, cutting or unlocking
what may come in his way. Should any one

come in he offers his stationery for sale, and under
cover of this tries to get away. These men

generally make their attempts during dinner-hour.

But young girls are by far the most successful

counting-house sneakers. They are always well-

dressed, good-looking, and of pleasing address. Well
trained to the use of the instruments, which they

carry at the bottom of their baskets, they can get

through a great deal of mischievous work in a

very short time. They do not confine themselves

to the dinner-hour, but make their attempts at all

hours of the day. The girl always has a stall

with her, and indeed so has the man. The stall

remains outside ;
and if the girl stays in the office

any length of time, it is a sign that the wire is at

work. Then the stall begins to keep a very sharp

lookout, and will detain in conversation as long
as possible any one who may be about to enter the

office. Should a clerk enter the office while the

girl is at work, she immediately makes an appeal
to his passions in her most fascinating manner, at

the same time offering her stationery for sale.

Thus, through the clerk's excitement, she often

succeeds in getting away. When the impassioned
and impulsive clerk finds out that he has been

tricked, he says it was done during his absence

in the dinner-hour, and so screens himself and
beats his retreat.

There are many ingenious ways of shop robbing ;

we shall confine ourselves to the chief methods.

Shop-thieves are mostly women : they are well

dressed, very civil in their manner, generally have

a shawl on their arm and an umbrella in their

hand, and go two together, or sometimes in

threes. Their purloining spreads or divides itself

into three leading branches— robbing the cus-

tomer, stealing shop-goods, and cheating in money
affairs. If a customer is looking at anything, the

thief will ask to look at the same ;
this gives an

opportunity for pressing against the lady and

picking her pocket. Should they see a lady lay
a parcel or a good parasol upon the counter the

thief will take it up ;
and if caught in trying to

get off will say :

"
Really, I beg pardon—I thought

it was mine." Should the party behind the coun-

ter exclaim,
" Some one has left a parcel here!"

the thief will find no difficulty in saying, "That is

mine." Sometimes the thieves will ask to be

shown some goods, and when these are spread

upon the counter, they will ask to look at some
more

; and while the shopkeeper fetches the addi-

tional articles, the thief steals some of the things
which are left upon the counter. The stolen goods
are stowed away either in the loose shawl, or a

basket which they place at the foot of the counter,

so that anything swept from it will fall into the

latter. An umbrella is much used to convey
stolen goods, such as ribbons and silks. The

umbrella, open a few inches, is held in the hand,
and the things are dropped into it. A thief will

purchase a ball of worsted, pay for it, and go

away. The day following they will return, and
ask to have the worsted- ball exchanged for another

of a slightly different shade ;
and the unwary shop-

keepers will afterwards find that a little only of

the returned worsted has been wrapped over a

rag-covered cinder, and so the vagabond gets two
balls of worsted instead of one. They will take

as many articles in their hand as they can get to

show "him" or "her" at the door, and then

come back with several things short, which they
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have left in the hands of the stall outside. The
thieves always enter the shop when there are most
customers in it. Their visits are paid incessantly
to new shops, and to fresh proprietors of old shops ;

but they fight shy of old established shops, the

inmates of which are well knoAvn to the thieves as

being "too deep."

"Dob-sneaking," or ribbon-stealing,is very lucra-

tive, and some of the females confine themselves

almost entirely to this pursuit ;
at any rate, the

cleverest thieves always aim at the least bulky and
most costly goods, which will perhaps be the reason

why they call shop-robbing "crushing a nut."

Kibbon-stealiug is done by two women. They go
into a milliner's or linen-draper's shop and ask to

look at some ribbon. A drawer full of ribbons is

laid on the counter ; the wire now, as by acci-

dent, lets fall, partly over the box, that very con-

venient shawl of hers, which hides the work of her

wire hand. While the wire is pretending to inspect
the ribbons, her companion and stall engages
the attention of the shopgirl as much as possible.
Then she politely asks to see another assortment

of ribbons, and so the trick is repeated as long
as they can carry it on. To keep the waiter
"
sweet," they will produce a pattern, and say

they would rather have some ribbon like it.

If the shopkeeper has any like the pattern they
purchase some ; if not, the game is up, and the
thieves walk off with the stolen ribbons. There
is a practice among young wandering thieves

which they call cotter-holing
—drawing by a piece

of wire anything they can pull through the cotter-

holes, but this is only done at petty shops in

small towns. When the thieves get caught in

shops, they make desperate efforts to ' ' work
back" and "work to-rights." They will throw
the stolen thing anywhere to get it out of sight,
but their best dodge is to drop it into the dress

or pocket or basket of some honest and unsiis-

pecting customer.

The thieves make a good deal when they go
shopping by cheating in money matters. They will

purchase some trifle, pay for it with a good sove-

reign, receive their change and go away. Shortly
after they will return to the shop and say that

the master has made a mistake in the change,

given them half-a-crown for five shillings, or some-

thing of that sort
;
or they will say,

" I gave you a

sovereign," when it was in reality only a half-

sovereign, and they will press for the change out
of a sovereign. Should the shopkeeper resist, they
will quarrel, threaten to expose him for cheating
them, and say they will never come to his shop again,
and no one else shall come if they can help it.

^^Bustling" or "bouncing" is a common practice

amongst them. Two or three well-dressed women
will enter a shop, but not together. It is a fre-

quent practice for thieves working together to

appear to be the greatest strangers to one another:

they neither by sign nor look recognise each

other, but are as cold and distant as if they had
never seen one another in their lives before.

When the "bouncers" are all in the shop the

game begins. One of them will make a costly

purchase, spend a long time in looking at some-

thing else, and then prepare to leave. "
Nothing

more to-day, thank you ; I paid you for this, you

know "—whereas she has not paid for it. The

dispute begins, and the thief says,
' ' I gave you

such and such a coin
"

(say a crown-piece); "and
if you will look into your till, you will find that

very piece." She then appeals to one or two ladies

who hapi^en to be standing near her
;
and these

ladies are sorry to go against the shopkeeper, but

they must speak the truth. They certainly saw
a crown-piece among the lady's money, and the

shopkeeper put it into the till. He examines the

drawer, and is surprised to find that the ladies are

right ; he begs pardon, and the fraud is completed.
The purchasing thief waited until she saw a five-

shilling piece put into the till from the payments
of another customer; the other ladies saw that

five-shilling piece, and this is the explanation of

the trick. There is a variation for this trick ;

they do not always wait until they are asked for

payment, but if they have seen a sovereign go
into the till, they wait a considerable time, then

put a bold face iipon it, and ask for the change.
There is another method of cheating shopkeepers

in changing money, which is called "palming, or

twining or tioisting." This game is carried on to

a great extent, and shopkeepers cannot well detect

it. A thief once said to me,
" When I have been

palming, I have often heard the shopkeeper say :

' You have done something, I am certain, though
I can't tell what it is.'" This is when the palmer
has had a tumble, i.e., when, by want of quickness,

dexterity, or co'olness, he has roused the shop-

keeper's suspicions. "Palming" or "twisting"
is worked by two men. One swags aU that the

palmer purchases, and stays outside, to render the

"twister" any assistance he may need. Some-
times the swagsman goes into the shop and helps
to confuse the shopkeeper by distracting his atten-

tion. The palmer begins by making a purchase
of some kind. Perhaps he will offer a five-pound,
note in payment, but a sovereign is the usual thing.
If the shopman cannot give him change, or will

not because he suspects something, the palmer at

once " works to-rights
"
by saying :

"
Well, I have

no change, but please to wrap the parcel up, and
I will call for it presently." He thus escapes un-

hurt, and certainly will not call again. Should
the shopkeeper have change, and be unsuspiciously

willing to part with it, the palmer's malversation

proceeds. If the shopkeeper opens the money-
drawer to count the change out and leaves the

drawer open, or if he puts a handful of silver on
the counter from which to select the change, he is

almost certain to be defrauded. The palmer will

not let the shopkeeper put the change on the

counter if he can help it, but holding out his hand
the shopkeeper counts the money into the thief's

palm. Just as the shopkeeper drops the last coin

into the palmer's hand, the thief says, "Oh, I

will not deprive you of all this change ; now I

remember, I have enough small change in my
pocket to pay for it." Then the thief throws the

change back into the till or among the money on

the counter. But he holds as much of the change
as he can between his thumb and the palm of his

hand, and this is hidden from the eye of the shop-

keeper, because when the thief is in the act of

throwing back the change he holds his hand with

the palm undermost. The palmed money is
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secured by the thief at once passing the palming
hand into his pocket for the small change of which
he spoke. The thief pays in small change, and
the sovereign or five-pound note is handed back
to him. So he pays the shopkeeper with his

own cash, steals money, and gets the article for

nothing.
There is a class of money-thieving in shops done

by boys. They adopt all sorts of schemes to

possess themselves of the contents of the money-
drawer, and are called "

pimpers, or shakers, or

sugar-hunters, or damper-hunters." They go into

some quiet street in a quiet hour of the day. A
man enters the shop alone and makes a trifling

purchase, which he jiays for with such a coin as

will compel the shopkeeper to open the drawer for

change ; this move enables him to see where the

till is, and something of what it contains. The
man then leaves the shop, goes to the boy and

gives him his instructions. The boy waits about
until there is no one in the shop ;

he then tosses

his worthless cap behind the counter and goes

stealthily in, stopping the bell from ringing if he
can. Should the shopkeeper catch tiie young
sugar-hunter, he makes a long face and says
a boy threw his cap in, and he has come to

fetch it.

The foregoing are the leading manoeuvres in

shop-robbing, but there are many variations, and
the thieves are perpetually inventing additional

methods of their b]ack villany. As a specimen
of variations take the following anecdote. A man
entered a ready-made boot and shoe shop, and
desired to be« shown a pair of boots,

—his com-

panion staying outside and amusing himself by
looking in at the window. The one who required
to be fresh shod was apparently of a humble and
deferential turn, for he placed his hat on the floor

directly he stepped in the shop. Boot after boot
was tried on until a fit was obtained,—when lo !

forth came a man, snatched up the customer's hat
left near the door, and down the streets he ran as

fast as his legs could carry him. Away went the
customer after his hat, and Crispin, standing at

the door, clapped his hands and shouted,
*' Go it,

yoxi'll catch him !"—little thinking that it was a

preconcerted trick, and that neither his boots nor
the customer would ever return.

There is but little variety in the methods of

plundering wareliouses by thieves in the daytime.
These warehouse thieves are called "warehouse
sneakers.

"
They have either been at warehouse

work themselves, or else they have watched it

very closely. Dressed exactly like warehouse

porters, a man and boy, or two men or two boys,
enter the building and coolly shoulder the first

likely parcel they can see, and walk off with it :

should they be caught, they give the name of

some business firm as their employers, and sup-

pose they must have made a mistake by coming
to the wrong warehouse. The jiolice very seldom
detect these men, because it is such a common
thing for them to see working-men, dressed as

porters, carrying parcels about the streets. Akin
to the "warehouse sneak" is the "drag sneak."
The latter will keep a horse and cart of his own,
if possible, and gets his miserable living partly

by robbing carriers' carts or plundering luggage

stations. But these men would not succeed as
well as they do if they did not meet occasionally
with porters and drivers of carriers' vans who are
as bad as themselves. A watch-boy with the van
is not always a sufficient guard. Some excuse is

made to get him out of the way for a short time,
and in his absence the drag-sneak brings his

cart alongside the van, takes what he wants, and
drives off.

There is one infamous method of thieving in the
streets which we scarely know how to describe

without offending against delicacy, and yet it

is a danger of which the public should be made
aware in some way or other. No account of

the diabolical practice has yet been published,

though men are robbed of thousands of pounds
every year by this method, which is called

"picking up." Now and then the truth half

comes out in the police rejjorts, but never entirely
so. Some time ago the "

Saturday Review" had
an article on this very subject, although, for

anything that appeared in the well-written paper,
the writer merely discussed an instance without

knowing anything of the system to which it

belonged. A young gentleman, according to the

"Saturday Review," was travelling to London. A
lady entered the same carriage, and bade with
much distress an elderly gentleman adieu. The

young gentleman endeavoured to cheer the dis-

consolate lady, and as they were alone in the

carriage, he tried to make himself agreeable. When
they reached the terminus, the young gentleman
called a cab for the lady, when he found his hat

suddenly knocked over his eyes, and by the very
man of whom the lady had taken such sorrowful

leave far down the line. Money was demanded of

the young gentleman, and he paid smartly to get out

of the scrape. This "jncking-up" system abounds
in every large town, and is greatly on the increase.

The case of the gentleman in Dublin who was

decoyed for a minute or two into an entry by a

woman, and there robbed of a large sum, will be
fresh in the recollection of most readers. A woman
is always the principal actor in these cases, and she

is called the "
picking-up moll." She is always

good-looking and well-dressed, passing neither for

a girl of the streets nor for a decorous and modest

woman, but aiming to appear something between
the two. She is always accompanied by a man,
who is called the "stick or bludgeon." Some

"picking-up molls" are so successful that their

paramour does not attend them, but pays another

man for doing it. In this case the paramour is

called the " master stick." It is literally true,

however much the public may be astounded at

the information, that there are men in large towns
who are paid fixed and regular wages for their

services as working-sticks for the "
picking-up

molls." We feel the difficulty and delicacy of

exjilaining this matter, but the system has become
so terribly successful that some one must speak
out upon the subject. The woman passes quietly

along the most respectable streets, at such hours

as will be most likely for gentlemen to be abroad.

She will pass by all ordinary persons ;
but when

she sees an apparent gentleman, who may be well-

to-do in the world, she will put herself in his

way and endeavour to attract his attention.
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Perhaps she succeeds, and he accosts her. She
will lead him on to some quiet street, where they
stand conversing. Now she professes virtue and

modesty, and while the gentleman is conversing
with her she robs him of all he has. Her stick

up to this time has kept out of the gentleman's
observation. The woman gives the man the

signal that she has secured the j^lunder ;
the

stick tlieu rushes up and commences abusing the

gentleman—perhaps knocks his hat over his eyes,
accuses him of unlawful conversation with his

wife, and threatens to fetch a policeman. By this

ruse the gentleman is alarmed, and will part with all

he has got, rather than be dragged iguominiously to

a police-court. Perhaps they will follow the gentle-
man home, demand his name and address, and
hold the threat of an action over his head as long
as they can get a sixjience from him. When
family-men occupying respectable positions in

society are caught in this net, they will pay
almost anything to escape exposure. Those who
so far forget what is due to decorum as to

converse with strange women in the streets are

often obliged to pay very dearly for their indiscre-

tion. These "
picking-up molls" are quite a

separate class from the "
pretty horsebreakers,"

and the stick, or man who accompanies them,
is a different class of thief from either the ' '

bug-
hunter or bloke ;" the former making it his

business to rob drunken men, and the latter (the

bloke) snatches in a violent manner watches,

parcels, or baskets, and clumsily runs for his

safety.
"
Bug-himters and snatchers" are few in

number compared with " sticks."

The robberies effected on Sundays, and generally
in church hours, are of two sorts : the first is

accomplished by making love to the servant-girls.
One of the better-looking yoimg thieves will begin

courting one of the servant-maids at some house
which has been marked by the thieves for plunder ;

and this courting will sometimes be continued for

two or three months before the thieves can succeed.

They generally get the servants out for a walk, or

the courting is going on in one room while the
thief's companions are rifling the other rooms,
the suitor making the kitchen-lady presents of

finery, to keep her " sweet." Some thieves had a
house in hand for a long time, and at last suc-

ceeded one line Sunday morning while the family
were at church. They took all they wanted, and

got clear from the house. A day or two after-

wards an accoimt of the housebreaking appeared
in the papers, to the effect that when the family
returned from church the servant-girl was found

bleeding and insensible. When she came to her-

self she informed them that some naughty men
broke into the back-yard, and when she told them
to go away, they carried her into the house, where

they struck her to the ground, and she could
remember nothing afterwards. At this news-

paper report the thieves were very angry, for

they said it was untrue. They declared that
Satan entered into her and told her what to say,
for they never hurt her, but that she, finding
herself in a mess, made her own nose bleed, to

save herself with her mistress. Servants should

beware, for there are always thieves ready to

make love to them; and when they have got

what they want, "my lady" of the kitchen sees

her love no more. So

Ladies all, beware of your knights,
For they love and they ride away.

The other kind of Sunday robbery is called

"sounding." The thieves knock at doors during
church hours ; if nobody answers, they know
that nobody is in. Should any one answer the

door, the thief asks for a glass of water, or would

they be kind enough to tell him in what part of

the street Mr. So-and-so lives ? But we must not
omit to say that houses are frequently watched
for several Sundaj'S together; and when the habits

of the inmates are ascertjiined, the thieves take
their measures accordingly.

TKAGEDY OR FAECE ?

Great and popiilar authors have much to

answer for. Who, on reading
" As You Like It,"

has not longed to throw aside his ledger, brief, or

stethoscope and note-book, and go and lead a

merry life in the forest ? / should have taken a

through ticket to Paris, and so to Ardennes, long
ago, but that, being a nervous man, I have a

constitutional dread of lions and lionesses (with
udders all drawn dry, the latter are too much for

me altogether), and no amount of gilding would
ever reconcile me to a snake. Werter, they say,
was the cause of many suicides ; and Mr. Carlyle
has had to enter into an argument to show that

Schiller's "Robbers" did not drjve a German
nobleman to imitate the extremely questionable
feats of its hero.

But for the strange behaviour of Mademoiselle

Angelique Delaporte, we sadly fear that Mrs.

Kadcliffe, or some kindred genius, must be held
answerable. The story we are about to relate of

the eccentricities of this young lady is so very like

those thrilling romances. No. 2 of which (in a

highly ornamented cover) is presented gratis with
No. 1, that it may be as well to assure our
readers that we are going to narrate an actual

occurrence.

One fine morning in October, 1811, a little

party set out for an excursion to the suburbs of

Paris, from the Eue de Bondy, It consisted of

Madame Morin, a widow of about forty, buxom,
weak-headed, active, always engaged in some specu-
lation or another ; a girl of about sixteen, with her
head full of romances, Angelique Delaporte, the

daughter of Madame Morin by her first husband,
from whom she had been divorced ;

and lastly,

Mr. Eagouleau, a shrewd, hard lawyer, whose
numerous dealings with the widow in her house

speculations had by no means turned out ill for

him.

Eagouleau had had an invitation to breakfast

from the widow for some time past ;
it had been

put off, but now here he was. Strangely enough,
however, he refuses breakfast, but the widow
insists on his going with her and her daughter to

see a country-house she is thinking of buying, and
of which she wants his opinion. The man of

business consents ; a cab is called, and they all

three get in. "By the barrier of Eochechouart,
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coachman !

"
says the widow. What on earth

makes Ragouleau start and turn uneasily in liis

seat ? Muttering something about the road being

up, he tells the coachman that he can't go that

way ;
he must go by the barrier De la Villette.

Off they start, Angclique, whom we may suppose
to be the life of the little party, declaiming

perhaps, as she was always doing, some theatrical

scene in which her admirers declared she had no
rival on the stage, or describing to her admiring
mother some dreadful scene in the "

Mysteries
of Udolpho," or some of the novels of that kind,
which the girl always had in her bauds. The
barrier is reached, but a man just looks inside and
then gives a word to three others who are standing

ready ; the coach is stopped, and Eagouleau being
left to himself, the two women are arrested. The
four men, who are agents of police, push them
into the octroi building, and without the least

compunction begin to search them. They find

nothing, but Ang6lique asks what it is all about.
" We were going," she says, "with M. Ragouleau
to see a house that my mother thought of buying."
The commissionnaire turns roimd, notices that she

carries in her hand a handkerchief that does not

look quite right, and makes a snatch at it, when
out falls a little roll of paper. On examination

this roll was found to contain fifteen drafts

payable to order, but without name of drawer or

payee, fourteen of them for 20,000 francs each,

and the iiftcenth for 10,000 francs, all on stamped
paper, and dated the 30th of April last ;

another

draft on imstamped paper, which seemed to have
served as a copy for the others

;
three letters in

liagouleau's handwriting ;
and a paper contained

in an envelope, on which was written ' ' Unseal

and read." This direction was obeyed by the

police, who found the following composition in the

handwriting of Ang6lique, like all the rest :
" •

//*

ever in my life a day of justice come for me, you
nhall he the Jirst to wliom I will render it.

' This
is what you said to me in the Louvre, when we
met there, three days before I consented to give

up to you voluntarily that which your crimes
took from me by force, in the sight of every one
who knows you. 'Twere tiseless to enter into the

details of horrors which even yet cause me to

shudder. How could nature vomit such a monster
as are you ? Here, then, it is settled shall be

your day of justice
—or my day of vengeance.

Ah ! what a luxury for the oppressed I In my
rowER my address has placed you. Choose :

death—or return to me that which is mine, and
thank my children for the choice I give you. If

I only existed, I would let my rage burst forth

with all the ferocity required by the horrible

monstrosities directed by you against me ! Two
hundred thousand francs is the amount of the

drafts that you will sign. You will write on each

draft,
' Good for the sum of 20,000 francs value

received in cash,' and you wiU sign. I shall

compare your writing, and take care that I find

it like. I give you a quarter of an hour to

choose. If you ])refer my vengeance, on the in-

stant I myself will execute it. You conceive that

it can only be the aflfair of half a second : prudence
so ordains. Ah ! could I without fear prolong the

pleasure—here would be a case in which to employ

every kind of barbarity which imagination could

suggest."
On the arrest of the women, the police had sent

off to a house at Clignancourt, which the widow
had taken on lease, saying that she intended to

establish a dairy. It was a small house in the
middle of a large garden. Here, assisted by two

servants, a man and woman whom they had hired

for the purpose, the two women began the pre-

parations which were necessary before the pre-
sentation of the above address to Eagouleau.
Belonging to the house were two small cellars

and one large one ; these were lighted from the

gardens above by two large openings. The first

step was to have these oj)ening3 completely
blocked up. Here then was secured the subter-

ranean vault, without which no melodrama of

that day was complete. A stout post was next
fixed firmly into the ground at the further end of

the cellars. To this was fastened a chair, and to

this again a padlocked chain. Before all was

placed a table, on which were arranged writing
materials. The light from above was replaced by
two candles in iron candlesticks.

The widow and her daughter had bought a

pair of second-hand pistols, and the manservant
was now charged to give lessons in sliooting to

AngC'lique, while the anxious mother listened up
above in the garden to ascertain whether any
noise made in the cellar could be heard. Not a
sound ; screams, cries, and shooting all passed
unheard. Everything being thus prepared, a
full rehearsal took place ; but, as Ragouleau's ap-

pearance could not be looked for under the

circumstances, Lefebvre, the man-servant, took

his part. The widow, her daughter, and the

female servant seized him, and bound him in

the chair, then Ang6lique advanced with the

pistols in her hands, and with a menacing gesture
showed the bound mau the document we have

given above.

And it was to fill this part that Ragouleau had
been invited to the country excursion. The

police, who had gone to the house, found that

everything was prepared for the final representa-
tion. Lefebvre and Jacotin, the two servants,

were on the look-out for the arrival of the party.

Post, table, chair, chain, and pistols
—all were there ;

the candles had been kept alight constantly for

three days past. Whilst the police were interro-

gating the servants, the mother and daughter
were brought in. They confessed that all these

preparations were for Ragouleau, who had swindled

them, they declared, but in such a way that he

could not be laid hold of ; and that their object

was to compel by force a restitution which the

law would not order. Drafts for so large an

amount (290,000 francs) had been prepared, that

they might reject those which should seem to

have been signed under constraint ; they had no

intention of doing more than frightening him into

signing the drafts.

A noose of silk cord had been found in the

cellar.

"What did you want that for?" they were

asked; "the pistols were enough to frighten

him."
"If he "had thought that the noise of the
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pistols would stop lis," said Anggliq[ue, "the
noose would have shown him another danger."

" And suppose Ragouleaii had resisted ?
"

"
Oh, then," she said,

"
it would not have been

a murder, but a duel."

All four, mother, daughter, and servants, were
committed to prison.

But how had the police got knowledge of the

attempt to be made on Ragouleau's life or purse ?

This is not the least singular part of the affair.

Towards the end of September, Ragouleau had

gone to the police with a little invitation ad-

dressed to him by the widow. " You know,"
she said,

' ' that you always keep your word, and
I require you to give me a mark of your friend-

ship by choosing live dishes that you like best.

If you don't do it, I shall send to order ten of

the best that I can get." There seemed nothing
very dreadful in this ; but the lawyer declared

that this was a plan arranged long ago by the

women to get him into their power. A woman
named Jonard had warned him that, a long time
back they had sworn this, and that the day of the

breakfast was the one chosen for the execution

of an attempt against him. Jonard was examined

by the police, and declared that what Ragouleau
had stated was quite true. Madame Morin had
asked her to hire for her two gamblers down on
their luck and ready for anj'thing, or two escaped
convicts who would imdertake llagouleau's settle-

ment for a consideration. She had refused, and
the widow had afterwards found Lefebvre and
Jacotin herself. They were to frighten Eagouleau
with the pistols, and when he had signed the

drafts, they were to strangle him with the noose,
and then to put his body in a sack and throw it

by night into the Seine.

The acquaintance of the widow with Jonard had
come about in this way :—
Every one of our readers who has been to Paris

must have noticed the large Hotel de Saint-Phar,
on the Boulevard Poissonnifere. In 1806 there

was for sale a large house occupying this same site

and known by the same name. The widow
determined to buy it, intending to furnish it and
let it out. Hagouleau happened to be after the

house himself
; but, knowing that the widow's

resources were insufficient for the purchase, and

foreseeing an advantage to himself, he withdrew
from competition, and offered her a loan, which
she at once accepted, giving in payment an an-

nuity contingent on the lives of Kagouleau, his

wife, and their two children. There is no need to

follow the steps by which Madame Morin got
deeper and deeper into the debt of the shrewd

lawyer, into whose hands the property of course
fell after awhile. It was in April, 1811, that
with a sorrowful heart the widow gave up the

keys to Ragouleau. Through all her pecuniary
troubles one hope had sustained her. Her chief

difficulty was to pay the annuity to Ragouleau ;

but she was reassured by Jonard, whom she had
consulted at the time of the purchase. This

woman, hiding her real calling by some ostensible

trade, told fortunes, and was winked at by the

police in consideration of her giving them any
news that she thought might be of use to them.
To her Madame Morin had had recourse, and

Jonard, after cutting the cards, had declared that

Ragouleau and his family would all surely die

within the year. There was no resisting this, and
the widow signed the contract, and, although her

hopes were deceived, her faith in the fortune-

teller was not shaken ; she consulted her till, as

we have seen, when the game was getting

dangerous, Jonard thought it would be prudent to

acquire the gratitude of the cajntalist and the

protection of the police, by revealing the criminal

designs of her client.

On the 10th January, 1812, the four prisoners
were brought to trial. The mother and daughter
were charged with a joint attempt at extortion of

signatures by violence, and an attempted liomicide
;

the servants were charged as accomplices. The
attention of the audience was concentrated on

Ang61ique ; her youth, and the singular part she

had played in the affair, making her an object of

popular interest. Ragouleau's position was not a

pleasant one : he had published a justification of

his dealings with the widow, and now tried hard
to make it appear that he did not in any way take

advantage of her necessity to enrich himself. The

way, too, in which he had played into the hands
of the police was one' that he tried very hard to

excuse ; but, from the examination of Jonard, it

was clear that the two women—the mother, by
all accounts, weak, foolish, and looking up to her

daughter as a goddess ;
the daughter a silly, senti-

mental, novel- reading girl
—had been led on by

the fortune-teller as long as she could extract

money for her witchcraft without danger to her-

self. The counsel, in their defence, acknowledged
a criminal intention ; but could it have been

carried out if the women had been let alone ?

Ragouleau knew of their intended crime, but
makes himself an accomplice at the instigation of

the police. Fearing to give them time for re-

flection, he hurries them off, knowing that the

police are waiting in ambush for them. So long
as the act remained undone, who could say that it

would have taken place ? The whole gi'avity of

the case was in the evidence of Jonard, a wretch
in the pay of the police, and utterly unworthy of

credit. Angelique reads her own defence—com-

posed for her, no doubt, but put in her mouth that

her talent for declamation and her youth might
have due weight with the jury. She declared

that Jonard had worked upon her affection for her

mother whom she saw in difficulties, the cause of

which she already knew. Jonard had suggested
to her the idea of killing Ragouleau—an idea she

had always refused to entertain ;
she had only

sought to terrify him, and had obtained her

mother's consent to her plan only by prayers and
tears. Supposing Ragouleau had refused to sign,

why have killed him ? All traces of the attempt
would have been destroyed, and his accusation

would not have been capable of proof ; and why
kill him if he signed ? To do so would be certain

ruin. The drafts would be traced if put in circu-

lation
; the handwriting on them, the same on all,

would be recognised, their origin would be known ;

it would be asked how persons so recently his

debtors became his creditors for so large an

amount, and the crime would infallibly be dis-

covered. Whereas, if Ragouleau had been set at
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liberty, as was intended, either he would have

remained silent, knowing that he had done no

more than was just (his fear of exposure would

have besides prevented him from making com-

plaints), or, if he did this, it would only be neces-

Bary to destroy the drafts. The defence concluded

by declaring that already, before the arrival of

Eagouleau, they had begtm to be frightened at

their own actions, and by imploring the mercy of

the jury for the mother.

Mother and daughter were, however, found guilty

of an attempted extortion ;
the question as to homi-

cide was negatived. Their sentence was, we can-

not help thinking, as the public did at that time,

one of needless severity. They were condemned
to twenty years of hard labour and to public

exposure before the Palais de Justice, and this

Hentence was rigorously carried out. They were

confined in the prison of Saint Lazare, and bore

their punishment with exemplary resignation.

Lefebvre and Jacotin were at first found to be

accomplices of the attempt, but without having

begun the execution of the crime—a distinction of

great weight in the French law. On appeal, the

case was sent for fresh trial, when they were

condemned to five years of hard labour.

Thus the attempt of a foolish girl and a still more
foolish woman to act a chapter out of a sen-

aatioualist novel ended in a trial which illustrates

a knotty qiiestion in French law—where does the

commencement of execution of a premeditated
crime of this kind actually take place ?

LEGENDS OF CHAELEMAGNE'S CITY.
NO. III.—THE SKELETON aUE.STS.

On his return from the Saxon wars, Charlemagne

brought Sigrick to Aix-la-Chapelle. He had
beaten that valiant heathen in many battles, and

now Sigrick, and a number of the chief men of

his people, declared themselves ready to receive

the Christian faith from their victor.

The good folk of Aix were expecting their

Emperor with as much pleasure as he himself felt

in returning, now that his desire had been accom-

plished by the finishing of the Minster. He had

already magnificently supplied it with the greatest
abundance of sacred vessels of gold and silver for

the service of God, and with the costliest vest-

ments of silk and velvet. In his own royal

palace he was plain and homely in his mode of

life and attire, caring little for festive banquets
and gorgeous raiment ; but when Gotl was to be

honoured, no outlay was too great, no sum of gold
or silver too excessive. He gave all with a willing

heart. And now that his costly temple was

finished, he wanted to have it consecrated with

fitting splendour.
For this purpose, in the year 804, Pope Leo III.,

at Charlemagne's request, came to Aix-la-Chapelle.

All the high dignitaries of the realm, chieftains

and counts, the flower of his Frankish nobles,

bishops and prelates, came thronging from far and

near to share in the great festival. The Emperor
had set his heart on securing the presence of as

many bishops as there are days in the year, but all

i n vain. Mighty and hospitable as he was, he

failed. On the very eve of the festival, there

were but 363 in the town, and there was not the

least apparent chance of the two more coming to

complete the number. But the Lord would not

disappoint his servant's harmless wish, and worked
a miracle in his behalf.

Miles away, in the church of St. Gervais, at

Maestricht, two saintly bishops, Mouulph and

Gondulph, slept in their coffins cf stone. The

night before the consecration of the Minster of

Arx-la-Chapelle, an angel appeared in St. Gervais'

Church, and called with a loud voice.
"
Monulph

and Gondulph, arise, and go to Aix to the consecra-

tion of the Minster," And the dead men arose,

and set out on their journey. They were clad in

their vestments, but though their souls had for the

time returned to their earthly tenements, the

flesh had not grown on their bones, and they
stalked onward, two skeleton forms, as they had
started from the grave. Gliding rapidly along,

they reached the street close by the Minster, then

called James's Street, but as they drew near the

noble pile a thrill of joy made their dry bones

rattle and rattle again. The people rushed out

and saw the awful sight of the moving skeletons,

and heard the awful rattling of their fleshless

bones. But heedless of the horror-stricken crowd

they went their way, entered the Minster gate,

and took their places. Then in good truth there

were as many bishops as there are days in the

year. It would be idle to tell the Emperor's

delight at this miraculous fulfilment of his wish,

or the awe which fell upon the stately assembly of

the mighty ones of Church and State, at the sight

of these holy but ghastly guests from the world

beyond the grave. Suflice it to say that Pope Leo

himself consecrated the new Minster, and that the

ceremony was magnificent and imposing beyond
the power of words to tell.

When the service was ended, Monulph and

Gondulph went their way as they had come, and

then these men of God laid themselves down in

their resting-place in the vaults at Maestricht,

their mortal remains to rest in peace thenceforth

until the angel's summons ou the Last Day. So

great an impression did their mysterious coming

produce, that the street through which they had

passed on that momentous night when the rattling

of their bones was heard was at once called the

"
Klapper-Gasse," the street of the rattling, a

name which it bears even unto the present day.

In Maestricht, also, the memory of the miracu-

lous rising of the two bishops has not been

suffered to pass away, and in token of it there is

the image of an angel over the very spot in the

vaidts of St. Gervais' Church. It bears in its

hands a scroll, with the uncouth rhyme, in old

Dutch :

Monulphe, Gondulphe, staat ober, vaart.

Wit Aken dat MUnster, seyt God en gepaart.

NO. IV.—DANKO, THE BELL-FOUNDEB.

The Minster of Aix completed, its lofty belfry

rose majestically above all the towers of the city,

visible from all the country round. Well pleased

as Charlemagne was with it, still he cherished

another wish, namely, that instead of its petty

bell, the only one which he had then succeeded in
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procuring, he might crown his stately tower with

a great, deep-toned bell, worthy of the building.
But in those days bell-founding was anything
but a flourishing craft, and messengers had vainly
scoured the Emperor's vast dominions in search

of a skilful master-founder. Judge then what
must have been his joy when at length tidings
were brought to him that among the austere

brotherhood of St. Gall, in Switzerland, there

dwelt a monk, named Danko, a master of the

craft, and of whose skill the messenger had
seen good proofs. Forthwith word was sent to

Brother Danko to hasten to the Emperor. Highly
honoured by the royal mandate, the monk lost

no time on the road, and soon reached the royal

palace at Aix, where Charlemagne was then

staying.
He greeted the monk most cordially, for he was

overjoyed at the prospect of so speedily carrying out

his pious desires
;
and he promised Danko a rich

reward when his task should be completed, and
the bell hung in its place. He told him no

expense should be spared, and bade him at once

set up his foundry ; adding that he destined this

great bell to be the crowning gem of his Minster,
which for thousands of years should summon with

mighty voice the faithful to prayer, and peal or

toll for all the joys and sorrows of the city. My
author gives no further details of this inter-

view
;
but one can imagine it well enough : the

Emperor's frank liberality, the monk's secret

pride. We can fancy them as they stand speaking

earnestly together. Charlemagne's open, noble

face beaming with pleasure ;
his gigantic form—

its mighty proportions displayed by his short

tight kirtle — towering above the monk
;

the

latter, a slender figure, shrouded in flowing dusky
robes, standing before him with bent head and
folded hands, partly feeling, partly feigning, awe.

Nor is Charlemagne, with all his kingly bearing,

quite free from some touch of the same ; for the

rude wielders of sword and sceptre, despite their

barbaric pride, could not always shake off a

certain involuntary deference for those skilled in

lore and arts which were mysterious to them-
selves.

Danko set to work immediately, the open-
handed Emperor supplying him with workmen,
tools, and metal in abundance. That the tone of

the bell might be clear and sonorous, Charlemagne
sent the master one hundred pounds' weight of

silver from his treasury. He little knew that the

cunning monk was a base and sordid man, who
preferred iniqiiitous gain to his honour and to his

sworn vow of poverty. Danko hid the silver for

himself, and replaced it in the casting by a hundred

pounds of lead. Still so great was his skill, that

when the mould was broken before the Emperor
and his followers, to their wonder and delight the

new bell shone as if it were made of the purest
silver. It was raised to its lofty tower with all

possible speed. Great crowds of people waited
in the square below to hear its first peals, and

Charlemagne had determined that he should be
the first to ring it. He issued forth from his

palace, decked with all the magnificence he could

assume so well on great occasions, despite his

usual homely habits, and went in state to the

'

belfry, attended by the thief, Danko. The first

thing the Emperor did was to ask God and Our
Lady graciously to accept his gift ;

and then
amid breathless silence he seized tlie bell-rope,
and pulled it with all his might ; but lo ! it gave
but one faint, dead sound.

"
Holloa, Danko !

"
cried; he "

try thy master-

piece thyself, for I have sweated in vain to knock
out some sound.

"

Trembling, and ghastly pale, Danko tugged at

the rope with the strength of despair ; but not a
sound was heard, save the creaking of the rafters,
as they groaned beneath the weight of the sway-
ing mass of metal. Suddenly the rope fell from
Danko's hand, and he sank at the Emperor's feet

stone dead. Hon-or and awe palsied high and
low, except Charlemagne. He stood unmoved,
and calmly spoke thus :

'* God hath righted
himself."

Danko's dwelling was searched, and there, sure

enough, were the hundred pounds of silver for

which he had damned his soul. The Emperor
would not have it back in his treasury, but gave
it all to the poor.

"MY SOUL AND I."

Long tims ago, my Soul and I

Had many curious disquisitions,

Upon the present and the past.
And on our relative positions.

And yet we failed, my Soul and I,

In proving our identity ;

For said I, to my Soul, it seems

I should not be myself without you :

Yet what you are, or whence you came.
Who can tell anything about you ?

Hadst waited long for me, my Soul,

Floating about in space infiuite ?

Or did we two, created one.

Spring into life the self-same minute ?

How comes it that we suit so well—
Each so dissimilar in essence ;

One deathless, immaterial.
The other of corporeal presence ;

One born to die, one born to live.

The two yet needful for perfection ;

And birth the link, and death the sword,
That bind and loose the strange connection,

Through which it baps my Soul and I,

Are fashioned to Humanity ?

Dost thou not cling to me, my Soul,

With somewhat of a home-like feeling,

Whilst still I listen unto thee

For ever unknown worlds revealing ?

'Tis death to part from thee, my Soul,
—

'Tis life to thee from me to sever ;

Must I decay—must thou live on,

And shall we parted be for ever ?

We've hoped and loved, and smiled and wept.
And tossed about the world together ;

May we not rest in Paradise,

After our spell of rough earth weather ?

I cannot let thee go, my Soul,

We both must linger at the portal ;

The gates will not be opened wide.

Until my dust be made immortal.

Then shall we be, my Soul and I,

Still one throughout eternity.

Julia Goddakd.
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SON CHRISTOPHER.
AN HISTORIETTE, BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTER V. THE TWELFTH OF JUNE IN LYME.

For thirty- six hours the Squire remained on

duty before he allowed himself any rest. The

ditliculty of the case was so extreme to all but
those who joined Monniouths standard, that the

vast number of those who did was less and less to

be wondered at. Unless the Mayor was really

gone to London, nobody could tell where he was.

Sir Henry Foley's promises of loyal troops, to

appear immediately, were not fulfilled ; and next

morning it became known that the defensive force

was to assemble at Bridport. The Red Regiment
of Dorsets Militia and the Yellow Regiment of

Somersets were already gone there,—the dastardly

bearing of the company at Lyme having left a

damp on the spirit of the place. Already Mon-
mouth's force amounted to fifteen hundred men,
before he stepped out of Lyme ; and the families

of those lifteen hundred held the market-place and
streets and neighbouring downs for "King Mon-
mouth." A troop rode in from Taunton, and

reported of that place and all Somersetshire being
in a passion of loyalty to the Protestant prince.

They would take care that the Duke of Albemarle

did not get to Bridport without an effective check.

The whole country was up ;
and Monmouth could

not be more of a king in Westminster Abbey than

he now was in the George Inn at Lyme.1
The louder such jubilations, the more assiduous

and ubiquitous was the town-guard under the

Squire. They served in relays : but he remained,
hour after hour, in expectation of the departure
of the invaders. When they beg'an to quarrel

among themselves, his presence was more needful

than ever : and the Duke himself appealed to him
to protect the life of one of his own commanders.

This Captain Fletcher and the officer who had
been recruiting at Taunton quarrelled about a

horse,—each being unwilling to ride a steed fresh

from the plough. High words, the whip, a pistol-

shot followed each other ;
and the recruiting

agent, Dare, lay dead in the street. But for the
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town-guard, the cavalry officer woixld have been

slain by the people on the spot ;
and it was with

no small difficiilty that they protected him to the

boats, and back to Monmouth's ship. This inci-

dent quickened the departure of the invaders.

They were not quite so popular in Lyme the

second day as the first, and therefore more open
to remonstrance about allowing the King's forces

time to rally in the west, in the direction of their

march.
Yet it was a brave array which wound up the

narrow and steep and rocky street of Lyme, and
issued forth upon the open country where new

companies were waiting to join the march
;
and

where troops might be seen converging to the

down through lanes, and up the slopes from the

interior country, and across the grassy uplands.
When all Lyme was out of town, except the

weary authorities, and the loyal gentry who had
shut themselves up while the turmoil lasted, the

Squire went off duty, and quietly entered his yard
from the back,—so haggard and unlike himself

that his own good dog Tubal hesitated for an

instant to greet him.

There was a person in the yard, however, who
greeted him without any hesitation, Reuben
Coad came forward from the stables with a smile.

" Reuben !

" exclaimed the Squire.
" Have

you left your master, Reuben ?
"

"Left him, your worship! No, indeed! He
is too good a master to leave in a hurry. My
master is here," pointing to the house. "Did
not your worship know we were coming ?

"

The Squire did not answer ; but the man was

entirely satisfied that Christopher's arrival was

unexpected.
The house was very qviiet. Most of the servants

who were not with the young people at Dunn's
farm had turned out upon the down to see the

march of Monmouth's soldiers o\it of Lyme.
Eleazer, the old butler, unbarred the door for his

master ; and the only persons in the house besides

were his mistress and Elizabeth, and Christopher,
who had appeared half an hour before.

The Squire said afterwards that he had never
seen such an expression on any human face as

that with which Elizabeth now met liim. All the

three rose as he entered the room where they were
in earnest conversation

; but Elizabeth went to

meet him, putting her arm within his, and looking

up into his face as she said—
"
Christopher has come to tell us that he is

going to join the Duke of Monmouth."
" I hope—I pray God this is not true, Chris-

topher !

"
his father exclaimed, in a low and solemn

voice.
" It is true, father : and I fully expected that

we should be of one mind as to our duty. I

cannot believe'that you will support the Usurper
for an hour after a Protestant king has appeared.
No one will imagine such a thing as your holding
back I can't bear to put such a thought
into words."

"Leave it unspoken, then, my son. You and I

shall never misjudge one another. We will discuss

this grave matter ; but first we must take care of

these prefcious women. Your mother is in mortal

dread, I see, though she will never own it : and

this dear child," caressing Elizabeth,—" we must
send her back to the High-Sheriff and his safe

roof before worse happens."

Christopher said there could be no doubt of

this, and he had planned to send her, in charge
of Reuben and a sufficient escort, if it should be

thought safer for her than his own presence.
" I would not trust her with Reuben," the

Squire observed.
" I hoped you would let me stay," Elizabeth

said. " I wish to do exactly what is right. I

wish to be worthy of Christopher," she explained,

looking at him with a gaze of pride and love

which brought tears into eyes which scarcely
knew the feel of them. "He has devoted him-

self
"

" And yo\i, too," sighed the father.
" Oh ! I bless him for it—that he has devoted

me, too," she continued ;

" and I desire to be

worthy of it ;
to help where I can, and hinder

nothing. I could wish to stay, and do my best :

but if you tell me it is right for me to go, 1 will

go—and cheerfully, if I can."

No one had any doubt. They would have sent

her to-night but for the fear of stragglers from
Monmouth's force being about

;
and she must

depart as soon as it was light. A few words

explained why she was not at Dunn's farm with

the rest. She had longed to stay and be daughter
to Mrs. Battiscombe

; and, on the other hand, it

was thought that if her brother should send for

her, it would be better that she should be on the

spot.

Though the supper which the Squire so mxich

needed was short, the grace was long. Never had

grace, both before and after meat, been so solemn

in that house. This might be the last time

that the four would sit down to table together :

and it was, almost certainly, the last time they
would eat together before events had happened
which would decide the fate of their lives, and the

destiny of the kingdom.
The conversation which ensued was not very

long. Father and son knew what they meant to

say, and understood one another perfectly. The

Squire could not agree to stake the cause of the

Reformation on the chances of the illegitimate son

of a licentious king being accepted as his heir.

He was not satisfied as to the willingness of the

Protestants of the kingdom to welcome a gay
worldling like Monmouth, as the representative of

their antagonism with the Pope and his forces.

From what he had seen of the Duke's adherents,
he doubted their quality and capacity ; and he

told of the murder of Dare in the street, and the

consequent loss of Fletcher as a leader. He woiild

not pledge himself to the Catholic king now ruling ;

but he would maintain civil order till he could see

his way. No man could go further than he in

scorn and disgust at the bad faith and cruel

temper of the new king ;
and no man could be

more confident that such a method of rule aa

the present could not continue. God and man
would determine, ere long, that there should be a

Protestant sovereign. The question for every
man's conscience was whether to accept Monmouth
for that office, or to wait for the Protestant prin-
cesses who should naturally succeed the present
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king, if no son of his old age should be bom to

him. The Squire did not insist on waiting for

them : but he must learn more before he marched
under Monmouth's flag.

Christopher believed on high axithority, as he

declared, that the contents of the Black Box
which they had all heard of would prove the

Duke the legitimate heir of the late king. If

this were so, there could be no doubt how aiiy

Protestant should act. But, though there was no

need of further self-defence, Christopher had

willing and delighted hearers to something more.

When he told how many devoted ministers of the

Gospel were hoping in their dreary prisons that

Monmouth would set them free ;
when he told

how friends of his, old and young, were holding
themselves ready to rush to Monmouth's standard

at the risk of their lives ;
when he told how the

poor people throughout the kingdom considered

this a holy year because it had been revealed that

King Monmouth should come ; when he told how
he and his comrades in the Temple had secretly

practised drill for many weeks past, and how they
had studied the right way for fresh officers to com-
mand raw soldiers, and how he hoped to train for

himself a troop worthy of the Commonwealth,—
father and mother were almost as much carried

away as Elizabeth. All regarded Christopher as

a young soldier of the Lord, who might be

honoured with a commission to reconquer the

kingdom for the Reformation,—the first among an

army of Christian heroes who should flock in to

the strife when it was seen what one such man
could do.

" It may be that such is my son's commission,"
said the Squire, recovering his deliberate mood
with an effort

;

' ' but the risks—we must keep
the risks in full view."

" No question but Christopher has done that,"
Elizabeth answered. " He is no child to be caught
by the glitter of honour, nor wilful in forgetting
what may be behind. There is no heroism in

making a choice like his without a full study of

the risks."
" I bless God," said the hitherto silent mother,

" that my son's chosen wife speaks so worthily,

according to her knowledge. But she cannot

know fully what the risks are."
" She does," Christopher answered proudly and

fondly.
" I believe she does," his father said solemnly.
*' I do," declared Elizabeth, in the tone in

which she might have sjioken her marriage vows.

Silence followed for some moments. Then the

father said :

"Where so much is perilled, it may seem a

small matter to think of our repute in regard to

worldliuess. When we risk the ill-fame of treason,

we might be indifferent to blame for self-seeking :

but, Christopher, men will say that you and I

take different sides as a politic course—to save

the property, and to make interest for one

another's life, when it is seen who fails."

"
Yes, it will surely be said, father ; but ours

is not a name which can be long clouded by such

a slander."

"My dear son!" remonstrated his mother.
" Let not these things breed pride in you already.

How many better than ourselves have been re-

viled and cast out—"

She stopped, as her husband was saying, as to

himself,
"
Despised and rejected—"

"You are right, mother!" said Christopher.
"The pride of my words was unseemly. But we
cannot govern ourselves by the low thoughts of

the watchers for evil.
"

"Better confound them by your acts," Eliza-

beth observed. " If you joined in bestowing the

property on the Cause, keeping back nothing,
spiteful tongues would be silenced."

"And how should we live, dear child?" asked
the Squire. "How are my children to be pro-
vided for ?"

" We shall see at the time," she replied.

"Perhaps we can work: at any rate we could
starve : but none who can work need starve, I

believe. I am sure this is the time, if ever, for

devoting ourselves and all we have."
"It is so!" "It is so!" all were agreed.

During the silence which followed, their thoughts
were the same

; and they all knew it. There had
never before been such a season of deadly risk,

nor of such temptation from passion and delusion,

nor, therefore, of such need of supreme guidance.
When the silence was broken, it was by the
father's voice, saying :

"
Now, let us pray !"

CHAPTER VX. FROM LYME TO THE CAMP.

The next morning the dispersion of the house-

hold was more complete. Before he slept, Christo-

pher wished to make all arrangements for Eliza-

beth's return home ; and he went out to give his

orders to Ileuben. But Reuben coidd not be found.

He was certainly not on the premises. Christopher
was vexed ; but he was confident the man had

merely gone down to the beach cottages, to spend
the night with his relations

;
—unless indeed he

had started off after Monmouth's force, impelled
thereto by the strength of Hickes's exhortations,
which still reverberated through the town. He
would doubtless account for his absence when he
next met his master : but he must learn that he
must remain strictly under orders.

By sunrise, an escort arrived for Elizabeth. A
note from her brother required her instant return,

while the road was comparatively safe. In a day
or two, the whole county might be overrun.

Did this mean by insurgents, or by soldiers

from London ?

Nobody could tell
; or, if the confidential person

who headed the escort could have told the Sherifif 's

meaning, he would not.

Elizabeth would not allow her lover to attend

her one step beyond his father's gate. He must

go now where his duty led him. The time and
his Prince needed him

;
and when they met in

some great future day The rest could not be

put into words.

In a few minutes after she was out of sight,

Christopher was on his road westwards, cheered that

his parents could give him their blessing, and re-

spect his proper liberty, while doubting his wisdom
iu his course. He turned aside to Farmer Dunn's,
which was not more than a mile away from his
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road, and had a hasty interview with his sisters.

His young brothers were out, trying to gather
news while they could ; for the farmer had an-

nounced that if any soldiers should pass that

way, he should probably close his gates and his

shutters, and keep all within doors. He could at

any time stand a short siege, if necessary ; and he
intended to defend his guests from any sort of

intrusion. They came to him to be safe
;
and

safe he would keep them, together with his own
children. The boys might go anywhere within

sound of his dinner-horn, with which the labourers

were called to meals. At the first blast they mnst
run for the farm, or take the chance of being shut

out. Such was farmhouse life in those days.

Christopher could not stay, after telling his

news, and assuring his sisters that he did not
know where he was going, beyond overtaking
Monmouth.

" But you say it is westwards that he is gone.
Do you think he^will go to Taunton ?

"

"0 yes; to Taunton and everywhere else,

sooner or later."

"But how soon to Taunton? 0! will you
not Can you not bring Joanna home ? And
will you not go to Wells, and see how Madame
Lisle fares, or whether she is gone back to Win-
chester ?

"

" And will you not ?
"

" My dears, I am a soldier now, and belong to

my general," he declared gaily, as he kissed his

sisters, aud rode away. He checked his horse for

a moment, to call out to them that he would not
fail to send news of Joanna, after getting to

Taunton, unless he sent Joanna herself.

"He is in great spirits," Arabella observed to

her sister, as they stood at the farmyard gate,

watching their idol as he galloped away over the

Down.
*' He is of that quality of man," replied Judith,

" that is lightest under the heaviest burdens.
Would we were all of that temper !

"

" Elizabeth is," remarked Arabella; and Judith

hoped this was true.

Christopher had special cause for his joyous-
ness this morning. He had overheard his father

remark to his mother on the courage that had so

unexpectedly appeared in Elizabeth. From such
a rearing as hers he should have looked, the

Squire said, for a worldling who would shrink
from the risks of a Roundhead marriage, when
they came to be understood

;
instead of which,

this delicately-reared young creature was the
foremost to propose sacrifices, and gayer in the

prospect of the gravest perils than in the safest

and sunniest hours of maidenly merriment. There
must be some strong support for some members of

other churches than the Presbyterian :
— (he had

always believed this
;
but now he saw it). There

must be some holy calling forth of the best
faculties "Even so," his wife had replied.
"I trust Elizabeth has religion. Indeed, 1 can-

not doubt it : but it is human love which enables
her to be what we have seen." These words,

ringing thi-ough him in his mother's voice, were
the cause of Christopher's exaltation of mind and

spirits to-day.
Wherever he went, and wherever his family

turned, the very air seemed burdened with

tidings. News seemed to come in all directions

faster than natural means coxdd bring it. It was

reported all along Elizabeth's road to Dorchester,
and all over Lyme, that the King and Council and
Parliament had gone great lengths on the sole

testimony of the mayor of Lyme, having actually

passed, in the course of the day after his arrival

in Loudon, and without detaining him from his

duty, a bill of attainder against Monm^outh
;
and

a bill which declared it high treason to call him

legitimate. This was true ; but it had not taken

place when Christopher left London ; nor had
the mayor,—his acquaintance, Gregory Alford,—
arrived in town. It was by Reuben that Christo-

pher had been informed that Monmouth and his

force were certainly off Lyme, or in it : and now,
after one night-halt at his father's, this news,—that

in believing in and adhering to Monmouth men
became guilty by law of high treason,—overtook

him, outstrijjped him, and spread through the

western counties before he could reach them.

It was said that, on the one hand the Duke
had few supporters among the best class in the

kingdom,—the substantial Whigs, the gentry in

town and country, the magistrates and pro-
fessional men, who had been supposed to be

waiting only for an opportunity to set up a

Protestant sovereign ; while, on the other hand,
there was no end of the reports of the rejoicings
of the country people, aud the town shopkeepers
and working men and women, that the sacredness

of the year was made manifest by the descent

upon their shores of King Monmouth. Great

folks said the rising was contemptible, and would
be put down without disturbing quiet people :

yet it was certain that the church bells were

ringing wherever townsmen and villagers could

get at them
;
there were to be bonfires all along

the coast, and throughout the west that night :

the hedges were torn to pieces, partly for timber

for the fires, but also for the wild roses and wood-

bine, with which the people crowned effigies of

King Monmouth, and adorned the triumphal
arches which rapidly arose in his honour. Some
said the Papists were packing up, in readiness for

departure at any moment : but in each particular

place there seemed to be nothing remarkable

about the Catholics, unless it was a sudden quiet-
ness which seemed to have descended upon them.

The prelatical party was a stranger spectacle, in

its striking division on this first application of a

test. A considerable proportion of the Church

party, from London to Exeter, at once took up
the cry for a Protestant King ;

but a great ma-

jority declared for the actual king and a regular

succession, and showed a more bitter hostility to

the rising than the Papists themselves. It was

reported, till it reached Monmouth's ear and sank

his heart, that this violence was no sign of loyalty
to James, but rather of impatience and wrath
that an interloper should have ventured to cross

their plans for a regular and safe Protestant suc-

cession, after a few years' patience with the old

man to whom they had sworn faith and loyalty,
and who certainly was likely to try their patience
to a very great extent. While, of thinking people,
some were sunk in despair or quivering in fear.
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and others were in an exaltation of hope and

triumph, the day was one of intense enjoyment
to the ignorant and thoughtless, wherever Mon-
mouth's name was on the lips of the crowd.

Three-year old children remembered the day for

ever afterwards, by the processions at noon and
the bonfires at night, and the tumult of bells, and

hurrahs, and trumpet-calls, and singing of songs
in the streets and roads : and the most sensible

citizens found themselves liable to be carried

away by the general impulse.

Among other odd things, rumour said, all over

Lyme, that the Mayor had not come home, and
was not coming. His own town must take care of

itself ; for he was going to stir up the country
westwards. His messengers had spread the news
of the invasion all over Somersetshire and Devon,
while he was posting to London ;

and now it was
said that he would not stop short of Exeter, where
he knew he should find the best friend of the

Stuarts in that region
—the son of their restorer,

General Monk. That son, the Duke of Albemarle,
was in Exeter for the purpose of reviewing the

militia ;
and the idea of reaching him and his

forces at the first possible moment seemed to be

so much too acute for a Mayor who never thought
of sending a messenger to London when he him-

self was wanted in Lyme, that it was settled by
rumour in a trice that Gregory Alford, citizen of

Lyme, was commissioned by the King himself, or

his council, to act as envoy to the Duke of Albe-

marle. All Lyme went to look at the Mayor's
house, and to exj^ress its feelings, whether of

sjiite, contempt, and rage at the partisan magis-
trate, or of deference and admiration. The Mayor's
wife and daughters carried themselves high, and
considered it the greatest day of their lives,

—
though much greater ones might follow : and
while they sat at the lower windows, grandly
dressed, the servants flaunted out at the attic

windows, or lounged in the doorways, parading
their insolence before the crowd. Before night
their insolence would have risen much higher,

Christopher knew the country well : but to-day
he saw it with new eyes, and it was truly a new
scene. It was no uncommon thing to ride thirty
miles without seeing a dozen people, or more than

three or four inhabited houses ;
and there were

intervals to-day where nobody was in sight, and
where he caught glimpses of the red deer in the

woods. He saw a boy trapping wheatears on the

Down, as if nothing unusual was happening. He
saw a pedlar resting under a hedge, and the

fellow either knew nothing, or pretended to know

nothing, of any commotion in the countryside.
But elsewhere it was otherwise. At every forge
the blacksmith was over-busy ; for the gentry
were in a hurry to raise the militia

;
and every

saddle-horse must be sure of its shoes when mes-

sengers were going forth in all directions. There

were yeomen at the forges too,
—always the first

to be served when the smith had his way, and

eager to be off on some business which might

perhaps be something else than raising the militia.

There were groups about the posts where roads

met ; groups about each public-house ;
and some-

times groups where there was no house at all, but

where some ridge of the down affordeil a good

prospect westward or northward. These were

people from the farms. The farm-horses were all

carried off in the Duke's service ;
and the men

stood idle. There were loud complaints to the

same effect at each house of entertainment for

miles round, the post-horses also having been

seized in the Duke's service. It was clear that

the complainants were neither angry nor sorry ;

and Christopher could see that many of them
woiUd fain be where their horses were. He was
told that he had better spare his own steed, as he

would not get another ;
and his answer was that

men of his profession rode horses which would

carry them on occasion a couple of hundred miles

in a shorter time than posting. He understood

the significance with which he was asked where

he was going ;
and he was iinderstood when he

answered that it depended on what he might find

the state of the country before him.

Elsewhere he came on some rendezvous where

the gentry were mustering and exercising the

militia. When he steered clear of such an ob-

struction as this, he found women or old men spy-

ing from afar ;
and the comment they had to make

was that they did not believe those fellows would

fight, and that they were mustered just to hinder

their following King Monmouth. In more retired

spots at some ruined church, where there was good

hiding for a few till a sufficient number arrived to

make it safe to show themselves, he saw gather-

ings in the interest of the Duke. The fathers had
dismantled the church in the wars of the last

generation ;
and now their sons were crouching

behind the grave- stones, or in the tall weeds of

the churchyard, or in the damp shadows within

the walls, glorying that the day of a Protestant

king had come at last, and watching impatiently
for such an accession of numbers as would justify

them in launching their blue flag, and marching
to overtake King Monmouth. There was no

difficulty in learning from anybody he met in what
direction to ride to overtake the insurgent force.

The people going one way had an appointment
with the Duke

;
and those who came the other

way had seen or heard something of him. A
carrier with a couple of pack-horses looked a

shrewd fellow enough ; and he and Christopher
came to an understanding without much loss of

the time which was so precious to them both.

His horses had not been spared to him without a

reason : he carried something besides what was in

his packsaddles,
—namely, important news for

worthy ears. From him Christopher learned that

the Duke of Albemarle and his militia force had

actually met the insurgents a few miles behind,

after a wonderfully rapid march from Exeter.

Christopher thought, as he rode on, of his father's

question,
—what he supposed that he, a lawyer,

could do with a company of ploughboys and shop-

keepers against the trained bands that would be

brought up against Monmouth in every county.
He had replied by something more than an appeal
to the goodness of the cause,—by going back to

the beginning of the war of the Commonwealth,
when the humblest of the citizens grew into

soldiers almost in a day, under the inspiration of

a clear mind and settled will. Still he was anxious ;
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for it was uncertain how many of the insurgent
force were ignorant idolators of a handsome and
affable young prince, and how few or many might
be men who were devoting themselves for the

final overthrow of Popery, and thi-. rescue of the

Puritan faith and worship from the oppressions
and corruptions of the prelatical Church.

Once he had been compelled to halt, to refresh

his horse as well as himself
; but it was not for

long. He had looked out behind him all the

morning, with the idea that Ileuben would over-

take him, and he was half disappointed at having
to proceed after his hasty meal of beef and ale

without news of his servant, whose absence rufHed

him, without creating any serious doubt of the

man's fidelity. The next incident of his journey
banished for the moment all specidations of every
sort.

A cloud of dust came into view far away over

the open land. It came on along the lanes and
over the fields, and the hasty tramp of horses

was heard. When the riders came near, Chris-

topher knew too many of them, begrimed as

they were with dust. One after another of these

acquaintances of his drew rein for a moment, and
told him that the Duke had been defeated, and
that all was lost. Their leader rode up, learned

who Christopher was, announced himself as Lord

Grey of Wark, and said it was false as hell that

the Duke's cause was lost. No man had ever

before been cursed with such a rabble, in the

name of cavalry, as he had been that day. The
fellows said their horses ran away with them

;

some cart-horses were as unmanageable as ele-

phants ; and none could bear the sight of a line

of soldiers
; and the consequence was

The consequence was left for Christopher to

conjecture ;
for there was an alarm of pursuit,

from more dust rising westwards, and the whole

troop, Lord Grey and all, spurred back to Lyme
at their fullest speed, pouring down into the town
before night, and alarming almost every house-

hold but the Mayor's, and those of a few Tory
magistrates, with news of an immense army under
the Duke of Albemarle having scattered the forces

and the hopes of Monmouth. The news was left

at Farmer Dunn's by some of the fugitives, and
avouched to the Squire in the market-place of

Lyme ;
and carried on to Dorchester, to the High

Sheriff, by zealous newsmongers ;
so that the

parents, the sisters, and betrothed of one of the

Protestant champions gone forth to the war were
all struggling with their apprehensions about what
had become of Christopher.

Christopher was in no way disheartened. He
had not for an instant thought of turning back
with the remnant of Monmouth's so-called cavalry ;

and the next people he met told him that it was
a false alarm.

Those people were a congregation of country
folk assembled at a cross where four roads met,
to hear a preacher who had been in the fight. The
minister was John Hickes,—the man of all men
whom Christopher would at the moment have
chosen to see. A dozen words from Hickes sent
him forward with more eagerness than ever.

Though the cavalry had turned tail, the infantry
had not. They had driven the militia at first,

then nad given way when Grey's troop had

scampered off; but had been easily rallied, and
had held their ground. With such reinforcements
as were oflFering every hour, it would be easy
to deal with the Exeter forces to-morrow ; and
the reverend ministers in Monmouth's train, as

being most easily spared, were playing the re-

cruiting officer in all the country round. So

Christopher rode on, and Hickes resumed his

discourse, satisfying the people that the over-

throw of Babylou was at hand, and sending the
men in a body to Monmouth's camp, leaving the

women wringing their hands that they could not

go too.

The most dubious appearance which presented
itself to Christopher was his own welcome to

Monmouth's presence. He had come to offer his

sword and his right arm, as any other man might
do

;
and his professional judgment, if occasion

required. He found himself welcomed as a great

captain, or a noble with a large band of retainers

might have been. This seemed to show that there

were few real soldiers, and few men of birth or

influence in the camp.
"I could not have believed it if I had not seen

it," said Monmouth to him, late that night, in

confidential discourse : "but it is too surely true

that my own staflf of gentlemen,—the men by
whom 1 am represented wherever I go,

—the men
who induced me to come,—the men who professed
to be charged with the public opinion of Protestant

England, are are now, when the critical mo-
ment has arrived 1 cannot bring myself to

say it——"

" Not cowards, T trust," said Christopher.
*'
Certainly unequal to the occasion. It is

necessary that you should know this : but I can-

not utter a needless word about it. You saw

yourself how it was with Grey. It was Wade who
saved the day. In fight we may rely on him : but
in policy

"

" Can doubts have arisen already about your
Grace's course ?

"

The Duke's reply was—
" What would you have it to be ?—in one

word."
'* Drive back the Duke of Albemarle, and march

to Exeter."
" No doubt : but Wade is for going to Bristol."
' ' He is a Bristol man : and may have large

ex])ectations of support there."
*' He has : but am I to take his word for it ?

And he leaves me if I do not follow his counsel."
" That is unpardonable !

"

"It seems so to me. Yet there are others

who thrust their schemes upon me peremptorily.
Heaven forgive me if I wrong them ! but I doubt
whether it be not,—with some of them, at least,

—
a device for slipping out of the danger they have

brought me into. But I will not speak further

of it."
" I honour your Grace's discretion. Happily,

the next step is plain. The Duke of Albemarle
driven back, or his force dispersed, there will be a

new clearness in the case. Wavering minds wiU
be settled ;

and if, as may possibly happen, the

trainbands should come over to our side, the

country will doubtless rise, and cowards will either
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grow brave again, or may depart whithersoever

they will."

"You are a cheerful counsellor," observed

Monmouth ;

" more so than your father, whom I

saw in Lyme, and whom I greatly respect. I wish

I had so brave a man with me here. But I am
thankful to have his son."

(To he coTUintied.)

MODERN OLD AGE.

Several recent circumstances have fixed atten-

tion on the great prominence of Old Age as a

feature of our time :
—Old Age, not coddled in

cotton-wool, and kept warm by the fireside, but

active, intelligent, efficient, and agreeable ;
—not

only venerable through wealth of years, but ad-

mirable in its own character. Physiologists and
statisticians tell us that the longevity of our own
nation improves,

—a marked increase in the length
of life having been established within this cen-

tury ; and certainly, what we see in the society
of men of mark in our own time quite disposes us

to believe this.

The wonder is why there is any snch change in

the case of public men,—statesmen, churchmen,

philosophers, authors, and professional men. It

is easy to understand why the labouring classes,

and people of small means, live longer than for-

merly. Sanitary imj^rovements, and increased

knowledge of the human frame and how to manage
it, may account for such a diminution as there is

of disease, whether in active operation or in the

form of infirmity which breaks down the system
prematurely. But what makes the difference to

people who have been brought up in comfort, and
have lived in good dwellings, and fed on good and
well-cooked food, and been exemi)t from damp,
and bad smells, and scarcity of air and water ?

If our upper classes have in all ages been blessed

with an abundance of the means of living, why
should one generation of them live longer than
another ?

Perhaps, if the entire generation in two different

centuries were compared, the greater number of

each would be found to be still very much alike.

It may be that the difference is seen mainly in

the longevity of a small number of conspicuous

persons. In the humbler classes the improvement
is spread more evenly over the whole population.
The cases of workhouse wonders,—mummies of

either sex who are celebrated for having been on
the rates for seventy or eighty years,

—are pro-

bably about as many as were known to our

fathers ;
or the difference may be that such cases

are now occasionally found in better homes than
the workhouse : but they are always very few

;

and the world is sure to hear of such as there are.

Such cases, generally speaking, show how life

may bo carried on with the least vital action.

The brain works just enough to keep the machine

going, and by no means to wear it out. Once
secured against hunger, toil, and care, they have
no further wear and tear ;

and so there is nothing
to prevent their living on till the machinery stops
of itself. Their comrades who have more brain,

more heart, more responsibilities, and a keener

sense of them, are subject to more bodily risks and
more mental anxiety. As knowledge, manage-
ment of affairs, and wages improve, the higher
orders of poor people suffer less, run fewer risks,

and live somewhat longer ;
but the longevity is so

diffused that we might hardly observe it except

by the proof being brought before our eyes.
In the case of the easy middle ranks the longer

Hfe of our days is easily accounted for. The
virtual abolition of small-pox alone is a great
matter. A greater is that intemperance in the

form of eating and drinking has descended to a

lower class. It is in the small shopkeeping and
artisan class now that we see the heavy feeding
and the passionate pursuit of dainties for the table

which was once no disgrace in mansions and

palaces ; and, when a man has to be excused for

something done or said because he was drunk,
the instant conclusion is that he is not a gentle-

man. Without looking further, therefore, society

agrees that the gentry may well be longer lived

than their grandparents,
—by at least the differ-

ence of having no small-pox and very little gout
to deal with. Fevers, too, seem to be gravitating
so as to suggest the hope that they, like drunken-

ness, will go out at the lower end of society. All

this seems clear and satisfactory to many persons ;

but the question remains—why it is that we see so

many more old men than formerly in the most
arduous positions of public life ?

It is a remarkable spectacle, no doubt. Taking
the Statesmen first ;

—how many of those whom
the world has lost were active in their functions

to the last ! Metternich was thrust aside because

his work was a failure, and not because he was
himself incapable of action. Nesselrode was
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Chancellor of the

Empire to successive Czars till he died last year
at ninety-two, clear-headed and full of interest for

Russia as he had ever been. Last month, a man
at least as life-like at about the same age de-

parted from among us, leaving a stronger im-

pression on our minds of everything about him
than of his extreme age. Lord Lyndhurst had

some infirmities at ninety-one ;
but nobody to the

last associated any idea of decrepitude with him,—much less of senile weakness. Lord Lansdowne
was eight years younger at his death ;

and we saw
in him more of the familiar attributes of failing

executive powers : but he, too, had a clear and

calm mind, and a bright interest in the life around

him, at an age when the traditional octogenarian
should have been lingering in second childhood.

That Lord Campbell should have been hard at

work, head and hand, till death fell upon him in

his chair, is hardly surprising to those who had

long studied his constitution and his course. To

those who knew his fibre, physical, mental, and

moral, the question was whether ho ever would

die, and why : and if he had lived over a hundred,

doing all the work of his particular judgeship or

any other, the final surprise would have been,—
not that he had lasted so long, but that he should

ever come to a stop. Mr. EUice had much less to

do, to think about and to feel, in regard to public

affairs, than any of these men ;
but still he was a

public man,—once active, and not perhaps the less

busy after he had taken to repressing other
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people's activity. Whether with little or much
wear and tear, he had a long old age, unspoiled

by decay of body or mind. He had no more to do
with second childhood than those we have men-

tioned, or than those of his contemporaries who
are still active in the service of their country.
The first that will occur to all minds is, of course,

the Prime Minister. I am myself so tired of read-

ing the incessant remarks—not altogether consi-

derate to Lord Palmerston's own feelings,
—on

the marvellousness of his being still as clever and
serviceable as ever at seventy-nine, that I shall

not enlarge upon the case. It speaks for itself
;

it may confirm some inferences yielded by the
whole class of cases ; and it is a fact of strong
and peculiar interest far beyond the bounds of our

' own empire ; but it ought not to be considered

miraculous by us who saw Nesselrode as he was
last year, and Lyndhurst as he was last month

;
—

the one thirteen, and the other twelve years older

than Lord Palmerston is now. Two of his poli-
tical contemporaries remain,— one active, the

other passive, as far as public life is concerned.

Lord Brougham is the active one, of course
;
and

at the recent Social Science Congress he observed
that Lord Glenelg and himself were the only sur-

vivors of their generation of members of the

Speculative Society. Lord Glenelg is eighty ; and
that he should have lived so long is the more re-

markable from his being a twin, the survivor of

his twin brother Kobert by many years. We do
not forget him

; but we hear nothing of him.
As for Lord Brougham, he speaks for himself so

abundantly that I may leave him to that descrip-
tion. There is one more remarkable statesman,
who appears, at seventy-five, as able as he ever
was to guide and shape the fortunes of rulers and
their dominions and people. Men must be old

themselves to remember the interest of the first

clear disclosures of the ability of Lord Stratford

de Redcliffe,—Canning's cousin,—in the field of

diplomacy. When he reached his threescore years
and ten, he came home from the East,—but not
to be wrapped in cotton-wool and set down by the

fireside, but to render in parliament services on
Eastern questions which no other man is compe-
tent to render. May he be there to do this till

Eastern questions become better able to take care

of themselves !

This name—Stratford Canning—brings up some

melancholy associations with the theme of longe-

vity among statesmen. What two men were his

relatives,—George Canning and his son, the late

Lord Canning ! And they were laid in the grave
prematurely while many, infinitely less precious
to the country, are living on, prosperously and

gaily ! The father was woi-ried out, and the son
worn out of life. They are more like the states-

men of the last century than those whom we see

old, and growing old, in office. They remind us
of some of the conditions of longevity in their

special class, and help us to understand some of

the laws of it.

Nothing is clearer than that a habitual activity
of brain,—and especially of the intellectual organs
of it,

—is a leading condition of the most substan-
tial kind of health. All the evidence in connec-
tion with longevity, gathered from every class.

confirms this. As a rule (which will have fewer

exceptions as time passes on), other circumstances

being anything approaching to equal, the ablest

men in any intellectual career will live the longest.

Habitual, strenuous, equable exercise of the facul-

ties requisite for the work is the i)rimary condition

of a working longevity. Either included in this con-

dition, or regarded separately, as each may prefer,
is the condition of temperance. It is included in

the other because there can be no strenuous, and
no equable exercise of the intellect when any sort

of intemperance is indulged in. Temperance is

simply doing or taking only what agrees with one :

and to take or do anything which disagrees with

one, is simply disordering the brain, and rendering
a thoroughly healthy action of it impossible. All

this is plain enough : but next follows that

pathetic certainty to which we must refer so many
of our disappointments, and premature losses of

noble public service and glorious public servants.

Strong moral emotions are incompatible with

durable vigour,
—probably in every walk of life,

and certainly in that of statesmanship. Men of

keen general sensibility, men of anxious ambi-

tion, or sensitive honour, or, above all, of deli-

cate conscience, can be statesmen only under the

hardest conditions,—those of a living martyrdom
and an early death,—unless the latter is precluded

by the worse doom of political extinction. Life

is sorely wearing to the man of tender conscience

in the very stillest of the world's i)aths, where the

responsibilities are fewest and plainest. Life strains

the brain and fibre of the Man of Feeling wherever

it finds him. What must be the wear and tear of

statesmanship to the man who carries the poet's

nature into such a function ! He is under the in-

cessant, conscious burden of millions of human
lives which depend on his counsels and decisions,

and of the national honour and existence which will

stand or fall by his sufficiency or failure. Most
of us know something of the probation of an

anxious or dissatisfied conscience. If our suffering
is keen, what must his be who cannot but make
mistakes occasionally, and who can perceive, on

looking back, a great sum of mischiefs and
miseries which might, perhaps, have been spared

by greater wisdom, intellectual or moral, on his

part !

The wonder is,
—not that statesmen of a high

order die early, but rather that they can live

under such a strain of emotion. The world may
say (as it seems to the world) that such a man
dies of hard work. The real truth is, in such

cases, that the work would not have been fatal if

there had been an unwounded spirit to support
it. It is the inward pain which gives its deadly

quality to mere fatigue. The Cannings, father

and son, were men of this delicate moral organisa-

tion : and both sank under their burden,—of irri-

tation, of responsibility, and of fatigue. "Pitt's

heart was broken," all men say now. It would

not have killed him to pass through the probation
of 1805 if he had not violated the second con-

dition,—of temperance in all things : but it was

moral emotion which rendered life impossible to

him when only half of his natural term had run

out. An affecting example of the exhausting
effects of a painful sensibility has been before the
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eyes of all of us in the case of O'Connell. If ever

there was a frame built for longevity, it was his.

Of all the politicians of his time, he seemed the

most likely to live to a hundred. But he misled

Ireland,—he entangled himself in perilous false-

hood,—he was conscious that honour was virtually

gone, and that infamy and the curses of a deceived

people were in the future, and he was unnerved.

Afraid either to live or die, he died of fatal

exhaustion from overstrained, painful, and unre-

mitting emotion.

It would seem, then, that if statesmen are to

add to their other utilities that of serving their

country to a great age, they must not be men of a

very acute sensibility, of strong passions, or of a

delicate conscience. The conscience must be at

least robust ;
and if it is somewhat more,—rather

hard, or blunt, or lax, so much the stronger is

the chance of the protraction of their work.

They must be men of calm passions and regular

habits, generally speaking. If, indeed, an aged
statesman is seen whose private life has not com-
manded respect, or whose egotism has amoimted
to a passion, involving jealousy and hatred, his

old age is hardly a ])rivilege, to himself or any-

body else. His intellect may appear untouched ;

but in fact his judgment has become untrust-

worthy. It is probably inconsistent in its deci-

sions ; and it is certainly wari)ed by his resent-

ments, his exultations, and his mortiBcations.

Though no one may say it, most people feel that

he would have been better in his grave long ago,
for other reasons than the comprehensive doubt
whether old age is a blessing at all.

There was a time within living memory when
it was considered desirable that men who were
real workers should be permitted and encouraged
to retire from their toils at sixty. Of course, no
such rule could be universally applicable. One
man is younger at sixty than another^ at fifty ;

and there are labours which are easier at sixty
than at forty. But there was a strong feeling

that, generally speaking, parliamentary work,

pulpit work, the judicial bench, and the toils of

medical practice, were too much for men over

sixty. When the painter must have recourse to

glasses, when the preacher becomes garrulous, or

delivers old sermons, when the county member
nods through a debate, when the })hy8ician has

to refresh his memory about his patients' ail-

ments from day to day, and when the author puts
forth less power from season to season, all faithful

and genial friends wish that these sexagenarians
were respectably and tranquilly reposing in their

own homes, enjoying their leisure while the

capacity for enjoyment remains. But the term

really seems to have been changed within a gene-
ration. We see men of seventy whom we could

ill have spared from public life for ten years past ;

and I do not know that it matters very much
what is the age fixed upon, while there is a sort of

public opinion established in favour of some term

being assigned at which laborious men may be

authorised to leave off working, for their own
sakes and that of the society they have thus far

lerved so well.

We have seen how some statesmen who might
have lived their threescore years and ten died,

worn out, far too soon ; and to Pitt, Lord Dal-

housie, and the Cannings, we might add many
names of men in minor offices who worked them-
selves to death, either in carrying some particular

measure, or iinder the constant pressure of care

and toil. There have been others who were
snatched from us by accidents. Huskisson fol-

lowed his friend Canning too soon
;
but he also

was nearly worn out
;

and he could not have
worked much longer if he had been far away from
the railroad on that fatal opening day. Our hearts

are yet sore from the loss of Peel, at a period when
we reckoned on a more dignified public life for

him, and a greater wealth of counsel from him for

ourselves than even his official career had afforded.

In other departments of the public service acci-

dent has deprived us of benefits from men • who
had become old without any perceptible diminu-
tion of power. Lord Clyde's death may be attri-

buted to the fall from his horse in India, of which
he made so light ;

and Sir Cresswell Cresswell's

death cannot be supposed altogether unconnected
with the injury which he received in the Park.

The one was just past seventy, and the other just
short of it

; and yet both may be said to have died

prematurely.
Arts and Arms seem to be favourable to longe-

vity under the same conditions as statesmanship.

Wellington, in whom the two were united, is a

remarkable illustration of how toil, responsibility,
and the liabilities of fame, may be borne when
the moral nature and training are a help instead

of a drawback. His strength of will, his power
of self-reliance, his simplicity of mind, his un-

consciousness of doubt or scruple, and his very
narrowness of political view, in combination with

his military comprehensiveness of knowledge,
enabled him to do and live through what would
have killed half-adozen men of a more sensitive

fibre, and a more egotistical sort of humility. In

him, as in Lord Clyde (who might have lived to

the age of Wellington), Lord Combermere, who is

still alive and vigorous at ninety, the French Mar-
shal d'Ornano, whohas just died at the age of ninety-

two. Lord Seaton, who ,ha3 departed this year at

the age of eighty-seven, and Sir Howard Douglas,
who was a great professional authority and public
benefactor till he died two years ago at eighty-

five, we see that the toils of military life, and the

gravest responsibilities, do not shorten the existence

of men constitutionally adapted to that career.

The Church has for some time been becoming a

scene of trouble and anxiety, very wearing to its

guardians and administrators ; yet there are still

very old bishops in its modern annals. When a

certain bishop died twenty or thirty years ago, at

some unheard of age, leaving his diocese in a woeful

condition from the long suspension of his personal

offices, the Church had hardly begun to awake
from its lethargy of the last century ;

but even

then society felt that we must not have such aged

bishops, if they were past their work. The late

Archbishop of Canterbury was past eighty ; the

present Bishop of Exeter is eighty-six ; and Arch-

bishop Whately has just departed at seventy-six ;

but all these have so far provided against their

duty being neglected that we may admit, without

any reserve objection, that the clerical career
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seems to be favourable to longevity where the in-

dividual nature is hardy enough for its respon-
sibilities.

The Philosophers ought to have length of days
for their portion, seeing how their pursuits ought to

elevate them above the disturbances of life. And
such is, in fact, the operation of their mode of life,

by which their faculties are furnished with con-

stant entertainment, on subjects which would seem
to lie outside the range of uneasy passions, while

creating or exciting the noblest moral emotion.

And an unusual amount of healthy longevity is in

fact found among philosophers,
—whether mathe-

maticians, naturalists, or speculative students.

Such things have been heard of as strifes in those

serene fields of thought : such sights have been
seen as faces furrowed with fretfulness, or working
with passion : but the old age of many philosophers
is at this moment an honour to their vocation.

Peter Barlow was, when he lately died at eighty-

two, the same Peter Barlow that he had been to

two generations of friends and disciples. Sir

David Brewster is still active and occupied at the

same age. The late Mr. Tooke did not puzzle his

brain about the Currency too much to be still up
to the subject at eighty-six. Sir R. Murchison is

past seventy, and so is Sir J. Herschel.

Literature ought to have the same operation as

science
;
but it seems to have more room for agita-

tions and anxieties, except in the case of authors
who live in and with their work, exempt from self-

regards. Jacob Grimm was a very perfect example
of the philosophic serenity which a literary career
can yield ; and he lived to seventy-eight. There
is something remarkable in the longevity of lite-

rary women in modern times, even if we do not
look beyond oiir own country. Mrs. Piozzi and
Mrs. Delany perhaps scarcely enter within the

conditions : and the still-lamented Jane Austen
was under an early doom from consumption : but
Miss Edgeworth was above eighty when she died ;

Joanna and Agnes Baillie were older still
; and

Mrs. Trollope died the other day at eighty-four.
The artists who have departed lately have been

old. Biot was eighty- seven, and Vernet seventy-
four. Our Mulready was seventy-seven ; and Pro-
fessor Cockerell, the architect, was seventy three.

If long life is a good and desirable thing, we
may rejoice that it is manifestly on the increase.

However it may be with longevity, we know
that the occupation and exercise of the faculties

which favours longevity is a very great blessing
and a very high privilege indeed. Therefore,

though my readers and I may have no personal
wishes about living to be very old, we may rejoice
that the conditions of prolonged life are becoming
more common and more comprehensive from gene-
ration to generation.

From the Mountain.

HEDGING AGAINST FATE.

Walking along the streets of London the other

day, and noting a fact which the citizens of all

large cities must have had impressed upon their
minds—to wit, the magnificence of the buildings of
the Insurance Companies,—we could not help ask-

ing ourselves if we were not beginning to "hedge"
ourselves, to epeak in sporting parlance, rather

too cleverly against "all the ills that flesh is heir

to." It seems to us that there is a growing con-

spiracy against Dame Fortune : we are beginning
to flout the blind lady, and are becoming shock-

ingly safe in all the relations of life and death.

Of old, when a merchant sent forth his argosies,
he put up a prayer for a prosperous voyage at the
shrine of St. Nicholas

; but now he walks to

Lloyd's, insures her for a good heavy sum, and
sometimes is not displeased to hear that she has

gone to the bottom. It is the same with tra-

vellers on land. How odd it is to read of persons

making their wills before setting oiit on a stage-
coach journey, as they did in the days of our

grandfathers ! Nowadays we make a will, it is

true, but in a very different fashion
;
for we pay

threepence, slip a ticket for lOOOZ., or more, as

the case may be, into an envelope addressed to

our wife, and take our chance that it will fall into

her hands in case of the fulfilment of its prime
condition—death. But we are not content with

frustrating the effects of death in the thousand
odd ways actuaries seem for ever puzzling their

brains to find out, but we pooh-pooh accidents,
in a monetary sense, in the same cool manner.
For instance, there is the Accidental Death
Insurance Company, which not only pays our

widow a handsome sum in case of our decease

in some abrupt unnatural manner, but engages
to set us up in weekly* clover if a wasp has

bitten us, or our favourite dog has given us a

spiteful snap. As for slipping on orange-peel,
which used to be the terror of bulky old jiarties,

it is now reduced to a positive luxury, inas-

much as it only entails upon us the very irksome

duty of resting on the sofa at a weekly allowance
of six pounds. Really, under such circumstances,
it almost seems our duty accidentally to sprain
our ankle in some promiscuous sort of way. If

one is an agriculturist, again, what necessity is

there for feeling anxiety about crops or stock ?

Hailstones may be smashing our neighboxirs'

glass right and left, and beating down their crops,
but we are as merry as a glazier under such
an infliction ; for have we not our policy in

our pocket ?

But there is a moral kind of insurance society
set up of late years, which makes us safe in

our minds as well as in our goods and persons.
There is not the slightest necessity for troubling
ourselves about the trustworthiness of persons in

our employ : there are offices which insure the

honesty of servants. Integrity is a quality which
the superior intelligence of the present day esti-

mates at a fixed money rate
; and, provided we

insure, it is an advantage rather than otherwise

to employ rogues, inasmuch as they are always the

cleverest. We should not be surprised to find the

article rising in market-price in consequence of

this very convenient institution.

Friendship of old induced men to become
trustees for orphans and bereaved widows, and cer-

tain kindly offices were pretty sure to fall to the

lot of benevolent persons, but we have found out

the way of doing these pleasant duties, these

labours of love, by commission, and such persons \
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as the brothers Cheeryble are considered a nuisance.

There are jiublic companies which take upon them-

selves the duties of trusteeship for a certain con-

sideration. There is a growing custom again, we
hear, of introducing into partnership deeds, and even

into the deeds of joint-stock companies, a clause

to the efTect that the parties signing them shall

not in any case become a surety for a friend, and
when the commercial partner does not insist upon
this condition, the sleeping partner at home gene-

rally does ;
for if you happen to ask a married

friend to become a surety for you, two to one

but you meet with the answer that he would

gladly do so, but that he had made Mary Anne a

solemn promise on the eve of marriage that on no

consideration, &c., &c. Really, a benevolent man
must find life scarcely worth having—every emo-

tion of his heart, every loving impulse of his

gushing nature being thus denied him by the ar-

rangements of society. Do we not insure ourselves,

morally at least, against indulging in creature com-

forts ? If we do not, at all events, it is not the

fault of our friends. We have been over and
over again entreated to join a teetotal society and
take the pledge, not because we required such a

restraint, but because of the examjile to others
;

and there is George Cruikshank using our fairy-

tales to preach the same doctrine. There seems

to be a set of people who go aboiit making solemn

leagues and covenants against particular appetites,
and the number is increasing so, that, if we do
not mind, our very wills and appetites will be put
into commission, and we shall all of us find ourselves

pledged to do nothing that we like for fear that

our liking may lead to abuse. For instance, there

is tobacco ; many respectable people who don't

smoke and never wish to smoke, have formed them-

jelves into an anti-tobacco society, and pledge them-
selves never to touch under any circumstances a

iveed. Let us suppose a man, for instance, joining
ill these various insurance offices and societies, and

becoming a member of all the leagues that good
)eople thrust under his nose—what a singular
Teature he would be. For instance, half the incen-

ives to take care of his person would be taken

rora him, because his policy would set his leg and

:ompensate him for taking it easy. If a great
ire were to threaten his premises, why need he

are ?—his insurance would amply cover his loss ;

lis ships may founder, but the underwriters will

lake it all square with him ; his best friend may
orwant of a little aid be slipping into the gloomiest

< Gi)ths of despair, but his serenity of mind on his

ehalf would not be disturbed, on account of his

j
roraise to Mary Anne, and in all matters of sen-

( lal indulgence he possesses an armour of defence

i 1 his leagues and covenants, his solemn vows and

1 ledges. A man so hedging himself against mis-

i )rtune and distress of mind, and even against a

i ;llow-feeling, ought to be what is termed a "
good

] fe
"

in the phraseology of the insurance compa-
] ies. He should certainly eat, drink, and sleep
< ell :—a kind of domestic Nero, he might possibly
1 Idle while Rome was burning ;

but what an im-

1 itural, disagreeable being he would gradually
1 irden into ! A man that is not likely to be

1 fected by tears and distress and care himself,

^ ould be very unlikely to sympathise with the

like failings in others. We all know, on the con-

trary, how strongly thosewho suffer misfortune pal-

pitate with the troubles of their neighboiirs. In
the "Sentimental Journey," Sterne depicts a poor
negress in a butcher's shop flipping the flies off

the meat with gentleness and care, and remarks,
" She had suffered persecution and learned mercy."
But how is a man to learn mercy whose whole

thought is to make himself always "safe," and who,
instend of living in the light and shade of ordi-

nary mortal life, exists in a kind of dull-gray exis-

tence of his own creation, free enough from pain,
but unchequered by the dramatic light and shade
of the common world?
The po^!t has said, and our sense approves it,

that our cai)acity for feeling delight and happiness is

exactly in proportion to our capacity for sounding
the deT>ths of misery. May we not ask then, if

all these provisions against misfortune and loss,

andevfu liability to misfortune, are not so many
conspii-.vdes against the natural man,—have they
not a direct tendency to dwarf and trample out
some of the best qtialities of his nature ? Imagine
any jierson so j)rotected against himself and

against others, that he cared for nothing and nobody,
what a jileasant society we should be reduced to I

What would become of our drama ? If maHne
insurance companies had existed in the time of

the "Merchant of Venice," what hold would Shy-
lock have had upon him, or what would have become
of the plot? If society goes on as it is doing,

squeezing out of its map every element of trouble,
shall we not be able to paraphrase the adage "It is

a sad heart that never rejoices," by saying
"

It is

a bright heart that never mourns "
? We are

afraid not, as we can only appreciate brightness

by contrasting it with shade. If, again, we make
ourselves so safe against misfortune, and altogether
abolish temptation by our leagues and covenants,
what becomes of the chastening influence of ad-

versity ? If by our mutual benefit societies man is

made to support man, shall we not come to disre-

gard Providence and place no dependence upon a

Higher Power? There is much to be said, doubtless,
in support of the advantages of securing ourselves

in the day of proaperitj' against coming adversity,

by thus "
averaging

" our losses among society at

large ;
but we contend that the movement is cal-

culated to lessen that feeling of trust in a Higher
Power that obtains among a more childlike or less

organised community : thus far it must doubt-

less have a deteriorating effect upon us religiously,
and without question, it is calculated to level

and beat out of us, that thing called character,
which we contract in the sudden vicissitudes of

life and fortune. What greater contrast can there

be than between the smug citizen who leans upon
half-adozen societies and associations to keep him

straight, and prevent the necessity for the exercise

of his own faculties and wits,—even assuming the

exercise of his will,
—and the roving man of the

world, who has to do the work of his own preser-
vation physically and morally, and who knows that

unless he keeps "his body with his head," he is

sure to go down in the battle of life ? In quiet

times, men who allow half of their faculties to

be usurped by companies and leagues, and associa-

tions, may get through well enough, but the day
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comes when society requires a man, in every sense

of the word, to lead it, and then he most assuredly
is not to be found among the sheep thus emascu-

lated by the voluntary abdication of their instincts

of self-reliance, but among the more self-contained

specimens of humanity, which our social arrange-
ments are doing so much to destroy. A. W.

THE WITCHES' EIDE.

Come, come, gossips, now mount, now mount—
Mount, mount, gossips, and spur away,

Brown bog-rushes, or broom, or crutch.

We've far to ride ere the break of day.

Will-o'-the-Wisp has flickered and shone

Three times over my drowned babe's grave ;

'Tis time, my gossips, 'tis time to go,

The moon is glittering bright on the wave.

Here our sisters come, two and two,
The air is alive with their widening ranks ;

Let the seamen beware the sunken shoals,

And the surf that lashes the weltering banks.

Queen Moon rides on, Queen Moon rides on,

Where the thin white rack is gliding ;

We will chase our lady, all through the night,
On our horses that need no chiding.

The clouds, like dragons, and camels, and apes,

Will be shouldering round and following ;

Hark ! over our heads the jet-black owl

To the snow-white owl is halloaing.

Under our feet the tossing sea

Is unto the mad wind shouting ;

! woe betide the Fifeshire bark,

That our mocking light is doubting.

We'll ride fast after our lady the moon.
Till Edinbro" yonder grows small as your land,

The steeples no bigger than crisping-pins,

And a long white strip the Bamboro' land.

Back, ere the dawn, while the town is dim.
With the pennons of smoke all blowing one way ;

When the stars slink in, and the moon grows pale.

When the sun still sleeps, and the clouds are gray.

Come, come, gossips, the steeds are here,

And we've far to cross into bonny France ;

We fear no shaft in the southern land,

No guard can stop us with sword or lance.

We'll halt by the way, a knife to toss

Through the murderer's window, to tempt him more ;

And we'll drop a rope near the gambler's bed.

It will serve his turn when the game is o'er.

See how the corpse-lights leap and dance !

Shining to guide us to horse, to horse
;

Now then, gossips, we'll mount at once—
For the churchyard ghosts are out in force.

We'll brew the storms, and we'll cast the fires.

That shall wreck and burn, and smite and slay ;

King Satan will smile to hear of our work—
Mount ! sisters, we've much to do ere day.

T. W.

THE OLD ELEPHANT IN EXETER
'CHANGE.

How well I recollect the old elephant in Exeter

'Change ! He had been confined there for many
years, and, in consequence of his having been

regularly and well fed, his size was enormous. He
was very obedient to his keepers, very susceptible
of kindness, but mindful of an injury and ready
to resent it. In proof of this, I may mention that

a man, while looking at him, struck the proboscis
of the elephant with his stick, when the animal pro-

jected it in hoi)es of receiving some food. The

keeper immediately pulled the man out of the

reach of the elephant, advising him at the same
time not to go again within his reach. The fellow

went with his companions to see the other animals,

and on his return thought he would take another

look at the elephant, forgetting what he had been

told. As soon as he was well within its reach he was
knocked down by the trunk of the animal, who
selected him out for his revenge amongst several

of those who accompanied him. This is no solitary

instance, for many similar ones are on record.

One is somewhat ludicrous. An elephant passed
a tailor every day, who was at work in his small

shop by the roadside, and this man was in the

habit of giving the animal something to eat. One

day, however, when the elephant put out his pro-

boscis to receive his accustomed donation, the

tailor jiricked it with his needle. The animal

took no notice of it at the time, but on his return

he collected a quantity of filthy water in his trunk,

and deluged the unfortunate tailor with it.

I used often to go to Exeter 'Change to see the

old elephant, who was, as I have remarked, of a

most stupendous size. When it was arranged
that the buildings in which this animal was con-

fined should be taken down, and houses built on

the site, forty beasts were removed to the old

stables near Carlton House, besides the monkeys ;

but as it was found impossible to remove the

elephant, it was decided that he must be killed.

The way in which his death was at last accom-

plished, not only shows an extraordinary tenacity

of life, but is not a little affecting. The account

was furnished by the head keeper at the time, a

very intelligent man. They first of all tried to

poison him, and for this purpose a pound of

arsenic was mixed in three mashes, but it produced
no effect. Then corrosive sublimate was put into

three buns out of twelve. He ate nine of them,
but refused to toiich the three poisoned ones,

although there was neither taste nor smell in them.

His hay was then poisoned with a solution o

arsenic, but he would not touch it, although he

began to be famished, but refused all food, as if

he had a suspicion that it was intended to destroy
him.

Under these circumstances, a detachment of the

Foot Guards were called in, and they fired one

hundred and twenty shots into the elephant
—

three balls entering his brain, and seven into other

parts of his head. Still he survived
;
his keeper

next ordered him to kneel down
;
the poor ani-

mal immediately obeyed the order, and his head

thus presenting a surer mark, the last shots caused
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his death, but he survived the one hundred and

twenty shots for an hour.

There is something to my mind extremely

affecting in this account of the torture inflicted on
a poor beast, and of his docility and obedience to

his keeper under his sufferings. That he was

possessed of no common intelligence is proved by
the fact of his refusing to eat the poisoned buns
and hay, and the following instance will also show

that he occasionally evinced qualities which almost
amounted to reason.

On one occasion I went to see this elephant,
and on entering the space before his den I ob-
served a bucket containing a quantity of small
round potatoes. I took one of them, and as he was in

the act of removing it o\it of my hand it dropped
on the floor by accident. The animal tried to

reach it with his proboscis, but as it was round it

rolled away from him. After two or three in-

effectual efforts to pick it up, he leant against the
bar of his den, straightened his trunk, blew

itrongly against the potatoe, and sent it against
the opposite wall, from which it rebounded to-

wards him, when he was enabled to secure it.

Here was an instance of sense or sagacity, and,
is I said before, almost of reason, indeed the

ilephant has been called a kalf-reaaoning animal,

and in this instance it could not have been instinct

alone which taught him to procure his food in the

manner I have described. It must have been

some intellectual faculty which I am unable to

dctine, but it was at all events an extraordinary
circumstance. Milton, in speaking of animals,

says.

They also know

Anii'jreason not contemptibly :
—
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and the more I have watched the proceedings of
some animals, the more I become convinced that
this is the case.

I may here mention, that on the occasion above
referred to, when the animals in Exeter 'Change
saw the scarlet coats and fur caps of the soldiers
who were called in to destroy the elephant, they
manifested the greatest surprise and alarm at the

sight of them.

Amongst the animals there was a large old lion,
so tame that he was often suflFered to walk about,
when he would gently rub himself against any
person present, although I must confess I felt

inclined to decline his caresses.

It is a curious fact, with reference to what has
been said about poisoning the elephant, that the

cage of one of the tigers was painted white, and
the animal became paralytic in two days, and
remained so when the menagerie was removed to
the old stables at Carlton House.

Nothing can show the intelligence of elephants
more than the several accounts which have been
published of the assistance they render when a
troop of wild elephants has been driven into a
corral. A tame elephant will then assist in fasten-

ing ropes round the legs of the wild ones
; will

push them towards the trees round which the

ropes are to be wound in order to secure the
victim. When this has been done, and he becomes
aware of his captivity, the poor animal evinces
the greatest rage, and struggles violently to free

himself, but ineffectually, while the tame elephant
shows much satisfaction at what has taken place.
When thus subdued and no longer able to roam
undisturbed amongst the beauteous forests of

Ceylon, or to ascend those sunny hills covered with

gorgeous flowers and the brushwood on which he

delights to browse
; instead of this, the poor brute

utters choking cries, while the tears trickle down
his cheeks, and his captivity is from thenceforward
secure. His ropes are slackened, and he is marched
down to a river between two tame elephants, to
whom he is fastened, to drink and bathe, the
tame ones having the greatest control over him.
It generally takes two months before the captive

elephant can be put to work, his first ignominious
employment generally being to tread clay in a
brick-field.

Sir Emerson Tennent, in his pleasing work on
the natural history of Ceylon, gives so interesting an
account of a young elephant captured with its

mother, and sent to the government house at Co-

lombo, that I cannot resist transcribing it. He
says;

" This young elephant became a general favou-
rite with the servants. He attached himself par-

ticularly to the coachman, who had a little shed
erected for him near his own quarters at the
stables. But his favourite resort was the kitchen,
where he received a daily allowance of milk and

plantains, and picked up several other delicacies

besides. He was innocent and playful in the ex-

treme, and when walking in the grounds he would
trot up to me, twine his little trunk round my
arm, and coax me to take him up to the fruit trees.

In the evening the grass-cutters now and then

he assumed an air of gravity that was highly
amusing, thus showing that he was deeply im-
pressed with the importance of the service entrusted
to him. Being sometimes permitted to enter the
dming-room, and helped to fruit and dessert, he
at last learned his way to the side-board

; and on
more than one occasion having stolen in during the
absence of the servants, he made a clear sweep
of the wine-glasses and china in his endeavours
to reach a basket of oranges. For these and
similar pranks we were at last forced to put him
away. He was sent to the government stud,
where he was affectionately received and adopted
by one of the tame female elephants, and he now
takes his turn of pubUc duty in the department
of the commissioner of roads." Edward Jksse.

HANDECK.
[At Handeolt the Aar makea its celebrated fall; its

beauty is much increased by the fall of the Handeck, which
takes place exactly at the same spot,—"mingling its
tributary waters midway with the more powerful column of
the Aar."]

Emblem of love, two streams united.
Two hearts for ever join'd together.
For wintry and for summer weather^

By love's lamp lighted !

Away in the mountains

Kising from icy fountains.

Far, far apart, and all unheeding
Of whither God is leading,

Unfetter'd, maiden-free,
Untouch'd by passion's fire,

Knowing but one desire,

To reach the everlasting sea !

Not so, not so, far in the distance lies

The place of meeting.
Whither from earliest morn
Each has been swiftly borne
For a sweet greeting.
There the two hearts unite

Lit by the rainbow's light
In soften'd glory :

Dearer than brother's love.
Heedless of others' love—
Old, happy story

Then join'd for ever.

Nothing can sever,
Till life's short course be done,
Until the goal be won,
Heart join'd to heart.
No more, no more to part
Under the broad bright sun !

John Andrews.

ANOTHER LITBRAEY PIRATE.

Nearly the whole article entitled " Swans on
the Thames," in No. 221 of Once a Week, is

taken almost word for word from the "
History

of British Birds," by the late William YarreU, and
of which the publisher is Mr. Van Voorst. This

article, through the mala fides of its contributor,

appeared in our columns without any acknowledg-
ment of the source whence it was derived. For
the sake of other editors, therefore, it is desirable

to state that the name of the delinquent is Miss

indulged him by permitting him to carry home a i Fanny C. Boothby, of 7, Park Villas West, Kich-

joad of fodder for the horses, on which occasions
| mond, Surrey, S.W.—Ed. 0. A W.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT,

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER X. THE PALAZZO BOLLANDINI.

Farmer Vanni, -when he arrived with Giulia at

the attorney's house in Fano, did not seem much
inclined to accompany her to that of her new mis-

tress. He did not see that he could do any good,
he said. The fact was partly that he was shy, as

the peasantry always are with respect to the

people of the city
—even those of a social rank

corresponding to their own—although they are at

the same time most thoroughly convinced that

they (the countrymen) are the superiors in every
really good quality, and partly that he did not

care to see how far Signer Sandro's representations
as to the exceptionally dignified character of the

situation were strictly in accordance with the fact.

He had a certain amount of doubt upon the sub-

ject, and preferred to remain in such a state of

ignorance upon it as shoxdd justify him in boast-

ing now and hereafter on all titttng occasions

that no Vanni had ever been in service.

So he and Signer Sandro, and his daughter Lisa,
and Giulia, dined together at the attorney's house ;

the farmer started on his way back to Bella Luce,
and then Signer Sandro took Giulia with him to

her new home. He had never ceased during
dinner time eulogising Signora Dossi, and speaking
in the most glowing terms of Giulia's good for-

tune in having obtained a position in every way
BO desirable.

Giulia, however, drew more consolation from a
few minutes' conversation which she had found an

opportunity for with the gentle Lisa. Of course
Lisa was in the first instance an object of no little

interest to her. She was perfectly well aware of

the wishes and hopes of her father and of Beppo's
father with regard to them both. She saw her
now for the first time ; and every daughter of

Eve will perfectly well understand the quick,
sharp glance with which Giulia scanned, mea-
sured, surveyed, and reckoned her up. Giulia

was not strongly impressed with any high idea of

her own personal perfections. The village lads

had smiled at her. But Italian peasants do not
much pay compliments, except by falling in love

with the object that appears to them to merit them.
She knew that Beppo had paid her this compli-
ment, but then that might be becaiise they were
so much thrown into the way of each other.

Nevertheless, her survey of poor pale little Lisa

was satisfactory to her. It seemed to her quite
as conceivable that a man should fall desperately
in love with a little white mouse as with Lisa
Bertoldi.

Lisa also looked at Giulia with no little curiosity.
The feeling was a different one on her side. She
had heard much, as we know, from Beppo about

her, aud she had every reason to wish that he

might be constant to his passion for her. As far

as that went, the result of her inspection was

L
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satisfactory also. But it was not in the nature of

womankind that it should be wholly so. Poor
Lisa felt too unmistakeably the total eclipse into

which this magnificent Diana of the mountains-

magnificent in stature, in colour, in development,
in vigour—threw her faded and modest attractions.

And then Britti would see her—of course he would
in the house of la Dossi ; who could tell with
what result ? Heaven grant, at least, that Giulia

might be sternly faithful to Beppo. Faithful to
him ! But Beppo had declared that Giulia cared

nothing for him. She understood very well what
his father's pArpose had been in bringing this

superb creature away from Bella Luce. Alas !

might it not turn out that his object might be
served by it in yet another manner, if she should

appear as lovely in Giacopo Britti's eyea aa ahe
did in hers ?

Nevertheless, the two girls made friends ; for

Lisa's nature was a gentle one, aud Giulia was in

a frame of mind in which any proffered kindness

was very acceptable to her. They made friends ;

and Giulia was in a great degree reassured as to

the lot that was awaiting her, by Lisa's account

of Signora Dossi and her household. She fully
confirmed all that her father had said about la

Clementina's kindness and indulgence. She ex-

plained to her her new mistress's mode of life ;

told her the leading facts of her former history,
and seemed to consider her on the whole as rather

a butt for fun and quizzing, though the beat and
kindest old soul in the world.

" You'll have to try her girdle on, Signorina

Giulia, before you have been iu her house half-an-

hour. You won't be able to put it on. 1 can ;

but then I am such a mite compared to you!"
"Put her girdle on!" said Giulia, in great

amazement ;

" what on earth do you mean ?
"

" Oh ! not the girdle she wears now. That

would be a very different thing. You will see.

It is a girdle she keeps, that she wore once when
she was a favourite on the stage. She had a very
beautiful figure, it seams,—very slender ; and this

girdle shows what she was then. She always
makes all the girls try it on. Very few can wear

it ; I can," repeated poor little Lisa for the second

time ;
*' but then I am such a little bit of a

thing ! Though I don't think la Dossi can ever

have been much taller than me. They used to

call her the '

Sylph.' And you'll see what she is

now. So !

"
said Lisa, stretching her arms to

their full extent. "And she keeps a girdle, such

as she wears now, by the side of the other, to

show the difference. Oh, she is such a queer eld

creature ! but as good as gold !

"

"Is she a little— ?" and Giulia tapi)ed her

forehead with her fore-finger significantly.
"
Oh, dear, no !

" answered Lisa, laughing ;

"
only fuuny. I know," she added, mysteriously,

Z No. 230.
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and in a lower voice,
' ' why it is that my father

and Signor Vanni have settled for you to go and
live there. Don't you know ?

"

Giulia was for a moment inclined to be angry at

this unceremonious allusion to matters that to her

were sacred, and wrapped in the secresy of her

inmost heart. But a moment's reflection showed
her both the uselessness and the injustice of being
offended at x'oor little Lisa's friendly-intended

confidences.
"
Yes, Signorina Lisa

;

"
she said sadly,

" I know
what I am sent away from Bella Luce for."

" But you don't mind it miich, do you ? I don't

think I shoidd, if I were you. And you know, I

suppose, why my father wanted it ?
"

" I suppose so," said Giulia, while a feeling of

startled surprise at the suddenness and unreserve

of her new acquaintance's mode of treating sub-

jects which she only approached shyly and timor-

ously, even in her communings with her own
heart, mingled with her sadness.

" To make a match of it between me and Beppo,

you know. But that will never be ! Don't you
be afraid of that ! Beppo is for you, and for no-

body else. He and I quite understand one

another !

"

"But—but, excuse me, Signoi-ina Lisa," stam-

mered Giulia, almost speechless from the extre-

mity of her astonishment ;

" may I ask if you
imderstood from Beppo that—that—I had ever

accepted his addresses?
"

"
He, he, he !

"
giggled Lisa. "No ! He said

that you would have nothing to say to him. Poor

Beppo !
—he, he, he ! But, between ourselves, we

know what that means. Surely you have played
the cruel long enough, Signorina Giulia ! And
poor Beppo absolutely adores you ! He is des-

perate ;
he is indeed. And, hark! in your ear,"

dropping her voice to a whisxier as she spoke,

"you may see him as often as you like at la

Dossi's house. Lord bless you ! She is not the

one to keep young people asunder. It is there

that I see—somebody !

"

' ' But suppose I don't want to see—any-

body ?
" returned Giulia, half-sadly and half-sati-

rically.
" Oh ! come now, Signorina Giulia, let us be

friends ! I am sure I wish to. And we can help
one another," said Lisa, in a voice of remon-

strance.
" I am very m\^ch obliged to you, Signorina

Lisa, for wishing to be friends with me. It is

very kind of you. If I can be of any use to

you, I shall be very happy ;
—you have only to

command me ! But—but—but I was quite in

earnest in—in—what I said about myself."
The two girls found great difEculty in under-

standing each other, in consequence of the vast

distance from each other at which they were

placed, not so much by the intrinsic and original
difference in their two natures, as by that of

their social position, and the mental training
derived thence. The contrasted manner in which

they felt and spoke on the great subject, which
is more important and interesting than any other

that can occupy a young girl's mind at their time of

life, was exhibiting the different tendencies of the

town and country nature. It is true that Giulia's

was the deeper, richer and more earnest nature;
but that was only in the second place the cause

of the notable difference between them. It is the

denizen of the town who runs out in fluent,

abundant, and ready talk. The peasant nature

is more reserved, more inarticulate. Less accus-

tomed to constant contact and companionship
with others, the contadino, and, perhaps, in a still

greater degree, the contadina, is unready with the

tongue, reserved in temper, shy, modest in thought
as well as in word, unable to get readily spoken
even that which she would desire to speak. It

is the town girl who pins her heart upon her

sleeve, makes gossip matter of the most delicate

secrets, and is ready, at a moment's notice, to

discuss them with any street-corner or door-step
female friend.

To Giulia Lisa's mode of speaking was shock-

ing and painful, as well as extraordinary. She
could not understand her. The manner in which
she plunged into the sacred places—the innermost

holy of holies of Givdia's guarded heart, seemed
to her an impertinence ; and the way in which she

dealt with her own secrets almost an indecency.
She was at a loss whether to think her worthless

or half-witted.
" How do you mean in earnest about what you

said of yourself? What did you say?" replied

Lisa, quite unconscious of the slightest indiscre-

tion.
" I said that I had no particular wish to—to—

to see—a—anybody at the house of la Signora
Dossi." returned Giulia, casting down her eyes.

' •

Oil, don't talk in that way ! There's nobody
to hear but ourselves. You don't really mean
that you don't care for poor Beppo. 1 can hardly
believe that. I should be very sorry. And even

if you did not, it would be reason the more why
you should wish to see somebody else

;

"
said Lisa,

reflectively. "You are not— ?" she said sud-

denly, completing her phrase by pantomimically

taking an invisible rosary from the side of her

dress, where it would have hung from her girdle,

if she had worn one, and moving her fingers and

lips as if she were going through the exercise of

"telling her beads."

"Oh, no!" said Giulia, laughing in spite of

herself; "not that at all."

It was the only conceivable theory on which
Lisa could explain the case of a girl, who neither

had a lover, nor yet was anxious to take the

ordinary means towards having one. There

was, however, one other means of explaining
Giulia's conduct;—it might be fear, and over-

caution.

"Well, then," she returned, "we ought to

understand each other. You don't suppose that

I should say a word to my father ! And what's

more, let me whisper in your ear, la Dossi won't

say a word either. She never tells tales, ^had
too many secrets of her own to keep once upon a

time, I suppose. And she's too good a creature.

Lord bless you ! Papa thinks she tells him every-

I thing. So she does, about her money and pro-

j perty, and such things. But—not matters which

j

don't concern him. Tell me, Giulia dear," she

added, sliding coaxingly up to her, putting her

!
arm round her waist, and looking up with a
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roguish smile into her face, "you do care for

Beppo, dou't you?"
" But what does it signify, Signorina Lisa,

whether I care for him or not?" said poor Giulia,

thus forced against her will into a half-confidence ;

" You know, even if I did, and he loved me ever

so well, there could never be anything between
us."

" What ! because of the old ones ? Bah !
—whish

—sh—sh !

"
said Lisa, prolonging her hissing ex-

pletive, and vibrating the fingers of one extended

hand, in a manner expressing to Italian percep-
tions the most intense derision and contempt.
"Lord bless you!—now-a-days they can't shut us

up in prisons
—no—nor make nuns of us either,"

continued the well-instructed city-maiden; "you
have nothing to do but to stick to it."

Giulia felt an irresistible repugnance to attempt-

ing to make Lisa understand what were the feel-

ings that really did place, to her mind, an insu-

perable bar between her and Beppo. It would
have been better for her peace of mind, perhaps,
if she had done so ; for the light worldly wisdom
and town-bred ridicule with which Lisa would
have treated her scruples, might have to a certain

degree been a useful corrective of Giulia's high-
minded but exaggerated pride. She felt it impos-
sible for her, however, to do so. She turned the

conversation, therefore, by reverting to the very
natural subject of the life which awaited her with

Signora Dossi.

"She does not keep any other servant, does

she ?
" asked Giulia.

"No, only one
;
but you won't find that you

have any very hard work to do. I should think

you would find it best not to have any one else

in the house to interfere with you."
"
Bat, you say, she has jjcople at her house?"

"Oh, yes, very often I
—not regular parties,

you know. But there are always people running
in and out. La Dossi likes it. I think the poor
old soul would annoiure herself to death if she

had not people about the house. She can't go
about herself much, you know."

" Why not ?" asked Giulia.
" Why not! Wait till you see, and then you

will know why not. Lord bless you ! it's as much
as she can do to walk to the church next door

every day.
"

" Is she very religious ?
" asked Giulia.

"
Yes, very—in a quiet way. But she don't

bother other people with it. She thinks it will

come to your turn soon enough."
" But with so many people about the house,

and one servant to do everything, how shall I

ever be able to get through ?
"

* ' Oh ! you will do very well. She is no*- like

a ijrmi' Signorina delV alto celo* la Dossi. She
does half the work herself. She lives half in the

kitchen ;
and you'll live half in the drawing-r.xiin.

She would not have any common servant girl,

look you ! So that was how bahho came to think

of you, you see."

To a certain extent, then, what the lawyer had
said about the exceptional nature of the position
he was proposing to "aVanni" was founded in

truth.
* A grandee—great lady of the highest class.

And then Signer Sandro himself came in from

seeing his guest oif on his return to Bella Luce ;

and announced that he was ready to accomjiany
la Signorina Giulia to the house of his friend la

Signora Dossi, and that it was time to be going.
So Giulia and the attorney set off together,

Lisa having promised to see her again before long
in her new home, and proceeded to the house of

la Dossi, while Signer Sandro administered a

lecture on the manner in which she was to behave

towards her mistress, and on her own good for-

tune in being received into such a house.

It cannot be expected that our poor motmtain

nymph, fresh from the Apennine, should enter

her new abode without much misgiving. Giulia

felt not a little at the unexpected magnificence of

the palace at which Signor Sandro stopped.
* ' Does la Signora Dossi live here ?

" she asked,
with considerable awe.

" Yes ;
here we are ! This is the Palazzo Bol-

landini. The Marchese lives at Rome. La Dossi

lives on the first floor. There are very few other

tenants in the house."

So saying, he led the way up the enornioua

staircase ;
and Giulia was more astonished than

ever at the magnificence of her mistress's lodging.
It was a huge wide staircase, built of yellow
Travertin i stone, with the steps so easy and
shallow that it would have been no difficult feat

to ride up it on horseback. The immense panelled
walnut-wood folding doors, with chased gilt

bronze handles in the middle of each of them,
were on a scale of magnificence to match, and

Giulia opened her simple eyes wider and wider as

these splendours revealed themselves to her.

A small bit of greasy twine passed through a

gimlet-hole in one of these grand doors, by way
of a bell-pull, however, struck the first note of

the descending scale, which connected the ances-

tral magnificence of the Bollandini of former

generations with the habits and style of modern
life at Fano. Signor Sandro and his companion
had to wait a long time before the application
of the former to the bit of twine—performed, as

Italians invariably do, with a whole succession of

pulls, as if he were intent on ringing a peal
—

pro-

duced any result.

Signor Sandro was neither surprised nor im-

patient. He knew that there was probably no one

inside, save la Clementina herself,
—that she tra-

velled slowly, and that she had a long way to

travel.

At last, however, the door was opened ; and

wide as its aperture was, it disclosed a portion

only of the still ampler person of the lady of the

mansion. There stood la Signora Dossi, the ex-

sylph, firmly planted on both feet, so as to assign

to each of them its fair share of the work of sup-

porting her person, in the attitude generally

adopted by persons of her inches—of circum-

ference. There she stood, rather out of breath,

but beaming with good-nature and good-humour.
"
Signora Clementina," said the little attorney,

bowing still outside the door, for it did not seem

to occur to the ex-sylph that the door-way w.as

still as effectually closed by her own person, as if

she had not opened it,
" here is the young person

of whom I spoke to you. She came from Bella
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Luce tbis morning ; and so I brought her off to

you myself at once."

"Come in! come in! Signor Sandro ;
and bring

in your yoiing friend, who is to be my friend

too !

"
said la Dossi, in a small piping voice that

contrasted ludicrously with her appearance, turn-

ing round as she spoke by means of three separate

steps, and then waddling back into the vast hall

into which the magnificent doors opened.
It was a really grand apartment, loftier than

the rest of the suite of rooms that opened off it,

of great size and admirable proportions, with a

carved coffered ceiling showing remains of gild-

ing, and a half-obliterated painting of gods and

goddesses in the centre. It was lighted by three

large windows looking on to the street, and paved
with square slabs of the same yellow Travertini

stone of which the staircase was built. On the

wall opposite to the entrance there hung an
enormous escutcheon, on which the Bollandini

arms were emblazoned ; in one far corner of the

huge hall there stood an old sedan- chair, with the

scroll ornaments about the top, and the carved

mouldings around its panels, which showed it to

be the production of the last century ;
and there

were four high-backed, square-built, leathern arm-

chairs, with plain flat wooden arms, and orna-

ments of gilt carving surmounted by coronets on
either side of the high straight backs, which as

clearly belonged to a yet earlier period. These
were placed, two against the oi>posite wall under
the huge escutcheon, and two against the wall in

which the door of entrance was, on the left-hand

of it. For the door was nearly in the corner,
near the street, with the three windows to the

right of one coming in. There was another door

to match in the other corner on the same side ;

but that was only a mock door, for uniformity's
sake. There were other two similar doors on
the opposite side,

—
that, namely, on which the

escutcheon hung ;
but these led to parts of the

palace not in the occupation of Signora Dossi, and
were locked up. In the middle of the fourth side,

opposite to the windows, Avas another similar

door, which led to the apartment inhabited by
the ex-sylph.
And the huge escutcheon, which belonged to

the sixteenth century, and the eighteenth century
sedan-chair, and the four seventeenth century
arm-chairs, were the only bits of furniture of any
kind in the room.

Nevertheless it was there that la Dossi chose

to receive her visitors
;
for she waddled no further

than to the nearest of the arm-chairs in qiiestion,

and there sat down, leaving her guest to occupy
the one opposite to her, some forty feet distant,

or to remain standing in front of her, at his

pleasure. He selected the latter alternative.
" So this is la Giulia ! Per Dio ! what a crea-

ture ! God forgive me for swearing ! Ave

Maria, gratia plena, Dorninus taycoo—o—m."

(The compensatory formula was uttered with the

utmost rapidity
— all except the last word, which

was prolonged in a sort of penetential whine. La
Dossi was repentant for having been surprised
into swearing ; but she had a feeling that the

good deed she had performed as per contra, left on

the whole a balance in her favour on the transac-

tion.)
'* Why this is a Juno, not a parlour-maid,

let alone kitchen ! My dear, I shall be afraid of

you ! I shall have to wash all the dishes my-
self ! How she would bring the house down as

Semiramide ! You should be on the stage, my
dear ; you should indeed !

"

" I trust yoii will find la Giulia quite as well

fitted for mere every-day work, my dear madam.
I have no doxibt that you will soon get used to

one another. Giulia, my good girl, you will find

la Signora Dossi a kind and considerate mistress.

Make her your friend, and you will find her a
valuable one. You must remember, Signora, that

Giulia has lived all her life in the country ;
and

you will have to teach her many things. But

you will make allowances
; and I am sure that

you will find her anxious to please. And now
I must run away, for I have people from the

country to see me about this troiiblesome con-

scription business at four. All the country is

going mad about it, it seems to me ; and the

people are thinking of nothing but exemptions
and substitutes. Good-by, Signora. Good-by,
Giulia."

' ' Shut the door after him, G iulia. There
; now

we can talk, and make acquaintance. How fond
the men are of preaching ! They are all alike in

that. Have not you found them so, eh ? Ah !

but it is not preaching they give you, I'll be
bound. That will come by-and-by. Did you
leave many broken hearts up at Bella Luce when
you came away, eh?"

"
Signora !—

"

"Did you, now? Half the village, I should

think. You are monstrously handsome, Giulia !

But I suppose you don't want an old woman to

tell you that. There's plenty of a different sort

to whisi^er that in your ear. And small blame to

them. And what aboiit cousin Beppo ?
"

"Signora!" exclaimed Giulia, in a voice made
up of two parts indignation to four parts of sup-

plication, and twenty parts of astonishment.
" Well ! and ought not I to know all about it ?

Am not I to be your mistress, and your pro-

tector, and counsellor and friend ? Hey ! do you
think I have not heard all about Beppo and you ?

Do you think I don't know what old Sandro has

put you here for? But don't you be afraid.

And don't stand there looking as if you were
struck speechless. Did not Lisa tell you I knew
it all ?"

" Lisa said that you were very kind," faltered

Giulia.
" Well then, don't you be afraid of me. Why,

I've been in love, girl, before you were ever born
or thought of. And Tina Dossi is not the one to

put a spoke in a true lover's wheel. Never was,
and never will be per Ave Maria, r/rafid 2}lena,

Dominus tay-coo
—oo—oo—m!" {La Dossi,

it will be observed, conscientiously and honour-

ably paid the fine for the intention, even though
the sin was not consummated. But she put down
a proportionably large balance on the creditor side

of the account.)
" Now come along in and see what

there is for dinner. Give me a hand to help me
up. Pull away !

—that's it," said la Dossi, slowly

rising to her feet, in obedience to a vigorous pull
of Giulia's stalwart arm.
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•' Well done ! You're a capital one at that,

any way. You would not think, Giulia, tliat I

was once as active and lissome and slenderer than

you I Yes—a good bit slenderer. But then I

was smaller altogether. They used to call me
the Sylph. I look like it, don't I ?"

And so chattering, she waddled across the wide
etone floor of the hall to the door in the middle of

the further wall, and led Giulia into the inner

rooms of her habitation. From the hall they
passed through a very small ante-room, very im-

perfectly lighted only by a borrowed light, in

which there were two other doors, one fronting
the great hall, leading into a sitting-room, and one
on the left-hand, leading into a snug little room,
once a store-room for linen, but fitted up as a
kitchen for la Dossi's special convenience.

' ' Tliere's my sitting-room,
"
she said, throwing

open the door of it, and showing a tolerably well-

furnished but rather bare-looking room, totally
devoid of any sign of any sort of occupation or

employment ; but garnished with sundry prints
of the ex-sylph, representing her in the various

characters and costumes, which had made her
fame and fortune in the days of her sylph-hood ;

among which, suspended on the wall in a place
of honour, Giulia's quick eye caught sight of the
two contrasted belts hanging side by side, like

the geographical representations of the shortest

and longest rivers in the world; "and there,"
she continued, pointing to a door at one side of

the further wall,
"

is my bed-room
; and there,"

indicating a similar door on the other side of the

same wall,
"

is yours. There we are, cheek by
jowl, my dear. So you are in safe keeping, you
see. Only the worst is," and she winked at

Giulia, M'ho thereupon coloured up, though she
could not have told why,—"the worst of it is,

that I sleep like a stone two hours every day,
from two to four, let alone all night, and should
not hear if there were a dozen men in the great
liall out there. But you arc a good girl, and would
not do anything wrong, I know. And this is the

kitchen," she continued, in a tone which seemed
to indicate that she considered that to be by far

the most important part of her habitation ; "I
generally eat here, unless I have anybody particular
with me. It is very comfortable

; and the things are

hotter, you know. Myhour is one o'clock everyday,
except Sundays. On Sunday I dine at three

;
so

that the girl may always go to mass with nie, and
have time to make the soup afterwards. And then
wo Lave a mouthful of supper at eight. I do like a
bit of supper. Ave Maria, gratid plena, Dominus
lay -coo—oo-oo-m!" (The extra oo-oo showed that

this was the weak point in La Signora Dossi's

conscience.)
" And now come, and let us look

after the dinner. I would not ask Don Civillo to

come in and have a bit to-day, because I had no
maid to help me. I suppose you don't know
much about cooking yet ?"

Giulia rehearsed her small list of capabilities
in this department ,

but la Dossi shook her head,

saying,
"

Well, you will soon learn. Where
there is a will there is a way. And it is a

pleasure to teach a willing scholar. Now look
here—"

So Giulia received there and then her first

lesson in city cookery ; and was thus installed

into her new mode of life.

And then the mistress and the maid proceeded

together to demolish the work of their own hands,
amid the critical remarks and dissertations of the
elder lady, who sat the while in a huge arm-
chair provided specially ad hoc, while the younger,
besides eating her own dinner, did the locomotive

part of the business of the table.

And before the meal was over Giulia felt quite
at home, and intimate with her mistress, and la

Dossi had coaxed out of her the entire truth as to

all her feelings and perplexities in the matter of

couain Beppo.
{To be continued.)

QUEEE DOINGS AT ODDINGLEY.

Did the London reader, let loose for awhile

from the din and smoke of the great city, ever

pause, towards the close, say, of a summer day's

march, to gaze from the hill-top he had just
reached at some picturesque little village lying
below him ? From the hearths of the houses

scattered along
* ' the street,

" and glowing in the

red light of the setting sun, rises the curling
smoke which tells of the gathering of the house-

hold for the evening meal
;
birds are carolling in

the wood hard by, and over its trees rises the

tower of the old church, around which, under the

yew trees where laughing urchins climb for berries,

slumber the quiet dead, who lay down to die

scarce knowing of a wider world than their own
little one. How calm and peaceful it looks, after

the uproar he has left behind ! Here surely, if

anywhere, men must dwell together in goodwill,
free from the strifes and rancours of cities. And
thus he moralises as long as his pipe lasts, and

then, buckling on his knapsack again, descends

the hill, and almost with regret passes through
the little hamlet, and leaves it behind him. And
yet, had ho entered the inn, pointed out by its

long trough, and its swinging, creaking signboard,

promising wonders to travelling man and beast,

he might perhaps have learnt from the gossip of

the cronies over their ale, how deceitful was this

calm ;
he might have heard how the squire was

going to " take the law "
of the parson at the

next assizes ;
and how Farmer This was at war

with Farmer That, the only discoverable reason

being that one of them had, years ago, kept back

his wheat longer than the other, and had had,
after all, to sell it at a lower price ;

and how from
the squabbles of a little village,

"
Lawyer

" Grab-

ham earned a respectable income ; how, in a word,
the same evil passions would break out here as

elsewhere, and perhaps even more often, from
lack of the outlets for men's surplus energies
which the life of towns affords.

Any chance stranger who happened to stumble

on the little village of Oddingley in the summer
of ISOG, would certainly have been favourably

impressed by it. There it lay, six miles from

Worcester, out of the great roads, and shut in by
its wood-clad hills from the turmoil of the world.

But its whole ])opulation, of some hundred and

seventy souls, was divided into two parties which
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hated one another. The rector had been pre-
sented with the living in return for electioneering
services rendered to a great man, and during the

thirteen years he had now held it, disputes with
his parishioners had been constant. Whose was
the first wrong ? Well, no doubt there were
faults on both sides, for rectors are but men, and
Mr. Parker does not seem to have shown the

same aptitude for leading men to heaven, that he
had displayed in driving them to the polling-
booth. At all events, in 1806 he and a few

dependents were ranged on one side, against the

rest of the village on the other. At the head of

the opposing faction was a Captain Evans, an old,

choleric soldier,
" full of strange oaths," who had

served in the American war, and had come to

this village to wear out the rest of his days in

semi-idleness and on half-pay. Some four or five

of the principal farmers about were his most
zealoiis abettors. Matters had got gradually from
bad to worse, till at last the captain, in order to

cheat the parson of his dues, had his cows milked
in another parish, so that he might avoid tithes,
which were paid in kind

;
but he couldn't move

his hedges, so the rector had them clipped, and
claimed his tithe of the croppings. In his com-
ments on this business, the captain made no
secret of his opinion that there would be no more
harm in shooting the parson than a mad dog, or a
crow that flew in the air

; more than this, he

openly stated that a hundred pounds had been
collected in the village, and would be paid

' ' for

a dead parson," while to tempt men to undertake
the job, they were plied with drink, which they
quaffed

" to the death of the Oddingley Bwona-

parte
"
(with the 2i, and a full-sounding e, reader,

when you will have what was a synonym at

this time for Satan,—or something worse). Mr.
Parker was by no means unaware of the length
to which the animosity of his parishioners had

gone ; he had already gained an action for assault

brought against one of the chief disturbers of his

peace, and he now declared that he would swear
his life against them all, for he knew not what

they wanted, unless it were his life ; for two or

three weeks past he had noticed a fellow hovering
about his steps wherever he went, with what
seemed a gun in a bag under his arm, and he

calmly met the assurance of his servant that the

skulker sought his life with—"Do you think he

does, Joe ?
" And when on two different occa-

sions little stones were, during the night, thrown

up at his bedroom window, he prudently refrained

from showing himself, more than suspecting what
was in store for him oiitside.

The final act soon came. One June evening a

shot was fired at him from a hedge bordering a

meadow in which he hai)pened to be. It took

effect, and he fell, crying "Murder !

" on which the

assassin made up to him, and beat him over the

head with his gun. Two men passing at the time
had heard the cries, and ran in their direction.

They found the lifeless body of the clergyman,
and his murderer standing by, pale and trembling.

"Villain!" they asked him, "do you know
what you have done ?

"

"
Nothing !

" he answered, and throwing down
a bag in which was part of a gun, broken by the

violence of the blows he had dealt to his victim,
made off, pursued by the two men, who, however,

being strangers, and not knowing the ground,
failed to come up with him, and, giving up the

chase, returned to the body.
The murderer was not known to these two, who

alone had seen him at his horrible work ; but the

description they gave of him tallied exactly with
that of Homing, a wheelwright, and the very man
whom the rector had noticed following him about.

Heming's house was, therefore, immediately
searched, but neither thei-e nor elsewhere could he
be found. Night put a stop to the search : the
morrow brought the inquest, with the verdict of

murder, and a reward of lOOZ. was offered for the

apprehension of Homing, with a free pardon to

accomplices. Still no tidings of him. Day after

day passed away thus, and it was reported that he
had fled abroad, but it was generally believed that

he still lay concealed somewhere in the neighbour-
hood, and a woman even affirmed that, on the

day after the murder, she had seen him leaving a

wood near the village.
As the principal had eluded pursuit for the pre-

sent, at all events, efforts were made to bring to

justice those at whose instigation it was thought
he had committed the crime ; but though the state

of affairs in Oddingley had been so notorious that

people on hearing of the murder exclaimed that

"all Oddingley would swing j
for this;" and

though offers had been made, openly enough, to

several persons to undertake the murder of the

rector, no sufficient grounds were discovered for

any serious steps. In Heming's house had been
found an account of his day-work up to within a

fortnight of the murder, and the last fortnight of

this time, during which it was notorious that he
had done nothing but dog the rector, with a gun
under his arm, was charged to Captain Evans—a

grave presumption against him when taken in

connection with other facts. He was indeed

arrested, but was soon released, owing possibly
to the zeal he had shown in the affair, since we
find him a few days after the murder, collecting a

subscription to increase the reward offered for

Heming's apprehension. But whether justice was
inactive or not, it was i)owerles3 against the whole

parish, bound together by the tie of a common
hatred

;
a few arrests were made and afterwards

countermanded, without further steps being taken.

Nor were other agencies more successful
;

in vain
did the new clergyman, standing beside the tomb
of his murdered predecessor, erected within the

altar-rails, solemnly read the command to do no
murder

; back from the guilty flock came, unfal-

teringly, the responsive prayer, that their hearts

might be inclined to keep the law ;
nor when he

mounted the pulpit, and preached to them on the

awfulness of the sin, did one repentant wretch avow
his crime and pray for mei'cy.

Years rolled on. A letter had been received

from America, which stated that Heming had been
seen there, and which gave an account of the

means by which he had escaped from England ;

but who could tell ? The captain had been in

America, and had perhaps found means to get this

letter sent over. At all events the wife of Heming
still believed that her husband had been made
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away with, and in 1816, ten years after the mur-

der, she induced the magistrates to order the

search of a clover-rick which had been put up a

few days after Mr. Parker's murder, and had not
been disturbed since. The search brought nothing
to light ; the widow could give no ground for her

suspicions, and the whole thing was beginning to

assume a traditional aspect, when at last a dis-

covery was made, which showed that the widow
was right in her suspicions after all.

In January, 1830, twenty-three years and more
from the time of Mr. Parker's murder, a carpenter
was employed in taking down an old barn on a
farm which, in 1805, bad been occupied by a

farmer named Clewes. In the course of bis work
he was removing the earth near the foundation,
when he came upon a pair of shoes and a carpen-
ter's rule. Without proceeding any further, he at

once gave information, and the earth about the

spot was carefully searched. At the depth of two
or three feet was found the complete skeleton of a

man, who must have been considerably under the

middle height. The upper and lower jaws, and
the skull, had been beaten into many pieces, and
the surgeon who examined the remains declared

that these injuries had preceded the burial of the

body, and had in all probability been the cause of

death. With the bones thus found were portions
of a woollen waistcoat and of corduroy breeches,
a whetstone, and a pocket-knife. Heming's widow,
now re-married, identified these objects as having
belonged to her former husband ; and no doubt
could be entertained that here was evidence of a
second murder committed ou the assassin so long

sought for in vain.

The lapse of a quarter of a century had loosened

the old ties which had formerly bound the

parish together, tongues were untied, and at the

inquest which was held, all the evidence that

could be collected was gone into minutely, with
the object of discovering the accomplices of

Heming. But the chief of them had before this

been called to another tribunal to account for his

share in the murder : four years previously Cap-
tain Evans had removed to Droitwich, and there

he had died without confessing his guilt.
The inquiry lasted for five days. Before its

termination, Clewes, the former occupant of the

farm on which the skeleton had been found, was
committed to prison. While here he stated that

he was anxious to make a communication to the

jury, and persisting in his design after he had
been informed that his revelations might be used

against him, he was heard. He said, that about
seven o'clock in the morning, on the day after

Mr. Parker's murder, George Bankes came down
to him, saying that Heming was up at Captain
Evans's, and that they did not know what to do

with him. Clewes refused to let him come down
to his house, and Bankes went away, saying that

he was lurking about the meadows. About eleven

o'clock Clewes went up to Oddingley, and Captain
Evans then called him, and told him that Heming
was lurking about his (Clewes's) farm, and that

something must be done to get him ofif ; he woidd

try to get into Clewes's buildings during the day,
and at night they could meet there and give him
some money, and contrive some plan to get him

out of the way. Clewes at last agreed to meet
the captain at eleven o'clock that night. He did

so, and found with the Captain, James Taylor, a
farrier (since dead), and a third man, whom he
believed to be George Bankes. They had met at the

door of Clewes's barn, which they now entered, the

Captain calling softly,
"

Holloa, Heming, where
beest ?

"
Heming answered from under a heap

of straw, and Taylor and the Captain, who had

pulled out a lantern, stepped up to the place where

Heming was, and the Captain told him to get

up—he had soraethiug for him. Heming, who
seemed to have been lying on his back, theu rose,

and as he did so, Taylor hit him two or three

blows over the head with a stick. Clewes de-

clared that he protested, but the Captain said,

"He has got enough;" and Taylor asked what
was to be done with the body. It was a light

night, and to avoid the risk of being seen, it was
determined to bury the body in the barn. A
place was found full of rat-holes ; a little earth

was shovelled out ; the Captain called to Taylor
to catch hold of him

;
the two dragged the body

into the hole, and Taylor then covered it up. The
whole thing was over in half-an-hour. The Cap-
tain promised Taylor another glass or two of

brandy, enjoined Clewes, with oaths, not to

"split," and the men then separated and went
home. Clewes had afterwards received twenty-
seven pounds, which was at first intended for

Heming's passage-money, and the Captain told

him that he should never want for five pounds, if

he held his peace. He had bought a mare of the

Captain, and had never been asked for payment,
and a hundred pounds had been lent to him by
a Mr. Barnett, a wealthy farmer, who was only
second to the Captain in his hatred of the rector.

Some days after the murder of Heming, several

loads of marl were brought into the barn and

spread over the Hoor. Clewes had refused to

be bound by an oath not to give information,

although the Captain reminded him, with a

curious appreciation of his functions as J. P.,

that he himself could administer it, as he was a

magistrate !

Clewes, Bankes, and Barnett were put upon
their trial at Worcester, in March, 1830. The
verdict of the coroner's inquest on Heming was
one of murder against Clewes and Bankes, while

Barnett was found to have been an accessory
before the fact. The grand jury had also foimd

three bills of indictment
;

one charging Clewes

alone with the murder of Heming, both as a

principal and as an abettor ; a second against all

three prisoners, as accessories before the fact to

the murder of Mr. Parker, alleged to have been

committed by Heming; and a third against Clewes

alone, as an accessory after the fact to the same

murder, by harbouring Heming. The indictments

relative to the murder of Mr. Parker were, how-

ever, abandoned, on the ground that the principal
had not been convicted, and Clewes was then

arraigned for the murder of Heming. The jury,

hopelessly bewildered by the maze of indictments,
found him guilty as accessory after the fact, a

finding that could not be received, as he was
indicted as principal only. They again withdrew,
and almost immediately acquitted him. The
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prosecution declined to ofier any evidence on the

coroner's inquisition, and the three prisoners -who

had been placed at the bar were then acquitted ;

and thus ended a case as remarkable for the crime

brought to light, as for the singular complica-
tion caused by the circumstances of the double

murder.

THE SCHOOL OF COOKERY.

"God sends the meat and the Devil sends the

cooks.
" In England we have been content to go

on cou soling ourselves with this often-quoted pro-
verb for the most abominable style of cookery,
aud consequently the most extravagant waste of

good provisions. Possibly there is not a nation in

Eurojje that possesses such excellent materials for

providing a good dinner as our own, and yet has

such small aptitude for turning it to good account.

Indeed, some persons think the prime nature of

the raw material is the cause of our carelessness

in dressing it. At all events, where nature has not

been kind to us we have not neglected to hold our

own even against the best-favoured climes. Where,
for instance, can they grow such grapes, such

pines, such melons as in old foggy England ?

France is the land of peaches ; yet when our Queen
was a guest at the Tuilei-ies, the Emperor sent to

Covent Garden for fruit he could not match in his

own country. Let us flatter our vanity in this

manner if we like, but it is high time that we
looked to our cuisine. The Frenchman contem-

plating an old pair of boots with an eye to con-

cocting a stew, is certainly a picture of art imder
difficulties far worthier of our imitation than the

florid butcher handing over a prime-cut to the

tender mercies of the maid-of-all-work. How does

that individual pick iip her small knowledge of

the art of cookery ? Could we see pass before us

the dismal troop of dyspejjtics created by her iin-

skilful touch—could we paint the horrible night-
mares she has called forth by her bungling endea-

vours, we should throw in the shade the sketches of

Blake and Fuseli, and inaugurate a literature more
weird and elf-like than that of Hoffmann ; and she

might exclaim,
" Alone I did it !

" But our busi-

ness is rather with well-nourished stomachs than
with diseased imaginations, and our object to draw

public attention to an excellent institution known
as the School of Cookery, at 111, Great Portland

Street. This establishment is conducted by Mrs.

Mitchell, with the amiable intention of instructing
servants in the different branches of the culinary

art, and of saving the British stomach from being

experimented on by their 'prentice hands. The
School of Cookery is not a place of mere theoretical

study, but a real working establishment, with a

scientifically fitted-up kitchen, presided over by a

chef de cuisine, a master of his art. The cooking is

by no means illusory ;
the viands are not theatrical

properties, to be served up to a make-believe com-

pany : on the contrary, every day at half-past six

a table d'hdte is served on the premises (consisting
of soup, fish, entrees, French and English dishes,

confectionery, and ices) for the charge of half-a-

crown.

We must not let it be supposed that the in-

struction given below-stairs is purchased at the

expense of the compau)'-, in the dining-room, as the

cook is responsible for the proper serving of the

dinner ; but the actual working of a dinner, with
its twelve or fourteen courses, gives a reality to the
instruction which could not in any other way be
obtained. Only those servants who have some

knowledge of plain cooking are allowed to receive

instruction in this school, as it is rather a finishing
establishment than a seminary for simple instruc-

tion. Here the servant requiring instruction may
either pay the full fee of four pounds, and be

perfected in every branch of the art, or she may
limit her schooling to any of its branches for a

minor fee. She may graduate, in fact, in special

siibjects. Thus the art of concocting soups may
be alone sought for—but what an art! How
would our sorrows be lightened if we could depend

upon our domestics serving up a really delicate

jwtaje ! What shins of beef would be economised,
and what indigestion avoided, if Betty would only
be obliging enough to serve us up a light clean

soup Julienne, such as you can get in any restau-

rani's in Paris ! The art of making entrees, again,
would be a special course, or the equally delicate

art of confectionery. Surely a proficiency in

either of these studies would amply rejiay the

student for the inconsiderable fee charged ! As the

schoolmaster has been such a favourite of late,

is it not rather extraordinary that we' are only-

just beginning to think of educating our helps to

serve us up such an essential of life as a well-

cooked dinner ? AVhat has Paterfamilias been

about—that irascible old gentleman Avhose whole
life centres in the dinner-table—that he has never

taken steps to secure a decent race of cooks ?

You will hear him propound the doctrine that

you should part with a good professor of the axt

under nothing less than manslaughter, and you
will hear that he has submitted to help the

inebriated Molly up to bed with a well-disguised

indignation rather than offend her, as he feela

sure that she is mistress of the situation. Why
should he be thus humiliated in his own house-

hold without taking any measures to escape from
so frightful a tyranny ? The art of Cookery is,

something like the egg-trick of Columbus, very

easy when some one has shown us how to do it ;

but it certainly is strange that in all our rage for

teaching the i)eople
" common things," one so

common and yet so important should never have
been hit upon.

Of aU the employments of women, what so im-

portant as that of cooking ? but we hear nothing
about it from Miss Emily FaithfuU ; yet it is of

infinitely greater importance that they study the

art of feeding the body in a wholesome manner
than that they should take to printing, which they
cannot do better than men. As for the Social

Science Congress, we question very much if its

members would not be doing a far greater service

to humanity in disseminating knowledge respect-

ing an art on which all sound health, mental as

well as bodily, is based, than in discussing desul-

torily the world's affairs at large.
Not twelve years ago, the art of design was un-

known in England, and we imported from France

all the articles required to figure our calicoes and
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other fabrics. Now there are upwards of seventy
schools of design flourishing in the Three King-
doms ; and the French Commissioners, sent over
here by their Government to report upon the pro-

gress made by lis since the Exhibition of 1851,
declared that we had so advanced in our artistic

training that France no longer could claim a mo-

nopoly of art-designing in connection with textile

fabrics, but that we had made such strides that
their own countrymen must look to their laurels.

Surely, if we can conquer a difficulty which was
deemed to be beyond our genius, there is no
reason on earth why so material a study as cook-

ery, and one which appeals so strongly to our
animal appetites, should not be acquired also !

The School of Cookery, after perfecting the
student in the art, gives a certificate of capability,
which will stand in the same stead to the servant
as the diploma does to the doctor. A cook armed
with one of these tokens of proficiency, would find

that she was not only able to get a better place,
but a higher rate of wages ; she would be a
skilled artisan, in short, and therefore entitled

to a higher place in the social hierarchy than she
can command at present. We hear that already
applications have been made at the institution for

these trained cooks, and we have no doubt that

they will be sought after as much as are the
trained nurses that are now procurable from the
institution in South Audley Street. Only those
who know the troubles of housekeeping will be
able to appreciate the value of a race of young
cooks free from the vices of the ancient dames
who have held us at their mercy for so long a
time. We may hope from the young adepts in

the art, an immunity from that gin-drinking which
seemed inseparable from the old school of spoiled
domestics we have put up with so long.

May not persons of moderate incomes also be

expected to benefit by this infusion of new blood
into our kitchens ? What can a young couple
about to marry say to the warning they receive

from knowing matrons, that tliey cannot put
down the expense of a really good cook at less

than sixty or seventy pounds a-year—what with
the extravagant wages they demand and the

expensive methods they are accustomed to, to say
nothing of their insisting, as they almost inva-

riably do if they are skilled hands, on your keep-
ing a scullerymaid ? Let us hope that all this

will be changed, and that with cheap instruction

we may get cheap cooks, whereby our pockets
and our stomachs may be benefited. If preven-
tion is better than cure, surely it is putting the
cart before the horse to institute training-schools
for nurses before instituting schools for the prepa-
ration of wholesome, palatable, digestible food,
the want of which is in itself a grievous source

of ill-health, and the cause of a demand for

nurses ! Moreover, we believe that instruction in

cooking is a movement demanded in the interest

of the working-classes themselves. Those who
are acquainted with the habits of our artisans

know that a fearful waste is experienced by them
in consequence of the ignorance on the part of their

wives of the commonest principles of the culinary
art. Half the goodness of the meat they boil is

thrown away instead of being utilised in soup-

making. They know nothing of the art of stew-

ing ; very few can boil a potato or a little rice

perfectly, and the whole art of making palatable
the very inferior meat their means will afford, is

lost by their ignorance of the qualifying power of a
few vegetables. There can be no doubt whatever,
that at least twenty per cent, of the nourishment
which a French man or woman would extract from
the provisions consumed by the working-classes
of Great Britain, is wholly lost to them by their

ignorance of cookery. Let us, therefore, welcome
most heartily the experiment of establishing a
school for instruction in the art ; and let \is add

that, if properly conducted, no speculation is more
certain of success, for the reason that it is an

attempt to supply the great want of our households

at the present moment. A. W,

MIDNIGHT AT JMARSHLAND GRANGE.

Thk Supernatural Investigation Society—that
was what wc styled ourselves—was limited to six

members : namely. Messieurs Toombs, Graves,

Knight, Gashleigh, Scully, and Bone. For a
twelvemonth or more we had been addling our
brains by culling ghost-stories out of books, or

collecting them from our friends. But this was,
at best, second-hand evidence.

"What we want," said Jack Toombs, our pre-

sident, bringing his fist upon the table with a

crash, and startling us all (for twelve months of

continuous spectral literature tends to unstring
the nerves)—" what we want is to see a ghost !

"

"That," observed Mr. Gashleigh, "is easier

said than done. Gentlemen," he continued, so-

lemnly,
"
although there is not a rood of ground

in this mighty city upon which some deed of blood

and darkness has not been perpetrated, I don't

believe there's a ghost to be heard of in all London.
Either the noise of the night-cabs, or the car-

bonised atmosphere, or the policemen's bulls-eyes,
or the cats on the roofs—whatever it is, something
keeps 'em away. For aught we know, a frightful
and mysterious murder may have been committed
under this very roof—nay, on that exact spot
where you, Scully, are now sitting."

(Mr. Scully looked uncomfortable, and shifted

the position of his chair.)

"Why don't we hear of that murder?" pur-
sued Mr. Gashleigh. "Because, sir," said the

honourable member, fixing his eye on the presi-

dent, "in this bustling, excitable metropolis, it

was probably only a nine-days' wonder. In a se-

cluded country place it would have afforded gossip
for a century. Now this is the gist of my argu-
ment. Ghosts don't care to walk except where
there's a public who know all about their afi'airs.

Here in London, if you met a ghost on the stairs

you would take him for a housebreaker, and insist

on giving him in charge ;
whereas in the country,

your blood would curdle with horror at a similar

visitation, because you would recognise the spectre
of old Job Tatterly, the miser, who was found

in the horsepond one November morning, but

whose hoarded wealth was never discovered."

"Why not advertise," said Bone, "for a

Haunted House ?
"
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The proposal was received •with acclamation,
an advertisement was composed and inserted in

the public prints ; all answers to be addressed to

me, A. Wynter Knight, Esq., secretary to the

Society.
We received several written replies, which I may

dismiss very briefly. Two or three of them were

palpable hoaxes, while one was from the landlord

of a boarding-house who alleged that he had lost

all his lodgers owing to supernatural noises. This

gentleman wanted us to take the lease of his house
off his hands, and we had nearly concluded the

bargain, when Graves, our vice-president, met
one of the late boarders in society, who in-

formed him that he and the other inmates had

quitted the house not because of ghosts,
but because a frightful and mysterious stench

pervaded the lower part of the premises, which
not even Burnett's Disinfecting Fluid could cure.

In short, the landlord was a humbug, as I peri-

phrastically told him during our last interview.

Then there was an old lady, widow of a master-

mariner, resident in Three Colt Lane, Victoria

Park, N.E., who wrote thus :

Sir,
— I have a drawing-room floor to let, furnished,

with use of kitchen if not cooking too late dinners.
The house is haunted, not that I have ever seen any-
thing myself ;

but my son, wlio is mate of a collier-brig,

coming home Jate from the Commercial Docks, stumbled
over a Newfoundland dog on the first-floor landing,
which ran down stairs, and though he followed it

was no longer visible. Now, sir, a party lived in the

drawing-room sett who threw himself into Sir George
Duckett's Canal, through sporting and betting. I

never heard he kept a dog, but why not, on the

sly ? His employers being aware that paunches are

expensive, and naturally suspicious, as bis salary was
only eighty pounds a year. I can give you reasonable
attendance ; and remain, sir, your humble servant,

Mary Clack.

We could not accept this worthy dame's pro-
posal. There was a vein of honesty running
through her somewhat confused letter -which pleased
us ; but a haunted first-floor, with an obsequious
landlady cooking chops for us on the basement
storey, in the intervals of spectral visitation, was
too absurd.

More than a week passed away, and we de-

spaired of getting anything to suit us, when one

day, as I was seated^in my office (I may mention
that, when not supernaturally engaged, I am in
the hemp, jute, and gunnybag business)—one day,
as I was seated in my office alone, a gentleman
entered and introduced himself by laying a card
on my desk. It was a large, old-fashioned, thick

card, and bore the name Ifr. Edgar Batesford,
beneath which was written, in yellow-rusted ink,
Marshland Grange, Essex.
"You advertised for a haunted house ?" he

said, smiling.
1 started

; for at that moment my thoughts were
immersed in fibrous commodities.

"
Yes, sir, I did. Have you anything eligible to

offer us ?
"

"
Possibly I have, on certain conditions."

" Will you name them ?
"

" That you visit the house in question alone in

my company, -without informing your brother-

clubmen of your intention until the following
day."

I regarded my visitor earnestly, to see if he
looked like a rogue. His ai^pearance was in his

favour. He was a tall, thin young man, with

good features and (what is noticeable in these
bearded days) a clean-shaven face. His clothes

were new and fashionably cut
; but I observed

that he wore an old-fashioned stand-up collar and
stock.

" Where is the haunted house ?
"

I asked.

"This is the place," he answered, pointing to

the card—" Marshland Grange, my own property.

Owing to all sorts of absurd sinister rumours I

haven't been able to let it for years. I shall there-

fore be delighted to have the mystery cleared up
by your Society."

** What are your terms ?
"

"My terms ! My dear sir, I shaU be only too

happy to pay you, if you can prove the house
unhaunted. Should it, on the contrary, appear to

be supernaturally infested, a few giiineas to repay
my expenses will amply suffice— say ten guineas ;

you can put the amoiint in your pocket."

My features must have betrayed some hesitation,
for Mr. Batesford continued :

"You demur to my suggestion, and very
naturally too. You say to yourself :

' I know
nothing of this man. What is to prevent his in-

veigling me into some lonely ruinous place, and
then extorting the ten guineas by violence ?

'

Now,
I know your respectability. Your firm, A. W.
Knight & Co., was established in 1803, if I mis-

take not, just before Boney became Emperor."
" It was ; and it strikes me I have seen the name

of Batesford in our old ledgers."
* '

Very possibly : but never mind that at present.

Now, I am going to give you a guarantee of my
respectability. Here is a twenty-pound Bank of

England note. Lock that up in your safe until

to-morrow, and meet me this evening at the Shore-

ditch Station for the 6 '40 train. We will go to-

gether, and sit up till twelve o'clock at Marshland

Grange. Do you agree ?
"

"
I^do," I replied, as I turned my Chubb-key on

his deposit.
" There's my hand upon it !

"

Mr. Batesford did not appear to notice my prof-
fered palm, but bowing slightly quitted the office.

" This is a queer customer," I thought,
" As I

have an hour to spare, I will follow the fellow, and
see what becomes of him." I put on my hat, and
went out into Thames Street ;

but though 1 traced

his tall figure for some time, outtopping the ordi-

nary run of wayfarers, I lost sight of him under
the arch of London Bridge.

"Never mind," said I. "I shall see if he is

true to his appointment this evening."
I must confess I felt rather nervous as my cab

rattled up Bishopsgate Street towards the station.

But the possible honour and glory in store for me
buoyed me up. Perhaps while my brother-in-

quirers have only been talking about ghosts, I

may be privileged to see one. Still I experienced
some secret qualms, and I should have breathed
more freely if Mr. Batesford had not been await-

ing me in front of the booking-office.
He nodded slightlj', and said :

"Netherwood is our station. I presume, Mr.
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Knight, you will pay the fares ? I am not above

travelling second-class."

I took the tickets accordingly, and entered a

carriage that was pretty full of people ;
for I felt

rather shy of my companion.
To beguile the tedium of the journey, I tried to

engage him in conversation, but with little suc-

cess. He appeared to be totally uninterested in

politics, and in reply to my remarks on our finan-

cial prosperity, said :

"I believe in Billy Pitt, sir. Look at his Sink-

ing Fund. There's a masterpiece !

"

Kow, if the man who uttered these words had
been eighty years old, I should have regarded
him with interest as a harmless old fossil of the

past ; but here was a young man of iive-and-

twenty, who invariably spoke of guineas instead

of pounds, called the French Emperor Bonaparte,
and mentioned Pitt, as if that financier were still

living. I could make nothing of him
; so I drew

out the "Evening Standard," and plunged into

Manhattan's last letter.

Presently I heard the rustling of paper oppo-
site, and peeping over my own broadsheet, ob-

served that Mr. Bateaford was also engaged with
a newspaper. I felt anxious to know what journal
he patronised, and was surprised to see the name
of a well-known daily paper which has recently
become extinct. The diminutive size of the sheet
also astonished me ; it appeared to have shrunk to

half its normal bulk. I peeped again ;
and being

an adept at the old schoolboy accomplishment of

reading upside down, managed to spell out the
date—lath October, 1863.

"To-day's paper !

"
thought I

;

" and yet, cer-

tainly, that journal has ceased to exist for months

past." My curiosity was on tiptoe. I determined
to have an explanation.

" Mr. Batesford, would you oblige me by ex-

changing papers ?
"

"Thank you," he replied, blandly; "I shall

take no interest in yours, and I do not care to

part with my own. However, you may just look
at it."

He reversed the sheet, so as to hold the title

before my eyes. I had made a slight mistake in

my topsy-turvy decipherings. I had added a

flourish to a figure where no such flourish existed ;

for Mr. Batesford's paper was the "
Morning Chro-

nicle
"

of the 19th October, 1803 !

"

"
Sixty years ago, this very day ! I should

like to read that paper. It must be quite a

curiosity."
" Wait till we get home," said Mr. Batesford,

smiling, and folding up the newspaper, "Come,
here we are at Netherwood. There is your carpet-

bag. We will walk across to the Grange, as it is

dry under foot."

Mr. Batesford was probably an Essex man, and
connected by Darwinian affiliation with the frogs
of his native swamps ; for in my opinion it was as

damp, greasy, oozy, and slushy a walk as I ever

took on a murky, lowering October night.- We
traversed lanes where the water dripped down our
backs from the overhanging hedgerows ; we got
over stiles which led into clayey footpaths by the

side of slow-moving streams
;
we entered, at last,

upon a region of bulrushes, where the chilly water

actually gurgled up about my ankles. I endea-

voured to keep up a stoiit heart. I said :

"A. W, Knight, remember that you are a

Searcher after Truth
; remember, also, that there

are a pair of dry shoes and socks in your carpet-

bag."
At length, after three miles of this glutinous

journeying, we came out upon a firm high-road. I

blessed the memory of Macadam, and strode mer-

rily onwards. Presently we halted in front of a

house separated from the road by a small garden,
"Marshland Grange," observed my companion,

breaking a long-continued silence.

I looked up at the house with a sigh of disap-

pointment : it was such an utterly commonplace
dwelling. I had pictured Marshland Grange as

a rambling old edifice, exhibiting in its wings,

gables, and additions, specimens of half-a-dozen*

architectural eras, and situated far from other

human abode in a desolate swamp. In place of

this, I beheld a common ten-roomed brown brick

box, built evidently about the end of the last cen-

tury, when picturesqueness was deemed a barbar-

ism, and within hail of half-a-dozen labourers'

cottages.
"This a haunted house?" I asked, half-con-

temptuously, as Mr. Batesford led the way into the

parlour.
"So the neighbours say," replied my companion.
For some seconds I was unable to tell why he

was such a long time striking a light. I then saw
that he used a flint, steel, and tinder-box.

" You are singularly old-fashioned," I remarked.
" To be consistent, you should have travelled down
from London in the old Essex Highflyer, Mr.

Batesford,"
" The railway was more convenient, this even-

ing," he answered quietly : as much as to say,

"On other evenings I should prefer the High-

flyer."
As soon as he had lighted the candle (which, by

the way, was a common, guttering, snuff-accumu-

lating dip) I looked round the room. It was deso-

late enough : several windows were broken, while

the furniture consisted of a couple of rickety
chairs and a dilapidated deal table.

"
Change your boots, Mr. Knight, and then I

will show you over the house."

He took up the candle and preceded me. We
went upstairs and downstaiwi, examining both

kitchens and attics. The remainder of the rooms

were entirely bare of furniture ;
and the house was

a regular formal iip-and-down affair, which might
have been • situated on the Duke of Bedford's

Bloomsbury estate. There were no gloomy cor-

ridors—no deep-sunk unexpected cupboards
—no

possibiUty of secret doors or passages. It was

damp, mouldy, and depressing, but perfectly

commonplace.
"No room for a ghost to hide here," said I,

jocularly.
" It don't look like it," observed Mr. Batesford ;

"still the neighbours say otherwise. Let us re-

turn to the parlour, close the shutters, and make
ourselves as comfortable as we can till twelve

o'clock strikes. That is, I believe, the legitimate

hour for ghostly visitants."

We took our seats in the comfortless apartment,
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whicli felt cliilly and miserable enoiigli to depress

any professional ghost-lmnter. The wind whistled

through the cliiuks of the decaying shutters,

threatening every moment to extinguish our feeble

candle.
" Let us fortify our spirits with a little supper,

Mr. Batesford," I said, diving into my carpet-bag,
and producing a cottage-loaf, a chicken-and-ham

sausagfe, and three bottles of Bass's ale. My com-

panion fell to work ^vith alacrity, eating and

drinking in a singularly rapid yet noiseless man-
ner. He consumed the lion's share of two bottles

of ale, and watchedme with wistful eyes as I opened
a third. I began to despise him. "He drinks,"
I said to myself, "to obtain a stock of Dutch

courage. So much the better. Had he not swal-

lowed more than his share, I might have been

tempted to tipple, whereas now my head is

cool. I am prepared for anything."
For one thing I was not prepared ;

—for Mr.
Batesford suddenly falling asleep, and snoring

iideously. I called to him once or twice, when he
ceased for a few moments without waking up,
but presently began again as bad as ever. I

looked at my watch ; it was only eleven o'clock.

What should I do till twelve ? I did not like to

smoke. I fancied it would look disrespectful,
when you expected a ghost, to be puffing out the

vapour of tobacco. 1 had forgotten to bring a

pack of cards, or I might have had a game at

Patience. What should I do ? Just then my
companion emitted a more energetic snore than

usual, which caused me to turn towards him. His

legs were stretched out, his chair was tilted back,
and his head was supported by the edge of the

table. For a sparely-built man he was a most
uncomfortable sleeper. His breathing was per-

fectly convulsive. But his breast-pocket rather

than himself engaged my attention, for from it

protruded that newspaper which I had been so

eager to see in the railway- carriage. I could no

longer restrain my curiosity, but drew it softly

forth, and settled myself down to read it by the

flickering candlelight. I soon became interested

in the tiny old newspaper. The England of 1803,

just as we were recommencing that tremendous

struggle which terminated in Waterloo and St.

Helena, rose before my eyes. But a paragraph of

lialf-a-dozen lines in the third page put politics

completely out of my head.

I felt my blood congeal, and my skin roughen
with horror as I read those words. I rose slowly
to my feet. " Gracioits Powers !" I murmui-ed ;

*' I sneered at the notion of this house being
haunted, and here, within a yard of me, in yonder
chair, sits

"

I bent cautiously over him. His head was
thrown back. I shuddered with affright. I could

guess now why he wore a high collar and stock.

I could see the fatal

Just then a distant clock struck twelve. My
companion suddenly woke, and said, with a yawn," What ! twelve o'clock, and no ghost yet ! Come,
Mr. Knight, I think you will be able to cer-

tify that, barring a few repairs, the house is fit

for anybody to live in
;
and I shall be happy to

give you a liberal commission if you can find me
a respectable tenant."

While he spoke tlius, I was staring at him with
a fixed gaze of horror. He did not seem to notice

my expression of countenance, but presently, ob-

serving the newspaper in my hand, exclaimed, in

an angry voice,
' ' How dare you, sir !

" and
snatched it from me.

Just then an unusually strong gust of wind

penetrated the crazy shutters, and blew the

candle out. The snuff was still redhot, and I

contrived to relight it
;
as I did so, I heard a

distant door bang. I looked round for my com-

paiaion, but he was gone !

With trembling knees, and a swiftly-palpitating

heart, I hastily packed my carpet-bag and quitted
that house of desolation. After trudging a hun-

dred yards or more along the road, I reached the

village inn, and was surprised to observe a stream
of light pouring from the chinks of the door at

that late hour. I knocked, and was immediately
admitted.

" Why, you look 'most as scared as we do,

master," observed the landlord
;

" and we've been

awatching the corpse-light over in the Haunted
House yonder. Just as twelve o'clock struck, out

went the light, 'zackly as I said it would ;
didn't

I, missus ?"

"Aye, that ye did, Joe," replied the wife.
" My friends, I can explain something of this,"

said I. "I belong to a Society up in London,
instituted with the view of inquiring into ghost-
stories ; and I came down to visit Marshland

Grange for that purpose, in company with the

landlord. That accounts for the light you saw."

"Why, there bain't ne'er a landlord," piped
out a village patriarch.

" The house has been in

Chancery ever since Batesford the forger cut his

throat, in the front-parlour, sixty year ago."

I returned to London next day in such an ex-

citable state, that I was scarcely able to attend to

business ; but I made a circumstantial report of

my adventures to the Supernatural Investigation

Society. I added the singular fact, that on ex-

amining our old ledgers I found the name of

Edgar Batesford among our customers during the

year 1803, and that his account had been ruled

off suddenly with a considerable debit, which was

passed to Profit and Loss.

This certainly sounds like a genxiine ghostly
visitation. But, on the other hand, I am bound to

confess that, on unlocking my safe, I found the

twenty-pound note to be an unmistakable sham-
in fact, it was drawn on the Bank of Elegance.

Now, I am positive I locked up a genuine Bank
of England note. Supernaturalists will say that

this strengthens their belief in the story : for the

substitution of a counterfeit for a genuine note, by
some shadowy sleight-of-hand, was the very trick

to be expected from the spirit of a forger ; but

Jack Toombs, our President, who is a hard-

headed sceptical fellow, holds another view. He
reasons thus :

—
"It is well known that our respected secretary

has a younger brother in his office, who is per-

petually gibing and jeering at our Society. This

gentleman possesses a duplicate key of the safe.

Supposing that he has learnt the fact of Edgar
Batesford's connection with the house of A. W.
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Knight and Co. in 1S03, and his subsequent ,

did contain roes, would be capable of renewing
suicide, what is to prevent him suborning some
clever fellow to personate the forger ? At the

right moment this pretended ghost blows the light

out, and slips a.vay by the back-door. That

banging of the back-door is fatal to the super-
natural theory : a real spectre would have dis-

appeared silently."
To this 1 will rejoin but little. Whichever view

you adopt, the matter is surrounded with difficul-

ties : but this T wiU say, that if Jack Toombs had
seen that Being as I saw him, with his head
thrown back, he would not have been in a con-

dition to theorise so dispassionately. At any rate,

I have had enoiigh of it. My nerves are com-

pletely shattered; so I purpose resigning my secre-

taryship, and joining the German Turnverein.

Gymnastics will, I trust, make me myself again.

A FEW WOEDS ABOUT SPRATS.

Notwithstanding the comparative insignifi-
cance of the sprat as a member of the fish-tribe,
its importance, as an article of food to the poorer
classes of society, is so great that I may, 1 hope,
be pardoned for including it in my list of fish for

special consideration.

Si)rats, as most people are aware, are gregarious
fish

; and the amount of them taken, during the
brief period of tlie sprat-season, is so enormous as

entirely to defy calculation. The fishery is carried

on to a vast extent on all parts of the British

coast, and affords a temporaiy livelihood to some
thousands of people. Sprats are caught in the

greatest abundance in very thick foggy weather,
for which reason the month of November is the
best month for their capture. The season com-
mences properly on the 9th of November, and
terminates, or should terminate, at Christmas.
The first sprats taken in the Thames, at the com-
mencement of the season, belong, by ancient

right, to the Lord Mayor ; and a dish of these
little fish is, I believe, always placed on the table
at the annual banquet which is given to celebrate
the installation into office of the chief magistrate
of the City of London.

Sprats, like fiounders, have the peculiar faculty
of thriving in either salt or fresh water, and may
be taken as far up the river as Blackwall and even
London Bridge.

I shall not here re-open the much-disputed
question as to whether sprats are really a genus
per se, or whether they are in fact young herrings ;

but 1 will just make a few remarks on the proba-
bility of the latter being the case. In the first

place, it is a noteworthy fact that when the her-

rings disappear the sprats appear ;
and this would

seem to indicate that they are the young brood,
some two or three months old, left behind by the

parent-iish.* Further, though it is asserted that

sprats are taken with the roes in them (as a proof
that they constitute a distinct species), I never

yet saw one with a fully-formed roe
; nor does it

follow, by any means, that the fish, even if they
• The fishermeu have a sayiug,— "

Uood-L»y, Air. Herring ;

'welcome Mr. Sprat.''

their species. Young nestling- birds of the hen-
sex contain ova from the time of their being
hatched

; but no one would think of ai'guing from
that fact that caUow bii'ds could possibly propa-
gate their kind. Again, much stress has bcLii laid

on the trivial fact that the belly of the sprat is

serrated and rough, whilst that of the herring is

smooth. This roughness is probably merely a

projection of the ventral bones, which tones down
as the fish increase in size, much in the same
manner as many an angular-elbowed

'* Miss ia
her teens "

does.

I might, if I would, bring forward many argu-
ments to prove that the sprat is neither more nor less

than the young herring, but such is not my object
at present. 1 may, however, bo })ermitted to add,
that when we know that such a creature as a tad-

pole becomes a frog, and recollect tlie changes of

the salmon in its "parr," "smolt," and "grilse"
states of existence, we have very good ground for

supposing the sprat to be no exception to that
universal rule of change in (jroivlh which is com-
mon to the young of all the species of creation,
even to man himself. With these few and, as I

think, not inappropriate remarks I will pass on to

my subject.

Sprats are caught in two distinctly different

ways—viz., by the " drift
"
net and by the " stow "

net. When the former method (which is far the

best) is adopted, the nets hang down perpendi-
cularly, as in herring-fishing, and each little

silvery victim is secured in a separate mesh by its

gills. These fish must of course be the finest and
best, as only sprats of a certain size could be
secured in the mesh ; and, moreover, the fish thus
taken are not dragged about and bruised, as they
are wheu the "stow-net" is used. The "stow"
much resembles the trawl-net it its operation, and
is iised to drag the fishing-ground in semicircular

sweep. In this net all-sized sprats are caught,
some several inches long, and others no larger
than whitebait ; and of course some amount of

sorting is entailed. Sprats caught thus are sold

cheaply, at so much per i)Ound or measure ; but the
"drift-net" sprats, which arc very fine, ai"e sold

at so much per hundred (generally from Ad. to Bd.),
and are reserved for the best markets. The sjjrat-

fishing is pursued by night, and the boats fish

close along the shore. Any visitor to the sea-

side in the month of November may, by giving &
small gratuity to the "skipper "of a sprat-boat,
obtain the privilege of accompanying him; and it

is a pretty and curious sight to see the heaps of

glittering fish tumbled out of the nets into the
small boats employed in the fishery.

Sprats of course are very seldom indeed seen

on the tables of the better classes, except when
the partakers of them happen to be dining or

supping quite en famille. The sprat, like the

herring and plaice, is essentially a iioor man's

Jish ; and it is quite impossible to overestimate

its enormous utility as an article of food to the

labouring-classes. The sprat-season is looked for-

ward to with far greater anxiety by the jioorest

sort of Irish than is the veuison-season by the

epicure ; in fact, but for the sprat, many thou-

sands would often go dinnerless.
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Sprats cured, red-lierring-fasliion, are excellent

for breakfast, and I think there are few palates, even

the most fastidious, which would not relish them.

To cook fresh-caught sprats, take three or four

dozen of the largest-sized
" drift-net

" ones and
broil them over a very clear fire, serving them up
with melted butter and cayenne pepper ; or they
are excellent floured, and served whitebait-fashion,
with cayenne and lemon.

The sprat when cured is often palmed off for the

anchovy, but it possesses this peculiar property,
which may always serve as a guide to the unwary—
viz., the bones of the sprat do not dissolve when it

is prepared as a condiment, whilst those of the

anchovy do. Nine-tenths of the fish sold as
" sardines

"
are neither more nor less than sprats

preserved in oil. The real sardine is, I believe, a

fish peculiar to the Bay of Naples : at any rate,

the Neapolitan sardines are the best.

1 have endeavoured to ascertain the probable

yearly weight of sprats consumed in London, but
can obtain no reliable data. Making allowance

for the variation of price in the market, I find

that the average mo?!ey-value, taking one year
with another, of the sprats sold in the metropolis
is 25,0O0Z. Taking one penny per poimd as about

the price usually given by the working-classes,
our readers will be able to form some idea of the

astounding trade driven by the sprat- dealers. The
first sprats of the season taken in the Thames

belong, as I have said, to the Lord Mayor ; and
there was, I' believe, in the time of Henry VIII.,
a royalty on them, as there is at the present day
on sturgeon.
The sprat-trade, though it is brisk at Billings-

gate whilst the short season lasts, is carried on

mostlj'^ by costermongers, who retail the fish on
barrows in the streets, ilost of these men vary
their trade according to the season ; selling, for

instance, fruit and vegetables in the summer,
sprats and other fish in the autumn, nuts and

oranges in the winter, early flowers in the

spring, and so forth. They are as a rule a very

improvident class of men, rarely saving, though
often earning (for their station) large weekly
amounts. Of course there are some honourable

exceptions. I must, however, do them the justice
to affirm, that if treated with civility, they are

ready, with scarcely an exception, to afford every
information in their power concerning their trade

to those who, likp myself, have had occasion to go
not unfrequently amongst them.

Sprats are singularly "taking" baits for most
kinds of sea-fish. In my experience, which has
been a rather extensive one, there is no bait equal
to a sprat for taking codfish, as I have mentioned,
en passant, in one of my former papers.* The
mackerel also is especially fond of sprats ;

and
where mackerel much abound, as for instance on
the Cornish coasts, the poor sprats are to be seen

often flying out of the water in shoxvers at the

approach of the mackerel shoal. It is not often,

however, that sprats are found inside the mackerel
;

as that fish, like the salmon, immediately it finds

itself in danger of being caught, disgorges the
entire contents of its stomach. The river-perch

* Vol. YIL; p. 597

has the same habit of disgorging; and of all fish, I

think the trout and cod are oftenest found to

contain a great variety of food. Both cod and
trout in the death-agony will throw up the greater

portion of the Jfood in their stomachs, but the

salmon and perch will do so as soon as they feel

the hook. A month since I hooked a perch, which,
as soon as he came to the top of the water, "blew"
out three or four minnows. The perch does this

in such a curious fashion, that after being hooked,
he will sometimes push the bait which has enticed

him a good six inches up the gut-line, as if dis-

gusted with being ensnared.

Sprats taken as sprats vary much in size, which
of course, supposing them to be the yovmg of the

herring, is easily accounted for, as they wovild go
on growing to the full herring size. I have seen

them six or eight inches long, taken in the drift-

nets. It is my opinion that such so-called sprats
are the young herrings about two-thirds grown,
and those of the early spawning. I take the

smaller sprats to be the later-spawned herrings.
We have so much to learn about fish and their

ways, that even those of my readers who may
differ from me on this point wiU not, I am
confident, like to contradict me. Until very

lately, young salmon in their "pan'" state were

supposed to be a distinct species ;
and I have above

instanced the wonderful transition -state of the

frog, as proving that in Nature's book there are

far more mysterious changes than our philo-

sophy ever dreams of. At present I will only add

that this short paper was designed, not for the

purpose of opening a controversy, but with the

sole aim of affording a few moments' amusement
to those who may think it worthy of perusal.

AsTLEY H. Baldwin,

" A EETROSPECT."

I SAW her gathering roses on a lawn.
And wondered what a gilt the gods had given

Her cheek, the hue of a fair summer dawn,
Her eyes, the calm of even.

I saw her next upon a holiday,
And won her dear love on yon sunny crest :

While golden clouds grew crimson, crimson grey,

And the winds sank to rest.

Later I saw, with these tear-drowned eyes,

Or in celestial vision seemed to see.

How some bright angel from the blessed skies

Had come to wed with me.

IV.

One year
—and then I saw a baby dead,

On the white pillow where she, dying, lay,

And seemed a-listening, till her little maid

Might call her soul away.

I'm now alone ;
but sometimes in the night

Around my head familiar voices roam,
And win me, with a mystical delight.

To dream I am at home. l^L
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SON CHEISTOPHER:
AN HISTORTETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CIIAriER VII. CONSPIRACY 1^S OLOUY.

A FEW hours did iu fact change the aspect of

everything, and open every inducement to pro-
ceed to Exeter. At sunrise, all was stir in Mon-
mouth's camp ;

for the country-folk kept arriving
in bands, led by ministers, or sent, strange to say,

by the Quakers, from far and near. The Quakers
could not fight, nor ask anybody to tight : but

yet they largely recruited the invading force.

They believed that the second coming of Christ

was at hand ; and, believing it, they now said so.

Not a few held forth in the streets of the towns ;

many more traversed the country in all directions,

calling upon the jieople to watch and observe the

promise that popery and prelacy had reached their

last term ; and that the signs and tokens had

begun which were to introduce the reign of the

pure gospel, and of tihrist himself.

Many more unaccountable 'mistakes have been
made than that of regarding Monmouth as a
divine instrument, or even the prophet of a new
period. The religious public of England was at

i that time vexed almost out of its reason. The
I i)illage, the captivity, the torment of body and

j

mind inflicted by the priests and potentates of the

two churches made fanatics of the people, as of

course. Being made so suspicious as to see ene-

mies in all strangers, they were made sanguine
about relief and reward from any new event or

influence. The same devout persons who had

imagined William Penn to be a Jesuit, and all

Quakers a new popish agency, might easily see

in the Duke of Monmouth the herald of the retri-

butive age, when the faithful should be exalted,
and Babylou should be destroyed. Thus, after

every day of fanatics testifying in the streets, and
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prophesying in tlie fields and farmyards, fresh

detachments set off to join the redeeming army.
It "vvas well understood that not a few of the

camp-attendants were Quakers ;
—the smiths, the

saddlers, the spurriers, as well as the provision-
dealers. It was remarked that there were two
sorts of smiths,—one which would only shoe

horses and mend utensils ;
and another which

would also make pikes, and convert scythes into

weapons ; and the more peaceful sort were whis-

pered to be Quakers.
These Quakers could hardly have objected to

share in the encounter with the four thousand
soldiers under the roj-alist commander. It was a

moral conflict, with an almost entire absence of

physical force. Monmouth had his four cannon

posted and loaded in full view of the enemy, and
a sufficiency of armed men discernible behind the

hedges of the lane by which the royal troops must
advance. The Duke of Albemarle saw the effect

on his trainbands with wrath and shame : but
there was nothing to be done but to withdraw
them before they went over, one and all, to King
Monmouth. At first they retreated ;

then they
fled

; and if Monmouth's army had been the low
mob it was reported in London to be, it might
have clothed and armed itself by merely picking

up the dress and weapons which strewed the roads

all the way to Exeter.

In the diary which Christopher kept, for the

eye of one from whom he had no secrets, and
whose sympathy was the life of his life, he passed
over this so-called battle in the slightest possible

waj'.
"There was no fighting," he said. "I have

still to witness my first battle. But it has satis-

fied me that, if we were as wise as we are willing,
we might finish our Avork almost without a blow,
—in this part of the country, if not throughout
the kingdom ... If there is not enough presence
of mind among us to secure the advantage before

real fighting is needed, there may be battles in

plenty for lawj'ers like me to witness and help
in ; and then, seeing how raw these yeomen and

peasants and tradesmen are, with all their fine

spirit, I feel that the issue may not be so clear,— or at least so speedy. But, if we only follow

the leadings offei'ed us in these first days of

ouif rebellion, we may restore the reign of the

saints, and escape from purgatory into paradise,— if I may hold such Popish language without
sin."

This was all very well while the royal forces

were flying or ratting : but,
* as the insurgent

troops moved on through Somersetshire, they
heard some things which made sober men grave.
Parliament was on the King's side. Papist as he
was. The noblemen and gentlemen of one county
after another sent to London assurances of their

loyalty, and offers of service and of money. The
Duke was attainted, and a reward of five thousand

pounds was set upon his head. The most serious

circumstance was, that the Whig gentry, who had
been reported as the surest sustainers of the

rebellion, failed in the proof, from step to step.

If written to, they retm-ned the letter, or kept
silence, or replied that the time was not fitting, or

declared themselves bound by their oath of alle-

giance. Monmouth observed to Christopher, as

they rode under a park wall near Axminster—
" This is a Whig estate, rely upon it.—How da

I know ?—By the chained-up gates, and the
deserted lodge, and the closed windows of the

mansion. When I see a mansion more unkind in

its aspect than others, and well chained and

barricaded, it always turns out to be one belonging
to the order of my particular friends."

At another time, when Colonel Wade was
co\iu selling a stricter guard over the person of the

Duke, observing that five thousand pounds was a

tempting sum to such men as followed at his

heels, Monmouth drily assured him that he had
no fear of Dorsetshire tradesmen or Somersetshire

peasants. If his head was carried to the King's)

feet, it would be by some careful Whig, wlio could

at one stroke repair the family mansion, and keep
a good footing at Court, till a new reign should

open a new career.

The Duke's staff wliispered among themselves

that his Majesty was growing cross. This would
never do ; for his gay good-humour was the charm

by which he drew the people to him, and kept
them at his side. It was only for a passing

moment, however, that the Pretender scowled or

dropped bitter words. For the most part he
seemed to carry the summer sunshine with hiui :

and never had he been more radiant than when
he rode into Taunton,—the shrine of the worship
of King Monmouth. No Popish saint was more
idolised in any dark old corner of the most Popish

county in England than lie was in sunny Taunton
in that bright June of 1GS5.

While the Duke and his staff were looking

through their prospect-glass, from a distance, at

the church tower of St. Mary Magdalen, the

summit of which was crowded with citizens on
the look-out, the blue flag was run up, and the

group on the tower could be seen frantically

waving their hats. Then the bells rang out

merrily, as a signal, no doubt, to the townsmen
that the Duke's army was in sight ;

for such

throngs poured out upon the roads that the wonder
was whether anybody was left within to give a

welcome in the streets. In the orchards along
the road, the trees were loaded with spectators,
careless of the blossom and fruit, in comparison
with getting a sight of King Monmouth. Every
field, garden, and housetop was crowded ; and

everybody wore something blue. The old method
of receiving a great man, by opening the gates to

him, was impracticable ;
for the late King's party

had obtained leave and licence to destroy the gates
of Taunton, and to fill up the ditch ; but, on this

first call on the inhabitants to declare their true

mind, they did it by an emphatic welcome to the

Protestant candidate for the throne. The magis-
trates and corporation awaited the Duke amidst

the charred ruins which showed where the gates

had been ;
and a series of processions met him,

did him homage, and turned, in order to precede
him to the market-place. There he was shown to

a raised seat,
— a good imitation of a throne,—

opposite to which a jiulpit was erected ;
and in

the pulpit was the most esteemed Presbyterian
minister of the place, ready to inform his Grace

of the history of .Taunton since the Eeformation,
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and to affect his Grace's feelings with a description
of the siifferiugs the inhabitants had undergone
for the Parliament forty years ago, and for true

religion ever since.

Monmouth listened with real attention ; for his

reception here showed him the importance of

understanding the peoi)le, in order to profit to

the utmost by their good-will. His staff imitated

his air of interest
; and the troops, drawn up

round the market-place, while the inhabitants

were crowded within, did their best to think the

ceremony very fine, while hoping, doubtless, that

the sermon would not be very long, detaining
them from the meat and good ale they needed
after their morning's march.

Christopher was at the head of his mounted

troop, on one side of the Duke's seat, endeavouring
to hear the discourse, which was of real interest

to him, but distracted in part by the necessity of

keeping his horse in order in so crowded an ai-ea,

when a hand was laid on the animal's neck.

It was Reuben,—smiling as usual, and looking
respectfully delighted to meet his master again.
His religious tastes, too, were evidently un-

changed.
" Ah ! Master Christopher," he said ;

" this is

all very well," pointing over his shoulder towards
the pulpit.

" The town has put its best preacher
foremost ; but he won't do for us who have sat

under John Hickes,"
He met with no responsive smile, but found

himself under stringent orders at once.
'* Do not stir from where you are till I call you.

If you leave me again, I will have you brought
back at my pleasure, and not your own."

"
Well, to be sure I

" the man exclaimed, as if

amazed. *' I should have come back that night
to sa}' where I was going, and for your sake, only
I was sent off in such a hurry. Ask Mr. Dare,
sir, and he will tell you so."

Christopher looked him full in the face, but
could see no trace in his countenance of any
knowledge of Dare's death.

" Mr. Dare sent me hero, sir, to bring up a

company of recruits to meet the Duke at Ax-

jninster, and he undertook to satisfy you, sir, and

give you another groom till I should meet you. I

hope he did so, Mr. Christopher."
"Hold your tongue now; I will hear you

afterwards," said his master.

Reuben nodded assent, crossed his arms as he
stood by his master's stirrup, and seemed lost in

attention to the discourse. The horse might have
hav^e been so too, by his quietness. It was per-

haps the presence of his accustomed groom which

ke\>t him tranquil ;
but he disturbed his rider no

more till he started, as other horses did, at a

pistol-shot, close at hand.

The Duke rose to his feet, and took off and
examined his hat. The preacher leaned half over

the desk, while he shouted to the people near the

throne to seize him—seize him—the God-aban-
dcned wretch who would have slain the Prince

that should redeem Israel.

There was much tumult and consternation, and

crying out to seize the assassin, and not to let him

go ;
but nobody had the chance. Nobody about

the spot would admit having seen him
;
but the

I^reacher and one other witness declared their

belief that it was the same man who had just
before been standing among the cavalry, and

appearing to be in conversation with one of the

officers. Reuben had indeed vanished again.

Christopher still half hoped that Reuben would

join him when the confusion subsided ; but not

the less did he give out a personal description of

the man to everybody, offering a large reward for

the arrest of his groom before sunset. Everybody
was sure that the arrest would be easily managed,
the place was so thoroughly loyal ; but there was
in truth little hope of it. If there was one traitor,

there must be more aiding and abetting. If

Rexiben did not ajipear of his own accord, he
would be seen no more,—unless indeed he should

have the audacity to make another venture for

the five thousand pounds offered to the slayer of

the Duke of Monmouth.
John Hickes had been awaiting his turn to hold

forth to the grandest congregation he had ever

seen assembled
;
but the popular mind—to say

nothing of Monmouth's own—was too much dis-

turbed for further quietness. After a few words
of consultation with Lord Grey, Christopher com-
mitted the charge of his troop to him, and took

his place by Monmouth's side, resolved to stand

between Reuben and his victim, if Reuben was
indeed the assassin.

For a time the Duke was moody ; thinking
some thoughts which few of his friends could

divine
; thinking how it would bo with Henrietta

if it should be told to her that her Monmouth had
been shot down in the street by some wretch who
wanted money. But on the first hint from a
fellow-adventurer about any appearance of his

spirits being dashed, and on perceiving Chris-

topher's concern, he roused himself to his accus-

tomed graciousness and cheerfidness, and mounted
his horse with a jest.

His progress through the narrow streets was

slow, for gifts or addresses were presented at

every few yards. The Mayor begged permission
to act the part of horse-leader, in order to inform

him after each halt what was to come next.

Thus, there was time afforded to be grave or gay,
in accordance with propriety. Thus, a troop of

clergy, in skull- caps and bands, recalled to his

Grace's recollection that Joseph Alleine, the martyr
of the Restoration, -was a Taunton man, and a

patriotic citizen of their town ;
and they presented

a copy of the good man's work—"An Alarm to the

Unconverted "—bound in black velvet, with prayers
that it might be blessed to his soul

;
and next to

these came the representatives of the trades of

Taunton—the weaver being busy in his loom at

fabricating a Monmouth banner, and the metal-

workers in making a crown for King Monmouth,
and the beriows-makers in constructing bellows

powerful to blow the Popish king and all his

priests from London to Rome. Here it was neces-

sary to laugh. Smiles and bows were dispensed
on all hands as flowers fell from the housetops,
and garlands swung in the wind, and leafy crowns

were aimed at the bare head of the candidate

king. One greeting was certainly very touching
and very welcome to his feelings. A lady, well-

mannered and well-dressed, stepped from a court-
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yard, followed by a long train of young girls, all

in white with blue favours—not fewer than seven-

teen of them carrying banners of blue, embroidered
with devices. The lady's gift was a small Bible,
of great antiquity. Monmouth would not receive

this by proxy, but stooped from his saddle to take

it, kissing the lady's hand as he did so, and

declaring aloud, as he placed the volume in his

bosom, that he had come to defend the truths

contained in that book, and, if needful, to shed
his blood for them.
As the lady drew aside, with brimming eyes, to

make way for the young girls, and while she was

explaining that they were of high and noble Non-
conformist names, and contided to her for educa-

tion, a sort of scream of delight was heard from
the midst of them, and one—the youngest and
smallest of them all—sprang to Christopher's side,

and used his oustretched ann to reach his neck,
to which she clung, though a loud laugh rang
from one side of the street to the other. Chris-

topher laughed too ; and neither he nor his little

sister— for it was Joanna—was ashamed. He
lifted her gently down, however, and told her she

must go now ; he would try to see her again, but
could not promise. Monmouth, however, promised
everything she could wish. He told her he was

jealous ;
for he was afraid she cared to see her

brother more than him
; to which she answered,

"
Yes," so simply as to excite another laugh.

After this, as she looked as if she had something
more to say, the Duke bent down to her again ;

and she explained that by-and-by, when she had
talked a great deal with Christopher, she should
be more glad to have seen King Monmouth than

anybody else in the world. And here, at a sign
from her brother, she stopped, blushing deeply.
The Duke actually remembered the child again.

In the evening he sent a coach for her. She was
in bed ; but no difficulty was made about dressing
and despatching her, duly attended, to the mansion

occupied by the Duke and his staff.

"Did I say wrong to King Monmouth?" was
her first question when she and her brother were

by themselves. They sat in a deep window of

the reception-room ; but Monmouth with his own
hand drew the curtains so that they were as com-

pletely alone as if they had had the room to them-
selves.

"No, Joanna; it was not that you said any-

thing wrong ; only that his Grace had not time to

listen to little girls."
"But he asked me !

"

"True. Be easy, child ; there is no harm
done."

It was the rule of the house among the Battis-

combes, not to be demonstrative to the young
children

; but, if the eldest of the family dutifully
restrained his speech, his tone and manner were

perhaps all the more tender. Joanna remembered

every look and tone and word of this short con-

versation to the last day of her life.

It did not matter her getting up fi'om her bed
to come ; for she could not have slept for thinking
of the glories of the day. She evidently under-
stood that there was an element of danger in the

triumph ; and even in this child Christopher foimd
a sympathy which did him good. She thought it

would be a finer sight to see King Monmouth
actually crowned king, with the whole nation,
instead of only the Taunton people, to rejoice at

it ; but she did not think even that so fine as

seeing saints carried to heaven in a chariot of fire,

with angels to guard them, as Enoch and Elijah

were, aud Faithful and Hopeful, after they weie
burnt alive. Might some people really be killed,—

really be burnt alive for being glad to see King
Monmouth ? "Was it likely that anybody would
be?

" I think itis very likely," Christopher answered.

"Who? You, yourself, Christopher? Not

King Monmouth !

"

" His Grace is in the most danger of anybody.
But we are all in danger,

—
I, and you, and every-

body.—'Father and mother?'—Yes, everybody,
of all opinions. If, like our father and mother,

they pause to think and consider, the victorious

party will suspect them ;
and it is always easy to

punish lis Puritans, whether we declare for one

king or another. But you will understand these

things better when you are older. Now—"

"
! I uuderstand," she replied quickly.

" Our governess tells us of the children of God
who have gone through the fire to Him

;
and of

the followers of Christ who have borne the cross

for his sake ;
and she says that we are living in

the glorious time which must settle v/hether the

true religion or that wicked Popery, or prelacy,
Avhich is almost as bad, is to conquer."

" That is quite true, I believe, Joanna."

"And," she went on, "that it all depends on

whether King Monmouth prevails."

Christopher did not undertake to say that he

believed this was quite true ;
so he said,—

" Then you would not be very miserable if it all

ended in terrible affliction ?—Suppose the enemies

of religion were to kill you for saying such things
as you have just been saying ?

"

"
0, I wish they would! But perhaps it is

being too proud to say that."

"I think it is. No,—I do not say it because

of the pride, but because I do not feel it. I had
rather that we succeeded, and lived to help to

restore the Church ;
but it docs not follow that I

am afraid. All that we have to do with it, child,

is to remember that our days may be pleasant or

very painful, and to be ready aud willing to take

what God sends. If I should be killed—"

"
Why, then, you will get over Jordan as well

as anybody, I dare say ;
and when we come, it will

be so pleasant that you will be there, waiting
for us !

"

" Mind you remember that !

"
said Christopher,

drawing her to him tenderly.
' ' Never forget that

we agreed about this, on this day, and in this

place ! And if I should be killed, in battle or

afterwards, you must be sure and tell father and

mother and sisters that you and I agreed not to

be afraid of dying, in any way whatever, for this

cause."

"I will remember," Joanna promised.
"Now we must not stay much longer," Chris-

topher said ;

" but I want to know about Madam
Lisle."

" And I want to know," observed Joanna,
" about Mistress Elizabeth Bankshope."
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" What about that lady ?"

"Whether she has staid at our house all this

bime
;
and when she will be my sister ; and ever

io many things."
Joanna got answers, such as they were : but it

was not quite certain that no sound could be heard

ijeyond the curtain
;
so the words were carefully

guarded ; and those most to the point were whis-

pered. This started a new question.
" You are 7iot ashamed to talk with me, because

[ am your little sister,
—are you ? I knew you

jiroiild laugh at such a thought ; and I told them
(0

; but some of the girls said that grown gentle-
nen always are ashamed of being confidential

ifiih their sisters,—especially if they are small,
ike me."
" That is sometimes true, but not always,"

]!hristopher explained. *'But you have not told

ue about Madam Lisle. Do you know where
iheis?"

" I should think she is at home. She rested

lere for a night last week
;
and she said she was

, ;oing home because peo2)le should be at their own
losts, and ready for anything that may happen in

! uch times ; and that they should not put their

: riends into danger. The Bishop would have had
'. ler stay at Wells ; but she thought the widow of

; , chief Commonwealth man was not a fit guest
^or a bishop at this time."

"Did she say anything about the rising?"
; sked Christopher, in his lowest voice. "

Any-
1 hing about those of us who are engaged in

is?"
"
Only that she did not know what to think.

! he meant to go home and pray for the right and
1 he truth ; and a jierson so old might, she hoped,
1 ake a little time to watch and learn, and be satis-

1 ed about who should be the real true Protestant
] iug."
"Our father is not nearly so old as she," ob-

f arved Christopher ;

' ' and that is what he thinks
i ; right to do."

"But you. Kit? King Monmouth is your
ling?"

"
yes ; he is my king."

" Ah ! to be sure ! He is everybody's king.
] ladam Lisle could not doubt if she was with us
1 ere to-night,

—could she?" As her brother did

lot answer, Joanna went on: "Nobody can
< oubt,—you cannot doubt,—can you ?"

" Not for a moment as to what I ought to do ;

1 nd that is all that matters. But, child, you
3 lUst go now."
"1 will," said the obedient little sister. All

f le wanted further was to know when she should

f -e Kit again,
—how long he would stay in Taxm-

1 )n,
—when he would go home,— and whether he

^ ould carry a message to Mistress Elizabeth. She
1 arned now that, when a gentleman became a

f ddier, he put his goings and comings into other

] 3ople'8 hands. On the whole, Christopher
1 lought he should hardly talk with any of his

t aters again till the Duke of Monmouth should

1 3 really king.
" Nor with Mistress Elizabeth?"
"Nor with Mistress Elizabeth," he answered,

t leerfully.

(To be continued.)

CURIOSITIES OF CYPHER.

In 1680, when M. de Louvois was French
Minister of War, he summoned before him, one

day, a gentleman named Chamilly, and gave him
the following instructions :

" Start this evening for Basle, in Switzerland;

you will reach it in three days ;
on the fourth,

punctually at two o'clock, station j'ourself on the

bridge over the Rhine, with a portfolio, ink, and a

pen. Watch all that takes place, and make a memo-
randum of every particular. Continue doing so for

two hours; have a carriage and post-horses await-

ing you ; and, at four precisely, mount and travel

night and day till you reach Paris. On the instant

of your arrival, hasten to me with j'our notes."

De Chamilly obeyed ; he reached Basle, and on
the day, and at the hour appointed, stationed

himself, pen in hand, on the bridge. Presently a

market-cart drives by, then an old woman with a
basket of fruit passes ; anon, a little urchin trun-

dles his hoop by ; next an old gentleman in blue

top coat jogs past on his grey mare. Three o'clock

chimes from the cathedral-tower. Just at the last

stroke, a tall fellow iu yellow waistcoat and
breeches saunters up, goes to the middle of the

bridge, lounges over, and looks at the water ; then
he takes a step back and strikes three hearty
blows on the footway with his staff. Down goes

every detail in De ChamUly's book. At last the

hour of release sounds, and he jumps into his car-

riage- Shortly before midnight, after two days of

ceaseless travelling, De Chamilly presented himself

before the minister, feeling rather ashamed at

having such trifles to record. M. de Louvois took

the portfolio with eagerness, and glanced over the

notes. As his eye caught the mention of the

yellow-breeched man, a gleam of joy flashed across

his countenance. He rushed to the king, roused

him from sleep, spoke in private with him for a

few moments, and then four couriers who had
been held in readiness since five on the preceding

evening were desjiatched with haste. Eight days
after the town of Strasbourg was entirely sur-

rounded by French troops, and summoned to

surrender : it capitulated and threw open its gates
on the 30th Sei)tember, 1681. Evidently the three

strokes of the stick given by the fellow in yellow

costume, at an appointed hour, were the signal of

the success of an intrigue concerted between M.
de Louvois and the magistrates of Strasbourg, and
the man who executed this mission was as igno-
rant of the motive, as was M. de Chamilly of the

motive of his.

Now this is a specimen of the safest of all

secret communications, but it can only be resorted

to on certain rare occasions. When a lengthy

despatch is reqxiired to be forwarded, and when
such means as those given al)ove are out of the

question, some other method must be employed.
Herodotus gives us a story to the point : it is

found also, with variations, in Aulus Gellius.
"

Histiaeus, when he was anxious to give Aris-

tagoras orders to revolt, could find but one safe

way, as the roads were guarded, of making his

wishes known : which was by taking the trustiest

of his slaves, shaving all the hair from oif his head,
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and then pricking letters upon the skin, and

waiting till the hair grew again. This accord-

ingly he did ;
and as soon as ever the hair was

grown, he despatched the man to Miletus, giving
him no other message than this :

' When thou
art come to Miletus, bid Aristagoras shave thy
head, and look thereon.' Now the marks on the

head were a command to revolt."— (Bk. v. 35.)

In this case no cypher was employed ; we shall

come, now, to the use of cyjihers.
When a despatch or communication runs great

risk of falling into the hands of an enemy, it is

necessary that its contents shoidd be so veiled,

that the possession of the document may afford

him no information whatever. Julius Cjesar and

Augustus used cyphers, but they were of the utmost

simplicity, as they consisted merely in placing D
in the place of A ; E in that of B, and so on ;

or else in writing B for A, C for B, &c.
Secret characters were used at the council of

Nicaea ;
and Kabanus Maurus, Abbot of Fulda,

and Archbishop of l^laj'ence, in the ninth

century, has left lis an example of two cyphers,
the key to which was discovered by the Benedic-

tines. It is only a wonder that any one could

have failed to unravel them at the first glance.
This is a specimen of the first :

.Nc.p.t v:rs:':s B::n.f:c.. :rch. gl::r ::s.q;»: :

m:rt.r.s

The clue to this is the suppression of the vowels
and the filling of their places by dots,—one for i,

two for a, three for e, four for o, and five for u.

In the second example, the same sentence would
run—Knckpkt vfrsxs Bpnkfbckk, &c., the vowel-

places being filled by the consonants—b, f, k, p, x.

By changing every letter in the alphabet, we make
a vast improvement on this last ; thus, for instance,

supplying the place of a with z, b with x, c with

V, and so on. This is the system employed by an
advertiser in a provincial paper, which we took up
the other day in the waiting-room of a station,

where it had been left by a farmer. As we had
some minutes to spare, before the train was due,
we spent them in deciphering the following :

Jp Sjddjzb rza rzdd ci sijmr, Bziw rzdd xr ndzt

and in ten minutes we read : "If William can
call or write, Mary will be glad."
A correspondence was carried on in the "Times"

during May, 1862, in cypher. We give it along
with the explanation.

WWS.
—Zy Kfpdolj T dpye 1 wpeepc ez mjcyp qzc

jzf
—

xlj T daply qfwwj zy Iww xleeped le esp
tyepcgtph ? Te xlj oz rzzo. Ecfde ez xj wzgp—T Ix

xtdpclmwp. Hspy xlj T rz ez Nlyepcmfcj tq zywj ez

wzzv le jzf.
—May 8.

This means—"On Tuesday I sent a letter to Byrne for

you. May I speak fully on all matters at the interview ?

It may do good. Trust to my love. I am miserable.

When may I go to Canterbury, if only to look at you ?"

A couple of days later Byrne advertises, slightly

varying the cypher :

WWS.—Sxhrdktg hdbtewxcr "
Tmwxqxixdc axzt"

udg pcdewtg psktgexhtbtce.
—QNGCT. "Dis-

cover something Exhibition-like for another adver-
tisement. Byrne."

This gentleman is rather mysterious : we must
leave our readers to conjecture what he means by

" Exhibition-like." On Wednesday came two ad-

vertisements, one from the lady—one from the

lover. WWS. herself seems rather sensible—

TYDEPLO
zq rztyr ez nlyepcmfcj, T estyv jzf slo

xfns mpeepc delj le szxp lyo xtyo jzfc mfdtypdd.
—WWS., May 10.
" Instead of going to Canterbury, I think you had
much better stay at home and mind your business."

Excellent advice ; but how far likely to be
taken by the eager wooer, who advertises thus ?—

WWS.
—Fyetw jzfc qlesj^c lydhpcd T hzye Idv jzf ez

aczgp jzf wzgp xjj. Efpdolj ytrse le zyp zuwznv

slgp I dectyr qczx esp htyozh qzc wpeepcd. Tq jzt Icp

yze Imwp le zyp T htww hlte. Rzo nzxqzce jzf xj olcwtyr

htqp.
"Until your father answers I won't ask you to prove

you love me. Tuesday night at one o'clock have a

string from the window for letters. If you are not able

at one I will wait. God comfort you, my darling wife."

Only a very simple Romeo and Juliet coidd

expect to secure secresy by so slight a displace-
ment of the alphabet.
When the Chevalier de Kohan was in the

Bastille, his friends wanted to convey to him the

intelligence that his accomplice was dead without

having confessed. They did so by passing the

following words into his dungeon, written on a

shirt :
" Mg didhxcclgu ghj yxuj ;

Im ct ulgc alj."

In vain did he puzzle over the cypher, to which
he had not the clue. It was too short : for the

shorter a cy[)her letter, the more difficult it is to

make out. The light faded, and he tossed on his

hard bed, sleeplessly revolving the mystic letters

in his brain, but he could make nothing out of

them. Day dawned, and, with its first gleam, he

was poring over them : still in vain. He pleaded

guilty, for he could not decipher
" Le prisonnier

est mort ;
il »i'ffl nen dit."

We noticed in a back number of " Once a
Wkek " some verses, or a story, we forget which,

signed AzUe Nostaw. Did the writer really intend

concealing her name by simply inverting it ? It

was readable at a glance, and she might just as

well have signed in the way of ordinary hum-drum
folk. If, however, you invert a message, and then

turn it into cypher, the difl[iculty of reading it is

greatly enhanced.

Another method of veiling a communication

is that of employing numbers or arbitrary signs
in the place of letters, and this admits of many
refinements. Here is an example to test the

reader's sagacity :

§ t431 45 2 + 9 +§51 4= 8732+ 287 45 2 + 9

t'^= +

We just' give the hint that it is a proverb.
The following is much more ingenious, and

difficult of detection.
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Now suppose that I want to write England; I

ook among the small letters in the foregoing table

or e, and rind that it is in a horizontal line with B,
ind vertical line with b, so I write down Bs.; n is

n line with a and e, so I put down ae; con-
inue this, and England will be represented by
Bhaeachdaaaeuh. Two letters to represent one is

lot over-tedious : but the scheme devised by Lord
3acon is clumsy enough. He represented every
etter by permutations of a and b ; for instance,

A was written aaaaa, B was written aaadb
C ,, ,, aadba, D ,, ,, aabaa

: ,nd so through the alphabet. Paris would thus
lie transformed into abhba, aaaaa, baaaa, abaaa,
I uaab. Conceive the labour of composing a whole
< espatch like this, and the great likelihood of

] aaking bhmders in writing it !

A much simpler method is the following. The
i ender and receiver of the communication must
le agreed upon a certain book of a specified
(dition. The despatch begins with a number;
1 bis indicates the page to which the reader is to
tarn. He must then count the letters from the
t )p of the page, and give them their value
1 umerically according to the order in which they
c ome

; omitting those which are repeated. By
t lese numbers he reads his despatch. As an
£ sample, let us take the beginning of this article :

tien, 7=1, n— 2, tc=3, /t= 4, e=5, m=6, <Z=7,
Z=S, M= 9, v=10, o=ll, omitting to count the
!• tters which are repeated. In the middle of the
c )mmunic.ation the page may be varied, and con-
s squently the numerical significance of each letter

a tered. Even this could be read with a little

t oublo ; and the word "impossible" can hardly
1 3 said to apply to the deciphering of crypto-
g 'aphs.
A curious instance of this occurred at the close

o
'

the sixteenth century, when the Spaniards
V ere endeavouring to establish relations between
t le scattered branches of their vast monarchy,
V hich at that period embraced a large portion of

I aly, the Low Countries, the Philippines, and
e lormous districts in the New World. They ac-

c rdingly invented a cypher, which they varied
f; om time to time, in order to disconcert those
V ho might attempt to i)ry into the mysteries of

t eir correspondence. The cypher, composed of

fi ty signs, was of great value to them through all

t e troubles of the "Ligue," and the wars then
d flolating Europe. Some of their despatches
h .ving been intercepted, Heury IV. handed them
o er to a clever mathematician, V^iete, with the
ri r^uest that he would find the clue. He did so,
a d was able also to follow it as it varied, and
F ance i)rofited for two years by his discovery.
T le court of Spain, disconcerted at this, accused
\ ete before the Eoman court as a sorcerer and
ii league with the devil. This proceeding only
g. ve rise to laughter and ridicule.

A still more remarkable instance is that of a
G rman professor, Hermann, who boasted, in 1752,
tl it he had discovered a cryptograph absolutely
ir sapable of being deciphered, without the clue
b< ing giving by him

; and he defied all the savants
ai d learned societies of Europe to discover the
k< y. However, a French refugee, named Beguelin,

managed after eight days' study to read it. This

cypher—though we have the rules upon which it

is formed before us— is to us perfectly unintelli-

gible. It is grounded on some changes of

numbers and symbols ; numbers vary, being at

one time multiplied, at another added, and become
so complicated that the letter e, which occurs nine
times in the paragraph, is represented in eight
different ways ; n is used eight times, and has
seven various signs. Indeed the same letter is

scarcely ever represented by the same figure ; but
this is not all : the character which appears in

the place of i takes that of n shortly after ;

another symbol for n stands also for t. How any
man could have solved the mystery of this cypher
is astonishing.
Now let us recommend a far simpler system,

and one which is very difficult of detection. It

consists of a combination of numbers and letters.

Both parties must be agreed on an arrangement
such as that in the second line below, for on' it all

depends.

123456789 10
4 7291 10 536 S

Now in turning a sentence such as " The

army must retire
"

into cypher, you count the

letters which make the sentence, and find that T
is the first, u the second, f the third, a the fourth,
R the fifth, and so on. Then look at the table. T
is the first letter ; 4 answers to 1 ; therefore write

the fourth letter in the place of t
;
that is a instead

of T. For h the second, put the seventh, which is

y ; for E, take the second, h. The sentence will

stand "
Ayh utsr emay yhutser." It is all but

impossible to discover this cypher.
All these cryptogiaphs consist in the exchange

of numbers or characters for the real letters ;
but

there are other methods quite as intricate, which

dispense with them.
The mysterious cards of the Count de Ver-

gennes are an instance. De Vergennes was
Minister of Foreign Affairs under Louis XVI.,
and he made use of cards of a peculiar nature in

his relations with the diplomatic agents of France.

These cards were used in letters of recommenda-
tion or passports which were given to strangers
about to enter France : they were intended to

furnish information without the knowledge of the

bearers. This was the system. The card given
to a man contained only a few words, such as :

ALPHONSE D'ANGEHA.
Hecommande d, Monsieur

le Comte de Vergennes, par le Marquis de Puysegur,
Ambassadeur de France il la Cour de Lisbouue.

The card told more tales than the words written

on it. Its colour indicated the nation of the

stranger. Yellow showed him to be English ;

red, Spanish ; Avhite, Portuguese ; green, Dutch ;

red and white, Italian ; red and green, Swiss ;

green and white, Russian
;
&c. The person's age

was expressed by the shape of the card. If it

were circular, he was under 25 ; oval, between 25

and 30 ; octagonal, between 30 and 45 ;
hexa-

gonal, between 45 and 50 ; square, between 50

and GO
;
an oblong showed that he was over CO.

Two lines placed below the name of the bearer
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indicated his build. If he were tall and lean, the

lines were waving and parallel ; tall and stout,

they converged ;
and so on. The expression of

his face was shown by a flower in the border. A
rose designated an open and amiable countenance,
whilst a tulip marked a pensive and aristocratic

apjiearance. A fillet round the border, according
to its length, told whether the man were bachelor,

married, or widower. Dots gave information as to

his position and fortune. A full stop after his

name showed that he was a Catholic
;
a semi-

colon, that he was a Lutheran ; a comma, that he
was a Calvinist

;
a dash, that he was a Jew ;

no

stop indicated him as an Atheist. So also his

morals and character were i)ointed out by a pattern
in the angles of the card, such as one of these

So, at one glance the minister could tell all about
his man, whether he were a gamester or a duellist

;

what was his purpose iu visiting France ;
whether

in search of a wife or to claim a legacy ; what was
his profession

—that of physician, lawyer, or man
of letters ; whether he were to be put iinder sur-

veillance or allowed to go his way unmolested.
We come now to a class of cypher which re-

quires a certain amount of literary dexterity to

conceal the clue.

During the Great Rebellion, Sir John Trevanion,
a distinguished cavalier, was made prisoner, and
locked up in Colchester castle. Sir Charles Lucas
and Sir George Lisle had just been made examples
of, as a warning to "malignants :" and Trevanion
has every reason for expecting a similar bloody
end. As he awaits his doom, indulging in a

hearty curse in round cavalier terms at the cant-

ing, crop-eared scoundrels who hold him in

durance vile, and muttering a wish that he had

fallen, sword in hand, facing the foe, he is

startled by the entrance of the gaoler who hands
him a letter :

"
May't do thee good," growls the fellow

;

"
it

has been well looked to before it was permitted to

come to thee."

Sir John takes the letter, and the gaoler leaves

him his lamp by which to read it :

WoRTHiE Sir John,—Hope, that is y* heste comfort
of y* afflictyd, cannot much, I fear me, help you now.
That I wolde saj'e to you, is this only ; if ever I may
be able to requite that I do owe you, stand not upon
asking of me. 'Tis not much I can do : but what I can

do, bee you verie sure I wille. I knowe that, if dethe

comes, if ordinary men fear it, it frights not you,

accounting it for a high honour, to have such a rewarde
of your loyalty. Pray yet that you may be spared this

see bitter, cup. I fear not that you will grudge any
sufferings : only if bie submission you can turn them
away, 'tis the part of a wise man. Tell me, an if you
can, to do for you any thinge that you wolde have done.
The general goes back on Wednesday. Eestinge your
servant to command. R. T.

Now this letter was written according to a pre-
concerted cypher. Every third letter after a stop
was to tell. In this way, Sir John made out—
" Panel at east end of chapel slides." On the fol-

lowing even, the prisoner begged to be allowed to

pass an hour of private devotion in the chapel.

By means of a bribe, this was accomplished.

Before the hour had expired, the chapel was

empty—the bird had flown.

An excellent plan of indicating the telling letter

or word is through the heading of the letter. ' '

Sir,
"

would signify that every third letter was to be

taken
;

" Dear sir," that every seventh ; "My dear

sir," that every ninth was to be selected. A
system, very early adopted, was that of having

pierced cards, through the holes of which the

communication was written. The card was then

removed, and the blank spaces filled up. As for

example :—
My dear X.,

—
[The] lines I now send you ai-e for-

warded by the kindness of the [Bearer], who is a friend.

[Is not] the message delivered yet [to] my Brother ?

[Be] quick about it, for I have all along [trusted] that

you would act with discretion and despatch.
Your's ever, Z.

Put your card over the note, and through the

piercings, you will read: "The Bearer is not to

be trusted."

The following letter will give two totally dis-

tinct meanings, according as it is i-ead, straight

through, or only by alternate lines :
—

Mademoiselle,—
Je m'empresse de vous dcrire pour vous declarer

que vous vous trompez beaucoup si vous croyez

que vous etes celle pour qui je soupire.

II est bien vrai que pour vous eprouver,

Je vous ai fait mille aveux. Aprcs quoi
vous etes deveuue I'objet de ma raillerie. Ainsi

ne doutez plus de ce que vous dit ici cehu

qui n'a eu que de I'aversioa pour vous, ct

qui aimerait mieux mourir que de

se voir oblige de vous epouser, et de

changer le dessein quil a forme de vous

nair toute sa vie, bieu loin de vous

aimer, comnie il vous I'a declare. Soyez done

desabusee, croyez-moi ;
et si vous 6tes encore

Constante et persuadee que vous etes aimee

vous serez encore plus exposCe a la risee

de tout le monde, et particulierement de

celui qui n'a jamais etd et ne sera jamais
Votre ser'ture

M. N.

We must not omit to mention Chronograms.
These are verses which contain within them the

date of the composition. So at Graz, on the

mausoleum of the Enrperor Ferdinand, is the fol-

lowing :
—

ferDIuanDVs seCVnDVs pie VIXit pie obllt:

that is, 1637.

A very curious one was written by Charles de

Bovelle : we adapt and explain it :
—

The heads of a mouse and five cats . . • m.cocco

Add also the tail of a bull l

Item, the four legs of a rat im

And you have my date in full m.cccccliiii

(1554.)

It is now high time that we show the reader

how to find the clue to a cypher. And as illus-

tration is always better than precept, we shall

exemplify from our own experience. With per-

mission, too, we shall drop the plural for the sin-

gular.
Well ! My friend Matthew Fletcher came into

a property some years ago, bequeathed to him
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by a great imcle. The old gentleman had been

notorious for his parsimonious habits, and he was
known through the county by the nickname of

Miser Tom. Of course everyone believed that he

was vastly rich, and that Mat. Fletcher would
oome in for a mint of money. But, somehow, my
friend did not find the stores of coin on which he
had calculated, hidden in worsted stockings or

tracked pots ;
and the savings of the old man

which he did light upon, consisted of but trifling

mms. Fletcher became firmly persuaded that the

noney was hidden somewhere ; where he could not

;ell, and he often came to consult me on the best

expedient for discovering it. It is all through my
ntervention that he did not pull down the whole

louse about his ears, tear up every floor, and root

ip every flower or tree throughout the garden, in

lis search after the precious hoard. One day he

)urst into my room with radaint face.
" My dear fellow !

" he gasped forth ;

*' I have
:oundit!"

" Found what ?—the treasure ?
"

" All but,—I want your help now :

" and he
J lung a discoloured slip of paper on my table.

I took it up, and saw that it was covered with
>
7riting in cypher.
" 1 routed it out of a secret drawer in Uncle

'
'om's bureau !

" he exclaimed,
'* I have no doubt

( f its purjjort. It indicates the spot where all his

lavings are secreted."
" You have not deciphered it yet, have you ?

"

** No. I want your help ; I can make neither

1 eads nor tails of the scrawl, though I sat up all

1 ight studying it."
" Come along," said I, "I wish you joy of your

\ reasure. I'll read the cypher if you give me
lime." So we sat down together at my desk,
^ 'ith the slip of paper before us. Here is the

i iscription :
—

- A282 §9/39/32\x379 + )789(9(881I7-7-)8
- 2§ + 9 x §2§

A

-29§-)*822'8^7Ae82\»9x79+ x §-7-)3»7x9-t
B^

^-XS)\481|§8 - = 8x2§8x82§- + §8x80§8xi2§82

8x7y3A(2§8 + 8xA = \t9i3||\7 = - + -7- -x88Ux • 92

— + 2.

"Now," said I; "the order of precedence
s nong the letters, according to the frequency of

t leir recurrence, is this, eaoitdhnrsuycfgl
r w b k p q X z. This, however, is their order,
a icording to the number of words begun by each
r spectively, scpadifblbt, &c. The most fre-

c lent compounds are th, ng, ee, 11, mm, tt, dd, nn.

1 ray Matthew, do you see any one sign repeated
c tener than the others in this cryj>tograi)h ?

"

"
Yes, 8 ; it is repeated 23 times," said

I Letcher, after a pause.
"Then you maybe perfectly satisfied that it

s ands for e, which is iised far oftencr than any
c her letter in English. Next, look along the

I les and see what letters most frequently ac-

c mimny it."
" 2 S undoubtedly; it follows 8 in several places,

a id precedes it in others. In the second line we

have 2 § 8—8 2 §—2 § 8 j and in the third, 2 § 8

again."
" Then we may fairly assume that 2 § 8 stands

for the."
"

The, to be sure," burst forth Fletcher. "Now
the next word will be money. No ! it can't be, the
e will not suit ; perhaps it is treasure, gold,
hoard, store."

" Wait a little bit," I interposei. "Now look
what letters are doubled."

" 88 and 22," said my friend Mat.
"And please observe," I continued, "that

where I draw a line and write A you have e,

then double t, then e again. Probably this is the
middle of a word, and as we have already supposed
2 to stand for t, we have —ette—, a very likely
combination. We may be sure of the t now.
Near the end of the second line, there is a re-

markable passage, in which the three letters we
know recur continually. Let us write it out,

leaving blanks for the letters we do not know, and

placing the ascertained letters instead of their

symbols. Then it stands—exthexeth—hexehex
ethe—. Now here I have a x repeated four

times, and from its position it must be a conso-

nant. I will put in its place one consonant after

another. You see r is the only one which turns
the letters into words. —ertliereth—here . litre

the—surely some of these should stand out dis-

tinctly separated
— er there th— here . here the.

Look ! I can see at once what letters are wanting;
th— between there and here must be than, and
then . Jiere is—must be—where. So now I have
found these letters.

8 = e, r=t, § = h, x=r, — =»! +=n, 0=w,

and I can confirm the
;^;

as r by taking the portion
marked A—ettei: Here wo get an end of an

adjective in the comparative degree ;
I think it

must be better.

"Let us next take a group of cyphers higher up ;

I will pencil over it D. I take this group because
it contains some of the letters which we have
settled—eathn. Eath must be the end of a word,
for none begin with athn, thn, or hn. Now what
letter will suit eath ? Possibly h, probably d.

"

"Yes," exclaimed Fletcher, "Death, to be sure.

I can guess it all :
' Death is approaching, and I

feel that a solemn duty devolves upon me, namely,
that of acquainting Matthew Fletcher, my heir,

with the spot where I have hidden my savings.'
Go on, go on."

"All in good time friend," I latighed. "You
observe, we can confirm our guess as to the sign )

being used for d, by comparing the passage—
29§
—

)*22S;^;, which we now read, t. had better.

But t. had better is awkward
; you cannot make 9

into o ; 'to had,' would be no sense."
" Of course not," bnrst forth Fletcher. " Don't

you see it all? / had better lot my excellent

nephew know where I have deposited—"

" Wait a bit," interrupted I ;

"
you are right,

I believe. / is the signification of 9. Let us begin
the whole cryptograph now :

—JV.teihi.i.t.re.ind.e."

'^Remind me!" cried Fletcher.
" You have it again," said I.

" Now we obtain

an additional letter besides m, for t. remind nie is

I
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certainly to remind me. We must begin again :—
Note thi.i. to remind me."

*' This is," called out my excited friend, -wliose

eyes were sparkling with delight and expectation.
" Go on

; you are a trump !

"

"
These, then, are our additional letters :

—
)=d, 7=^m, /S=:s, 9=i, x=o. To remind me
i. i. ee. on. death m.h for m. death, I read my
death, and i. i. ee, I guess to be, if I feel. So
it stands thus :

— * Note.—This is to remind me, if

I feel my deatlx nigh, that T had better—' "

I worked on now in silence
; Fletcher, leaning

his chin on his hands, sat opposite, staring into

my face with breathless anxiety. Presently I

exclaimed,
"
Halves, Mat I I think you said halves !

"

"I—I—I— I—my very dear fellow, I—"

"A very excellent man was your uncle
;
a most

exemplary—"

"All right, I know that," said Fletcher,

cutting me short. * ' Do read the paper ; I have
a spade and pick on my library table, all ready for

work the moment I know where to begin.""
But, really, he was a man in a thousand,

a man of such discretion, such foresight, so

much—"

Down came Fletcher's hand on the desk.
"Do go on I

" he cried
; and I could see that

he was swearing internally ;
he would have sworn

ore rotundo, only that it would have been uncivil,
and decidedly improper."

Very well ; you are prepared to hear all !

"

"All! by Jove! by Jingo! prepared for every-
thing."

" Then this is what I read," said I, taking up
my own transcript :—

'^ Note.—This is to remind me, if Jfeel my death

nigh, that J Juid better move to Birmingham, as

burials are done cheaper there than here, where tJie

tei'ms of the Necropolis Comipany are exorbitant."

Fletcher bounded from his seat. "The old

skin-flint ! miser ! screw !

"

" A very estimable and thrifty man, your great-
tmcle."

"Confounded old stingy —," and he slammed
the door upon himself and the substantive which

designated his uncle.

And now, the very best advice we can give to

our readers, is to set to work at once on the simple
cypher given near the commencement of this paper,
and to find it out.

S. Baking-Gould, M.A.

LLEWELLYN'S VENGEANCE.

Llewellyn ap Jorwerth, Prince of Wales, and repre-
sentative of its ancient line of kings, married Joan,
natural daughter of King John. When they had been
some years married Llewellyn unfortunately captured
William De Braose, a Norman noble, who, being related

to Llewellyn, was treated by him with all kindness and

courtesy. This treatment De Bra.ose is said to have

repaid by an intrigue with the Princess Joan, the wife
of Llewellyn ; this was discovered, and summary jus-
tice inflicted upon the offender

; Llewellyn is said to

have made a display of the effects of that justice in the
manner shown in this Ballad.

It is but right, however, to add that, though the

subject of popular rhymes and traditions, the story of

the intrigue is denied by authorities worthy of respect-
ful considei-ation.

By the castle of Llewellyn
One age-hollowed oak doth stand,

Bearing fruit—no other like it

Grows upon Llewellyn's land.

One huge fniit—'tis centuries vanished
Since upon't an acorn grew ;

Giant trees have long while perished
Which from it their life-sap drew

;

Thunder-stricken, jagged and splintered.
Cracks and fissures in its side.

One arch-rent through which a monarch
With unbending plume might ride ;

He who climbed its vigorous branches
Is the patriarch of a tribe ;

Him who saw it as a sapling
We to ancient days ascribe ;

Navies from it have been timbered
So long is it since 'twas young ;

—
What strange fruit is that which pendent
From one stark bough still is hung ?

One huge fruit that sways and gyrates
In the night wind to and fro

;

Sometimes striking on the great trunk

With a hollow ringing blow,

Just as if its rind were iron ?

Strong as cord its stem must be,

So great weight and strain upholding,
—

Fearful fruit for wondrous tree—

Just before the chamber window
Where Llewellyn sits alone

;

He the heir of kings unnumbered,
On the shadow of a throne.

Hapless is a race once royal,

Ages cannot all efface

Ghostly memories whose weird splendours
ALike subjection seem disgrace.

Mourn a tlirone, there's much to mourn for,

Though he owns His will who broke

From his hand the ancient sceptre

By disastrous stroke on stroke.

Still through all his trials looked he

Bnively forward,
—nought could tame

That high spirit fit to wrestle

With all ills except with shame.

Ever fronting foes o'erwhelming,

Ever ready with his life

For his country's weal and honour,

i^'irst in council, first in strife.

But who marked him closely noted

How a paleness, day by Aa^,

Settled on his shrinking vi-age,

And his brown locks turned to gray
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Suddenly !
—since some one whispered

How liis friend was false and fair,

And—but see, the thought has stung Mm,
And, upspringing from his chair,

Down in heavy folds a curtain

Draws he, thick and treacherous screen,
O'er that window whence the stark oak
With its dangling fruit was seen.

To the chamber of the Princess

Takes he then his threatening way;
Loi'ds and pages, guards and menials

Absent are this fatal day.

Through the woods and glens they're chasing

Savage wolf and antlered deer ;

Hunt and revel was his order,

Though himself seeks other cheer.

No wood music more shall rouse him,
Hound and horn have lost their tone,—

Through the castle towers and courtyards,
Lord and Lady move alone.

And his footsteps clang and echo

Through the rooms and corridor,
—

As he leads her forth to look on
Some one she has known before.

Leads her with his hand in gauntlet,

(Not the glove of courtesy)
Wliilc keen words of scorn and angor

Dagger-like between them fly.

Do'.vn the line of life-like trophies
Where his dead sire's arms are hung,

Pointing each with rusted weapon
Upwards where his banner swung.

And the Princess treads beside him.
Startled, wondering, proud withal,

Through his railing, tlirough his charges,

Scornfully retorting all
;

Till they enter that dim chamber,
Where Llewellyn sat alone :

—
Haik ! was that the creak of armour

Outside, through the wind's low moan ?

Towards the curtained window pointing.

Spoke Llewellyn mockingly,—
Gentle lady, gentle lady.

What would'st give thy love to see ?"

Proud, defiant, past all patience.
Answered she as mockingly,—

Wales and England and Llewellyn
For my love Pd give the three."

Hark I again the creak of armour

Outside, through the wind's low moan ;

Scarce the Princess' troubled spirit

Kept her from an answering groan.

Prom the window rolled the curtaia

Like a dragon to the floor,

\nd the stark oak stood before her

Dandling the great fruit it bore.

Bred in guilt, and nursed in pleasure.
Hot with ease, but ripe with woe.

There the great fruit on the stark oak

Sways and gyrates to and fro,
—

To and fro it sways and gyrates,

Scorning blasts that make one reel ;

Sure that stem is tough as cordage.
And that rind is strong as steel.

Starting eyes, arras upthrown wildly,
A shriek, a fall, showed well she knew

What V as there, and whence was grafted.
That fruit which to vengeance grew.

Cut it down, and at the tree-foot

Hide it in a nameless hole
;
—

If the core was once De Brilose,
Heaven have mercy on his souL C. H. W.

THE POLISH MYSTERT—THE
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.

SoJiE weeks ago I was travelling through Poland.
I had made the journey from Berlin with some
Polish ladies, dressed in what, I believe, would

properly be described as half-mourning, the sort

of dress that a widow might wear whose bereave-

ment already sat lightly on her. Amongst other

articles of attire, my friends wore pearl-grey

gloves, which showed off with much precision the

delicate smallness of their hands. On approaching
Warsaw I saw that these gloves were removed,
hidden in their reticules with a half- suppressed

sigh, and replaced by sombre black gloves, which

undoubtedly were not equally attractive. On my
inquiring the cause of this change, I was told that

it was not lawful to wear anything but black

gloves in Warsaw, because "the government"
had forbidden it. On inquiring further, 1 found
that the government was not, as I supposed, the

Russian one, but the secret conclave which rules

Poland at the present hour, and has ruled it

for the last year or more. The extent of their

authority seemed to me revealed more clearly by
this fact than by any other I had heard before,

and during my short residence in Poland, I tried

to make out as much as I could of the doings of

this mysterious body. It was, of course, very
little that I could learn. Such scraps, however,
of information as I picked up on the subject may,
perhaps, be interesting.

It so happened that in Berlin I had acquaint-

ances, who probably were better informed about

Poland, and had more communications with Polish

patriots, than most of the inhabitants of that

stolid, beer-drinking capital. My friends, in as

far as Germans can sympathise with what they
consider, rightly or wrongly, as an inferior race,

were strongly in favour of the insurrection. Being
Germans, of course they held the orthodox Teu-

tonic doctrine, that it is the mission of the father-

land to improve the Sclavonic nations off the face

of the globe, or, at any rate, of Western Europe.

But, as between Poles and Russians, their sympa-
thies went strongly with the former.

If I had listened to their advice I should, before

starting on my journey to Poland, have provi-
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cled myself with a ])ass from the Polish National

Government at Warsaw. They offered very

kindly to obtain one for me
; but the offer, how-

ever tempting, was coni)led with conditions which
rendered it to me, at any rate, decidedly unaccept-
able. I should have had to pledge myself, in the

event of there being any risk of this document

falling into the hands of the Russian authorities,

to swallow it bodily like a pill, having carefully
chewed it first into a state of pidp. I misdoubted

sadly my own faculty of masticating paper in the

presence of Cossack soldiers
;
and I was alarmed

at the possible consequences which might result

from the failure of the experiment. The Rus-

sians, I reflected, might very reasonably consider

me an agent of the insurgents, and, iu that

case, my career would probably have terminated

with imdesirable brevity ;
or else the National

Government might select me for punishment, as

ha\'ing, however unwittingly, furnished some clue

to their discovery. So, on the whole, I resolved

to run whatever risk there might be in travelling
unindorsed by the insurrectionary authorities.

Fellow-countrymen of mine, whom I met in

Poland, had been more venturesome, and carried

with them a crumpled scrap of paper, closely re-

sembling in size and colour a Prussian thaler note,

on which certain cabalistic characters were in-

scribed, recommending them to the good services

of all Polish patriots. However, I could not dis-

cover that these documents had ever been of much
use to them, or rather no occasion had turned

up on which they needed any further protection
than that afforded by the obvious and patent fact

of their being Englishmen. We may sneer as

much as we like at home at the " Civis Roma-
nus "

doctrine, but any Englishman who has

lived much abroad knows its value fully. If

you can rely upon your papers, or, still better,

upon your dress and look, to show that you are a

British subject, you are pretty safe iu any por-
tion of the civilised world. Even if you get

murdered, ample redress is certain to be exacted

for your death ;
and though this fact is probably

no particular consolation to the sufferer on the eve

of military execution, it is an immense guarantee

against the risk of any injury being done to

you. My passport was duly viseed and in order
;

and, furnished with that, I considered my safety
was tolerably well secured. Such 1 found the fact

to be
;
and I would recommend all Englishmen

placed in my position to follow my example, and

keep clear of all dealings with revolutionary

governments.
But though I question the "

Regulator," as the

Poles call their government, having much assist-

ance to offer strangers, or wielding any great

authority in purely rural districts, there is no
doubt about its existence, or its jjower in all the

great towns of Poland. To any one acquainted
with the mechanism of printing it will seem abso-

lutely inconceivable that newspapers could be

composed, printed, published, and circulated regu-

larly, in the midst of a large city, without any-

body interested in the matter being able to detect

where and by whom the enterprise was conducted.

A printing-press, however small, occupies a con-

siderable space of room, and the work of printing

is of a nature on which many hands are required.
The copies which I saw of the papers of the
National Government at Warsaw, were not mere
handbills, but regular newspapers of four pages
each, about the size of a i)age of Oxce a Week.
Now the Russian government would assuredly give
an enormous reward to anybody who would be-

tray the names of the persons connected Avith this

Polish printing establishment ; and yet, in spite of

this known fact, papers are printed regularly,
under the very nose of the Prussian officials,

without their being able to lay their hands upon
the persons who conduct the operation. This one
fact in itself speaks volumes. It is impossible to

believe that any one of the thousands, or tens of

thousands of Poles, who must have, to say the

least, a shrewd suspicion as to the names of the

members of this secret organisation, should be of

such a heroic type, as to be able to withstand

every inducement of terror or avarice. The plain
truth is, that fidelity is secured by terrorism.

Every Pole knows that to betray this secret to the

Russians would be to expose himself to certain and
absolube vengeance. Death for death, he prefers
to die by Russians rather than by his own country-

men, as a martyr rather than as a traitor. No
sum of money is of any value as a bribe, if the

receiver knows that he will be stabbed like a dog
to-morrow. But, still, this explanation only
removes the difficxdty one step further off.

The world stands upon the tortoise ; but upon
what does the tortoise stand ? To the question
how an imknown and nameless committee, living
in daily jeopardj'' of their own lives, can have it

in their power to condemn any traitor to death

with the absolute certainty that their order will be

executed, I could obtain no sufScient answer. The

theory placed before me by persons most likely to

be acq\iainted with the truth, and the one, I own,
which commended itself most also to my judgment,
was simply this. The National Government exists

by sufferance of popular opinion, and is powerful

only so long as it acts in consistence with that

opinion. Now public sentiment will indorse

heartily the assassination of a spy or a traitor ;

but it will not sanction the infliction of the punish-
ment of death on persons whose only crime is

their defencelessness. On various occasions the

National Government has endeavoured to forbid

petty tradesmen and mechanics from rendering

compulsory service to the Russians. The compo-
sitors were ordered not to work at the govern-
ment presses, and the railway servants were

ordered to throw up their appointments. Here,

however, its authority failed to carry out its edicts.

The argument, Ilfaut vivre, was felt to be irresist-

ible. Over the nobles and over men of wealth and

position, the jurisdiction of the secret committee

is supreme. Men of this class are expected by

public opinion to make any sacrifice required of
\

them for the good of Poland, and if they refuse to
'

do so, popidar feeling sanctions any penalty that i

may be inflicted on them. This sentiment holds I

good in a far stronger degree of spies and traitors.

They have no friends, and their fate, however

cruel, is considered well deserved. But when it i

came to pimishing men whose sole fault was that j

they had paid taxes to the Russian authorities, j
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•when compelled to do so by sheer force of arms,
the feeling of the communitj'' would not support
the act. The decrees issued by the National Go-

vernment forbidding payment of taxes under com-

pulsion, and prohibiting manual labour in the

employment of the llussian government, were

never carried into execution, and have had to be

dropped silently. The fact is, as 1 take it, that all

terrorism breaks down before the tacit resistance

of the multitude. The "Sed periit postquam cer-

donibus esse timendus cce^ierat
"

is true of all reigns
of terror, and so, when the National fiovernment

tried to interfere with the daily life of petty shop-

keef:ors and workmen, it found that there was a

limit io its power.
No doubt this theory, if correct, pre-supposes an

almost incredible unanimity of public sentiment ;

but then I do believe the Poles to be unanimous
to an incredible degree in their dislike to the

Paissiaus. The hatred of the Spaniard for the

French, or of the Italian for the Tedeschi, scarcely I

suspect, approached in intensity that of the Pole for

the Muscovite. It is this universality of hate which
constitutes the strength of the Polish Committee
of Public Safety. The impression appears to be

that, if the names of this body were known, they
are not such as to command any great weight or

influence in the country. It is known, too, that

many of their acts are bitterly disapproved of and
condemned by the more educated and wealthy
Poles. Yet the authority of this clique of un-

known men, who are supposed to be petty lawyers
and needy professional men, is acquiesced in

readily by the proudest of the Polish aristocracy.
There are many and obvious advantages in the

fact, that the members of this body should not be

men of family and eminence. Such men carry
their lives in their hands, as I believe pretty well

every educated Polo would do readily at the pre-
sent hour

;
but they carry no one else's. If a

Czartoriski or a Zamoiski were found guilty of

belonging to this mysterious conclave, the whole
of his fortunes and his family would be involved

in his ruin. If some Polish Smith or Brown is

arrested, he is killed with more or less of cruelty,
and there the matter ends. Moreover, the Polish

nobles reckon confidently that they can always

keep this Vigilance Committee within due bounds,
from the fact that they provide the money for its

expenses, and that, in case of need, they could

stop the supplies. I am not sure whether this

calculation is a sound one, or whether the Polish

nobles might not find they had created a power
too strong for them to curb or suppress. But
the belief is entertained and acted upon pretty

generally.

However, be the case what it may, the fact is

certain, that the National (lovernment has main-

tained itself for months at Warsaw without detec-

tion
; that its authority over the Poles is recog-

nised readily, and that the names of its component
members arc utterly unknown. A foreign friend

of mine, resident at the Polish capital, told me
that the nearest ai)proach he ever had to direct

communication with the National authorities, was
after this wise :

—One morning at a very early

hour, he received a visit from a Polish nobleman,
whose name was unknown to him. On being

introduced, his visitor apologised repeatedly for

intruding upon him at such an inconvenient time,
but pleaded absolute necessity as an excuse. He
stated that he had arrived late the previous

evening at Warsaw, and that he was obliged
to continue his journey the same morning. He
declared that he knew nobody in the city, but

that since his arrival he had received orders to

deliver a letter to my friend in person. After

professing complete ignorance of the contents of

this missive, the mysterious messenger took his

departure, and was seen no more. The letter, on

being opened, proved to be a communication from

the National Government, cautioning my inform-

ant against talking freely in the presence of his

servants, as they were spies in the pay of the

Russian police. The power of the National

Government is not confined to Russian Poland.

Two or three days before I passed through

Cracow, there was a Polish gentleman
— an

Austrian subject
— stopping at the Hotel de

Saxe, where, like most travellers, I took ui>

my quarters. This gentleman shortly before had
declined to pay a forced loan levied upon him by
order of the National Government at Warsaw. In

the middle of the day, in the centre of a crowded
and busy hotel, four agents of this hidden body
entered this gentleman's room and began be-

labouring him with sticks. The Pole happened
to be a resolute man, and with the aid of his

water-jug, offered so sturdy a resistance, that his

assailants took to flight. Any attempt however

to discover the men who had committed the

outrage failed utterly ; they were shielded by the

sympathy of the population, and no single one of

the scores of persons about the hotel who must
have known their names could be forced to reveal

them.

If you ask a Pole how he can justify such acts

of tyranny as these, he does not attempt to do

so
;
but he tells you that, after all, the National

Government, whatever its faults may be, is a

native Polish one, not a Russian ;
and that he

must support his own people against foreigners;
and this policy explains the power of this modem
Wehmgericht. E. D.

"THE SIRENS."

SwKKT evil of the sea ! fair-winged girls

Who dwell by Scylla's wide insatiate maw,
Or where Charybdis foaming ever curls

His shining waters, mortal never saw

Terrors more pleasing, ne'er heard sweeter swell

Of music than from out your rocky cell.

Though the wind urge the doomed ship away,

Though favouring breezes fill her bellying sails,

Still can one sweet low voice the vessel stay.

One loving whisper calm the boisterous gales.

Ah me ! for all her crew, who homeward bound

Still love to linger on that silvery sound.

All unaware, with pleasure to their death

They pass, lull'd ever by that dulcet band,

Till the song changes to a fitful breath,

Rustling through bones which whiten on the sand;

But the next ship which sails that sunny sea

Hears only the sweet Sirens' melody.
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"Well have the poets fabled such a tale.

In the creative mind of olden time,

Such to a younger age seems but a veil.

Fair as the fairest summer of their clime,
In which they would adorn a moral truth

Which, unadorn'd, must cause too bitter rut';i.

For tljeir cold creed would fain explain away
The Sirens' music as the noise of waves,

Beating tumultuous in some rocky bay,

Or echoing faintly from some distant caves

Yet in that legendary song, I wis,

Is hid some truth of morals such as this.

Yet no—'twere better without explanation,

Tliat each should make his Siren what he list,

For magic music is in every station

To make man listen where he should resist ;

Listening, aye, listening to those loving tones,

Perchance he changes into whitening bones. J. M.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.
BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTEE XI. THE GREAT FEAR.

SiGNOR Sandro Bertoldi, after leaving Giulia
at the palazzo BoUandini, had returned home to
see people from the country about the conscrip-
tion, he said. The whole country, he declared,
seemed to be going out of its senses about it, and

everybody, especially the country-people, were

wanting information on the subject, the communal
authorities respecting the duties which the law
required of them, and the young men and their
families respecting all the possible grounds of

exemption, and possibilities and cost of finding
substitutes. Subsequently the government took
this matter of finding substitutes into its own
hands, naming a fixed sum at which the conscript
might buy himself oflf. But at the time in ques-
tion substitutes could only be had by private
arrangement and bargain, and the trade of pro-

curing them gave rise to a great many frauds and
abvises.

This dreaded measure had been threatened and
looked forward to with the utmost aversion ; had
been discussed and grumbled over for many months
past ; and now at last it was come. The law had
been duly passed ; proclamation throughout the

country had been made, and all the requisite
notices served on the authorities of the different

communes. The mode of carrying out the measure
was as follows :—
The number of men which the province is re-

qnired to furnish, in due proportion to its popula-
tion, having been fixed, and this amount having
been notified to the authorities of the provincial
capital, the mayor and syndics of the different

communes received orders to return a full and

complete list of all the male population of their

jurisdictions within the legal age. The lists are

to include all, without reference to any claims for

exemption. These are afterwards preferred, ex-

amined, and allowed, if clearly good, by the
authorities of the provincial capital. No exemp-
tions, however, on the ground of physical unfit-

ness are admitted on this first scrutiny, except
such as are absolutely notorious, palpable, and
unmiatakeable ; as, for instance, in the case of a

hunchback, or a man with one leg.

When the communal lists have been thus sent

in, and of course the interest of all concerned,
and the mutual jealousies of those liable to be
drawn are a guarantee for their completeness, a

day is appomted for the drawing, in the presence
of the magistrates with every provision to ensure

fairness, and with all publicity, in the capital of

the province. But, as the whole mass of the

population (within the prescribed ages) has been
submitted to this drawing, and as it is certain that

a very considerable proportion of those drawn will

be rejected as iinfit for military service, this cere-

mony is by no means decisive of the lot of many

of those who are anxiously awaiting the award of

their destiny. Thus, if five hundred men are re-

quired, he who has drawn No. 501 is, if he be

medically unexceptionable, as sure of having to
serve as if he had drawn No. 1.

It will easily be understood, therefore, how sharp
and anxious an interest is prolonged during the
time that elapses between the drawing and the
medical visit ; what inquiries, what speculations,
what anxious investigations into the previous
health of this or that individual, what hunting-up
of evidence, what canvassing of medical men.
The proportion of men rejected is considerable

in every province of Italy ; but it is much larger
in some than in others ; larger also, as might be

expected, in the towns than in the rural districts,

liomagna is not one of the provinces in which the

rejection is heaviest. But there is another circum-

stance which may diminish the number of those

who have drawn bad numbers, i. c, numbers
within that of the quota of men required, and
which may then affect the fate of those who come
next on the roll—desertion ! That is the time for

desertion ; that anxious fortnight or so, between
the drawing and the inspection. And of course

it is the able-bodied men who desert. And this

source of failure cannot be calculated on like that

arising from medical objections. And in this

respect, also, there is a -considerable difference

between one province and another. And if the

rich and healthy Ilomagnole hills and plains gave
a light rate of medical rejections, the desertion

rate was specially heavy there, for the reasons

which were assigned in the first part of this

story.
And the whole interest attaching to that terrible

day of the inspection and final making up of the

roU, immediately after which the conscripts have

to join the depdts, is not confined to the simple

ascertaining that this or that man is clearly unfit

for military duty, as perhaps ought to be the case.

Another element enters to increase the incertitude

and complicate the interest.

The medical commission which examines the

proposed conscripts, is composed of the medical

officers attached to the military administration,

and the medical men employed by the respective

communes. Now these two component parts of

the medical board are swayed by diametrically

opposed objects and interests. The object of the

colonel or other officer, who is always present, and

of his medical men, is to obtain the flower and

pick of the whole population. He wants, not only

men capable of serving, but the finest and best

men. Hence the object of him and his medical

supporters is to reject on the smallest possible

grounds. The desire of the communal authorities

on the other hand, of their medical men, and of

the population generally, is to protect those who

VOU IX. A No. 231,
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have drawn the better or higher numbers, to limit

the suffering and the discontent within as narrow
a circle as may be, and not to extend them to

those who have had reasonable ground to think

that they had escaped. Hence arise sharp con-

flicts between the two authorities, ending of

course very variously, according to the weight,
or courage, or energy, or skill of the contending

parties. And thus another element of great un-

certainty is imported into the lottery.
And now the day had been fixed for the draw-

ing up of the communal lists. Little else was
talked about in the country districts, and even in

the cities the conscription became the leading

topic of interest to all men, and certainly not less

so to all women.
At BeUa Luce the anxiety was certainly as

keenly felt as in any homestead of all the

district. There were two sons there, but the

conscription could not take them both. The
monster, ruthless as it was, had some bowels of

compassion. It did not deprive parents of an

only son ! Carlo Vanni therefore was safe ! His
name would be returned in the communal list,

but merely for the formal fulfilment of the law.

His claim to exemption would be immediately
allowed as a matter of course. But Beppo was of

course liable. There was no chance of any objec-
tion being made to him. On the contrary, if his

number should be at all within reach, it was very
certain that the military officers would make every
effort to lay their hands on the finest young fellow

in all the country side.

But of course it was supposed in the world of

Santa Lucia that Beppo Vanni would never have
to serve. What ! the son of old Paolo Vanni of

Bella Luce ! Why he could buy a dozen substitutes

if needed ! The old fellows who knew Paolo Vanni

well, bad some doubt upon this subject. Don
Evaudro, who knew him thoroughly well, had no
doubt at all about it. It might have been in his

power to induce his old parishioner and friend to

come down with a part of his hoarded scudi to

buy his son's freedom. But Don Evaudro had no
intention to do anything of the sort. He had
more than one reason for not wishing that any
part of old Paolo Vanni's money should be spent
in such a manner. In the first place it would be

lending aid and support to the heretical and
accursed Italian government. Don Evandro, as

has been said, was a keen politician. He was
a priest of that class, which, while entirely giving

up the world, in so far as making themselves

before all things churchmen, and having no

interest, or ambition, or affection for anything
save the Church can be called giving up the

world, yet remain, to all spiritual interests and

purposes, intensely worldly. He was a sworn,
true, and loyal churchman, ready to sacrifice

much, to dare all things, and to deem all things

permissible for the service of the Church. But of

any other meaning of the term, save the visible

and bodily constitution of the great corporation to

which he belonged, he had about as much idea

as a Red Indian.

The curate of Santa Lucia intended, therefore,
that his parish should furnish as few men to Victor

Emmanuel as might be. There were the hills near

at hand ! There was no contending influence on
the spot to thwart his—no resident land-owners,
no gentry ! He had always possessed a very
powerful influence over his—not all very poor,
but all very ignorant—parishioners ;

and now he
meant to use it. It was necessary to be careful,

however ! The government was on the watch ; it

knew very well that the priests were almost to a

man its enemies ; its suspicions were fully aroused ;

and the game to be played was not one altogether
without danger.
But the ciirato had in the special case of Beppo

Vanni a second reason for not choosing that he
should either serve his time in the army or be

bought off by his father. He had thoroughly
espoused his old friend's cause in the matter of

Beppo's marriage. It was all in the line of his

own duty and scheme of conduct to secure Sandro
Bertoldi's money to the right side, instead of allow-

ing it to go entirely to swell the means of the

enemy, as would be the case if Lisa married Cap-
tain Brilli : not to mention that a match between
Giulia and Beppo might, as the priest shrewdly
guessed from all he had ever seen of Giulia, go far

to endanger the subserviency of the Vanni money
also to the good cause. It was therefore on all

accounts necessary that Beppo should marry Lisa,

and should not marry Giulia.

Those who live in a state of society in which

priestly influence has comparatively little power
over the secular affairs of private life, and which
is not divided into two utterly opposed parties by
any such broad line of demarcation as that which

separates Italian society into irreconcileably hostile

camps, can hardly appreciate at its real importance
the effects of such a system of tactics, as that

above indicated, carved out by so powerfully an

organised body as the Italian clergy consistently,

perseveringly, and unfailingly.

Now, if Beppo went to serve his time, he would
come back with an additional prestige in Giulia's

eyes, utterly emancipated from priestly control,

and very probably in a great degree emancipated
from parental control also. His return might be
looked for at a fixed and known time, and there

was every thing to encourage Giulia to wait for

him.

If, on the other hand, his father were induced
to conquer his avarice so far as to pay the sum

necessary to procure a substitute, he would remain
in the country free to continue his pursuit of

Giidia, and it would be very difficult to keep
them apart.

But if, on the contrary, old Paolo were coun-

selled to refuse to pay for a substitute,—counsel

which he would be only too ready to follow—and
if Beppo should get a bad number, and could be

persuaded to go off to the hills, Victor Emmanuel
would lose a first-rate soldier ; a contribution to

the general lawlessness, discontent, and ungovern-
ableness of the country would be achieved, and

Beppo would be effectually separated from Giulia ;

his return uncertain ;
his entire future precarious

and full of difficulty; and possibly—who could

tell ?—Old Paolo's succession secured to the much

promising and well-disposed Carlo.

And what were the views of honest Beppo him-

self respecting this dreaded conscription ? Unfor-
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tunately they were such as to render him but too

easy a victim to the priest's designs, should he
have the misfortune to be drawn to serve. Beppo
was a thorough "contadino," with all the feelings,

all the prejudices, and all the ignorance of his

class. The thought of being carried away from his

native hills to some unknown and strange country,
was intolerable to him. He had but very hazy
and vague notions as to the nature of a soldier's

life and duties. It was something, he knew, which
men maimed and mutilated themselves to avoid—
which men had b«fore now killed themselves to

avoid. For such stories of the desperation of the

populations subjected to the remorseless conscrip-
tion of Austria had reached those hills. He knew,
or supposed he knew, that it involved monk-
like self-abnegation, and entire subjection to the

will of another in all things. None had ever, in

the experience of these Romagnoli rustics, left

their country in compliance with the horrible con-

scription, and returned to their homes. None
could have done so, for the conscription was now
applied to that country for the first time. But in

the absence of any such experience, all possibility
of return was disbelieved. To be taken by the

conscription was to bid a long adieu to all that

made life precious, and to go forth into some un-
known but terribly imagined state of misery and

torment, never more to see the beloved hills, and

yet more beloved faces of Romagna !

And even if he were to believe in the possibility
of a return at some distant period, how could

Beppo bear to tear himself away from Giulia, as

matters stood with him ? If she loved him, if she
would only admit that ho was dear to her, and he
could think of her, while he was undergoing his

terrible fate in some distant land, as safe at home,
thinking of him, waiting for his return, and un-

exposed to the pursuit of others, the misery might
be more tolerable. But, as it was, to leave her

unwon, to leave her a mark for the admiration
and pursuit and wooing of all the young men in

Fano, and he far away the while, not knowing
anything, but dreading all things respecting what
was going on at home—this was absolutely in-

tolerable to him. He could not face it.

So there was but a lottery chance between poor
Beppo and frantic desperation ! If the chance
were to go against him, the priest's suggestions
would find him but too well prepared to listen to

them.
As to the hope that his father would, if the

bad chance hit him, sacrifice such a sum as would
liberate him from it, he had little or no hope of

that. He knew his father too well ! And a

Bomagnole peasant has too great a veneration for

money, and too vivid a sense of the difficulty of

obtaining it, and of the amount of toil, patience,

self-denial, and time which hoarded money re-

presents, to blame his father in his heart for his

avarice as severely as another might have done.

In truth, Beppo could have given the money to

save himself, or to save one he loved ; but he con-

sidered that in so doing he should have been re-

prehensible rather than otherwise, on the score of

profusion and reckless extravagance. No ! He
had no expectation that his father would sacrifice

money to buy him off his fate.

Little was known yet among the rural communes
on the subject that was engrossing all their

thoughts, except that the orders for making out
the lists of those liable to serve had come, and
that the lists were about to be made forthwith.
But this first step in the business involved no
action on the part of the victims, and no outward
and visible sign of the action of others. It was
completed silently in the bureaux of the authori-
ties. It was like the first driving together of a
herd of wild cattle, destined to be afterwards
forced through some narrow pass, where the
hunters will pick them off as they i ush by. There
was a vague knowledge among the herd that they
were being driven together, and that was aU
as yet.

All was ignorance and doubt, and terror made
worse by these. A thousand different reports
were spread about the country. Some said it was
only a precautionary preparation, in case there
should be war with Austria, and might therefore
never come to anything. Some "said that the

drawing was fixed for the following year ; some,
that it all depended on the king's pleasure ; some,
that it was all a chance

; some few, that it was a
dreadful certainty, and that the drawing was to

be proceeded with directly.
Tormented by all this doubt and uncertainty,

Beppo determined to make it partly the real motive,
and partly the excuse, for a journey to Fano. He
fancied that his father had been less willing than
used to be the case, to allow him to go to the city.
He used to go frequently on market days ; but

lately his father for two or three weeks past made
excuses for keeping him at home ; and upon one
occasion during that time, when the business of

the farm had required that somebody should^o to

Fano, the old man had chosen to go himself.

Beppo understood very well that the purpose of

all this was to keep him from seeing Giulia—very
likely to make her think that he did not care to

see her. But now his father could hardly object
to his going to the city in a matter of such vital

importance to himself. Poor Beppo was in truth

very anxious to obtain some certainty upon the

subject ; but he was yet more anxious if possible
to see Giulia, and ascertain how she was going
on—whether she had already gathered a circle of

admirers about her ; whether she had made any
acquaintances of any kind

; whether she was turn-

ing into a fine town lady.

So, one evening as they were returning from the

field, he broached the subject to his father, saying
that he ought to make himself acquainted with the

truth about the conscription.
Old Paolo admitted that, and said that he would

consider what day he could best be spared from
the farm ; but his real object was to consult Ms
spiritual adviser upon the point.

So, instc£.d of loimging in the "
loggia

"—as he
smoked his cigar, after supper, before going to bed-
he strolled up to Santa Lucia, and saw the priest.

"Beppo has been telling me, your reverence,
that he wants to go to Fano to learn about the

conscription. I doubt me, he wants something else

more !

"

"No doubt, no doubt! I wonder you have
been able to keep him quiet so long. Yes 1 let
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him go to Fano. It is right that he should learn

all the particulars of the new law, since they touch
him so nearly."

" He talks of going on Saturday."

Saturday was the Fano market-day, on which

large numbers of the countrymen of the neigh-

bouring districts (more of those from the sur-

rounding plains, however, than of the hill-people)
were wont to assemble in the great piazza of the

city.
"lam going in myself, on Saturday," replied

the priest. "Suppose—or—no," he added, after

a little meditation
;

" tell him that there is some-

thing to be done,—that you cannot well spare
him on Saturday ; but that he may go on the

following day. I may just as well see Signer
Sandro myself, and perhaps La Giulia, too, before

he goes in."

Old farmer Vanni, who, in fact, scarcely ven-

tured on an action, in any direction, without the
advice and approbation of his friend Don Evandro,
was, as is generally the case with hen-pecked
husbands and priest-ridden laymen, specially un-

willing to be thought to be guided by the curator's

advice. So he said nothing that night in reply to

his son's proposal ; but while they were at their

work the next morning, which was the Friday, he
told him that he was loth that the hoeing of the
bean-crop should be left till it was finished ; rain

might come—most likely would come—and then,
where should they be. If he would stay to-morrow,
and get the job finished, he should go to Fano on

Sunday.
So it was settled that Beppo was to go into the

city on the Sunday.

CHAPTER XII. THE CHURCH OF THE OBSERV-
ANTINES.

On the Sunday morning, accordingly, Beppo
started on his way to Fano. The piiest had made
his intended visit to the city on the Saturday,
and had come home at night. But none of the

Bella Luce family had seen him since his return.

Beppo's heart beat fast as he found himself near-

ing the city ; and, in his nervous impatience, he
could not forbear from pushing on his horse to a

speed that brought him to the end of his journey
a good half-hour earlier than he had calculated on

arriving. In the deadest and sleepiest of Italian

cities there always is a little more stir and life on
a Sunday than on other days. And this extra

movement is not wholly ecclesiastical in its cha-

racter. Sunday is the great day for recreation

and amusement of all kinds, not despite the

efforts of the clergy to make it otherwise, but
with their approval and sanction. But there are

various sorts of secular business, not partaking
in any degree of the nature of diversion, which
are apt to fall into the course of the Sunday's

occupations. It is naturally the day on which
the country can most easily come into town.

Such shops as they may be likely to need are

apt to be open ;
and such business as may

involve interviews between them and the deni-

zens of the city are wont to be transacted.

Beppo, having put up his horse at the osteria

used by the contadini from his part of the country,
hurried to the house of Siguor Sandro. From

him he could learn aU he wanted to know about
the conscription, and from Lisa he doubted not
that he should be able to find out the where-
abouts of the house in which his treasure was

lodged ;
—a circumstance of which he had as yet

been able to ascertain nothing ;
—

for, of course,
neither his father nor Don Evandro were likely
to afford him any information upon this siibject.

Indeed, Signer Paolo did not himself know where
the house of Giulia's mistress was situated.

It was about eleven o'clock when Beppo reached
the attorney's house. The little man Avas in his

ofHce ; and Beppo was told that he must wait in a

passage, where three or four other countrymen, in

their best Sunday attire, were already waiting,
seated on a long bench against the wall, till their

turn should come to be admitted to the attorney's

presence.
Had they been townsmen, they would all, how-

ever much previously strangers to each other,
have been in full conversation together. But

being contadini they sate in silence, with care-

worn anxious faces, but with meek-eyed patience,
till the great aiithority sitting in that awful
sanctum on the other side of the partition-wall
should be ready to receive them, and give them
the fateful answers of the oracle. But Beppo, in

his anxiety, had raised his voice in speaking with
the servant-girl who had opened the door to him

;

and the attorney, having overheard and recognised
it, came hurrying out of his den with his pen in

his hand.
' '

What, Signor Beppo ! Is it you ? What good
chance is it brings you to Fano ? Delighted to see

you, as we always are !
"

' ' There were two or three things, Signor
Sandro—"

began Beppo, slowly and timidly ; but
the brisk little man cut him short.

" Look here, Siguor Beppo !

" he said, taking
him by the button, and drawing him a little down
the passage away from the men who were sitting

there, and dropping his voice to a whisper ;

"
you

see how it is—all these people waiting to see me !

Never was so busy ! All through this troublesome

conscription ! Have not a minute to spare ! But,
look here ; come back at one, and eat a bit of

dinner with us. Poor Lisa will be so delighted to

see you ; and I know your visit is more to her
than to me. Ah, yoii young fellows ! Well, I
was young myself once ! And then we tliall have
leisure for a little talk. A riveder— la ! At one,
mind ! And Beppo," added the little man, stand-

ing on tiptoe to whisper in his ear,
' ' Lisa is gone

to mass at the Church of the Servites. If you
should happen to fall in with herl there, don't tell

her that I told you so."

And so saying he opened the door for his visitor,

and hurried back to the discussion of exemptions
and substitutes with his clients.

Beppo, with thus nearly two hours on his hands,
did not, despite his being iitterly at a loss how to

get rid of them, feel much inclined to go to the
Servite Church. He wanted to have some conver-

sation with Lisa, too. But the very evident hints

of Signor Sandro, to the effect that it was expected
of him that he should make love to her had the

effect of making him feel shy. It takes so much
to make an Italian of the cities feel shy, and so
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little to produce that effect on one of the Contadino

class !

Beppo felt more inclined to spend hia two hours
in wandering through the city, to try if he could

divine from the outward appearance of the houses

•which of them held his Giulia. It seemed to his

imagination an absurd and incredible thing that

she should be behind any one of those walls or

windows, and that no recognisable difference

should exist in that wall or window—that there

should be no scliekinah, no outward and visible

glory betokening the presence of such an inmate.

He went mooning through the streets at hazard,

gazing at the houses and windows wistfully, but
without being able to obtain the slightest satis-

faction from the investigation.
At length, having wandered into a part of the

city far away from the attorney's house, he found
himself in a quiet, utterly-deserted street, partly
made up of dead walls. But on the opposite side

to that on which he was standing, and a little in

advance of him, there was a small church, and

beyond that a very large and handsome palace.
There was not a soul besides himself in the street ;

but as he stood gazing down it, and doubting
whether he should go any farther in that direction,
which seemed to lead to the outskirts of the town

among a wilderness of garden -walls and open
spaces, he saw a party of people coming out of

the little church, and beginning very slowly to

descend the steps that led to its door.

They moved very slowly ;
for the lady who

came first was enormously fat : and though she
had the arm of a young man to assist her—an
officer of BersagUeri, Beppo saw by his uniform,
which, from a regiment of that branch of the
service having been for some months stationed at

Fano, was known to him—she came down the

steps with some difficulty. But in the next
moment all the blood in his body seemed to make
a sudden rush to his heart, and there remain
in a great frozen lump. Behind that enormous
fat woman came—la Giulia ! And—heavens and
earth !

— she had another of the same corps in

attendance on her
; not an officer, but a corporal !

Yes, there was his stripe
—a corporal of Bcrsa-

fjlieri ! Was it i^ossible ! Could he believe his

eyes ! He must be mistaken ! The beautiful

creature he was looking at, as if she had been a

JSIedusa, seemed more beautiful to his eyes than
ever. Was it Giulia ? She was no longer
dressed altogether as a contadina ; and though still

wearing only a kerchief on her head it was far

more coquettishly arranged than it usedreverto be
at Bella Luce

;
and there were sundry other little

town-bred changes in her costume that seemed—to

the eyes which had the Bella Luce Giulia so in-

defaceably photographed on their retina—to make
the present avatar very different from the old

one, though the worshipper could not deny that it

was one of enhanced glory. But was it Giulia, or

was he dreaming ?

How exquisitely lovely, but yet how detestable—how horrible was the vision ! Who and what
was that horrid corporal

— brisk, smart, tight
little man—who wore his round iilumed hat in

the most jaunty manner ? Corporals of Bersa-

gUeri are all brisk, smart, tight little men, who

wear their hats in a jaunty manner. And he
danced and skipped by Giulia's side, chattering
and gesticulating, and looking up into her face ;

and she was laughing, and looking as happy as a

queen. She had never laughed when he had
looked into her face. And now that disgusting

corporal ! evidently a very witty and agreeable

corporal ;
—she was listening to all he said, and

evidently amused by it. She could have bounded
down the church-steps like one of the Bella Luce

goats, and so could the corporal of BersagUeri too,
for that matter. But slow as the fat woman
in front of them was, they seemed to be in no

hurry; but stopped, and laughed, and sauntered
on again, clearly well i>leased to linger over the
matter as long as might be.

Beppo, at the first moment of catching sight of

her, had thrown himself precipitately behind a

pillar by the side of a palace-door, on the side of

the street on which he was standing ;
and had

watched all the above dreadfid spectacle, cautiously

looking out from behind it. But, as he bitterly
said to himself, there was no danger of her seeing
him : she was far too much occupied by listening
to that odious corporal !

But, once again, could it be Ginlia ? Or was it

possible that his eyes, even at the distance at

which he was, could see Giulia and doubt whether
it were reaUy she, or not ?

While he was still gazing out from behind hia

shelter, with fixed stony eyes and open mouth,
the fat lady achieved the descent of the steps, and,

waddling along the pavement with the assistance

of the captain's arm, turned in at the grand door
of the palace next door to the church. Giulia—
if it was Giulia—and the corporal foUowed her;
and Beppo was left staring after them, among the

people, who had by that time begun to leave the
church.

Surely it could not be that Giulia lived in such
a grand house as that ! Signer Sandro had spoken
of the lady, in whose service she was to live as

by no means a rich person ;
—a widow-lady living

quite in a modest manner. It could not be that

that was her residence : he must have been mis-

taken ! Now the glorious yet hateful vision was
no longer before his eyes, he began to persuade
himself that it must have been a mistake—an hal-

lucination ! Yet, again—his head swam round !—
he was determined to know the worst. He had

already made a step or two across the street with
the intention of entering the alarmingly magni-
ficent porch, in which the party he had seen had
vanished (captain, corporal and all), when he was
arrested by the thought of how he was to accom-

plish his purpose. He must ring at the great door ;

when the servant came what was he to say ?—ask

if one Giulia Vanni lived there ? And if the

reply were ;n the affirmative, what then ? His
contadini timidity and shyness dared not thus beard

the city magnificences. Besides, he should soou

know all ! There was another way. He would

go at once to the Church of the Servitos, and see

if he could meet Lisa ;
if not, ho should probably

find her at home. From her he should bo able to

learn the trutli.

So he asked one of the people who were coming
from the church, from which the fat lady and her
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attendants had issued, and obtained a direction

to the Servite church. The high mass was just
over there also, by the time he reached it ;

and
be had not watched at the door long before little

Lisa, accompanied by her maid, came out. She
looked so smart in her Sunday-dress, that poor
Beppo felt shy of accosting her there, in the

street, amid all the people thronging out of the

church. But the emergency was too pressing to

admit of hesitation. So he stepped up to her,
and instantly disobeyed her father's injunction by
saying :

"
Signorina, your father told me that I should

most likely find you here. I came in from Bella

Luce this morning."
"
Oh, Signor Beppo ! I am so glad to see you !

I have been thinking that you were never coming
to Fano any more ! And yet—one would have

thought that you would have found more to do in

the city than ever ! What on earth has become of

you ? You have not come a bit too soon, I can
tell you."

' ' What do you mean, Signora Lisa ?
"

replied

Beppo, while a cold sweat came over him. " Is

there—anything new ?
"

" AUro ! You should not have stayed away
so long. Out of sight out of mind, you know !

"

" May I walk home with you, Signorina? Your
father has kindly asked me to dine there. But I

came here because I was so anxious ; and—T knew
that you would—teU me—tell me—all !

"
fal-

tered Beppo, whose words seemed to stick in his

throat as he uttered them.
' ' But first tell me why you have been so long

without coming to Fano ? I thought, of covxrse,

that you would have come in to see Giulia at least

every market-day. And I am sure she expected
it, too, though she has never said a word. And
in all this time you have never been near her
once."

' ' Because I could not ! They would not let me
leave the farm. Oh, Signora Lisa ! can you doubt
that I was anxious to come— ? But, now that
I have come—what am I the better ? What can
I do ? But, do you know, Lisa," he continued,

dropping his voice to a shuddering whisper, "I
think 1 have seen her—I think I saw her in the
street this morning."

*' Think you saw Giulia ! Why, Signor Beppo,
what do you mean ?

"
said Lisa, looking up at

him in amazement. "Don't you know whether

you saw her or not ? Did you not speak to her if

you saw her ?
"

• ' No ! I did not speak to her. I—I—T did

not feel certain—she seemed so changed. But tell

me first of all where she lives ? Is it a very large
house ?

"

" Yes. The Palazzo Bollandini
j one of the

largest palaces in Fano !

"

"
Very grand?

"

" Yes ; a very fine house."

"And is it next door to a chiirch ?
" asked

Beppo, in increasing agony, while his great stalwart

legs seemed to tremble under him.
j"

Yes, it is next door to the Church of the Ob-
|

servantines. Why, what of it ?
"

|

" And is—the lady she is living with a very stout

woman ?
" asked he, still hoping against hope, and

longing to hear that Giulia's mistress was by no
means i)articularly stout.

But Lisa ruthlessly destroyed the last gleam
of hope.

"
Yes, La Signora Dossi is a very stout woman,"

she said.
' ' Then it is all over with me !

"
said Beppo, in a

voice of the deepest despair ;

" there can never be

anything again between me and Giulia !

"

" What do you mean, Signor Bej^po ? All over
between you and Giulia, because Signora Dossi is

very fat ! What can you mean ? I do not under-
stand you this morning ! If it was "after dining
with papa, instead of before "

(The Eomagnoles are not marked to the same
degree by that exemplary sobriety which distin-

guishes the Tuscans.)
"I am sober enough, ^)t/r troppo!" returned

Beppo, with intense sadness in his voice. " Then
I did see Giulia, just now. She was coming out
of a church with a monstrously fat woman, and
they went into an enormous palace next door."

" Well ! and why did you not speak to her ?
"

"Lisa," said Beppo, in a low voice of the

deepest tragedy,
"

Lisa, there was a corporal with
her !

"

"
Ah, the corporal !

" said Lisa, in a voice which
indicated that the corporal was no new pheno-
menon to her.

"Lisa! "

"And who was with the fat lady ?
" asked Lisa,

rather hurriedly.
" The fat lady had hold of the arm of a captain

of Bersaglieri.
"

"Dear me! I wonder what o'clock it is!"
said Lisa. "I wonder whether there could be
time. We don't dine till one, and cook is always
a quarter of an hour behindhand."
"Time for what, Signorina Lisa? It is strik-

ing the quarter to one, now, by the clock in

the piazza. Oh, Lisa ! 1 am very miserable !

"

said poor Beppo, in a tone which seemed to convey
a little reproach for the manner in which she had
received his communication of the misfortune of

the corporal.
" Time to go and see—Giulia before dinner.

1 was thinking we coixld go together, and pay a
visit to Signora Dossi ; but I am afraid we have
not time," she added, with a voice of much dis-

appointment.
" Me ! I could not think of doing such a

thing !

"
said Beppo, with terror and horror in

his voice.
" What ! not go and see Giulia !

"

' ' With that coi-poral there !

" shuddered Beppo." Oh ! the corporal is only with Captain Brilli.

That was Captain Brilh that you saw with La
Signora Dossi," blushing a little, and laughing a

little more.
"Oh—h—h! Ah—h—h!" with a varying in-

tonation that marked the progressive develop-
ment of enlightenment in his mind; "that is

why you would go there. But, Signora Lisa, I

can't go there to see that coi'poral and Giulia

together. It would make me mad I

"

"But that is just the reason you should go
there, Signor Beppo," reasoned little Lisa. " Per-

haps, if you had not stayed away from Fano s j
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long, the corporal would not liave had so good a

chance. But take my word for it, Giulia don't

care a fig for him. He does go on with her, to

be sure. And he is a very amusing man, the

corporal. And what is a poor girl to do ?—and
such a girl as Giulia is, too! How can you think

that siie is to live in a town like Fano,—specially
when the place is full of officers and soldiers,—
and not be admired and run after ?

"

Poor Beppo groaned deeply.
' ' How long has

she known the man ?
" he asked despondiugly.

" Oh ! Captain Brilli goes very often to La
Dossi. I hardly ever can see him anywhere else

to speak to him. And Corporal Tenda is very
much with him. I believe the corporal* at

home in Piedmont is rather above his position in

the army. He is a very respectable sort of man,
I fancy. And so he made acquaintance with

Oiulia, you see. And how could she help it? But
I don't believe she cares a bit about him,—not

to say, really care," pleaded Lisa.

But Beppo had seen the corporal's manner and
his look, as he seemed, to Beppo's imagination, to

surround her on all sides at once with his accursed

agile assiduity ;
he had seen the attention Giulia

was according to him, and had observed the merry
laughing intelligence in her eye. Ho had con-

trasted with this his own physical and mental

attitude when near her, and her manner towards
him ; and the iron had entered into his soul !

(To be eonlinxied.)

EXTRAORDINARY DREAMS.

The belief in dreams is one which has existed

among all nations through all time ;
and the re-

cords of every people contains remarkable instances

of their fulfilment. In giving the following instances

of the actual realisation of dreams in ancient and
modern times, I am not influenced by any desire

to increase the credulity which seems to have

reached its culminating-point in the case of

spirit-rappings, but simply to furnish food for

reflection for the minds of those who take plea-

sure in the consideration of subjects removed
from the hard facts of everyday life. The first

I shall relate is one which I believe has never

been published. I heard it told by a Brazilian

naval officer, on board the steamer in which we
were making a voyage to Lisbon, last summer ; it

will be as well, perhaps, to give it in his own
words, as nearly as I can remember them :

—
"Three years ago myself, my brother, his wife

and child, and a negro nurse, were cruising in a

schooner belonging to him ofi' the Brazilian coast,

forthe sake of the benefit to be derived from the sea-

air. We were sailing acrossthe Bay of Todos Santos,

intending to anchor at Bahia, when T saw that the

negress, who had just brought the child on deck to

wash it, was crying bitterly. As I knew that my
sister-in-law was very partial to her, I wondered

what could be the matter ;
but as I made a rule at

all times, and especially when we were living to-

gether, not to mix myself up in any way in my

*
It may be observed, also, that the social distanco between

an ollicer and a non-commissioned officer is very much less

in the Italian Army than in our own.

brother's domestic afl^airs, I asked no questions.
That morning, when we sat down to breakfast, I

noticed that my sister looked very serious, which
was not at all usual with her. Presently she

said :
' You will think me very foolish, Pedro, but

nurse has had a dream about my sister, and she

takes it so to heart, and so firmly believes it to be

true, that she has quite frightened me. '

" * And what was her dream ?
'

"'That Marie is dead! The nurse says that

she had got up to get the child some drink, a

little before it was light, and had just dropped
off asleep again when she dreamed that she

heard Marie's voice quite plainly, calling her by
her name. She forgot where she was at the

moment, and answered her as though she had
been at home, and was not at all surprised to find

herself standing beside the sofa on which Marie

was lying, until the thought occurred to her

that she was now at sea, and that there must be

hundreds of miles between them. My sister, she

says, was looking eagerly towards the door, as if

she expected her to come when she called. She

was partly dressed, and seemed in great distress

that Jacinta did not come. After a few moments
she called Jacinta twice rapidly, and then became

deadly pale, and sank down motionless. At that

instant the door opened, and two of the women
came in hastily, one carrying a light in her hand.

Jacinta woke then, and has been crying ever since ;

for she says she is sure my sister is dead. You
know Jacinta was her foster-mother, anu they
have always been as fond of each other as mother

and daughter could be. I have been trying to

persuade her that it is nothing but a dream, and

that she will find Marie alive and well when we

get home ;
but it is no use trying to comfort her—

she persists that she is dead, and she is so con-

vinced of it that, though I do not believe there is

any ground for the belief, I cannot help feeling

anxious and ill at ease.'
• His wife was so troubled that my brother

determined on getting home as soon as possible.

It took us longer than it otherwise would, because

the wind went down soon after we got out of the

bay, and it was no use landing on any part of the

coast nearer than Pernambuco. As I did not

share my sister-in-law's fears with respect to

Marie, I was not much troubled by the slowness of

our progress; still I was not sorry when we

anchored, for it had become so dismal on board

that it was anything but a voyage of pleasure. I

am almost afraid to tell you the rest—it appears

so extraordinary. I did not leave Pernambuco

with them, for I had to make preparations for

going to sea again, and my time was short ;
but I

made them promise to send a man with an account

of the state of matters directly they reached home.

The second day after this I had been dining with

one of the government officials ;
and the cards had

just been arranged on the table, and we were

about to begin play, when one of the servants

came to tell me that a messenger had brought a

letter from my brother. 1 went out directly, and

the first look at the fellow told me that something
was wrong. I opened the letter on the spot. It

conllniied Jacinta's dream in every particular.

Marie had been to a dance, came homo little
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before midniglit ;
and as soon as her maid had

arranged her hair she sent her to bed. She made
no complaint of being unwell. The maid was
woke out of her sleep by hearing her mistress call

Jacinta in a voice which frightened her, and, light-

ing a candle, she ran to her room, followed by one

of the other women, who had also heard my sister-

in-law calling Jacinta, knowing that the latter had
been away some time. They foimd their mistress

lying on the sofa without her dress, and quite
dead. Making allowance for the distance between
us at the time it hajipened, her death must have
taken place at the very instant when Jacinta

dreamed it."

Numerous suggestions were made by the lis-

teners to account for the coincidence, but they
were all overthrown as soon as started. The

only plausible one, as it seemed to me, was that

made by a Spanish priest on his way to Vigo,
which was that Jacinta was aware of some com-

plaint, being likely to end in sudden death, under
which Marie was labouring, and that absence from
her kept the idea prominently before her. The
occurrence of the dream at the precise time when
the event took place he regarded as a simple co-

incidence. "Indeed," he said,
" I do not regard

it as being nearly so extraordinary a coincidence as

many which happen in every man's life, but which
are scarcely noticed because they are associated

with matters of trivial interest : the really won-
derful part of the matter is the identity of the

circumstances under which the death took place
with those seen in the dream."

Of dreams that may be easily accounted for is

that which has been often quoted of a lady whose
son was engaged to take a sail on a lake on the

following day with some friends. In the course of

the night she dreamed that the boat upset, and
drowned all in it. She woke up very much
alarmed, and after a time fell asleep, and dreamed
the same thing again and .again. This made such
an impression upon her that she induced her son
not to go. The boat was upset, and those in it

drowned. This, also, is a remarkable coincidence

no doubt, but nothing more. Nervous mothers
are always fancying that something will happen to

their sons if they go anywhere, or do anything in

which there is the least possibility of danger ;
but

it rarely happens that their fears are realised. In
this instance, had the boat returned safely, nothing
would have been heard of the dream.

In 1553, Nicholas Wotton, our ambassador in

France, dreamed two nights in succession that his

nephew Thomas Wotton, then in England, was
about to join in an enterprise which would result
in the death and ruin of himself and family. To
prevent such a catastrophe he wrote to Queen
Mary, and begged her to send for his nephew, and
cause him to be examined by the Lords of the
Council on some frivolous pretence, and committed
to the Tower. This was done : and on the ambas-
sador's return Thomas Wotton confessed to him
that, but for his committal to prison, he would have
joined the insurrection led by Sir Thomas Wyatt.
It is also recorded of the same Thomas Wotton
that he, being then in Kent, dreamed one night
that the Oxford University treasury had been
robbed by five persons ; and as he was writing to

his son at the university the next day, he mentioned
his dream. Singular to relate, the letter reached
Sir Henry Wotton on the morning after the

robbery had been actually committed, and led to

the discovery of the perpetrators. M. Boismont,
in a work on the subject of dreams, relates that a

young woman who was living with her u.ncle, and
whose mother was many miles distant, dreamed
she saw her looking deadly pale, and apparently

dying, and that she heard her ask for her daughter.
The persons in the room, thinking it was her

granddaughter she wanted, who had the same

name, went to fetch her ; but the dying woman
signified that it was not she, but her daughter in

Paris whom she wanted to see. She appeared

deeply grieved at her absence, and in a few minutes
ceased to exist. It was afterwards found that her

mother did actually die on that night, and that

the circumstances attending her death were pre-

cisely those her daughter had witnessed in her

dream. There is another instance which we re-

member to have read, but we are unable at this

moment to refer to the book in which it is related :

it is as follows. A man who was employed in a

brewery suddenly disappeared, and nothing could

be ascertained respecting him. Years passed

away without the mystery being cleared up, until

one night one of the workmen, who slept in the

same room with another, heard the latter mutter-

ing something in his sleep about the missing man.
The workman questioned him, and elicited replies

from him to the effect that he had put the man
into the furnace beneath the vat. He was ap-

prehended on the following day. He then con-

fessed that he had quarrelled with the other, and
that in the passion of the moment he had killed,

him, and disposed of the body by putting it in the
furnace.

The author of ' '

Signs before Death "
tells of a

certain Captain John Rogers, who commanded a
vessel proceeding to Virginia

—that he one night
left the deck and went to bed, leaving the chief-

mate in charge of the vessel. About three hours
afterwards he woke, and heard the second-mate

asking the other officer how the vessel was going,
and heard the chief mate reply that the wind was

fair, and the vessel was sailing well. The captain
then fell asleep again ; and dreamed that a man
pulled him and told him to go on deck. He woke,
turned over, and went to sleep again ; and again
dreamed the same thing, and this repeatedly, until

he could bear it no longer, but dressed and went
on deck. The night was fair, and there was

nothing apparent to excite alarm. He questioned
the mate and received satisfactory answers, where-

upon he turned to go below ; but as he did so,

he seemed to hear a voice close to him say,
" Heave the lead." He asked the mate when he
last took soundings, and what depth of water he

got. The latter answered, "About an hour ago ;

and found sixty fathoms." The captain ordered

him to heave the lead again. The soundings were
eleven fathoms, and at a second cast only seven

fathoms. The vessel was put about immediately,
and as she wore round she had only four fathoms
and a half under her stern. The next morning
they found they were within sight of the Ame-
rican coast, and that had the vessel continued
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but one cable's length further on the course she

was steering in the night she would have gone
ashore.

There is a singular dream recorded in " War-

ley's Wonders of the Little World," of an English

gentleman residing in Prague. He was lyiug in

bed one morning, when he dreamed that a shadow

appeared to him, and told him that his father was
dead. He awoke in great alarm, and taking his

diary, made an entry of the circumstance, with
the day and hour when it took place. This book,
with many other things, he put into a barrel and
sent to England. Going from Prague to Nurem-

berg, he met at the latter place a merchant who
had come from England, and who knew his family
well. This gentleman told him that his father was
dead. Four years later he himself reached this

country ; but, before he would touch the barrel

he had sent from Prague, he procured the attend-

ance of his sisters and some friends, and in their

presence opened the barrel, took out the book,
and called their attention to the entry. To the

astonishment of all present, the date was that of

.the day on which his father died. This same

gentleman says: "I may lawfully swear, that in

my youth, at Cambridge, I had a like dream of

my mother's death ; where, my brother Henry,
lying with me, early in the morning, I dreamed
that my mother passed by with a sad countenance,
and told me 'that she could not come to my
commencement' (I being within five months to

proceed Master of Arts, and she having at that

time promised to come to Cambridge). When I

related this dream to my brother, both of us

waking together in a sweat, he protested to me
that he had dreamed the very same ; and when we
had not the slightest knowledge of our mother's

sickness, neither in our youthfid affections were

any whit moved with the strangeness of this

dream, yet the next carrier brought us word of

our mother's death."

The dream related by Sir Walter Scott must be
80 well known, that we hesitate to repeat it ; but
we will do so, because we think it is susceptible
of explanation. Mr. R., of Bowland, a gentle-
man of property in the Vale of Gala, was prose-
cuted for a very considerable sura, the accumu-
lated arrears of tiend, for which he was said to be
indebted to a noble family (the titulars). Mr. R.
was strongly impressed with the belief that his

father had, by a form of process peculiar to the

law of Scotland, purchased those lands from the

titular, and, therefore, that the present prosecu-
tion was groundless. But after an industrious

search among his father's papers, an investigation
of the public records, and a careful inquiry among
all persons who had transacted law-business for

his father, no evidence could be recovered to sup-

port his defence. The period was now near at

hand when he conceived the loss of the lawsuit to

be inevitable, and he had formed the determina-

tion to ride to Edinburgh next day, and make the

best bargain he could in the way of compromise.
He even went to bed with this resolution ; and,
with all the circumstances of the case floating

upon his mind, had a dream to the following pur-

port : His father, who had been many years

dead, appeared to him, he thought, and asked him

why he was disturbed in his mind. In dreams
men are not surprised at such apparitions. Mr. R ^

thought he informed his father of the cause of his

distress, adding that the payment of a consider-

able sum of money was the more impleasant to

him, because he had a strong consciousness that

it was not due, though he was unable to acquire

any evidence in support of his belief. '* You are

right, my son," replied the paternal shade
;

" I

did acquire right to these tiends for payment of

which you are now prosecuted. The papers re-

lating to the transaction are in the hands of

Mr. ——,
a writer, who is now retired from pro-

fessional business, and resides at Inveresk, near

Edinburgh. He was a person whom I employed
on that occasion for a particular reason, but who
never on any other occasion transacted business

on my account. It is very possible that Mr. ——
may have forgotten a matter which is now of a

very old date, but you may call it to his recollec-

tion by this token,—that when I came to pay liia

account, there was difficulty in getting change
for a Portugal piece of gold, and that we were
forced to drink out the balance at a tavern."

Mr. R. awoke in the morning, with all the words
of the vision imprinted on his mind, and thought
it worth his while to ride across the country to

Inveresk, instead of going straight to Edinburgh.
When he came there he waited on the gentleman
mentioned in the dream ; and, without saying a

word of the vision, he inquired whether he remem-
bered the circumstance, which after some con-

sideration he did, and produced the papers.
There is every probability, in this case, that

Mr. R. had been told this by his father when
he was very young, and, from not imderstanding
the importance of the information, had paid
so little attention to it that he had quite for-

gotten it. That incidents of old date, totally

forgotten in our waking moments, frequently
recur to the memory during sleep, we have most
of us experienced.
The belief that dreams reveal events that have

happened, or which are about to happen, had
doubtless been much weakened of late years by
reading ;

but it may be questioned whether it is

not now almost as strong as ever it was, owing
to the piiblication, in the ''Times" and other

papers, of the case of a man who dreamed more
than once that he had seen the body of a man

hanging in a barn, which dream impressed itself

so strongly upon his mind, that in the morning
he went to the bam he had seen in his dream,
and there found a man hanging. There was
another instance, published in the same journal

subsequently, of a man who dreamed that the

body of one who had been missing for some time

lay under water on a certain part of the coast,

where indeed it was found.

A very circumstantial account is given of two

friends, who entered a town together, but being
unable to get accommodation in the same inn,

separated. In the middle of the night one of

them heard his friend calling to him for help. He
awoke from his sleep, but finding it was only a

dream, he immediately went to sleep again; but

awoke, directly after he had fallen asleep, by hear-

ing, as it appeared to him, his friend's cries for
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help. Again he fell asleep, and dreamed that his

friend stood all bloody beside his bed, and said to

him : "Though you would not come to help me,
at least avenge my death. The landlord of the

inn where you left me intends to carry my body
out of the town concealed in a load of straw."

The young man was so impressed by this dream,
that he dressed himself and went to the city-

gates, where he remained nntil they were opened.
Shortly afterwards he saw a cartload of straw

approaching, and in the driver he recognised the
landlord of the inn where he had left his friend.

He appealed to the guard at the gates, told them
of his suspicions, and without much trouble
induced them to search the straw ; and there they
found the dead body of his friend, whom the land-

lord confessed he had murdered.
The last dream of this kind I shall quote is

related, I think, in a "
History of the County of

Chester." I am forced to give it from memory, as

I cannot refer to the volume at this moment. I

omit the names, for the sufficient reason that I

cannot remember them, though they are given in
the history referred to above. The narrative is

somewhat long, but is to this effect. A man had
living with him a young woman, who acted as his

housekeeper. On the understanding that she was
to be his wife, an evil intimacy sprang up between
them, and certain consequences arose which made
her very earnest in her persuasions that he should
fulfil his promise. Upon some pretence or other
he sent her to a place at some distance, with
one Mark Sharp, who killed her as they were

crossing a moor, and threw her body down the
shaft of a disused mine. A little after this a
miller saw, or imagined he saw, the apparition of

the yoimg woman standing before him, with her
hair hanging about her shoulders and dreadfully
gashed in the head. She told him that she had
been murdered by Mark Sharp at the instance of

her master. He did not do anything in conse-

quence of this apparition on the first occasion ;

but when it appeared to him again, and threatened
him if he did not go to the magistrate and inform
him of what he had seen, he went to the justice,
and related the whole affair. The man was appre-
hended and examined, and while under examina-
tion it was noticed that the justice became deadly
pale, the cause of which was stated afterwards,—
namely, that he himself saw, standing in court, the

apparition, exactly as it appeared to the miller.

The dreams related above are, there is no deny-
ing, very wonderful ; and they are only a few of a

very large number that might be given, if it were
worth while, or space would allow of their pub-
lication. But when we reflect on the small num-
ber of these in proportion to the myriads which
are experienced nightly, the wonder is rather that
so few of them have anything like a fulfilment.
That mysterious part of our being which com-
municates activity to the brain never sleeps, and
gives rise to incessant dreaming ; so that no man
passes a night without awaking to a consciousness
that his brain has been busy with events which
he can seldom recall in his waking hours. The
most curious part of the phenomenon is, that the
man who never thinks—that is to say, the man

who never carries out a train of thought on any sub-

ject
—has usually short and broken dreams, which

change rajndly from one subject to another;
whereas the man who is in the habit of reasoning
with himself at any length, or of exercising his

imagination in the invention of fictions when
awake, commonly has dreams of wonderful method
and regularity.

THE MAIDEN OF LUNEBUEG.

In the spring of 1813 the French occupied a

large portion of the north of Germany. The

sjnrit of the nation was roused against the

invaders, and a determined effort was made to

drive them from the country. Allied with those

German powers who dared to oppose Napoleon,
Russian trooi>s fought side by side with the

soldiers of the Fatherland against the hated
French.

Early in March, the Russian Colonel Tetten-

born was sent from Berlin to expel the French from

Hamburg and to protect Llibeck. He found the

enemy retreating towards the west, and that,

among other places, they had evacuated the little

town of Luneburg. Tettenborn continued his

march. Meantime the French General Morand,
reinforced by St. Cyr, turned back to Luneburg.
The Allies sent General von Dbrnberg to protect
the town. Within three hours' march of LUne-

burg, he learnt that Morand had re-occupied the

place the preceding day with a force of thrice his

strength.
Von Dornberg waited a day for reinforcements,

and advanced on the 2ad of April, at noon, to the

attack. Believing the assaulting column stronger
than it really was, Morand hastily retreated from
the town by one issue—the New Gate—as the

Allies entered it by another. The opposing forces

encountered in the streets, and after a sanguinary
skirmish the French were driven out. After the

fight Morand learned the real weakness of the

victors, and determined to retrieve his error. De-

taching portions of his force to penetrate the town
at other assailable points, with gallant but rash

impetuosity, the French commander in person
attacked the New Gate at three in the afternoon.

The post was defended by Russian and Prussian

guns, with a few Cossacks, while Prussian Jagers
and Fusiliers were thrown out in advance.

The engagement was hotly sustained, and the

Gate gallantly held. Though the Prussian loss

was heavy, the French made no sensible impres-
sion for upwards of an hour. After that time the

fire of the defenders began to slacken, then

nearly ceased. A murmur ran through the ranks.

Their ammunition was fast becoming exhausted,
and by some unaccountable oversight no more

cartridges were at hand. Skilled soldiers like the

French soon perceived something was wrong,
and prepared to take advantage of the fault. Their

fire grew hotter than ever. The skirmishers hardly

deigned to avail themselves of the shelter of the

trees that lined the road, but picked off the

Prussians with impunity. The eyes of the men
turned in mute appeal towards their officers, who
were gradually making up their minds to check
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further advance by a desperate charge of the

bayonet, then slowly to retreat.

But the German mind, generally, takes a long
time in making up, and before the worthy Prus-

sians had accomplished the task, help came to

them from an unexpected quarter, as the sequel
will show.
When the alerte was beaten in the town before

Von Dornberg's advance, the inhabitants hastily

closed their shops and houses, and took up safe posi-

tions. Their hearts beating with mingled fear and

hope, they heard the roar of cannon and the rattle

of musketry come nearer and nearer,—bullets

struck into the walls and roofs, bricks and tiles

began to fall, rockets hurtled past, troops

thronged into the town.
A tradesman in the main thoroughfare allowed

several of his neighbours to take refuge in the

vaulted cellar under his shop. Among these were
a widow named Stegen and her daughter
Johanna. The latter is described as a girl of

twenty-two,—tall, strong, and active ;
of fair com-

plexion, with handsome features, and the auburn
hair that appears seamed with threads of gold.
Like most of her countrywomen Johanna was an
ardent patriot and a vehement enemy to the

French ; but, unlike others of her sex, she was an

utter stranger to fear. She had intended joining
the Jiigers, disguised in men's clothes, upon the

previous day, and had gained her mother's con-

sent ;
but the widow had lost several sons in

the war, and her heart failed her when the time

came.
Had Johanna Stegen carried out her intention,

she would have done no more than other German
women in that stirring time.

History tells of a girl of twenty-one from Pots-

dam, Eleonora Prochaska, who joined the LUtzow

regiment of foot in the name of Renz, and fell

bravely fighting in September 1813, in an engage-
ment on the Gohrde. Dorothea Sawosch entered

the West Prussian Landwehr cavalry, exchanged
into the infantry after a fall from her horse, and
served in its ranks until the close of the war.

Charlotte Krllger fought in the Kolberg regiment,
and gained promotion as a non-commissioned

officer. A lady, known subsequently as Fran Schei-

nemann, served with Hellwig's Hussars throughout
the War of Liberation. A native of Stralsund,
the wife of a ship-captain, made the campaign
under the name of Karl Petersen, became a

sergeant, was twice wounded, and decorated with

the Iron Cross of the first class.

Unable, as she thought, to participate actively
in the defence of Luneburg, Johanna's whole
heart went out towards her countrymen and their

allies. As soon as the tumult of the conflict in the

streets had in some degree subsided, she left the

trembling women in the cellar, and posted herself

at a window in the shop-door to observe the pro-

gress of the fight. Presently came a squadron of

Russiau hussars at full gallop round the corner of

the street in pursuit of the flying French. They
were guided by a sturdy butcher of Luneburg on

horseback, armed with a reeking sabre. The
hussars were followed by Cossacks. Johanna
could remain inactive no longer. Seizing a jug of
•'
schnapps

" and a glass, she mounted on a bench

before the door, and distributed the welcome re-

freshment to officers and men.
The cavalry passed, but return to her friends

after the excitement of the scene was impossible
to Johanna. AU ideas of personal danger and

timidity were swallowed up in the strength of her

desire to see the discomfiture of the foe. So on,

past signs of disorder and flight, past cast-away
arms and portions of uniforms, past wounded and

dying men, writhing in agony and shrieking for

water, past heaps of slain in all imaginable atti-

tudes, past the corpse of the Saxon private
who was quartered in her mother's house, and
who had breakfasted gaily with them in the

morning.
As Johanna approached the New Gate, the firing

showed her the engagement was still in progress.
To observe it the better, she made for a slight

elevation on the left, called the Kalkberg (lime-

hill) within the barriers of the town. Upon her

way hither she passed two men in a dry ditch

prising oflf the heads of a number of barrels in the

hope of booty. In its stead they find cartridges,

and eke they swear. French cartridges, reported

imiversally to contain poisoned bullets. The men
abandoned their discovery in disgust, and the girl

pursued her way. Upon the Kalkberg she found

a veteran who had served in the Seven Years'

War, and was now living in Luneburg. The old

man lent Johanna his field-glass, and explained to

her the object of the manoeuvres they beheld.

They saw Morand's flying troops halted and led

back to attack the New Gate
;
followed its gallant

defence with lively interest ; noticed with appre-
hension the Prussian fire slacken, and the French

massing for assault. The veteran communicated
to Johanna his fear that ammunition was growing
short, and finding the tide of battle begin to roll

towards the Kalkberg, descended from his post
and advised Johanna to make the best of her way
home.

Slowly and unwillingly the girl retraced her

steps through a side street towards the New Gate,

but had not gone far before she noticed an old

man of her acquaintance sitting upon an anunu-

nition-waggon abandoned during the French re-

treat.

"Why, Muller, what are you doing here ?
" she

asked in surprise.
"Been looking for something good, my girl,"

was the reply.
" Find nothing but cartridges."

Cartridges ! The word strikes out a thought,
as flint brings sparks from steel. The very thing
needed to carry on the fight. A supply here ; a

store in the barrels in the ditch ; our men short of

ammunition, retreating, beaten ! Now to afford

them help.

"Quick, Muller!" cried Johanna. "Fill my
apron with cartridges. I've plenty more in front.

Our men are coming that way. Oh ! victory shall

be ours yet !

"

Fired by her enthusiasm, the old man tremu-

lously filled Johanna's apron with the precious

load. The brave girl grasped the corners of

the garment in her teeth, and hurried away to

empty it near the barrels. Again and again,

with glowing eyes and rapid feet, she hastened

upon her devoted task. Meantime the fight
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came nearer. Bullets began to "wliistle aroimd the

pair. Miiller lost heart and beat a retreat, conn-

selling Johanna to follow his example. But she

was not so easily terrified. Alone now, she

clambered upon the waggon and filled her apron
xmassisted, carrying it off to augment her store

without heeding the more rapid spatter of the

leaden hail.

On a sudden, midway with a load, she found
herself between two bodies of troops. A light rain

falling, the men wore their overcoats, and she

was unable to distinguish friend from foe. While

hesitating what to do, she was reached by a com-

pany of Prussian Jagers, rushing with levelled

bayonets to take the French in flank. Johanna
ran on a few steps beside the leading officer,

asking whether the French would get the town

again.
The officer told her gruffly to be oflf about her

business, but added—
"
Stop ! What have you got there that seems so

heavy ?
"

"
Cartridges."

*'

Cartridges ! And we without a ball !

Whence ?
"

"Out of the waggon, there ; and I've got a heap
more in the ditch behind."

"
Halt, men !

" came next, with a mighty Prus-
sian oath.

In a moment four soldiers were emptying
Johanna's apron by their officer's command, and dis-

tributing its contents among their comrades. She
hurried on to the ditch amid the hurras of the

Jagers, showed them the supply, then ran back to

the ammunition-waggon for more. Hotter grows
the French fire, but the Prussians respond to it

now with cheerfulness and vigour. Grape and
roimd shot begin to take their victims, and let out

many a hardy fellov/'s life. But Johanna never
falters in her self-appointed task. Holding her

apron with her teeth, she pushes the cartridges
into the breasts of the Jagers' uniforms to distri-

bute her prizes the quicker. Friends fall beside

her, but she never stops. The enemy come
closer, but she feels no fear. During one of her

trips a Saxon officer gallops out upon her from an

adjacent garden with uplifted sabre. Seeing her

danger, a Cossack rushes past her with levelled

lance, and stretches the Saxon on the ground. The

unintelligible jargon of her rescuer first shows the

girl the peril she has escaped.

By the aid of the ammxmition furnished by
Johanna Stegen, the French were kept at a dis-

tance until reinforcements could be brought iip
from within the town. Then, as dusk was draw-

ing in, a combined charge, in which Morand was
badly wounded and taken, scattered the assailants

irretrievably, and the day was won.
Johanna had been wonderfully preserved in the

midst of the dangers to which she was exposed.
Her clothes were riddled with bullets. A grape-
shot passed through her dress while she was

stooping to pick up some fallen cartridges. As
she supplied a Jager with ammunition, the man
fell forward, badly hit, into her arms. She
carried him to the ditch, tore off her neckerchief
to bind his wound, and set out again to the

waggon.

After the battle, the Maiden of Luneburg in

her shot-torn clothes, blackened with smoke and
powder, was carried in triumph by the townsfolk
round the market-place ; then she went quietly
home to her mother. The old woman scolded
her heartily for her imprudence, and having done
that much homage to duty, cried over the girl for

her patriotism.
Next day, when the Prussian commander inquired

after the heroic girl, none of his men knew where
she was to be found. One Jager only was able to

describe her appearance, adding that she had red
hair. This led to her discovery. For during the
next few days there were other duties to perform.
Wounded and prisoners had to be nursed, tended,
and waited upon ; lint was to be furnished, pro-
visions obtained and prepared, a hospital to be ex-

temporised ;
and Johanna lent eager assistance in

these charitable tasks. While occupied among the

wounded prisoners, she was noticed by a huge
Saxon sergeant. The man's eyes blazed with fury,
and he dashed at her with an imprecation, calling
out :

'*
Here, comrades ! This is the devil on whom

sixteen of our men spent all their bullets yester-

day without hitting her. 'Twas she cost our
brave officer his life, for he'd sworn to cut her

down."
The prison-guards came to the rescue, and freed

the girl from his grasp.
The troubles of the Maiden of Luneburg and

of her native town were not by any means ended
with the French repulse. The day after the en-

gagement the Allies evacuated Liinebixrg, and
crossed the Elbe to Boitzenburg to give battle to

Davoust. The French Marshal declined the en-

gagement, but despatched Montbrun with 6000
men to punish the Liineburgers, He entered the

town late on the night of the 4th, passed the

next day in searching for arms, and arrested 1 06
of the chief citizens. The threatening movements
of the Allies compelled Davoust to call in all his

strength, and Montbrun left Luneburg again upon
the 9th.

The war went on. The Allies gained a battle

upon the 6th of April, but lost another on the 2nd
of May, and with it the temporary command of

the country. Once more the French re-occupied
unfortunate Luneburg, surrounding it with pa-

lisades, deepening the ditches, throwing up
earth-works, and barricading the gates, as if they
did not intend to be dislodged in a hurry. The
invaders instituted a veritable Keign of Terror in

the luckless town. One poor girl, suspected as a

spy, was scourged to death in the marketplace.
All citizens and inhabitants thought to be dis-

afifected were imprisoned or fined.

It may be supposed that under such harsh rule

the part taken by Johanna Stegen in the repulse
of the 2nd of April would not remain unpunished.
Her mother kept her carefully concealed in a loft

attached to the house, and it was generally believed

she was no longer in the town. Constant inquiries
and frequent searches proved unavailing for her

discovery. Among the few acquainted with her

hiding-place was a neighbour, who proposed to

Widow Stegen to let Johanna spend the day with

his daughter.
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" It would be a change for the poor girl," said

the worthy man,
" and hearten her up a bit."

Frau Stegen consenting, Johanna hurried across

the street upon her visit next morning before

dawn. At noon, the good man of the house,

standing according to simple German custom

smoking his pipe before the door, hastily called

the girls, and showed three gendarmes turning in

to search Frau Stegen's house. The fellows exa-

mined the old mother severely, trying to extract

her daughter's whereabouts, declaring from the

clothes and so forth they discovered the girl could

only just have left the place. Frau Stegen kept
firm, and the gendarmes in revenge searched all

the houses in the street, including that of the

friendly neighbour. By rare good fortune, they
forgot to look in the hen-house, where the fugitive
was concealed.

It was evident, after this, there was no safety
in LUneburg for Johanna. Watched and guarded
as the place now was, however, it was anything
biit easy to get out of the town. Still, the

attempt must be made. Her mother accompanied
her next night to the outer wall, where they
parted. Johanna waited until all was quiet,

managed to scale the wall and to pass the ditch,
but was stopped by the palisades. She climbed
them at last, after many fruitless efforts, balanced

herself upon the top, and jumped. As ill luck

would have it, her dress caught in the sharpened
points and tore, the noise attracting the attention

of the sentry singing on the wall. His rapid

challenge echoed through the night. Sustaining
her weight tipon her hands, the girl clung breath-

lessly to the palisades, not daring to move a

muscle. The sentry listened a minute, peered out

into the darkness, saw nothing, contentedly
shouldered his musket again, and resumed his

walk and his song.
This danger surmounted, Johanna made for

Natendorf, a village five miles from Luneburg,
where a friend was the pastor's wife. With these

kind people she abode four weeks, enjoying rest,

happiness, and quiet.
Au old woman from LUneburg came one day

begging into the parsonage. She recognised
Johanna with surprise, but was friendly, even to

obsequiousness. The woman was well treated,

feasted, and sent away with presents of food and

money, vowing by all her hopes of salvation not

to betray a syllable. She may have been sincere.

It is charitable to hope she was. But if she did

not plainly denounce Johanna to the French, she

did the next thing to it. She talked about her

discovery, and the story soon reached the ears of

the authorities.

Apprehending treachery, Johanna had already
determined to quit the house. The entreaties of

her friends were unable to stifle the foreboding of

approaching danger. She left, and turned again
towards LUneburg—for where else could she go ?

She was hardly clear of the premises when she

heard the clank of accoutrements ; and, slipping

rapidly behind a hedge, saw gendarmes riding up
towards the parsonage.
Now it happened that at that period there were

only two women, residents of LUneburg, who had
reddish hair,—Johanna Stegen and a younger

female of indifferent character, well known to the
French officials. As Johanna was hastening that

morning along the high road, she suddenly per-
ceived this latter girl with three, douaniers a little

distance on in front. In that level district it

was impossible to think of evading them. Johanna

hastily concealed her hair—whose colour was so

conspicuous—beneath a white handkerchief, took
her light straw hat in her hand, and passed the

party boldly with a rapid step. The female

recognised her immediately.
*'
Why, that's Johanna Stegen !

"
she exclaimed.

Rattle flew the sabres of the gendarmes from
their sheaths. The sabre to a French gendarme
is like the staff to an English policeman : he feels

twice as big a man with the symbol of authority
in his hand.

Johanna no sooner heard the ominous sound
than she set off at the top of her speed, and the

chase began. Over hedge and ditch, across fields,

through a wood where the fugitive lost her shoes

and hurried on with bleeding feet, along the high-
road again, the flight continued for full six miles,

until, coming to the bridge across a little stream,
the poor hunted girl in her despair resolved to end
her misery at once. She had already swung over
the balustrade, and was on the point of letting go
her hold with a prayer to be forgiven, when,

looking back, she saw that her pursuers were even
more exhausted than herself, and had halted by
the wayside for breath. The sight gave her fresh

courage. She set off again upon the Luneburg
road, passing vehicles and footgoers, none of

whom chose to iinderstand the shouts of her

pursuers to stop the runaway.
She had got close to the town before she recol-

lected it would be running into the lion's jaws to

enter it in broad daylight. She turned rapidly
off the road, and making for a well-known farm

close at hand, burst into the kitchen with the

cry,
"
Oh, help ! help ! Save me from the

French !

"

The inmates at first refused assistance. They
paid no heed to her despairing entreaties, declaring

they would not get into trouble for a stranger,

until at last the girl was recognised by the mis-

tress, attracted by the noise.
" Good heaven !

" cried the farmer's wife.

"Why, surely, it's Johanna! This way, girl.

Follow me !

"

She raised the flap of the cellar extending
beneath the kitchen, hurried the fugitive down a

ladder, and hid her underneath a cask. A basket

and some cloths were thrown over the trap, and

all resumed their occupations. The pursuers
rushed in, with some comrades picked up on the

road, and demanded Johanna. Immense asto-

nishment and protestations of utter ignorance of

any such person.
" She came in here, I hiotu !

"
said one of the

gendarmes.
" We'll unearth her. Comrades,

search the house."

The men dispersed all over the farm, and

searched it from top to bottom, without success.

Nobody dreamt of the outof sight out-of-mind

cellar trap, and Johanna was saved.
' She must have escaped through the adjoining

garden," suggested the girls.
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The gendarme instinct gorged the bait in a

jiifey, and rushed off in pursuit.
At two in the afternoon Johanna, bathed in

perspiration frora her protracted flight, had been
concealed in the ice cold cellar. At nine in the

evening the inhabitants of the farmhouse first

ventured to release her from durance. They
found her shaking in every limb from exhaustion

and frost like a person in a violent ague. A little

refreshment and some hot soup restored her for

the time. After a short rest an old shepherd
accompanied her, near midnight, to assist her in

crossing the palisades and entering the town.

With his help she found it an easy task, which

says little for the vigilance of the French. Dawn
was just stealing into the sky when the fugitive
reached her mother's house, with some difficulty

succeeding in obtaining entrance without attracting
the notice of the neighbours, and was finally at

rest.

This last adventure, happening in the middle

of July, was the termination of Johanna's ro-

mantic trials. The French held the town \mtil

September, but were too much occupied in

making head against the disasters which befel

their arms in rapid succession to think of hunt-

ing up Johanna.
On September 18th General Tettenborn entered

Liiaeburg with a large force of Cossacks. Four

days later the Russian commander heard of

Johanna's bravery, and caused her to be brought
before him. Varnhagen von Ense, present at the

intei-view, testifies :
— " When the French again

became masters of Liineburg, she had been forced

to go into hiding. Afterwards she was exposed to

threats and dangers from the enemy, and even
from many of her countrymen, until the remem-
brance of her daring gradually died away. But
Tettenborn gave orders to seek Johanna, and
invited her to his table, where he presented h(r

to his guests as a worthy sister-inarms. Her
behaviour now was just as simply modest as it

had previously been unaffectedly brave. That
she might not be again exposed to vengeance or

contumely, she was subsequently sent under
favourable circumstances and with advantageous
prospects to Berlin."

The advantageous prospects consisted of the

situation of companion to the lady of Major von

Reiche, in whom the Maiden of Liiueburg found a

warm friend and kind patroness. While in Berlin

Johanna broke a blood-vessel, in consequence,
said the physicians, of the shock to her consti-

tution of the rapid change of temperature suffered

during her escape upon the 13th July. She lay

long at death's door, but ultimately recovered,
and accompanied Frau von Reiche to Paris in

1815.

Two years afterwards the Maiden of Liineburg
married Wilhelm Hindersin, a volunteer Jitger c f

good family, whose acquaintance she made at the
house of her patroness. Their eldest son is the
head of the Stettin bank, another a lithographer at

St. Petersburg.
Twice subsequently the malady from which

Johanna suffered in Berlin returned, leaving each
time the seeds of disease, which ultimately de-

veloped into a disorder terminating fatally in

1842, Her husband died last year, and from his

account the details of this little history have been

compiled.

It is pleasant to reflect that the savour of noble
deeds survives long after their doers have crumbled
into dust. The body of Johanna Stegen is where
the mortal remains of all of us will be in few or

many years, but her immortal part—her memory—will go down to posterity as that of a brave-

hearted, good woman, who risked her life for her

country. R. S. M.

BUEN THIS LETTER AS SOON
AS READ."

Burn this letter as soon as read.

Consider all I say, unsaid.

Thiuk of me as a wilful boy
Inebriate with a golden joy ;

Daring to tell tliee all his heart
;

Trembling at his fool-hardy jiart
•

Madly chasing a fierce desire

Through earth and water, air and fire.

Ready to tend thee day and night
As his endless, sole delight :

—
Ready to throw his life away
To add to tliine a single day.

II.

Burn this letter as soon as read.

Ne'er can its saying be unsaid.

Hate me,—if thy heart is fierce ;

Mine with thine angry arrows pierce.

Trample me beneath thy scorn :

Wish that I had ne'er been born :

Bid me with a frown, to die,
—

I will meet my destiny :

Or, if in a softer mood.
Banish me to solitude :

Only let me hear tby voice,

In my doom I will rejoice.

III.

Burn this letter as soon as read.

Thiuk of me as one who's dead :

Lying straight beneath the grass
O'er which happy mortals pass :

Nevermore to vex thy sight ;

Nevermore to dim thy light.

When in Spring, with moonbeam flood,

Primroses fill all the wood,

(Then I met thee !)
—think, when slow-

Sets the sun, and birds sing low,
Of that eve my heart beguiled.

When I whispered,
—and you smiled.

Burn this letter. Thou art proud ;

High thy race above the crowd.

Careless thou of others' pain :

They must love— and thou disdain.

Thou canst light the lamp which none

Quencheth but the churchyard stone.

In thy hand is all my fate ;

Thou must yield me love or hate.

All my fate is in thy hand :
—

But my words for ever stand.

I love ! Would.'.t thou that love gainsay,

Then thou must tear my life away I H. M.
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SON CHEISTOPHER.

AN HISTORIETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTKR Vlll. CONSPIRACY IN DISCONTENT.

If Christopher coxild not say to Joanna tliat he

liad no doubt of Monmouth's prospects, much less

30uld he say so to himself an hour later.

He was called into council, as soon as the doors

were closed for the night : and he was surprised to

perceive how transient had been Monmouth's ela-

tion of spirit. By his mood to-night, he might
dave had the coldest reception in Taunton, instead

)t the warmest. He was testy ;
he was depressed ;

he was imprudent beyond measure in the manner
in which he disclosed this state of mind. He had

been misled, he said ;
he had been cruelly de-

ceived ; and he believed he should take his own
30urse from that moment. After all the fine pro-

'

raises he had heard,—after the distinct pJ „
that the entire order of "Whig noblemen and gentle-

men would rush to join him, there was not a peer,

nor a baronet, nor a squire, who did not shut his

; gates upon him, and offer his services to put him
down.

: He was interrupted,—actually interrupted,
—by

'

two of his councillors at once, who asked him

I

what else he could expect so long as he gave the

i game into the enemy's hands, by leaving James

I the undisputed title of King. To ask England to

\
ally itself w ith him on any other ground than his

j

being King was to ask England to be republican ;

i

and there was nothing that the nation so much

i
dreaded.
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"Ask Wade," lie replied, "and Battiscombe,
and one or two more who think they know best,

and they will tell you the exact contrary. But I

am tired of contradictory counsels. I am tired of

the whole business ; and T think I shall throw it

up. Yes, I do," he said, in the mood of a spoiled

chUd, and the more positive the more consterna-

tion his followers manifested. *' I have been so

deceived and misled that I feel myself released

from aU engagements, and free to please myself.
I shall go back to Brussels

;
and it was not to

please myself that I ever left it.
"

A dead silence followed, which made Monmouth
feel rather awkward and ashamed, till Christoj)her
relieved him by saying,

" If I may speak my mind—"

"
Yes, do, Battiscombe !

" said Monmouth.
" You have no long-conceived plot to take care

of,
—no trammels of old promises, no consistency

to keep up. You are free to see things as they
are. Let me therefore hear you speak your mind."

Christopher smiled as he said his counsel would
be simple and brief. He thought that all present,

—
and his Grace not least—^were worn out with the

fatigues and excitements of the day. Their judg-
ments might well be clouded and perplexed, and

any time spent in discourse worse than wasted.

He advised sleep as a better counsellor than any
or all of those present.

Nobody was sorry that a conversation so painful
and embarrassing should be broken off ; so, when
the Duke rose to dismiss his council, every man of

them was glad to retire.
" Could you have believed it ?

" Colonel Wade
whispered to Christopher, as they went down-
stairs.

" I could believe anything of some very brave

men who cannot stand fatigue ; or of quiet men,

suddenly bewildered by hurry and excitement,"

Christopher answered. " You are a loyal man :

so am I : and loyalty means silence to-night."
"
To-night ; and over to-morrow," replied

Colonel Wade. •' To-morrow wiU, I think, de-

cide many things."
The morrow decided the main point. Mon-

mouth publicly accepted the Golden Flag, which
he had declared inadmissible into the procession
the morning before,—with its glittering J. R. and
the crown above. He was proclaimed in Taunton

market-place under the title of James the Second :

but the people did not like the name, and called

him "
King Monmouth "

still. He appeared in

the finest spirits while the town-crier read at every
street-corner the announcement of the prices set

on the heads of the usurper and his ministers, and
while signing the proclamations dated " From our

Camp at Taunton." Before night he had declared

the parliament an unlawful assembly, and had for-

bidden the people to pay taxes on any demand but
his own. By playing at being King he recovered
his temper and spirits.

" Battiscombe !

" he cried, beckoning Christopher
to him, and laying a hand on his shovdder. " You
are the best adviser of them all. Your prescrip-
tion was the right one last night. I can scarcely
believe it now. I must have been half asleep."

'* It was a painful dream, your Majesty.
''-

"
0-! you bring your lips to pronounce my title

at last !

" observed Monmouth, smiling.
" But I

do not forget that I assured your father that a free

parliament should decide upon my title. What of
last night ?

"

" It was a painful dream, your Majesty ;" and
there was a marked emphasis on the word "

pain-
ful :"

" and dreams are fit only to be forgotten."
"Forget it then, Battiscombe."
And Christopher bowed low.

To Lord Grey he had another sort of private
word to say.

" Have you considered where it will be best for

the Lady Henrietta to land ? My lord, you start

as if the idea were new to you.
"

Lord Grey admitted that it was.

"Why, now, what a taskmaster you are ! Last

night you were offended at my hinting about

going to Brussels
;
and this morning you look no

less averse to my bringing Brussels to me."
Lord Grey conjured his Majesty to wait till h«

should have a sure throne, and parliament, and

palace, before leading the sweetest lady in the

world into deadly risks.

"You do not know her, my Lord," was the

reply.
" She is as brave as she is sweet ; and she

will never forgive our defrauding her of the spec-
tacle of my royal progress. I declare to you,
I dread describing to her the events of this day,—
so loyally will she mourn her absence from my
triumph. If you wish to keep up my spirit

through good and evil—if you wish mo to be a

king indeed, you must not hinder Lady Henrietta
from joining me—you must assist her coming."

"Impossible, your Majesty!" Lord Grey re-

plied, in a tone which startled Monmouth ; who
resumed :

" I thought I was speaking to a safe man, my
Lord. I would not have given such a confidence

to Battiscombe, for instance, who is as virtuous,

doubtless, as St. Anthony. But to your lordship,
confessions like mine can be nothing new, or, I

should have supposed, displeasing.""
True, your Majesty. But it is not my opinion

that is in question. It is certain that the Pro-

testant part of the nation would not endure—"

" One pays very dear for one's Protestantism."
" And for the throne which belongs to it? Will

your Majesty say so, even to me ?
"

"
Yes, indeed ! If I may not have Lady

Henrietta, the crown is not worth the sacrifice."
" Your Majesty shall have everything on our

part, if you wUl provide but one thing on your
own :

—and that is, a little jjatience.""
Heigho ! then you think I may not yet send

for Lady Henrietta ?
"

* ' I am certain of it,
— certain of it, your

Majesty."
Those who were behind the curtaiu could not

but speak to each other of the contrast between
the open joy of the people in this rising, and the

concealed pain of mind of the leaders.
" Did you hear that ?

" asked Colonel Wade of

Battiscombe, the next day, while on the march to

Bridgewater.
" Did you hear what those women

said of their King Monmouth ?
"

"
Yes; they cannot see in him the blithe and

pretty young gentleman who was here five years

ago. Very wonderful, truly."
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"So you see you gain nothing by setting up
your soft young prince as a rival king to yonder
hardgrained, unscrupulous, cruel old papist usurper.
Our only chance was, not in setting up a doll

against the devil, but proclaiming that we had
done with kings. See those people,

—that row of

them on top of the bank
; they are shaking their

heads, from one end of the row to the other.

They say the sweet young king looks very pale
—

very sad. If they say he looks sulky, they are

not far from the truth."
" It is a pity that he shows his mood in his face

so plainly."
"Or that he does not tell the people what ails

him."

Battiscombe did not reply to this ; and Colonel
Wade divined the reason.

" ho !

"
said he. " The young gentleman is

pining for his lady-love, I suppose. Well ! I

could not advise that fact being made known
among the people, unless it were certain that they
had never heard of the little wife whom he has
thrust out of sight.

"

" Lot us speak of something else," said Battis-

combe. '• His Grace was over young when he
was made a husband ; and he has since felt him-
self more or less of an outcast. His real quality
will appear when he is firm in his lofty seat. He
will show a more steadfast countenance when he
once gets to London."

Meantime, the changes were disheartening and
vexatious to his adherents. On the road, a mes-

senger announced that preparations were made at

the Duke of Beaufort's, and at the Earl of Pem-
broke's, to march a consolidated royal force down
upon the insurgents, while Albemarle was already

entering Taunton, rendering return impossible.
Monmouth observed that nobody wanted to return
to Taunton

; but yet the gloom deepened on his

countenance. He ordered his new guard to close

round him, to give him a little respite from smiling
at the people ; but the people did not favour the

guard, and inquired what his Majesty feared

among the Somersetshire folk.

The fact was that Christopher dreaded Reuben,
or some one who would take up Reuben's task ;

and he had selected and brotight together forty of

the most spirited young men in the force to be
Monmouth's bodyguard. They did excellent ser-

vice by their high spirits on this sunny June day,

—jesting with the country people, and showing
their real longing for a conflict with the Papists,
and the slavish Protestants who upheld a Popish
king. They had begun to inspirit Monmouth
himself by the time he reached Bridgewater ; and
the welcome he found there caused an elation as

manifest as his former depression. Many of the

Taunton observances were gone through again ;

and when Monmouth saw his armj"^, six thousand

strong, encamped in the Castle Field, he was dis-

posed to think himself invincible.

He had come forth from the banquet in the

castle, to see and be seen ; and loud were the ac-

clamations. As he paced the grass at the upper
end of the field, while the setting sun cast long
shadows from the trees, he declared that this had
been the most encouraging day yet. If there was
as yet no victory, it was because the enemy dared

not meet him. If there was no store of arms here
as at Taunton, there were scythes coming in from
all the country round

;
and pikes could always be

had where there was a forge and a true-hearted

blacksmith. As for numbers, if he could have

kept all the hundreds who had been sent away to-

day for want of arms, he need not flinch from all

the Usurper's forces united. While he was talk-

ing in this way, and his councillors were inter-

nally fretting at his bragging strain, his course of

thought was effectually changed by the announce-
ment that a messenger,—a gentleman from abroad,
—desired an audience. His changing colour did
him harm with many whose eyes were upon him.

They supposed him afraid of evil tidings ; whereas
Lord Grey understood that it was the expectation
of news from Lady Henrietta which made him red

and pale.
" Rid me of these people," he whispered to Lord

Grey.
" Let no gentleman remain but yourself;

and bring the messenger here."
" Here 1 Can your Majesty mean in this open

place ?
"

" Even as I once received you, my Lord, on the

open grass, and for the same reason,—^that we are

secure in such places from being overheard."

It was necessary to obey ; but care was taken

to see the messenger before he was permitted to

approach Monmouth. There was no fear. It was
Emmanuel Florien ; and, as it was this old com-

rade, Lord Grey himself retired out of earshot.

When he next approached, Monmouth's spirits had
fled. Lady Henrietta had not arrived, and was
not coming just yet, for she had grave news to

send. The Prince and Princess of Orange were
wrathful beyond measure. This was a matter of

course : but they were preparing to forward Dutch

regiments,—as many as the King, their father,

should desire. Further, they were certainly in

no great alarm for the succession of the Princess ;

for they had offers of fidelity from every leading

Whig in England.
" We will make them change their minds,"

Lord Grey observed, gaily. "These demonstra-

tions are a matter of course in all wars of suc-

cession."

"True, my Lord," observed Florien. "But
the peculiarity here is, that when his Majesty has

conquered the succession for himself, there will

remain another war to be fought,
—to defend it

from the Prince of Orange."
" All this is nothing new, Florien. Is it pos-

sible that Lady Henrietta can have sent you to us

to tell us what was equally true before we embarked
at first ?

"

' ' Not solely for this. I bring some money ;

and burning words to fire any spirits that may
need warming. See," he continued, in a low

voice, glancing towards Monmouth, who was now

reading, apa'.t, a letter which flushed his face for

the moment ; "there are some of those words in

that letter, doubtless.
"

" And addressed to one who needs them," said

Lord Grey, sighing. "If it were possible,
—but

it must not be thought of,
—if it were possible to

have that lady here, her presence would do more
for the cause than that of many Whig nobles."

" She will not come till the road to London is
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open, and strewn with flowers," Florien declared.
" But the main advice T bring is to establish a
communication with Scotland, and to compass
some union of counsels, if not of forces.

"

Lord Grey's countenance grew as black as

night.
'* Have you spoken of Scotland to his Grace?"

he said.
" Not yet. Probably she has opened the sub-

ject in her letter, and I am to continue it."
"
Speak no word on it till it cannot be evaded,"

said Lord Grey with emphasis. "What! you
must discharge yoiir commission ? But if your
orders are siiperseded by higher ? You are trust-

worthy, Florien
;
and it is needfid that you should

know what is known only to three persons in this

camp besides myself.—All is over in Scotland.

Bis Grace must not hear of this, except from the

enemy. If he does,—"
' ' All over in Scotland !

"
repeated Florien,

thianderstruck.

"All utterly lost ! The cause, and every man
engaged in it."

"But why— ?"

They looked towards Monmouth : but he was

only turning the sheets over, in order to begin the
letter again.

" But why conceal news so essential ?
"

" Because it has been hard enough to prevent
his deserting us and these poor people, as it is. If

he dreamed of the utter extinction of his cause in

the North, nothing would detain him. He would
be in Lady Henrietta's arms by this day week,
and would have no thought, no sensibility to

spare for the wretches whose heads and quarters
would be called for, to set up over every park- gate
in England."

Florien did not believe this at the moment, and
he looked at his old fellow- conspirator as if search-

ing the countenance of a traitor : but before mid-

night he could have told a worse tale than Grey
had told to him.

" What is to be done ? What can be done with
Buch a candidate for the Protestant crown?"

Battiscombe was called in
; for he knew the

worst.
" What we want,—what is especially wanting

to his Majesty," said he,
"

is some military suc-

cess. A victory, however small, woiild work
wonders, or would be a signal to give up.—You
smile at the notion of a military success, my Lord

Grey : but I do not despair of it,
—even though

lawj'ers and merchants lead rustics and trades-

men against soldiers. Nor do I despair of hearing
the people glorify their King Monmouth as the
finest leader and stoutest soldier they have seen
since the Commonwealth."

" All things are possible," answered Lord Grey,
with a shrug.

"Except that we should waver now," said

Christopher.
" Oh certainly, Mr. Battiscombe. There can be

no doubt about that."

It was not many hours before Christopher's
words were made good. On meeting the royal
forces under Lord Feversham, every one saw that
the moment for fighting had arrived ; and Mon-
mouth was foremost in the attack. It seemed to

rouse his spirit that the van of the royal force

was commanded by another son of his father.
" It is Grafton," he observed to his staff. " We

must give him a lesson on the succession, and

spare his life, that he may go and tell the Usurper
what the real King is like."

And amidst the enthusiasm of his own leaders,
and of the troops they led, he rushed to one end
of his line, and then to the other, as the five

hundred of the Duke of Grafton's force advanced,

rendering one point after another the hardest to

hold, and always finding Monmouth there. He
harassed them in flank, on the road where they
could not change their disposition ;

and when at

length they retreated, they foiind him on their

rear. They left a fifth of their numbers behind
them ; and their report did not encourage their

General to any renewal of the fight. It was soon

noised over London that Monmouth was not a

Pretender to be derided ; that Albemarle had been
over-confident in reporting from Taunton of the

proclamations he found there being as amusing as

a bellman's rhymes ;
and not a few citizens changed

their opinion at once aboiit the Pretender's legiti-

macy, after this first actual fight. It could be no
baseborn child of Lucy Walters who had shown
himself so princely in his first passage of arms
with the Usurper :

—it must be the true son of a

king who showed his right in such a way as this.

Greater still was the benefit down in Somerset-

shire. If they could have been armed, the whole

population would have followed Monmouth. It

was scarcely possible to resist the influence of

such acclaims as arose wherever the little army
appeared. The young men, seeing what one

small success had done, expected that a larger
would open to them the road to London. Battis-

combe would, but for M. Florien, have been
carried away like the rest, in spite of his expe-
rience of the horses and men he had to manage,^
in spite of his vexation at the ravage of Glaston-

bury which he loved so well, and of Wells Cathe-

dral, which he could not lend a hand to dismantle,
as John Hickes expected of him. Florien told

his old pupil, now a foremost champion of Pro-

testant kingship in England, more than he com-
municated to any one else in the army. He told

of the fierce ambition of Lady Henrietta, and of

its effect in sending Monmouth to England,

believing himself inspired by her heroic, as by
his own passionate love. He told of the utter

hopelessness of the Scotch expedition from the

outset ; and of the unexpected, but not unreason-

able decision of the Protestant party generally to

await King James's death, and a natural Pro-

testant succession ; and of the complete and fatal

alienation of the Prince and Princess of Orange
from the cousin whom they had humoured and

spoiled through compassion from his birth. One

hope M. Florien still saw. The Dutch soldiers

were fond of Monmouth. There was a chance

that they might come over to him, if brought up
to fight him : but then, they would be kept out

of sight for that very reason,—employed in the

north or east while Monmouth was in the west.

Christopher saw something more to hope than

this. A great battle would mend or mar all.

" However it may issue," he said, "we must
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go on as we have beguu. Whether you and I

find ourselves King's ministers in a few weeks,
with priests and bishops under our feet, and our

religion saved
;
or whether we have the other fate

before us—" He laughed as he remarked on the

customary reluctance to designate that other fate,

and said outright—"whether we are dragged to

prison, and to the bar, to hear insults which

sorely try the natural man, and to the scafifold to

be cut to pieces by malice in cold blood, and
denied Christian burial,—whichever of these is

before us, we have the same thing to do now,—to

devote ourselves to our own Protestant King, and
the cause for which we invited and proclaimed
him."

(To be continutd.)

BUEIAL.

" What must we do with the corpse ?
"

is a

question that has forced itself on the attention of

men since the beginning of the world. There
seems to be a natural sentiment of respect in

human kind everywhere for the remains of the
dead. Death, too, is so inevitable, and happens
so often in every numerous community, that some

regularly understood system must be adopted for

the i)roper removal and deposition of the ' '

empty
tenement," out of regard to public health and
morals, as well as religion. Any neglect or dis-

respect in this matter has been always visited with

reprobation. For the credit of humanity, it must
be said that affectionate regard for relatives and
friends has not always ceased with their death,
even in rude times ; and although the performance
of good offices towards the remains of fellow-

creatures is not seldom marked by ostentatious

display, let xis hope that these demonstrations are

excrescences that have grown out of a real feeling
in human beings to pay the last attentions to the
dead with decency and respect. According to

M. Du Chaillu a sense of the presence of a friend

Beems to the untutored African mind to linger, at

least for a time, round his grave. But peoj)le
have not always arrived at precisely the same
conclusions as to the way of best showing their

regard for "friends departed;" and they have
sometimes hit ui)on what we in this country would
consider—most properly, of course—a very odd
fashion.

Perhaps no two men ever yet agreed as to the

projier plan for doing things right ;
and so people

have had their own conscientious opinions regard-

ing
*' the right thing to do " with "the corpse."

According to Sir Charles Lyell holes and caves

were the receptacles of human remains in very
ancient times indeed. A natural cavity in the

ground was probably the first kind of tomb ; and
whether from superstitious fear of separation, or

from the want of proper tools for digging easily,

many bodies seem to have been deposited together
in such i)laces. Similarly Abraham purchased a
cave as a sepulchre, adopting a custom originally
established by chance or necessity. The Jewish

tomb, hewn out of a rock, was probably a refined

descendant of the old cave. In such places the

bodies were merely hidden "out of sight," not

buried, strictly speaking. When the simple cave
was used the funeral ceremonies appear to have
been of the simplest possible kind. It was when
men became settled in civilised communities, as in

Egy[)t, and their affectionate sensibilities were

strengthened by the pleasure of social life, that a
more elaborate and costly system of interment
became established. Domestic affection seems to

have suggested the effort to retain the remains of

the dead as long as possible, and led to the art of

embalming. In Egypt, then, when a death
occurred in a family,

•' the right thing to do " was
to send for the doctor. The medical gentlemen of

the day had not only the privilege of doseing and

scarifying people when alive ; but even when
dead ' '

vile bodies
" had another ordeal to undergo

at their hands.

When the doctor came he had to show his skill,

not to bring back the dead man or woraau t? life

again, but to adopt every precaution that he or

she should do no such thing ; or, if he or she

did, he or she should be of very little iise. The
doctor had first to extract the brain through the

nostrils with a curved probe, to make the head as

empty as possible
—supposing the head not to be

empty already—and then to put in certain drugs.
An incision being made in the side of the corpse,
the intestines were drawn out, washed iu palm
wine, and covered with powdered aromatics.

Sometimes they were restored to the body ; some-
times deposited in vases, and laid in the same
tomb. The body itself was filled with powdered
myrrh, cassia, and other fragrant substances, and
sewn up. This being done, it was kept in natron

for seventy days ; then washed, and wrapped in

linen, of which a thousand yards were occasionally
used. Thus prepared it was removed by the re-

lations, placed in a wooden coffin, and, in the case

of a wife or husband, retained at home until the

time came for the second of the pair to undergo
the same process, and then both were deposited

together in a vault. A respectable funeral, thus

carried out, would cost altogether more than 2001.

A less costly way of preserving the body was

simply to salt and dry it. Fire was never i>er-

mitted to prey on the remains of the dead ; and
the idea of being contaminated by creeping things
of any kind was horrible to the mind of an

Egyptian. It was almost as keen as if

The dead could feel

The icy worm around them steal,

And shudder as the reptiles creep
To revel o'er their rotting sleep,

Without the power to scare away
Those cold consumers of their clay.

All possible precautions were therefore taken to

secure dead bodies from being thus devoured.

These soft sentiments, however, were by no means

shared by all other people ; or at least, different

ones were considered as indicating more delicacy

and affection. Religion, too, had its influence.

Thus among the Chinese a respect for the physical

elements of nature was the most fashionable

orthodoxy at one time. Accordingly, people

fastened the dead up in hermetically-sealed coifins,

to prevent the desecration of any of the elements.

This was better than throwing
" their parents into
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ditches by the way-side," as they are said to have
done in "the earliest antiquity." Probably in

those days there were no way-sides, or ways at all,

and people had to die as best they coixld.

The worship of the sun, as the prime j)hysical

agent in nature, and the elements as subordinates,
is of great antiquity. Hence veneration for fire,

water, earth, trees, and other objects through
which man is benefited. Disrespect, therefore, to

any of the elements was a crime against religion
—

it was sacrilege. To pollute the earth by placing
a corruptible dead body in it, was a gross clfence

against all propriety. For a similar reason, the

corpse might not be biirned, nor put under water.

To retain it was impossible where embalming was
unknown. Here was a dilemma. What was to

be done? Among the Parsees, the knot was cut

by placing the body on a grating set across the top
of a low tower ; and there exposed to the full rays
of the siin, to be absorbed into that luminary.
"When the ^man is dead," says Henry Lord,

' ' the Churchman cometh not near him by ten

feet
; but appointeth who shall be the bearers.

Then they carry him on an iron bier ; for the law
forbiddeth that the body of the dead should touch

wood, because it is fuel to the fire they account
most holy."
The idea of a metempsychosis, or translation of

the soul into another human body, or into an

animal, had its own share, too, in bringing about
a system of funeral ceremonies. These latter are

simple, and easily carried out.

Speaking of the Tartars of the Desert, Hue

" The true nomadic tribes convey the dead to

the tops of hills, or the bottoms of ravines, there

to be devoured by the birds and beasts of prey.
It is really horrible to travellers through the deserts

of Tartarj"^, to see, as they constantly do, human
remains for which eagles and wolves are con-

tending."
In Thibet, dogs are the sepidchres, A re-

cent describer of that country tells \\3, that
" the marvellous infinitude of dogs arises from
the extreme respect which the Thibetans have for

those animals, and the use to which they apply
them in burying the dead. There are four diflferent

species of sepulture practised in Thibet
;
the first,

combustion
; the second, immersion in the rivers

and lakes
;
the third, exposure on the summits of

mountains
; and the fourth, which is considered

the most complimentary of all, consists in cutting
the dead body in pieces, and giving these to be
eaten by the dogs. The last method is by far the
most popiilar. The poor have as their only mauso-

leum, the common vagabond dogs of the locality ;

but the more distinguished defunct are treated

with greater ceremony. In the Lamaseries, a
number of dogs are kept ad hoc, and within them
the rich Thibetians are buried."

Justin says of the Parthians, that,
" their burial

was effected by means of dogs and birds, and that

the naked bones strewed the earth."

Cicero says of the Hyrcanians that,
• ' the people

supported public dogs,
—the chief men private

ones, each according to his faculty, to be torn by
them

; and this they think the best kind of

sepidture."

Strabo says: "In the capital of Bactria they
breed dogs to which they give a special name,
which name, rendered into our language, means
buriers. The business of these dogs is to eat up
all persons who are beginning to fall into decay
from old age, or sickness. Hence it is that no
tomb is visible in the suburbs of the town, while
the town itself is all filled with human bones. It

is said that Alexander abolished this ciistom."
"
Amongst other curious particulars," says Pro-

fessor Wilson in his ' Ariana Antiqua,' "relating
to this animal, it is enjoined that dogs of difl'erent

colours should be made to see a dead body on its

way to be exposed, either thrice, or six, or nine

times, that they may drive away the evil spirit,

the Daraj Nesosh, who comes from the north, and
settles on the carcase in the shape of a fly."

Supposing a native of one of those parts to come

among us in England, it is not impossible that he

might write home to his friends, that the great
lords among the English kept great numbers of

dogs, which could answer no other purpose than

that of portable burying-places, whieh they took

with them to France and elsewhere, that in case

of accident they might enjoy a certain and
honourable sepulture.

Henceforth let no man despise the fate of

"going to the dogs."

Dogs, however, are not the only animals whose
stomachs occupy the place of our Kensal Green
and Woking. Eagles and wolves are mentioned
above. In the Himalaya Mountains, according to

Eraser, "when a man of property dies, they take

the body and bruise it to pieces, bones and all,

and form it into balls, which they give to a very

large sort of kites, who devour them. These birds

are sacred, kept by the Lamas, and fed by them, or

by people appointed for the purpose, who alone

approach them ; others dare not go near them,

perhaps from superstitious motives, for they are

held in great fear."

The New Zealander, it is well-known, iised to

find a sepulchre for "the dear departed
" nearer

home.

Among the Hindoos this right in the corpse

originally vested in the dogs and kites, has

been commuted for certain offerings deposited for

their special benefit in a clean separate spot. The

Tartars, however, sometimes employ a kind of

burial, if such it can be called, slightly more re-

spectable than the former. " The richer Tartars,"

says Hue,
' ' sometimes burn their dead with great

solemnity. A large furnace of earth is constructed

in a pyramidal form. Just before it is completed,
the body is placed inside, standing, surrounded by
combustibles

;
the edifice is then completely co-

vered in with the exception of a small hole to give

egress to the smoke, and keep up a current of air.

During the combustion the Lamas surround the

tomb and recite prayers. The corpse being burnt,

they demolish the furnace, remove the bones,

which they carry to the grand Lama ;
he reduces

them to a very fine powder, and having added to

them an equal quantity of meal, he kneads the

whole with care, and constructs with his own
hands cakes of different sizes, which he places one

upon the other in the form of a pyramid." If this

compound ever becomes a repast for the priests, it
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is to be hoped they do not find it very unwhole-
some. Let us hope, too, that the bone-dust which
our bakers mix in our bread may not be derived

from *' dead men's bones."

Among the Hindoos the river Ganges is the place
of sepulture, when it is within reach ; the mud
along the banks being the sick-chamber. In this

case the jackals and adjutants (not the military

adjutants, however), take the place of the kites

and dogs of Tartary, as the last resting-place of

the deceased. Crocodiles were sometimes employed
for the interment of children. Towards the south
cremation is usually adopted. If, as sometimes

happens, the quantity of wood be deficient, those

who live or happen to be passing at the lee side of

a burning-ground when a body is being burned,
have good reason to wish that the practice of

decent committal to "mother earth
" were uni-

versally prevalent.
The notion that fire was the chief element, and

the source of nature and life, probably influenced,
if it did not introduce, the practice of cremation.

However this may be, to burn the corpse has been
for many ages the aristocratic, and emphatically
the "right thing to do " with it, even in those

places where other modes of disposing of bodies

were adopted, and when no jiarticular veneration

was paid to fire as a chief element. The Homans
both burned and buried. Slaves were buried— in

a mean way, perhaps to avoid the expense of burn-

ing them. The Jews sometimes embalmed their

dead, and sometimes burned them, as in the case

of the body of Saul. This monarch's early bravery

probably secured that honour for his remains. The
Greeks burned, buried, and embalmed. This last

custom was borrowed from Egypt, but it was not

carried out quite in the same way ; and the learned

in mummies can readily notice the difference

between a Grecian and an Egyptian.
In all these various modes, however, we can

trace, if not ia all cases formal respect for the

dead body, yet an entire absence of everything

approaching to intentional disrespect ; indeed, the

mutilation of the dead has been always held as an

act of fiendish barbarity. If the kites, crows, or

dogs got a meal, those animals were supposed to

contain the souls of ancestors
;
and to clothe those

souls in human flesh again was a respectful,
—a

graceful act. Whether a dead body were wrapped
in shrouds, or the bark of a tree, and laid in a

canoe set on stakes ;
or the bones denuded of the

llesh were carefully preserved and transferred from

place to place, either to rest in an ancestral sepul-

chre, or with the bones of a husband or wife in a

new settlement, that kind attention was prompted
by motives of respectful regard. We cannot,

then, boast much of our progress in this direc-

tion, in the much-vaunted nineteenth century,
when a savage mob of frenzied Celts, without

decency or religious feelings, do their utmost to

mutilate the prostrate body of a dying man in the

streets of a great city.

In the selection of a place of interment men
have different tastes. Attila was laid in a grave
under the bed of a running stream ; Napoleon in

a splendid mausoleum in the Invalides ; Mr.

Seward, with republican simplicity, has elected to

be buried "under the pavement." No doubt he

would reject the idea of being trampled upon in

any sense during his life-time ; and we wish him
a more peaceful resting place than he would find

probably "under the pavement," where gas-pipes
and water-pipes might seriously interfere with the

proper relative position of his bones.

R. H. VlCKEKS.

DEESS AND THE AGE.
PAET U.

Croquet : see next page.

We must now proceed to extremities. There is

a little German picture, in which a shoemaker is

represented, so bewildered by the perfection of

the foot he holds in his hand, that ho loses all

power and decision, and remains kneeling in a

sort of mesmeric entrancement, or Bhuddist ab-

sorj^tion. His tenderness is lavished in trying on
the quondam slipper ; and now the shoo for

walking is discarded, and the boot marches

triumphantly over the ground. And there is good
cause for the preference. The female angler

—the

lady who fishes for compliments—has no more

killing fly about her than the clean-fitting,

clinging, decisive boot. It has revolutionised the

whole chaussure. As for sandals, they are as

much things of the past as the Vandals—out of

doors. Even the final dogma that a black boot

cannot be worn with a white dress has been

smiled away ;
and well-booted ladies in any-

coloured dresses step fearlessly forward, trampling,
with more hauteur, on Plato's pride. To wear a

light-coloured boot requires, indeed, a very small

foot ;
and it has, in general, descended to classes

who love the pavement, and is unpopular in
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higher altitudes ; but we can see many occasions
on which it might be usefully worn.
A well-made foot in a well-made boot being so

attractive an object, it is a pity that the fancy of

high-heels has become permanent. It cannot yet
be said that high-heels have become very general,

though highish heels are all but universal
; and the

extreme specimens have prevailed longer and more
widely than is necessary for the assertion of an

idea, or for the display of a taste for renaissance.
That degree of elevation, which was named the

military heel, is not objectionable, and it gives
height—often an important advantage ; but even
this raises the back of the foot liigher than is

proper for stability in walking, and surgeons say
it has a tendency to weaken the temlo Acliillis,

whilst everything which acts so as to throw the

weight of the body forward on the toes, pressing
them into the narrowest part of the boot with

force, produces discomfort to the wearer, and—
must the name be named ?—brings corns. Far
from us be those instruments which convert a

pretty foot into a cornucopia !

As for those boot-heels, too frequently seen in

piiblic places, stilt-like in height, and pared away
like a lead pencil, they are exceedingly dangerous,
lead easily to sprains and dislocations of the

ancle, and are as unnatural in their action on
the muscles as the shoe of a Chinese lady. And
they are not becoming. Were we to revive an
entire Cinque-Cento style of dress they might be
then in keeping ; but, happily, our hoops are not

yet supplemented by the etceteras now said to
be adopted by the Empress Eugenie and her
court—the ebony walking-stick, for example ; to
be followed, we may suppose, inevitably, by
patches and hair-powder.

The foot-gear has, at all times, exercised great
power over its wearers' thoughts and affections.

Nothing delights the youngest children so much as

new boots. How tender and how amusing is Hans
Christian Andersen's account of his new red shoes
worn at his confirmation

;
how they absorbed his

attention, and covered him with blushes because he
fancied the eyes of the whole congregation were
fastened upon them. A venerable relation of our
own has told us that in looking back to the
extremest delights she can remember, she gives
the palm to the happy day when she walked to

school in a pair of new pattens, which printed the

ground with the once well-known form of two
parallel waved lines.

A finely-made boot is really a work of art

deserving attention
; and we may well excuse, the

pang with which its wearer first sees its beauties
trodden n\ the mud of public ways. It has been said
that a well-dressed man suffers a loss in his attire to
the extent of a guinea by being caught in a shower

;

and we have known one of our younger friends
refuse to take out his new umbrella because it

rained : yet by the perverse system of walking on
our feet, oiir boots, which have cost double the

price of our hat, are subjected to the most injuri-
ous treatment, and in consequence, they become
one of the most expensive parts of the ward-
robe.

The game of croquet seems to have been speci-

ally invented to exhibit a lady's foot and ancle to

the greatest advantage. So delightful is the

drawing of the light, firm, springy foot, booted as

an Englishwoman knows how, delicately set on
the ball, that the cruel, long-suspended stroke
which sends us flying twenty yards away is for-

given for the beauty of the situation which pre-
ceded that calamity. The evolutions and unex-

pected positions of the steel skirt, also, make it

indispensable that a lady's boot and stocking
should be sohjntes. It has been suggested that
the strong pressure of elastic sides to boots injures
the form of the foot, making it crow-heeled. Here
our experience is at fault, and we will not pro-
nounce decisively ; but this we will assert, that
there is a description of lower limb which does
not become a tightly-fitting boot, when above the

stringency of the compressed foot and ancle-joint
flesh and blood strive not imsuccessfully to assert

their dimensions, swelling and even overflowing
their bondage with bursting power,—

As where a heart indignant breaks

To show that still it lives !

Well-fitted as is a well-fitting boot for walking,
there is nothing comparable in doors, for either

sex, to the shoe and silk-stocking. White and.

pale-tinted kid-boots may be worn with discretion

by ladies for dancing. They do not suit all

persona, though there are some feet that would
look well in a clod-hopper's high-lows or anything
else. The French kid shoe, with etherial lace-

like thread stocking in the house, and the resetted,

satin slipper over silken hose for evening wear,
have always seemed to lis to come near perfection.
When men began to wear patent leather boots at

dinners and dances, violence was inflicted on our

traditions, our feelings of propriety, and our

{esthetic sensitivities. They prevailed, like the

insidious advance of democracy ;
but there long

remained in more antique minds an uneasy sense,
when contemplating them, of something out of doors

about a boot at night, however firm and polished.
It was akin to the feeling we experience in some
of our new churches which have side aisles of

pointed brick. We are conscious of a struggle

going on in the mind—a struggle as of having to

keep ourselves ivithinthe building, whilst every side

glance brings the suggestion that we are still outside.

In fact, a man with a moderately small foot and

good instep is unwise to forego the completeness
of shoes and silk-stockings worn in dress.

The black silk (originally beaver) hat has been
for years obnoxious to remark and ridicule. Yet
those who have been most ready to take the hat

off are not so ready to supply a succedaneum for

the head. It is all very well for a country gentle-
man to move about his own neighbourhood in a

straw fishing-hat : and on a long railroad journey

any and every kind of cap and covering is per-
missible

;
but those who live in great cities and

have a character to support are always driven

back to the old, inevitable black silk hat. Every
substitute has been tried, and a great deal of

sentiment has been talked on the subject, and
not a little courage has been shown in very
abnormal exhibitions of the head. But all in

vain. The hat, like the ghost of the Amundevilles,
win not be driven away. Here and there we
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meet with an individual gallantly leading a forlorn

hoi)e against the batteries of fashion, and we
admire and pity. We observed at a suburban

railway station this summer a daring person
carrying on his head a light felt helmet in the
form of that used by the fire-brigade. He was

endeavouring to look as if there were nothing
remarkable in his appearance, but every motion

betrayed the exhaustive effort he was making
and his intuitive knowledge that the words of

Brutus rose on each spectator's lips,
—

I'll use thee for my mirth,
—

yea, for my laughter !

We comfort ourselves by deciding that such

infatuation could not extend beyond two days,
and that he would then have

Regained his felt, and felt what he regained.

Even ladies for riding have lately taken back into

favour the straight black hat, once the customary

jquestrian article of dress, and it has been

ibundantly worn. Indeed the form, in spite of

,he abuse lavished on it, has its advantages. Caps
iouch the head all over, the round hat rests thereon

,vith the smallest possible area of contact, and the

!->lumn of air ])etween the head and the crown,

)articularly in ventilated hats, is a really valu-

able contrivance against direct heat. Some ex-

)erienced Swiss and Continental tourists have

;ome to the conclusion that, on the whole, the

)rdinary hat is attended with less inconvenience

han other coverings for the head.

The present modes in hats for ladies have for

.h^ir basis the square crown. This is the idea, as

)pposed to the rounded crown which they have

iui)planted, and, as it appears to us, without

gaining in taste or beauty of form. With that

A-auton determination to produce something novel

—upon which, aa we have already stated, the

world of specialites depends—very extraordinary
deductions from the original idea are being made ;

as, for example, untrimmed gray beaver with a
wide brim, neither pretty in itself nor becoming to

the wearer's face. In trimmed hats bold inno-

vations are introduced for ornament. The "half-

pheasant
"

gives way to iridescent shells, tufts of

prismatic spun glass, &c.

Of gloves we need not speak : we need only

regret that the best of all possible gloves, the

genuine kid, should be and continue so expensive
an article of dress, being as they are so indis-

pensable. Perhaps there is nothing which brings
home to us the possibility of a depreciation in

gold more vividly than the four shillings which

we have so constantly to lay on the counter for a

pair of gloves, hearing at the same time that the

shopkeeper gets nothing by selling them. The

agriculture of kids ought to be more attended to.

The flesh of the kid is delicate eating at table—
we have introduced it at our own with success—
80 that the raiser of stock need not lose by the

animal itself, whilst he would realise a good

profit by the skin. In Australia and other wool-

growing countries, the example in Murray's
Grammar has long required reversal.

" The

fleece, and not the flock, is, or ought to be, the

shepherd's care." The goat grazier must look

primarily to the quality of the skins in his kid

speculations.
We will conclude this part of our observations

by remarking generally, that, in men's dress,

attention bestowed upon "the points"
— the

gloves, boots, and hat—creates a greater effect on

the observer than the remaining and more expan-

sive parts of his clothing. It may, consequently,

be good economy to be a little extravagant in the

matter of gloves. In a less degree, the same rule

applies to ladies' dress. BKRNf.
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CONTINENTAL EEPOSE; OR, A
MONTH'S RELAXATION.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " CHARLIE THOENHILL."

I AM one of that vast multitude wliich works
hard for its daily existence. I may say from

morning till night, and not iinfrequently from

night till early morning, I am busily employed. I

gain my bread by the sweat of my brow, no less

than the daily labourer, though the work of

perspiration goes on inside instead of out. The

consequence of this eternal routine ought to be a

corresponding requirement of relaxation. AVould

you believe it, I remain in the rudest health, and
in the highest condition of moral and physical

enjoyment. It might be supposed that I therefore

fail in creating that sympathy which is so flatter-

ing to us all. On the contrary : no sooner does

the 12th or 15th of August come round than

wife, children, friends, and acquaintance suddenly
discover thab I am the victim of too much
labour : that I look worn, pale, overworked. Like

thousands of my fellows, I must rest—I must
have thorough repose. If I expect to resume my
labours at a future period, I must go up Mont
Blanc, or walk over TSte Noire or the Col de

Balme, or pull down the Khine from Basle to

Eotterdam in an University eight, after having
been made sick in an Ostend steamer, or amidst

the villanoiis smells of Cologne. Now this is the

sort of attention that a man receives very readily.

Nothing is so flattering as the assurance that our

personal appearance is an object of solicitude to

our friends ;
and the plainer a man happens to

be the more eagerly he swallows the incense. I

confess that my own notions of rest are wholly at

variance with this display of muscular Christianity,
and that the dolce far niente of Italian life would
be more to my taste than the summit of Mont
Blanc if I had really reduced myself to the state

of lassitude which is supposed to belong pre-

eminently to briefless barristers and government
clerks at the fall of the year. If I could be per-
suaded that the brain wants rest like the body, I

should prefer taking it on my back in the sunshine,
or with the tails of my coat over my arms in front

of a fire
; though the modem fashion of morning

dressing seems to have rendered the latter precau-
tion almost impossible. The brain wants refresh-

ment and recreation, but not rest : it gets the

former by a continental ramble, and a balance of

fatigue is aS'orded to the material part of man, at

the same time, after its imhealthy repose.
This theory readily accounts for the numbers

who flock to the Continent, and answers satis-

factorily various questions which the traveller

puts to himself, as to the reasonableness of his

choice. After the trouble of settling the route to

be taken, the most becoming coloured suit for the
Svnss lakes (the amount of taste displayed is

remarkable), and the various advantages of this or

that hotel, we have still to ask ourselves why we
have deserted our own language, our beloved

coinage, our well-furnished library, our excellent

beefsteak, and good wine ; the comforts of a home,
in fact, for an incomprehensible jargon of foreign
tongues, half-a-dozen moneys, manifestly invented
for the plunder of the traveller, carpetless

rooms at the back of the house, familiar waiters,
six-franc dinners, beginning with pike and oil,

and ending with potato-salad and unripe fruit,

thin potations of bad hock, and the delusive

snares of supposed, economy ? Why do we
submit to the imposition of guides who are

useless, slip and slide up one hill and down
another, carry a bundle on our backs, which only
coutains sufficient to remind us what a com-
fortable thing a really clean shirt is, go without

shaving, pack and unpack every twenty-four

hours, carry our own soap from house to house, and

put up with every conceivable want and neces-

sity ? Is it to escape the Penny Post ?

Having done all this and a great deal more, and

being, strange to say, still a little tired, like the

man who after three dozen of oysters before

dinner did not feel more hungry than before, I

was induced to turn towards the Black Forest, in

search of complete retirement. I knew Baden-

Baden years ago as a quiet little place, with much

beauty of scenery within a reasonable distance,

where the gambling tables were the chief induce-

ment to a few German, Russian, and English

gentlemen to jiass a month or two of the autumn.

I remembered with great satisfaction that I could

there get tolerable comfort, a theatre, a concert,

good music, and sufficient society not to die of

utter extinction. I could dine al fresco, in which
I delight, either alone or with a friend. I could

breakfast in the same way, and smoke my cigar,

and lounge in and out of the town in a shooting-

jacket, as the humour seized me
; or, as I never

gambled myself, I could watch the very extraor-

dinary development of that singular passion in

others, without being elbowed out of society by
my virtuous neighbours. In a word, I had no
doubt that I should find Baden-Baden what my
grandmamma had told mfe it was years ago,

—a

beautiful, quiet, but cheerful little retreat in the

Black Forest.

The reader may imagine, or rather he cannot

imagine, my surprise when I reached this sanctum

of virtuous repose, sui)posed to be slumbering in

its virgin beauty in the lap of surrounding hills

and forests, on the 1st September, 18153. Hyde
Park, the Bois de Boulogne, the Prado at Vienna,
and the Congress at Frankfort, were all come to-

gether in front of the Conversazion's Haus in

Baden-Baden. From twenty diff'erent hotels were

carriages of every sort being ruthlessly turned-—

imperials, valets, lady's-maids, and all, to seek a

more hospitable shelter elsewhere. Chairs and

tables were at a premium, and beds were an im-

possibility. It occurred to one gentleman to hire

a fiacre for the night ; but his rest was a little

disturbed by the necessity of turning out for a

concert, Moli^re's "Misanthrope," and two balls.

They called me fortunate in having previously
secured a room. Whether that is the right term

to apply to me under the circumstances, the

reader shall have an opportunity of judging. On

reaching the rooms, or the allee, where I expected
to have at least three chairs to mj'-self, I found,

with difficulty, standing-room in an immense
crowd of kings, pripces, dukes, counts, barons,

pickpockets, and ladies of all ranks and degrees of

virtue and vice, listening to the strains of Mozart
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and Donizetti. I approached the restaurant,

where I heard hundreds of voices shouting in

every variety, not only of language, but of patois,

for wines which they never got. T neared the

gaming-tables with a hope of making some moral

reflections, or speculating on the advantages of a

private vice as applied to great public benefits :

in other words, as to whether the profits of the

tables were robbed of their sting by the erection

of vast edifices, health-giving springs, and chari-

table distributions. I saw an enormous and hete-

rogeneous mass of people all hustling and pushing
for a place, miserable outsiders waiting with long-

ing eyes for the moment when the front rank
should be cleaned out, and a vacant seat left for

a trial of their own system. For everybody has

a system, of course. I saw reckless joviality,

thoughtless levity, and careless indifference ;
I

heard a curse or two in French, and English, and
some feminine ill-humour at the caprices of fortune

;

but I saw no horrible features of that despair so

graphically described by those whose imagination

jupplies the i)lace of experience. As to the

repose of this charming little watering place, and
;he relaxation so peculiarly associated with its

iistractions, the bare notion of such a thing was
in obvious insult to the genius of the place,
" Baden seems to be very much increased in

the last few years," said I to a portly Frenchman,
.vith a hand full of napoleons, evidently waiting to

prove hia newly-discovered martingale.

"No," answered he, eyeing the croupier, and

;ticking a pin once more through the pink card he
leld in his hand,

"
no, not much ; though there

ire a great many persons here, just now. It is the

ace-week."

Oh, the race-week ! thought I : the race-week
it Baden-Baden, which, to my uninitiated mind,

cpresented something like half a-dozen donkeys
)n Hampstead Heath or the sands at Brighton.
Vftcr all, they can only last a day or two. So,
ibout dinner-time, I returned to my hotel, feeling

hat, for the present, I was not much better off

han at Intcrlachen or Lucerne, where some thou-

and excursion-tickets were manifestly in circula-

ion, and where, by the appearance of some of the

;ompany, they had been evidently treated for at a

educed rate of so much per hundred. I determined,

lowever, upon informing myself unmistakably
m the point ;

so I inquired of the waiter how long

hey were to last.
" Ten days," was the reply.
With a callous indifference I received the intel-

igence.
"
Yes," added he, with a frightful gaiety which

lortrayed a lively sense of the almighty dollar,
' that is the 2nd, the 5th, the 7th, and the 10th ;

>nd on the last day is the grand steeplechase for

0,750 francs,
—

gentlemen-riders."
I f I have a weakness it is to see a foreigner ride

, steeplechase ; and here was an opportunity. I at

mce made up my mind, no inconsiderable parcel,

ind determined to see the thing out. This must
)e a great satisfaction to your readers, Mr.
''ditor.

After an excellent dinner, and some fine old

^toin-wein, which has since produced a fit of the

;(>ut, in a society more remarkable for the frank-

ness of its manner and the variety of its toilettes
than for its decorum or morality, one of the most
beautiful theatres in Europe opened its doors to
receive me. " Le Misanthrope," by M. Bressant
and Madame Arnoidd Plessy, gave me unqualified
satisfaction.

"Music hath charms," &c. &c. I knew this;
and, having a savage breast to soothe, I thought I
would try its effect. Again I was enchanted. The
whole place was redolent of magnificence and
luxury. The rooms through which I passed were
of every variety of French taste, from the Eenaia-
sance to our own times. No article of luxury or
comfort was wanting. T listened to Madame
Lablache de Meric (a da\ighter of our great basso),
to M. Delle-Sedia, and to the exquisite violin of

M. Alard, in a magnificent apartment decorated
with the finest paintings and furniture that can
be conceived; and here, again, I saw the first

nobility of Prussia, Austria, and France, enslaved

by charms which have grown too notorious for

English gallantry. I sighed to think that, with-
out prudery, however safe an English matron

might have found herself in such proximity, the

lovely scenery and the exquisite refinements of

Baden-Baden could not well be participated in by
the daughters of an English home. But this is not
a pleasant subject ;

let us leave it.

And who has done this ?—to whose taste and

enterprise does Baden owe so much ? Benazet,

Benazet, Benazet, is on every lip. M. Benazet
built the theatre, decorated the rooms ; is pro-

prietor of the baths ; engages singers ; supplies
the charities, and establishes the races. M.
Benazet cures the sick, amuses the ennuyfis,
clothes the naked, and feeds the poor. The con-

cert for twenty francs, places reserv6es, was for the

benefit of the hospital ! Truly, M. Benazet is a

great man, and charity will have us say, a good
man too. And M. Benazet is neither more nor
less than the lessee of the gaming tables. Of
course I went to the races—races in the Black

Forest ! Could I resist ? Along the flat road

lying between lines of apple, plum, and lime trees,

through endless gardens of potatoes, Indian corn,

strips of turnip's, and rank grass of the banks of

the Oos, I was drawn by two remarkably well-fed

quadrupeds, driven by a boy in yellow coat, with
a professional bugle, and a long whip which was
not permitted to rust in its socket. The slopes of

the Black Forest, clothed in dark-coloured verdure,
rose from the plains in various shapes, enclosing
the valley with its dark shadows, and relieving an
otherwise monotonous drive. Arrived at Iffetz-

heim, an unpretending village of uneven pavement
and dingy old houses, we turned short round

to the course. The whole was a scene of fairy-

land. The grand stand, and royal stand, and the

Jockey Club stand, were hung with festoons of

gay flowers, and sweetly-scented creepers stole up
the piUars and along the gaily-decorated balconies.

It required the i)ayment of a napoleon for my
ticket, to convince me that I was not in the pri-

vate grounds of some philanthropist, who was

enhancing the pleasures of a dejeCluer by a little

racing. So quiet, so refined, so un-English was

everything connected with the sport itself. There

was no ring ;
no turbulent layer of the odds
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disturbed the charm of the meeting by murder-

ing the Queen's English
—I mean the Emperor's

French—by his "
cinque contre," the Baden ver-

nacular for '* five to one—bar one," or some

equally mj'sterious announcement.
The company was charming, and the popular

element almost ignored in the choice selection of

hats and toilettes tbat at once attracts the

stranger. There was canary-coloured embroidery
on a white ground picked out with crimson, and
a canary-coloured head to match which was sug-

gestive of a crested cockatoo. There was a bloomer

looped up with every colour of the rainbow, and a

mitigated form of Chinese mandarin in the richest of

silks and most flowery of skirts. There were gentle-
men aU blue, and all brown, and all gray, in every
material, from the coarsest brown hoUand to the

most delicate flannel. The details of the scene are

perfectly indescribable : but a North American
Indian might have walked about in his native

costume with impunity ;
and Deerfoot, warpaint,

tomahawk and all, about to start for a ten-

mile run, would have escaped the slightest
observation. The conduct of the company was
as irreproachable as their costumes were re-

markable ; but the repose of which I came in

search was to be found in neither the one nor
the other.

The vulgarities of the race-course—the Careless's

booths, the donkey's importunities, the travelling

musicians, the amateur prize-fighters, the knock-

'em-downs, the Aunt Sallies, the fortune-tellers,
even the dog and the policemen—were replaced by
a few carriages opposite the stand, by some
Austrian and Prussian cavalry practising the

manege, by a Tyrolese rifleman, and by a score

or two of soldiers of divers regiments in the neigh-

bouring stations. Isabella, the first of bovquetieres,

presented roses to her Parisian friends with ineffa-

ble grace. Everything was en amateur, and the

starter and judge had nothing professional about
them but their capability. The former of the two
is some degrees beyond the profession, if the

absence of false starts be any criterion of excel-

lence. Charming music relieved the short but

necessary intervals between the races. Such was
the programme of the four days' sport ;

it con-

trasts favourably with the coarseness, vulgarity,
and inconvenience of an English race- course. On
leaving I was pointedly conducted into the line by
a gentleman in a green uniform and a cocked hat,
whose politeness was endorsed by the aid of a rifle

and a sharp bayonet.
On the 10th I had the satisfaction of witnessing

a German steeplechase. My national pride received
a severe wound. Count Westphalen won on an
excellent mare called Betsy Baker ; his riding
was the theme of even English admiration

;
and

he beat a young Guardsman on Bridegroom, and
the redoubtable Captain Hunt, an eminent per-
former, on our old acquaintance, the Colonel.

I like a few hours out of the twenty-four for

sleep, and I have already said that the usual
distractions of the place sufl[ice to keep one out
of bed till midnight at least. The " Malade Imagi-
naire" of M. Provost, the music of Beethoven,
the cheerful society of the Conversazion's Haus, or
the seductions of play, answer that end sufiiciently.

I was congratulated on my good fortune in having
found a room. Alas ! it was a bedroom, but no

sleeping apartment, "7a;uos dyafios," as Sophocles
hath it. Supposing that I retired to rest at mid-

night. The first two hours seem to have been
devoted to sleep. I say seem, as a sort of euphe-
mism ; for I was sure to be riding a steeple-chase,
or falling down a crevasse, or always winning,
and never being able to remove my stake from
the table. But about two in the morning the
French division invariably returned

; and as my
bedroom had the advantage of lying on the same

floor, I heard the arrival. It was not with muffled
drums that these gallant young gentlemen sought
their quarters. There seemed to be an assault

upon every door but mine : women shrieked, men
laughed, and there was that jabber, or running
fire of unmeaning conversation, so peculiarly
French, kept up throughout the infernal din.
" Dites done, dites done, Alphonse," cries a
woman. "Ah, Voisin! oii est ce cher Voisin ?

"

" C'est 9a." "Parole d'honneur," yells a third,

apropos of nothing, as far as I could make out.
" Diable m'emporte," says a fourth; and a good
devil certainly woiUd have complied with his

request ;
but nobody heeded his adjuration, and

somehow, just as light began to dawn, about four

A.M., the party dissolved itself into its primary
elements, and went somehow. From that time

till six A.M. I was only disturbed by an eccentric

scream, or a banging of doors which announced
a final retreat of some corps of the French army
of invasion.

I am not exacting ;
but from four to six is not

sufficient sleep, at least for a full-grown man of

five feet eleven inches. At that hour the depart-

ing guests were astir, and as the porter made to

descend a remarkably heavy portmanteau carrying

everything contraband under the sun, and as

"boots "in all languages was shouted over the

banisters, and cafe was demanded as loudly

though only in one, I can scarcely be said to have
had a good night. How I longed that the custom-

house officers might get hold of that precious
" malle !" How savagely I prayed that all those

young Frenchmen, with their friends of the

Vari^tes and the Palais Royale, might leave their

money in the hands of M. Benazet for the good of

Baden-Baden ; and how singularly my prayers
were fulfilled ! What a satisfaction I had in

seeing them pay their bills at the hotel by other

bills upon Paris, including a not reluctant loan

from the landlord to carry them on their way.
I was in my first sleep on the road to Nancy :

travelling home by easy stages, but making a

night's journey to Paris, as being cooler and less

liable to intrusion. I sleep remarkably well in a

railroad !

" Bless my soul, what's that ?
" as smash went

something in the next compartment, and a yell
—

Gallic beyond all question—as of a thousand

lunatics, broke the silence of the night.
" Dites

done, dites done, oil est M. Voisin ? Voisin, mon
cher Voisin !

"
Is it possible ? Yes, there they

are again
—

dining. Pat6 de foie gras, and Heaven
knoM's how many bottles of Chambertin ! The
charms of that night : the weary hours, relieved

only at the stations by the hilarious riot of my
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last week's neighbours, whose bottles of Cham-
bertin went flying out of the windows, leaving
their contents in the empty compartment of their

heads. But everything has an end, and when
we reached Paris I sincerely but politely recom-

mended them to God ;
for indeed I hope He will

have them in His keeping, and that it may, for the

present, be at some distance from me.

My journey from that point was simple enough;
and if the douaniers, the commissionaires, the

touts, and the stewards would have allowed me
to rest in peace, I should not have felt so exceed-

ingly tired as I did on my return from my holiday.

They all say peace when there is no peace. A
month's vacation is one of the most fatiguing

things in the world ; and I have returned for the

twentieth time to my ordinary occupations duly

impressed with the infinite labour of taking a

holiday. The fact is, holidays ought to come of

themselves
;
but there is more exertion and fore-

thought required to provide for our recreation

than for our daily bread. Everything is over-

done : Interlachen, Lucerne, Zurich, Baden, once
so charmingly luxurious in their silence and mag-
nificence, or voluptuous repose, have become huge
caravanserais for the English, French, Austrian,

Kussian, and American peoples. The hotels are

all full, the prices are all raised, the wines are

adulterated ;
and at every station of consequence

there is a struggle which is not exceeded by the

graphic descriptions of the terminus on the day of

a '*
slashing fight

"
for the belt. As soon as I

shall have finished this article I shall warm myself
at the fire after the fashion said to be pecuUarly

English, and shall endeavour to think aboat

nothing ;
and I believe it will be of more service

to me than all the wonders which I have not seen
in my month's inquiry after rest.

AN OLD MANSION AT YARMOUTH.

llio Great Chamber.

On the Quay, at Great Yarmouth, in Norfolk,

described in a recent number,* there stands a

house, built in the reign of Queen Elizabeth by
a wealthy merchant named Benjamin Cowper,
who represented that borough in parliament,
when it was the custom, if not the law, for

towns to return resident
"
burgesses," and for

counties to send up veritable "knights." He
was a member of the company of "Merchant

* Soo page 275.

Adventurers "
incorporated by that queen, and

their shield of arms, put up by him, still re-

mains in one of the apartments. It is probable
that he shared in the " rich spoyles

" obtained

from the expeditions fitted out by Raleigh, Drake,
and Norris ;

for Yarmouth supplied these bold

seamen with ships and money, and took an

especial interest in the expedition to Cadiz under

E^sex, who, shortly after his successful exploit,

became High Steward of the borough.
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Be this as it may, Cowper erected a spacious
mansion surrounding tlie four sides of an inner

court, and adorned the panelled apartments with

carvings of great beauty, in the style now so

well known as Elizabethan. To one of the

rooms a peculiar interest is attached, because

there is a tradition, well supported by corrobo-

rative circumstances, that in it the death of

King Charles I. on the scaffold was finally
decided on.

Clarendon tells us, that after the uufoi-tunate

monarch had been brought to Hampton Court,
and the army had mastered the parliament," there were many secret consults what to do
with the king ;" the Independents being of

opinion that ' '

they should never be able to settle

a new form of government whilst he lived." It

is certain that a secret conference of great im-

portance was held in the chamber above alluded

to, by some of the friends and adherents of

CromAvell, and many of the leading officers of

the army. The apartment in which it took

place is on the first tioor, having three windows
looking upon the Quay. It is thirty feet long by
eighteen feet wide. The walls are panelled from
floor to ceiling, and richly adorned with carved
work. At one end is a chimney-piece of massive
but elegant design, profusely and exquisitely carved.
The ceiling is enriched by projecting mouldings,
with pendant bosses at the intersections, and the

compartments into which it is divided are orna-
mented with fruits and flowers, among which the

rose, the grape, and the pomegranate jiredominate.
At the time of which we are speaking this

house was in the possession of John Carter, an

acknowledged leader of the Independents, and a
firm adherent of Cromwell, with whose family
his own became intimately connected by mar-

riage.* Carter was one of the bailiffs or chief

magistrates at Yarmouth, when the town declared
for the Parliament. He immediately concerted
measures to put it into a state of defence, raised a

regiment of militia, of which he undertook the

command, subscribed the Solemn League and
Covenant, and greatly influenced the municipal
counsels during that great national struggle, which
ended in the defeat and imprisonment of the

king.
Let us imagine the conference.
At an oaken table in this long and somewhat

gloomy apartment, the door of which was strictly

guarded, sat the determined owner of the house,
dressed in the buff jerkin which is still religiously
preserved. Beside him was the Recorder, Miles

Corbet, an astute lawyer and resolute partizan,
ready and willing to sit in judgment on his sove-

reign, and to send him to an ignominious death.
William Burton, another burgess and leading elder

(whose son married a daughter of Desborough,
and whose name was, at the Restoration, ordered
to be erased from all piiblic documents), was pro-
bably there, with Bendish and some others

; whilst
on the other side sat Ireton, Cromwell's son-in-
law ; Desborough, his brother-in-law, a stern

republican ; Fleetwood and Bradshaw ; Bark stead,
whose regiment had garrisoned the toAvu ; Scroope,

* Carter's son married a daughter of General Ireton, Crom-
well'B son in-law.

who had previously been sent to Yarmouth by the
Committee of Parliament ; and Goffe, who, with

Burton, afterwards represented the town in the

parliament of the Commonwealth. These men
deliberated upon the crimes committed by the

king against the liberties of the people, des-

canted upon the dissatisfaction of the army,
iirged the impossibility of trxisting to any engage-
ment entered into by the king, and insisted that

any compromise would end in their own destruc-

tion.

The siibject was, however, too weighty a one to

be slightly disposed of. It was a grave matter,

especially in those days, to talk about killing a

king ! The debate was consequently an animated
and protracted one. At what hour this momen-
tous conference commenced we are not informed,
but we are told that the dinner which had been
ordered at four o'clock, was put off from time to

time till eleven o'clock at night. Those who had
been so long in conference then came down- stairs,

took a hasty repast, and immediately departed,
some for London and others for the quarters of

the army.
A commission was soon afterwards issued for

the trial of the king. We all kiiow that he
refused to plead to the "pretended High Court
of Justice." Nevertheless, he was condemned

;

and Bradshaw, Cromwell, Ireton, Fleetwood,

Barkstead, Scroope, Goffe, and Corbet, with

many others, signed the warrant for his exe-

cution.

We present our readers with an engraving of

the room in which this conference was held. The
house is now the property and residence of Charles
J. Palmer, Esq., F.S.A., who some years since

published, for private distribution, forty engraved
illustrations of it.

"AT SEMPAOH."

Fields, where the tillage is not wholly man's—
Wherein the sturdy mower whets her scythe
And the plough-maiden drives her languid team
O'er purple slopes, with many a fair-hair'd gang
Of girls that ply the mattock and the hoe.
Or blithely move beneath such wondrous loads
As unaccustom'd manhood may not bear

;

Such fields, such valleys, the stupendous Alps,
Strong virgins of the desert, well may guard,
And freedom bless with rare tranquillity.
For these are women of heroic type.
The mothers of unconquerable men :

They are no timid darlings, who delight
To ape the unmeaning fashions of the rich,

Or, rich themselves, to frolic life away ;

But in serene equality of strength,
And unobtrusive and laborious love

That helps abroad and cherishes at home.
They dwell beside their husbands and their sires,

And please, because they know not they are ftiir :

Soil'd on the surface, haply (if the touch
Of honest earth, and such delicious hues
As sunshine gives, and health, he stains indeed),
But in themselves, as pure as the blue heart

Of those deep glaciers, broadening from on high,
That glide and glide, until they melt below

In streams that charm with music all the dale.

Arthtjk J. MUNBT.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCEIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPK

CHAPTEK XIII. COKPOKAL TENDA.

It was with a very bad appetite that Beppo
sat down to the attorney's table. Nor was the

information that Signer Sandro had to communi-
cate to him respecting the other great object of

his visit to the city at all more consoling to him
than that which had already made life seem not

worth having to him since that morning. If the

conscription had simply involved getting knocked
on tbe head and put out of his pain at once, he
felt as if he could have been quite contented to

draw Number One !

The news which the attorney had to give him,
indeed, confirmed all the worst fears of the poor
fellows whom he left at Santa Lucia, anxiously

awaiting the tidings that he would bring back
from the city. The conscription was not merely
threatened ; it was certain. It was not for next

year, but for this. The day for the drawing had
not been appointed for Fano yet ;

but it would be

very shortly known, and would certainly be not

longer than a fortnight after the completion of the

communal lists. His brother Carlo was exempt ;

but he, Beppo, was as surely liable as any man in

the district ;
—" and it is not very easily that

they will let a fellow of your inches out of their

clutches, my friend, if you once get into them,"
added the attorney.

" One can but take one's chance !

"
said Beppo,

striving to put the best face on the matter that

he could. " After all, the chance is in one's

favour."

"Well, yes, as far as equal chances go, it's in

your favour, of course
; but the devil of it is that

these Signori Uffizicdi are bent upon getting the
likeliest men. And if the draft were for a

hundred, say, and you drew number two hundred,
I should be sorry to insure yaw I

"

"
Why, how can that be, Signor Sandro ? If a

man is not fairly drawn, he cannot be taken, I

suppose !

"

"Aha! fairly drawn! That's all very well!
But it is not every man who is fit to serve !

There is the medical examination ! Ever so many
are sure to be rejected ! Then, as I tell you, they
make all sorts of excuses to reject the smaller and
weaker men, in order to get a chance of laying
hold of a fellow like you. I suppose you can't

make out that you have got anything the matter
with you ?

"
said the attorney, with a laugh."

Oh, yes, he has !

"
put in little Lisa ; "he has

got a sore heart ; and I am sure that is a very bad

complaint. He has a very sore heart ever since I

have been telling him all about la Ginlia !

"

"
Oh, if that's his complaint, it's likely enoixgh

to get worse instead of getting better," said the

attorney, afTecting to give a low whistle, and turn
his eyes up to the ceiling, as if that was a dull

matter, about which the less was said the better.

" Why, what is there to be said against la

GiuUa ?
" said Beppo, almost fiercely.

"
Against her ? Oh, nothing ! nothing at all ! I

never say anything against anybody. But it may
be that all the world is not equally prudent or

equally indulgent."
"Come now, papa," said Lisa, "you know

there is nothing to be said against poor Giulia, at

all. Of course it cannot be expected that such a

girl as Giulia should not be admired !

"

"
Well, it may be so, of course. And some men

may have no objection to take \ip with a girl who
has been flirted with by half the town, and talked of

by the whole of it. Others may not like it. It's a

matter of taste. If I was a young fellow in a re-

spectable and good position, the head of my family—to be so one day, at least—and looked up to by
all the country, I should not like to make a girl

my wife who had gone through that sort of thing.

Girls are easily spoilt ;
—and the handsomest

perhaps the quickest."
" Tell me the truth, now, as an old friend,

Signor Sandro !

"
said Beppo, piteously, while the

big drops of perspiration gathered on his brow ;

" do you mean that la Giulia has got herself talked

about in a way—^that—that a good girl should

not ?
"

"
Well, my dear friend, it is a difficult question

to answer ! It is hard to say what a good girl may
do, and what she may not. I don't wish to be

severe. I dare say la Giulia is a very good girl,

as girls in her position are,—a very good girl.

But she has been very much—admired, we will

say. She has been a good deal spoken of. Men
will speak of such things in a tone like this. No
doubt la Giulia has had her head turned a little !

Che vuola ? No doubt it would have been better

if she had kept this Corporal Tenda—I think they
call him—more at a distance. Still there is no

great harm in it all ! Only that if I, as a man who
has some knowledge of the world, and as an old

friend of the family, were asked for my advice in

the matter of choosing a wife for your father's

son,—why I should not pitch upon Giulia Vanni.

Girls of her sort make the most charming sweet-

hearts in the world. But a good wife is another

sort of article !

"

Beppo knew perfectly well that the attorney
had a motive for saying all this. He knew per-

fectly well what that motive was. Nevertheless

it gave him exqxiisite pain to hear it. Did not

what had fallen from Lisa, who had no such mo-

tive, but quite the contrary, confirm it ? Worse

than all, did not the evidence of his own eyes

vouch for the truth of a good deal of it ? He

dreaded, yet longed for an interview with her. If

only he could have heard her disculpate herself.

He would believe every word she said. That ho

was quite determined on. Did Giulia ever lie ?

VOL. IX. B B No. 2.32.
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He would believe lier in preference to all the

calumnious tittle-tattle tongues in the city. If

only she would say that—that—that—she loved

Lim, Beppo Vanni, in short ; that was, in point of

fact, the exculpation that he thirsted to hear from
her own lips !

Signer Sandro, if he had effected nothing else

by his insinuations, had effectually destroyed the

convivial capabilities of his guest. Beppo sat

moody and silent, and could not be induced to

drink, when the cheese and fruit were placed upon
the table. The attorney made one or two hos-

pitably-meant attempts to induce him to do so,

but finding it of no avail, he said :

"Well, Signer Beppo, if you will not drink any
more wine, 1 shall take my siesta ! If you like to

do the same, make yourself at home. And if you
like to take Lisa to the passeggiata afterwards, I

have no doubt she will be well pleased. You will

find me in my study when you come back
;
and if

you will look in for a moment before you mount,
I will give you a line to take to your good father

from me. A rivederla !
"

As soon as ever Lisa and Beppo were left alone

together, Lisa said :

"Kow, Beppo, you must not mind a word of

all papa was saying. It is all stuff and nonsense.
You know what he has got in his head,—more
stuff and nonsense still. Don't you believe a word
of it !

"

" But when I saw that corporal with my own
eyes, Lisa !

"

'« Saw the corporal ! What of that ? Do you
think Giulia is going to shut herself up as if she

was a nun, for you ;
and you never to come near

her for weeks and weeks ? But, I tell you she

don't care a fig's end for the corporal ! Just you
see her, and it will all come right !

"

• ' How am I to see her, Lisa ?
" asked Beppo, in

a very piteous tone.

'How? Why come to fa Dossi's house, now
directly, with me, to be sure !

"

"
oh, Lisa ! and if that corporal is still there ?

"

" That is just what you must go for. Signer
Beppo ! You must go and see for yourself that

there is nothing at all serious between Giulia

and Corporal Tenda. And, besides that, you
must go, to let Giulia know that you are think-

ing of her. You have stayed away too long.
What do you suppose Giulia would feel if she

heard that you had been to Fane, and gone away
without so much as making any attempt to see

her ! I know what I should feel if Captain Brilli

treated me in such a way. Why, she would be

justified in taking up with the corporal or anybody
else out of sheer despair, she would. Most likely,"
continued Lisa,improvingupon the idea which had

only that instant come into her head for the first

time, "most likely it's merely that which has led

her to encourage the corporal at all,
—if she has

encouraged him, which I, for one, don't believe.

But you must not think that if you don't do

your duty by poor Giulia, the corporal won't
make the most of it to her. Of course he will.

And small blame to him ! If he should hear—
as of course he will hear—that you have been
to Fano, and never been near her, he will make
a pretty story of it to her

;
—and then—there's

no saying what a girl may do in such a case as

that !

"

We know that little Lisa had her own reasons
for being determined to pay a visit that afternoon,
while her father was enjoying his siesta, to her
friend Signora Dossi. Nevertheless it cannot be
denied that her arguments were sound ; unless in-

deed Beppo were minded to give up the matter

altogether ; and once or twice the vision of that

corporal at Giulia's side, on the church-steps, and
of her manner, as she listened to him, as it re-

curred to his mind, almost made him wish to do
so. The words of Signer Sandro, too, had not
been without their effect, even though he knew
that the counsel given was interested. For the
well-to-do contadino is very sensitive to the voice

of his public in matters of the sort. It would not

be well for Vanni of Bella Luce to take home a

wife who had been the town-talk of all Fano !

That was true, let what woiild be the attorney's
motive for saying it. It was true ! and he was

mad, and miserable, and infatuated ! He could

not give up Giulia, however much his reason might
be convinced that it were better that he should

do so. He could not do it. Give her up ! He
knew at the bottom of his heart, all the time

that he was irresolutely hesitating whether he
should consent to go with liisa or not, that

he would rather give up his life than give her

up. And then he thought over all the incidents
—the things spoken and the things done—under

the cypress-tree, in the path between Bella Luce
and Santa Lucia ;

and his anger was forgotten,

and his heart yearned towards her
;
and he would

forgive her everything—if only she would be

forgiven !

' '

Come, Signer Beppo !
—come along ! You can

at all events come with me as far as the door of

Palazzo Bollandini. We can talk of your going in

or not by the way. Any way it's as well to be

walking as sitting here. Come along !

"

So—merely out of civility to la Lisa, and be-

cause he could not help himself, he put on his hat

and accompanied her.

It had seemed to Beppo in the morning that the

Palazzo Bollandini was a long way off from Signor
Sandro Bertoldi's house—very much further that

it now appeared ! Perhaps he had not come the

shortest way in the morning. Perhaps the differ-

ence was due to the different attitude of his own
mind. He had made very small progress towards

determining what he would do when he got there,

when he found himself with Lisa before the huge
portal of the palace ;

and he recognised, with a

shudder, the church front and the steps where

that horrid vision of Giulia and the Bersaglieri cor-

poral had blasted his eyes.
Lisa entered the great gateway, and tripped up

the huge staircase without pausing a second to

give Beppo time to think what he should do. She

skipped up the stairs to the primo piano, and he

had nothing for it but to run up after her. She

seized the little bit of scarcely visible twine—
knowing right well exactly where to look for it—
while he was lost in awe and wonderment at the

grandeur of the place he had entered, and rung
as vigorous a peal as the little bell-pull would

execute.
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"But, Signora Lisa," remonstrated Beppo ;

" I think—"

But they had not to wait for the opening of the

door so long this time as when Giulia and Signor
Sandro had stood before it, for they were lighter
feet which went across the huge hall to admit
them.

While Beppo's hesitating remonstrances were

yet on his lips, the door was opened by Giulia

herself.

It was of course the most natural thing in the

world that it should be so
;
but the possibility of

it had never entered into Beppo's head for an
instant. Probably the truth was, that he hardly
realised the fact that that huge and magnificent
door was absolutely the private entrance to the

dwelling in which Giulia resided, but rather had
an idea that a whole nest of homes would be
found within it, in the furthermost penetralia of

some one of which she would be at length reached.

And when the tall door opened, and there, framed
in the marble door-case, stood before him the figure
of his enchantress, more beautiful than ever, set

off with a hundred little town coquetries,
—trans-

muted, glorified, but still unmistakeably the

Giulia whose eyes had made the Bella Luce light
deserve its name, and whose absence made all dark
there. He was as much taken aback and rooted

to the spot with speechless amazement as if he
had suddenly met her at the antipodes.
He certainly had never seen her look so

beautiful as she looked at that moment ; and all—
his own bitter agony, and the stinging insinuations

of the attorney—would have been forgotten and

forgiven on the spot, but for a withering sight
that met his eyes as they looked beyond her into

the space of the huge hall. There, immediately
behind her, stood the odious, the intolerable

corporal. He had evidently either been alone

with her in the vast hall, or stuck to her so

inseparably that he had accompanied her across it

to open the door.

Beppo's eyes glared with rage and indignation ;

and assuredly his whole appearance was very little

like that of one meeting an old friend, to say
nothing of an old love, with pleasure.

GiiUia, too, was to a certain degree moved, and
to a certain degree embarrassed by the presence
of the corporal at her skirts and in her con-
science. But when was ever a woman embarrassed
imder circumstances of the kind, let their

difficulty be what it may, as a man is embar-
rassed.

Giulia's blood rushed to her face and neck, but
she did not lose for an instant either her faculty
of speech or her presence of mind ; nor did her
voice shake, as she said :

"
Ah, Signora Lisa I Buon giorno ! huona

fesla ! We have been expecting you !

"

(Lisa stood nearest to the door, and Beppo's tall

figure was seen over and behind her
; therefore it

was natural to address her first.
)" Buon (jiorno ! Signor Beppo ! Are they all well

at Bella Luce ? We did not expect to see you to-

day."
Lisa had at once stepped into the hall

; and was
greeting the corporal in the style of an old

acquaintance, leaving Giulia face to face with

Beppo, who was still standing gaping, and almost

gasping, on the landing-place outside the door-

way.
•'
Signor Caporale," said she, turning to the cor-

poral, after she had paused half-a-minute with the

door in her hand, waiting for Beppo to enter,
"will you have the kindness to await my cousin

Beppo Vanni's decision whether he will come in

or not. I must go and take la Signorina Lisa to

la padrona."
And 80 saying she turned away to cross the

hall, leaving Beppo and the corporal face to face.

Lisa tried to throw an encouraging and inviting

glance to poor Beppo, over her shoulder
; but

was obliged to hurry off with Giulia across the

hall.

Beppo had a very good mind to turn on his

heel without saying a word, shake the dust off

his feet as a testimony against the abominable
house he was in, and turn his back on it and
Giulia for ever ! Forgive her ? No ! he never,
never could forgive her ! It was monstrous ! It

was loathsome !

He had a very good mind to turn his back and
walk away,—but he did not do it ! For it was

beyond his power.
"So you are Signor Beppo Vanni, are you?"

Come in, comrade, come in ! the more the

j

merrier !

"
said Corporal Tenda, after the two

men had remained staring at each other for a
minute without speaking ;

—Beppo looking scared

and savage, and the corporal perfectly self-pos-

[

sessed and perfectly good-humoured.
Coqwral Tenda was a model corporal of Ber-

saglieri, small, light-made, wiry, active, with a

shrewd, good-tempered, bright, sunburnt face, a

frank, bold blue eye, and a bush of short, crisp,

curly brown hair
;
—a dangerous man for a rival

in the good graces of a high-mettled girl, though
not comparable either in face or in person to the

handsome, stalwart, classical-featured Ilomagnole.
But if his limbs were nimbler than those of the Her-

culean-proportioned Beppo, his wit was far more so.

A ready wit is not generally the distinguishing
characteristic of the Piedmontese ; and Corporal
Tenda was a native of that province ; doubtless of

a stock deriving its origin as well as its name
from the little mountain village which gives its

well-known appellation to the picturesque Alpine

pass between Nice and Turin. The corporal was,
as Lisa had said,

—and as has been by no means
an uncommon case since Italy has needed all her

stoutest arms and hearts in the ranks of her

defenders — of a social position in his own
country somewhat higher than that which he
held (only provisionally, the corporal trusted) in

the army. He was a man of some little educa-

tion, of far more than poor Beppo could boast ;

and was, though a Piedmontese, a sharp, clever

fellow. He was, moreover, a thoroughly good,
honest-hearted little man

;
and though he had

abundance of the military tendency to look down
on the entire race of bumpkins, and quite a suffi-

ciency of the provincial Piedmontese assumption
of superiority to the inhabitants of the other

provinces of Italy, yet any man who came into

relationship of any kind with Corporal Tenda,
and showed himself in that relationship to be a
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man of honour and character, was sure to he

treated by him as he deserved.
* ' You know my name, then ?

"
said Beppo,

who had so far obeyed the corporal's invitation as

to come just sufficiently far across the door-sill as

to make it possible for the latter to close the door

behind him. He had done so because he did not

know what else to do. And now he stood moodily
measuring his smart li,ttle enemy from head to

foot, thinking how easy it would be to pitch him
out of one of those great windows into the street,

and how much he should like to do it. It no
more came into his head to be personally afraid

of the corporal, than he woiild have been of a

little terrier who barked at his heels. But he was
much afraid of his uniform. The contadino mind
stands in great and habitual awe of the military.
For all that, Beppo would have been very glad to

pick a quarrel with him ; though he had a vague
idea that to strike or resist such an embodiment
of the forza puhhlica woidd ipso facto subject him
to be shot kneeling on his own coffin. But he
felt as if he should rather like to be kneeling on
his coffin than not, especially if Giulia could be

compelled to witness his fate, and to know that

he had incurred it by fighting to defend her from
all snares, corporals, and other emissaries of the

evil one. But Corporal Tenda did not seem to

intend to give him any opportimity of entering on
such a desperate course of conduct.

" Know your name. Signer Vanni !

"
said he

;

" Altro ! I should think so. per Bacco ! Who
does not know the name of Vanni? Your lord-

ship shares it with the divinest girl in aU Romagna
—in all Italy, I should say !

"

' ' My business here was to see my cousin

Giulia," said Beppo, scowling more blackly than
ever. ' ' My father is in some sort responsible for

—for her safety
—and—and the decency of her

conduct."
" Hah ! Yoii come armed with parental autho-

rity, eh ?
" and the corporal winked in the most

provokingly intelligent manner and the most per-
fect good humour as he spoke. "Pray walk in,

and permit the Signorina Giulia to crave your
blessing. It will be, I doubt not, supremely
satisfactory to her ! Allow me to do the honours
of this poor mansion !

" continued the corporal,

waving bis hand, as he spoke, with the mock
airs of a host, and bowing low to Beppo as he
motioned him to precede him.

" My cousin is but a poor servant in this house,"

growled Bei>po, while his mind was distracted

from what he was saying by a desire rapidly be-

coming xmcontrollable to spring on the accursed

corporal, and strangle him then and there. ** If

she is disengaged, I might speak a few words to

her before I leave the city ; if not, it does not

matter,—not the least in the world. Perhaps I

had better not disturb her !

"

'^ Come ! Vipare! Can you dream of it? A
nice kind of guardian and protector you are for a

young girl. Oh—6 ! Signora Giulia !
" he cried

out, raising his voice till it echoed again in the

large empty hall ;

" here's Signer Beppo yearning
to give you his fatherly blessing ; but he is in

such a hurry just now to be off that, if yoii do
not come oiit for it directly, he will carry it off

straight back to the hills with him. Oh—g,

Signora Giulia !

"

" Hush—h—h !

"
cried Giulia, running out from

the inner rooms, and holding up her hand with a

warning gesture ;
"are yoii mad, Signer Caporale,

to make such a noise as that ? Don't you know
that la padrona is taking her siesta ?

"

La padrona was taking her siestxi ! And Giulia
had been alone, then, with this animal of a pro-

fligate corporal ! thought Beppo to himself. It

was too bad—too barefaced ! Thank God he had
come into the city, and made himself acquainted
with the truth ! Thank God he had escaped

wrecking his heart on a worthless girl ! Escaped ?

Poor Beppo groaned inwardly as the word re-

turned to his mind in the guise of a question.

They had not been absolutely tSte-a-tSte, how-

ever, he thought. For he supposed that Captain
Brilli must be in the house somewhere. Lisa
had vanished into the inner penetralia, and no
doubt knew of the captain's whereabouts.
The fact was that the attorney's daughter and

her lover were at that instant discussing all the

chapter of their hopes and fears in a delicious

tUe-a-tete in la Dossi's vacant sitting-room.
" How could I think about siestas or anything

else, when your estimable guardian here was

talking of leaving the house without seeing you,

gentilissima Signora Giulia ?
"

said the corporal,

adding action with both hands, as he stood a
few yards from Beppo on the paved floor of the
vast hall, and affecting to speak in a voice of

urgent remonstrance.
" My guardian !

"
said Giulia, tossing her head.

" I made no such claim," said Beppo, sulkily;
" I should be very sorry to assume such an
office."

" Come to see that the young lady conducted
herself decently, on behalf of her family, if I

understand your worship aright," said the cor-

poral, skipping into a new rhetorical attitude as

he spoke.
" I said," replied Beppo, stammering and turn-

ing very red, "that—my father—and mother—
would—would be glad to hear that my cousin

Giulia was—was—was going on well. I leave it

to her to judge how far they will be satisfied

with my report !

"

Giulia's eyes flashed at this, and the lightning
was instantaneously followed by the thunderbolt.

"There is nobody at Bella Luce," she said,

"to whom my conduct is of the slightest im-

portance. There is one way only in which I

could grieve the heart of Signer Paolo Vanni, and
in that way he may rest very sure 1 shall never

afflict him !

"

Corporal Tenda saw with undisguised admi-

ration, and Beppo with an agony made up of a

sense of self-blame conflicting with burning indig-
nation and ardent love for his cousin, how much
scorn could look beautiful in Giulia's eyes as she

spoke those last words—words which Beppo but

too well ixnderstood.
' ' Diavolo ! If family matters of delicacy have

to be discussed—if the lady has confidences to

make to her father-confessor, allow me to suggest
the privacy of a confessional !

"
said the corporal,

waving his hand towards the old sedan-chair in a
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distant comer of the hall;
"

it would be impos-
sible to desire better accommodation for the

purpose."
" Don't be a fool, Signor Caporale," said Giulia,

as gravely as she could, but darting a laughing

glance out of the corner of her eye at the corporal,

as she spoke, which Beppo caught in transitu, and
which formed perhaps the heaviest item in all the

long bill against her, scored up in his much-
lacerated heart. " If you choose to walk in,

Signor Beppo," she continiied, in a milder tone,

though still very haughty— for she had been

grievously offended by that ill-judged slip of the

tongue which poor Beppo had been guilty of in

the excess of his embarrassment and ill-humour in

speaking to the corporal, and which the latter had
so remorselessly turned to the utmost account—
"if you choose to walk in I shall be happy to

present you to la Signora Dossi, as soon as she

wakes."
She spoke coldly and haughtily ;

but there was
a feeling at her heart, due perhaps in some degree
to the intensity of the misery which was legible in

Beppo's handsome face, which prompted her to

accompany her words with a look—not precisely
of tenderness, and still less of pleading ; but cer-

tainly of reconciliation and invitation. It was but

momentary, however, and Beppo was either too

slow to see it or too angry to heed it.

" I do not see that I could be of any use in

coming in," said he, gloomily ;

*' I should only in-

terfere with the pleasant party assembled here.

Besides I must be starting for Bella Luce, and I

can easily understand that you are in no hurry for

la Signora Dossi to wake !

"

The last words were accompanied by a look of

indignant and bitter reproach at Giulia.
'* As you please, Signor Beppo !

"
said she,

at once turning on her heel, and going towards
the door of the inner rooms; "Signor Caporale,"
she added, as she crossed the hall,

** will you
kindly open the door for ray cousin. I wish you
a pleasant ride home, Signor Beppo !

"

And with those words she vanished ; and in-

stantly an immense and poignant repentance of

his refusal of her invitation fell upon Beppo. He
felt as if he would have given worlds to recall it,

if only for the gratification of his burning curio-

sity to know what would pass between her and
the corporal during the remainder of la Dossi's

siesta,
—if only to protect her, ungrateful as she

was, against that base and unprincipled wretch.
Protect her ! How could he protect her ? He
away at Bella Luce, and she with evidently all

sorts of opportunities of meeting him as often as

she pleased. And was he not already on terms of

intimacy with her such as Beppo had never been
able to attain, and that in a few weeks ? and he
had worshipped her, and lived imder the same
roof with her for years.
He turned slowly towards the door, with a

hell of contending passions seething in his heart,

—rage, bitter self-contempt, indignation, hatred,
horrible jealousy, and desperate and unquenchable
love.

Yes, love, after all, through all, and above all.

He told his heart that he despised her, and cast
her off, and hated her : and his heart knew that

he lied, and loved her at the very momen as

desperately as ever.

"Well, don't look so black about it, friend

Beppo," said the corporal as he opened the door

for him. " It seems that the young lady does

not value the paternal blessing so much as I had

supposed. Try her another way, next time."
" I want no next time," said Beppo. "It is

not likely that I shall trouble your fun here

another time."
' '

Well, we must try not to break our hearts. I

won't answer for mine, for it's a very tender one,"
said the corporal, placing his hand on the organ in

question, and bowing low as Beppo passed the

door. "
I dare say we shall meet again though,

for all that," he added, looking with a soldier's

eye after Beppo as he went slowly down the great
staircase

; "meantime, huon viaggio, d rivederlo."

And Corporal Tenda shut the door after him
with undiminished good humour.

It is so easy for a man to keep his good temper
under such circumstances.

Beppo walked away through the streets, now
filling with people in their holiday trim, for it was

just the hour of the -passeggiata, feeling as if he
had been stunned and was reeling. He never

thought of returning to Signor Sandro's house for

the letter the attorney had asked him to carry to

his father
;
but found his way somehow or other

unconsciously to the osteria at which he had left

his horse, and ordered it to be brought out to him
with a manner and voice that made the lame

ostler, whose lameness had recently become so

valuable a possession, say to a bystander, as he
rode off :

" There's another that's been baulked in

his hopes of getting a substitute. Wait awhile,
and you'll see plenty more faces like that in

Fano !

"

Beppo let his nag choose his own pace, and find

his own way back to Bella Luce. The old horse

had no doubt on either point- He quietly saiui-

tered along the well-known road, and never dii-

turbed his master's deep reverie till he came to a
full stop at his own stable-door.

The lights seemed to be all out in the farm-
house

;
for it was much beyond the';usual bed'

time of the inmates. Beppo, still moving as if

in a dream, put his horse into the stable, took

off his saddle
;
and then, after standing awhile

gazing sadly into the distant moonlight far down
the valley, heaved a deep sobbing sigh, and turn-

ing away from the house towards the path lead-

ing to the village, walked straight to the great

haJf-way cypress in the middle of the path.
There he flung himself on the turf at his length,

and burst, great strong man as he was, into a

passionate fit of tears.

When these had in some degree calmed the

storm that was raging in bis heart and brain, he
set himself to think over every word, every accent,

every gesture of the last meeting on that spot
between him and Giulia. He would fain have

found some motive of excuse, some possibility of

explanation, from the comparison of her words,
and conduct then with what be had seen and

I

heard that day. But each well-remembered look
i and phrase seemed to him only to make her

I present conduct appear the more odious, the more
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hideously inconsistent. False, false, false, as hell !

" No love, no love !

" she had cried in the bitter-

ness of her heart. "I liate them! I hate all

men !

"

Oh, what a wreath of bitter, bitter scorn sate on

Beppo's usually inexpressive lips, as he recalled

the words !

All thought of the conscription seemed to have

gone far, far away into the background, as if it

appertained to some distant matter
;
but still his

mind would go over and over again the scene of

that last night ; and still the tender feelings

which, despite his reason, would fill his eyes with
tears at the thoughts of it, were alternated with
the hot fit of burning rage and shame, and scath-

ing jealousy, as he recalled those other memories
of the morning.
And so passed the hours, till the morning

Ave Maria from the tower of the neighbouring
church of Santa Lucia recalled him to the neces-

sity of reporting himself at home, and commenc-

ing with his father and brother the morning's
task.

(To he continued.)

THE BOUSING OF THE NATIONS.

We are within a few months of fifty years from
the date of the grand consultation of Monarchs
and States, out of which grew the Treaties of

1815 ; and we find ourselves invited to share in

another consultation of the same kind, in order to

the formation of a new set of Treaties, and a fresh

division of the territory of Europe. From what-
ever point of view such an incident is regarded,
it is one of extreme seriousness ; and to be living
in a time which admits of such a proposal is either

a great blessing or a great curse. It is this last

truth which is uppermost in my mind in begin-

ning to speak of the French Emperor's proposal
of a Congress ; and it is of this that I am about
to speak. The Congress had been so generally
discussed within a week of its being proposed that

there is nothing fresh to be said here
;
and before

w?hat T now write will be read new circumstances

will certainly have arisen, and it is even possible
that the question of Congress or no Congress may
be formally settled. I therefore leave that specu-
lation on one side, and look in the direction in

which so many eyes are turned,—that of observa-

tion of the state of mind of the peoples and the
rulers of those countries which are animated or

perplexed by hope or fear of change.
There is no question of the benefit and blessing

of a thorough rousing of the spirit of a people in

any case of self-defence. The holiness of a war
of defence against invasion is nowhere denied :

and the fervid glow of conscience and the keen

joy of sympathy which sustain the spirits of

patriotic men and women in times of sincere

political revolution, mark the crisis as one of

great dignity and charm, and the period as

one in which it is a privilege to live. Such
a time is the present, to not one but several

of the nations of the world : and the most in-

teresting point in the grand procession of pheiio-
mena now on its march is the expression of coun-

tenance of the persons and groups which compose
it. From that expression we must derive what-
ever we can know of how far each people and each
ruler is prepared to use the opportunity of the
hour.

France claims to be the leading and guiding
Power of Europe,—if not of the world. How ia

France faring in this crisis ?

On the whole, surely not well. The opportunity
of the last ten years might have been used for

repairing the evils of a baulked revolution, and
of the ignoble government which had preceded and
caused it. When the agricultural interest was
sinking in a slough of poverty ; when the popula-
tion of the country was stationary or declining ;

when peace and indiistrial prosperity Avere de-

manded by all the symptoms of the suffering body
politic,

—the contrary treatment was tried first.

The Emperor who now proposes to settle all the

quarrels of Europe in his own capital has made
four wars quite spontaneously in ten years. He
revived the quarrel about the Holy Places

; and
went into the Crimean war,—breaking it off before

it was finished, against the will of his allies, and
made his own private and special friendship with
Russia on that ground, immediately after. He
went to war with Austria, of his own will and

pleasure, on behalf of Italy,
—

breaking that off,

also, before it was finished, and making a special

friendship of his own with the Pope, on the ground
of having done so before Rome was swallowed up.
As for the Italians,—he broke his promise of

liberating Italy from sea to sea : he retained for

Austria one x'rovince, and for the Pope another,

by menace of war : he laid hands on Nice and

Savoy, and, in yet more flagrant defiance of

treaties, on portions of neutral territory, by which
Switzerland is laid open to intrusion in the way
from which it was supposed to be protected by
the treaties which the French Emperor now holds

up to the world as worn-oiit instruments.

Here are two wars : others have been threatened
in Europe from year to year, and almost from
month to month ; and two have been undertaken
in other continents : in Cochin China in the far

East, and Mexico in the West, besides some
smaller quarrelsome proceedings in half-a-dozen

other places
—on divers coasts and in various seas.

How far the French people generally ever

approved of any one of these wars, and breaches

of promises, and violations of treaties, the world
does not and cannot know, for the plain reason

that the French people themselves do not know.
Their self-styled champion of peoples and leader of

civilisation and progress does not permit the
citizens to confer, to speak, to print, to be really

represented in what is called their Chamber, or

to know and understand anything of public affairs

that he can keep from them. He has given them

something else instead—employment of the trades

of Paris, for which the nation i)ays ;
and paternal

management of their affairs, social, domestic, and

personal, which, saving them thought and trouble,
has left them helpless and dependent ;

and free-

trade, as far as they would accej)t it, which has
been a true and unmixed blessing to them through
their industry. After ten years so spent, what is

the result which he has to show in support of
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his pretension to preside over tlie destinies of

Eurojje ?

The population of the country is now not only

stationary but declining. The stature of the

young manhood of the country has so deteriorated

that the standard for conscripts, reduced more
than once before, is again lowered. The agri-
culture of France is in greater contrast than
ever with that of advancing countries,—not for

Want of incitement and encouragement by
Government, but because the army is recruited

from the peasant class, and the refuse of that

order, unfit for military service, are left behind to

till the soil. In this way, above all, does France
need continuous peace and reduction of armies.

Paris is like a new city. It is a matter of

opinion whether the gain in genuine beauty is

great : but there is no question of the vast power
which a military government has thus acquired
over and, if need be, against the citizens. As for

the rest, the increase of wealth in the whole

country and the pressure of poverty seem to have

kept company. The dearness of food and shelter

is such as may well alarm a government which
dreads revolution. Credit is in an artificial and

fluctuating state : the finances are presented under
a mask, because the features are terribly ugly :

the Cochin China war, and the climate there, have
been abundantly expensive ; but the whole con-

cern is a trifle in comparison with the Mexican

enterprise. There is no appearance of success in

that enterprise, while its costs and sacrifices go
on,—happily without the complicity of the people
of France. Abroad, France is not regarded at all

aff'ectionately. The Emperor has kept Italy in

an inexcusable suspense which has cost thousands
of lives, put a fearful strain upon the tempers of

a nation, perpetuated turmoil, discontent, and
crime, and protracted the unbearable agony of

Venice and of Kome. Ho has played with the

hopes and fears of small princes, and trifted with
the affections of great ones. His position, there-

fore, is now so difficult as to have induced him to
risk the world's ridicule once more. He, the
maker of four wars; he, the violator of the
treaties of Europe ; he, who is not bound by
oaths any more than by promises, can expect no

mercy from jesters when he proposes to obviate

war, and cause the creation of new treaties, made
binding by fresh oaths,—by bringing together the
Powers of Europe, to be led and presided over by
himself ! It must be a very stringent pressure of

difficulty which can bring him once more to

tempt the world's ridicule ; and the embarrassment
is indeed great which his political countenance

betrays.
Of the people of France finding or making an

opportunity of expressing what they think and
feel nobody now has much hope. They have lost

so many liberties, and so evidently prefer losing
them to undergoing the risks of resistance, that
no popular vigilance or readiness is to be expected.
That there are patriots still living and moving in

society, the recent elections show
;
but the national

helplessness is evidenced by the Mexican expe-
dition, which is believed to be altogether against
the sense and will of the people, from the highest
to the lowest. If they desire peace with all the

world, they cannot get it. If they desire a war
on behalf of Poland, they have not yet got it. All

indications tend to the impression that nothing
will come out of the present crisis for the French

people, unless it be such trammels of embarrass-

ment for their paternal ruler as may possibly
rouse them to inquire whether they are not of

age, and entitled to declare what sort of poUtical
life they desire to lead.

For other and very different reasons, the Russian

people offer themselves to observation as unlikely
to strengthen their political vitality by the present
crisis. Karely in the world's history has any
great empire been such a spectacle of political

ruin and overthrow as Russia is now ; and there

is nothing in the aspect of the people to soften

the horror of the sight. There is no middle class

there, to obtain liberties, and i)reserve them at

all cost. There is an aristocracy divided into an
old Russian and modern Clerman party : there is a

bureaucracy which renders good government im-

possible : and there is a labouring class, freed

from personal subjection, but ignorant beyond
conception, and irritated by the disappointment
of absurd expectations. What a soldiery that

class makes, let the plundered and tortured people
of Poland tell. If such are the people, what is

the bearing of the Czar in this critical hour ? I

really cannot dwell on this. It is enough to point
to his pride, his recklessness, his certain knowledge
of the acts of Mouravieff and Berg, and his

caprices, which render his servants equally afraid

to execute and not to execute his orders, to show
that he perpetuates the family type of character.

It is more to the purpose to look at the loosening
and falling asunder of the departments of the

empire.
We have seen the Czar devoting himself lately

to humouring the people of Finland,—promising
them a constitution, while strengthening the mili-

tary works which are to be put in action by
them or upon them, as occasion may prescribe.
All parties round know very well that tiie Fins

long and intend to join the Swedes at the first

moment when the inevitable strife between Russia

and Sweden breaks out. The encroachments

attempted by Russia in all leisure intervals on the

northern coasts of Sweden, and in the Baltic,

keep all Scandinavia' incessantly on the watch.

We have seen what alliances Sweden has made
since the Crimean war,—with England and with
Denmark ; and these point to apprehensions from
Russia. These alliances are no less important to

Finland, whoso deliverance depends ujion them.
The Czar may xise all his most winning ways with
the Fins

;
but he will never have any confidence

that they will not join his enemies on the first

practicable occasion. A constitution bestowed by
him who shows how he can treat guaranteed

rights in the case of Poland, will not attach a

people who are not Russians, never desired to be

so, and never meant to be so.

Next come the Baltic Provinces. The precau-
tions there, and the repressive force distributed

through them, show the distrust entertained of

their loyalty. Next comes Poland, which speaks
for itself. The resolution of the Poles to maintain

their insurrection through the winter may be as
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important to the existence of Hussia as the first

breaking out of the revolt. As for south-western

and southern Russia, it is no secret that the

inhabitants expect the restoration of Poland with
confidence ; that they keep in their houses as

hidden treasures portraits of the Polish kings and

warriors, which are shown to the children in

sacred hours ; that they keep up in the retirement

of home the old language, and the study of the

old literature, in preparation for the day when
the Czar shall no longer be their sovereign, and
their loyalty may find its own direction. There

may be more objects than one in the prodigious
efforts made to assemble those troops in Bess-

arabia and Kherson which have caused Turkey
to arm and prepare for what may happen. The
Czar may really mean to look imposing to Turkey,
and the Principalities, and Austria : but he may
also find it necessary to overawe his own pro-
vinces from Poland to Astrakhan. Then, there

is the Caucasus,—as far from being subdued as

ever. The indomitable tribes there have gained
so many advantages over him lately, that he is

actually breaking through the restrictions of the

treaty of Paris in his building of ships of war in

the Black Sea. He has to send forces to the

Caspian ; for there is mischief on his southern-

most frontier. The last generation foresaw the

consequences of his father's act of sending the

children of troublesome Poles down to Georgia for

life, or to be made soldiers of. Those children

are now men and women, as strong in their

national feelings as their parents were
;
and recent

news from that quarter tells us that every Pole in

Georgia is to be sent to serve in the interior, or

on the north-eastern frontiers of the empire.
The experience of this old policy of the Czars

seems to teach nothing to new occupants of the

throne. The present Emperor goes on transport-

ing the people of one region into another,—of a

frontier town to a steppe in the interior
;
and

above all, the members of intellectual society into

remote Asiatic settlements ; and he seems to be
as insensible to considerations of policy as of

humanity in the case. This leads us round to the

quarter in which perhaps the greatest danger lies.

It is some years now since the world began to

understand that Siberia was not altogether a

desert ;
—by no means the .vast howling wilder-

ness that had been supposed. The climate is, in

the most peopled jjarts, more than endurable : the

society of the towns is enriched by accessions of

the most intelligent men in the Czar's dominions,
who are settled with their families for life. Before

the present Emperor came to the throne, schemes
were maturing for the establishment of the inde-

pendence of this, the great Asiatic portion of the

Russian empire ;
and Alexander II. has done no-

thing to check, and much to promote the enterprise.
He has sent there the wisest and ablest men of

many provinces ;
—men who not only know how

to plan and achieve revolutions, but who are

singularly looked up to by such of the Russian

soldiery as are intelligent or have grievances.
What the grievances and discontents of the Czar's

soldiers in Siberia are, the narratives of some
returned exiles have made known. These things

being understood, and the amount of this year's

transportation to Siberia being considered, it will

surprise nobody if, in the Czar's darkest hour of

weakness and perplexity, the Asiatic part of his

empire falls away from him by means which he
himself and his predecessors have furnished. Then
the counsels of Peter's Will will have an ironical

significance, and the Czars will indeed have to

attend most to their Euroi^ean dominions. But
the same process must have worked in the same
direction there. Transplanted populations, and

deported individuals spread discontent wherever

they go : and at this moment, Tartars from the

Crimea, Cossacks from the Don, Poles from the

west and the south, Circassians from the Black

Sea coasts, and Livonian gentry from the Baltic,

are sowing disaffection in the very heart of

Russia, and on its remotest frontiers. What can

any Congress do for Russia, when such a process
of disintegration is actually begun, round the

whole circuit of the empire ?

And what of the people ? It is not (unless in

Siberia) a case of popular awakening. Russian

society is not so organised or so advanced as to

admit of any established idea or sentiment of na-

tionality, or of a national polity, to be treasured and

guarded by the people. Under a failure of funds and

soldiers, the Czar can only submit to circumstances.

He has no resource in an orgnnised society trained

to political thought and action.

In Germany the people's opportunity is present,
if they can but see it, and concert together to use

it. The recent conference of Sovereigns has taught
them that German nationality can never revive

through the princes ; while, in the two great
States of Germany events favour popular action so

markedly as to leave no excuse for apathy. The

rai)id progress made by Austria in constitutional

government, and the crisis in Prussia are both in

fact appeals to the people. If the people use their

privileges fuUy and intelligently in Austria ;
if

the Prussian nation stands steadily by its con-

stitutional rights,
—surrendering anything rather

than those
; if, throughout Germany the intelli-

gent classes pronounce against wasting power, life

and money on the Schleswig dispute, to no purpose,
and against the opinion of all the world outside

of Germany, while the vital interests of the great
German nation are dying out of the business of

Europe and the records of history, a greater result

may grow out of the present crisis than congresses
and specific wars are ever likely to bring about.

When the German sections obtain free institu-

tions, and a faithful observance of them, from

their rulers, they will have become qualified for

consolidation and organisation as a great Power in

Europe. Till they do this, nobody can help them ;

and congresses held over their heads can only
hinder them. At this moment, the prominent
truth is that they must rise or fall a long way,

according to their use of the crisis in Denmark.

If they are not above being agitated about

Schleswig, or in favour of the pretender to the

Duchies, they are below the hopes and sympathies
of all free nations. If they should unexpectedly
show themselves superior to agitation about small

and outlying affairs, while the world wonders

at their apathy about interests which lie at the

heart, and involve the life of their nationality,
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they may even yet attain to a real representation
'

by their rulers, and every support of sympathy
and respect from without. Prussia fixes all eyes

just now. Thus far, the People's Chamber has

done all that could be expected ; and there is yet
no sign of wavering. Minds and hearts are cer-

tainly kindled there, and in full glow ;
and it is

reasonable to see in this the real privilege of un-

quiet times, and to be thankful for it, whether it

is seen at one end of Europe or the other.

Denmark speaks for itself ; and in such a way ;

that all Europe is listening. Under their late ,

king the Danes made an effectual stand against ;

the petulance and aggression of the German

princes and armies
;
and if necessary they will

j

no doubt do it again. They do not seem to want
or desire anything from a Congress. They can

;

probably take good care of their own kingdom ;

and if not, it would be the interest and duty of

all Europe, as well as the pledged duty of Sweden,
to see that their State was preserved unimpaired.

Spain could not apparently gain by any Con-
ference of Powers ; for all that Spain wants must
be done by herself, if at all. If she dislikes being
excluded from all the Exchanges in Europe, she

must pay her debts. There is no other way of

obtaining a place in the world of credit. If she

dislikes the imputation of conniving at the African

slave trade, after having received 400,000^, from

England, on consideration of effectually prohibit-

ing the traffic ; and of her princes and nobles

deriving splendid incomes from this very trade,
while bound to put it down, she must stop the

slave trade to Cuba. If she dislikes the way in

which the whole world at present regards her

possession of St. Domingo, as stolen goods, and
her treatment of its betrayed inhabitants, she
must withdraw from her ill-gotten colony, and
<!all it by its right name, of an independent
Republic,

—not shielding from republican trial

the -vvretch who sold it for his own profit.
These are matters in which Congress can give

no helji ;
and in which no help is needed beyond

that of an upright courage, and such magna-
nimity as is supposed to exist in the souls of

princes and free nations.

If it could be hoped that a Congress sitting at

Paris, on the invitation of the French Emperor,
would undo mischief and repair aggressions ad-

ventured by that Emperor, Switzerland and

Italy might be excused for favouring the project,
j

Switzerland ought thus to recover the security i

she had from the neutral character of that territory
|

on the shores of her great lake which the Emperor i

has seized : and the king of Italy might hope to t

recover his hereditary kingdom of Savoy, ruth-

lessly extorted from him, under the frown of the
;

whole world. But such interests will not assemble
a Congress. And when Rome and Venice are at >

length made a part of free Italy, it will be by the !

strength of a popular will, in the presence of

which any congress of Sovereigns appears like a

group of humming-birds prescribing the spring or

autumn course of all the swallows. The brigands
will be put down, however long and zealously the
Church of Rome and her Eldest Son sustain that
class of the pious. Italy has become a European
Power by her own energy ;

and the patriotism j

which made her so does not need the outside

dignity of sitting in that capacity at any Board in

Europe.
There remain of the continental powers only

Turkey and Greece. They may hold their own
by doing their duty, and abstaining from quarrel
with each other, and with the rest of the world.

The restlessness which each betrays may be most

successfully treated by a temper of calm justice
on the part of greater nations, and of cordial sym-
pathy with such struggles towards good govern-
ment as the Greeks have just been making.
There, the people must be blind not to see their

opportunity. They have been treated magna-
nimously in the yielding up to them of the Ionian

Islands
; and the only return desired by their

best friends is that they should prove themselves

capable of instituting, securing, and duly enjoying

good government, and the peace and progress
which it involves.

There remains only England : and I have

nothing to say of England here. We are toa far

from perfect in our political life at home to have

any excuse for pride and a boastful dem-eanour

before Europe ; and we have that to atone for in

China and Japan which must prevent our feeling

altogether serene in the Court of Conscience of our

own generation. But we have nothing to ask

from a Congress,
—nothing to propose to it,—

nothing to fear from it. The popular soul is

always awake and alive in England ;
our liberties

only need gradual extension, and are never in real

peril. We have weaknesses to repair, and im-

provements to make at home : but nothing to ask

or to receive from abroad.

We are thus at liberty to contemplate and grow
wiser by the a3j)ects of society under its present

agitations ;
—under excitements as various as the

sections, the national departments, into which

society is divided. It is not wonderfid that the

political world makes itself merry with the notion

of the European Sovereigns actually sitting face to

face in a congress ;
—the Pope and the King of Italy,—the Pope and the Czar,—the Pope and Queen

Victoria's representative ;
and again, the King of

Prussia and the Emperor of Austria and the King of

Denmark ; and again, the Emperor of Austria and
the King of Italy. No wonder there is a laugh

everywhere at such a scheme,—of bringing each

Power into contact with its favourite aversion,

under the most galling circumstances, in order to

secure universal peace. But the graver view is

more important and much more interesting. Long
after the laugh is over and forgotten, the deeper
emotions will live on ;

—the exultation or the grief,

as it may happen, at the citizens of the European
States being able or unable to see and use their

opportunity.
The Italians have proved their quality : there

can be no doubt about them. Next to them the

French, perhaps, excite the most interest, because

their own welfare, and the security of the world,

depend incalculably on whether they are rising

above the fidgety vanity, and the false notion of

glory which makes them meddle in the affairs of

all countries, and struggle for the lead in all

movements, and invent agitations rather than

be quiet at home,—content to mind their own
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business. The general impression seems to be

that the people of France have outgrown this

childish tendency ;
and. that if their Riiler pre-

tends that they have not, it is for his own pur-

poses. To see the Danes stedfast,—the Poles suc-

cessful,—the Germans wide awake and practical,—the Turks energetic and prudent,
—the Greeks

sensible and orderly,
—the Spaniards in love with

commercial as well as other honour,—the wretched
Russians permitted to stay at home quietly till

they have learned to feel and understand what

citizenship is,
—and the British sympathetic with

the guardians and seekers of liberty, all the world

over, always ready to testify on behalf of right
and to denounce wrong, while neither meddling,
nor permitting meddling, and all the whUe using
the experience they gather from abroad to pro-
mote the welfare of the nation at home,—this is

what we would fain see as the result of the ])oli-

tical restlessness of our continent in our time.

That some political advancement will accrue it is

thoroughly reasonable to expect :
—whether it will

be anything like what we desire, some who are

living, and 1 hope watching, will be sure to see.

From the Mountain.

FISHPONDS AND FISH-BREEDING.

A "person of HONOtTR," generally supposed to

be Lord North, who wrote "A Discourse of Fish
and Fish-Ponds " one hundred and fifty years ago,
was anxious that any gentleman who had em-

ployed his money and pains in cultivating the

waters, would set down his experience for the
benefit and guidance of others, "and communicate
it to such as have a mind to divert themselves
with the most reasonable employment of beautify-

ing and improving their estates." At the time

indicated, it was quite usual for noblemen and
other country gentlemen to have fish-ponds ;

in

fact, a fish-pond was as necessary an adjunct of a

large country-house as its vegetable or fruit-

garden.
In those days there were no railways or other

quick modes of conveyance to carry fish from the

sea-shore to the far inland towns before it became
unfit for consumption ; hence the necessity for fish-

ponds to i)ersons who were in the habit of enter-

taining guests or giving great dinner-parties ;

hence, also, the multiplicity of recipes in our
older cookery-books for the dressing of all kinds
of fresh-water fishes : besides, in the very ancient

times—that is, before the Reformation, when
Roman Catholicism required a rigorous observance
of the various church-fasts, a fish-pond near every
cathedral city and in the precincts of every
monastery was a sine qua non. The range of fish

bred in these ponds was necessarily very limited,

being usually carp, some of which, however, grew
to a very large size. There are traces also of some
of our more curious and valuable fishes having
been introduced into this country during these old

monastic times ; thus it is thought that the cele-

brated trout of Lochleven was introduced from

foreign parts by some of the ancient monks who
had a taste for gastronomy. The celebrated

vendace of Lochmaben (which, like the powan of

Lochlomond, is another of our mysterious fishes),

is likewise supposed to have been introduced in

the same way.
As may readily be imagined, most of the fish-

ponds of these remote times were qiiite primitive
in their construction ; very often, where it was pos-

sible, consisting of the intercepted water of some
little rivulet dammed w\y for the purpose, much in

the same way as the beautiful trout-pond at Wolfs-

bruunen, near Heidelberg. There were, no doubt,

ponds of large extent and of elaborate construction,
biit these were comparatively rare

;
and even on

the very sea-coast we used to have ponds or

storing-places for sea-fish, one of which is still in

existence. We allude to the Logan Pond in

Galloway. This is only used as a place for keep-

ing fish, so that they may be attainable for table

uses without depending on the state of the

weather. This particular pond is not an artifici-

ally-constructed one, but has been * '

improved
"

out of [^the natural surrounding of the place. It

is a basin'* formed in the solid rock ten yards in

depth, and having a circumference of one hundred
and sixty feet. It is used chiefly as a preserve to

ensure a constant supply of fish, which are taken

in the neighbouring bay when the weather is

fine, and transferred to the pond, which commu-
nicates with the sea by a narrow passage. It is

generally well stocked with cod, haddock, and flat-

fish, which, in the course of time, become very
tame

;
and we regret to say, that for want of jjroper

shelter, most of the animals become blind. The
fish have of course to be fed ;

and they partake

greedily, even from the hand of their keeper, of

the mess of boiled mussels, limpets, whelks, &c,,

with which they are fed, and their flavour is really

unexceptionable.

Judging from the Logan Pond it would not be

difiicult, nor yet very expensive, to construct a

large breeding-pond for salt-water fish ;
and such

depository would be of great value, as it would
enable us to study with exactitude the various

debatable ])oints of fish-growth upon which at

present so much ignorance prevails. We have

settled the various questions connected with the

growth of the salmon by means of breeding-ponds,
and what we have thus accomplished for the fresh-

water fishes might, with equal ease, be achieved

in the case of our more valuable sea-fish.

Coming back, however, to the subject of fresh-

water fish-ponds, we may state that, at one time,

some very large but simply-constructed fish-ponds
or stews, as they were then called, existed in

varioiis parts of England, but that, as the com-

merce in sea-fish gradually extended, these were

given up, except as adjuncts to the amenities of

gentlemen's pleasure-grounds. Ornamental canals

and fish-ponds are not at all uncommon in the

parks of our country gentleman, although they are

not now required for fish-breeding purposes, as the

fast London or provincial trains carry baskets of

fish to a distance of one hundred miles in a very few

hours, so that the turbot or whiting is in excellent

condition for the late dinner.

A very simple and old-fashioned way of keep-

ing and breeding fish was to have a suite of two

ponds—one for the very young fish, and the other

for the marketable stock.
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The following rough sketch will indicate the

style of pond we mean :—

A. Feeding Stream. D. Stock Poud.
B. Upper Poud for breeding, k. Outlet, with regulated
o. Covered sluice, with sluice.

gratings. rr. Sheltering Places.

Great care should be taken not to admit the

canuibal pike, or he will soon make short work
witli the finny population. Fish can be easily
transferred from one piece of water to another.

Mr. Maltby, at his pond of La Hulpe, uses for the

pur[)08e of carrying fish from one 2)ond to another

large barrels ;
and the jolting of the cart on which

these are transported keeps the fish in a lively

condition, whilst a wisp of straw in the bunghole
admits a sufficient supply of air. The efiect of

transferring the fish from one lake to another,
Mr. Maltby says, told favourably on their rate of

growth. The ponds of this gentleman at Boilsfut

and La Hulpe, near Brussels, are well worth

seeing.

Although the necessity for gentlemen to grow
their own fish has, in a sense, departed with the

extension of the railway system, still, when an
estate is possessed of a piece of water, either

natural or artificial—and at one time every gentle-
man Avho had a park deemed it incomplete without
a lish-stew—it is as well to take advantage of it ;

and even in places where there are facilities for

the formation of a sheet of water on waste ground,
otlierwise unprofitable, we have no hesitation in

saying that it would pay to "
grow

"
fish.

Ponds, like the pair we have sketched, may be
constructed of any size—from one to twenty acres.

Great care ought to be taken in their formation,
as the fish readily take on a foreign flavour, and
some discretion in filling the pond when it is

made is necessary. Perch, carp, trout, and bream
are the best fish to breed. Of course, a pond
on .;ht not to be overstocked

; the feeding-ground
Ixung limited, only a certain number of fish will

profitably thrive in it. The most suitable size of

water for a pond is about three acres, and ponds
are beat adapted for breeding and fattening in

suits of three—the water being made to flow from
one to the other.

As to how many fish a given extent of water
will support, there are many dififerent opinions.

Much, undoubtedly, will depend on the soil which
surrounds the ponds, whether or not it yields a

supply of food of any kind, and also on the stream

employed to supply the water. The flavour of a

fish, we may say, depends entirely on the kind of

food it obtains ; and when more fishes are placed
in a piece of water than there is food for, they
will either equalise the supply by turning can-

nibals, or remain lank and flavourless. The

"l^erson of honour" to whom we have referred

as writing on fish-ponds, and who had evidently
a good knowledge of his subject, recommended, for

small ponds of only a few acres in extent, three

hundred carps per acre, if the water became fat

after a good rain ; a few tenches are also to be

added, likewise perches to any extent. The upper
ponds must be used for breeding the fish—that

is, as nurseries for the young, from which, in due

time, to supply the larger water. Of the fry, a fair

allowance will be twenty- five to the square rood,
and the largest of these should be let out in the

course of two years, and their places supplied by
others. In due time the new-made ponds will be
filled with breeding-fish, and the best way, then,
is to let nature have full swing ;

for if food,

either natnral or artificial, be not abundant, the

supply will become self-regulating. The proper

plan for profit is just to feed our fish in the

same way as we feed our turkeys, or other

domestic fowls.

Another foreign fish-pond, as well worth men-

tioning as those at La Hulpe and Boilsfut, is

very picturesquely situated at Wolfsbrunnen, near

the Castle of Heidelberg. This pond is of the

simplest possible construction, and has been
formed out of a small tributary of the Neckar, about

half-a-mile to the south of the castle. The bed

of the rivulet has been divided, at a suitable

place, into three parts, all of which are effectu-

ally separated from each other by iron-gratings.
The trout very naturally spawn in the upper
waters, but return to live and sport about the

feeding-grounds of the lower 2)onds, where there

are excellent contrivances for affording them
shelter ; and as the water is very clear, the habits

of the fish can be noted with great ease. The

family seems to be most despotically governed, a

few of the larger trout ruling the others with a

rod of iron ; thus, w hen a supply of food is thrown

in, some gigantic member of the community will

rush at it with great vigour, and carry it out of the

midst of the hungry small fry who have been

expecting to partake of it. Thus, in every fish-

community, there are a few fat fellows who contrive

to secure a very large share of the food. In the

pond at Wolfsbrunnen the trout attain a consider-

able size, specimens of six and seven pounds ill

weight being very common. They are daily fed

with small fishes, which are caught for that pur-

pose in the Neckar. The pond is in charge of the

landlord of the small inn adjacent, and is chiefly

designed for the use of his customers, and not so

much for the sale of the fish as an article of com-
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As an example of a modern pond for the breed-

ing of fish for commercial uses (and these are the

kind of ponds that we have the greatest need to

erect at present), we subjoin a rough pen-and-ink

plan of the salmon nursery at Stormontfield, on
the Hiver Tay, in Scotland :

—

RIVER TAY

A. Lade (mill stream).
B. Filtering Pond.
C. Breeding or Hatcliing-

Boxes.
D. Rearinsr Pond.
E. Upper Canal.
F. Lower Canal.
0. Connecting-Stream of c

and D.

1. Smoult itin to the river.

K. Pipe from Lade to Pond.

L. Pipe to empty Pond.
^

M. Pipe from Lade to Filter-

ing Pond.
K. By-i-un to the river.

nn. DiBchargePipesfromdo.
o. Do. to Lower Canal.
p. Sluices from Pond.
R. Marking Box.
8. Keeper's House.
T. V. Sluices from Lo%ver

Canal.

So far as it goes, the Stormontfield suite of

ponds is admirably adapted for the purpose of

salmon -breeding. The water-source, a mill-race,
runs parallel with the RiverTay ;

and the breeding-
boxes are laid down on a gentle slope, which is

nicely sheltered by a clump of trees. The expense
of constructing the Stormontfield ponds was only
500?., and it is greatly to be regretted that the

proprietors of the Tay fisheries did not sooner

complete the series by adding another fish reser-

voir. That is now, however, about to be done.

As explained in our paper on "Fish Growth," only
one-half of the salmon hatched are ready to migrate
at the end of a year from the date of their birth ;

the other moiety remains another year in the

ponds. Now, to secure an annual hatching, it is

necessary that there should be two reception-ponds
at Stormontfield

;
otherwise the tiny fry of the

nfew hatching would stand a good chance of being
devoured by the old stagers of the year before. It

has been greatly against the commercial success

of the ponds on the Tay that they have hitherto

been only able to yield a hatching every alternate

year ; but, even as they are, they have added

largely to the income from the fisheries. Another
benefit in such a series of ponds would be a depdt

for the gravid fish. It is frequently the case that

salmon cannot be found, just when wanted, in the

precise condition that would be suitable for mani-

pulation ;
but if they could be detained for a few

days, they would then be ready for the process of

artificial spawning. Thus, three ponds would be

absolutely necessary in a perfect hatching esta-

blishment. A splendid salmon-river like the

Severn might have its natural powers of pro-
duction immensely aided by a series of ponds,
where artificial spawning and protected breeding
on a large scale could be carried on. One million

of eggs could easily be hatched in a suite of breed-

ing-boxes three times the size of those at Stor-

montfield
;
and were the i)onds in proportion, and

were there enough of them, a hatching might be

effected annually with great ease, and much to the

profit of all concerned.

Another suite of salmon-breeding ponds has

been constructed on the River Ugie, in Scotland.

Forty boxes have been laid down at a suitable

place on this stream, and each of these will

contain a thousand ova. These ponds have been

constructed on the model of those at Stormont-

field—Mr. Peter Marshall, the manipulator at

the latter place, having supplied the plans. The

piscicultural system is likewise well known in

Ireland, salmon having been introduced into

Lough Mask by the Messrs. Ashworth of the

Galway salmon-fisheries, who propagate annually

(or, rather, hatch by the artificial mode) 300,000
salmon-eggs !

As showing what can be done in fish-breeding,
when it is jiroperly gone about, we may state that

the extent of new water taken in by the Messrs.

Ashworth, in the district of Loughs Mask and

Carra, comprise an area thirty miles in length by
ten in width. In a communication with which
we have been favoured by Mr. Ashworth, we are

told that as many as 659,000 salmon-ova were

collected, impregnated, and transported for the

purpose of stocking the new salmon-water—that

is to say, the waters that communicate with

Loughs Mask and Carra, the purest streams of

the rivers at Tourmakeady, Robe River, at Holly-

mount, and other streams. These loughs will

speedily become highly productive. Salmon being
once introduced into a good stream, and properly

protected, will go on propagating themselves ad

injinitum. We may here quote from Mr. Ash-

worth's communication a brief description of the

process of artificial spawning, which is an opera-
tion of a very simple kind, and perfectly harmless

to the fish which are manipulated. When a

female salmon with ripe ova is taken, it is held

in a tub full of clean water, and the ova-bag is

gently pressed till the eggs fall into the tub. The
milt is squeezed in a similar manner from the male

salmon, when an instantaneous change becomes

observable in the eggs, which, bright and clear

before, at once become florid. The spawned fish

are as soon as possible returned to the river, when

they dash away with apparent delight, agreeably
relieved of what must have been a heavy burden ;

indeed, the spawn is a fourth part of the fish's

entire weight.

Venturing now into the sea itself, we can give
our fishermen a "wrinkle" which is worth their
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attention. We are always hearing of the scarcity
of mussels for bait, and that fishermen have to go

fa^ and pay dear for that particular shell- fish,

which is largely used on the lines set for cod and
haddocks. Well, what we want to teach our coast-

folk is, that they should grow their own bait and
be independent of their neighbours. It is quite

possible for each fishing community to have both

its oyster and mussel-farm. At Colchester and
Whitstable we know that oyster-culture forms a

large and profitable source of trade, and that the

mollusk is carefully grown or cultivated from a

very early period of its life. In some parts of

France, and particularly in the Bay of Aiguillon,
the mussels are cultivated in the same way, and are

immensely profitable. The following drawing will

show how the mussels are grown :^

Mussel Huidlcs

These mussel-hurdles were the invention of
one Walton, who was shipwrecked in an Irish
vessel in the Bay of Aiguillon. There are about
500 of these hurdles in the bay, and these give
employment to about 160 boats in gathering and
looking after the mussels, which, in consequence
of being cheap, are largely purchased by the poor
people. The following is a summary, by M. Coste,
of the French Institute, of the money-results :

—
A hurdle generally contains from 400 to 500 layers
of mussels, each of which is about 300 lbs. in

weight, and sells for about 4s. 2d.—producing in
all a revenue of 21,000/. per annum. So much for

mussel-culture !

As regards fresh-water fish, a great deal has been

accomplished in the way of artificial breeding,
during the last ten years, in France and on the
Continent generally. In France pisciculture has
been recognised as a regular branch of industry,
and the system of artificial breeding has its head-

quarters at Huningue, a beautiful place not far
from the St. Louis Station of the Basle and Mul-
hausen Eailway. At this establishment piscicul-
ture, so far as regards France, has been brought
into a focus l)y the erection, at a cost of ten
thousand pounds, of what we may call a labora-

tory, or rather reservoir, for the collection and
distribution of fish-eggs. The 6tahlissement at

Huningue is not, as many suppose, a series of

fish-ponds : it is a great deal more than that. It

embraces a large group of buildings devoted to

the reception of fish-eggs, and with machinery for

the distribution of aU the ova collected, at the

proper time, to such persons as require to re-stock

their rivers or ponds with fish. The fish-eggs
dealt in at Huningue are collected from the streams
of France, Germany, and Switzerland by the accre-

dited fishermen of those countries, assisted, when
necessary, by the manipulators of Huningue. It

will give a good idea of the magnitude of French

fish-breeding to state that about twenty million of

fish -eggs are annually distributed through the

agency of the great reservoir we have mentioned.
The kinds of eggs most in demand are those of the

Ombre Chevcdier, the Danube and Rhine salmon.

Many of the eggs are procured at a considerable

cost
;

it is calculated, for instance, that the eggs of

the cJievalier cost one penny each. The Danube
salmon is an easily-reared fish

; it is very prolific,

yielding a large number of eggs, and it grows to

an immense size. The general cost of fish-breeding
is at the rate of twelve eggs for a penny ; in

China, so great a proficiency has been arrived at

in artificial breeding, that twenty pounds of whole-
some fish may be obtained for the sum of four-

pence !

As showing how much may be achieved in fish-

breeding in a limited space, we take leave to

borrow, from an illustrated cojiy of M. Coste's

voyage of exploration, a hatching-apparatus capable
of holding ten thousand eggs ; we give an illustra-

tion on the next page.
A prolonged investigation of the apparatus used

at Huningue has convinced us that the French

engineer— (M. Coumes) who has invented or, so to

speak, created the "
apparel

"
of fish-breeding

erected in that establishment—has been more than

ordinarily fortunate in his devising of a means to

an end. There is a very ample supply of excellent

water, which of course is the chief agent used in

pisciciilture ;
and behind tbe group of buildings

we have mentioned, there is a suite of ponds
and running streams devoted to the exhibition

of the progressive stages of growth of the llhine

salmon, Ombre Chevalier, and various kinds of

trout. As wo have said, the collection of the

eggs, and, in some cases, the spawning- fish gives

employment to many of the fresh-water fisher-

men of Switzerland and Germany, who make
a good deal of money at this picturesque

occupation. We noted ourselves, whilst driving
to the bridge-of-boats at Strasbourg, the esta-

blishment of a pSc/ieur, who seemed very com-
fortable from devoting his time to the collection

of eggs and spawning-fish for the authorities at

Huningue.
It is not oiir purpose to enter at present tipon

the subject of maritime pisciculture, further than
to state that- experiments are at present being
conducted on various marine fishes, and on the

Crustacea, with a view of entering upon the im-

provement of the sea-coast fisheries of France on
a scale of great magnitude. Already there are

wonderful achievements to record in the way of



oyster-cultivation on the coasts of Brittany and
Normandy. The simt is collected on artificial

trusses of branches, or on builder's debris, where it

is grown to maturity, and can easily be transported
from one place to another. Oyster-banks have
thus been formed where there were none before,
and old beds have been re-stocked, and are now

yielding large supplies, amply remunerating
their proprietors for the expenditure of capital
and labour. .

Is it not as possible to enter on a systematic
cultivation of the water as it is of the land ? We
think it is ; and we have the industry of Commachio
to bear us out, as likewise the co-operative or free

M. Coste's Hatching Apparatus.

fishermen of Whitstable, who^ derive a large re-

venue from their oyster-beds. The humble tisher-

man of La Bresse, Joseph llemy, who re-discovered

pisciculture (for fish-breeding was well known and

largely practised by the ancients), could not dream
of the great results which would ultimately flow

from his discovery. There are no other useful

members of the animal world susceptible of similar

cultivation : fish alone yield their young in such

incredible numbers as to convince us il»at, under

proper conditions, there is no end to the supply ;

and the fact of the impregnation of fish-eggs being
an external act is, of itself, a convincing proof
that man was destined ultimately to cultivate the
water upon the same principle as he cultivates the
earth—viz., to sow the seed, that it might ger-

minate, and, in course of time, ripen into a great
and remunerative food-harvest.

BIZPAH, DAUGHTEE OF AIAH.

(written for music.)

Under the changing sky,

Under the clouded moon,
The earth gapes, white and dry,

But the rain cometh soon
;

Yes ! down from yon low skies

Rushes, at last, the rain
;

Woman forlorn, arise !

Thou hast not crouched in vain,

Eizpah, daughter of Aiali.

Brave men have told the king.

How, scared away by thee.
Each ravenous fowl takes wing,
And wolves and panthers flee :

How thou hast wrestled here.

Despising ease and sleep,

Without a thought of fear.

Because thy love is deep,

Kizpah, daughter of Aiah.

Therefore, in sight of all,

A proud tomb is begun,
To hold the bones of Saul,
And Jonathan, his son

;

There too, in calm repose,
From insult safe, shall dwell

The stately forms of those

Whom thou hast watch'd so v/ell,

Eizpah, daughter of Aiah.

IV.

And whilst the ages roll

Through Time's unsounded deep,

Thy true and tender soul

A magic life shall keep ;

Maidens shall muse alone,

And mothers' hearts be stirr'd,

Where'er thy deeds are known,
Where'er thy name is heard,

Rizpah, daughter of Aiah.

Fbakcis Hastings Doyle.
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SON CHRISTOPHER:
AN HISTOKIETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTER IX. A PORTENTOUS SUMMER NIGHT.

The setting sun was shining full upon the

glorious west front of Winchester Cathedral when
Madam Lisle and a young lady came slowly up
the ascent from the Matrons' College, where they
had been visiting some of the inmates. Most of

the clergymen's widows who had found an asylum
there knew the Lady Alice very well, though she
was not of their communion. The whole city
know her, as these ladies did, by her conduct

iK'arly twenty j'ears before, when she had re-

mained to nurse the sick in the plague, after the
other gentry had gone away. Few places had

Buffered so much as Winchester ; and some peopl©
said that nobody would have been left alive but

for Lady Alice. They were never tired of telling

what things she did, and how she did them ;
and

children, whose parents were children when the

thing happened, knew as much as if they had

seen that terrible summer. Whenever she passed

through the streets, on her way to the Matrons'

College, or elsewhere, the youngest brat, playing
in the gutter, made his reverence,—the girls ran

right in front to drop their curtseys ;
and their

parents came to their doors on this bright summer

evening to see the beloved old lady go by.
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In passing througli the Cathedral close, the

ladies met several of the clergymen, or saw them

standing at their own doors. Those clergymen
stood at their doors in order to pay their respects
to Madam Lisle : and every one of them took off

his hat as she approached. They could not call

her "Lady Alice," because her husband had been
one of Cromwell's lords

; and they thought it a

thousand pities that such a woman should prefer
the snuifling prayers and ranting discourses of

Roundhead ministers to the services of their

church : but she was not one of the hateful crew
of sectaries whom it was a clergyman's duty to

oppose, tooth and nail. When those sectaries had
been instituting the calf's-head dinner of the

30th of January, she had been weeping bitter

tears over the death of the martyred King Charles,
and praying Heaven for pardon for his murderers,
instead of exalting them as heroes of the Eeforma-
tion. So the cathedral clergy, including the Bishop
himself, uncovered before Madam Lisle, as often

as they saw her.

She had no less observance from the country
gentlemen of the neighbourhood. The loyal

squires had heard from their fathers how Madam
Lisle had aided many an honest cavalier in his

extremity, in the days when her party was upper-
most. When the pursuit became too hot after

fugitives in hiding in the New Forest, their best

chance was in being sent by night, or in disguise,
to Madam Lisle, who took them in if she could,
and never betrayed them if she could not. It

was so long ago that she had forgotten much that

the Hampshire gentry remembered of her acts of

dangerous hospitality. Through all subsequent
changes, the stories were kept fresh in the house-

holds which had owed to her the life of father,

brother, or son ; and when she and her companion
now emerged from the Close, and turned home-

wards, one after another of the mounted gentle-
men who met or passed them checked their

horses, uncovered their heads, and bent to their

saddle-bows.

All this delighted Elizabeth ; for the younger
lady was the beloved niece Elizaoeth. She was here

because, however resolute to be brave, she found
it rather more than she could bear to remain with
her brother, and hear of all his official duties

against the insurgents, and all the jirophecies
which were afloat of ruin to the insurgent cause,
and vituperation of the Pretender and all his ad-

herents. Her brother looked black upon the

proposal that she should go to Lyme. The place
was disloyal,

—Monmouth had landed there,—and,

though the Battiscombes,—or the Squire himself,—had not joined Monmouth, all the world knew
that the whole family would fain see Monmouth
king,

" That is the opinion of his worship the Mayor,
I suppose," Elizabeth had said. "If you desire

it, I believe I can tell you what the Squire really
does wish."

"No,—do not tell me anything,—do not say a

word," insisted the High Sheriff. " I wiU say
only one thing to you ;

and I beg you to commu-
nicate nothing to me.—You are wrong as to

Alford. He tells me that the Battiscombes are true

crop-eared knaves——Now, hear me before you fire

up in that way. He says that father and son are

taking different sides—"

"
But, brother, that is not true."

' ' Well : I should rather say, are pursuing a
different course, that their house may not be
ruined. Now, I do not believe this."

"You do not ?—Thank Heaven you don't !

"

" It is an old story, Elizabeth,—always told in

every civil strife,
—and usually with too much

truth. But I do not believe it in this case ; and
so I told his worship. StiU, I cannot allow you
to go to them at present.—No, I will not ask

you to stay here. Why not go to Aunt Alice ?
"

' '

Eight, brother ! I will go to Aunt Alice.

She must be settled at home by this time
;
and

if not, I shall not be unwelcome."

Here, accordingly, she was, — welcome, as

always, and sure of natural sympathy as to what
was going on in Somersetshire.

The last tidings that arrived in a trustworthy

way were of the check to Lord Feversham's forces,

and the gallant conduct of Monmouth in the fight.
A vague rumour of subsequent disaster had
floated over Winchester the day before

; but, as

no further news had arrived, it was concluded

false. The city had looked so tranquil this even-

ing that Madam Lisle and Elizabeth reached home
in good spirits, and sat down on a garden-seat, to

enjoy the open air a little longer, and watch
the last sunlight disappear from the cathedral

tower.

The footman in attendance had left them at the

gate, carrying in his lady's long staff by the back-

way. He now appeared again, the staff still in

his hand as he ran. Madame Lisle, by long

training awake to signs of alarm, desired Eliza-

beth to go and take a turn in the flower-garden,
and not come in till she was called.

Eight glad was the anxious girl to be sum-
moned to the house within a few minutes, and
to find her aunt discoursing with the gardener's
wife on the advantages and disadvantages of late

broods of chicks^ like those hatched to-day, and
then giving directions to defer airing the malt-

house till she should send orders for it to be

done.
" 1 do not think I will run away again, when

a servant comes to you for orders," said Eliza-

beth, smiling.
" For above ten minutes, I am

sure, my heart was in my mouth, Aunt Alice. I

shall stay, next time."
' ' Better not, my love ! You must consider it

one condition of your being here that you are to

be at my disposal as to any little mysteries that

may arise. Nine times out of ten there may be no

secret when somebody comes running to me ;
but

the tenth time may be of consequence ;
and I have

to look to your safety, my dear child !

"

Supper-time passed as usual. Then it was dark

enough to justify the closing of the shutters. That

done, and the servant having set the chairs for the

evening worship, and put the great Bible on the

table. Madam Lisle told Elizabeth that they were

to be favoured that night with the services of a

wayfaring divine of great mark, who would sanc-

tify the dwelling by a prayer before he went on

his way.
There was a secret, then : and before the
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service was over, Elizabeth had learned something
more.

She had heard so much from the Battiscombes

of their honoured pastor, John Hickes, that she

became assured, before he had expounded more
than three or four verses, that this was he. There

V7as another stranger in the room whose presence
3onfirmed her conjecture. Seated among the

servants, in a rough and well-worn woodman's

dress, was one who was certainly no member of the

household. He covered his face, as if in devout-

aess, so that it was some time before she obtained

any view of his countenance : and when she did,

she could only ask herself whether she had not

seen it before. By degrees light broke in upon her

caemory ; and she was satisfied that this rough
vvoodman, with the air and movements of a gen-

deman, was a lawyer of Lyme whom she had
seen as a guest at the Battiscombes'.

This was sufficiently alarming ; but a far

greater terror was caused in her by the exposition
md the prayer which followed. The preacher had
oeen advised to keep his voice in check, for fear of

listeners outside, and he did not forget the precau-
Aon : but he seemed disposed to make up in

ength for his self-denial in loudness ;
and every

'resh text that he took in hand, and every new
itart in his prayer, deepened Elizabeth's cousterna-

;ion. Besides the ordinary appeals against the

jppressor, and denunciation of Antichrist, there

ivere such mournings over the triumph of the

memy, such remonstrances agaiast the turning
iway of God's face, such piteous descriptions of

he perils of the wilderness, and of the humiliation
)f the deserted under chastisement, and especially
)f princes whose sceptre is broken, and their

irown brought to the dust, that it was impossible
.0 doubt that Monmouth and his followers were in

jitter adversity, and the Protestant King himself
i fugitive. When Elizabeth rose from her knees,
ler face was as white as her dress.

Madam Lisle glanced at her, whispered to her
hat she would return in a few moments, and
eated the trembling girl in her own chair,

'resently the confidential servant who had been
n attendance on them brought her wine—by his

ady's orders as he said. Without the wine,
lowever, Elizabeth rallied her forces. When her
lunt returned, she was rearranging the flowers
n the beaupot on the mantelpiece, and with no

rembling hand. Her aunt's long kiss was an

cknowledgment of her self-command. Elizabeth
lad more than once been told, by this long-trained
.nd well-disciplined old disciple of the lleforma-

iou, that she— the young Prelatist by educa-
ion—was evidently a predestined Puritan. She
eemed to have by nature the strength as well as

he graces which were commonlj' supposed to be
. special and Divine endowment of the Puritans
a the age of the strife of the Churches. She did
lot feel it necessary to explain even to Aunt
Uice how she came by such fortitude as she
lad

; but she said, in all sincerity, that she
leeded all that grace could give her in aid of her
luman weakness.
"There is bad news, I am sure," she said.

'What is it ?
"

" A lost battle,—a fatal defeat."

' ' And all is over ? It is nothing less, or John
Hickes would not be so far from the battle-field.

"

" You are right, my child ! I fear that all is

lost."
" But why did those fugitives come here, Aunt?

Did they come . . . ? Did they bring. . . ? Have they
seen any one ?

"

"They bring no news of any of the Battis-

combes, as far as I yet know. I will at once

inquire, however ; for now I remember it was a

servant of Christopher Battiscombe who guided
him hither—one Coad, Reuben Coad. My love,

what is the matter ?
"

" Reuben is a traitor I Oh, Aunt Alice, do not

let Reuben cross your threshold ! He tried to

shoot the Duke for the reward. Christopher was
there. It was at Taunton, and Christopher has

been looking for the man ever since."

"I think there must be some mistake, my love."
" Oh no ! There is no mistake about Reuben

being a traitor. He will destroy you all—Hickes,
and Mr. Nelthorpe. (0 yes, I know Mr. Nel-

thorpe under his disguise.) Where is he—^the

wretch ? Let him be shut up till Christopher tells

us what ought to be done with him. "

"My love, he is not here. When these guests
of ours were perplexed where to turn, Reuben, as

a devoted hearer and catechumen of John Hickes,
told him where he might be safe—sent him to me.
This does not look like the act of a traitor. It is

natural "

Elizabeth held up her hand with a start. There
was a gentle ta]i at the window which the duller

ear of the old lady had not heard.

"More fugitives!" was the thought of them
both. They had no fear when the safety of good
men and friends might be in question. With her

aunt's permission, Elizabeth put the candles into

a large closet in the room, and then unbarred the

shutter, feeling safer in the dark. It was not

dark outside, however. The moon shone full

on a face at the window, and the face was

Christopher's.
He could not stay so much as an hour. He

had rather not enter the house, lest harm should

come of it to Lady Alice. His horse was baiting
at a stable near. Elizabeth would come out and
hear what he had to say. For the sake of all time

to come, she would not refuse him this, nor would
Madam Lisle for her.

" I will come," said Elizabeth.
" You must go," said her aunt. " God be with

you, my child ! But Elizabeth, you will not fly

with him
;

I must have your word not to pass
the gate."

"She shall come in very soon," Christopher

promised impatiently.
" There is no time to

lose ! it is our last chance."

Madam Lisle threw her own shawl over Eliza-

beth's head and shoulders, and let her out through
the glass door into the flower-garden ;

and there

Christopher met her. They sat down in the

summerhouse, as the safest place.
" Where is Reuben ?

" was Elizabeth's first

question.

Christopher would have been glad to know,—
any day from his last sight of the man at Taunton,
to the present ;

but all search for him had been in
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vain. Christopher was painfully struck by the
news that Reuben had been following John Hickes,
and that Hickes was here. He feared a snare.

"But how is it that you are here?" asked
Elizabeth. And this brought out the dreary
story.

All was over. Christopher and Florien had
been going to Lyme, to get on board one of the
Duke's vessels there, when his comrade and old

tutor saw how it was breaking his heart to depart
without seeing Elizabeth. \Vhile they supposed
she was with her brother, a meeting seemed

wholly out of the question ; but a Dorchester man
assured them that she was not at home, but with

Lady Lisle. Then it was settled that Christopher
should take the place of Monmouth's guide to the
New Forest, should make a quick ride to Win-
chester, and be back in time to reach the vessel

from Lyme, or from some other of the points of

the coast which he knew so well.

"The Duke's guide!" repeated Elizabeth, in

perplexity and dismay.
" All is over, as I said ; and the Duke is a

fugitive like the rest of iis. We entreated him to

go into Wales, his mother's countiy. He would
have been safer there. But his passionate desire

is to get back to Brussels ; and he would not go
out of the way of the Channel ships. The only
chance in this direction is that he may hide for

a time in the forest. The deer-stealer3 may be
bribed to take care of him."

'* And you were his guide ? Where is he, then ?

But perhaps I ought not to ask."

"I could not tell you, if I would. 1 brought
him and Lord Grey to a place where they thought
proper to turn their tired horses loose. I offered

the Duke mine, of course ; but they believed

themselves safer on foot. Then I could not help
them further, and by staying should only have
hindered them. But we will not speak of them
further."

"
Only this," said Elizabeth, raising her head

from his shoulder, and looking wistfully in his

face, in the dusk of the summer-night—" Can
you tell me that you do not repent what you have
done?"

" I can," he answered, meeting her gaze with
a smile which gave her unspeakable comfort.
"There has been much to disajipoint every true

man. The fault, I sui)pose, is with those who
over-persuaded Monmouth. I hoped much from
our tirst successes,—that they would open and
elevate his heart : but he cannot stand discourage-
ment. He quailed under a heavy rain, which
thinned our force by a half in one night. The
Taunton people sent a deputation to beg him not
to go there again ; and when I. saw how his coun-
tenance fell . But let us not speak of him.
Do not suppose we broke up without a struggle.
I cannot tell you of it now. On some happier
day, in some future year, I may tell you about the
battle on Sedgemoor.

"

" Oh ! say that again I

" she cried, with a con-
vulsive clasp of his neck. " I thought this was
our last

"

"0 no, no!" he said. "I must go abroad
for the present : but it cannot be for long. Con-

sider, love ! Do you believe that Protestant

England will endure a Popish King ? We must
wait, as patiently as we can, for a time. The

King is old, and then "

"0! what then?"
'* A Protestant Queen will come ; and I shall

come in her train. We can bear to wait, love !

"

'•
yes : if you carry an easy mind—if you do

not repent."
" There can be no repentance when we have

devoted ourselves in the cause of the true Church.
I may have erred in judgment ; but I should
have done worse if 1 had been a dumb dog,

shrinking from danger when others were rushing
out to drive the Romish wolf from the fold. You,
Elizabeth—you would rather see me as I am now,
than in a hypocritical prosperity. You had rather

wait till the next reign than marry me to-morrow,
with an ignominious secret to be kept between
us."

" No matter about me !" she said,
" If only I

can know that you have an easy mind
"

" Never doubt it, love ! We must suffer. The
Lord's people have to suffer in the latter days of

the prosperity of the wicked. The only thing
is to be willing. But," he added, cheei-fuUy,
"
though I carry an easy mind, 1 cannot exactly

say so of my body." And he gently raised her,
to relieve the pressure on his arm.

"You are wounded!" exclaimed Elizabeth,

starting to her feet.

"I am; but not perilously," he answered,

drawing her down to sit on the other side of

him.

At this moment Madam Lisle appeared, bring-

ing food and wine. The flask was for his pocket :

but he must drink now also ;
and so must Eliza-

beth.
" He is wounded !" said Elizabeth, tearfully.
"What can we do?" said Madam Lisle.

"Cannot you stay? It maybe of consequence
that you should rest. There may be fever

"

She broke off, understanding but too well that

his only chance lay in getting down to the coast

at once. He readily promised to take care of his

wound as soon as he should be on board- ship.
" Farewell then !

"
said his old friend. " Eliza-

beth will tell me your news. Take with you the

blessing of an aged disciple of the true Lord, who
honours the zeal of such as you."

Christopher received the blessing standing,
with bowed and uncovered head.

"Have you money?" asked Madam Lisle, re-

turning.
"I have. I have everything needful:" and

Madam Lisle was gone.
"0! is there nothing that I can do for you ?

"

exclaimed Elizabeth, as she saw that the moment
of parting had come.

"
Much,—much that we can do for each other,"

he answered, " We can confide in each other,—

cheerfully
—

gaily : and what boon that one can

give to another can compare with this ? And you
will cheer my mother,—you will cheer the whole
household. 1 must find my love her own bright
self when I come back, and not moulded over

with melancholy."
"Yoii shall," she whispered.
"And I," he pursued, "will make myself
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such a student as my love will be proud of when
I come back to be a great lawyer, under our

Protestant Queen,—or King, as may be. Now I

must be gone."
"But 0! if they are watching for you!—0!

if they should catch you!—if you should not reach

the coast ! what would become of us ?"

"Then we shall meet again very soon," he
answered cheerfully.

*' If 1 should go to prison,

you will come and see me."
He was now supporting her to the door, where

Madam Lisle was looking out into the twilight.
He stopped for a moment, saying :

"It grieves my soul to leave you in this woe.
Shall 1—? Tell me what I shall do."

"
go ! go !

" and she disengaged herself from
him. " llemember "

(and her voice was the very
cordial that he needed)—" remember that I do not

pray the less because I am one of a bishop's Hock.

1 will pray till we meet again,
—pray that I may

be what you think me ;
—and thank God for my

lot."
" My own treasure !

" he cried, joyfully,
" My

brave wife !

"

" Yes
; call mo wife ! I had rather have a

share in your lot, Christopher, than the choice of

any other destiny under God's providence."
Thus they were not unhappy when Elizabeth

was given into her aunt's arms. They stood

listening for the last sound of his steps, and then

quietly closed the garden -door, set the candles on
the table, and knew that it was time to retire to

their chambers. But Elizabeth was so deadly
pale that her aunt dared not venture to summon
any servaut till the poor girl was safe in her own
room.
Her own devotions were prolonged that night.

She was thankful for the great mercy of the young
people's hopefulness ; and yet more for their wil-

lingness to suffer.
" But they do not know what it is," thought

she. ' '

They do not conceive that they had better

be among the ravening beasts of the wilderness,
tlian at the mercy of such enemies as ours."

Cn^PTKR X. CONSPIRACY IN DESPAIR.

Whatever else Christopher did to secure his

passage to the coast, he soon found that he must
avoid lliiigwood. First, Grey was taken ; next,
two strangers lurking in the forest were taken ;

and the popular story was that one of them must

certainly be King Monmouth. Some were quick,
and some slow, to believe this

;
but when it was

reported as an odd incident that a broad blue
ribbon with something of jewelry upon it had
been found in the pocket of the one who had a

grizzled beard, the matter became puzzling. There
was no misunderstanding the blue ribbon : but it

could not be Monmouth—the young, handsome,
gallant Monmouth—who showed a grey beard.

Besides, the man had in the same pocket some
raw peas—grey peas ; and it was inconceivable
that King Monmouth could ever have eaten raw
peas. It must have been some confidential ser-

vant, charged with the care of his jewels.

Many, however, insisted that it wa« Monmouth.
They had seen him formerly, again and again,
in his hunting-trips. He was sorely changed,—

muddy from the ditch in which he was found,
shrunk, grey, and scared-looking ; but it was the
man himself. If he denied it, there were wit-

nesses by the score who would take their oath of

it. The five thousand pounds were won ; and it

was surprising how much interest and time the

country-people had to spare for the question how
the money would be divided. Were the folk who
caught Lord Grey the day before to have a share,—his presence being a sure sign that Monmouth
was not far off ? There were more disputes every
hour, as fresh claimants insisted that they had
had something to do with the capture. The one

jx)int about which no controversy arose was that

Goody Lobb's fortune was made in her old age.
She had seen two men peeping through the hedge
from the cover twenty times in the course of the

evening before : and this made her look out at

night, when she saw somebody moving about

among her beans and peas. She trotted off down
the Kingwood road in the morning, kept her
business to herself till she saw a magistrate on

horseback, and then offered to show where two
men were lurking. She was hoisted on a pillion
at the next farmhouse ; and she led the search.

There was some difficulty in keeping her quiet
when the dogs were brought to the spot,

—her

notion being that she should lose her chance of

the reward, if she did not seize the Duke with her

own hands. She had no chance in the struggle,
however

; and she was wringing her hands over

her ill-usage when Monmouth and his German
comrade, an adventurer, who now saw plainly

enough that he had no business here, were led

forth before her face.

Monmouth, struck by her lamentations, which
made him suppose her a friend to his cause, looked

at her as he passed. Goody eagerly seized the

opportunity of pouring out her story, and told

him her fears of missing her due. He turned
even paler than before, and observed, as to him-

self,—
"So I am betrayed by a woman at last!

Many will say that I was betrayed by a woman
at first. But for a woman I should not have
been here. Perhaps it is what women are

formed to do : yet, with the same end, how
differently they work ! This brutal old spy ! and— Henrietta !

"

He was conveyed to a country-house of the

Bishop's at Ilingwood ; and while waiting for his

apartment being made secure, he found himself

in the same room with Lord Grey. They had

parted less than forty-eight hours before ; yet
each was amazed at the appearance of the other.

"Your Grace will rally speedily," said Grey,
" after the refreshment of good meat and sleep."
" And you, my Lord, look as if you had had no

further fatigues of late than a sportsman's ride

through the forest. You look years younger than

when we spoke together last."

"It is from relief of mind," Lord Grey explained.

"Suspense being over, I have found repose. Since

I set foot on these shores, I had not relished one

meal, nor enjoyed one imbroken night. Last night
I slept ten hours."

The words were not lost. From one Puritan

abode to another, Lord Grey's words of self-pity
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were scornfully repeated. The Lord's people had
been accustomed to spend many of tlieir nights in

worship, and had thought it no hardship, but an
honour and a blessing. They had increased their

fasts also, in proportion to the increase of wicked-
ness in the land. They now saw what they had
done in committing the cause of the Lord and his

people more or less into the hands of a leader who
mourned for the fleshpots and the melons and
cucumbers of Egypt, and shrank from watching
and prayer, while charged with leading up the

children of the Covenant out of their bondage.
These, however, were not the words which dwelt

on Monmouth's ear and sank into his heart.

"The suspense over!" he repeated, wistfully

looking into Grey's composed countenance.
"
Surely your Grace can have no doubt of that !

"

said Lord Grey, returning the gaze.
" What room

can there be for doubt ?
"

Monmouth started up and paced the room,

wringing his hands.
" I will write to the King," he exclaimed. " He

is my uncle. He cannot refuse me safety, if I

pledge myself to go abroad, never to return. He
cannot refuse me, when he knows all."

" What remains for him to learn?
"
said Lord

Greyl
" I will tell him how I have been tempted—how

I have been urged—how I have been betrayed—
how I have repented a thousand times."

" How has your Grace been betrayed, may I

ask?"
"Never was man so betrayed! You assured

me, Lord Grey, that the whole Whig gentry
waited only for me,—waited to rise as soon as 1

should land
;
and they have avoided me,—to a

man ! I have found none but ploughmen and
miners and tradesmen, a mere rabble ; and I am
to sufifer for them !

"

" And I too, your Grace must remember. My
head is the pledge of my sincerity."

" You are my murderer—you, my Lord !" cried

Monmouth, struggling with his tears. " When I

might have escaped, might have been at home at

Brussels by this time, you would not let me go."
Lord Grey turned away with a shake of the

head, which Monmouth understood. He was
silent while Lord Grey called for paper and ink,
and arranged the writing-materials on the table.

" Write to the King," he said, placing a chair.

"Cast what blame on me you will. Save yourself
if you can. If any use of my name can save you,
use it. Nay, you owe me no thanks for saying
this. My doom is sure ; and I shall not gainsay
anything your Grace may allege."

"Without implicating you, my Lord, I can plead

many things. Many things I could say, when I

can compose myself to write," said Monmouth,
throwing down the pen which his trembling hand
could not guide, and bursting into tears.

At the moment the door opened, and one of his

guards announced that a lady had arrived who
desired to see him, and would not be put off from

entering instantly. Monmouth dashed away his

tears ; and his flush and smile made him look like

himself again, in spite of his sordid dress and his

grey hair.
' ' 1 knew she would come 1

" he exclaimed. * ' I

was not allowed to go to her ; but I knew she

would come to me I But stay !

" he exclaimed,

detaining the guard.
" My Lord, this will not put

her in danger, will it ? If I thought it would—"

And again he looked wistfully at his fellow-

prisoner ; and now Lord Grey returned the gaze
more kindly, as he said :

"Surely not! There can be no proof against

Lady Henrietta, except
"
(and here he lowered his

voice to a whisper)
" in your Grace's own breast."

" Do you believe that I could say a word ? No,

you cannot think it !

"

"I do not," Lord Grey replied. Before he

could say more the door opened, and Monmouth
rushed forward with open arms as a lady entered.

Her veil was down, but he hesitated ;
for the lady

was short of stature, and her air was not that

which he knew so well.
" I am your wife, Monmouth," said she, throw-

ing herself on his neck. "1 have trusted that

you would return to me, but ! not in such an

extremity as this ! Do not throw me off now,"
she exclaimed. ' ' I am your wife—I have a right to

be with you ; the King has said it—the King
enjoined me to come."

" The King !

"
said Monmouth. "Why—why

did he send you ? Is it a sign ? Is it a promise
of favour ?

"

Lord Grey had dismissed the guard and closed

the door ; and as he could not leave the room, he

sat down with his back to the pair, and seemed

occupied in writing. But he could not avoid

hearing all that was said, Monmouth did not

disguise his desire to use his wife's influence to

save his life ;
but he said no word that Lady

Henrietta herself could have complained of as

infidelity. The jioor wife felt this at her heart's

core. She did not remind him by the remotest

hint that to her he owed fortune, title, and

position ;
and she made no reference to the

woman who had supplanted her. It was evident

that she clung to the hope of recovering her

husband's affection by saving him from his appa-
rent doom. She spoke of his gallantry in the

field with pride. She mourned over the un-

certainty about his birth, which had so naturally

led him to claim the throne. She thought no

human heart could resist such claims for mercy
as he could urge ; and she would urge them day
and night till he should arrive in London to

petition the King himself.
" Will the King see me ?

"
cried Monmouth,

eagerly.
" He must, he shall see you!

" she replied. "I

will not leave him till I have his promise,"
"I will do anything, I will go anywhere,"

protested Monmouth, in a voice growing hoarser

every moment. " I will be the most loyal of all

his subjects, and I could tell him now many
things

—"

Lord Grey turned in his seat. Monmouth heard

it, though he did not see ;
and he stopped, cover-

ing his face with his hands.

"We must go far away," said the Duchess of

Monmouth. " We must bury ourselves in some

country where we shall never be heard of more.

But we may be happy yet, Monmouth ; we may
I forget the wretched past. You would, would you
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not?" she asked, in a voice which melted one heart

there, if not Monmouth's.
"

I know not, I cannot say, I cannot think. 1

am so—so confused, so wretched !

"

" You are worn out," she said, tenderly." I believe I am," he answered, piteously." I had better go now," she said.

When no word to the contrary was said, she
added :

—
' ' I will go to the King ; and as soon as you

arrive in London, I will come "

*' You will ? Try to save me ! It will be

good of you, it will be—yes, it will be noble of

you to save me, Anne ! I know, I feel, that your
lot has been hard,—that you have something to

forgive."
"
Something !

"

"Yes, much to forgive. And I cannot now
say—I am not in a condition to promise

"
," To do anything,

—to go anywhere," inter-

posed Lord Grey, in the lowest tone, which yet
Monmouth heard.

" Be silent, my Lord," cried Monmouth. "
I

cannot be pressed at such a moment as this. I

will do what I cau
; but, Anne, try to save me !

"

"Yes, I will try to save you," she replied, in a
manner which smote on her husband's heart.

When she was gone, he answered to what was
in his companion's mind. Lord Grey had not

spoken again, and he now laid down his pen to

listen. He did not look round, probably because
tears were on his face.

"She is too good to me," Monmouth said.

"But what cau I do ? We were married so

young ! It was really no marriage on my part.
Henrietta is everythiug to me.—Ah! that fortune,—that title ! I wish Anne had them back again!
I wish I had never had them ! I wish I were the
meanest citizen I Henrietta is everythiug to me."
He did not divine Lord Grey's next thought :

"If you had been a humble citizen, the Lady
Henrietta would never have been anything to

you."

CHAPTER XI. CONSPIRACY IN ITS D^RIS.
DuKiN(} the rest of that fearful summer, there

were two travelling parties in the Western Counties
which fixed all eyes, and created fears and hopes
unspeakable.

After the Battle of Sedgemoor, Colonel Percy
Kirke, an officer fresh from African service, and

commanding the First Tangier Regiment, was
appointed to govern Bridgewater, and to keep
Somersetshire in order. How he did it there is

no need to relate ; for the story of the barbarities
of Kirke and his Lambs is not forgotten, and never
will be.

The other traveller, who had a very different

following, was the Bishop of Bath and Wells. He
had been known by his sternness among the large
I)roportion of the people in his diocese who were
Nonconformists. He never ceased to denounce
their doctrines

;
and he had followed up their

offences of clandestine worship with all the severity
that his office, and the inlluence that it gave him,
enabled him to exercise. When Kirke was re-

called, because public indignation at his cruelties

was too strong to be braved by a king whose

throne had been so lately in danger, the Puritans
believed themselves stiU under special trial, and

spoke of Bishop Ken's visitations of the towns
as another sign of the time of tribulation which
was to try their souls, in preparation for the ap-

proaching triumph of their purified Christianity.
From the pulpits in the meeting-houses, to which
the people resorted more than ever, there were

prayers that the hand of the persecutor might
be stayed, and that the proud oppressor who
mimicked the shows and assumed the airs of

Papistry might be humbled. But day by day
perplexing stories spread, which bewildered people's
minds about the Bishop whom tbey had supposed
they knew so well. He had come to convert as

many as he coidd, certainly : but he had also

visited the prisons ; had rebuked the harshness of

jailors ; had spoken with the prisoners of their

families, and promised to see after them ; had

supplied the needs of many who were ill-fed and
clothed

;
had caused the separation of the sick

and the well, and had done what was possible to

have those fearful ])lace3 made less unwholesome
and miserable. There were many who pronounced
these deeds to be arts of Satan, designed to lead

the elect over into Prelacy, if not Popery : but on
others such acts produced their natural effect ;

and in their minds the idea of Bishop Ken, the

persecutor of the Lord's people, became so altered

and confused that their pastors feared that Satan's

devices were not altogether in vain.

On his part, the Bishop had his own perplexities;
and some matters which had before appeared to him
so plain that only minds blinded by sin could have
a doubt about them, now showed a different side,

when he went among the Puritans. His own
views were unchanged. He had long passed

beyond the mental opportunity for change : but

he was becoming more or less aware how it was
that everybody within his reach did not arrive at

seeing things as he saw them. He was so struck

with the intelligence with which some of the

Nonconformists held and defended their opinions,
that he was believed to have some hand in the

increase of the emigration from the Southern and
Western coasts, by which many hundreds of

Roundheads were carried beyond the danger of

taking their turn in the prisons, or being consigned,
on some pretence about the rebellion, to the

gallows. He was extremely severe with them for

their deficiency of passiveness in their obedience

to the existing Government, whatever it might be,

and for the trouble they caused to the Church by
leaving it : but when it came to the alternative of

going to a new world by emigration, or to another

world by the jail and the halter, he helped them
in their strait, and told them that they richly de-

served the severer fate
;
and that the reason why

he assisted them to avoid it was the hope that

their lengthened term of life might be so used as

to bring them back within the privileges of loyalty
and the pale of the Church. He abhorred William

Penn as a sectary of mischievous audacity : and he

could not speak with patience of the favour witli

which the King seemed to regard this great foe of

ecolesiastical obedience : but Penn's colony was a

better i)lace than the grave for repentance ;
and

he therefore paid the passage of scores of heretics,
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region of Sylvania (to which ships were going in

rapid succession),—and others to Massachusetts

Bay.
He was in the midst of his labours at Bridport

(for on this occasion he disregarded the boundaries
of his diocese), when he received information, in

the prison, that the High Sheriff of the county
desired to speak with him on urgent business.
The official title impressed him, as all signs of

established authority always did: and he hastened
back to his lodging, where he found the Sheriff,

—
and with him his sister.

Mr. Bankshope had brought his sister, he said,
because he desired that the Bishop should hear
from an eyewitness what had befallen a venerable
friend of his. From the stern sadness of the

Bishop's countenance as he entered, the Banks-

hopes supposed that he was aware of the ill news
they brought : but if evil tidings were the cause
of the gravity, they did not concern Madam Lisle

;

for what he heard now took him entirely by sur-

prise.

Elizabeth's story was that, early in the morning
of the preceding day, soldiers had surrounded her
aunt's house, and had scarcely allowed the house-
hold time to dress before they burst in, to search,
as they said, for rebels and sectaries.

"Sectaries," the Bishop observed,
•'
they would

find in every room in the house
; JDut for rebels,

no doubt, they must come farther westward. "

"
Unhappily," replied the Sheriff,

" there were
two fugitives hidden."

" Hidden I in her house ! I pray God this may
be a mistake !

"
exclaimed the Bishop, showing

how great were his fears for his old friend.

"Tell us, Elizabeth," said her brother—"tell

us exactly what you yourself saw."
Elizabeth had seen the soldiers thronging into

the house : and she had seen one placed as a guard
at the breakfast-room door, where she and her
aunt and the maids were assembled, and where
soldiers were looking in at the windows. She had
heard a fearful shout from the back

; and in a
few moments, two wretched-looking men, covered
with dust and soot, were dragged past the windows
and into the room.

" Who were they ?
"

"One was said to be a Dorsetshire lawyer,
named Nelthorpe ; the other was called the Ee-
verend John Hickes."

" No Heverend at all," observed the Bishop,
frowning. "The man is a notorious sectary,

—one
of the most mischievous of those illicit preachers.
1 always feared this ! I have often warned Madam
Lisle of the retribution which would some day befal

her, when her goodnatur ewould be taken advan-

tage of by these sly, self-seeking hypocrites, who
would prey on her substance, and bring her good
name into jeopardy. Let us hope that this expo-
sure may be a lesson to her."

"But we did not come to your Lordship on
behalf of the fugitives," observed the Sheriff.

"0, ho! do the authorities threaten her,—
Madam Lisle ?

"

"They dragged her to prison," Elizabeth re-

lated, with a strong effort to be calm. "And they
say that her life is in danger."

" Is it possible ! This is dreadful ! But what
was the fact about these men? "

' ' What the soldiers said was that they found
John Hickes hidden in the malthouse, and the
other in the chimney of one of the bedrooms."

" And with your aunt's knowledge ? — No
matter ! Do not answer. I do not desire to

know. It is only too certain that she knew them
to be proscribed sectaries.

"

"If so," observed the Sheriff, "these are not
the first fugitives that Madam Lisle has harboured
in their extremity, knowing them to be pro-
scribed."

"True! quite true!" exclaimed the Bishop,
with emotion. " There are loyal gentlemen,—
there are faithful churchmen, who could tell that

they owe their lives to her. These must be
reached and roused on her behalf," he continued,

thoughtfully.
" She is not one to keep a register

of her good deeds, or we might know whom to

seek. It is frightful to think of her being in a

jail, for a single day."
"All Winchester—half Hampshire would do

anything to rescue her," the Sheriff declared.

"But I fear it is too true that she must remain in

prison till the Assizes, unless some strong and

special influence obtains her release. That is why
we have come to your Lordship."

" Alas ! what can / do ?
" the Bishop replied.

"1 have no power at Court, or in high places.
Are you not aware that I laboured day and night,

by the death-bed of the late King, to obtain

from him the declaration that he died in the faith

of our Church, and to induce him to take the

sacrament according to its method ? How should

I be held in any respect by those who were

counting the moments till 1 should cease, to

smuggle in a monk, to entangle my old Master
in the snares of their Papistry ? No

;
with the

Court I can do nothing.
—But yet, every friend

she has must do something,"
Elizabeth blessed him for saying that. But if,

as he thought, there could scarcely be serious

danger eventually for so venerable a lady, and
one to whom so many of the ruling party owed

gratitude and respect, what would become of her

in the interval before trial ?

"How did she bear herself when arrested?"

asked the Bishop.
' '

Calmly, I trust ?
"

" I have never seen her otherwise than calm,"
Elizabeth replied.

" But she was cheerful also ;
—

I should say, never more so."
" That is wonderful, considering the trembling

of the spirits at an age like hers."
" She regards her age as a defence against fear.

Being at the verge of life, and in full assurance

of what lies beyond, she cannot occupy herself

with thoughts of the way in which the verge is

to be passed, or of whether it shall be to-morrow,
or next month, or next year. Her whole concern

was for the men, Hickes and Nelthorpe
"

" Their fate is sure," observed the Bishop.
" I

can say nothing on their behalf."
"
And, after their fate," the Sheriff said, "her

care was for her young guest here."
" Who is no sectary, J trust," said the Bishop,

with a grave gaze in Elizabeth's face, which had

something of compassion in it. Her brother de-
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clared that she had been bred in the faith of the

Church ;
and he trusted she would never swerve

from it.

"It is marvellous," the Bishop remarked,
" what an influence these ranting schismatics

3stablish within the very shadow of the Church.

It is a fatal bribe of Satan. And another is the

false strength that they have in themselves,—from

pride, no doubt, in part, but also from an enthu-

siasm which sustains their spirits under all that

jan be said or done to them. Their constancy is

10 like that of tnie martyrs that it is no wonder
ihat the ignorant take them for martyrs. They
lave been ensnared into believing that they are

lonoured and distiuguished by suflfering for the

;ruth during the last term allowed to the enemy ;

'

ind that the day of salvation for the gospel and

gospellers is at hand, when all who shall have

mdured to the end shall be received into glory."
" That is indeed their view," Elizabeth replied,

n a low voice.
*' What an awful superstition it is," resumed

ihe Bishop, "to regard in that Avay the merciful

ifForts of the Church to bring back the lost sheep
)f the flock ! But the power of superstition was
lever stronger,

—never since the Reformation so

trong."
"And some of their superstitions are so strange !

"

he SherifF observed. "The people about here

irmly believe that Monmouth will reappear in

Eighty-nine."
" Not only that," said the Bishop ;

" but they
;eem equally happy whether they hold that he
lever was executed, or show handkerchiefs dipped
n his blood. They make sure of their Protestant

ving, either way."
" Yes ; he is to appear in Eighty-nine, whether

le is really dead or not. Your Lordship can

atisfy some of them as to the reality of his

leath."
" Far from it," replied the Bishop.

" When I

ell them what he said before he died (some

hings,
—not all,

—God forbid ! ), and when I testify
hat I saw him dead, and the people carrying
,way his blood, they only say that it was some-

)ody very like him, who died in his stead. In
he same breath they call him the Protestant

aartyr and the great Protestant King who has
our years to wait for his crown."
"
They have got hold of some saying of Mon-

aouth's," said the Sheriff,
*' about summoning the

Jaroness Wentworth to make ready to share his

uajesty and glory."
" Indeed !

"
exclaimed the Bishop :

" I was not
ware of that : and it is very strange. Most sin-

;iilar !

" he continued, after a pause.
" I was con-

idering how the thing could have got abroad,
t was not likely that 1, or my brother prelates,
hould have spoken on the subject at all, seeing
low vain were all our eff'orts to bring his Grace to

ny sense of his duty in regard to that passion."" He did say something, then, which might be
he ground of this notion ?

"

" What he said was that the Lady Henrietta
yoiild not mourn him long : he had a persuasion
hat she would quit life soon after him, knowing,
s they both did, that heaven would be no heaven
him without her. But I err," he said, checking

himself. " These are not topics for such audience.

But you, Mr. Bankshope,—you have an oflBce also

among these unhappy people here in the West, at

this unhappy time : and perhaps you can under-

stand me when I say that such is the trial to

heart and head,—such the misery that I see every
hour, and such the joy and triumph flourished

in my face by the very victims of Satan, that my
heart and my flesh fail me, and I sometimes
shudder to think how nigh such discomposure is

to a failure of reason. Yes, you are right. Such

feelings are common to all mortal men who know
the value of their reason at all. The distempera-
ture passes away ; and meantime we know where
to find strength.

"

" I dread a fresh perplexity," observed the

Sheriff, "from tbe strange turn the Government
is taking in regard to the schismatics. It appears
as if, by an unheard-of mutual understanding
between the Papists and the Roundheads, the

Church might soon be cast out, to shift for her-

self."

The topic did not suit the Bishop. The SheriflF

held some curious information, which might or

might not be in the Bishop's possession. It was
evident that he would not speak at all on the

prospects of the Church : and he returned with

great fervour to the consideration of what could

be done on behalf of Madam Lisle.
" I was hardly aware," he said,

" how I revered

her. It is true that I could never prevail with
her to share in the services of the Church : but I

shall never forget the Christian grace with which
she sat down to meat with the poor who dine at

the palace twice in the week. I have, many
times, found strength and solace in the genial

sympathy with which she approved certain hymns
and devout poems. . . . But I see now that I

have yielded tinworthily to the allurement of

religious sympathy in a sectary ;
and to-day, and

in this heavy news, I have my punishment."
"
Oh, my lord, say not so !

"
cried Elizabeth.

"
I know her thoughts. I have heard some of

those hymns. Do not say
"

" Whatever I may think, I will not say more
of it," the Bishop replied. "I will, please God,

go to Winchester to-morrow. If I can send good
news, I will."

As Elizabeth left the room, after receiving the

Bishop's benediction, according to his custom, her

brother was detained for an instant by a touch on
the arm.

"I understood," said the Bishop—"and I am
strongly impressed that I heard it from Madam
Lisle herself—that your sister was betrothed to

one of the Battiscombes of Lyme—to the young
lawyer."

" It is certainly true," said the SherifiF ;

" but I

am not without hopes that the impression may
pass away by absence, and that I may see her the

wife of a good churchman before Battiscombe can

venture to return,"
" Do you not know, then, where he is ?

"

"Not precisely, because he is at sea. He is

bound for Amsterdam. He is supposed to have

sailed two days since."
" That is a mistake. He was arrested this

morning
"
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" Arrested ! Where ? By whom ?
"

" In Lyme. The Mayor had information from
a creature of his own, who has tracked the young
man for weeks past. The people cry

' shame !

'

but there is no help now."
"What will be the end of it,

—tell me, my
Lord, I conjure you !

"

"The worst, I fear. There is no room for

doubt,—no ground for mercy."
" Is it possible !

"

" How could it be otherwise ? He was out

with Monmouth. Go and comfort your sister."
" Comfort her ! Good Heaven, how? It will

break her heart."
" You shall have my prayers. Go, and do

your duty to her."

(To be concluded m our next.)

"HE'S NOT COME YET."

Whbn 1 first came to live in Falmouth, there

stood a most broken-down, dilapidated house, the

back windows of which overlooked the sea, and
which was known by the name of the Fisherman's

Home. In that house, just fifty years ago, there

lived two fishermen, who were partners—one pur-

suing his trade by day, the other fishing by night.
Michael Tregillian owned the house, in which
Nancolas (his partner) rented a room, Michael

jiras an honest-hearted, even-tempered, good man,
frank and open, steady and industrious. With
the break of day he set out to fish, generally

returning at dusk. For these reasons his oppor-
tunities for making friends were scarce, and his

hours for relaxation few
; and, besides the few old

fishermen with whom (when his day's work was
at an end) he smoked his pipe and took his glass,

lie had neither friends nor acquaintances.
Paul Nancolas (TregiUian's partner) was a

stout, well-builtm an, who had seen some five-and-

forty winters, and after having passed his earlier

years in His Majesty's Service, he had for some
reason left the Navy to take to the trade he was
then pursuing. He drank hard, smoked, and

gambled ;
and between the little tavern where he

drank and his stall in the market where he gos-

sipped, he managed to waste his best hours, and
to squander his own earnings as well as those of

his hard-working partner. Gloomy and sullen,

uncouth and brutal, caring not whom he pleased
or offended, as ready for a fight as he was for a glass,

Nancolas was sneered at, pitied, and despised,

Kepulsed on all sides, and deserted even by
those of his own habits, who could no longer en-

sure his ferocity, the partnership that existed

between himself and Tregillian must have speedily
come to an end, but for a small inmate in Michael's

house who exercised a strange influence in reform-

ing the habits and improving the nature of the

brutalised, drunken fisherman. Tregillian had a

wife, and one son—the latter a little fellow, who,
when Nancolas entered into partnership, was about
a twelvemonth old. The man was unwearied
in his exertions at his trade, whilst the mother

kept a small chandler's shop and took in needle-

work. Hour by hour, and day by day, they
laboured for the lad : many and many a night,

when the little town has been apparently wrapt
in darkness, has a small light twinkled through
the crevices in the window-shutter, showing too

plainly, to those who knew the people, the mother's

iinceasing labour for her boy.
I have heard, and believe, that upon more occa-

sions than I care to number, the fisherman and
his wife have deprived themselves of the common
necessaries of life, that their darling should in the

future reap the benefit of their self-denying fru-

gality.
I call to mind sometimes the labour of this

couple, as I sit by my window in the sunset,

mentally picturing and laying plans for the sunny
morrow, which the first dark cloud may dash for

ever aside.

This boy had a singular influence on Paul

Nancolas; and he alone was the sole and uncon-
scious instrument in working out that man's

partial reformation. The child was not afraid of

his father's rough partner : shy of others, the little

fellow had always a laugh for hivi; he was willing
to go to this bold, bad man, and in time Nancolas

was, by slow consent, induced to take into his

great, rough, weather-beaten arms, this baby-boy ;

and once, it is said, he was so far forgetful of his

nature, as to press the little mouth with his gin-
stained lips. By slow degrees, was the drunkard
won from his dissolute course. The change was

scarcely perceptible at first, but step by step he
was weaned from his seat in The Jolly Sailor's

taproom to a corner at TregiUian's fireside
;
and

though years passed before people believed that

Nancolas was a sober man, yet that day came at

last, when his old companions laughed at him,
and the neighbours pointed him out as a reformed

reprobate. To carry out the impression he had

made, and in testimony to those who were willing
to think well of him, Paul Nancolas in all sincerity
one morning pledged himself to taste no more

liquor for the next twelve months—a promise that

required some nerve to make ; but Nancolas made
it, and resolved the vow should be kept.

Twelve years had passed, and on each anniver-

sary had Nancolas renewed his vow of temperance.
The time that had served to erase the dark spots
that stained the fisherman's former life, had trans-

formed the unconscious cause into a robust and hand-
some youth ;

whilst the passing fondness that had
arisen in the fisherman's breast for the child, had

grown into a deep-rooted attachment for the boy.
That boy (as Nancolas often said) had been the

first that had ever cast a thought on him—almost

the only soul who had given him a tender look.
" God bless the boy !" He had won him unknow-

ingly from the bad, and made him know what it

was to hold up his head with the good and true
;

then snapping his fingers, either in defiance of his

past state, or in exultation at his present, he would

hiig the fair-haired little fellow closer to his big,

manly breast, and in his heavy sea-boots go crash-

ing along the beach to his boat wherein to set saU

for his evening trip. On these occasions (when
the weather was fine and the slcy clear) the boy
was his companion for half the distance, returning
in his father's boat, which they usually met.

It was about half-past eight o'clock on a Friday

evening in August, about thirty years ago, that
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Paul Nancolas, accompanied by his little charge,

prepared to set sail. Hitherto (as I have said) the

boy had gone with him but halfway ; but, upon
this night,

—the fishing season being a good one,
and Paul deeming he might need the lad's help—
he had wrung from the parents a reluctant consent

that the little fellow should be his midnight com-

panion.
The sunlight was fading into ten thousand broad

red streaks upon the vast expanse of water ; and
as the sun sank into the bosom of the ocean, the

tide bore them steadily to the mouth of the Bay.
It was a calm and beautiful evening, and nature

looked very lovely in the declining light of day :

the sun cast its departing rays upon the grey stone

of the old castles, and tinged the tops of the tiny
waves : it was still : the breeze bore on it, at

intervals, the laughter from the window of the

little village alehouse that stood upon the shore ;

and from the boat a mile ahead of them, the ditty
of the fisherman came mingling with the pleasant

air, as the light faded gradually ;
and the moon,

with its mild beams, turned into silver what had
been the streaks of gold, lighting up the darken-

ing landscape with its soft mellowy beams. All

things were so quiet, it seemed as if, in its own
calm, nature had lulled herself to sleep.
The twinkling lights that dotted here and there

the shore, became each moment paler in the dis-

tance ; the rustling of the trees was lost in the

murmur of the ocean ; the land receded further

and further from their view, till they appeared
alone upon the moonlit sea. Nancolas began now
to be alarmed at the protracted absence of Tregil-

lian, whose boat he ought to have met some time
before : ho was the more uneasy, as the old man
had complained before starting of giddiness, and
had of late been ailing.

It was about this time that, resting on his oars,

looking round, Paul observed that the boat from the

owner of which they had heard the ditty pro-

ceeding was making towards them ; and the

fisherman, as he rowed along, was chaunting the
burden of an old song, that had been a favourite

with Nancolas, long before the birth of little

Tregillian.
Heaven knows for what reason, but of all the

revellers who jeered at his temperate habits,
Nancolas had avoided this man. Tolbody, for

that was his name, had staid out later, much later,

blian was usual for him to do, and was making
bis way to land with a heavy draught of fish

;

rowing hard against wind and tide.

As they nearcd, Tolbody hailed Nancolas, and

brought his fishing-boat alongside.
*' Why, mate, we see nought of ye now," began

Tolbody ;

*'
if thee don't care aboot taking a sup,

/e needn't be above a pipe, now and then.
"

Nancolas bade him a good-night, and would
lave rowed on.
"
Stop, stop, mate !

"
roared the other ;

" what's
;he hoorry? Sure the fishes won't come the sooner
;o thy nets, for thy speed ; I want something to

ipeak to thee about."
The fisherman stopped irresolutely on his oars,

lo liad been nettled that day, more than once,
it the ridicule he had had to endure from his

lid associates ; who invariably made it a jwint, on

each succeeding anniversary of his taking the

pledge, to follow Paul to the beach with a deri-

sive cheer. This day was the twelfth anniversary,
and he had writhed under the yearly torment thus

inflictc'L If he passed this man without a greet-

ing,
—if he refused to throw him a word, his

motive might be misconstrued, and that act set

down as one of fear, which would have been done
in reality from the wish to avoid an altercation.

"I'm in a hurry, master," returned Nancolas;
" I want to make the best use of wind and tide."

"
Why, mate, you're not afraid?"

" Afraid—^no ! What should I be afraid on t

You've little cause to say so, Master Tolbody."
Tolbody laughed sneeringly, and winking at

Nancolas, lifted his hand to his mouth, raising his

little finger in the air.
" Fourteenth of August!

" he added. "This is

</te day, isn't it, friend ? Why they say you're

'bliged to swear, or you couldn't keep your
promise."

Stung with the last retort, and smarting under
the jeers of his former friends on shore, Nancolas
answered roughly—that it would be well if some
minded business of their own, and that for his

part he wanted no promise to bind him ; he bade
the other good-night, and resumed his oars.

"Stay, stay, man alive : we know each other.

/ don't believe what they say of you. Too many'g
the day we've come across each other, for me to

be afraid to stake my davy, that if Nancolas

says he'll do a thing, why ilone that thing will

be. I'd trust you toith a bottle when there

wasn't a soul looking on, with the devil himself

to tempt ye."
Nancolas released the oar from his hand, and

grasped that of Tolbody's.
The shot had struck home. The man whose

reformation had been born of a baby's love, was
moved by the kind word from one whose ridicule

he feared.
" That's hearty, master I You're one of the only

mates that's had a faith in Paul Nancolas, and I

honour you for it."
"
Here," cried the other, feeling in his pocket ;

"take this as a proo/ that I mean what I say.
I'll wager the cork won't be drawn before I set eyes
on it agen !

"

So saying, he flung a corked wicker-bottle into

the boat, and bidding Nancolas "God-speed,"
made the best of his way towards the shore, to

tell the tale to the group of fishermen, who nightly
met at the Jolly Sailor, and impatiently to await
the return of what he believed would be the

drunken fisherman.

The sky had become overcast
; large black clouds

were fast obscuring the moon
;
the wind, too, had

risen, and by the faint light which occasionally

penetrated the darkness, breakers ahead were dis-

cernible.

Large drops of rain began now to fall, the sky
was every moment growing darker ; and the still-

ness and blackness of the night was broken only

by the distant peals of thunder, and the vivid

streaks of lightning, which seemed to split the

horizon. Nancolas was hardened to such sights ;

but he was anxious for the boy, who, shivering with

cold, had crept into the forepart of the boat. For-
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innately the wind was with them, and Nancolas

could relinquish his oars for a time, as he threw hia

oilskin coat around the lad, and patting him on
the head bade him keep a good heart. In search-

ing his pocket for the muffler that he usually wore,
his hand came in contact with the wicker-bottle.

He took it out, and looked at it, by the sickly

light of the lantern which he held
;
the boy was

cold—a drop would warm him—must do him good.
He hesitated a moment, then with his teeth he
drew the cork.

' '

Here, Jimmy lad, take a sup o' that ; it'll keep
thee heart up, and sarve to keep out cold."

The boy—half-wondering, half-unconsciously
—

took a deep draught, and putting it from him,

gasped for breath.
"

It's so strong, I feel ill—where's father ?
"

'' He's not come yet,
"
replied Nancolas, anxious

to conceal his own anxiety on the subject, and to

calm the boy.
As he spoke his glance rested on the wicker-

bottle ; it was with a strange feeling of awe that,

as he looked, he remembered the last words of the

fisherman—'^The cork wonH be drawn afore I sees

it agen .'

" '

He pictured to himself the sneer that would
rise to every face as he returned the bottle ; he
heard the laugh which would greet his account of

having given it to the boy. The reputation
which was the result of so much self-sacrifice

and labour was destroyed ; when the story was
told he woidd be mistrusted, as the man who
could be sober only when temptation was beyond
his reach. " So then "

(he muttered) "the work of

years destroyed in a moment !

"

Enlarging by his imagination the sneer, the

laugh, the derisive jest, the loss of the friendship
of those whom he most esteemed, calling to mind
his desolate life of the past, again his brutal

nature struggled hard for mastery, and he became
in that short hour a desperate man. The wind
had changed, and the fishing-boat was like a toy
tossed on the great black waters : blackness was
on the sea, blackness in the heavens, so dense he
knew not where he was

; his hopes were darkened
like the night, whose very colour seemed in unison

with his heart.

"Laughed at, as drunk!" he murmured, as

he endeavoured to reef the sail—"not master of

myself—laughed at as a boy that couldn't com-
mand himself—I may as well be bad as be thought
so!"

His courage, too, seemed to fail him with his

hopes ; and after a short pause, to renew his

energy, he put the bottle to his lips.

The smell of blood will whet the appetite of the
tamest beast

;
the taste of liquor aroused the

worst passions of that man, and in one half-hour
his better nature had fled.

But an hour before the peril to which he had

exposed the boy, the absence of his partner, the

coming storm, and their lonely situation, had
filled him with gloomy fears and dark forebodings ;

but the draughts he imbibed from time to time
from his friend's wicker-bottle made him so for-

getful of the past, so callous to the future, that he
took little heed of either his own peril or of that
in which he had placed the boy ; and with an

equal disregard for the fury of the elements, his

fellow-partner's return, the comfort or safety of

his little charge—who, drenched and shivering,
lay half-stupified by the gin he had imbibed in

the forepart of the vessel—Nancolas stretched
himself at full length, preparing for a heavy
sleep.

Meanwhile the heart of the boy beat high as

wave after wave tossed the boat as if it were a

plaything on the broad ocean
;
but amidst the

roaring of the water, the vivid lightning, the

rolling thunder, and the increasing gloom, the
child's only fear was for the safety of his missing
father : the darkness and storm were terrible to

him, but only as he thought of their gathering
around his father's boat.

Once, and once only, did he hear the husky
voice of his drunken guide, and that but in-

distinctly.
"
Jemmy, boy ! keep a sharp lookout, and wake

me when thee sees feyther coming."
The voice that answered his was choked and

full of sobs.
' ' My father ! he's not come yet ! he's not come

yet!"
"Ho! ho!" laughed the fisherman, as he

tiirned away and applied himself once more to his

friend's wicker-bottle. " Not come yet ! A brave

night for a fisherman—a joUy storm for a boat-

man's son !

"

And with the puny boat tossing iipon the giant

waves, the black water roaring against the blacker

night, Nancolas sank into a dniuken slumber.
* * * *

" He's not come yet !

"

Nancolas opened his large heavy eyes, and

passing his hand across his bushy eyebrows, in

the first awakening from his lethargy, looked

round. In the east a few grey streaks were

lighting up the horizon, and the cold fresh breeze,
that passed like a spirit-hand over his features,

heralded the approach of day. Not a sound was
to be heard ; the sea, that had ran so high but a

few hours before, was almost as calm as the sands

that it covered, and not a vessel dotted the vast

horizon.
" He's not come yet !

"

The voice was low and faint ;
but even Nan-

colas, half-stupified as he was by drink, recognised
it as that of the lad.

" Not come yet," muttered the fisherman, half

raising himself up on one arm, and looking for the

first time towai-ds the forepart of the boat.

"Not !"

He sat up and stared for a moment or so in

drunken stupidity
— then starting up he stood

transfixed: his eyes were riveted on an object that

made his flesh creep^it was the oilskin coat in

which he had wrapped the boy, which was lying

partly over the side. The coat was there, but the

boy was gone!

At noon on the day that followed that sad

night that fisherman knelt down in the market-

place at Falmouth, and in the midst of a crowd,

who gazed with wondering eyes upon him and

upon a poor palefaced weeping woman who stood

near him, he swore before his Eternal God that
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Tom that hour to the day of his death his life

ihonld be devoted to the support of that bereaved

ather, who, having escaped the dangers of the

light, had fallen smitten with paralysis at hearing
ihe news of his boy's death.

Although, week after week, search was made
or the body of the unfortunate lad, all efforts for

ts recovery were vain, and to this day no trace of

t has ever been discovered.

By Nancolas's unwearied exertions, and by his

itrict sobriety, by the profits of the little chandler's

ihop, old Tregillian passed for two years a com-

)aratively calm life. As for his partner, he was
vn altered man. Beyond the one set purpose of

lis soul he had no other aim. Fortunately, some

noney left him by a distant relative enabled him

buy a small—a very small—life annuity for the

)ld man whom his thoughtless folly had deprived
I >f a son.

Two years had passed, when on a fine August
noming in the twilight a fisherman (in returning

: rom his night's work) was passing the mouth of

1 he bay ;
he was falling into that half-wakeful

( emi-conscious doze which invariably follows many
! lOurs' watching, and was (so he afterwards said)

i a that state in which the sights and sounds that

.•,re taking place in our world of reality mingle
1 hemselves sometimes with our world of dreams.

t appeared to him that the wind had freshened,
j or a cold air fanned his face ; it seemed to him

;,lso, in his half-drowsy and unconscious state,

1 hat some one was beside him in the little skiff.

I Ihaking himself and glancing around, so strong an
; mprcssion had the feeling made on him, he was
; lalf surprised to find he was alone, and that the
"

)oat was being borne by the tide on a sea scarcely
Qoved by a ripple.
The old man had filled his pipe, and was about

o light it, when a strange sound fell upon his ear :

: b was at first very indistinct, and appeared to

< ome from the little creek that was opposite.
The fisherman looked round, thinking it might

]
roceed from some distant vessel ; but the horizon

ras as clear as it had been two years before, when
'. fancolas had viewed it by the breaking light of

1 loming.
The old man stood there with his unlighted pipe

j 1 his mouth, listening, when the same cold breeze
*• hat had stolen over his slumbering features again
layed on his face, and with it came the feeling he

; ad experienced in his dream—that of there being
•

rith. him an image without a form. Once more

pon the air came the mysterious sound
; this

ime he heard it more distinctly than he had
eard it before, a faint cry dwelling upon the

.^aters,
—

*' He's not come yet !

"

The sound seemed borne with and dependent
n the breeze, for it came as gradually as it faded ;

'tc words, too— where had the old fisherman
eard them before ? He tried but failed to re-

aember : surely they must have been a part of

is dream !

Louder and more distinct they oame once more

pon the breeze,—
•' He's not come yet!"
No visionary remnant of an overwrought

imagination
—the tones of the fresh voice of a

boy, uttered as clearly as the fisherman had ever

heard them in his life—from n'hom, from whence,
had they proceeded ?

Not from the land, where not even the curling
smoke was darkening the sky ;

not from any
object on the sea, on which nothing was visible

but his own solitary boat. All, all was still.

With a white face and trembling hands, and a

feeling of indefinable dread, the old man pulled
towards Falmouth ; as he neared the shore, on

looking round, he perceived a boat in which was a

solitary figure rowing towards him. As he ap-

proached it he descried the form of Paul Nan-
colas.

He hailed him, and with trembling lips and a
broken voice related to him what he had heard.

As he told Nancolas of the words the voice had

uttered, the eyes of the other became as it were

fixed, and he stared at the old man with a stony

gaze.
' * The last words uttered by my poor lost boy !

"

The look was so full of hopeless misery, yet so

resolute in its awful calmness, that, scarcely

knowing why, the old fisherman begged of Paul
for the love of Heaven to go no farther.

" He was his son—his only son 1 He saved me
when I was a helpless wretch—he saved me from
the bad, and when he called to me for kelp I lay

slumbering like a drunken dog!"
At the first words uttered by Nancolas the old

man stood panic-stricken and aghast ; instinctively
he fell upon his knees, and uttered a homely
prayer. When he looked up Nancolas in his

boat was making for the sea.

To the wondering fishermen, who with gaping

eyes crowded round him, did the old man tell

his tale ; and by sunset the beach was almost

hnod with men and women, anxiously straining
their eyes to catch the first glimpse of the boat of

Nancolas.

They watched for him till dark, and then they

brought torches and lanterns to shed a faint light

upon the calm still bay ; with eager hands they
assisted to push off the boats, wherein some fisher-

men had volunteered to search for their missing
friend ;

a faint cheer burst from their lips, and the

boats departed out into the dark uight on the

calm sea.'

Many still remember that night, and the cold,

creeping shudder that stole over them when the

fishermen returned bearing no news of their

missing comrade. There are numl>ers who to

this d.ay tell of the panic that was spread in

Falmouth when day by day, and week by week

passed, and nothing was either seen or beard of

the object of their search.

Years have passed, but the missing fisherman is

still remembered ;
and childi-en crowd the closer

round the dim firelight as their grey-haired fathers

tell the tale, that from that day to this no tidings
have been gained of the fisherman or his boat.

The story is a strange one, I confess ; but I

solemnly declare I beUeve it for the most part

true, and many who still live in Falmouth will

stake their lives for its veracity.
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BROKEN TOYS.

I HA7E bow'J beneatli the stroke, and tlie sloim is

passing o'er :

I will walk, and will not murmur, though my lips may
smile no more.

The world is quite forsaken—
My beautiful is taken
To the dim eternal shore.

I have learn'd to watch the little spot of earth that is

my boy's,
—

But scarcely yet I dare to touch his broien toys.

Mid the shadows of the evening, in the blackness of

the night,

That struggle and that piteous look come

"ly sight ; tack upon
Until I cry, "Thank Heaven,
Short was thy fearful levin,

—
Not longer was the fight."

And I recall the resting limbs, the peaceful, smiling
face,

Sunlit, as if of pain it ne'er had known a trace.

I have gather'd up his few small books,
—

they stand

beside my bed
;

I have folded up for treasures the clothes from which

he fled :

The cambric shirt, with stain

Of blood from the blue vein

Of his arm when he was bled.

I can bear these suffering tokens,
—but not those of

his joys;
—

A mother's heart is broken by these broken toys.

How weak I am ! how changeful, how desolate, how
lone !

Bear with my faithless grief, Thou, to whom all grief

is known !

I will think upon Thy story ;

I will think upon his glory
Who fi'om my arms is flown ;

And try to figure to myself the bliss that is my boy's :
—

But my heart is well-nigh broken by these broken

toys ! Bkrhi.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TKOLLOPK

CnAPTER XIV. DON EVANDKO AT WORK.

VeJvY little passed that day between Beppo and
Lis father and brother. Had they been towns-

men instead of peasants, and, specially, liad they
been Tuscan townsmen, the tidings which Beppo
brouglit home would have formed subject for endless

talk at every spare minute during the day ;
— (the

tidings respecting the conscription, that is to say ;

of course the other load at his heart had to lie

there, and be borne in silence as best it might ;)
—

but Paoli Vanni and his sons were contadini

and Komagnoles ; and but few words were said.

Beppo briefly told them, as they went to their

worl{, that the worst fears of the country were to be

realised ; that the cou8cri[)tion was certainly to

take place that year, and that a day for the draw-

ing would be named shortly after the completion
of the communal lists.

At dinnertime the same information was given
in similarly concise words to the poor mother, who
manifested but little more emotion outwardly than
the male members of the family had done

;
but

she rose early next morning, and privately taking
from the secret hoard of the produce of her yarn,
the price of two fair wax tapers of hsdf-a-[)ound

each, she stole off to the village, and, having
bought what she needed, set them up alight before

the altar of the Blessed Virgin of the Seven Sorrows,
with an earnestly breathed prayer that the holy
Mother would deign, in consideration of that

humble offering, to preserve a mother's son to her.

True, all the other mothers in the parish would,
iu all probability, do the like. But it was not

probable that any one of them would go to the

expense of tapers of half-a-pound each. It was to

be presumed, therefore, that the prayer so backed
would be effectual. Nevertheless, poor Sunta, in

her anxiety, turned back when she had gone a few

steps from the church, and again kneeling before

the figure with the seven daggers, stuck iu

artistic grouping through the satin of her stiflly

brocaded, pyramidal-shaped robe, she promised
two more tapers of equal size in case of a favour-

able result.

Poor mother ! If earnestness could avail to

make her prayer heard, it must have had its

effect.

And so the day passed sombrely enough among
the inhabitants of Bella Luce, The days had passed
more sombrely there, even to old Paolo himself,
since Giulia had left the farm. But that black

Monday, after Beppo's return from the city, was
more so than ordinary.

In the evening, a little before supper-time, came
Don Evandro. The priest was always a welcome

guest at BeUa Luce, for he knew how to make
himself agreeable, with the tact so specially the

gift of the Roman Catholic clergy, both to the
farmer and to his wife. And the frequent presence

of the priest at their table conferred a tone and

style in the estimation of the Santa Lucia beau-

monde that nothing else could have compensated
for. Many of the parish clergy in the poorer and
remoter districts of Italy are glad enough to give
the consideration bestowed by their presence in

return for the hospitality afforded them. Bat this

was not Don Evandro's object. He was too well off,

though far from being a rich man, to need a meal;
and he had always some ulterior object in view.

Power was what he wanted, and the means of

leading his parish whithersoever he chose that it

should go.
He was perfectly aware of Beppo's journey to

Fano, —had in some degree prepared for it before-

hand
;
and the object of his present visit to Bella

Lxice was to shape and confirm the impressions
which he pretty shrewdly guessed the young man
had brought back with him.

"
I suppose. Signer Beppo, you brought home

with you full information respecting this detest-

able and abominable conscription."
"
Yes, your reverence. It seems that it is all

determined on," said Beppo, in a weary and dis-

pirited manner.
"And that is what the godless, usurping go-

vernment and the iniidcl revolutionists call

liberty ! Liberty !
—the forcible tearing of the

flower of the population from their homes and
their families ! Man-stealers ! My heart bleeds

for the unfortunates who are thus sent off to

destruction, temporal and eternal. Ay, eternal I

For what are they when they come back to their

native soil,
—if ever they do come back ? Repro-

bates ! They leave their paternal roofs well-

disposed. God-fearing youths ; and the few who
ever return are lost reprobates, fearing neither God
nor devil, filled with false notions and heresies,

perverted in heart and iu mind alike I Were I a

father, I would rather see my son in his coffin than
see him taken by the accursed consorii)tion."

The father and mother and t!ie two sons

listened to this outburst with awe and terror.

And the old farmer began to fear that he should

certainly be expected to turn out his hoards, in

order to buy his son off destructidn, temporal and
eternal.

" It is a very bad business," said the old man,
scratching his head

;
"I don't see what is to be

done iu it—not I ! Suppose our Beppo should be
'

drawn, your reverence ; what can a poor man like

me do ?
"

*' But there is good hope he may not be drawn;
Bxirely there is good hope," said Signora Sunta,

clasping her hands. * ' The Holy Virgin is very

good. We have always done our best both at

Nativity and Conception, besides a candle at the

Annunciation—and always the best wax. Your
reverence well knows wo have never failed," said

VOL. IX. c c No. 233.
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poor Sunta, appealingly ; "surely we may hope [Selves from their leading-strings. Not that there

that the Virgin -will send us a good number."
" You have every reason, my dear friend, to

expect a blessing on you and yours. I know no-

body in whose case 1 should look forward to one

with greater confidence," replied the priest ;

" but

the worst of the misfortune is, that a good niunber

cannot be trusted to as an escape."

"Signor Sandro told me something of that,"
said Beppo ;

' ' but I did not rightly understand

him. He seemed to say, as far as I could make
out, that after they had drawn the men by lot, if

they did not like what the lot gave them, they

picked out others."

"Well, it comes to nearly that," returned the

priest; "for these sons of Belial are not honest

even in the carrying out of their own infamous

laws. If there is a man they fancy anywhere
near on the list, they will make all kinds of. lying
excuses to get rid of the others, till they can put
their hand on him. Such a lad as you, my poor

Beppo, is just the sort they want to make a

soldier of
;
and you may depend on it, if they

have half a chance, they will leave no stone un-

turned to get hold of you."
" I don't think that seems fair," said Beppo ;

"a fair lot is in the hands of the blessed Virgin
and the saints ; but when you come to picking and

choosing, that is another matter."

The theory which thus limited the sjihere of

the influence of the spiritual powers was a curious

one. But the Bella Luce theology was about con-

temporaneous with the Bella Luce system of vine-

dressing, which, as we have seen, dated from before

the Georgics.
The priest, however, only said in reply to Beppo's

remonstrance :
—

"Fair! no: as if anything done by a robber

government was likely to be fair ! It is all a mass
of fraud, and violence, and tyranny, and iniquity,
and godless impiety together."

It will be observed that the priest was very
much more outspoken in his disaffection to the

new government than he had been on the former

occasion, when we had last the pleasure of meet-

ing him. But Signor Sandro Bertoldi, the at-

torney, was present upon that occasion
;
a man

from the town, not one who could be counted on
as a stanch adherent of the good cause—in short,

not a safe man at all. Now, the parish priest
was speaking before none but members of his own
mountain congregation, and he spoke out accord-

ingly. He was not aware, however, how far the

minds of the younger generation of his audience
had slipped away from the old moorings, and
drawn (who can say how ? Who can say how
minds do draw nxxtriment from the surrounding
atmosphere of thought, as silently as trees do from
the air ?) somehow or other the material for the for- J

mation of new judgments and views of the world
|

around them. The slowness of the ])easant's .

mind, the submissive reverence which prevents I

him from ever "giving his priest an answer," as
'

the vulgar phrase goes, and the unexpansive !

silence in which his intellect works, combined to I

prevent the parish clergy from being fully aware
of the degree to which the minds of the rising

j

generation of their flocks have emancipated them-
I

was the slightest danger that any one of the Bella
Luce family would have made any use of the dis-

affected words uttered by their priest in a manner
to be injurious to him. Besides that, this un-

happy conscription question had, to a certain ex-

tent, thrown their minds into unison of sentiment
with his once more. Otherwise Beppo had begun
to form a shrewd opinion of his own, that the

papal government was about as bad a one as it

could be ; and that the new one, at all events,
; promised to be much better. But this conscri[)-

I

tion—it could not be denied that it was a bitter

l>ill, and a staggering difficulty for the adherents
of the new order of things.

' '

They do say,
" remarked old Paolo in reply to the

priest's last words, "that moneymay buy a man off

if he is drawn. I should not wonder : there's few

things that money can't do. But how can I find

the means of buying Beppo off ?—a poor working
man like me. How can I do it, your reverence ?—not to be able to keep a decent house over my
head and pay my way, church-dues and offerings
and alms and masses as well. How can it be done ?

It stands to reason it can't."

This was a desperate attempt on the part of

the old farmer to know the worst, and ascertain

whether he was expected to ransom his son at the

cost of his hardly-saved and dearly-loved dollars.

He knew very well that, if the priest said he must
do so, he should have to do it. And he had thrown
out a few topics for consideration to the curato—
with the greatest tact and delicacy, as he flattered

himself—which he thought might have the effect

of influencing his decision upon the point in

question.
The oracle spoke, and comforted him inex-

pressibly.
" There are few things, as you remark, Signor

Vanni, which money judiciously employed may not
do. Certainly it may bribe the wretches, who have

usurped the territory and the power of the Holy
Father, to disgorge the i^rey which they have seized

in their infamous man-stealing. But I have very

grave doubts of the lawfulness of thus expending
money. I may say, indeed, that I am tolerably
sure that it cannot be done without sin. And I

have the means of knowing that such is the

opinion of those in high places, and of the best

authorities. To contribute money wilfully, not

by compulsion, to the support of the excommu-
nicated government is to give aid, countenance,
and comfort to the enemies of our Holy Father,
and persons under sentence of excommiiuication,
which is very palpably damnable and mortal sin.

But assuredly those who give their money for the

purpose in question are guilty of doing this. My
mind is quite clear ui)on the subject. I do not

see how I should be able to give absolution, per-

haps not even in articulo mortis, to a person lying
under the guilt of this sin !

"

"
But," Beppo ventured to say timidly,

—"
but,

your reverence, if you go to fight for the new

government yourself, is not it as bad as paying
another to do it for you ? Must it not be equally
sinful to go yourself ? And yet one or other of

the two j'ou must do."
" Must you ?

"
said the priest, drily.
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' "
Well, your reverence, it seems that if you are

drawn you must," said Beppo, simply.

"My notion is," said the priest, "that there

will be a pretty considerable number of young
men— God-fearing, well-educated young men—
drawn for the conscription in this province who
will do neither the one nor the other : who will

neither suffer themselves to be torn away from

their country to fight against their Holy Father

and lawful sovereign, nor yet give money to his

enemies to hire somebody else to do so." And as

he spoke he rubbed his bands slowly together, and

looked hard at Beppo.
The old father and mother looked from one to

the other with watchful interest ; the former

much relieved in his mind, and feeling more than

ever that Don Evandro was a second Daniel come
to judgment.

" But it's no use for a man to say he won't

go," rejoined Beppo.
"
Willy nilly, he must go.

If he won't go by his own will, he will be taken

by force."
"
Oh, no ! certainly ;

it is of no use for a man
to say he won't go^-of no tise at all. It is not by

\

tayhiff that a man can do his duty to his God, and
|

his Church, and his country. Duty mostly needs ,

something more than sayinfj," returned the priest, j

with a very marked emphasis, and still looking |

hard at Beppo. I

"
I don't see it, your reverence," said Beppo,

looking puzzled.
*' What is a man to do, then ?"

"And yet it seems pretty clear, too," rejoined
the curate. " You say, if a man won't go, he will

be taken by force ?
"

" So I am told," said Beppo.
" Who will take him ?

" asked the priest,

Socratically,
"
Why, the soldiers, I suppose !

"
said Beppo,

with very widely opened eyes.
" And where will they take him from ? Where

would they take you from, for instance, if you did

not go to them ?" continued the priest, pushing on
his catechism to its conclusion.

"If I were drawn, and did not go to give my-
self up at Fano, they would come here after me,
and take me by force," said Beppo, beginning to

think that the priest was really uninformed upon
the subject.

"
Very true ; they would come here—here to

Bella Luce ! But 8upx>ose they did not find you
here ?

"

" Then they would take me wherever they could

find me. Why, bless your reverence's heart, they
aren't put off in that way."

"
They would take you wherever they could

find you, no doubt. But suppose that they
could not find you at all ?

"

" What ! If I were to put an end to myself,"
said poor Beppo, not appearing to be very much
startled by the suggestion ;

" but I thought,

your reverence, that that was not lawful to do in

any case ?
"

"Put an end to yourself? I am shocked at you,

Beppo ! Unlawful ?—of course it is. How could

you imagine I had such a thing in my thoughts ?"

"Then I am sure I don't know, and it is not

for such as I am to guess, what is in your re-

verence's thoughts !

"
said Beppo, utterly puzzled.

"
Why, my good friend, Beppo, you are not so

quick as I thought you. If you are drawn for the

conscription,
—

say, you don't go. The soldiers

come here to look for you ;
—don't find you.— ' We want Beppo Vanni,' say they ;

' where
is he?'—'Really can't say,' says my friend,

Signor Paolo.—'Sure he is not in the house?'

says the officer.—'Quite sure,' says Signor Paolo.
' You can search it if you like.' They do search

it, but they don't find Beppo Vanni. Then they
come away to Santa Lucia to see the curafo, and

try what they can make out of him. ' We are

come to look for one Beppo Vanni, a parishioner
of yours, your reverence. Can you tell us where
we can find him ?'— ' He lives at Bella Luce,
when he is at home,' says his reverence; 'is

he not there now ?
'— '

No, he is not there. But
I suppose your reverence knows where to find

him?' says the officer.—"If he is not there, he
must be out in the hills. There are many wolves

and wild boars, and such like, in our moun-

tains, but they are mostly very hard to catch,*

says his reverence ;

*

Beppo Vanni is very fond

of hunting. If you keep on the wolf's track, I

dare say you will find him ;. and I wish you a

pleasant job of it,' says his reverence.

"^Vow do you see it, friend Beppo?" asked the

priest, when he had concluded his little exposition,
of which the latter part was delivered with con-

siderable dramatic effect.

"What, take to the YnUa per bene ?" said Beppo,
with a grim smile;—"for good and all," M Mi

Englishman might have said.
"
Ay, for good, assuredly ?" said the priest.

"But it would only be for a short time, just till

the secret was blown over, and the soldiers oiit of

the country. That is what all the best men in the

country will do. The excommunicated king will

find that he will get very few men in Romagna,
except the scum of the towns, to fight for him

against the Holy Father."

"It looks like skulking, as if one had done

something to be ashamed of, keeping out of the

way in the hills in that fashion," said Beppo,

thoughtfully.
" You will find, my friend, that all the shame

will lie on the other side," returned the priest.
" I tell you that all the best men in the country—
those of them, at least, who have the misfortune

to be drawn—will take to the hills."
" Your reverence spoke of the wolves and the

wild boars," said Beppo, with a sigh; "every
man's hand is against them, and they are hunted

down."

"Yes," returned the priest, quickly; "they
are hunted down because every man's hand is

against them. But there is just the diflference.

Those who take to the hills in this sacred cause

will have every good man for their friend. We
priests," continued Don Evandro, with a grim
smile of conscious power,

" are everywhere ; and,

do what they will, they will never root us otit.

Wherever there is a parish
—what do I say?—

wherever there is Catholic soil, there is a Catholic

priest. And wherever there is a priest, those who
are homeless for the good cause will have a friend.

We shall have our eyes on those who are out in

the hills on account of this business. They will not
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be let to want, neither for food nor for shelter ;

no, nor for communication with their friends at

home," he added, looking hard at Beppo, with so

meaning a glance that it was all but a wink.
*' And yoiir reverence thinks that it would not

be for a very long time—that those who go out

into the hills will be able to return to their homes
after awhile ?" asked Beppo, musingly.

" Of course. It stands to reason. Specially
those who live not in the towns, but in out-of-

the-way places like this. Why, we are almost

among the hills, as you may say, here. As soon

as this conscription business is over, the troops
will quit the country,—go to be shot down by
the Austrian cannon, or to cut the throats of

their brothers in Naples, or to be led to sacrilege

against Pome, and be struck dead, perhaps, in

the horrible act : what do I know. They will be
marched away ; and then the country will be

quiet, till God sees fit in His mercy to restore the

lawful and rightful government ; and when that

day comes, as come it surely will before long,
those who have refused at any cost to bear arms

against their Holy Father will have cause to bless

themselves, and thank their good fortune."
" And your reverence thinks there would be

means of holding communication with—with one's

friends at home, or—or in the towns ?"
'* No doubt about that," said the priest, again

looking, with peculiar intelligence, hard at Beppo.
" We shall take care about that. There would be

no lack of means of communication. Any man
in the hills for this cause might know, day by
day, if he cared about it—which is hardly likely
—what was the news in the towns."

" That would be a great thing, certainly," said

Beppo, meditating, and seeming to speak more to

himself than to the priest.
' ' What ! I suppose your visit to Signer San-

dro's house yesterday has made you wish to hear

from him again, eh ?"
" Yes !

—no ! That is, your reverence, not

from him particularly," replied Beppo, far too

simple to tell a lie, even when it was put into his

mouth for him by the person to whom it was to

be told.

"Ah! I see!" said the priest, pretending to

misunderstand him; "not from him, perhaps.
I am told that Lisa Bertoldi is becoming one
of the most charming girls in Fano—immensely
improved of late, and greatly sought after. No
wonder, with her expectations. It is a pity her

father sbould have let some of those scamps of

officers come round her. But that will be all over

as soon as they are out of the coimtry—pests as

they are ! But Lisa is a prudent girl, and is very
safe not to commit herself." (The priest did not

guess that Lisa had been perfectly confidential

with Beppo on the subject of her loves with the

captain of Bersaglieri.) "Would to Heaven," he

continued,
" that as much could be said for that

unfortunate Giulia ! I have almost reproached

myself for having advised that the proposal of

Signer Sandro to send her to Fano should be

accepted for her. But God knows I acted for the

best, and to the best of my judgment. AVho could

have thought that a girl so brought up would
have gone to the bad so shamefully, and that in

so short a time ?" And the priest lifted his hands
and eyes to heaA^en, or, at least, to the ceiling
of the farmhouse kitchen, as he spoke. "But
the fact is," he added, dropping his eyes with a

meek, resigned sigh, "that when a girl is tho-

roughly bad nothing can save her. A heartless,
false girl is, and must be, lost, whether in town or

country.
"

The supper, of which Don Evandro had par-
taken with the family, had been finished long
ago. It had consisted merely of the minestra, a
bit of cheese afterwards, and a flask of the
farmer's Bella Luce wine. But Signora Sunta
had been assailed by no false shame, and had
made no efforts to increase her bill of fare, and no

boasting excuses to the priest any more than to

one of the family. For he was not a gixest from
the city, but a fellow-villager, who was one of

themselves. The supper therefore had not taken

long. And as soon as it was over, la Sunta had
without apology taken up the one lumino, or tall

brass Roman lamp, which had stood on the

supper-table, and had gone with it about her
household affairs, leaving her husband and sons

and their guest to smoke their cigars and have
their talk by the light of the May moon which
streamed in through the open kitchen -door. Old
Paolo had fallen asleep soon after the conver-

sation had reached the point at which it had been

authoritatively decided that it would be wicked of

him to pay out money. Since that, the talk had
been entirely between Beppo and the priest, and
Carlo had been an attentive listener. It was for-

tunate for Bepp© that they were sitting so nearly
in the dark, for he felt that it would have been

impossible otherwise for him to have concealed

from the ever-watchful eye of the priest the

agitation and misery which the last words of the

latter were causing him. They did but confirm
his own impressions of the day before. But then
those impressions had been the result of indig-
nation—of the things which he had seen with his

eyes ! His eyes no longer saw them ! His indig-
nation had begun to wane ! The impressions had
become less forcible and distinct. It was becoming
more possible for him to persuade himself that Jie

exaggerated matters—that he himself had been to

blame—that there might still be a possibility of

hope for him, in short. But now the words of

Don Evandro rudely threwdown again all the fabric

he was once more striving to raise, and cut off like

a blighting March wind the new green shoots that

his love, which would not be killed, was again

putting forth. The pain was very agonising to

him, and it was a relief to him that it was too

dark for the priest to see his features.

In truth, the darkness concealed little or nothing
from the priest's knowledge, if it did from his

eyes. He knew perfectly well the effect of what
he was saying, as well as the surgeon knows the

sensations of the patient under his knife.

But the operation was not over—Beppo had
more to suffer yet.

" What mischief, then, has Giulia been getting
into in the city, your reverence?" asked Carlo.
" I am not surprised, for one, for I always thought
her a bad one. I never knew her to stay for the

litanies after vespers, not once last year ;
and
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must know, for I never missed them all the

winter !

"

Don Evandro knew and understood all the low

hypocrisy of this speech quite as perfectly as any
man could ; nevertheless he approved of it

; thought
it the desirable sort of tone for a young man, and
considered that it showed Carlo to be the sort of

man that was needed for a good subject and a

good churchman. So a woman who receives a

compliment which she knows to be insincere may
yet he pleased with it, as indicating the desire on

the part of the payer of it to please her,
" Ah ! it is a bad business—a very bad busi-

ness—I am afraid I Part of my object in going
into the city on Saturday was to make inquiries
and ascertain if there might be any hope of saving
her. I fear me !

—I fear that there is nothing to

be done !

"

The priest, not calculating on the chivalrous

generosity of heart of the man he was speaking to,

or rather at—(as how should he calculate on what
he could not conceive ?),

—was overshooting his

mark a little in the excess of his calumnious

statements. For the idea of Giulia in danger and
in trouble at once began to make love assume the

mask of pity, and an evident desire to save and

protect her began to override and overpower, for

the moment, his own infinite misery.
'* What has she been up to ?

" asked Carlo again.
"
Oh, up to I

"
said the priest, hesitating as if

unwilling to speak out. " What mischief do

unprincipled girls get into when they get the

opportunity ? It is the old story. There is the

town, too, full of soldiers, reprobate profligates,
without religion or principle of any kind ! It is

destruction to the character of any decent girl

to be known to have any communication with

them, or bo seen in their company. And this

abandoned girl has formed an intimacy with one
of the most notorious blackguards in the whole
lot of them !

"

Beppo groaned audibly, as he acknowledged to

himself that his first impressions with regard to

Corporal Tenda had been but too just.
•' What ! you don't mean," said Carlo, eagerly,

" that she has—taken up with any one in par-
ticular you know—so as to lose her character, you
know ?

"

•' Cliaracter ! It will be well for her if that is

all she has lost ! Character ! She will never be
able to hold her head up in this country any
more ! The best thing that could happen to her
would be to follow the blackguard for good and

all, and let the disgrace she has brought upon
her name be forgotten. But he is no doubt too

knowing a rascal for that."
" But he may be made to answer for his conduct—to do what is right by her !

"
said Beppo,

breathing hard and clenching his fists.

The priest coidd not see the action
; but he

knew from Beppo's voice all that was passing in

his mind. And he considered for a moment or

two, during which he took a rapid survey of all

the circumstances of the case with masterly com-

prehensiveness, whether it might be good policy
to bring these men face to face with a result that

might probably in one way or other make Carlo
the heir to the Bella Luce homestead and savings.

But he gave up the idea as involving too many
possibilities of miscarriage. So he replied :

—
" How make him answer for his conduct ? His

officers are as bad as he. There is no law to

touch him. And to resort to unchristian violence

would bring destruction upon your own soul, in
all probability without injuring him."

" Who is the man ?
" asked Carlo.

"One Tenda, a corporal; a low Piedmontese

blackguard—one of the worst characters in the

army, I am told."
" A Piedmontese too !

" exclaimed Carlo, with
unaffected disgust ; "to think of Giulia taking up
with a Piedmontese, of all the men in the world !

Why, it is against nature !

"

"
I must say that I think Signor Sandro has

been very much to blame," continued the priest,
' ' in not making himself better acquainted with the
character of the woman with whom he placed
Giulia—a retired actress, I learn ! It is true that,
as far as I can hear, there is nothing to be said

against the woman now. She has become recon-

ciled to the church, and there is no more to be
said about it. But Signor Sandro might have
known that such a woman was not likely to be
a safe protectress for such a girl as Giulia."

"
But, then, who would have guessed that our

Giulia would need so much protecting !

"
said

Carlo.
" That is true too, figliuolo mio," said the

priest.
"
Well, I must be thinking of walking

homewards. It is getting late. Good night,

Signor Paolo. I need not wish it you, for you
have been taking a slice of it already

—a calm
conscience makes an easy pillow. Good-night,
Signor Beppo. We shall have some further con
versation as soon as the result of this detestable

drawing is known. Good-night."
So the priest set out on his moonlight walk to

Santa Lucia, satisfactorily reflecting that he had—he could hardly doubt—deprived Victor Em-
manuel of one of the likeliest soldiers in Homagna;
and had, in all probability, put an end to all in-

conveniences arising from love-passagea between

Beppo and Giuha.

(To be amtinued.)

AT A COUNTEY FAIR.

With sad thoughts of once merry England on
our mind, the other day, we came upon a remnant
of the olden time. It was not a pilgrimage, nor a

mystery-play, nor a fairy godmother, nor an old

tory, but a genuine old-fashioned fair. Though
not so humble as the village May-day festival, nor

so renowned as the nine days of Nottingham
Goose Fair, it yet combined the excellences of

both, and seemed to us so faithful a reflection of
'* merrie England

"
as we love to fancy it, that

others may not be displeased to hear of it.

One of the oldest towns in Lincolnshire stands

on a ridge of the Wolds commanding a line view
over a stretch of low country, and it was towards
this town we found ourselves driving one lovely
autumnal morning. For some time well-to-do

yeomen, plough-lads m gorgeous crimson waist-

coats, and country girls with hats trimmed in
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wonderful modes, had passed by uf, giving warn-

ing that we were approaching the fair. Soon the

road became a muddy swamp, and we could see

the farmers bustling about amongst the cows and

sheep. One informed us as he rode by, that he had
sold ten " beasts" for S2l. each, and seemed satis-

fied, as he well might be, with his bargain. From
such stories we gathered that the agricultural
mind deemed it a good fair. We, however, being

simply bent on finding amusement, scanned with
more eagerness than judgment the pens of cattle

'which skirted the road. There were the red

Devon steers, the white-faced Herefords, the neat-

looking Kerries, smaller than the delicate Alder-

neys, but fully their equal in milk-producing
qualities. Further on were herds of frightened

Galloways, with large heads, liquid eyes, and coats

black as night. Then came several Scotch drovers

belabouring some curious sjiecimens of the bovine

race, whicli were not over amiable or "canny"
after their long journey. Some black, others dun-

coloured, but all shaggy, unkempt animals, with
fire gleaming in their quick restless eyes, they
would by no means be pleasant companions on

one of their own wild moors. One could not

help thinking of the wild cattle of Chillingham
on looking at them, and the aurochs and uri of

the vast Teutonic solitudes by the Khine, where
the Roman legions encamped, and enabled Cajsar

to add to his stock of natural history. As may
be supposed, this formed a very lively scene, di-

versihed by the shouting of drovers and plunges
of some maddened animal over the fences on one

side of the road, as another took it into its play-
ful head to run amuck down the centre. We
passed through without any mishap, however, and

proceeded to the market-place, where the interest

of the fair centred.

It was very evident that, if business was the

order of the day above in the cattle market,

pleasure was to reign supreme here. There were
the round-abouts, swings, nut-vendors, Cheap Jacks,
&c., dear to boyhood. Yonder stall full of " real

Grantham gingerbread
"

carried us back to other

days at once, when one's digestive organs could

assimilate anything at any hour. Could you thus

early in the morning eat gingerbread,
—for the life

of you now, actually an hour before lunch time ?

The country bumpkins speedily showed an ob-

server how to do it, at any rate. They might be

omnivorous, so indiscriminate was their onslaught
on anything offered them,—boiled crabs, green
apples, toffy, shrimps, &c. We will do the

Phyllises justice, and say they were not backward
in following the example of their swains in these

delicate preludes to dinner. All were mirthful

and noisy, with rough attempts at rustic wit, and
when the appetite had been thus gently provoked,
sallied on to the amusements.

The scene there was like Hogarth's celebrated

picture of the glories of old Southwark Fair. A
medley of booths, shows, vehicles, mountebanks,
fortune-tellers, and quacks occupied the central

space. Here stood a man with four or five tame j)ie-

bald rats, which he put on his shoulders and suffered

to run over him, for the sake of attracting a crowd.
We drew near, from curiosity, amongst them.
"I am from forrin parts, and my accent will show

you I know fourteen strange languages, and can
converse in all cases correctly. I 'ave a 'andful of

rat-poison 'ere— 7Jary strong, and answers in all

cases correctly
"

(this phrase came in at the end of

every sentence, as being a very telling point with

rustics). "Sprinkle a little between your finger
and thumb in a stackyard, and you will see the

varmint come out in swarms, like poultry to be
fed. Bxiy a box of me, and you will clear your
whole farm for a year ; buy a dozen of them, and

you extarminate the small hanimals from the

country side ! It is only for fear of cutting my
own throat I refuse to sell any gentleman more
than a dozen boxes, or else I should be starved

out myself, for there's not a rat would remain in

the land. Buy here ! yoho ! Answers in all cases

correctly !

" &c. &c.

From the qiiantity he sold we should suppose
the natives were miich troubled with these " small

deer ;" but clearly there are better times coming,
now that this kind gentleman has appeared, for

a dozen boxes at least were disposed of in no
time.

Next we strolled on to a Cheap Jack, who in-

dulged in the usual witticisms of his trade after

the following sort :—
" Hooks and eyes ! who'll buy ?—sixpence the

lot ! Such hooks and—my eyes ! Thank you,
ma'am,—here you are ! Hurrah ! Sold again !—sold again !

—sold !
— sold again !

"A knife for killing pigs or mending pens—
what shall I say for this ? I will give it away for

eightpence
—given away for eightpence ! Thank

you, ma'am,—please the pigs, you'll save it in

butchers' meat, ma'am, in a week alone. Hurrah !

Sold again !
—sold !

—sold !
—sold again !

"

This ejaculation probably suited both parties to

the transaction equally well.

So on, backwards and forwards did he skip in

shirtsleeves and a brilliant waistcoat, active, amus-

ing, and energetic. It was curious to note the im-

passive faces of the buyers. Like all Englishmen,

they evidently took their pleasure sadly. They
traded on the principle of sailors, to get rid of

superfluous cash at once, or else they had deep
economic schemes, like the minerals lying imder

their familiar clay, which ordinary men cannot

discern, to judge from the incongruous purchases

they made. A small boy, not long breeched, for

instance, bought the hooks and eyes ; hedging .

gloves would be carried off' by girls, necklaces

by old men ;
a ploughboy of fourteen invested

in a large wicker-work plate-basket, partly, we

suppose, from the high recommendation that "
it

would suit any one or anything—this invaluable

tray—the butler for his forks, the nursemaid for a

cradle,—sold again !

" and then the vendor informed

the audience in a stage whisper,
' ' that ere young

man as has bought it, is a family man, they tell me,
and means to use that little harticle for a peram-
bulator !

"

No need to tell of the scene in the public-

houses ; such things are too well known in most

country districts. We will pass by where the

stamping up-stairs indicates that thus early in the

day dancing is going on. Of course the younger
men are vigorously piiUing at long clay-pipes

round the doors, and the elder ones leaning against
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the posts, discussing prices and "osses." Jacky,
the ostler, is delicately chaffed as he leads out a

refractory grey through the archway, and recom-

mended to take an inside place, with various

other scraps of Joe Miller left by him in the

country.
As Jacky waxes wrath, a policeman approaches

to receive the same fate ;
but the man in blue is too

dignified to heed farm-yokels, and leaves them to

their merriment. " Aunt Sallies
" and "

niggers
"

were unaccountably absent, but only to give the

fair a more old-world look still. As mid-day
approached, the fun waxed fast and furious

;
and as

red, honest country-faces grew redder, and grey

<5alculating eyes more twinkling, it is but natu-

Tal to conjecture all were enjoying themselves,
and determined (as all pleasure-seekers should be)
to put the best face on every mishap. Perhaps it

is hard for the educated mind to enter into the

delights of all this
; but, at all events, it is worth

noting how simply an Englishman may be amused
where a Frenchman would find it triate to the last

degree.
We must plead guilty ourselves to a pardon-

able interest in the next amusement we encoun-

tered.

A broken-down individual, eccentric about the

knees, and dilapidated in his nether man, whose
hat was quite in character, having but indistinct

notions of propriety, and very oblivious as to

who had, many long years ago, been its manu-

facturer, was carrying about a board inscribed—

TO MR. JOHNSON'S

HORSES.
4^

The hands did not convey much lucid informa-

tion as to the direction in which these horses

were to be found—whatever they might be ; but
we followed the man till he disappeared in an

inn-yard, sign of the Golden Dolphin. In the

hubbub of farmers, horsy-men, ostlers, et id genus
omne, we plunged bravely, and emerged in an

open space surrounded by a forest of top-boots and
bronzed faces. A few farmers were assisting a dapper

gentleman, with a rattan in his hand, to the top
of a beer-barrel, and the truth then flashed

upon us,—Mr. Johnson's horses were to be brought
to the hammer.
As Lincolnshire is a great horse county (is not

Horncastle there ?) and as my Lord Yarborough's
hounds run straight enough to try the best

fencers, we were very glad to ooze Qut of the ring
to a position close to a vacant stable, and watch
the animals trotted out. It is always advisable,

whether in war or love, or a horse-sale, to secure

an opening for retreat, as in this latter case young
animals often show their heels rather recklessly
to their admirers, when the latter only wish to

inspect their teeth. We will linger here a mo-
ment.

"John," says the dapper man from his barrel,

"
bring out the first lot. Now, gentlemen, this is

a bond Jide sale of Mr. Johnson's celebrated

animals. No need for me to praise them, those

who have ridden in the first tiight last season,
and only they, know what their strength and
endurance is. Eeal blood-horses these, gentle-
men—bred by so-and-so—out of so-and-so—from
the Rocket—dam, the Flash-in-the-pan," kc. &c.

"Lot No. L The Perfect Cure—a beautiful bay
^perfect condition—sound in wind and limb—
goes any pace—from a cocktail to an Arab

courser," &c. &c.: "what shall I say for this

valuable horse ?
"

The ostler trotted out the animal, and ran him

up and down the yard with a beautiful disregard
of the clustering buyers. This horse was a tine,

prancing animal, rather too "leggy" for our

mind, but seemingly in perfect condition ; and,
after sundry deprecatory sentences on the part of

the auctioneer to the effect that " he was sacri-

ficing him," and many artifices usual with the

fraternity of the hammer to produce eager com-

petition, was duly "given away" at thirty-five

guineas.
The same thing went on with the rest of the

string of horses, some clearing a space round them-

selves very speedily, much as Cruiser at the

Alhambra taught people to keep a respectful
distance. Some were grey, others chestnut—
about the only appreciable difference, a stranger

might think, to hear the catalogue of the good

qualities of these " fine animals." The whole

proceeding, however, to the cognoscenti was evi-

dently absorbing in its interest. Beyond a tran-

sient smile when the auctioneer unluckily asked

Mr. Johnson the age of "this animal," and re-

ceived in return a very knowing wink to make
him hold his tongue, their countenances were

grave and impassive. It is an awful moment to a

British farmer when an appeal is being made to

his breeches pocket. We must confess that an old

cart-horse and foal, which were sold after the blood-

horses, possessed the greatest attractions to our

artistic eyes. Treated with the most perfect in-

difference by the majority of farmers (even the

younger ones, who had playfully touched up the

nags as they passed, considering this group beneath

their notice), it was interesting to see the mare's

solicitude for the little one, and how utterly, like

all mothers, she lost her own anxiety at the crowd
and noise in care for the foal. We never before

appreciated fully Mr. Ruskin's remarks on the

dignity and beauty of such rough common-place
animals as cart-horses.

Once more the farmers bustled about and craned

over each other's shoulders to look at a wonderful

specimen of a hunter which was put up to sale

last. Without warranty, of no definite age, with

a suspicious lameness, and timid, lack-lustre eye,
the brute, which had evidently mistaken its voca-

tion as a hunter, was led up and down amidst the

jeers of the knowing ones,—and who is not know-

ing when a horse is in question ? Bids were few

and far between, and we may state, for the edifi-

cation of those who have missed the chance of

buying so splendid a fencer, that he was bought in

for six guineas ! Most people probably deemed
him " a screw ;" and to our eyes he seemed just
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tlie animal for Mr. Briggs to mount tlie next time
he wants a day's hunting.
The sale being conchxded, the crowd slowly

oozed through the archway to the different ordi-

naries that had charms for them. We may fancy
the "horsy

"
talk that went on afterwards—the old-

world stories told, the jokes they roared at over
their brandy-aud-water. Nightfall would see them
sauntering home in groups of two and three. Foot-

pads are never heard of in that part of the country
where the fair took place, but the true agriculturist
is a cautious man, and always returns home early
on such occasions.

Still the streams of country lads and lasses, all

with merry faces and wonderful head-gear, wend
their way from the outlying villages to the great
attraction, the event of their year. Still the crack-

ing that -told of shots for nuts went on more
energetically each hour, and the street-vendors
became more importunate in offering you walnuts
as the hours slipped on. And then dusk came
over the pleased assemblage, and their happy,
eager eyes were lighted up by the flaring lamps
which the stalls and itinerant pedlars display at
such fairs. The roysterers in the taverns grew
more merry, songs suddenly became (as they will
do towards evening) very full of chorus, and every-
one, from the cattle-speculator to the beggar
selling matches, seemed sorry the fair was so

nearly over. Perhaps Sarah Ann will not see

Mary Jane again till next year, and Stubbs drink
no more beer with Lobbs for two or three seasons.
It is but few pleasures our young rustics can

enjoy, and we will not grudge them their annual
fair. Any one who has ever gauged the bucolic
mind in its lower manifestations knows how
thick it is. Transient gleams from the world of
reason and education make a precarious entry at
such merry-makings as we have attempted to

sketch, and perhaps it might prove no paradox to

/ecommend the encouragement of fairs as about
the only secular educational agent that tells upon
the rustics. "Statutes" and "mops," where
lads and lasses stand with their backs to a wall to
be hired, are utterly destructive of all moral and
religious feelings amongst farm-servants. They
cannot be too strongly condemned. But do not let

us drift away from "merry England," and too

hastily interdict May-poles and ginger-bread eating.A certain amount of harm is inseparable from all

great gatherings of the scantily educated, but we
are convinced that a noisy, crowded, English fair

is fraught with far more good than evil to that
difficult class to ameliorate—our farm servants.

G.

BALLOONING, PAST AND PRESENT.

The excitement which has prevailed in Paris
for several months past on the subject of aerial

navigation almost equals that raised by the
successful experiments of the Montgolfiers in the
latter days of Louis XVI. Then, as now, people
exercised their imaginations in conceiving the
marvellous results which would flow from the

power of flying through the air. With provisions
sufficient to last him fourteen days, a man might

travel to the most distant part of the globe, with-
out fatigue or danger ; alighting where he felt

disposed, and proceeding on his journey as soon
as he had satisfied his curiosity or transacted his

business, if he had any business to transact. The
idea of making a machine capable of floating in

the atmosphere is probably as old as the hills,

and, for aught we know, the materials of which
the topmost stories of the Tower of Babel were
built may have been lifted to the clouds by some
such contrivance. In the " Noctes Atticce

"
of

Aulus Gellius mention is made of a pigeon made
of wood (unless ligno will bear some more suitable

interpretation), which was filled with a subtle kind
of air and floated in the atmosphere. Comic
writers of old abound in allusions to methods of

doing the same thing. Cyrano de Bergerac, for

example, says he reached the moon by filling

phials with dew, which he fastened to his body,
and which, when heated by the sun, ascended

upwards, carrying him with it. So far as we
know for certain, the first man who actually made
a balloon capable of raising him in the air was a

Portuguese Jesuit named Gusmao. He was sent

for to Lisbon by John V., and made an ascent

from the terrace in the presence of the whole
court ; but his balloon struck against the cornice

of tho palace, and was so much torn that it came
down immediately. The i)riests who were not

Jesuits excited such an outcry against him, pro-

bably on religious grounds, that he was not

allowed to renew the attempt. The discovery of

hydrogen by Cavendish, and its great lightness as

compared with air, suggested to a man named
Cavallo, of London, that it might be used for

aerial navigation, in 1782. He filled paper bags
with it, but the gas escaped through the paper,
and when he substituted bladders they were too

heavy to be raised. In the following year the

difficulty was overcome by two Frenchmen.

Stephen and Joseph Montgolfier were paper-
makers at Annonay in France, and to these it

occurred that by coating the inside of a linen bag
with paper and filling it with heated air they
would have a balloon, the specific gravity of

which, with its contents, would be less than the

atmosphere it displaced. To test the matter in a

satisfactory way, they made a balloon thirty-five
feet in diameter, of a capacity of about 22,000 cubic

feet. A wooden framework was attached to the

balloon, which was suspended from a pole thirty-
five feet high. Below the opening a fire was

lighted, and as soon as the hot air had inflated

the balloon it rose to a height which was esti-

mated to be not less than 6000 feet. On the

announcement of this successful experiment

reaching Paris, scientific men there thought they
would eclipse the provincialists, and a M. Faujas
de St. Fonds set on foot a subscription for the

purpose, and the sum required was soon raised.

A professor of experimental philosophy named

Charles, and Robert, a mathematical instrument

maker, were selected to make the apparatus.
These made a balloon of varnished silk, twelve

feet in diameter, with a capacity of 950 feet.

A thousand pounds of iron-filings and five hundred

pounds of sulphuric acid were used in producing
the hydrogen to inflate this balloon, which was
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taken from tlie Place des Victoires to the Champ
de Mars during the night of the 26th August,
17S3. The few people who saw it -were so

frightened that it is said they fell on their knees,

though they made no attempt to treat it so

roughly as the Spanish peasants did Madame
Poitevin's balloon the other day, who, probably
to avenge themselves on it for the fright it had
caiised them, proceeded to cut and beat it to

pieces as soon as it reached the ground :
—it met,

however, with precisely the same fate from the

peasantry in the district where it fell. The next

day was fixed for the ascent, aud in the presence
of an immense crowd of people the cord which
held it to the ground was cut on a signal being

given by the firing of a mortar, and it shot up
into the clouds, and was soon lost sight of. It

did not travel far, however ; it either burst, or

the gas escaped, aud it came down in a field about
fifteen miles from Paris.

Several imitative experiments succeeded this,

which are not worth notice
;
nor a second one,

made by the younger Montgolfier a few days after

that just described, further than to say that it

was made with a balloon covered inside and out-

side with pa[)er, which was larger than the one

they first made, and was found capable of raising
a weight of five hundred pounds. The first

ascent made in which living creatures were con-

cerned was on the 10th September, 1783. It took

place at Versailles, in the presence of the king
and queen ; and the occupants of the wicker-
basket attached to the balloon were a sheep, a

cock, and a duck. Owing to some extensive rents

made in it, it did not remain in the air many
minutes

; but when it reached the ground it was
discovered that the animals were so little impressed
by the novelty of the voyage that the sheep was
found feeding on the hay which had been placed
in the car, and the two fowls were uninjured,

except a slight hurt in one of the wings of the
cock.

Montgolfier's next attempt was made with a
balloon seventy feet in height and forty-six feet

in diameter. It had a wicker gallery round the

orifice, with openings to enable the person occu-

pying it to keep up the fire in the brazier. The

person who was bold enough to occupy this gallery
was Pilatre de llozier. On the 15 th of October of

the year just mentioned he took his place in the

car, and was gently raised to a height of eighty
feet, where he maintained his position by burning
straw and wool on the fire. Four days after-

wards he made a second ascent to three times the

height, when the balloon was pulled down and a

second person entered the car, and together thej'
were raised to a height of nearly three hundred
and fifty feet. Just one month after this suc-

cessful essay, a still bolder attempt was made.
The balloon was made by Montgolfier of the same

flimsy materials he had used previously ; and its

dimensions were the same as that just mentioned.
The place from which it rose was the Chateau de la

Muette, belonging to the king, situated not far

from Paris. Eight minutes were occui)ied in in-

flating it, and then Pilatre de Rozier and the

Marquis d'Arlandes got into the cafr. Before the

ropes were cut the balloon was dashed by the wind

on one of the walks and several rents made in it,

I

but these were soon sewn up, and the ascent

began in earnest in less than two hours after-

I

wards. This time the balloon was free to take its

j

own course ;
and after mounting to a height which

I was computed to be about three thousand feet, they
allowed it to descend at a distance from the place

j

whence they had started of between four and five
'

miles. The official account of this aerial trip was

signed by Franklin, the Dukes of Polignac and

Guines, and several dignitaries of the court.

The first scientific ascent was made by the

Messrs. Charles and Robert already mentioned.
The ascent was made under extremely favourable

circumstances as regarded the weather, aud the

comfort of the voyagers was looked to by their

friends in a way which might perhaps be wortliy
of imitation by the friends of Mr. Glaisher aud
Mr. Coxwell, everybody seeming to think that

champagne was a particularly suitable drink for

the locality to which they were about to ascend,
and that they could not have too many blankets
and furs. The balloon rose steadily till the light
wind which was blowing caught it and carried it

away in its course. As it was intended by M.
Charles to make a second ascent alone, the balloon

was allowed to touch the ground, when it was laid

hold of by a number of peasants, and Robert got
out. The Duke de Chartres, the Duke de Fitz-

James, and Mr. Farrer, who had followed the

balloon on horseback, rode up at the moment,
and after a hasty embrace between these parties
and the aeronauts, the balloon was liberated, and
re-ascended with Professor Charles stretched at

full length in the car, his right hand holding the

valve-string and a pen, and his left a watch and a
sheet of paper ;

and in this attitude he was elevated

in a few minutes to an altitude of nine thousand
feet. He had with him a barometer and other

scientific instruments ; but his observations,

though interesting at the time, have no interest

for us now. He had the satisfaction of seeing the

sun set twice on that day, he says. It was i)ro-

bably from their recollection of this ascent that

the mob, when they invaded the Louvre, a few

years later, refrained from entering the apartments
he occupied there, or of molesting him in any
way.

In 1785 Mr. Crosbie made an ascent from
Dublin in a balloon and car, which are described

as "
beautifully painted, and the arms of Ireland

emblazoned on them in superior elegance of taste.
"

The description of the aeronaut and his dress

is worth reading.
' ' His figure is genteel ;

his

aerial dress consisted in a robe of oiled silk

lined with white fur, his waistcoat and breeches

in one, of white satin, quilted, morocco boots,
and a Montero cap of leopard -skin." The
Duke of Leinster, Lord Charlemont, and other

persons of note, did not think it beneath their

dignity to arm themselves with white staves

and regulate the proceedings. At the time this

ascent was made, the Londoners were crowding to

the Lyceum, in the Strand, to see a balloon ex-

hibited there by Count Zambecarri,—who was, on
a subsequent ascent at Bologna, dashed to pieces

by jumping from his balloon to save himself from

being first burnt along with it, like Bittorf, who
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was picked out of the burning embers of bis car,

literally a roasted mass of liesh,—and Admiral

Sir Edward Vernon. The day tbey ascended was
a cold one, and snow was falling ; notwithstanding

which, a Miss Grice, who happened to be passing
the field near Tottenham Court Koad where the

balloon was stationed, entreated so earnestly to

be allowed to go with them, that they consented ;

but the balloon was unable to ascend with such a

weight, and they were therefore obliged to put the

young lady out, and make their trip without her.

The descent was made at Horsham, about thirty-
tive miles distant from London. The rage for

•witnessing these balloon ascensions increased so

much that they became quite frequent. Imme-

diately after that just mentioned Decker went up
at Bristol, and Colonel Fitzpatrick at Oxford, and

Major Money at Norwich, who was carried out to

sea and very nearly drowned, the balloon, as the gas

escaped, sinking lower and lower, and letting him
down into the water inch by inch till it reached

his shoulders, when he was rescued by a revenue

cutter, after being two hours in this unpleasant
situation. To obviate this peril of drowning, Mr.

Blanchard and Dr. Jefferies ascended from Dover
with a balloon to which a car was attached, pro-
vided with oars and a sail, and a couple of cork

jackets, their intention being to cross the Channel.

The ascent was made from the open space on
which Queen Anne's Pocket-pistol is placed. Guns
were fired at the castle as signals to regulate the

proceedings. The Channel was crossed safely,

though the balloon almost touched the water

once, and the descent was made in France about

twelve miles beyond Calais, the voyagers having
been obliged to strip themselves and the car of nearly

everything to enable the balloon to ascend to a

sufficient height. As a proof of the interest felt

in these ascents, it may be mentioned that they
took with them letters of introduction written by
the Prince of Wales, the Duchess of Devonshire,
and otlier members of the nobility, to the Duke
de Chartres, Count d'Artois, and others at the

French Court. At Calais the commandant sat uj)

till three o'clock in the morning waiting till they
should come in from the country, and later on the

same morning they received congratulatory visits

from the mayor, governor, and every official of

note, and were accorded all the honours it was

customary to offer the king whenever he happened
to visit the town.

Up to this time aeronauts had been singularly
fortunate in escaping accidents, and the first to

Buffer was the first who ascended since Gusmao.
Between the time when Pilatre de Eoziere made
his ascent before Marie Antoinette and the Court,
and the 1 5th Jime, 1785, he had been up repeatedly.
A fortnight previous to this date he dined with
Lord Orford, in England, then j)aid a visit to Miss

Dyer, a young lady of considerable fortune, to

whom he was engaged to be married, after which
he crossed to Boulogne for the purpose of return-

ing thence in a balloon, -which had been con-

etructed at King Louis's expense. The balloon he
used was a double one, the upper one being small,
and filled with hydrogen, and the lower one a

large Montgolfier, The fire was duly kindled,
and the balloon was soon darting upwards j the

wind blowing so strongly at the time that the fuel,

as it was placed on the brazier, was driven abou

among the wicker-work. An immense crowd had
assembled to see him start on his voyage to Eng-
land, who watched the balloon with intense in-

terest till it was supjiosed to be about three-

quarters of a mile high, and their horror it is

hardly possible for us to conceive when they saw
at this moment fiames issuing from the balloon.

The flimsy striicture was consumed almost in-

stantly, and the car, with the two unfortunate

occupants standing upright in it, was seen falling

through the air. Almost as soon as the crash was
heard a number of persons surrounded the frag-

ments, and released the human beings enveloped
in them. Eoziere was already dead, but his com-

panion lived for some moments afterwards ; the

bodies of both appearing as if they had been
broken on the wheel. In the succeeding year a

Mr. Heron was taken up by a balloon, which was
released prematurely in consequence of a panic

among the holders of the ropes, he himself clinging

tightly to his, and being in consequence raised

about a hundred and fifty yards from the ground,
when the balloon collapsed, and he fell to the

earth, and was, of course, killed. The mania for

going up in balloons spread everywhere, even to

Constantinople, where a Persian doctor went up
in one ;

so much to the gratification of the "grand
Signior," that he ordered the machine to be sus-

pended in the mosque of St. Sophia as a perpetual
memorial of the wonderful achievement.

The first nation to make use of a balloon in

warfare was the French, and, singxilarly enough,
when we remember of how much use the same
machine was foimd in ascertaining the position of

the Austrians at Solferino and elsewhere, it was

against the same enemy that it was first used.

The occasion was when General Jourdain attacked

a body of Austrians 18,000 strong, who had forti-

fied a position on the banks of a river a few miles

from Liege. The exact position of the Austrians

was sketched by two engineers, who ascended

over the camp in a balloon, and who hovered over

it during the French attack, and reported the

movements of the Austrians ; so that the former

avoided attacking the strongest parts of the camp,
and directed their efforts against those parts where
the defence was weakest. By this means they

penetrated to every part of the Austrian camp,
and defeated its defenders with great loss. It

was made use of on several other similar occasions.

Garnerin's ascent from Ranelagh, in 1802, was
attended with as many dangers as any aeronaut's

since. The wind was so strong that it carried the

balloon to Colchester, about sixty miles, in three-

quarters of an hour, and on reaching the earth

again it was dashed so violently against the ground

I

that he and his companion were very much bruised.

I

His next descent was made by means of a para-

chute, to the great horror of the spectators, who,
from the manner in which the flimsy apparatus
rolled about, fully expected he woidd be dashed to

pieces. There was certainly more noveltj'^ and

daring displayed in these early days of ballooning
than now. Notwithstanding the occasional de-

struction of an aeronaut, through the Montgolfier

taking fire (and it would be very difficult indeed
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for any man to imagino a more terrible end than

falling from a body of flame amidst the clouds to

the surface of the earth), the same Garnerin as-

cended from the Tivoli Gardens, at Paris, one

evening, with fourteen coloured lamps hanging
from the car. As it was certain he would have to

let out gas, there was an imminent risk of this

iguiting and, by communicating with that in the

balloon, blowing the whole concern to pieces. He
remained in the air seven hours and a half, and
suffered much from cold. He settled some moot

points with, respect to the alleged loss of magnetic
\

power by the loadstone, &c., on this occasion.

His next night ascent from Paris was extremely j

perilous, the weather being very bad, the wind
\

blowing strongly, accompanied with heavy rain. '•

He reached the ground, however, in safety more
than 150 miles from the place whence he had set

out. As will be imagined from Garnerin having
'

ascended under sucli dangerous circumstances,

ballooning had now lost some of its novelty ; but
.

just about this time it received a fillip from an
i

event which came off at Paris. A M. Grandpre
'

and one Le Pique had a dispute about an opera-
]

dancer, which ended in a challenge to fight a duel.

It is not unlikely that it was at the suggestion of i

the lady that they agreed to settle their difference
'

in the air—a duel on the earth at that time being
a very common-place affair, except to the parties
concerned. The balloons were taken to a field i

adjoining the Tuileries, aud everything being ar- i

raugod the priacipals, with their seconds, took
j

tlicir places, the ropes were released, and in a few
seconds they were floating in the air about fifty

yards apart. Each was armed with a blunderbuss ;

and when about 1000 yards from the earth Le

Pique fired at his antagonist, without inflicting

any damage ;
the other returned the fire almost

immediately, and some of the balls shattered the

balloon, which at once collapsed, and the unfor-

tunate occupants fell headlong to the ground and
were dashed to a jelly. Women, from the days
of Madame Blauchard to this day, seem to have
been unlucky when they have ascended alono.

This poor womau had several children, and it is

probable that necessity compelled her to incur

Buch dreadful risks. In one of lier ascents she

was caught in such a tempest of wind, hail, and

rain, that the noise and cold stuuned her, and she

becaTne insensible. How long she remained in

this condition she did not know, but she was
absent from the earth more than fourteen hours.

Her end was a fearful one. She ascended one

night with a number of lighted Bengal fire-pots
and a quantity of fireworks. As soon as she had
attained a sufficient altitude she began letting off

the tireworks. These were seen flashing and dart-

ing about, when, all of a sudden, a great broad
red flame leaped forth among the clouds, cries of

horror rose from the spectators, and in a few
minutes they were aware of the mangled body of

a woman having been picked up at a short dis-

tance from where they were assembled.

•Sadler and Green were both great aeronauts in

their day, and made some wonderfully quick voy-
ages, distances of from sixty to eighty miles having
been repeatedly traversed by them in au hour,
and the latter actually ascended from London aud

came down at Coblentz. But since their time
balloon ascents have become so common that now
a man who has been up would hardly think of

mentioning it, and if Nadar has succeeded in re-

awakening the excitement with respect to aerial

travelling, it is not so much on account of the ex-

traordinary size of his balloon, as from the curiosity
he has excited with respect to the new machine, or

Aeronef, as he calls it, which is to ascend without
the aid of gas, and to be navigable in any direction.

M. Nadar's Giant is certainly the largest balloon

ever constructed, and probably the strongest ;
in

point of fact it is a double balloon, one inside the
other ; both are made of silk of the very best

quality. From the crown of the balloon to the

bottom of the car is nearly 200 feet, and the

greatest circumference of the balloon is about 300
feet. Its capacity is 6098 cubic metres. It is

pear-shaped, as usual ; but below the larger balloon

is a small one, attached to the stalk, so to speak,
which is placed there for the purpose of receiving
the gas as it dilates in the upper part, and so pre-

serving it, instead of allowing it to esca2>e into the

atmosphere as heretofore, thereby enabling the

aeronaut to remain in the air a])parently as long as

bis provisions hold out. The car is the most novel

part of the machine. Its appearance is that of a

fourwheeled caravan, and it is unsinkable in water.

The interior is divided into six compartments. At
one end is the captain's cabin, with a berth, and
beneath the berth a receptacle for luggage ; at the

other end the passengers' cabin, with three berths.

The other compartments are— I, larder ; 2, dress-

ing-room ; 3, photographic-room ; 4, printing-
office

;
all of them well stocked with materials.

M. Nadar's object in constructing this enormous
balloon was to raise a fund sufficiently large to de-

fray the cost of making the Aeronef, which ia to

give us the long -sought means of traversing the air

in any direction desired. There is a design of

this i)roposed aerial ship in his journal,
" L'Aero-

naute," which represents something like an ordi-

nary steam-engine partially enveloped in a cloud.

The ascensional power of this aerial machine is

derived from two screws attached to a vertical

shaft, which being made to revolve by means
^

of the engine at the foot of the shaft with great

rapidity, works its way upward through the

air—in the same way as a screw fixed at the bow
of a vessel would drag the vessel along, which,
when placed at the stern of a ship, propels it.

It is not quite easy to distinguish the shape of

the sails, or, to speak more technically, the blades

of the screw in the engraving ; we may therefore

say, as the simplest way of giving an idea of their

form, that they resemble half a pear hollowed out

with the hollow side downward, and fixed to the

shaft with an oblique inclination. Let us say that

it is a fact proved by experiment with a small

model invented by MM. Ponton d'Am6court
and de la Landelle, that the rapid rotation of

these arms, or by whatever other name we may
please to call them, will cause the machine of

which they form part, to rise in the air, pro-

vided, of course, that the weight to be raised is

not greater than the ascensional power derived

from the rotation of the screws. Above the

,
screws is a parachute, which is intended chiefly,
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it is to be presumed, as an anchor of safety in the

event of an accident happening to the machinery,
and also to assist in the descent. It remains
folded like an umbrella when the machine is

ascending, and opens when it is descendiug. It

is fixed in such a way that the engineer shall

have the power, by means of cords which connect

it with the oar, of inclining it in any direction, so

as to steer the machine towards the point selected

for landing, precisely as a hawk uses its wings
when it pounces on the fugitive it seeks to make
its prey. There is a horizontal screw fixed to the

machine, which is intended to communicate the

motion of translation, or in other words, to give
the engineer power to direct the course of the

aerial ship.
It is never safe to prophesy what may be ac-

complished by engineers when their minds are

directed to the discovery of a method of effecting
a particular purpose. A new engine, capable of

communicating continuous and rapid motion to

the shaft, may be invented which will not require
a large supply of fuel to keep it in action. But
this engine must be much, very much, lighter than
the existing steam-engine ;

and even supposing
this engine to be invented, there will then arise

the question which, after all, settles the working
of all inventions—its cost. However, M. Nadar
and his friends appear convinced that the success-

ful working of the Aeronef ia beyond a doubt, and
that all that is required is monej' sufficient for its

construction.

THE EUSSIAN STATIONS GN THE
SEA OF JAPAN".

An autocratic government may plant stations on
a desolate coast without being ixnder any necessity
of producing financial reasons to justify such a step.
If the project seems to the central power as of

sufficient political importance, the question
' ' will

it pay ?
"

is of very secondary moment. Thus,
remote harbours and barren territories often be-

come known to us long before they can be of any
real service to mankind.

It may be remembered that when, in 1S59, the
last treaty with the feeble court of Pekin was ob-

tained by England and France, Russia also put in

her claim. The plenipotentiary of that Power
succeeded in gaining the concession of the whole
extent of Mantchouria, and also some points on the
island of Saghalien. Indeed so long since as 1854
Russia had occupied certain positions on the
northern portion of the Sea of Japan. There are
now eight ports and stations of the Russian power
on that sea

; and there is, besides, the very impor-
tant consular and semi-naval port at Hakodadi in

the island of Yesso
; but this is held by Russia in

conjunction with the other commercial powers.
These eight stations or ports are : Nikolaiefsk,
which is seventy miles north of the Amoor ; Cas-
tries Bay, some forty miles to the south of that
river

; Passiat Bay ; Emperor Bay ; Olga Bay
{Anglice, Port Seymour) ; and Vladovistock

;
then

on the Isle of Saghalien are Douai and Koussonai.*
Of all these the first, viz., Nikolaiefsk, is the only

* These two places have no shelter for vessels, but are
mertly military stations : at Douai coal has been found. ^

place which has any pretension to the name of

a commercial town, and the only one which stands
on old Russian territory. It is, however, so far

north that the harbour is closed with ice during
six months of the twelve.

Whether these stations be intended to subserve
commercial or political purposes, the harbour of

Vladovistock is the most important. Its posi-
tion is about 132° east longitude, and 43°

north latittide ; the harbour is thus far enough
south to be open throughout the year. The en-

trance to the port is only half-a-mile in breadth,
and is guarded on each side by huge masses of

volcanic rocks. The harbour widens on the inside

to three-quarters of a mile in breadth, and is three

miles long ;
it is sheltered from all winds by hills

averaging 300 feet in height. The commercial
value of the port must be estimated chiefly by the

possibility which it offers of a communication with
the Amoor. The small river Sinfui Hows into the

harbour
; from that stream a canal might bo

formed to join the lake Hankai on the north,
which lake is already joined to the Amoor hj the

rivers Sin-gatchi and Oussouri.

During the greater part of the year the aspect
of the country aroimd Vladovistock is cheerless

enough. The only signs of population are the

nine wooden huts of the little garrison and an
earth-bitilt thatched house, which is the residence

of the young governor and his lieutenant. This

port was visited in November, 1861, by a French

gentleman, M. Lindau
;
and he describes how

politely he was welcomed by these exiled ofiicials,

who during four months had not heard any news
from Europe. The "saloon "

of the governor was
a long, low room, the sides of which were white-

washed. It was heated with an enormous stove,
and all the crevices of the windows were carefully

patched over. The furniture was scanty and

rough. On a sofa, which bore marks of long
usage, the visitor was installed as on the seat of

honour. On a set of swing bookshelves was a
small library containing meteorological and other

scientific works, flanked by a few French romances.
Other portions of the whitened walls were orna-

mented with portraits of the Imperial family, and
with photographs of the governor's friends in

Western Russia, from whom he had so long been

separated. This young officer's features gave evi-

dence of much intelligence, but an air of dulness

seemed spread over them, which was probably in-

duced by the isolation of his position. He was

delighted with the present of some French and

English journals given to him by his visitor,

whom he could scarcely thank sufficiently for them.
The younger officer was of a more sprightly turn.

He spoke of the hunting they often enjoyed, as

there are plenty of partridges, wild ducks, phea-
sants, and snipes, besides hares, foxes, and ermines.

Sometimes a little nobler sport presents itself, when
they can bring to bay a bear or a tiger. The lat-

ter animal we always associate with our ideas of a

tropical country, and it appears the tiger found in

Mantchouria is of the same species as that which
infests the jungles of Bengal. This fact has been
verified by the Russian naturalist, Maximovitch,
who has explored these regions with consider-

able industry.
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The land around Vladovistock is not quite
barren. During the short summer the grass

grows freely, and some of the hills around are

clothed with oak trees and pines. Gold ores have
also been found in the neighbourhood of the port.

There, then, are the natural elements of wealth,
biit there is no direct communication with the

commercial world, nor can any regular supply of

labour be obtained. No indigenous inhabitants

have been seen in the neighbourhood, but there is

a scattered popiUation of runaway and banished

Chinese convicts. These wretched men are both

morally and physically degraded ; many of them
are deformed, and others disfigured, in conse-

quence of their vices. Yet even in these circum-

stances, and in this desolate region, they display
the industrial and commercial habitudes of their

race. They trap the wild animals, and sell the

furd to the E.ussian soldiers, and they also gather
and sell quantities of the root ginseng. A few,
to whom the governor gives food and shelter as

payment for certain services, are regarded by the

rest as privileged individuals. All of them would
work it employment could be provided ;

and the

Kuosian governor was of opinion, that if wives
could be found, an industrious community might
be formed. Certainly, there is little likelihood

that any free settlers would ever dispute with
these outciists for the possession of so ungenial a

region.

Coasting 190 miles to the north-east from Vla-

dovistock brings us to Olga Bay,—a la Suase,—
but Port Seymour on our Admiralty charts. This

harbour is situated about 135° 20' longitude,
and 45° of north latitude. For the whole dis-

tance on the coast between these two ports there

is not the least sign of population of any kind. A
range of liills, about 500 feet in altitude, rises

gradually from the shore, and behind it is a

higher range, many of whose peaks are capped
with snow.

The harbour at Olga Bay is two miles long
and one-and-a-half broad

; it is sheltered from all

winds except the south-west, being defended by
many rocky peaks ;

and the granite island of

Brydone, before the entrance, forms some addi-

tional protection. The river Gilbert, which (lows

into the bay at its north-east extremity, has

fourteen feet of "Abater on the bar, and is navi-

gable for two leagues. On the banks of this

river the Russian post is established, consisting of

two officers and forty-five soldiers. There are a
few aborigines in this neighbourhood, but they
are so wretchedly poor, and so thinly scattered,
that the Russians have not cared to open any
communications with them.
The land in the immediate neighbourhood of

Olga Bay gives evidence of latent fertility, and
there are extensive forests, which abound with

game. But the station is separated from the

Amoor and Siberia by wide tracts of sterile deserts.

There can be, neither by land nor sea, any ready
means of communication with the commercial

world, and labour cannot be obtained. It is said

that the Russian Government have intended to

plant some colonists at this distant post. This

would, however, show a noble disregard of

economic considerations, and the lot of such

settlers would ))q cheerless in the extreme. The
Russian mail steamer caUs hero on her way from
Nikolaiefsk to Shanghai, leaving "news" from
Western Europe which is six months old. This
steamer makes the round of all these outposts of

the Russian empire, touching at the five ports on
the coast of Mantchouria, the two on the isle of

Saghalien, and at Ilakodadi in Yeaso.

Hakodadi, in the straits of Tft!0U-gar, on the
island of Yesso, is the second of the ports of the

Japanese empire which has been opened by treaty
to the commercial nations. It is of the greatest

importance to the Russians, as being their most
southern station on the Sea of Japan. Although
the other European and the American officials

dislike the comparative seclusion and ungenial
climate of Yesso, the Russian functionaries, having
been promoted from forlorn stations such as we
have described, learn by contrast to esteem
Hakodadi as a luxurious residence. The Russian
Government have taken up a large space outside

the city of Hakodadi, and evidently intend to

make the most of their position iu Yesso. They
have a numerous and very comi)lete staff, including
a consul-general, a "pope," and a physician ; and

they have established a hospital on the river Kamida,
at the northern extremity of the bay. There are

also frequently at Hakodadi Russian officers of

marines, who have no definite connection with the
station.

The roadstead of Hakodadi is the largest and
safest of any in the Eastern seas—some say, in the

world. Its principal protection is from a penin-

sula, which stretches out on the south-east of the

bay. This is formed of massy irregular rocks

capped by a jteak of 1131 feet, which, during
half the year, is covered with snow. The whole

bay is five miles long and four broad, and is

sheltered by a mountain range which is highest
on the north, where the " Saddle-back "

mountain,—so called from its bifurcated summit,—rises to

the height of 3170 feet. Far beyond, to the

north-east, may be seen from the bay the vapours
which rise from the cone of an active volcano.

Allusion has been made above, to the importance
with which the Russians regard their station at

Hakodadi. They evidently consider it as the

vanguard of their semi-maritime progress towards
China and Japan. That they are quietly on the

watch for any opportunity to bear down in that

direction, may be readily imderstood from a little

circumstance which happened about two years

ago. Our commander. Admiral James Hope, found
at the island of Tsousima three Russian steamers.

This island, it will be noticed, is at the southern

extremity of the Sea of Japan, some hundred
miles nearer to China tlian the port of Hakodadi.
Besides the steamers in the harbour, the Admiral
found a small post of Russians established on the

island. As no treaty with Japan had given any
foreigners a right to settle on the island. Admiral

Hope thought it his duty to make inquiry, both of

the Russians and of the Japanese. The latter

were somewhat more dissatisfied with the circum-

stance than even the Admiral himself, and could

offer no explanation ; but the Russians excused

themselves on the ground of being there only for

a temporary refitment. They shortly after re-
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moved, but not until the attempt had excited
much attention at Shanghai and in Japan. The
llussians returned the kind attentions of the
British Admiral by circulating a report that the

English had wished to form a settlement at Tsou-

sima, but had been frustrated by the vigilance of

the Eussians.

Such is the substance of our most recent infor-

mation respecting the extreme outposts of the
Russian Empire in the East.

THE HAIL-STORM ; OE, THE DEATH
OF BUI.

(translated from the ancient NORSE.)

SiGVALD Eakl of Jomsborg, in Vindland, chief-

tain of the Jomsvikingar, a band of daring pirates,
makes a vow to drive Hakon Earl of Norway out
of his dominions, and accordingly sets sail for that

country with a numerous fleet. Hakon, hearing
of his coming, collects what men and vessels he
can, and meets him at Horimga Bay, where a

desperate combat ensues. After some time,
Hakon, seeing that he is on the point of being
vanquished, goes on shore, and invokes the assist-

ance of two female demons, Thorgerdr and Yrpr,
to whom he sacrifices his son Erling, a beau-
tiful boy, seven years old. The fiends forthwith
raise a storm of hail and lightning against the

Jomsvikingar, so dreadful that Sigvald and the

greater part of his people take to flight. His two
lieutenants, however, Bui hin Digri and Vagn
Akason, disdain to fly, and remain with their ships
and crews. The ship of Bui is speedily boarded

by Eirik, son of Earl Hakon. Bui fights till his
hands are chopped off, whereupon he seizes two>

chests of gold with his bloody stumps, and leap*
into the sea, crying, "Overboard now, all Bui's

lads !

" The greater part of those of his people
who remain alive jump in after him, and a?e

drowned
;

the rest are slain. Eirik then boards
the ship of Vagn, which, after much hard fightimg,
he captures, taking Vagn and about thirty of his

men prisoners, whom he carries ashore,

THE HAIL-STOEM ; OE, THE DEATH OF Sn.

All eager to sail,

Sword% lances, and mail.
To the sea's sounding shore

The speedy lads bore.

A boisterous breeze

Blew swift o'er the seas
;

The sea-coursers bound
O'er the crabs' playing-ground ;

Back, back from the bows
The brine which uprose.
For strong was the swell,
In snowy flakes fell.

The goodly barques brought
The brave men, well taught
To slay chief and churl.
To the coast of the Earl

;

Wide Norway receiv'd—
Ye ravens, long griev'd
With famine, feast now—
Full many a ship's prow.

They hoist the war mark—
On Hamdis's sark*

Comes down horrid hail—
The heroes don't quail ;

Stones, arrows, and darts

Dealt death in all parts ;

The bucklers were broke
Beneath the blade's stroke.

They're hewing more hard :

Heads, hands overboard

Fell down in the gulf.

To goi-ge the grim wolf.

Stout hands the hosts have.

How fierce the swords wave !

In brains of the brave

How busy the glaive !

The fine fellows die.

From the string arrows fly,

From off the shield's sky
The sparkles spring high.

How harsh yell the hordes

Of bawk-s ! The sharp swords,
Swift swung, sever thighs.
Stones slung strike out eyes ;

The steely plates sing,

Asunder helms spring.

On foreheads renown'd
;

No rest the wrists found.

Now forward through foes,

Felling fierce, Buei goes ;

The grim gallows-swan+
Is glad at what's done.

A storm !
— hail doth sound.

Each stone weighs a pound ;

From bvuis'd, battered brows,
Blood down the deck flows

;

What carnage ! still wide

The war-flag did ride,

And plied bill and brand

The bold Viking band.

From each finger end,

Enrag'd now did send

Red shafts, the witch wild,

The welkin's weird child
;

From stout hero hearts

All hope now departs.
For who can withstand

Witch, whirlwind, and brand ?

Adown the ship's side

Sprang into the tide

Bold Buei, whose blade

Black ravens oft fed.

Two big chests he bore,

Both fill'd with gold ore ;

Neath each arm was one :

Wight braver was none.

Still Waygn fought amain.
But valour was vain ;

For eager on board

Karl Eirik's crew pour'd :

Of him the boy bold,

Bestower of gold.

With slaughter full stem.
The stout ship they earn.

George Borrow.

* By the sark of Hamdis is meant a hauberk in general :

Hamdis was a celebi atcd pirate.
t In the poetical language of the old Xorse the raven was

called the swan of the gallows.
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SON CHKISTOPHER.

AN HISTORIETTE. BY HARRIET MARTINEAU.

CHAPTER XII. CHBISTOPHER, MY SON !

It seems strange,—and to many who lived at

the time it appeared incredible,—that life should

not only have been endurable to the people of the

Western Counties that autumn, but that it had

satisfactions,—even joys of its own, which made
it appear to old and young who survived it the

most heavenly season of their whole existence.

Those whose hearts it was intended to break—
those whose spirit it was needful to subdue— dis-

appointed the King, and his councillors and his

judges, by proving themselves beyond the reach of

tyranny. This could not be true of all, nor of

most : but the oppressors felt the vexation as

keenly aa if their tortures had ceased to give

jjain. Among the four hundred families who con-

tributed victims to the scaffold, or to the im-

promptu gibbets, there were doubtless many who
underwent keen agony of mind, and whose after-

lives were darkened by the events of the Assize of

September, 1685; but the King and his tools

could scarcely enjoy the pain, while there were

some who did not shrink, nor supplicate, nor even

mourn . The King and his priests said the time was

j

out of joint, when punishment could not humble
I and alarm. The Bishops said the time was out of

i joint, when the Church of the Reformation was
i despised and deserted in high places in the very

I

home of the Reformation, where Papists and

]

schismatics were evidently tending to mutual

;
toleration, in a common enmity to the Church.

I

The Puritans could not but think the time out of

joint, when, a century after the Reformation, the

I
Lord's people found the kingdom one great prison
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of the Inquisition. All these parties gave the

same account of the time they were living in.

But the Royalists and priests expected to set their

heel on the neck of their enemies: the church-

men, aristocracy, and gentry, who preserved the

spirit of the Reformation, looked for a season of

humiliation and dread : while the Puritans were
in a mood of enthusiasm, which raised them
above fear, and turned much of their woe into

triumph.
The first atrocity of that AssLze was at Win-

chester : and Winchester did not endure the

horror and pain so well as the towns farther west.

From the Bishop in his palace to the old widow
in the cottage

—from the squire who heard the

news while out in the stubbles with his gun to

the children making mud-pies in the gutter—there

was no one who could tolerate the news of the

sentence on Lady Alice. The first sentence,—
burning at the stake on the same day,—could not

be executed on the Judge's own authority, in de-

fiance of all Winchester, lay and clerical. The
second sentence,—beheading,—was sustained by
the King with an obstinacy of cruelty which

appalled his own tools. An act so excessively

impolitic as the execution of the old dame, gave
effectual consolation to Madam Lisle's own
friends. While the Winchester clergy would not

pass beyond the cathedral precincts for days,
lest they should see signs of the scaffold, or meet
either friends or strangers ; while Bishop Ken
coiUd not point out the justice of this retribu-

tion without being silenced by his own grief ;

while the High Sheriff of Dorset showed a frown-

ing brow, and dropped harder sayings about the
Stuarts than it was safe to utter while the King's
congenial Judge (Jeffreys) was in the neighbour-
hood,— Madam Lisle's own communion, and
her nearest ^friends, were thankful to God and

joyful on her behalf. She had done what she

could for the Lord's people for many years,
—by

her hospitality, her purse, and her counte-

nance
;
but now, she had done tenfold more than in

all past years. Her story would be told to the

King of France on his throne, and to the Prince of

Orange in the hearing of his Protestant troops.
The Pope would hear of it in the South of

Europe, and the Swedes in the North:— the
Vaudois in their Alpine valleys, and the Quakers
in the woods of Sylvania. At home this aged
martyr would, in the spirit, lead the deliverance of

her own people. And, thank Heaven ! it was
done in all composure and peace of mind, so
that she died as easily as she could in her own
bed.

When little children cried, in natural horror, they
were told to dry their eyes, for Lady Alice had not
been at all unhapi>y.—No

; she was not fright-
ened. The cruel, angry judge had scared every-
body else in court, but not her. She had become
feeble and much aged in prison ; and in court
the fatigue, and the light, and the hum of num-
bers, and perhaps the very ranting of the judge,
had made her drowsy ; and she slept while her
enemies were settling how long she should live.

She had smiled when told their conclusion. At
her years she had nothing to keep her here ; and
she could die more easily in this way, for having

sheltered those two fugitives, than in anj"- othei

way after having turned them out to be hunted
in the Forest. Her old head was worth little now,
she said, for age was encroaching on her mind ;

and the King was welcome to it, as he was so set

upon having it. He was not so yoimg, however,
but that he should know that what w^e vehemently
desire is not always good for us. That was his

affair, however. Hers was to be thankful for a
swift death, amidst the prayers of friends ;

—for

she knew she had friends in Winchester. Never
did venerable lady die more beloved,—more
honoured,—more serene,—moi'e secure of the
white robe and the palm, the chilthen and the

poor were told : and therefore there was to be
no mourning for Lady Alice.

This first martyrdom and its reception no
doubt gave the tone to many more. The

magistrates in one town after another were
amazed and confounded at what they saw.

"How is it with the Battiscombes, Alford ?

Can you tell me?" asked Sir Henry Foley of

the Maj'or of Lyme. "Clear as the young
man's case is,

—
quite hopelessly detestable as his

conduct has been, I cannot help
"

' ' He was one of Monmouth's aids and ad-

visers, Sir Henry,"
"I know it. I was not going to extenuate

his case. . But I cannot help feeling for his

father. ,1 savA' him,—I observed him closely the

day of Monmouth's landing ; and I can testify
that he gave him no encouragement, but the

contrary."
' ' Of course ! No doubt of that,

"
replied the

Mayor.
" Such is the family policy in ali such

cases,—at least where there is laud at risk,—or

money when there may be penalties of fines."
" You do not know that family, Alford

; you
mistake their character and conduct. Excuse me ;—I must bear my testimony to them while this

calamity is upon them."
" I believe you may spare your good feelings.

Sir Henry. That family is a fitting monument
of John Hickes's ministry. They are hardened

beyond belief. If you pass their iiouse this after-

noon, at the very hour of the young man's execu-

tion, you will see no closed shutters—you will

find no locked gates : and if you should see any
of them "

"God forbid!"
" Well : if it should so chance, you will see no

sign of mourning in apparel, or of fasting, or

any kind of humiliation."
" It is not stubbornness," Sir Henry observed.

"I know that it was with the father's consent

that the young lady—(poor thing ! the young
man was a paragon of a lover, they say)

—that

the young lady went to the Judge this morning.
She, and all of them, would leave nothing un-

done."

"She had better have left that undone,"
observed the Mayor.

" I fear the story will get
abroad. It is not good for authority that un-

seemly things should be said by the King's Judges.
I can go as far as most men in sustaining autho-

rity : but this Judge is too much for the most

loyal of us. For once he might have refrained

from a jest."
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"A jest!
—to Mistress Bankshope,—begging

for her lover's life !
"

'•Do uot speak of it, Sir Henry, T beg of you
ia tlie King's name."
"To the King himself I shall speak of it.—But

what became of the girl ?
"

•* I would tell you if I could : but I cannot say
whether it was Fury or Angel that she was turned

into by the spell of that jest. Suo'n a look I never

saw in human face. But I know what the vindic-

tiveness of women is : and I will warrant that the

Fury will get the upper hand. See what she is

six months hence."
" You are very hard, Alford."
' ' And you are astonishingly soft, you must

allow me to say. Who woidd believe you had
lived almost within hearing of these people's dis-

loyal prayers, and their cauting songs of Zion ? If

you knew as much as I have had occasion to

know,— (I have had my eye on them since they

opened an illegal meeting-house one night last

winter), you would see what pernicious and dau-

geroiis ])eople they arc."

"You take your impression from your informers,
I suppose ?

"

" Of course,—from that body."
" From Eeuben Coad ?

"

"
Yes,—from him among others. You need

not look solemn about Reuben to me. I know the

fellow well enougti."

"Yes, all Lyme knows him,— all Winchester
knows him. He had better look to his safety. If

the people cannot rescue Battisoombe, they will

express their feelings on his treacherous servaut,
if they can lay hands on him."

" That is provided for, as you must bo aware.
His relations down on the beach there would have

nothing to do with him : so I have to harbour him
till the affair has blown over."

" * Blown over !

' "
thought Sir Henry as he

went to his stables, to mount, and ride far away
from the market-place of Lyme. "'Blown
over I

'

as if Lyme, or anybody in it, could ever

again be, after this day, as they were before !
"

He could leave Lyme only by pa-ssing the

Squire's house. It was true that the blinds were
not down, and that there were no signs of disorder

about the place. The marks of wheels and of

horses' feet, which had disturbed the gravel-drive
in the morning, were raked away.—Loyal as he
was to Church and King, Sir Henry felt, in pass-

ing that gate, as if his heart would burst at

thinking of tho breaking hearts within.

The hearts within were not breaking. They
were very, very fidl; but not fidler than they
could bear.

That evening the large dining-room, was bril-

liantly lighted up for service,—it being concluded
that on such a day the law would remit its gripe,
and devotion might have its way. The whole
house was filled with members of the true con-

gregation, who had come up boldly from the

town. There was no lack of preachers, though
they would hear Hickes no more

; and there
was a remarkable oneness of spirit among them
all. The service was almost entirely an out-

pouring of lofty thanksgiving. Whatever was
not that, was a celebrating of the Divine com-

j

passion, and a joyous announcement of heavenly
promises, supposed to be on the verge of accom-

plishment. God had permitted this generation
to witness the last lease of power given to

Satan, whom they saw walking the earth, trying
men's souls, and dismissing to martyrdotn those

whom he could not bend or spoil. These were
the last days ; and great days t'aey were for the

fathers and mothers, the brethren, and the spouses
of martyrs. For them, and for all, a blessed

season was at hand, when all should see Satan
as it were falling from heaven, and t'ue heavenly
host coming again to sing a new promise of

"Peace on earth, and goodwill to men."
After the service, all assembled were entreated

to take food and wine,—to mark distinctly the

difference between this day of sacrifice and a day
of humiliation. Host and hostess dismissed each

individually, with thanks for their presence,
Tho autumn night hatl clouded over ; and it

was so dark that the Sipiire himself carried a

lantern as far as tho gate. Some distant shouts

and cries had been noticed in the midst of the

service ; and now tho tread of many feet was
heard in tho road. A voice announced, as groups
passfd, that half Lyme had been hunting Reuben
Coad over tho town to destroy him. They had
stormed the Mayor's house till he was let out at

tlie back, to take his chance of escape by flight.

The .Squire hoped no such murder h.ad taken

place. It had uot : Reuben had escaped in the

twilight, but nobody believed that it would bo for

long.
The household were about to separate for the

night,
—carefid not to brea'ic through their ordinary

habit of life,
—when tho storm which had been

rising burst over the coast. Each had felt stilled

for hours, and all had supposed it was part of the

suffering of the day. Now it was some relief to

throw open the back - windows, and see, by the

flashes of the lightning, the wide expanse of sea,

and feel the gusts as they passed. The tempest
was not unwelcome to any ; and the children were

permitted to remain and see it out. Joanna sat

on her father's knee ;
and she did not hide her

face from the brightest flash. So had they all

striven this day, her father said, not to fliuch

from the lightnings of terror and woe which God
had sent to try their souls. That great and
terrible day was over—the greatest day, perhaps,
of all their lives. Death had never been in that

household before, and now the noblest and best

was taken : but it was a great honour. They were
honoured by being the parents and the brothers

and sisters of a martyr— a martyr as holy and
devout and cheerful in his death as any that had
so died since Stej)hen. Elizabeth (whom he drew
to him as ho spoke) was the most honoured of

them all
; for she was, freely and of her own faith

and love, the spouse of a martyr. Thus it was a

great day in their house.

Then Joanna told again what Christopher and
sho had agreed that evening at Taunton, and how
he had desired her to remember it, if either of

them should ever be a martyr or in trouble for the

right.
" But I shall never be a martyr," Joanna

said with a sigh.
Her father said that she might be nearer to
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such a fate than she thought : and he felt the
bound of her heart against his breast as she heard
him. He knew it was hope and not fear which
so stirred her ; and it was more for the sake of

others than for hers that he told what might befal

Joanna. It was known at Court that she had
been one of the school-children who had gone out
to meet Monmouth with standards of their own
embroidering ;

and notice bad been issued that

every little maiden of the whole number was
liable to be sent out as a slave to the plantations.
There was no fear of such a fate in reality for

J oanna, or any one of them whose father was a
man of substance. An agent had come down into

tlie Western Counties : no other than the George
I'enne whose greed of money was so well known ;

and Mr. George Penne had put a price on the
heads of the little maidens, which should relieve

them from slavery and transportation, and endow
the coiirt-ladies with little fortunes as their gain
from the rebellion—Mr. George Penne being careful

to pay himself first.

Joanna was troubled lest her father should
be made poor by any fault of hers

; but he told

her that, first, it was no fault of hers that she went
forth to meet the Duke : and that, next, he could

jiay the sum needed to keep his little daughter in

her home. It was on no vain pretence that she
had been sent to that school. It was more pro-
bable now than then that the family property
would be absorbed or wasted by persecution, and
that the daughters of the house, as well as the
sons—(the involimtary pause here was soon got
over)—would have to work for a subsistence

;

and it was with this view that Joanna had been

placed in such training as Madam Lisle desired.

All their fortunes seemed desperate now. Soldiers

would no doubt be qiiartered upon them : prose-
cutions and fines would drive them to ruin : in a

little while they might have nothing that they
could call their own.

This was no trouble to them. Kothing could
trouble them to-night, from the point of view at

which they stood. They slept, as the Lord's

people shovdd, after bringing down His presence
about them : and when they met in the morning
no spirit had quailed.
A shock awaited them, however, before noon

had arrived. A knot of people came down the

road, bearing some burden which they seemed
anxious to lay down before the Squire's door.

It looked like a charred log of wood ; but it

was not. It was the body of Reuben Coad,—
known by the hat and the riding-whip, which had
been Christopher's, and had been taken by Eeuben,
as he brutally said, to remember his young master

by. Hunted out of Lyme by the enraged spec-
tators of his victim's death, he had gained a wood
to hide in, and had taken shelter under an oak—
to be laid low by lightning. There he died, all

alone,—an outcast from men, and with no other

help to Hee to. For generations to come, the

people would certainly believe that that storm was
sent to cut off Keuben the traitor in his accursed
career.

The Battiscombes soon left the home in which
their fathers had dwelt for generations. Loyal
magistrates thought proper to set up the head of

a rebel immediately opposite their gate ; but they
would have stood this, disdaining to flinch. The
reason for their removing to a small house on the
shore was that their property was so much reduced,

by the imposition of fines and securities, that they
must descend to a humbler mode of life. Eliza-

beth was one with them—as firmly fixed with them
for a life of duty and devotion—as wedded to their

martyr as a nun could be in her convent as the

spouse of Christ. She was a kind of apostle among
the poor fishing-people, who lived under the cliffs

with nobody to care for them till the Squire's
ladies became their helpers and spiritual teachers.

Not even Elizabeth looked as if so blasting a

calamity had swept over her. Their faces were

cheerful, for their hands were full of good works,
while they waited for the coming salvation of the

world of the Reformation.

Before the people could see whether Monmouth
would reappear in Eighty-nine, there was a Protes-

tant king on the throne.

As Prince William of Orange,—he who was
about to become the great King William was on
his way, in grand procession, from Devonshire to

London, amidst the homage of the Western Coun-

ties, one of his suite rode up and told him some-

thing in a low voice. William was not wont to

express his feelings by outward act
;

b\it now he

nodded to M. Florien, and stopped to address him-

self to a gentleman in the midst of a grouj) of

the coimtry party v/ho had ridden far to greet
him. All gave way to enable the grey-haired

Squire to approach ;
and what the Prince said to

him was :

"Let us rejoice together, Mr, Battiscombe, in

that final establishment of the Reformation in

England for which you have waited so wisely and
suffered so much."
And when both riders bowed uncovered, the

obeisance of Prince William was the deeper of the

two. THE EXD.

A DAY IN THE DESEET.
CHAPTER I.

Some years ago, before viaducts sjianned the

Nile, and tall poles marked the course of the iron

way which now crosses the Goshen desert, travellers

to and from India found their way over it as best

they might. For those who preferred to ride in

carriages, there were machines on two wheels

with tilted covers, like errand-carts. For timid

maidens and elderly ladies, there was the donkey-
chair, a riide invention, closely resembling the old

sedan, where asses took the place of chairmen, and
whose motion, when the forward donkey indulged
in a gallop, whilst his lazier friend in the rear

would persist in a trot, was indescribably para-
bolic and dislocatory both of limb and temper.

Enterprising young men and brave warriors

bestrode the ])atient ass, moimted on a square
and flat, but withal, comfortable Egyptian saddle,

whilst a very small per-centage would be tempted
to mount the perilous hump of the dromedary, and

sail cosily over the yielding sand.

It was in these early days of "The Overland ''

that I had the charge of the mails and i)assengers

between Alexandiia and Suez, and vice versa, and
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very different were the incidents of travel Ihen to

the humdrum monotony of the present transit by
rail. That which is now accomplished in a few
short hours, was, in the time of the careless, but

brave and ill-requited Waghorn, somewhat of

an undertaking. The disembarking from the

Peninsular and Oriental steamer, the landing at

Alexandria, the passage of the Mabmoudieh canal

and subsequent voyage up the Nile, the sojourn
in Cairo, and the eighty-four miles of desert ere

the traveller reached Suez, afforded altogether a

little mine of adventure and novelty, anticipated
with keen enjoyment by the genuine lovers of

travel. At the time of which 1 write, Waghorn
and Company were a sort of Eastern Pickford's,

conveying passengers and merchandise of all

descriptions between the Mediterranean and the

lied Sea. For years they enjoyed a well-merited

monopoly of this traffic, until the report of their

success induced certain French adventurers to

seek a concession from Mehemet Ali and start a
rival messarjerie. Unfortunate, however, were
such travellers as, tempted by a cheaper tariff,

entrusted themselves to the "French Agency."
Having no right of entrie to the desert stations

erected by Waghorn, with the aid of the Bombay
Steam Fund, their forced and frequent halts were

passed, not under the shade of stone walls, and
within reach of good food and cool water, but
beneath ill-constructed tents inadequate to screen

them from the scorching sun, and where their

only refreshment was afforded by an impromptu
and dubious cuisine, and a carte des vins, which
furnished little else than ready-mulled claret. It

will therefore be readily believed that Waghorn
and Company were not greatly in fear of being
run off the road by the opposition agency, but it

was nevertheless needful for their employes to

board every steamer arriving from the westward,
to prevent India-bound travellers from falUng too

easily into the hands of their piratic rivals.

This boarding work formed a part of my duty,
when one line morning in June, the lighthouse,
which now occupies the site of the old Pharos of

the Ptolemies, signalled the arrival of the monthly
packet from Southampton. In a few minutes I

had been paddled by sinewy arms over the calm
surface of the bay, aud before she had dropped
her anchor, was standing on the deck of the

Tagus. The next proceeding was to ascertain

what passengers were going on at once to join the

mail steamer lying at Suez, and to receive from
the supercargo an invoice of their luggage and of

the mail boxes, these latter being stowed without
loss of time in a lighter alongside, aud sent round
to the mouth of the Mahmoudieh canal. As this

process invariably occupied some hours, the sea-

weary travellers were at liberty to land at their

leisure, and recruit themselves at Key's Hotel in

the Grand Square, before the time arrived for

betaking themselves to the canal boats.

The India-bound voyager will doubtless re-

member that his troubles began when he quitted the
side of the good ship to ]>laut his foot on the sandy
soil of Africa. He will recall the hurry-skurry
scramble on donkey-back through the bazaars and

labyrinthine suburbs of Alexandria
; the limited

ablution, and the comfortless confusion of the odd

tM-dinant at the hotel, and tinally, perhaps, the

writer's " call to horse
"

if such a term can be

properly applied to the kicking, braying, fighting

squad of ready - saddled donkeys below. Then
the pell-mell race at full gallop by rough and
treacherous paths, over the half-hidden ruins of

ancient Alexandria, to the \insavoury Mahmou-
dieh, and lastly the squeeze into the omnibus-
like and overcrowded treykshuyt. Who that

has once made the overland journey about the

time of which I write, will have forgotten the

arrival at Atfeh, aud the debarcation, often at

daybreak, of the wearied occupants of the boats ?

The crossing of the plank to gain the shore, the

slipping and sliding on its steep declivity in the

grasp of ready but reeking fellahs, and the twenty
minutes' walk to the Nile among the mingled
merchandise on the summit of the bank, dogs,

timber, grain, pigs, dates, dirt, and sleeping
Arabs ! And anon the puffing little English
steamer, no bigger than a Thames penny 'bove-

bridge, with its English captain (!) in gold-laced

cap and familiar "go-ahead" and " eiae her."

And then Atfeh and its darkness, din and con-

fusion fade away in our wake, and we gratefully
sniff the morning air borne down upon the bosom
of old Father Nile

;
and the cheery rattle of cups

and saucers, and the fragrant aroma of early

"Mocha," force from us the admission that there

may be a bright side to every picture.
If I thus venture to revert to scenes so hack-

neyed, it is not with the intention of enlarging upon
them. I use them as accessories to my narrative,
and to explain the nature of my duties as one of

Waghorn's employes. Did space permit of it I

would gladly smoke a chibouque with my country-
men grouped on the deck of the panting little

steamer as she cleaves the sluggish waters of the

Nile, and join in admiration of the towering palms
that skirt its shores, or the shout of pleasure that,
later on in the day, greets the lirst glimpse of the

pyramids of Ghizeh lighted up by the western sun.

1 should like the second edition of the donkey-ride
which occurs between Boulac and Cairo, and to

make one at the well-covered dinner-table of the
" Great Eastern "

hotel, taking a postprandial
cheroot with dear old Dr. A ,

in its proprietor's
comfortable sanctum. But the confused sounds
which reach us from the court yard below, warn
the passengers to prepare for the desert journey.

Hastening down, and threading a few of the very
narrow streets of Cairo, for the inn-yard is not

accessible to anything with wheels, we find in a
somewhat more open space, half-a-dozen or more
of the rude-looking carriers' carts before alluded

to, used by Waghorn and Company for traversing
the desert. Haven, the resident partner of the

firm, has previously assigned the six inside seats

of each to as many ladies or gentlemen, and they
soon find their appointed places. His way-bill,

however, made up without the slightest regard to

compatibility of tastes, is not always happy in the

arrangements dependent on it. Singular enough,
at times, was the admixture of creed and grade
in these desert coaches. I once saw General Ven-

tura wedged in between a member of the Society
of Friends and the Bishop of Antioch, their vis-

d-vii consisting of the daughter of ao Indian
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officer, lier Englisli maid, and D warkauauth Tagore.
The Baboo's medicated and constant pipe dis-

pensed an odour anything but agreeable to the

general, who drew forth a manilla, and puffed

away vigorously. The bishop and the ' ' Friend "

followed suit with their cigarettes, and the fumes
of the Indian pastile soon gave way before a cloud

of genuine fragrance, which the ladies were glad

enough to tolerate.

But it is time to return to the vans, which

during my short digression have cleared the crazy
old gates of Cairo, and having skirted the ceme-

tery where poor Burckhardt reposes, are fast gain-

ing that desert which he was not permitted to

explore. On this particular journey, Raven has

provided me with a fleet dromedary, in i)lace of

a seat in one of the vans, for I am in the com-

pany of two personal friends who are bound on
a long and perilous journey towards the interior

of Africa
; and who, alas ! were fated to swell

the list of victims already sacrificed to the White
Nile and its sources,—a problem now so happily
solved by the glorious discoveries of Speke and
Grant. They are both well-mounted

;
one on a

powerful saddle-horse of Raven's, the other on his

own especial favourite—a black Arab of the purest
blood. The moon is up, and the desert stretches

beyond and aroimd us, bathed in its cool silvery

light. Despite the saddened feelings which pre-
cede a long separation, we trot gaily and swiftly

along ; leaving, far away in the rear, our fellow-

travellers in the vans. At the centre, or No.
4 Station, we make a long halt, for a spurt of

forty-two miles, whether on horse or dromedary,
renders repose needful both for beast and rider.

Then we press on again, for the reis or captain of

the Red Sea boat has warned us, by a messenger,
that the wind, now favourable, may speedily chop
round to another quarter. Reaching Sues:, we
pass together our last short night, and I take
a hurried farewell of friends I am never to meet

again on earth. As he wrings my hand, B
presses upon my acceptance his favourite Arab,

whispers some last earnest commissions, and the

shore-boat bears me away.

CHAPTER II.

The day was far advanced when I reached the
shore after some hours' laborious tacking. Being
in no humour to encounter the idlers who were

awaiting at Manson's hotel the departure of the

Bombay steamer, I determined to trot back

leisurely over the twenty miles of sand, between
Suez and the No. 6 Station ; and therefore

looked about for a lad who would ride my return-

dromedary, and take charge of my only article of

luggage, a small but wellstuffed carpet-bag. The

right sort of man was soon found, a copper-legged
fellah, who stowing away in his shirt-front the
residue of his half-eaten supper, was speedily
perched aloft on the hump of the willing beast,
and in a few minutes we had turned our backs

upon the low wall which environs the dirt and
dreariness of Suez. Evening had set in ere we
passed the well, so familiar to desert travellers,
and the angry voices of the camel-drivers wrang-
ling over a few pints of muddy water, became

gradually inaudible, as we gained the clear hard

sand beyond, now sparkling in the light of the

rising moon. Jogging on leisurely, the profound
stillness being only broken by the footfall of our

beasts, and an occasional futile attempt ou the

part of my companion to break into song, we
reached No. 6 at ten o'clock, where refreshment
and a shake-down were kindly provided by tho

English lady who then farmed the station.

Accustomed to the noonday heat, I was in no

hurry to start the next morning, so looked after

the well-being of our four-footed friends, and

lingered over Mrs. Seedeick's grateful Mocha. The

dromedary also seemed unwilling to stir, and

greeted me when I attempted to rouse him with
such unmistakeable signs of displeasure, that I

decided to leave him behind, and start alone upon
my journey. Charging the lad who had the care

of ray carpet-bag to follow me to the centre station,

No. 4, I was once more ou the sand, with a bright
sun overhead, and our shadows beneath us. Mrs.

Seedeick had uttered some commonplaces as to

the " extreme fineness of the day, &c" In Egypt
the characteristics of a "fine day," would be a

canopy of dull cloud above, and a continuous

pelting shower of rain, and such was certainly not

the sort of weather I was now to experience. Not
a cloud was visible above the horizon, not a sign
of anything greeted me save the mane and sharp
ears of my Arab, and the eternal sand. If my
friends in the Red Sea boat were, as I hoped they

might be, scudding away towards Jeddah under

the influence of a northerly breeze, not a breath of

it found its way tome .' All—around, above, and
below—was silent and scorching. So overpow-

ering was the heat that I almost resolved to return

to the station, and make the trial later in the

day, when the decline of the sun would be fol-

lowed by light airs and a cooler track than that

now- before me. But my presence was required
at No. 4, aud go on I must. So 1 put my ker-

chief to the pristine and legitimate use of that

appendage, by winding it round my tarboosh, and
then taking a last look at the station behind me,
to assure myself by its bearings that 1 am going
in the right direction, I half close my eyes to shut

out the glare, and am borne gently onwards-

The easy jog of the horse must have lulled me
to sleep, or the heat and the glare combined had

produced a lethargic feeling which had deadened

my senses to outward objects. Certain it is, that

after an indefinite interval of time 1 was aroused

to consciousness by the sudden stopping of the

Arab. Opening my eyes, I make the startling

discovery that the sand over which I should be

travelling has been changed, as by the enchanter's

wand, to a boundless tract of verdure : that I am,
in fact, surrounded by some sort of vegetation, of

whose vitality in the desert I had never even

dreamed. Dismounting, to convince myself that

I am really awake, 1 find interminable jjatches of

a prickly sort of grass, brown and sunburnt, with

intervals of sand between. I must, then, have

been carried very wide of the faintly-defined

track, and as the sun and my watch agree in telling
me that it is past one, I may by this time be miles

away from it. I get into the saddle agaiu and
stand up in the stirrups to obtain a more extended

view. Nothing but the grassy tufts •

Nothing,
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probably, six inches above the ground for miles

around me, save, perhaps, the carcase of some

unlucky camel festering in the hot sun ! Not a

sign to furnish me with a clue to the west. Had
it not been so close to mid-day, my own figure
and the sandy plain might have afforded a capital

impromptu sun-dial
; but the orb was too much

in the zenith, and I made but a useless gnomon.
Suddenly the horse neighs, nearly jerking me out
of my seat, and scaring me fearfully in the dread
silence. Then he turns his head round towards

me, and the large full eyes seem to interrogate me
uneasily. Fear is catching, and I am fast bo-

coming uneasy also, if not positively alarmed.
What if we are really lost in this pathless waste
of sand and scrub? Could I but tell how to shape
a course we might soon reach one or other of the

low ranges of sand-hills which skirt the Suez
desert. But should we fail to hit the rising

ground, our strength might be exhausted, and

escape still more uncertain. Oh ! for one breath
of air ! A moistened finger, when held aloft,

sometimes gives a clue, by its cool side, to the
direction of the wind ; but my throat and lips are

parched, and I begin to experience the sensation
of extreme thirst. There are no pebbles, but I

have bullets in the stock of my carbine, and one
of them gives s;une relief, and, what is still better,

helps me to an idea. What if I draw the charge
and flash off a pinch of powder ? The smoke
must go somewhere, and the reverse of its course

ought to be northerly if my friends on the Red
Sea ai-e making any "way." The Arab starts,
but does not break away, and the little white
cloud ascends for a second, and then meeting an

upper current is borne slowly away from us. I

determine to follow the opposite direction, feeling
sure that if we could steer northward we must ere

long reach the hills on which were still standing
the old deserted stations of the telegraph formerly
in use between Cairo and Suez. So I concentrated
into one short cheering speech all that remained
to me of confidence and hope, and patting the

glossy head which had sought my own with in-

stinctive desire of companionshij), I once more got
into the saddle, and started off at a briak trot.

We speedily cleared the grass, and in a short

time I saw rising ground far ahead of us. But a

long and trying interval elapsed before I made out
either of the old Avoodeu towers ; not, indeed, until

we were nearly close upon one, for sight had been

sorely taxed in the glare and my own anxiety. The
rickety affair was soon gained, and tying the Arab to

one of its sun-cracked timbers, in a minute I had
reached the top, and was eagerly peering round
for No. 5 Station, which I hoped to find very near
it. There it was, sure enough, and just below me
as it wei-e, but -with its mud walla and roof so

assimilated in colour to the surrounding sand that
it took me some time to recognise it. To moimt
the now willing horse and gain the station was
the work of a few minutes. Then I roused the

sleepy old haicaub or doorkeeper, and, clutching his

goolah, drained from it the most welcome draught
that I ever remember to have tasted. Never did

juice of princely grape or humble "malt "
confer

such unalloyed satisfaction as that pint of tepid,

highly-flavoured Nile-water I Then the bonnie

Arab and I dined together off horse-beans and

tank-water, and, exhausted by the combined effects

of heat, fatigue, and excitement, laid ourselves

down side by side oh the same bed of straw, to

sleep.

But not for long. My own safety confirmed, I

remembered Selim and my carpet-bag. Had the

old bawauh seen aught of them ? Not he. Then

perhaps he thought it possible that the dromedary
might have bolted with Selim, and SeUm with the

bag ? The old fellow thought it extremely likely,
and evidently wondered at my simj)licity in pre-

supposing any other contingency. Had the over-

land travellers passed Suez-ward ? They had not.

Under these circumstances, and becoming really

imeasy about my valuables, I despatched the old

man, whose eyes—if more ancient—could read

long distances better than mine, to reconnoitre

from the summit of the telegraph, in the vague
hope of descrying the absentees. A nine-piastre

piece put vigour into his wasted legs, and as he
hobbled off I lay down to sleep once more.

Sleep, however, came not ;
for the carpet-bag I

have before-mentioned, was the depository of

nearly all my worldly possessions, and contained

not only a round sum in English gold, but certain

papers of value. Hence my anxiety and self-

reproach that I should so readily have entrusted it

to a stranger. The only ground for reassurance

lay in the hope that I might be known to the man
as being connected with Waghorn & Co., in which
case my property would be respected ; so I took a

long i)ull at the bawavh'a cocoanut-pipe, and was

busily cogitating amidst its potent fumes, when I

was startled by a loud knock at the great wooden
door of the stable, of which I had put up th© bar

at the old man's departure. There were no key-
holes to peep through, but as a knock at a desert-

door is comparatively of rare occurrence, I may be

pardoned if I confess that 1 hesitated to open it

until I had taken a good look through the aperture
at the bottom. The sight 1 thus witnessed was

by no means reassuring, for I counted at a rough
estimate as many as two score of hoofs, revealing
the presence of something like a dozen mounted
Bedaweens. As these wanderers of the desert^

albeit, generally lionest—do not always respect the

law of meum and tuum, 1 loosened the bolt, and,

making a virtue of necessity, met my surprised

guests with a finished salaam, backed with my
entire repertory of courteous Arab phrases. As
the visit of my new friends was rather to Wag-
horn's beans and tanks than to the old bawaub, 1

deemed it politic thus to receive them, and by offer-

ing such refreshment as the stable afforded, ingra-
tiate myself with these often very rough customers.

My procedure was eminently successful. We
drank healths and long shadows to each other in

the dirty water, and passed the fragrant
"
gibel

"

from one to the other whilst the horses crunched
the beans. In fact, we soon established a confi-

dence so mutual that I was induced to impart to

them my anxiety about Selim. Then I had to give
full particulars as to the fdldh's dress, and the

colour of his turban and dromedary, with the

direction he might be supposed to be taking, &c.

And, as a last resource, 1 ventured on a slight

allusion to the bag, and dwelt upon the fact of
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my being an agent of the "
Overland," when, to

my great delight, a swarthy rascal exploded with
a loud "Fi, fi !

"
(Fee, fee! it is—it is,) and

assured me that he had "
spoken

" a solitary dro-

medarian bearing before him a burden like that I

had described (he omitted to add that he had care-

fully overhauled it), and that, as he had taken a

course^far south of the iisual track, and was going

steadily towards No. 4 Station, I should probably
find him there awaiting me. This was good news

indeed, and the old doorkeeper having returned, I

decided to start forthwith. The Bedaweena sad-

dled and bridled for me the now recruited Arab,
and amid a shower of good wishes, I galloped off

from the relai. Nor did I draw bridle until I had
reached the one solitary tree under whose leafless

branches Napoleon and Bourrienne made their

famous desert picnic. Giving it good lee-way, for

this singular prodigy of vegetation now bears a

ragged and not particularly well-scented fruit,* I

approached the centre station, of which I could

now see the lights, evening having closed in

during my ten-mile ride. The dogs and live-stock

round and about the place had already become
aware of the approach of a stranger, and my
arrival was heralded by a babel of bark and cackle

that was thoroughly cheering after my. forced soli-

tude.

So I discharged my carbine to add to the

general \iproar, and in half-an-hour afterwards was

amusing myself with one of the most noisy of the

turkey-cocks in the company of the faithful Selim
and my carpet-bag. S. B.

A GOLF TOURNAMENT IN SCOTLAND.

Will the reader permit me to assume first that
he is an Englishman ? If he refuses me this small
favour there is an end of the matter. But if he
does not, and if he agrees to be an Englishman,
why should not he be my old Harrow friend

Norman, who is here, paying Scotland a visit for

the first time ? Now that this is all amicably
settled, I shall not ask any leave for my remaining
assumptions, as you must be quite aware, Norman,
that yoxi are utterly ignorant of our national game
of golf, and also you must admit to a sneaking
desire to see what it is like. You are a good
cricketer, and I have no doubt, if you devoted

yourself to golf, that you would play that game
well, too. I am taking you to- day to a place
where you will see golf in perfection. I know
that, if I left you to your own devices, you would
get yourself up in a terrific pair of football boots for

the purpose of breaking your adversaries' shins,
as I never could get you to understand that the

game did not consist in violent running, and push-
ing, and hitting, and kicking.
Here we are at last, after a three hours' journey

on the worst line in the kingdom. The day, be
it known, is the 30th of September ; the hour
11-30 a.m.; the place St. Andrews, Fifeshire,
N.B.

I dare say you never heard of the place before,

* Those among tbe poor who pass this tree on their pil-
gi-image to Mecca, bang among its branclies, as votive offer-

ings, some portion of ttieir garments.

yet its name is dear in the ears of the Scottish

gentleman—not on account of its historical asso-

ciations,—not on accoimt of its ancient haunts of

learning,
—but because it is here that the Scottish

gentleman, in his hours of leisure, may play at the

game that he loves from morn till eve, and bet his

habitual half-crowns, and smoke unlimited pipes,
[

and talk never-ending shop.
'

Not equally dear is it in the ears of the Scottish
,

gentleman's spouse and daughters ; and that for

manifold good reasons. All that you can get
'

them to say about it is, that the air is very
bracing, &c. &c. The reason is this, the presence i

of a female is repugnant to the game of golf. No i

sooner does an unlucky woman stray on to the

course than,—like the Derby dog,
— she is hooted at '

and bellowed to, and told to go one way by one !

person and another by another ;
all which induces

j

a most piteous state of vacillation, in the midst of
;

which the ball whizzes past her at a pace which
would inevitably prove fatal were it to hit her.

It is needless to say that the unprotected female

does not often repeat the mistake of straying on
the pleasure-grounds of the golfer. Then her .

husband is perpetually bringing some fellow-golfer

home, without notice, to lunch or dinner, and the

two sit talking about their eternal golf, and not a

word on any other subject is to be got out of

them. The place itself, with the exception of

golf, is dull enough, but not through any fault of

its own. It would be the same at the most fashion-

able watering-place, if a conscription were levied

on all the male inhabitants to fill the ranks of the

noble army ©f golfers.
St. Andrews is not without merits of its own,

irrespective of the attractions of golf :
—a univer-

sity, the remains of a gigantic cathedral ; wide,

clean-looking, handsome streets
;
and other archi-

tectural advantages. But I really decline to act

as guide-book to you ; you must devote an hour
or two to-morrow to seeing the lions.

The present week is the only time in tbe year
at which ladies at all like St. Andrews, or have

any attention, besides that of the nature afore-

mentioned, shown them. This week corresponds,
in regard to golf, to the Canterbury week in the

annals of cricket. This day is the medal-day ;
the

day on which all the best gentlemen-players
assemble to compete for the blue riband of the

golf course. To-night there is going to be a large
dinner of the Golf Club. To-morrow night a ball

—hence the multitude of ladies and non-golfing

gentlemen, this being the only time when the

latter are tolerated here. All the houses in the

neighbourhood are filled, and so the place is really
rather gay.
The station which we have just come into is

what you would expect, in comfort and splendour,
as the terminus of a line like that we have left.

Did you ever see such a collection of ragamuffin

boys of all ages, rushing about, bustling, and

jostling ?

Ah ! woiild you like to know what that bundle

of queer-looking sticks, like coach-whips, is which
that urchin has just snatched from the young
fellow who was in the carriage with us ? Know,
Saxon, these are the weapons with which the Scot

avenges Flodden. They are gqlf-sticks, or clubs,
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as they are called. They are fearfully and wonder-

fully made, and their name is legion. Any attempt
at present to explain their various uses would un-

seat your intellect entirely. Only observe that the

general cut of them is very much like that of a

hockey-stick, long shaft and crooked head ; the

shaft is tapering, and the head, which is a remark-

able combination of wood, horn, and lead, is firmly

spliced on to the shaft.

Do you perfectly understand that you are not

intended to hold by the head ? That's right. You
hold by the end of the shaft, which is done up
like the handle of a coach-whip with leather.

Those elubs with iron or steel heads, which look

rather like shovels, are intended for taking the

ball out of sandy or muddy places. But it is of

little use to explain all thu to you till you see

the game played.
Here we are on the links, or common, on which

the game is i)layed ;
the course stretches away to

the left for about a couple of miles along the sea-

coast. It is very narrow, and is lined with thick

gorse, and studded with many hazardous and

fearful-looking sandholes. Before us is the sea,

dashing up into a little bay. About 300 yards to

our right, is the beginning or end of the course,

whichever you like to call it. What a crowd
there is swarming about it. Let us cross that

small burn and inspect it more closely.
—Heaven

and earth ! Take care what you're doing, you
young scamp ; you very nearly hit me just now.

The little blackguard sent a ball uncommonly
near our heads. You think it would not hurt

you much ? Feel that. It is rather smaller than

a tennis-ball, and made of gutta-percha ; and 1

can tell you it stings uncommonly. Do you fancy
that if that ball, hit with a force which would

carry it 170 yards in the air, were to hit you on

the back of the neck at 10 yards' distance, it

would not hurt ? Before this day is over, per-
chance you may have an opportunity of judging.

But, as I was about to say when I was

interrupted, this is really a gorgeous spectacle.
Crowded into a space of 100 yards square is a

motley crowd—well-dressed ladies of all ages,

badly ditto, old gentlemen, middle-aged gentle-

men, young gentlemen, boys, professional players,

cads, and blackguards of every description.
With regard to the male portion of the crowd,

I must here draw* your attention, if it has not
been already drawn, to a strange phenomenon,
observable as soon as you come within a radius of

two miles of St. Andrews. The natives usually
have hold of something in the shape of a stick,

whether it be golf-club, walking-cane, umbrella,
hoe, hedge-bill, or spade ; whatever it may be,

they manipulate it gingerly, wagging it about,
and now and then making it whistle through the

air. These alarming symptoms are accompanied
with a morbid swaying of the body, and wild

tossing of the arms. A lamentable indifference is

displayed as to the vicinity of their neighbour's
head, or anything that is his. The monomaniacs

fancy that they have golf-clvibs in their hands,
and they are practising what they are pleased to

call their swing.
—There I I knew that the young

gentleman would hurt some one. He has swung
one of the iron-headed clubs into that joUy-look-

ing old boy's waistcoat. You observe that gentle-
man with the confined swing. It is currently

reported that he owes that short swing to prac-

tising the proper action, not within reach of his

neighbour's ears, but of his own furniture and

crockery, in the solitude of his chamber,—a spite-
ful calumny.

There is the real attitude for you, knees

together, toes turned in, club grasped firmly
but not tightly, adjust it to the ball, bring it

slowly up over your shoulder till the head appears,
as the Scotch would say, west of your left ear, and
then bring it down, shoulders, wrists, backbone,

legs, and everything going into the blow.

The crowd is waiting for the ceremony of

opening the meeting to take place. We'll come
back presently. I wish you to see our club, that

snug one-storied building, at the head of these

steps, which overlooks the course.

It is the Union Club of St. Andrews, sacred to

golfers. The cheapest club I ever had anything
to do with. There's the reading-room ; those

coffin-looking cupboards which meet your eye in

every direction do not contain the remains of the

gentlemen whose names appear upon them. They
are intended for the reception of the coach-whips
when not actively employed. This is the parlour.
But we must not stay, as business, and a ballot,

and all manner of things are going on, and you're
a stranger; so come through into the billiard-room,

and we'll have a game till the real business of the

day commences.
There goes the gun. They're off. Let us out.

Now, if you imagine that those respectable and,
in some cases, portly gentlemen, are going to rush

upon each other with uplifted clubs, hack, bully,
and shin, and then tear away whacking the ball

before them, you are mistaken. In order to play
this game you need never stir faster than a three-

mile an hour walk.

The moment has at length arrived when an

attempt must bo made to convey to the under-

standing of the Saxon « few of the elementary

principles of the game.
You see that hole, four inches in diameter by

six in depth, punched in the turf. The end and

object of all that whacking of balls, swaying of

bodies, and stretching of limbs, is to get that

small ball into this hole after it has been at the

bottom of seventeen other holes in succession. A
series of these holes are punched all along the

course at intervals of from 300 to 400 yards.
The object of the game is to knock the ball

from one hole to another in as few strokes as

possible ;
and whoever goes the round of eighteen

holes in fewest strokes wins the medal. The
members of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of

St. Andrews have just drawn for the order in

which they are to play. They play in couples ;

each man counting the strokes of his immediate

opponent and marking them on a card.

Now the first pair are just going to strike off.

Behold the ball is mounted upon a little pyramid
of mud which rejoices in the name of a tee, to the

end that the smiter may get the more cleanly at

it. A ball is only teed at starting from each hole ;

after each first stroke the player must hit the ball

as he finds it. What an ordeal this is. All that
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crowd we saw before, ladies, &c., &c., and all

kinds of cads, are drawn up in two parallel

rows, leaving a vista of certainly not more than

five yards. Through this narrow opening the two
wretched men before ns, on whom the lot has

fallen, have to hit their balls, going neither to the

right nor left.

There will certainly be manslaughter or cad-

slaiighter committed before long, if the vista does

not widen.

The victims are trying hard to look cool. The

yoimger one has just lighted a weed and is try-

ing to smoke it with unconcern. The elder, in

the scarlet coat (uniform of the club), is badgering
the boy who is carrying his clubs.

Now then, gentlemen.
The young fellow throws away his weed, and

taking a most genteel, thin-shafted club, straddles

—the word explains itself—straddles to his ball.

Three or four times he looks earnestly up the

vista, then at his ball, the club in the meantime

wagging like a demented pendulum.
At last he addresses his ball.

What a charming word ! Addresses is used to

express the final, afi"ectionate, and accurate ad-

justment of the face of the head of the club to

the ball previously to uplifting the club for the

last time.

Up goes the club with a mighty sweep, and
down it comes, down on the top of the ball, which,
instead of bounding into the air, tumbles tipsily
off the tee, and rolls gently into a little hole !

The exclamations of the crowd are appalling.

"Eh, see till the muff; he canna caw a ba' a

yard,
" hoot the rabble.

" Is that considered a good hit, papa?" says a

young lady, in the vicinit}'', with cruel innocence.

The victim rushes upon the boy who is carrying
his clubs, and snatches from him a short, stumpy,

resolute-looking little club, the face of which is

scooped out for the purpose of taking balls out of

any difficult place, and retires to allow his senior

to strike off.

There is no nervousness about this at all events
;

no more there should be, considering that the

gentleman has played golf more or less every day
for the last ten years. The same look at the

vista, the same waggling, the same straddling and

addressing, a short jerky swing, a little curtsey to

the ball and—whack, off goes the ball hit as clean

as a whistle, and falls on the other side of the

road
;
a very fair stroke.

The j'oung fellow now goes at the ball for the

second time, and to some purpose ; the ball is well

hit, and files out of the hole into which it had

rolled, but, as bad luck will have it, lights in the

road.

Well, I don't think we need accompany that

party. The next party must wait till they have
crossed the burn, about 250 yards on, before they
strike off.

By-the-by, while we were playing billiards, we
missed the inauguration of the meeting. 1 do not

remember whether I told you that the Prince of

Wales had consented to be captain of the club.

Unfortunately he has not been able to come here.

I hear some one saying that his wine has come
;
ten

dozen, too. But do not imagine that the young

man is in the habit of travelling about with ten
dozen of champagne all handy in the van. As
captain of the club he is expected to provide
champagne for the ball which you are going to to-

morrow night. That's all.

Now, if he had been here, he would have had to

go through the ceremony which, in his absence,
was performed for him by that gentlemanly look-

ing little man in a red coat. He would have had
to strike a ball (anywhere—it did not matter where—probably into the legs of the mob), and there-

after an entry woiUd have been made in the books
of the club to the effect that H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales had tvon the Adelaide medal and the silver

club by doing the round of the links in ninety strokes.

This solemn announcement will doubtless be re

ceived by posterity a century after this with awe
and wonder, but implicit belief

;
and men will

sigh over the good old days when Great Britain

had a prince athletic enough to thrash all his sub-

jects at the game of golf ; ninety strokes, be it

known, is a wonderfully small number to go round
the course of eighteen holes in.

The day is rather cold, and one feels chilled

with hanging about here. I think when we see a

really good pair of players strike off, we had better

go round with them. I observe (and with all

respect and dismay I observe), that the noses of

some of the fair spectators are positively assuming
a bluish tinge. Still the vista is not widened a

yard ; quite the contrary. It is really a wonder
that no one has been hit.—Ah, there at last ! A
whack, a shriek, a sharp cry, a fall, a rushing to

and fro of the crowd ;
some one has been hit. It

is only a little boy who has been hit on the

shoulder, one of the players through nervousness

having struck his ball askew. Now all is right

again ;
the boy's ears have been boxed for being

in the way by a loving but sternly just parent ;

and one good result of this accident is, that the

vista is now widened, and there is plenty of room
to strike.

Now is our time. The pair who are about to

strike off now are two of the best players on the

green. They have hit their balls clear and true,
and they have both fallen some way over the

road. With their second strokes, if they hit the
balls fairly they ought to send them over the

burn, into which if he gets, the traveller ivill have
to return with the loss of a stroke. But the safer

plan is to play the ball gently up to the edge of

the burn witli a short club, and then, with your
third stroke, you can send it over with an easjr

blow, which if straight ought to land the ball

within a few yards of the hole. Both our players
are well over. And here let me mention, once for

all, that in speaking of the ball yoii confer on it

the name of the individual who strikes it.

" Where's Jones ?
"

" He's in the burn."
"Where's Thompson ?

"

" He's lying dead."

This alarmiug statement means that Thompson's
ball is so near the hole that he cannot fail to put
it in. One of the strokes was a very good one,
and the ball is lying about seven yards from the

hole. The other player (short little man in

knickerbockers) would have gone too far if it had
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not been for that lady who stopped the ball with

her dress ; but as it is he is lying almost dead.

And for the benefit of ladies generally let me tell

them, with all due deference, that there is no game
which they are less qualified to understand than

golf, and none at which their presence is so

utterly obnoxious and discouraging to the gentle-

men whom they deign to patronise. There, now !

I have delivered myself of a speech which has

long been rankling in my heart, and often hanging
on the tip of my tongue. The large man has laid

his ball dead in four strokes, and goes in in five.

I expect little—shall we say M. for the little man,
and B. for the large one ?—^little M. to hole hia

ball ; he is making tremendous preparations. He
has taken a short thick club called a putter, and is

carefully examining the ground between his ball

and the hole. A speck of sand is carefully

bnished away. He has walked twice round the

hole, and inspected the ground from every point
of view. Now he is going to strike. No, some
one spoke ;

silence ! Now, then. Well, my
friend, you have managed to commit the gravest
offence ! How in the world did you contrive that

the shadow of your head should fall upon M.'s

ball ; and why in the name of all that's unlucky
(lid you wag it just as he played. He has missed

liis stroke, and takes five strokes after all to get
into the hole. It can't be helped ; but do take

care. How fiercely ho is scowling at you. Please

don't laugh, or 1 shall have to take you home

r/^'ain.

1 dare say you are not aware of the fact, but

golf is one of the most nervous and fidgety

games imaginable. Some men cannot hit a ball

if any one near them is speaking or moving. And
a story is on record regarding an enthusiastic

lover of tlie game, who positively refused to play
with a man who had the misfortune to liave on a

pair of light nankeen inexpressibles. He said that

they dazzled him,
B. and M. are getting on very well this hole.

But at last the gallant little player is caught up
in one of these sand-holes or bunkers, as they are

called. Whereupon he seizes the largest of the

iron-headed clubs and leaps into the hole. A
mighty swing, a thud, a cloud of sand, and lo !

out of the cloud the ball emerges, and falls on the

turf. Ho has regularly disembowelled that bunker.

Woe to the next man whose ball gets into the

hole M. has made. B. gets into the hole (proper)
in six strokes, which, with five for the first hole,

makes eleven. And M. gets in in seven, which,
with five, makes twelve strokes for the first two
holes. B. is one stroke ahead. You see now how
they count.

Kow let us stand at one of the holes, say the

(ifth, and see the various pairs come up. What
tun it in to watch the different faces. Some are

ilmost white with excitement, some hopeful, some
tern yet confident, and (what's this?) young

^Vel).Hter smoking; that's a very bad sign ;

" How
ri.ro you getting on, Webster ?

"

"
Very badly ; I got into a rabbit-scraping last

liole, and took eleven to it."

'I'ii.it is the worst of this counting of strokes;

vo/y hit at the ball counts a stroke, even although
you do not move it.

Here comes a great crowd ; they are accom-

panying two favourites. One of theni has done
these five holes in twenty-six strokes, which.is very
great ]'lay. That last stroke up to the hole was
a beautiful one. The ball was lifted high into the
air over that large bunker, and fell on the green,

scarcely rolling a yard after it alighted.
But I dare say yoti have seen enough of this.

In the meantime, let us go back and get some

lunch, and then come out and see the finish.

All is over. Time .3'15, p. m. The medal haa
been won by that tall handsome man in red, in

ninety-five strokes. So now to lunch all ye dis-

appointed, tell how but for whin-bush or bunker

you must have won. Tell how your favourite

club broke at the critical moment, how a man
stopped your ball from going into the hole, how-

through nervousness you missed holing your ball

three times, when jierfectly dead. And may it

soothe your gallant and wounded spirits.

Then set to and make up matches for yourselves
in which you cannot fail to win !

A short lunch, a glass of beer, and a cigar, and
off they go again, and this time they go out for

the most part in parties of four ; two i)laying as

partners against the other two. Each pair of

partners ha-s only one ball between them, which

they hit alternately. The game now is, not who
will go round the course in the fewest strokes, but
who will wm most of the holes. That is, as far

as strokes go, they start fresh at the beginning of

each new hole.

Talk of ill-assorted marriages. I never remem-
ber to have seen a party of four in which each

man was perfectly satisfied with his partner's per-
formances.

" Did you win your match, Bruce ?
"

" / win ? we win ? how could we ? I never in

my life saw a fellow so utterly off hia game as

Forbes was that last round."

Or else.
" Well wo did win by a miracle ; if I had not

been playing a tojiping game (for me), I don't

know where we should have been ; for, as for

, &c."

Now hero are four worthies trying to arrange
how they shall play, each trying to make a good
thing of it for himself.

They cannot agree.
*'
Doctor, do you think that you and I can hold

our own against Campbell and the Major?"
"Not unless they give us odds."
"
Well, then, will you and the Major play

Campbell and me ?
"

"
Yes, I'll do that."

" That's no match," says Campbell, and so the

dispute goes on. At length something is settled,

and off they go,
A foursome in which each man implicitly

believes in his partner, and is not perpetually

watching his adversaries' proceedings with a

critical and jealous eye, is only to be hoped for ia

a golfing millenium.

The most ominous sign of all is, when, after his

partner has been making a series of mistakes,

missing his balls, sending them into bunkers,

whins, and bums, the face of the player, which
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has been previously gloomy and lowering, sud-

denly and spasmodically brightens up ; he pulls
out his cigar-case, lights a weed, and offering his

partner one, remarks :

"
Well, this is a charming view

; capital brac-

ing exercise this ; does one a power of good !

"

This extraordinary change is intended to

express this :

"It is useless to try to play with a muff like

you for a partner ; let me, however, enjoy the

beauties of nature, the soothing weed, and the

bracing exercise ; but as for calling this golf, my
dear fellow, you have clearly mistaken your
vocation."

Tremble, Saxon, when in after years your

partner lights a pipe.

To-morrow and next day you will have an

opportunity of seeing some really important four-

somes. There is going to be a match between
four of the best professional players in Scotland.

And then several matches have been made up, in

which one gentleman and a professional play
another gentleman and a professional ;

all four

being lirst-rate players. These matches are well

worth seeing, and they usually play for j)retty

high sums. And if so be you are so minded, you
can make your little bets upon them.

And now, Saxon, do you, after what you have

seen, dare to deny that golf is a scientific game ?

You think that hitting a ball along the ground
looks easy. Wait until you try. At the first

attempt most probably you will not hit the ball at

all ; nor at the second ; nor very probably at the

third ;
at the fourth there is every chance of your

breaking the club. Now at cricket a muff may go
in and hit the best of bowling about

;
all in wrong

directions it is true, but still making runs which
count. The ball may come against his bat and

go off in the slip for three, even supposing that

he never moves his bat. But at golf you have an
inert lump of gutta-percha lying obstinately
motionless in front of you. Unless you hit that

ball there is not the remotest chance of its

budging an inch of its own accord. At cricket

the farther a ball goes (provided it goes not into a

field's hands) the better
; may it run for ever,

may it go down a well where it may be seen but
not touched ; may it go out of the groimd into

the next field. But at golf if you do hit the ball

how are you to manage to make it stop when you
wish it to do so ? You have set the ball in motion,
and roll it will, though it be making inevitably
for a bunker. You may not " rush in hands low,"
field the ball, and return it, "with a long and
arrow-like throw," to the place you wish it to lie.

You must stand by and see your hopes buried in

a grave of sand.

And then consider the unspeakable advantages
of golf. No toiling, and running, and sweating
in the heat of a summer's day to the end that you
may jerk your arms off returning the ball only
that the batsman may hit it the harder, and that

you may perspire and be sworn at again.
No solitary "over from Jackson,"—one on the

knee, one in the abdomen, one in the eye, and
the fourth in the wicket,—and then instant and

utter extinction for hours to come. But one

perpetual jubilee of hitting and whacking—the
worse the player the more the hitting : a game,
my Norman, where you are never put out except
in temper, never run, never perspire, never sw—
but enough, I see that I have touched yoii, you
yield, you are a proselyte. Come ! let me gently
lead thee by the hand into yonder workshop,
where, for the modest outlay of two shillings and

sixpence, or at most of three shillings of the coin
of this realm, thou mayest purchase the shortest

of short spoons—there is nothing personal in the

name, my friend, it is that of a short and stimipy
club—and thus begin, though humbly, a career

which cannot but end in a happy, a vigorous,
and a contented old age. H. M.

THE GREAT LOOP OF THE MAIN.

That loop of the Main which extends from

Aschaffenburg to Lohr, and at the southern point
of which lies Miltenberg, comprises the principal
as well as the most typical beauties of the Franco-

nian river. Considering the times in which we
live, it is singularly apart from all travelled routes,

although by no means difficult of access, as the

railway between Hanaii and WUrzburg forms the

chord of which it is the arc, and there are excel-

lent roads on both banks of the river. Improved
locomotion has had the effect of, in a manner,

sending this country to Coventrj"-, for, before the

railroad was made, which bores through the Spes-
sart hills, there was considerable passenger traffic

up and down the river. At present tlie principal
business appears to be in building-stone, for the

cultivation of the vine, once carried to great perfec-

tion in this region, seems to have declined, so that

the wines, though still some of them excellent in

quality, are chiefly consumed on the spot. It is,

however, undeniable that this portion of the river

deserves a visit more than any other part of its

course, not only on account of its picturesque

beauty, but its rich stores of historical monu-
ments and recollections. We have heard it

preferred by landscape-painters to the Moselle or the

Rhine, though for a reason which would scarcely be

generally admitted as justifying such a preference,
the absence of bold or rugged natural features, and
the substitution for them of combinations of the

softer lines.

To our eyes the scenery, as a whole, was disap-

pointing, as too constantly repeating itself ; the

small horseshoe of the river by Miltenberg forming
an exception, and this probably because the long
sandstone hills at that spot are viewed more in

their profile than elsewhere. Miltenberg is the

point which most painters would fix upon as the

gem of the Main.
At Lohr a brook of the same name, rich in

trout and grayling, falls into the Main, the course

of which affluent runs mostly parallel with the

railroad after the tunnel is passed, by which the

railroad escapes the necessity of climbing over the

crest of the Spessart. Thus Lohr is a desirable

angling station. A fisherman may make himself

very comfortable at the large hotel kept by Herr

Gundlach, of whom, however, it is necessary to
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say that hia hospitality is not quite gratuitous. He
owns the right of fishing for some five miles up the

Lohr brook. Lohr is otherwise a pleasant place,
with a pleasant gacden laid out between the old

walls and the Main. Its air is exhilarating and
"sweet with the breath of kine." There are

pleasant walks about it on the slopes of the wooded

hills, where great droves of associated oxen, goats,

and half-wild swine are perpetually passing to and

fro, and carts loading with wood come creaking
and jerking down the steep ways, ploughing deep
into the dust with their rude wheel-breaks formed

of elastic branches.

Lohr is not so rich in antiquities as most of the

towns on the ^lain, probably owing to some great
fire which caused it to be rebuilt. Its castle is the

chief object worthy of notice. We started from it

on a blazing day, in the middle of July, to walk
down the course of the Main. It is not generally
advisable to choose the dog-days for a walk along
the banks of a river which runs in a gorge,
and it is quite a different thing from gliding
down the current in boat or steamer. All the

air that is stirring seems on the stream itself.

The roads on the banks are windless, and in

the noon-hours there is no escape from the direct

Casdu ut' L<Aii\

and reflected heat, though, in the morning and

evening, by judiciously crossing and recrossing,
the shady side may be taken advantage of. The
first place of interest that we come to is Neu-

stadt, on the right bank. Here we find a reli-

gious house in course of restoration, built

in the Byzantine style. When Germany was in

a half-converted state, certain Scottish mission-

aries had planted a colony of ascetics in tlie

S[)cssart, called Einsiedel. Charlemagne, pitying
their forlorn condition, gave up to them a grange
belonging to him on the Main. This was trans-

formed into a Benedictine cloister, and the village

that formed itself under its protection was called

Neustadt. Its first abbot was Megingaud, who
afterwards was consecrated to the Bishopric of

Wurzburg.
In the Peasant War and the Thirty Years'

War it fared no better than most of the con-

vents and castles in the neighbourhood, and was

finally secularised in 1803. Under the auspices,

however, of the noble house of Lowenstein-Rosen-

berg, its restoration was begun in 1855, just in

time to save the church from falling. Built into

the orchard wall is to be seen a slab of stone with

remarkable carvings on it, representing Charle-
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magne, the Madonna, a Lishop and a suppliant,
besides some odd figures compounded of man and

beast.

These figures have given rise to strange

legends. Some say that the bed of the Main
was once a lake, on the subsidence of which the

first settlers of the country had to fight with and

subdue such monsters. The monsters, however,

only represent the armorial bearings of the several

benefactors of the cloister.

A castle, called Rothenfels, was built on a height
about a league down the river, by Abbot llein-

hard, for the purpose of guarding the approach
to the convent and placed in the custody of

one Marguard voji Grumbach. This knight, how-

ever, turned out to be a wolf in sheejj's clothii)g.

If he guarded the monks, it was in order that

lie might fleece them with the more security
himself. They were obliged to apj'eal to the

Bishop of Wurzburg, who deposed the spoiler,

and gave the castle in fee to the Counts of

Eeineck, of which one line bore the name of

Kothenfek.
Near Hafenlohr, the next village we arrive at,

was a place called in the legend 'Mattenstadt,

where, on the 12th of December, 1224, a fierce

battle was fought between the Archbishop of

Mentz and the Bishop of Wiirzbiirg, which appears
for the number of the combatants to have been

one of the bloodiest in the Frankish annals, Jn

it were slain six Counts of Henneberg, four of

Castell, three of Wertheim, besides a large number
of minor gentlemen.
A chapel called Mordstadt was sxibsequently

erected near the spot. On stormy nights the

country people still believe that they hear the

din of ghostly battle. At Markt Heidenfeld we
strike into tlie high road between Aschaffenburg
and AVurzburg, and cross the Main on a handsome
new bridge. On a hill near this place is produced
that sherry-like Calmuth, a wine whose extraordi-

nary generosity has long been a puzzle to cenolo-

gists. The exposure of the vineyard is westerly.

Some account for the qiiality by the manner in

which the vineyard, which slopes abruptly, receives

the refracted rays from the river. A hundred

years ago it was a wine in high repute at the tables

of princes, but it appears to have fallen off since

the secularisation of the monastery of Triffenstein.

The clerical owners of the vineyard cared more for

quality than quantity, and for enjoying in mode-

ration the good things of Providence, than for

heaping up riches which they had no direct heirs

to gather. There was doiibtless abundant truth

in the old German ])roverb, "It is good living

imder the pastoral staff :" for if they took care of

their own comfort, the monks were the least

rapacious of all mediaeval landlords. The monas-

tery of Triffenstein stood there as a chapel in the

tenth century, and was afterwards endowed under

the auspices of the see of Wurzburg. In 1803 it

passed into the hands of the Counts of Lowenstein-

Wertheim, and ane line of this family still resides

there.

Here the Main becomes so circuitous that we
are tempted to ascend the hill and strike across to

Lengfurt, the fine viev7 being an additional reason

for adopting the shorter route. We cross the

ferry here, and treat another sweep of the river

with as little ceremonj', but more regret, for on it

lies the interesting town and castle of Ilomburg
or Hohenburg, one of the oldest places on the
Main. It was given by Pgpin to Sb. Boniface in

740, and in the year 790, Burkhard, first Bishop
of Wurzburg, died here in ascetic retirement,
the cave which he inhabited having been since

transformed into a chapel.
To Wettenburg there is attached a very sin-

gular and ancient legend. Many hundred years

ago a stately castle stood on this spot. A countess

dwelt there, beautiful and high-born, but greedy
and cruel. She hated the sight of the poor,

and, as persons in distress were wont to come
to the castle for relief, she resolved to cut off the

fourth side of the hill on which it stood by a

ditch, not being quite satisfied with the plan she

had previously adopted of hunting petitioners
with dogs. The groaning serfs were put to per-
form this work, but its progress was soon arrested

bj' a frightful storm, which swept countess and
castle into the Main. Ever afterwards on the site

of the castle was a gaping gulf. Once a hardy
boor let himself down into it by a rope ;

he felt

his way into a room where lay asleep a large black

dog, such as may be seen now in the Odenwald,
and he saw there many men and women, in cos-

tumes no longer worn, sitting as if petrified at

a banqueting table. He was drawn up in a state

of unconsciousness. Another time a shepherd
went down, and was met by

A woman, fair and stately, but pale as are the

dead,

and conducted from chamber to chamber, each

more splendid than its fellow. At last he reached

a catacomb filled with mouldering bones, rushed

back in liorror, and was drawn up more dead than

alive. When he came to himself again he found

that the time he had spent underground, which
seemed but an hour, was in reality seven years,
and when he reached his home all had changed.
It was believed, that everj' seven years the castle

showed itself at the bottom of the Main, and

persons born on a Sunday, and on that account

supposed to be endowed with a supernatural

sight, might see on the mountain where the castle

stood a cave and a rock, to which a ring was
fastened.

The site was really that of one of the ring-walls
or old German strongholds, erected in these parts

against the Romans, who had advanced thus far

their "limes transrhenanus," or fortified line of

frontier. In this case, as in countless others, a

story was invented to account for an expression
whose origin was dark. Another version of the

same legend is that the countess was begged by
her subjects to desist from the unholy work in

which she was engaged ; that she refused, drawing
her ring from her finger, and throwing it into the

Main with the words,
"
Never, till I get this ring

again." The ring turned up aftervrards inside a

fish that was caught, and the judgment imme-

diately followed. The part which the ring plays

here is the same as that in the story of Polycrates
in Herodotus, and also in the Moselle legend of

St. Genoveva, 'G. C. Swayne.
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BEPPO, THE CONSCRIPT.

BY T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.

CHAPTER XV. THE BAD NUMBER.

The communal lists were all made out. There
was very little interest attached to that part of the

business. It was a matter of course that all except
the few names of those who were utterly out of

the question should appear in them. Nor did

they, when completed, afford to the inhabitants

of each commune any even approximative indica-

tion of the amount of chances for and against
them. For this depended upon the proportion of

the number of men required to the number of

those liable,
—not in each commune, but in the

entire military district ; and though a tolerably
fair estimate of this might be known to the autho-
rities in the provincial capital, the contadino in-

habitants of each rustic commune were wholly
ignorant upon the subject.

So the lists were made out and sent to the town,
and the population hardly yet realised the nature
and nearness of the misfortune which was about to

fall on them.
Then came news that the day for the drawing

was fixed. It was a day very near at hand—a

day towards the end of May.
Early on the fateful morning the men began to

arrive from all sides in the city. They came up in

droves from the different communes, and the com-

parison of them to cattle driven to the slaughter-
house was too obvious to escape many of the men
themselves, and was with malicious bitterness sug-
gested to them by many a parish priest, as his

parishioners were starting from their obscure little

villages in the hills, on their unwelcome errand.
The appearance of the poor fellows when they
arrived in the city was also suggestive enough of

the comparison. They came with heavy steps and
reluctant limbs, not knowing what was going to

happen, or what they were to do first, stupidly

jostling each other in the crowded streets, and

vacantly staring with great wide eyes at the pre-

parations that had been made for the drawing.
Some few parties were accompanied by their

priests ; but for the most part those gentlemen did
not choose to take any overt share in the matter,
or to sanction it by their presence. They pre-
ferred to do their part respecting it in the back-

groimd. A greater number of the rustic parties
were accompanied by the older men, and some had
women with them.

If the population had looked forward to the day
with terror and vague misgiving, the authorities

had not been altogether free from apprehension
with regard to it. It was well known how very
repugnant the measure was to the almost entire

population. The government were well aware
that this feeling was stimulated and worked on to

the utmost of their power by the clergy, and it

was feared that disturbances might take place. A
considerable force of military therefore were under

arms at different points of the little city ; and as

the rustics, decked out for the sacrifice in their

best holiday trim, arrived in the town, they saw
bodies of soldiers drawn up, as if to show them

specimens of what they were about to become.

In the large open piazza of the city
—and at

Fano the principal piazza is a remarkably large and
fine one—the crowd was chiefly assembled in front

of the 2)alazzo pubblico
—the town-hall, as we

should say. For there the drawing, which was to

award despair or the rejoicing of escape to many
a homestead, was to take place, in the largest hall

of the building. The operation was to be con-

ducted in the presence of the civic authorities.

The military powers took no part in the matter at

its present stage, seeing that they were interested

only in the due forthcoming of the prescribed
number of men. Who those men were to be was
of interest to the pop\ilation and to their com-

munal and municipal authorities, biit of no interest

to the military authorities. They demanded their

pound of flesh ; but left the cutting of it to the

discretion and convenience of the patient.
It was a curious and interesting thing to thread

that anxious crowd and mark the varying expres-
sion of the different groups. There were reckless

faces of men, on whom, if the lot should fall, the

service would gain little, and the country lose as

little. There were stolid-looking boors, who
seemed scarcely more capable of appreciating the

nature of the change which threatened them than

the great meek-eyed, dove-colo\ired oxen which

were their most habitual companions. There were

spruce -looking well-to-do youths, the hope and

stay of well-regulated households, anxiously talk-

ing over the chances of the fateful urn with down-
cast elders. There were yet more interesting

groups in which an aged mother, a sister, or one

holding a yet tenderer relationship to the youth
menaced with what to her was almost equivalent
to death, were the principal figures.

Beppo was there alone. The other young men
from his commune had come up together ;

but he

had felt too miserable and down-hearted to come
with them. Yet there was little in their comrade-

ship, that would have jarred upon his melancholy
mood. The lads of the French rural district,

though abhorring the conscription to the full as

much as these Romagnoles could do will go to the

fatal urn, singing and laughing, hiding the death

in their hearts from every eye, and from their own
consciousness as far as noise and bluster, and
" Dutch courage," will enable them to do so. But
the simpler, more genuine, less vain, and less self-

conscious Italian nature makes no such attemi)t.

They go to the drawing miserable and dejected,

and they make no attempt to conceal the fact.

One of the most touchingly melancholy of all the

popular melodies I ever heard, is the song of the

VOL. IX. JD D No. 234.
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Tuscan conscripts torn from their country hy the

first Napoleon, which is still remembered in the

country districts of Tuscany. Nothing can be
further from any pretence of enthusiasm or desire

for French "glory."
But Beppo had a far worse heartache than any

of them,—a heartache which he could not discuss

with any of them ; and he had therefore come up
from Bella Luce alone. He was standing at the

further side of the piazza, opposite to the jmlazzo

pubblico, leaning against the corner of a house,
which makes the angle of a street there opening
into the piazza, with hia broad-leafed contadino

hat drawn over his brows, moodily and almost

absently watching the moving crowd in front of

him, and the floating of the tri-coloured banner
which adorned the front of the palazzo.
The drawing was appointed to commence at

eleven. But nothing ever yet, in Italy, com-
menced at the hour named for the commence-
ment of it. It was now past eleven, and the

crowd were patiently waiting, in no wise dis-

pleased or surprised at being detained there. The

gon/aloniere was still taking his cup of coffee at

some cafS ; or the ofiBcial who kept the key of the

hall, in which the drawing was to take place, had

mislaid, and could not find it ; or the clerk who
should have prepared the balloting urn, and who
having had a month or more to do some ten

minutes' job, had not yet completed it ; or every-

thing was perfectly ready, everybody assembled,
and there was no reason whatsoever for not pro-

ceeding to business directly,
—

except that it is

always pleasanter to put off doing anything than
to do it, and it was still possible to put off the

beginning of the present business in hand a little

longer. Any one of these, or fifty other such

reasons, would have been quite sufficient. It was

half-past eleven ; there were no signs of any
beginning being made yet, and nobody of any
sort, neither of those who had to operate, nor of

those who had to be operated on, was, in the least

degree, either angry, or surprised, or impatient.
The groups of peasants stood about the wide

piazza as patiently as if they were ruminating
like their own oxen

; and now and then some
official came to the balcony in front of the great
central window of the palazzo pubblico, gazed
out for awhile on the crowd below, and retired

again.
At last, at about half-an-hour after noon, a bell

was rung as a signal that the business of the day
really was about to commence. There was a swaying
movement amongst the crowd, and some pressed
on to enter the building and ascend the great
stairs into the principal hall of it, in which the

drawing was to take place ; and others hung back,
as lacking courage to look their destiny in the
face.

It is not absolutely necessary that any one of

those liable to the conscription should come to the

drawing. He comes therefor his own satisfaction

and not for that of the government. He may, if

he please, commission any relative or friend to

draw for him, or, failing this, if the individual

does not present himself, nor anybody on his be-

half, the (jonfaloniire puts his own hand into the

urn and draws a number for him.

The operation is performed in public. Any one

may enter the hall who pleases ;
and there gene-

rally is a large concourse of the friends of those

about to draw, or of merely curious loungers. On
the occasion in question a great number of the

townspeople, who had no especial interest in the

proceedings, had gathered in the hall. For the
Fano beau-monde have not many sources of amuse-

ment, and the conscription at all events offered

them the means of getting rid of a day—an advan-

tage not to be despised in one of those little

Adriatic cities.

At the upper end of the huge hall, within a

space railed off, is a long green baize-covered

table, on the middle of which is the urn, con-

taining a quantity of folded slips of paper, all

scrupulously alike, equal in number to the number
of men liable to serve. Each of these contains

simply a number, from one up to the last of the

series. The gon/aloniere, who is equivalent to

our mayor, sits on a somewhat raised chair imme-

diately behind this apparatus. By his side are

municipal councillors, and close behind him is the

pubblicatore, the publisher or crier, whose duty
it is to annoimce the names with their numbers, as

they are drawn. The patient puts his hand into

the urn, draws it forth, holding one slip of paper
between his fingers ; he unfolds it himself, reads

himself first his fate, then hands it to the gonfa-

loniere, who reads and passes it to the pubblicatore
to be cried aloud ; after which it is duly regis-

tered, and then sent to the printer.

The hall of the Fano palazzo pubblico was

crowded, as has been said, in great part by towns-

people who had no interest in the ceremony save

one of simple curiosity. Towards the upper part
of the large space

—which had probably been used

as a banquetinghall in the old days, when there

was more of feasting and less of fasting done in

Italy than in these latter centuries—there was at

a height of some feet from the floor of the hall a

sort of tribune, or small gallery, enclosed by a

light parapet of iron scroll-work, the elegance of

which plainly declared it to be the work of the

sixteenth century. In all probability the place

thus contrived had been intended for the accom-

modation of musicians during the Fano feastings.

Now it afforded a very convenient place for any
one who wished to look on at the proceedings in

the body of the hall, without being exposed to

contact with the crowd which thronged the floor.

Of course the small privilege of occupying this

sort of private box at the representation of the

tragi-comedy about to come off was in the gift of

the members of the municipality, of whom our

friend Signor Alessandro Bartoldi, the attorney,

was one of the most active and influential. It

was of course also under these circumstances that

the desirable place in question should be at the

disposition of the fair Lisa. And there accord-

ingly was Lisa, accompanied by her friend Giulia,

between whom and the attorney's daughter a

considerable intimacy had sprung up out of the

frequent visits of the latter to the house of la

Dossi, to which she was drawn by—the reader

knows what attraction.

La Dossi herself had declined to accompany the

girls. She was very far from locomotive in her
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habits, and had much preferred, whea allowing
Giulia to accompany her friend to the drawing,
to undertake herself, in a spirit of thoughtful and

experimental investigation, the preparation of the

day's dinner. So there, amid some other lady
connections of the municipal magnates, was the

Buperb Giulia, by far the most noticeable person
in the little pulpit, or gallery, or whatever it maj'
be called, with the pale and delicate little Lisa by
her side, each admirably serving the office of a

foil to the beauty of the other : for though poor
little Lisa was terribly eclipsed by the magni-
ficently-developed and brilliantly-coloured beauty
of the daughter of the Apennine, the pale little

town-bred girl was not without her beauty too,

of a kind more attractive to some men, perhaps,
than the sun-steeped gorgeousness of the other.

What Giulia's feelings may have been, when
after her unpleasant interview with Beppo he
refused to enter la Signora Dosai's dwelling, and
she told him to please himself in the matter

;

whether the somewhat boisterous gaiety with
which she and Corporal Tenda laughed and talked,
while Lisa and Captain Brilli were more quietly

engaged in their flirtation in the sitting-room, was
as completely and genuinely enjoyed by her as by
the corporal ; whether, when she found herself

alone in her room that night, there may have been
a little of what in medical phrase is termed "

re-

Action ;

"
and, finally, whether this day of the

drawing may have been looked forward to by her
•with something more of interest than attaches to

a mere spectacle of the interests of others, need
not at j)resent be too curiously inquired into.

This much, at least, is certain, that if anybody
had thought to spy any, the smallest sign or symp-
tom of willow-wearing, or downheartedness of any
sort, in Giulia's face or bearing, as she sate by the

side of her little friend on the occasion of the

drawing, they would have been, agreeably or dis-

agreeably as the case may have been, but very
certainly, disappointed. She sat there radiant in

beauty, chattering with Lisa and others around
her—the contadina shyness and taciturnity having
been already got rid of under the discipline and

forcing process of her town life.

The process of drawing began. The city of

Fano stands in the midst of a rich and populous
region ;

and the number to be drawn was large.
The number of men to be furnished to the army
of Italy from that district was not far short of a

hundred. But to ensure the certainty of obtain-

ing that number of efficient and unobjectionable
soldiers, at least three times that number would
be required by the military authorities to present
themselves on the day fixed for the medical ex-

amination. The probability would be that the
last sixty or seventy of these,—that is to say,
those holding the highest numbers—would be

tolerably safe. Those ranging from a hundred
to a hundred and fifty or so, would be pretty
sure to be called on to supply the place of those

rejected (or those who might have made them-
selves scarce) among the first hundred. The fate

of those holding the numbers between, say, a
hundred and fifty and two hundred and twenty
or thirty, would be very doubtful, the chances of

escape becoming greater of course, as the higher

numbers were reached. Though all those liable

draw their numbers from the same urn, and when
drawn form part of one and the same numeri-

cally-arranged roll, the operation is performed
commune by commune. The young men from
each commune come up in a body and draw in

alphabetical order.

Santa Lucia was not among the communes that

came first to the urn.

The business went on regularly, and the spec-
tators had plenty of occupation and amusement

watching the look and bearing of the men as they
drew, and as they read their fate. The most re-

markable feature of the scene was the absence of

bravado. The young fellows who came up to

the urn for the decision whether they were to be
enrolled among the heroes and defenders of their

country, or were to return to the plough, made
no attempt whatever to conceal their strong pre-
ference for the latter destiny. The presence of

female relatives and friends, and the "
galaxy of

beauty in the gallery
"
produced no efiect of this

kind whatever. The old jousting herald's reminder
to the brave knights, that "bright eyes behold

your deeds,
" would have been quite thrown away

on the occasion.

The naive acceptance, admission, and avowal
of feelings and affections of all kinds is a very
noticeable and curious trait in the Italian cha-

racter. Sometimes this striking peculiarity seems
to our more reserved and secretive northern na-

ture to approach to cynicism ; and sometimes to

be evidence of an open unaffected simplicity of

character worthy of the golden age. The fact is,

that in all respects the Italian nature does partake
far more than any other of the characteristics of

the golden age of childhood.

The majority accordingly of those who drew the

lower numbers made no effort to conceal their

chagrin
—in one or two instances rising to really

tragic manifestations of despair. More than one
stout hulking fellow retired from the table sobbing ;

nor was he felt by any one present to disgrace him-
self or forfeit their sympathy by such a display of

his emotions. On the contrary, those who dis-

played the most striking and visible signs of grief
were deemed to grieve most deeply, and were ac-

cordingly most pitied. In a few cases, when it

was well known that the drawer would serve by
proxy, and that his interest in the matter was

only one of money, his disgust at drawing a number
which put him to the cxi)ense of providing a sub-

stitute, was a matter rather of merriment than of

sympathy to the bystanders. In several cases

doltish stupidity seemed to prevent all manifesta-

tion of feeling and even of interest in the matter.

They came up to the urn, did as they were bid

absolutely with the slow, lumbering, impassible

docility of their cattle, without seeming to com-

prehend the nature of the consequences which had
been decided for them.

To those meanwhile who had already drawn
numbers ranging from about a hundred and fifty

or so to some two hundred and twenty or thirty,
the remainder of the drawing was still a matter

of anxious interest. For of course their own
chances very materially depended on the sort of

men who drew the numbers below them. And
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every time a ow number was drawn by some
man -who it was pretty clear would be rejected by
the medical examiners, a murmur of disappoint-
ment might be heard among the crowd. And now
and then the proclamation of some name with a

number that manifestly condemned the drawer of

it to serve, was received with significant inter-

change of glances among such of the doubtful
ones as knew him, which might very easily be in-

terpreted to express their shrewd doubts whether
the individual in question would be of any avail

to stand between them and the danger." He is no good !

" one of these anxious watchers
would whisper to another, while a glance and an

expressive gesture, performed by some scarcely
visible movement of finger, eyebrow, or shoulder,
said clearly enough to the friend addressed that

Victor Emmanuel would have to look very sharp
if he meant his army to be increased by that

drawing.
And many were even then at work with all

their mental faculties deciding the momentous

question whether they should " take to the hills
"

or not. For if such a step were to be adopted,
it must be done in the interval between the draw-

ing and the medical examination. After the final

making up of the roll in accordance with the

decisions then arrived at on each separate case,
the men whose names are on it are no more lost

sight of by the military authorities. Between the
first drawing and the examination they return to

their villages, though they are bound not to quit
them. And it is in the course of those days,

generally from about fourteen to twenty in num-
ber, that the desertions take place. Those who
had drawn low numbers, had before this made iip
their minds what they would do in case of their

drawing such. But with those who were in the

category of the doubtful, it was a matter of

anxious question, and mature consideration of the

chances as affected by the nature and character of

the men below them, whether they should stay
and abide the chances of the examination or not.

Never was medical insight into the constitution

and temperament of one's neighbours so valuable.

At last it came to the turn of the Santa Lucia
lads to march up to the table.

They came up the hall, some eight or ten in

number, fine-looking follows all of them. The
hiU populations give but a small percentage of the
medical rejections. They are the sort of men the

military authorities want
;
and to get at whom

they would willingly reject the townsmen whole-

sale, if they could find any excuse for doing so.

All that little company from the Apennine village
of Santa Lucia were tihe men, biit Beppo Vanni
was conspicuous among them both by his superior
stature and by the comeliness of his features,

" There's a fellow for a sergeant-major !

"
said

Captain Brilli to Corporal Tenda, who was in the

hall with him, amid the crowd of lookers-on, as the

little Santa Lucia squad marched up the floor.
" I

hope we shall nab him !

"

"
Why, that's my old acquaintance. Signer

Beppo Vanni. I little thought, when I told him
that we should meet again, how soon there would
be a chance of our making so much closer an ac-

quaintance with him. But I am afraid there is

not much prospect of making a soldier of him,
captain. His father is a rich man, I am told."

"Why, how do you know anything about it?
And how upon earth came he to be an acquaint-
ance of yours ?

"

" Don't you remember. Signor Capitano, my
telling you of the visit we had that Sunday, at the
house of la Signora Dossi ? That is the angry
gentleman who was as jealous as a Turk because
he found me in company with the superb Giulia.

He is a cousin of hers, it seems
; and from what I

saw then, he would very much like to be nearer
related to her ; but I saw no signs of any similar

intention on the part of la bella Giulia. She did
not appear inclined to have anything to say to

him."
"Oh yes, I remember all about it now," said

the captain, scanning Beppo with his eye as he

spoke. "And yet," he added, "he is not the sort

of fellow a pretty girl would turn away from. I

should not much fancy having Signer Beppo Vanni
for a rival myself, corporal !

"

"
Oh, as for that," said the little corporal, draw-

ing himself up, "it's not always the big hulking
fellows that the girls like best—not at all ! And
besides. Master Beppo did not go the right way to

make any girl fancy him. He was as savage as a

bear, and seemed more inclined to blow her up,
the poor little darling ! by way of making love,

than anything else. Now Giulia is not the girl to

stand that sort of thing. She is as good as gold.
But she won't stand preaching from her cousin

Beppo, if I know her."

"And she will stand a different sort of talk

from a smart corporal of Bersaglieri, eh ?
"

" Not in the way of anything free and easy, you
understand, captain. Lord bless you ! She is a
real good girl, I tell you. I should as soon think
of saying anything that one does not say to an
honest woman, to la Giulia, as I should to the
colonel's wife. She will laugh as much as you
please ; but all right and proper, mind you !

"

"
Well, yes ;

I suppose so. La Lisa says that

she is a good girl. But I don't feel so sure about
her caring nothing for that strapping cousin of

hers."
* '

That, for her cousin !

"
said the little corporal,

snapping his fingers.
" We shall see. Signer

Capitano, some of these fine days.
"

" One of these fine days, I suppose, when the

old uncle at Cuneo has hopped the twig, and the

corporal has turned his sword into a ploughshare,
eh ?

"
said the captain, laughing.

"
Well, don't you think 1 might do worse, Signer

Capitano ? Did you ever see a better mistress for

the little farm at Cuneo ?
"

" Have you proposed that enviable position to

Giulia, la magnijica, yet, corporal ?
"

"
No, not yet ; but I have serious thoughts of

doing so—freehold land, every foot of it ! Why
should I not ? There's plenty vi'ould jump at it."

"No doubt. But you would have to jump at

la Giulia. I swear she is a head taller than you
are, corporal 1

"

' ' Not a bit of it ! Parcel of nonsense ! We
are exactly of a height, she and I," said the little

man, holding up his head.
" Have you measured? ''
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" No ; but I can see, I suppose."
" A corporal of Bersaglieri ought to know tbat

one always sights a mark less above one's eye
than it is. I'd wager she is taller than you."

"Stuff and nonsense! Look, he is going to

draw now !

"

Beppo, in passing up the hall, had caught sight
of Giulia in her tribune, and no doubt she had
marked him as he walked up, a head taller than

his companions. But no mark of recognition had
taken place between them, and the only efiect that

the knowledge of her presence had produced upon
him was to make him feel as if he were walking
in a dream, and as if all the scene around him
were hazy and unintelligible. His eyes swam,
and there was a buzzing in his ears, and he seemed

to himself to have a difficulty in bringing his mind
to bear upon the business in hand sufficiently to

go through with his share in it. As for any care

about the result, or any care about anything save

the fact that Giulia sat there looking on at the

ceremony he was called to take part in, and that

though a few yards of space only separated them,
there was an impassable gulf between them which
must part them for ever—he was wholly dead
toit !

He felt as if he was staggering as he stepped up
to the table, and the last among the Santa Lucia
men (for they drew alphabetically) put his hand
into the urn. The evident trouble he was in was
of course attributed by the spectators to his dread
of the chance which the urn was about to award
him. Others had in different ways showed as

much emotion, and had excited the pity of the

crowd. And now there was a little hush of anxiety
and sympathy, especially among the female part of

the assembly, with the magnificently handsome
contadino.

He put his hand into the urn, and drawing forth

a cartel, handed it in a dreamy sort of manner,
without opening it, as he should have done, to tie

presiding magistrate.
' ' Bead your number,

"
said the gonfaloniire.

Beppo opened and read,
" One HundPwED and

One :

"

The announcement did not seem to produce any
visible effect upon him. He continued in the same
sort of stunned dreamy condition as before. He
passed the paper to the f/onfalonih'e, who, after

casting his eye on it, handed it to the pubblkatore,
who held it up before the people, crying out at the
same time,

" Giuseppe Vanni ; One Hundred and One !

"

Of course this was a certain condemnation to the
ranks.

There was a perceptible and momentary stir

among the audience, which seemed in some degree
to recall Beppo to himself. He cast his eyes,

despite himself, towards the place where Giulia

had been sitting, and perceived that her conspicu-

ously noble head and bust were no longer in the

spot which they had filled, and that there was a

little movement among the women who crowded
the tribune.

His look however was but momentary', and he
turned from the table, together with the others
from his commune, one only of whom besides him-
self had drawn a bad number, and slowly made

his way to the bottom of the hall, and out of the

palazzo puhhlico.
"PerBacco! "We have caught oiir sergeant-

major," said Corporal Tenda to Captain Brill,
•' and to judge by the look of him I should say
that he knows his father don't mean to fork out to

save him."
" He didn't seem to like it, poor devil !

"
re-

turned the captain; "but I say, corporal, while

you, like a zealous officer, were looking after the

recruits, I was looking somewhere else, and I'll

tell you what I saw. I saw the future mistress of

the little freehold farm at Cuneo turn as pale as

death when her cousin drew his bad number, and
then she and la Lisa left the tribune all in a hurry.
I tell you again I should not like Sergeant-Major

Beppo Vanni for a rival with his superb cousin, if

I was Corporal Tenda."

"Ah! bah! I have seen them together. She
can't endure him, I tell you. Turned pale ! I

dare say—the room is infernally hot !

"

Beppo purposed, as far as he could be said in

the condition in which he was to purpose any-

thing, to find his way to the inn, get his horse,

and start at once on his return to Bella Luce.

He had not been near Signer Sandro's house, and
had with much difficulty forced himself to abstain

from the temptation of passing down the street in

which la Dossi's house was situated. It would be

only pain to him to look on that fine big house

again ; yet he was sorely tempted to do so.

As he was ptusing out from the door of the

palazzo puhhlico, he encountered the little attorney

himself, full of business and in a great bustle.
"
Oh, Signer Beppo, so you are hit ! Never

mind it, man. Signer Paolo can afford it, and
never know the difference. It is a very different

matter with some of these poor fellows. What !

cheer up, man ! Why have you not been in to see

us ? Lisa is up in the hall there. Ah, I know
one that had a lump in her throat when you drew

the bad number. You'll come home with us ?
"

" If you will excuse me. Signer Sandro, I think

I must go home. They will be anxious to hear

the upshot of the drawing, you know."

"Well, as you will. But cheer up, man! I

shall see you soon, no doubt ; for you will be

coming in about the finding of a substitute. By-

the-bye, have you seen your cousin, Giulia ? From
all T hear, I did better for her than I thought, in

bringing her into the city. I am told she and a

certain Signer Tenda, a corporal in the Bersaglieri,

are likely to make a match of it ! A very decent

man, I hear, though he is but a corporal, and

likely one day to have a pretty httle property of

his own."
" I have seen nothing of her," replied Beppo, in

a tone of profound dejection.
" Good evening.

Signer Sandro."
"
Well, if you won't stay, I must say good even-

ing, I suppose. A pleasant ride home !

"

Beppo went plodding heavily through the streets,

with his eyes fixed to the pavement, till just at

the corner of the lane in which his inn was

situated, he was roused by hearing himself sud-

denly called by his name, and looking up found

himself face to face with Lisa and Giulia.

It was Lisa who had called to him. She had
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done so in spite of Giulia's earnest remonstrances

and entreaties to her, by look and gesture, not to

speak.
"Ob, Signor Vanni ! I declare I believe yon

were going to pass us without speaking to us.

Ah ! you little think what a pain it was to us

when we saw the horrid number. Not but what

Signer Paolo will get a substitute, of course !

"

*' It is not his intention to do so. Addio !

Signora Lisa ! I am in haste to return home."
And he was turning to leave them without

further speech.

"But, Signer Beppo," said Lisa, in a tone of

petulant remonstrance,
" are you going away

without saying a word to your cousin ?
"

" I said too many the last time I had the—the
pain of seeing her !

"

Giulia had continued all this time with her eyes
fixed to the ground, and gave no sign of having
heard anything that had been said. But at

these last words she looked up suddenly for

half an instant, and seemed as if she was going
to speak. But she changed her purpose, and said

nothing, again casting down her eyes to the pave-
ment.

" Ah ! Signor Beppo !

"
rejoined Lisa,

" I wish

you could have seen her when you drew that

odious number ! I could hardly get her from the

hall."
"

Lisa, what nonsense are you talking !

"
said

Giulia, indignantly.
" Are you mad ? You know

yourself that I was fainting from the heat."
" I am not the least likely to suppose that it

was from any other cause !

"
said Beppo, with icy

sternness.
"
But, Signor Beppo," said poor Lisa, beseech-

ingly, and beginning to fear that she had done
more harm than good by stopping him in his walk,
"
you don't really mean that Signor Paolo will

suffer you to join the army ?
"

" I neither 1( now nor care, Signora Lisa, what

may become of me. My life is a weary burthen
to me. I would as soon be rid of it by an Austrian

bullet as in any other way. I am a lost and ruined

man. My heart has been broken by a cruel, a

faithless, false, and worthless woman !

"

Lisa, whose arm was within Giulia's, felt her

tremble all over, as these words passed Beppo 's

lips. She again raised her face, which was as pale
as death, as if to speak ; but again she checked

herself, and remained silent.

"I despise myself," continued Beppo, raising
his hand as if in denunciation, and inspired by
strong passion with an eloquence that no one who
knew him would have believed him capable of

;

" 1 despise myself for still caring for one so mon-

strously false and so vile ! I despise myself ; yet
I know that I can cease to do so only by ceasing
to live ; and I pray to God that he will soon give
me that release !

"

He turned from them and rushed down the little

lane, at the corner of which Lisa had stopped
him.

Giulia stood for a minute, rigid yet tottering,
like some tall column mined at its base and sway-
ing to its fall, and then, without word or sound,
fell heavily on the pavement.

(2'o be continued.)

THE GREAT LOOP OF THE MAIN.
PART II.

There was in all probability an ancient Roman
ferry at Urphar, the odd name of which place
seems simply to have denoted a ferry,

" Ueber-
fahrt

"
appearing in old German as Oberphar. At

Eichill is to be seen a rude sculpture of a wolf and
a lamb, which is thus accounted for. Long ago
lived at Eichill a pious hermit, to whom a shepherd
was desirous of bringing a lamb as a present.
He found the hermit not at home, so he tied the
lamb to the church door, and went out to seek

him. In the meantime a wolf came, and marked
the easy prey, but so eager was he to seize it, that

he s^irang past the lamb into the church through
the open door. The lamb, which was tied to the

handle, in its eagerness to escape, closed the door
on Isegrim, who was thus taken prisoner. Hence
a saying arose, "At Eichill, where the sheep

caught the wolf." In all probability the sheep

merely symbolises the Paschal Lamb of Christi-

anity, the wolf denoting Satan or heathenism. This

place was once signalised by the ravages of the

Black Death, of which Fries of Wertheim says :

He came, a gloomy cloud his head did cloak.
And hence his name. Black Death, among the folk.

In Eichill it was said that all the inhabitants

perished by the pestilence, except seven heads of

families, who were mortal enemies before. These,

having lost wives and children, embraced each

other under the Linden-tree, formed themselves

into a holy brotherhood, and continued ever after

firmly united till their deaths. We have crossed

the hill which cuts off the part of the river con-

taining these interesting places, and passed over a

long slope to Kreuz-Wertheim, where we see on
the opposite bank of the river, glorified by the

evening sun, and strongly bringing to mind

Heidelberg in Turner's picture, the town and
castle of Wertheim, perfectly rejieated in the

windless river. From the houses of entertainment

on the banks come sounds of music and merri-

ment, for Wertheim is making holiday, and has

tricked itself out with flags to inaugurate the

completion of negotiations for a railway, which is

destined to restore its prosperity and, in due

time, completely to vulgarise it.

The town of Kreuz-Wertheim is still distin-

guished by extensive remains of fortifications, with
towers at intervals. It must have completely
secured the command of the navigation of the

river to the possessors of Wertheim as long as

both places were in their hands. The town of

Wertheim is built on both sides of the mouth
of the Tauber, a good sized river, navigable
for a short distance in its picturesque course. The

castle, as its situation is exactly similar to that

of Heidelberg, resembles it in colour, size, and

general grandeur of effect. As a piece of anti-

quity it is far more interesting : parts of it, the

keep for instance, are coeval with the earliest date

of castle-buUding, while its more modern portion
has not the exuberant Renaissance ornamentation

of the Heidelberg castle, which is more of a palace
than a stronghold. The front towards the Tauber

was bunt by Count Rudolph, in 1310, and destroyed
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in the Thirty Years' War. Well worth seeing are

the vaulted chambers, formerly used as stables,

and the ruins of the church, which, in less pious

times, became a hall, containing some windows
which are specimens of the purest early Gothic.

The trees and shrubs have grown in the roofless

spaces so as in a measure to obscure the details of

the architecture, standing as they do on an accu-

mulation of rubble from the ruin of the upper

part of the building. Around the machicolated

walls wind jjleasant walks, which lead past the

remains of higher outworks into a kind of care-

fully kept shrubbery, and up to the crest of the

hill, whence the castle is overlooked, and an exten-

sive view of the reaches of the river on both sides

is obtained. As we pass down again, we remark

standing in the garden an image carved in stone

of some four-footed animal, considerably mutilated.

It is said to represent a hart which was shot there

from the window of the castle by a fair countess,
after it had long baffled the pursuit of her husband.

He must have looked rather foolish when, in

sportsman's phrase, his eye was wiped by his wife.

The Counts of Wertheim are mentioned as early
as 900 in the Turnirblicher. They were often at

feud with the Bishops of WUrzburg, from whom
they transferred their allegiance to the Emperors.
One of the towers of the castle is remarkable as

having ten iron rings driven into it. It is said

that on one occasion when a bishop came with a

powerful force to besiege the castle, he boasted

that his horses would pull it down into the Main,
unless it were instantly given up to him. The
Count of Wertheim, in defiance, drove these iron

rings into the nearest tower, and asked the bishop
if his men had brought the ropes to pull by them.
He then sallied out with his men, and drove the

episcoiial forces away. Notwithstanding their

disrespect to bishops, in the times of the Reforma-

tion, these Counts of Wertheim were deadly ene-

mies to the movement. One of these swore that

he would kill Luther, and hearing that the He-
former had arrived at Miltenbcrg, rode thither in

all haste. Early in the morning he threw open
the window of the room in the inn where he had

slept, and, at the same time, he heard a window

opposite opened, and saw standing before him a

portly clergyman ;
entered into conversation with

him, and then into controversy, which ended by
his becoming a convert to the new doctrine. The

cfergyman was Luther himself. In the ancient

collegiate church in the town below the castle hill,

built 1.382, is a monument of a Count of Wer-
theim, with two wives at his side—one with, and
the other i^ithout, a rosary; but in all other

rcpects exactly alike. It is said that that Count,
who entertained a deep affecflion for his first wife,
determined to marry again only in case he found a

second lady precisely like her ; that he travelled

east, west, north, and south, and at last succeeded.

The second differed from the first only in religion,
as one was Catholic and the other Protestant.

Probably the story arose from the artist of the

monument having had but ona model for both.

Affixed to the wall of the church, near the (Joor,

is a very beautiful Gothic structure, which may
have been a pulpit.

Opposite the church is a fine Gothic house, for-

merly a convent, and now used as a school. The
peasants who assemble at Wertheim on market-

days are remarkable for their costumes. Many of

the men have long "Noah's ark "
coats of a grass-

green colour, with large shovel hats, which give
them a very clerical appearance. It is well known
that the costumes of Noah and his family, which
are so familiar to children, are to be ascribed to

the fact that this dress has been in vogue for cen-

turies in those parts of South Germany where toys
are made. a.d. 326 is mentioned as the date of

the first origin of the town of Wertheim, when the

Frankish Duke Gunibald, with his Sicambrians,
came up the Main and made a castle here. But
the first information to be relied on was obtained

by Schannat from the archives of Fulda. In the

year 779 a Count Kunibert gave up his possessions
at Wertheim, Bischofsheim, and other places to

St. Bonifacius, whose bones were sent to Fidda.

In 1009, Bishop Heinrich of WUrzburg granted
the town a privilege, by which all merchandise

passing iip or down the river was obliged to

be exposed for sale for three days : in 1306,
it was made a free imperial town by the Em-

peror Albert II., on the same footing as Frank-

furt
;

and Ludwig, the Bavarian, assimilated

its position to that of Gelnhausen. Wertheim

sank, in consequence of the Archbishops of Mainz

placing an embargo at Miltenberg on the trade of

the river.

We now pass down the river to Hassloch.

The scenery is everywhere much the same as

on the upper course of the river in the Loop,
save that the curves which the stream makes are

shorter, and give it the appearance of a series

of lakes. At intervals occur quarries of excellent

sandstone, which reveal horizontal strata. Near
Hassloch there is a rock on which that goddess or

fairy of Teutonic mythology, Hulla or Holle, was
said to rest, after carrying the peasants' burdens

for them. She was beneficent or the contrary,

according to their behaviour ; and if they dis-

played a selfish desire to profit by her superna-
tural assistance, could make herself exceedingly

disagreeable. Then we pass through the Town
Prozelteu, a long, fortified old place with a castle

overhanging it. There are three Prozeltens on
the Main, the first called Long Prozelten, above
Lohr

;
this one is the second ; and the next is

called Village Prozelten, a little farther on. The
name appears corrupted from Berathesheldin. Its

etymology is a riddle. Dorf, or Village Prozelten,

appears to have been older than the Town, which
doubtless clustered itself under the castle for pro-
tection. Farther down the river, on the other

side, we see, through the vine-trellised arbour at
" the Eose," the ruins of the castle of Freudeu-

berg, another Heidelberg in miniature. The town
is said to have been devastated by the Huns in

very early times. The castle is remarkable for

one of those very old embossed towers often

erroneously ascribed to the Komans, and probably

copied by the Germans from their so-called rustic

style.

There is a queer story connected with a ruined

castle belonging to the family of lliide von Col-

lemberg. Here lived once a knight of savage dis-

position who was linked to a gentle wife. One
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day a beggar-woman, with many children, wlio

solicited alms of him, was dismissed with a curse.

As she went away she prayed that the knight might
have twelve sons at once to consume his substance

and reduce him to the same state of penury in

which she lived. The lady, in consequence of

the curse, bore him twelve sons at a birth. He
ordered eleven of them to be drowned like Ruden

(puppies) in the Main. But, for the sake of the

gentle mother, the water fairies protected them
and saved them, to become in distant parts knights
of renown. After the grim father's death they
returned, and became a powerful family in those

parts, but still bore the name of the "
Puppies of

CoUemberg." It is most probable that the story
had its foundation in an heraldic cognisance.
On the road we meet a number of young women,

with enormous coffin-like coffers on their heads,
and are told that it is the day on which there is

an annual flitting of farm-servants. The coffers

contained their "things," called in America

"plunder,"—perhaps, in some cases, not without
reason. In Burgstadt itself there is little inte-

resting besides an ancient town-hall
; but on the

hill above are the remains of an elliptic fortress of

stones, still eight feet high in some places, and the
whole 4563 feet in circumference. The Romans
appear to have included it in their fortified lines.

In the forest of Burgstadt are found huge stones

called Hainfasser ; two of these, fifteen feet long,
were apparently intended to be sawn into pillars,
but the work was interrupted at an earlier stage
than in the case of the columns which we shall

presently come to at Klein-Henbach. It is but
a short distance now to Miltenberg, a wel-

come assurance after a broiling day's walk. The

"Angel" inn opens its hospitable wings to

shelter us.

On the site of Miltenberg there appears to have
been a settlement in the times of the Romans
near to the extreme limit of their circumvallation,
which was commenced as early as the reign of

Tiberius. About the end of the fourth century
an inundation of Alemans and Suabians poured in

upon the colony, and carried away every vestige
of civilisation. In later times the town was on
the limit of the old province of Franconia. It

was the constant object of the Electors of Mainz,
as well as of the Emperors, to conciliate it to

their interests, on account of its advantageous
position.

In the tenth century there was no town on the

present site of Miltenberg, but the town of that

date stood on the left bank of the Mud. It is

called Vachhusen in a chronicle of Ludwig, the

German, in the year 856. It was utterly de-

stroyed by the Huns in 910. When the remnant
of the inhabitants returned, they divided them-
selves between Klein-Henbach and a place which
arose under the protection of the Castle Milten-

berg, which may have been as old as the Roman
occupation. This castle became the property of

the archiepiscopal see of Mainz after the death of

Duke Otto, of Bavaria, in 985. That Miltenberg
was formerly a place of much more importance
than now, is testified by the distance between the

two entrance-gates which are now standing.
What is now a vacant space between the gate on

the Mud and the town, was formerly occupied by
buildings which were destroyed by fire by the

Margrave Albrecht in 1552. Nothing definite is

known about the castle till it came into posses-
sion of the Archbishops of Mainz. Adalbert, who
renewed the fortifications of the castle at Aschaf-

fenburg in 1122, is said to have had the chief

hand in fortifying this castle. The heraldic wheel
of Mainz is everywhere seen on the carved es-

cutcheons about the walls. In 1803 the building
passed into the possession of the Prince of Lein-

ingen. It now belongs to a gentleman who has

purchased several castles about the Rhineland,
with the praiseworthy object of their preserva-
tion. He alters nothing, but merely lends a hand
now and then to arrest the ravages of Time, and
turns the interior into a flower-garden. Of the
beaiitiful effect of flowers amongst old ruins, any
one may judge who has seen New College Garden
in Oxford. Eppstein, on the Taunus, owes its

Gate Tower at Miltenberg.

present state of preservation to the reverent care

of this enthusiastic archaeologist, a very Old Mor-

tality of ruined castles. The view from the castle

of Miltenberg is one of the most delightful that

can be conceived ; the river comes to the town in

the shape of a horse-shoe. The forms of the

hills are seen in profile. The old fortifications

wind up the slopes round the castle with towers

at intervals, like those of Bellinzona in Itahan

Switzerland. Miltenberg is certainly the eye and

gem of the Main.
About an hour's walk from Miltenberg on the

other side of the Mud, which is, notwithstanding
its name, a tolerably clear stream, is the long

straggling village of Klein-Henbach. It is best

approached through the finely-wooded park of the

Lowenstein family, the walk through which, open
to the public as all German parks are, terminates

in a fine chS,teau, and a gate guarded by two
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colossal lions. On the roadside near Miltenberg
we passed one of those dilapidated crosses of

unknown antiquity which bear the name of Rap-

penkreuz, or Haven-cross,—why, it is hard to

say, unless it was believed that ravens brought
them from heaven. We were conducted by the

hospitable clergyman of Klein-Heubach to a spot
in a pinewood on the side of a mountain towards

the Odenwald, where lie in two heaps six huge
columns of sandstone, some twenty feet long or

more, with protuberances on the upper side, which

may have been made with a view to transporting
them. They are now quite covered with the fine

moss of the wood. There are seven other such

scattered about in different directions. The popu-
lar story is, that the giants meant to build a bridge
over the Main with them, l)ut that they were

thwarted by divine interference. It is commonly
supposed that they bear witness to the catastrophe
which cut short the colonising energy of the

Romans in these parts, and that they were in-

tended for a temple or public building at Milten-

berg. Many other Roman relics—some of glass
—

have been found scattered about, and at Great

Heubach, in the wall of the church, is to be seen

an alto-relievo representing warriors in action.

On the other side of the Main, on the hill called

Eulshohe, is a stone called the Hainenschiissel.

Whether this is of Celtic origin, having been used

as an altar for human sacrifice, or an unfinished

work of the Romans, has not been decided. There
is a magnificent view from the hill opposite Klein-

Heubach, called Engelsberg, from the little monas-

tery at the top dedicated to St. Michael the Arch-

angel. The pictiiresque beauties of the Main
cease at Klingenberg, sdthough Trennfurt, Worth,
and Oberuburg are places of antiquarian interest.

A slumbrous post-omnibus plies between Milten-

berg and Aschalfenburg, on a road which is one

straight line for about seven English miles, at the

rate of five miles an hour. Such a conveyance is

only welcome after a thoroughly fatiguing walk.

Gr. C. SWAYNB.

PAPER-MAKING IN ENGLAND.

Nearly eighteen centuries have rolled away
since the art of making paper from fibrous matter,
reduced to a pulp in water, was first discovered by
the Chinese. The leaves of some trees, and the

skins and intestines of animals, had previously
been made fit for writing on

;
wherever the

Egyptian papyrus was introduced, all these things
fell into disuse, except parchment. But when the

Saracens conquered Egypt, in the seventh century,

papyrus could no longer be procured in Europe,
and parchment became extremely dear. In
China paper is mostly made from the inner

bark of the bamboo, from cotton and linen rags,
and from rice-straw. The Arabians, in the seventh

century, either discovered or learned from the

Chinese the art of making paper from cotton
;
this

they carried to Spain, where they also made paper
from linen and hemp. The oldest manuscript on
cotton paper is one which Montfaugon saw in the

French king's library, bearing the date of 1050,
but supposed to belong to the ninth century. In

Spain, flax being grown, linen rags were substi-

tuted for cotton, because the latter was only to be
obtained by importation.

Mr. Ottley, a sound authority, contends that

paper was manufactured from mixed materials

from a very early period ; and that the notion of

distinguishing the kinds by one sort being made
of linen, the other of cotton, rags, is wrong ; for

one is as ancient as the other, and they were
often intermixed (" Archaeologia," xxvi. 69, 70). ^
We have in the Tower of London a letter

addressed to Henry III. (between 1216 and 1222)

upon very strong paper, and certainly made, in

Mr. Ottley 's judgment, of mixed materials ; while
in several of the time of Edward I., written upon
genuine cotton paper, of no great thickness, the
fibres of cotton present themselves everywhere at

the backs of the letters so distinctly that they seem
as if they might even now be spun into thread.

The antiquity of linen paper is a much disputed
question. The earliest distinct instance found by
Mr. Hallam, and believed by him to have been
hitherto overlooked, is an Arabic version of the

aphorisms of Hippocrates, the manuscript bearing
the date of 1100. It does not appear whether it

were written in Spftin or brought from Egypt or

the East. Peter, abbot of Clugni, in a treatise

against the Jews, speaks of books " ex rasuris

veterum pannorum," interpreted "of linen rags."

"And," says Mr. Hallam, "as Peter passed a
considerable time in Spain, about 1141, there can
remain no rational doubt that the Saracens of the

peninsula were acquainted with that species of

paper, though perhaps it was as yet unknown in

every other country" ("Literature of Europe,"
vol. i. p. 58). Andr&s asserts, on the authority of

the members of the Academy of Barcelona, that a

treaty between the Kings of Aragon and Castile,

bearing the date of 1178, and written upon linen

paper, is extant in the archives of that city.
AndrJis refers the invention to the Saracens of

Spain, using the flax of Valencia and Murcia ;

and conjectures that it was brought into use

among the Spaniards themselves by Alfonso X.
of Castile.

Bagford speaks of a letter from the King of Spain
to Edward 1., which is on what he calls " a species
of paper," and is of an earlier date by twenty
years than any paper that has fallen under the

notice of the Rev. J. Hunter ("Archoeologia,"
xxxvii. p. 448). In this article from the great
abundance of accounts written on paper coming
into England from our Aquitanian possessions, and
the small number of documents originating in Eng-
land in the same early period, written on any other

material than parchment or vellum, Mr. Hunter
concludes that paper was a substance much more

familiarly known in the South of France than in

England ; whence arises a strong probability that

it is to our connection with our Aquitanian pro-

vinces, especially with Bordeaux itself, that we
owe the first introduction of this most valuable

substance into England. Indeed, paper having
the same mark being found in documents pre-

pared at nearly the same time at Bordeaux and
in England, seems to show either that we received

our paper from Bordeaux, or that Aquitaine and

England were supplied from the same market.
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Whence we may also infer that we are to trace this

most ingenious and admirable invention through
Spain, and possibly the Moorish provinces, to the

people, not yet ascertained, with whom it origi-

nated ("ArchBeologia," xxxvii. pp. 453-4).
Mr. Hallam records his having seen in the

Chapter-house at Westminster, a letter written

from Gascony, about 1315, to Hugh Despenser,

upon thin paper, to all appearance made like that

now in use, and with a water-mark. Among the

Cottonian manuscripts several letters are written

on parchment ; and paper does not appear, at

soonest, tOl near the end of the reign of Edward III.

Sir Henry Ellis has said that "
very few instances

indeed occur before the fifteenth century of letters

written upon paper." It is remarkable that the

earliest linen paper was of very good mamifacture,

strong and handsome ; and the first printed books
are frequently beautiful in the quality of their

paper. From Spain linen paper passed into France,
about 1270, thence into Germany about 1312, and
from Germany to England about 1320 or 1324.

We may here remark that the use of linen or

cotton, or the two intermixed, is the radical dis-

tinction of our modern paper from the other sub-

stances (such as the papyri, tlie palm-leaves, the

fabric supposed to be formed from fibrous matter
found in the mummies of Egypt) which were in

ordinary use in Europe.
It is commonly thought that Dartford is the place

where paper was first made in England ; but it is

proved beyond doubt that a paper-mill existed in

England almost a century before the date of the

establishment at Dartford. In the '* Household
Book "

of Henry VII. we read—
1498. For a rewarde geven at the paper inylne, 16s. Sd.

1499. Geven in rewarde to Tate of the mylne, 6s. 8d.

And, in the English translation of "Bartho-
lomoeus de Proprietatibus Kerum," printed by
Wynkyn de Worde, in 1495, we read of John
Tate the younger having lately, in Entjland,
made the paper which was used for printing this

book. The lines, which occur at the end of the

volume, are as follows :
—

And also of your charyte call to remembraunce

The soule of William Caxton, first printer of this

boke
In Laten tonge at Coleyn (Cologne) hysself to avaunce,

That every well-disposed man mote (may) be broke,

Which late hathe in England doo make this paper

thynne.
And now in our Englysshe this boke is printed inne.

We also gather from an early specimen of blank

verse, entitled "A Tale of Two Swannes," written

by William Vallans (it is believed, a native of

Ware), and printed in 1590, that the mill be-

longing to John Tate was situated at Hertford.

One of the notes in the poem states that,
' ' in the

time of Henry VIII., viz,, 1507, there was a

paper-mill at Hertford, and (?) belonged to John

Tate, whose father was Mayor of London." (The

author, however, is here mistaken in his chrono-

logy, as Henry VIU. did not begin to reign till

1509.) The extract from the privy piirse ex-

penses of Henry VII., under the date of May 25,

1498,
" for a rewarde geven at the Paper Mylne,

16s. 8rf.," most clearly has reference to this parti-
cular mill, as the entry immediately preceding
shows that the king went to Hertford two days
before, viz., on the 23rd of May. And, in Her-
bert's edition of Ames's "Typographical Anti-

quities," we read that "this mill was where Seel

or Seal Mill is now at the end of Hertford town,
towards Stevenage ; and that an adjoining meadow
is still called Paper Mill Mead, This Seel Mill,
so denominated from the adjoining hamlet, was
erected in the year 1700, and is noted for being
the first that made the finest Hour, known by
the name of Jlertfordshire White. It stands upon
the river Bean, iu the middle of three acres of

meadow-land, called Paper Mill Mead, so deno-

minated in the charter of King Charles the First

to the town of Hertford, for the fishery of a cer-

tain part of that river" (A. Grayan, "Notes and

Queries," No. 117).

Now, the paper-mill at Dartford was established

at least 110 years later than that at Hertford, in

1588, by John Spilman, "jeweller to the Queen,"
who was pleased to grant him a licence " for

the sole gathering, for ten years, of all rags, &c.,

necessary for the making of such paper."
The particulars of this mill are recorded in a

poem by Thomas Churchyard, published shortly

after its foundation, under the following title :—
A description and playne discourse of paper, and the

whole benefits that paper brings, with rehearsall, and

setting forth in verse a paper-myll built near Darthforth,

by an high Germaine, called Master Spilmau, jeweller

to the Queene's Majyestie."

The writer says :—
"
(Then) he that made for us a paper-mill.

Is worthy well of love a worldes good will.

And though his name be Spill-ma,n by degree,

Yet Help-man now he shall be calde by mee.

Six hundred men are set at work by him.
That else might starve, or seeke abroade their bread

;:

Who now live well, and go full brave and trim,

And who may boast they are with paper fed."*

Sir John Spielman was knighted by Queen
Elizabeth. He is buried in the church at Dart-

ford, beneath a sumptuous tomb, which, in 1858,

was restored by the "Legal Society of Paper

Makers," the funds being subscribed by the trade

in different parts of England, especially in the

county of Kent.

But we find a paper-mill mentioned by Shak-

spere, who, in his play of Henry VI., the plot of

which appears laid at least a century previously,

refers to a paper-mill. In fact, he introduces it as

an additional weight to the charges which Jack

Cade is made to bring against Lord Say.

"Thou hast most traitorously corrupted," says he,

"the youth of the realm in erecting a grammar school ;

and whereas before our forefathers had no other books

but the score and the tally, thou hast caused printing

to be used, and, contrary to the king, his crown and

dignity, thou hast built a paper-mill."

Mr. Herring, who has written the best and

most practical account of paper-making and its

history, tells us that North Newton mill, near

• Commanicated by Dr. Rimbault to " Notes and

Queries," Xo. 59.
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Banbury, in Oxfordshire (then the property of

Lord Say and Sele), had been set down as the

first paper-mill erected in this country, and that

referred to by Shakspere. Upon hearing this,

Mr, Herring communicated with Lord Say and

Sele, as to the plausibility of the supposition,
when his lordship at once terminated the proba-

bility of this mill taking the precedence, even of

Sir John Spielman's, by informing him that the

first nobleman succeeding to that title who had

property in Oxfordshire, which he acquired by
marriage, was the son of the first Lord Say, to

whom Shakspere makes reference.

Sir llichard Baker (who died in 1607) has an

entry in his "Chronicle," that in the reign of

James I.
" coarse paper, commonly called white

brown paper, was first made in England, specially
in Surrey, and about Windsor."
The making of paper in England had, however,

made little progress even so late as 16G2, when
Fuller complained that the manufacture was not

sufficiently encouraged,
"
considering the vast

sums expended in our land for paper out of Italy,

Erance, and Germany, which might be lessened

were it made in our nation." But, in 1690,
an Act was passed to encourage the making of

paper for writing and printing in England, our
manufacturers being taught by French refugees.
Thomas Watson, a stationer, by the introduction

of foreign improvements, in 1713, gave a great

impulse to the manufacture.

Paper continued to be made by hand until

early in the present century, when the Fourdriniers

completed their self-acting machinery, which
imitates and improves the hand process, and makes

paper of any size or length with a rapidity which
leaves the other mode at an immeasurable distance.

The invention was perfected at Tewin Water, in

Hertfordshire, at a cost of 60,000^. Their patent
right was, however, invaded, and they lost a con-

siderable sum of money due to them from the

imperial treasury of Russia ; though, to enforce his

claim, Henry Fourdrinier, at the age of seventy-
five, with his daughter, made a special journey
to St. Petersburg. The Fourdriniers then peti-
tioned the British government, the revenue having
benetited half a million a year by their inventions,
when their claim was inadequately recognised by
a parliamentary vote of TOOOl. It was then re-

solved to purchase, by the subscription of the

paper-makers, annuities for the surviving patentee
and his two daughters : ere this was done the
father died, in his eighty-ninth year ;

but his two

surviving daughters receive a small pension from
the Crown. If ever solid recompense was rightly
asserted for individual exertion, it was surely due
to the inventor of paper-making machinery, since

the conductors of the metropolitan newspapers
could never have presented to the world such an
immense mass of news and advertisements as they
now contain, did not this invention enable them
to make paper of any size required.
A sheet of paper nearly three miles long and

four feet wide was made at Whitehall Mills, Der-

byshire, in 1830.

Do^n to the beginning of the eighteenth cen-

tury, cotton, flax, and hemp were the only mate-

rials, except rags, used in the manufacture of

paper. Cotton and linen rags are now chiefly
used for this purpose, because they are more easily
and cheaply converted into pulp, and furnish a

better article when finished than other fibrous

materials. But the comparatively high price of

rags, and the enormous demand for cheap paper,
have compelled manufacturers to turn their atten-

tion to other sources of supply ;
and for a century

and a half past efforts have been unceasingly made
to manufacture paper from the fibres of difi'erent

species of vegetable substances. The following

prScis of these experiments will be found in '* The

Exchange," for 1832;

In this review of the attempts made to obtain paper
from other materials than lags, we have mentioned

only a few of the most important facts. Many thou-

sands of inventors and manufacturers, many years of

incessant labour, and millions of pounds sterling, have
been expended in experiments upon wood, straw, and
similar substances

;
but the problem of obtaining good

paper, at a moderate cost, from raw vegetable fibre, is

yet only partially solved. Neither straw, nor wood,
nor any similar material, has superseded linen and
cotton rags. The raw fibre papyrus was used for

thirteen centuries
;
the reign of rags has now lasted

twelve and a half ceutaries
;
and it appears probable

that the time for returning again to some cheap vege-
table fibre is fast approaching.

Probably the most practical of the above sub-

stitutes was straw, the first useful paper from

which was made in 1800, and used in a book

printed by Burton, of London, of copy of which
was presented by the Marquis of Salisbury to

King George III. The work is entitled " An
Historical Account of Substances used in Paper-

making." Cobbett, in 1828, employed, experi-

mentally, some paper made from the husks of

Indian corn, but with little success. The sub-

stitution of straw in 1800 was regarded of great na-

tional importance, and highly deserving support.
It was negected for many years, but straw is now

extensively used in paper-making in England, and
on the Continent. New Zealand flax (Bhormium
Tenax) has lately been tried, and found admirably

adapted for making paper, which it is declared is

superior both in strength and capability of finish,

to the paper made from most of the rags now
used.

Paper-making by machinery may be thus briefly

described. The pulp is first made to flow from

the vat upon a wire frame, or sifter, which moves

rapidly up and down. Having passed through
the sifter, the pulp flows over a ledge in a regular
and even stream, and is received upon an endless

web of wire-gauze, which moves forward with a

shaking motion from side to sido, assisting to

spread the pulp evenly, and allow the water to

pass through the wire, by which means the pulp
solidifies as it advances. Before the pulp quits
the plane of the wire, it is pressed by a roller

covered with felt, and is then taken up by an
endless web of felt, which, gradually moving for-

ward, absorbs a further portion of the moisture.

It is again pressed between rollers, and after being

passed over cylinders heated by steam, it is cut

by machinery into sheets. Thus in two or three

minutes the pulp, which is introduced upon the

web at one extremity of the machine, is deli'
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vered at tlie other in the state of perfect paper.

By this process twenty-five square feet can be

made in one minute; or 15,000 square feet in a

working day of ten hours.

The vexatious excise duty on paper was removed
in 1862, when the Exchequer lost 1,000,000;. on

that year by the change.* The average value of

paper manufactured in Great Britain may be set

down at 4,000,000?.
The subject of watermarks in paper is an inquiry

alike useful and curious, since it assists in ehici-

dating the history of paper-making, and the mark
of the manufacturer has often been found of use

in detecting literary forgeries, and frauds in the

falsification of accounts. To pursue the inquiry
here would far exceed our limit

;
but the reader

will find an able contribution of specimens, by the

Rev. Joseph Hunter,
"
Archseologia," xxxvii.

One of the oldest water-marks in existence is

an open hand, whose middle finger is connected by
a straight line or stem with a star. This appears
on a sheet of paper of the manufacture of Flanders,
which at that time supplied all the paper needed for

the correspondence of England. Upon a sheet of

paper is written a letter, preserved in one of the

Museums at Venice, which was addressed to

Francesco Capello, by King Henry VII., from
*' our manor of Woodstock," on the 20th of July,
1502. Mr. Herring, however, states its introduc-

tion at 1530, adding that it gave the name to

"Hand "
paper. Note paper once bore a tankard,

but it has now the royal arms in a shield, without
motto or supporters. Post is marked with a post-
man's horn, in a shield with a crown. Copy has

a fleur-de-lys only. Demy, and several larger

sorts, a fleur-de-lys in a crowned shield. Royal, a

shield with a bend sinister, and a fleur-de-lys for

crest. Mr. Herring traces the term cap to the

jockey-cap, or something like it, in use when the

first edition of Shakspere was printed. The date

given to Foolscajj in the "
Archteologia," xii., is

1661, and the following traditional story is related

of its origin :—

When Charles I. found his revenues short, be granted
certain privileges, amounting to monopolies ;•

and

among these was the manufacture of paper, the ex-

clusive right of which was sold to certain parties, who

grew rich, and enriched the Government at the expense
of those who were obliged to use paper. At this time

all English paper bore ia water-marks the Royal arms.

The Parliament, under Cromwell, made jests of this

law in every conceivable manner; and, among other

indignities to the memory of Charles, it was ordered

that the Royal arms be removed from the paper, and the

fool's cap and bells be substituted. These were alsj

removed when the Rump Parliament was prorogued ;

but paper of the size of the Parliament's journals still

bears the name of "foolscap."
— ** Notes and Queries,"

Second Series, No. 13.

In a chapter on the colouring of paper, Mr.

Herring relates that the practice of blueing the

paper-pulp had its origin in an accidental circum-
stance. About the year 1790, at a paper-mill

belonging to Mr. Buttenshaw, his wife was sui)er-

intending the washing of some fine linen, when
accidentally she dropped her bag of powder-blue
into some pulp in a forward state of preparation,
with which the blue rapidly incorporated. On
Mr. Buttenshaw's inquiring what had imparted the

peculiar colour to the pulp, his wife, presuming
that no great damage was done, took courage, and
confessed the accident, for which she was after-

wards rewarded by her husband, who, by intro-

ducing to the London market the improved blue

make, obtained for it an advance of four shillings

per bundle. John Tisibs.

• About A.D. 600 the Emperor Theodorio abolished the
duty on papyrus, which contributed to the revenue of the
Koman empire, and upon which fresh imposts had been laid

by successive rulers, until they became oppressive. Cassio-
dorus congratulated the whole ivorld on the repeal of the
impost on an article so essentially necessary to the human
race, the general use of wliich, as Piiny says, "polishes and
immortalises man ?

"—Mechanic*' Magaziiu.

CONFESSIONS OF A CAPTIVE.

A CAUTION BY A CONFIRMED CYNIC.

Soft, versifying youths that prate,

And think themselves immensely clever,

Their elders often irritate,

By writing love-sick rhymes for ever—
A practice we abominate :

Shall wi succumb to gammon ? Never !

Not that / bate the fellows' rhymes :

Once / was young too and enamoured :

Ah, me ! those were transcendent times !

How often I my passion clamoured,
And loves and woes in jingling chimes,

Like smith on anvil, stoutly hammered !

Looked love to eyes that looked again
—

Reciprocation rather pleasant.
And apt to stir both heart and brain

Of every grade, from peer to peasant 1

Hold hard ! this is a silly strain :

I'm quite oblivious of the present !

For I've a wife—a tender spouse,
Once the ideal of my fancies ;

But, since we took to keeping house,
It happened—as it always chances—

We bade adieu to raptured vows.
For real life is not Romance's !

Thafs why the novels mostly end

At entrance into matrimony !

The writei's may, perhaps, pretend,
'Tis one long round of bliss and honey—

A theory so odd, my friend.

That makes a victim rather funny !

Too soon one feels, when fairly hooked,
The iron doom, depend upon it !

One's way of life for ever crooked,
A zigzag orbit round a bonnet I

Connubial bliss, though fair it looked.

Proves no fit theme for mirthful sonnet !

Hard, say the martyrs, is their fate :

Ask them from Peteusbukg to Cadiz :

And yet you youngsters idly prate

Of love, and bliss, and witching ladies !

Be warned in time, or know too late.

You never can retreat from Hauks !

T. Steele.
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CASTLE OF MONT ORGUEIL.

BY THE AlTIIOn OF " UNDER THE ICK,"
'* HALF-HOUBS WITH FOKEIGN" AUTHORS," &C.

EuiLT on the sninmit of a rock on tho east

coast of Jersey, the Castle of Mont Orgueil not

only gives a beautiful view of the scenery of the

island, but also commands an extensive sea-view,

reaching on a clear day as far as the French coast.

Looking in the latter direction, the spectator, at

or near low-water, sees innumerable rocky islets

scattered on every side. Many of these are

covered at ordinary tides, and most of them at

the periods when the tides are highest, which on
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this coast reach the altitude of forty feet. By the

signs which are placed on some of these rocks, the
fisherman is able to run his boat ashore without
risk of bringing it in contact with the sharp
granite points concealed within a few inches of

the surface ; but though the fisherman, who has
been accustomed to the port from his boyhood,
may do this, any other man attempting it would

surely be wrecked, and in that case his chances
of escape from death would be small indeed.

Strangely as the name of this castle may sound in

English ears, it is associated with events among
the most interesting in our national history. Held
in turn by Frenchmen, Eughshmen, and natives of

the island, all of whom have been besiegers and be-

sieged, there can hardly be a square yard of the rock
on which it stands from which a soul has not de-

parted to give an account of its deeds. Sometimes
it has been a place of refuge, at other times a

prison. It was the former to the young man
Charles Stuart, the latter to the unfortunate

Prynne, the uncompromising enemy of his house,
whose miserable cell is still to be seen. In fact,

the castle is still in excellent preservation, and
little injured by the events of the past ;

and so

slight is the influence which time can exercise on
the granite blocks of which it is built, that it may
continue to occupy its present position for ages to

come.

Not many days since, while examining the
external works, my eye was caught by the aj>pear-
ance of a chain dangling from the wall of the

highest part of the castle. The links were of

considerable thickness, and were terminated by a
stout ring ; the upper end of the chain being
attached to the wall by means of a staple driven
into the mortar between two stones as far below
the parapet as a man could reach by bending
over. I afterwards found that this chain, though
strong in appearance, was in reality so eaten into

by rust as to be incapable of sustaining even a

moderate weight. At the moment when my
attention was first drawn to it I was conversing
with an old gentleman, who had selected the lower

parapet as an eligible spot from which to enjoy
the view and his book, and at the same time to inhale!?

the pure air which swept across the sea. Though
a stranger

—
or, perhaps, because I was a stranger—

to him, he freely gave me all the information

concerning the castle which he possessed ; and if

he had lived in it all his days, and his days had
been a's many as those of Methuselah, and he had
been a witness of the landing of Cajsar on the

l>art of the island where it stands, I doubt whether
he coidd have beeu better acquainted wkh the
minute details of its history. To my inquiry as

to the purpose for which the chain was fastened
in such a place, he rej^lied :

" That chain is connected with one of the most

exciting incidents enacted here, and but for its

assistance England would never have numbered

among its kings a second Charles Stuart."

"Will you be good enough," I asked, "to tell

me what that incident was ?
"

"
Certainly," he answered.

I seated myself on one of the guns, and imagin-
ing, from the deliberate manner in which the old

gentleman chose a spot to sit down upon, that his

tale would be a long one, I lighted a cigar, which
I had bought at a shop before beginning the

ascent, in payment for which 1 had tendered a

shilling, and received in return the cigar and

twelvepence change—an advantageous arrangement
for the purchaser, not attainable, I imagine, in

any other portion of Her Majesty's dominions.

During the time (he began) that King
Charles was in Jersey, several attempts were made
to carry him off by private adventurers, who
knew that wealth, if not honours, would be
accorded to the man who should be fortunate

enough to place him in the hands of CromwelL

Among those whose ambition or thirst for gold,
or some other motive, prompted them to ponder
on a method of effecting his capture, was a man
whose real name was unknown, but who was
afterwards spoken of by the natives of Jersey as

the Gipsy, or Captain Whitehead. That he was
not really a gipsy, however, was evident from his

appearance. Though swarthy as one of that race,

he had not their dark hair or eyes, but, on the

contrary, was a fair-haired man with blue eyes.
He was rather short and strongly built, wore his

hair and beard cut close; and his as2)ect altoge-
ther is said to have excited the suspicion that he

was of a very superior class to the gipsies with

whom he associated. By some he was said to have

joined these wanderers out of love for a girl of the

gang, others said he had been a soldier among the

Koyalists, and had been bribed by the Parliamen-

tarians to try to capture the fugitive prince ; and

many other rumoiTrs were current in the island

concerning him. Probably most of these rumours

were only originated after the occurrence 1 am
going to tell you ;

but one thing is pretty certain,

that he was a man of great determination, and,
whether actuated solely by hatred of Charles, or

by this feeling and ambition combined, that he

was no stranger to him.

I should mention here that what I am about

to relate came to my knowledge while examining
a great chest of papers which was left by my wife's

father, who was one of the jurats of the island.

The manuscript was not in his writing, though
not unlike it, which satisfied me that if not

written by him, it was probably written by his

father or grandfather ;
for I dare say you have

noticed that a striking resemblance exists in the

handv^riting of the male descendants of a family :

I have myself seen this resemblance so strong,
that it was only by a close comi)arison I could

detect any difference in that of the father or the

grandfather, and their issue.

The tide was dashing fiercely against a rugged
mass of granite, beating itself into a heap of

foam, or flying into the air in large drops, which

sparkled like diamonds where the misty vapour
which rose with them was thin enough to allow

the white rays of the morning sun to shine upon
them. On this rock was seated two gipsies, one

of whom, with outstretched arm, was trying to

indicate the exact position of a boat to Captain

Whitehead, who was standing a little above them,
his hand held above his eyes to shield them from

the sun.

"Aye," said the captain, "I can see it plainly

enough. Turner must be a fool to keep on
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flashing the glass in that way. Does he think

there are no eyes in the castle yonder sharp

enough to see that the reflection is not from the

the water ? Here, Catty, bring me your looking-

glass ! Be quick, or that owlish lover of yours
will have the Philistines upon him."
The young woman he called to was lying beside

a fire which was burning on the shore a few yards
behind him. She jumped uj) instantly, ran into

the tent, and returned with a small round look-

ing-glass, which she handed to the captain, who

immediately directed it towards the sun, and sent

a stream of intense light across the sea in the

direction of a boat, which was only just visible

from where he stood. The signals from the boat

were not renewed ; and after waiting two or three

minutes, apparently to satisfy himself that this

was the case, he said—" We may as well get some
breakfast. It will be two hours before it is high-

water, and by that time Turner will have run

into the bay." He turned as he said this, and

grasping a handful of the curls which hung from
the young gipsy's head in a caressing familiar

manner, as though she were a child, approached
the fire where the breakfast was preparing. There
was in this action, simple in itself, that which told

of a confidence between the two based on some-

thing stronger than a similarity of interest. On
the part of the man it might have been nothing
more than a feeling of brotherly regard ; but the

deep-red flush which glowed in her cheek, and
the moist brightness which darkened the always
dark eyes of the girl, showed that the feeling of

afl"ection with which she regarded him was very
strong indeed. As she was a principal instrument
in the plot which was being organised, it is neces-

sary to say that she had not only the beauty which
is conferred by the i)ossession of regular features,
dark-brown eyes, surmounted by narrow, arched,
well-defined black eyebrows, a small mouth with
full rosy lips, and a mass of black curls which
rested on her shoulders and back

; but she had,
in addition, that attractive expression which seems
to spring from a growing consciousness of beautv',
and a sense of some mysterious happiness to be

enjoyed in the future, the precise nature of which is

unknown to themaidenwho is justenteringwoman-
hood. The adventurous roving life she had been
accustomed to, being natural to her, had merely
given her a confident bearing, without that air of

effrontery which would have been perceptible had
she quitted a different sphere to enter on a gipsy's
life from choice.

By the time breakfast was finished, the boat,
with Turner and two other men, was rounding
Plate Poque ; and as soon as she was made fast,
one of them filled a basket with fish and went
away in the direction of Mout Orgueil Castle

;

while the other two, having filled a second basket,
carried it to the gipsy encampment, as though
their object was simjJy to trade with the gipsies.
Turner was one of the latter

;
the other was a

gipsy belonging to the gang, and not a regular
boatman. Captain Whitehead advanced to meet
Turner, and the two sat down on a rock at some
distance from the gipsy tent. The Captain was
the first to speak.

"Well, Turner," he began eagerly, *'have you

arranged with Clinton where he is to lie with the

brig?"
" Yes."
"And he thoroughly understands the instruc-

tions I gave you for him with respect to the

signals ?
"

"I suppose so. He told me I should know the

position of his vessel by seeing three lanterns one
above the other, and I was to steer for them if

anything happened to you ; that as regarded the

other signals you might reckon on his keeping a

sharp lookout."
" What else did he say?"
"That on Sunday night he would lie off the

castle as short a distance from the outermost rock

as would keep the brig safe and allow him to set

all sail at an instant's notice without risk of strik-

ing. Also, that he would have a boat manned, and

ready to push off from the side the moment he saw
the signal you had mentioned."

"That part of the business is settled, then. Now,
let me tell you what has been done since you sailed ;

for no time must now be lost in making the

grand stroke which will make us rich if successful,

and, what I care for most, give me a chance of

paying off an old score."
" To tell you the truth, I wish yon were going

into the business without having any old score on

your mind. Those things only blind the judgment
at the critical moment ; though I cannot deny
that it is aj^t to suggest ingenious schemes for

effecting the desired object."
" May the Well, there is no use in talking

of that now. Catty is admitted into the castle

to sing and dance whenever she pleases. Charles

himself wanted to dance with her once, but he

has got some careful guardians he is too much
afraid of to disobey, who objected. However, a

king never wants tools, and there is a young
fellow among the soldiers who has asked her re-

peatedly to come up, on the nights when he is on

duty—which is pretty often, on account of the

smalluess of the garrison
—as Charles is anxious to

see her dance in his private apartment."
" But how will that assist your scheme ?

"

•'In this way. You know there is a low door

about five feet from the rock on the seaward side

of the tower which faces the sea ?
"

(Turner
made a sign in the affirmative.) "That door

opens on a staircase which leads up to a little cell,

and passing through a door which opens into this

cell you enter a narrow passage, from which there

is a short staircase, leading right into the room
which Charles uses as a sleeping- room. Catty is

as surefooted as a goat, and she will manage to get
the man to let her in by this door, under the pre-

tence that she is not likely to be seen by her

people in that case. Any excuse will do, espe-

cially as it will suit him better than letting her in

by the postern."
"And has Catty agreed to do this?" inter-

rupted Turner, eagerly.
"
Oh, you need not be alarmed on the score of

her morals," answered the other. " The moment
the door is opened for her to enter we jump in

after her. The rest you know
;
and you see how

easy our adventure is made by Charles's own
weakness."
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On the day preceding that originally fixed for

the enterprise, the conspirators assemLied on the
shore among the rocks, which concealed them
from the view of the garrison in ilout Orgueil
Castle, and also from the sight of persons who
might happen to pass along the road, the more

eflfectiially that the distance between them was

quite half-a-mile. Besides Captain Whitehead,
there were present Turner, seven gipsies, and an

Englishman who had been landed in Boulay Bay
from the brig. It was in consequence of the

message brought by this man that the conspirators
were collected here. He had been sent to say
that the wind was so favourable for a run to

England, and would probably continue to blow so

steadily from the same quarter for some hours,
that Lieutenant Clinton thought it would be a

great pity if advantage were not taken ot it, par-

ticularly as at that season of the year the con-

trary wind blew so much more frequently. The
commander of the brig, in anticipation that his

suggestion would be adopted, likewise sent word
that he would come round the island at sunset,
and would be on the lookout for the signal on the
Whale Rock

; to which point he would send a
boat with well-armed men on board as soon as the
red light was shown, and would hoist the lanterns
on board the brig as arranged.

Captain Whitehead had explained the plan by
means of which he proposed they should enter the
castle. The information he had got through the

gipsy-girl relative to the way in which the interior
of the tower was built and occu2>ied, seemed to
make the enterprise he had undertaken so easy of

execution that there was scarcely anything to be
said beyond this. There were no difficulties to
smooth over, no objections to be met, and no

arguments to be invented with the view of making
the undertaking appear more facile than it really
was. They were sitting in almost perfect silence

therefore, probably meditating on the gain which
each would derive from the delivery of Charles to

his enemies in England, and waiting the return
of the gipsy-girl Catty. This girl, though kind-
hearted and thoughtless enough at ordinary times,
had thrown herself into the furtherance of the

plot with all the energy and zeal which charac-
terises her sex when engaged in perfidious schemes,
in the successful result of which not only their

vanity is concerned, but the desire to receive the

approbation of the man they love— a desire which
is greatest when they have the most doubt whether
that man loves them. It was late in the after-

noon before the girl was seen waving the hand-
kerchief she had taken from her head from a rock
about midway between them and the shore.

Captain Whitehead went first towards her
; and

the others, after waiting a few minutes, followed

him, though they took different ways to reach
the same spot, and appeared to be searching for

something as they went with great care and
attention. After a brief conversation with the

gipsy-girl, Captain Whitehead told the others,
when they had all arrived, that nothing would be

changed in the manner of carrying out the enter-

prise from what had been alreadj' planned.
The night was as dark as it could be close to

the sea on a calm night, where it is never entirely

dark. The conspirators had no difficulty in

getting to the foot of the castle unnoticed. The
girl Ciitty came alone along the road which runs
from St. Clement's Bay, and, passing round the
foot of the rock on which the castle is built, began
at once to ascend it towards the door in an

oblique direction—a gentle stroke of the hands

together being the only signal she gave to her

accomplices of her arrival. It required great care

to make but slow progress, on account of the steep-
ness of the rock ; nevertheless, she was closely
followed by Captain Whitehead, who was followed

by Turner, the gipsies creeping after each other
in succession. The girl drew herself up against
the door, and waited till the ca2)tain whispered to

her in a low voice to knock, he himself halting at

such a distance from it as to be concealed by the

curvature of the wall in the event of the soldier

taking the precaution to peep out before removing
the whole of the fastenings. This caution on the

part of the leader of the conspirators was not

unnecessary : for, as you will see if you are not

afraid to descend the rotten staircase, there is a

stout chain which is long enough to allow the door
to be opened a few inches without its removal
from the hook. As if somebody had been standing
behind the iron-plated door waiting for this sound,
it was no sooner heard than there was a creaking
of bolts, succeeded by a low rattling of the links of

a chain. A short silence followed, and the girl

could just distinguish the face of the young soldier

who had acted as the medium of communication
between her and Charles. A moment more and
the door was gently opened. She stepped qiiickly
on the threshold, and before it could be closed

again she had, with Dalilah-like treachery, thrown
her arms round the young man, and forced him

gently back against the wall. It is not unlikely
that he, having no reason to believe that she was
a Lucretia, put ^the interpretation on her action

most flattering to his self-love. At all events, he
does not seem to have suspected treachery, and in

the thoughts of deceiving his master was as quiet
as the conspirators could desire. He did not

remain long in this fool's-paradise ;
for a dark

figure which knelt beside the girl, after remaining
motionless for a moment, suddenly thrust its arm

upwards, a dull gleam was visible in the darkness,
and the girl felt the man she was clasping in her

arms slide gently from them to the ground without

uttering a sound. A deed like this had not

entered her thoughts, and she turned hastily, and
without heeding the caution whispered into her

ear, began to descend the rocks, taking the

direction opposite to that by which the men of her

tribe were approaching.
The captain having satisfied himself that Turner

was close behind him, concluded that the others

also were following, and began to ascend the stair-

case leading to Charles's room. Holding a dagger
in his hand, the captain crept quietly up the

narrow winding stairs ;
so quietly, that if Charles

heard him, he might well have imagined that it

was merely his agent, and the girl whose presence
he was expecting. Suddenly the silence was
broken by the sound of dull blows, as though a

body was being violently driven against thick

timber or stone. Stifled cries for help, which,
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tlioxigh faint, were carried up the passage as along
a tube, and into the cell where I have told you
Prynne was imprisoned, and from thence echoed

up the staircase beyond, and into Charles's bed-

room. The captain stood still to listen, and thus
checked the progress of those behind him. Low
groans mingled with ejaculations, in a tongue
which he knew to be the gii)sy dialect, but could

not iinderstand, ascended to his ear, and with
these came the more familiar tone of an English
voice, faintly beseeching for help.

Alarmed for the success of his enterprise by
these sounds, he was puzzled as to whab had hap-

pened, and undecided whether to advance or

retreat while there yet seemed time. From this

state of indecision he was released by the hind-

most of the gang of gipsies, who finding that

those above him were motionless, guessed the

reason, and silently pushed his May past the

others, till he reached Captain Whitehead, to

whom in a few words he explained what had
taken place. He, himself, had been the last but
one to enter the tower, and just before he reached

it, the gipsy behind him had caught hold of hia

ankle. At first he supposed that he had done so

merely to save himself from falling ; but, as he
turned his head to look at him, he heard the inar-

ticulate sound which his people were accustomed
to use when an enemy was by, and he then saw
that a man was following them at three or four

yards' distance. Conceiving that the intention of

this man was to get into the tower in the dark

unheeded, under the impression that he was a

member of the tribe, and to secure the door, so

as to catch them all like rats in a trap when he
had given the alarm to the garrison, the gipsy
and the one who followed him halted on the lower

stair, the former removing one of his garments
with the view of throwing it over the man's head,
and preventing him from crying out. This plan
partially succeeded ; but the Englishman, though
taken by surprise, and almost suffocated, struggled
furiously against his two assailants ; and though
he was prevented from calling aloud, and even-

tually forced to succumb beneath the ill- directed

blows of their daggers, he did not die unavenged,
for one of them fell beneath him, and lay there,

moaning out his soul in the strange accents of a

language unintelligible to all but those of hia

own race. Before the captain had hardly
received this explanation both voices were

silent, and he continued his way upwards. It

had not occupied a minute, but when he reached
the bedroom he was just too late to capture the

occupant, who having heard the sounds, though
he believed they were caused by the young soldier

and the girl, was too eager to receive the latter to

remain seated, and had approached the head of

the stairs to listen. Something at the last mo-
ment excited his suspicion, and he ran across the
room to the staircase which led up to the top of

the tower, and then turned round to look behind
him at the very moment Captain Whitehead

stepped into the chamber. The captain glanced
round him and saw that it was empty, but as

he did so, he saw a shadow vanishing up the

opposite stairs. He rushed recklessly after it,

pursued by his accomplices ; but, active as he was,

he could not travel so fast as the man he pursued,
who not only had the advantage of being familiar

with the passage, but was much more lightly
clothed. Heedless of everything but the accom-

plishment of the object he had in view, and not

diverted from the direct line taken by the imfor-

tunate man who was destined so often in his

younger days to experience the bitterness of being
hunted like a wild beast, he stumbled on. On
arriving on the platform at the top of the tower,
and finding himself in the open air, he looked

eagerly about him, fully expecting to see Charles

before him, hel])less, and utterly unable to offer

resistance. To his great surprise not a human

being was visible. No search was necessary, for the

space was so very small, and moreover there M'as

nothing there which could serve as a screen or

hiding-place. Imagining he must have concealed

himself in some recess on the stairs, the captain
descended to the bedroom. He found the door

opening from it into the body of the building oc-

cupied by the soldiera and the prince'a friends and

attendants, still barred. It was evident, therefore,

Charles could not have escaped by that way.

Taking a light in hia hand he again mounted the

staircase, but from the bottom to the top there

was no place in which a man could hide himself.

On reaching the platform the captain went care-

fully about it, to ascertain if there were any means
of quitting it except by the way in which he had
himself come, and then discovered what was evi-

dently a trap-door; though whether it opened on a

staircase, or a well, or anything else, he could not

make out, for he and his companions were unable

to raise it, showing that it was either locked or

bolted underneath. While he was weighing in his

mind the possibility of Charles having made his

escape by this way, a gipsy touched his shoulder,
and caused him to look over the parapet. There

just below him, but still beyond hia reach, he saw
a white face looking upwards at him, which be-

came even whiter and assumed a more terror-

stricken expression as he bent over to examine it

more closely, with the aid of the light he still

held. The captain did not utter a word ;
but a

name which no man caught came trembling from
the lii^s of Charles. The former laid his dagger
on the parapet, and extinguished the light, lest

anybody might see it and give the alarm ;
then

grasping the stone with his left band, he lowered

his right as if to help the prince to ascend.

Finding his intended victim took no heed of

his hand, he took up the dagger, his followers

crowding around him, some holding his clothing,
and all looking eagerly over the wall and watch-

ing his movements. At first he made only a

pretence of cutting through the chain, for he

seemed to be sawing at it for some seconds before

the sound produced by actual contact showed that

his dagger had only struck against another metal,
instead of the rope he had assumed it to be.

It was to defeat an attempt to sever it, and to

ensure the safe descent of the person who might
be on the rope-ladder, which was provided ready to

be hooked to it, that the chain had been fixed.

Unfortunately, Charles had not the time to attach

the ladder even if it had been at hand, which it

was not, as such a pressing emergency had never
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been foreseen. The captain next tried to seize the

chain, but his tingers barely reached the staple
which held it to the wall. Baffled and enraged, he

pulled furiously at one of the blocks of stone which
formed the coping ; and Charles, who could just

distinguish the action, must have suffered the

agonies of death at the thought that it was in-

tended to dash it down upon his head. He still,

however, clung desperately to the chain, knowing
that he would become a mere mass of mangled
flesh if he loosed his hold, and believing that if he

accepted the help of his enemies to return to the

platform he would perish beneath the blows of

their daggers. All that I have described as follow-

ing his discovery had only occupied the shortest

possible space of time. At the first moment terror

and surprise deprived him of the use of his voice,
if not of his reason

; but the action of Captain
Whitehead seemed to give him vigour to cry out.

His cries, however, uttered in the open air, at such
a height, and outside the walls of the castle, were
unheard by the garrison.

It was while these things were being enacted
on the top of the castle, that a soldier of the

garrison who had been visiting his friends was

returning towards it. The greater part of the
road which now runs from St. Martin's down to

the beach yonder, south of the castle, was in exist-

ence then
;
but the shortest way, and that usually

taken by persons coming to the castle in the day-
time, was reputed to be haunted, and it was very
seldom indeed that anybody came that way after

nightfall. It so happened that this soldier was
an Englishman, named Cooper, a native of Ames-

bury in Wiltshire
; and it was perhaps from his

familiarity with the grand Druidic ruins of Stone-

henge that he felt a kind of contempt for the ghosts
which could dwell in the insignificant ruins, attri-

buted to that priesthood, which the natives of

Jersey avoided with so much awe. At any rate,
instead of taking the broader road he took the

path which skirted these ruins, and while passing
along, and occasionally throwing a side-glance at

them, he saw a red light burning on one of the
rocks furthest from the shore. He stopped to

look at it, wondering what it could mean. It was
not a fire—its vivid colour and the steadiness with
which it burned showed that. He went on a few

steps and it was hidden
; then he came back and

it was still there. He again changed his position ;

and though the red light was invisible, his eye
was drawn to three ordinary lights shining one
above the other, which, from the manner in which

they rose and fell, he saw immediately were on
board a vessel. If he had seen the latter alone,
he would have thought nothing of it, because it

was a common thing for the fishing-vessels when
they lay off the coast all night to hoist lights,
which enabled those on shore to say what parti-
cular vessel it was ; but taken along with the
coloured light, the like of which he had never
seen in the island, he fancied it might have some

meaning Avhich he and his comrades were inte-

rested in discovering. No sooner had this idea

entered his head, than he pushed on as fast as he
could along a path which was both rough and

obscure, till he reached the gate of the castle.

Directly he was admitted he told the soldiers,

who were amusing themselves after the boisterous

fashion of the time in practical jokes and noisy
pastimes, of what he had seen. A sergeant went
at once to the room where the officers were

sitting, drinking and singing, and told them.
Some of these thought it did not concern the

garrison, others thought it did
;
and as among the

latter happened to be the principal ofiicer, he
went to considt the commander of the little band,
who was sitting with the few noblemen who
resided here with Charles. To reach this room
he had to pass the door which opened into his

royal master's sleeping room, and in doing so he
stood still a moment and listened. He heard the

low murmur of voices, but that was all, and he
went on his way. After he had told what Cooper
had seen, somebody present asked Avhere the prince
was. Another answered that he had gone to bed
with the headache, whereupon the officer who had
come with the news said that he had heard some

persons talking in his room as he passed it. So
few in number were those who dwelt in the castle,

that everybody looked about him, and perceived

simultaneously that no person was absent from
their circle. There was a general rising : some
drew their swords, others took up axes or other

weapons equally eff'ective in a close fight, and all

made their way to the door of Charles's room.

One of them knocked, but there was no answer.

He knocked again and louder, but still no response ;

all was as silent as w^e believe tbe grave to be.

Alarmed by this, a nobleman present suggested
that it woidd be well to go up to the top of the

castle, and descend by the staircase which opened
into Charles's room. The suggestion was followed

without anybody speaking. One after the other

they mounted the stairs which led to the summit,
the noise of their own feet drowning all external

sounds till they halted to unfasten the bolts which
secured the trap-door, which was the same Captain
Whitehead had in vain tried to raise from the

outside. Then it was that some indistinct idea of

what was going forward arose in their minds.

The bolts were hastily drawn back, the door

dashed violently upwards, and each man sprang
on the i)latform with the agility of a tiger. The

group of conspirators were so intently occupied
in watching or aiding the efiforts of Captain
Whitehead to detach a stone, that three or four

of Charles's friends were on the platform and
had heard his cries for help before tbey were per-

ceived. The conspirators had no time to consider

whether to fight or fly, for the cavaliers were upon
them, hewing and striking almost at random. The

struggle was a momentary one, the conspirators

being either forced over tlae parapet and crushed

by their fall on the rocks below, or struck to the

ground and left for dead. Captain AVhitehead and

Turner were the only two who made what could

be termed a resistance, but the latter was soon

overcome
;
a blow from an axe fell on his fore-

head, and the blood rushed into his eyes. He
made a feebl« attempt to press it out with the

fingers of his left hand, but while in the act of

doing it he received stabs and blows sufficient to

have destroyed life in an elephant. The leader of

the conspirators sold his life at a dearer rate;

but he, too, fell lilce the rest befqre the number of
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his assailants. Tn the meantime some of the

cavaliers, as soon as they perceived the position
of the prince, had been engaged in rescuing him,
which was not a difficult matter with the aid of

the rope-ladder. He had managed to get his foot

in the ring, and thus sustained himself without

much fatigue; but his hands were bruised and

bleeding from the way in which they had been

crushed between the chain and the wall. Not-

withstanding his wounds, and the eflfects of the

terror he must have felt, he did not suffer himself

to be taken down the stairs till he had examined
the faces of the dead men who lay on the platform.
On seeing the face of the man known as Captain
Whitehead, he ordered his body to be put aside

from the rest, and the next day he directed it to

be taken to the nearest churchyard and buried.

I think (concluded the old gentleman), that

you will agree with me, that this was one of the

narrowest escapes Charles ever had. But this is

not the only way in which that chain is connected

with the prince. Years afterwards, Dean Ban-

dinel and his son, who were charged with being
accessories to the murder of his father, Charles I.,

were sent here as prisoners ;
and in their attempt

to escape, by means of a rope fastened to that

same chain, one was dashed to death and the other

dreadfully maimed.

THE BARBERRY.

Sometimes nestling in the sweet centre of a

sugary comfit—more often garlanding, with serried

sprays of coralline ruddiness, some triumph of

confectionery art, the barberry appears at our

tables, usually, only in a very supplementary kind
of manner ; yet as it does " enter an appearance"
there in due form, it cannot be denied some

notice, especially as it further claims to be one of

the fruits indigenous to our own country. It is

thought by some to have come originally from
the East, but no record remains of its having been
introduced thence, and it is now at least found
wild in most parts of Europe, and is also a native

of America ; while to endow it with a respectable
classical antiquity, it has been assumed to be the

fruit referred to by Pliny, when he describes " a

kind of thorny bush, called appendix, having red

berries hanging from the branches, which are

called appendices." Gerard informs us that in

his time (1597) it was very common in England,
and that near Colnbrook, especially, the hedges
were nothing else but barberry bushes ; but now,
though still sometimes found wild, it is compara-
tively rare, though the stiff, sharp, triply-pointed

spines, which liberally garnish the branches, fit it

admirably for a protective enclosure, while, as

regards appearance, it forms one of the very
prettiest of hedges. Spring clothes it first with
a foliage of oval serrated leaves, which being
joined to the leaf-stalk by a distinct articulation,
are reckoned as compound leaves reduced to a

single leaflet ; while the three spines which shoot
out at their base are also considered as being the
skeletons of undeveloped leaves, or, in the words
of Lindley,

" a curious state of leaf, in which the

parenchyma is absorbed, and the ribs indurated."

By June the bu3h has garlanded itself with
wreaths of blossoms, in form, size, and colour

not imlike the common little yellow "everlasting"
flower, but more light and delicate in make, and
far more gracefully disposed, hanging in loosely-

drooping clusters, while the centre of each flower

displays six slender stamens surrounded by six

petals and six sepals, but calyx and corolla

scarcely distinguishable from each other—the

whole of the blossom being tinted with one
uniform hue of pale delicate yellow. By Sep-
tember another variation, and yet more pleasing
one, has taken place ; for the fruit then begins to

ripen, and the bush appears in its fulness of glory—
every spray hung with elegant pendant clusters

of little oval berries, flushed with the most vivid

scarlet. In flavour these are intensely yet agree-

ably sharp, owing to the presence of a powerful
acid, which Scheele (according to Downing) found

to be chiefly acetic, but which Royle asserted to

be malic, and Lindley pronounces to be oxalic.

Pickled in vinegar while green, they form an
excellent substitute for capers ;

when ripe they

supply a beautiful garnish, either while fresh or

preserved in bunches ; and their juice is beneficial

to inflamed gums, or in affections of the tonsils,

or, in the North of Europe, becomes a substitute

for lemon juice in flavouring punch, &c., while by
evaporating it after fermentation tartar is i>ro-

cured. Preserved they make a pleasant conserve,
which strengthens the stomach, creates appetite,
and is useful to check diarrhoea ; while even the

leaves partake of the acid of the berries, and
therefore were formerly, and still might be, used

as salad ; besides which, they are readily eaten by
cattle, sheep, or goats. The bark and roots, too,

yield a yellow dye, and possess also an astringent

quality so powerful, that they are not only used

medicinally, but are made available in Poland in

the manufacture of leather—the skins being tanned
and dyed yellow by one and the same process.
It might well, therefore, seem strange that a

plant with so many recommendations, both as

regards use and beauty, should be so seldom met
with in our gardens, and in many places have
b^n almost extirpated from even our fields ; but
better reason can be shown for the disfavour into

which the barberry has fallen than can be adduced
in every case for the neglect of native plants

—a

great objection to its being planted very near

houses being the very offensive odour of the

flowers. Phillips mentions having had a monster

barberry - bush in his garden, which towered

twenty feet high, spreading its branches over a

circumference of sixty feet, and which must there-

fore have presented a very beautiful appearance
when decked with either flowers or fruit ;

but the

smell of the blossoms, fragrant at first as that of

cowslips, changed ere they faded into a putrid
kind of scent, so exceedingly disagreeable that for

about a fortnight no one could walk in the shrub-

bery anywhere near it. Still, for hedges in the

open country it might have held its place, not-

withstanding a temporary iinpleasant odour, but

that another and more serious objection has led

the farmer to look on it as a foe to be carefully
rooted out of his domain ; for he has found that

wherever the barberry grows near corn, there the
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com becomes specially liable to be affected with

disease, Duhamel treated this belief with scorn,

as a mere vulgar prejudice ;
other scieutific writers

have followed in his wake ;
and Dr. Greville, in

an elaborate work on Cryptogamia, proved,

satisfactorily enough, that the mildew so often

found on the barberry (and which, xxnder the

microscope, presents an extraordinarily beautiful

appearance) is distinctly different from any of

the fungi iisually found on diseased corn
; but

nevertheless, practical agriculturists, both iu this

country and in America, still maintain the popular
notion on the subject to be an incontrovertible

fact. A most intelligent farmer assured the

writer that on one occasion, when going over his

fields with a friend, they were struck with the

odd appearance of a semicircular patch of wheat

being all blighted with "rust," while the rest of

the field was wholly unaffected by the disease.

As it was at the edge of the field, the friend

remarked that it would be as well to examine the

hedge close by, when a barberry-bush, the only
one in the neighboxirhood, was discovered growing
exactly opposite the centre of the diseased patch.
It was grubbed up, and in succeeding years no
more " rust

"
appeared in the field. Had science,

instead of denying this singular influence of one

plant upon another (testified to, as it is, by many
witnesses), addressed itself more carefully to seek-

ing out the cause of it, we should probably not be
left now to guesses upon the subject ; but as, in

the present uncertainty, even a "
guess at truth

"

may be of some interest, the following considera-

tions are adduced.
The barberry is a sensitive plant, endowed

apparently with something analogous to the ner-

vous system of animals
;
for its blossoms offer a

noted specimen of vegetable irritability, easily
excited by the insertion of a pin—the stamens, if

lightly touched at their base, springing forward
and striking against the stigma, while the petals
at the same time close over them. If the anthers
be ripe, this movement causes them to discharge
their pollen upon the stigma, and then, if touched

again, no result is elicited
; but if the blossom be

immature, the various parts soon return to their

former position, and another touch excites a
similar commotion again, so that the experiment
may be repeated several times upon the same
fiower. Nor is this all : for it has been farther
found that if poison be applied to the plant,
should it be of a corrosive nature (such as arsenic),
the filameuts stiffen into a rigidity no longer
capable of responding to the touch which was
before so irritating ; whereas if, on the contrary,
a narcotic, such as opium, be administered, they
equally lose the power of making an active spring,
but droop in flaccid weakness, easily bent in any
direction. As regards their ordinary condition,
however, it would appear that some external force

must be necessary in order to impel the stamens
to discharge their office of fructifying the central

organ ;
but as experimentalising botanists are not

always at hand to tickle them into compliance,
Nature has provided for their being commonly
urged into fulfilling her behests, by making the
flowers specially attractive to insects—it may be,
even by that very odour so offensive to human

nostrils,
—and the busy tribes thus drawn to settle

on them, in pushing their way among the irritable

stamens, soon vex them into that violent rush
towards the pistil which is requisite to induce its

fructification. Further conseqiiences ensue from
this peculiar endowment : for just as "where the

body is, there the eagles gather together," so, and
for like reason, where insects are, there little birds

are sure to flock ; and though the fruit is too acid

to tempt them into making that an article of diet,

singing birds, especially bidl and goldfinches, are

especially fond of resorting to the barberry -bush,
to build their nests in its thorn-protected branches,
and profit by the feast provided in its swarms of

insect visitants. This of itself would suffice to

make the plant unwelcome to those short-sighted
cultivators who hold the feathered race in deadly
hatred as devourers of their grain, hearing in their

sweetest songs only the impudent triumph of suc-

cessful plunderers ; but this is a prejudice aban-

doned by the more enlightened, who recognise the

destruction of many insects as a service out-

weighing the consumption of a few seeds. But,
however the plant might have been forgiven for

harbouring birds—now acknowledged to be harm-

less or even useful—it is less easy to pardon its

attractiveness to the lesser winged guests which

alhire them, and which are by no means proved
to be innocuous to crops : for, indeed, it seems no

implausible theory that among the atomic crowd

drawn together by the fascinations of the barberry

blossoms, may be some minute agent of a blight

in corn, which, when it finds itself in proximity
to a more congenial abode, may abandon its first

resting-place on the shrub to effect a more per-

nicious lodgment in the grain. If this theory be

correct, the old opinion of the barberry being

injurious to corn, scoffed at as a mere superstition

when set forth as the subtle and inexplicable

working of a sort of vegetable feud, might be

admitted and recognised as the reasonable out-

come of a chain of simple natural causes.

By divesting it of its lower branches, and care-

fully removing all the suckers which it so liberally

throws up, the barberry may be diverted from its

natural bush-like growth, and made to assume a

tree-like form
;
a change which improves not only

its appearance but even its produce, since, when
its strength is spent in sending up many shoots,

the berries are comparatively small and few in

number. Those of the ordinary barberry, of a

long oval in shape, contain two or even some-

times three seeds ;
but a variety, more common in

Normandy perhaps than anywhere else, entirely

devoid of seeds, and more highly prized wherever

it is grown than any other kind, is made by the

confectioners of Rome into a celebrated sweetmeat

known as Govfiture d'Epine vinette—this French

name for the barberry signifying acid, or sorrel-

thorn. As this seedless sort of fruit is found only

as the growth of poor soil, or on old plants, and

even then it does not seem to be a permanent
characteristic—-since though the kind can be pro-

pagated by layers or cuttings, suckers taken from

such bushes always, it is said, produce the common
seeded berries ;

it is generally supposed that this

sterile fruit is only a mark of weakness in the

plant that bears it, rather than that its production
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denotes a distinct natural variety. Another

rarer kind has smaller flowers, and bears a scantier

crop of smaller berries perfectly white. But there

are negroes as well as albinoes of this ordinarily

red race ; and an evergreen sort brought from the

Straits of Magellan has round, sweet, black berries

the size of a black currant, which are used in

America, whether green or ripe, for baking in

pies, and pronounced to be very good for the

purpose. Yet another species, which flourishes

specially at Nepal, displays large violet- coloured

berries, with proportionately large seeds, which in

India are dried like raisins in the sun, and then

eaten at dessert. The Mahonias, or spiny-leaved

barberries, which bear quite valueless fruit, were

at one time assigned to a distinct genus, but are

now included under the general term Berberis.

The most esteemed of these is the aquifolium, or

holly-leaved, whose glossy evergreen foliage, very
similar in shape to that of holly, but glowing in

autumn with the richest hues of crimson and

piirple, presents an appearance so attractive that

for some years after its first introduction (from
N.-W. America) in 1823, plants of it were readily

bought at the price of ten guineas each. It is

now a common ornament of our shnibberies.

Though so different a plant in many respects,
an examination of the flower and fruit shows the

barberry to be nearly akin to the vine, which is

therefore classed in the Natural System as one of

the Berheridce, and the one perhaps most closely
allied to the shrub which gives a name to that

family. Whence its own name is derived 'seems

to be rather uncertain. It is called by the Arabs

Berbcrys, and Du Hamel says the term is derived

from an Indian word signifying mother-of-pearl ;

while others, again, seek its etymology in the

Greek berberi, or the Phcpnician barar—the former

meaning a shell, the latter the lustre of shells, the
allusion being supposed to be either to the hollow

shape or to the glossiness of the leaves, though
the last-named quality is certainly more apparent
in the berries, which, at least in the case of the

white-fruited sort, may be compared to some kinds
of little shells. The Old-English name for the

plant (still retained, it is said, in Cambridgeshire)
is the pipperidge or piprage-bush.

STUDIOS IN FLOKENCE.
No. I.

I HAVE always maintained, in spite of Gray's
hackneyed verses, that merit, like murder, will

betray itself, especially in these days, when ava-
lanches of words, cataracts of ink, and pyramids of

books, fall on us from every quarter of the globe,
in praise or dispraise, explanation or entangle-
ment, support or attack, of every conceivable

subject. This is essentially the age when, by one

party, at least, every goose has, sooner or later,
the chance of being taken for a swan

; though,
alas ! it is also true, that by the other party some
really noble swans are looked upon as geese. But
aspirants to fame now, at all events, are known.
Their good or ill is discussed. Most of them are
sure to obtain the excitement of encouragement or

oi)position. The deadly upas of obscurity does
not poison them. There are, however, exceptions.

A man who earns his bread in one of the learned

professions, and can only indulge or cultivate his

taste for art at intervals, is often debarred from'

just appreciation by the conventional limitations

which the world places on excellence. His profes-
sion is a disadvantage to his art, his art is a disad-

vantage to his profession ; when the public ear is

absorbed in listening to the echoes of one kind of

glory, it is for a time utterly deaf to every other ;

and when, in the sudden new birth of a country, a

spirit of political ardour and commercial enterprise

awakens, it temporarily effaces the impression
made by other manifestations of the public spirit.

It is, I suppose, owing to one or other of these

reasons that the works of art which I lately
visited are less known than they should be. There
are a number of sculptors' studios in and about
the Via de Serragh, Florence. Many are congre-
gated in a large old building about midway between
the Carraja Bridge and the Roman Gate.

In a studio in this house are the St. Stephen
and the Wounded Gladiator, which were the

objects of my first visit.

The St. Stephen is a bust hewn out of granite.
It is a noble head. A Christian Laocoon, sublime
in its expression of suff'ering, sublimer still in its

expression of faith. There is admirable art in the

way the whole figure is suggested, from the pose
of the head and shoulders. We sec that the

martyr has fallen on one knee, beaten down by
his relentless foes. His head is'thrown back, as

he awaits his death pang. He is an old man,
with a face ploughed with lines of care and

thought ; the temples are slightly hollowed, and
the sunken, upturned eyes are calm, trusting,
and invincible. Only on the lips, which are

parted, can we read the plain signs of the
intense jihysical suffering ;

but as legible is the

indomitable resolution of the face. No victim,
but a self-devoted sacrifice. In this lies the
subtle difference between this head and that of

the old Greek marvel. St. Stephen triumphs over
death—Laocoon endures it. With the one, death
is the man's imperious choice—with the other,
death is the man's inflicted doom. St. Stephen
seems to say,

*' The truth which I attest may
slay me, but it is my will to give my witness to

it ; come shame, come torture, come death, I

accept them—truth aud I are stronger than they."
We could almost expect that the next moment
the visible glory of the victory will hallow him,
and that we shall see his face shine as the face of

an angel.
The grey colour of the granite out of which it

has been cut suits the severe grandeur of the

head, and harmonises with the whole ex2)rcssion.
Chiselled out from the block at once, without

passing through the intermediate stages of clay
and plaster, there is a spontaneity, if we may so

term it, about this work which would appear to

realise the old legend, that the sculptor did not

create his bust or statue out of his materials, but

only liberated an already existent figure from its

shroud of stone.*

The other figure is an entirely realistic por-
traiture of an athlete. He has raised his arm to

strike, but at the very moment has received his

* Thore are wituesses who can provo thia remarkable fact.
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death-blow. There is a deep dent on his helmet
on the left side, just above the forehead. The
effect of such a blow would cause a man to whirl
round as he falls, and thus is he represented. The
left leg is bent : the weight of the figure is on
it. The right is stretched out at its full tension

just before the figure sways leftwards as it sinks

down. The effect of this line, from the arm up-
raised above the head (grasping the weapon and
in the act of dealing the blow), along the side,

thigh, and leg, is beaiitiful. The development of

the chest, the muscular strength of the limbs, the
fulness of life in the whole figure, are forcibly

expressed, but without exaggeration. The muscles
do not stand out like ropes around a fleshless

torso ; there is athletic strength, the perfection of

trained manhood, but no gauntness or imsightli-
ness

;
sound elastic flesh clothes sinews powerful

as steel. The hand which holds the sword has
closed on it with the rigidity of death. The pas-

sage from life to death is portrayed with great

fidelity. The art-students in Paris, who saw this

figure on its way from Boston to Florence, were so

struck with its marvellous truth that they decided
it must be a trick

; that it had been moulded on
a living man. They declared it impossible other-

wise that certain details could be rendered with
such exactness. The absurdity of such an opinion
is self-evident. No model could remain in such an
attitude. He must inevitably fall.

There is no idealisation attempted in this figure.
It is to the minutest fibre an athlete and nothing
more. What particularly struclc me, both in the
bust and the figure, was the finish and delicacy of

the modelling. The wrinkles in the face of St.

Stephen, the hoUovvness of the cheeks, the swollen
veins round the sunken temples, the bony projec-
tion of the forehead over the eyes, are singularly
lifelike. So, too, with the Gladiator. The massive

yet elegant proportions, the noble throat, the her-

culean chest, the vigorous tension of one side con-

trasted/with the fast approaching collapse of the

other, are all instinct with vitality.
The smooth, hard, flat surface, which so many

-sculptors seem to think expressive of beauty, is a
falsehood. To learn to see, and seeing to copy,
the undulations and indentations of the human
body which prove that blood and life are beneath
the skin, is the secret of art. In painting, what
wonderful lights, what tender shadows, what ex-

quisite chiaro-oscuro reveal them
; and in sculpture,

what breaking up into soft swellings and almost

imperceptible lines is necessary before the hard ma-
terial can be changed into living flesh. This has
been done by this sculptor. But who is he ?

Dr. Bremner, of Boston, is now at the head of a

school of art established by the Lowell Institute.

Up to this time, however, he has had few oportu-
nities of following his art-calling. The exigencies
of life have made him a professional man, but
there are voices which call even louder than the

demand for daily bread, and which no man can

disobey. In the intervals of his medical avoca-

tions, and under every possible disadvantage, these
two works have been executed, and prove what
Dr. Bremner is capable of.

The bust was, as I have said, hewn out of the

granite. Every twenty minutes the chisels became

blunted, and it was necessary to sharpen them.
So vivid was the conception of the head, that the
block of granite was cut down at once into the

present jiose. Owing to some accident, the clay
in which the figure of the Gladiator was modelled,
cracked, and began to fall before the figure was
half finished. A cast was taken of it as it stood,
and the rest of the figure was cut|in the plaster.

In our estimate of works of art, I think it a
mistake to make the difficulties or hindrances
attendant on their execution excuse their faults.

They should be judged intrinsically, with no
reference to aught but themselves. But when
these difficulties or hindrances are so successfully
overcome, our admiration of the workman who has

persevered so manfully with his work is enhanced,
and we revere what Balzac calls the sublime

patience of genius. As I stood for a moment out-

side the studio, and looked at the blue and cloud-

less sky above, I could not help thinking how long
Italy had monopolised all the utterances of the
soul

; how adapted its climate, its religion, and
the idiosyncrasy of its people, are to Art in

the widest acceptation of the term
;
and yet, how

far from Italian culture and Italian influences

some of the great ones of the earth had wrought
their work. Never was the glorious independence
of genius more impressed on my mind than at

this moment. An absorbing profession, povertj'',

inadequate mechanical means, deficiency in art

companionship and in the power of art contempla-
tion, had not prevented a true artist from thus

executing works which only require to be known
to take a foremost place in the most elaborately
selected collections of modern art. I. B.

MAKE-BELIEVE PLACES
BUSINESS.

OF

You meet with these in all our large towns, but
in London they form a most striking feature. The
number of spectral shops, phantom wharves, and

ghostly warehouses to be met with in the metro-

polis is startling. Every such place has the pecu-

liarity that, with all the usual preparation for

business, it still successfully avoids the slightest
transaction of trade of any kind. In some cases,

to judge from the situation of the premises, this

must be a task of great difficulty ; but, some way,
these apparition al tradesmen and illusive trades-

women manage to achieve it. Only an archway,
the sharp corner of another building, or ten yards,

say, of street, separate them from the roaring tides

of buyers and sellers, yet no customer ever throws

an impertinent shadow over their counter or upon
their desk. The Thames, for instance, is said to

be a busy river, and still I know wharves on its

banks which have long since rotted on their piles,

but where no barge has unladen cargo for seven

years past. Myriads of craft pass up and down
the turbid stream, and as far as those spots go

they alwaj'S do pass, for not a cockle-boat by any
accident ever anchors there. There are under-

takers' shops, which I know, where the last and

only business transaction was the sale by the new-

comer of a coflSn-plate for the use of the previous

proprietor. Brokers' stores may be counted in

many neighbourhoods by the half-dozen, at which
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not so much as change for a sixpence was ever

given in the memory of the most aged errand-lad.

For there are shopmen, store-keepers, and errand-

boys, who nnbar and fasten doors, take down and

put up shutters, and sit behind counters and desks,

with just as much regularity as though the pre-

mises were district branches of the Bank of Eng-

land, set up in out-of-the-way places for the con-

venience of stray populations. It is suggested by
their manner and appearance, that they always
labour under the delusion that business is to com-

mence on the day following : and they are simply
there for twelve, fifteen, or twenty years, getting

things into shape to begin fairly the next morning.
For the most part, the people who play at

business in this solemn manner, are a melancholy,
faded tribe. There is a damp air of decay about

them, and you get the impression that if you
looked closely you would see the cobwebs hang-

ing from their coat-ellx)ws, or forming a fringe
from their daggling dress. Here and there, it is

true, you stumble upon awfully cheerful people
in such places, but these are impostors ; they will

lock up the place for a week and go down into

the country, or, at other times, go wandering off

into the parks at mid-day. They, consequently,
would be unable to swear that a customer had not

disgraced the premises by a visit in their absence !

Many of the genuine class are old men who have
broken down in large concerns ; some of tbem, it

is even whispered, have been many years ago on

'Change : and they now, in these nooks and cor-

ners, make-believe with the wrecks of their for-

tunes that they are all they ever were, only, just
for convenience sake, they trade upon a smaller

footing. Some again
—and these may be of either

sex—are people who have gained a hard-earned

competency elsewhere, and have once retired, but
who, finding themselves dying in dull, foolish

houses without shops to them, creep back into
sham places of business to pass the time in the old
routine. As a rule, indeed, it may be stated that
after persons have kept a shop for twenty-five *or

thirty years, they pass into the bust stage. They
are, practically, no longer full-length figures,

although they may appear to be so : but are busts,
cut off at the height of the counter, higher or

lower, just as it happens. In some cases, where a
man has only held intercourse with his kind for

that space from behind a tall desk, he is not even
a bust, but extends no lower than his shoulders—
a sort of antiquated commercial cherub. For those

people to be pushed out, or for them voluntarily
of themselves to wander forth into society, un-
sheltered and exposed from head to foot, is a species
of indecency ; and it is no matter of surprise that
after roaming about in the world unsteadily for a
short time, they generally lose their balance, and
fall flat into their coffins. But this is a meta-

physical digression. A goodly proportion of the
owners of these pantomimical places of business
are widows, whose husbands, possibly, did a real
trade through that very same doorway ; but who
appeared, when they departed this life, to take it

with them, and who, consequently, may be carry-
ing on a prosperous commerce elsewhere. Others of
the same sex are ladies who perchance would have
made an excellent aflfair of it, if they had ever

succeeded in achieving that initial stroke of bu-
siness with which the widows commenced

; but

who, as the unwedded successors of parents or

aunts and uncles, instead of husbands, never quite
settle down to their position until very late in life.

These no-places of business, it is unnecessary to

observe, are not located all in one quarter ;
—there

}

is not a special colony of these monks of com-
1 merce, these nuns of trade, where the stricken

harts of the vending world go weep in herds. You
! happen upon them everywhere—now in a dim
! alley, and again in a busy thoroughfare. There

I

are several spectral shops of this kind in the

I Strand, and one or two even in Fleet Street,

I

where the entrance of a real buyer or seller would
be felt, by the ghostly attendant, to be an unwar-
rantable intrusion. If a customer ever intended
to come, he ought to have made up his mind, and

presented himself years ago : ere the stock had

spoiled, the scales rusted, the drawers grown
fastened in their boles, the iuk in the stand dried

up, and the pen become green with mould. A
romance worth a fortune to a modern novelist

attaches to many of these places and persons, if the

particulars were only hunted up. Some day, the

present writer, as the discoverer of these places,
intends rolling himself in wealth in that way.

Something of the sort we have been describing
holds good, too, of the professions as well as the
businesses and the trades. I once knew a super-
annuated minister (yes. Reverend Sir, he was a

Dissenter), who actually "touted" for the preach-

ing of charity sermons and anniversary discourses

of any kind
;
of course, I don't mean as a matter

of profit : oh ! no, he was only too glad to pay his

own expenses, and put something upon the j^late

besides. The poor old man had occupied pulpits
for such a length of time, that he felt out of placo
in chapel or church anywhere else, and could not
reconcile himself to "

sitting under "
any one. I

have also heard, from a medical student friend of

mine, of an antiquated surgeon, who used to go
loitering into the hospital dissecting-room, and
would even bribe the younger lads to let him hold
a limb of the •'

subject
"

during the operation.
There are barristers, too, who go regularly to their

chambers long after everybody has done confiding
in their "

opinions," and years and years after the
last brief made its appearance. Venerable attor-

neys, I have often seen at assize courts, pushing
and bustling, with their white heads bobbing
about in the crowd, just as though the life of a

prisoner, indicted upon a capital charge, depended
upon their instantly having a word or two with
a leading counsel they were instructing for the
defence : it being a well-known fact, that, for

half a life-time, they had ceased actively to

practise. Men having once formed habits, no
matter of what kind, preaching or housebreaking,
are loth to give them up, and in every department
of human occupation these innocent impositions
are going on. Even authorship, we magnani-
mously admit, is not exempt. It would not, by
any means, be difficult to mention authors who go
on writing long after the public has ceased to read.

Yes, there are api)aritional writers, who go on

addressing phantom publics, and perhaps that is

the most ghostly sham of all. W. C.
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" THE LITTLE LOVERS."

" Little Boy-sailor, Tvitli jacket of bine,
Fond hearts at home have been thinking of you ;

Dreaming the long nights, and thinking all day,
Of a darling boy-sailor, while he was away ;

And when the ship sail'd away, oh ! how they cried.

Mother and sister, and—some one beside.
"

" Dear little Golden-hair, I will tell thee

What I saw, what I heard, on the deep sea :

As I sat all alone, on the mast high,
A sea-maiden, singing and swimming, came by ;

Combing her tangled and silken-green hair,
Thus she sang sweetly, that sea-maiden fair :

" '
Little Boy-sailor, with jacket of blue.

Mother and sister are thinking of you ;

He, too, forgets not, where'er he may roam,
IVIother and sister, and sweet, sweet home ;

But a something makes little boy-saikrs eyes

dim.
When he's thinking of some one—who's thinking of

him.'
4

" So she pass'd swimming, and swimming she sang ;

And in mine ears the sweet music still rang ;

And I felt, on the mast as I sat all alone,
Millions of tiny threads over me thrown

;

Tlireads by the silk-worm in Fairyland spun—
I felt them all over, but couldn't see one ;

But I knew that the magic web only could be

Thrown by kind Fairies across the wide sea,

To bind little Golden-hair closer to me." T.

END OF VOLL'ME THE NINTH.

^ In completing the ^present Volume of Once a Week, the Proprietors are happy to

an7iounce that they have made arrangements to print its successors in a clearer and more

readahle type, which they Mve reason to suppose will he more acceptaile to the gene-

rality of their Subscribers. They have also arranged for the publication of another

NOVEL by Mrs. HENRY WOOD, of ivhich tlie commencement will appear in an

early Numher of theforthcoming Volume.
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